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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 
W .A.SIIINGTON, D. c., llfarch 1, 1883. 
Prof. SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
U. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries: 
Sm: I have the honor to subrnjt herewith a geographical review of the fisheries of the, 
United States, including the fishery ui trict of the Atlantic, the Gulf, and the Pacific coasts, and 
of the great lakes. This report bas been prepared by the following-named census agents and 
assistants of the United States Fish Commission: Dr. Tarleton II. Bean, 1\fr. A. Iloward Clark, 
Capt. Joseph W. Collins, Mr. R. Ed ward Earll, Mr. Richard Il. Edmond , l\1r. Ernest Ingersoll, 
Prof. David S. Jordan, Mr. Ludwig Kumlien, Col. Mar hall McDonald, Mr. Frederick Mather, 
Mr. Silas Stearns, Mr. Frederick W. True, and Mr. W. A. Wilcox. Tho manu cript of this volume 
was prepared for the press by Mr. R. E. Earll, and ba be n printed urnler the editorial supervision 
of Mr. A. Howard Clark. 
This report constitutes Section II·of the Special 1 port on the Food Fi h aud Fishery In-
dustries of the United States, prepared through the co-op ration of tlrn Commis::;ion of Fi h aud 
Fisheries and the Superintendent of the Tenth Cen u . Secti n I, the Natural Ili tory of U eful 
Aquatic Animals, has already been published. 
The accompanying statistical statement give a summa1·y of tbe ti b ri • of tb ·otmtry in 
1880. We find that the total number of persons actua1ly employ din the fi 1.Jcry iodustric , eith r 
as :fishermen or in preparing the products for mark t, wa 1 1,42G, of wh m J01,G84 were fisher-
men, and the remainder shore men. The :fishing fl et con i ·t d of G,Go~ vr l (ao-gr gating 
208,207.82 tons) and 44,804. boat , and the total am unt of capital inv t <l wa 37,055,340, 
distributed as follows: Vessels, $0,357,282; b t , $2,460,003; min r ppn.rc t and out.fit , 
$8,145,261; other capital, including shore propert:r, 17,087,413. " 
. The value of the :fi.sherie of tlle ea, of th great riv r , and of th o-reat lak wa 43,046,05 , 
and that of thos~ in minor inland water wa $1,50 ,000; iu all, 4 ,546,053. Th e value wer 
e timated upon the ba is of the price of the product r c i <l y h produc r ', and, if averag 
whol al price had b en con id r d, tho value would ha b n much gr at r. 
V 
• 
VI LETTER OF TRANS HT'rAL. 
STATISTICS OF TIJE FISHERIES OF THE UNITED STATES IN 1880.(a) 
I GRAND TOTAL. PRRSONB EMPLOYED. APPARATUS AND C.A.PITAL. 
States and territories. Persona Voss la. Capital in· Value of Fisher· Shores. em. vested. pro<lucts. ml:ln. mon. ploy d. Number. Tonnage. Value. 
Number. Number. Number. 
The United States .................. 131,426 $37, 955, 340 $43, 046, 053 101, 6 4 20,742 6,005 208,207.82 $0, 357,282 
New England stat s ...................... 37,043 19,937,607 14,270,393 29,838 7,205 2,006 113,602.59 4,562,131 
Middle states, exclusive of ~r at ll\k fish-
l'i s ............ ······ .................. 14,981 4,426, 07 8,676,570 12,584 2,397 1,210 23,566.03 1,382,000 
outhern Atlantic stat s . .....•..••.•••... 52,418 I 951,722 9,602,737 38,774 13,644 a, 014 60,886.15 2,375,450 
Gulf stat s . .............................. 5,131 545,584 1,227,544 4,382 740 107 3,009.86 308,051 
Pncifi stat a and torri tori s .•.... .•...•. 10,803 21 74 I 383 7,484,750 11, 613 5,190 56 5,463.42 546,450 
Gr at lnkes . ........•....••............... 5,050 1, 34=>, 975 1,784,050 4,403 557 02 1,768.87 183,200 
-----
l Alabama .............••..•.......••..••... 635 38,200 110,275 545 00 24 317. 20 14,585 
2 Alaska ................•................••. o, 130 447,000 2,661,040 6,000 130 ···-······ .. ........... . -- --........ 
3 California. .•.....•.....•.•...••.••.••..•.. 3,094 1,139,675 1,860,714 2,089 1,005 40 5,246.80 535,350 
4 onuecticut .........••..............•.... s, 131 1,421,020 1,456,866 2,585 546 291 0, 215. 95 514,050 
5 Del. ware .............••••••.•..•......... 1,079 208,231 997,605 1,662 817 60 1,226.00 51,600 
6 Florida ................................... 2,480 406,117 643,227 2,284 1!)6 124 2,152.97 372,645 
7 G orgia ........ ...... ·········-········· · 899 78,770 119,903 809 90 1 12. 00 450 
8 Illinois ...............• .•••.•••...•..•.... soo 83,400 60,100 265 35 3 200. 73 8,500 
9 Indinnl\ . .........••..•.•....•...••...•••.. 52 29,360 32,740 45 7 1 21. 90 2,500 
10 Louisiana .......•............••..•.•...... 1,597 93,621 392,610 1,300 297 49 530. 69 20,821 
1l Maine ..................•••..•.......•••.. 11,071 3,375,994 3,614, 178 8,110 2,961 606 17,632.65 633,542 
12 Maryland ................................. 26,008 6,342,443 5,221,715 15,873 10,135 1,450 43,500.00 1,750,000 
13 Ma aohuaetts ............................ 20,117 14,334,450 8,141,750 17,165 2,952 1,054 83,232.17 3,171,180 
H Michigan ...•........... •••....• ~ ......••. 1,781 442,665 716,170 1,600 181 36 914. 42 98,500 
15 Minnesota ................................ 35 10,160 5,200 30 5 1 33. 511 5,000 
16 Mississippi ............................... 186 8,800 22,540 110 76 ······---- ............... .............. 
17 New Hampshire .......................... 414 209,465 176,684 376 38 23 1,019.05 51,500 
18 No,v Jersey ...•...••.•....•••..••...•.•••. 6,220 1,492,202 3,176, 5811 5,659 561 500 10,445.90 545,900 
19 New York .....•...•.....•...•............ 7,266 2,629,585 4,880,565 5,650 1,616 541 11,582.51 777,600 
2() North Carolina. .................... ----. - 5,274 506,561 845,695 4,729 545 05 1,457.90 39,000 
21 Ohio ...................................... 1,046 473,800 518,420 925 121 9 359.51 38,400 
22 Oregon .................................. . 6,835 1,131,350 2,781,024 2,705 4,040 ......... . ·······----· ............. 
23 Pennsylvania ............................. 552 119,810 320,050 511 41 11 321. 09 10,500 
24 Rhode Island ...............••...••....••. 2,310 596,678 880,915 1,602 708 92 2,502.77 191,850 
25 South Carolina .. ...........••..•..•••..••. 1,005 66,275 212,482 964 41 22 337. 32 15,000 
26 Texas ..................................... 601 42,400 128,300 491 119 .......... ············ ............ 
27 Virginia .••............•••••••............ 18,864 1,914,119 3, 124.,4~ 16,051 2, 813_ 1,446 15,578.93 571,000 
28 Washington . ............•............... . 744 30,358 181,372 729 15 7 216. 62 11,100 
29 Wisconsin ......•.........•....•.•....••.. 800 222,840 258,100 730 70 11 220. 25 26,700 
a The value of fishery products taken by unprofessional fishermen in the minor inland waters of the United States is roughly estimated 
at $1,500,000. It was impossible during the fishery investigation to obtain details of this industry. 
LETTER OF TUA Si\1ITTAL. 
.. 
Vll 
STATISTICS OF TIIE FISIIERIES OF T E U IT i ST TES IN 1 0 . 
.APPAUATUB AND CAPITAL--<lontiou d. . 
Iloate. V11.1t10 of Other cap-
minor 11.ppa- ital, in lud-
ratus n.ncl ing shore 
Number. Value. outfits. property. 
44,804 $2,465,303 $8,145,261 $17,987,418 
14, i8i 739,970 5,038,171 o, 597,335 
8,293 5-16, 647 674,951 ), 822,480 
13,331 040, 508 ], 145,878 4,789,886 
1,252 50,173 52,823 134,537 
5,547 404,695 467,238 1,330,000 
], 504 83,400 766,200 813, 175 
119 10,215 7,000 6,400 
3,000 60,000 7,000 380,000 
853 01, 485 205,840 307,000 
1,173 73,585 375,535 457,850 
839 33,227 70,324 113,080 
1,058 28,508 39,927 65,037 
358 15,425 18,445 44,450 
101 2,000 11, 000 GI, 000 
15 l, 650 20,210 5,000 
165 4,800 18,000 50,000 
5,920 245,624 934, 593 l, 502,235 
2,825 186,448 297,145 4,108,850 
6,749 351,736 3,528,925 7,282,600 
454 JO, 845 272,920 60,900 
10 900 3,760 500 
58 4,000 1,600 2,600 
211 7,780 00, 385 80,800 
4,005 223,963 232,339 400,000 
8,441 280, 88:; 300, ..!00 1,171,000 
2,714 123, 175 225,436 118,050 
487 20,830 253,705 151, 775 
1,360 216,600 245, 750 039, 000 
156 13,272 4(1, 538 55,500 
734 01, 24.5 138, 733 204., 8~0 
501 0, 700 25,985 15, fi00 
167 ]5, 000 4, 4.00 23,000 
o, 618 202,720 500,763 489, 030 
334 0, 010 8,048 4,000 
819 24., 975 145, l(J5 20,000 
G n rnl flsh-
eri e. (/J) 




































VALUE ov rnovuc·rs lJY Fl811EHIF.B. 
Whal fish- n.l fish-
ery. ry. 









202,150 2,177,062 ........... . 
Oy11t l' fiHh• 
ry. 






Maiin. Rpoui:nflah- snit in-ry. tlustry. 
$200, 7511 $305,890 
------
3,800 
200,750 ........ .. 
10, 000 .. • • . . .. .. .. 302, 000 
44,950 .......... .. .......... 1 
500 2, 006, 500 . . • .. • . .. .. . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. • • . .. .. .. . • . . 2 
201, 650. 15, 750 . • • • .. • .. .. • .. • .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. • . • • .. 302, 000 3 
82,048 111,851 256,205 
941 
672,875 ............ ......... . 4 
687,725 ............ .......... 5 
15, 950 200, 7GO ......... , 6 
85,000 ...................... 7 
8 
........................................................................ 9 





.......... ... ......... . 10 
11 
4, no, 476 . .. • • . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . u 




. .......... . ...... ..... . 1,114, ]58 





2, 080, 625 . .. • .. • • .. . . .. • .. • . • .. 18 
1, 577, 050 . .. • .. .. .. • . . .. .. .. • .. 19 
60,000 ..................... . 20 
........................................................................ 21 
........... . 4,800 .............................................. 22 
. .. .. • . .. .. . • . .. • • .. .. • • .. • • • • . • .. • • 187, 500 . .. • • • .. . • . . .. . • • • . .. . 2:J 
221,748 
3113, 820 
01,412 ....... .... . 





..•••• ..••. . .•..•. .• . 25 
. .................... . 20 
27 
. .... ...... ... ...... .. 28 
................ .................... .. ................................ .. 29 
b Iuclnd s .flshories for all foocl ap , ies ex:c pt oyste1·s. 
Vlll LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 
Since 1865 the :fisheries have greatly increased in extent and value, chiefly due to improved 
methods of preservation of products and means of transportation. 
The fisheries of the New England States are the mo t important. They engage 37>043 men, 
2,066 ve sel , and l 4,787 boats, and yield products to the value of $14,270,303. In tbi district the 
principal fishing port , in order of importance, are: Glouce t r, Por land, Bo ton, Provincetown, 
and New Bedford, the latter being the center of the whale fi bery. New England was ettled in 
1620 by colonists chiefly from the western counties of Engl nd, who s lected that portion of the 
coa ton account of its peculiar :fitness for the pr ecution of the fi herie , and by tbe middle of 
the eventeenth century there was a con id ral)le fl t f l etche a d now eugag d in the cod 
:fl h ry on the off- hore bank', here- pecially on th b nk of Newfoundland-France, Spain: 
Portugal, and England already had a fl et of Y ral bundr d large v 1 . Ju t before the war 
f the R volution New Englaud had G65 ve l and 4, 05 m n employ din it fisherie . 
N xt to New England in importan are the South Atlantic States, mplo ing 52,418 men, 
3,014 ve el (the majority of whi h are mall and enO'aged in th bore and bay fi beries), and 
1 ,331 boat , and returning produ t to the val n of $0,602, 737. 
Nextar theMiddleStat ,employinginthecoa tfi herie 14,981m n,1,210ves el ,and8,203 
b • t , with product to th amount of $ ,G76\570. 
N xt a.re the Pacific State and Territories, with lG,803 men, 5G ,es els, and 5,5-17 boats, witL 
product to the amount of $7,4 ,750. The fi heries of the great lakes employ 5,050 men, 62 ves els, 
nd 1,594 boat , with product to the amount of $1,784,050. The Gulf States employ 5,131 men, 
107 ve els, and 1,252 boats, yielding products to the value of $1,227,544. 
Forty-three di tinct :fisheries are recognized by American writers, each being carried on in a 
pecial locality and with methods peculiar to itself: Among the most important of· these are tll~ 
oyster fi hery, the off-shore cod fishery, the whale fishery, the fur-seal fishery, the mackerel :fishery, 
the menhaden fishery, the halibut :fishery, the antarctic seal anu sea-elephant fishery, the west-coast 
almon :fishery, the lobster fishery, the shad and alewife fisheries, the swordfish fishery, and the 
clam fishery. 
The off-shore fisheries are carried on by citizens of the New England and Middle States, and 
are prosecuted on the great oceanic ba-i:iks extending from Nantucket to Labrador, and upon the 
ledges and shoals between these and the coast. · 
The great purse-seine :fisheries for mackerel and menhaden are carried on north of Cape 
Hatteras, at distances from the sltore varying from 1 mile to 150 miles. The :fishing-grounds in 
the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, formerly frequented by many hundreds of American vessels, have been 
almost entirely abandoned since the introduction of the purse-seine, ·and in 1882 only one vessel 
visited those waters, :returning with about 200 barrels of mackerel. The oyster fishery is located 
for the most part between Cape Hatteras and Cape Cod, chiefly in the great inland bays. In all 
the great rivers of the Atlantic coast are :fisheries for the anadromous shad and the two species of 
alewife. A.bout the keys of Southern Florida is an extensive sponge fishery, and on the shoals of 
the Gulf of Mexico the red-snapper and grouper fisheries are yearly increasing in value. The fur-
seal :fishery is chiefly located upon the Pribylov islands of Alaska. A. small fleet of vessels yearly 
penetrates to the ice-bound islands of the Antarctic for seal-skins and sea-elephant oiJ. The whal-
ing fleets, with headquarters at New Bedford and San Francisco, frequent all oceanR, the larger 
vessels cruising chiefly in the North Pacific, while the smaller ones pursue their prey throughout 
the Atlantic and South Pacific. The.salmon fishery is seated upon the Columbia River and its trib-
utaries, though other rivers in Oregon and California produce large quantities of salmon, which is 
extensively canned and exported. The most valuable product of tbe great-lake :fisheries is the 
whitefish. The swordfish :fishery of Southern New England, though employing but 40 vessels and 
perhaps 160 men, produces 1,500,000 pounds weight annually. 
The .export of American :fishery products is comparatively small, owing to the fact that the 
demand for such products for home consumption is really greater than the supply, and is constantly 
on the increase. . In 1880 the total value of exported fish products amounted to $5,744,580, of 
which, according to custom-house records, England received $2,601,017. Of the quantity sent 
to England, $1,506,007 was in canned preparat,ions, and $363,790 in fresh oJsters, the remainder 
LETTJDI I• T A 1J 'T L. IX 
being chiefly product wa tr cl 
in dried cod with Spain and hin , 
Japan, and Australia. 
At present no ub idics are allowe<l t fi ,11 rmen, x pt tll t tll duLie u import u alt u · d 
in the preparation of fish ar r mitt tl. Thi, pra tic wa b gun in 60, at which tim th old 
bounty law was repealed. 
The United States, with th int ntion of aiuinO' it fi llermen, lla paid to r at Britain tue 
sum of $5,500,000 for the privilege of fishing in the Driti 11 provincial waters from 1873 to 18 5. 
Since 1871 the United States llasappropriated over one million dollars to be used by the Unit d 
States Fish Commission in behalf of the :fl hermen and fi h con umer , and under the direction of 
the Commissioner, Prof. Spencer F. Baird, very important r ults have b n accompli hed. All 
the State Governments, with the exception of six, have established State :fi~h commis ions, an<l 
most of these have been liberally supported by grants of money. 
The undeveloped fishery rcsonrces are very great. Many of the fi h s and inv rtebrates 
which in Europe are highly valued by the poorer clas es are ne, r used h r . Only abont 150 of 
the 1,500 species of fishes known to inllabit the waters of the United State ar ordinarily found 
in the marketi:;. 
Yours, very respectfully, 
G. BROWN GOODE, 
Special Agent Tenth Census, in charge of F'ishery Investigation. 
, 
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PA T I. 
THE COAST OF MAINE AND ITS FISHERIES. 
By R. EDWARD EARLL. 
ANALYSIS. 
A.-GirnERAL REVIEW OF MAINE AND ITS FISIIEIURS: 
1. Descriptive and sf atisticn,l recapitulation 
of the :fisheries of the State. 
B.-TIIE PASSAMAQUODDY DISTRICT: 
'2. General review of the :fisheries of tlfe dis-
trict. 
3. The fisheries of Calais, Robbinston, and 
Perry. 
4. Eastport and its :fisheries. 
5. The :fishing · towns between Eastport and 
Lubec. 
(3, Lubec and its fisheries. 
7. The fisheries of Trescott and Whiting. 
C.-Tlrn MACHIAS DISTRICT: 
8. General review of the fisheries of the dil:1-
trict. 
9. Cutler to Jonesboro', inclusive. 
10. Jonesport and its fisheries. 
11. Millbridge, Steuben, noel otbor iowuti in tbo 
vicinity. 
D.-TIIE FRENCIIMAN'S BAY DIST.RIOT: 
12. General review of tlle fisheries of Lbe dis-
trict. 
13. Gouldsboro' and its -fisheries. 
14. Sullivan, Hancock, and Lv,moin 
15. Mount Desert Island and its fish rics. 
16. Trenton, Ellsworth, antl Sorry. 
E.-Tm: CASTINE DISTRICT: 
17. General review of tho ilsheri s of fllo dii;-
trict. 
18. Blue Hill, Brooklin, nod Swa.11'1:1 Island. 
19. Deer Islnud and its :fisheries. 
20. Isle au Ilant, Sedgwick, and Brook1:1vi1lo. 
21. Castine n.nd its fisheries. 
22. P nob cot, Orland, and Bu ksport. 
F.-TilE BELFAST IBTRICT: 
23. G neral revi w of th fisb ,ri<'S of tlJo dis-
trict. 
24. B lfast and adj. c nt towns. 
25. Camel n and it fish ri s. 
26. Th Fox Island . 
G.-TnE WALDOilORO' Dr TnICT: 
27. General review of th ftsh ri s of t.110 tlis-
trict. 
28. Rockland, Thom:i.ston, ancl aint G org . 
29. Matinicus Islancl and its fisherie . 
30. Cushing, Friendship, Waldoboro', aml Hr -
men. 
31. Bristol and its fishery interests. 
32. Monherran !Aland nnd its fisheries. 
33. Damariscotta and adjoining town . 
11.-Tm~ WISCASSET DISTRICT: 
34. General review of the fisheries of tli,e di1:1-
trict. 
:lG. New Cl-listle n.ncl Edgecomb. 
36. Booth Bay nncl its fisheries. 
37. Southport and its fisheries. 
38. Wiscasset aud Westport. 
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THE COAST OF MAINE AND ITS FL HERIES. 
A..-GENERA.L REVIEW OF MAINE AND ITS FISHERIES. 
1. DESCRIPTIVE AND STATISTICAL REOAPITDLATION OF TlJE FISIIERIES OF 
THE STATE. 
LOCATION .A.ND EARLY SETTLEMEN'.I.',-;-The State of Maine includes an area of 32,000 square 
miles in the extreme northeastern corner of 'the United States. It is claimed that the region was 
visited by the Northmen in the latter part of the tenth century. An attempt was made to settle a 
colony on Neut,ral Island, on the Saint Croix River, under a grant from the King of France, in 1604. 
In 1613, French Jesuits established a mission at Mount Desert I land, but they were driven away 
by tlrn English the following year. About this time Capt. John Smith with a company of.fisher-
men took possession of Monhegan Island, from which point lie made visits to different portions of 
the coast for the purpose of making maps of the region. In 1620 the territory was granted to 
the Plymouth Company, and three years later the fir. t permanent settlement within the pres-
ent limits of the State was establi bed near the mouth of the Pi cataqua River. From that 
time onward the province grew in importa11ce and many oloni ts were soon comfortably settled 
within its borders. The eastern portion wa for many y ar und r the control of the Fr nch, who 
made little effort to develop its resources, but tlle we t rn part was from the :fir t in the. po , ion 
of the English, and by l 650 a number of important s ttlcm nt , me of tll m :C uud cl fift e11 t 
twenty years earlier, were scattered along its bore . 
The Massachusetts colony obtained control of the r 0 fon w • ·t of tho K nn bee River iu lu77: 
nine years later its jurisdiction was ext n<l d to th Penob c t, ml in 1691 all f the t rritory w t 
of the Saint Oroix, as well as Nova Scotia, wa tran }'IT <l to jt by tll Provincial charter. The 
treaty of 1783 ceded to Ma sachusctt' all of Main ' pr nt t rri ry, and be ntinn d h r np r-
intendence over it until 1820, when Maine became a parat tate, at which time it b d a population 
of over 298,000. In 1860 the State had 62 ,270 inhabitant , tho n mb r in r a in O' t 64 ,93G in 
1880. 
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hips made annual vi it to the coa t to ecure cargoes of cod, many of th m bringing small coloni s 
which w re left at ome convenient harbor to eontinue the fl hing during the ab ence of the v s 1. 
The e began t build for th ms Iv s comfortable dwellings and to clear a limited amount of land 
on which to rai e I roduct for their own tabl . In thi way were founded a number of important 
settlem nt , which, in a few year , became quite independent of the Europeans. Their resources 
being limited they found that the construction of large vessels was impracticable, and they there-
fore contented themselves with building small craft, ranging between 15 and 40 tons, in which 
· they visited the nearer fishing grounds, some of them venturing as far as Cashes' and Jeffries' 
banks, and the Seal I 'land ground. 
This condition of affairs practtcally continued until the beginning of the present century, when 
in some localities larger craft were built for engaging in the offshore fisheries, and by 1825 the 
Maine fishermen, in common with those of Massachusetts, frequented Grand and Western banks, 
the Magdalen islands, and Labrador. Between 1830 and 1870 the fisheries were peculiarly 
important, nearly every coast town having its fleet of vessels in addition to a considerable number 
of small boats. Occasional seasons during these years resulted disastrously, but the period was on 
the whole a prosperous one, and in many localities tbe small vessels were replaced by larger and 
better ones. From 1870 to 1879 the fisheri~s were less remunerative, and, owing to the ~nsatisfac-
tory results, many of the vessels were fitted for the coasting trade, and others were allowed to 
remain idle, so that the fishing fleet was reduced to less than three-fourths of its former size. The 
crews soon turned their attention to other pursuits, or provided themselves with boats for prosecu-
tion of the shore fisheries. This decrease in the vessel fisheries was most noticeable in the smaller 
towns. Another season of prosperity has just begun, but, though signs of renewed activity are 
everywhere manifest, no considerable increase in the size of the fleet has yet occurred. 
THE PRESENT CONDITION OF THE SE.A. FISHERIES.-During the season of 1880, 11,071 per-
MAI :;: • E \I L 
son w re acti ~ly engng d in the capture or pr parati n of fi hcry pr f the · , 3,630 
l>elongecl to th v s el fleet, 4,480 fi bed from small boat , and the remaining 2,961, er emr loy d 
as sboresmen in pr paring the products for the market . In addition t tll . , 1,591 p r u 
were, according to Mr. C. G. Atkins, engaged in the riv r fi heries, making a tot I of 12,GG2 per n 
directly dependent upon the fishery industries. Not less than 2)500 others w r ngaged in tran -
ferring the :fi h to tho larger markets, in the manufacture of fl hery apparatu , or in other depend-
ent industries, which brings the total for those directly and indirectly engaged in the fishery indu,. 
tries up .,to 15,000. A majority of these have families dependent upon them for support, and, 
allowing for these, we find that fully 48,000 p rsons, equal to 7½ per cent. of the total popnlnti n 
of the State, are, to a greater or less extent, d pendent upon the :fisherie for a livelihood. 
The total capital invested in the various industries connected with th a fl ·berics for tlt ame 
period was $37375,994, of which $633,542 was in vessels and $245,624 in boats, the remaining 
$2,MW,828 representing the value of gear and outfit, shore-property, and floating capital. 
During the year, the Maine :fishermen landed 202,048,4.4:9 pound of s a products, valued at 
$1,790,849 as they came from the water. These products received an enhancement in value of 
$1,823,329 in process of preparation, making them worth $3,G14,178 when place<.1 upon the mark t,. 
Of the entire catch of sea products, 42,548,008 pounds were sold fresh, 93,U>5,430 pound w re 
used for drying, 39,690,615 pounu.s were pickled, 9,038,242 pounas were smol e<l, and 17,57G,154 
po11nds were canned. 
The principal species taken were cod, herring, mackerel, Lake, luuldock, and lobsters; th ·o 
constituting seven-eighths of the entire catch. The following quantities of each of the above-
named species were secured: Cod, 56,004,325 pounds, valued at $056, 753; herring, 34,6913,192 
pounds, valued at (including sardines) $1,043,722; mackerel, 31,094,4135 pounds, valued at $059,304; 
hake, 24,447,730 pounds, valued at $278,336; haddock, 17,728,735 pounds, valued at $225,393; lob-
sters, 14,234,182 pounds, valued at $412,076. 
The vessel fleet numbered 606 sail, aggregating 17,032.65 tons, valued at $1,413,361, including 
apparatus and out~t. It was divided into two classes, the larger vessels being engaged in tl1 
offshore, while the smaller were employed in the inshore fisheries. Of tho offshore fleet, 94 en gag d 
in the offshore cod fisheries for a greater or less period. Some of tlJem fished for cod during tho 
entire season, while others, after making one or two trips to the banks, joined the fleet engag <l 
in the mackerel fishery, bringing the total for this fishery up to 81 vessels, manned by 1,042 fi "h· 
ermen. Four vessels were employed in the halibut fishery, and twenty-six fl hcd for haddock 
during the winter months. The smaller craft were in the shore :fisheries, taking cod, herrin , 
mackerel, or lobsters, as might at the time seero most desirable. The catch of the ves I fl ct 
reached 212,747 quintals of dry :fisb, worth $618,025, and !J6,350 l>arrels of pickled fisl1, worth 
$510,052. In addition to these, oil and sounds to the value of $109,119 were v d, making tlie 
total value of the caitch of the vessel fleet $1,359,376. 
THE LOBSTER FISITEnrns.-One thousand eight huodr d and nine m n, with capit 1 to th 
amount of $189,210, were engaged in the lob t r fi bery. The catch for the sea on amounted to 
14,234,182 pounds, netting the fishermen $2G8,739. Of Urn ntir cat b, 9, 04,2 4 pounu w ro 
sold to the twenty-thr e canneries of the Stat . The'-e fur i h d mpl yment to 782 per n , 
including smackmen, tin miths, and factory band . Th produ t f th cann ri s amounted to 
17542,696 one-pound can , 148,704 two.pound can , and 139, 01 an of ther kind . The nhanc . 
ment in canning wa 143,337, the total value f th ann d produ ·t a pla d upon the mark t 
amounting to . .:.. 87280. A de cription of tho 1 t r fl, hinrr , nd • nnfog int re t will found 
in another part of thi report. 
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THE SARDINE INDUSTRY.-The sardine industry, which is · now one of the most important 
fishery industries of the State, began in a small way in 1875, since which time it has grown enor. 
mously. In 1880 it furnished employment to 1,896 fishermen and factory hands, including 372 
belonging to New Brunswick. Eighteen canneries, valued at $89,500, were in operation, and 
46,000 barrels of herring and 775 barrels of mackerel were put up. The product of the canneries 
amounted to 7,550,868 cans of the various brands, in addition to 8,365 barrels of Russian sardinrs 
and anchovies. The total value of the canned products amounted to $817,654, $776,704 of tbi& 
amount representing the enhancement in process of preparation. 
A full description of each of the more important fi heries in which the Maine fishermen are 
interested will be found in another part of this report. 
RECAPITULATION FOR 1880.-The following statements show in detail the extent of the 
marine fishery interests of the State for 1880. The fre h·water fisheries will be considered in ?r 
separate chapter by Mr. 0. G. Atkins: 
Summ,ary statement of P.Crsons employed a11d capital invested. 
Persolls employed. Number. Capital invested. Amount. 
Numb r of ves el.fishermen . ..................... .. ..... . 3,630 
Norobor of boat-fishermen . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . 4,480 
Number of car rs, packers, fitters, &c...... ...... ........ 894 
Capital in vessels a,nd bo::i.ts.......... . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . $1, 552, 951> 
C11pit11.l in nets nnd traps. .. . . . . . .. . . • . • • . . . . . . . . • • . . • . • • . 260, 800 
Other fixed nnd circubting capital....................... al, 562, 235 
Number of factory hands........................ . ... . .... 2,067 Total .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. . .. 3, 375, 094 
Total .............................................. . 11,071 
a Other ji:ud. and. circulating capital.-Cash capital, $052,473; wharves, shorehouses, and fixtures , $417,925 ; factory buildings and npparatn, 
$4!ll,837; total, $1,562,235. 
Detailed statement of capital inre.sted in vessels, boats, nets, and trops. 
Value of I 
Ve sels and boats. No. Tonnage. Value. gear, excJu. Va.'ue of Total Nots and traps. No. Value. siveofboats outfit. value. 
and nets. 
Vll8stl8. Nets. 
In food.fish fishery: Gill-nets: 
Active ............... 529 15,367.64 $550,867 $110,568 $496,595 $1,158,030 In vessel fisheries ... . 1,935 $30,828 
Idle .................. 32 1,102.99 34,650 34,650 In boat fisheries ..... 3,520 42,280 ............... ----······ 
In menhaden fishery ..... 5 320. 98 20,000 20,000 Pul'se.seines: ·····------- -·-··-···-
In lobster fishery ....... . 39 771. 08 25,025 600 6,380 32,005 In vessel fisheries .... 127 69,750 
In oyster fishery ......... 1 69. 96 3,000 150 3,150 In boat fisheries ..... 1 300 ................ --
503,125 I 
Haul.seines: 
Total .............. 606 17,632.65 633,542 111,168 1,247,835 In boat fisheries . .... -- ]34 I 5,440 
Boats. Total .............. 5,717 148, 590 
In vesi!el fisheries ....... . 2,102 ····-------- 64, 9°50 ............... ............... 64,950 Traps. - -----
In shore fisheries ........ 3,818 .................... 180,674 43, ]00 16,400 240,174 Weirs .................. . 132 27,502 
Total ............. . 5,920 245,624 43,100 16,400 305, 124 
Fykes ................... 1,095 6,360 
................. Lobster.pots ............ . 104,456 78,342 
Total .......... : ... 105, osa I 112,204 
Detailed statement of the quantities and values of the products. 
Products specified. 
Grand total ........................... --.................... . 
Freshjis1>,. 
For food .......................................................... . 
For bait .......................................................... . 
For fertilizer ..................................................... .. 
Total .. .. ............................................ . .. . ... . 
Pounds, 
fresh. 





...................... ................................................... :··· 
Pounds I prepared. Bulk. 
................ . ...................................... ....... 
- .. - .. - .. -.. - . - . 86, 650 barrels . ........................ . 









]) •tailctl stat m nt of tlte q1w11tilics a11cl rnlu of tl1c1n·oduct11-C ul,iliu cl. 
Product ap ill tl. 
Dryfi,h. 
Cod ••••.....•••.•.••..••••.•.•.•••••••••.•......•••...•.....•...... 
Ilake .•.•....•..•...•..••••..••••••.•..•....•...••••• . •............ 
Haddock .....•.•...••..•.••..•.•...•••....•... · .................... . 
Pollock ........................................................... . 























Mnokerol .....•......•..•.. ~~~~~~~.~· ....•.••..•.•...•••......... f=====i=====1==9=1,=1=40=b=a=n-=la:=.= ••= •• =.= .. =.= .. =.:= •.= •• = .. r 6M,OM 
Ilerring: 
Ordinary . . .. . . . •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . •••• •. ................. . 24,465 bnrr la.................. 78,305 




Miscellaneous .••.••••.. •••••• ••...•.....••••... •• . ••. .••.•.•...... 51177 barrels .................. 1 25,885 
Total ............••••.•••••••••...•...•.•.•............... ··· l======l 129,147 barrels.................. 052, 413 
1,747,100 1,085,400 
87, 008J 076 26,820,400 
Smoked fi,h. 
Herring: 
Ordinary ...................................................... . 8,751,042 2,710,778 818, 915 boxes ................... 03, 783 
Bloaters .••....•••••.•••.••••••••.•••..•••••......•.........•.. 2,387,000 1,723,333 51,700 boxes . .................. 36,190 
ITaddock (Finnan baddies) .•••.•.•••..•••.••.•••.••..••.•.......... 2,800,300 1,414,500 ........... .......................... 78,175 
Total ...................................................... .. o, oa8, 242 5,848,611 I 178,148 .................................... 1 
l=====l====r-===========I==== 
Oannedflsh. 
Mackerel ........................................................ . 1,252,455 . . . . . . . . . . . . 814, 008 cnns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 06, 749 
Herring (aa.rdinos) ......•••.•.••........••..•••...•.......•........ 6,400,875 . . . . . . .. . . . . 7,500,084 cans ..• . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . 772,170 
Miscellaneous ................................................... .. 21, 660 . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 900 C/lns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l, 928 
Total ........................................................ -~=~=I 8,827,748 cans ................. -.. -.,i--8-7-0,-65-3 




.~~~~. •••••• •••• •• ••• • •• •• ••••••. 4,730,808 · ... · .-~ · -··-I·······~ ... · .... ··················· ·I ~73, 700 
Canned............................................................ 9,404,284 ............ •l, 881,201 cans.................... 238,280 
Total ........................................................ f==l4='=23=4,==1=82=f=:.:.:··=·=--=··=·=··=·:I=·=··==··=·=··=··=·=· =·=-=··=·:=-=·=--=·=--==··=·==··=·=··=·=··=·'.'==41=2:,0=70 
Olt'vrn8. 
For food ..................... ..................................... . l, 000, 810 . ............... 100, 081 b11ab la ................. 
For bait .......................................................... . 1,781,040 .. ............... 178, J 04 bush ls = 12, 720 bn.n la . 
Cnuned ........................................................... . 811,380 .............. 81, 138 Lush l8=4 r:O 028 n . .. 1------1----
Total ....................................................... . 
=======l=====i 
3,183,830 . .............. a18, 883 bu11h le ......... . ...... , 
Miscellaneous. 
Fi11h·oil . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 108, 732 gn,llous ................ . 
Sound!! ................................................................. ·.. . ..•... 131, 008 .................................. .. 
Marine products us tl for fertilizers ............................................. .... .. · ·•. · · · · · .. · ..•.••..•.•....... · ........... . 
Euluinconwnt in value of southern oyst rs in trunaportin~ nnd 
trnnsplantiog ............................................................................................. . ................... . 
Total ............................ ............................ ·•······•··••· ············1························ .. ··········I 
B.-P .A.SSAMAQUODDY TI ICT. 
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bold and rugged, and tlrn waters, which are very deep, are great]y affected by ti~e and currents. 
T·he district contains few villages of importance, the principal ones being Cal 1 , Eastport, and 
Lubec. Smaller settlements are found at variou points where coves or harbors afford shelter and 
anchorage for boats and mall vessel . 
The fisheries began with the settlom nt of the region, about 1780, and during the la t r part of 
the last century and the first half of the pre ent one they were of con iderable importance, a large 
fleet of vessels visiting the more di t" nt fi bing grounds for the capture of cod, mack rel, and other 
species. Later, owing to va.rious cau , the off: bore fisheries were largely di conti ued, and tbo 
residents turned their attention to the bore fi heries, selling their large ,.,e I and pro iding 
themselves with smaller craft for engaging in the work. Even at the pr ent ti the offshore 
banks are little fr quented by these people, nine-tenths of all the fi h rm n ing pro,id .d witll 
boats and small v ssels for fl hing , long tho shore. 
IMPORT.A.NOE OF TIIE IlE RING FISHERIES.-The herring is th I rin ip l fi h of th r ofon, 
and immen e numbers a.re taken annually. Special indnstri s d p udino- n thi ft ery, a tbe 
moking of herring, the frozen herring trade, and the preparation of , rdin , n ·titute the priu-
ipal bu iness, and thousands of persons find employment either in catcbin th fi h or iu }H' p ring 
tho various products. The shores are everywhere lined with brush ir in bi h Ince 11 h rring 
arc ten ively t, ken during the summer months, and in winter, when thew ir cannot be fi hod, 
tho mo t of the men are provided with nets, in which immense quantities of le, rge :fl h are cured. 
Iu the smoking of herring this district leads all others, and probably three-fourth of th h rring 
' llluk (l within the limits of the United States are prepared by the fisherm n of Lubec and Ea t-
p Tt. The business began early in t,he present century, and continued to increase till iu 1865 
b tween 400,000 and 500,000 boxes were smoked 8.nnually at Lubec, and l rgo number were put 
up at other places. Since that time the quantity has gradually fallen off, and fower herring aro 
smoked now than for many years, though the dilapidated and weather-beaten smoke-houses every-
where present give unmistakable evidence of the importance of the work in former times. 
The frozen-herring trade originated at Newfoundland, and for some years it was confined 
exclusively to that island. About fifteen years ago the first cargo was shipped from Eastport, and 
the business has since that time grown to enormous proportions, the quantity shipped in the winter 
of 1879-'80 reaching 28,000,000 fish, valued at $90,000. Though a majority of the fish are caught 
by the New Brunswick :fishermen, our own citizens are also engaged in the work and secure large 
quantities during the season. The Passamaquoddy district is at present the only one within tho 
limits of the United States where herring are extensively frozen for shipment. 
The sardine indusky is of very recent origin, having been started in 18~5. Up to 1880 it was 
confined exclusively to the village of Eastport, and though a few canneries are now operated else-
where this district still practically controls _the industry. for the entire country. 
THE POLLOCK FISHERY.-In addition to its herring interests the Passamaquoddy district is 
noted for its pollock fisheries. The most important pollock grounds in New England are .within 
its borders, and large numbers of these fish are secured annually by the hand-line fishermen, who 
devote considerable attention to their capture during the summer months . 
. . ,..... --,,~; ... __ , ... "'-'..:.~.. • ... -· ... _ -< >- ·:.. .-..·. -
<M 1 B: 1 ''HU '1. 1 
S'.l'A'.l'ISTIOAL RECAPITULATION l•OR 1 0.-Tb • foll wiug tat m ul lww ju d t ii lh xt nt 
of tbo various fi h ry int r t of th Pa aim qu cl<ly di. tri ·t: 
Sm;w1m·y stat m 1t of pcreo11e n1Jloycd ancl ca11ifal invc8l d. 
Persona mploycd. Number. Cnpltnl invest «J. 
Number' of ,•eaael-1hihel'meu . .. . .. . .. ... .... . . ...... ...... 170 npilnl in ~ ·!11 nnd boat ...• ................ ...... ... . 
Number of boat-fisherroon.... ..... .... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 590 Capital inn t ml traps ..•.•........••.............•..•. 
Number of our rs, pack rs, filters, &.o.................... 273 Other fix cl aud clt'oulating capital.. .................... . 
Number of factory bands .... ............................ . 1,300 
Total ............ ................................. . 
Total .......•.....•................................ 2,438 
.A.mount. 




a Other fixed and circulatiri9 ca1Jilal.-Caah capital, $324,125; ''°ltarv 'I!, shorohous s, noel flxtur e, f16,025; factory buildings and apparatus, 
$01,500; total, $HH,250. 
Vessclll aml bon.ts. 
Vessels. 
Iu fooll.fish fishery: 
Active . ....•......... 
IlllO ....... ••......... 
In lobster fiBlter.r ....... . 
'l'oti~l ............ . 
Boats. 
In vessul fish rios ....... . 
Ju shore fisheries ....... . 






650. 37 $:30, 275 
70. 78 1,000 
22. 88 500 
Value of 
f( ar, exclu· Value of 
siveofuoa.ta outfit. 
and nets. 








===2=0=1===74=4=. 0=3=:l:==3::2=, 0=1=5=:l,==5=·=58=0=-_ ~8_, 0_1_5 __ 50, .~~ 
90 . , ••...••... 
378 ........... . 
], 835 ..................... . 




5,000 2,000 00, 310 
N •ts a.nd trope. 
Netl/. 
GilJ.nets: 
In vessel fisheries .. .. 
In boat :flahel'ica .... . 
rurSO·SCines: 
In vessel flsherics .... 
Ilaul.scinos: 
In 1,ont fisheries .... . 
Total .......... . 
Traps. 
'\Vcira .................. . 
















Tot"] ············--1-"· r····· ...... 52,3'~ I ------
Total ..........•.. 
Detailed slltlc1ncnt -of the quantities and values of the prod1wts. 
rroducts specified. Poun<la, frosb. 
Ponn<lHa 
pr pm·o . Bulk. 
2,842 17, O:xi 
Val110 na 
llOhl. 
0 l'!lUll total.................................................. 31, 61G, 588 . . . . . . . •• • .. . . . • • . . • • . . • . •• • . . • . • • . . . . . • . . . • . • • . $1, 0 l, 71!'; 
Freshf1,8h. 
l!'or foutl ........... ......... ...................................... . 
Forbait .......................................................•... 




2,400 bnrr 1 ................. . 




To La.I ...........................•.•••••••........•........... l==o='=56=8=-, o=-=o=o:t . ,,.·= ·=·=· =· =· =· ·=:=· =· ·=·=· =·=· =· =--=·= ·=·=· =· =· ·=· =· ·=· ·=·=· ·=·=· ·=·=· ·=· .'= =48=,_o5_7 
Dryf'8h, • Cod ............ ...............................••••...•............ . 





Iladdock . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 000, 255 322, 2:l4 
Pollock............................................................ 1,400,410 50·1, 032 







Total 1 008 o o I 2 os2. sa2 . • . . • . .. . • . . .. • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . oo, 021: • ••••••••••••••••••••• .. •••• .. •••••••••••••• .. ••••••••••!: ..:... I I =':============:.,a;=,•----=--.....-
II ITW": 
Pi.cklldjuh. 
Ordinary ...................................................... . 
l neelnn anrdin nnd ancbovloe .•....•••••..••.•.••.•...•...... 




J.. O&o, 000 
l, 073, 000 
207,400 
O, 000 bat 18 ............. .... . 
8,305 b rr ·la ......•........... 




Total . . . • . . . • • • . • • • • • • • . • • . . • . • • . . . • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • . . . . . • . . 4, 2., 725. 3, 320, 400 10, 602 b rr l .••••••••••••••••• 
======,:==============t===== 
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Detailed statement of the quanlilics and values of the prollucts-Contiuu •(l. 
Products speoi.fi d. Pouncl , Pounds, fr ab. pr par d. l3ulk. 
Herring: 
Smoked fish. 
Ordinary ............................ . ........................ . 2, 71G, 000 1, OG., 310 230, 60 box ••••.••...•••••.•• . 
:Bloat rs ....... ............ ...... ............ ...... ············ 1, 087, 000 l, 400, 000 4.4, 700 box s •••••• .••• ••.•••• •. 
Haddock (Finnan had dies) . .. . .... ................................ . 402, 500 211,500 . ••..••..••••.••••.••. .• ••••.••..••. 
Total .•..•. ..... .. ................. . ••... ···················· s, 10s. :;oo I 3, 663, 10 2i5, 560 bo •••••.••••• .••..•.. 
Oann~ftsh. 
Macker 1 . ... . .. . ... ........ ....•. ........................••....... 
llerring (aarclinea) ..........•.•.•.....••••..••••................... 
87, .'° I-........... 1, • .,, an, ......... ,. ......... . 
6, 406, 375 • • • • • . . • • • • . 7, 500, 08! o ns . •••••• .•••••••••• •• 
Total ..... •.......••..•.•••.•................•....•. •...•.... tl,534,025 ············! 7,512,420 n .•••.••..••....•..... 
Lobatcra. 1 
Fr b ...... .......... ...... ...... ...•.. .... .. ....... ......... .••... 8"1, 348 .·•••·•••·.· · .• ·.·.·.·.·1· ··1·6·2·,·5·0···o·,_-n·s··.·.· •• · •.••• • •• • ·-.·.· •• •• • ••. •••••••. 
Cann d .••. •• .••••• .•.••. .••. ..•• .. .••• •• ..••.• ..•. .• . • • .. • .. •••... 053, 010 .. 
1----1----
Totru ...... ... •••.•.... .•••...•.. ..•••..•...•••.. ...... .••••• 1,305, 258 ...•......•. 1 .... ............................... . 
Value as 
sold. 











For food ...•.......•......•.. ~~:· ............•....•......••..••. 
1 
___ 15_, o_oo_, =··=· ·=· ,=· ·=· ·=·=-"''.= =l=, 5=00=b=n=, b=l=s=. ·=·=· ·=· =··=· =··=·=·.=I=. ===5=25 
.J[iacellaneom. 
Fish-oil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . •.•• •• .•••.. .•. . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . .••••.... . . . .. •. • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27,593 gall ns ....•...........•. 
unds.. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .......... . .•••.... .. . . . 11,232 .•••..••••••.•••••.••••••.••••.••••. 
Marino producl us d for f rtilizers ......•.•.. • .................••..•.....••...•........•.................••..................... 
Total ... . ...•...•.•.....•.••.....•...••.•.•..............•••. .••••..••. .......•...•..•...•...•••....•.•...•.....••••• .. ••.. 





CAL.A.IS.-Calais is a town of 6,000 inhabitants on thew t bank of the Saint Croix River 
about 30 miles above Eastport. It includes the city of Cal~ i , the village of Milltown, and a scat-
tered settlement known as Red Bank. The r siclents of Calais and Milltown are engaged in the 
manufacture and shipment of lumber, having extensive saw-mills and a large vessel fleet. Red 
Bank is in the midst of an agricultural region, in the lower part of the town, with granite quarries 
and plaster mills. 
Having so extensive a water-line, the town has naturally a certain interest in the fisheries; 
but, with the exception of a few lobsters and clams taken along the shore, the fishing is confined 
largely to the capture of salmon (Salmo salar) and alewives (Pomolobus vernalis) in small weirs. 
A few salt-water species are taken, chief among which is the herring (Olupea harengus), which is 
used as a dressing for the land. The section is too far removed from the fishing-grounds o~ the 
coast to have any boat-fisheries of note, though a few of the inhabitants go occasionally to the outer • headlands to catch a supply of pollock (Pollachiiis carbonarius), hake (Phycis chuss and P. tenuis), 
and cod ( Gad us morrhua) for family use. 
Prior to 1878 it is said that no fishing-vessels were owned in the town. At that time _parties 
bought small schooners and engaged in the Bay of Fundy cod and hake fisheries. At the present 
time (1880) there are four vessels, of 25 to 50 tons each, fishing from the town. These employ 
forty.three men during the fishing season, which lasts from April to December. One of the vessels 
is sailing under British papers, and for this reason is omitted from the list of American__.fishing 
vessels. 
In 1879 there were cured at the city of Calais, where the vessels are owned, about 2,125 
quintals of cod, 2,175 quint.als of hake, 700 quintals of po1lock, and 600 quintals of haddock 
(Melanogrammus mglefinu ). In 18 0 
60 per cent. will be l1ake, 25 p r c nt. od, 
equal quantiti s. About half of th fi h ar 
sold to the country trade. 
u 1 ~ I n 15 
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RonmNSTON.-Robbin t n i a town of 000 jnbabit. nt on the w t id f tlt e int Cr i 
River, ju t opposite the village of Saint Andrews. It he t w po t-offi e , one ct 11 cl ob bin t n 
and the otbe.r South Robbin ton, but neither i a villag f any ize. t pr nt li tJ bn in 
is done, though ship-building was form rly carri cl on in a m 11 way. 
The people are mostly farmers, but a few living al ng the river bank are engaged in weir-
fishing and lobstering, while men go occa ionally in mall open boat to the low r fl bing-ground 
for pollock, cod, and herring. The catch is largely for home con nmpti n, and i so small a to b 
of little importance. No fishing-vessel are owned in the town. 
There are ten weirs for the capture of herring, which ar old to the ardine c nn ry of llart & 
Balcome, built in the spring of 1880, and now employing about forty bands. The catch of these 
weirs is considerably less than that of those a few miles further down the river, and beyond this 
point the capture of herring as a business ceases to be profitable. Salmon arc occasionally taken 
with the herring. 
PERRY.-The town of Perry, lying to the west of Saint Andrews Bay, and to the north of 
Cobscook Bay, has about 1,450 inhabitants, mostly engaged in farming. Formerly a number of 
the people were interested in the weir-fisheries, and many had large smoke-houses for curing their 
catch of herring. Now, however, but two weirs are fished in the town, and less than 2,000 boxes 
of herring are smoked annually. No fishing-vessels are owned, and but few of the people interest 
themselves in the :fisheries. Occasionally, during the height of the season, a few men go for 
pollock, selling their catch to Eastport dealer . The e cannot be called profes ion al fishermen, as 
they spend a greater part of their time in farming, and do not average over twenty-five quintals 
of pollock to the man during the season. There aro two po t-oflice , called erry and North Perry 
respectively, but neither are villages of any note. 
4. EASTPORT AND ITS FIS ERIES. 
ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF TilE FISilERIES.-Eastport, the mo t ea tcrly s ttlement in 
the United States, is situated on a small, rocky island, lying b tw en Cob ook Bay and the Pas a-
maquoddy River. The island, formerly known as Moo e I land, was fir t settled by tr d r about 
1780, and was incorporated as a town under the present name in 1708. It oon b came promin nt 
as a trading-post, and both foreign and American vessel re orted to the r gion in considerabl 
numbers. The place continued to grow in importance for many year , and in 1850 had a popula-
tion of 4,125. From that date, owing to various cause , it commercial inter t gradually declin d, 
and, in 1875, the town had less than 3,500 inhabitants. About that tim , the fir t succe ful exp r-
iments were made in the preparation of herring a ardin , and a oon a it b came c rtain 
that the small fish could be utiliz d in thi way, and tha a marl t ·oul l foun l £ r the pro -
uct , large canneries were erected, and parties cngag e ·t n i ly in the w rk. The i du try 
bas since grown to enormous proportion , and to-de y it n titu tb prin ip 1 in of the 
place, making it one of the Ii elie t ettlement on tho co t 
From it carlie t settlement the p ople of E . port b 
ri . The location of the f • u 
a Jarg fi hing cli,tri t, i a 1 icl cl. cl an a a , m<rk ; and th of rock , 
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Then, as now, the bulk of the catch of the fi hermcn of .r w run,, i k and No < coti~ was 
consumed in the United States, and the duty levi d on their importation not only eriou ly affected 
the extent of these fisheries but also greatly reduced the -valuo of the .fi h tak n. As a result, 
Eastport controlled to a consideraible extent the catch of the Bay of Fundy, and most of the men 
living within a convenient distance sold their fi h either from '' ken ch" or "from the knife;" 
while others often landed dried fish on the island to be carried to Ea tport in small quantities from 
time to time, in order to avoid the payment of duties. With such intimate relations existing 
between the Eastport fishermen and their foreign neighbors, it was very difficult to distinguish 
betw~en foreign and domestic products, and thousands of quintals of cod and other species were 
annually smuggled across the line. 
THE MA.GD.A.LEN ISLANDS HERRING FISHERY.-Before the decline of the mackerel fishery, 
a number of vessels were sent to the Magdalen Islands in the earfy spring for herring, which they 
salted and brought to Eastport and Lubec for .smoking or pickling. This business began as early 
as 1830, and continued to be important till 1868, since which time only an occasional vessel has 
been sent. In addition to the "Magdalen trade," the shore herring fisheries were very extensive, 
and next to Lubec, Eastport prepared tbe largest quantity of smoked herring of any town in the 
United States. 
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ORIGIN OF TIIE CANNIN ' lNDU TRY.- i a tp rt claim tli lJ 11 r f putting up lh fir t 
of bermetical1y al cl goo<l wilhiu th limit of the Unit 1 t e . Tb pr e 
the Freuch, an<l was fir ·t empl y d on the Am ric, n con tin nt .. t II Jifax, 
f 
Cliarles Mitche11, of Aberde a, cotlan<l, in 1 40. About thi tim Mr. . . '1.'reat h gan xp ri -
menting in the sam liue at Eastport, and iu 1843 Mr. Mitcli ll r m Y d t 
him in tbe work. It wa her that I l> ter were fir t cann d. 1 rom thi bt"giuuino- tJ1 lrn, in 
bas <leveloped to it pre ent enormous proportions. There ar now tlir .e I b t r cmrneri at 
Enstport, and two others a few miles di tant, on Briti h soil. The product of tb thr ann ri 
in 1880 amounted to nearly 136,000 ono-vound and 5,000 two-poun<l can . In additi u t tlJO e 
canned sew•ral lm1Hlre<l barrel of lobsters were shipped fresh to Portland and Bo t 11. 
TnE EFFECT OF FREE TRADE WITH CAN.A.DA.-Eastport was seriou 1~· a:ffi ct d by the tr aty 
that a<lmitted foreign fish free of duty, and from that time its fishing interest , owing to a teud ncy 
of tlie New Brunswick fisllermcn to end their catch to the larger mark ts, gra<lual1y d clin <l. 
Many of the dealers soon gave up the busiuess, while others removed elsewllere. Tbc hug r fl 'hing-
vessels owned in the town were one after another sold from tbe distrfot, and mo t of tb fi ,11 rmen 
turned their attention to the boat-fi beries, taking a considerable quantity of pollock, haddock, 
bake, herring, au<l other spcci along the hore. roll ck and h rring l1aYe long lJ n mol'o 
abundant in t1Jis region than on any other portion of the entir oa t. 
TnE FROZEN HERRING 'l'RADE.-In the winter of 1 54-'55 a l u • t r y 8, ,1 /;(' 11[' tl a (]UUll· 
tity of frozen berring in Newfi un<lland, and carri d th rn to I uc Ht r, to t, u, d n. unit, in th 
vi ited Urn region for a. similar purpo . 
Ea tport has com to control the froz n-h rriJ1g trad of th 
o n a th fi, h can be fro1,c11, u. ua]ly, b ut tlie micldl of 
becomes "soft" in prinrr. Fr rn th fir. t th fi lting Ji 
sold to American .fi llinrr-v · 1 , that 
and other plac . 
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G. TilB Fl III T WN· BETWEE !.iASTPORT AND LUBEO. 
PKl\IBROKE.-P ml>roke is a town of n.bout 2,500 inhabitants, lying to the north of Cobscook 
Bay. It i traYersed tbrougbout its entire 1 ngth by Pcnmaqnan Riv r, which in its lower half is 
of con idemble width antl is known as Penmaquan Bay. The lower part of its western boundary 
is formed by the north branch of the Cobscook River, an arm of Cobscook Bay, into which the 
Dennys River empties. Tlle water in the Yieinity of the town is qnite salt, and is much affected 
by the titles, which a.r,\ unusually strong. 
The town bas two post-offices. The principal one is at Pembroke, a village of over a thousand. 
inbauitants, with extensfre lumberiug interests, and a large iron mill; the other, called West Pem-
broke, is at the head of navigation of the river, a mile or more above Pembroke village. The latter 
was formerly engaged in ship-building and had a small lumbe,r trade, but it is now an agricultural 
section, with no business of note. 
The fishing for salt-water species is of little importance. The fishing fleet consists of two ves-
M 
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DENNYSVILLE.-Dmrny vill is. t wn of about G O iul.ia,hitaut , n • r th It al f th 11 rth •rn 
bra11cl1 of Cob cook River. IL ha, a villa 0 • f tll 8ttmo n. m , with ab nt inbabilaut , at the 
bead of navigation on th D nnys Rh r. Th r , id nt ar 110', g d cl1i fly in forming and lnm· 
bering, aml th ,r i 110 alt-wat r fo;hing of n t , though :1 f •w parti H g <1 w11 th b, yin small 
boats for a f w day <luring Urn 11 i 0 ·ht of th p llock ason, atchiug a , npply Ci r th ir own 
faul<' . A mall bu iucss is done in river IL hing and s v r:tl w ir ha\"' be n built fi r at hing 
salmon and alewiv s. 
BDMUNDS.-Tbc town of Edmunds liri a catt r cl population of 450 iubabita11t , engag <1 
cllieily iu agricultural pursuit.. It form the west bank of one of the arm. of Cob kB, y, bnt 
has no fishing interest., if we 11 gl ct the few farmers tha,t cca, ionally resort to 1he p ll cl gl' nnds 
or 'Quo<l<ly River for 1 cal supply. 
G. L BEO AND ITS FISIIERIES. 
GENERAL S1'ATEMEN1' .-The town of Lub c i made up of a ri of irren'n]:u· penio nlas, 
s parat d from each oth r l>y Urn variou branche of Co co k ay. It J,a a h r -1i11 gr at r 
in proportion to its ar a th:m almo t any other town on the coa t. It wa. tt1 <lab ut 17 O, and 
wa a part of Ea tport up to 1811, wb n it was incorp rat d , a t wn and nam cl in ll nor f 
Lub , ermany. In 1 GO it p put ti n num r cl n arly ,O O, but f lat jt lia, n gradually 
Jo. ing in numb r fr m year toy ar, and at pre nt 11a 11ly 2, G inhal>itant.. 1r1J r , r tlir 
po t-offic in th town, called Lub c, North Lub c, and W t Lub c, r . p ti ly. Th fir t-nam tl 
i tue only vill ge of importance. It i ituat d at" Th arr w ," 11 tlJ main f-lliip cl1ann 1 f 
'Quod<ly ivcr, and is, next to Eastp rt, th leading c mmer ·i. l c ut r of tlt r ion. n th r p r-
tions f the town the people liv (. long th hor , an<l <livid th fr tim ah nt qu.11 · b tw , n 
farming, fi fang, and herring moking. 
ORIGIN A.ND GR0WTII OF TIIE SM0KED·IIER IN 
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TRE OTT.-Tr cott i a town of GO il1hahita11t tL w t of Lub . It nortliern 
pal't i a peninsula bound d by th variou bran he k ay, whil it uthern portion 
border on the ocean, and ha three littl o, r harb r affording fair an horag for mall ves-
1 and boats. The first harbor, call cl ail y's Mi tak<', i ' in th extr m ea tern portion of the 
towu. The uext is a little con, known a Ilaycock' ' Ilarbor, with half a doz n hou e near its 
shores. Formerly several herring weirs were own d and fished at tlii co,e, and the cat.ch was 
smoked and sold in Lubec, but for several year tlierc ha · been no fishing of any kind. The third 
harbor is Moose River, where in 1868 two weirs were fished regularly for herring, and houses were 
built for smoking the catch. .At that time herring were abundant, and a profitable business was 
carried on for a number of years, after which it was entirely abandoned. At the present time two 
men are engaged iu boat-fishing from the harbor, selling their catch in Lubec. According to Mr. 
F. Warren, there was formerly some ship-building at the place, but tbis interest has died out, and 
the people of the neigh borhoocl are now engaged chiefly in farming. 
From the northern J.?Ortion of the town a few men go occasionally in small boats to tlte lower 
fishing grounds, but no extensive business is carried on, and no fish are caught for market. 
WHI'l'ING.-Whiting is a town of 400 inhabitants, lying to the north of Cutler. In its extreme 
MAI i': 
branch of 
i no pr f ional fi ·liiug fr m t1l 
fi hing. 
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GENERAL .AOC UNT 011' '.l'IlE :FI 'IlERU,S.-The p pl Machia cu tom <li lrict, which 
includes the coa t-lin b tween Cutl r aml oulcl ·b r ', ar 11gag d cbi fly in farming aud lum-
bering. Larg aw-mills are I at d on the prindpal w. tcr privil g , and " larg quantity of 
lumb r i · pr par d and shipped to other localiti . The inhabitant ha en v r b n xt n iv Jy 
engaged in th fish rie , and at th pr ent time only fifte n fi bing ve el are own d in the di -
trkt. Of the c Ye scl only one is ngag d in the ofl'shor fl bcri , the rcmaiud r b ing mall 
craft fl bing on tb . inner groun<l . The boat-fisheries also are of littl importune , them n gi ing 
their attention chiefly to the capture of lobster in the summer and to clamming in winter. 
Form rly a good many brush weirs were fi bed for herring, the catch b ing rooked or pre ed 
for oil. Recently, however, the weirs bavo been ncgl cted, and the busine s is now quite unim-
portant, tbougb, owing to the e tabli bm nt of several ar<line canneries in 18 0, a new impetus 
has been given to tlJi particular :fi bory, and many new w irs are being built, as herring are 
reported very a bun<lant. 
Th clamming int r t of M ll' ay are quit imp rtant, and a uumb r of mall ve cl 
fr m rnri u portion of th Stat , a.u<l v ral months in the 
tauc , until tb y llOW take the 1 adiurr pla · "m n 
ST.A.TI '1'10.A.L RE '.A.Pl'.l' LA'.l' N l •' R l .-
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.11, 650; t I, f'IO, 3. 
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){1Hltlo ·1,. .......... ........... ..... .................. ........ . . ... . 
l'olln k .......................................................... . 
'J'otul .................................................... . 
P'·kl (tfu;h.. 
{1wklr 1 .................................. ... ........ ........ .. . 
II ni11~ : 
nli11t\1·y .............................. ..................... . 
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] 1 00 
3 1,000 
16,000 
93 lmrr Is . ........ . ......... . 
170 ban ls ..... . ... .....•. ... . 







T t.al ................................ . ... . ................... --00.40lll_ 68,600 :Ha bal'l' Is ....•............... 1, 445 
11 uing: Sm,okcd fish. 
- - ,---- I 
Ordiuary .........•.....•.......... .. ................... . . . ... . 74,094 5:1, r;:rn 0, ::os UOX68 ••• ••••••• . •••• ••••• I, 260 
Ommed jlsl,. 
-· --1====-=-::1::··:.=-=-=-=-=-===-"·==-=-=-=.:.====I-=== 
Macker 1 ................................... . .......... .... ....... . 41,250 ... .. . .... . . 33, 000 cans ........• a •••••••••••• 3,437 
Lobsters. -----·-- - =====!==:--=-=-== 
Fr h . ..... . . • • . . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • . . . . • • . . . • . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 107, 950 . . . . • . . • • • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . 3, 958 
Canu d ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . . . . . . . . . 2,474, 300 •• •• . . . . . . . . 462, 708 cans . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57, 729 
Total ..... .. ................................................. --2-, 582,2501 ............ ~ ...... = .................. __ 61,_6_87 
OlamB. 
:For food .••...••......... .. ...•••.....•.....••.•............... .... 111,000 11, 106 bushols ............ .. .... . 3,887 
For bait . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. 9, Y40 . . . • . . . . . . . . 994 bushels = 71 barrels . . . . .. 355 
Canned........................................................... . 80,000 •.• . •• . .. . . . 8,000 bushels = 100,000 cans.... 10,000 
;::~~~~L.;~zttEc;;;;;;><>> ~~~~I>>~: >:~;6~<;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;; =r: 
Total ........................................................ ···············!············!······ .............................. 41 220 
MAI I: 1. Ill 
Iti,;v :w Ii' 111E n~u ;nm n 1· 
ing ettl m lut, in th <li tri ·t, thou rl1 llJ 
in th captor of th di1h· ut 
intere t of th diff r ut t wn . 
9. OUTLE) T 
2 
ar 11 iJ11l l'luu 11.-h-
ar III r r 1 , ,. i 11 t r , · t d 
f 1 •' ·ripti 11 f lll fi ·I.Jiu r 
VE. 
CU1LER.-1'hc town of utl •r Ii to tll ·twar ay, with th 1> •11 • , u n tbl' 
soutll. Its population, 1mmb ring 1 , than J, , is u r th hor , OJ int •ri r b iug 
nearly uuiubabit d. The p pl ar uow ngag d ahno t wlt Uy in farmiug, tlJough fi rm rJy u-
si<lorable fl ·hing wa <.lou . 1 ift n y •ar ag m r th· n .. d z n bru h w ir w r fi ·h <l in Littl) 
Machias Bay and Little River by th r ·id nt of th t wn; but, t pr 
tlJi' line ar co11fin <l to on weir. Two v 1 of 1 .42 arnl 4.2. 7 t n , r p tiv •ly, furni hing 
employment to fift en mm1, ar fi ·h <.l fr m the harl>or; but 11 of th i chart •r •d fr m Jon 
port. About tbil'ty men engag in lol> tering and lin -fi -bing fr m l>oat <lnrillg a p rt of the 
summer. There are eight smoke-houses, uut only two of them arc in r pair, an<l th• total qnautity 
of herring smoked y arly does n t exce d 2,000 l>ox . The v sel-catch amount d to 50 quintal 
in 1879, and to GOO quintals in 1 0. Tho catch of herring in the weir has b 11 cou tautly u er < • 
i11g untiJ-during the present sea on it will not exceed 15 Log beads. .According to Mr. S. . French, 
Cutler wa for a short time interested in the Magdal n h 'rtfog fisheries, sending lt r fir t v •l in 
18GO, anu two or three each season until 1864. 
M.ACHIASP RT.-Machiasport i a town of 1,500 iubal>itant , lying to th outh of Machia , 
It is <livicled Ly tho MaclJias River, and bas a vilJago of 300 inhabitants at tho ltoad f teamboat 
uavigati n. Th r gion i one largely int re t d in th Jumb r tmd , and it ba a fl 't of ve cl 
en gag <.l in coa ting. Tho nth rn p rti n of th town ii-, a, penin uJa, with Machia Bay on th a t 
and LitUo K nnebcc River on tlie w · . Tb , ·h r ro ill(l nt d by numerou harbor and cov s, 
meu, though a uumb r catch 
the Lay of i uncly and La 
the h rring fi. •heri iu wint r. 
tal of dry fi h. Tllo pr fl nt 
quart •r during th nmm r 
in tlie b rring fi ·h ry in th 
fi ·h, aud r.:o,ooo b rrill . 1 h 
ti n. 
or fin 
d in lol> t rin fr m Ap1·iJ t Augu , 
a town f 
wu i · ·uppli •tl 
f 
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vi ·inity of ,l n -.·port. 
J E • R .-'rtt Wll f 
flats, in whi ·h 
·lam uio- r f th adjoiuin t wn . 











boat la.1Hlings of th r rri o, h. Yin<Y dir t mmuui ati n with rtl. nu. Tb 
1> oplc of tho town didd th ir attenti n ab ut qually b tw n th land and tl10 water. l\lany of 
them "follow the ea'' during a great r part of the y ar, whil otll rs catch fl h anu lobsters in 
summer and dig clams in winter, mo t of them having mall gar<l n pot , on, hich they raise a 
few vegetables to supply their own tables. 
Seven small fishing-vessels, valued at onr $3,000 and carrying thirty-two men, are owned by 
the villagers and the inhabitants of the outlying islands. Six of these are engaged in t:p.e shore 
fisheries, landing an average of $1,200 worth of fish each, and one is employed in" running" lobsters 
to Boston and to the cannery at Jonesport. 
THE LOBSTER INDUSTRY.-The catching of lobsters constitutes an iniportant business, and 
se\"'Pnty-one men, with an aYerage of sixty-five pots each, are engaged in the fishery. The best 
lobi:,termen make $300 yearly, while the average is about $125 for the season, which lasts from 
April to August. Prior to 1855 no lobsters were shipped from the town, the few secured being 
taken with gaffs or hoop-nets for local supply. At this time Uapt. John D. Piper arrived at Jones-
port in a well-smack, bringing a crew of fishermen, who were · provided with pots for catching the 
lobsters, which he purposed ta~ing to Boston. As soon as this fact became known great excite-
ment prevailed, the local :fishermen fearing that the supply of lobsters would soon be exhausted. 
According to Captain Piper, a town meeting was at once called to consider the subject, and it was 
M 
only after he had convinced them of the 
localities, and of the adva1,1tages which th 
permitted to engage in the work. 




wlJi ·h tim it lrn b n in 
•anuiu " 
f th m •u turu th •ir 
THE OLAM FISTIERY.-In the winter tbe principal lm iu of th p, pl i , ·l:un111iu n·. J n -
port and Jonesboro' ha-ve each v ry exten ive clam-fiat , whi ·11, baniug th · , ab ut '•dgwi ·k, 
are the most important on tbi portion of th co t. mall Y • ·els ·om t th 1 ·ality fr m 
Portland, Booth Bay, Deer Isle, and other points along tho shor , and cugag in •I t mmi11g duriug 
the seasou, wbich lasts from December to April. Some er ws dig large qumititi , wlii ·h th y 
shuck and salt for sale to the offshore fishing-ves ·el , and other merely lay in tu ir tock f bait 
for the following summer. Aside from the non-re idents above m utiou •<l, 'CY ut.y-niu of the 
local fishermen made clamming a regular busine s during the wiuter of 1 7!>- ' 0. Tuc,'c 1:urr ov r 
16,000 bushel , a part of which were sold to the cannery at Jonesport, tu r m:1iml r bci11 11•• huck d 
and salted in barrels for u e as bait. 
THE HERRING FISHERY.-Jonesport ha taken little inteie t in the b ning fi h ric flat , 
and at present there is but one weir within tho limit of the town, though mall h rrino- ar 
reported fairly abundant. During the summer of 1 0 a ardiue cannery wa lJUilt, au<l iu tli fall 
several thou and cans of fl h were put up. The buildino-will b 11larg d iu 1 · I, and it is tuon°ht 
that herring can be taken in uffici nt numb r t male th n iu<' i-; both xt •u fr au<l p1 f. 
itable. An Ea tport firm 1 cat d t th vilh ge in tl1 umm r f 1 0 for tl.t pnrp , of puUi11 ,. 
up Ru ian ar<lin , and , u c d 1<l in packing v ra.l bundr d barr I duriu(T t11 a · n. Th 
supply of fi h wa btaincd Jar ly fr m Millbrid n tl1 pring f 1 l it int rd, lrnil<lin,1' t 
laro-e cannery for tu pr pc rati n of 
11. MILL RI E 
' 
1 




· u i hb rh d. 
Th r ar thr 
th 
The t wn form tho hor -liuo b tween Ilarrin t n aud t ub n, and i diYi<lcd l> · th 
River. It ha a thriving village of n arly 1,000 inbabitant , ~t n inly ng. 
sbip-lmilding. 
l ril t 
th t WU ill 
nut , 1 t 
w 
Millbridge ha never been engaged in tho om,h r fi h ri s, and only to .., limit d ·t ut iu 
boat fishing, aside from that for herring and lob ter . It people, in common with th of St ubcn, 
are more or less interest din the herring fi herie , and, according to Mr. Sanborn, an old re ident 
of the lllace, the first lierring weir was built just oppo ite the village about 1 20. From that date 
the business increased very slowly up to 1850, when parties came from Lubec aud built large smoke-
houses and presses for utilizing the catch. The fishery was at its height between 1: 58 and 1863, 
when 12 weirs were fished regularly and 75,000 to 100,000 boxes of herriug were smoked annually. 
Many herring were pressed for their oil, th~ pomace being used locally as a fertilizer. None have 
been pressed since 187(.1, and the trade in smoked heuing also gradually declined, until in 1880 only 
000 boxes were put up. Though large herring are abundant on the spawning-grounds, a few miles 
of the village, and many vessels from other places catch large numbers of them, none of the local 
fishermen have provided themselves with nets for their capture, and for several years the weirs 
have been fished simply to secure bait for the lobster-men and to obtain manure for the land. 
In the fall of 1880 Eastport parties decided to build a sardine cannery at Millbridge for the 
purpose of utilizing the small herring that are said to be abundant. It is purposed to have it in 
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readiness for tho ea on of 1 1. Tbi will d ul>tl 
Aside from lobster :ti 'hing, th l> at-fi 0 h ri f tli t wn ar f littl imp rta11 ·',au 1 w learn 
of but 10 men who give any con id raul p rtion f th •ir tim • to th w rk. TJ1 H go to th iu ·h r 
grounds in large boats at interml betwe<m l\fay au l ov rn l> •r. A fi •w 0U1 •r .fi ·h for la m 
supply, an4 fully forty of the lob ter ft b rm n of l\1illbridg aud St ·uu n fi ·h · ·a , j 11a1Jy with 
band-lines after the lobster sea on i ov r. 
OHERRYFIELD.-Cherryfiel<l i an iuland town of l,7u0 iubauitant ·, 1,Yiug to U1 JJOrth of 
Millbridge and Steuben, on the Narraguagus Riv r, with ext nsivc ]urubcri11g int •re ·t . J ti fully 
10 miles from the :fishing grounds and bas no commercial fish ric , U.1 ugh a few p op] • .fh,h o · ·a-
siona11y for pleasure during the summer month . 
STEUBEN; GENERAL STA'.l'EMENTS.-Stcuocn is a town of 1,000 iultabita11h~, ]yi11g l>clw 't.!ll 
Milloridge and Gouldsboro'. Its outhern shore it:i formed l>y two loug aud uarr w p 11iu ula,·, w11ich 
are nearly surrounded by the waters of Pigeon Ilill, Dyer'is, and Goulu l>oro' Bay . Several ·mall 
outlying islands also belong to the t wn. There ar no village of note, the h us l>eiug groupc•d 
together iu little settlement along th c untry road and about the uuruerou coY . . TIJ p oplo 
are chiefly engaged in farming and tJ1 c a ·ti1w trn<le, ,v1dJ a, f ·w .find mpl ym nt iu the mall 
tide-mills of' the region. 
THE IIERRING FISilERY FP JJ rnn llER'.l' li 'L.AN .-A, a, Ji,•lJju l' town t •ul> 'JI is of liU]e 
importance, th ugh the Jedg s i11 th vj ·iuily f tl, j1-:,]all(l aro 11ot d as an im1,orta11t spaw11i11g 
ground for tl10 h rrin ; awl w •irs w •r built, for tJi •fr ·aptur • ai, •arly a · J< GO hy L11h • · li .·h •r111<•11, 
who cam to D j ·bub rt, I ·Ja,ull to ·11,ra r iu tl1 capLtn· of th• ]1 l'J'iug-, wl1id1 U,t·s •i 1t •r 1-m,ok ·cl 
or pres d for t,h ir oil. Tlti1:1 l>u fo 
barr l of h rrin(l', wbi ·h th y , 
OTHER FT IlERIE .-The 1 
th uth rn 11 adJan 
di tri 
!JOO 
oin l' ll 
I 
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came rC'gul rly to the region, antl a mauy more mad o · a i nal vi it , but 'in 1 r.: fi w 
ba,e vi it d the lo ality, and the :fish ry i now practically ~ bandon d. 
THE MENil.A.DEN FI IlERY.-lt i' claimed by th fi b rmen of urry that th Ill ubad n fl ·bery 
of th United State originated with the p OJ>le of that town. For many year m nbad n w re 
abundant in all of the boro-wat r' f th' district, bC'iug parti ·ularly o iu Fr nclimau' ' an 1 
Bay . At first the)· were tukcn ouly iu , mall num uer for u ~e a bait iu tl.Jo sbor .fl 11 ri , but 
later, when it was di coyercd tliat marketable oil ·ould uc obtained from them, Urn ft ·b ry increa ed 
enormously, and huu<lr<.'ds of .6 b rn:e11 provitl <l them eln with uet an<l kettles for engaging in 
the work. Between 1855 and 1863 it i estimated that not le~s than a buudrcd try-hoa s, with two 
to four kettles each, were ill operation betwem Lamoine au<.l Gouldsboro'. Since 1870 the :fi hery 
has been less important, and for a number of years, owing to the absence of menhaden from these 
waters, it bas been entirely di contiuued. 
THE LOBSTER FISIIERY.-The !ouster fislleries of the <l.istrict have ucen important for some 
time, and the majority of the shore-fishermen dernte their attention to the capture of this species. 
Several canneries have beei1 l>uilt for utilizing the catch of small lobsters, while a fleet of well-smacks 
is regularly employed in "ruuniug" the larger ones to Portlaml, Boston, and New York. 
THE HERRING FISHERY .-The herring fisheries were formerly of little importance. At 
present, however, a number of brnsl.t weirs are fiished in the Yiciuity of l\lount Desert, and a good 
many herring are taken. Tlre majority are sol<l. fresh to be used as bait in the shore and bank 
vessel-fisheries, while considerable quantities are smoked aud boxed for shipment. 
STATISTICAL RECAPITUL.A.'l'ION FOR 1880.-Thc fishing fleet of the district ~t present numbers 
:fifty-two sail, forty-six of them being actiYely employed. The majority are small craft, engaged 
in the shore-fisheries in the vicinity of Mount Desert Island. Several others are large vessels 
belonging at Hancock and Lamoiq.e. These are among the largest :fishing-vessels in the State, 
and a,re empls>yed regularly in the Grand Bank cod :fishery. 
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·STATISTICAL IlEOAPlTULA'.1.'ION FOR 1 0.-Ju tu :fi 11 Will •ta, m nt Jll, ' t uu a. um-
mary of the fish ri of the <li tri t: 
Sum11ia1·y stat m1ent of 11ersons mployecl and a11ital invested. 
. Pe,,o,,. mployod. Numb '· j--- 'n})itnl iuv, t 
Numb r of ves el.fish rm 11 •• • • •• ••••••• ••• •• ••• • • • • •• • •• 318 'a.pltnl in" 8!1 ·111 aud boats . ......•...... . .............. 
Numberofbont.fisb rm n ....... _ .......... . .... ~. ...... 408 'npitalluu,t nniltrnps ....•...................... , .. .. 





Number of fact ry lrnnds ................................ . 
Totnl .............................................. . 
107 Total.................. .. .... . ......... ... .......... 26,j, r. 
002 
a Other fixed and circulating ca,pital.-Caah capital, $70,200; whurv fl, sl1orobo1u1 fl, nnd llxtur s, $:?4,070; fo t-Ory bulhliu~ and apparntWI, 
$11,000; total, $100,775. 
Detailed stateml"lil of capital inrested in vessels, boats, nets, and traps. 
Va.luoof 




Jn food.fish tisl1eries: Gill·nots: 
.Active ....... . .. .. ... 40 1,480. 17 $40,865 $8,245 $43,015 101,115 Tn vess l llsber-1 . .. 128 $1,920 
Idle··-· ............. 6 296. 48 1<1, 800 ·--····----· .. .......... . ]0, 800 In boat ll~b l'i IL .•• 350 4,200 
In lobster fisb1 -ry ...... .. 2 26. 97 000 20 320 040 P11r11e.1:1eiu 8: 
8,205 r-;~1--1-1~ I In vosl-!el flsh01 I s ... 7 3,800 Total ---·-···----- 54 ], 812. 02 01, 255 
, llnul.s iucs: 
Boats. I 1-·- / Jn boat flsh rios . .... . 17 425 
4,370 i ------In vessel fisheries ....... ]93 ·-·····-···· 4,370 ................ ........... . Total . ......... . ... . 502 10,345 
In shore fisheries .... .. 439 ................ 13,500 4,080 1,500 10, ORO 11rapa . -- ------- Woira ................... 17 2,612 Total ...... ........ 632 . .............. . 17, 876 4,080 J, 500 23, 4.';0 
I•'ylc. e .....•.•.•.....•••. 20 100 
Lobst r·pots ... .......... ]2, 900 9,742 
------
Totnl .............. 13,027 12,454 
Detailed statcm nt of the quantities aml rn1u a of tho 1n·od1tcts. 
I'roduclA specift 1l. PoomlA, fr•sh. 
Po11111l11 
}l1''}J(ll'l'd. 
Bulk. V11lu aa eohl. 
Grnu<l total . ................................................ . __:~~ •.......... ········ ···· ·-····--···· ····· ······· _!:~ 
Fre,llfaJh. 
Forfoo<l ........................... -............................... 797,800 .••.•..•••• ····-······························ · 
For bn.it .............•....... . ···--· ...... .... _... .• . . . .•. •• . . . . . . . 2, 287,000 . . . • • . ••• . • . l I, 4:J5 hat rd11 ._ ••••. ··- •..•• •.••. 
For fertili z r . .. . . . . .. . .. . ... . . ... ... .... .. . •. . .. ..•. .. .... .. . .. . . . 00, O ••• , •• •••••• 300 l,:1rr ls ..... ............. . 
T.,t,J .......... ····-~;;~~:············· ·········· ·· :.·::,·: :,·:::.-:.-
1
1~::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
'od .. .... ····-· ........... . ··-············ ····· ···················· 
Ilnke _ ..... .. .... _ ... _. _ .. _ ..... _ .... _ .. .............. _......... . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . . .. 1, 042, 050 0 1, 5!?0 ........ -.................................. . 
Iloddock ..•. ··- ..•.. . ···-· . ..... . ...... ··-··· ...•.. ·••·· · · ·• · ... ••· l , 512,000 5:11, 000 ...... ........ ............... .... . .. 
Pollock···--······· ... •.. ··-·· ........ . ...... ···-·· .•..... ····•··•· 210,250 
Cu&k .•.....•••.•••• • ···-··· . ..... ........................ ....... .. 
i-----
Totru. ··························· ······--····-·--············· ,···· ··· ··············· ···-····· ·····' 
Pickled µh. 
Mn. k r l . ......•..... ...... _ ..................................... . 3, CG3 bu l .•••••••.••.••• - •••• 
II rrlng: 
rdln ry ................................ .. ·-···· ··· ···-········ 
fil!I' lino• 1111 •••• •• ·-···························-····· ·-······· ····1------1---:----;·----
Totul ···· ·························· ······ ·····-·············· 
Smowlfl,A.. 
Herrlni: 















Detailed statement of th qua11tili II and mlu ~ of th 1m><lud- 1 utinu .d. 
Oann,dji.,h. 
1,ouncl , 
IH 111 H l. Bulk. 
------- •----•---·-•---------
Mak r 1 ............................... .. ............. ........... . 1 1, l~!i ........... . 
Vnl11 ll8 
801d. 
1iacdlan oua ....... ...... ......•.•.•....•.••..•....••.....•.... •• 
1---------:-----------·--
21, ,O ........... . 
7, 0 5 
], 9_ 
Totnl . .......•... ...•..•.••.•....... •.•.•. ••••. ...•..••..•.. • o. r.23 
Lobster,. l====1====1'===.= ~·,:---,=----c:...=::;:_=-=-=--·'=----=--- -= 
Fr b .. ...........•........•....•......... . •......•. .. ...........•. 
<'non <l ••••• ••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
'l'ol 1 ................... ....... ...................... .. ..... . 
• •••.••••••• :ll(l, :1 ' l .1nR •••••• • •••••••••••••• • 
la~. I=====,:·====--=:=======~====-' 
]•'or f; l ............ . .......................... .. ................. . 
For \I. It ...... ..•........ ..•. .. . ...•.....••...• •....• . •....•..•... 
'n1111 cl ..............•..•.•.. .. •......•...•••...•..•........ . .... 
'J'11tnt .. ................................................ ...... -· l!il, r>!IO ·· .::.:.:. .. ····1 .. ·· ::..:.:.:..::..: ....................... . 
r cdlaneoua. 
0, 8G.1 
40, Ci 7 
47fi 
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town f ould boro' o npi a ro ky p nin ul:t Jyin rt tw n 1 uh1sb 10' 
Bay aml •r uclmum' nay. It inclml' v r< l small til m nt , tli hi f f whi ·h :ue Pr s-
11 t Ilarl> r, Wint r Ilarb r, and We t Gould bor '· Tllo town ha a p pnl. ii n of 1,700. 1\lauy 
of th inhabitant <levote tltoir ::tt.t ntiou to fa,rming, while lt rs "t llow tlie sea,' b itw m1g:1gecl 
i11 tu coa ting or for ign trade. 
Fift.v years ago the people of Gould boro' wel'e larg ly int re ted in the fi ·hcrie , and aeb 
s .. ·on a fie t of Yc "sel wns fitt d for the cod and hate fl h ries of the Bay of l~undy aml i rc11eh· 
man's Bay. Later a goou mauy boat fishermen were employe<l. in tlie Frenchman's nay liake 
fi.Rheries; while others devoted tlJeir attention to the menhaden fl beries, which were, at one timo, 
very important in this locality. 
SrroRE WH.ALING.-According to Capt. George .A. Clark and Captain Bickford, whaling was 
exte.nsively carried on from Prospect Harbor for many years. Tho fishing began about 1810, when 
Stephen Clark and Mr. L. Hiller, of Rochester, Mass., came to the region, and built try-works on 
the shore, having their lookout station on the top of an adjoining hill. The wha1es usually fol-
lowed the menhaden to the shore, arriving about the 1st of June, and remaining till September. 
When one was seen the men, armed with harpoons and lances, would immediately launch their 
boats and start in pursuit. If they succeeded in killing the whale, it was towed to the flats of the 
harbor at high.water, where it was secured and left to be cut up at low tide. Ten years later they 
began using small vessels in the fishery, and by this means were enabled to go farther from Janet 
The fishery was at its height between 1835 and 1840, when an average of six or seven whales were 
taken yearly. The largest number taken in any one season was ten. The average yield of oil was 
25 to 30 banels for each whale. The business was discontinued about 1860, since which date but 
one or two whales have been taken. 
M 
OFFSHORE VE EL FISIIERI ., .-Jt i 
bay at one time, and ful1y twice that num er earn 
1865, owing to the R b Ilion, whi h n c<· itat d th • 
lation, the fish ry declined v ry rapidly. A f w year 
and for thi , rea., on the fishery has n v r b n r viv d. 
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TIIE MENIIADEN FISllERIES.-Menba<l n were form rly Y ry a un<l. nt in th , at .r of thi 
region, bnt for many yc~:trs they were taken only in limit <l qn .. ntitie for u, c n., bait in tlJ Jiak 
fisheries. When the value of their oil b came known, the G uJ<l, boro' fi 11 rm n • t n ngng d 
extensively in their capture. The business began about 1855, and by 1 63 t11 r w r , accord.in 
to Mr. D. D. Hodgkins, of Lamoine, fully one burnhed try-hons , with tw tot ur k tt1 a 11, in 
active operation along the shore betw f'n Jordan' Riv r and Winter Urnbor. E. ch of th e 
"stands" is said to have produc d an average of fifty a ks of oil yearly. By 1 70 th bu ine fi 
began to decline, aud now, owing to tho absence of the Ji 11 from the, wat rA, it i. wlJolly di n-
tinued. 
THE PRESRNT CONDITION OF TllE FI IIERIES.-.At tlt pre nt tim Gonl<l uoro' ha but two 
vessels engngcd in the fl lieri ; on , fi ]ting fi r b rrin°· at W o<l J lm1d i11 the fall; wl1i1 tb oth r 
fislies for cod and other pecie. 111 ng the bore. In • <l<liti n t th n b Y t]1 r r two malJ r 
craft engaged in th lobster trad . 'rho fi LU ve 1 , val n d, t , 1,3 , n ,·nro hnt 7o t n, in t11 
aggr gat , aiml fnrni h mploym nt f, r nly tw Iv 
The principal fh,hi11rr of th town iA fi r lob tcr . 
f Ri Ly 
In b arly , prin , ight m n mnk 
bor ', lmcking nn,1 , < ltinrr their , t ·h, 
4. 
LLIV . - 1 nlliv. n 1, a t , n 
ri .. 
h ,a<lquart r 
Y .uty- igl1L rnC'n w r 
ncJ1. T, o • 1w ri,• 1-1 , r . ·ta.l>li, 11 ,cl iu 1 G.1 
fill of t11 Rmall loh1-1t ,-. tak n by 
two fa ,t ri , 
f hrnmin (J' nth flnt 11 • r W .. · 
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fi h for the Gould b ro cann ri durin g tl1 
occa ionally to catch , upply f fl b i r tb ir 
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choon r Mary Jane Lee, of 12 .23 ton , wbi hi th laro- t fi~hinrr Y l owned 
iu th tate, aud the hooner Omaha, of 116. 77 ton . 
LAM. INE.-Lamoin , a small town t off from Tr nton in 1 70, ha a. popnla.li n of G50, of 
, 11 m th greater part are engaged in farming. It Ii b tw n Tian ock nrnl Tr nton, to th north 
of M nnt De ert Islan<l. 
Acee rding to Mr. D. D. Ilo<lgkins, the people of the r gion b cam inter , t (1 iu th fi beries 
about 1835, when they began sending "pinkies" of 30 to 40 tons to tuo Bay of Fnudy, aud in 
1848 the fleet numbered 20 to 25 sail with six to eight men each. 
This fiishery began to decline about 1850, and in 1857 it was <liscontinne<l, the maller vesst'ls 
being so1tl to the fo;hermen of the Fox Island , Deer I le, and Ea" tport, while the larger ones were 
retained and sent to the Grand Banks and other offshore grounds. The first was sent to Grand 
Banks in 1857, since which time this fishery has been continuously prosecuted, though for a number 
of yeara it has been on the decline. The business was at its height a.bout 18GG, when teu vessels 
were se.nt aimually; the average has been about six sail. Men emvloyed in the Grand Bank fishery 
from t,bis town have always worked for wages instead of on shares as in most loca.liti('S. 
Two vessels went to Labrador for cod in 1850, but none have since been st:·nt. Occasionally, 
after ;returning from the banks, the vessels have fished for mackerel along the shore for a number 
of weeks, thongh none have made the mackerel fisheries a specialty, and 110 purse-seiues have been 
used. 
Lamoine has been ex.tens!vely engaged in herring smoking for about thirty years, and as the 
catch of herring in the brush weirs of the locality was much too small, a fleet of Yessels was fitted 
out for the Magdalen Islands for an additional supply. The first schooner was sent by N. B. Cool-
ldge in 1855; and from that datie till 1880 vessels were sent yearly, their cargoes being smoked and 
MA 1 E: 1 E 'llM \ • I 
shipped to Bo ton and r1. laud l 
' , fl\\' ll t ,. 
Ill, llllf:t ,t Ul' f 
k, ml 
At present there are five ve , l , a,1r1rr gating 40 . t ll , alu <la ; 14,7 , arnl fumi. hing 
employment to 68 men, fl lling from V:un in ; wlli1 tw th r , t rm rJy nga l in b (j h ri"· 
have remained idle the I)r sent a ou. TIJ catch in 1 7!) am nut d t 1 mo uiutaJ, and iu 1 
' ' to 6,350 quintals. 
The sbore fis11eries are prosecuted by a f w m n wll fi lt fr m, m, 1l IJ , L' f, r 1 b, ter a1Hl e d 
during tbe summer months. Three mall bru, h w ir ar fi h d f r h rring but th 
erly cared for and the catch i unimportant. 
In the. fall of 1880, Eastport capitali t , h aring of th abundance f h rring in tb l , lity, bnilt 
a sardine cannery at L~1moiue, and put up a small quantity of fish. Th y int nd r ctiug Jar r 
ouildings in 1881 and hope to do an extensive busine s. A large numb r f w ir will built:£ r 
catching the fish. 
15. MOUNT DESERT ISLAND AND ITS FISilERIES. 
GENER.AL DES.CRIPTION.-The i land of Mount Desert, containing the town of i'd n, M nnt 
Desert, and Tremont, is about 18 miles long by 12 to l5 mile wid . It 1i " b tw n Fr nchman' 
and Union Bays, being separated from tl1e shore by a uarrow baun 1 which i p. nn d by a t 11-
bri<lge. It was first settled by the French in 1G08, but eight yoar lat r tl1e . . w m 11t wai; rol n 
up by the Virginia 11s. In 1760 it wa r ttl d by tlle Engli b, and. in 17 !) ~ , in rpor, t d , , a 
town under tl1e name of Mou11t rt. Since that tim it ha~ b en di i<l d into thr 
that portion lying along the a t rn bor r tainin" U1 riginal mun . 11 11 i, la1Hl i, p ·uliarly 
attractive on accom1t of its nativ wildn s an<l pi tnr qn , JJ ry, aud j, th<~ m , t popular 
summer resort on the coa t of Main . t lia at pr nt ov r 4,0 i11lrnlJita11L. ... <'V ral :rnia.ll 
THE VE EL-FI IIERIE .- C. rding t 
the Labrador cod Jl. 1J ri , c rly in tb pr 
sail w r mploj· d in tlii Wey. Tll 
after wbi ·hit gradualJy dimi11i b 'd , n l wa 
w r ngag· d iu th b rrin fi ,·b ri 
Labrad r, an aj rity f th m ma<l , trip 
f it, 
which w re , lt cl, nd br ucrht h m f, r pi ·klin r ru inrr. 
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THR n A.T-FISHERIEs.-The regular boat-:fi h rm u numb r i ts-tw , an l thirt -four otb rs 
:fi ·h o ca ionally in summer. About thirty of th lob t rm n 1 o p nd mor r le , tim in fish 
ing aft r the close of the lobster season. Some of the :fisherm n ha e 1 rge boat , and v nturP. 
quit a, ui taucc from the shore, while others remain constantly within three or four mil s of tbe 
harbor. 
Ex.TEN'£ OF 1.'HE FISHERIES IN 1880.-Ther are thirteen brush-weirs, valued at $2,300, owned 
iu the region. In these were caught, in 1880, over $11,000 worth of herring and macker l. The 
priucipal business in this line ·is at Tucker's and Gott's Islands, where large weirs are fl h d for 
supplying the fishermen with bait. Some of the wcir-:fisbermen have built ice-houses, all(l now 
furnish bot.11 ice and bait to tbe vessels. Any surplus of large herring taken in the weirs is 
smoked. In 1880 there were twenty-eight smoke-houses, in which 38,000 boxes of fish were ·pre-
pared, the bulk of these being l)Ut up at Bar Harbor, in the town of Eden. 
Five firms are engaged in busing ~nd curing fish taken by the vessels and boats, the principal 
business being at Cranberry Isles and Southwest Harbor. In 1880 these parties imploycd thir-
teen men and handled 11,000 quintals of cod, hake, and haddock. Fully three-fourths of this 
entire quantity were sold in Boston. 
16. TRENTON, ELLSWORTH, AND SURRY. 
TRENTO:::r.-Trenton is a small town lying' to the west of Lamoine and to the north of Mount 
Desert. It ha8 at present no interest in the :fisheries of the coast beyond the digging of a few 
clams that are sold to the cannery at Southwest; Harbor, in the town of Tremont. Formerly a few 
boat-ft lJerm u aucl .6, 
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and upwards of 2,000,000 }) und of lob t 1" "' r a11n d, th pr <ln •ts havio 0 · a valn ~ of over 
$52,000. • 
'THE CLAM FISHERY.-'l'he clamming iut r t f th astin <li. tri t are quit important, a 
large number of men finding employment on the mud-flats during the wint r month , wben there 
is little else to occupy their attentiou. Nearly 60,000 bu bels of oft clam are dug annually, 
three-fourths of them bei"ng shucked and salted to be u. ed for bait in th ves el-.fisheri s. Nearly 
half of tlrn remainder are sold to the canneries. 
STATIS'l'ICAL RECAPI'.l'ULATION FOR 1880.-Tbe following statement shows the extent of tbe 
fisheries of the district for 1880: 
Surnrnary statement of persons employed arid capital invested. 
Persons employed. 
Number of vessel-fishermen ....................... . ..... . 
Number of boat-fishermen ........................ .. .. ... . 
Number of curers, packers, fitters, &c ......... . .... .. ... . 
• Number of factory-hancls .. ........ . ..•. .... . .. .... .....•. 
Total ...........•........••••................. · ..... . 
Number. Capital invested. 
623 Capital in vessels and boats ...............•..•......•... . 
605 Capital in nets and traps .........•....................... 
59 Other fixed ancl circulating capital. ......•... .. ......•.. 







a Other fixed and circulating capital.-Cash capital, $44,200; wharves, shorebouses, and fixtures, $11,800; factory buildings and apparatus 
f15,550; total, $71,550. • 
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tail d stat mcnt of a11ilal ilLv ·st ·cl i11 t' 11 ·l , lJ011l1, 11 t , cu1tl lr<tpB. 
V BB ls aucl lJ at11. No. Tonnag . Vnlu. 
-- - --1-----1-----
Ves11el8. 
In footl.fic1b fish<•ry: 
A·tive . ............. . 
Icll ... . .••....... . . .. 
Iu lol,stor fish ry .... . . . 
Totnl ..••......... . 
Boats. 
Iu ,·e11s •l fish ri 
Iu shore flab lies ....... . 
Totnl ............•. 
00 2, 0 2. 87 
10 457. 1 
0 128.01 
10!) :J, 4 ' . 00 
275 ...•..••.••. 
050 ...... . ••.• • 
o:n ........... . 38,470 0,050 2,000 
'l'ulnl 
YIIIUt. 
,( nd Irr p. 
• t,. 
Volo. 










Detail J, statement of the quantities a,ul values of the 1Jroducts. 
Frcshftsh. 
For food . ..... ...... ................................•. .• .... .. .. . . 
For lmit . ....••............................ . .................... . . . 
For f l'tiliz r ........ . ............... . .. . ... . ...•.. . ......... . ... .. 
421,500 . •......... . .•... . ........ · · · · . . · · · · •.•..•••.•• 
4, tl:10, llOO . • • • . . • • • • • • 22, 150 barre•! ••• • . .• •...• . .••••• 








'.L'ol:tl . .......................•.. . .........• ... ... . .... . .... .. __ 4, ~500 ··· ··· : ···· ·/ ······ . •• . • . .....•..........•..••. j 22,30 
.Dry f/JJh. 
'od . ... . ......... . ........• . ....••. .• .......... . . .. ..... ... . . . . ... • 
11,tk . • . .•. . ..... . ••... . ....•...••••..•••........ .• . . ....••••. . . •. 
Jladtlo k . ...... . ...•........... . ............... . .. •• . . .•. . .•.... . 
Poll,, k ................• ... ............................ . .......... . 
C:.1t1k .••••• ...• ..... ••••.••.•..••.••.•••..•..•.•. ••..•.••.•.. •.. •• . 
Totnl . .. .. ... . ......... . ... .. ............ .. . •.. .•.•..... .... 
I'ickled ji//h. 
f:wkor l. ..... . ........................................ · ...... . . . 
Herring: 




Tot,al .......... ... ..... . .... .. . . ..........•......•.••.•...•. . 
H rriug: mokcd fa,h. 
Ordinury .......... . . . .................••.•.........•.•.•• . ..• . 
Ommcdfi,ih. 
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Olams. 
For food . .................................... ··········· · ········· · 
For bait ....•..... . ...•.....•..... . ...•...••.. •. .....•.••..••....• • 
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Brush weirs were first fished at Brooklin about 1 60. In 1 ' 0 tu r w re two mall one , 
the catch of which amounted to 150 barr l of mackerel aud 650 barr 1 f b rriJ1g, iu addition to 
10,000 boxes of herring that were smoked by thew h-fishermen. 
There are extensive mud-flats in the region, where long-necked clam (lJJya aranaria) are pecu-
liarly abundant. An investigation showed that one hundred and seventeen men made a busine s 
of digging and shucking clams to be used for bait in the vessel fi heries. The quantity dug is 
enormous. In the winter of 1879-'80 over 13:000 bushels were shucked an·d salted, and l ,OOO more 
were used fresh. The value of the catch was about $4,000. The clamming s ason lasts from 
October to the middle of the following May, tllough little is done in midwinter. Four bushels of 
shell clams is an average ca.tch for a tide, and the total for the year is about eight barrels of 
shucked clams to the man. 
When menhaden were abundant a good many small try-houses were built upon the shore for 
utilizing the catch of the net-fishermen. At present, on accou~t of the absence of the fish, noth-
ing is done in this line. 
In 1870 a lobster cannery was built at Brooklin by Portland capitalists ; it has since been in 
successful operation, and during the present seasou furnished employment to twenty-five hands, 
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Saint Lawrence. They usually lauded two trip ach lurin th ~ a n. 
to fl h for mackerel in that locality was ent iu 1 34. The ft l.liug , n wh 11 T with lrn1Hl-liues up 
to 1873, when purse-seines were introduced. The 'maller vc 1 fl b d 
of them frequenting the Bay of Fundy regularly for many y ar ' . 
Since 1868 the :fisheries have rapidly declined, all of the b tter and larg 'r,; 1 · haviug been 
sold to other localities, and Deer Isle to-day owns the poote t cla s of ve el of any town n the 
entire coast. Some of the merchants claim that this decline is largely due to th c ifficnl ty of 
making suitable arrangements with the custom-house authorities for obtaining th ir alt free of 
duty. It seems that they made an effort to have a quantity kept on the island to supply the vessel 
fleet, but, failing in this, they were obliged to make the trip to Castine or pay the duty, wllich they 
often did to avoid the delay. A more probable cause for the rapid decline is found iu the relations 
that existed between the fitters and crews, whereby a settlement with the fishermen was often 
delayed for nearly a year, during w:hich time they were subjected to all the disadvantages of the 
credit system in its worst forms. In this way the Deer Island fishermen were seriously inconvenienced, 
and they were gradually driven to seek employment on the vessels of other ·fishing ports, even to 
the neglect of their own fleet. This practice bas been continued, ancl there are now not less than 
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ville to Sedgwick, following t,he ·bor f Eggm gofo R a ·lt, th f cul i\"'ati n and is 
quite ·productive. Like ruo ' t of our ea.boan1 towu , the a, and n t th il furni h th bread. 
The iudustrial establishmeuts are mainly those which ar r lated to th fi'bing in<lu try.' 
At the present time Sedgwick ha · four ws .ls, valued nt $(l,..,OO, en gag d iu th fl b ri 'S. Two 
of these are employetl in tlte shore fishery, another Yi its Grand Banks for od, and the fourth 
fishes for maekerel between Cape Ilatteras aud the Gulf of Saint Lawr nee. 
There are extensive clam-flats along its shores, and during fly mouths of they ar thirty-eight 
men depend on clamming for a livelihood. Ju the winter of 1879-'80 there w re dug, according to the 
estimate of Herrick & Byard and W. G. Sargent & Son, oYcr 5,000 bushels of clams. Of the entire 
quantit.y about 4,300 bushels were shucked and salte<l, tbe remaiuder beh1g sold fresh iu the locality. 
The two firms above mentioned handled duriug the se::tson 2,3:!6 barrels of shelled clams, all of which 
were bought from the fishermen of the surrounding towns. Tbe catch was shipped to the principal 
fishery centers of Maine and Massachusetts for use as bait in the offshore cod :fisheries. Beyond 
the vessel fisheries and the clamming interests almost nothing is doue, though three men fish 
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22. PENOBSCOT, ORL D, 
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PENOBSC0'.1'.~Tho town of PeuolJ, cot is to far from tho fishiug gr nntl · of th oa t to haYe 
any extensive salt-water ft ~b ri s. The only bu iness in tbi lin:. i ~ the ·uri11g fa argo of codfish 
caught by a vessel belonO'iug in Ellsworth. 
Penobscot has oxtem,ive smelt .fi. ~11 ries, awl a few of it inhahitauts g to th outer islauds 
occasiona1ly and fish for cou aud mackerel for home supply. Beyoud thi no fi hing of auy kind 
is done. 
BUCKSPORT AND ORL.AND.-The towns of Bucksport and Orland, situated on the eastern 
bank of the Peuobscot, 18 miles below Baugor, are so intimately connected in their fishing inter-
ests that they should properly be considered together. The region was first settled in 1762, and 
as early as 1825 Mr. Joseph Cook and one or two others had fair-sized nssels engaged in t.be off-
shore fisheries. The business continued to increase till 185G, when, according to Mr. N. H. Powers, 
there were about 20 vessels, mnging from 50 to 125 tons, carpenter's measurement, landing a total 
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4., 35 .•.•.. ·•·•·· 
12, 770 4, 900 
1----1----1----1----1-----H 
027 ····•··••••· 17,605 4,000 
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Toto.I • • • • . • . • • • . . • • . 15, 073 14, 073 
Detailed statement of Ow quantities arid ·al11es of tlle p,-odueta. 
Products specified. Pounds, 
fr sh. 
Pounds 
prepar d. Bulk. 
Value as 
sold. 
Grand tot3,l...... . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 15, 102, 662 $247,558 
Presh fish. l=====t====i::::t.:===========11==== 
For food .. ......................................•.................. 
For bait .......................................................... . 
For fertilizer .........•........................... _ ............ _ .. . 
Total ...................................... . ................ . 
Dry fish. 
Cod ............................................................... . 
Hake . - ....................................................................... . 








7,205 barrels ......... . ......... . 
100 barrels . .. ....... ... ...... . 
1, 898, 000 654, 080 .• ... .. •••.•••••••..•...• ..• ..... - - ·. 
3, 284, 820 1, 362, 592 ...•••.•.•...••••• .•• ....••••• • • · • · · 
1, 004, 850 357, 280 .••..•.•...•...•...••.•.••••..•.. - • -











6,375,680 2, 449, 552 .••..•••••..••...••••..•••.•.••... - · 1- 47, 41: 
Detail d latemeul of the qucrntiti · a111l ,·111111·11 of ti, 1,ru,lu t - < unti 11111 it. 
Pr ducts ep Ule<l. 1'1)11tul , l'uuncl . 
fn 11b. 111 ·p n·•I. 
----------------1----1 
Pickle<Lµh. 
Mackerel ....................................................... .. . 4,47 I 00 :?, U l, IO 11, fl'.!:? h:irn I •••••••••••••••••••• 
Herring: 
O~·djnary ....................................... . ....... .....•. 1 !i, o o . 1r,-0, ooo 
Miscellaneous . ................................................... . 10, 0 6, 00 
Total ........................................................ --,,-08-1-, 000-1~~ ----
Srnokedµh. 
Herring: 
Ordinary .............•.........•.....•.........••........ ..... 









'I'otnl .....................••.•..•....•.••••..••.•.....•..•.•. --2,0IS --1:J-, 20-0 1-_ .-•• -•• -. -•• -•• -.. -.-•• -•• -•• -•• -.-•• -•• -.. -.-•• -•• -.' ---,1-, 
-==========!=-=-=====-=-Oanr,ed, ji8h. 
Macker 1 ......................................................... . 
Lobsters. 
Fresh ......... ..... ............................................. . 
Cnunecl ........................................................... . 
'J'otal .... ............................................. . ....• . 
Olams. 
For foocl .......................................................... . 
For bait ................ . ......................................... . 
Cnnued ........ ........... ........ •..........••.•.........••.•••... 
232, 3r,o ............ 10s, 012 mn11 ..................... . 
609,000 






1, 87!i bnHh lti .................. .. 
4, 000 hnalrnl - a:15 lmn l .••.•. 






:I, 01!I Total............................ .. ......... .. ...... ...... .. 72,0!iO ........... j ................. . .................. 1 
Miscellaneous. = ·==~= 
Fish.oil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 10, 0:J5 g"nl101111 ................... . 
onn<ls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... ... ............... ... ..... .'........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18, 210 .... ...... ........... . ............. . 
Mnl'iu pl'odu ts uacd fol' fcrtiliztll'S ........ .............. .......... .. ...... ......... ........................................... . 
Total ...................................................................... =~, .................................... , 
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are very similar to those of Stockton. It has one vessel of 18 tons engaged in the shore fish-
eries, landing her catch at the curing-stands at North Haven. Eight men are interested in the 
lQbster fisheries, and seventy or eighty· fish for mackerel during the height of the season. Some 
catch enough for lwme use only, whfle others fish more extensively, selling their catch to the resi-
dents of the village. It is estimated by Mr. W. H. Matthews tl.Jat 160 barrels of mackerel were 
taken by the local fishermen in 1880. The salmon and alewife fisheries are quite extensive, and 
a number of weirs have been built for their capture by the fishermen of the town. 
BELFAST.-The town of Belfast, on the west bank of the Penobscot River, 25 to 30 miles above 
Rockland, was first settled in 1770. It was incorporated in 1773 and named in honor cf Belfast, 
Ireland. In 1776 it had 229 inhabitantR, and in 1870, 5,278. Williamson, in bis History of Belfast, 
says: '' The first settlers were of course strangers to the luxuries of living. l!"'or several Y.ears they 
depended for the means of subsistence almost exclusively upon their crops and upon fishing and 
bunting. The rich, newly-burnt land produced a plentiful supply of cereals and potatoes. Moose, 
deer, and even bears were abundant, and the river furnished salmon, shad, and alewives." 
Capt. Charles H. W ordi.ng informs us that Belfast was interested in the fisheries to a limited 
extent only -prior to 1826, when she built _or purchased a fleet of small vessels. About 1835 a 
better class of vessels were introduced, and soon twenty sail were owned in the town, tbe larger 
ones fishing on the nearer offshore banks for cod in spring, and in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence and 
along the Maine shore for mackerel later in the season. Most of the cod were cured on the lower 
islands, and prior to 1840 tbe mackerel were packed in Boston. A considerable portion of the fleet 
"fitted" at Castine. About 1855 the business became less .prosperous, and it was almost whoJly 
discontinued before the war. Since that time Belfast bas bad a few vessels engaged in the shore 
fisheries each season, but the catch has usually been so small as to be quite unimportant. Ju 1879 
she bad five fishing vessels, averaging 20 tons each, fishing on the inshore grounds. The fleet was 
valued at $1,650, and furnished employment to twenty-nine men. 
The boat-fisher~es v.ary considerably, and are at times quite important.. The principal fishing 
occurs in midsummer, when the mackerel enter the bay. They are very abundant for several 
weeks, and many of the inhabitants, including men and boys of all classes1 engage in the :fisheries 
to a greater or less extent for pleasure and profit. Some fish· only occasionally for borne supply, 
others _devote their entire time to fishing while the mackerel remain, and realize a considerable 
profit from their sales. It is said that there are at times over one hundred boats, with one to four 
men each, fishing within a few miles of the city. 
Mr. :Frank W. Collins, of Belfast, sends us the following account of the boat-fisheries for 1879: 
"It is estimated by competent judges that, during the season of 1879, there were 1,000 barrels 
of mackerel caught in our bay (mostly by hand-lines); of this amount about one-third were shipped 
to Boston, and the larger cities of our own State. 
"The smelt-fishing has been poorer here this season than for many years. Owing to the pre· 
vailing warm weather, and ruling low prices, not more than half of the usual number have engaged 
in this fisbery. (The smelts here are all caught with hand-lines.) From December 1, 1879, to the 
present time [March, 1880], there have been about five tons of smelts caught here; of these, nearly 
two tons have been shipped to Portland,'Boston, and New York. 
"The past season there were twelve men engaged in lobster fisheries, using a total of 375 traps. 
Although the sea on was considered a poor one by the fishermen, about 75,000 lobsters were caught, 
one-third of them being sold to the smacks, and shipped to Boston, and towns in this State. 
"From the mo t careful iuquiries·among the clam-diggers, and other persons having a knowledge 
of our local fisheries, we learn that there have been 5;000 bushels of clams dug here the past year, 
MAINE: BELFAST DI TRI T. 4 
though none have been salted for fish-bait thi sea on a in pr V"i 
dug; about one-half have been shipped to other place . n ac unt f th ir 
clams are considered superior to those of any other locality, au l th y lw 
in our neighboring cities and towns where they are known. I w ul l 
• correct estimate of the large quantity of flounders taken here dmillo- they ar. 
fishing is followed, not onl,y by our local :fishermen, but there i , littl multitn 1 ' wll 
throng the heads of the piers and the briuge for week , to :fi h fer fiound r . Th fi h r n tl • 
dressed and strung in bunches (usually twelve in a bunch) for th mark t. Tb n n 1 
are shipped to cities and towns_ in this vicinity. 
'' Although Belfast is not engaged in the salmon fishery to any gr at xt nt, th r i 1 r ly 
no place in the State where more Penobscot salmon are soltl. The pa t ea n, 1 79, th )r wer 
about 25,000 pounds of Penobscot salmon sold (by the fishermen in tbi vicinity) to tl1 mark tm n 
and inhabitants here; of this amount not more than 2,000 pounds wer hipp d to oth r pl 
the rest being consumed locally. Salmon are no longer a luxury here, to be njoyed by th rich 
only, but during plentiful seasons they are now often sold by our local <lenl r a low a. t n nt 
per pound. Through the untiring efforts of the Fish Commis ion, for th pa t ight y ar , in 
restocking the Penobscot River, this once rare and delicate fish has been placed within the r a h 
of the poor as well as the rich, and to-day the Penobscot is, in every respect, a alm 11 tr am.'' 
NoRTHPORT.-Northport, lying just south of Belfast, on Belfa t Bay, is a towu with a catt r 1 
population, engaged largely in agriculture, though a few of its inhabitants ar m r or 1 
dependent upon the sea. A number of small coasting vessels are own <l by the re id nt and 
some of the men are inter~sted in the salmon fisheries during a portion of th year. th town 
has no fishing fleet, the catch of marine species is very limited, the work being larg ly confined to 
the capture of mackerel during a few weeks in mid-summer, while a number of parti tak 1 b t r 
and clams to a limited extent for local supply. 
25. CAMDEN AND ITS FISHERIES. 
The town of Camden, whfoh includes the villages of Camden and Rockport,-£ rm th w t rn 
bank of the Penobscot River between Rockland and Lincolnville. It wa ettled in 76 , an l 
incorporated in 1791. 
According to Messrs. J. and B. C. Adams, Camden was for many yec: r xten ively int r t 
in the :fisheries, and had a fleet of 15 to 20 schooners engaged in the Labrador, Magd 1 n, b, n k 
and shore :fisheries, with a considerable number of others from the Fox I land that cam t 
den for their :fittings. Later the causes that led to the decline of the fl h ri of the r gi n, fii t cl 
Oamden equally with the other pla:ces, and, after a few unpro p rou y ar , th bu in 
almost wholly discontinued. At present the fishing fleet of the town, including th t J 
smacks owned at Rockport, is made up of five sail vessels and one team r. Tbr of th v 
are engaged exclusively 'in the mackerel fisheries, and the other , including th 
employed in the transportation of fishery products. The steam r carri 
port are interested in the lobster fisheries; others go to tbe out r i Jan 1 
cod and other species; while all, with many of the sltore men, arc ngag d in ' h 
for several weeks in summer. -
A lobster cannery was built at Camden, by Portland capital, in 1 7 , ._ n 1 lurin 
thirty hands were employed in canning lobsters and macker I. In th 
4GRF 
ll 
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cannery was located here for the puq)o e of utilizing tlJ m 
liarly abundant in the region. Weirs were built .. t <1iff r n 
the 'various islands, but thus far the catcl.l, with£ ti 
has not been fully supplied. A carcity of b rriu · llc 
cooling, packed in tin an 
has certainly ma l an im ortant 1i c v ry, and h r i 
begun by him will l lop n rmou ly ,,iibin th u x £ w y 
TnE LOCATION .AND IMPORT.ANOE OF TIIE I L.A D 
n 
way between either shore. They were first permanently in 
f 
nt • Hl ttft r 
fr. llmaun 
th l>n, in 
the name of Vinal Haven in 1789, North Haven being t off in 1 n h ru i~lt r l i ' ue 
huge mas of granite, with hardly n, patch of soil large enough t warmnt, n 
agriculture. For this reason nine-tenths of the men are mpl y d in tb at 
Carver'~ Harbor, which rank among the most important on th coutin ut. 11 n r h rn i lend i. 
quite different, ancl though very rocky in parts bas much arabl land, au 1 < l. r · part of it 
people are engaged in farming_. 
The location ~f the islands in the vicinity of excellent fi hing-0Tound h. De turc 11 ,. l d many 
of the inhabitants to engage extensively in the fisheries. The fir t ttl r • r ail t hL ,. be u 
fishermen who came to the region for the purpose of prosecuting tll ir work to b tt r adYantage. 
THE FISHERIES OF VINAL H.A.VEN.-According to Mr.James Rob rt , Vinal av ,n had twelve 
to fifteen sail of Chebacco boats, ranging from 15 to 30 ton~, engaged in th fi h ri a early as 
1817, the smaller ones fishing along the shore while the larger ones went to the al land gr nuds 
and Brown's Bank. The fleet was gradually increased by purchase from Cape .Ann and l wh re, 
and before 1830 a larger and better class of vessels had been brought to the town. 
The Labrador fisheries, says Mr. Roberts, began in 1804; and were continued to 1 10, though 
the business was never extensive. One season two or three vessels would engage in this ft hery, 
aucl for several years following none would be sent. 
The Magdalen. herring fisheries· have been peculiarly important and extensive. Th y began 
about 1830 and continued without interruption till 1858. The height of the fishery was from 1840 
to 1850, when eight or nine sail went yearly, starting early in April and returning late in l\1ay. 
The herring were landed on the island, where the bulk of them were smoked. Some er ws con-
tracted their catch in advanc~ to the Yinal Haven dealers, agreeing to Janel their cargoes at a 
stipulated price. The mews often purchased tbeir fish from the natives, though this practice was 
not universal, and many of them '' went on shares," catching, salting, and smoking their fish, 
and carrying them to Boston to be marketed. As far as we could learn but one vessel from 
Vinal Haven has fished on Grand Banks, and this for but on,e or two years ~nly. One vessel, the 
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Black Swan, made two trips to George' in th wint r f 1 Gl-6"", aft r whi h th bu in wa 
abandoned on account of the danger attending th work . 
.As has been said, the .fi herie contiuu d to incr a fr m y , r to y ar fr m th fir t ttl -
ment of the island to the midcll of _th pre nt c ntury. Tb y w r mo t pro n 
1845 and 1858, when from ninety to on hundr cl ail w r wn d at Vinal Ila-r n, and thirty-fiv 
or forty belonged at North Ila,en. rroba ly f, ur-fifth f tll w r uncl r 50 ton , ~arp ut r 
measurement. These ns els usua11y fitt cl at Ca tin , but cur d t11 ir fi h, t home and old them 
to the Boston dealers. .According to Mr. Da·dd Vinal, Vinal c v n alone mark te 70,000 worth 
of dry fish in 1855. 
Tb.e first real hindrance to the pro cution of tlie ti ·u ri wa tlle civil war, which ca1led many 
of the fishermen to the Soutlt. Later, large qun.rries were open d, and a the furni h regular 
employment to the men at good wag s, many have old their ves el and remain at horn . 0th rs 
have gradually drifted into the lob ter fishery, finding it more profitable than any other branch 
of tlie :fisheries of the region. 
TIIE FISHERIES OF NORTH HAVEN.-North Haven continued to use mall c el and he-
bacco boat8 for many years. Mr. Nelson Mullin informs us that in 1845 the largest ves l 011 the 
island was the Hawk, of 44 tous, old measurement. About 1850 a larger class of ve el wa 
purclrnsf'd, and as the fisheries of Vinal Haven decreased those of North Haven became more 
exte-usive. Soon a number of these vessels were seut regularly to the banks for cod iu the spring, 
after which they fitted for '' the Bay" mackerel fishery. By 18Gl some of the larger craft w re 
engaged in the mackerel fishery during the entire sea on, going outh in pring and following the 
fish northward as the ·eason advanced. 
In 1870 tb re were tweuty ve el , aggregating 630.00 ton , :fi bing from North Ilav n. The e 
were valued at $22,G25, and requir d tlrn erYicc of one hundred and forty-fi.v m u. Of tllc 
entire fleet ix were engaged exclusiv ly in the mack r I :fi h ri s, three of th m going outh in 
the spring. Tliree of the remaining fourt en fi b <l. for cod, and th r st were eogag din the shore 
fl lleries for cod, haddock, pollock, bakC', macker l, an 1 }1 ning. During th am Je r Vinal 
Haven bad twenty vessels aggregatmg 390.55 ton , n ag <l. in th fi beri durin_g som part f 
the year. The fleet was valued at $15,550, and arri d nin Y· ight m n. T,vo f tll v 1 w re 
engaged in carrying lob ters to the local cann ri , and .. 11 but two of the r maincl r fi h on th 
inshore ground'. 
The boat-fishermen of tlle i lnncl engag ·bi fJy in th npture f lob ter <luring th 
the busine 




le rr ' l en ud , fi w 
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weeks in their capture, after whicli the land men r turn to th ir w rk on 
for cod, hake, and haddock till cold weather et in. 
~ greater part of the. fish caught by the mall Y ml b t are 
at the stand of some professional curer to be pr par d £ r the mark t. n 
curing stands on the two island , emplo~ iIJO' an a rage of two men a h. Tb 
cured dur~ng the season, including 1,060 quintal handled by the boat-fl b rm 
tals, the greater _part being sold in Bo ton. 
G.-THE WALDOBORO' DISTRICT. 
27. GENERAL REVIEW OF THE FISHERIES OF TII ~ 
ORIGIN .AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE FISHERIES.-The "\Valdobor ' 
includes the coast-line between Camc.leu and Booth Bay, as well a tb i le n l 
Monhegan, is from a historical standpoint one of the most inter ting in th nit 
w:is Yisited by European ·rnyagers as early as 1602J and by 1617 Briti 11 m r b., nt 
regularly to Monhegan to engage in the fisheries. It was originally inclncl dun r 11 
patent, granteu by King Charles I to Elbridge and Aldsworth in 1629. Ace r li 
the section lying between Sagadahoc and Saint Georg~ had a popul:.ttion of G 
th r fl h 
uiu-
of this number it may fairly be inferred that two-thirds were within the pr nt limit 
Waldoboro district. Nearly all of the early settlers came to the region to enga,ge in th fl b ries, 
which at that time formed the principal occupation of the people. 
'l'lle district is now'quite thickly settled. It inclmles the cities of Rockland, Thoma t n, and 
Damariscotta, and several small villages. Many of the inhabitants devote their att ntion to agri-
culture, but a mnjority of those living along the coast are engaged in the :fi.sherie , while not a few 
are e·mployed in ship-building or are dependent upon the coasting trade. 
THE VESSEL .AND BOAT FISHERrns.~The fishing vessels of the region have, as a rule, been 
quite small, and now as in the past, only a few large ones are owned in the district. Tho e of 
suitable size are sent to the more important fishing grounds, but the majority are engaged in the 
shore fisheries only. The present fleet numbers 111 sail, tllese averaging about 22 tons each. 
The boat-fisheries have long been important, though owing to the menhaden fl. heries they 
have decreased somewhat in certain towns during the last ten or fifteen years. They now furnish 
employment to 483 men, only one . hundred less than the number on the vessels. Of these, 250 
are engaged in the capture of lobsters during some portion of the year. The catch for the season 
reached 1,695,882 pounds, of which quantity 748,1S2 pounds were put up at the Port Clyde cannery. 
The remainder of the boat fishermen are engaged in the capture of cod, herring, mackerel, and 
other species along the shores of the outer headlands and islands. 
THE MENHADEN INDUSTRY.-The · menhadeu fisheries of Maine began in a small way more 
than-twenty years ago. In 1864, a factory was built at Bristol near the eastern boundary of the 
district. Later, the business became very important, and Bristol came to be the center of the 
industry for the State. In 1878, according to reliable authorities, there were eleven factories at 
Bristol, Yalued, with machinery and fixtures, at three-quarters of a million dollars. Twenty-nine 
steamers with five hundred fishermen we.re employed, and two hundred additional hands were 
enga.ged in manipulating the catch: The production of these establishments during the season was 
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1,176,310 gallons of oil, and 12,58 ton of guano. Iu 1 
factories were necessarily closed. 
n menll d n were t< k n, nd all of the 
8'.l'.A.TISTIC.AL RECAPITULATION FOR 1880.-The xtent of the fi bing inter 
for 1880 will be found in the accompanying tat ment. 
t of the di trict 
Summary statement of persons employe<l and ca11ital im:ested. 
Persons employed. Number. Co.pita.I invested. Amount. 
Number of vessel-fishermen . . . . . . . . . . . •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 575 
Number of boat-fishermen........................... ..... 483 
Number of curers, packers, :fitters, &c . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 70 
Capitalin vessels o.nd boats . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $228, 075 
Capital in nets and traps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33, 542 
Other :fixed and circulating capital . . . . . . • . . . . •• • . . . • . . . . a 251, 125 
Number of factory hands............................. .... 41 Total . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . •• • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 512, 742 
Total .........•.........•........ .... ............... 1,169 
a Other fixed and circulating capital.-Caah capital, $16,200; wharves, shorehousee, and fixtures, $34,125; factory buildings and apparatus 
(including $l90,800 for menhaden oil and guano factoric~ not in use since 1878), $200,800; total, 251,125. 
Deta.iled statement of capital invested in 1:essels, boats, nets, and fraps. 
Valne of 
Vessels and boats. No. Tonuage. Value. gear, exclu- Value of Total Nets and traps. No. Value. sivcofboats outfit. value. 
aml nets. 
Vessels. Nets. 
In food-fish fishery: Gill-nets: 
Acti,e ............ .. . 111 2,435.70 $80 935 $18,275 $72,815 $172, 025 In vessel-fisheries .... 588 $9, 83 
Idle -------------···· 4 33. 46 650 ··-··-······ .............. 650 In boat-fisheries ...... 5!l0 7, 00 
In menhaden fishery ..... 1 79. 20 7,000 ...... ........... ........... 7,000 Purse-seines : I 
In lobster fishery ........ 11 211. 91 5,800 110 ], 760 7,070 In veseel-fish~ries ... . 10 5,500 
In oyster fishery ......... .......... . ........... ..... .............. ----- --- ---· . .......... ...... . ...... . In 1.,oat-fish n s ...... 1 300 ----- -- Ifoul-seiues: I Total .............. 127 2,760.86 04, 385 18,385 74,570 187, 315 
In boat-flalteries ...... 8 650 
Boats. ------
Toi.al .. ............ . l, 187 23,187 
In vessel-fisheries ....... . 200 --------···· 7,175 ............... .......... . 7,175 --------
In shore-fisheries ........ 487 -- ---- -- ---- 20,025 4,830 ], 800 33,555 Trapa. 
-- --- w ira ..••....• ........••. 0 '.rotal .............. 727 . ............ 34,100, 4,830 l, 800 40,730 
Fykes ...... ···.··· ....... 100 
Lobst 1· pots . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 500 
I Totnl . .............. j12, 606 
Detailecl statement of the quanlitie8 mul t' ilues of tho 1n·oclucls. 
Products specified. Ponnd , fr ah. 
Pounds, 
pr pur cl. Ilulk. 
Grand total .................... s.... .. . .. . .. ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 22,070,515 ........••...•...••........•.•....•....•••...••. 
FreBhfiah. 








4,407 337. 300 I· ...... .. ... 
1 
. .. _ ............... _____ .. _ .. _. _. _ .. 
For bait . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,710,000 . . • . . • . . . . • . 13,550 barr I . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . .. . . . 10,162 
For f rtilizer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 100, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 00 lJnir l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 400 
Toto! ...... ··········;;;,,;;,;:·········· ·········· ········· 3,
2
'7,0 ··· ·· ·······1················· ···· ··············1~~ 
r:otl. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . . . . • • • • . . . • • • • • . • . • . . G, s;;o, iO !!, :i:;1, I 7j . • • . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • . • . 70, 540 
Unk . . . . . • • . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • . • • • • • •• • •• • •• . • . . . • . • • • . • . • • . . . . . 5, 30A, O:iO 2,227, 120 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 20, 28 
Iladdock . .. . .. ...... ... .. . . . . .. . . ..•....... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .. 1,411,315 301, ii .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, o _ 
Pollo k .•. • . . • • . . .••••...•.. •• • •• .•••••.... . • . • • . . • . . . • •• . . . . . . . • •• 7 2,420 :JlOJ~_,', ~-2,~ 1.· · __ · .· ·. ·. · . . · ·_ ·. ·. · .. ·.· _· ·. ·.· .. · .· .·.· ·.·.·. · .. · ·. ·.·. ·.·. ·. ·. ·. ·. 5,300 
Ca k . • . • • . . • . . . • • . . • • . . • • • . • • • •• . • • . • • • . . • • • . . . • • • . . • . . . • •• •• . • . . 200,520 _ , ____ 2, 750 
Total ............. . ..... -.....•••.•.•.....••••..•........... . __:4, ~ 5,40o,"ot.:. ........ .. · = · ......... ~ I n , 608 
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Detailed statement of th quantities and ralu of th 1Jrod11ct - ntinu d. 
Products specified. DuJk. 
Pick"led fi1h. 
Mackerel .... .•.........••••. .... ..•.. ........... ....... .......... 2, G'l, 100 l , I, 400 , . Oi b rr l . . . • • . . . . • . . ....•• . 
Herring: 
Ordinary ....................................... .. ............. . 4, 051 b rr I ............ ....... .. 
Mi cellnneous ................................... • · .• · · · · · · · · · · • • · 40 b. rr 1 ................ . . .. . 




Ordinary .. . ..•..••.. . . . ... . .•........ . .. ...... .• .•.•......•. · l====:l==== '==---------===··=· ·=· ·=· ·=·= ··=· ·=· ·=· ·=· =· =·. 
Oanned fi,h. 
Lob,ur,. 
Fre h ................... . ...... ........................... . ....... . 
Canned . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . • . . 74 , 1 ., 
Vnluen 
ltl. 







Total .............................•..... . .•.......•........ .. - ~ ..'.._:_I· .......... ·I· .............. ............ :.:_·~= .. =· ·=I ==5=2,=53=0 
<Jlam,. 
For food . • . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . • • . . • .. . • . . • • .. . . . • . • • . . • • . • • • . • • • . • • . • .. 29, 400 . • .. .. . • . . .. l , 020 
For bait . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • .. . . . 118, 5 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 8 bu b 1 = l'i b tr •ls..... . 4, 235 
Total............ ..... ....................................... 147,90 1 . ... .... . . .. j .. ............ .............. .. . .. .. . ,::=--- 5:_2~ 
Mi1ceUaneotu. 
Fish-oil ..••... •... .•••••.. .•••..••....•••..• ••••..• •• ••• .•.....••...• . ·••. . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . .. . . . 24, 111 gnllou. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0, 6~4 
ounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20, 828 . • • • . . . • • • .. . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . • . . • . 26, 3 
Marine product us d for f ,rtiliz rs ... ... . . • . .•.....•....... . . . . . · · · · · · · · .... · · · · · · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · _ __ .i ,_5_oo 
Total············ ...... ······ ....... .!. ................•• ..•. . ==~r=~=1 .. ········-- .................. ······I 
A de cription of the past and present fishery intere t ' of tho vari u t wn f th 
di trict may be found in the following pages. 
28. ROCKLAND, THOMASTON, A.ND SAINT GE RGE. 
40, 0 ' !) 
RocKLAND.-Up to 184:8 Rockland was a part of Thomaston. A.t that tim it wa t off nnd 
incorporated under the name of East Thomaston, and in 1850 the pre nt name wa ado1 t d. Its 
population in 1870 was 7,073. 'rhe principal business of the town i the quarrying of lime tone 
for the manufacture of lime. Nearly all of the inhabitants are emplo3· d at the kiln and quarries 
or on the vessels engaged in the transportation of t.he products. 
Rockland has never been a fishing town and has had ~yery few fishing.ye el sailing from its 
harbor. The largest fleet at any time has not exceeded ten sail. In 1879 thc_re were four vessels 
engaged in the fisheries to a greater or less ext(_jnt, only one of them being constantly employed. 
Other small vessels were sailing under fishing license, but they fished so little that they should not 
be considered as dependent upon the fisheries. In 1880 a ·small ·steamer, the Hurricane, was fitted 
out with a purse.seine for menhaden, but not finding any of that species the captain turned ·his 
~ttention to the capture of mackerel. This is the first instance of a steamer being employed 
extensively in the mackerel fishery, and it is not impossible that this small beginning may result 
in such a change in the method of fishing as to completely revolutionize the mackerel .fisheries of 
the country. 
The boat-fisheries of the town are very limited, and scarcely a dozen men follow fishing for a 
livelihood, though fully fifty fish for mackerel for four or five weeks each summer. Tho bulk of 
the catch is sold fresh, though some are salted and sold to the local dealers. Rockland is obligeii 
to send to Saint George and South Thomaston for a large part of her fresh fish: 
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Tbe merchants of the plac bav a limit <l trnd with th -v nd 
they fit out fifteen to twenty-fly ail a 11 a o. Th 
Island, which is a large ti hing center. Th m r hant , I buy many dry fi h fr m tlJ 
_to supp]y their country trade. Accordiug t 1\Ir. R. 1 . ri , tb r w r handl {l , th four firm 
engaged in the fi h trade at Ro kland, in 1 O, a out 1, 00 qnintal of , d, 3 0 1iotal f ha l<l k, 
200 quiuta1 of pollock, and 50 quiotal of h, k , in addition t 70 b rr l of mack r I, 25 barr l · 
of pickled herring, and 100 barr 1., of rooked herring. 
SOUTH TH0M.A.S'l'0N.-South Thomaston, about4 mil b low Ro kland, wa t off from Tll w-
aston and iucorporated in 1848. It bas a population of 1,603, with a mall villag of two or three 
hundred inhabitants located on the We keag River. It depend larg Iy for.it trade up n tb nr-
rouncling country and the quarrJ·m n of Di~ and adjoining i land . Th re i no :fi bing of impor-
tance from tho village, a few partie going out occa ionally for pl a ure during the ummer only. 
Clams are dug in Rmall quautitie from the extensive flats in the vicinity. Tb town o-et it supply 
of fish and clams, mostly through peddlers, from the boat-fi herm n of A h Point and Owl' , Ilead. 
TH0:M.&.ST0N.-Thomaston, at the head of navigation of tbe Saint George Riv r, mil outh-
west of Rockland, was known as a trading po t as early as 1030, and wa permanently ettl cl about 
1710. It was incorporated as a town in 1777, and up to 1848 included both South Thoma ton and 
Rockland. It bas a present population of 3,092. The residents are largely engaged in, bip-buildiug, 
confining themselves almost exclusively to the larger class of ship~, brigs, and barks; and it i . aid 
more tonnage is owned in Thomaston fa proportion to its population than in any other Arn rican 
city. Formerly the people were somewhat interested in tbe sea-fl heries, having a mall fl t 
engaged regularly in the sl.10re-fi.sherie ; but, owing to the di tance from the fishhw gTOuud , this 
business bas gradually died out, and now not a fi~hing vessel is owned here. 
Clams abound in the Saint Geor 0 ·e River, near by, and e,eml hundred barr 1, arc Jun- each 
winter by the inhabitants. A number of parties are exten h· ly engaged in the rh- r ft ' ll ri ·, 
and 15 to 20 tons of smelt, with 10,000 alewive , are taken annually by m an of w ir 1 cated 
just bel?w the city. Mackerel and menhaden occa ionally a cend th riv r to thi point, but non 
of the other important salt-water peci occur. Som f tb jobabitant o-o to tl.l low r i ·land · 
in summer for a few day ':fi. bing, but the catch i oflittl importance. Th town i u u lJy uppli l 
with :fi. h by peddler who drive in from tbe fl. hing ttl m nt ' , t wl' ad and u ·hing, wllil 
a few shore-ft hermen of Cuslling and iri nd hip "run" fr b .fi 11 to tb mark t i11 th ir at . 
SAINT GE0RGE.-Saint George occupie f land 1 1 
wide, lying ju t outh of Thoma ton, b twe . 
includes two group of small i lands known a 
( J• It 
was included in the l\fuscongu patent, and wa vi it db fi ·ll rm n and lll r t a Y r · arl -
date. William on, in hi IIi tory of Main , - : '' Iu lG~ tli r w r a£ w ttl r at U.1 ' rfr >1· 
Saint George and upon George' I land witl1in h l\Iu ngu ' p· t •nt, th ugh th y ''* •r priu •i1 ~ lly 
fi bermen." The town wa t off from u hiug an<.l jn 
I opulati n of "',31 . It ha £ ur mall ttl m n r I 
Harbor, aint eorg , Martin vill , and rL 01yd . 
o-ut, i · th princir al fi hing cent r, whil th fir ti 
v · 1 ngag 1 in th a tin o- tr 1 . 
A alr n 1 · m nti n d 
th r w r br 
abou f ft 11. an ,, r f tu t 
ar T n, u .' 
wn a. JI rri n 
1 rrr fl t f 
1 im1 rtaIJ 
n. 
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fi b are aid to have b en very rl nty ju tb Yi ini 
were quite mall, fl bed al ng th hor r in th 
busine b gan to d clin and th i d al r 
fl berm n to cur th ir wn cat h r t 
from 1 60 to 1 6 , on ac ount f th m r 
fleet of 25 t 30 ail of mall cbo n r 
Herring-gut, which, from it n ar t th 
in the fi heri . Graduc lly, ho 
t wn. 
larg 1 
d al r 
idg 
I TII E FI 
ni h cl more 1 b ter than an ground of imilar iz urin °· t lie 
umm r month , wh n mack er 1 are abundan t, runny f th fl h rm u turn th ir a tt ~ut i n t their 
captur fi r both pl a ure and pro.fit, and a goo cl many barr l arc annuaily t c k n. 1 t f them 
ar ·ol l fr h for canning, while a few are alte l and hipped t mmk t. 
Other partie , including hip-builders, sailmaker~, black ·mitll , nncl i d al r , w r £ rmerly 
dependent on the fisheries, to a con iderable extent, but the bu, ine i now of little importa1:1ce, 
and they are turning their attention to the trnde with vessels engaged in coa ting. 
29. MA'I'lNICUS ISLAND AND ITS FISHERIE . 
EARLY SETTLEMENT OF THE ISLAND.-Matinicus is an important i land, situated 17 miles 
southeast of Owl's . Head. It is the largest of several rocky islands which .togeth~r constitute 
Matinicus Plantation. It contains about 800 acr~ of excellent land, and has a population, 
including those of Ragged Island, of 250, dev-oted exclusively to .fishing and farming. This island, 
on account of its early settlement, is of considerable historic interest. Williamson in his History 
of Maine, published in 1832, says: "The island of Matinicus was inhabited very early, and 'remains 
of stone houses are still apparent, gene~ally supposed to have been built by French or Dutch fish-
ermen,' though unknown." He also adds that "there are ab,)ut 100 souls on the island, in sixteen 
families," saying of them: "They are a very industrious, humane, and moral people; the men are 
• engaged mostly in fishing and farming; they own six fl.shin g crafts from 10 to 50 tons each, and 
raise annually about 400 bushels of wheat and abundance of vegetables; living together in pros-
perity, quietude, and happiness, without law and without rulers." 
THE HERRING FISHERY.-We learn from the inhabitants that as early as 1800 Matinicus 
vessels were engn,gcd in the Bay of Fundy cod fisheries. The island has been a favorite resort 
for . the herring for many years, ancl by 1840 tllere were seven smoke-houses, where 10,000 
/ 
l\fAI :ri: B T. 7 
boxes of these fish were cur d annually t r th hi tr 
nally died out, until at pr nt there i but n k -b u , cnriog i 1 7 a ut ;;/ 7 
Herring are till quite pl nty luring the umm r m ntlt , when m" n ~ f the v 
and Portland come regularly t the r ion to procur fr 11 ait. n additi u t th 
fishermen, many of the maller fl hing ve · I fr m be dj inin t wn ar provid l with n t , 
and their crew oft n engage exten i ly in the h rrin(7 fi h ri · when the ft h , r a undaut. 
They not only catch bait for thems Ive , but 11 l, rg quantiti to the ve 1 that om only to 
purchase. The herring ft heries of l\fatinicn yieldrd <luriu th umrnor of 1879 about 1, 70 
barrels, these being used almost wholly for bait. 
Haul-seines were first used at the i land for the captnr of mack rel in 1 40, and th y have 
been employe<l to a limited extent in thi fl hers. to the pre ent time. ur e-sein w re fir t 
introduced in 1870. 'l'rawls were frequ •ntly u ed as early a 1 66, and are now almo t univ r ally 
adopted. The lobster fisheries were inaugurated in 1867, and from that time the hore fi bermen 
have taken them in c n iderable number . 
TIIE BOAT .A.ND VESSEL FISIIERIES.-About forty of the re ident engage in the hor fi h-
eries to a con idera,ble extent, ome of them pending a part of their time in farming. On account 
of the location, many of tltc fl hermen on the mainland camp on the i ·land during th umm r 
months that they may be convenient to the fi bing grounds, which they vi it in small op n boat 
during pleasant weather. Some of them fish for any species that happ n to be abundant, while 
others devote themselves exclusively to ome particular fl hery. The ves el fl et, which numb rs 
eleven sail, aggregates 248.51 tons, and i Yalued at $10,250. The quantity of fi h cured on the 
island in 1879, including tbe catch of the boat 11 hermen, was about 3,GOO quintals. With a good 
harbor Matinicus might develop a large fi bing bu in , but there i little h lt r for the v 1 , 
and to guard again t erions lo s great care must be tak n ill mooring them. During a gale in 
1841 nine were driven a, bore, where they b cam at tal lo . .A.ft r the fi ·hiug a ou i_ o, r 
most of the fleet are now taken to Oarv r' arbor fr th wint r. 
reputation on account of its eaw rthin and it 
boats, of large size, and fine appearanc , uitable fi r th uti 11 f th wint r .fi herie in th 
vicinity of the various harbor . Since 1 G7 upward f n lnmdr d < ncl :fifty of tb b at and 
twenty dories have been built on the i land. 
30. OUSIIING, 1 RI 1 IP, W L 
OuSHING.-Ou bing, a small farm in er di ·trict lyiog ou tb w 
Ri,er between Thoma ton and 1ri nd ·hip, wa ' inc rp rat d a. , t wn in 17 
included aint G orge. It p pulati u, 1mmb ring 7 4, ~ r int r t cl ·bi 0. in a«ri ·ultnral 
a 
th 
11., biog nu l 1 . ill ., 
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A 'd fr these a few farmer go out occa ionally r t. ining tb 
country. .a.SI e om 11. f th o 
for their own use. There are seventeen mall :fl bin v J b 1 n<TiO<T in u mrr· • Y 11 • 
h ·1 1 1 lrarr inO'' I b t ks "runninO'" to Bo ton and ortland, w 1 t 1 1 r are o s er smac o 
and ,, hooking" mackerel, net.ting h rrio 0 ·, an trawlinO' £ r tl hak 
FRIENDSHIP; GENERAL D.BSCRIPTION OF TIT • ' W 
Friendship, which include a uumb r ftb adj iuin°· i lau 
It is located just west of On bin o- at th nth ro 
mak and Saint George River . It wa fir t 
1807.- In 1870 it bad a populati u f 
half a mile from the prin ip~ 1 bnrh r. 
From the first many f th p pl · f I ri mh,ld p ha 
h r fi b ri an<l lt, Y 
lift' r ut 
t wn f 
clnn · k. 




for mackerel fishing. n ir , a on, 
while other fished for otl till late in Jun , wh n th ma •k r l u n. lly , m c. unclan cl ng 
thi portion of the coa ,t. Tb y then laid a id th ir trawl and turn d th ir att n i n t ap-
ture of mackerel, followin°· the :fl h as far south a ap , 1 in th all. I t ,,..7 tll y m t 
with r markable succe s, but, from that date, owiug partially t th . {' tb 
tltier comparative scarcity, many of them failed to pay .·p n 
tlle work, and in 1879 only one was employed in thi way. 
THE VESSEL-FISHERIES IN 187D.-In 1879 there were tbirty-f ur , , WU . 1 in tu 
aggregating 688.86 tons, and valued at $22,375. The e furui h .. m11 m nt t 
and twenty-three men. The largest of the fl~et mea ure but 45 ton , , hil h 
under 20 tons, many ·of them being old and comparatively wortble . Of th 
vessels are engaged in the lobster-carrying trade, and one fi be n tp. , t ru 
remainder are engaged in the shore fisheries. A greater 1,art of the fl t '' fit out fur th b rriug 
fisheries in the vicinity of Wood Island in the fall, and some of the crew nee din atcbing large 
quantities, which they sell to the Portland and Booth Bay dealers. 
FISH CURING.-A number of the Friendship farmers make a bu ine of curiug :fl h a a cer-
tain percentage of their value. The schooners usually take their fish directly to the e p r on ahd 
have them cured, after which they are sent by Yessels to Portland and Bo ton. In ·lu ling tho e 
, salted and dried by the boat fishermen, fully 8,000 qujntals were cured in :Friend~bip dnrin o· 1870. 
THE · BOAT-FISHERIBs.-On account of the di.stance from the fishing ground , the boat-fisher-
men have been obliged to build large sloop-rigged boats which are provided with ma11 cuddies. 
These are known as lobster boats, and, although too small to "paper," they are sufficiently "ea-
wortby to warrant the fishermen in venturing a considerable distance from the shore. In fact, 
during pleasant weather, they ofreu remain away nearly a week at a time, though they al ways 
return to some convenient harbor at the approach of a, storm. Most of the catcll is "sold from 
the knife" to the curers at New Harbor, Brown's Cove, and other places. Much of the uait nsell by 
these parties is taken from a weir owned by several of the local :fishermen. 
The boats already described are admirably adapted to the winter lobster :fisl10ries, aud after 
the fishing season is over, many of the men devote their time exclusively to the capture of this 
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species. On account of the arcit;r f I b t r iu m, rk t, t thi · 
the catch is readily sold at n, goo<l fio-ur to th m ckm n wh run r 
and Portland. 
Clams are fairly abundant in the numeron mud-flat , , n<l 1 , ny 
:fishermen, while a few are sh 11 d arn.l alt <l t b 
bank :fisherj es. 
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BOAT 4"-ND VESSEL BUILDING.-A arly a 1 30 • ri nd lJip p, rtie b am int r 
building, and from that <late to the pre ent tiln f urt n fl l.Jing-Ye ID 
of these were sent to other localities, but the maj rity ha Ye b n purclrn d by tb Fri nd hip fi h-
ermen. A number of the fishermen spend th ir l i ·ur hour , in winter, in building b at an l 
dories; and, during the la t 15 year , twenty-fl e t thirty lo t r-boat and upward of n 
hundred and fifty dories baYe been built by them. 
W ..A.LD0B0R0'.-Wal<l.oboro' town hip i located about ixtc n miles outhwest f Rocklan 1. 
It has a population of 4,140. This-region, which was fir t ettled in 174. by G rman emigrant , h~ 
important agricultural interests but small :fisheries. The principal ettlement i a illage of everal 
hun<lre<l inhabitants at t,he head of navigation of the Medomak River. The chief bu ines of tll 
place is ship-building and milling, though se-rnral traders depep.d upon the fine agricultural neigh-
borhood for a large business. Ship-building was formerly extensive, and ou one occa ion fifteen 
ships and barks were on the stocks at once. Of late, however, the industry .has declined, and in 
1870 only two vessels were built. 
Thirty years ago twenty-five or thirty small boats from Bremen and Bristol came regularly 
to the village for a market, exchanging their fi sh for vegetables and produce brought in by the 
farmers; QUt of late there are few transactions of this kind. There have never been any v eL 
from the village engaged in the ft herie , thou <rh we find two or three small schoon r hailing 
from Waldoboro' that are owned and run by partie living a few mile down th river. ix m n 
from the village engage in the boat-ft heries in summ r, elling their catch mo tly to tll cur r.-
at Round Pond and New Harbor. On vi itiug th ir horn , which they do once in eirrht or 
ten days, they usually take a quantity of :6 h for the market , of whi h ther ar thr in th 
village. 
The principal :fishing intere t of Waldoboro' i the m lt-fi h ry, bich i rried n thr u h 




forbidding the capture of alewives for six years. As i ted an l pr t 
grown to be very abundant. 
BREMEN.-:-Bremen, a small town with a scattered populati n 
side of the l\Iedomak, between Bristol and Waldoboro'. It wa fir t 
of Bristol until 1828. There is no village of importanc , and it Y u 1, lr 
country post-office. 
The fishing interests seem to have been small in early tim 
Banks and Quereau, and nic.e or ten smaller one 
The first" banker" was sent from the town about 1 60; Y 
in the spring of 1868; and one vessel went on a halibut-fl tcbina tri 
The only mackerel seining from thi vicinity i b mall l 
l\faine. 
The present fleet consists of ten ve s 1 , four of th 
Besides the vessel-tleet, about forty small boats are ngag 
mackerel, cod, and other specie . The re id nt dig v ral uu lr 
season for the Bremen and Portland banker . About 7, 
the town. 
, , ,. th fl h ha ,e 




r ma k rel 
th 
For a number of years several parties ha,e beeu mor or 1 iut r in • t- nil lin g, and 
since 1865 about eighty lol>ster-boats and thirty dorie haY b n uilt. 
31. BRISTOL AND ITS FISIIER I 
EARLY SETTLE¥ENT OF BRISTOL.-Bristol town hip including witllin it limit 
one of the oldest settlements on the coast, belonged to the emaqnid 11at n o-r, nt l t 
and Aldsworth of Bristol, England, in 1620. It was vi ited by osnold in 
early as 1625, under a title from the Indian chief Samoset-"probabl , th fir 
white man." 
maquid, 
1 lbri lgo 
ettl d as 
lcecl to a 
In the fifth volume of the Maine Historical Collections we read that ' iu 1007 pham and Gil-
bert had not been at anchor near Pemaquid two hours when they were Yi it d by, 1, rty of avages 
in a Spanish shallop"; thus showing that the place had been visited earli r by pani, r , who doubt-
less came not only on a voyage of cliswrnry, but also to fish in the vicinit. . illiam on, in his 
History of Maine, gives a table of populations of different portion of tlle coa t £ r 1630, in which 
he claims 500 inhabitants for Sagadahock, Sheepscott, Pemaquid, Saint Georg , and George's 
Islands. He does not give the number for each place separately. The town wa incorporated in 
1765, and in 17!J0 had a population of 896, at which time it included the pre ent town of Bremen. 
It now has 2,916 inhabitants. It is situated a few miles south of ·waldoboro', au l occupies most 
of the large neck of land lying between the Damariscotta Rfrer on the we t and the l\1edomak 
RiYer and Muscongus Sound on the east. The peninsula is divided in its lower half by John's 
Bay and RiYer, and the larger part is again partially subdivided by tbe Pemaqnid Riycr, tlrns 
giving it an extensive shore-line in the near -vicinity of the fishing grounds. 
THE VESSEL-FISIIERIES.-Bristol bas long been noted for the number. of its small yessels and 
the interest it has taken in the shore-fisheries. A.s early as 1830, twenty-five ,essels were owi1ed 
there, three or four of them beiug large enough to visit the Gulf of Saint Lawrence for cotl, 
while the rest, ranging from 5 to 25 tons, were engaged in the shore-fisheries. In 1846 tlrn first . . 
nssel was sent to Grand Banks; in 1854 the Western Bank :fisheries were inaugurated; dories 
were first used by the Bristol vessels engageu in the latter fishery in 1868. The fishermen of the 
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town haYe neYer engag din either the Labrad r r 
:fisheries; they have ent no ve 1 south fi r ma k r 1 
limited extent. 
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h ri . , or in the nk h li ut 
u 1 pur in nly t • 
The fleet at pre ent number tbirt -three ail, all but uiu b iu · und r ... 5 t 11 • Tw fi b u 
Quereau and Western Banks, one Yisit a11 Sabl antl t1J ulf of , int Lawr u , ,vhil tb . 
remaining tbirt;y are intere ted in sbor :. tra ling, b rrin · D t.tin , and ma k r 1 dra o- O'in . 
THE B0AT-FISBERIEs.-One hundred and t n men ar rur lo;y d in th boat-fi b ri fr m 
,Bristol, and twenty otl1ers are engag d in lob t ring and lammiuo- for tlu e r four ru ntl1 . 
Several :fish-dealers tlo a large lmsine , buyiug cxten fr ly from tb boat and n · l of th 
region; and parties at South Bri tol h::tve a number of Y el · ngag l in th oft' bore c u fl ·h ri . 
If we include the quantity dried for family u , there " r not l -= than 14,7 0 quiuta1 · f fi Ji 
cured in the town in 1879. 
THE MENHADEN INDUSTRY.-During the pa t fifteen year th Ill nhad ll :ti b ri . f l\Iaiu 
hrwe grown to enormous proportions, and Bristol has come to be the c nter of th ft h ry f, r th 
entire State. This industry has bad a decided influence in reducing the value of th boat-fl. u ri 
of the town, which are now far less important than they were ten to twenty year ago. Tile fir t 
oil and guano factory was bunt here in 1864, an<l. in 1878 the number had increa ed to lcY u 
factories~ valued, with machinery and fixtures, at $750,000. Twenty-nine steamer were ngag din 
the fishery, and five hundred fishermen with two hundred additional factory band were employed. 
According to Mr. Luther Maddocks, secretary of the Maine Oil and Guano Association, the e facto-
ries produced 1,176,310 gallons of' oil and 12,588 tons of crude guano from 431,000 barr 1 of fi h; 
and in addition sold 8,000 barrels of bait to the fishermen of the coa t. Since 1 78, owing to the 
absence of the fish, the factories ba,e not been in operation. 
O'.l'HER FISHERY INTERESTS.-Bristol has four or five deep-water trap, , in which cou iderable 
bait is taken for the shore-fishermen; and there are eyeral small weir in the rivers for the capture 
of alewives and smelts. The catch is of little importanc , the greater part being u cd locally. 
Lobsters are abundant in the shore wat r , and many ar taken at certain a on , th wint r 
lobster fisheries being quite important. Clam al o ar quit pl nty, an 1 a good man ar du by 
the fishermen of John's Bay and John' Rh· r; but in th r localiti little attenti o i pc id to 
them. 
BOAT AND VESSEL IlUILDING.-
building for many years, and since 1853 ixty-thr 
b iug t 
during a o-r at r I ar 
d in hip-
ntire 
d in b a -1.mil<lin , aud 




New Harbor in the town of Bri t 1. Tb prin i 
to 1879, at the menhaden oil an l 
island in 1 73. 
REVIEW F 1\1 
n tll month f 
in Ne"- En ·Ian l,, par 
latitud . nr pl t w 
fail ll, fl hand fur w, 
an-, th 
our gold, it wa r, th r the m te.r'.: deYi 
T 
had at a11 of any u h matt r. Fi hand fur wa n w our guard; , nd 
ling ring a bout th whale, the prime of both tho a on w r p, 
thinking tha~ th ir ea on ervecl at all time , but we fi und it th r i 
the fi hing failed. Y tin July and Augu t ome wer taken, but n t 
wa, up 
uilt on the 
, rriYe 
a charge a our stay required. Of clry :fish 'we ma l :'.I about 40,000, of cor:fi h , bout 7,000. Whilst 
the sailor :fished, myself, with eight or nine others of them might b t be I ar d, ranging the coast 
in a sma11 boat, we got for trifles near 1,100 beaver skin , 100 marten , and n ar a many otters; 
and the most of them within a distance of twenty leagues. We ranged the coa t both east and west 
much .further; but eastwards our commodities were not esteemed, they were o near the French 
who afford them better; and right against us in the main was a ship of Sir Francis Popham's, that 
had there such acquaintance, having many years used only that port, that the most part there was 
had by him. .And forty leagues westward were two French hips, that had made there a great 
,oyage by trade, during the time, we tried those conclusions, not knowing the coast nor salvages' 
habitation. With these furs, the train and corfish, I returned for England in the barque; where, 
within six months after our departure from the Downs, we arrived safe back. The best of these 
' fish was sold fior :fiv-e pound the hundredth, the rest by ill-usage betwixt three pound and :fifty 
shillings. The other ship stayed here to fit herself for Spain with the dry :fish, which was sold, by 
the sailor's report that retumed, at forty rials the quintal, each hundred weighing two quintals 
and a half."* 
Mr. Lorenzo Sabine, i~ his Report on the Principal Fisheries of the American Seas, says: ''At 
the time the Pilgrims landed at Plymouth the island of Monhegan, in Maine, had become a noted 
fishing station. In 1622 no less than thirty-five ships from London and the west counties of England 
made profitable voyages to our shores. 'Where, in Newfoundland,' says Smith, 'a common :fish-
erman shared six or seven pounds,' in New England he 'shared fourteen pounds.'" 
* Col. Mass. Hist. Soc., vol. VI, 3d series, pp. 103,104. 
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W -. D. Williamson, who wrote in 1 32, gave th followino- a count t' M nb gan: 
"Monhegan Island was in ancient time , witbout exc pti n, tb m t famou 011 on th 
boartl of this State. It was the land aimed at and fir t m nti n d by tb original y y 
fishermen about these waters, and wa so not cl a tag for th latt r a to b 
_plantation._ To this the New Plymouth settler re ort dearly and fr qu ntly t 
63 
provisions. In 1626 Abraham Shurte wa sent over by Elbridg and Id w rtll t pur ·ba 
island of the owner, Abraham Jenning , of Plymouth, for which he gave £50. It i ituat d 9 mil 
southerly of George's Island , 5 leagues east- ou!hea t of Town end, and 3 lcagu we tward1y of 
Metinic. It contains upward of a thou and acres of gootl land, ha n, bold sbore on all it 
large projection of rocks at its northea tward part., and ha one good harbor. On it uth id i 
the Menanah Island, of two acres, di tant a cable's length, and th harbor i b tw en the two 
islands, tbe entrance into it, on the southwe t of Monhegan, b ing afe and easy. 
"The number of people on 1.h~ island is uetween seventy-fa·c and one hundred, who inhabit 
twelve or fourteen dwelling-houses, and are the owners of the oil, indu trious, m ra1, and well 
informed. They Lave a school-house, where their cbildre!l are educated and r ligious me ting are 
attended. Fishing and agriculture arc the employments of the men. They own ev- ral els, 
and w bile the more able-bodied are e~gagecl in the former business at home and in the co<lfi L ry 
on the Grand Banks, the old men and boys cultivate tbe land, raising good crop , keeping c w , 
swine, and sheep. 
"The island,.though witbin the county of Lincoln, belongs to uo town. It is a democratic com-
munity. It has no officers of any kiud, not even a justice of the peace. The people' affair are 
governed and guided by themselves confonnably to certain prudential rules and u ages which they 
have mutual1y establisbcd. They ba"\"e paid one United States direct tax, oth rwi they ar . tran-
gers to taxation, except what they pay toward. the support of their ·chool."* 
THE FISHERIES SINCE 1820.-From a, conver ation with Mr. II nry T. tud]ey, OU of tll 
oldest fishermen of the island, Captain Collin gathered th following hlformati n r lath~ to th 
more recent :fishing intere ts of l\fonh gan: 
As early as 1820 residents of the i land c mm uce<.l buildino- 1, fi r u in th :fl ll -
eries. This business continued till 1 37, iuce whi h tim littl b, n . Tb tw prin ·ipal 
builders were Henry Trefethen and J iah t rlingJ tl.J buil<lin 
wa 
pur - in . 
fairly nee 
ls built by th 
• Willi m n lii t r · f 
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ing the height of the mackerel sea on. In 1 G 
vicinity engaged in macker 1 draggiug mor .\ 
from the shore. About the same tim , i w 
islanders, who found the bu ine a pr fita 1 
PRESEN'.l' CONDITION OF 'l'IIE ll AT· 'I 
Bank :fisheries, boat-fishing ha b u th lli f 
height of this busine s in 1 64, , b 11 
liner" stocking $1,600. F w, if any, 1 
are engaged in this :fishery. The , t hi 
There are now about 150 inhabitc nt 
engaged in the boat-fl beri r" l tll r 
posed the Monhegan ,e el fl et. 
of which were sold in Portland. 
3. lVI OTT 
D.A.M.A.RISCOTT.A..-Dam ri ott i' ituat d 
FT 
River, about 15 miles from i1 mouth. ri 0 'inall · a I, rt o 
from Bristol and Nobleborough and incorp rat din 7. 
principal village, bearing tho same name, is itu .. ted on th ri, r w mil 
water. It has long been engaged in hip-building, th w rk 
large size, and only five :fishing ,es els and four menbad n t am r b. ,T 
past twenty years. 
The town has uever been engaged to any extent in th 
of several menhaden steamers are owned by the re ident , n ith r t , m r 
their headquarters in Damariscotta, and they may be prop rly con id r l , 
localities. 
in the 
th arlr rau l 
. m-
l' at r J rt 
tt, 
el~ of 
The fish dealers get their supply of fresh and salt ti h at them uth of th ri r in umm r, 
but in winter all of the fresh fish are ·shipped by rail from Portland and louc 
Quite a number of farmers and· mechanics visit the ft bing ground on r twi a-
son, combining pleasure and profit. They usually catch and alt en urrh fi b t upply their 
families during the greater part of the year. In addition·, some of the inhabitant of tbe place 
engage extensively in the winter smelt fisheries of Broad Bay, near Damari cotta l\lill ', ending 
their catch to New York and Boston. 
DAMARISCOTTA MILLS.-Damariscotta Mills is a village of 200 inhabitant at the head of 
tide-water on the Damariscotta River, two miles above the city. It is located on the tream that 
connects Damariscotta pond with the river. This pond-a sheet of fresh water twelve miles long 
by one-fourth to one and a half miles wide-has long- been a favorite breeding place for the 
alewives. During their spring migrations great quantities are caught by means of dip-nets, one 
man frequently dipping 2,000, and occasionally as many as 10,000 fish in an hour. In 1879 it is 
t:stimated that about 600,000 fish were taken, the town letting the :fishing privilege for $2,000. 
There is a very extensirn smelt :fishery in the bay just below the ,illage. Mr. T. J. York 
informs us that about 25 tons are taken yearly, four-fifths of them being shipped to New York and 
Boston for a market. 
Eels are also taken from their winter quarters in the mud by means of spears. 
The above are the only fisheries of note from the place, as it is too far from the :fishing or clam-
ming grounds to admit of a profitable business. Occasionally some of t,116 farmers and mechanics 
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of the vicinity, in common with those of Darnnri otta and w a tl down th ri,· r n · 
fishing trip during the summer, l>ut the catch i unimportant. 
N ODLEDORO'.-N obleboro' is an agricultural tion lyin t th north f aruari · tta. It 
bas a small interest in the melt and alewive fi berie in c mm u with th peopl f mari tta 
Mills. Aside from this it bas no fishery int re t , for th town, which i dev t d Imo t x lu i ly 
to agricultural pursuits, is 20 miles from the s a, 1Yith only fr h wat r within it boundarie . It i 
not uncommon for some of tlie residents to vj it the fi bing ground at interval durino- th umm r 
months to catch .. a supply of cod and hake for their own tables. 
H.-THE WISCASSET DISTRICT. 
34. GENERAL REVIEW OF THE FISHERIES OF THE DISTRICT. 
ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE FISHERIES.-Tbe Wiscasset customs di trict, exten~ing 
from Damariscotta River to Georgetown, was settled as early as 1G30 by families who came to 
the. region to engage in the fisheries. The first residents located in the vicinity of Booth Bay. We 
know littl-0 of the .:fishing interests of the district prior to 1800, but at tllis time a fleet of mall 
vessels was sent to the Bay of Fundy and to Cape Sable for cod, while vessels of similar ize were 
engaged in the shore fisheries along tbe coast of Maine. By 1817 large schooner were built to 
engage in the Labrador fi heries. Between 1840 and 1845 ten to twelve sail of ,e s 1 were sent 
aunually to Labrador, and tho fishery was continued to a comparatively rec ut datC', thougll it j 
now entirely abanuoned. Consiqerable attention Im been pai<l to the capture of mack rel fr m 
the beginning of the century, and by 1825 jig were introduced. 
In 1837 se,eral Yessels were sent to the ay f Cbal ur for macker 1, tbi locality ha-vinrr, iuc 
been ,i itcd regularly by a large fleet. 
Tlle first purse-seine u ed by the fi her:111 n of l\l· in for tb captur 
to Damariscove in 1860, arnl in 1801 it was tak u to outhport, wh r it wa u cl 
fishermen for one or two ·ea on , after which it wa ' mauipulat by th 
No vessels were interested in the Southern macker)l fl b ry ff tb 
Jersey prior to 1867. 
THE HERRING AND NENIIADEN FISIIERIE .-The 11 rring .fi b ry in tu yj ·iuit · uth • 
port, was formerly ·quite important, and a, numl>er f mall craft fr m difl' r n l , liti , am 
to the region to secure cargoe . A large part of th cat h wa Eun k d nnd man · f th fi / ll rm u 
owned.small smoke-houses for preparing th ir fi h. 1 I , r tb 1'1a <l 1 11 
I lands to catch or purch_ase llerring which wer to 
bu iness continued to be important up to 1 55, and arg 
since that <late. 
IIIP-DUILDJN .-
' bip-buil ling an l n t I 
fifty ~ ar . Tll bip-buil 
" GR F 
fr m tim t tim 
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fully half of the entire number, while those of Booth Bay pro1 
have been extensively engaged in the work. 
PRESENT CONDITION OF THE BO.AT .AND VE.: EL FI II 
numbers sixty.three sail, sixty of them beiug a tiv ly 
engaged in the shore fisheries, the remainder b 1 
mackerel. 
There are in the district one hundred and forty. 
part of their time in the capture of" ground.fl b," th 
in the lobster fishery, which is fairly im1wrtant. 
n<.l 
STATISTICAL REOAPI'l'ULATION FOR 1 .-Tb f 11 a 1 ail 1 tat m n t 
the fishing interests of the district: 
Summary statement of 1Jcrsons employ d a11 cl c r11ital i111· I tl. 
Persons employed. Numb r . C I it 1 im t ·d. 
___________________ .j ____ q_ 
Numb(·r of Yesscl.:fishormen ....... ... .. ...•... .. . . . . .•. .. 5Gl \ Cnpitalin, 
Numbl'r of boat.:fishonnen ...... .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 14G \
1 
Number of curers, packers, fitters, &c ..............•.. ···1 7 
N'um bcr uf factory.hands . ....... .... ..................... 27 1 
--~ -otal ....... . ...................................... . 1--821\ 
t ··•···· •··• ••··•• ···•• · ··•••·· 
Totnl . ......................... •.... ... . ...... . ... . 
lll011llt. 
'--1, G-0 
23, 5 G 
a. 15 I 237 
410, 4i 3 
a Other fixed and circulating capital.-Caah capital, $2 ,000 ; wharv s, shor hons s, and fixtur , 3!1,100; fa .tory buildin n <l pp mtu , 
$9'.l.137 (of this nmonnt $88,387 is for menhaden oil und guano factolics not use:d inc 1 i S); total, $159,237. 
Detailed statement of ca1Jital i1itesfed in -vessels, boal1J1 11 Is, and trap . 
I 
I V,luo of I I i 
V'ci,sels :ind boats. No. Tonnage. V:i.luc. gear,exclu. Value of Total I N t nml trnp . N nlu . s1vcofboats outfl.t. ,a.luc. 
\ and nets. 
I 
ves~els. I Nels. 
In food.fif,h fishery: Gill.n t : 
.Acti,c ............... 60 2,461.87 $S7, 275 $15, i95 $07, 385 $200,455 Jn YCSS l fl h ri ... . 51 $815 
Idle ... . .. .... .. .... : , 2 152. 98 4,900 4., 900 In boat ft heri ....... 125 l, 500· 
In menhaden fi.ehcry ..... 1 35. 95 2,500 : : : : : : : : : : : : I:::::::::: 2,500 Pur O·Seinrs: 
Total ............. 63 2,650.80 94,675 .\ 15, ~95 \ 117,385 \ 207, ss5 ·1 
In,e el ft . heri s . . : . 30 16, 500 
Haul.seines: 
Boats. In boat fish ri s ..... i 250 
In nssel fisheries ....... 422 11,750 ------................ ············ .......... 11,750 Total ...•.......... 208 19, 065-
In shore fa!heries ........ 128 ............ 5,855 l, 460 700 8,015 Traps . 
Total .............. 550 Fskes ....••........•.••. 20 100· 19, 7G5 Lobster.pots ............. 5,895 4,421 ········· 1 17,605 1 , ... , I ,oo I 
Total .......••..... 5,015 I 4,521' 
Detailed statement of the quantities an<l -valu.es of the products. 
Products specified. 











For food .. · ............................................•.••..•...•.. 198, C,00 2, 6i0 
For bait .. ..•........... . ....... . .................................. 
For fertilizer .. ............•............•.....•..................... 
592, 000 . . . . . . . • • • • . 2, 9GO barrels. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 220 
lOO, 000 I··.. . . . . . . . . 500 barrels...... . . . . . . . . • . • . • . 250 
Total ..... : .................................................. 1--8;:;;:_9::::-0,-:0:'.00~;l-.-•. -.-•. -.• -.-•• -. :\-.-.• -•• -.-•• -.-•. -. -•• -•• --.-•• -.-•• -.-•. -._: ••-• .:.._ •• -• .:.._ ••-•• :.j ___ 5_, 1-10 
Dr1Jfi8h. 
................ . ............. ......... ............... ........................ 
Cod H:ik~~::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::: ...... ·· · · · · · ··· ···· · · · · ·· · ·· 7,462,325 2,571,632 . • . . .• • . .•. • . • .•• •• • •••••. ••••.•..•. SO, 363 
Haddock ........................... - - . ..... - .. . . ... - ... - - .. -........ - . - ............. - .. . 1, 731, 510· 718, 256 .. - .. - . ..... - ......... ~. - .. - ........ - .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. 0, G2~ 
Pollock ............................................. 33i,995 120,176 ....................................... ... ..... 2,414:-
Cusk · · · · · · · · · · •· · · · · · · ·• · · · · ·•• • · · ·•• • •• · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 285,070 110,096 . . • • • . . . . . . • . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . • l, 066: 
· · · · · · • · · • • · · · · · · · • · · · · · · • • · · • • · · · • · · •• · • · · • • • •• · · · · · · ·....... 31G, G80 13G, 416 
Total .... .. ... .................•......................... ... . 1-----'.-----1·· ······ ...... ·. ·· ··= ·· ......... ..... __ 3_, 3_49' 
_ _:o, 133, 5So \=3,=6=5=6=, =57=6::1=. ·=· ·=·=· =· =· ==· ·=·=· ·=·=· ·=-::·=· =· =· =· ·=·=· ·=·=· ·=·=· =· i===
9 ... ~, '=7=12:_ 
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Detailed statement of tlte quanlilies ancl ralu£B of tlte 11rod,,cts- ntinued. 
- - - -
Products specified. Pounds, 
I 
Pounds. Vnlu ns 
fresli. I pr pat'ed. Bulk. old. 
Pickled fi8h. 
Mackerel .................... ..................................... . 4,009,500 3,313,000 10, 5C5 barrels .. . . . ....... . ....... $3:i, 249 
Herring: 
Ordinary . .......••......... .. ........••..•..........•. . ... .. .• . 20,000 10,000 80 ban· •!s . .......... . ....... . 240 
ltliscellaneous .................... . ...................... ........ - . 3,000 2,000 10 barrels .. . .... .... . ..... ... 50 
Total .............................. . ... .. .............. ...... -4,092,500f3,331,000 lG, 055 barrels . ... . ....... . ...... ·I_~· 530 
H erring : 
Ordinary ..••.•........•••..........•.... . ........... . ... . .... .. 
Smokedfeh. 
18,82! I 13,000 1,6-00 bm, ... .. . . ..... ..... .... 1--: 
· danned feh. 
Mackerel ..•.......... . ......... . ... .. .•........................ ... 
I - -· ,---
200, 000 1.~...... 106, 308 can s ........... . .... . ...... 
1 
1 i , 3~-t 
Lobsters. I 
Fresh . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . • . 428, 800 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... · 1 15, 723 
307,342 ·. ·. ·.·. · .. . · ... . . · ·6·8·,·9··8Scn,us ... ·. -...... · .·· .. . ·.·.... ... . 8,896 Canned................................................ ... ......... " 
1----::----1--
Total ...•........ - ............................••............ . -·~~I.:..:..:..:..:..::..:.:..:..:: .. ... · __: .... ... ........ ..... ... .... .. 1 :.4, 010 








1~-bLu08sbhee118s-_: ·5·0· 8 .. b. ~.r.re· l· ~ ·. ·.•.·.· .. I 2, !~30 
For Lait ....................................... · · · .. ·. · · · · • · • · · .. · · - " a .,.. 
1----:---1---------------
Total ......... ........ .... ... .................... ........... . 80,620 !············ .... .. .... .... .. ........... .. .. .. .. . \ __ :~ 
Miscellaneous. 
Fish·oil...... .•.... .......••... .•.... .••. .•••.. ..•... .•.. .• .. .•.••. ....... ... . .. ...... .... . . 16,324 gallons . .. . .............. . 6,530 
8, G5S Sounds .•... ····••···•······••···• ·· ···············•············.. .. . ...... . . ... . 0, 620 . . . . . . . ..... ................ . ···· T 
Marino products used for fertilizers . ........................... ·. · . ·. ·. · ....... . .. -. -· · · -- · · · - . · · · · . . . · · · · · · · ·. - · · · · · · · · · · · --· · · 3, 000 
Total. :· ····················· · ······························ ·,,, · ·· ·· ··· ···· · J······ ····· · ······ · · ···· · ··········· · ··· ·· · •··· ,-~ 
35. NEW CASTLE .A.ND · EDGECOMB. 
NEW C.ASTLE.-New Castle is practically a part of Damariscotta, though it is on tho opposite 
si<le of the river and has a separate municipal government. Tile residents of the ,illage, like U10se 
of Damariscotta, engage to a greater or less extent in the smelt and eel fi. heries of Damariscotta.. 
Mills <luring the winter months. Two or three" hedges" have been placed in tllo riw.r for tl1e apture 
of alewives on their way to the spawning groundR, but the e are ft bed to a limited extent only, 
and the catch is very small. The supply of fish is obtained largely from the towns at tbe mouth 
of the river in summer, and from Portland, Boston, and Gloucester in winter. 
EDGECOMB.-The town of Edgecomb, lying just north of Booth ay, extend from tbe Shcep--
scott River on ~he west to the Damariscotta on the east. It has a population of 1,056, the majority 
being engaged in agriculture. Two smaU fishing boats are owned in the town. These ,1i it the 
• fishing grounds occasionally during the summer months and return witl mall fares of cod, bake, 
and mackerel, which are peddled among the re idents of the r gion, since thefo ar neith r ti. h 
markets nor curing.stands in the town. A few of the inhabitan f the lower part of tho town 
lobster and clam to a limited extent, and a number of small eir have beeu built along the banks 
of both ri,ers for the capture of smelt an l alewive , but the c, tch i m 11 tbat it me y be wh 11. 
neglected. 
36. BOOTH BAY AND IT 
EAST BOOTH BA.Y.-Ea t Booth Ba,:r, locally kn WU a 
eastern part of the town of Bo th Bay, at the mouth f th 
nine Yessel . Eight of the e are engag d in the h re, n<l 
ERIES. 
o<l lon Mill , i a litU villag in tl.to 
amari co ta. Riv r. t ha a fl t of 
ay f • undy ft h rie au on vi its 
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the Western Banks in early summer and fi b for ma k r l 1, t 
among the stauuche t and swift 
Bay fisben ~ . 
BOOTH BAY AND IT RL ' 
of tiw pcniu ula form d by ti 
1G30, n.rn:l wa known a ap 
bend, mal iu I 4~ it wa arrain bau · 
soutliern p int of tb i laud f u lip rt ancl th 
North B oth B .. y, and 1 a t h 
E IE 
The locati n i an xc 11 nt one fi r tb pr a- h ri 
n. T nt~ -five 
11 prin ipal 
th, priucipnl upati u of a lar~ number of tlle inhabitant fr m tb tim ttle-
m nt. \Yo find nor c rd dating back of the pr nt ceutur , but in 1 th fl t wa mpo d 
almo ' t excln h· 1y of mall raft fi, bing along the h re or vi itiu tb round in tb vi inity of 
Cape Sable. The fleet continued to increase lowly, reaching it ma immn bortly aft r the c]o ~e 
of the rebellion. 
The Labrador fi ·herie were prosecuted from thi region as early a 1 17, when the choouer 
Huhy was ent out from North Booth Bay. This fishery continued to be foll wed quite r gulurly 
hy a few Yes els from this and other ports of the town for some time. It rea h d it b igllt auont 
1844, when the fleet numbered eight or ten sail. Six years later it was entirely di continued. The 
smallest craft that Yentured to these distant grounds was the schooner Fre l rick, of ,15 tons, car-
penter's measurement, belonging at East Booth Bay. 
The· fishermen of the town ha Ye been largely interested in the mackerel .fisheries for upward 
of se'.venty-five years. Jigs were introduced from the westward by 1825. The fir t bait-mill was 
bought before 1830. Seines were first used about 1865; and the first vessels were sent South to 
engage in the spring mackerel fisheries in 1867. During the early days the mackerel were sent to 
Boston, Gloucester, and Portland for. inspection; later they were landed at Southport; and it was 
not until 1864 that Booth Bay firms became interested in packing and inspecting their own catch. 
Since that time the business has bceu quite important. 
'rrawls. were first introduced ·in 1858, when the schooner Albatross fitted out with them for a, 
trip to the banks. In 1860 dories were first used for hand-lining on the Western and Grand Banks. 
The Grand Bank fishe~ies have never been extensively prosecuted. 
PRESEN'r CONDITION OF '.l'HE FISHERIRS.-At· present the town owns forty-three vessels of o,-er 
5 tons burden. These are distributed in the different fisheries as follows: .l\fackerel seining, eigllt; 
.seining and trawling, six; Western Banks and Quereau cod fisheries six· Grand Banks cod fish-
. ' ' eries, one; and shore fisheries, twenty-two. ·A number of the vessels are partly owned by Portland 
-capital, and a few land their catch in that city, while others sell at Boston and Gloucester. The 
boat-fishermen, of which there are ninety-seven, fisb during the summer for cod, hake, and lobsters, 
f 
MAINE: 
some going to the outer headland 
tity of fi h annually cured in the town i • 
parties in 187G, and by ending it mack a 
Point on tho other a fair supply i obtain d. 
during the sea on. 
Tl T. 69 
n. b uan-
ann r· 
THE l\IENH.ADEN INDU TRY.-B t we u 1 G7 and 1 7 , tb 1 priocip 1 fi hing int r t of th t wn 
centered in the menhaden oil and guano factori locat d at Ea t D otll Bay. In thi · .fi ·b ry the 
town ranked second in importance in th State. Four of th factori w re built in 1 GG and a 
fifth the following year. About the same time another wa._ tra11 fi rr cl to tlie town from uth-
port, where it had been in operation but n. short time. The ix fa toric b, d ::t t tal Y< lu in 
1878 of $14G,612. At this time the .firm own d and cquipp d v nteen st am r · at<- co t of 
$21G,SOO, and captured 170,380 barrels of fish. They employed two hundred and tw 1nty-O11 fi h-
crmen and eighty-six factory hands, and rnncle 475,247 g-allon of oil and 4,D4 ton f .fi h guano. 
INDUSTRIES DEPENDENT ON '.l.'HE FISHERIES.-Tbe principal bu 'iuess depending upon th 
fisheries for its support is ship-building, and in tbe munber of fi bing re sel lanncbed from the 
yards Booth Bay ranks first in the State, the little village of Ea t Booth Bay a1one haviug built 
orcr one hundred and :fift.y sail within the last fifty ;years, while tho e built ·in other 1)art of tlie 
tow·u would swell the aggregate to about one hundred and seYenty-five, most of them b ing of 
large size. Quite a number of schooner , ships, and brigs lJa,e been built during the same period. 
One firm now does a, small business in boat-building. 
The entire commercial intere ts of the town are largely dependent upon tbc :ti heri , an<.1 
most of a nssel's needs, in the -way of repah ; gear, or provi ion , can be upplied. There are 
four sail-lofts and two marine railway , with a consid rabl number of rnecbanic who ar bu yin 
keeping the chooner in repair. In 1 70 tore-lion were bui1t to upply the fi bing-fl et w~t11 
ice for the preservation of bait an<l mark t-:fi ·b. In 1874 tb Cumb rlan<.1 Bon Company buil 
extcn h·e work in the lower part of the town fi r th manufactur f fi rtilizer , and in 1 7 the 
nsecl 1,500 tons of" green" fish-chum, valued at $15,0 , ju tb l)f p ration f tb ir 1 r duct . 
A company for the manufacture of ea-we <l f; ·tiliz r , kn wn a th .Alg< ' rtiliz r om-
pany, was formed in 1 GD; the work wa ontiuu l for ab nt tbr y ar , wb n tb ma1l d mand 
for tbe products forbade further operation . 
NoRTIT BooTH B.AY.-North Booth Ba:r, in lading aw odg on land 
a t id f tu 
ve 
are 1d larg ly in Bo t and rtland. 
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37. bOUT 
than average succe , uriugin rr 
in a better financial concliti n 
this island, like tho h 
Yi it 
and they have continu l tor 
about this time, and in 1 _7th 
Echo. The fir t v- 1 nt fr 
in I 
chased by re id nt fl berm n from parti 
boat-fisqermen, who ro-w cl nt from th 
from the i land engag l for the fir t time in th 
and New Jer ey. The chooner Am rican Eagl w, 
bank-fishing in 1 58, and in 1860 trawl were intro luc 
quite a quantity of herring were smoked annually by the inhabitant 
man had a little smoke-house on the shore, and took large quantiti f ' p rlincr 
f 
and in 1 06 
ring) from the waters of Ebenecook Harbor, which has long been a fav rit r ort of th p cie . A 
little later twenty-five sail of vessels frequented this locaUty from <lifter n.t fi bing town, along the 
shore, and either smoked their catch on the island or carried it el ewhern for that purpo e. The 
business has not yet entirely died out, and in 18W four fishermen rooked 1,600 boxes for the 
Boston lJlarket. 
The fishing fleet from the island now numbers thirteen sail, distributed as follow : Eight in the 
bank fisheries, four seining and tra,ding during different parts of the ame season, and one 
employed ii1 seining. In addition to these, half a dozen small craft just under 5 tons engage in the 
sllore-fisbcries . . -The boat-fisberm·en, numbering twenty-seven men, reside mostly at Cape New-
agen, near the southern extremity of the island. They usually fish during the summer months, 
after which they turn th~ir attention ~o lobstering and clammi~g. The q~rnntity of fish cured on 
tlrn island is annually decreasing, and is now about 10,300 quintals. 
38. WISCASSET AND WESTPORT. 
,-vrscASSET.-The town of \.Viscassct, ou the west Lank of the Su.eepscottlliver, near the head 
of nasigation, was first settled in 16G3 under the name of Pow1lalboro. The present name was 
adopted in 180:3. In 1840 it had a population of 2,314, which in 1870 was reduced to 1,978. The 
hu:--illt':5S of the plaee b chiefly depem1eut on the large lumber interests. 
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.According to l\fr. . Lennox, Wi ·:1 
.and being the nly p rt iu tll (li tri ·t a11 f th y 
paper. The bu ·ines b gau about 
The fishery wa at it height b twe n 1 5 aml 1 GO, wh u thirty to thirt ·-fhy f 
~md an equal number of shore-Ye el fitted at Wi a t. Many f th m w •r own cl wb 
part in J;he to"'n, and the re t beloDged to tile town of W lwicll, outbp rt, W t1 rt,, n tu 
Bay, where the l·ulk of the catch wa landed to b cur d for market. They 1 u ually ma 1 
trips in the early spring to Cape Sable, aft r which th y w nt to "the Cape hor "for oc.1 retnrui1w 
in time to engage in the mackerel fl beries of the N w England oa tin th lat umm rand f, 11. 
The method of trawling -was introduced into the r gion about 1845, and from th fir t wa: 
remarkably successful among the "bankers," the ve el ecnring full cargoes of larO' rand b tt r 
ti.sh in about two-thirds of the time required with hand-line . Very littl bait wa canietl by th 
Wiscasset vessels, the greater part of them using herring that were taken in gill-net , from <lay to 
<lay while the vessel lay at anchor on the :fishing grounds. The ves el ,,ere "fitted at th 
halves," and the crews were gathered from the surrounding country. 
From 1860 the :fishing interests of the town gradually declined, and by 1873 Wi. ca et bad 
,entirely lost the trade 10 this line, the -vessels for the most part :fitting in Booth Bay and P rt-
.land. 
At the present time Wiscasset bas only one vessel, a schooner of 53.59 ton , engaged in the :fi.J1-
-eries. This vessel carries twelve men, and lan<ls her catch wholly at Gloucester and Portland, sel<lom 
returning home during the fishing season. There are uo boat-fisheries of note, and, a id from 
the rnssel mentioned, the only fishing consists in the capture of a few fish and lobsters for the 
Wiscasset market by fishermen belonging at Edgecomb and other towns nearer the fishing ground . 
A small part of the business of the town i indirectly dependent on the fl. heric . Ono of the 
largest saw-mills is extensively engaged in the manufacture of fl h-box shook , hipping annually 
to Gloucester and Provincetown from 22,000 to 25,000 in number, Yalued at $10,000. Th mill 
employs about :fifty men and boys, and i engaged chiefly in the manufacture f sugar-b x. b ok 
and hogshead beads for the We t In<lia trade; and it i ouly t110 r fu lumb r, tllat aun t b 
use<l for this purpose, that i worked up for fish-box . The ·hook ar hipp d by Y 1, fully 
nine-tenths of the entire quantity going to Gloucesit r. b nt one-fourth of tho bu in of th 
mill is dependent upon thi trade. 
WESTPORT.-Westport is a narrow i lan<l formin th w t rn , uk f he I 
lies just south of Wiscasset, extending to the I w r part of rg t wn, a di tau · 
miles. It was formerly a part of Edgec mb, but wa t ff au<.l iucorp nt din 1 - . 
had a population of G09. 
Many dilapi<late<l building al ug the hor f th i l ud mark tlJ 1 , ti u f I •fun • 
-curing. tands, where formerly an ext n i, bu in 
taken a prominent place amoug the fl bing town 
to ·om extent, and two or thr c y, rd furni li cl , 
We tport v l j in d th B th n y fl t in th 
-ext n iY ly in tli par t.· f th t wn. 
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. Mackerel jiggiug was introduced about 1 -0 and th m lh di tt rnr t ' w ~r 
made to introduce purse·seiues into the fi herie f th i land in 1 7 ,;J < u l < '- iu in 
experiments resulted in considerable lo to the p, rti int r t I, an l tll h \ 
abandoned. Captain McCarty wa the fir t to u1 plr ltiro If witb. <l ri 
1872, but they haye never come into general u . 
The present fleet consists of Y n Y 1 , thr 
part of the .rear, and joining the oth r four in th h r fi b. 
which with some of them lasts through a great r • r 
The boat-fishermen, numbering tw nty.cir,ht, <r n 
height of the fishing season in umm r, returning t th ir 
provisions. The e follow fi bin°· during a fi w mo th · ul y 
farming. 
There are at pre eut thr urinrr. tc ml nth i 1 n 1, 
I.-THE BATH DISTRICT. . . 
39. GENERAL REVIEW OF THE FISHERIES OF TIIE 
in 
~he Bath customs district, including the coast.line between We tport, n I c ntain " 
some of the oldest settlements on the coast of Maine. It inclnd the K nn c iv r, hi h wa, 
the favorite resort for the Europeans who came in early times to trade with tlie nati, . , nr p an 
fishermen came to the locality during the.first quarter of the sennteenth c utury, and th ~ r gion 
ha~ ~ever si'uce been wholly deserted. Between 1800 and 1870 the fisheries were ext n iYely pro . 
ecuted from a n·umber of the more important settlements. Since that thn they luwe b cu le 
important, and, if we neg~ect the residents of Georgetown, few persons arc at pre ent e ten in1ly 
interested iu them. Bath had formerly a large trade with tlie fisbing.ve sels of the Yicinit.y, and 
at present has anchor and cordage factories which supply a considerable percentage of the local 
fleet, besides shipping la:rge quantities of their goods to other localities. It has also extcn i\·e 
ship-building inte·rests, and many of the best fishing.schooners of . New England ham been built 
here. 
STATISTICAL . REC.A.PI'l'ULATION FOR 1880.-The following statements show in detail the 
present condition of the fishing interests of the district: 
Summary stafement'of persons emploped and capita.l i~vestcd. 
Persons employed. Number. Capital invested. .Amount. 
Number of ,essel.fishermen .. .• .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . 73 Capital in ,easels and boats ........••..•....•...•.•..... 
Number of boat-fishermen ..... ...... ..•... ....... .. . .... 191 Capital in nets and traps ......... ..........•••.•......•. 
Number of curers, packers, fitters, &c ..•••• ··•··.· ......•. 
1 
___ 3o_,j Other fixed an<l circulating capital .......•......••..... . 




a Other fixed and circulating capita.l.-Cash capital, $13,200; wban·es, sborehouses, and fixtures, $12,400, total, $25,600. 
V essels nnd boats. No. 
Vessels. 
In food.fi sh fisllcry: 
MAINE: BATH DISTRICT. 
Detailed statement of ca1JitaJ iwvested in ressels, boats, 11 ts a11<l traps 
Tonnag. Total 




No. V Ju. 
.Acth·e . . . .. ....... .. . 16 253. 45 $10, 850 $.J., 550 $0, 300 
Total ......... . ... . 
---1-----1-----l·----
16 253. 45 JO, 850 4, 550 I 0, 300 
$24,700 
24,700 
In Y s l fish ri . . . . . 20 I $300 
In boat fisheries . . . . . . 150 1, 800 
Boats. 
--- -==-=-==-:1====·-------
•. ~~ ---···1:;;;r~:~ 10.:: Totnl.. ............. -iw,- 2, 100 '"==,== In Yessc1 fisheries . ..... . 48 ·•·•·· . ..•. . Traps. 1Veirs .... .. ...... .. . ... . In shore :fisheries ....... . 
Total . ..... . ...... . 
140 . .•••....•.. 
188 ·•·•· · . •.•• . o, 185 
1. 860 I 800 11. "' 
Fyk s .•••••. ••.. •• ....•. 
Lobst r.pots .......... .. . 
3 2,000 
10 I 50 
3,835 2, 70 
Total ......... ...... --3, 848,- 4, 02G 
Detaile<l statement of the quantities and t alu 8 of the 11roclucts. 
· Products s:peci:fiecl. Pounds Pounds 
fresh. prepared. Bulk. 




1--==-=----_-_-i-=-==-====i==== ~======== Ereshjish. 
For food . ... . ... ................. . .............. -.................. . 
For bait ................ .... ....... : . .. . ....... .- .................. . 
For fertilizer .. ...............•........ . .......................... . 
Total ... . ... ................................................ . 
Dryjish. 
522,500 ........ ... .. ..••. .. .................••.••.••• •. 
785,000 ...... . .. . . .. .................................. . 






Cod ...... . .. .. .............................. : . . .. . 2, 134, 275 735, 504 . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . • . . . . • . 22, 085 
Hake .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• • .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 007, G80 401 ,408 . • • . . •• • . . • • • . ••• • •. . • • . . . . . • . ... • . . 5,376 
Had:lock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500, 520 180, 096 . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . • • . 3, ()18 
Pollock . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 360, 480 140, 044 . . . . . • . . . . .. . . . . • • • . • . . • . . . • • . •• • • • . 2, 024 
Cu sk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 122, 200 !-2, 040 . • . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . • • •. . • • . . • • . . . . . 1,202 
Total.......................................... . ........ . .... 4, 111,155 l, 510, 502 . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 35, 05 
Pickled fish. l=====l====f============l==== 
Mackerel ..................................••.•....... . .••......... 227,400 151,600 758 barrels . ................... . 4,358 
H erring: 
Ordinary ................. ~...... . ........ . ............... . .... 42 ,500 34, 000 170 1.)0,rr la . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 510 
Miscellaneous ......•.......•............................•.•••.••.. 
1 
___ 6_, o_o_o .r---4_, o_o_o l __ 2_o_bQ_rr __ 1s_._·_· ._. _· ._ •• __ ·_· ._._· ._._· ._._· ._, _____ 1_00 
Total ......................................................... 275,000 189,600 / 048 bo.rr 111 .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 4,008 
i=--=--=--------_-_-1-=-=-=-====:=============:I===== 
Loba~r,. 
Fresh . ... ...... . ... .• . .........................•..•..•......••..... 213,400 ••• • .•..•.• .•• , ••.. •••• •••... •• ...•..........•.. 
Olama. 
For food . .... . .....••......... ; . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • . . . • • • . . . • • . . • . . • . 76, 000 
For bait . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . •• • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . • • . . . . . . . 0, 060 
7,000 bush le .......... .•. ....... 





Total .. .. ..... .•......•••.........•.•.....••.••••••.•...•••.. 85, 660 
l=====l====i·====-: 
MiacellaneoUB. 
Fish.oil............................................................ . •. . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0, 770 g Hons ...........•......... 
Sounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . • . • • • . • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . 5, 376 ....... ............................ . 
Marine products used for fertilizers ...............•.....••••..............•.... . ·. · ...•. ....... · · .•..... ......... ... . .. ......... 
Total ..••............ .. ..... . ...... ....... •. ···•··•···••· ···· · •· · · · · ···· ··· ···· ········I·············:··· ··················· 
40. GEORGETOWN D 
Georgetown i au i land forming the ea t rn oundary f th 
Bath. It i. aid to haYe b en fir t ettl d by John ark r in 1 
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Arrowsic, and Pbipsburg. It now include only th i lan 1 
later as Parker's Island, about nine miles long b. an a rn er 
The locality .was Yisited by John Smith a early a 1 
French fishermen visited it at an earlier elate. Th 1 fir t P rm, n I! 
fisheries, which, from that date to the pre cut tiLn b , Y b n · 11 in u l "it b 
Though little has been written of the ext u fit arl, fisl r i , i l ha ·1 
a Mr. Riggs was engaged in fitting ve sel aud in cnrin 1 h m. 
continued to increase, and by 1812, accordin °· t th 
twenty-five "bankers" and an equal number of h r ,-
Others soon engaged in the trade, and in 1 43 • r Un n· t 
and 30,000 quintals of fish were cure{.l at Rin·g 
Up to this time few fish bad been cur d on o h r I r t' 
the catch to be handled by the profe i nal ur r wb 
market value of the fish or reserved on quiutal f 1h n 
Gradually, however, the fishermen began to build 
usually kenched the fish that were landed from tim 
they could give their attention to "making" th m, 01' 
wives and children cured the first cargo whil th y w r 
Both the shore and bank fisheries increa ed in importan 
W. K. Riggs, one of the largest tlealers, Georgetown handl d • nun 
of fishery products, the greater part of which were lnnd d by t:ll fi b rm 11 
the adjacent towns of Westport,, Woolwich, and Phip burg-. 
The fleet bas since been gradually reduced, until th re ar n w but i 
gating 91.65 tons, owned on the island. These are valued a 5, , "n l 
men. In 1879 there were six curing-stands, each doing a small bu in 
cured being about 5,500 quintals, of which more than one-third w re hak . 
~u,,u l 
r. 
, n err . 
The boat fisheries of Georgetown are quite varied. Tlle fishermen of tb w teru p, rt f t ll 
island are chiefly engaged in the river fisheries for alewh'es, shad, almon , n 1 th r 'P ci : 
though a few go to the ouoor islands to fish for cod, haddock, and hak . Tb r i ut of tlrn 
eastern and southern sides of the island are more largely dependent upon tb fi ll ri , and, while 
they work ou land during a portion of the year, a greater part of their rewnue com fr m the 
water. 
About the 1st of April the trawling season begins, continuing till Septemb r, when n. mall 
school of herring reach the shore. These remain for several weeks, and the fi hermeu engage in 
their capture as loug as they find it profitable, after which most of them fish for lob. ter'. Some 
continue in the lobst~r fisheries till the following spring, while others "haul out' at the. approach 
of stormy winter weather, and devote their attention to clamming till the spring trawling ea on 
arrives. In 18W there were thirty boats, with fifty-two men, engaged -in the shore fisheries, the 
aYeruge stock to a man being about $125 to $150. This is said to ba,e lJeeu from $30 to $75 below 
the a,yerage for other years. 
Ship-building was formerly an important business in t.he town. The fishermen began gfring 
their attention to this work during the winter months as early as 1835. From that date they ham 
built a greater part of their own vessels, in addition to a number that Lave been sol<l elsewhere. 
Nine different firms ham been engaged in this busine~s to a greater or less ex.tent since 1835, . 
and from that time to 1878 thirty-eight fishing vessels brtne been 1-u1·1t · dd't· t ·a· bl • <- ~ u ·, 1n a 1 10n o a. cons1 era e 
number of larger crafts for the coasting and foreign trade. · 
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41. BATil AND UTIIER LESS Il\1PORT ~ T TOWN . 
WbOLWICH.-Woolwich is a sett1eme11t of two or thr e hundred inhabitant·, ou the w~ 
bank of the Kennebec, nenrly opposite tl.10 cit.y of Batll. It is urrounded by an agri ultural <li 
trict, on which it is largely dependent for its trade. Abont thirty or forty year ago a few fi hing 
~chooners were built at tlie village for the resiclent fishermen, as well as for those f Wi ca et, 
Westport, and Georgetown; but though ship-building is still carried on to a limited extent, it is 
now confined wholly to vessels of larger size. 
As early as 1825 Woolwich became interested in the bauk :6 heries, and about 1855 there were 
not less than twelve sail of '4 bankers" belonging to the town. At this time two large curing-
stan<ls were located at the village, both of wl.lich handled considerable quantities of fish. Later 
the :fishing interests gradually declined, and by 18G5 not a '' banker" remained. For the past 
:fifteen years the people of the town have wholly neglected the sea :fisheries, though they still 
engage in those of the river, catching considerable quantities of shad, alewives, smelt, and other 
species. 
BATH; .A.N .A.CCOUN'.l.' OF ITS 001\IMERCI.A.L INTERESTS.-The city of Bath is situated on the 
west bank of the Kennebec River, :fifteen miles above its mouth. The region was first explored 
in lu04. It was a part of Georgetown up to 1781, when it was set off and incorporated under its 
present name. In 1840 it bad a population of 5,143, which in 1870 was increased to 7,371. 
It bas long been noted for its extensive ship-building interests, being at one time more largely 
engaged in this industry than any other city 011 the continent. The banks of the river in the 
vicinity of the city are lined with large shiJ)-yards; but the recent depression in this business has 
had its effect upon them, and at the present time they present an appearance of lifeless inactivity. 
THE ·FISHERIES .A.ND THE TR.A.DE WI'.l.'H FISHING VESSELS.-As a :fishing town Bath has ne,er 
taken an important rank, though, like Wiscasset, it has served as a market where the vessels from 
the lower islands could secure their outfit. The merchants of the city have been interested in the 
fisheries to the extent of owning parts of many different vesse]s · in order that they might more 
effectually control their trade; but even when the fleet was owned in this way the catch was 
usually landed at the lower :fishing towns, and at no time has Bath served as a market for any 
considerable qu~ntity of fish. The trade with the fishing-fleet began before 1840, and in 1850 fifty 
to sixty sail from the lower towns came to tbe city for provisions, gear, salt, and other neces ary 
outfit. The height of the business was between 1860 and 1864, when upwards of seventy ve sels 
fitted at Bath. At that time several cargoes of salt were imported annually for this trade. The 
repeal of the " bounty law" is said to have virtually put an end to the business, and at the pre ent 
time few vessels resort to this place for their :fittings, and the bu inc s jg almo t wholly cli con-
tinued'. The local fleet has been greatly reduced, and th re are now but two fl bing v s el , aggre-
gating 23 tons, owned in the town, and the c do not :fi h with any r gularity. 
INDUSTRIES DEPENDENT ON THE FISIIERIE .-The people b ve been indir ctly tl p ndent 
upon the _ fisheries in other ways. S~eral of the ship-builder ha,e been ngag d, to a limit tl 
extent, in building fishing vessels, two of the firm , Th ma l\f. Hogan, and e rin nuc11, 
having built twenty-four Yessels each iuce 1 G , when thi particu1ar bran •h f bip-
b<:>gan. 
Iu 1843 n, cordag factory wa built at ath 
had been in busine ~ t th latter pla in c 1 
fishing fleet, elling an aYerag f s...,, worth f 
agency wa c tabli ll <l a I nee -t r, l\Ia . antl 
., who 
Lio 
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annually. Later a further increa e was notic 1tbl , and fr m 1 
with fishing vessels alone has averaged 10,000. 
In 1840 an anchor foundry was built at Bath. hi fr m t 
trade with fishing ,essels. In 1 50 it al t tbi 
$5,000 yearly. The anchors avcraaecl 100 to 15 I 
time being 211 pounds. Thi wn con id r d to l, r 
for over a year before a purcha r could f un 1. 
gan, and by 1864 tho e of iOO pound 
PHIPSTIURG.-The town of Phi1 bur 
Bath and the ocean. It i • an a()' i ultun 1 r 
lages of importance. S v ral mall fi bin · ,? 
other river specie , and a f w parti 
tim traclo 
abut 
f l'lll ha . tnrn cl 
summer months. Aside from thi.:, tlJ ft bing int r t 
though in former year th y were of con id rable imp rtan e. 
wn. ar , t 1 r . . n . ni 
J.-THE DISTRICT OF PORTLAND AND 
42. GENERAL REVI~W OF THE FISHERIE I T 
RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF THE FISHERIES OF DIFF.EREN'.l' LOCALIT 
Falmouth district includes the coast.line between Cape Small P int an l 
mark the limits of Casco Bay. This region, like many other portion f' tli w 
by people interested in the fisheries. For many years fishing wn8 th prin i1 al up, i n au( 
. tho fishermen were distributed along many portion of tho coa t and on th priu ipal i land , o 
that all sections were equally interested. Since 1840 the :fisheries of the central portion of th di · 
trict have decreased greatly in importance, while those of Portland ha, incr a 
and this .city now practically controls the fishing interests, not only of the <li tri •t 
1 enormou ly,. 
ut al o of the 
greater portion. of Western Maine. The people of Harpswell still continue to engag in th bore 
:fisheries to a considerable extent, and the fisheries of that town are to-day nearly a important as 
at any time since its first settlement. 
STATISTICAL RECAPITULATION FOR 1880.-The following statement shows, in detail, the 
extent of the fisheries of the district : 
$ummary statement of persons employed and capital invested. 
Persons employed. Number. Capital im·estcd. .Amount. 
Number ofvessel.fishermeo ......... .- ..... _... ....•. ...... 776 Capital in ,easels ancl boats......................... . .. . $343, !J:)O 
Xumber of boat.fishermen ................. :.............. 570 Capital in nets ancl traps .................. . ..... :....... . 45,421 
Number of curers, packers, fitters, &c...... .... .. . ••. . . . . 234 J Other fixed and circulating capital ............ . .... .... - "':?66, 60C 
Number of factory.hands................................. 71 I Total ............................ . ............ .... --7~ 
Total ............ ········••·•···.··· ....... ······-~-- --1,6.Sl I 
a Other fixed and circulating capital.-Cash cap_ital, $86,800; ~barws, storehouses·, and fixtures, $124,800; factory building~ and a~pa,1\t~s,. 
$55,000 ; total, $366,600. Of the $55,000 for factory buildings and apparatus $1,500 is for mcnbuckn o.:l und guano factories not m uso smce 18•8· 
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Detailed statement of capital i1n·ested 1n ·e~Bcls, boats, 11ets, and tra1J1. 
Vessels and boats. !<o. I Tonnage. , V,Ine. Vnlue of c:car, oxclu· Valu of I aiveofboats outfit. 
and nets. 
N ts and trnpe. Totnl I Vnlu•. 
1----1:----
Vessels. I I: Nets. 
In food.fish fishery: · Gill n ts: 
Active............ .. 91 3,250.18 $134,650 $25,325 $··11·7·,·7·4·5· ·' 
Idle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 32. 24 500 .........•.. 
$277, 1::0 1: In T"ossel flail ri a .•.. 
500 In boat fi11herie . .... 
10,500 Purse· eine.i: 










In menhaden fishery..... 3 205. 63 10,500 . . . . . . . •• . • . . . l· ,·~·~·~· ·1· 
In oyster fishery........ . 1 60. 06 3, 000 . . • • . . . • • • . . 3, 150 T t 1 - _O_l_4 --34-,o-o 




;,.~~~: • ••••••••• ==1-. • 
Boats. ; Fyk s •• • • • • • • . • . • • . • • • . 700 4,200 


















, Lobst r·pots . ...... . . . .. . O, 015 0, iOI 
In shore :fisheries....... 489 . . . . . . . . • . • . 21, 240 5, 050 T t l -0 7-15 ,-10-0GI 
36, 135 1 2, 000 I 
___ o a . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' , , 
Total .............. 1,007 I· . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 050 43, 185 \ 
Detailed statement of the q1ta11tities a11cl values of the vroducts. 
Products specified. 









--------- - - ----======1=-=-==-=-=-=-= 
Fresh fish. 
For food . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 896, 000 
For bait .......................... ~............ . ..................... 1,040, 000 
For fertilizer . . . . . . • . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . • . . 80, 000 
5, 200 barrels . ... . ..... : ......... . 





Total . ..................... .••.......•. .. ...... ...........• • · l=-=-=-=-8,-=0=16=, =OO=O= I=· =· =· =· .:-::. =· =· =· ~ =·=·=· ·=·::::· ·=·=· ·=·=· ·=·=· ·=-=·=· ·=·=· ·=·=· ·=·=· ·=·=· ·=·=· ·=·=I· =?O, 047 
Dry fish. 
Cocl........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14, 405, 000 4, 005, 200 . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • . • . . • • . 156, 100 
IIake . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•. . • ... . . . . . . . . . 4,030, 500 J, 074, 400 . . . . . • • . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • • . . . • . 22, 42:i 
Haudock.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 201, 500 450, 200 . • • . . • • . . . • . . • • . . • • . . . • . . • • . • . • . . • . . 0, 225 
Pollock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 018, (;00 352, 800 . • • . . . • . . . . . . • • • . . • . . • • . . . . .. • • . . . . . 0, iJOO 
Cnsk................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . 080, 000 200, 800 . . • . . . • . . • • . . • • . • . • • . • • . • . . . . •. . . . . . 7, 2fl7 
1-----1-----1--------------;-----
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21, 425, 500 7, 778,400 . . • . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . .. . . . . • • .. . • . . . • . 201, :i:11 
Pickled fish. 
Mackerel ..... ........... ....... .......•.....•.......•............ . 0, 884, 400 4, 080, 000 22, 048 l>a1·r ls . .. ........ . ....... . 131, 0:il 
Ilerdng: 
Ordinary................. ... . .. . ........... ..... ........ ....... 000, 000 4£0, 000 7, 200 




_____ • ________ 
1 
___ 1_,_o_J 




Bloaters ......... _ ................. _ ..... _ .................. _........ .... .. 400,000 233,333 7,000 bo . .... .. ....... .. . - .. ... . .. .. 4, 0 o 
Hall dock (Finn an ltaddies) ..................•....•.............•.. · 1 __ 2_,_40_0_, 0_0_0-1 __ 1,_2_00_,_oo_o_, __ • ·_·_· ·_·_· ·_·_· _· _· _· ·_· _· _·. ·_· _· _·. _· _· _· i---o_, _oo_o 
Total ..... ..... ......•..•......... .•••..• ....•.. .• . .... .... . . ==-=2'=-=0--=-'=o_o:::~=.--1-, 4;;;..3:::3,=3=33=1=·=·=· ·=· =· ·=·=· ·=·=· ·=·-=· ·=·=· ·=·=· ·=·=· ·=·=· ·=·=· ·=·=·. ,;,;l=-=-=-=-70=-, =O~=O 
Oanned fish. 
Mackerel ................................... i ....................................... ~~- ......... :~---· 51 , -~1 =n:..:u= ·=··=·=· ·=·=· =·=··=·=··=·=··=·-=··==·=l· -~-~ 
Lobatcra. 
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Detailed 8tatement of the quantities and t'altt s of the product - ootinu cl. 
Products ~pecified. 
'.Pound , Pound , 
fresh. pr •par u. l3nlk. 
l[iscellaneous. 
34, 72;; llon ...•.••.••••..•..... . !!:::~l.:::: :::: :: :: : ::·.::::: ::::::::: :::: :::::::::::: :::::: :: ::: : : : ::: : : : : : : : : :: : ·····;:;;;· ................................... . 
Marine prOllucts usc<l for fertilizers ............. ············•····· · ·• · · · · • · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · •· · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Enhancement in value of southern oysters, in transportin nnd 
transplanting ..............•........ .. .•... . ..... ·. · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · : · · · • · · · · • • · · · · • • • • · · • · • · · 
Total .•.........•... •....................................... . .••... ..................................•...............••••. 
43. IlARP ~ LL 
The town of Ilarp well on i t o 
by deep but narrow channel . It al o include a numb r f i land , 
small, while other are of con id rable im1 ortn.nc . It i itu. t d ~ b ut 5 1 il 
near Cape Small Point, whi h mark th ea 'tern limit of Ca co Bay. Tb r «i 
iu 1720, whe.n it was known a Mcrryconeag. The town wa incorp r. t din 17 1. 
a population of 1,440, which lrnd increa ed to 1, 7 4.0 in 1 70. The inbabita t 
pied in farming or :fishmg. Those o~ the upper part of the 11enin ula d -vot 
their time to the land, while the :fishermen live about the southern h , dl, ml 




20, l 3 
3, 000 
37,500 
74 , 5i3 
It seems that Harpswell has been engaged in the fisheries to a con iderable t nt from its 
earliest settlement, and many of the early writers refer to it as a :fi bing town. Some of it v els 
were sent to Labrador as early as 1825, and it is said that others engaged in the ran<l Bank 
fisheries for many years. 
EXTENT OF THE FISHERIES IN 1879.-In 1879 there were senn curing- tands, and 20,575 
quint.a.ls of cod, hake, haddock, pollock, and cusk were dried by the :fishermen and dealer ', in 
addition to 175,000 pounds of the same species reserved for local consumption or for the country 
trade. A large quantity of haddock are taken by Harpswell vessels in winter and sold directly 
to the Portland dealers. In 1879 there were twenty-one fishing vessels, aggregating 451.92 
tons, and valued at $20,350, owned at Harpswell. These furnished employment to one hundred 
and four men, nearly all of wh:'om were Americans. T~rnlve of the vessels engaged exclusively ~n 
the shore :fisheries; five others, after fishing along the shore in summer, engaged in the winter 
haddock fishery for the Portland market; and the remaining four were employed in ''running" 
lobsters to Portland and to the Harpswell cannery. 
· THE BO.A.T-FISIIERIES.-The boat-fisheries of the region are quite important, giving employ-
ment in 1879 to one hundred and fifty-two men. Some of them fish for lobsters in the early spring, 
and the remainder for cod and other species. .In summer nearly all are engaged in the cod and 
hake fisheries with lines and trawls. Early in September the herring arrive in considerable num-
bers, and a . greater part of the vessels, with many of the boats, engage in their capture with 
nets. Part of the catch is salted, and the remainder is sold fresh in Portland. 
THE MENHADEN FISHERY .-Prior to the disappearance of the menhaden many of the :fis4er-
men engaged extensively in their capture, the catch being salted and sold for bait to the offshore 
fleet. Between .1870 and 1878 several thousand barrels were put np annually. Casco Bay has 
been a favorite resort for the menhaden for many years; and in 1876 an oil and guano factory was 
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built on Sebascodegan Island, a few miles from Cundy1 Harbor. Tho following ea n another 
factory was built on the same island. Each of these employed , emmg y el nd two "carry-
aways." The business was continued till the fall of 1 78, when, owing to a ,_ ar ity f ft 11, both 
factories were closed. About 25,000 barrels of fish were land d at the two e tabli hm nt while 
they were in operation. 
THE CLAM FISHERIES.-In winter many of the farmers and fi berm en ·pend th ir . par liour 
digging, shucking, and salting clams, which are very abundant on the mud-flats along the hore . 
According to Mr. A. T. Trufaut, tbis business is on the decline and now amounts to only 12,200 
bushels annually, while formerly the quantity was considerably greater. 
1 
Quahaugs are said _to be fairly abundant in Quahaug Bay, in the ea tern part of the town. 
This practically marks the northern limit of the species on the .Atlantic coast, for though they 
may be occasionally seen beyond it, they do not occur in any numbers. 
THE LOBSTER FISHERY AND CANNING INTERESTS.-Next to Eastport, Harpswell wa the fir t 
town in the State to engage in the canning of lobsters. A cannery was located here by Boston 
parties about 1849, and was run for five or six years . . About 1858 Portland parties came to the 
town and engaged in tlie same work for one season. From that date till 1877, when the pre ent 
canner3r was erected, nothing was done in tllis line. Since 1877 the business bas been pro ecutccl 
with considerable vigor, and during the past two or three years both lobsters and mackerel lrnYe 
been put up. The packing-season formerly lasted from April to November, with a suspen iou of 
work, on account of the poor condition of the lobsters, during two months in midsummer. The 
season, as now regulated by law, lasts from the l st of April to the 1st of August 
In addition to the canning inte.rests, Harpswell has sliipped many fresh lobsters to Portland, 
Boston, and New Yorlc, in smacks. This business began as early as 1830, and had assumed im-
portant proportions before the fishermen living farther east had any knowledge of the value of the 
lobster fisheries. Owing to long continued and excessiYe :fishing, the species is not so abundant 
as formerly, and few of the fishermen depend wholly upou this fishery for a livelihood, thong~ 
many engage extensively in it in the spring: and some <lo so at other easons. 
44. THE FISHING TOWNS OF C.A.SOO BAY. 
The towns lying along the shores of Casco Bay betw en Harp well and Portl, nd, iu luding 
Brunswick, Freeport, Yarmouth, Cumberland, Falmouth, an l We tbrook, were in fi rmer tiw 
engaged extcnsi rnly in the fisheries. 
BRUNSWICK AND VICINITY.-Wheeler' history of the r gion contain the foll wing tat m nt 
about the early fisheries of Brunswick : 
"The earliest business carried on here,· in addition to f rming and trading in fur , wa ·a1m n 
and sturgeon :fishing. Thomas Purchase, oon after bi s tt1 m nth r in lG- , , ugh , cur .and 
packed salmon and turgeon for a foreign market, and it i tat cl hat ther w r a n time 
'saveu in about three week thirty-nine barr 1 f alm u, be i<l wh t wa p iled fi r 1 k f alt, 
aucl about ninety kegs and a man.y barrel of tnrg n, ::md tba if th ha l t 
salt and apt and killf11l m a, they might Ila, tak n auun<l n m r ·' 
history that ther wa a company form l in n for tl1 
sturg on, and that tll y ba<l an ag ot , t tll ~ f 
Thi wa no dou t, a le n o 
quite a lnrg cal , fr 
King Philip' war in 1 '75, it wa · :I 
not ue n carri a n t an · .xt n within b pr , u in 
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appeared from the ri,er, and there being f wer turg 
the latter. Present indications betoken, boweYer , r tur f tb 
years."* 
One hundred and twenty-one year lat r judgiu fr m < u tb 
the fisheries were still important. Whe 1 r 'ay : 
"The town, at a special meeting in J nu r. T 
inspect the fishery at Brunswick, ancl to r rrnl.. t 
selectmen."t 
These statements evident! r lat to th 
which they de,ote most of their en rgie . 
number of mechanics ha,e, until a nry r 
wssels for the coasting and foreign trade. 
li,elihoocl, and, barring those living. on the i laud , fi w ,i it th fi llin 
except in midsummer, when the mackerel are almml ut. 
THE CLAMMING INTERESTS.-The llor of the ( . ' nu l in 
between Portland and Harpswell has exten i, mud , ud ·un l fiat wh 1 th 
ment until late iu December. From this time till the fi llowing 
_aud eighty-five men and boys engage in this work, some of them c ntinuin · till th 
In addition to the above, quite a number of fishermen fr m th adjoinincr t 
i1::-larnls engage in this business to a greater or les extent. Th m n 
the shore where they spend the hours of high water in shucking tll ir lam . ta 
UH ll l fi r 
ry m, uy 
1nm 
ut t 
u. fr m th 
r mpl y-
tliey start for the flats, following tlle water liue as it receues, and gra<luall) w rkiu · a k with it 
as it advances. Several crews often occupy the same. shanty, and two or tllr fr u ~utly j in iu 
the purchase of a small boat, which enables them to visit the more di taut flat . Wh lll the tide 
'' serrn" they can spend a greater part of the day in digging, but ordinarily only ne tid i " util-
ized. The average cl~mmer will dig from 2¼ to 3 lmshcls at a tide, wllile a rapid worker who 
knows the grounds will often get twice that quantity . 
. One of the largest dealers of the locality, Mr. Hamilton, of Chebeague Island, e timate · the 
quantity of clams dug during the season of 1878-'79 at 46,100 bilshels, over 3D,OOO bush 1 of wllich 
were shelled and salted for bait. If to this quantity we add the catch of the Portlanu and Harps-
well fishermen it is seen that not less than G0,000 bushels are taken annually from the flats along 
the shores of Casco Bay. The price, according to the same a~thority, varies greatly from year to 
year, the average for shell dams being from 75 cents to $1 per bushel. The shelled, or salted 
clams, range from $3 to $6.50 per barrel, according to the supply and demand. These figures rep-
resent the value received by the fishermen for the clam-meats, as the salt and barrels are always · 
furnished by the dealers. In 1875 the fishermen received $ 6 per barrel, and in 1879 the price hall 
dropped to $3. 
" Wheeler's History of Bmnswick, Topsham, and Harpswell, Maine, p. 115. t Ibid., p. 55·2. 
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THE FLOUNDER FISHERY.-Auother bu ine in wl.J.ich the fi h rmen of th Ca 
islands, Portland, and Cape Elizabeth are intere tecl, i th wint r flounder fi liery. Tb fir t 
to engage in the capture of this _species for market along- thi p rti n f tlJ c a t wa l\fr. Fowl r, of 
New London, Conn. Hearing of the abundance of flounder about P rtlauc.1, h earn to th region 
with twelve fyke-nets in the winter of 1871-'72, and after renting an old loop which wa to an w r 
both as home and packing-house, set his fykes on the oft bottom of the out r harbor iu 3 to 
feet of water at mean low tide. Finding no market for his :flouuder in ortlancl he siiipp d tllem 
by rail and steamer to New York. From this beginning the bu ines ha gradually iucrea ed uutH 
in the winter of 1878-'79, according to Mr. Robert Hamilton, of Chebeague, twenty-five men from 
Portland, and twenty-four from the various islands of the bay were employed regularly in this 
fishery. The season lasts from October to April, the average weekly catch being about 1,500 
pounds for each fisherman. A portion of the flounders are now sold in Portland for bipment to 
Canada, but a greater part still go to New York. 
THE CANNING OF FISHERY PR0DUCTS.-Several canneries have been built along tlle bore of 
Casco Bay for putting up fruits, vegetables, and meats. One of these, locatecl at South Freeport, 
began the canning of lobsters and clams in the summer of 1876. The business lias been coutinu d 
regularly since that time, with a gradual increase in the quantity of clams put up. ln the ummer 
of 1879 the canning of mackerel was begun at this place. The supply of clams is obtained wholly 
from the people of the locality, while small vessels are sent to the outer islands to purcllase lobsters 
and mackerel from the professional fishermen. 
45. PORTLAND AND ITS FISHERY INTERESTS . . 
THE EARLY FISHERIES OF PORTLAND.-Portland, the motropoJis of Maine, is located OU Olle 
of the best harbors of the coast, a few miles above Oape Elizabeth. It wa first ettled in 1632, 
and was included in the town of Falmouth up to 1786, when it was incorporated as a parate town. 
The city charter was adopted in 1832. The place has suffered much from war and fires, having 
been on several occasions almost completely destroyed. In 1790 it had a population of 2,246, wl.tich . 
had increased to 12,815 in 1850 and to 33,810 in 1880. Its location ou cxc 11cnt a harbor, in the 
very center of one of the best fishing districts of the coa t, ha given it a 1 romin nee in thi 
industry from its earliest settlement. Richmond's Island, but a few mil s from tbe harbor wa 
one of the most important fishing stations of New England£ r many y ar , b innin T with 1 3 , 
and was annually visited by fishing vessels from different part of Europe. 
A few extracts from those- who have examined into the early bi tory of th r gi u will um 
to show that fishing occupied the attention of a majority of the early ttl r . on. William ul :i, 
in writing of the early history of Portland, says: 
'' Of course the first b~siness at Casco, like mo t oth r 1 caliti 
choose a favorable place, fell the forest, and buil l the trunk of th tr jnto, habitati n; and 
while doing this, and preparing a ~}earing for cultivation, the arly I r . uld 
returns from their labor from the ea, such as wild fowl, h 11 and th r 
no cultivation. To know how well this wa improv l in ur harbor jt i 
the shell heaps at Cu bing's Point. Some idea of the faciliti f r fi bin 
it may be obtained from an account of 'Two yage to 
_of the country, natives, and er atur , y John Joe 1 n, 
llad a brother, nry Jocelyn, at Black oint, wb w I 
he fir t visited in 1633. e wa cl 1,) r\T r of m n an 1 thiug. 7 
(]ttaint tyle. He wa th fir t Eur p au trav I r wb uo-h t 
uGRF 
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of the country and people. After sp aking f th imm n 
in April, h; says, 'Trout _there be good tor in v r br k 
long.' He further says, 'A wonderful number of h rrin w r 
:Black Point Harbor;so that they might have n h lf Wco th 1 
.animals, were the only product of th countr :r, 
brought back in return." 
In another place he again refer t Mr. int r, who 
an English company that had obtained a gr nt of 
Cape Elizabeth in 1631. He say of him: 
"He soon built a ship on the i land , nd ttl 
servants in :fishing and planting." 
In March, 1634, says Winthrop : " e nt en fl. hiog 
the Isle of Shoals." 
These were from Europe to load with fish cured at the 
a large number of men. These ships brought all the store 
Winthrop says: 
"In the spring of 1635 a ship of 80 tons and a pinnace of 10 ton 
In 1636 (after a change in proprietors of the land) Winter wa t 





-other whose name is not mentioned. In 1638 Trelawney (the land propri tor) n , hip of 300 
tons from England to the island laden with wine, probably the proceed of , arg nt to 
Spain or Portugal. The returns sent to the proprietor in England were oak I ip - t v , beaver 
skins, fish, and oil. t 
The site of the present city was visited by two :fi.she~men, who made it th ir ho as arly as 
1632. Mr. Gould refers to the matter as follows : 
"In 1630 Richard Tucker, joined soon after by George Cleaves, established him If at Spur-
wink River in planting, trading, and fishing, where both remained till 1632, when they were 
'ejected by Winter' and ' sought refuge on the north side of Caseo, on Fore River, and laid the 
foundation for the first settlemfmt upon the Neck, now Portland,' where they continued many 
years." _ 
Other trading posts were established in the vicinity at a later date, of which Mr. Gould men-
tions several. He says: 
''Just outside the breakwater is Cushing's Point, which was another business center. Col. 
Ezekiel Cushing, its owner, came here from Provincetown about 1738. He was largely engaged 
in the fisheries and the West India trade, and owned several whalers, which were engaged in the 
business when whales could be taken nearer· h_ome than now." 
A.s the settlement grew in size and importance its people gradually caine to own a large fleet 
of vessels, that were sent to different parts of the United States and to foreign countries. A.bout 
* Elwell's Successful Business Houses of Portland, pp. 168, 169. 
t Ibid., pp. 166, 170, 171. 
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the beginning of last century a limited trade sprang up b tw n or la11d antl the \Y 
an<l large quantities of lumber were shipped to that region. 
In addition to lumber, .according to Mr. Gould, these We t India.m n oon b gan carrying 
out soap, candles, and dried codfish in ''drums" of the weight of 500 to 00 pounds each. Tb e 
were consigned to the captain, who sold his cargo, bought another of ugar, mola e , and rum, 
and returned, paying no commission to the foreign merchant. · 
The business continued to increase, and soon a greater part of the Portland :fi h were sent 
there for a market. 
"After the war," says Mr. Go_uld, "the West India trade, which had grown before the Revo-
lution to be an object of considerable importance, was revived, and a profitable business ·was done 
in exchanging lumber and fish for rum, sugar, and molasses." 
This trade was extensive up to 1850, and even later a few vessels were sent, the last one 
going in 1878. 
From the first, Portland has taken a leading rank as a fishing port, and by the beginning of 
the present century she had a fleet of vessels engaged in the Grand Bank cod fishery. A little 
later she sent vessels to Labrador for cod, and in 1832 the first vessel from the town started for 
the Gulf of Saint Lawrence for mackerel. She has had no vessels regularly engaged in the 
George's Bank cod :fishery, and has been interested only to a limited extent in the fresh-halibut 
:fishery; but aside from these her :fishermen have been engaged in all the leading sea-fisheries of 
the New England coast. · 
Space forbids a review of the Portland :fisheries during the years of their development, and 
though it might be interesting to trace each branch of the business through its various stages of 
growth, and to show the causes that have led to the transfer of many of the :fishing vessels from 
the smaller towns of the State to Portland, we must confine ourselves to ·a description of the :fish-
eries as they are found at the present time. 
THE VESSEL FISHERIEs.-In the summer of 1879 the Portland fishing fleet numbered seventy-
nine sail, valued at $114,775. These vessels aggregated 3,004.13 tons and carried six hundred 
and sixty-orie men. Of the entire fleet sixteen visited the more distant fishing grounds for cou, 
·twenty-one were provided with purse-seines for catching mackerel, thirty-two engaged in th . 
shore fisheries, four were employe<l in the halibut fisheries to a limited extent in summer, and ix 
carried lobsters to the Portland market. Six of the codfish fleet, after returning from their fir t 
trip, were fitted out for the mackerel fishery, and nineteen of the bore fleet joined them during 
the height of the season, making a total of forty-six vessels engaged in the mack rel ft h ry during 
the summer months. About the 1st of November nine of the ves 1 are fitt d for the wi ter 
haddock fis~ery, continuing the business till the following prini, 
The vessels are usually owned by a number of partie rather than by a ingle individual. In 
most cases the ship-builders, riggers, sail-maker , fitter , ·and pa ker each own a part, in ord r 
that they may control the trade of the ves el in their re pecti lin . It i also cu tomar to 
induce the captain of the vessel to buy a mall part, thu can ing him t f lad p r int r tin 
the work and to give more attention to the int r st of all on rned. One f th own r i 
selected as the '' managing owner," and it b com hi <lut t a t a ag nt fi r th v l an t 
keep full and accurate account of all expenditur and r ipt . Thi part i I cted 
on account of hi knowledg of the bn ine , an i fr qu utly th ap ain f th 
merchant who furn· he the uppli . 
The ve 1 are u ually '' ft ted at th h h· , ' tbe wn r fnrni hin pr vi. ion "' ar, and 
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in proportion to the number taken by him. 
figured up, and more goods are advanced, if n ce ry, r 
considerably exceed the value of the good alrea y fnrni h d. 
fish have been cured and sold, and the money ha b n r ei d 
his accounts in full. Some of the men being- an iou to 
In the mackerel fishery the vessels fit "at the hal 
of each trip, though they are occasionally retained till the clo 
the first towns to send vessels to the Gulf of Saint Lawr n 
Cushing, one of the oldest inspectors in the city, she ent her fir t 
and has continued the business regularly ever since. he ha now, n xt t 
mackerel fleet in the United States, having twenty-eight sail of v 1 
engaged in the purse-seine mackerel fishery. 
In 1879 sixteen of the vessels fished wholly in the Gulf of Maine; 
b. h y n ually 
Hatteras to Mount Desert Island; two spent a greater part of the uJf of Saint 
Lawrence, and two divided their time between the Gulf of Saint Lawcence and the ulf of Maine. 
In 1880, so far as we have been able to learn, none of the fleet fished in .Briti h water . In addition 
to the above, nineteen of the shore vessels engaged in the mackerel fishery with line or net during 
the height of the season. 
The shore-fishing vessels, numbering thirty-two sail, are engaged in the capture of cod, hake, 
haddock, pollock, cusk, mackerel, and herring, fishing first for one ind and then another, accord-
ing to the season, or the relative abundance of the different species. The fishing sea on begins . 
about the fir-st of April and continues till late in November. Formerly many of the smaller era.ft 
fl.Rhed for menhadep. with gill-nets, but as none of these fish have visited the waters of the State 
since 1878, they have been obliged to engage in other fisheries. 
Early in September large schools of herring make their appea1:ance along the outer shores, 
and most of the smaller vessels, with many of the boats, are engaged in their capture for a number 
of weeks. The herring are taken in gill-nets, and sold to the packers and smokers. 
. :puring ~he winter months haddock are quite abundant, and ~ine of the local vessels, together 
with some from other plac~s, are engaged in this fishery, ·selling their catch to the smokers, who 
prepare them for shipment to Canada and different parts of the United States. Trawls are used 
in this fishery, and the catch is often enorll\ous, while t.he price paid makes the profits to the fisher-
men larger than those of any other fishery. 
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THE BOAT FISHERIES.-Tbe boat fi ]J no n f 
number, a.re almost wholly .American . 1 w of tb m li 
tered about on the island iu the vicinity and at 
for convenience in getting to and from tll :fi lli11g ground . 
T 
hunlr 1 an 
center-board boat , 18 to 22 feet in length. Th are pr vid with tw m va 1 ma t , with 
sprit sails, and have an average value of $50 to 75 each. Th fi hiu 1Jec1in lat in 1\Iar •h aud 
continues till November, when most of the boats are haul <l. up, though a few fi h mor r 1 all 
winter. 
At first trawls are extensively used, the fisherm ii ettiug fr rn 00 to 1,200 h ok,· a 11; ut a 
the season advances and bait becomes scarce band-lines are ul> titutc<l. for them, a th clo 0 ·-fi h ar 
usually so plenty at this season as to seriously interfere with trawl-fishing. "Conch" ( atica claitsa) 
constitute the principal bait in summer, the fishermen gathering them on th flat at ]ow water and 
keeping them in Jim-cars till needed. The catch is composed largely of cod, pollock, hak , aud ruack-
erel. Some of the boat-fishermen are beginning to carry harpoons for sword-ft h, and nearly all o'"'°n 
a" gang" of lobster-pots, which they fish with more or less regularly. Tile fisll are olcl to the fr h-
fish dealers, or to the hawkers, at prices depending largely upon the quantity in market. The up-
ply is usually greater than the demand, and in order to be sure of a market each ft h rman mu.' t 
:find some one who will agree to take his catch at a stated price; otherwise he does not care to v n-
ture out. On account of the uncert.ainty of finding a market much t~me is lost that might oth rwi e 
be profitably employed. The curer~ on the islands usually buy all the fish that are offered, but 
they require the fishermen to split them, and cannot a:fforq to pay as much as the fresh-fish d aler 
in the city. For this reason many do not care to sell to the curers, though if the time gained 
through the certainty of a market be considered, they could doubtless make good wages in tbi 
way . . This condition of affairs occurs only in summer, for at other seasons the market readily con-
sumes all the fish that are offered. 
l!'ISH·OURING IN PoRTLAND.-The fish landed in Portland are, with few exceptions, cured by 
parties making a specialty of this work. Land in the heart of the city, where the ft h-wharve 
are located, is quite valuable, and the fish dealer do not have curing- tand of th ir own, a i 
the case with those in smaller cities, but are dep ndent on the curer for "making" any fi b that 
their vessels may bring. Two firms, however, have utilized th roof of th ir building a fl k · 
yards, and in this way cure several thousand quintal annually. The principal curing- tand ('. r 
on the islands of the outer harbor·, where suitable builuing and fl.ake-y rd have been con tru •ted. 
On arriving from the banks the vessel proceed to the c i land , the crew landing , nd wa bing 
the :fish, after which they wheel them to the flake-yard, when th cur r tak charg of them an 1 
prepares them for the market, taking one quintal in twelve for his ervic . If th cannot be 
cured at once, the crew pitch them out of the ve 1 and Cc rry them to th buildingA, wh re th y 
are "kencbed" until they are needed. In thi a th cur r ''w .. he th m out' 
placed on the flakes, charging six cents per quintal ad liti nal for thi w rk. 
In some localities the flakes are provided with cl th c v r ·, which ar pr ad v r h fi h to 
protect them from the heat of the un, which i oft n gr t t mid-day a t r nd r th m n < r1 
worthless. In other localities the fl. h ar ''bunch l" rly ju th l, y 
warm, and spread again late in the aft rn on. In rn n pla 
made to dry the ft h in ummer on a ount f th 
'' kenched" till fall. 
In Portland, however, the cur r hav av ry impl , th di ulty, and 
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. ~ontinu~ their work with little or no loss during tbe hotte t weath r. Th ir k am built as 
to run nearly east and west, and are so arranged that the tops may b 
axis. The fish are spread in the morning, and as the day ad , nc 
flakes are tilted toward the nortb, so that the sun's ray ball fall obli 
have little effect upon them. 
The property devoted to the curing of fi b in P rtland i Y .. lu 
furnishes employment to twenty-one men during eight month f tb 
tional . ones during the busy season. The quantity cur 1 i 1 w 
several years past, though Portland has long b eo ,)xt n ivel int r 
figures furnished by Messrs. 0. & H. Trefethen, who ar rnor ext n iv •l 
any other firm, show the business for 1880 to ba e b n 40,4""6 uint .. l 
eighths were landed by Portland vessels. The catch wa di id d a fi 11 
large cod; 16,813 quintals s~all cod; 6,626 quintal bak ; 1,4 7 quint 1 · u k · 
pollock, and 1,193 quintals haddock. 
INSPECTION OF FISH,---:-Portlancl is largely interested in packino- arnl in 1 
ent kinds, including mackerel, herring, cod, haddock, sword-ft h, and th r 
extensively engaged in this business than any other city in. the t , l .. lin 
l on entral 
United States in t?e quantity of herring inspected, and i xc 11 d onl 1 u 
quantity of mackerel packed. The mackerel are mostly taken by , l b 1 n in 
and other Maine fishing towns, though a few vessels belo~ging to 
other fishing districts of Massachusetts pack in Portland to a great r 
engage regularly in this branch of the business. They occupy prop rty 
furnish employment to ·ninety-three men, forty-three of them being empl y d hr u ut the year. 
Up to 1879 the inspection charges were $1.50 per barrel, but in the prin of th t ar the price 
was reduced to $1.25. 
Mr. Charles Dyer, one of the leading packers in Portland, in referring to th bu ines of the 
city for 1880, writes: 
'' Portland has packed, in round nun:i'bers, 75,000 barrels [76,417] of mackerel, valu d, clear of 
salt and packing, at about $5 a barrel. This has been a very prosperous year, and, were it not for 
the English mackerel coming into the country free of duty, it would have been more o." 
After speaking of the habit of packing English fish under American brands by the fl h im~pect-
or~ of other cities, and of tbe injury to the trade resulting therefr~m, he continues: 
"Portland does not handle any English-caught mackerel, and for this reason Portland mack-
erel stand highe~t in market." 
The nearness to the extensiYe fall herring fisheries brings Portland into prominence in con-
nection with this trade. She has a fleet of her own engaged in the herring fishery, and, in addition, 
buys nearly all of the fish taken by fleets of other portions of the coast, though Boothbay handles 
a small percentage and Boston secures a considerable qnautity. 
The figures furuished b~r l\Ir. E. G. Willard show 12,000 barrels to be tbe qnantity of herriug 
handled in 1880. In addition to the above, Portland handled 1,800 barrels of vickled haddock and 
cod, and a few barrels of sword-:fo,h and alewives. 
SMOKED HERRING AND HADD0CK.-Sernral Portland dealers have large smoke-houses, and 
are engaged in the preparation of Finnan ha<ldies au<l lJloater llerring. These parties have a 
monopoly of the Finnan baddie trade of America. Eastport, tlrn only other city extensively 
engaged in the prepa~ation of these fisll, is working wholly nnder contract with the Portland 
dealers, who purchase the products and distribute them to the trade. Jone~port, Vir{al Haven, 
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and Rockland, in Maine, Portsmouth in New mp bir , tt 11( acll 
smoked a few haddock, but their trade ha b en wh 11 , loc l imr or-
tance. 
From Messrs. Wyer Brothers and John Lov tt o., th tw 1 r · , t l al r iu th c untry, 
we gathered the following facts about the origin and growth of the I innan had li tr <l : 
The hadd_ock was first smoked in America at Montreal, Canad,, by Mr. Th ma McEwao, a, 
Scotchman, who had become familiar with the method f pr paration bet r r moving to thi 
country. He began the business in a small way about 1 GO, n<ling to Portland£ r hi fi h. The 
first few lots; ·consisting of only 100 to 300 pounds each, were moked in barrel . The trad oon 
increased so that smoke-houses were built, and, finding the expen e of tran portation o great, 
Mr. McEwan removed to ·Portland for engaging more extensiv ly in the work. Ile oon formed a. 
partnership with Mr. Lovett, one of the leading fish dealers of Portland, and continued the bu i-
ness on a larger scale than ever. At first the trade was wholly with Canada, and largely among 
the Scotch. Later the Americans commenced eating smoked haddock, and at the present time 
nearly one-third of the trade is with the United States. Up to 1868 Portland wa the only town 
engaged· in the business. At this time Portland dealers, learning of the abundance of haddock 
along the eastern part of the coast of Maine, located at Eastport to engage in the. work, and the 
business has been continued to the present time, the season lasting through the winter only. 
During the season of 1879-'80, according to Mr .. R. 0. Green, Eastport smoked aud hipped to 
Portland dealers about 211,000 pounds of cured fish, valued.at over $12,000. 
The following extract from a fetter received from Wyer Brothers, of Portland, gives the extent 
of the business of that city. They write: 
"The quantity .of haddock cured here in the ·season of 1879-'80 did not vary materially from 
that put up the previous season. Though the demand increased, the catch of haddock from which 
the ·supply must be obtained fell a little short of that of previous winter , aud it wa often quite 
difficult to get a snfficien t quantity for smoking. * "" "" We have carefully e timat d the amount 
of haddock used for this purpose and find it to be about 2,100,000 of fre h fisb, ancl, a they brink 
almost one-half in curing, the whole amount of smoked fi h would be about 1,200,000 pound ." 
Adding to these the quantity shipped from Eastport we find tbat Portland now bandle n arly 
2,500,000 pounds of Finnan had<lies annually. Property valued at $8,00 i u ed by the ~ok r , 
and twenty-four men are employed for six months of the year in preparing tho fi b. 
Wyer Brothers place the quantity of bloater herring moked in ortland during the wiut r of 
1879-'80 at 2,000 barrels of 350 fish each, equal to 700,000 herring in number. Tb , w r largely 
sold in Canada with the haddock. No hard herring are ·smoked in th city. 
THE LOBSTER FISHERY .A.ND THE LOBSTER '.l.'R.A.DE.-Lob ter are caught ff ortlau<l cluriu 
the entire year, though the fishing is most extensive from Mar h to July, , n l agajn fr m t b r 
to December. Thirty men, living chiefly on the i 'lan<ls or at Ca])e Eliz b th, fi h x ·lu,iY ly 
for lobsters, while neal'ly all of the boat-ti hermen have a ii w p t which th y t n l with m r or 
less regularity at certain sea ons. The local fi bing-gr uud ar around og, 
Islands and near Portland light in ummer, and along the out r h r f Cc p 
The traps are set in from three to twenty fath m of water, n 
of them, usually Yi iting them once a day wll n th w l th r i 
... eason some haul tl.l.eir pot twice a la . Tw nty-.fiv 
House I lan<l, an ay rag atch wa 
pot. From that time tli •y Im, re du l]y 
catch in 1870 av rag l on1y on 
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smaller ones to the pot, the average weight of th former b iug 2 pouu , nd f th 1 tter 1 
pound. The :fishermen in the -vicinity of the city bring th ir cat h clir t m rk t wbil th e 
li-ving farther off are obl_iged to depend upon th ma k . 
The Portland lobster market is larg ly controlle b · two firm wbil • llird d 
7- m I· fr u 
regularly cmployeu, bring occa ioual cargoes to th 
cars until the smack arrives, when he ort !h m ut th 
the captain, while the smaller and oft- h 11 d n ar r tain d to b 
the canning establishments. The tim r quir d fi r th r nu l tri1 vari 
according to the weather, the abundan e of 1 b t r , and th di -t. n 
smack carries from 4,000 to 5,000 lob t r ach trir ; if th w 11 i 
tra~sit, the loss in this way, e p cially in umm r, b iug often v ry 
the fishermen ranges from tbre to~ ur cent ach, aud th elling pri 
six cents. On the arrival of the mack, tb live lob ter are tran ferr 1 t 
where they remain until needed. When an ord r i rec ived for th m th 
and packed in boxes or barrel for 'hipment to the trad . .A. few li , one 
cipal ,lcalers of BostOIJ, but this method i not usually adopted, a many , r 1 ill d 
to which tllcy are subjected on the train. Live lob ters are r ceiv d iu 
from Eastport, the usual method being to pack. them in barr l , ith • : ·wh n 
carefully packed in this way they will keep from two to three days. 
As already stated, three firms are more or less interested in th lob ter trad of rtland. 
These occupy property worth $12,000, and furnish employment to nine m n. cording to l\Ir. A. 
L. Johnson, one of the principal dealers, Portland, in 18 o, liandl d 00 0 1 b t r in number 
These cost the dealers about six cents each, making the total cost at fir t band 4 0 . The 
lobsters are variously estimated at from 1¼ to 2 pounds each; allowing them to av rag ll pound , 
the total weight would be 1,400,000 pounds. Of this quantity about one-half g to Bo~ ton, one-
fourth to New York, and the remainder to the country trade in Maine, New Hamp hir , Ma sa-
chusett_s, and Canada. 
LOBSTER-CANNING BY PORTLAND CA.PITA.L.-Portland capitali ts are more exten ively 
interested in the canning of lobsters than those of any other city in the United State . The busi-
ness was begun at Eastport nearly fortJ_T years ago, and three or four years later a cannery was 
built in Boston. Before 1850 Portland people had become interested in the work, and from that 
date they have taken the lead in the business, showing remarkable energy and judgment. At first 
a good many lobsters were pnt up in the city, but as the demand increased the supply became 
insufficient, and they were obliged to establish canneries at different points along the coast, gradually 
increasing the number and going farther and farther from home, until to-day Portland has twelve 
canneries on the coast of Maine, employing about 300 laborers on shore and nearly 1,000 fishermen. 
These canneries, with their fixtures, are worth $38,000, and it requires an additional capital of 
$80,000 to carry on the business. The three firms controlling this trade are the Portland Packing 
Company, Burnham & Morrill, and J. Wiuslow Jones. These firms have consulted their books 
and furnished figures from which the following summary of the business fo.r 1880 bas been obtained: 
4,731,088 pounds of lobsters were used, and 849,8971 one-pound and 99,371 two-pound cans were put 
up. In addition, 267,943 one-pound and 5,597 two-pound cans of mackerel (Scornber scombrus) were 
packed, 516,8G4 pounds of round fish being required for this purpose. About 3,500 bushels of soft-
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shelled clams ( 'JJ-f ya arenaria) w re u 
chowder were prepared. Ov r 5 , 0 w r 
paid to the employes for their labor; and th 
ha<l a market value of $157,500. 
In addition to their work ou the coa t f Iain , tli a OY .firm· ltaY 
the British Provinces, distributed a follow : Tur in w run wi k, 
Prince Edward Island, 1 on the Magdalen I land , aud 1 in 
capital is required for carrying on their lm ine , and the figur 
pounds of live lobsters were used in packing 1,916,09_0 one-pound an , and 2 1, 2 can 
brands. Owing to the duty on the tin in which the lob ters are pack d, o r 95 p r c nt. f th 
products were sent directly to England, France~ and Germany, or pas ed through th uit d Stat , 
in bo.nd, en route for those countries. 
The above firms have storehouses, can-factoriei;;, and office in and a out Portland valu <la 
over $50,000, and eighty men are employed for three or four month each winter in making th can 
that are to be used during the following season, which, in Maine, is limitt!d by law to the month 
of April, May, June, and July. 
THE FRESH-FISH TRADE.-The wholesale fresh-fish trade of Portland is controlled by ven 
firms located in the vicinity of Custom-house aucl Commercial Wharves. They obtain a r ater 
part of their cod and haddock in summer from the local :fishermen, who set their trawl off th 
outer islands of Casco Bay in from thirty to forty fathoms of water. The boat land about 400 
pounds each trip, making an average of three trips a week during the fl bing sea on. Formerly 
the mackerel were furnished by the numerous ''drag-boats" of the locality, but of late, owing t 
the scarcity and small size of the fish, the number of these boats has greatly dimini bed, and the 
supply is now obtain.eel from the seining fleet, or is occasionally brought from Bo ton. w rd-fi h 
are landed in considerable numbers by the boats and vessel fishing along the bore from tb 1 t of 
July till the 15th of August. Three or four small schooner vi it diffi r nt lo aliti fr m ap 
Elizabeth to the Bay of Fundy for halibut, but the catch i usually v ry limit d u 1 rg part 
of the supply is brought from Gloucester. Late in the fall m f th lar r v l tll,Lt L, v 
previously been employed in the offshore cod and macker 1 :fi b ri 
winter shore :fisheries, catching cod, hake, and haddock, whi ·h ar u u lly 
The wholesale dealers handle between seven and eight milli n p mJ l 
Probably three-eighths of the entire quantity, if w includ tb u l i r 
one-fourth are cod, the bulk of the remainder being c mpo d 
fish, salmon, and herring. 
About half of the fresh fish are sold in Oanada and th 
to Boston 'and the interior cities of Maine, New amp llir , an 
property valued at $24,000, and have 10,00 additi nal Cc Ii cl inY 
four men are constantly employed in bo 7 i g and i in i1 h, and w n 
exclusively in sea product. , and th p cller th t v- n 
the city and surroun ing country. Th r 
T.lley buy chiefly of the whol aler and 
peddlers arie on i<lerably with the 
up largely of ag <l ft herm 
are now ati fled with the 
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fi h rm n i c rried 
directly to Boston for a market, ancl ont id 
the State of Maine. Eastport handles but a limit <l qn, ntity th 
" On account of the higher pl'ic 
.usually landed in Portland to "O to 
was 49,851 gallons of Ii v r oil from th 
595 gallons of herring and 2,. 72 °·allon f m nh, <1 u il fr u 
total of 52,818 gallon , co ting at fir t h, nd ' 
sold to dealers in New York, an<.l th r 
countryt 
THE 'l'RADE IN PROYISION AN T •IT 
many outside vessels vi itin , th ity f, ram rl t, it i r 
large business in supplying th fl -hermen wi h pr vi ' i n , 
and other supplies, but a portion of their tocl-
The lines and trawls are made in Castine; th cordage in 
Boston; the seine-boats in Gloucester, and the dori in ali bm' r, 
Harpswell. The tra<.le amounts to $150,000 annually, and requir 
and accountants. 
The salt trade has been extensive for many years. From 1 12 to 18 , it 
trolled by Dana & Co., and. by E.G. Willard from 1867 to the clo e of 1 7 . Mr. 
il l al r in 
nt th 
as agent for tQ.e large importing house of J. P. & G. C. Robin on, of N w rk, , ll(l for the 
thirteen yea.rs dming which he controlled the :fishing trade · in salt he e timat that 3 O O hogs-
heads were sold annually a.t $1.50 to $1.75 per hogshead. About one-half f tb ntir quantity 
was used qy Portland vessels, and the remainder was sold to ,es els b lougi1w in Southport, 
Westport, Boothbay, and other towns along the coast of Maine. 
With so extensh"e a trade in fresh fish and so large a market fleet, Portland requir a, large 
supply of ice. This is supplied by several firms, the ·principal one being D. W. Clark & o., who 
estimate the annual quantity consumed by the fishing trade to be about 2,200 tons, worth $6,600. 
This is divided as follows: 1,000 tons to the fresh-fish dealers, 700 tons to the large ns el in the 
mackerel and halibut fishery, and 500 tons to the smaller market vessels and boat . 
THE TRADE IN DRY A.ND PICKLED FISH.-Having spoken of tlrn quantity of fish cured and 
inspected in Portland, we now consider the city as a distributing center. We are indebted to Mr. 
E. G. Willard, who buys a greater part of the fish landed in Portland either for himself or on 
commission for the largest houses in New York nnd Boston, for many of the following facts which, 
though only estimates, probably vary but little from the actual figures. 
_ Most of the Portland cod are kench-cured, many of them being prepared for exportation to the 
West Indies. Formerly nearly all of the cod_ were packed in drums before shipping, but now the 
curers on the islands are beginning to carry their large fish in bulk to Boston and New York. At 
the present time, fully 50 per cent. of the cod are pa.eked in drums and sold to the larger dealers of 
~oston and New York, by whom they are exported to the vVest Indies. The remainder are pur-




C Jl . 
11a ar 
Th trad 
fl h rm n, 
rg Tr t th n, 
"In reply to your inquiries about the pollock trade of Portland f, r 1 O, I will tat 
catch has been very light. At Eastport [which has the mo t xt n i"'e fi h ry in th . 
was almost a total failure. * * • I think there were about 1 ,OOO quintal rtlaod in 
1880. Of those handled by us, 30 per cent. were from Nova Scotia,, 15 p r c nt. from ap Ann, 
40 per ceut. from the Portland district., and tbe balance from the ea tern part of th tat , inclu 1-
. ing Eastport. The prices have ruled about 50 cents per quintal higher than in 1 79, or 2 to .50 
per q uintal. The demand has been good all through the season, and the stock now on band i not 
more than 50 per cent. of what it was last year at this time. The price are now [Janu ry 22, 
1881] higher than for several years, owing to the small catch of Inst sea on, good light alted dry-
cured fish bringing 3 to 3¼ cents per pound." 
The grocers depend almost wholly for their trade on the counties of Cumberland and York, in 
~faine, and Rockingham, Strafford, Belknap, and Merrimac, in New ·uamp hire. · Iu mo t plac 
there is a foolish prejudice against pollock, and outside of the abov -named and adjoining counties 
there is little _demand for them. Here, however, accordiug to Mr. Trefethen, they ar teem d 
equally with the cod by a majority of the peopl , and some v n prefi r tbem t the latter p cie . 
About 3,000 quintals of haddock, and 2,500 quintals of cu k ar handled h r annually. The 
are mostly sold in Boston, Gloucester, and Plymouth, to e cut up and bipp d to th W t a 
''boneless cod". Boston takes about three-fourtl.Js of all, and Glou t rand lymouth <livid th 
remainder equally. 
Portland's trade in mackerel i rapidly incr a ing. The city h the f 
th r 
30,000 barrels were brought in for n, m 
and only 10,000 barrel wer r c iv tl. 
product of tlli fi h ry ar 
of the ear 
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Pennsylvania; tlie remainder go mostly to Bo ton. In 1 0 onl < b nt 
received. 
CAPE ELIZABETH.-Oape Elizabeth has llO fl 11 1·i 
of Portland. The two places are separated only by th wat r · 
unequal in size the larger bas naturally ab orbed tbe bu iJ1 
at the present time not even a reta.il fish market, and th f rt . b < 
are obliged to take their catch to Portland for a me rk t. A nuU1 ~r 
and manned by fishermen from the Cape, and om ar l· r ly wn 
and sell in Portland, and are largely controll d by th rtl u d · 1 r . 
so intimately related to each other in th fl h rie th, t h mall r i v r 
the larger, and the vessels and boats of th form r , r tr at d 
l rr 1 w r 
K.-THE SACO, KENNEBUNK, AN YORK DI T I T . 
46. GENERAL REVIEW O 1 T E il IIE I 1 • 
THE GENERAL FISHERIES.-The Saco, Kennebunk, and York u t m <li ri t · nd fr m 
Gape Elizabeth to the southern boundary of the State. The r gion wa Yi it din th f t O 
by Mr. W. A. Wilcox, secretary of the Boston Fi h Bur au, for the purp f' m, hn · , 
study of the past and present condition of the fisherits. From his report w learn th t th 
was formerly extensively engaged in the fisheries, and had quite a fleet of v 1 
shore banks. Of late, however, the vessel interests have declined, and th fl h ri ar n w chi fly 
confined to the capture of ground-fish, herring, lobsters, and clams in the inshore ater . A few 
small vessels are still owned, but a majority of the men are provided with small oven boat for 
engaging in the work. 
THE CLAM FISHERIES.-The clam flats are very extensive, and enormous quantitie of soft 
clams are dug annually, many being sold fresh, while the remainder are used as bait by the shore 
and vessel fishermen. 
THE HERRING FISHERY.-The fall herring fisheries in the vicinity of Wood Island are also 
important, these waters being visited by larger schools of spawning fish than those of any other 
locality on the New England coast. In fact, the Wood Island region is t.he principal herring 
spawning ground in the United States, and each season immense numbers of fish visit the locality, 
where they remain until their eggs have been deposited, after which they return to the deeper 
waters. During the season, which lasts for sevei:al weeks, hundreds of vessels are engaged in the 
fishery, the catch, which varies greatly from year to year, being marketed in Portland, Boston, 
and Boothbay. 
STATISTIC.AL RECAPITULATION OF THE SACO DISTRICT FOR 1880.-The following statements 
show separately the extent ·of the :fisheries of the region for 1880, a separate statement being given 
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STATISTICAL RECAPITULA'l'ION FOR 1880.-The followin 
dition of the sea fisheries of the Saco cu tom di trict: 
tat m nt how ind 1~ il th on· 
Su,nnia1·y statement of persons employed an<l capital i11v tcd. 
P orsons employed. Number. Capitnl invested. Amount. 
i, 
Number of vessel-fishermen ............................. . 
Number of boat.fishermen ............................... . 
37 Capitol in v as ls and boats . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. $18, 825 
Number of curers, packers, fitters, etc .......•.•...•.. . .. . 
152 Capital in nets and traps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 225 
~umber of factory hands ................................ . 
10 Other fixed nod circulnting capital . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . a , 500 
53 ----Total . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . • . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. • • .. . . . . 30, 550 
Total . .•.•... · ..................................... .. 252 
* Other fixed and circulating capital.-Caeh capital, $4,800; wharves, shorebons1::s, and fl.x:tnr e, $2,500; factory buildings and apparatu , 
$1,200; total, $8,500. 
Detailed statement of capital invested in vessels, boats, nets, and traps. 
VMueof I 
Vossc-ls and boats. No. Tonnage. Valuo. izear, exclu· Value of Total Neta nnd traps. sive of boats outfit. value. 
and nets. 
Vessels. I Neta. 
In food.fish fishery: Gill.net!: 
A.ctivA ............... , 10 86. 04 $5,750 $2,850 $4,900 $13,500 In ve1:1l!el fisheries .... 
--- In boat fisheries ..... 
Total .............. 10 86. 04 5,750 2,850 4,900 13,500 
-· Total .............. 
Boats. 
Traps. 
In vessel fisheries ....... 30 ............. 600 . --......... .......... 600 I Fykes ................... 
In sbore fisheries ........ 124 ·-·-········ 2,505 1,520 700 4,725 . Lobster.pots ... .......... 
3,105 1,520 700 I 5,825 I Total .............. 154 ............. Total .............. I 
Detailed statement of the quantities and values of tlte produot. 

























Grand total ................................................. · /==8,=5=38='=34=0= I=.= .. =·= ..=·= .. =· =--*·=·=··=·=-=--=·= .. =·=··=·=·=· =· ·=·= .. =·= .. =·= .. =·=· ·=·= .. =·=j· ==*=71=, =25=4 
Fresh fish. 
For food...... . . • • .. . . • . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . . • • • .. . • • • .. . • . . 240, 000 . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . • .. . • .. . . .. • • • • . • • • • .. . .. . • • . . . . . 3, 200 
:For b:1it . . . . . • • • • • . . .. . . .. . . . . . . • . . • • • . • . . . • • . • . • • .. • . .. • . .. • .. . • • . 225, 000 . • .. .. .. .. . . 1, 125 b:trrels....... . • • • • • . .. . . . . . • 4 





Total ....................................................... . l=====!====t===========J:==== 
Dry flah. 
Cod................................................................ 942,500 824,800 ................................... . 
Hake . • • . .. • • • . . • . • . • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • . .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • .. . . • . 324, 000 134, 400 .................................. .. 
Haddock............ . • • . • • . . . . .. . • • • . • . • • • • . . . • . • • • . • • • . . . . • • .. . • . . 252, 000 80, 600 ..... ...... ............ ...... ... .. .. 
Pollock . • • • . . . . • . • • .. . . . . . • • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • . . • • • • . • • • • . . 87, 060 83, 600 ............. ...... ................ . 
59 800 25, 760 .................................. .. Cusk .............................................................. 
1 





Total . . . . • . . . .. .. • • • • • • . . • . • • . • . • . • . • • • • • .. . • • . • . . • • . • . . • •• • . 1, 605, 800 608, 160 . .................................. . 
Pickledfl8h. 








Herring: 212 500 170, 000 50 b n I .. • • • • .... • .. • • • · • • · 2• 550 Ordinary ............ ··••·•·•···• .............. ··•••• .......... , ___ ..:.'--l-----+---:---:---------1---:-= 
272 600 210, 000 1, 050 barr 1 .. .. .. . • • .. . • • • • • .. • . 8, 700 
Total ............ ···•••··•· •••••••..•...•••••.•••••.••.•. .. ··,==~':::==l======!============r-==== 
Lobster,. 
Fresh .............................................................. ====40=5=~·6=00= 1==··=··=·=-··_·.;.. .  ..;.;·::·1:::·=·=··==·=·= .. =· =--=·= .. = .. =·=· =--=·=··=·=·= .. =·::· =--=·=··=t===-1~4='=7=~ 
Olam,. 
2'.?5, 000 . • • • . . . . .. .. 22, 500 u b 1 ................... . 
For food ...... · .•. _................................................. 
4
29, o 4!?, 00-i bn h la= 3. 071 b rr l .. .. 
For bait . • • • • . . .. . .. . • . . .. • . .. .. . . .. • • • • • • . .. • . • . .•• • . • . . •• • . .. .. .. 85, 000 .. . • . • . .. .. . 3, l'iOO bu h 1 = 52, o cane .... .. 
Canned .............. ·········· .. ·•·········•··•••• .. ·••······ .. •• !-----,----,-- ---------------·1---·-
7,87 
l , 355 
, 20 
Total ............... · · -- .. • · · -- · • •• • · .... · · • · •• • • •• · • • · .. · ·.. 689, OJO .. • • • .... ...................................... . 
Mi8ctllaneota. 
2 716 Ho ...................... .. . 
;: E p~;~::: ·~~. ,;; : ;;;~;;;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : : :  :  :  :  : :  :  :  ;:!~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
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STATISTICAL RECAPITULATION FOR 1880.-The following statement shows in detail the con-
dition of the sea fisheries o( the Kennebunk customs district: 
Surnrnary statement of persons ernployed and capital invested. 
Persons employed. Number. Ca1_)ital invested. 
Number of vessel.fishermen ......................... ~.--- 68 Capital in vessels and boats .............. ·-- ..•.. ·--··--· 
Number of boat.fishermen................................ 189 Capital in nets and traps ............................... . 
Number of curers, packers, fitters, &c ......... _.......... 12 Other :fixeJ and circulating capital. ..................... . 
1----11 
Total........ . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . • .. . .. . . .. .. • • • . 269 Total . - ......................................... ... . 
a Other fix~d and circulating capital.-Cash capital, $2,500; wharves, shorehouses, and fixtures, $4,000; total, $6,500. 
Detailed statement of capital invested in vessels, boats, nets, and traps. 
Value of 
Vessels and boats. No. Tonna11e. Value. 
gear, exclu· Value of Total Nets and traps. siveofboats outfit. valne. No. 
and nets. 
In food.fish fishery : Neta . 
.Active ............... 13 206.16 $12,700 $3,950 $5,640 $22,290 Gill.nots: 
--- In vossel fisheries .. . Total .............. 13 206.16 12,700 3,950 5,640 22,290 40 











In vessel :fisheries ...••.. 46 920 
Total ............... --iiol-1, 010 
920 ····· ······- ............. ........... 
In shore fisheries .••..... 79 ............ 3,110 890 400 4,400 Traps. Fykes ...•... ••••..•..• •. ,. I 4~0 Total ..••.....••... 125 ............. 4,030 890 400 5,320 Lobster-pots ..•••.•.••••. 2,250 1,688 
Total ............... ~ ,-2,l:t8 
Detailed statement of t_he quantities and 1·alues of the product. 
Products specified. 
Grand total .................................... ···-·· ••••..•. 
Fresh ji8h. 
For fq_od. : ...................................... _ ................ .. 
For bait ............................... ···-·· .•...••..••••••••. 
For fertilizer .... . ·· ...... ... .. -.............. -.... -............... ···- .. 
Total .......... ···- ....... ·-· ................... -·· ......... . 
I>ry ftsh. 
Cod . . ......................... ·--·········. ·······-········ 













1, 550 barrels .. ........ ......•. ·- .. 








2,233,725 769, 776 ••.••••••••••• ···-..... .. ... •• . . 2!, 055 
1,601,100 664,160 • • .. •• • • • •• ••••. •• • . . • . . . • • . . .. . . 8,895 
Haddock ........... ·-·-·· ............... - .••.• _ ................... . 
Pollock ......... --• • • . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . 1, 376, 550 489, 440 • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 9, 833 
Cusk ..... ·-··· ................. ····-· ··-··· ·-···· •••. ···-·· •••. ••• . 469,800 181,440 • . .... .• ••• ••• • •• •• • • •• • . . •• •• • . 3, 240 
Total 
1--;--;14~0~, 4~0:;0-i--~:::60;--, ::48::0+ .• _._-._._ .. _._ ....:.· :..:· ·..:..· :..:· ·..:..· :..:· ·..:..· ·:..:·..:..· :.:· ..:..· :.:· ..:..· :..:· -..:..·:.:--..:..· J __ _..::1,_::4::85 
............. • • · -·· • · ••••••••••••••• • ••••• • •• ·-·· •• ·-· . 5,821,575 2,165,296 .••• •• ... . • • ... • .. ••• • • • • • . • .. .. . • . . 47, 508 
Pickled fl1h. 
Mackerel •...••.•..••...••.•. ··-···············--············ ··-· 
Herring: 
142,500 · 95,000 475 barrels ................... .. . 2,731 
Ordinary ...... - •... - ..•••••.•. -••.•• -•.••••..•••• -•.•••••••.••. , __ -_55_0,_7_50-+--4-4_0,_0_00_1 2, 203 barrels .••••..•.... .....•... . 
Total · •·•·• ·•·•··•••··· .. ·····--··· ........ 693,250 
6,609 
535, 600 2, 678 barrels ...................... J 9,340 
Lobatm·,. ==,==== 
Fresh ............................. -...... . -... ····-- .......... ··- ... . 
Olams. 
For food ......... . ................................... - ............ . 
MiscellaneOUB. 
108,600 ............ ·-············ .... ···-·····-··--···· '-~·982 
37• OOO · • · • · • • • • • •• 3 700 bushels i---
, ·······-···· ·••••••••· 1,295 
Fish-oil ...... . ........ ..... .. . 
Sounds .......................... _.. • · · · · · .. • .. · • • · • • • · · • • • • · · • · · · · · .. · · ·.. · · • · · · · · · · . 9, 666 gallons .................... .. 
Marine products used for fertilizers . .. • • • • • . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . 8, 895 .•.•...•••••••••..•••••••••••. 
3,866 
8,006 
] , 200 
Total ..................... · ...................•................................................ :::·····················! 
13,072 
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STATISTICAL REOAPITULA'.1.'ION FOR 1880.-The following statement how in d tail the con-
dition of the fisheries of the York district: 
Sum.inm-y statement of persons emvloyed and ca1>itaZ invBBted. 
Persons employed. Number. Cl\pital inv sted. 
Number of vessel.fishermen.............................. 15 Capital in vessels and boats .•.... ···· ··-·· -····· .. ····•·· 
Number of boat.fishermen·.·-· .. -·····.................... 290 Capita.linnets and traps ......••• ..••...•.•.••..... .••. .. 
Numb;.,~: ~~-~:~:k~~:~'.~~·: -~.::::: ::: : ::: : ::::::: ~ Oth&T:::• ~-• -~IT~~~--~~ ~p'.~. :: :::::::::: ::: ::::::: 
a Other fixed and circulating capital.-Cash capital, $1,500; wharves, shorehouses, a.nil fl.xtnres, $1,500; total, $3,000. 
Detaiwd statement of capital invested in vessels, boats, nets, and traps. 
Value of 
Vessels and boats. No. Tonnage. Value. gear, exclu· Value of Total Nots and traps. No. s1veofboats outfit. value. 
and nets. 
Vessels. Nct,s. 
In food.fish fisheries: Gill.nets: 
Active ......•...••• _. 3 45. 73 $2,550 $858 $1,185 $4,593 In vessel fisheries ... 6 
Total······-······· 3 45. 73 2,550 858 1,185 4,593 In boat fisheries ...•. 225 
Haul.saincs: 










In vessel fisheries .•••••• 11 200 200 ------.............. ·--··--····· .......... Tot.al .•.••......•. . · 2M 
In shore fisheries .••..... 193 .............. 5,000 2,900 1,000 8,000 :J.lraps . ---
1,000 3,100 Weirs .••..••....••.••... a Totaf ••••.••.•••••• 204, ............ 5,200 2, !lOO 
Fykes ................... 50 
Lobster.pots ..••.•••...•. 1,105 ---
Total .•••••........ 1,158 
Det11,il,ed statement of the quantities and values of the product. 
Products specified. 
















For food ...... • :. • • • • • • . . . • . • • • • • . • • • • . . . . . . • . . . • . . • • • • . • • • • • . . . • • . 1, 595, ooo 
For bait . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . .. . ..• •• . .•• •• ••••••.• •. . . • . .••..••..••..... 828, ooo . .. . .. ... • . . 4,140 b. rr ls ......•........•..•.. 
20 000 . .. • • . . . . • . . 100 b:mels .................... . 




2 «3 000 ...... ..••.. 4,240 barrel.8.. ... . . .•.••...•. .•• . 24,422 
Total .••.•••..•••••.....•••••.••••. ·••• •• ·••••• •••••• · • •· · · · ·,=~' ;;;;;'~::j ====~=============j:=== 
Dryfeh. 
Cod........................ . . • • . . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . . . • . • • . 975, 000 336, 000 
H:,ke .••••..•••••......• _............ •• • . . • . • • . . . •• • • . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . 837, 000 347, 200 
Haddock........................................................... 567, 000 201, 600 
Pollock............................................................ 804,500 117,600 






2 787 500 l, 047, 200 .•......•••••..••••..••.....••••..•. 
Total .••.•••..••...•••• ·····• ································,=,,;;·~·~~=~~==l============j===== 
Piclded ji,h. 
22,400 
Mackerel .•••.•.•••••.••..•••• • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · • • · • • • · • • • · ,2, 000 28,000 
140 barrols . •••••..••... •••..••. 805 
Herring: !J3, 750 75, 000 375 borr ls . .... ............... . 
Ordinary ..••.•••••••.• : .•...••.•••••••••••••.••••.••.•••..•. ·1---1-35-,-750-l--l-0-3,~000-:--:-l---:51::5~b:-a-rr· -e-;-Ia-.-.. -.•........... ..• •. 
Total ······················································ ··,==;;;;;,;~-==~==r-============1===== 
Lobster,. 3, 630 
l, 125 
l, 930 
Fresh ......... · .... -.. -. -... -. --· - · · · ·· · · · · · ·· · · ···· · · ····· · · · · · · · · ·1==~99;• ;00;;;0=1=· ·=·:-:· =·=· ·=·=· ·=·i=·=· ·=·=· ·=·=· ·=·=· ·=·=··=·=· ·=·=· ·=·=··=·=··==·==j==== 
Olam,. 373, 750 . •• • • • . . • . . . 37, 875 bushola . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 13, 0 1 
For food................................................ . ......... 119,980 ··••·· .••••. 11,098 bu b ls = 857 barrels .. .... . 4,285 







.. ············ ................................... . 
Total ...•......•• ······ ······································,==,;;;~~====l============j:==== 
Miscellaneous. 
:;::;;;~ ............ ······ ··:::: :::::: :::::: :::: :: :::::: :::::::: ..... --- .. . ... . ... . ... '.·.~- ::'.:~· ::~: :: ::: :: ::::: :: ::::: :: 
Marine products used for fertilizers .. · • • • • · • • · • • • • • • • • · • · • • • · · · • · · · • · · • · · · · · · · • · · · 
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47 .. SCARBOROUGH BEACH, PINE POINT, .A.ND SACO B Y. 
SC.A.RBOROUGH BE.A.CH.-The settlement at Scarborough Beach is situat d 6 mile outh of 
Portland and 3 miles from the village of Scarborough. The only branch of the fi heri to which 
the inhabitants give any attention is clam-digging; in this they are almo t a larg ly intere ted as 
the residents of the adjoining settlement of Pine Point. .A.bout twenty men from the ach • re at 
work on the clam-fla,ts the year round, and from September to April the numb r i 
forty . . Formerly a large part of the clams dug by the people of this settl ment, ft r 
and salted, were sold for bait to the fishermen at various places along th c a t. 
barrels were frequently disposed of in this way during a single season; but owin°· to th 
ment of a cannery, the quantity salted for bait in 1880 did not exceed 1,000 barr 1 , th bulk of 
those taken bein-g used for canning purposes. Many are shipped in h 11 during the ar to 
the Boston and Portland markets, while a few are sold to peddlers from the m, 11 rt 11 of the 
i1;1terior. The total catch for 1879 was about 30,400 bushels. 
PINE PoINT.-.A.t the eastern end of Old Orchard Beach, 8 mile e t of rtland, i the 
railroad station of Pine Point.· The place is by many supposed to have been nam d from Mr. 
Charles Pine, one of the early settlers, while others contend that the name wa ugge ted by the 
abundance of pine trees in the locality. The ocean shore in this neighborhood i neither more nor 
less than a low sandy plain a mile and a half in width, extending inland to the ba e of a series of 
elevated ridges known in colonial times as Blue Point Hills. From these heights the pire of 
Portland are distinctly visible, and during the war of 1812 a signal station wa e tabli bed here to 
give notice at Portland in case any strange vessels should be seen in the offing. 
Although clams are abundant everywhere in this vicinity, they are taken in greate t numbers 
on the flats bordering the es~uaries of the Dunstan, Spirwink, Libby, and None uch Rivers. 
The clam-beds on t.he Dunstan are a quarter of a mile wide, lining both sides of the stream for 2 
miles from its mouth; on the Spirwink they extend one and a half miles, and are only one-eighth 
of a mile wide; on the Libby they are a mile in length, and one-fourth of a mile across; while the 
Nonesuch has a belt of the same width, along either bank, 3 miles long. It will thus be seen that 
their total area is equal to that of a strip 7½ miles long by a quarter to half a mile broad. These 
clam-flats are among the most important along this portion of the coast, and it is here that the well-
knmyn "Scarboro' clams", which have the reputation of being the best on the New England coast, 
are obtained. They have an excellent flavor, and are more attractive in appearance than those 
found in many places, the shelJs, as well as their contents, looking very white and clean. Some 
claim that there is .danger that such immense numbers of clams will be dug that the species will 
ultimately become extinct in this region, where they are now so plenty. To guard against such a 
contingency, the following State law, which is almost wholly neglected elsewhere, is strictly enforced 
in the town of Scarborough. 
"No person shall take or destroy any shell-fish, or obstruct their growth i.r;i their beds, unless 
the municipal officers of the town grant him a permit in writing, for an agreed sum for the use of 
the town, under a penalty of not less than twenty nor more than fl ve hundred dollars." . 
In this town licenses are granted for the year, beginning with .Aprirl, to any of the resident 
fishermen, on the payment of a fee of 25 cents; no one living outsi(le of the limits of the town being 
allowed to engage in the fishery. 
A cannery was established here in 1869 by JUessrs. Burnham & Morrill of Portland since 
which time a con_siuer~ble quantity of clams ba,e been packed annually. ;he work bedins in 
October and contmues till the end of the vear F~om 60 to 80 1 , 11...,h 1 f I d d ·1 J • .1 u "' es o cams are use ai y, 
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and an average of twenty-three persons, the greater part of whom ar hildr n, ar mpl 
the work of gathering theID:, Besides those used by the caun ri , 1 rg numb r f cl. m • r 
sold during the summer to the numerous seaside hotel , ancl many are hi Ip d at all a u , f 
the year to the Boston and Portland markets; some are al o can}ed to the interior by p cldl r . 
Fifty men are employed on the various sand-flats of the town. The averag , nnu I pr duction 
is about 36,000 bushels of clams in shell, valued at upwards of 12,000. n bu hel in the b 11 
will yield a gallon and a half when shucked; but, owing to the extra labor required in h Hing 
them, a gallon of meats is considered equal in value to a bushel in the hell. Tbe u ual pri 
about 35 cents per bushel. 
Mr. Reuben Snow, who has given us valuable information re pecting the clamming int ,.r) t , 
informs us that there are fourteen men, owning ten dories and two small ail-boat , ng( ged.in the 
shore fisheries between Wood Island and Cape Elizabeth for six: months o~ the year. Th catch 
consists for the most part of ground fish, mackerel, herring, anu. lob ter . In the fall and wiut r 
fishing is discontinued, and the men turn their attention to clamming. 
SACO BAY.-Saco Bay lies 15 miles south of Portlaud, in latitude 43°, longitude 100. It 
extends from Prout's Neck on the north to Fletcher's Neck on the ontb, a cli tanc of o mil . 
On the point of the last-named peninsula is Bid<leforcl Pool, a place of some int re t hi torically, 
which, though extensively engaged in the fisheries, i more generally known for it attraction a 
a summer resort. 
The towns of Biddeford, Saco, and Scarborough border on the b. y, but tbe larg 
first two, each named after the town in which it is located, are mile inland, n oppo it l>, nk 
the Saco River. From the mouth of this stream, which nters tll bay at Bidd for l >o 1, t th, t f 
the Dunstan River, 6 miles to the east, the shore is one continuou an<.l bank. Th n rth rn part 
of this stretch of sand lying within the town of Scar orough i kn wu a· iu int, au l th 
central portion is called Old Orchard. 
There are several islands in tbe bay, the large t of which i W cl ·lau<l, th• gr at r '•' r for 
the shore herring fleet during the months of S ptemb rand Octo er. t U s ju t ff tlt 
to Saco River, forming a natural breakwater for tlle pr t tion f id l ford o 1. 
ern end of the island, which is about 800 yards Jong, i th Wood IHI ncl Ligh_t-h n , whi ·h bdug 
provided with a red flash-light and a fog-bell, i · of con id •ra lo im > rtau' t th' 1 h 1111 •11. 
About 250 yar<ls west of Wood Island is Negro Island, and O yard,• fnr h r 11 i t 11 i Jami ·1 0 
yards long, known as Stage Island, on the north a tern nd 
the daylight guide to the harbor of the Pool. At the mouth 
water which extends about 1,100 yards from tho hor . Tli 
tween the monument and this breakwater, aud a con 't, ntly h n°'in 
tion, without the aid of a pilot, both difficult and dan ron · 
This bay has been the home of fishermen in e the earli t anl · 
two hundred and fifty years ago, and to this clay the 1 cality i n or ll rring 
ground fish, lobsters, and clams; while the riv r w, ·almon tu l. 
other fresh-water species. 
48. l\1R. WILCOX'S ACOOU T F 
BIDDEFORD PooL.-Bidd ford r ol, a ·ettl m nt of 
about 15 miles outll f Portland, at tlic 
which the village ha,· dc1-h- li t, umn i. :t w •11-:hc•lt •r <l haY n a 
a narrow pa: ·a ITC wi 11 a lar · r and more ·XIH: 11 ont ·r hnrb 1. 
7GRF 
l' 
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tide, and even at .high water only small and medium- ·ized v u ·u 11y mployed 
in :fishing and coasting, can enter. 
The first recorded residence of Europeans on thi p rti n of th 
1616. During that year an expedition, consi ting of thirt -two m n, u d r th r hir of Ca1 t. 
Richard Vines, was sent over from England by ir F rdinand for th I ur1 of pro . 
pecting the territory granted to the Plymouth Comp< n b 
~ompany arrived in September and pent the winter at i 11 t r l 
Winter Harbor, a name that is still r tained by th u r h< rbor. 
~bites in Massachusetts, and the near t Engli h i ·h r r at 
-0f the time during the next seven year Capt in < u 1 th r 
~olonists to this coast, and numerou s ttlem nt w r m d b £ r t 
The first settlers, we are told, d rived their rin i , 1 up rt fr m th l 
them not only with foo<l, but with a ready arti l of b, rt r. lu 1 
upon the fisheries that between the y ar 1661 nd 1 6h h 
Tesident minister, Rev. Seth Fl tch r, wa p, id in a-pr 
;fishing bas continued to be the mo t important intln tr f th 1 I 
time the pulpit is filled by a fi herman from Cape Porpoi . 
The small vessels owned at Bidd ford Pool are engaged prin ip lly iu 
along the coast between . Boon Island and Cape Elizab th. The at b i 
and trawls, and consists principally of cod, hake, haddock, and pollo k. 
pre ent 
A portion of the fleet is engaged in the lobster fisheries during part of th ar. O r 1,200 
lobster-pots are fished among he islan<ls in Saco Bay and along th outer hor . El ven men 
l(mgage in the business for ten mouths in the year, and ten more, who ar empl ed in the capture 
of ground fish during the summer, go lobstering for five months. 
As the water grows cold in the fall, the lobsters gradually work into d I r water, and pots 
:are set as far as seven miles southeast of Wood Island at a depth of from 30 to 50 fathoms, where 
individuals of large size are frequently taken. Lobsters have decreased both in number and size 
of late years. In 1876, sixty-five would fill a barrel, but now (1880) ninety are required. The total 
catch of lobsters in t!ie town during 1879 reached 238,000 in number. 
Those engaged in the lobster fisheries report considerable quantities of large shrimp in the 
.deeper waters of the vicinit,y. Thus far no one has engaged in their capture to any extent, and, 
none having been sent to market, the fishermen hav~ very little idea of their value. If the species 
i8 abundant as represented, there is every reason to believe that a fishery will soon be developed, 
~ml that it will M fognd to yield large returns to those who engage in it. 
The bottom of the pool is covered with well-stocked clam beds, which are exposed at low tide, 
when, with the exception of one Yarrow channel, it is left entirely dry. These flats are "worked" 
by teu men for eight monthB in the year, and produce annually 2,600 bushels of clams, which are 
usually sold to the large hotels of the town or carried by peddlers to the villages of the interior. 
The State allows any and all fishermen to dig clams for bait whenever they desire, but by law· 
of the town none but its own citizens are permitted to take them for sale. This law, however, is 
not very strictly enforced. A cannery 'Yas built here in 1868, and, with the exception of the 
seasons of 1872 and 1873, from 4,000 to 7,000 bushels of clams were packed annually up to 1876, 
when the business was discontinued. The working season lasted during October and November 
of each yea~. The supply of clams was purchased from the local fishermen at prices varying from 
30 to 50 cents a bushel. 
For many years large schools of spawning herring have annually made their appearance in the 
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going as far a tbe cntrauce to B t n 
by two men each. The -vessels use froni ix to twenty n t a conliu to th ir iz , an , Y r rr 
being from ten to tweh"e. The largest ·rn el carry six or e en <lori and from tw J\~ to 
:fifteeu men. The nets used are forty yards long, twenty-one £ et d ep, and have am b var~ ing 
from two aml a half to three inches. They are set in the afternoon and "rnn" or "pick d" th 
next morning. The fish usually "mesh" in the night, but in cxcepti nal in tanc tbey haY b n 
known to do so in the daytime. In this case the nets a-r~ visited twice a day. Tlrn a,~ rn (T cat h 
is 10 barrels to the net, although as high as 50 barrels are sometimes taken. 
The herring are generally marketed at Portland, where they are packed '' round" (i.e., a th y 
come from the water) in barrels filled with a salt-water pickle. The great r part are <lis trilmt d 
through the Southern and Western States. The total quantity taken by the fleet in 1870 wa 
15,000 barrels, while in 1880 it was diminishe<l to 7,500. The average anuual catch i between 
10,000 and 12,000 barrels. 
A life-saving station was established near Biddeford Pool in 1874, the captain and crew of 
which are selected from the fishermen of the region. Captain Goldthwaite, who i in charge of the 
station, has shown us many courtesies and given us much valuable information about th :fi beri 
of the place. From him and others we learn that the fleet of the town number ten ves el , v, lued 
at $5,750 and carrying thirty-seven men. There are, in addition, forty - ight men, with thirty 
boats, engaged in the capture of fish, lobster , and clams during a greater part of the yoar. The 
value of the sea-products taken by these partie dnriug th average sea on i, about 22,000. 
49. MR. WILOOX'S ACCOUNT OF THE FISIIERIES OF KEN EBU 
BUNKPORT. 
A ENE-
KENNEBUNK AND KEN'NEBUNKP0RT.-About 25 mil outh of ortland ar th to ll f 
Kennebunk and Kennebunkport. They are eparated from e ch other by a riv r, at them nth f 
which is a small harbor that affords shelter for the boat and ve 1 own d in th vi iuity. Two 
villages, known as Kennebunk and Kennebunkport, r r, ctively, ttr , with tb pti n f ap 
Porpoise, the only settlements of importance. 
'Ih{} people of these villages have given little attention to the fl h ri , th ir tim b iu lar ly 
employed in ship-building, which for many years ha b en their prin ipal l n in , and tb 
won an enviable reputation for the superior quality of tb ir work, p ·ially in th v 1 of 1 rg 
size. Though the busine s ha , for ome y ar pa t, b en le xt n i-v than -f rm rl • ship-yards constructed, between the year 1 73 , ncl y-f u v 
25,863.20 ton . Thirty-eight of the e, ggr gating 
steamers), were for the fi herie . A numl> r of oth r fi 
been built here. 
The few boat-ft hormen of the e town ft 11 fr m I ril t v m 
in Wells Bay, u iog band-Jin and tr wl ~ r gr m l fl h, ~ n 1 
About one-third of the ground- h tak n ·tr 1; th r t r m 
ud 
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proportion of cusk and pollock being rather m3ll. Mo ·t of th at h i m rk 
The value of the fisll taken in 1879, including the mack r I and 11 rring, w 
Clams are found in considerable numbers on both id f th rfr r f r .. 
its mouth. About 500 bushels are dug during the ea on, 
fishermen, and others ilire distributed by peddlerc. through th 
caught near the mouth of the river, an<l. four bun lr d p t ar 
summer, the fishing being discontinued during th , int T. The at h iu 
eight thousand in number, valued at 2,2 0. 
CAPE PoRP0ISE.-Three miles a t of Kenn bunkp rt i th li U 
whieh belongs to the town of Kenu bunkport. The gr un 
rocky, and the soil is quite poor. The inhabitant b ino- thu cl l>arr cl r 
culture must turn their attention to other employment , and accordina- t :Ir. . 
l.tas furnished us with much valuable information, n arly all of the m n a b 
rtland. 
llalf from 
f r it by the 
prino- and 
unt d t tbirt -
rp i e, 
edingly 
fishing. The harbor, although difficult of entrance, i otherwise well adapt d ii r the 
and boats which are used in the :fisheries of the region. A dozen choon r , v r ing fr m 
tons each, are registered at the custom-house, and an equal number of smaller raf, m uring 
from 3 to 5 tons; with twenty-eight dories, are owned in the village. Including th v 1-fi h rmen, 
there are at the Cape one hundred and seventeen men and boy who d p n l bi fly on the 
fisheries for a livelihood. The fishing is confined largely to trawlino- for r un 
Bay and along the shore from Boon Island to Cape Elizabeth, only on 1 in a far as 
Banquereau for codfish. Herring are usually plenty, in September or O t b r, ju t out ide the 
harbor, where they are taken in considerable numbers.' The fi hermen al eno- g le rg ly in the 
herring .fisheries of Wood I,sland. Little attention i given to the capture of m .. k 1 1, though a 
few are taken with nets in the fall. About one-fifth of the ground-ft h tak n by th fl et are cod, 
the remainder being principally hake and haddock. 
During the winter months, when few fish are taken, some of the m n turn th ir attention to 
the capture of lobsters, while others resort to the harbor flats for clam . bout 2,000 bushels of 
the latter are d~g annually for bait and food. From 1,200 to 1,400 lobster-pots are fished within 
4 miles of the harbor at this season, the usual method being to set them on trawls containing 50 
or 60 each. In the spring, when the fishery is at its height, 2,000 pots are often used. An 
average catch for a season is, at present, about thirty-five thousand lobsters in number, though 
formerly it is said to have been much larger. 
50. MR. WILCOX'S DESCRIPTION OF THE FISHERIES BETWEEN WE~LS AND 
KITTERY. 
·wELLS.-Thirty-six miles southwe~t from Portland, in Wells Bay, are situated tlle ,fishing 
stations of Wells Beach, Perkins Cove, and Ogunquit Harbor, all included in the town of \Vells. 
The beach is 6 miles long, the eastern half being sandy while the western part is broken and 
rocky. The harbor being e~posed and shallow, few vessels are owned here, and most of the 
fishing, according to Mr. S. S. Perkins, to whom we are indebted for the facts giv-en below, is 
carried. on from sma11 sail-boats of from 13 to 20 foot keel. These are provided with mon.1ible 
masts; they carry from one to two men each. Twenty-five of the :fishermen lirn at \Vclls 
Beach, the most northerly of the stations mentioned, twenty others reside at Ogunquit, 011 the 
southwest, w'hile fifty-five belong to Perkins Cove, which is situnterl. rnid"a, between the other 
two. The total fleet of the town is seventy-five boats, manned by one hnnd~ed fishermen. 
/ 
MAINE: SA 0, 
Tlle :fishing is chiefly with band-Jin 
wllich are about 8 miles apart. 1:b ru n 
throughout the entire year, cod b ing tb priu ipal p 
and haddock in the spring. Mack rel, al o, ar a tur d iu tb ir a n m an 
and gill-nets; and herring and menhaden ar oft n tak u in con id rable num r t b u 
1 1 
bait in the other branches of tlle fi ber,y. 'lL • total atcll, in ·lolling tb Yari u <li l n l u u-
edible species, amounted in 1870 to 2,930,000 poul1(1 of round fi 11. Ab ut n -h If f th c t ·11, 
exclusive of herring and menhaden, is cured anq. old in Bo ton or Gloucester, and tbe r ma.ind r 
is purchased by peddlers and by the rnrious deal rs of the int rior town of Ma acbu tt au I 
New Hampshire. 
Lobsters have not been very plenty for e"\"eral years, but many are till caught, both with 
pots and with the olu-fasbioned hoop-net. The latter con i t of an iron ring, 2i £ tin diameter, 
covered with netting. When it is to be fished, the bait i fastened in the ~iddl , and the whole i 
lowered through. ·the water to the bottom, its position being marked by a wooden buoy, whi 11 
floats at the surface. About 250 of these simple traps and 75 of the common lath I ots ar u d. 
The catch amounts to about 7,000 lobsters annually. 
ClamfS are found in large numbers along the shore 11ear the mouths of the Ogunquit and 
vVebhannet RhTers. One hundred and twenty-five men are employed in digging them during nin 
months of the year, or from September to the.following June. One man will get about 4 bn b l 
in a day; but, on account of unfavorable tides anp. bad weather, the average number of working 
days to a month is only 16. It is estimated by Mr. Perkins, and others, tlJat 72,000 bu bcl w r 
dug during the season of 1879-'80. A large proportion of the clams are u ed as bait by tbe local 
:fishermen, and t1le remainder are sold to peddlers from the inland town . 
Prior to 1874 vessels for :fishing and coasting were built at WelJ , to om ext nt, but in 
that date the business in this line has been con:fine<l wholly to the con traction of the mall ail-
boats to be used in the shore :fisheries; duriug the sea on of 1 79 ixty-:fi e of thee wer mnd b · 
one firm. 
CAPE NEDDOCK.-The village of Cape Neddock, iocludin the Jittl ttl ment f Done Id, 
Cove, has twenty-one men engageu in the :fi heri 
their attention to the capture of cod, hake, and had<lock, with b ud-lin 
and other neighboring :fishing ground ; but from AprH t Jnly a numb r f' tll m ng g in tll 
lobster fisheries. The catch of lobsters, wbich amount t 21,0 iu numb r, i Id iu 
while the cod and other species are marketed at ort m uth and ap Ann. Tb r 
70, though two or thr in 
prior to that <late. 
preYion,.:ly reYok d), the t rrit ry lyin" h w 
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upon Sir Ferdinando, who thus became sole _proprietor of the town. It wa 
' influence at· court which secured its incorporation a a city, und ~t th n, m 
first of ~fay, 1611. On the 25th day of the March followin th i · n, uc 
Thomas Gorges, a relative of the proprietor, was chosen a the fir't ma or. 
some of the aldermen elected at the same time still live in th pla . In 
difficulties between the King and Parliament, the colonial p f 
probably Gorge 's 
f orcr ana, on the 
ity charter, 
n iant of 
transferred to the Massachusetts Bay Company, which abroo-at <.l th 
Gorgeana and changed the name of the town to that by which it i uow kn wn. 
l with quite a 
fleet engaged in trade with the West Indie an l oth r f; reign couutri , t th r wi h num rou 
. vessels employed in the fisheries. Its maritime importance i , bowe,· r, wh II , thin f th pa t, 
for other neighboring_ports barn long since absorbed it mm r , n l th fl h ri b Y gradually 
declined until at the present_ time one vessel of over ·20 t n bm l n, t th r with v r l large 
sail-boats and a few dories, comprise the entire ft bing fl t of th t wn. r h ar u d by the 
fishermen in the capture of cotl aud other ground-fl ll, wllich tll · t. k with tr, 1 , ucl line on 
Jeffries' Banks, off Boou Isl~ud, and along the bore. 
Clams are dug on both sides of the York River for a mile and a half fr m it m nth, and about 
2,375 bushels are taken annually, of which the greater part are old t p l<.ll nt to the 
interior; but of late years the species is said to have decreased in a uud" n . 
Lobsters are trapped among the rocky ledges near th_e harb r from pril t th middle of 
July. The catch has been small for a number of years, amounting in 1 7 t only 20,00 lob ters, 
and those taken have been of inferior size. The same is said to be tru for man oth r places 
along the coast of l\fajne, tile cause of it usually being given by tb re id ut , ver-fi bing. 
With the present State law, which forbids the canning of lob ·ter between th month of August 
and the following April of each year, rigidly enforced, a decided improYement may be expected. 
KITTEitY.-The old town of Kittery is situated directly opposite New a tl , N. H., on the 
north side of the Piscataqua River. At the present time it has forty-sernn men engaged in fishing 
and lobstering during the summer months, or from March to November. Two large weir are located 
on the outer beach, and a third one in tbe month of the river. During the season of 1879 there 
were taken from these weirs 180 barrels of mackerel, 325 barrels of herring, 100 barrels of alewives, 
and ~,740 barrels of menhaden, the whole having a value of over $3,000. Other species, including 
tautog, scup, and salmon, were taken, but in such limited quantities that they may be wholly 
neglected. Salmon were formerly quite abundant in the river, but they gradually disappeared 
until, for fifteen years prior to 18.78, none wero seen. Since that time a few haYe been secured. 
The catch of salmon in 1880, for the three weirs mentioned, amounted to nineteen good-sized fl.sh, 
taken during the months of 'A.pril and May. 
Two small schooners and twenty-three boats are owned by the fishermen, who engage to a 
considerable extent in fishing for different species along tbe shore. The catch in 1879, exclusive 
of thos~ taken in the weirs, amounted to 525,000 pounds of fish, valued at $5,250, and 18,000 lob· 
sters, worth $900. 
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THE FISHERIES OF NEW HAMP HIRE. 
A.-REVIEW OF NEW HAMPSHIRE AND ITS FISHERIE . 
51. GENERAL DESCRIPTION WITH STA'rISTICS. 
THE CO.AST LINE .AND '.l'HE FISHERIES.-New Hampshire ha an area of about 0,401 quar 
miles, yet its only coast line is a short stretch of 18 miles wedged in between Maine and Ma acbu-
setts. In this limited space, there are som·e small coves for fishing ves el , but the only harbor for 
ships or the larger class of fishing vessels is that of Portsmouth, near the entrance of i cataqua 
River. The ocean shore is mostly a sandy beach backed by salt marshes, and near the mouth of th 
river are some_ clam flats. A few miles off the coast in Ipswich Bay are the well-known I 1 of 
Shoals which in years gone by were quite important as a fishing station, but now given over to 
summer hotels. 
The entire coast ~nd islands are inclucled in one customs district, with Port mouth a th port 
of entry. This is the principal city in the State, both in population and in commercial importanc . 
The other places where fisheries are carried on are Exeter, New Market, New Ca t] , ncl tu 1 
of Shoals.· 
The inhabitabts of the coast towns of New Hampshire have for very many year giv n att n-
tiou to the .fisheries as a means of support and profit. As early as 1623, "The ompany f La ouia,' 
organized by merchants from the west of Englancl, obtained patent for a 1arg tr ct f untr , 
iucluding portions of Maine, New Hampshire, and Mas achusett . Thi company e t b1i h <l ft b-
ing stations in New Hampshire, on the Piscataqua River" ar Dover, and at di rn ' 
Portsmouth a considerable fo·reign trade was carried on about a 1.mndr u Y r a , n<l th b. nk 
fisheries for cod claimed much attention. 
According to Belknap*, the fishery at Piscataqua and it neio-hborh u, for tll y . r 7 1, n t 
including the fisheries at the Isles of Shoals, employed in the cod and c l fl. lJ. .fi h ry 27 · h on r 
and 20 boats, measuring 630 tons, and 250 seamen. The produ t of th mp bir fi 11 ri 
for the year 1791, including the fisheries of the Isles of hoal , w r 5, 7 uintal m r ·b u , l 
fi_sh, 14,217 quinta1s Jamaica fish, and 6,463 q uintal cal fl ,11; m king tho t tal, ... 5, ~ nin , 1 . 
The success of the fisllery that season was uucommon1y go d. f b t tal 11 unl r 
of seamen belonging to New Hampshire in tb am y ar t, t tb 
trade: 50 in coasting trade, and 250 in the fi hrri . f lJ 
employed in the fishery, were in the winter engagecl iu tb 
'Ihe ·uumber of ent:&ies of ve sel at Pi cataqua in th a ·tit1 ., tr· <1 • n l 
the year c~tled October 1, 1791, was 50, and tll tonnag wa 1 1 
TtlIE. FISHElims FROM 1867 TO 1 79.-From th r rtl f 11 
tlrn fishing fleet of the Portsmouth di trict ha at tiln 
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There is no r~cord of the value of the products prior to 1867. Tlle returns f~om 1867 to 1879, as 
given by the collector of the port to the Bureau of Statistics, show the quantity and value of the 
different' kinds of fish handled by Portsmouth dealers, arnl include fi. h brought from the small 
fishing stations of Kittery and New Castle at the mouth of the llarbor. 
Codfl.sh,cured. Mackerel, cured. 





Other Fr h ft h not Oil , oth r products All other I 
Oyster . shell· sh lJ.fi b. tbnn whale. of the 




Years. . . . i;:. all prod. i i, ~ ~ ~ g ~ . I nets. 
-+-> ' :P O ..,_. 0 ~ Qi ~ ~ o ~ C C ~ ~ 
! I i ~ ! ~ ! ~ i ~ i i ~ i ~ _1_' __ 
-- Cwt. Dolls. Cwt. Dolls. Cwt. Dolls, I Cwt. Dolls. B ush. Dolls. Dolls. -;:;:- Dolls. Gall. Doll.8. Doll8. Dolls. 
1867..... 2, 236 11,706 20 160 2,474 6, 536 12,067 34,010 5, 500 3,300 9501 630, 06 13, 75 5,016 3,316 . . . . . . . . . 73,853 
1868 ..... 2,505112,537 164 1,423 60 210 15,988 60,023 3,500 5,100 2,000 l,153,1471 26,231 9,441 7,1261 ......... 114,650 
1869 ..... 11,415 72,497 4,640 33,411 3,300 7,750 7,512 22,410 14,200 8,520 1,800 l ,406,701 1 35,710 11,670 9,6 ......... . 191, 775 
1870.... . 12, 1251 70, 900 8,830 52,400 4,140 9, 910 4, 245 10,660 13, 500 8,425 2, 95011, 733, 9221 43, 97 12, GO ' 0 . • . . . . . . . . 20 I 03l 
1871.. ••. 7,450 31,950 7,130 35,200 1,978 3,956 7,900 20,637 11,500 6,900 3,200 1,437, 851 33,244 0, 204 8,006 ·••••• • · • · 143, OP3 
1872 .... , 8, 100 50
1 
250 3, 600 16, 500 , , • • • ... •. •... 61 550 201 400 12, 400 7, 680 1, 400 1, 602, 0001 4 I 3 15, 733 14, 153 • • • • • • '• •" 150, 266 
1873... .. 14,356 65,600 403,850 67,500 130 575 6,770 18,810 5,700 3,400 2, 05012, 329, 5251 6 . 755 12, 00 0, 492 ], l751 238, 357 
1874..... 12, 4801159, 881 20,170 104,360 380 172 10,145 26, 6571······ .. ....• . .•••••. 2,001,775 64, 7621 1, 120 6501 1, 5601 358, 042 
1875 ,. •. 12,664 59,072 6,024 491 120 933 2,538 5,240 14-, 500, •••• • • • ••• • • • 1, 700 1, 8, 6 56,531 12, 6 I 103 ], 8!),3 103,459 
1876. ..• . 15, 710 55,115 15, 29v 60,024 1,235 3,040 6,136 16,805 ..•..• . . . .. . . . 900I 2, 3 9,067 4 , 224! 6,540 3, 0 
1 
2,017 l!JO, !l O 
1877..... 8,425 38,366 3,450 14,575 . •• • . . . • . . . . . . 2,602 4, 723 • . . • . . . . . • . • . . 9, 1351 3,423, 75 59, 4 5 3, 906 5, 100 135,470 . 
1878. •••• 25,049 79,256 71 900 17,700 1,056 11 656 41 892 91 856 6,600 2, 1170 801 3, 7 5, 8]51 44, 1671 I 90() 2, 72.3 7701 150, 1 0 
1879.. .•. 16,891 58,093 13,100 31,475 1,100 1,400 5, 030
1
10, 57a ..•••....••... 16, 055
1 
3, 592, 53l l 44, 204
1 





THE OYSTER INDUSTRY.-Mr. Ernest Ingersoll reports as foll w on erning tile oyster 
industry of this district: 
''A few miles up from the mouth of tho river Piscataqua, and the harbor or the city of Ports-
mouth, N. B., an extensive bay reaches southward from the river into the lowland . It i divided 
into two portions: first, Little Bay, nearest the river, and second, Great Bay, with which tlie 
former is connected by Furber's Straits, where Durham Rh-er comes in. A porti~n of Great Bay, 
on the eastern_ side, is also known as Greenland ~ay; and two rivers flow into it (tlie Exeter and 
Lamprey), besides a multitude of trout-brooks. This interior basin is perhap 10 mile long and 
5 to 7 wide, but the shores are very irregular. It is so shallow that a large portion of the shores 
are left as dry fiats at every low tide, yet there are channels deep enough to allow large vessels to 
go up to New Market and Exeter, when the water is favorable. This spot was renowned among 
the Indians for the oysters living there, and considerable shell-heaps attest the constant use made 
of the bivalves. Whatever might have been its resources a century or half a century ago, it is 
certain that within more recent times the locality was forgotten, of' at leas~ made no account of, as 
oyster-ground, by the large population that· inhabited the shores. It was therefore looked upon 
almost as an original discovery when, in 1874, the explorations of the Coast Survey, which was 
sounding and mapping out the channels, showed that t,here were oyster-beds still flourishing at 
many points from one end of the bay to the other; that is, in Great Bay, for none, to my knowl· 
edge, have ever been found in the outer Little Bay. There were no tools proper for the gathering 
of oysters in the neighborhood, and very little was done at first to make the knowledge gained 
available. There lived in New ~farket, however, an old Cllesapeake oysterman by the name of 
Albert Tibbetts, who sent to Providence for oyster.tongs, procured boats, and began raking in 
earnest. Others imitated his example, and the following year witnessed great actiYity. For 
several months, I was told, there were probably a dozen boats, with two or three men iu each boat, 
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raking every day, tbe a-,erage take b iug about fiv 
wholesale destruction would speediJy xterminate th m w r I c 
forbi<ldin_g the use of the dredge ull<ler all circum tan , makin th m nth 
.August 'close time,' and forbidding fl billg through th at an tim . 
the greatest help of all, for the ice·rakers would not tbr w ba k tll debri 
beneficent restrictions came too late, and the bu ine 
only two or three boats keep up a desultory search for pr fit, bl 
lin 
to over.raking of the beds, and feel disposed to pray for a 1, w fi rbi<l lin any r king wha Y r 
during se"eral years, in order to give the oysters a chance t re np rat th _ir <lepl d r, nk . 
The beds, as I have said, are all in Great Bay. They occupy th chano 1 at variou p int , and ar 
each of considerable extent. There are perhaps a dozen w 11-known 1 aliti r Ju t r f <1 • 
These are mainly situated in Greenland Bay, near Nannie' I land, alonlY tll tmth n 
up Exeter Rivf\r to some distance beyond the bridge of the on ord Railr , d, in th Littl 
near by, and up Lamprey and Durham Rivers. The chi f raking n w i d n fl' :ranni 
The average of the water on the beds is hardly moro than 10 £ t d p, and it i pr tty fr 
tide.way, as a rule, is s~rong, and the bottom tougll, cl y y mud. Th y t r 
heard of specimenR 15 inches long, and those of O and 10 are common. n man t ld m 
single specimen procured in 1877 which weighed 3 pound 1 oun e in tb hell, tu fl by p, rt al n 
weighing 1 pound 1 ounce. These Jarge ones, however, all bav the app arance of tr m g , 
and -are heavy, rough, sponge.eaten, and generally dead, though th lig, m ot till h ld . th tw 
·rnlves of the shell together. In taste, this oyster i flat and rath r in ipi<l, hich i I. id t tb 
great freshness of the water. It takes a large quantity of th mt ' p n', gall n of 1i l m ct, 
bushel not yielding more than two to two and a half quart . a on qu n , tb r ba n t 
a very great demaud for them, though all that can beg t n w r r adily li p 1 f. 
the price was $1 a bus~el in New Market, where tb y w re chi fly b ugbt; nt in 1 70 
the price. No culture of these or of imported oy ter ha n tri db r , n l tll 
against success." 
In New Hampshire there are three whole ale oy t r cl al r ; and th bu in f th 
together with the oyster business in other part of the tat , i umm d up b Ir. In 
follows: 
Number of wholesale dealers ...............•...... · · ·· ·•·· · ···· · ···· · · · · · ...........•.. 
Number of men .fishing in summer for natives .. - .... · ... ·. - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · - - · · · ......... . 
Number of ;easels and sail-boats engagecl. .. -.... - -··. · · ·. · · · · · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · ... - . · .... . 
Value of same ..•........•..• -...... -. · · · -• · • · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Number of restaurant servants ............ ···•················•··· ··········•·········· 
.Annual earnings of same .......... -.... · - · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · 
Total number of persons support d ...... ······ · · ··· ·· ·•·· ······ ······ ·· · ··· ···· ·•••·· · 
Annual sales of-
!. Na,tive oystf'rs ..........•. ··•••• ······ ···•·· ······ •····· ······ ··•·•· · 11 b 1 · · 
Value of same ................ · · • - · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · • · · 
II. Chesapeake "plants" ...... ·························•················ 0 b 1 ·· 
Value of same ........................ •••············•••····•··· ·············· 
F t k 
........ ................ 1 n b I .. 
III. ancy soc .. , ...•• ······ ···· ···· ·•••·· ·•·•• 
Value of same .....•.......... · · · · · · · · · ·· · ··· · ··· · ·•·· · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
IV. Value of ~orfolk "op ned to k 11 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Total value of o~ ter sold a.nnnnlly · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··· · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • 
3 
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PRESENT EXTEN'l' OF THE FISHERIES.-The various :fisheries engaged in by th New Hamp hire 
:fishing :fleet of twenty.three vessels are for the capture of cod and other ground :fi h n the Grand and 
Western Banks and the New Eugland coast, and the mackerel :fi hery in the Gulf of Main . Tlle e 
vessels with their gear and outfit, including boats a1:u nets, a;re vahJed at about 107,000. In the 
shore :fisheries for alewives, herring, cod, and other species, and lob ters and clam , there are 
employed one hundred and seventeen boats, valued, with their net', trap , and oth r gear, at 12,GOO. 
The capital in wharves, buildings, and other shore property, and the active ca h capital, amount 
to $89,800, making the total capital invested in the :fisheries of the State 209,465. The total 
number of persons employed is four hundred and fourteen and the value of th product in fir t 
hands is $176,684. 
STATISTICS OF THE FISHERIES OF NEW HAMPSHIRE FOR 1 0.-Th following tat ment 
show in detail the extent of the fisheries in this State: 
Smnniary statement of po·sons employed and ca1Jilal invested. 
Persons employed. Number. Capital inv t d. Amount. 
Number of vessel.fishermen.............................. 207 Capital in ves els and boat . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . • . . . $106, 895 
Number of boat.fishermen................................ 169 Capital in nets and tmpR .....................•••••...... N b f 12,770 
um er o · curers,•packers, :fitters, and factory.hands ... . ____ 3_8 Capital in wharves, buildinrrs, fh.-tur , &c.. ......... .. . 89,800 
Total ...•.. ······.......••.......................... 414 Total ...................... . ...................... . 1--20-9,-4-65 
Detailed statement of capital investecl in vessels, boats, nets, a11cl t,~aps. 










In food.fish fishery .• • • •• . . • . . 23 1, 019. 05 $51, 500 $43, 005 $94, 505 
Boats. ====1-====-==j====l==~~=f=~~~, II 
In vessel :fisheries . . . . . . . . . . . . 117 . . • • . . . . • • • . 4 590 
Nets and trap . 
GiJl.nefa: Nets. 
In vessel :fisheries . ...• •. 
In boat :fisheries .••..•.. 








7,700 I I ••••••••••••• 
n shore :fisheries............. 94 \~···.. ••• ••• 31 190 4, 610 
Total .••..•.• ,.......... 211 ...••. •••••. 7,780 4,610 I 
4,590 
7,800 Total. .•..•...... ... .. . --™I~ 
'Traps. 12,390 
,veirs ...... ... .....••. .•••• _ 10 I 
Lobster.pots • •• • • • . . . . . . . . . . 1, 800 
l, 500 
l, 800 
. I 'l.'otal. ......••••..•.••• 1. 810 I- 3, 300 
Detailed statement of the quantities and values of the products. 
Products specified. Pounds, Pounds, 
fresh. prepared. Bulk. 
Grancl total 
10,400,294 -·-·· .............. . . ........... .. .......................... . 
Freshjiah. 
For food 
For baiti~d fertilizers ...... :::~: ...• ::::~· •••••• · ·· · ·· ••·• •• · · · · 4,395,134 .....•.......... : . .......... _ ... . 
Total........................ ·•••···•·····•······ 2oo,ooo ············ 1,000 barrels ...... :·::::::::::::: 





63, 950 Oi,red fi,Bh. • •••••••.. • • • · - ' 
5
' 
134 :::_ · · · · ~~ J:..:.:.:. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · -· · · · · ... ... . 
~;:k::~~~: · · · · · · · · · · · · · -· · · · · · · · ··· · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · ·..... .. . . . . . . . 2, 794, 210 1. 066, 700 I ====~l=----=-c 
.... . • . . . • • • · • • • • 2, 5i3, 350 l ..,
4 
I ............ . ····· · · · · · · · · · · · · 33, 920 
Total.................... • ...•. ____ ___:_~i······························· ····· 48,43! 
_ . .......................... • • • • · • • • • • • • • • • 5 367 500 
.-~-~= _::_~~~~· ······ ···-~-~·-······ ..... . 82, 354 
NEW HAMPSHrnE: PORT :MOUT 





Oysters .•........•........••••....•.•...•...........•.. ··········· : 
Total .•.••• . ....•.••••.......•..•......•..••..•.............. 
Pounds, Ponnd 
fr sh. pr par ti. Bulle. 
250,000 .......... · - · ..... · · · · · · ... · •... · · · · · .......... . 
179,600 . . . . . . . . . . . . 17, 000 bush ls ........• · · · · .... · · · 
8, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 000 bush l ......... · · · ·. · · · · · · 











a Includes $5,250 enhancement in value of southern oysters. 
NOTE.-The proportio;_ of different species included in the fresh and cured fish is estimated as follows: Al wiv s, 425,000 pounds ; cod, 
5,447,597 pounds; cusk, 38,000 pounds; haddock, 644,347 pounds; hake, 397,500 pounds; halibut, 25,000 ponncls; herring, 108,750 pounda; 
mackerel, 2,573,000 pounds; pollock, 75,500 pounds; swordfish, 20,000 pounds; mixed fish, 208,000 pounds. 
B.-PORTSMOUTH AND VICINITY. 
52. THE FISHERIE'S OF PORTSMOUTH AND NEIGIIBORIN TOW S. 
PRESENT CONDITION· OF '.l.'HE _ FISHERIES OF PORTSMOUTII. -Although N w Ilamp bir ha 
but one port of entry, yet this one is among the most important on the New England co t and 
possesses much of interest for its historic connection , as well as for it _pr nt co1 m rcial 
importance. It is situated on the Piscataqua River, 3 miles from it outlet into the oc an • ml G7 
miles by rail northeast from Boston.· The harbor is easy of acce s, ha water enougll t all Lim , 
for the largest vessels, is well sheltered, and since the earlie t settl ment of the countr ha l> en 
a favorite harbor of ref~ge for coasting vessels. The river, which i tlle boundary tw u Maiu 
and New Hampshire, has seven fathoms of water as far as 5 miles from it moutll. 
prernnts its freezing or being blocked. There are numerou i 1, nd in th river 
below the city. The following islands lie between Port mouth and th riv r' m u 11. Tuo 
belonging to New Hampshire are Leache's, Snuff Box, Oliver' or o, t, har 1 icrh 
Pierce's, Four-tree, and Salter's. Those within the limit' of Main 
Pebble's, Gerrish, Cutt's, Moore's, and Fernald's or Navy-yard. 
Wood, White, Horn, and Little Horn Islands. 
Two of the islands below Portsmouth and three wharY sat the city 
industry. There is no direct foreign trade and but a mall ile t 
years, yet the fisheries are fLt pcesent on the increa e. The Y 
in number than formerly, are oflarger size, and with a pro p r u 
with the-improved apparatus of capture will ecur a larg a at h, 
vessels of small size with the old method of :fishing. 
The nearness of Portsmouth to the be t fi hing gr un l an 1 t 
centers of New England, a fine h~trbor, and the impr Y d f< iliti f r th 
all tend to the favorable development of th u ine · . . 
fi ·1} . (lj -tributinrr 
ffi.'11 
The large vessels engage in the Grand Bank "\Y Bank ancl .... T' w l!,nglau<l . bol', c· ll 
fisheries and in the mackerel fishel'y, trawl being m :tl · 11' cl iu th fi 1 m r and pur, . •in 
exclnsi'rnly · in the latter fishery. The ·m, 11 wh rri · u: cl 1 v th ; -fl. hP1 m n ar ~ u nalh 
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schooner-rigged, and with a crew of one or two men are employed in trawl and hand-line fi hing 
off the coasts of Maine New Hampshire and Massachusetts. This :fishing i carri d on for about 
. ' ' six months of the year, and most of the catch is sold to Portsmouth dealer . 
Lobster-pots are set around the ledges at the mouth of the harbor from itt ry, J\le., to 
Odiorne's Point. The lobsters are mostly sold at Portsmouth, and di tribute<l, oil cl or aliYe, 
through the a<ljacent towns. A small part of the catch goes to Bo ton mark t. A tat law JH'O-
hibiting the capture of small lobsters is well obsen·eq, the lob ter being of r go cl iz , though 
of late years not Yery abundant. As in other New England fi bing port , tlJ fi h rm n of Port -
mouth are accustomed to save the livers of fish for th manufactur f :fi ill- il. The firm of l\far-
vin Brothets is engaged in the preparation of crude and medicine l c d-oil, and durin °· the year 
1879 produced 150 barrels of the former and 120 barrel of the le tt r gr de f oil. 
According to the ceusus report on the oyster industry, by Ern t Iner r oll, pul>li h d iu 1 81, 
"there are only two dealers in Portsmouth who trade in oy t r by wb l l , u I at fir 't band. 
They each send a schooner to Virginia in April, the voyage la ting ab ut tllr 
a load of 2,300 to 2,600 bushels each. Nearly the same cour e i pur u d h r , 
capta~n is given sufficient mone~- to probably fill his vess I, and told to d th b an with jt; 
but he is not given a rate of freight per bushel, as in Portland, but JJired t a iv u um, which, 
in 1878, was $425. This amounts, however, to a bout the ame thing a the 1 . nt a bu I.tel paid 
for freight to Portland and Boston. All these 5,000 bushel of oyster , r bedd d down on the 
banks of the river in Portsmouth Harbor, a mile or so below the city, where the bb-tide 1 aves 
them nearly dry. They last through to the middle of October, with the help of a few 'fancy' 
oysters from New York for the retail-counter. . The cost per bu hcl of the e oy t r , a delfrerell 
in the establishment, varies from 40 to 50 cents, and the rrr rage selling 1>rice, at whole ale, is 75 
cents. 
'' In the winter no vessels come from Virginia, and all supplies are drawn from Norfolk by 
steamer to Boston, and thence by rail, or, in emergency, by buying in Boston or Portland. These 
are almost wholly opened oysters, in barrels and kegs. Not more than 1,000 bu hel , all told, are 
supposed to come into Portsmouth during the winter, in t.he shell. These co t 50 t~ GO cents. Of 
the others, I could get nothing better than estimates from each dealer, which, added togetlier, 
give about 45. barrels, or 1,350 gallons, as the combined importation. Perhaps 150 gallons more 
come from Boston, in emergencies. The whole consumption of Portsmouth, then, seems to cost 
about as follows: 
Oysters in vessels, 5,000 bushels .•••••...•...••••..••••.•....••.••••••......•• ·•••• . • • • . . $2,500 
Oysters in shell, otherwise .•••••.••••..••••.•..•.•••..••••..••••••••••..••••••••.• _ . • • . 500 
Oysters opened (about) .•••••.••••..••••.••••••...••...•••..••••..••••••••••••.•• ______ 750 
Oysters, fancy and. extra (about)...... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . • • • . • . • • • • . . . . . • • . 750 
4,500 
"The oyster establishments employ 6 men, paid from $6 to $15 per week. In all, 25 persons 
are supported by the trade. No planting has ever been done at Portsmouth, and even those 
bedded down in the harbor show little growth of shell or body. To supply Dover, N. H., a few 
miles above, about 2,000 _bushels of Chesapeake oysters are brought up each spring and laid do\Tn 
in Cocheco River, near the town. A proportionate winter supply come.s by rail." 
'The fishmg industry of Portsmouth in 1579 employed twenty-four nssels and thirty-five boats. 
Some 200 men w~re engaged in fishing, while about 30 men worked ashore in curing and packing 
the catch. The total capital invested in the ~usiness was about $200,000, and the value of the 
NEW HAMP HmE: 
product in first hauds was abouL $15 ,000. Th 
other ground fisll, mackerel, llerring, and h ll fi h. 
11 
.· . pti u 
of one small vessel of 22 tons, the fi. -hing i carri d n from lori f .-1 1 r 
schooner rig. The fishing is mostly clone from April till th latt r part f ov •m r. ' lJ i am uHl 
of <.:apital inrnsted in the fislleries at tlli plac i about, "", ; tu uum r f m u •mpl )' l i , 
forty-fuur; and the value of the catch is $10,000. 
Exeter is 12 mUes and New Market 10 mile from uri11cr 
the months of May and June ten weirs are emplo,y u i11 ecnriurr th al wiv·) that m up tll 
Piscataqua into the Exeter River. The a-vcrage yearly catcll i .:1/ l> r1 1 ,, 1 uL ha fall u ,11 rt 
the past two years. In 1879 it was about 2,000 barr l , and wa <li po d fat I rt m uth. Tu r • 
are forty men employed and $3,000 capital inve 'tecl in tlte fl h ri a th t w t wu . 
Seabrook is on the road from Portsmouth to Newlmr.rp rt, , onL G mil\ ' fr m tb 
and G miles from the latter place. This town has been£ r ov r cv uty-:fi -:,· , r th ·lti f 1 l, c 
of manufacture for that peculiar class uf fishing boat kn wn a the " traight boat,' r '' 
ton boat.'' An account of this industry will be found in tlle ch pter on boat and v el . 
0.-THE ISLES OF S OAL . 
T TIO . 
DESCRIPTION -oF '.£HE ISLANDS AND PRESENT CONDI'l'ION O • TIIE I IIER .-Th 
Shoals is a group of rocky islands, eight in number, ituated O mil outb 
light-house and 21 miles northeast from Newburyport light. Th 
Hampshire passes through the group. On some of tho i land n t 
while others have Uttle patches of grass here and th r . Th r i n 
and the largest vegetation is a few whortleberry bu b . The prin ip l i I 
names and sizes are: Appledore, formerly Hog I land, about · 5 acr ; 
Smutty Nose, 100 acres. With but few exception , th e thr i land 
rnsident population of the group. The other barren 1 cl 
of a lone fisherman or the light-house keeper, are nam d 
Duck Islands. 
Quite a good harbor, and the only secure on , open to tb w 
to the northeast, Star· Island to the soutkwe t, and O de r I lend 
These islands were discovered by the famou ap . J bu mitb, in 1 1 
himself the "Smith Isles"; but they did not .} n er r t in bi n m , t r in c 1 
sagamores to John Wheelright and other , in lG"" , th y , r 11 cl th "l 1 
From 1800 to 1880 there bas .been no r 
over fift;y years, reports that during hi r coll cti n qui 
f 
1 t r 
In,li, Jl 
l h l' 
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done; much more than at the present time. During 1872, there were 33 boats fishing from Star 
Island. That year Star and ·.Appledore Islands were sold for hotel purposes, and large summer 
hotels were built, which are yearly crowded with guests during the summer months, giving the 
islands a lively appearance. This inroad of tourists has, however, driven the fishermen away from 
the two leading islands. 
"Twenty years ago," wrote Celia Thaxter in 1873, "Star Island cove -n·as charming with its 
tumble-down :fish houses, and ancient cottages with low, shelving roofs, and porches covered with 
the golden lichen that so loYes to embroider old weather-worn wood. Now there is not a vestige 
of those dilapidated buildings t9 be seen; almost everything is white and square and new; and 
they have even cleaned out the cove, and removed the great accumulation of :ti b-bones which 
made the beach so curious."· 
The :fisheries of the islands in 1880. were carried on by tbirty-:firn men, who owned a small 
schooner and twenty small sail or lapstreak boats·. The catch consists of ground :ti h, herring, 
mackerel, and lobsters. The capital invested amounts to about $2,600, and the value of the 
products is about $8,000. Most of the :fish are sold in Gloucester and Boston, though in the 
summer season the hotels take a considerable quantity. 
PART I 
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THE FISHERIES OF MA A IIU ETTS. 
A.-THE . COAST OF MASSAOHUSETT AND T~ IIER E~. 
54. OUTLINE AND PRESENT CO DITION OF TilE FI lJ , RI , . 
Massachusetts is the center of the sea-ii heri s of tlle United Stat . From Ji r ar c< l'l'i •d 
on all ~he various branches of the bank and horc cod, haddock, and halibut fi heri , th ma ·k r 1 
:fishery, menlladeu and whale fisheries, lobster, oy ter, clam, aud oth r fi h and 11nm r u 
industries rehtted to them have their headquarters here. 
The coast of the State possesses excell nt harbor and p cnliar arryin<r 
extensive maritime business. For more than two hundred and fifty y ar tl1 b, s hav Jab nu<l d 
in fish of many kinds, and the inhabitants haYc look d to th ea a, a mcau f ·u1>port. 
"the right arm of the State," has. alway be "TI th home of l.iardy :fl h 
northern sicle of Massachusetts Bay, is the l1en<l')nart r of th . le rg 
any port in the country. 
For convenience the coast towns are divided into lev n di tri t , rr 1 
customs districts of the State. Commencing at the New amp. bir line, th 
of Newburyport, which includes the _towns of Newburyp rt and Ip wj •h. 
, , I kp rt, 
Kingston, and Plymouth; Barnstable, incluclin er in 
County; Nantucket, embracing the fisheries of Nantuck t Islan<.l.; E<lcr, rt wn, in ln liurr 
Vineyard, No Man's Land, and the Elizab th I ·l ; N w 1f rel, m r in nll t wn fr m 
Wareham to Westport; and the Fall Riv r di tri ·t, which m l'< th fi h ri f th 
·and adjacent rivers, and in which i included th fl, h ry fi r , l1acl in 
Holyoke. 
In the early history of tbe colonies, wlrnl , wer abundant n ar sll r aud w .r •, ptur cl 
follows: New Bedford, 125; Pro-vine tow11, 10; 
and Edgartown 6-makincr a total f 163 in Ma , < 
cisco, Cal., 3. 
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The products of the whale fishery were most profitable in 1854, when the total receipts from 
the American fleet were Yalued at $10,802,594.20, and included 2,315,924 gallons of sperm oil, 
10,074,866 gallons of whale oi1, and 3,445,200 pounds .of whalebone. A large part of this normons 
product was the result of Massachusetts industry. The capital now iu,ested in this fishery in 
Massachusetts, including the value of vessels, outfit, shore property, aud circulating capital, is 
$4,411,150. The value of products in 1~70 was $2,089,337, and the numb r of p r n employed 
4,300. 
Of the 2,099 vessels employed in the cod and rnackerrl fisheries iu the United tate iu 1874, 
1,026 of 40,578 tons belonged to Massaclrnsetts. Accurate sta1 istics of the c ru bin d fl h ries of 
the State for any given year c.mnot be obtained. From the reports of tll . State in. pr tor of pickled 
.fisl.J, we learn that the mackerel fleet in tbe United States in 1851 number d 940 ail f 59,410 ton , 
and employed 0,903 men and boys. Of this fleet, 853 ves~els of 53,705 ton w re wn <1 in J\lassa-
chusetts, and the rest in other States. 
United Stales mackerel fleet in 18f>l. 
Where owned. 
Number 
Vessels. Tonuagc. ofm n 
:mdboy. 
l--~---------1·- - - ------
MASSACHUSE'l"fS. 
Bost.on ............................... . 7 59G 
Reverly ... . ....... ..........•. .. .. ... . 12 761 
Barnstaule ............ ........... : ... . 28 1, 0_18 
Brewster ....•.. ................. .... . 4 250 
Charlest,own ......................... . 2 74 
Chatha.m ...... : ..................... . 10 1,346 
Cohasset ... ............. ....... ...... . 44 2,885 
Dartmouth ........................... . 117 
Dennis ............................... . 47 3, 09G 
Eastham ............................ . 3 170 
Essex ...... ...... . ...... ............. . 71 
Gloucester . .......... . .............. . . 2-tl 13, 6:J!.l 
Harwich ........................... . 48 3,231 
Hingham . .. ......................... . 37 2,492 
Lynn .............•..... . . .... .. ... . . . 4 lGl 
Manchester . ..... .. ....... .. . . ... ... . 45 
Marlilehead .. .... ..... ....... . . ...... . 1 30 
Martha's Vineyard ... : . ............. . 6 420 
Nantucket .......................... . 3 168 
Newburyport ...... .. ........ ... .... . 67 4,343 
Orleaus ... ... ....... ....... ...... .... . 5 336 
Plymouth ...... . . .. ..... ....... ... .. . . G 5Gl 
Provincetown ....... .. .... .... . ..... . 60 4,332 
Rockport ............................ . 
Salem ....................... . ...... . 
43 1,527 
~o 
Scituate ...... .... . .. ... .... . .. . 13 715 
Salisbury ..... ... ... .. .... . 4 305 
Truro .......................... . . 
Wellfleet ··----- ·-·------ -- --·-- -
Yarmouth ....................... ::::: 





Maine ....... ...... .. . . .. .... . ...... . , 47 3,019 
New Ila.mpshire ................ . 
Rhode Island · · · · · 
Connecticut ...•. ·· · ·· · · · · ··· ·· · ·· · · 
. .......................... 
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The total amount of mackerel iuspected iu Mas a bu ·ett fr m 1 t J O wa · a u 
barre~s, more than one-fourtll of which were pack cl in GI nc ·t r. Tb Jaro- am uut d iu ,·p ·t <l 
i11 any single year was 383,058 barrels in 1 31. The uly otll r y ar iu which th in,·p ·ti 11 
exceeded 300,000 barrels were 1830, 1848, 1851, J G3, aud 1 70. Tui , fl h ry iu 1 ~ 1 wa · di tri -
ute<l among a large 1rnmber of :fisuiug ports in the Stat , bnt lik tlJ c cl and th r Ji h ri 
centered in a few leading ports. 
The fresh-halibut fishery bas always had its headquarter at lone t r. It b an a 
year 1830, by the visit of ,esscls to George's Banks. In 1 44, tlJC fl et at thi p rt numb r 1 • 
sail; in 1848, 03 sail; and in 1852, 75 sail. The value of halibut tak n iu 1 51 wa ab ut O,O 0. 
Tue fleet in 1879 numbered about 50 sail~ auc.1 the receipt a,t G-louc ter w r worth to th fi 'h-
ermen upwards of $309,000. 
The fisltery for cod on George's, W estcrn, and Graud Bank has b n of fir t imi,ortan t 
Massaclmsctts, and bas employed Jarge fleets of vessels aud thou a.nd of men. Th 'rand BanJ 
fishiug has been prosecuted from l\'Iarblehead, Gloucester, and other port for o,~ r 200 y ar , and 
trips were made to George's, by Marblehead vessels, as early as 174 . At that tim tlle v el· 
were not generally anchor~d on George's, but drifted about wbile fi bing. Glonc t r v , l in 
1821 are said to have been the first to anchor on this bank and to begiu the activ pr ·' ·uti n f 
a fishrry that yields the best of cotl, aud which tor many years ha ·· aunually em11loy d fr m 100 to 
200 sail of vessels. 
The oyster industry of the State in 1870 employed !)6 per on~, auc.1 a capital of 303,175. Th 
ya,lue of tlJis indm;try includes $41,800 worth of natiYe oy ter and $363,750 enlwn m nt iu th 
value of oysters brought from the South and trau 'planted in this region. 
The menhaden fishery in the same year employed 271 per ' ns, and a •apital of 170,IOr.:. Tll 
value of the products, including $~0,477 worth of menha ]en okl t factori ut id th tat , w, ' 
$61,769. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY FOR 1870.-Tbe tabulated tat rn nt b r with pr ut tl la w iu 
detail the census statistics of the Masimcuusetts fished s. Th numb r f p r ·on mpl y di 
20,117; the capital invested is $14,334,450; and th valu f tl1 pr du ·t ill Jr~t lJall<l i 
$8,141,750. 
'rhese statistics show Ute production_ but d not xliibit th tra<l in fi h ry pr dn ·t , gr at 
quantities of fish and oil being received in Mas.·acl.Ju tt fr m 1\1. iu ,wd th Briti, h Pr vin' , 
and from here distributed tbi·ougbout the conutry. Tb IH'Odn ti n i fi r tla y ar 1 7 , ncl i 
c:stimatec.1 to have been 10 per cent. less in (]nantity and 20 p r c nt. 1 ' in v, lu th .. n tb •at •11 £ r 
1880 or for 1881. 
The table sho~·s tl1e number of perRon employ tl in th 
try, viz, the number of vessel-fishermen, the numb r f boat-fl ·h rm n, in ·lu<li11 th ,' 
in fisbiug with weirs all(l other stationary a.pparatu , an<l tb num r f fa tory hands r 11 , 
employed in the preparation of fish-oil and other produ ·t . Th t ta] nnml> r f p r n, a th· Jy 
employed in the in<lnstry is 20,117. To tLi num bcr ma y adcl cl • ut 5 l iu 
mauufacturing net~, books, lines, rjgging, sail , pai , -fish .x ,· aud arr 11-1, an<l in tl1 hnil ling 
of YCSt:iels aIHl boats used iu tbc fislaerie, . In '1ndi11g tb familil· · f fh-11 rn1 n all(l ft lJ .- •uga 
iu preparing the products, it is e ·timated U1at 1 , 00 p r · n in fa · ·t ·bu ' tt · r ,J. · up II thi · 
industry for their support. 
The quautity of apparatus used in th fi 11 d i al ' ·b wn, in '1u ]in th num 
and tl.teir tonnage, the number of boat' iu v ) 1 a1Hl ·la r • Ji 1J Ii· · th nnm r f 
seines, and drug-seines, aucl the number of w ir · and tli •r fi.'lliu .,. tn p ·. ailin 1.,. raf 
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tons burden having custom-house papers are classed as wssels; all other craft are cla sed as boats. 
The total number of vessels actively e~ployed is 1,007, aggregating 81,080.49 tons. Fort.y-seveu 
additional fishing· vessels, aggregating 2,151.68 tons, were idle throughout the year 1879, but actively 
employed iu 18m. Several vessels not included in these statistics started on ft hiug trip in 1870, 
but never returned. The general distribution of the fleet in the different fi berie was a follows: 
7!)G nsse1s, of 42,090.81 tous, in the food-fish fishery; 3 Yesse1s, of ~7.19 ton , in the l b ter fi hery; 
6 vessels, of 557.54 tons, in the. oyster fishery; 35 vessels, of 1,269.70 tons, in the menhaden fishery; 
161 n~ssels, of 36,786.51 tons, in the whale fishery; 1 vessel, of 84.65 tons, in tho Anta.r tic fur- cal 
fishery; and 5 vessels, of 2G4.09 tons, in the squid fishery. Some of tho e iu th food -fl h ft hery 
were engaged for a part of the year in the oyster or the lobster fishery. 
The amount of capital dependent upon tbe industry is al ~o bown, iucludinrr th value of 
vessels, l>4.tats, gear and outfit, netting, traps, wharves, shor house and fixtur , fact ri and their 
apparatus, and the amount of cash capital required to conduct the busine . Tb valu f Yes._·ol ~ 
includes the value of hull, spars, rigging, anchors, and cables; tho gear i · th ft hing apparatus, 
exclusive of boats, nets, and seines; and the outfit is the furniture of the v el, tli priv, t equip-
ment of tlie fishermen, and the provisions, salt, ice, bait, aml barr 1 u l in tb I during tlie 
fh,hing season. The total capital in the business is $14,334,450, di 'h'ibut d a fi 11 w : Ve Rels, 
$3,171,180; boats, $351,736; gear and outfit., $3,159,055; nottiug, 264,4G ; 105,402; 
Hborehouses, anu fixtures, $2,875,600; factories and th ir apparatu , 077,0 a ·h •apital, 
$,'3,730,000. 
The total )·ield of fish by the fo;lteries of l\fassachu ett , re<luc d to th origiu 1 weight as 
taken from the water, is 341,935,982 pounds, and the quantity of vari p timated as 
follows: 
Kind. Quantity. Kind. Quantity. Kind. Quantity. Kind. Quantity. 
--
Pound.~. Pou11ds. Pounds. P ound.~. 
Alewives .. - . -- -- . 3,751,059 Cunners . .. . ...... 160,500 Halibut ......... . . 14,205,916 s up ...... ········ ], 022, 1 0 
Bass, sea: ........ . 80,500 Cusk .. . . .... .. .. 989,194 Herring . .... . ... 7, 794, 780 ba<l ·· · ··------- · l&l,524 
Bas~, striped .... .. 287,955 Eels .... ... ----- · 395,100 Mackerel .... . ... . Gl, 422, 66 Smelts .... ........ 35,006 
Blue.fish . ..... . .. 4. 273,841 I Flounders . '. . ... . . 571,470 Menhaden ... .. .. 26,066,077 quot agu ------· !03, 310 I 
i Bonito ...... ·.···· 97,000 . Frost.fish ....... . 67,434 P erch. .. .•.... ...•. 33,574 Sturg on ------- - 9,650 I Butterfh1h . .. ..... 5,000 i Haddock ......... 24,092, 890 Pollock ........... 4,751,495 Sword.fish ........ 731,950 
! Co(l. ......... .. .. . 172,216,955 Hake . . . ....... .. . 8,437,749 Salmon ....... .... 220 Tautog .........• . :in, 335 I I 
l\Iixe<l species, including those not elsewhere enumerated, or those used for bait and fertilizers 
that could not be classified, aggrega.te O, 791,600 pounds. It is estimated that in 1 79 3U 55 000 
' ' pouuds of mackerel and other fish were caught but throwu away as useless, bciug generally too 
small for sale in the fresh or pickled state, butin 1880 seYeral million pounds of such fi h were 
canned and fbunu a ready sale. 
, 
1 
The ?uan~it: arnl the value of fish consumed fresh is 124,101,621 pouuds, valued at$ I ,G08,523. 
Ille leadrng _k~nns thus ~sed for food are cod, haddock, mackerel, and halibut. About ,385,000 
pounus of <11flereut species are used for bait, 25,811,573 pounds of menhaden for the manufacture 
of oil aml guano, a few million pounus for fish.manure, and the balance eaten fresh for food. 
The different species included in the total quantity f fi. h n um d fr 
- -- -
Kind. Quantity. Kind. Quantity. Kiud. Quantity. Kind. 11 otity. 
--- -
.Alewives: Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. l'ou11d1. 
For food ....... 937, 139 Eels .......... .. .. 395, 100 M ubad n: (lU t agu ······ 103,310 
For bait ....... 1,774,995 Flounders ... . .. . . 571,470 For bait ....... \!54., 504 turg on ....... .. 0, 050 
liaes, sea .... ... .. . 80,550 Frost-fish ......... 67,434 For oil and WOl'd-tish . .. .... . 514,050 
Bass, striped . .. .. 287, 955 Haddock ......... 21,226,371 guano ........ 25,811, (,73 Taut.og ..••.....•. 373,335 
Blue-fish . ......... 4,238,234 Bake ...... .. .... . 1,378, 280 Perch ........... .. 33,574 Mix d fish: 
Bonito . ........... 97,000 Halibut ....... .. . . 9,111,216 Polloclt ........... 1, JOO, 736 For food ...... . 1,60"l, GOO 
Butterfish ........ 5,000 Herring: Salmon . .. ..... ... 220 For bait and 
Cod ............ . .. 23, 796, 570 I For food ...... . 1,216,610 Scop . ......... ... ·. ], 022, 180 fortiliz r . ... . 8, 0()(1, 000 
Cunners .......... 100,500 For bait ....... 2,610,514 Shad .............. 164,524 
Cusk ............. 334, 144 1 Mackerel ......... 16,896,368 Smelts .•...... .... 35,006 
Tlle quantity of dried. fish pro<lnced from 162,562,673 pound fre b i 62,12.:.1,00 p nod , Yal· 
ued at $2,412,077. About 23,000,000 pound~ of the dry fish ar prepare<l a "bon 1 ", thn 
losing about 5,000,000 pounds in weight. Pickled fl h to the amount of 34,006,745 pouud ', valu d 
at $928,303, are produced from 50,040,488 pounds fresh. The amount of moke<l fl. h produ <l 
from 5,367,575 pounds fresli is J,435,800 poun<ls, worth $10.3,097. The value of fi L ry pr <lu t, 
canned is $58,300; shell-fish, $640,013; pro<lucts ~f the whale fishery, $2,0 0,3:37; and 1~i c llan ou · 
products, $200,200. In addition to the canned products enum rat din the taul , 46 ,HL can f 
lobsters, valued at $57,804, and 403,200 cans fresh mackerel, $33,GOO, wer put up ut id f 
Massaclrnsetts iu-faclories owned l>,y Boston .firms. '11he e arc accouuted f r in tati li · f Main 
er elsewllere. The enhancement in value of <lry, pickled, and smoked fl h in proc f uriog i 
estimated at $1,557,64G, about GO per cent. of wltich may be er diteu to tb v · I iu<lu ry and 4 
per cent. to the shore industry. 
The total value of fish and fish products in the marketabl c uditi n i · 
amount may be added 25 per cent. as the expcn e and profit f the wlt l • 1 
the State, tlius making the total wholesale value of the prouu t f th Ma c 
$10,117,187. 
year 1879 tbe ,,aJue of 'isingla" au<.l glu manuf· ctnr cl w· 
dependent on the fisherie is that of th t •rLiliz r fact ri .·, wllicll mpl , 
a large capital. The proportion of fi ·11 ent rill"' int tL 
state at $108,333. These fi 11 are ace uut 1 ~ r iu th ta 
The W'1,0ufacturers of permac ti caml1 , w hal b u in , n •t , ll 
tati-ti · 
,. 
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anchors, the builders of vessels and boats, and many otller industries, depend entirely or very 
largely upon the fisheries for their support. 
The amount of ice used in the Massachusetts fisheries· during 1879 for tlt pre :.rrntion of fish 
is estimated at 75,000,000 pounds, and the quantity of salt ui:;ed in curing fi lL at about 70,000,000 
pounds. 
STA'l'IS'l'ICAL SUMMA'l'ION OF 'l'HE FISHERIES OF MA SACHUSE'.l.'TS.-TIJ foll wi11g tatements 
sl.Jow in detail the extent of the fisheries of Massachusetts in 1870: 
Summary statement of persons employed and capital invested. 
Persons employed. Number. apita.l iuv t cl. .A.mount. 
Number of vessel.fishermen............................. . a12, 637 
Number of boat.fishermen ... ........ ...... ............... 4,528 
Number of curers, packers, fitters, and factory hands.... . ~. 052 
Capital in v~s l and b a.ta.............. . .............. $6,681,080 
Capital in n I and traps . .. . . . . . . . . . . •. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 360,870 
Other fix cl and irculating npital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . b 7,282,600 
Total .................••..•.••..••.................. 2ll, 117 1 Total................. ......... .. ................. . 14,334,450 
a Of the nssel.fisbermen, 8,280 are in the food.flab and lobster .fishe1·y; 3,001 in tho wbal fl b ry; 30 in th nl fl b ry; !!66 In th men. 
hatlen fishery, and 30 in the oyster fishery. Some of tl10 men engage in both the food.fish and th oyst r fl 11 ry. 
b Cash capital, $3,730,000; wharves, shore houses, ancl fixtures, $2,875,600; factory buildings and appar t,u~, 677,00 . 
Vessels ancl boats. 
.Detailed statement of capital invested in vesBels, boats, net , and tra1, . 
No. Tonnage. Value. 
Value of 





value. N ta and trap . o. 
1-----1-----1-----1----~1--------------
Vessels. 
In food-fl.sh and lobster fl.sh· 
eries .........••..••....•.... a 799 a42, 118. 00 $1, 968, 389 
In menhaden fishery ......... . 35 1, 269. 70 106, 400 







Gill-n ts : 




In oyster fishery ...•.......... 
In whale fishery . . · .••......... 161 36,786.51 1,065,300 1, 721, .850 2, 787, 150 cries . .. . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . 107, 3'.!0 
~: ::::i:~~::r~·:::~~~::::~~~:1---~-+--_2_:_:_~:--1 ___ !:_:_~ __ !: ;~~ 
1 
__ ._1_~_: ~-~-~-.Ii rr:;:~: '.~~-8~. ~~-·-~~~ ••• ~.~~. , ___ ~,~o~ 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,007 81,080.40 3,171, 180 3,050,580 6, 221, 760 I Total...... ............. 4,602 264,468 
1.'raps. 
In vessel fis!;~e~· ...... ·; · · ·· ~:~ == ~:.~06 =~~~1--:6, 006 I 
In shore flsliorics .•• . . . . . . . . . . 2,927 175, 730 108,475 284, 205 
Poumls, w ir11, &c . . . . . . . . . . . 106 
Lob t r ancl el traps........ 2 , 527 
----Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 740 351, 7361 108, 475 1 460,211 Total. ...•............ . 28,633 
a Does not include 47 idle vessels, of 2,151.68 tons. 
Detailed statement of the quantiUeB and values of the products. 




Grand total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. ......... .. ..................................... ....... 
Fresh fish. 
For food ............ . ......•..•..•••...........•..•••.•.•.......... 
For bait, oil, aml fertilizers ............. . ...•........ . .. .. ......... 
85,650,035 ............... . ............. . .. ...... ....... ......... . ...... ............. 





$8, 141 , 750 
1,487,864 
120,659 
Total ...................•........•........................... 124, 101, 621 ----------11----
Dry fish. 
Col!······················ ......... · ......•...••••......•.. . . •. .•.•. 
Hake ..................... ~ .............••...•..••......••......... 
Ha!ldock . .......... . .. .•...•..•..........• .. ...••.•...... .......... 
Pollock ...........•................................................ 
Cusk .............................................................. . 
......................................................................................... . 
148, 327, 885 56, 054, 757 
7, 050, 460 3, 181, 296 
............................................................. . 
2,866,510 1,089, 137 









· · · · • • • • • · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · • · · · · · · • • · · · · · ~16:::::2:-, 56::::. =-2,·6::::-73-i--62-, -12-2-, 0-0-8 +_-. -•• -. -.. -•. -.-.. -.. -.-_ .-•. -.-.-.. -.-•• -.-.. -.--. -__ -_ -_ -a-2-, 4-12-, o-7-7 
a Includes $10!,000 enhancement on fish prepaied :~s·~,-;-,~ b-o-n-:el~e·-:-s~:~--~. -'B·====: =b==============1===== 
_ m oston, ut accounted for elsewh.ore. 
IA Oil 
D lail d slalcm 11t of th• q1m11tili · all(l mill of t/111n,ut,,, ,,,_ '1111li1111 •1I. 
Products BJ> 'ifi •d. 
Pick1,cd ~h. 
Alewives ......•......... . ......................................... 
Bluefi::1h ..... .. ...•......••.. ..•..•........... ............•..... ... 
Cod .......... .. .......... ........................ ............ . ... . 
ilorriog ........................ ..... ... .. . ... ... ...... .......... . 
Mackerel ....... . ........................ . ....•. . .•........•...... 
Swordfish .. .. ..... ... ................ ... ..... .. ..... ............ . 
Mixed Rpecies .......................•..................... : ...... . 
Halibut fins .. .... .... ..•............................ ............... 
























Total . . . . ............ .. . ... .....••. .. . .. . ... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 50,040, 4 :J I, ooo, 745 . •.. .• . 
Smoked fish. 
A.lewives .......... . ...... .................... . .......... ......... . 
Bluefish .... ................................ . ......... .......... . . 
Halibut .. . ....................................... _. .............. . 
Total ....................................................... . 




5, :JG7, 575 
l-liO, 125 
2, (100 

















. ---· ---------=-====='==== 
Oanned jiBh. 
Smelts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 , 400 ca111~ •••••.•••••• ••••••••• 
Fish balls...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 264, 000 an11 •••.•• ••. •••••• ••••• 
Fish cl1owder .......................•... . .................. ........... ····· .. ·· · ······ .... ·· :!O, 000 111111 • • • • •••• • •••••• •• 






Total . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .....• ....... .. . . . . . . . .... .. ... . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . :!i4, 400 CllllH .•••••••••••••••••••• 
---·--= ----~ -
Shell·fish. 
Lobsters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 315, 410 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . • • • . . . •.......•. •.•. •••• 
Clams (iucludes 31,832 bushels, $12,305, for bait) .................. . ............. .......... ,. J (j , O:!O h1111h •Is ··•·•· · • ·· ·••• · · · 
Qua.haugs an<l sea.clams ..... ........ ... ..... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 11,050 l,1111llt']H ••••••• ••••• •••••• 
Scallops .................... ......... .. . .. .. ···· · ·· ······ · ··· ······ ·· ···· ···· · ·· · · ····· · ··· · 7, 02 J,(111101111 ...... .... .. ...... . 
Oysters .............................................. · ······ ·· ··· · ··· · ··· ···· ·· · 30, 000 bu 111'I •••••• •••••••••••• 
.Enbanccment on southern oysters ................... · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · .:..:..:.:.:..::.:.:.:.:..:. · · · · · · · · · · · · · 








Products of whale flwhe.ry. 
Speno oil . ... ........ .........•...................... . .. ' . . .. ... . .. ....... .. . . . . . . ... . . . I, :mo, 4110 i,:a llo11 11 ••••• • 
\Vhale, walrus, and black fish oils................ . ................ . .... .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. ...... IJO , 41 2 1-:allm111 •• • • •• •• .. • •• • 
Whalebone . ... .. ... . .. . .. . .. ...... ...... ... . .. . ... .. ...... . ....... ............. . ... . .. .... . . 260,451 1w1111tlH •••••••••••• • 





• ''\ , 1 u,~~;, .Ambergns ...............•. . .•..•........... ...........••••..•... . ····•··•·· · ·• · .:.:.:,:.:.:_.:..:..:.:.:..: ___ _: I~ ·:...:,:::.:_:_··_· _, ____ _ 
:rotal ................ ······ ........ ·········· ............ ........... ······ · ···· ·•· ···•· ............ ······· .......••...••. 
=== Miscellaneous. 
Squitl ............................................................. ... ........... ... ........ .. J,l:?G h:ur 111 ••••••••••• ••• ••••• 
]'ishoil .... ... .. ..... .. .............•......... .. ........ .... ...... :13:1, · i,:ullou •• •••••• • •••••••••• 
Fish guauo ................................. -.. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ....... .... . II, 271 101111 •• •••••••• •••••••••• 
l~ish spa,vn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .... . :i, 7:!5 barn·) ............... , • • · 
Fish sounds, dried . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J 24, IJOO 121,000 )1011111111 •••• • •••••• •••••••• 
Marine salt . .•. . .. ...... ..........••.........•... ··•••• ··· • ·· ···· .. .... .. .... .. .. .......... . illO ton ...•.••• .••••••••••••• 
Irish moss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40!i, ooo 









SC'awoed....................... .................. . .. . .... . .. .. . .... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .•. . . . 4,000 ton ...................... . _____, _ _:_ ____ , ____,_--:-"""":""': 
Total .......................•................. ... .. · .. ... ... . ............. .. ......... .... . ...... ...... .................... . 
55. III TOR 
EARLY Ill81' ltY 01<' TIIE l<'l 'llE.RIE '.-Tll 
of the colonic in the early part of LlJ 
pursuit of tlii · indu try wa f th 
Ann and other part of the coa ·t. Iu 1 '-4, th 
and the uext y \ar tw th r fi llowed '" i lJ. ·ar • w r lliu 1' 
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fisb to the Dutch at New Amster<lam. _Fish were exported from Boston as early as 1633. In 1639, 
for tlle encouragement of the :fisl.ieries, the general court passed an act which exempted fishing 
,·essels and tlleir apparatus from taxes and duties for f0me years, and relicncl fisherm en during 
tlrn :fishing season, and ship-builders from military duly. This act was the origin of tlle system of 
protection. SaJ·s Sabine (Report on American Fisheries, 1853): '' Such a law, in the infancy of the 
colour, wbeu coutrilmtions from every State, and the personal senicc iu arms of enry citizen, 
were imperatircly demanded by the exigencies of -tue times, shows the deep importanc which was 
attacllcd to this branch of business by the fathers of the Commonwealth." 
Tue following extracts from Sabine will show the condition of the fi81Jeri f tbi tate at 
nrious periods: 
"Of tlie year 1G41, Lcchford, in bis 'Plain Dealing; or, News from New .Eno-Janc.l' (printed in 
London, in 1642), says that the people were 'setting on the manufacture of Jin n and tton cloth, 
aud the _fishing trade'; that they wer~ 'building of ships, and bad a good stor~ of ml,,, ligliters;, 
shallopi;;, and otller HSSC]s'; and 1.bat 'thf'J bad lrnj]dco and planted to aclndra1i 11 fr tli time. 
We learn from Johnson's' Wonder Working ProYidence', that the R Y. Ritl.J~.nd liu<lm an bad 
gathered ::t church at Cape Ann,' a place of fishing, being peopled with fisll rmen ; and tllat 'their 
fishiug trade would be very b(:neficial bad they men of estates to rnanng it.' W r ad in Win-
tluop's Journal, that 'tllis year the men followed fishing so well that there wa al> nt 00,000 dry 
fish se11t to the market'; and in Hubbard, that the colonists receiYed lett r fr m i 11 b·land by the 
EnglislJ fishing ships that came to the Piscataqua. In 1642, we find in Winthr p that the ame 
class of ships brought news of the civil wars between tlle King and the Parlinm nt, 'wb reupon 
the churches kept <livers days of humiliation'; and that 'there arrived anoth r hip with salt, 
which was put off for pipe-staws,' so that 'by an unexpected providence' ther wa 'a upply of 
salt to go on with fishing'; and in Holmes, that' the settlement at Ca11e .Ann" a tal1li bed to 
be a plantation, and called Gloucester.' Again, Winthrop records, in 1643, th return of the 'I'rial, 
'Mr. Thomas Graves, an able and a godly man, master,' from a voyage to Bilboa and Malaga. 
This was the first vessel built at Boston. Ber outward cargo consisted of fl ·h, 'whiclJ ._b sold at 
a good rate'; and she brought borne' wine, fruit, oil, iron, and wool, wbich waA a great advantage 
to the country, and gave encouragement to trade.' 
"In 1644, we haYe an incident pertinent to our purpose, which is related with some particu-
larity in the chronicles of the time. It appears that a London ship of twent.y-four gun .. , Captain 
Stagg, arrived at Boston with a cargo of wine from Teneriffe; that a Bristol ship, laden with · fish, 
lay in the harbor at the same time; that Stagg, authorized by. a commission from tlle Cromwell 
party in England to capture wssels belonging to Bristol, made prjze of this ship; and tbat a 
Bristol merchant aud others interest~d in the vessel and cargo seized by Stagg collected a mob 
and raised a tumult. It appears fnrtber that some of the citizens of Boston apprehensive of 
. ' serious consequences, made prisoners of the merchant and other strangers and carried them before 
Winthrop, who confined them under guard in ::t public house, and that the people of the town 
concerned itf the affair were committed to prison. Stagg was next called to an account, but it 
was found that be bad not transcended his authority. A great exciteme~t was produced by the 
occurr~ncc, ~ncl some of the ministers, participating in the common feeling, spoke harshly of 
Stagg m ~heir sermons, and exhorted the magistrates to maintain the people's liberties, which 
tbey cous1<l.cred bad been violated by his act. A part of the magi·strat f th · · . . es were o c opm10n 
that the Bristol ship should be restored; but tbe majority expressed a different view of the case, 
and Stagg was allowed to retaiu Lis prize. But the merchants of Bo 't h ·t , ld 
f - son, w o, 1 "ou seem, 
were owners o the cargo of fish, petitioned to be allowed to test the right of the captor to their 
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property by a uit at law. 'l'heir reqn L wa grant <l; · w]1 , 11 tli. ix th •r magi ,. 
trat('s, aud the jury asscrnbl d tlwy w r ill(lu d to .r •t•r u1 ] • ·i. i II f tlJ, wh 1 m: l rt th 
court of admiralty. Tllu8 tcrmiuated au affair wlJi ·11, at tl1 111 111 •ut, w r, a, y ,1, 
aud tl.Jreate11C'd 1o inYohc tlie gonrm11(·11t of l\Jn a ·Jrn · lt · i11 a, ·o11tr I ui·ita 11 
friends in England. 
"Concluding our accouut of the year 1G44. witlt th r mark Jrn ou Hliip uill a 'am ri Jg, 
aud another built at Boston, sailed from tlie latter pla •e f r th anal'i) with ·ar f fi ·lt a,ul 
pipe-staHs, \\'e come, in 1645, to the fir t voyage and rtak n on th di 'tanL fi ·hiu gr umlH of 
Ne.w fonndlarnl. Tbo projectors of the euterprise were m reliant. ' f 13 tou uu<l 11tarlr ·tow11, 
who, nccordiug to Winthrop, 'sent forth a ship aud oth r y ,· 1 ·' t th Ba , or I 1111,·. ~'It, 
effects of tlle civil war between Charles aud l1is people, f lt, a we ha, jtf,' t , •n, in th, en pt 11 r 
of the Bristol ship in Boston, were disastrous even in tho rem t 
hall nrarly completed their fares the sliip and most of their fi h w r 
to tlie King's party and retainrd, to the great loss of the merchant . 
"By rin act of Massachusetts, in 1647, every bousebol<.ler wa allowc<l 'fr fo.,l1i11g :111<1 fowling' 
in any of the great ponds, bays, coYcs, and rivrrs, as far 'as the sea bl, and fl w. ·,' in th •ir 
respectirn towns, unless 'the freemen' or the general court 'bad otli rwi nppropriatl'd th<•m.' 
By a law of the following ~·ear fishermen and others were forbidd n to contiuu tu, pra ·ti · f 
cutting fuel aml timber, wituout license, on lands owned by imlividual , or t wn , 1hon,~Ja dnri11g 
the fishing serison persons who belonged to the colony might still dry lueir fi ·h all(l u. , w od a11tl 
timber necessary for their business on all such lands by maki11g ati ·faction t th propri •tori.;. 
These laws were followed,. in 1G52, by another, wliioh provided for the appointment f ,' W rn 'ii ·h 
viewers' at 'every fh;hi11g place' within the jnrisdiction, who were r quir a to r ~j 1ct a. u11m ,,._ 
chantah~ all 'sun -burnt, salt-bumt, and dry fl h that bath be n fit· t pick] <l,' and wl10A I fi• ,· 11 
mercbantahle fish were fixed at one peuny tl.Je qnintal, 'to be pai<l ou -half by Lb <l •Ii,· •r r au<l 
the other half by the receiver.' 
* * • • 
·" To supply a circulating medium, 1\f as acbu ett , a· arly a· rnr:..,, · mw 11 • •<l th <·oina ' of 
the , pine-tree' shilling pieces, at which Charles tll c ml wa much di ·pl a.· •tl. Th g 1H'rnl 
conrt, in 1677, to appease Lim, ordered a, pre ut of' ten barr l · f cran rrieH, tw hog.>lH·:ulH of 
samp, and turce thousand codfish.' Daring tho 'ame y ar ab ut Lw •11t y fl hiug- ,. 8.' •I: w r' 
captured by the Indians on the coast of Maine. Mo t of th m w r w11 •<l in al m, a11d, havi11g 
from three to six men each, could baYe made a nee• ful r i ·tan · ha,l th y JI 1J ' •11 tal •11 I, 
surprise, or, as says Hubbard, bad i.hey not b en 'a dull and 11 avy-mouhl •(1 · r of J> • ph•, 
witbout , either skill or courage to kill auything but ·n u.' ln fa ·t, ' 111' Y •:. •1 did mak ~ 
manful defense, lost a number of men kill d, and carri d IJ m 11i11 t 'II th r · w t111<l •,l. A Jar '" 
vessel was immediately equipped by Urn rn rclrnut f al •m and di ·pat ·h •cl lo r' ·aptur th •ir 
vessels and punish the captors. 'l,be Judiami plnutlcr cl th 
aml eluded their pursuers. 
"In 16D~ Salem lost by removal about a <Juarl •r 1 art f it , Ii h popula io11 
of tbe trials for witchcraft. The worl<l ring with i.11 11 r111iti •, of tl1i , <l •Ju i< 11. I :ti rn1<l 
wonder, rather, that witchcraft in America wa o u arly ' nfin ·~l to th Ii hin rr · nrnt · 
at a period when all England was peopl •d with wit ·Ii) arnl N' >11_111 ·, a_11(l ,~·h m th _,. 11 ·ral I :'.11 l 
devout Sir Matthew Hale doomed two w m n t h h, o l f, r v .· 111g "1th hl, h ·h1hl >f; lJ n ·111 
merchant! The prosperity of Salem w , ch •J d fr 111 tlt r ·an , . In 1 H 7 , lm lJ ig-gin .· u 
wrote his brother Nathaniel, that in 1G O b Im htain 1 ' mfi rb 1 ·t t ,lll l w : a. mn ·ll 
. ' 
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concerned in tbe fishing trade as most of his neighbors; but that, in the cour e of the war ( then 
soon to be terminated), he bad. met with considerable losses; that trade harl much climinished; 
that of upwards of sixty fishiug ,,cssels owned iu that town at the commencement of hostilities, 
ouly six remained.; and that he belim·ed no place~. in l\1a8saelrnsctts had suff 'rcc..l more by the war 
than Salem. 
,, A.t the close of tbe century, as we learn from Neal, tbe rnercLant8 of l\lm; 'aclrn ' ett · exported 
about 100,000 quiutals of dried codfish annually to Portugal, Spaiu, arnl Italy, of the niluo of 
$-lUO 000 · wbile from another source we arc informed, that, di.sre.ganlin(T th navigation act of 
' ' . 
England, a large contraband commerce was maintained by tltc mcrcbaut · of B ton with most of 
Europe. 
* * • * * * * * 
"lu 1731 the fisheries of Massachusetts employed between fiye aud ix th mmud m 11. Three 
year~ later a township in l\fai11e was gnwtcd to sixty inhabitants of l\farul h 'n(1, and a ' irnilar 
graut was made to citizens of Gloucester in 1735. Po:-isibly mnuy of th~ ti h :>rm n of thc:--o aucient 
iowus Lail lJccoruc weary of the hnzards of tbc sea, and desired repose; lmt wlrn t 'Y 'I' U1' motfres 
of t.lJC grautecs of these lamh,, the perils and. hardships of tho forest a c utury a.go w ·1·' quite equal 
to tliose euconutered upon the ocean, aml such was their particular xperi 11 ·e. 
"In 1711 tlie cod fishery was in a prosperous condition. Tho a11nnal pr du •e wa.~ about 
~30,000 quiutals, and tbe value of the quautity exported nearly $700,000. Tll an·rage ~iz.e of 
nssels was 50 tons; and of these, one hundred and sixty were own d. in Marhlthr:.H1 nl ne. The 
whole number of fishing vessels in Massachusetts was not less thau four bundr d, he idc.' an equal 
number of ketches, shallops, and undecked boats. . . 
"Iu the twenty years that succeeded. there was a sensible decline, for which t,he causes we1·e 
almuclant. The emigrations to Maine just mentioned, from :\farblehead and Glouc tcr, the settle-
meuts elsewhere in the eastern country by emigrants from Cape Uod, tuc depopulation and almost 
entire abandonment of Provincetown, the expedition against Louisbourg, the general veuts of the 
two wars that occurred ,luriug this period between France and England, in the calamities of whieh 
Massachusetts was deeply involved, the demand for fishermen to man priYate rs aud to enter tho 
11aval sllips of the crown, with sever,\.l minor events, combined to iujure the :fa;heries to a very 
considerable degree, aud at tin,es, indeed, to render attention to. them uearly iu1po8si1Jle. A.fter 
the peace of 176 3, maritime enterprises were again undertaken with spirit a.ml ~utct•ss, aml the 
fishing-towns shared in the general prosperit,y. But the controversies that produced civil war, 
and finally a dismemberment or the British empire, had already commenced, and. soou <listurb<:<l 
every hranch of industry. The fi8heries ~uffered first, and at the she<ldiug of l>lood were suspeude<l. 
* * * * * * * * * 
'' Omitting not.ice of the acts of Parliament which do not relate specially to the subject 
before us, the first law to claim our attention was passed in 1733. This act, by imposing duties 
on rum, molasses, and sugar imported into the colonies frow any ·west India islands other than 
British, was designed to ureak up an extensive and ntlnablc trade with the I'rench, Dutch, and 
Spanish islands, where those products of the plantations were exchanged for fish. lt is said that 
previous to the commencemeut of the trade to tbe~c islands molasses was thrown away by the 
plauter , aud tuat this article which is now so exteusively used in food was first 8aved and put iuto 
ca ks to lJe brought to New England to be distilled into rnrn. Certain it is that ou the passage of 
the act of L 733 the people of the northern colonies iusisted tbat unless they could cootinne to sell 
fi h to tlle planters of the foreign islands, and to import molasses from thence to be m::rnufactnred 
into spirit for domestic consumption and for trade with the Indians, they could not pro~e<mte the 
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fisheries ,ritliout rninous lo. se._,. Tu p 'llaHy fo1· vi lati 11 g llw a ·t wa~ th• forf•ilurt >f , . • •. •I :uHl 
cargo. Yet New Eugl:uul u 'ver i:mbruitt ,a, thonrrh n, fl< t \\'a. ' 1,wnL to (•td'ort<' ob •tlu•11<· •· aml th<· 
interdicted trade with tLc Freuch, DntclJ, and pa11i, lt iHlandH di<l 11 t c·c a,' ' 1111til :t I: I ~ Jl rio'1 of 
the contro,·crsy wl.Jich terminated in t11 n •yolnLion. 111 f'a<'l I h r •f H' a, mt•a:11n• "hi ·h tlir1•:1t 
eued to ruin the cod fishery of New Eno·lautl produel'(l, aH I in •lin , to l li vc• 110 :-wrio11H i11j11ry lo 
it for qnite tllirt,y years. 
"Ent in liG! the act was renewed, and th coll Li n f Lh dnLi ,' it, impo. tl 011 r11111 m ila HP. 
and sngar was attempted by the officer::; of the crown in a, nm11 n r to <·r •at' tl1 1110:t, a11xio11, <· 11 
cern; for the jurisdiction of the admiralty court, wa ula1'g <1, an L tlJ p' pl w •r d prind of 
tbP. trial by jury iu all cases arising between tlJem an<l the Gov rnnH•nt wHl r thi:; law a,11(1 tli · 
trade and navigation laws ge.nerall,Y. 
'" The most alarming discontents followed the <·olfoiions a11<1 qntuTelx wlii ·11 <'OllHI :uitl: 0<·<·111'1'< d 
between ship -master and mercl1ants on the one lJand an<l the oflic r, f tile mvtom. 011 tli other 
in various parts of New England, and especially i11 Bo t011, ,tl 'm, 
Portland,'Maine), and elsewhere in Massaclrnsetts; an<l tho impr sion b •anrn g-<·11 ral :1111ong 
commercial men that their business and pl'operty were both to be sa ·1·ili <1 lo app a:· tlH· <'1:un rH 
of the planters of the British islan<ls, and to test tho ability of t.110 moth •r ·onnlr~ I> 'rai: a 
revenue in America' under the 'sugar and molasses acts,' as tlJis o<liou · law waH •al1 1d in the 
politics of the da,y. 
"Meautirne tlJe southern colouies ridiculed the madne .' or ioJiy of th ~ir nortlH•rn hr Uu· •11 in 
resisting taxation upon so homely a commodity as molasses, aml made U1 111s k . rn tT.Y Y r th 
accounts of the quarrels of the Yankees for_ clJeap 'sweetening.' 
"Iu truth, the South, from first to last, nevcl' seemed to under, tand or nppr cial<• tli orth 
upon tlJis •question, and forbore to come to tlie rescue for y ars aft r tJ1 1 a,lincr me11 of .!\fa.· :1 lrn -
set.ts had wasted their energies in endeavors to induce Urn mi11i. ·try t almn<l n • p licy ,· mi11011, 
to Northern industry. The 'JJetty clea,lers in codfish and rnolrtsses', Lrngg-lc<l I ng, tHl m, 11f'11lly, lint 
withont success. 
"The State papers of Massachusetts contain the mo. t al'll \st r mo11Ht.rn11c H n,,.ainHL tl1< 'Ht1g-,1r 
and molasses acts.' In the answer of the council a11<l ]ions of r pr,.. nl: Uv<'R to lh HJ> c•h >f 
the go-rnrnor, in Nornmber, 17G4-, it is said that 'one pickl (l fo;lt ulwlly,, ucl n, great po1 l of' our 
codfish, are only fit for the West India market. Tl1e BritiHh j,·larn H •a.1111 t, tak • ff one third <l 
the quantity cwught; the other two-thfrds must be lost ors uL t tr ign pla11lalio11H, when 1110la. Si',' 
is given in ex0hangC'. The dnt:r on this article wrn grently climini.·h Ilic i111portat.io11 hithei" and 
being the only article allowed to be given iu exchange for m fii,,li, a 1 •r-is q11:n1t.it, of tho latt<1r will 
of course be exported, the obvious effect of which mn. t b :,, dimi11ntio11 of tho fiHl1 tl'adc• 1101, 0111 
to the West Indies but to Europe, fislJ suitable for b th th , 111,nlrnt., lH'i11~ th 1n·cul11<·, or Iii ~ 
same voyage. If, tberefon,, one of these mark ts u , lrnt, tl1 t,11 r a1111ot, h supplied. Th In"' 
of or.e is the loss of both, as the fishery mnst faU with the lo s oj eith r.' 'l'lw:< rC'pr •st•1ital ic ns c· >, r 
the whole ground.. 
* * * * 
''A detailed account of tlle seiznre. of Fr •n ·It :11ul 
acts of Parliament, was continually imporl u- r, t 
occ,mpy too much space; yet, as the' mola e.-cil m 
tionary contro,·ersy, some further notic of th ur. 
merchants, deteri:nined to maintain int rcour witlt th 
pa11iHh 111 1: .-.·1·, wlii ·11, c•o11t r: 1· to I h 
th c•x:H'I, truth ,•w111flfll ·rl- ,, 111<1 
r th arli 1.· t ill lh )' \ oln-
,a n 11 w II , mi ti <'< l. 'J Ju 
int rdicl l i. )a,11(1. dc•,·i. · 1 a pl:111 fi11: II,\ 
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which for a time enabled them to accomplish their purpose, and still avoid th p nal ie of the law. 
This plan was simply to lade their vessels with molasses at the French i land , a u nal, but to 
purchase clearances, 'signed with the name, if not the handwriting, of tho gov rnor of Anguilla, 
who acted also as collector.' This island was so small as not to afford a car()'o for a ingle vessel, 
as was well known to the coll~ctors of the customs in New England; y t tb y p rmitted vessels 
furnished with the 'Anguilla clearances' to enter with their cargoe with ut in uiry fi r a onsid-
erable time; but, on a sudden, libels were filed, and prosecutions wer omm n d in he court of 
admiralty against those who had been concerned in such eva ion f th 
forfeitures of property and renewed clamors were the consequences. 
''We pass to other topics. In 1762 the fishing towns of Ma sachu tt , .. htrm d, t th news 
that the }Trench bad captured Saint John's, Newfoundland, petitioned th 
fit out a ship and a sloop, then in the service of the province, to pr t 
vessels, in accordance .with these petitions, were provided with a lditi n, l m n and m , ns of 
House.was angry and protracted. James Otis, the popular-leader, n d .. pr i n n v r before 
uttered in the colonies, and soon after the close of the session publi b d a p. mpl1l t, iu wbi l1 lie 
justified himself for his conduct on the occasion, and defended with gr at ability tll prin iple for 
which he had contended as a· member of the· House. 'This producti n has b n 
original source from which all subsequent arguments against taxation wer d riv d,' while the 
whole ~ffair .created an intense ~xcitement, and, iu the judgment of the bi crrapll r f ti , c. erted 
very great influence in causing the Revolution. 
'' It is a singular fact that the :fisheries furnished the adyocates of the upr m, y f arliarnent 
wilh one of their best illustrations. They stated that the authority of the imp rial 1 o-i Iatnre wns 
indispensable in many cases, and that witho_ut it the colonies would often b inv 1 v t1 in ouflicts 
injurious to each other's interests. Governor Hutchim;~n, in bis remark up u the qu tion, 1'ai<l, 
substantially, that it had been generally thought a, public benefit to preY nt fi hing ve ls from 
departing on their voyage un:il the month of April; but that if any colony ngacr l in the bn, iness 
failed to conform to a law imposing such a regulation, others that compli d , ith it would snfferJ 
because their fish, later caught, must of necessity be later in market; and h de ·far that a 
motion hatl actually been made in the legislature of Massachusetts a few year pr vionsly for 
parliamentary interposition in this behalf, which failed, not in cousequeuce of any obj ction to the 
principle involved in the motion, but because a majority of the members di approYed of tbe 
restraint itself, and were willing tllat fishing vessels sl10ul<l. depart from port before April, and 
whenever their owners and masters thought proper. 
* * * * * 
"These incidents will serve to sllow the ·connection of the fisheries with the questions which 
caused a dismemberment of the British empire. It remains to speak of the act of Parlinment 
passed in 1775, which, by depriving the people of New England of the right of fi bing, was 
designed to 'starve them into submission.' The trade ·arising from the cod fishery alone at that 
period furnished the northern colonies with nearly half of their remittances to the mother conntry, 
in payment for articles of British manufacture, and was thus the very life-blood of their commerce. 
The foshing towns had become populous and ricll. Marblehead, for example, 11ext to Boston, was 
the most important place in Massachusetts, aud was second to the capital only in population and 
• 
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taxable property. A fearful cbang awail cl , ll. Tb <li put wa.' 110, > l rmin 1 l ' an 
b int rrupt ' 1 all(l rui11 appeal to arms, and fiery maritim nt r1 ri wa 
Sabine gives the fo11owing figur to l1ow th 
before and after the Revolutionary war: 
· udilion f Ii laH. a ·1111 t t. C((l fl, h r ' 
From 1705 lo 1775. 'From 17 to 1700. 
- - - --
Towns. 
Vessels n,n. No. of HIW18 nn• N. of nnallyem. Tonnage. 11110Uy 111 - Tonn ~ 
ployed. IIJCD. ployed. m1•11. 
- ---
Marblehead ............ ... HiO 7,500 l, 200 90 5,400 720 
Gloucester ................ 146 5,530 888 JOO 3,000 0 
Manchester .... .......... . 25 l, 500 200 15 120 
Beverly ............ .. .... . 1G 750 120 10 1,235 157 
Salem .................... 30 1,500 240 20 1,300 100 
Newburyport ............ . 10 400 00 10 400 80 
Ipswich ................. . 50 900 190 50 800 248 
Plymouth ............ . ... 60 2,400 420 36 1,440 262 
Cohasset ................. . 6 240 42 5 200 35 
Hingham ...... . .......... 6 240 42 4 180 32 
Scituate ............ .. ... 10 400 70 2 90 10 
Duxbury ................. 4 100 28 9 360 72 
Kingston ........ ... ...... 6 240 42 4 160 28 
Yarmouth . ............... 30 900 UlO 30 000 180 
Wellfleet . . .... .. .. . ...... 3 90 21 ·· · ····---- · ............ . .......... 
Truro . ............ ....... . 10 400 80 ... ... . ........ -------··· . .. .. ....... 
Provincetown ............ 4 160 32 11 550 88 
Chatham ................ . 30 900 240 30 900 240 
Nantucket ......... ------ 8 820 64 5 200 40 
Weymouth ..... .... .... .. 2 100 10 3 150 24 
In Maine (a) . ..... . ....... 60 l, 000 230 30 ilOO _I 120 
Total ............... . 605 25,630 4, 405 1 530 JO, 18/i ,-3,292 
a Mame was at this time a district or prov inc of M!l8sa •hn11 t . 
THE FISHERIES FROM 1790 TO 1860.-From th clo e of tb R \7 0lnti 
of 1812 the Massachusetts :fisheries were iu a somewl1at fintt ring 
by acts ot Congress to encourage them. 
• 
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· t 1 d · d and 5 cents per barrel on l)ickled fish exported, in lieu of a drawback of cents per qum a on ne . . 
· · t l salt used in the cure an<l imposed a <lutyof 50 cents per qumtal on imported the duties on 1mpor e< , 
fish. Bounties were doubled. In 1792 the bounty on drie<l and pickled fi8h, exported, was discon-
tinued and a specific allowance granted to vessels employed in tl.10 cod fishery. Sabine saJ·s: 
"Boats between 5 and 20 tons were entitled to receive $1 per ton annually; tliose between 20 
aud 30 tons, 50 cents additional; and to those more than 30 tons, the allowance was fixc<l at $2.50 
per ton; but no vessel could receive more than $170 in one season. By a subsequent act tlrn same 
year, those several rates were increased one-fifth, to commence in January, 170,'3, to continue 
seven years, and thence to the end of the next session of Congress. 
"Sti11 further to eucourage the pro8ecution of the fisheries, an act of 1793 autborizc<l tlw 
collectors of customs to grant vessels duly licensed permits 'to touch and trade at any foreign port 
or place,' and under such documents to procure salt and other nece. sary outfits without being sub-
jected to the payment of duties. This act, which is still [1853 Jin force, bas proved extremely beneficial 
to our fishing vessels in certain emergencies; but it may be admitted that its privileg s are Jiab]e 
to be abused. Four years later, the system of allowances to Yessels employed in the cod .fo;hery 
was revised. Under the law then passed, the smallest class were eutitle<l to draw from the 
treasury $1.60 per ton annually; and vessels of upward of 20 tons, $~.40 the tou; while the 
maximum was increased to $272. A second revision occurred. in the year l 00, which ffected 
some changes in details, but which provided for the continuance of the rateR of allowance then 
fixed until March, 1811. 
"President Jefferson, in his message to Congress in 1802, spoke of 'fostering onr fo;lH;ries as 
nurseries of navigation, and for the nurture of man,' as among 'the landmark. by which we were 
to be guided in all our proceedings;' and made further allusion to tbe . object in his annual 
communication of the following year. His remarks, in the second mes~age, were referred to a 
committee of Congress, who, in their report, said that there was too much reason to believe tliat 
both the whale and cod fisheries had been for some time on the decline, and that j twas more tlJan 
doubtful whether the United States employed as many men aod tons in these branches of iudustry 
as when they were colonies or previous to the Revolution. As a means to reanimate them, they 
recommended that ships and vessels actually and exclusively employed in tbese . fisheries should 
not, in future, be subject to the payment of the tonnage-duty levied on other vessl 1s; that fisher-
men and other persons actually employed in catching whales and fish sbou]d be exempt from the 
usual charge of hospital money; and that the bounty or allowance umler existing laws should be 
paid in cases of shipwreck or loss of vessels without deduction. 
* * * * * • 
''The embargo and other restrictive measures whicli preceded tl.ie war of 1812 vroduced the 
most uisastrons re~~lts in New England. In 1808, and during the existence of the prohibitory 
acts, a_nnmber_ of c1t:zens of Boston petitioned Congress for liberty to export a quantity of pickled 
and dned fish m the1r warehouses, and liable to rot or decay if kept during the, snmnwr month~. 
But the Government declined interference, and property of this de .. cription was alJnwNl to perish 
iu most of the fishing towns, to the utter ruin of many of jts owuers. These Josses were followed 
by others; _and as the results of the poUcy of our own rulers, as well as the seizure and confiscation 
of cargoes o~ fish in ports of Europe under the memorable decrees of Napoleon, tlie distresses of 
all cla ses of persom; engagP-<l in the catching and curing the products of the sea became in the 
end general and alarming." 
. After t~e war of 18l2, further efforts were made to eucouragc the fisheries. Duties were 
impo, ed on imported fish, and by the act of 18H) an allowance or bounty was granted to cod-fisl,ling 
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vessels. This bounty continueu in force until 1866, since wbi h time th fi h rm u b ,. ha 1 
0 
further special national allowance than the privilege of fr e salt. The ft ct of th t 
of Congress and of the fishery treaties is discussed in anoth r cti n. Th 
allowed, under certain conditions, $3.50 per ton for the season on ve 
ton on larger ,essels, but uo vessel could receive more than $360. 
The Gloucester Telegraph, of August 15, 1829, gives the following "account of t110 fi b ri . 
of Massachusetts and its neighboring· States from the year 1790 to 1810, said to have be n ma 
in the year 1815 by a gentleman who was well acquainted with the bu ines , and who took cou i<.l-
erable pains to make his statement correct, it having been made by particular r qu tau I fi r a 
special purpose." 
"My calculation is, that there were employed in the Bank, Labrador, and Bay fi Ii ri , in th 
years above mentioned, 1,232 vessels yearly, namely, 584 to the Banks and 64 to the f 
Chaleur and Labrador. I think that the 584 bankers may be put down at 36,540 ton , navig t l 
by 4,627 men and boys (each vessel carrying one boy). They take and cure 510,700 qniut I f 
fish, and average about three fares a year, and consume annually 81,170 hog head of alt. Tll 
average cost of these vessels is about $2,000 each; the average price of these fi h at for ign m, r-
kets is $6 per quintal. These vessels also make from their fish annually 17,520 barr 1 f oil, 
which commands about $10 per barrel. Their equipments cost about $900 each, annua11y, x ln-
si ve of salt. 
'' The 648 vessels that fish at the Labrador and the Bay, I put down at 41,600 ton , navigated 
by 5,832 men and boys. They take and cure annually 648,000 quintals of fl b. Th y g but on 
fare a year, and consume annually 97,200 hogsheads of salt. The average co t of the Ye 1 · i 
about $1,600, and their equipments, provisions, &c., $1,050 each. This d cription of v . 1 i. 
not so valuable as the bankers, more particularly that cla s which goes from Main , :>nn ti nt 
and Rhode Island, as they are mostly sloops and of no great value. Most of th v . I. nr • 
part of their fish near the place where they catch them, on the l> ach, rock , r ., and th r 
after their return home. Several cargoes of dry fish are shipped yearly from Lnbr, cl r lir ·tlv 
for Europe. The usual markets for these fish are in the Medit rran an, ay Ali a11t , .; .gll rn 
~aples, Marseilles, &c., as small fish are preferred at these mark t and 1J gr at r p. rt r h 
fish caught in the Bay and at Labrador are very small. The a,erag I ric 
quintal. These ,essels also make from their fish about 20,000 barr 1 foil, wui h alw, -. 
ready sale at a handsome price, say from $8 to $12 a barr I. Mo t f it i 
States. 
Statistics .of the Eanlc, Bay, and labraclor oodfislterics of Kew Envland, 17 0-1 10. 
Vessels employed in the Bank, Bay, and Labrador fisheries ......................... . 
Tonnage ............................................. ................ . .......•.... . 
Number of men ..... : ..................................... ........................ . 
Number of hogsheads of salt consumed . ..............•. ............................ 
Number of quintals of fish taken ........................................ ....... .. . 
Numher of uarre1s of oil made ................... . ................................ . 
"There is also a description of vessels called jigger , l> iug mt 11 . 11 
tons, which fish in the South channels, in tho shoal , and near ap 1 . 
carry about 4 or 5 hands each, say 1,200 men, anrl tak about F, 
consume 1,200 hogsheads of salt and make about 4,000 rr 1 
sold for the West Indies and home consumption. Th re i till 
vessels commonly called' Chebacco boats,' or' pink- tern . 
9GRF 
1, 2:}·~ 
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and carry 2 men and a boy each, say ~,800 bands, and consume annually 15,000 hog heads of salt. 
Tbev take and cure 120,000 qnintals of fish, which are uEed for the home and West India markets . ' 
except the very first, which they take early in the spring, being of an excellent quality, are sent 
to the Bilboa market, in Spain, where they bring a great price. These ,essels mea ure about 
10,800 tons, and make 9,000 barrels of oil. There also were about 200 scho n rs employed in the 
mackerel fishery, measuring 8,000 tons, carrying 1,600 men and boys, take 50,000 barrel · of 
mackerel annually, and consume 6,000 hogsheads of salt. The alewive, had, ·almou, and h '.)rring 
fisheries are immens~, and consume a great quantity of salt. 
Recapitulation of the cocl and mackerel fisheries of New England, li9 -1 10. 
Vessels ..............•••....................................•••........ ............ 
Tonnage ...••.........••.........................................•............... .. 
~fen ...••.....................................•....................... ............. 
Salt, hogsheads ...•..••....................................•................ ....•.. 
Fish, quintals .............•......................... ... ...................... ..... 
Oil, barrels .••••...........•.•............•.•...........•. __ .............. _ ..... __ . 





11 , :- I 700 
:50, ~. 0 
f> , 00 
"There are many persons who assert that in one year there wer at Labrador au<l up tlrn Bay 
more than 1,rno -vessels, besides the bankers, but I am Yery confi<l nt that th y ar mu h mis-
taken." 
The extent of tlie :fisheries of Massachusetts in 1837, as quoted from Ma oreo·or , r<:1)ort by 
• 0 b 
Hon. Hannibal Hamlin, of Maine, in a speech delh·ered in Congre s August 5, 1 5..,, wa a follows: 
Number of vessels employed in cod and mackerel fisheries ...... ... ..... ...•••....... 
Tonnage of sau1e ....................................... _ ...... ___ ........ _ ....... . 
Number of quintals of codfish caught ...•.......................••.... .......... __ . 
1~,290 
if>, 0 !:l 
[110, 5G4 
Value of same .. ......••........ ..•.••......................••..•....... .... .. ...... ·t,569,517 
Number of barrels of mackerel caught .....................•.................. _ .. . . 234,039 
Value of same .•.............................•......•........••••........... ..... . . ,.·1>u3!:l,049 
1ien e1nployed ...... ...••. ...... ...... ..... ...... ....•. .... .... .••••. .... .... .. .. . 11, 14(-j 
Total value of cod and mackerel. ........ __ .... _ .....................•........ _. _ .. . a,20 , "G 
Mr. Hamlin says: 
"The number of seamen estimated there as being engaged in that year is placed at 11,146. 
That is the number of seamen actually engaged on the ocean. There is anotller class of men, ,·ery 
numerous, which serves to increase the number a considerable per cent., who are left upon the 
shore for the purpose of curing, preserving, and taking care of the fish, and who alternate with 
those who do the fishing; consequently the number of :fisbermen who are returned as actually 
employed iu the business is not the actual number of those who <le,ote their lives to that 
occupation. And the number of seamen who are engaged at different times in the fisheries cannot 
_be accurately ascertained; but it is at least 50 per cent. aborn the number of those who are 
employed any gfren t.ime in :fishing." 
The United States census statistics for 1840 girn the following items concerning the Massa-
chusetts :fisheries, including the whale fishery: 
Number of quintals of smoked ancl dry fish......................................... 389, 71G 
N rim ber of barrels of pickled fish ...... _ ........ __ ......... ~ .................. _... . . 124, 7G5 
Number of gallons of spermaceti oil. .............. _............................... 3,630, 9i2 
Nnmber of gallons of whale and other fish oil.............. . . . . . . .... .. . . . .. . . . • ••. :1, 36-1, 725 
Value of whalebone and other productions of the fisheries .... .••••. .... .... .... .. . . $442, 9i4 
Number of men cmploye<l..... .......... ..... ... .... ..•••. .... .... .... .. .. .... ..... 16,000 
Capital invested .•.••......••••..•.•....•••..•.••....••........................... $11,725,850 
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The extent of the cod ancl mackerel fl berie of Ma 
by the census, was as follows: 
bu · or 1 o, • 
Capital invested ..........•...................•••...... .......................•... 
Men employed 
Quintals of co~~~~-~~~~:::_.:::::_":::_"~_" ........ · · · · · ·. · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·• • • • · 
Barrels of mackerel ...................•............ ..........•.................... 
. -- - -...... -....... -. --...... - . -. -......... -.......... . 
Value of products of tho fisheries ..... . -- - · · - · · .. · - · - · .. - - - - · --- .. - .... - - . - . - - . . .. ... . .. . .. , 2, 1 
Hon. Lorenzo Sabiue, in bis report to the Boston Boarcl of Trade for the year 1 
following statistics of the :fisheries of Massachusetts for tllat year: 
,4 
,441 
Cod, mackerel, ba,libut,, &c., fishery, tonnage ............................••........ 71, 5tl 
Persons employed ............................................. _ .................. . 
Value of fish and oil -- ...... --.... - ... ----.......... -.. - ..... -- --... ---..... -....... - --..... --..... - ... - .. -. 
Capital invested ...............................•.....•.....•......•.•............. 
Sperm :.mcl other whale fisheries, tonnage ............................•............ 
Persons employed ............................................................. _.. 11, 00 
Value of oil, bone, and candles .................................................... $14,500, o o 
Capital invested ........................................................ .. ........ ."'l7, 9 o, o 
The following e:xyact is from the Gloucester Telegraph of April 4, 1860: 
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"The fishing interest of this Commonwealth, owing to a variety of causes, is not au iucr a ing 
one. Indeed., the tonnage employed in the cod, mackerel, halibut,· &c., busine is G,340 ton: le 
than in 1825, while the tonnage in the whale fi.sllery is barely 13 tons more than in that year. Th 
fisheries which produce food are rapidly concentrating at Gloucester. Thus the tonoag at th t 
port was 19,394 in 1855, and 32,644 in 1859. So, too, a large part of the whale :ti hery ha 
transferred from Nantucket to New Bedford. The losses recently in this branch of indu 
been great, and in New Bedford alone nearly $2,000,000 during the past year." 
B.-THE DISTRICT OF NEWBURYPORT. 
56. REVIEW OF THE FISHERIES OF NEWBUR O T 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION.-Newburyport and the adjoining town 
customs district. The former place possesses a goo<l llarbor, and i important, 
Its maritime business is quite extensiYe. At the town of Sali bury, on th 
Merrimac River, the dory originated about a hundred year ao-o. N wburyp r , f, rm'- o · 
ut r. 
f tu 
had a large fleet of vessels in the Labrador cod. fi.sllery, but the bu ine i now li ntinu cl. 
:fishing fleet of twenty-three sail no'"f owned here, is en gag din th<! hor od an l ma l r 1 fl ll ri . 
Large quantities of clams are annually dug from the sanely flat in th vi •ini y. 
The Merrimac River, which empties into the ocean at Newburyp rt, t< k it 
of 6,000 feet among the White Mountains of New Ilamp hir , m 12 mil 
the river by its course is said to be 2~0 miles long. It run iu a ti n thr 
center of the State of New Hampshire, aud, pa ing iuto Ma chu tt , fi r a fi w mil n-
tinues south, and then turns to the northeast, which our e i fi 11 w t tll n. r_;t'hi 
is well known as furnishing the power for the great mauuf: turing int r t w 
Hampshire, and Lowell an<l Lawrence, in :tila acLu ctt , a w II .. nur r u 
Twenty-five small rivers and numerou small tr am ar tri nt ry t th ! rrim . 
of tbese rivers are the Na bua, Contoocook, and tho Wionepi e . Th tid !1 ,r 
j. 
I 
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Falls, a few miles above Haverhill, and the river is navigable for mall T'e el to thi point, 20 
miles from its mouth. Within this limit are the once famou ship·building towns of Sali bury, 
Amesbury, and Haverhill on the north side, and Newbury, Bradford, and Newburyport on the outh. 
Although this part of the New En.gland coast had been vi ited by explorer evernl year 
before the French explorer De Champlain, yet he is creclited with the di cov ry of th M rrimac 
in 1605. The great importance and value of this tream at the pr nt tim i for th . power 
given by its numerous falls to the great manufacturing intere t alono- it t w are 
reminded of the time before those industries had polluted it water , nd u troy d it n t ural 
gifts. For an abundance of food·fishes of the best varictie thi ri r th n bad no 
in the early history of the country was highly valued on their account. n tb pr 
tfon recall the time when the ri-rnr was well stocked with :fl b. 
Manchester centennial celebration held October 22, 1851, ay : '' l\f 
thick as to crowd eaeh other in their passage up the fall to gain th 
you could uot put in your hand without touching some of them, and y t th r w r 
than shad, and more eels than both." 
that 
It is said enough eels were salted down annually to be equal in value to thr hun 1r l head 
of cattle. Salmon were also very abundant. Sturgeon, frequently allud cl to in tll arly bi torr, 
were plenty and caught to considerable extent. At present there i no .fi bing of importaucc 
carried on in the river. Alewives are taken to some extent, and during the umm r N w York 
parties camp along the banks and take sturgeon for their market. Ther i no r ord of the 
amount caught. Sturgeon are said. to be quite plenty, but as they are not con id r d a foo 1.fi h 
in the New England markets no attention is paid to them by the New England .fi h rm n. 
The State of Massachusetts is trying to restock the river with shad and salmon, but with the 
numerous factories above and the non:enforcement of the protection laiw b low, the almon have 
a hard time; yet a good progress is reported. 
ST.A.TIS1IC.A.L SUMMATION OF THE FISHING INTERESTS FOR 1879.-The following tatements 
give in <letail the extent of the fishing interests of Newburyport district: 
Sumrnary statement of persons em1Jloyed and capital invested. 
Persons employed. Number. Capital inve ted. 
Number of vessel.fishermen............ .... .............. 212 Capital in vessels and boats_ .. .......•. .. . ... . .......... 




alOO, 000 Number of curers, packers, fitters, &c .................... 
1 
___ 4_0 Other fixed ancl circulating capital. ..•.. . . ............... 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 425 1 Total ........................ ....................... -200~86 
a Cash capital, $25,000; ,vhan·es, shorehouses, and fixtures, $75,000. 
Detailed statement of capital invested in ·rcssels, boats, nets and traps 
' 
\ Tonnaga. 1 
Value of I 
Vessel-sand boats. No. Value. gear, exclu. Value of Value. siveofboats l outfit. Nets. No. Value. 
and nets. 
J Vessels. ----In food.fish fishery: Gill.nets: .A.cti,o ............... 903. 3!) $43,350 $5,025 $27, 175 $76,150 In vessel fisheries ..... Idle ... ............... 1 11. 31 500 13 $!56 .............. ·······--· 500 In boat fisheries .•.... 45 500 
Total .............. 24 43, 850 i-- 5, 625 ---· 914. 70 27,175 76,650 Purse.seines: 
Boats. -----=== In vessel fishAries ..... 10 5,600 
To vessel fisheries . ...... 104 3,720 
Haul.seines: 
············ ............. ·········· 3,720 In boat fisheries ...... In shore fisheries ........ 113 ···-········ 3,440 3,230 11 
2,200 
5,130 11,800 
Total ............... Total ..•••......... 217 ···· ········ 7,100 3,230 15,520 I 
79 8,516 
5,130 
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Detailed Btatement of the g11a11tiliee and ral1w of the J)l'Ocl11clB. 
__ G_r_a_n_d-to-t-al-.-. -.-.. -~-:-'• __ 
0 
__ '_''_'_"_~'-_' _  ., _ ._: .-.-•• - . -•• -•• - . -•• -•• - . -•. - . -•• - . -•• -.I -. • -_p_i_;;_~~-
1
'.-:-. __ i p}~~S·: / .............. ~utk: ... .......... __ ,_P_' ,-:-::-, '-:-· l
Freahfiah. 
Alewives ................................................... ...... . 
Bass, striped .................................................. .... . 
Bluefish ....................•.......................... . ........... 
Cod .............................................................. . . 
Gunners ..................................•....................... . 
Cusk ..........•.........•................•...•.................... 
Eels ...............•.......•...................•.............. ..... 
Flounders ........................................•................ 
Haddock ...................•........•.....•........................ 




Perch . ..............•....•......••..•...•..•....................... 
Pollock .................................••......................... 
Shad .......................•••••.•.•...••....••...•................ 
Sturgeon ...........•....••.......•....•..............•........... . 
Swordfish ........•.........•...................................... 
Mixcdfi:ih .....................•............................. .. .... 
Total ..............•...........•........................ . .... 
Dry fish. 
Cod ..........................•...........•...........•...... ... .... 
Cusk .........••...•...........................•..••............... 
Haddock ..................•.... . .........•........................ 
Ha.ke .....................................•••.....••............... 






···--·-···-· ............................................ . 
......................................................... 
············ ............................................. . 
...................................................... 





















············ .... .................................................. . 
... . .......... ............................................. 
................ .. .......................... ................................ 
... ............. .................. .... ...... .......................... .. 
.... ............... ....... .............. ................. ..................... 
.............. ........ ............................................................ 







































Total ...................................••................... 8,076,335 1, 239, 850 -.• -. -.. ·-•• -. -.. -. -_ .-•• -.-.. -•. -.-.• -. -.. -•• -. -.. -•. -.-•. ·l---42-, -38-5 
Pickled fish. 















Total ..............•........ ..• ........•...•...•... ·. · · · · · · · · 843, 800 072, 200 . . . . • . . • • • • . . . . • . . • • . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . 15, 011 
=====!=====-===:========== 





For food ....................•............•..••.........••..... ................. ... .... ,.. 27,120 bush 1 ................... . 
For bait . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .•• .. . . . . . . . . .. .• . . .••................ . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,000 bueh le .•............•..... 
Total . ...••.................•...•.....•...•..•....... , ................. j ............ j 30,120 bu h le ..........•......... 
Misceltaneotut. 
Fish oil ... ......• . ......................•...•.............. ,....... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . 2,000 p;allons .................... . 
Fish spawn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 barr •le . . . ............. . 
Fish sounds (chied) ...•.. ~ .. . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . ..•... ... . . . ..• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7o0 .••.•••...•.••••.••.••••••••...••••. 
Seaweed........................................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ZOO ton . .... ................•. . 
Total ................ ·· -· · · · · · ·· · · · · · · ·· · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · ···· · ===,=~·····I··································· · 
aEohnncomeot on South rn oyst re. 
57. THE FISIIERIES OF EWB 
NEWBURYPORT.-Newburyport i 36 mil n 
devoted to its pa t history will how, thi t wn £ rm rl 
that intere. t ha now ,ery much deer a, cl jn jm rt n · 
h C t nti 11 
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decline is the inconvenient entrance to the otherwise good and safe harbor. From the fir t settle-
ment of the place to the present time the eyer-shifting sands have be n forming great o tructions 
at the mouth of the Merrimac. 
In former years Newburyport sent a larg·e fleet of fl bing Yes 1 t th 
but during 18W not a single United States ti bing ve 1 vi it d tho 
only one vessel went there, and she returned with 1,000 quinta1 f l , ncl 4 
We record, concerning the sbjp-bnilding industry of ,. wbur •p r (ind n , r t w 
Newburyport and the neighboring towns of Salisbury, Ha, rhi11, owl -
Bradford, and Ipswich, 1,601 Yessels were built from 1781 to 1 1. 
schooners were registered as built in the customs diistrict of N w 
:fishing vessels. From 1875 to 1880, out of the thirty Ye l bnilt 
aggregate tonnage of 267 .26, were :fishing schooners. 
The town of Salisbury,. ndjoining NewburJ·port, i the h ad f tll 
Here Uie dory originated, many years ago. .An account of tbi will 
·chapter on fishing vessels and boats. 
Clams are found in abundance on both banks of the l\'I rrimac iY r fr 
just illside its mouth on the south, to the "black rocks" on the north, , 1i t, n 




tions, and the diggers say that the more they dig, the more pl ntiful th n an 
average sixty men are working the beds during the whole ;year. Th ln ly hipped 
to Boston and sold to cities in the vicinity; quantitie · are al o n · th fi ·h rm n i r frc h 
bait; none are ba~reled and salted. 
Sperling, or small herring, are caught in November with 
light. They are taken just outside the harbor wllen the torch i din tile 
bow of the boat, wb1ch is slowly rowed along near the shore. iuo- • ttr, ct d by the 
!bright light of the torch, surround the boat and follow it in such number that th may a ily be 
'bailed .or dipped in. This operation is continued until a load is obtain u. hould th oar men 
-cease rowing or draw away from the shore into deep water, the fish at one <li app ar; they are 
taken only for bait, usually by tho clam-diggers. One tl10nsand barrel w r aught during the 
fall of 1879. 
· In 1879 Newburyport had 23 vessels, aggregating 903.39 tons, emplo;yetl in the c tl an l mackerel 
fisheries; and about 60 boats in the shore-fisheries, including some 30 boat u eel by the clam-
diggers. The capital employed in the fishing industry was $195,000, and the rnlno of the products 
in first hands was about $120,000. The number of persons engaged in the fi.sberie was 332, and 
the number of shoremen was 40. 'firn principal part of the pMduct was sold fresh. Among other 
products was about 25,000 bushels of clams, some smoked halibut, dry and pickled fish, and oil. 
From Salisbury ~nt, and other beaches in the neighborhood of Newburyport, a great quan-
tity of sea sand is a ually taken. Vessels of' from 80 to 150 tons have some _years taken as 
1uauy as :i thousand cargoes, aggregating 100,000 tons of this sand, carrying most of it to Boston. 
In 1877, according to~Capt. Moses Pettingell, Newburyport had twenty vessels engaged in 
the mackerel fishery, seven of which were fishing in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence. In summer eight 
,·essels were engaged in fishing for mackerel with gill-nets. These vessels ranged from five to ten 
tons ·each, and carried each about thirty nets and three dories One m · · 1 dory · · . an manages a smg e 
:and about ten nets. These same vessels are engaged in the winter cod fishery. Captain Pettin-
gell estimated that the average catch to each of these vessels would be about 50,000 pounds of 
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mackerel in a season, Yalued at about $3,000. me of them ha, to k d 
taking :fish in a seine in one night to tl.ie Yaluc of $100 to $1 0. 
About forty open boats, nineteen-foot dories, are en<raged iu tll winter f 
Newburyport. The :fishery commences in Dt>cember and continu till pril. In umrn ,r tu d 
fishery is discontinued, the fishermen being employed in eining m nhaden in the M rrima Rh· r. 
In addition to these open boats there are about forty dorie carri d to th fi bi11<r o-r un<.l n 
the small schooners engaged in the gill-n~t :fishery for mackerel. In all, about i hty d au 1 
one hundred and sixty men are employed. A. fair average return for a <lay' :ti hing wa timat d 
by Captain Pettingell at 600 pounds of cod and similar fish. 
·Mr.John G. ·Plummer writes us the following historical sketch of the Labrador fi h r.r from 
New lmryport: 
"Capt. Charles Sandborn says that he went first in 1833, anu tli re were th 11 about 
eighteen or twenty large vessels. One was a ship of 360 ton . They went down to almon 
River, anchored in the river, and cruised along the shore in boats, and caught mo t of th cod 
with nets or seines. They used those seines that were knit flat and. gathered at tlie id ", o a 
to ha Ye them bag some, and when they could not fake all the fish in tbe boats they u c1 to bu y up 
the lead line and leave the fish in the nets until they returned for them. Sometim th y n l 
large bags made of nets, which they would fill with fish, and anchor them until the boats cou1u 
return for them. The -vessels carried :fine mesh nets in which to catch cnpelin for bait. Th 
voyage usually lasted about three months. The :fish were dried at home, and tho co t of 1.1rj·ing 
(one-twelfth) was paid in shares. They were then packed in clrums and sbipped to the '\Ye t 
Indies, to Bilboa, Spain, and up the Straits. 
"The vessels employed were not very high cost, and were .fitted at low · rat . . Th y had a 
codfish bounty from the Government, and so made good voyages; but after a whil th o, rn -
ment cut off the bounty, and the cost of vessels and expense of :fitting1 including wage , iucr a d 
so that there was no money in it. One after another the vessel were withdrawn until n w (1 1) 
not one is left. Last year there was one vessel and this year noue. 
"The cod that were dried here in Newburyport anu packecl in drum · rought the h 
in the West Indies of any in the world. They were not, ry alt and w r th r n1rbl,r <lr.r , a 
to stand the heat. 
"Fishermen all say t,hat even now, witll good large ve l and witll a Jittl a ·i ta.nee fr m tu 
Government, they could compete with the Frencl1 and Eugli h fi h rm n and mak it pay; l>u 
where the French get a good bounty from Government and w a t n u , an l ho t f Jlttin i 
higher than in France, it is impossible to mak the fi hery pay. The urn11 
to be shipped to the same market as the Engli h and French ft 11. 
~, Our vessels carried mostly young men and bos , and taugli t th m t b ' m f 
these men were in our Navy during the war, and one or tw in tll K 'ar ar(Y wh n h 
Alabama. About twenty of them, I think, were iu th Na y. 
"We us·ed to bave great times here wb nth v l came in fr m La rn 1 r. 11th m 11. n<l 
uoys we could scare up were employed in wa hiug, hauling, dryin<r, and 1 a ·J-inct th fl 11a111 , hip-
ping them to market. The oil was hipp >cl mo tly t bilad lpllia,. u 1th Y , ' 1 n ual1 ' r u ht 
back coal, corn, sugar, and mola es.". 
The first American ves el to engago in the La brad r c tl fi ll ry fr m 
tlie year 1794, and from that time until the year 1 70 tl1 r wa 
Yessels were not sent to that fl lliug grouud. n 1 G tlli fl 
in 1860, 60 sail; in 1874, 2 sail; in 1 76, 2 ail; iu 1 7 n u · 
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JPSWICH,--;-The town of Ipswich is situated in Essex County, 27 miles northeast of Boston. .A 
rfrer of the same name; rising in the adjoining county of Middlesex, 25 miles to the southwe&t, 
flows through the town and into the bay, about 4 miles distant. The harbor, by reason of shifting 
sand-bars, affords _an indifferent entrance to vessels. No improvement in these obstructions has 
been effected since the :first settlement of the town. 
The fishery industries of Ipswich ha,e greatly diminished, owing to the desertion of the river 
by the salmon, bass, shad, and other fish. Manufacturing interests have increased, but at the 
same time have aided, by the emptying of unhealthy matter into the river from the factories, in 
the extermination of many fisheries which once were in a flourishing condition. One hundred and 
twenty years ago the fisheries of Ipswich had fallen 50 per cent., the number of fishing schooners 
being but six. 
The clam industry, of especial importance in the early history of this pla.ce, has steadily 
decreased. The flats, out of which the clams were formerly dug in such profusion, extend from 
Rowley on the north 1o Essex on the south, including an area of 10 miles in length by half a mile in 
width. An attempt has been made to restore the clam flats to their former state of abundance by 
planting new beds, but this attempt has been fruitless. Between 1870 and 1880 there was no 
restriction as to the time for digging clams, but in 1880 a close season was declared by law, whereby 
clam digging was prohibited from May 15 to October 15. An exception to this town law was pro-
vided by a State law which allowed any fisherman to dig two bushels for bait. Permits are now 
required to be given to men before they are allowed to dig at all for clams. The permits arc issued 
by the selectmen, into whose ]1ands the town lias intrusted the safe-keeping of the clam-flats. Those 
to whom such permits may be granted must be citizens of the place. Any offense against this town 
law renders the offender liable to arrest, and to a fine of $1 per bushel for all clams dug hy him, 
and the confiscation of all tools and equipments. 
Under these restrictions, seventy-five men were employed iu clam digging from March 1 to 
Jnne 1, 1879; and from November 1, 1879, to March, 1880, fifty men were engaged in tho .. same 
business. The clams were sold for $1 per barrel in the shell, or 25 cents per gallon shelled. For 
fishing purposes they were sold by the water.-hucketful for 50 cents, or at $4 a barrel shelled for 
fresh bait, and $3 a barrel for salt bait. A bushel of salt to a barrel of clams is required for 
"full-salted·" bait, and for "slack-salted" from half a peck to half a bushel of salt. This mixture 
sells, according to the quantity of salt used, from $4 to $5 per barrel. In the season of 187D-'80 
500 barrels were put up for bait. When this small number is contrasted with the several thousand 
barrels formerly prepared for the same purpose, the decrease is very apparent. It must be acl<led, 
however, that a demand for clams formerly not in existence has lately sprung up; this is to supply 
clams as food in Boston and other neighboring cities. For this purpose, between June 15 and 
September 15, 1879, 40 barrels each week were shipped in the shell to Salem. Between December 
1, 1879, and April 1, 1880, 60 barrels of clams in the shell and !!80 gallons of shelled clams were 
shipped weekly to Boston and towns in the neighborhood. 
The importance of the small herring, or sperling, fishery is still great, very large numbers 
being captured; the operation of taking them is curious and may be briefly told. Night is the 
time for capture. Three men go in a dory, 18 to 22 feet in length, at the bow of which a bright 
light is placed. This light attracts the fish round the boat, into -which they are quickly bailed. 
A boat-load or the disappearance of the fisµ. causes a homeward course to, be taken. · In 1879 
fifteen boats caught about 200 barrels each, aggregating 3,000 barrels. 
There is now a great inter.est taken in the manufacture of isinglass from fish sounds. In olden 
times the crude sounds were thoroughly cleaned and in that condition were sold and used as isin-
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glass. In 1855 a factory for the manufacture of isinglas wns built and i n w activ Jy n l in 
that industry, turning out annually about 100,000 pound of the manufactnr d arti 1 . Th pr du ·-
tion for the year 1879 has outstripped that of any other, being 140,000 pound . Tll gr at r I rti u 
of this quantity was made from hake sounds, chiefly supplied by merican fi 11 rmen, t fr 
to $1.15 per pound. Importations of sounds were also received from Ilull and Liv rpool, i o 1, u l; 
Hamburg, Germany; Bombay, India; and Maracaibo, South America; the e co ting 27!\- ut 
to 80 cents per pound. A limited supply was received from Ru ia at 1.0 per pound. I t f 
this isinglass finds a market among the New York brewers and those of the We tern , at 
prices varying from $1.20 to $1.80 per pound. 
0. THE DISTRICT OF GLOUCESTER. 
58. REVIEW OF THE DISTRICT. 
EXTENT OF THE FISHERIES OF GLOUCESTER DISTRICT.-The proximity of Capo llll t th 
:fishing grounds for cod and mackerel, and an excellent harbor for vessels of alt size , ha mad this 
place famous in the history of the fisheries. On the north side of the cape is Ipswich Bay, which 
abounds with cod in the winter season, and which for more than two hundred year ha been 
the resort of a large fleet of fislling vessels and boats. South of the cape is Bo ton Bay with it.· 
numerous fishing ledges and banks. Only 150 miles off the coast lies George's Bank, famou n. 
the begt of cod-fishing grounds. The principal town on the cape is Gloucester, and adjoining it ar 
Rockport, Essex, and Manchester. These four places comprise the custom di trict f lou .;t •r. 
The fisheries and vessel building have been the chief industries of the people . in tll fir. t 
settlement of the region. At Rockport and at some of the outlying villages of 1 uc t r ar 
large granite quarries which were opened many years ago by parties from Quincy. Th • u w 
gfre emploJment to a considerable number of men. 
The total capital invested in the :fisheries in the district is $4,326,5G8, the valu of tll pr d-
ucts in first hands $3,155,071, and the number of person employed G,206. Th e tati tic, . 
are for the year 1879, which was a very disastrous and unfavorable o e compared with nl> . 
quent years. The catch of the fleet in 1880 was considerably in exce of that iu J 7 , , ud 
prices much higher. The total weight of fish taken by the :ti hermen of t,hi di trict in 1 7 w._ 
+89,383,026 pounds as they came from the water. This quantity wa r duced by dr ing and 
curing to 106,116,499 pounds. In addition to the above amount 549,10 pound of 1 b t r 
taken along the shores, also 800 barrels of squid, 15,000 pounds of Iri h mo , and 250 t n f a. 
weed. Themostvaluablepartoftheproductwasdry:fish,ofwhich42,850,14 p und w r pr par 1, 
worth $1,634,103. The amount of fish sold fresh wa 44,04 ,GOG pound , w rtb L7, 9 t tll 
fishermen. Pickled fish were sold to the amount of 17,967,750 pound , worth k d 
fish were worth $100,000; shell fish, $22,462; and miscellan ou product , 1 
The active fishing fleet in 1879 in thi di trict numbered 41 ail, a gr g 
and manned by 4,505 men. Besides this active fleet there wer ight u y 
tons and carrying 198 men, lost during the year on th ir fir t tri I 
There were also ten vessels measuring 431.23 ton which w r i l 
employed in fishing in 1880. Included in the acti-v fi t ar 
during the year after making one or mor fi bing trip . Tll 
which was a very disastrous one, were twenty-nio Y • 1 m c ·urin 
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STATIS1'ICAL su:MM.A.'I'ION FOR 1879.~Tlrn following E-tatements show in detail the extent of 
tlle tishing interests of Gloucester district: 
Summary statement of JJ('rsons employed a11d capital -innstcd. 
Persons employed. Number. 
Number of Yessel-.flsliermcn .. . .. . .... .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . . . 4,505 
Number of boat-fishermen............................... 748 
Number of curers, packers, fitters, &c ...... ... ... .. .. . . . 632 
Number of factory hands ......................... -. . .. . .. 321 
Total .............................................. . 6,206 
Capital invested. 
Capital in vessels aml boats ...................••.•...... -
Capital in nets anll traps ..... ..... ............ .......... . 
OU1er fixell and circulating capital. .......... . .. .. .. .... . 






a Cash cnpital, $1,062,000; whan-es, shorehouses, anll fixtures, $882,000; factory building and apparatus, $211,000. 
Deta'ilcd statement of capital forested in i·cssela, boats, nets, cmcl traps. 
I 
Value of 
Vessels and boats. No. Tonnage. Value. 
gear, exclu- Value of Total Nets ancl tra1)s. No. Value. 
si,e of boats outfit. ,alue. 
and nets. ------
Vessels. Nets. 
In food-fish fishery: Gill-nets: 
Acti,e ............... 419 23,606.66 $1,148,214 $59,050 $687,900 $1,925,164 In , e sel fisheries .. . 232 1 $2,844 
Idlo .................. 10 431. 23 12,300 ................... .......... 12, 300 In boat .fisheries .•... 370 4,300 
In menhaden fishery ..... !\ 46.45 1 500 
50 300 850 
1 
l>urse-seines: 
In squid .6.stery ....... -·. 231.8! 7,100 400 1,600 __ o, 100 lj In vessel .flsh_rieg ... mo 95,000 




In ,cssel fisheries ....... 1,783 ............... 64,541 . ................ ------·--· Weirs, &c . ...... . ...... . 14 6,500 
In shore fisheries ~- ...... 467 ................. 21,320 12,200 14, !)00 48,420 i Lobster and eel pots --· · 2,549 2,549 --
~2,961 I 
------
!;rotal ........•..... 2,250 .................. 85,861 12,200 14, !)00 Total .............. 2,563 !l, om I 
Detailed statement of the quantUies and values of the products. 
roc.uc s spec1 e . fresh. prepared. Bulk. 
Value 
prepared. P 
, t ' fi d Pounds, Pounds I 
;-------------1-----
Grand total. .... · .... - ..•... -. -...... - · .. · ..... ·. · · · • · · · · · · -- · · .......... -- ....... -.•... 1 . ................... , .............. . $3,155,071 
Fresh fish . 
.Alowi,cs ...... ... ................................................ . 
Bass, sea .......................................................... . 
Bass, striped ...............•.......•............•.........•........ 
Bluefish ........................................................... . 
Cod ..•...•...........••......•.............•.••........••...••.••. 
Cunners ....................••..........••................•....... _ 
Cusk ..........•...........•... : ................................... . 
Eels .............................................................. . 
Flounders 
Haddock . ...... .. ................................................. . 
Hake ......... . ......................... . ......................... . 
Halibut ..............•..•.•...•...•.....•...........•....•......... 
Herring ........................................................... . 
Mackerel ...... . ........•...................•.......•.............. 
Pollock ........................................................... . 
Salmon ..................••.•... .......••.•........................ 
Shad 
Smel~~ ·.~::·.:·· · ··· .......... · ·· · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · ·• · · · · ·· · · ·· · •· · · ·· · ·· 
Sturgeon .... :::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Swordfish ............................................................................................... 
Tautog ........................................................... . 
Mixed fish.. . ............................................... . 















































.. ... .............. ...... ..... .. . 727,09!) 
---'===============I= == 
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Detailed statement of the quantities ·ancl rnlu,•s of the 1J1·oducts- ntinn d. 
Pountls, I Pound , Products specified. Bulk. Y tu 1ir p r 11. _______________ _:_ ________ 1 __ r_rc_ h_. _ I preparru. 
1----1------------l---
Dry fish . 
Cou 
Cus~· ~ ~ ~ · ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ·. ~ ~ ·.: ~:::: ~::::::::::::::::::: · · · · · · · · · · 102, 313, 000 37, 850, 000 
Haddock 582, 000 291, 330 
Hake .. . : : _":: _" _":: _" _" _":::::::::: _":::::: .· .-_":::::::::: _" _":: _" _": · · · · · · · · · · 
2
, 250, 900 55, 344 
Pollock 6, 966, 600 2, 61M, 705 .•. . •••••• ...... .•••••••• . 
• • • · · • · · ·••• • • · · · · • • • · • · · ·· · · · ·••• •• •••••• •••· · •••••.•..••• 2, E81, 700 1,152,704 .... ... ........ .. ...... .. .. ...... .. . 
l, 5:?I, ,~7 




l,03~. 103 Total ... · ·· · •· · · •· · · ·;i~~~~· fl•~··········................... 114,014, 920 I ==. 4=2,=8=5=0=, =14=3=i=--=· =--=· ·=·=· =· ==--=· =··=··=·=· ·=· =· =· =· ·::··=·=== 
Cod.············ .. ·······--················ .. ··· · ··········....... . 31,500 i 15,750 ----,~=== 
Herring....................... . ................................... 2,750;000 2,200,000 :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 331000::0I 
Mackerel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . .• • . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 23, 415, 000 15,010,000 .... .... ..... .. .. .. ... ..... . ........ 41 ~88 
Swordfish.................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 05, 000 CO, 000 1'. ~SU 
Mixed fish......................................................... 18,000 1'> OCO ......................... ······1 






:_: •. ·.: .: .: • .• · :.~.: . : •• :: •• :.:.: .:.::.: •. :.: .:.:· •. • •• :: •• :.: .:.: .: .:.:.: 
300 
Tongues and sounds.............................................. . 02, 500 ll l , 
8~~ 
4 7, l Oi Total·.············.·~~:~~· fi;~.· .......................... =2=G='= 4=0=7,=0==00= l=l=,=' 9=0=7,=7=50=
1 
.................................... J 
1,250,000 . ............. :······· .. ······· ·····I Halibut ............................................ -............. .. 5,000,000 100,000 
. .................................... .. ......... \ 
Shell fish. 
Lobsters ..... · ..................................................... . 285,510 10, 40 
Clams: 
::~::::<::::::::::::LL.::;:::::::::::::::::::::: :: ;;;0,i :::: 1_ ::::::::,: ::::: ::::: :: :j · ,::::~ 
~\f ~It{'.~~~:. I:::~ i: \ (!:.:::;:!iii! :; i! !! ;;;:: ii:;;; •• ; i;. <!;i~. : }l~ f ~I~I:I: !iii !ii !ii. !ii iii§ 
Seaweed . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250 ton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . :?50 
Products of whale fishery-whale oil............... .. ...... . ...... . .. . . . . . ... . . . . ... .. ... . . . 2,520 gnllons........... ... . . . . . . 1, ooo 
Total ......................•....................... . ........ . .......... .. . · : · .......... · / · ......... .. ... . ..•................ · I 1 ' 3GO 
STATISTICS FOR GLOUCESTER DISTRICT, 1869-1870.-Tbe followin°· tati ti f th 1~11 ri, · 
of this district for the years 1869 to 1876 are compiled from th annual port f th 
lector of tlte district to the United States Bureau of tati tic : 
Years. 
1671. . .. 
1872 .. 
1873 .. 
1874 . • •. 
1875 .... 
1870 .. 
Valul/ ·of iht products of the fisheries of the district of Oloueesle1· for th !}ears 1 6 t,1 1 7G. 
--- I 11 T,,tnl 
, h II Mn· tb r ,·nlu of 
11 la. uur . prod. nil prrnl· 
U l. UC • 
Codfish, c u re <1 Mackerel, cured Herring. cured Other ftsb 
( quintals oi 112 (barrels of 200 (bnITels o f (quintnls of 1.-r sh fl b. Fl la oil. 
pounds). · pounds) . 200 poumls). 112 pounds) . 
1-1-~ 1--:-1 •' ·1-:: 
0 = C: = 
- ,; .; c3 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
& & Ji, .& 
i,;, -,-
~) 
I Qi c::! ~ .: ::i c::! ~ I c:l A cl ; = C .:l = 2 Cl ~ = C ol ci! a: ol .; ol a: .a = = a: Cl ::: ::: Cl O' p,- O' p,- CJ t> CJ t> C' ~ O' > ----
<£Includes $2,000 worth of oysters. 
b Includes 2,540,000 pounds fresh b rrin~. $12;;,ooo. 
c includ s 2,750,000 pound 
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. b ,-r loycd and the number~ and tonnage of 1:essels engaged in the fisher-ies of the district Statement slwwing the num er o., nun emp 
of Glouceste1· for the years 1869 to 1876. 
Years. 
1869 ·•·•· ..... ······ ••..•.....•.•....• ··••·· .••.•......• · •••••.••••...•.•......• · . •. · · .••••. · · ...•......•. 
1870 .....•....•.......•... ······ ................. ... · .. · ...•.• · · ...••• ···•·· .••••• ··· : ·· ..•. ···••· .. ··••·· 
1871 .•.•...... - ..... · · ·••••· .•.. · • ....• • .•••.• · · · · · · · · · · · · •.. · .............•..•.....•..••••........•• . . •• . 
1872 .... · .. . ............ ······ , .•...• ···••· · .. .. •• . ...•. · . : .•. · .•...........•••••.•. ..• · ••.••••.•.••... · · · · 
1873 ....................•..........••.................. •. . . ....•.•... . ...••••• .•.•...•...••.•..• .• ••...... 
1874 .....• . •...•.•....•..... ·•·••• ·••··••··· .•••...••. · · ...••. • .•...•. · .. .. .... •..•... · · · · · · · ..•••••.••... 
1875 ···•·· .... ········ ··••·· ...•.. ···••· · ··· - . ..•.. ··•••• .•.•••..•••...•..••••••••..• · •• · ...•........ · .. · 












59. THE FISHERIES OF ESSEX AND ROCK ORT. 
Men Tonnage. empl yd. 
Kumber. Ton8. 








EssEx.-Essex is situated 25 miles north-northeast of Boston, on the Es x ran h of the 
Eastern Railroad. It joins Gloucester on the east and Manchester on the outh. The town was 
organized in 1819, when it became separate from Ipswich, which now bound it on tlie north. The 
population of Essex in 1840 was 1,450; in 1880 about 1,800. 
The place is not favorably located for fishing either from ns 1 or b at.-=, a it po se ses no 
harbor. The Essex River is a narrow stream that runs from the Yillage to Ip wich Bay, a distance 
of 2 or 3 miles, and has sufficient depth of water at high tide to fl.oat the large t :ti bing schooners 
· from the ship-yards to the sea. 
The principal industry of the l)eople is ship-building, u1nrnrds of 1,200 of the best fishing 
vessels in the New England fleet having been built here during the past fifty years. In the early 
history of vessel building the woodlands in the vicinity afforded most of the material needed, but 
at present the lumber is brought from all parts of the country. There are several saw-mills, black-
smith shops, and a spar-yard connected with the ship-yards, and a considerable number of anchor 
stocks and fish boxes are annually made in the town. 
The only factory in the district of Gloucester for the manufacture of fishing-lines is located at 
Essex. The business was established in 1830, when hemp lines were used in the fisheries, but 
since 1845 cotton lines have taken the place of those made from hemp. The lines are tarred by 
steam, a process begun at Newburyport in 1875, prior to which time they were prepared in tar 
heated by fire. The production of the fact_ory amounts to about $30,000 annually, all of which is 
sold at Gloucester for use principally in the deep-sea :fisheries. The value of the. buildings and 
machinery is about $4,000, and the number of men employed is six. 
Clam-digging was formerly a profitable industry in this town, the extensive flats bordering 
the river affording an abundance of these bivalves. Mr. Moses Knowlton states that about 1830 
upwards of two hundred men and boys were employed in digging clams, and that from 1860 to 
1864 there were annually shipped from this place 3,000 barrels of shelled clams, most of which 
were used for bait in the cod fisheries, and sold at $13 per barrel. Since 1865 they ha Ye been used 
more largely for food. During the year 1879 only ten men were constantly employed in clam-
digging, though at the height of the season, which lasted from October to May, there were some-
times seventy-five men and boys engaged in digging and shucking the clams. The production for 
the year was 11,500 bushels of clams in the shell, valued at $4,500 to the diggers. Of this quan-
tity 9,000 bushels were shipped in the shell to · Boston, Salem, and l\farblehead; the remainder 
werP. shelled and sold in Gloucester, Rockport, and other places. Clams in the shell are worth 
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about 40 cents a bushel, while shucked they sell at 4.50 a barr 1. If th lam 
as bait in the :fisheries they are corned, m:;ing a peck of alt to a be rr 1 of lam . 
Some of the :fishing vessels built in Essex retain their wn r lJip h r au , altb 
and landing their catch in Gloucester, are recorded a E 
vessels; tonnage, 156.91 tons; original co t, $11,000; pr nt valn , D,5 . mun r f r w 3 . 
gross stock for the year, $2,846. They were both engaged in th ) Bay of , int Lawr 11 
:fishery, and brought home 650 barrels of mackerel. 
HocKP0RT.-Rockport is on the eastern extremity of Cape nn, 36 mil from o ton, and i 
the terminus of the Gloucester branch of the Ea tern RaHroad. It i mall in ar a, c verino- nl 
3 miles from north to south an~ 1½ miles from east to west, wllil th coa t lin , b cau of num r-
ous indentations, is 8 miles long. It is bounded by Glouce ter on thew . t, an 1 by th c an u 
the east, north, and south, and is composed of two villages, ituated a mile apart, and known a 
Sandy Bay and Pigeon Covr.. These were a part of the town of Glouce tor until 1 4 , wh nth y 
were unitedly incorporated into a town under the name of Rockport. A stretch of land xtending 
into the harbor is known as Bear's Neck. Here are located numerous small fl h-hou , wh r hun-
dreds of men were formerly employed in handling the catch of the many shore-boats tllat once ail d 
from here. Except for a few months in the year, Bear's Neck now appears like a de ert d villag . 
In the town are scores of veteran boat-fishermen who in earlier years found abundance of fl h ff 
this rocky shore. Most of the :fishing is now carried on in large boats or ve el on more di tant 
grounds. 
Thatcher's Island, upon which are built the twin lights, often called Cape Ann light , b 1 ng 
to Rockport, and is well known to navigators. The light-houses are but a short di tan e apart, 
and are very tall, so that tbe lights can be seen for a long di tance at ea. The town i built n 
rocky headland, and from the summit the ocean view i granu. At Pigeon o, th r i a l , r 
nnm ber of handsome cottages, an<l the place is a favorite ea id re ort. 
In 1879 the fishery industries of Rockport, including ve l, boat and lob t r fi h ri , an l 
the manufacture of isinglass, were Yalned at $182,830, employ in o- four huudr d an 1 i ·t m u , nd 
a capital of $160,100. 
The shore-boat :fishery in 1879 employed cighty-nin boat and on hundr d , u l tw ut '· w 
men, and the weight of fish taken was about 2,500,0 0 pound . Tb ctirn ft biri fl t f v L 
comprised twenty-three sail, measuring 737.23 ton , valu l, with th ir g r and utflt, 7 
and manned by one hundred and ninety-one men. Of thi fl t, tlu ·l w r ngc g l in th' 
mackerel fishery, seven in the cod and macker 1 fl heri , thirt n in tlJ o 1 fl h r ,,. an 1 11 in tll · 
menhaden fishery. One of the cod Yes el was engao- 1 al o in th , int r h l 
production of the fleet in 1879 was G,404 barrel mack r l, !>3 , p uu l ' ~ It 1 h, au 11 1: ( 
pounds fresh fish. In the winter sea on a con id ra 1 h r f tb at h f <lb · tll 
Bay fleet is landed at Rockport and shipped fre h t o t u. 
enterprise to the fishing industry of the town. 
Besides the active fleet, there w re fi ur fl hiug Y thr ugh n tlJ Y ar. 
ured 113.56 tons and were valu d at $3,50 . Th y w r all mpl y 1 in fl hiu lnrinc1 h • Y tr 
1880. 
The lobster fl hery give 
was 48,750, value<l at $2,437. 
of lobster pots five hundred. 
is generally fl h heads and culpin . 
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.At l\filk Island, and at other points off the shore, floating trap arc et for the capture princi-
pally of herring and mackerel. This is a recent and not exten ive fi bery in tbi r gi n, only one 
trap producing any amount in 1879, the other two that were et proving failur be au e of bostile 
opposition to this mode of fishing. The value of the traps wa 1,500; number of men mployed, 
eight; and yalue of the fish taken, $1,800. 
The town possesses facilities for the quick di tribution of fr h fish, b ing ~ t th t rminu of 
the railroad by which the fish are shipped to Boston and other plac . Th r ar fiy firm ngag d 
in curing and packing fish, about two-thirds of their bu in con i ting f alt fi h that ar mostly 
sold to Gloucester firms; the remaining third of their bu in i in fr lt h, I rin ip ll~- d and 
haddock. Three vessels, measuring 160.81 tons, and ,alu cl at .J,V m1 l cl in fr i o-hting 
fish and salt between Rockport, Glouce ter, and oth r plac . 
Rockport has the honor of first producing i ingla fr m h k 
demand by the brewers all over tlle country. .A small factory wa 
started as early as 1821 or 1822, though the bu inc 
isinglass was to reduce the sounds to a pulp by grinding au th n pre 
wooden rollers. The rollers were at first turned by hand, th n bor e-pow r ,, , 
f making the 
t~e n large 
y d and from 
time to time other improvements have been introduced. Th r 11 ~r ar ll med f iron, b ing 
hollow cylinders through which cold water is alloweu to pa to pr v nt th pulp fr m ticking to 
them: and arc turned by steam. At prcseut the sound of codfi h w akfi b, '- n l ,ari u. impor ted 
species are used in connection with hake sounds. 
In 1870 there was only one factory in operation in Rockport., tllough th r wer ,. e, eral 
in other parts of the State. Another bu~iness related to this is the manufacture of glue from 
salt-fish skins. These- two industries in 1879 repre ented about 50,000 apital and a product 
valued at $64,000. The number of persons employed wa forty. In the fall of 1 0 some Boston 
parties came to Rockport and started a new ising.lass factory. 
From the rocks ·along the shores a considerable quantity of Irish moss is annually gathered. 
During 1879 three men from Scituate, Mass., secured here $300 worth of that article. Seaweed 
is gathered by the farmers for fertilizing purposes. The cotton factory in the town was for many 
years busily employed in the manufacture of canvas for sails and tents. 
Since the first settlement of the villages in 1G95, when a grant of land was made to John 
Babson "to sett up fishing upon," Rockport bas depended largely upon the fisheries for the sup-
port of the inhabitants. The absence of a suitable harbor for the accommodation of larger craft 
led the people to engage in shore or boat fishing rather than to send vessels to the offshore banks, 
and this branch of the fisheries has continued the favorite occupation of the people, though within 
thirty years the business has greatly decreased. .A. few Bank schooners and a considerable fleet 
of small craft being owned here in 1743, a wharf was built for their safety, and in 1746 another 
one was· constructed. As they were made on the outside of logs, filled up with stones, they went 
to pieces in a few years. In 1810 a corporation was formed, called the Sandy Bay Pier Company, 
for the purpose of constructing an artificial harbor, which was accomplisheq at an expense of 
$30,000. .At the North Village or Pigeon Cove a breakwater and pier were built in 1831 which 
cost $25,000. 
According to the State census of 1865 the principal industry of the town, like that of Glou-
cester, was the fishing business. We find that Rockport, in that year, employed in the cod 
and mackerel fisheries, thirty-seven vessels, aggregating 1,386 tons, and manned by 343 men. 
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60. G.LOUUESTER AND IT •ISilER U Tl I• . 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION.-Gloucester, the chief fi bing port of t1J nit d 
on Cape Ann, about 30 miles northeast of Boston. The harb r i n of th larg 't and 
the whole coast, and is admirably ada1)ted for carryiug on an xten h· maritim bu, in .. 
railroad and by steam and sailing vessels, it i, conn cted with all p~ rt f th 
facilities for the rapid distribution of the products of the fl lt ri . It · line of 
extends around to Manchester on the south side, a distance of 30 mil 
to headland, and ff its frontage on the harbor and other indentation i · iuclud 1 the utir 
Ii ne is oYer 50 miles in extent. 
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The business portion of the city, commonly called '' the harbor,' has eYeral utlyiu 0 • 
ments, among which is Annisquam, situated on Ipswich Bay, and having a mall barb r n 
headquarters of a fleet of some fifty sail of fishing- ·rnssels. Here are th ruin of wharY , nd 
buildings that were formerly the scene of a thriving bu incs which is now tran ferr cl to tb 
more cavacious harbor on the other side .of the cape. The Anni quam Rh-er, familiarly kn wn, . 
the 'Sqnam River, extends from Ipswich Bay to witbin a short distance of Glouc t r Ilar r, witl1 
which it is connected by a, canal not much used except by plea ure boat , though larg 
u<lmit t11e passage of good-sized vessels. In the river in the vicinity of Wheeler' 
Riverdale are quite extensive clam beds, worked by some ninety mcu. On the oppo it 
the 'Squam River is West Gloucester, known as We ·t Pari h. Som clam arc <lug 11 r , and 
from the woods arc cut many saplings, from which arc mad crub·l>rooru and trawl bn ·. tafi:'i 
used in the fisheries. 
Adjoining Annisquam on the north side of the cape ar th vill, g 
and Folly Cove, having a bold rocky ·bore, with no natural har r ,· . Th 
of a hardy set of boat fishermen, who find consider, ble profit in th\ , ptur 
rnrieties of shore fish. At both Bay View and Lan ville br akwat r · h. v b n uilt makiug 
small harl>0rs, used principally for the helt r of ton loop , th, t ar n tautly mpl · 1 in 
transporting granite from the extensive quarri 
and numerous boats used in the shore fi herie al o find h •lt r in th · 1 arti 1 ·i 1 , 
Corn tllc boats are hauled lligh up on th rock· n in liu d pl t~ rm,, wh r th 
the dashing wa,es. The style of boat mo tly u. cl 11 r i a le r, 1 ry, p, rtly l 
specially for sailing rather than for rowing. 
The Yillage of Magnolia, well known a8 mnm r re · rt, an l h, vin a ·m. 11 ii ·h r ·, Ii 
the wcstwar<l of Gloucester Ilarbor. Off tuis ,h r i • l W 1 I ·lau I, wh r tw 
fish-traps arc set during the ummer month . I eturniu t 
vVoe, on the western side, at the ntranc f th 
by Lougfellow's poem, "The Wr 1ck of the 
sionally dri,e in here with gr at fnry, and ha,· 
harbor around which tl1 wbary • nr 1 built, i · p, rat 
which partly protect it from 
sail of fl 'hing Ye el . 
With the exception of th 
ter that is not <1 pend nt n1 
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the scarcity or abundance of fish. There bas been a steady growth in population from 7,786 in 
1850, to rn,329 in 1880.(a) The valuation of the place, as shown by the a se sor returns, was 
$1,635,787 in 1850, and $9,615,602 in 1877. ,In 1879, owing to severe lo ses by torm · and the 
general depression of the fishing industry, the v-aluation lrnd decreased to $ ,022,623, but ince 
1879 an increased demand for fish, and a good catch has caused an increa e to ,977,559 ·rnJuation 
in 1881. 
The general appearance of the city from a distance is quite inYiting a it ri 
water's edge to hills of considerable size, upon which are many band omo resitl nc . r it not 
for the narrow, unpaved streets, with few sidewalks, the place would be far rn r attracth~ . There 
are many substantial public buildings including a fine city bal1, sev ral churche and mmodious 
school houses, w~hile in the business part of the city are building w 11 adapt d t the fl bing indu -
try. The wharves are eighty.nine in number, seventy.four being u ed in the fl. h ri and th rest 
for coal and other purposes. They are well built, and barn at high tide a uffi i nt d pth f water 
to float large ships, a number of w·hich annually visit the place with cargoc f alt. Clo e by 
the wharves and upon them are flake yards, where thousands of quintal of fi 'h ar daily pread 
to dry. Large sheds are seen on every wharf where are stowed hog head of fi bin Ii kle or piles 
(a) Valuation and population of Gloucester from L45 to 1 1. 
Year. 
1845 ..•............. ···········• ... 
1846 ...... ······ ···•·····•··•····• · 
1847 . ........•... , •.......•.•.•... . 
1848 ..................•••.•........ 
1849 . ..............••...••••....... 
1850 ..•....•...•.••.•.••••........ _ 
1851. ....•.••••..•...• . .•.....•.•.. 
1852 ..•.. · ....... . .....•.••......•.. 
1853 . .•....•• . ···•····•·•·•·•·· .•• . 
1854 . .• . ··•··· ......•.............. 
1855 ..............•• .. ....••.....•. 
1856 ........• . . ······ ·········· ... 
1857 . ......••••• . ...•••....... . ·--· 
1858 ...... ···•··•·•···· ······ ..... . 
1859 .. .... ........•......•.•• .. ... 
1800 ..... ........ ······ ........... . 
1861. ..•.. . .•.•..•••....... .. ....• . 
1802 ......... ······ .•........... . 
1863 .............................. . 
1864 . . ...... .... .. . .... .......... . . 
1805 ....... . ... . ......... : ........ . 
1806 .............••................ 
1867 . ..•........•.••.......•..•... 
1868 ... ... ..... . ... ..... ..•.....•. . 
1869 ..•.........• ······· .......... . 
1870 .............................. . 
1871 ...•••.... •. ··· ··· ...•. . ··· ··· 
1872 ..........•........ ······ ..... 
1873 .....••.•........ ····· 
1874 ....... .. . ····•·· ············•· 
18i5 . ... · ··· • · ····•• ·····•· ····•· 
1876 ...... ·•····· ·•·•····•···•··• .. 
1877 ......••••....•.• ...••••• ······ 
1878 . ..... ·•·••· .. .. ·······•··· ... . 
1879 . .....• .... ·•·••· ....... ··•· · .. 
1880 ..••••...•.•••..••...•••.•••••• 
1881. ••••.••..•• .. ••....•.. ·••·· ••. 
Tax for Number Valuation. Personal Real 
$1,000. polls. property. estate. Assess d 
$9 80 1448 $1,152,322 ···--······- • ............. $11,273 00 
10 00 1492 1,300,265 .......... ... ···· · ·-····- 13,002 17 
!l 00 1480 1,441,215 ............. ............. . 15, 1 !l 60 
9 00 151!) 1, Ml, 549 .. .... ....... -- -----····· 16,152 44 
7 50 1~91 1,605,113 ..... ......... ..... ... ...... 14,412 85 
11 50 2134 1,635,787 ········---- ..... . ......... 18,811 55 
12 20 2026 1,705,045 ............. ................. 20,954 82 
9 50 1';92 2,373,488 ... ........... ····-------- 24,967 26 
9 50 1801 2,697,430 ····-------- ............. 28,068 26 
9 00 1803 3, 2i2, 593 ···-----·-·· --- --------- 30,937 co 
10 00 1904 3,304,324 ------------ ............. 3-l, 267 87 
9 60 1987 3,720,536 ·--··------- ................ . 36, !)07 00 
11 00 1994 3,727,214 ............. .... -------·--- - 42,120 00 
0 00 2016 3,780,785 ......... . . ... . ..... ... ...... 37,350 13 
11 50 2157 4,051,265 ------- ----- ----------- - 43,457 00 
9 50 2640 4,332,740 .................. ·---- ------- 44,157 10 
9 50 2635 4,111,364 ------······ . ... ....... ... . 43, 011 20 
12 00 2494 4,021,033 .. ........ . 53,239 33 ···· · ·------
13 00 . 2502 4,053,397 ............... 57,693 15 --------- -- -
17 50 2499 3,936,387 ······· · ·- ·· 73,887 67 ··········· · 
22 00 246i 4,859,348 .......... ...... 111,833 69 ·---------- -
15 00 2731 5,375,656 .. ........... . £6,096 84 ·---------- -
19 00 2774 6,511,754 lW, 271 32 ---------- - ··------~o oo 3024 G, 707,382 ······------ 140,340 •!7 ------------
22 00 3030 G, 993, 533 161, 170 83 ·----------- --------
20 05 3100 7,187,407 $3,110,493 $~, 076, 014 153, G35 6!) 
20 05 34!JG 7,_487, 255 3,036,695 4,450,560 100/ 480 73 
19 00 4117 7,899, 27G 2,942,834 4,956,442 158, 303 67 
20 00 3531 7,711,096 2,716, !)80 4,994,110 101,283 20 
21 00 3390 8,472,329 3,031,308 5,441,021 184, C99 11 
19 00 3907 9,238, 2G5 3,443,455 5,794,810 183,341 03 
18 00 3967 9,380,948 3,421, 548 5, 95!), 400 176,791 07 
18 00 4106 9,615, 602 3,452, 122 6, ma, 480 181, 292 84 
18 00 4128 9,077,744 3,101,839 5,975,005 171,655 39 
17 00 3678 8,022,623 2,616,238 5,406,385 142,563 63 
22 00 · 3493 8,101,150 2,624,380 5,470, 770 1s5, 211 ao 
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of the dry fish ready for market. At the head of tho wharvc are tho offic •, aud f t.1J 
out.fitters. Along the water front are also many largo buildings where bon l fi ·11, me cl r •J, and 
all varieties of fish products are made ready for sal~. There are in the ity numer u building 
used in the manufacture and repair of boats, anchor , net , sail , rigging, and all kin<l • of qnip-
ment for the fleet. Six marine railways afford facilities for hauling up and repairing th y I . 
Two factories arc constantly actiye in the preparatio~ of copper paint, which i commonly u d 
on the vessels' bottoms. On the outskirts of the city arc buildings devoted to the manufactnr 
of fish glue from the refuse of the boneless-fish factories. Those shore industries which cann t b 
strictly termed fishing industries, as boat and vessel building,. sail-making, rigging, net-making, 
coopering, painting, and smithing, give employment to five hundred forty-one men and have an 
iuveste<l capital of about $400,000. 
The shore industries which are directly fishing industries, as the curing and packing of fh:,h, 
handling of frt•sh fish, manufacture of cod oil, and other fish products, employ about seven hundre<l 
ruen an<l have an invested capital of about $1,500,000. 
The fishing year begins with the fitting away of the George's-men in January, when a hundred 
sail of stout and able craft are thoroughly equipped for a stormy season on those dangerou bank . 
In March the southern mackerel fleet as also the Western Bank cod fleet start on their voyages and 
are soon followed by the Grand Bank cod fleet. The fresh halibut vessels continue their arduou 
work throughout the year, only a few of them lying py for a brief period in the winter month . 
The fishiug for mackerel in the Gulf of Maine begins in June upon the arrival home of the southern 
fleet, and is continued without interruption until November, when the winter haddock fishing com-
• 
mrnces and continues until the following April. In October the Grand and Western Bank cod 
fleet Lave all arrived borne, and such of the vessels as are unfit for winter work are hauled up into 
wjnter quarters. In December a fleet of staunch vessels are equipped for the frozen -herring trad 
with Eastport and Newfou!ldland, those visiting the latter place being well prepared for storm on 
an icy coast. In this month begins also the shore :fishery for cod in Ipswich Bay employing the 
smaller vessels of the fleet. The same vessel is often, in the course of the year, employ d in 
senral branches of the fisheries, commencing the · season's work by :fishing for cod, changing lat r 
to the mackerel fishery, and closing with the haddock :fishery or the frozen-herring trade. 
VESSEL-FITTERS AND FISHERMEN,-Most of the vessels are owned by the fitt r 'who run 
fleets of from two to twenty sail. The number of :fitting firms is forty-two. The c firm are own r 
or part owners of three hundred and seventeen schooners, which they fit out. The balanc of th 
fleet is owned principally by the masters of the vessels, and have no regular place of fitting. Owner 
. are expected to equip their vessels for fishing and to provision them for a crui e whether it b fi r 
a trjp of a few days or six months. The common method of haring the receipt is to ubtra t from 
tlle gross rccejpts the expense for bait, ice, and some otb r expense called tock ch rg . Tbo 
n mount left is the net receipts, one-half of which belong to the ve sel owner and th oth r half to 
the crew. From the crew's half there is deducted some cxpcn e charg d to th m,. £ r w t r au<.l 
medicine. The balance is then divided among th men, i h r in qual bar r in pr p rti n t 
each man's catch of fish. The captain receives an qual liar , i h tb •r w au 1 u · tlditi ual 
tho h 
n 
1 with 11 h r iling 
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equipments and receive one-fourth or one-fifth of tb_e receipts after tbe charge for wharfage and 
tonnage have been deducted; the crew pay for fishing-gear, dories, bait, ice, and provisions, and 
share equally in the balance. In the Grand Bank cod fl hery and the Gr enland halibut fishery 
part of t.he crew are sometimes hired by the month and have no per onal hare in the catch. In 
the frozen-herring trade the men are all hired. This cannot be call d a fl hery on the part of the 
Gloucester vessels, since the fish are all pqrchased. 
The old method of settling with the crews in tbe cod-fishery ve ls w to wait perhaps four 
or five months until the fish were cured and sold. A certain amount wa b rg d for the expense 
of curing, and each man received a share in the crew's half of the net r eipt . Thi method is 
still practiced at Cape Cod and at some other places in New England, but at lou ter the voyage 
is at once settled, often on the same day the nssel arriYe , or a oon a th fl b are weighed off. 
Salt codfish are bought from the vessel at so much a hundred weio-ht, u uall,r b ut 60 or 75 per 
cent. of the value of dry cod. Mackerel are bought at so much per 200 pound in fl h rm n's order, 
called selling "out of pickle," or they are packed and inspect d and the er paitl th ir hare after 
deducting from $1.50 to $2 per barrel for the expense of packing, wbi h iu lu<.1 the co t of the 
, barrel, salt, and labor. 
The average annual amount realized by each fisherman is not over $3 O; tho e who are expert 
sometimes make double tp.at amount, while many average less than $200 a year. 
A large proportion of the Gloucester f].shermen are foreigners, including many nationalities, 
· British Provincials largely predominating, though there are many Swede and Portuguese, and some 
Danes, Frenchmen, Irishmen, Scotchmen, and Englishmen. As a clas th y cannot be called 
economical, though many are prudent and save enough in a few years to ·buy part or the whole of a 
vessel. It is very gratifying to note that tbe number of vessels owned by the fl hermen themselrns 
is rapitlly increasing, and that the deposits of money by fishermen in the savings bank is far in 
excess of what it was a few yea.rs ago. A. good many fishermen, especially masters of ,essels, own 
the houses in which they live. A great <leal is said about the disorderly conduct of fisbe1men while. 
ashore. The city marshal of Gloucester, in a recent report on the public order of the place, says: 
"In this regard this city wi!l not suffer by comparison with any other of equal size in the com-
monwealth. It is certainly a fact of which our citizens may well feel proud, that no city or l~rge 
town in t,he State has a better criminal record than the city of Gloucester. In no one of them bas 
there been so few crimes committed, and none where the class of crime has been of a lighter char-
acter. When it is considered that during much of the year numbers of our population consist of 
persons who have no permanent interests here, and come from all quarters of the world, it must 
be admitted that this is sa,ying much; and no fact could be stated to prove more clearly the gen-
eral regard of our people for public order, good morals, and law." 
The vessels are insured on a mutual plan in an organization styled the Gloucester Mutual 
Fishing Insurance Company. At the close of each fishing year tlie shareholders in the company 
are called together to reorganize and adjust the losses of the year just past. Each vessel owner 
holds shares enough to cover the value of his vessel or fleet, a regular ra.te of premium being charged 
for insurance, depending somewhat on the kind of fishery in which a vessel is engaged and the 
season of the year. Out of the gross premiums the losses are · paid, and if the premiums be not 
sufficient to_ pay these losses an assessment is made on each shareholder. 
THE TR.A.DE IN FISH.-The fishing business on shore, at Gloucester, is divi<lcd into several 
branches, including the trade in fresh fish, dry and pickled fish, smoked fish, boneless fish, ·on and 
guano, sounds, and fish glue. The fisheries are divided into the shore boat-fishery and various 
vessel-fisheries for the capture of mackerel, haddockt and fresh halibut, the Grand Bank. Western 
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Banks, George's, and shore cod fisheric , the th ai -fl. ll ri f r 
herring, squid, a~d menhaden. 
THE TRADE IN FRESH FISii.-Sorne fl 1t lia.Y , lwa , b u old in a fr h c n 
i8 only_ about twenty years since any great quautiti hav b 11 i 'tribut d dir ct from 1 uc t r. 
Vessels belonging to this port generally to k tb ir at ·h to Bo t n, in tead fl ndin it lJ r . 
About 18GO a few freighters found considerabl profit in u~·ing fr ·h ft h from th y I , a th y 
arrived from the Banks, and taking them to Bo, ton. In thi way tim wa av d to tll ft b rm n 
and some profit realized by Gloucester dealer . Ice llad b en in u e in tho v 1 for ome fift n 
years prior to that date, but ve!'y little had be n done in packing fl ·h in i fi r tr~ n portation 
0Yer the country until the year 18GO. At that time Mr. William Oake and Mr. Seth t ckbridg , 
of Gloucester, were induced by some Boston dealers to try the experiment of hippiug fr L. fi h 
from Gloucester to Boston and Ne·w York, packed with ice in old ugar-boxe . Tb xp rim nt 
was eutirely successful, and a profitable business soon developed, so that a large part of th bore 
catch of haddock and the catch of halibut by the George's Bank vessel were nt in tbi w. y by 
rail or steamer to Boston and other places. 
At the present time almost the entire catch of the fresh halibut fleet, that of the bo t-fi h ri , 
and part of the catch of the haddock fleet is distributed direct from Gloucester to all parts of 
England, and as far west as Chicago and Omaha. BosLon remains the headquarter for the 
tra<le in fresh haddock, and most of the Gloucester vessels in that :fishery go there for a mark t. 
The fresh-fish business is carried on by several companies, who own wharves and hed with 
all the conveniences for quickly packing tbe fish. Part of the capital of the companie i appli d 
• 
by Boston and New York dealers. 
The total quantity of fresh fish annually landed at this port and sent away in ic is from 
13,000,000 to 16,000,000 pounds, the grea,ter part of which is halibut. In 1870 the quantity of fr h 
lialibut landed waB 11,336,000 pounds. It was mo tly brought here from the de p w ter f the 
offshore banks by the fleet of some fifty ve sel employed in that fi bery. Part of the r · ipt of 
tllis fish is from the George's cod ves el , which u ual1y take fr m a£ w hundr d to om 4,000 r 
5,0VO pounds of halibut, which are iced and brought horn with the alt odti h. odfi. b t k n by 
the shore boats are shipped fresh whenever tho demand wiH warr nt, though mu ·h f th cat ·h f 
tllese boats is sold to the splitters and dried. .About 2,000,000 p und of fre h d an l h dd ·k 
are annually sent in ice from Gloucester. Fr sh mack r 1 ar nt from here in con id r, ble quan-
tities, th.ough most of the Gloucester ves 1 in the fr h-mack r 1 fi h ry take th ir t b dir ·t 
to Boston. 
There is considerable competition between the v ral fr h fi h ompani , who ag nt bo._ rd 
the vessels as they enter the harbor and mak offi r for th trip. v ry 
occurs on the vessel's deck before the anchor are dr pp d. A n a P 
bas been effected, the vessel is hauled to tho company' wharf an th arg tak n ou 
assisted by the company's men. Tbo fi h ar at nee w i h <1, 1 an , and I._ k d in 
hol<ling from 300 to 450 pound of fi b, with uffi ·i nt ·rn h 
tl.Je case of halibut, the head are tak n ff ncl 1d t th 
generally carted back into the country t b u d for gu, n · 
rail way station and loaded in p chil c._ r hart r cl Y th · m ui · 
for a trip of 75,000 pound of halibut to b tak n fr m av ' 1, w igb 
the cars within a few hours in one for noon, nncl Y th 1w m 
and Philadelphia. 
The retail trade in fish is ery ma11, th r in nly tbr fl h -m rk t d £ ur r ft v ' ft h -
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carts" for the sale of fish, lobsters, and clams. The grocery stor('S ke I but a mall amount of 
cured fish on band. A large amount of fresh and salt fish i con urned without b ing old. It is 
a common practice among the fishermen and men who wOTk at th packin taml ' t take to their 
homes a sample of the delicious fish for which they have toiled o fait hfn11y; aml these amples 
amount to a great deal in the aggregate. While on fishing trip , m n who 11< v fa mil 3 t upport 
often cure a lot of fish, which they carry to their horn s on t.b ir arri ntl, t. b u cl by th family 
during the winter. Tbe men cure and use iu tllis way a much a tln r four hnn<lr d w igut 
eacb during a year. 
THE TR.ADE IN DRY .AND PICKLED FISII.-Tllis inclu try i . carri ,a ]I prin jpa,lly by th l .firm 
that own the vessels, though there are several "outsi<lo" c ·tabli lun ut wbi ·h hav a lar 0 · trad . 
At the wlrnrves where the. fish are landed arc flak yar<l' and ·h d ' f r urirw aud pa ·ldug. 
Pickled fish, before they a,re sold outside tbe State, mu t be iu p ·t c.l and braml ·cl ac nlil1g to law. 
One of the firm <lea.Jing in this article is usually ad puty in p l r, wh i ' t1J n a l iu" pcct and 
braud bis own fish. 
"Boneless fisb" is the trade name for cured cod or other ii h di and cut 
in pieces from 3 to 8 inches in length for convenience in packin°·. Tlti ' bu in wa beguu in 
Gloucester in 1869, when a limited quantity of the lower grade of c <l an<l. hak w r packed in 
soap-boxes and peddled in Boston. The article soon met with a r ady al , , nd in a£ w y ar the 
packing of fish in this manner began rapi<lly to increase, so that in 1 75 ur ward of bal fa million 
pounds of boneless fish were prepared in Gloucester alone. :From 1 75 t 1 ·7!) th bu iue made 
very rapid strides, nearly <loubling itself in two years, so · that in 1 79 about 14,000,000 pounds 
were sbipped from Gloucester to all parts of the United States. A hiI ment of bon 1 fl h was 
. made to Alaska in 1879, and this industry has since been started in that ten'itory. There are 
twenty establishments in Gloucester in this business, employing 224 men and 16 worn n. When 
this method of packing fish began, men were paid $1 per hundredweight for it pr paration, but 
competition has since reduced wages to 25 and 40 cents per hundredweight, according to quality, 
so that the average wages of the "skinner" is now about $1.75 per day, though xpcrt workmen 
sometimes make $4.50 to $5 per day. One quintal of dried fish will make 9 pounds of boll(~less, 
tlrns leaving 2U) per cent. waste in skin and bone. The method employed in the preparation of 
this pro<luct is described elsewhere. The fish are packed in boxes containing from 5 to 70 or 100 
pounds each, and large quantities are put up in 200 or 400 pound boxes, to be repacked in smaller 
packages in other cities. 
The manufacture of boxes for boneless fish has grown into an important industry employing a 
large number of persons in various parts of New England. In .Gloucester there are two factories, 
with $10,000 capital, engaged in the business of nailing box-shooks together and in printing the 
ends with various brands. The average-sized box used in Gloucester for boneless fish contains 35 
pounds, and upwards of 300,000 such boxes were used here in 1879. 
The preparation of "desiccated fish," so called, was carried on at Gloucester for about two 
years prior to 1870, during which time about 500,000 pounds of salt codfish were distributed over 
the country under this trade name. The article was prepared by stripping the skin and. bones 
from salt cod and then grinding the solid substance into a fibrous mass. As the product absorbed 
moisture it soon spoiled and proved a failure. 
During the year 1880, a factory was establii::;hed at Gloucester by New York parties for the 
manufacture of "evaporated fresh codfis_h." Little was done beyond experimenting as to the best 
meth0<ls of production. The process is a simple one and bids fair to prove a success. Fresh 
codfish a.re cleared of skin, bones, and all refuse substa,nces ~nd t4e solid flesh is subjected to heat 
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in large tin pans, when the substance separate into a fin fibron ma • n I t th 
up all its moisture, so that the dry fl h in a flaky tate may be pa k l in p. p r x n 1 ·hir p cl 
to all parts of the world, it being cl:1imed by tho iuventor that it will k p fi r any l n crth f im 
in any climate. Use is made of tho refuse skin and bon in 11 mannfa nr 
guano. 
Mackerel are packed in barrels, half-barrel , and small r wo d n pa ka . , "l in 3 ncl 
5-pound tin cans. As received from the ves el, the fl h ar not uffi i nt1y alt l, 11 ith r. r th • 
packed carefully enough to insure their pre ervation. Th y are ther for mpti d fr m th 
as they come from the vessel, and after being w ighed, are cul] d into variou, lrg, 1 rad • n<l 
packed in barrds, with new salt, and the barrel filled with pickle. Aft r inO' pr p rly l,r ml• 1, 
they are ready for sale. The principal market for these fish i in the W t, thongh larg qnantiti 
are sold throughout New England. 
THE TR.A.DE IN S]WKED HALITIUT.-Glouccster is the bcadqnarter, for th mauufa tnr and 
trade in smoked halibut. The usual annual production of the moke-bou c i a out _,,O O, O 
pounds, but in 1879 only 1,250,000 pounds, valued at $100,000, were mad . In 1 ~0, th am nnt 
was still less, because of the comparatively small catch of the halibut ve 1 . Tb r ar two 
firms that own large smoke-houses and do the greater part of the busines , whil thrc olh r firm., 
with small establishments, have a limited trade. The halibut to be smoked ar either r c iv din 
salt :fl.itches from the bankers and Greenland vessels, or they are bought from th fr h fi:h om-
panies as landed from the fresh halibut vessels. Such fish as are not of uitabl quality or fr sh-
ness to send to market, are sold to the smokers and make about as good mok d 11 'h n, th l> 't 
halibut. At some seasons of thr. year, when the demand for fresh fi his great t, Y ry f .w fr ~ 1t 
halibut go to the smokers. Most of the smoking is done in tho fall and wint r. 
The history of this business dates back to about 184.0, when a mall quauLity of Ii, 1il nt 
was smoked in a house on tho outskirts of Gloucester. In 1855, the quantity , mol cl wa. 011 l. 
40o;ooo pounds, and it was not until about 1860 to 1865 tllat the bu in a. nm l any n-r<•at pr · 
portion~. At that tiD?e, some 3,000,flOO pounds was th annual product. In 1 7<i, fl1 i qn:mf il J 
made was 2,7GO,OOO pournls. 
There are several grades of smoked halibut, tho principal kind b i11 known a8 } rcr 'H, 
Shore, and Greenland. The last named is generally con ·id r d th b t qmtlit. , , 1Hl 
in great quantities if tlie :fishery were more ext n iv . . } u · t r , m 1 d lrnli n w r 
to Europe a few years ago, but no trade deYeloped th r . A mall 1 
1880, for which the makers were awarded a medal. 
THE UTILIZATION OF FISII SKINS.-Within a } w y :tr, ' lh r Jrn, 
by Gloucester parties, an article _of fl ·h-glu that l>id. fair t lrnv 
made from the skins of dried cu k and coclfh;b, th r fu of th 
to '1876, this refuse, con i ting of kin and bon , w , con i l r d , an<1 wa, thr wn • wn , 
outside the ha;rbor. The fertilizing prop rti ~ und in it, an l it va]u for maki1Jf" nfo , lt. 
create<l. such a demand that inFit ad of tbrowiorr it away it wa , rlh • 1 ut (j p rt 11 i11 1 7,, 
. and is constantly advancing. Fi It-glue is matl fr m th 1 Rl i11. hy <1 • '< 1 in.,. and , J-ing 
them, when tlie crnd glu iR obtaiu <1, whi •h ch rni :. 11 , ,. rnl 
qualities. 
The geueral proce · f 
spr-ing water. Th y ar in t. nl·,, , 11 •n 
subjected to a pat ut prnc . fi r vapora in r, Lh m i ur .. 
treated, to prevent d compo. ili u and • dapt i to va.ri u u 
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is used as mucilage, as cement for broken crockery or wood work, in the manufacture of furniture, 
carriages, straw goods, floor oil cloths, and in many other wa.ys. 
msh skins have been put to some other uses than the manufacture of glue or guano. The 
skins of cusk have been made into boots at Gloucester and the article patented, but it is <loubt-
ful whether the business will ever become profitable. Dogfish skins being rough like and-paper 
or emery paper have been used by the fishermen to shine their mackerel jigs. In all part of the 
world, experiments have been made with skins of different kinds of :fish and they have been put to a 
variety o'f uses. Some very good looking gloves were made at Berlin in 1880, from tbe skius of 
cusk and codfish sent from Gloucester. 
THE FISH-OIL INDUSTRY.-Fish oils are prepared at Gloucester from the livers of cod, hake, 
ba<ldock, pollock, and_ dogfish, and from the heads of halibut. There are :five fish-oil makers here 
with a capital of $105,300 and employing 50 men. The value of the product of these factories, in 
tbe census year, was $129,100. 
On the cod-vessels :fishing on the Grand and Western Banks, it is the common cu tom to have 
some large casks called ''blubber butts" lashed upon deck just forward of the cabin. In the bilge 
of each cask is cut a square ·hole through which the livers are dropped into the ca k and allowed to 
re~ain, until by the heat of the sun they are putrefied. · The oil that exudes and floats upon t lrn 
surface is skimmed off and stowed in barrels while the mass of refuse blubber i al1owed to remain 
until the vessel arrives home, when it is boiled to extract the oil that may remain. George's-men 
and shore cod :fishermen save the livers in a fresh condition and sell them direct to the oil mer -
chants at so much a bucket or gallon. An average quantity of livers for 100,000 pounds of split 
fish is 450 gallons, valued at from 10 to 15 cents per gallon, according to their freshness. 
A. bucket of cod livers, holding about 2½ gallons, yields 1 gallon of medicinal oil, valued, 
when refined, at about 70 cents a gallon: In manufacturing medicinal oil, the livers are chopped 
up in small pieces, and then cooked by steam in tanks. The oil thus cooked out is put in 5-gallon 
cans and, packed in a large trough with ice and salt, is allowed to remain for about twelve 
hours to chill and granulate. The granulated oil is then quite thick, and is put in bags and sub-
mitted to a heavy pressure. Oil pi·oduced by this pressing is '' bright," and will not congeal at 30° 
temperature. What is left in the bags is a ·sort of tallow, and is used by tanners, being sol<l at 
about G cents a pound. The oil weighs about 7¼ pounds to a gallon, and varies in value according 
to the demand, ranging from 50 to 7G cents per gallon. After the oil is taken from the cooking 
tanks, a brownish substanc~ remains, that is used in the manufacture of fertilizers. 
The principal oil manufacturer in Gloucester annually makes from 1,000 to 1,500 barrels of 
,:nedicinal or cod-liver oil, ":hich is sent to all parts of the United States. The practice of chopping 
the livers has been in use but a few years, and it is claimed that more oil can thus . be obtained 
from a quantity of livers than was formerly obtainea by cooking them whole. 
Tanner's oil is made from the crude oil and blubber brought home by the Grand a~d Western 
bankers, and from livers that are not fresh enough for making medicinal oil. It is. worth from 40 
to 50 cents per gallon. 
The livers of dogfish and sharks are specially rich in quantity of oil, and these :fish are some-
times taken fort.he sake of their livers, the bodies being cast aside as of no value. Dogfish are 
oftentimes very abundant in the spring of the year, when considerable quantities are taken by tbe 
shore -fishermen, as well as by vessels on George's Banks, though by the :fisherm·en who are in 
search of cod the dogfish are counted as annoying as tbie"rns, stealing not only bait from their 
hooks, but the fish as well. George's-men are therefore not at all anxious to meet schools of 
dogfish, and frequently change th~ir _fishing ground at the approach of t~ese scavengers. 
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Gloucester fishermen have never made a bu ine f apturing he rk , th 
ories are accidentally taken on the lines the liver i gen rally av d for th il, 
of the ground or sleeper shark (Somniosus microcryhal·us) yi !ding any c: 11 n 
Besides cod, bake, and dog_fish oil, a large amount i annu Uy mad from th 
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This business began in Gloucester about 1870, and i principally in th hand f tw n rn 
which consume annuaily about 1,000,000 pounds of halibut bead . limit d numb •r f th ; 
beads were formerly salted for food, but the u e of them for that purpo i n w abc nd n d. :r t 
only the heads cut from the fresh fish, but al o the backbon and oth r r fu of llalibut btain <l 
from the smoking establishments a1 e utilized for the production foil. Th proc of me nufa t-
ure is simple. The entire lot of refuse heads and bones are thrown tog ther in , larg tank and 
there treated with ste_am until thoroughly boiled. They are next placed in an p u ylind r, nd 
. by means of an hydraulic press the oil is crushed out and refined for curriers' u r mix d with 
whale oil for various uses. The quantity of oil obtained from a ton of halibut head i ab ut t rty 
gallons. From the scrap left after the oil is pressed out, a valuable u e i made by manufa tor r 
of fertilizers. 
Herring, and also the heads and bones of fresh codfish, are used to a limit d xt 11t by ti.Jc 
oil-makers. Occasional schools of black-fish are driven ashore on the north · id of th cap and 
their beads and blubber sold to the oil factories. In 187!) about one hundred of th se ft 'h w re 
captured at 'Squam an~ Coffin's beach. In the spring of 1880 several drift whale wer to · d 
into Gloucester Harbor and two of them were stripped of their blubber, wl.Jich was "tri d out" for 
the oil. 
Y cry little men baden oil bas been made in Gloucester ~ince 1878. Pr viou to tl!at date m n-
baden were abundant north of Cape Cod, and a considerable quantity was brought to G1 uc t r 
to be ground up for oil and guano. The principal use made of menhaden by lou ter fi h rm n 
bas been for bait,, and great quantities were once annually consumed by the mack r l and 
fleets. 
When mackerel are very plenty inshore, as in the pring of 1 80, th re i om tim 
abun<lance of small fish, which are cf no use except to be ground ·up for guano and i1. A fa ·t ry 
has been built in Gloucester for canning fre h mackerel and h rriug, and many fl b th t w r 
thrown away or used only for guano now find a ready ale at thi cann ry. 
Frsn SOUNDS .A.ND SPAWN.-Cod and hak sound are u din th manufa tur f rib tt · 
isinglass. Senral firms buy these sounds of the fi h rmen, paying o mu h a p und for th m 
pickled in barrels. The sounds are wa bed, cleaned, dri d, and ld t tu i in le -m k r . 
In 1879 the Gloucester fishermen saved enough of th und t w i h l ,5 
the dry condition, and valued at $03,GOO. !lake ound are w rth m re th, n twi 
times as muc_h as the squnds of cod, the latter being mixed with th f rm r in b pr lu ti n f 
an inferior quality of isinglass. Hake sound bav o av d fi r th fif 
though in no great quantities except during the p, t t n y ar,, wllil 
at all prior to about 1870. 
The practice of sa~ing the pawn of fish a a omm r ial pr du , ~ a, 
fishermen, about the year 1808, and ha continn l 
somewhat from year to year. The prin ipal u f th pa~ u i fi r 
it is exported to France, where thcr i. an anuu l ' D umpti ll f a. u 
40,000 barrels are Norwegian cod roe, aud 10, arr l 
season commencing Nov mb r, 1 79, and n<lin 
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home 3,200 barrels of roe, principally cod and pollock, valued at about $11,000. This was salted 
in barrels, and shipped to New York for exportation to France. 
The quantity of spawn saved by the fishermen is limited only by tlle demand. 'fiwusands of 
barrels of cod, haddock, halibut, pollock, and herring spawn might be brought to market if a 
sufficient price could be received for it. A great part of tho spawn is brought to port by the 
George's-men in the spring of the year. It is salted in barrels on board the vessels, and upon being 
landed is resalted in butts or _hogsheads, then taken out, drained, and packed in ordinary fish 
barrels. The fishermen received, during 1879, from $1.u0 to $~ per barrel for spawn, without the 
barrel. ~rhe dealers sold it to the .exporters for $3. 75 to $4 per barrel, including the barrel. 
THE MACKEREL FISHERY.-The mackerel fishery is perhaps the mo t important of any single 
fishery carried on at Gloucester. It employs from eighty to one lnmdreu Uf!tl fifty sail of ,essels, 
and the annual catch is from 100,000 to -200,000 barrels. In 1870 tho fleet numbered eighty-five 
sail that landed at Gloucester and other ports about 120,000 barrels of mackerel, including some 
25,000 barrels of fresh fish sold at New York and Boston. It was formerly a hook-and-line fishery, 
but now the entire Gloucester fleet is fitted with purse-seines. 'l'lle :fl bing ground are from the 
capes of Virginfa to the Bay of Fundy. A few years ago a large part of the fleet fished in the Bay 
of Saint Lawrence, but that ground has been ~bandoned and the fisher.r carried on only off the 
American coast. IR the months of March and April the Southern fleet leaYo home, and, fishing 
off the coasts of New Jersey and Delaware, market their catch fresh in New York. As the fish 
move northward and eastward the fleet follow them and continue their capture as Jong as they can 
be found. In the latter part of June the Southern fleet becomes a Northern fleet, fishing iu the Gulf 
of Maine, and is la.rgely increased in numbers. By the last of July the fish have become much 
fatter and more valuable than earlier in the season. From this time until the close of the fishery 
in November the catch is mostly salted in barrels. 
The improved methods of capture now in use enable an rqual number of men to take many 
times more mackerel in a given period than were se_cured under the old methods. A single 
Gl_oucester vessel has been known to take over 1,000,000 ponn<ls of fresh mackerel in a season. In 
1880 the schooner Edward E . . Webster, Capt. Solomon Jacobs, captured and landed 1,300 barrels 
of fresh mackerel and 2,600 barrels of pickled, which were sold for $19,745. Three or four hundred 
barrels of these fish are sometimes taken and salted in as many days by a single vessel. So dili-
gently do the crews labor that when a big catch has been made tliey will often keep at work for 
forty consecutive hours without sleep. 
Mackerel as they are landed in barrels from the vessels are called sea packed, and before they 
can be sent out of the State must be culled into grades, and inspected and branded under the 
laws of the State. In Gloucester a portion of the catch is sold out of pickle, or by the 200 pounds 
in fishermen's order. When thus sold tlle trip can be settled at once am~ the crew teceive their 
share of the stock. The more general method of .settling with the men has been to have the fish 
packe<l and inspected and charge each man a certain amount, from $1.50 to ~2 per barrel, for the 
expense of packing, including cost of barrels, salt, and labor. · Owners of vessels supply provisions, 
salt, gear, and barrels for the trip, but the crew are finally obliged to bear half the cost of the 
barrels and the salt for packing. 
Mackerel have always been more or less abundant in Massachusetts Bay. Governor Win-
throp saw quantities of them off Cape Ann in 1G30. The colonies made regulations concerning the 
capture of these fish, but th.e industry was confined principally to towns on the south si<le of the 
bay, and little was done at Gloucester in this fishery until after this year 1800. Small fishing boats 
occasionally took a few fresh mackerel to Boston for a market, and some were salted, though the 
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entire quantity iuspected in Gloucester prior t 1 12 wa 
appointed for this place in 180~, but he had littl 
dance of mackerel then in Boston Bay induc d tb fisl1 rm •n t a •liy l · ugag in tlJ fr ·a1 nr . 
Most of the vessels packed out their catcl1 in Bo t n, and Gl nc ,· t •r 11:Hl lrnt , Rmall , 1,, r . in tli , 
inspection until 1828, when 34,203 barrels ,were insp tcd h re. 
In 1830 this port had a tonnage of D,043 ton emplo~·('d in 1 I, fo,li ry, nn<l , ugh _r, J, ,J., 
barrels of mackerel entirely off tbe American shore. 
In 1831 mackerel were so plenty off Cape Ann thn,t th fl ll rm(•n, for · ,Y ra.l da · t g lh r, ar 
said to have been employed all day in catching tLem and all nigl1t in Rplittinrr all(l aUing. Thi, w. 
one of the most prosperous years in the llistory of the fishery, and t11 at ·11 of th fa,, aclrn tt 
fleet was about 383,000 barrels. Gloucester's share of tbi catch, with a fl t of"• 1 m a~ uriug 
about 10,000 tons, was 69,759 barrels, all caught off the American sbor .. Fr m 1 • 1 t 1 0 tb 
mackerel business of Gloucester amounted to about 40,000 barrels annually. In 1 4 th cat ·h 
was only 10,241 barrels, and in each of the two following years it wa 1 s than D, 0 ban 1 . 
From 1842 to 1854 the average tonnage employed by Gloucc ter iu this nsh ry was 2 , 0 t n , a11<1 
the annual catch increased to an average of 40,000 barrels. Iu J 5 t tlier w r 241 v • •h,, 
measuring 13,639 tons, and manned by 2,326 men ~nd boys. 
In 1830 Gloucester mackerel vessels first began to visit tlrn Bay of Saint Lawr nc , and during 
the years 1854 to 1866, the period of reciprocity, a very proRpcrous fi ' l1cry was dcv lop din tho 
waters. Several hundred vessels annually fitted out at Gloucester and caught larg quantiti . of 
mackerel, many th~usand barrels of which were shipped home in Pro,·incial vc ' el , tlm ua ling 
the vessels to take two or more fares. The method of fishing was by lwok an<l linc, and normon. 
quantities of bait was thrown overboard to attract the fish alongside the ve 1. llia ·h v l carri d 
as many as 75 barrels of meuhn.den slivers that were chopped up for bait. 
From 1854 to 1859, the first five years of reciprocity, the catch in tu Bay f a,iut Lawr n 
was not up to the average of some previou_s years, but the continual appli Lion f A.m ri : n 
enterprise and the use of large quantities of bait rendered ill fL hcry m re procluctiv than it lia<l 
viously granted of :fishing inshore, unless they were provid d with a U n, 
ton was cbarg.ed. This tax was gradually increased to $2 p rt n, and t11 
abolishment of th~ license system in the Bay of a.int L, wr n ., 
annoyed in those waters, and several were s iz d and 
:fishing. 
The treaty of Washington, made in 187 , gav t Am ri nn 
in the Bay of Saint Lawreuce fishery without fear f rui ing t 
tion of the purse-seine by the American fleet k pt m r 
f nin 
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Lawrence· and 692 from the .American shore; in 1878, 113 from the bay and 280 from the shore; in 
1879, about 30 from the bay and 250 from the shore. In 1880 the mackerel industry of Gloucester 
employed 175 vessel~ and about 2,500 men; the number of fares ]anded wa 724, and the catch was 
135, 794 · barrels. 
The ]argest quantity of mackerel inspected in this port in any one year was 164,938 barrels in 
1864. In each of the years from 1862 to 1867, in 1870 and 1871, and in 1880, the amount inspected 
here was over 100,0_00 barrels. The year 187D was a very poor one, the in pection r turn crediting 
Gloucester with only 48,643 barrels. The total quantity of macker l taken by Glonc st r .ti hermen 
in that year was about 25,000 of fresh and 95,000 barrels pickl d. The fre b an 1 a larg part of the 
pickled tis)l were sold in New York, Boston, Portland, and other place m st conv ni nt to the fish-
ing grounds. 
The total quantity of mackerel inspected in Gloucester from 1 08 to 1 0 wa about 3,500,000 
barrels, or more than one-fourth of the entire number of barrel -ab ut L,12 ,000-in pected in 
the whole State of Massachusetts in the same period. 
THE GEORGE'S con FiSHERY.-The fishery for cod on George's Bank i one of the mo t impor-
tant as well as most dangerous of all the fisheries carried on at Glouce t r. The b t eason for 
its prosecution is in the spring, when immense schools of very large and fin fl h vi it this bank. 
The George's fleet numbers about one hundred sail of staunch schooner rigged p cialiy for this 
:fishery. · Each vessel carries a crew numbering usually ten or eleven men. They ti h entirely with 
hand-lines from the vessel's deck, ·the rail being marked off in spaces, anu each man i assigned a 
space separated from his neighbor by wooden pegs .some six or eight inches high, called '' soldiers," 
which serve as guides in hauling in the lines that are drawn out away from the vessel' side by the 
current, which is at times ,ery strong. The bait used is frozen herring, as long as they can be 
bought; then, as the season advances, alewives, herring, menhaden, or mackerel are taken, being 
purchased of trap or net fishermen along the coast. Much time is lost to the fleet in searching 
for bait. · 
The vessels start out from Gloucester early in February, and make their trips of from two to 
three weeks' duration. They keep at this work throughout the spring and summer, meeting with 
less success during the W(lirm months, and late i!]. the fall they usually haul up for two or three 
months before beginning another season. Some of the fleet make as many as thirteen or fourteen 
trips during the year, while others follow this fishery but a short time and then join. the mackerel 
fleet. During the summer the George's-men find better fishing in the South Channel, on Brown's 
Bank, off Oape Negro, or in the Bay of Fundy, than on George's. 
The catch of this fleet is principally cod of superior qualit.y that have a national reputation, 
and bring the highest price of any cod in the ·market. They are usually split and salted on tbe 
vessel, though occasional cargoes are brought home round, to be split on shore. In earlier years 
more fish were brought home rou_nd than at present, and it is claimed by the fishermen that · the 
present method of splitting nearly all the catch on the fishing grounds and throwing the gurry 
overboard has a tendency to drive the fish away. Each man receives a share in the profits of a 
trip according to the number of :fish he catches, the tongues being cut out of the fish as they are 
caught, and saved to be counted each night by the captain, who keeps the record of each man's 
catch. .Any halibut that inay be taken are marked by the fortunate catcher. .A greater or less 
quantity of halibut is taken on each trip, ranging from a few hundred weight to four or fore thou-
sand pounds. Besides cod and ·halibut, which comprise most of the catch on George's, a quan-
tity of pollock; haddock, and cusk are taken, which, when weighed off, are counted as scale-fish, and 
bring only about half as much as the large cod . . A distinction is made between large and small 
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cod, those measuring not le s than 27 incJ1 from tip of n 
others small. 
1 L TIT T. 
•all <l larg • ml 
Nearly all the George's cod are pickl - ur d, b ing r • 1t (1 iu utt', a, c 11 a, J, nd< d. ft •r 
remaining in pickle until needed for ~l , tli y ar lio-htly dri <l, , rnl ar , t11 •n r , I , t cut 111 
into boneless or for shipment whole. 
As recorded by the Cape Ann Adv rti r, tlt r ·c~ , 
was 186,758 quintals in 1875, 26,075,000 pound in 1 7 ,, 2 ,7r:5, 
pounds in 1878, and 23,144,000 pounds in 1870. Tl.le re ord f tl1 
sion give the receipts as 30,249,580 pounds in 1880. Th numb r of arri a J in 1 o wa 1 
' the first five of the above yea.rs the catch of George's cod wa mor than n -h .. lf of th ntir at •h 
of cod by Gloucester vessels on all the ft hing bank , but in 1 0 th at h f tu W t ru and 
Grand Banks fleet reached larger proportions than in previ u y ar , • nd thu r do d th r lativ 
importance of the George's fishery. 
The largest recorded codfish fare ever received from Georg ' w. 123,115 p und r und, 
with 8(32 pounds of. halibut, by schooner S. R. Lane, Capt. Sol mon Jacob , in 1 75. Th v 1 
stocked on this trip $2,554, and the crew shared $90.81. The choon r Trit non on trip t k 
54,000 pounds of split and 30,000 pounds of round codfi ·h, equal to abou~ lll,000 pound round, 
, and 3,000 pounds of halibut. Several othH vessels have brought borne far s of over a hundr d 
thousand pounds round. On five George's trips in a recent y .ar the choon r Proctor Br tll r. 
t9ok 21,544 codfish in number, weighing 171,000 pounds. Of her crew of el Y n m n, Mr. org 
Williamson was high line, taking 2,417 fish, while the low line caught 1,431. 
As early as the middle of the last century Marblehead fl hing ves el w r ac u tom <l t \'i it 
George's Bank for cod, making one or two trips there in the ummer or , r]y fal1. Tb y did n t 
anchor on the fishing grounds at that date, but drifted about. It do not, pp , r th, t 1 u . t r 
vessels Yisited that°bank until 1821, when the chooner Thr e i t r , 
Friends went there, but. staid on the bank only one r tw d, y, , 
account of the strong current. In 1830 the cboon r antilu an b r <l 
some halibut, and may be said to have inaugurat d I u t r' 'lntr in th :t r J fl ·It ry. 
The fishing for cod on this bank was, of litt1 imp rta11c until ail r th iutr <lu ti n f fr z n 
herring from Newfoundland in 1856. The froz n h rring arr-iY <l nrly in th , int r ~ ud wcr 
found to be an excellent bait for the great , chool f ·o<l that vj it rrr , , t thi ' , · n f th 
year. A very successful season was mau.e on e rg 'H y 
spring of 1859, and it was not long b for Jarg fl t, of 
fishery. 
The George's fishing vessel were gn1 rally fr m t O t 11 html n, au<l W<'l' nmnn l 
by the bravest of the Cape Ann fi 'herm n. Tu fl) t filt <1 nt imrn dial ly aft r th arriv, l f 
greater abundance of frozen herring at tbi tim 
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was for many years almost abandoned by Gloucester fl hermen, but about 18G0 it was begun anew, 
and now a fleet of from fifty to seventy or eighty sail of vessel vi it those bank for the capture 
of ~od, bringing borne fro·m 12,000,U00 to 20,000,000 pounds annually. Tlle ves els that fisli 
mostly on the Western Dank start out the earliest in the yea.r, some of tllcm in the month of 
March, and fish until about October, fisbing part of the time on Danqn r au and bringing home 
several fares. Those of the fleet tllat go to the Grand Hank usually mal· n or two Wes tern 
Bank trips first and then start on a long trip to the Grand Bank. Th . v l ' all fish with 
trawls and carry crews of fourteen men. The bait u di mostly fr h 11 rrincr r al wives, tbougli 
in the case of the Grand Bankers some squid are u ed. Wbil on tlle Bank \• -o-nll ' ar sometimes 
used for bait, being called "shack bait". The men on thece, 1., har alik arcor<ling to tlle 
catch of each dory. Two men mate in each dory and count ib fi h a 1h ar \ thr wn aboard tho 
vessel. The fish are sold at so much a hundred-weight as th y om fr m th v 1, and after 
being landed are usually washed and then either pickl -cured r kc h- ur <l, m , t f tll m being 
prepared in the former way. 
A few vessels are accustomed to fish on Banquereau with band liu fr m d ri ._ , u ing salt 
clams for bait. The number of Gloucester vessels that fi bed in thi way wa fi rmerly quite large; 
this method was abandoned a number of years ago, but in 18 0 it wa b gun an w. l\fany yessel8 
belonging to other ports catch very fair trips with salt clams, but Glou t r fi ' ]1 rm n much prefer 
fresh bait. 
The :fishery for cod on the Grrnd Bank was one of the mo t important in th early hi tory of 
New England. For many years it was not ex~ensively carried on from Gl u t r, but was engaged 
in principally from Mm·blehead and other :fishing ports. Just after the R v lntionary war about 
sixty Gloucester vessels made Grand Bank trips, but the number of th e fi bing vessels 
at this port r~pidly declined, until in 1804 there were only about ten ov r 0 tons burdc11, most 
of the fleet having found more profitable employment in the foreign trade. In 18H) a company 
with $50:000 capital was organized for the purpose of reviving this fishery, ands ,·en chooners were 
fitted out, but after operating for three ye~rs the enterprise proved unsuccessful an<l ·was abandoned. 
The act of Congress passed in 1819, granting bounty to vessels engaged in the cod fisheries, 
gave a stiml.lus to the fi8heries, so that by 1828 the :fishing fleet of GJouce trr nnm bcrc<l 154: 
scbooners and GS boats. 
A notable fare in the Bank fishery was that of the British schooner Keel. o which arrived 
from the Grand Bank in October, 1S80, with about 320,000 pounds codfish and 1,G00 pounds of 
fl.itched halibut. In one season, from March 8 to October 15, ~he Gloucest ·r schooner Josie l\f. 
Calderwood mad.c five trips to the Western and Grand Banks, and landed 400,000 ponrnls of codfish 
and 55,000 pounds of halibut, making a stock of $10,475. In a single week in SeptemlJer, 1880, 
fifteen fares, aggregating 2,057,000 pounds of Bank cod.fish, were landed at Gloucester. From a 
fourteen weeks' trip in 1872 the schooner Ben Perley Poore landed 180,G!:>5 pounds cod and 10,u!:>7 
ponn<ls of halibut. 
The quantities of codfish taken by this fleet in several years past has been as follows: in 187o, 
18,6'27,000 pounds; in 1877, lG,865,000 pounds; in 1878, 12,202,u00 pounds; in lSW,_ 13,'!47,0U0 
pounds; in 1880, ::6~ fares, 1G,79G,000 pounds. The receipts from this fishery in 1880, including· 
tl.te catch of Provincial vessels landed at Gloucester, were 18,n2],000 pounds. 
THE FRESH HALIBUT FJSHERY.-The fresh halibut .fishery is almost entirely confined to 
Gloucester, and has been found very profitable, some vessels catching over $20,000 worth iu a 
single year. In 1879 some sixty sail of vessels were at some time of the year engaged in this 
fishery 1 and about forty vessels pursued the buslo,esa all the year; but in 1880 the number was 
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much smaller. The pdn~ipal fi ltin,,. gr uu<.1 
100 to 4.00 fotho'ms deep. Occa ·ional t.rip , ar mad 
in the vicinity of Hamca I la11<.1 ·, an<.1 on or tw y · l bav tal n f: r 
Anticosti Island, in the Gulf of ·Saiut La.wren , ut m , 
Gloucester in recent years has come fr m rand, aint 
sels aff market their catch in Glouce t r, two or lhr c mpaui makin a l •ialt · of 1 u iu , 
these fish and shipping them, boxed in ice, to New Y rk, hi ag , au I 
In former years, halibut were very plenty on all lb in h r ancl 
consi<lered of little value until about 1845, when ice 1J gan t u d 
Banks were formei:ly visited by a large fleet of ve els tb t mad 
halibut vc1:;scls all use trawls, and for uait for tho fir t et f th 
. ·t, 
sufficient waste fish are caught for bait. This fish ry, e pecially in wiutcr, i, xtr •m 1 · thm..., rou , 
and many lives and vessels are annually lost. 
The largest fare of fresh halibut ever landed by a Gloucest r vc el wa 140,0 O JI trn<ls, l>y 
the schooner G. P. Whitman, Capt. Jerome McDonal<l, iu 1 77. Scv ral far• f ,. r 1 ,o 
pounds have been landed by other vessels, among them one in 1875, of 12G,r.:GG p un<.hi, l> • th 
schooner Chester R. Lawrence, Capt. Thomas Hodgdon. Tho greate t amount of rn n yr aliz •<l 
from a single trip was $5,361, by the schooner N. Il. Phillips, Capt. William :M:cDonakl, i11 l 71. 
The quantity of fish taken was 47,050 pounds of halibut and 9,3!JO poun<ls of o<lfi ,Ji, n a trip Ja ·U11,,. 
five weeks. The usual length of a trip is from three to six we ks, though some bav u •n 111a<l • 
to the banks in about fourteen days. 
The first trip of a Gloucester halibut vessel to George's l3auk wa in th y ar J o, by th 
schooner Nautilus, Capt. J. F. Wonson. This vc s I ail d fr m 1 u t r H 1, 1 ·h 6, aud 
returned soon a(ter with about 20 halibut. Oue of tho n xt v ol t vi ' il lh l>:wl wai-; tli 
Romeo, Capt. Henry Pew, which brought homo om ,000 p un<l 
a pound. In a few years the fleet was con id r 1J1y incr c 1 in muu rn, all(l · 1•r( • • lialil ut-
:fishing became a regular branch of industry that ha b n pursu t1 with r at •r r It• 'H , 11c • • _. 
ever since. In 184 7 this fishery was of uch imp rla,ncc that m r lha,11 ,o O p u11 1 · of l1ali lrn f, 
worth over $70,000, were taken. This was about two y ar "ft r tb y n th · \ •, ·· 
sels to preserve the fish. Some of the f:le t bad b 11 fitt d with w 11 , in, hi ·11 th halil ttl w<•r 
brought home alive and peddled out one at a time. 
Prior to 1848 nearly all the fresh halibut had b •n mark t din 
realized in the market, and after paying nt om 
The George's fishery £ r halibut utiun d t 
f cli ,rtillg t1t 
lg f 
p W, l.r 
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that and other banks. The relative quantities of fresh halibut taken by Gloucester vessels on 
George's in distinction from ·that caught on the Grand, Western, and other fishing banks, since 
1875, is recorded as follows by the Cape Ann Advertiser: 
Year. George's Bank. Other banks. Total. 
Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. 
1875 ········ ······ 2,462, 3M 7,248,413 9,710,777 
1876 .............. 3,005,100 11,453,000 14,458,100 
1877 ............. . 1,814,000 14,319,000 16,133,000 
1878 ············· 524,100 10,014,500 11,438,600 
1879 ········· · ···· 995,500 11,717,400 12, 712, 900 
1880 ············· · 1,125,450 7,940,000 9,065,450 
In addition to the aboye quantities landed fresh, a large amount of salt or fl.itched halibut has 
been brought home and sold to the smoking establishment~. 
THE GREENL.AND HALI;t3UT FISHERY.-Since about 1870 a few Glouc ster Yes els barn been 
accustomed to vi_sit the west coast of Greenland in pursuit of halibut which are brought home 
salted in :flitches to be smoked. _This fleet has never num·bered over six or eigb t sail, and in 1879 
there were only three vessels-the schooners Bunker Hi11, Herman Babson, an~ Mary E. The 
last-named vessel fished for a few weeks on the Flemish Cap, whence slle sailed for Greenland. 
The fishing grounds have been off the village of Ilolsteinberg. In 1870 the schooner Caleb Eaton, 
Capt. John S. McQuinn, landed 177,300 pounds of :flitches taken at Greenland, and stocked 
$20,000. . 
THE WIN'.l'ER HADDOCK FISHERY.-Gloucester is largely interested in the winter haddoek 
· fishery, supplying the Boston market annually with nearly 12,000,C00 pounds of haddock tllat are 
sold fresh throughout New England and New York. This enormous catch of fish, whieh is about 
seven-eighths of the total quantity of haddock brought to Boston, is taken between November and 
April b! a fleet of some fifty sail of first-class craft, av.craging 60 tons burden, manned by uearly 
600 men. 
During a recent season the fleet was unusually successful, for although umnbcri11g ouly 
. thirty-eight sail, the average · stock of the vessels was $6,00o; and the total ca.tch was 14,000,000 
pounds .of fish. The high liue of the fleet landed nearly 600,000 pounds of fish, valued at $11,232, 
and captured 90,000 pounds in thirteen l10firs' fishing, on a single trip. 
Haddock vessels are of the best class, such as are employed in the mackerel arnl bank fisllerics 
the balance of the year. They are equipped with dories and trawls, and provisioned for trips of 
from two o_r three days to a fortnight's duration. The catch is iced in the hold, and marketed as 
soon as a fair amount is secured. The fishing grounds are principally offshore, from 75 to 200 or 
300 miles from port, on Cashe's, La Have, a!1d George's Banks. Fifteen years ago, haddock were 
abundant inshore, so that smaller vessels could engage in the business, but now the fishery has 
become essentially an offshore one, requiring large and able craft to carry it on. 
Fishermen share differently in this fishery from any other, going on what is called ''fourtlls" 
or "fifths." The vessel, with anchors and sails, is furnishtd by the owners who receive one-fourth 
or one-fifth_ of the net stock after the stock charges for wharfagA _ and towage are deducted. The 
remaining three-fourths of the net stock is shared equa1ly by the crew, who provide dories, fisbing-
gear, bait, ice, and provisions. The captain receives a commission or percentage from the owners 
in addition to an equal share with the crew. 
Prior to 1864 this fishery was confined chiefly to bo·at3 from the shore or to the smaller vessels. 
In that year, a schooner of 66 tons was fitted out for haddocking under Capt. Daniel Douglas~, 
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which created quite a talk, aod people laugh d at th id c '. •l af •r lrn 1 ·k. 
Notwithstanding the derision of hi neighuor , Captain 
some excellent fares which he sold at 75 c ut r> r bun<lr 
entered this fishery, and as the demand for fr h ha<ld k, and 
been constantly increasing, a greater number of large v 8 · l ha,e nga(T d in th ir , l tur un il 
now the haddock fleet includes many of t.pe be t v el f lou t r. 
THE MENHADEN BAI'l'-FISHERY.-Gloucest r ve l w re formerly ngag d iu th m ulla<l n 
:fishery, and sold most of their catch to cod and mackerel ve 1 , to be u <l fi r bait. In 1 7 
forty vessels owned here procured GO,O0O barrels of menhaden, that mad 20, 00 b rr 1 f 'Ii, r ·, 
worth $80,000. In 1879 one vessel followed the fishery with no ucce , and in 11.. 0 nou att mp <l 
it. The failure of the menhaden to make their appearance on the coa t of Main and 1 , a •lm-
setts since 1878-has proved a serious loss to the large oil factorie on th coa t f Main , w 11 a 
to the fleet of :fishing vessels that formerly obtained an ample supply of bait n ar horn , but tbat 
are now compelled to spend several days and sometimes a week or more in earch of bait alon" tb 
coast. During the year 1879 it is estimated that each vessel engaged in the G org cod fi h ·ry 
lost two months' time in searching for bait. They sometimes cruised as far outh a Gr ,np rt, 
Long Island, and as far east as Cape Sable, before bait could be procured. The m nba<l n Y 
were known in Glo_ucester as the "seining" or "baiting" :fleet. They somctim ancb rd in tl1 
rivers and bought the menhaden whole of the net or weir fishermen, and liYered th m u th 
vessel, salting the slivers in barrels. The method of slivering was very imple. Willi tb h ad f 
the fish in his left hand and a knife in his right hand, thA workman cut a slice from each i<l f th 
body, leaving the head, backbone, and tail to be thrown away. When not obtained by pnr ·lJn , 
the menhaden were taken with purse-seines, in about the same manner a mack r 1. 
THE SQUID BAIT-FiSHERY.-The common squid (Loligo Pealii Le .), found along th uth icl 
of Cape Cod and in Vineyard Sound, bas been used to some xtent a bait by tll 1 uc t r fi h r-
m.en. In 1877 Gloucester vessels began visiting these localitie , and aft r pro uring arrr 
took them to Saint Pierre, Newfoundland, where they were old for bait t th • r n 11 fii;la rn1 •11. 
The first vessel to engage in this business was the schooner r c dor , apt. harl 
spring of 1877. About 120 barrels of squid were obtained from th . tr p · al ng th c 
being salted were taken to Saint Pierre. The venture proved a profitabl n , , od in 1 7 th ·am 
vessel made another voyage, securing about 150 barr 1 . In 1 79 a fl t f i rht lou ·. t r v ,-.· •J 
embarked in this new enterprise. The season proYcd an unprofitabl n , ·quid h •i11 
that the entire :fleet procured only about 300 barrel . Th m t fi rtunat Y , • •],, tll 
Crest of the Wave, Capt.James Melanson, and scboon r Jo eph 
each 75 barrels of squid, while the remainh1g ix· ve l , cbo n r 
Piscataqua, Capt. Benjamin Cook; Lizzie J. Jone , apt. t r Th b 1 u; l\f a 
Norwood; Bay State, Capt. Thomas Good win; and Carrie •. u 1 r, ~pt.Tb 
only about 20 barrels apiece, and made lo ing vo.va~ . M t f tbi fl pr 
where the;y sold their small cargoes and obtained mall far f quid by pur ·11 
foundland. Several of the vessels were fi.tt d for o tting th 
prevented by mobs from using the seine . The y 
Ann's and the Cadet at Aspee Bay. Both of th 
purchased squid of the natives and sold th m to 
the total failure of their voyage. In 1880 tw v l , th cho n r 
went to Vineyard Sound, secured 44 7 barrel of quid, t ok th m t 
trips, afterwards buying squid at Cape Br t n and llinrr th m t tb 
• 
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Gloucester vessels proceeded direct to Cape Breton and Newfoundland, where they purchased 
squid and sold their trips at Saint J?ierre. All these vessels were desirou of eining instead of 
purchasing their squid in tbe rrovinces, but the bitter opposition f the previou year deterred 
them from this metl10d of getting cargoes. 
The season of squidding in Vineyard Sound is during the month of May and arly in Juno, 
when the squid cnt~r the traps and pounds witll other ti h, and aro tlln ecur d. The vessels 
purchase them of the trap :fishermen and salt them, either in buJlr or in barr l , iu the ve cl' hold. 
In this condition they will keep good for a number of week , and, although n t qnal to the fresh 
squitl of Newfoundland, tlley are considered a good bait by the French ft h rmen. Occa ionally 
Gloucester vessels Lave taken cargoes of sq,dd from Cape Breton direct to the Bank and peddled 
them out to the Frenchmen, but the more general cu tom has been to sell th m at Saint Pierre. 
Great quantities of fresh squid are purchase<.l at Newfoundland by American Grand Bank cod 
fishermen, and numerous outrages have been committed by the natives of that i land upon our 
fishermen who have attempted to catch rather than purchase this bait. In tho ummer of 1880 
the schooners Moro Castle and Victor of Gloucester were thu interfered with, ands rions trouble 
avoided by the yieldin·g of the American captains, who feared to stand for their rights in the face 
of so much opposition. Captain N aus, of the schooner Moro Castle, stat d to the agent of the 
United States Fish Commission at Gloucester that bis vessel bad b en on the Grand Bank cod 
fishing, and having exhausted the bait went to Newfoundland to procure a supply of squid. Ile 
~nchored in Concrption Bay, in Job or Devil Cove, on the afternoon of Wedne day, August 4, 
about a mile froni the shore. That afternoon Captain N ans purchased of the natives 18,000 squid, 
at 60 cents per hundred, paying them $108. The next morning Captain Naus left the vessel in a 
dory to go in search of more bait, having learned that some could be procur d at a neighboring 
cove. While absent he saw the mainsail of the schooner start, and knowing that something must 
be wrong, hurried back, and found his vessel ~nrrounded by boats, and that some two or three hun-
dred Newfoundlanders had boarded and taken possession of her. He or<.lered the intruders to leave 
the vessel, but they took no notice of him, and, being all alone, his crew, mostly Nova Scotians, 
having been frightened and taken refuge in the cabin and forecastle, he was without means of 
enforcing his orders. The natives were ver~T threatening, and the captain feared for his lifo if he 
attempted unaided to regain control of the schooner. These men had come on board because some 
of the crew had been seen jigging for squid, although they had taken only ten or a dozen. Tbe 
squid. were plenty, and it would have been easy to have secured a sufficient supply for bait if the 
crew had been allowed their rights to free fishing without intimidation. The invaders had broken 
the anchor from bottom and put the schooner under mainsail and jib, and she was fast drifting 
towards the rocks. Seejng that there was dange; of the ,essel being wrecked, the invaders became 
frightened and hurriedly took their departure, and she was rescued from shipwreck with consider-
able difficulty. 
Mr. Augustus Dower, on~ of the crew of the schooner Victor, reports that his vessel loft Po.r-
tugal Uove, Newfoundland, at seven o'clock on the morning of August 4, in search of bait. Having 
secured ice in Nortbern Bay, tlie vessel got under way and came to anchor at five o'clock in the 
afternoon about three-quarters of a mile from tho shore in Job's Cove., Conception Bay. Squid 
were schooliug aroun<l. the_ vessel in large numbers, and the crew commenced fishing, all hands 
being busily employed in hauling them in as fast as possible. The natives, perceiving the situa-
tion, got out their boats and soon surrounded the vessel, ordering them to take in their lines and 
desist from fishing. Captain Bowie remonstrated, claiming the right to fish without molestation, 
but it availed nothing, and the rioters threatened to cut the cable and allow the vessel to go 
• 
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adrift unless their demand was complied witb, u in tll m ·t Yi 1 nt. 11 l thr • t uiug 1, 11 ua " . 
Yielding to the force of superior number , fi bing wa1:, aband o d, • ft r wlii ·h n f th 11 , th· 
who had seemed reluctant in joining the mob wa brutally b at n y Iii · c mp. ni o,. n f th 
crew of the Victor reminded the mob of the fo;b rie articl of th W. bin t u tr • ty, ao I f th 
award of $5,500,000, but they replied that they knew nothin c,· ab ut tr , ty rm 11 y. Tll 
was a ,ery exciting one, most of the hostile Newfoundland r r aring "t th t I f th in· i , ml 
gesticulating wildly. The mob consisted of about. two hundred and fifty m n in b , t r ll"hly mad , 
averaging_ about 1G feet in length, a few being provided wiLb one ma t ancl . ii, th ugh the r • t r 
part were propelled by oars. The next morning the crew of the ict r r 
were again attacked, the 1mtfre~ brandishing their oars and, triking at tlJ aptain and er w. Tw 
of the crew were struck and slightly injured. Afterward the mob board 1th y el and nl r d 
the crew to heave up the anchor. The wind being from the northwe t, blowing on a 1 h r , t1J. 
anchor was hove up and the Victor went to Northern Dar, a distance f ab ut 6 mil , . Th 
schooner Mattie, Captain Foster, of Bm-erly, was at the same place for bait, l>nt " t und r way 
and left before an attack could be made upon her. 
Job's Cove, where this assault occurred, is surrounded by high land, hap <1 lik • 
and as the wind was blowing on shore at tbe time, the co-rn affording no helter, th ,e 1 · w re 
in imminent danger of being wrecked if the mob carried out their threat of cutting th c. bl . 
Capt. Charles Martin, of schooner Martha C., reports that whil :fi hing for , quid t Low 
Point, Conception Bay, on Monday and Tuesday, .Augu t ~ and 3, having caught a con~ id r. bl 
quantity with jigs, a, party of Newfoundlanders came on board and endeavor <l to pr Y nt th ir 
fislling. Captain Martin _claimed the right to :fish under tlle treaty, and the party d parted with ut 
molesting him, leaving tlJe crew engaged in :fi biog. On Sunday, Augu t 20, wllilc ngag <1 in 
catching a few squid with jigs at Opball Cove, Trinity Day, at <lay light, a party am if in b • t 
and ordered them to stop, threatening to <lrirn the ve 1 out of the barb r if the r w p r i, t (l 
in fishing. The captain told them to try it if they dared, and k pt n fi ltiog, bnt wa. n L fnr b r 
molested . 
.Along the shores of Cape Ann a, small quantity of , quid ar tak 11 in tll Jl ating tr, I·, lm 
little use is made of them, the number secured not being u.ffici nt t r nd r th m r ially v. Jmt~ 
ble for bait. During the spring of 1881 squid wer very abundant iu Vin y. r<l ouncl. Tll 
Gloucester squid vess~s that visited the region ecur cl 350, tllat w r tak u t 
and several George's.men also procured some for bait. 
THE '.!.'RA.DE IN FROZEN HERRING.-A large bu ine ha b 
for the past twenty-five years in the Newfoundland and w Brun wi k roz 11-h rriu" trad . 
Newfoundland branch of this business was inaugurated in th wint r f 1 '"'1- -~ y, l n 
fishing vessel that purchased at N ewfoundlancl a partial carg f froz n h rrin" • n l · l<l th m 
for bait to George's cod-fishermen. This new kind f bait wa £ un 1 t ju ' t th thin n d 1 .,. 
the fishermen, and a large demand was at once er at d for froz n b rring. It ' iutr lu ti n. m n 
the George's.men gave new impetus to the winter cod fi Ii ry,. ml fr m th. t dn · t th Ir u tim 
frozen herring has been almost the only bait n eel at GI n t r in th wiut •r fi ·h ri , . In 1 ' • 
8imilar business was begun on the coa t of Tew run wi k, in tb Yi iuit · f ~aiut tHlr , 
Grand Manan. As trading at New Brun, wick wa att •ucl l with much 1 •, .·p n.1 th. n i 1 
making the longer trips to Newfoundland, that r ·i n h am tl1 1 rin ·i1 , 1 tr, din I 1.. t tlJ 
frozen-herring fleet. 
The vessels bound for Nawfoundland g n ra11y I • ·r 1 n , t 1· in y lU 
an assorted cargo suited for trade with tb nati, fi.,JlPrtn n fr m wh m th b nin nr 
11 GRF 
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In some cases the crews have taken seines for the purpose of tbemsekes capturing the herring. 
Sometimes the natives have been hired to take the fish with the American seine rather than with 
their own rude gear. About the middle of January these vessels arrive at Gloucester, and sell the 
ilerring for bait, or else proceed to New York or Boston, where there is a demand for these fish as 
food. 
The New Brunswick trade now has its headquarters at Eastport, Me., near the herring grounds. 
Instead of taking out general cargoes for trade, Yessels in this busine s go from Glouce ter to East-
port in ballast or empty, and purchase the herring from tho catcher either dir ctly or through an 
agent who is sent out from Gloucester for this purpose. The bu iness can be carried on onl. duriug-
colcl weath~r, and must be abandoned in March or the early part of April. The cargo are stoweu 
in bulk in the v~ssel's hold, and sometimes the cabin is also filled full, laro- sel bringing 
home from 300,000 to 500,000 herring at a time. The crews on th v, el ar mall, numbering 
from three to seven men, or just enough to navigate tho ve sel and care fi r th carg . All tbe 
men are hired by the month! and have no special share in the ventur . In th hart r on the fish-
,eries the frozen-herring business is fully discussed in all its phase , and n 
tioned here. It was in this trade at Newfoundland that the Fortune Bay outrn curred a few 
winters ago. The business gives employment to from thirty to fif y ail of v I · that might 
otherwise be unemployed during the winter, and has proved very profitable to tho eug·aged in 
it.• As it is a trade rather than a fishery, the statistics of product and capital ar not included in 
the census report. 
During the year 1880 there arrived at Gloucester 19,587,000 frozen herring, ·rnlued at about 
$100,000. Nearly all of these came from the vicinity of Grand Manan, New Brun wick, and East-
port, Me. Of this great number of herring, 11,742,000 were sold at Glouce ter to the fi hing Yessels 
for bait, and the balance, 7,845,000, were sent to New York, Boston, and Philadelp.hia to be sold 
for foou. 
THE SHOREBOAT FISHERIES.-The shore fishery includes the capture of cod, hake, had<lock, 
mackerel, and herring. The boats are all under five tons burden, most of them simply dories, 
carrying two or three men each. The number of shore boats in 1879 was 256, the number of men 
356, -and the· catch, 5,076,000 pounds of fish. Abou 125 of these men are engaged in this 
.,shore fishery the year round, while the remainder fish only during the winter season, when great 
:schools of cod usually visit the shores of (Jape Ann. 
From November until May the principal catch of the boats is codfish. During May and until 
·July haddock become more abundant, and from July till the middle of September hake are chiefly 
taken. By the latter part of September all the shore fishermen are active in preparation for the 
expected school of herring that come in to spawn. For about a week at the beginning of October 
there is great bustle in the capture of these herring, but after they haye left the coast there is 
little for the small boats to do but to wait for the coming of the winter cod. The larger boats 
during this interval go offshore a few miles for pollock that are usually abundant in the latter 
part of October and first of No~ember. Boats that have good gill-nets, especially those on the 
north side ·Of the cape, find considerable profit durjng the summer months in taking mackerel 
in Ipswich Bay. At Lanesville and Folly Cove baking is a favorite pursuit of the fishermen. 
In favorable seasons they ta.ke from 3,000 to 4,000 quintals of these fish, and make, besiues a profit 
'from the fish themselves, an equal profit on the sounds and livers. Hake frequently sell for 60 
cents per hundred-weight as they come from the water, while the sounds and livers are alone 
worth that amount, so that fishermen who have the facilities cure their own fish and make nearly 
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double wages, as they sell the dried hake for about 1.50 p r quint J clri 1 uud f r 
to 75 cents per pound, the livers b ing tried out for tl.teir oil. 
In seasons of the year when alewive , mackerel, or b rring r 1 og th hor tu 
supply themselves with bait from their nets, each boat having u ually f, ur 11 t 
They visit these about da,ylight and then start out on their <lay :fi 'bin , t r turn in tl.te aft •r-
noon in season to market their fish in Glouce ter, or to en<l th mt o t n f, r th n xt morniu ' 
trade. In the winter months the chief bait of the boat i sp rling r mall h rrin tak u in 
the rivers, and frozen h.erring from Grand Ma,uan and Eastport. Tb ground vi it d l,y th 
boats are mostly within a short distance ofland, and have recefr cl yariou pe uliar nam , u b 
as Old Man's Pasture, Honey Pink, Saturday Night, and EleYen Fathom Gr und. Both b nd-
lines and trawls are used; most of the dory fishermen pref r the f, rm r, although <luring th 
baking season all use trawls. 
The shore fisheries from Gloucester were of con iderable importance about 1832, wh n 7 
men were employed in it. The catch, 63,112 quintals of cod, was valued at $157,7 O, and a 
Government bounty of $25,172 was received. In 1804, when the bank fi b ri were almo t 
abandoned, the shore fisheries employed two hundred sail. Most of this boat-fl bing wa carri d 
on at Sandy Day or Rockport, which was then a part of Gloucester, and that plac bas continu d 
until th~ present day to be more or less engaged in these fisheries. 
The boats in use at the beginning of the century were mostly the Chebacco boats of som 15 
tons burden, and carrying four or five men. They bad two masts, but no bow prit. A small 
cudcly forward afforded sleeping room for the men on their trips, lasting usually four or five day . 
These boat-fishermen seldom ventured more than 20 or 30 miles from shore. Dory-fl bing began 
about 1825, and is still carried on off Cape Ann more or less throughout the year. In early year 
fish were very abundant in the harbor and all about Gloucester, o that in the haddock a on in 
the spring there was no difficulty in securing a boat-load in a short time. in e 1 66 badd k 
have been more abundant offshore, and their capture has b en by large v e1 . 
Codfish, hake, and pollock have been the principal catch of the hore-b at , an l m g d 
day's work have been made. Two men at Folly Cove took 3,900 pound of codfl. h in one day in 
the winter of 1877-'78. The method of .fishing ince 18~5 bas b en mo tly by tr, wl , th n""h 1.iund-
lines are used at some seasons of the year. 
THE BO.AT-FISHERY FOR HERRING.-There is DO xten ive fi h ry with gill•ll t in tb 
of Gloucester except for a few wieks in the fall of the year, , h n tlie h rring vi it th 
spawn. Many of the sl10re-boats are supplied with net for the c pture of ait, tling th min 
v~rious parts of the outer harbor, and taking each day enough al wiv or herrin ii r th da · 
fishing. Occasionally schools of mackerel vil:iit the harbor, wh n th b it-net c ptur , id-
erable number. On the north side of tho cape the 'bore-boat tak mor m, k rel in thi w, 
than the harbor-boats, but in neither ca e is it an important fl h ry. Th n t in u ar al ut 
four hundred in number, ~ncl are generally 20 fathom 1 D"" y 3 f th rn <l p with · t ..,q iu h 
mesh, the average mesh being 2! inche . 
During the latter part of September and th 
plenty along the shores of Cape Ann, and about 1 , 
about one hundred and fifty boats and , sel 
the succeeding week few were taken, but on 
@rable numb~rs were captured in the net . 
ermen were busy enoagh. The weather wa 
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good catch. .All the available boats in Gloucester Harbor were made u e of to ~ather in the harvest 
that Jay at the fishermen's door. Nets were set at night and in the early mornmg they were found 
loaded down with fish, being, in many cases, sunk by the weight of the fi h an l many nets were 
Jost in this wav. Fishermen who were not provided with nets vi ited th pot and from the frag-
ments got go~d boat loads. The nets used were the ordinary gill-net of -½ an 1 ""'~ iuch mesh, 
25 fathoms long, anchored at each end. They were sunk nbout 2 fathom low the nrface of the 
water. The principal fishing ground was in foe vicinity of Norman oe, on th tern ide of 
the harbor, and extending nearly a mile off from the rocky hor . Th n t w r t for about 
three-quarters of a mile in a southeast direction from the hor , and th n in north c t and outh-
west direction for a half mile. Within this small com pa upwar l. of ... mil f ill-net were 
set clnring the two principal days of the fishery. On Frida Oct b r d, th 1 of herring 
bad disappeared from Norman's Woe, having moved we twa,rd toward 1\L r l h a wll r con id-
erable numbers were taken, and within a few days they had 1 ft the c a t. Ther w re landed in 
Gloucester during that season, about 10,000 barrel of herring, fi r whi h th fi h rm n w re paid 
from 75 cents to $1.50 per barrel, or an average of $1 n, barrel. 
THE SHORE VESSEL FISHERIES.-During the winter of 1 7 -'70 tb 1 i 11 Com-
mission made some successful-experiments off Glouce ter Harbor with CY"ill-n t :fi r th capture of 
cod: The nets were from 8 to 10 inch mesh :.md were found min n ly adap <.l fi r the winter 
shore cod fishery. The fishermen were at first not disposed to provide th m lv with the e nets, 
but they were afterwards generally used by the Gloucester fleet fi lling in Ip wich Bay, and very 
successful seasons have resulted .. 
A shore fishery for cod is quite extensively carried on during the winter m nth in Ip wich 
Bay, in vessels of from 20 to 40 tons burthen. During some winters large chool of Yery fine cod 
visit this bay, esp~cially on the northern side toward Newburyport and Port mouth, and a large 
part of the catch is marketed at those ports. The vessels nre fitted either with trawl or gill-nets. 
The principal trawl bait used is frozen herring. Most of the catch is sohl fre b, though when more 
can be realized by drying the fish they are sold to the ~plitters. A fleet of ome sixty sail of 
Gloucester vessels was engaged in this fishery in the winter of 1879-'80. 
After the close of the winter fishing some of these ve8sels cruise further to the eastward, fish-
ing on Cashe's Banks, off Matinicus, and other eastern grounds, capturing all varieties of ground 
fish. A part of the fleet fish on Middle B:rnk for haddock, or cruise off the south of Cape Cod, 
and off Block !&land. In the summer season those ,essels that are large enough engage in seining 
mackerel, while the rest cruise on the baking grounds off the eastern coast. In the early fall pol-
lock become abundant in Boston Bay off Gloucester, and a.re taken in large quantities. 
THE FISHERY WITH FLOATING TRAPS.-Until the year 1874 no attempt bad been made in tlie 
vicinity of Gloucester to capture fish by the use of tr:lps, pounds, or weirs. In that year Mr. 
Henry Webb, of Rockport, set a floating trap at Milk Island, on the outside of Cape Ann. The 
venture proved profitable, so that each year since a trap has been set, at that island. This con-
tinued to be the only trap in the vicinity until 1879, when four more were set at various points, 
and a crude stake-weir was built in Gloucester Harbor. The weir and most of the traps met with 
poor success, the total value of the catch of all the traps being only $3,550. Thr number of men 
employed from June to September was twelve, and the value of' the traps was about $1,000. 
In the season of 1880 fourteen traps were set along the shores of Cape Ann from Manchester 
to Annisquam, employing forty-three men. The value of the traps and boats used in connection 
with them w~s $6,500,_ and the ,alne of the products was $18,000. 
The floatrng trap rn use along the shore is square or rectangular in shape, and is made entirely 
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of netting. It is open at one end, wh r it i furni h wi 11 t, ·t i n< ry "lli l •, tll· 
obliquely into it from the ends of it sid and up fr m tll , b tt w. Th 
netting, and have an opening between th ir iuu r n l . Th tr 1 i l 
wings made of netting that extend outwardly fr m th trap , I a r,. • l , t ·u 
to the upper edge of the trap, the guide , and the wing , o a t bu y th tI'c p wll u in tll a, 
and to keep the sides in a vertical position and the bottom of th tra1 n tu" t f tu • a. Th 
wings are not fixed to the bottom at their lower dg , but on f th m i b nt ar und or turn 1 
inward, and, by a line, is connected with the middle of :moth r liu that ·t nd acr th mouth 
of the trap. The other wing serves to direct the fisll into the trap, and the nt WWO' int r pt 
and turns back any that might escape from it. The guide not only guide fl hint the tr p, ut 
prevent the escape of those already in it. The trap i held in pla e in the ea by r p l ading 
from the upper edge of the trap to anchors. Fixed to the anchors and to th bottom of tll trap 
are elastic stay-lines or connections that allow the bottom of the trap to conform to tb urfa f 
the bottom of the sea and hold it down thereon. 
In front of the trap is a purse or pocket of netting, open at the top, wh r it i pr vid cl with 
a series of floats. The pocket communicates with the trap by an openiug leading from on t tll 
other at the upper part of the front end of the trap. To haul the trap, its bottom, at it r ar encl, 
is lifted off' the bottom of the sea high enough to cause the fish to pass into the interc pting 1 ock t. 
The dimensions of the traps vary; one of the most successful one et off' Glonc tcr i r ctaugular 
in shape, and is 25 fathoms long~ 30 fathoms wide, and 5½ fathom deep, and ha a leader 40 
fathoms long, reaching to the shore. The peculiar, though simple, con truction of the trap, by 
which it is supported by anchors and brace lines, make it specially suited for de p water or pla e 
where it would be difficult, if not impo sible, to employ pile or ru r ly a iugle lin t ach 
anchor. The kinds of fish taken include all the specie commonly found on thi a t, tll m t 
important being mackerel and herring. In the priug of 1 O, when mack r I w r Y ry abundaut 
inshore, many thousand barrels were taken in the t.rap n ar Glouc t r. l\f t f th Ill w r 
tinkers, and too small for salting, so that but a mall part of the catch wa aY d. 
THE OLAM INDUSTRY.-Tbe busines of digging claw for bait and for food j 
ground for the clams. Ninety-two men ar engageu in thi bn iue fr m 
· twenty men the balance of the year. The ground ar vi it d by m u iu th ir d ri wh wait 
for low tide, secure loads of the bivalves and r turn to bore, wh n tll clam ut in ·11 11 
market or "shucked" and sold for bait after b ing alted iu barr )1 ·• Ille 11 lt 
the shore for the shelter of the diggers w hil 
number a certain percentage to act a agent for th al 
yield of clam~ amounted to 13,978 bu hel , valued at 
outfits, and buildings, was $2,000. 
LOBSTER FISHERY.-Tbis busine 8 i not xt ll iv ly pr ' 'U 1 n 
the harbor and at Annisquarn and Bay Vi w dming tll y ar l ,, , fif y-thr 
to NoYember. Forty-eight <lori 
capture 133,340 lob ter , making 1 77 b rr l , fa t al v ~ lu t 
DISTRIBUTION OF FISHERY PROD? T, '.-TIJ r ha Il f . ' y ral ~· < r . a gr will fT 
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among Gloucester merchants to distribute their products directly to large dealers throughout the 
countrv. Prior to 1860 the work of distributing fish taken by Gloucester vessels was very largely 
done a~ Boston, but to-day, although Boston handles in transshipment a ·rnst amount of fish, yet but 
a small part of the Gloucester catch is sent there for distribution. Dealers are directly interested 
in the capture and cure of the fish, so that it is for their interest to prepare them in good shape and 
send them to market in the best condition. The curing and packing is done on the wharves where 
the fish are landed, and as soon as they are ready for shipment they are teamed to the cars or the 
steamboat landing or carried to the latter place on lighters built specially for this purpo e. 
Gloucester has good facilities for a wide distribution of the products of the fi heries, being on 
the line of t]Je Gloucester branch of the Eastern Railroad, which connects with road to all parts of 
the country. Besides the railroad communication there is a fleet of nineteen sailing vessel , 1,HH 
tons burthen, and a steamboat line constantly plying between here and the l ading markets. The 
Cape Ann Ad~ertiser states that the first stea"91er to sail regularly between Bo ton and Gloucester 
was the Mystic, run by the Gloucester Steamboat Company during the years 1860 and 1861, when 
she was chartered to the Government. At the beginning of the business most of the trade freight 
was billed to Boston only, and was confined mostly to barrels, halves, quarterR, and kits of fish, 
and fis~ in 450-pon~d boxes and bundles. This trade from 1870 to 1873 warranted tho running of 
a daily steamer carrying freight and passengers until late in the fall, when three trips were mncle 
per week during the winter. Business in 1875-'76 _warranted building a new teamer making 
daily trips throughout the year. The steamers touch at East Boston and land their west-bound 
freight, connecting with all the fast freight lines over the Boston and Albany road, and then 
proceed to their berth at Central Wharf, where a connection is made with the Metropolitan 
Steamship Company with freight for New York and other points, and with the Philadelphia and 
Baltimore lines and all the inside lines to the South. Bills of lading nro signed in Gloucester by 
all routes, rail or steamer, through to any point in the Un_itecl States, and rate given, so that the 
business of transportation is now on such a footing that the Gloucester merchants have no trouble 
in doing business with con11ecting lines out of Boston. The trade bas changed somewhat of late 
years, and fish is now packed for the market in all kinds of wa~·s and size of packages, a large 
portion of the goods going West. 
Fresh fish intended for market either in New York or the West are sent by rail rather than by 
steamboat. The halibut companies have for a number of years chartered cars for their sole use; 
these are loaded with fish and taken to Boston in season to connect with night trains for the New 
York and other great markets. 
For the handling and transporting of fish in Gloucester there are employed sixty horses and a 
large number of low wagons called jiggers. In 1845, before the introduction of the railroad or 
steamboat lines, fish were shipped in sailing vessels. There was then little need for hauling fa,h, 
only two horses being thus cmplo~Ted. In 1850 there were not over half a dozen used for this pur-
pose, but in 1880 the number had increased to sixty, valued, with wagons, at about $15,000. 
FISH BOXES AND BARRELS.-lnsh are shipped fi.·om Gloucester to all parts of the United 
State_s, to the West !ndies~ and to various parts of Europe. Brine-salted fish are packed in barrels, 
the size _and material of which are regulated by the laws of the State. Dry fish are generally 
packe~ m boxes containing 400 to 450 pounds each, though a large part of this product is JlOW 
made rnto prepared or boneless fish, and shipped in smaller boxes containing from 5 to 200 pounds. 
Fresh fish packed in b ·th· 
. oxes WI ice are sent to all parts of the country, even as far west as Califor-
ma; such boxes ~Sually containing 450 pounds of fish. These barrels and boxes are brought to 
Glouce ter by rall and vessel from 1\I · N H · 
ame, .r ew ampsh1re, Vermont, various towns in Massachu-
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setts, and from the British Provinces. It i e timat cl that in th y nr 1 
by Gloucester packers 150,000 barrels and 4 0,000 b xe , f a tote 1 Ye lu f, 17'', 
barrels are made in Maine and shipped to Gloucester in a onditi u r dy f r u . Tb 
1 7 
brought here in the form of shooks and are nailed together by th pa k r , or , t tw fa in 
Gloucester, where some score of men are con tantly employ d in 1 nttin th Ii c) t g th r < u l 
?rinting brands on the box-en~s by the use of printing pre . l\Io t f the b ,, ar m, d f 
spruce wood, which is stronger tllan pine and free from any unplea ant ta t . 
IP the early history of the business fish were roughly handled, th lri d fi h b iug ti d up in 
bundles of 1 or 2 quintals each, for shipment to Boston, where mo t of tbe di tributing wa don . 
Few fish are at present sent from Gloucester without being packed in boxe , and th few are 
preserved from damage by a wrapping of tea-matting. Dried fish intended. for exp rtation t the_ 
West Indies are closely packed in what are called clrums. These are barrel made u n, 11 of ft 
spruce wood, and are of fl.ye sizes, containing from 2 to 8 quintals of fl h. The tave and h ad 
are made in Maine, and put together in Gloucester. 
FOREIGN TRADE.-Gloucester, next to Boston, has the largest amount of for igu comme1c 
of any sea-port in Massachusetts. Its salt trade and exports of fish l>id fair to increase from y ar 
to year. During the year 1879, 70 American and 31 foreign vessels arrfred from for ign p tt 
with cargoes of salt, fish, lumber, wood, potatoes, and other merchandise. Eighteen ve 1~ w r 
cleared with cargoes of fish, namely, 8 for Guadaloupe, 5 for Martinique, 2 for Barbado s, and 
eaph for Porto Rico, Surinam, and Trinidad. Twenty-two hundred vessels, not including fl. hin~ 
vessels, were boarded and inspected during the year by the customs officer of the port. 
Prior to 1860 there were in Gloucester several mercantile bou es running fleet of bark·, hri , 
and schooners to the East Indies, South America, West Indies, and other countries. The comm r-
cial interests of the place from 1790 to 1860 were mainly directed to Surinam, in Dutch Guin n .. 
The imports were principally sugar, molasses, and coc9a, and aggregated in ome y ar about 
$400,000, while the exports amounted to about $200,000. This bu ine s ha be n tran ii rr <l t 
Boston, and now but a comparatively small quantity of the product de tined for for igo mal'k t 
are shipped direct from this port. 
In 1878 an effort was made to re-establish the export trade of fi h from louce ter t th t 
Indies, and from March, 1878, to the close of 1879, 24 vessels took out cargoe . S v n f th 
sailed in 1878, and 19 in 1879, l 5 of them clearing at the Glouce t r cu tom-hou an 111 at th r 
ports. The cargoes taken by these vessels in 1878 included 1,234 ca k , G7 boxe , < nu ..,"' drum , 
containing 2,821 quintals of cod, 1,702 quintals of haddock, 1,210 quintal of bake, quint 1 f 
cusk, and 207 quintals ofpollock; 514 barrels of mackerel, and 918 barr l f herring; mal iug < t t, l 
of G,021 quintals of dried fish, and 1,432 barrels of pickled ft h. Be ide dry and pi kl d fi 11 tll y 
took 275 pounds of butter, 8,000 feet of lumber, 155 bag of guan , 44 kit f o 1 t nA'n , l 
sounds, 5 barrels of dried apples, 9,197 pounds of smoked hali ut, no 1 2 ca ' of opp r p, int. 
In 1879 the cargoes of the 19 vessels were 3, 53 cask , 1,551 box , and 7 drum , nu inin 
15,847 quintals of cod, 2,203 quintals of haddock, 1,174 qujnt 1 f hak , and 2r- uint< 1 
1,130 barrels of mackerel, and 282 barrels f h rring; making ~ t tal f 1 ,.,1 
fish, and 1,412 barrels of pickled fish; al o 5,0 6 boxe f m l l 1t rrin 
100 barrels of bread, 180 barrels of potatoe , 1,750 I utH.l f u t r, 
casks, 48 bags of guano, 183 barrels of apple , 11 barr 1 f turni , 
onions, 7 cords of wood, 640 bricks, 1 hogshead of tinwar an 11 h, m r 
The whole amount of dried and pickled fl 11 hip1 l in th a o , '· 1 f, r h 
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to November 18, 1879, was 25,270 quintals of the former and 2,934 barr l of th 1, tt r, ba,ing a 
total value of about $100,000. ' 
The amount of casli, exclusive of that paid for freights, chart r , an<l 
into Gloucester from abroad by these ,essels during the above p rio<l wa 
freights of $S,OOO more, makes a total of $103,912. Of this amount nearly L 
Gloucester for labor and other incide.ntal expenses. For the prepnratiou f th 
constantly emplo~red, and a building was specially fitted for th artifi ial lryin rr of th 
and the manufacture of drums and casks. 
In 1876 there sprung up a foreign trade in pickled llerring. 
shipped to a foreign port from Gloucester was sent to Gotten burg in tli 
about twelve months was followed by ten other cargoes. The bu in 
some success. Vessels have sailed during the past four or fl.ye • ar 
preserve the fish fresh for market. George's-men take on au a,erag G t u 
it for the preserrntion of bait and for fresh halibut. The fr h halibut :fl t 
trip, though in the summer season as high as 40 tons are often taken from l u 
e fi h ,er 
on a single trip, lasting three or four weeks. During the year 1 79, GI u t r v 
trips to George's and 375 fresh-halibut trips, consuming about 14,00 ton whil fre 11-
mackerel, haddock, and shore vessels used a large amount. A gr at quantity wa , l u d :itl the 
s 1pment of about 15,000,000 pounds of fresh fish by rail to all part of th ) uutry g ing a far 
west as the Pacific coast. 
Gloucester vessels began to carry ice about the year 18-12, prior to whi h tim b ee libut were 
brought to market largely in well-smacks. About 1845, ice-houses were built in th h Id· of the 
vessels, and the fish, as soon as caught, were dressed and presen·ed fre 11 for om day or eYen 
weeks. Since about 1859 the fish have been_ shipped largely from Glouc t r pack d in boxes 
with ice, each box holding from 400 to _ 500 pouuds of fish. The ice i u nally ut from the 
ponds about Gloucester and stored in large houses erected for the purpose. During unfa, ora ble 
seasons, as that of 1880, the supply is brought from distant places. The pri e varie from year 
to year, in 1879 the fishermen paid _ $2.50, while in 1880, owing to the warm winter, they were 
obliged to pay $4 per ton. There are two ice _companies, in on~ of which the ft ·hing firms are 
largely interested. Until 1878 one company controlled the entire business, but the demand for ice 
has so increased that two companies, with an invested capital of $50,000 in building , fixtures, 
horses, _and wagons; find abundant profit. Forty men and about fifty hor ·es are constantly 
employed in hauling ice in waguns to the wharves, where it is received by the crews of the ,essels 
and stowed in ice-pens constructed in the vessel's hold. 
SALT FOR FISR-CURING.-'rhe fisheries of Gloucester consume an enormous quantity of salt. 
During the year ended December 31, 1879, 43,102,164 pounds, valueu to the fishermen at $125,450, 
were withdrawn from the custom-house in this district for the curing of fish. In the early period 
of the ft heries much of the salt needed was brought from Spain and the West Indies by the 
fl hing vessels that took their catch direct from the banks to those countries and exchanged it for 
alt. At the present day numerous ships, barks, and large schooners bring cargoes direct to 
Glouce ter from Liverpool, Cadiz, and Trapani. It is imported by two firms which have extensiYe 
wurehou es in Gloucester, and who sold it to the fishermen at an a,erage of $1.G3 per hogshead in 
L. 79. The average price in Gloucester for the past eighteen years has been about $2.75 a hogs-
• 
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head. Cadiz salt is more exten fr ly u ·ed tuan ith r of tli tb r v ri ti . Tra1 nni alt i 
generally used by cod fishermen bound n long trip , whil Li, rp 1 · J i ll' iu 1 i •kliu 
mackerel and herring. 
The quantity of salt taken by fisbi11g ve el nri ,er;r much, and i d •t nnin d y tb kin l 
of fishery and the length of the intended trip . Grand Bank <l fi h rm u a 
from two to four months or more average 210 bog b ad,, though om of th 1~ fO' 
as high as 300 hogsheads, or about 80 tons, of salt on a single ,oyag , whil th h r 
may take either a-few bushels or none at all, their fish being cur d on the wban· 
men carry their salt in bulk, but the mackerel catchers take it in barr 1 wbicll ar aft rwanl, u d 
for packing the fish. The quantity of salt required for curing variou kin<l · of fL h i di cu <l in 
the chapter on methods of curing. 
Salt withdrawn from warehouses to be used in the curing of fish i fr of duty thl draw-
back in a measure taking the place of the bounty formerly allowed to fl bing ve ~el . Re:£ rcuc 
to the chapter on marine salt will show the amount consumed by the variou fl bing p rt and th 
amount of duty saved during a period of years. Two concerns and twenty-six men ar cou tautly 
employed in handling salt in Gloucester. The invested capital in buildings for storage i rn,o o, 
and the cash capital for carrying on the business is $25,000. 
For many' years prior to 1861 there were very few direct importations of salt into Glouce t r, 
but since that date many ship·loads haYe arrived from foreign ports. In 1 70, 45,000 hog head of 
salt were imported in 7 brigs and 10 barks. In 1875 the importations were 108,4 6 hog h ad in 
2 ships, 12 barks, 12 brigs, and 16 three-masted schooners. Of these 42 vessels, 34 were under th 
American, 5 under the English, and 3 under the Austrian flag. The amount used in curing fi h in 
the year 1875 was 106,245 hogsheads. 
The wholesale price of salt in Gloucester each year since 1860 ha been an a, ra f ab nt 
$2.75 per hogshead of 560 pounds. The prices, per hogshead each year, wer a follo,r. : 
Year. Price, I Year. I Price. Year. I Pcioo Year. Price. Year. Price. ~ , Pric. 1 Yt• r. Pric. 
I 
1860 ·----·. $2 00 1863 ·--· .. $2 25 1866 ·-···· $4 25 1869 ....•. $2 87 1872 .• •••. $2 25 
""······1 
2 00 l 7 .•.••• $1 O'.? 
1861 •.••• ··1 2 00 1864 ···-·· 3 62 1867 .••... 4 00 1870 ...•.. 2 87 ·1 1873 ..•••. 2 12 1876 ...... l 75 l 70 . ..... 1 03 
1862 ··-···. 2 00 1865 ·••••· 6 50 1868 ·••••• 3 12 
1871.. .•.• 2 31 I 1874 ...... 2 25 : 1 77 .• •••. 1 02 1 18 0 .•••.. 1 75 
Up to 1873 salt withdrawn for curing fish on board of Ye s ls lie n cl for the h ri wa 
free of duty, but that used on shore for curing fl h wa ubject to c dut · of c nt I r 1 
pounds. Since 1873 all salt withdrawn for curing fi 11 has b n duty fr . The "m unt u l 
yearly, in Gloucester for this purpose during the pa t eight y ar , anu th wb 1 al ,. lu f th 
same has been as follows: 
Year ended June 30- Pountls. 
1873 .. _ ..... . .... _ •...•..•.•••..•..... _ •..• _..... 38, 874, 776 
1874 . _ •......•...••.. __ ... .......••. .• •.••• ... .. 48,944, 728 
1875 . • . . . . • . . • . • • • . . . • . . . . • . . • . • • . . • . . . . • . . . . . • . 50, 558, 751 
1876 . • • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . 56,707,427 
Y ar nd u June 30-
PROVISIONS USED BY TIIE FLEE'.11.-The UllllU, 1 OD umpti ll f agri ·nltnral pr 
Gloucester :fishing fleet is very large and inclnd a gr , t Ye ri y f rti 1 
supposed when we consider that nearlj- 4,50 m n mu t lJ fi h 
The value of provi. ion con urned on the v el uring th Y • r 
V-nlu . 
$170,400 
l , 750 
llO, Ol 
1:JJ, 000 
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and included the following items: Rice, 25,920 pounds; :flour, 6,912 barrels; sugar, 128,640 pounds; 
molasses, 29,376 gallons; beef, 4,104 barrels; pork, 864 barrel ' ; pork boulder , 1,512 barrels; 
lard, 13,072 pounds; butter, 210,248 pounds; beans, 1,720 bu bels; pea : 6-1 bu bel ; dried apples, 
64,800 pounds; potatoes, 35,826 bushels; onions, 2,592 bu bels; beet'·, 1,296 -bu he ls; turnips, 
.1,728 bushels; cabbages, &c., $12,960 worth; vinegar, 2,592 gallons; fr ·h b f, G,400 pounds. It 
is estimated that 1,262,888 pounds of cotton were used in ail and fishing-line on the Gloucester 
fleet in 1879. 
THE GLOUCESTER FISHERIES, 1870 .A.ND 1871.-Tbe United State c n u r port gave the 
following items concerning the Gloucester fisheries for the year mling J uu 30, 1 70: 
The whole number of industrial pursuits was lG0, of which numb r 4 w r ngaged in the 
fishing business; capital in,ested, $2,357,700; number of m n emr} d, 4, .., ; ~ mount of wages 
paid, $1,410,923; number hogshea<ls of salt used, 54,890; value of .. lt u 1, F ,246; number of 
barrels, 109,032; value of barrels, $110,004; value of bait, $236,011; numb r f uintal codfish, 
189,033; value of codfish, $11243,776; number of barrels mackerel, -, 4; ,, lne f mackerel, 
$1,186,009; number of barrels oil, 3,113; value of oil, $78,457; value of other fish, · 30,128; total 
value of fish products, $2,838,370. 
The report of the town clerk givea the following concerning the ft hing bu ine of Gloucester 
for the year ending December 31, 1870: 
The whole number of schooners and boats fitted for ft bino- wn 471. The yalue of the 
products of the fisheries was $3,613,105, estimated ns follows, from en t m-h u r turn, and fish 
inspector's report: 210,000 quintals codfish, valued at $1,260,080; 129,595! barr 1 mackerel, 
$1,814,330; 12,000 barrels herring, $72,000; 6,560,000 pounds fresh fish, $262,400; 2G,000 quintals 
other fish, $78,000; 120,000 gallons oil, $90,000; 18,000 barrels shell fi h, $1 ,00 ; mi cellaneous, 
$t8,375; total, $3,613,105." 
For the year ending December 31, 1871, the town clerk gives the following statistics: 
"The whole number of schooners and boats fitted for fishing was 465. The value of the pro-
ducts of the fisheries was $2,918,022, estimated ns follows, as compiled from the custom-house 
returns, fish inspector's reports, and other sources: 303,055 quintals codfish, ·rnlued at $1,363,747; 
33,250 quintals other fl.sh, at $66,500; 7,836,500 pounds fresh fl.sh, $225,005; 160,000 gallons oil, 
$96,000; 107,008 barrels mackerel, $1,070,080; 15,000 barrels herring, $52,000; 18,000 barrels shell 
fish, $18,000; miscellaneous, $26,600; total, $2,918,022." 
THE FISHERIES IN 1872.-The Gloucester Telegraph gives the following figures of the fishing 
industry of the town for the year ended November 15, 1872: 
'' In the herring fishery 18 vessels made trips to Newfoundland, 24 to Grand Menan (5 
making two and 5 making three trips each) and 2 to Bay of Islands. One man was lost over-
l)Oard. During the previous year 59 vessels made herring trips, and 2 Yessels were lost. 
"The winter haddock fishery was but partially successful, owing to unfavorable weather in 
February and March. One vessel was lost. 
''The Bank fishery (exclusive of George's) employed 101 vessels (against 81 the previous year) 
and 339 fares wern landed, an increase of one-third over the previous year. Four vessels and 49 
lives were lost. Last )~ear the loss was 4 vessels and 24 lives. 
,, The George's fishery employed 182 vessels, and the receipts were 800 fares, an increase of 48 
over the previous year. One vessel and 11 lives were lost against 10 vessels and 97 lives in 1871. 
" The Bank and George's fisheries were uniformly successful. 
'' The Gr~enland fishery employed 6 vessels (two more than the previous year) all of which 
were successful and free from disaster. • 
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"The mackerel fi bery employed ome 40 r 5 , 
100 ns 'els in the off bore summer :fi. l1ery, and 0 n 
Saint Lawrence. 
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"Se,c>n ve8sels were lost in the pobagen and th .r :fli-11 r fl 11 ri in th . umm ran l fall 
months." 
THE FISHERIES rn 1873.-The Glouce ter T 1 graph f .i..T m bE.-r 1 , 1 7 , iv th fi bin 
record for that year as follows: 
"The fishing season will be brought to a clo e with the arrirnl , y aint L wr n 
fleet, of which but 12 vessels remain to arrfre. The ea on ha b n c li a tr u n in I 
of life and property, though but for the unusual lo es it would have 1J u a m J rat ly pr fit-
able one. So far as the fishermen themselves are concerned, who liv be b o par d, Lb 
business bas yielded good returns, the catch having been large and the price fair, and tb Io. 
has fallen on the capital invested in the business, most of tbe e. tablishment c miner out with a, 
small range of profits, if not with absolute loss. 
"The Newfoundland fresh herring :fishery last winter employed 18 Glou t r 1 , 11 arly 
all of which marketed their catch abroad, some 1,500 barrels only being di po d of h r in bait-
ing the Bank fleets. The schooner Thorwaldsen, with a crew of 7 men, wa lo t in thi bu i11 , . 
"The Grand Manan fresh herring business gave employment to 3 ve I , 5 f which mn<l 
two trips each, and 1 making three trips, during the season. The schooner Franklin A. wa lost n 
the return trip from New York, after having disposed of her herring fare in that mark t. 
"Six Gloucester vessels engaged in the Bay of Islands salt-herring ft hery. Th bor fL ll ry 
for cod was actively pursued during the winter months with average nee , a p rtiou f th 
Gloucester fleet, however, rendezvousing at Portsmouth, N. II., where th y found a r ady mark t 
for their catch. 
"The Grand and Western Bank fishery employed one hundr cl and lift 
during the year ending November 15, 1873, and ix ve el b l nging l wh 1 
Quite a 1rnmber of the Gloucester fleet continued in thi branch f th fi h ri 
year. The fleet was at its minimum during the quarter embracing the month of Nov mb r, m-
ber, and January, when the whole number of fares rccei ed wa G2 in the tbr month · and< tit 
maximum at the close of spring, during tlte summer, and op oing of fall, th num r f far r c h· l 
being 74 in May, 4i°in June, 62 in July, 61 in Augu t, and 46 in pt rob r. Th fl t w, u 
ful throughout the season, the Western Bank yielding good far of he libut, which c mm, n l cl bi rh 
prices, and the catch of codfish on Grand Bank being unu ualJy Jar and tlt fl 1J. f 'UP ri r qu Ii . 
The number of bank fares landed during the year wa 463 age in t 39 th pr vi u y • r. 
and seventy-five vessels, being at its height in May, in whi h m 
total fares received for the year ending No,emb r 15, w r 77 • c iu. c 
The catch was· good, and price ruled w 11. 
"In the mackerel ti hery, the outhern fl et in th priug,; , 
four ,cssels, and fairly succes fol, mark tincr th ir arli r 
summer fishery off the bores of Maine, w Ilamp hir ·, and I. 
size, arnl mostly engaged in the eining of mack r l with a 
few vessels did not pay expen e.. Eighty- ix v . l 
·t n by u lrnndr 1 
r h 
, 1th U rlt, 
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"The Bay Saint Lawrence fleet was unusually large, consisting of ne hundred and eighty.five . 
vessels, against sixty last year. The catch was good, and the bu in woultl ha Ye proved quite 
successful but for the disastrous gale in August, by which so many Yes I ' were wrecked or tern. 
porarily disabled in the height of the fishing season, materially reducing the rec ipt . Of the one 
hundred and eighty.fi.v-e Gloucester ve sels engaged in thi fl l.t ry, ten were wr eked and are total 
losses, and three remain ashore at the l\Iagdalen Island , but ar n t abandoned. T'ilenty.six 
vessels made _two bay trips each during the sea on, and tlle whol number of fare received at 
Gloucester this season will be 198 against 65 la t year. 
"The Greenland fishery employed four ve el , m eting with onl~- mod rat u ces . The Jee. 
land fishery employed one vessel, which faile<l to secur a fare." 
THE PRODUCTS OF GLOUCESTER FISHERIES IN 1 75.-Pr pare 1 fr ma tual r turns obtained 
by Mr. George H. Proctor, of tbe Cape .Aun Ad, rti r: 
Product . 
Bank codfieh .......... ... ........ quintl\ls .. 
George's cod.fish ...................... do ... 
George's halil>Ut ......... ......... pounds .. 
Bank halibut .......................... do ..•. 
H:.ke ............................. quint:i.ls .. 
Cnsk ........•..... .•••. ....••....•... do ... . 
Pollock .•.••.....•...•......•....•... . do . .. . 











Fresh .............................. , ............... . 
Cured .............................................. . 
Oil ..•....•.•.•. . ..•.•• .••...•......•.....•••.•..•... 
Mackerel: 
No. 1 .................... . . : .... barrels .. 
No.2 ....••........•••• . .•...•.••.. do .... 
18, 172i 
7, 065¼1 
Valuo. j Pmlu t . Awouut. 1-v-- a_1u_e_. _ 
$09 , 62 \ Macker I-Continued. 
1,021,609 , No. 3 .......................... . baIT 1 . . 21 , 763 $174, 104 
172,365 No. 4 . ..... ..... ...........•....... do . ... 4, 030frl 24,205 
507,389 ii Herrin a . ....... ...... ............ ..... do.... 3,173 13, 49-! 
12, 774 II Pickled codft h ....................... do.... 163 { 
7,047 Swordfi ·h ........ .. ................... do.... 40¼ 5 1• 097 
32, 96-1 'Irout . ................ .... ····· : ······do... . 4103 { 
\ 'almon . .. ... .... . ............. ....... do.... 21! { 
153,108
11 
Fiui'landnape .... .. ................. do... . 7.31 ~ 
80, 738 j Tongues and sounds ................. . do . ... 205 5 
135, 697 1 Shell-fish . .......•............•...........•. ............. 
8, 9rn II Other f1::1h... . ...•.............•••••... .. ... .... ........ 
Fish oil, other than shore .................... ...... ..... . 








The items of shore, freRh, and cured fish and oil in the above statement include the following: 
Products. 
Fresh fish: 
Codfish ......................... pounds .. 
Ha<ldock ........................... do ... . 
Pollock ..•...•••....•...••••..••.•. do ... . 
Hake .....•.••...•......•...•...... do ... . 
Cusk ........•....•.••...... ....... do ... . 
Swordfish ....•..•••.•........•...•. do . .. . 
Mackerel. ..................... numbers .. 
Flounders ..•.... _ .................. do ... . 
Lobsters ........................ barrels .. 
Perch . ............................ do .•.. 











15 ·••••· ..... . 
Fresh livers. • . . . . • . . • • • .. • • . • . . . . . . .. . . . . . .......... . $0, 875 
C•irecl fish: 




Hake ...... . ... . .............. quintals .. 
Pollock ...... . .................... do ... . 
H::ulclock ..•..•..•..... · . .......... do ... . 
Cusk ............................ . do ... . 
Fish roes ....................•.. barrels . . 
Hake sounds .................. pounds .. 
Tongues and sounds......... barrels .. 
Porgy sli,ers .........•........... do .... 
Dogfish oil .•.......•.......... g:illons .. 
Medicine oil ...••....•••.......... do . .. . \ 
Porgy oil ......................... do ... ·1 






724 ........ ... . 
143 
5, !!76 
345 ........... . 
273 
11,040 
3,640 , ....... , ••.. 
1,240 ..•.....•... 
120 I······ ..... . 
· THE FISHERIES IN 1877.-From the Cape Ann Advertiser, of January 4, 1878, we haYe the 
following review of the fisheries for the year 1877: The number of fishiug arri"rn1s in the herring, 
cod, halibut, and mackerel fisheries, exclusive of the boat and shore fishermen, have arnra.ged 
over 50 per week_, the aggregate for the year being 2,GS0, as follows: Newfoundland, 28; Grand 
l\fanan, 37; Grand, '\Vestern, and La Have Banks, 556; George's, 1,281; shore mackerel trips, 692; 
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of green fish, or enough to load a train f car - mil 
tained throughout the year, and mo t of the t k b , 
wn k, 
were 23,755,000 poun<ls George's codfi. h, lG, 65, 0 pound Bank 
halibut, 1,814,000 pounds George's halibut, 850,000 p und flit h 1 
Greenland halibut, 49,044 barrels macker 1, 2 ,500 barrel b rrin r , 
fished for mackerel in the Bay of Saint Lawr nc~ thi y ar. 
THE FISHERIES IN 1878.-The Adverti er of January 3, 1 7 , ay : 
7 
"There were 2,180 arrivals during the year, averaging half ad z n a la · fr m tb imp r-
tant fishing grounds. The arrivals do not inclU<le the boat and <l ry .fi h r1 n, th b rt trip. fl' 
shore in the winter cod and haddock :fisheries, while only a part f 11 
summer are reported. The number of Bank trips was 503, eorg ', 1,2 4, Grand le u, n, , . · f 
Fundy; and Eastport (herring), 30; Newfoundland and Magdalen I land, , 1 r nl, n h libn 
fishery, 2; Southern and Eastern mackerel trip , ~80; Bay of Saint Lawr nc mack )r•l tri1 . 113. 
The products for 1878, as given in the Fisherman's Own Book, xclu:iv f ·l10r -fi h, ll(l iJ 
were 24,158,000 pounds George's codfish, 12,202,500 pound Bank codfi 11, 10,914,5 p nnd, n. nk 
halibut, 5:?4,JO0 pounds George's halibut, 120,000 pounds Greenland fiitched halibut, ::v::,74..., bnrr l 
mackerel, 27,000 barrels herring. This was the year when the h rring fie t wa dri n aw, y fr m 
the shores of Newfoundland. One hundred and twenty-five fare , a ut 0, 0 barr 1 , , a-pack d 
mackerel, were received from the Bay of Saint Lawrence. 
THE FISHERIES IN 1879.-Tbe AdYerti er of Decemb r 24, 1 79, i,~ w 1i r 
that year: 
'' The :fishing fleet of Gloucester the pre ent year ha num 
owned here, aml 91 ·belong in other place , but haive mad thi 
or a part of the active fishing season. Web.av had clnrinrr th y er. fl to 
schooners constantly employed in tbe George' fi h ry, m ny f tb m m, kin ,~ r a <l z n trip 
each, and 48 other ves8els have followed the br, och a part f h , . n, m. hn 
trips, the 1m vessels making over 1,000 trip , an 11, nclinrr thi p rL ~ ,14! 
and 995,500 pounds of fre h halibut. Eighty-tw lou 
halibut fishery and making five or ten trip 
vessels and 11 belonging elsewhere hav mad on or m r 
a total Bank fleet of 125 schooners, making v r 5 0 trip , c. ncl 1, nclin , 
13,247,000 pounds of coclfi hand 11,717,400 p uucl of halibut. '1 h h r 
for a part of the season, and employ d 47 lon 
Concerning the re~t of the :fi hing fl et, it i di 1 ul 
southern mackerel fleet and a portion f th .fl' ·h r fi 
catch fresh in New York and Bo ton. ~fan 
pickle, without in pection, o that th y g t tl1 
tion of Gloce, ter i e timate l at 4 7 ,0 5 arr 1 
54,210 barrel . The Bay f aint Lawr n fl t 11nm 
vessels and 30 belonging 1 wb r me I thi h ir lt , l 1n r r. in h 
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a greater or less pa~t of the season. The number of arrivals reported at thi port in the shore 
mackerel industry for the season was about 250. Three Ye sel engaged in the Gr enlau<l. fishery, 
bringing home about half a million pounds of fl.itched halibut. Eight ·rn el followed the squid 
fishery, making two trips each, one off the Southern coa 't and one to N wfoundland, meeting with 
indifferent success. Over a score of vessels were employed in the Ea tport, rand Manan, and BaJT 
of Fundy herring :fishery, and half a score made herring trips to N wfoundland. LeaYing out of 
account the receipts of mackerel and herring, and the item of :fi h-oil, we annot be far out of the 
way in estimating that, including the catch of boat and dory :fl herm n, the average w ekly receipts 
of' fish at this port for the current year has been folly 1,000,000 pound . 
" This is a large showing for a single :fishing port, l> cau , a a rul , th bu in i only carried 
on elsewhere as one element of a varied industry. Glouce ter gi h r ol n rgy to this pro-
ductive enterprise, practically speaking, and would be unfortunate indeed if h did not reap 
commensurate results, placing her at the head of the list of fi h-produ ing ommunities. The 
returns are not excessive for the amount of capital and talent and lab r au l ri k inYolved; and 
while in some cases vessels have been fortunate in securing larg fare , mod rat uccess from 
constant and patient delving has been the rul~, and it is only through ext n iY 01 erations that 
large results have be.en secured. The catch has found a ready sale all through the year, and, with 
an almost bare market, the outlook for the fishing industry in 1880 i a mo t encouraging one." 
THE FISHERIES IN 1880.-The following review for the year 1880 app ar in the AdYertiser of 
January 14, 1881: 
"The Glouce_ster :fishing fleet for 1880 numbered 441 ·rnssel , of which 334 belonged to this 
port, 11 in Rockport, 81 to other New England ports, and 15 to the Briti h province . Some of the 
outside vessels visited Gloucester only once or twice, to avail themselves of the advantages of our 
1ilarket in disposing of their Bank, herring, or shore catch, but a nry re pectable portion of the 
number made Gloucester their headquarters during the greater part of the :fishing season, or 
throughout the year. 
"We find by reference to our files that 163 vessels from this port were engaged in the George's 
fishery at some time during the year, a part of which made a few George's trips during the height 
of the season, engagiug in other branches of the fisheries subsequently. One hundred and se,Ten 
vessels, however, followed the orge's fishery exclusiv~ly, many of them making 14 trips or more 
during the year. Twenty made trips to George's and the bay; 20 made George's and mackereling 
trips; 5 were in the George's and Grand Manan :fisheries ; 4 engaged in the George's and shore 
cod-fisheries; 3 went to George's, the Banks and mackereling; 2 to George's, mackereling and 
Grand Manan; 1 to George's and squidding; and 1 to George's, the Banks, an<l. shore :fishing. 
"The 163 vessels engaged at different times in this branch of the fisheries employed about 
1,800 men, and made during the year 1,430 trips, landing 27,000,511 pounds of codfish, and 
1, L25,450 ~)ounds of halibut, an increase over the previous year of 10½ per cent. 
"The number of vessels engaged in the Bank cod and halibut :fisheries during the year was 
133, of which number 90, employing about 1,200 men, followed the Bank fisheries throughout the 
year. Twelve were engaged in Bank :fishing and mackereling; 4 in the Bank and herring fisheries; 
1 in the _Bank herring and mackerel fisheries; 1 in the Bank and shore cod-fisheries; 1 went to the 
Banks and Greenland, and 24 to the Banks, George's, &c., as above stated. But few of these 
vessels made the long trip, occupying all the season, as was formerly the practice, :finding better 
returns in shorter trips and quicktr handling of fares. The halibut fleet made from. ten to a dozen 
trips each, and being considerably smaller than for the previous year made good stocks on a much 
smaller aggregate catch. The total Bank fleet included in our figures made 249 trips for codfish, 
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and 261 for halibut, making a total catch of 20, 00,"' 7 p uud 
of the latter. 'l'his shows an increase over the pr vion y < r "b ut 7, 11 
Bank codfish catch, and a decrease of about 4,000,0 p und in th 
" The mackereling industry emp]oyetl 175 y 1, , and a u ..,, 
enga¥ing in no other fishing branch for the year, was 00. Fift u w r mpl · l in ma k r lin 
and the shore fishery; 27 in mackereling and the herring fi hery; 5 iu m · r liu 
and shore fisheries; a.ncl 38 in the mackerel, George' , and Bank .fi h ri . , "C. ' iu li at cl 
The Block Island mackereling fleet comprize<l 15 , el , the outh rn fl t 4, and th 
Lawrence fleet 15, all of which were also succe sfully engag Ll in th otl'sbor 10 k r 1 fi 'h r ·. 
Most of the Southern fleet disposed of their catch, in large prop rtion fr h, in th 
New York, and Boston markets; the Bay Saint Lawrence tri1 w r failur ; tll 
catch was smaller than in 1879; but the shore catch wa larg r than for many y ar 
profitable. The total catch is estimated at 129,620 barrel . 
" The shore cod fishery was less profitable than in previou year , th 
appear in th.eir inshore haunts. The fleet numbered 56 vessel , of whi h ab ut on -half w r , l 
engaged during a part of the year in other branches of the fl herie . Tb ' numb r f far . laud l 
was 96, aggregating 1,000,720 pounds, or about one-half the quantity r p rt d iu 1 7 . 
"The herring :fisheries employed 50 vessels, most of which were al o engaged in th r fi 'U. ri . , 
as already indicated. The number of trips made wa 79, and the catch ab ut 3 0 harr l , r 
twice the quantity received in 1879. 
"There were also half a dozen vessels engaged in squi<.ling, a winter fl t of 1 rg , 
the fresh cod and h~ddock fishery, and a respectable fl t of mall craft fi 11 wing th 
and haddock fishery all the season, whose catch, togeth r with th t f th dory 
we were able to present the figures, would swell th louc t r pr du t t , 1y 
l iu 
d 
figures, and substantiate her claim to the first rank in th IL t of f; l -1 r 
this side of the Atlantic." 
rnmuniti . 11 
THE GLOUCES'.l'ER FISHERIES IN 1881.-Tb f; 11 wino- r Yi w fi r l, tL n h )) t 1)1' ll rl -
eight vessels, however, made more or le s \ t ru 
cod fishing trips, 32 Bank halibuting trip , 40 w r 
operations for the year to this <lcpartm nt. Th 
in tb iudu try , in· l 7 . It 
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fi h th B O
f Fundv catch to the shore fishery, and the figure in the Bank fishery including 
s ery, e ay v • • 
Grand and Western Banks, Banquereau, the Cape Shore, and oth~r ch tant fi h nes: 
· Products. I 
1S81. I 
18S0. 1 i9. 
Bank codfa,h ................ pounds .. 20,955, 2 0 20, 24i, 000 13,247,000 
George's codfish ................ do .... 22,510,000 27,511,000 23, 144, 00<1 
Shore codfish .........•......... do .... 3,245,300 1, 121, oro 3,742, 000 ----
Total codfish .••••.... .... do ... . 46, 710,5 0 40, 4i9, 000 40, 13 , 000 
Bank halibut ................... do .... 7,178, 00 7, 94.0, 000 11,717, 400 
George'sbalibut .•••••......... do .... 1, 0 7,400 1,125,450 995, 500 
Fletched bfllibut ............... do .... 25,000 .................. . ···········--
Greenland b::ilibut .•....... . ... . clo .... 42 I 200 . .............. 500,000 
Total halibut . ...... ....... do ... . ~400 I 0, 065, 450 13, 212,000 
Total cod and halibut ...... do .... 55, ii~ 010 I 58, ;;44,4: 0 53, 245,000 
==== 
Mackerel .................... barr ls .. ·103. 5l I *120, 020 t4 I 3 1 
F~ozenhening .. .. .......... numb r .. 13, 3lc, 000 9,000,000 0, 000, 000 
* Sea.packed. tlnsp ct d. 
,, For the closing five months of 1881, the bore fleet Jan led at thi ,50 pounu bake, 
586,000 pounds pollock, 324,000 pounds haddock, and 40,000 pound~ u. k; t tal hor fi. 11 other-
wise than cod, 1,933,000 pounds; shore herring catch, 8,632 barr 1 . 
"The fish receipts at this port from :Maine and the Provine during the la t four months of 
the year were as follows: 9,370 quintals bake, 8,030 quinta1 codfi. b, 2,005 uintal baddock, 25 
barrels herring; 32 barrels fish-oil; 5,500 boxes smoked herring." 
LossEs OF LIFE .A.ND PROPERTY.-The Gloucester fi herie.: have en pr ecuted only at the 
risk of life and property. Each year has its dark record of disaster , and many are the sad hearts 
in Gloucester who mourn husband, father, or brother lost on the fishing bank', The George's 
fishery has been the most disastrous of any single fishery. In a single gale in February, 1879, 
13 vessels were lost with 143 men, leaving 50 widows and 115 children to watch in ·min for their 
return. The years 1862, 1871, 1873, 1875, 1876, anu 1870 haYe yery dark records. The belp'ess 
ones left behind are assisted by the generous contributions of warm hearts all over the land. A 
charitable organization exists in Gloucestei' known as the Fishermen's Widows and Orphans Aid 
Society, which annually distributes moneys contributed by the fishermen, 'Who give-! of 1 per cent. 
of their gross earnings for this purpose. 
The total losses in the Gloucester fisheries during the period from 1830 to 1881, as recorded in 
the Fishermen's Own Book, published at Gloucester, has been 2,249 lives and .4H> vessels. These 
vessels were valued at $1,810,710, and were insured for $1,355,418. The yearly record of losses is 
as follows: 
Year. Vessels. Tonnage. Value. Insurance. Lh-es. \I Ye::ir. 
1830.. ••• • . . . . 3 .•. . . • . •.. . . $5,600 $3,100 7 1841.. •••..... 
1831..... .• . .. . •••••... . .•.....• .....• ...........•..... .......•.. _ .. 1842 .•. . ..•... 
1832 ......... .. 1 ············ 1,000 1843 .••••..... 
1833. ...... .•. 1 . ..••. ······ l, 000 .•••.. .... .. . .. . ..•. 1844 .••• ••... . 
1834 ....• . - . . .. 1 ...... ..... 1,500 ... . . . .. . .. . 4 1845 .•••.•..• . 
1835. .•••.• .•• . .••••..... .••... .••. . . ..•. •• .•.• •. ... . . . .• .• . . . . . . . . . . 1846 .•...•.. •. 
1836 •.•••••.....•.•....•..•.......... 1,000 1847 ·•···· .••. 
Vessels. Tonnage. Value. Insurance. LiYcs. 
3 ·••••• •••••• 
3 •••••••••••. 
3 .•••• . •••••• 
4 
3 .••••••••••• 




























21 1848 .......••....•.......•.....••••..•.....•.•. .. .••.. ·••••· .••.. - • · 
1838 ...••••.... 
18:39 .•••••••••• 







1849 . ••.••.•.. 2 
1850 ....... _ ··I 4 
1851~ ....... ~-- !) 
............. 3,500 2,200 10 
··-···----·· 12,500 10,300 l 
31 
................ 25,300 21,800 32 
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Yea1·ly record of losses- ntiou d. 
Year. Vessels. Tonnage. Value. Iusuranc . Liv s. ,_YaTv •l. 
1852. •••••• .•.. 13 ············ $41,200 $37, 100 40 1808 .••.• . . .•. 
1853 ••••••••••. 3 ·······----- 10,000 8, 800 1860 . ... . .. ... JO 
]854 ••••••••••. 4 . ............. 14,600 12, 650 20 1870 .• .• •. ..•. la 75, :!00 rn 
]855. ••·••· .••. 7 . ............. 20,000 16,100 21 1871.. ••• •.•• 20 00, !,GQ 7 ,::5:1 HO 
1856. ·•····•··· 6 ··-········· 14,400 11,475 2 1872 . .... ..... 12 55, ~00 40, m C3 
1857 ••••••..••. 5 ---------··· 11,500 7,750 0 1 73 ..... . . ... 31 1(1(), 018 174 
1858 .•.•••.•.•. 7 . ............. 18,700 8,537 42
1 1874 •••• ••. ••. 10 033. 17 4-1 , rn., 
1e59 .••••..•.•. 6 . ............. 21,900 16,475 36 1875 . ...... ... 10 l, 050. 01 1,320 123 • 
1860 .•••••.•.•. 7 ------······ 26,350 20,494 74 1876 . •••. .•••. 27 1, 07{i. 40 11 0,222 21:? 
1861. .••.••••• . 15 . ................ 54,250 43,900 44 1877 .••••.••. . 8 722. 33 22, 0 
1862 ........... 10 . ............. 66,500 53,225 162 1878 . . •••• .•• . 13 007. 57 4 , 007 60 
]863 ..••••.•••. 10 
_________ .. __ 
40,700 8,300 0 1870 .••• •.• •• . 20 1, 03. 36 00, 68'.! 24 
1804 ........... 13 . ............ 98,000 59,625 84 1880 ••••••.• •. 7 300. 44 21,000 rn, rn2 52 
1865 ••••••••••. ·8 504. 93 40,300 32,400 11 1881. ••••.... . 8 511.51 81,000 20, 403 66 
1866 ..•• ••·•••· 15 1,055.00 114,250 I 82, 0951 261 --- ... ... .... .. , 1, 810, 710 I 1,355, t l8 I --Total. . . . 410 2,240 
1867 .•••••.•••. 11 844. 57 82,675 59,069 661 
61. THE FISHERIES OF MA E T ~ . 
M.A.NCHESTER.-This town joins Gloucester on th a t and v rly n th w 't. t i 2' 
miles northeast from Boston, on the line of the Ea 't rn ailro d. aml af • b. r r 
for vessels not over 120 tons burden. The population of the town in 1,35r:, at wlii ·11 lat 
the place was engaged in the cod and mackerel fhih rie , having a .fl t of 1 v n 
about 650 tons. In 1880 the number of inhabitant wa 1, 40. Th fi h ri 
declined; in 1879 not a single fishing ve el belong d h re. Wllil th 11 bin 
decreased, the place has grown in wealth a a favorH 
and hotels dot the shores. 
At the entrance of the harbor there are 
for the capture of mackerel and other fl h. The e c r 
sition has provoked considerable <li ·cu si n in th 
proHd against the traps, they continue to be u d. 
u a n l11in " · ul<l l 
The only branch of fishery engaged in by Man ·h 
sters, and this only to a very limited ext nt. Th mnn r f m n 
of dories 11, valued at $220; number of 1 b t r-pot , 4 r:, valn 
lobsters taken, 8,250, or 110 barrel , valu d at 4L. Th l b l r 
sold mostly to summer boarders. Seaw d that i driv n up n 
authorities to farmers, who use it for fertilizing purp 
12 GRP 
c•ap m· f I 
•r 
•ing 
]d 1 ' tlt t \ 11 
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D.-THE DISTIUCT OF SALEM AND BEVERLY. 
62. REVIEW OF THE DISTRICT. 
PRESENT OONDI'.l'ION OF THE FlSHERIES.-ln the customs district of Salem are included the 
fisheries of BeYerly and Salem. The former place at one time had a large fleet of vessels in the 
Bank cod fishery, but the fleet i.s now much reduced in numbers. Salem was in former years an 
important fishing station, but it bas now become an important mauufacturing and commercial city. 
The number of vessels belonging in this district is thirty.six, valued, with their outfit and appa· 
ratus, at $105,139. The total capital invested in the fisheries is $209,784, and the value of the 
products is $117,444. The number of persons employed in fl. bing or preparing fl. hery products 
is three hundred and twenty. 
STA'.l'IS'.rIC.AL SUMMATION FOR 1670.-The following statement giYe in detail the extent of 
the fishing interests of Salem district: 
Smnrnary statcrne11t of 11ers011s e1111Jloyecl and capital im1ested. 
Persons employed. Number. Cn.pital invested. Amount. 
Number of vessel-fishermen ........... .... ....•.. . ... .. ... 
Number of bo3,t.flshermen ........... . .' .............•.. . .. . 
Number of curers, packers, fittors, &c .......••............. 
208 Cupita.1 in vessels nnd boats . • . • . . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . $106, 300 
40 Capital in nets :md tmps. .. . . . . ... . . ... . . . •••.... •......... 3,484 
63 Other :fixed and circulating capital . . . . . . . • . • . • .•. • • . ..•... al 00, 000 
Total ...................• : •......................•.... 320 Total................................................. 209,784 
a Cash capital, $20,000; wharves, shorellouses, and fixtures, $80,000. 
Detailed statement of ca1Jital inrcsted in 1:essels, boats, nets, and traps. 
j Value of I 
Vessels and boats. No. Tonnage. Value. gear, excJu. Valu(I of Total Nets and traps. siveofboats outfit. value. 
and nets. 
Vcasels. Nets. 
In food.fish fishery: Gill.nets: 
Active .............. 20 1,000.63 $41,125 $7,075 $25,815 $74,015 In vessel fh1heries ... 
• Idle .......•... . ...... 14 650. 68 20,700 ............ .... ........ . 20, 700 Purse-seines: 
In oyster fishery ......... 1 130. 00 5,000 ............... 100 5,100 In vessel .fi..'lherics ... 
In squid fishery ........ . 1 32. 25 1,000 100 400 1,500 
" ----
Total .•............ 
Total .••........... 36 1,903. 56 67,825 7, 175 26,315 101,315 
. ·- == Traps. Boats. 
Weirs, &o .•..•..•.....•. 
In vessel :fisherirs ....... 91 .................. 2,240 . .............. . ...... .... .. . 2,240 Lobster and eel pots ..... 
In shore :fisheries ...••... 29 ............... 805 690 1,250 2,745 Total ............• . 
Total ...•....•..... 120 ............... 3,045 690 1,250 4,985 
Detail eel statement of tlte quantities and values of the products. 
Products specified. Pounds, Pounds, 














Grand total .............................................................. . ............ . .................................................................... .. $117,444 
Frcahfish. 
Cod ...................................................................................... 
Cnnnere •. ••.•.... .••...•......•....•••••.......•••••....... 
Cusk ••••••.•.•.•.... 
Eels 
Flounders .... •· ··. •· · ·•· ·· · ·· · • · · · ·· ······ .................................................................. 
Haddock.. . ••••.•..•...••.....•••••.••....•.....••.•.•..... . 
Hake 
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Detailed statement of tlw quantities and ·alt1 8 of t11e produ,ta- nliuu d. 
Products speciftcd. 
Fresh fish-Continued. 
Pollock ........•....................•........•... .............•.... 
Smelts . . ......•.....•••••.••......................... .... ...... 
Mixed fish ............•............•...........••...•.............. 
Total .......•.•.•..•......•..••..•.......••..••••......•••... 
Dryjish. 
Po1rnds, Poand , 
fr ab. p par d. :Salk. 
3,000 ..•......••..••• . •.• •··•••• • ••••.•••• ..• .••..••• 
600 •••·· . •.•••. . ••••.••• •••••••••. ••.•• ••••••·••·•· 
130,000 .••..••..•. . .••.•••.•••••••.•••...•••.•••..••.•• 
sao,600 .......••.•..•••••..•.•.•..•....•...••••.•...••. 1 
Cod . .. · ... · ....... · ..• ·.....••....•...........••....•...••.•.•. .•.. ·4, 144, 000 1,450, 400 ...•...•. . .................. .... .... 
Pickled fl,h. 
Mackerel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. . . . . .• • . . 4.33
1 
800 289, 200 .•••••.•••••••••••.••••.•••.•••••••• 
Swordfish.......................................................... 8, 500 2, 000 .••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Mixed fish. . . . . . • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . • . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . • . . • • . • • • • • . 6, 000 4, 000 . ••••....... . .. . .••.... •...... .. .... 
Total ..•... - . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . • . . . . . . • •• • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . 4.43, 300 295, 200 . .•................. ...... . . ..•...•. 
~;::::~::::. ::: : ::: •• :: • •:: ;:;~ ••••••••••:••••• •••: ••• •••••: ___ : __ ·~ ~ -:::::: ••••: • •.:: ::: : •:•••• :: •••• :::::::•••::::::I 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • • . . • . . . . . • • . . . • . . • . . . . . . 422, 250 ................... .. ...................... .... . 
Mi1r,ellaneoiu. 
Squid.............................................................. .•...... ... ... ...... .... .. 825 bnrrels ....••.............•.. 
Fish oil . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . .. . . . . • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0, 475 gallons ..•••••.•.....•..... . 
Sen weed . . • . . • . . • . . • • • • • • . • . . . • • • . • . . • •• • • • . • . . . . • . . • • . • • • . • • • • • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150 tone ................... .. . 
Total ................................. .... ............ ......... .................... ........ ... ............................ . 
aEnhancement on southern oysters. 
/ 



















BEVERLY.-Beverly, situa,ted 18 miles east from Boston, ba a fine rock-bound h r r with 15 
feet of water at low tide. In the early hi tory of the State it wa l nown a th lt m p rt of 
a large portion of the New England Grand Bank fl .t of co<.l.fi berm n. A n tim hip- uil ing 
was carried on to a considera.blo extent at this place, larg , quare.rigg d v J. , n w 11 a fi h-
ing schooners, being launched from this port. With the exc pti n f ni few mall , ht, n l 
have been built here for many years, and only one of 20 tons during th y ar 70. on rnin 
the reduction in the number of mackerel. vess l and bank r nt fr m thi port f l, t , !fr. 
tenden writes: 
"Beverly sends no mackerel catch rs this year, 1870; 1J. 
makes but one trip a year. It is not long since th re w r v n y 
one of wliich made two trips a year. Tber i some small boat .fi hing 
The crews of the fishing ve scls at one time fi h d n bar · , r 
proceeds and the ,essel three-eighths, th of tb 1 
however, and at the present time, thE>re is no uniform rul 
.August I, sell for 20 to 75 cent a hun(lr or 
worth only $2 to $2.50 a barrel, i nev r a.v <l. 
f th 
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the men fished on shares, they then being naturally willing and anxious to save them, but as the 
men are not at present so much personally interested in the voyage, some receiving stated wages, 
not many are saved. The li,ers are preserved in large vats until the ves el is within a short dis-
tance of home, when, the oil having been drawn off, they are thrown overboard. If the livers are 
fresh and but lately caught, they are brought into port and subjected to a steaming process. The 
average Jield of oil is one-l1alf gallon to a quiutal of fi h. Wh n the fl hiug i carried on by 
means of trawls, each boa.tis provided with trawls armed with from l,0 0 to 2,000 hooks, the 
average being about 1,200. · 
The present price of cod varies but little from that of forty years ago, wl.i n it \\a $2.7~ to 
$3.50 per quintal. During 1879 the price was $3.25 to $3.50 per quintal. Forty y ars ago the 
business was profitable, while at present, with higher prices, it hardly pay Xl) n e , and the trips 
often result in a loss on account of the present rate of wages and th o t f outfit, which are 
proportionately larger than is the advanced price of cod. 
The record for 187!) shows that the actiYe fishing fleet con i, tcd f .fiftc ' 11 ail, aggregating 
897.12 tons register, engaged in the cod fishery, ten of wliich weut to th Grand Bank . Que of 
the Bankers made two trips and another was lost on her second trip. No li",cs were lost. <luring 
the year. One of the fleet made a trip to Banqnereau. 
On account of tbe poor encouragement which the fishermen liav re civ din late y ar , fiye fish-
ing vessels remained idle throughout the yea,r 1879, while five other , with an a,O'~r gate tonnage of 
601.97, were engaged for a part of the year only in coasting. Tbe,-e make up a total of twenty-
firn vessels of 1,499.09 tons. 
The schooner D. A. Wilson made only one trip in 1879 to the Grand nuk , during which she 
took 1,700 quintals of fish and thereby cleared $1,000. For the pa t forty scar or more, during 
which time trawl-fishing has come into general use, there has been no marked cha,nge either one 
way or the other in the abundance of cod. In trawling, five or six dories, with two men to a <lory, 
are used. In hand-lining only one man goes in a dory, and eight to fourteen dories are used by a 
single vessel. Cod are usually taken in from 30 to 40 fathoms of wnter; in 5 to ~O fathoms only, 
on the Vfrgin Rocks. 
SALEM.-Twenty years ago this port had a fleet of vessels engaged in fishing, and twenty-five 
sail we11t to George's and G:r.and Banks for cod. From 1860 to 1868 ten vessels engaged in the 
mackerel catch, besides numerous vessels which were engaged in tlie near-home shore fishing. A 
number of vessels were yearly built for fishing, and quite a large foreign demand was supplied 
from this port. The custom-house records of the early fishery business of this place arc vt>ry imper-
fect and broken. Our principal information comes from the old dealers, but from them we can get 
no reliable statistics. At the present time the fishing industry is almost abandoned. The wharves 
along Derby street, once crowded with business connected with the fisheries, arc now covered with 
lumber and coal, or else lie idle, wearing a deserted appearance. One wholesale firm alone remains. 
Only ten vessels have been built here in the past ten years, and none during the past two, in which 
time no fish have been exported. 
During 1879 ten fishing licenses were gra.nted to four vessels over and six umler 20 tons each, 
the aggregate tonnage being 274.47. Of this number four were used only for fishing parties; one 
was engaged in the squid fishery off Newfoundland, supplying the fishermen with fresh bait; two 
went to the Gulf of Saint L~wrence for mackerel, one of which caught only 96 barrels througho·ut 
the entire season, the trip resulting in a loss; and three vessels fished near home. 
The lobster fishery is followed by thirty men, using fifteen boats. They use 1,000 lobster pots 
and fish all the year from boats, weather permitting, Tbe pots are all set sin~le in and nibout the 
M S AC.Il ET.: 
ledges of the harbor and from 5 t 1 
early catch is sold in Boston, while lat r in the on it i b ii d iu th 
the greater part of it sold in the neighboring town . 
Concerning the oyster trade of Sal m aud viciuity, Mr. In r ll, iu bi 
industry, says: 
1 1 
"The oyster business here, the next place north of Bo ton wh r tb r i · auy _riginal tr~ <1 
seems quite out of proportion to the importance of the town. The r on i f und in Ii fa t tha 
a large surr9unding region <lerh·es its supplie. fr m thi point, a w 11 a th t , n it · lf, w11i ·h 
appears to be highly educated in the eating of all kind of bcllfi b. Two ch n r., t1i • '1. 
Newcomb, 130 tons, and the Lizzie Smith, 118 ton , ar engag din th trad . Th• 2 ... : 
but now are worth only about $5,000 each. In the summer they go on ma le r lin " ya er , 1.m 
in the winter devote their whole time to bringing oy ters fr m Virgiuia. T n y arA a -o, () 
bushels sufficed for the demand, and a portion of the e came from N w Y rk Bay; in l 7r: thr' 
vessels were employe<l, and Salem called for 45,000 bu hel , all from tlJ 11 , ap ak . At pr ,·<·11t 
however, tlle total annual importation by sailing cr~.ft doe n t exc d 4.0,000 butih< h;, witl1 about 
5,000 bushels by steamer from Norfolk, in wint r, added. About 500 bu h ls of fancy t ·I · 
from New York are a.lso sol<l. A large portion of the e oy t r are Id t tb w11, rf; an Lit r 
large portion goes into tbe storehouse; a third part ar op n d; and th r maiud r (,, 0 t . ,000 
bushels) are laid down in Colliu'13 Bay, near Bev rly Bar, wll r tlt y ar dry at a •h •b -ticl .. 




Oysters imported in vessels . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40,000 
Oysters import <l via Boston 11L amer...... .. . . . 5,000 




Totnls . •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . •• . . . . . . . . . 45, 600 .•.••... .. 
(selected); selling price of opened oyst rs (common) , $111er gallon; 11 lllng prl · of op<•n 11 oy11h•r 
of opened oysters (in winter), 75 cents per gnllon; nnnunl amount of bu 11l0 flll, '40,000. 
"The firms engaged employ forly-tltr rn 
about twenty men. T!Jis repre ent about n 
many of the men are unmarri d. Tll we> k]y al, ri 
cents for each solid gallon. 
"The old sbel1s are di po <l of to th ga 
purchaser paying for the carting. Thi d 
Iating, which are u eel uy tlrn propri tor to fill in wat r-1 
thus converting into land. To 11 th ir b 11 
"The lea<ling firm in ~al m, 1\f 
ferring the cargo from the, l to th hu ·k r 
their shucking-hou e down on tbe wh rf. Thi 
of the wbarf1 so that the ve el moor , I o i<l . 
17,750 
f 
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less platform or balcony 6 feet square. Here two men stan<l to receive the loaded tubs of oysters 
as fast as they are ·110isttd (by horse-power) out of the vessel's hold. When a tub comes within 
reach they seize it, o,erturn it into a wheelbarrow, made of one-third of a strong cask, mounted on 
a wheelbarrow frame, and one man sends it down while tbe other goes and empties tbe barrow, 
returning in time to help when the tub comc-s up again. The ordinary method i for two men to 
receive the tub upon the first floor, carry it away, lift it up, and o, rturn it upon the table, while 
two others hand back an empty tub and repeat the operation. This requir four men and much 
lifting. The Newcombs, bowenr, <lispense with two men and all the laboriou lifting, by receiving 
their oysters on the upper floor and dumping them from a wheelbarrow down hutes that lead to 
different portions of the shucking-table, or to the 'cool room,' where they can tore 8,000 bushels 
at a time, if d~sired." 
Statistical recapUulation of the oyste,· business of Saltmi and vicinity. 
Number of wholesale dealers ____________ ·---·· ...•...••.•. ____ ..•••.•••••••••••••••••• 3 
Number of schooners engaged ______ ·----· .•••••.••••••••••• ______ -·-·-····- •••• _...... 2 
Value of same .••••..... ····--··--·- ••••••...••...•••.•••• ____ •...•...••.••.••••..•••• $10,000 
Number of men hired by dealers- •....•••••......•• __________ •••••.••••.•••.•.. ____ ••.• 26 
Semi-annual earnings of same .•.•••.•.•.•.• ____ . _ ••.•.• _ ••.•.•••.. _ •••• ___ ••. __ ••.•••• 
:f\jumber of restaurant servants -- - ... ·- .••. ·- --·· ·- ---· ··- --· ~---·· -··. ---- ·----·. - - ---
Annual earnings of same .. ! ... _. _. __ ........ _ ...................................... _ .. 






II. Chesapeake "plants" ...•...•.•.•••.••••.•••••••••••..•• __ .•••••. __ •. bushels.. 40, 000 
Southern, by steamer .••••...••...••••.. _ •••..• _ ~ ••••...•• _ •.•• _ .• __ .bushels.. 5, 000 
Value of same ..........••..•••••.••..•••••.•••••.••••.•••• ________ •••••••••.•. $40,000 
III. Fancy stock .........••......•• ; .• ____ ..• __ •..• __ •• _ ••••.• __ • ___ • _ •• _bushels.. 500 
Value of same ..•....•••...••••••••••.••••.••••.•••••••• _. ___ . • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • $750 
Total value of oysters sold annually ...... ~ •• __ •••••••••••••••.••••••• _ • _ ••••• _ ••• _ • . • . $40, 750 
E.-THE DIKTRIOT OF MARBLEHEAD. 
64. REVIEW OF THE DISTRICT. 
PRESENT CONDITION OF THE FISHERIES.-Marblehead is well known as one of the most 
important :fishing ports in the early history of Massachusetts. Its inbabitarits are now chiefly 
dependent on manufactures. In this district are included the :fisheries of Marblehead, Swamp-
scott, Nahant, and Lynn. The fish industry of these places now employs five hundred and t.hirty-
seven persons; the capital invested is $207,706, and the value of the product is $230,942. 
STATISTICAL SUMMATION FOR 1879.-The following statement gives in detail the extent of 
the fishing interests of Marblehead district: 
Summary statement of person~ employed and capital invested. 
Persons employed. ,Number. I Capital invested. Amount. 
Number of vessel-fishermen . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3141 Capital in Yessels and boats ... ,.......................... $150, 390 
Number of boat-fishermen ................................ 193 Uapital in nets and traps . • • • • • . • • • • . . . • • • • .. • • • • . • • . . • • . 12, 316 
Number of curers, packers, fitters, &c .......... _....... . 30 ·1 Other fixed and circulating capital . . . • . . . . . . . ••• .• ••••.. 4'5, 000 
Total ...... _ ...........•............................ 1--5371 Total ... . . -- ....................................... -1~07,706 
a Cash capital, $15,000; wharves, shorehouses, and fixtures, $30,000. 
Vessels and boats. 
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Detailed statmn nt of capital inrC8l <l in vessel , boat , 11 t , and trapa. 
No. Tonnage. Vnluo. 
Vnlu of 
f! ar, xclu- Vulu f 
siv ofbonts outfit. 
ancl n ts. 
Tot,l 
vulu . N t ru1d t p . 
---------1--- ----1-----1---- ----i------11 
Veasell. 
In food.fish fisheries: 
.Active ...•.... . . .... 39 1,057.52 $61,825 
Idle ................ . 13 470. 68 15,300 
In lobster fishery ....... . l 14. 12 1,000 
Total .•••...... .. . . 53 1, 542. 32 --78,125 I 
------
Boats. 
$12, OGO 30, 5GO 







Inv s I flab rl 
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In vessel :fit:1heries ....... . 166 .•.. · •···•·· 5,770 Tra1,a. 
In shore :fisheries . •..... . 153 .... : . ··•• · · 5, 980 8, 300 5, 425 Lob I.or aud Ip t 
Total .•.••........ . -319 ·1-.-.. -~-.. -.-.. -.-.. · ,:·--11-,-75-o-·i---3,-3-00-1 5,425 
20,475 i 
Detailed statement of the quantities and values of the prod'Ucl8. 









pr p r1;d. 
.230, 042 
.Alewives . ... . . . ... .. ... . . . . ... .. . .. • .. . . . . •. . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . 80,000 .•••. •.••••. . •••••••••••••••.•.•••••.••• - • · • .• -· lGO 
Cod. . • . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 048, 946 . • . . . . . • • • • . . • . • . . . • • . . • • . . • • . • • • • • • . • • . . • • • • . • • 75, 734 
Cunners . . . • . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15, 000 . • • • • • . • . • . . . .••••.•••••••••••••••• • .• • • • • · • · • • · 75 
Cusk . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . . . . . • . . . . • . . • . • • . . . • . . . . 1, 000 . • • • • . . • • • . . . • • • . • . • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • 7 
Eels . . • • . • . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . • . • . . . • . 6, 000 . • • • • • . • • • . . . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • . • • . 300 
Flounders . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . • . • • • . . . • • • • • . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 000 · • - • • · · • • • • - .••• - - • - • • • • -• • • • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • • • • • · 16 
Haddock...................................................... ..... 673, 279 . • . • . . . • • • • . . . • • . • • • . • • • • . • • • . • • • • . • . . • •• • • • • • • . 8, 055 
Hake .•••.• .•.••• .••. .. . ... .•.. .• .••. •..•.. .••••.. ... . .. . . . . . ...... 32,000 . .. ••. .•.••. .••. .• . • . . • • •• •••••• •• . .• •• . .•••. • • . 102 
Herring . . • . . . . . . . • • . .•.• •. . . . . .. . ••• . •. . .. .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 85,000 . •. • . • ..• • •. . . • • . • • . ••• • • . • . . . • •• •••••••••..•• . 175 
Mackerel . ... . . . ..• .. .•••...... .••••• .••• •. •••. •• . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 2,881,400 •• • . . ••• • . . . • • . . •• • • . . ••• . • .• • • •• •• •• •• . •. • . • • . 81,073 
Pollock . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . • . • . . • . . • • . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25, 000 • • . . . • • . . . . . • • • . • • • . • . . • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • . ~: 
Sword:ftsh ..•......•...•.•.•. •······ ..•... .•.•.•••...•. ... . ... .•... . 17,000 .... .. .••• .. .•• •.• •••• •• .•• . • . .••.••••••. ••.•.•. 10 
300 ................ .. ....................... ----··-············· 
Tautog • •. . ...•••. •. . ...... •... .... .. .•..... .. . .•.. .. .••... ... . . . . . 226,000 ..••••.•.••..••••• ·•••••• ••. .•••.• .... •• • ••. ••• l, l 0 
Mixed fish···························.······················· · ···· ·· ___ :_ __ ~----1-.-------------i---:-:::-:;:: 
8, 4()1, 025 . . • • . • . . • • • . . ••..•.••••..•••.•.• • · • • • • • • · • • · • • • · Jl , 030 Total ...•• . ..••..... · •· ·••• · • ··• · · · · · · · · · · · ····· · · · ·· ·······I=====!,====!•==============--- · 
Dryjlah. 
Cod .•••••.••....•..••••.•...•..••...........•......• •• •.•... ....... 
Cuak .•••••....••..........••••...•.........•.................. ... .. 
Haddock ........•.............•.....•••••.......... . . . ....... ...... 
Hake ......•..••...•••....•...•...•.......•.•.•..•...........•.... 
l'ollock .••..•...••....... • .•.•....•....•...•.•...•.. ................ 
Total .......•.•..........•.•..........•.••... ··•···· · ··•····· 
Pickled jish. 
·s, 030, 2av 2, 012, 094 .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -•••• · 
20,350 J3, 178 .••.•••••••••••.•••••••••••• • ••. · • • · 
173, 400 . 05, 91 .••...••• · • • • • • • · • • • • · • • • • • • • · · • • • • · 
203, 400 132, 062 .. .............••..........• · • · · · · · · 
102, !100 70, 060 ••••••.•••••••••.• • • • • J • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
o, o 16, 101 I 2. 002, 20, ....•..••...•.•..•.•.••...•..••..... 
40,000 82,000 ••••••• ••••••• -· • • • · • • · • • • · • • ••. • • · 
Herring .....•..•.......•. ··••· ..••... ·•••···••····•··•·...... ...... 81,000 54,000 .••..• •..........•.••••.•..•••••.•. • 




000 ........•....•......•.......... · • · · 
Swordfish .....••...• - . · · · · · · · • · · · · · · • · · • · · · • • • · · • · •• · · · • · · · · · · •• • · · 
71 500 51 
000 ..... .•..........•.•...•.... · · · · · · · · 
Mixed fish ..••••...••.. ··• · ....••. ············••··•····· •·· ·•··. ···1-----1-----i--
Total . . . • . . • .. . . . . ... . . . . . . .. . • • . • . .. . . . ... . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 131\, ~ 05, 000 ................................... - = 
Shelljlah. 











325,500 · ····· ..•......... · · · .•..•...••.. · ....... · ...•• · 
Lobsters ..•......•. ······• ···••··•••·· ·• · •·· ······················~=,;;;;~;,.i;;;;~~=I•============,==== 
11, ,: 
Miacellalneoua. 
7,510 g 11 ns •.•• •••.••••.... ..••• 
Fish oil ..•......... • · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · • · ·: · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · 100 rr J • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••• • 
:~:::~;: ;~~~'.::::: :: ::: :: ::: ::: : : : :: :: : :: : : :::::::: ::: : : : : : : : :: : : :: : ::::::: :::::: ;;~: . ·--~. ;~~ . ::: : :: :: :: ::::: ::: ::: :: :. ___ 2._2:_ 
...... . ···-·········· Total .••••..•••••••.••• ·•·••·•••···••···· ········• · •·· . 
2,500 • •. . .••. •• • • • . ...•.. .•••.• ••. • ••••.• 7, l 
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65. THE FISHERIES OF MARBLEHEAD, SWAMPSCOTT, N IIA T, AND LYNN. 
M.ARDLEHEAD.-From 184G to tLe present time the fi ·liery indu try of Marbl head shows a 
, steady decline. The system of giving bounties to fi bing Y 1 , coutiuu d until 1867, failed to 
revive the interest formerly taken in this industry. This may be n y an ·amination of the 
following table, giving the number of vessels aml amount of bounty pai<l uurin th la t £ w years 
of the existence of the bounty system: 
Year-
1862 ......................... . 
1863 ......................... . 
1864 ••••••••..•••.•••••••••••. 
1865 .•••••••••.••.••••••.•••.. 
1866 .••...••••••••••.•••• ..•• . 
1867 ..•..•............•....... 
Numl> r of Amount 
VOSS ls. paid. 
61 $14, 378 20 
52 11,695 95 
43 10,129 26 
43 0, 336 06 
25 5, 4!i7 39 
20 4,927 37 
Total . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. 55, 824 23 
The bounty was at the rate of $4 a ton on the mea urem n t f th Y 
in 1866, since which time no boun1y bas ueen paid, the amonut paid in 1 
in 1866. 
l up t O ton , ceasmg 
7 b inn-fir fl h caught 
In 1879 only one vessel was sent to the Grand Dauks from tlli p rt. Y n t n Y ' ls of 
small tonnage engaged in the home-shore fishery with ten sail hlle, or a i na11y ngag d for 
sailing parties. .A. total of twenty-eight sail of 807.3G nggr('gate tonn o- r pr, ~nt th fl ·hing 
fleet of this once celebrated port. The fishing busiutss of l\1m·blehc·ad ha al way b n mo tly cod, 
but few have engaged in the mackerel catch, and none to rnak n, ~pc ial bn in ~ f it <luring the 
past twenty years. The old-established custom of the Grand Bauker wa fl hino· n bnr s; the 
vessel receiving three-eighths, tbe captain, mate, and crew fiYe- igbtli ; all bill for bait, tores, 
provisions, &c., being first paid. By the oldest liYing master w arc t ld tlrnt l\farbl •h ad vessels 
never fished in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, nor for the l)fh t twcHty y ar iu auy waters of the 
Provinces. In the prosperou~ days of the past a large nurnb('r of y built here, but, 
with the exception of a few yachts, none ha,e been built for e-reral years. 
The appended statements show the extremely re<luc('ti condition of th fl <'t f ve els fi~bing 
on the Banks. Mr. Oritte_nden writes: 
"Marblehead sends but one Banker· this year (187D), fitted bs George Knight. Les than forty 
years ago Marblehead sent seventy.five Bankers. There is consiunablc small-boat fl bing. There 
are 110 large vessels engaged in the mackerel fishery." 
Mr. Martin, of Marblehead, wrote to Professor Baird iu 1879: 
"Our fleet of vessels which several years since numbered from eighty to one hundred sail 
(engaged in the fisheries at the Grand Banks of Newfoundlnnd) has been reduced to one vessel 
of about 80 tons burden/' 
It is sufficient to say of the fishery industry from 1877 to 1879 that there was nothing done, 
except by the shore boatmen. The larger vessels were tied to tbe wharf and the owners offered 
the use of them ~o the Gloucester men on condition that the latter pay the insurance, preferring 
that their vessels should be in use and taken care of t ban that they shoul<l lie idle at the wharf, 
depreciating in value every day. 
The eighteen vessels whicn were engaged in fishing in the year 1879 were, with one exception, 
schooners ranging from 5 to 70 terns burden, with an average of 20 tons. They were all owned in 
Marblehead. The largest, the Oceana, 70.94 tons burden, was the only one engaged in the cod 
A ll 
mplo ·t•d wa 
1 ' 
h1h:1111n K 0. \\'illia111. 
r 111 7J J1pi<1 I tu· Joh tttr 
1 • lhuu 
' h produ ·t w•1 · n1l11 ·d 
Un<lcr <late .of February 20, 18 2, Mr. im . n , CCllJ ('t r f ·u, t m, nt 
writes: 
'' The fishing business iu this lJlace incr a d fr m th 
decreased until the present time. Tlle lo of many liv u l v , 
shoe business, and, :finally, the repeal of th bounty a •t, lla. r dn 
proportions. We now have in this district forty tbr e" , l 
fisheries, aggregating 1,164: tons." 
t 1 4 , aJHl th 11 ,.r aclunll · 
•I , th iutro<lu ·ti II f th • 
t it , pr .- nt, 
Marblehead is one of the quain.test as well as one of the old t t wn ill w England. Jt w,. 
once extensively engaged in tbe :fisheries, but the people have flat y r turn d th ir att ntion 
to manufactures, and have a11owed the :fisheries to decline, until n w tb r ar buL av ry fi , v • · 
sels where formerly there was a fleet of a hundred or more ail. Th p pl lrn,Y u m 1 11 wn 
as a sterling race, full of patriotism, and bave always contribut d th ir qu ta in tim f 1111tional 
peril. About 1,000 Marbleheaders took active part in the R voluti n, mor than lmlf f , h m 
perished and left behind 600 wi<lows and 1,000 fatberle childr n, in a populati n 1.mml»riug l . 
than 4,000. The famous frigate Constitution was chiefly mann d during the war of 1 1~ by m •11 
from tbis town, and many privateers were sent out from here. t th 1 • f tlJat war 11c, rl 
five bu:idred Marblehead men were held ill; England a pri 011 r f war. 
SW.A.MPSCOT1'.-T!Jis beautiful sea ide town, ituat d 13 mil n rth a. t of B t n, rum it. 
nearness to the fishing grounds and market, l1a long b en aud c nti11u t b th 11 m fa larg 
number of fishermen. It bas not, however, uch a <l ira 1 harb r a h. v many 11 + .. hl ring 
ports in which tlie fishing industry i now almo t entirely ndon d. Th h.tl'l> r 
the sea on the southeast, is quite expo <l. The , lH d 11 t. n ·h r, 111L li al. m m-iug whi ·h 
are very heavy, weighing about 10 t o , ::mu upp1ic·d with h 
of a harbor are so great that the vcs el' ar 11 Y r in, ur d. \ ivc•r hav h n I . 
in ten years, except four, which were blowu a h r in 1 7 . 
Bordering the harbor are four andy b ach , nam d hillip , Wllal , larn . · . , 1111d 1 iurY'H. 
These are separated by ledges of rock , the out r pping f th r ·1 y hluff , ancl nr ,. r <1 with 
fine residences. The fishermen own and o cupy m ny f tb h u s , ud f r ' <1, rs m• .) h: , 
somewhat decreasecl. At pr nt it numb r tw n · n 
by one hundred and eighty- ix: n- rn fl h rm n. 
During 187 , fl h w re very pl oty ff thi m bigll 1 , 
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pounds a day, codfish forming the largest part of the catch. For the past two seasons fish have 
been scarce on the old grounds. Vessels have been compelled on that account to go to the east-
ward and southward, and are away generally from four to six days on a trip. These trips have 
not been attended with the success of former years. During the summer season most of the rns-
sels engage in the mackerel catc~ off the New England shore, supplying the Boston market with 
fresh fish. The small boat or dory fishermen, on account of being obliged to go out further, are 
introducing the lapstreak boat; this is usually schooner-rigged. 
Most of the vessels are built at Salisbury, Mass., and measure from GO to 60 tons, aud often 
cost $10,000. They carry a crew of ten men, all, without exception, of American birth. The crew, 
including the captain, have an equal share in the proceeds. All expenses are charged to the gross 
stock, and one-fifth of the proceeds goes to the owners. The captain and some of the crew usually 
own a shar~ in the vessel. The running expenses of a vessel are eistimated by Capt. King Hartling 
to be about $1,000 a year. To pay the crew for their time the ves~el should stock $10,000. This 
is a fair stock. In 1877 and 1878 the average stock was below this amount. In 1876 and the ten 
previous years it exceeded it, in some years the "high-line" reaching $20,000. 
The cod fishery is prosecuted from the middle of October until May, the mackerel fo;hery the 
remainder of the time. On an average, reckoning for twenty years past, the proceeds of the two 
have been about equal. For ten years previous to 1876, the mackerel interest predominated. In 
1877 prices were poor. "The Nova Scotia imports have a ruinous effect." 
But few lobsters are caught; thirteen men fishing with five hundred and twenty traps through 
part of the season. Their catch is consumed at and near home, a few being sent to Boston. At 
one time fishing vessels were built at this port, but noD;e have been built here for the past fifteen 
years. 
The fisheries of this place, in 1879, employed 320 men. The capital invested was about $50,000. 
The value of the product was about $140,000, and included 10,807 barrels of mackerel, over 
5,000,000 pounds of cod, haddock, and cusk, 40,000 lobsters, an<l about 5,500 gallons of fish oil. 
Beside the 21 vessels, aggregating 682.48 tons, there were 21 lapstreak sail-boats and 80 dories 
used in the fisheries in that year. 
LYNN.-The city of Lynn is largely interested in the manufacture of boots and shoes and other 
articles, and pays little attention to the fisheries. Four small vessels took out fishing licenses 
in 1879, but none of them followed the business. One was sold and the three others remained idle, 
except when engaged by pleasure parties for fishing. The only fishing done from Lynn during 
1879 was by ten men fishing from dories near shore during part of the year and supplying the 
summer houses of Chelsea Beach with cunners, eels, and ground fish. At Flax Pond Brook in 
West Lynn about 100 barrels of alewives were taken during the year with dip-nets. About 50 
barrels of alewives were caught by Lynn fishermen in the river in the adjacent town of Saugus. 
F.-THE DISTRICT OF BOSTON. 
66. REVIEW OF THE FISHING INTEREST OF BOSTO:N DISTRICT. 
PRESENT CONDITION OF THE FISHERIES.-The fisheries in the district of Boston, which 
includes towns as far as Cohasset on the south shore of Massachusetts Bay, employ 92 sail 
of vessels ·an<l 472 boats, besides a large number of nets and other apparatus. Of the vessels, 73 
are engaged in the capture of food-fish, one fishes exclusively for lobsters, four follow the menha,p.en 
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fishery, three the oyster fishery or carrying tracl , and i 
fleet is 5,422.25 tons. In the bore fl h f r cl, 11:uld 
employed 188 boats and 426 men. 
Boston, the principal place in the <li trict, ha a v ry larg 
important markets in New England and the cent r f th tra<l in im1 r 
is invested here in buildings and wharYcs u ed in tb .fi h r ~ i11 lu try, a11<1 
fresh and cured fish are annually distrilmted from b r , a will b n 
Boston. The capital invested in the <listrict i $3,.:.,1 ,040, aml th~ rnlu 
of :fishermen of this district, is $1,026,3G0. The numb r of p r mpl y d i 2,G 
STA'.I.'ISTIC.AL SUMMATION FOR 1870.-The following tat m ut h w iJ1 cl tai l th 
the fishing interests of Boston district: 
Summary Bfatement of persons employed antl capital inveBled. 
Pers:ms employed. Number. Capital inve11 d. 
7 
.Amount. 
Number of vessel-fishermen ............................. . 997 Capital in vc£1s ls nud boats . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '370, 805 
Number ofboat.fishermen ............................... . 426 Capital in nots and traps . .•• . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. 3 OH 
Number of curers, packers, fitters, &o ................. . 1,024 Other flxeu aml circulating C!\pital ..... . .... .. .......... ci2, 803,200 
Number of factory bands . .............................. .. 
1----11 
206 Total .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . • .. . . . 3, 218, !HO 
Total .................................. .. .. ... ..... . 2,653 
aCMb capital, $1,190,000; wharves, shorehouses, and fixtures, $1,388,200; factory lmiluings anu app r:i.tus, f225,000. 
Detailed Btatement of capital im·esfed in vessels, boatB, nets, and traps. 
Value of I 
gear, exclu· Value of Totnl 
Vessel11 and boats. _ No. Tonnage. Value. siveofboats outfit. 1 Vulu. 
and nets. ____ ,___ -----
Ve, 
In food.fish fishery: 
Active............... 73 3,430.94 $114,950 $]4,015 $80,]75 $200,140 
Idle.................. 5 462. 30 14, 500 ...... ...... ......... . 14, :: 
In lobster fishery....... 1 5. 77 50 10 100 
In menhaden fishery. . . . . 4 292. 75 31, 500 300 1, 200 33, 000 
~: ::>~:;: !:!::~: : : : : : : : : ! !~!: :: 3:: ~~~ .. .. .. .. .. .. a 36, ~~~ - ~[ 
' Boats.' == =-- --15 140 .................. ·I 15, 140 
In vesselfisheries........ 284 .....• ···· · · , ... 
N ta t11Hl traps. 
Neu. 
QiJl.n ts: 
Jnv II lih,b rh•e .. • 
Jn bon.t fi!lh rit'II . .•• . 
Pnr . In e: 
u v 1111 I fl h ric . •. 






821 a I l 
W !rs, &c . . • . • .. . • • . . • • . l 500 
Lob11 t r ud c•l pot11 .... __ s,_200 _ __ ,_200_ 
To l . .. . . . . . . .. .. . , 201 , 700 
Total............. - u, , ,, 422. ~ ~' 000 1', S25 117, 835 12°• 100 
In shore :fisheries........ 188 . . . . .. . . .. 16, 575 3, 430 _ _ 5, 500 25, 505 
Total ............ ... -472 .......... .. 31, 715 3,430 5,500 I _,_o,_04_5...!L--------i--------
a Includes gear. 
Detailed afatement of the quantities and rnluca of tllc product · 
Products specifl.ed. 
Pounds, Poancl ,1 
fre b. pr po.r u. 
Billie. 
Grand total. ......... · · • · · -- · -- -- · · · · -- · · · · .. · · · · · · .. · · · · · · .. · · · · ;,;;; · · · · · · · · · · = · -- __:.::.:.:: 
Fre,hftah. 
Alewives ........................................................... . .... . 
Cod ............................................................... . 
Cunners ................................ . ......... ...... . ... · 
~:k_:::: :: ::::::::: :: : ........................................... ·, 
102,800 
5, 4.82, 8"..5 
100, 000 
(Jl3, 304 
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Flounders .•••.•.••.••..•.•.•••••••••• •• • • • • • • · • • • • · • · • • · • • · · • · · • • · 45, OOO 
Haddock .......•....•••••• ··••••·••· .. ••·••••·•••••• •••··••••·•••· 8,459,217 
Hake .•.....• _ ....•..••••••. _ . . . • • • • • . • • • • • . • . • • • . • • . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . 783, 200 
Halibut...... . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • . • . • • • • . • • . . • . . . . . 260, 000 
Herring •• • • • • . •• . . . . . . . • • . •• . . • . •• • • • . •• • • . . • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • . 1, 163, 150 
Mackerel . • . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . • . . . . • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • .. • . • • . . 2, 206, 421 
Men baden ...•...•....•.••.•••..•..•..••••.••••.•.••. , • • • . • . • • . . . • . 221, 400 
Pollock . . . • . . . . . . . • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • . . . • . . 626, 611 
Shad ..••.......•........••....•..•••••••••••••••.••••••••..•. ··•·•· 128 
Smelts .•.....•..........•..•... - ..•• -- • · · -• • · - • • • • • • • • • • · · • • · · · · · · · 6, OOO 
Swordfish .........•...•......•.••••••. - ••• -• • - • · · · • - · · • • · · · • · • · · • · · 15, 750 





Total ...•...•...............•.••....•.••••••••••••.•••..•.... t==2=0,=7=09=1=8=06=-l=·=· =· ·=· =· ·=·=· ·=·=1· 1,. ==· ·:-:·=· ••••••.•••.. • •••• ••••• • •..•••• • 
Dryµh. 
Cod .. ........••.........••••.•.• . ••.•••....••••••••••••.•.••.•••.•. 
Cusk .•••.. . •.•....• .• .... . ...•....•....•...••.•••••••.. . ••.• •..••. 
Haddock ...•••.•..........•••.....•..•.•.••.•.••••.•••...••••••... 
Hake ....... .... .................................................. . 































----- -1-----1;--------------- -----· 
Total ..... . ................................................. . 1,839,200 750,000 . .. . . . . .• . • . . . . • . • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • . { a 1~t ~~~ 
Pickled ji8h. 
.d.lewives ................... ... .......................... . ...... .. . 
.n1uefish ...... ... ..•.......•.......•...••. . .••..••••••• .... ...••... 
Cod .................... .. .•••..•••..•••••.•.••..•••••.••..•••••..• . 
Herring ........................................................... . 
Mackerel ..•.••.••••..••. ~ ........................................ . 
Swordfish .....•. .•.••••.•......••••.•.....•.•••••..••.......••••... 
Mixed fish ...••..........•..••.....•••..•.•...•••.••••••.......•... 
Halibut fins ......•.......... .. ...••••.•••.• •• ..•...•• _ ............ . 



























l, 500 ___ , ___ _ 
7, 656, 343 5, 21!), 025 I ................................. .. . I 140, 512 Total ...... .. ............................... ... ............. . 
Canned ji8h. b -- --. -, --
Clam chowder .•..•.....•........••••.....•...•...............••••...•.......•... 
Fish balls .. .. .•......... · ....... . ..............•.•..........•..•.••............... 
Fish ~howder...... . • • • • • . . . . • • . • . . • • • . . • . . . • • • .. • • • • • • . . • . • • • • • • • . . .•••.•....•• 
Smelts ...••..••..................•...••..•••••....•••••.••...•..••....••• _ .•..... 
Total ...... ...... ......................................................... . 
Shell fish. 
36, 000 I 36, 000 cans .•••• ... ...•..•....... 
264, 000 I 264, 000 cans .................... . . 
36, 000 I 36, 000 cans .••.....•...••..•.... . 
38,400 38,400 CfLllS ••••••••••••••••••••• . 
374,400 374,400cans .......•••..•........ 
1 







Oysters . .•.. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · • · • · • · • • • · --• -· • • • · · · • -• • • • • · -• - ·.••. • • • . . . . • • • • • . . • • . . 15, 400 buslwls . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . • • . { c3i~: Z6g 
Clams, for food ..... - ..•. ·· ······ · ·•· ..••.• .••••• .••••• ...• .. ..•... . . . . . . . . ..•••. ... • . . ...•.. 34,940 lmsbels ..•••... .•••. .•. • . . 17,470 
Total ..•....... -.. -· • · -· · • • • · · ......................................................... \ · •••.........•.••..•..•.•.... ~~ --409,091 
Miscellaneou,. ·--- -- = = 
Fish oil .. .•.. . .•.• · · -• • · · • · · • · • · • • • • • •. - . • • • • • . • • • • • • . • . • • . . • • . • • • . • • • . . • • . • . • • • . . • • . . • . •• • . . 20, ooo gallons.................... 8, 000 
Fish guano .......•.• •· ··•· · · ·•••·• •·••· . ...... ••••••. •..• ••. •••••. .••. •••••• .• . . .••.•• .••••. 1,000 tons....................... 6,000 
Fish spawn · · · · · · · · · • · · • · · • · · · • · • · •• · • • · • • • • • • • • • · · •• .. -• • • • • • • · · · · • .. • • •..•..•• . . • • • • • .• .. • . 300 bnrrels... ................. 975 
Fish sounds (dried) .•••••... · -·. -. . • . . . . • • • • ... . .• • • • . . • . . • •. ••• ••. . • • . . • •. ••• • • . 2,200 _....................... •• •• • • • •• • • . 1, 980 
Irish moss .......... · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · ••.. . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . • . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . 45
1 
ooo . . • . . • . . . • • . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . 1, 575 
!::;::ts·~;~~~~l~~~~~;~;~~~~~-~~~::::: ::::::::::::::~:: ::::::: ::::::: :::: :: : :::::: :::: :: 10, !~~ :0a~;~~~:::: :: ::: :: : : : :::::: 15, :~:. 
Total ...•... -...... ---· · •• - .. ..•..•.. .••••.••...•••••.•...••. ,-.-•. -.-_ .-.• -.• -.-_ .-.-.1-_-_ .-.-•• -.-•• -.-. -l_ ' r-_-__ -_ -_ .-.-__ -_-_ .-.-_ .-.-.-•• -.-_ .-.-_ .-.-_-_ .-. -_ -.. -.-_ .. i---Z-4,-3-68 
a Enhancement on dried fish prepared as "boneles1; 11 in Boston, but accounted for elsewhere. 
b Exclusive of salt mackerel canned in lloston. 
c Enh.1,ncement on soutllern oysters. 
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67. BOSTON AND IT 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE OITY AND IT IN .- • 11 j • h I· r, t ·it 
in New England in regard to commerce a w 11 a in p pulati n. It a]· Im· th frn . ti. r r f 
New England, and its shipping busine , tog th r with it for irrn a,11(1 1 m •.·ti · tra l 
extensive. It is a great railroad center, b ing th 
Eugland. It has several historical laudmark , a th 
Hall, Bunker Hill, and Dorchester Heighfa;. It wa ttl din 1 1, ancl wa, ·all •d I hawmut h · th 
Indians. The settlers called it Trimountain, b cause of it tbr tr · •iv 1 <l it· 1>r : ut mim 
as a token of respect to the Rev. John Cotton, a mini t r f B t n in i ngl~ ncl, all(l aft rwarcl, 
minister of the first church here. The population in 1700 wa 1 , ; in 1 7 , 2r: ,r:M ; and iu 
1880 it had increased to 362,839, making it the fifth city in th c untry in r ·p · p pulati n. 
From the early colonial days to the present time, Bo ton, alth ugh n v r having a Jar fi bing 
fleet in comparison with Gloucester, Marblehead, and other ew • ngland p rt , ha , b n r •og-
nized in the fish trade as a central receiving and distributing port for all p int , both c1 m .. ti· and 
foreign. Many vessels from the other New En.gland fishing port , a w 11 a fr m th J r ,·iu ~-, 
bring their catch direct from the :fishing grounds to this port for a. mark •t, r, r turui1w t their 
home port to land and cure, their cargoes are finally brought here. 
According to Sabine (Report on American Fisheries, 1852), B ·ton ha,<l v ':-3-' •l · ft ·hi11g II th 
Newfoundland Banks as early as 1645. The first exportation of fl h fr Ill Bot u wa, iu 1 ,: ' . Th 
adventure was to one of the southern colonies, and Governor Winthr p ap1> ar' t h, v b 11 
interested in it. '£he vessel, which was laden with fur a w II a th pr du •t., f Lh H , , wa. 
wrecked on the outward passage when near the cape of Virginia. 
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the food species of shore fish, lobsters, and clams. During the latter part of September and the 
first of October they take large numbers of shore-herring, and in the winter, quantities of haddock. 
In 1879 forty-five of the larger ~ize boats took 1,990,062 herring in number, and 3,250,000 pounds 
of other fish. 
Comparing Boston as a fish market with its importance as a fish-producing center, we find that 
the aggregate value of fish and fish ·products annually received and distributed by the fish dealers 
is over $5,000,000, exclusive of $700,000 worth of oysters, while the value of the catch by the 
fishermen and fishing vessels of Boston is about $1,000,000. The total capital invested in the 
various branches of the fishing industry in Boston and the neighboring towns included in the same 
customs district is $3,218,949. This amount includes $1,388,200, the value of wharves, storehouses, 
and fixtures; $225,000, the value of factories for the preparation of canned and boneless fish; and 
$1,190,000 additional cash capital. If to the total capital as above be added the investment in 
related industries, such as the net business, the oil-clothing business, and i ingla s factories, the 
aggregate capital dependent on the fishing industry would reach a much larger figure. 
The total number of men directly employed in the fishing industries is about 2,500, to which 
number may be added several hundred who are engaged in the manufacture of net , barrels, boxes, 
and other articles used in the fisheries. 
THE TR.A.DE IN DRY .A.ND PICKLED FISH.-Previous to the year 1815 not a single firm in 
Boston ,was engaged exclusively in the sale of d~y and pickled fish, this business all being carried 
on by the wholesale· grocers, who bought the cured fish direct from the vessels and disposed of 
them mostly to the New England trade. The first wholesale fish store in Boston for the purchase 
and sale of dry and pickled fish was opened on Long wharf in 1815 by Mr. Ebenezer Nickerson, 
and for fifteen years he was the only exclusive salt-fish dealer. . In 1830, two other firms 
engaged in this branch of the fishing industry, and as it steadily grew in importance other firms 
started, until at t.he present time there are sixteen wholesale dealers in dry and pickled fish. 
Of the extent of the business in those early days we have no record, exc pt the custom-house 
record of exports and the meager report of the State inspector. The fishermen themselves, with 
very few exceptions, to the present day, keep no account of their business, even from one trip to 
another. An exceptional good year's business is remembered and handed down as a tradition from 
Jear to Jear. Through the enterprise of the late Mr. Franklin Snow (a dealer for o,er twenty-
five years), the Boston Fish Bureau was organized in 1875. It is an association of the salt-fish 
dealers for a bureau of information and statistics. Since its organization the records are more 
complete than ever before. We are indebted to it for tables of the receipts from foreign and 
domestic ports for the past few years. · 
In the early history of the business it was not only confined mainly to New England trade, but 
to the crude article. The dry fish were tied up in bundles with or without mats or other covering, 
. ' . 
and pickled fish were packed in barrels and smaller cooperage packages. At the present time fish 
are taken from the vessels into the large packing and manufacturing establishments, where they 
are sorted and rapidly transformed into packages of ''boneless," "minced fish," . " fish-balls," and 
various other specialties. They are put up in boxes of all sizes from 1 to 500 pounds, or are 
packed in tin cases of different sizes, neatly labeled and boxed, and, with the larger packages 
of whole, half, quarter barrels and kits, are loaded into cars at the door to be shipped to all 
parts of the country. This improvement over the old manner of doing business has resulted in a 
much wider field and increased trade, and Boston-packed preparations of fish are now found in 
nearly all the grocery stores from the Atlantic to· the Pacific. New England cauo-ht fish are noticed 
in the daily market reports of San Francisco and Oregon as much as at ho:e, and command a 
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higher price than the catch of the acifi . t th I , tum n , ·u1 I l , 
the improved methods of packing is the cle. n and ttra •ti m-
pared with the former loo e mode of hipping. 
Boneless fish is dry cod, bake, cu k, or haddo •k fr m whi ·Li •n 
removed. The stripped :fi sh is then cut up into mall or 1 rg pi , aiHl p. , d in vari u . iz l 
boxes. Simple as this process i , and al way in u e in o fl ·h ha 
been protected by patents issued in 1868 and 1 GO, cam-ing an ndl am ng 
the manufacturers, a royalty fee being charged. 
During the past five years this mode of placing fi h on th m rk t h w a laro- nnual 
increase. Bon~less fish is packed mostly in smaJl wooden box s of nY ni nt ize , h I ling from 
5 to 40 pounds, though a small amount is put up in paper boxe of 3 t 5 p and 
excellent article has become very popular with all cla e . dfi h c mm, nd th bigll ·t pri , , 
while cusk, haddock, and hake follow as to value. During the y ar 1 79 th aggr g t , m unt of 
fish of all kinds cut up as boneless amounted to G,502,050 pound . Th lo s or brink g in w igbt 
is frot? 20 to 28 per cent. on cod and cusk, and about 30 per cent. on.hn,k , hi h l a th , ggr . 
gate net amount of prepared fish 5,201,640 pounds. The indu try giv mpl ym ut t n lmn-
dred and fifty men during the active season, or an average of eighty men during th ntir y ar. 
In the infancy of the business the waste was more than a dead lo , b ing an in umur n , nd 
additional expense for removal, and was gladly given away to any one who would r mov it. 
soon as its fertilizing qualities beca.me known a demand sprang up, and fr m 50 ent t lat n 
was paid for it. The price advanced from time to time, as the demand in rea cd, until, in 1 79, 
a ton was paid for fish skins and bones for the manufacture of guano and fi 'h-glu . 
The sixteen firms at present engaged in handling dry and pickled fl h and oil o ·cnpy t11 , h 1 
or part of nineteen wharves in East Boston and the city prop r. Th am nut of 1J>it. 1 inv t ·<l 
in this branch of the :fishing business, including the value of th whc rv ", ii; nib ut 1,,J , , : rHl 
the number of hands employed is three hundred and eventy-nin . urin 1 7 th nm nnt f dr · 
fish received in Boston was 20l ,DG3 quintal of cod, 1Jaddoc1 , 11, kt, I 11 cl , , ud 11,· l , , l nt m<.-
sixth of which came from the Province , and the balanc from fi bin J> rt in Iain 011<1 fa-. :t-
chusetts. The receipts in 1880 were 221,1 3 quintal of the . am Yari ti , f fl.-h , lHl iu l, 
amount was increased to 244,9G7 quintal . 
The same firms tha,t deal in dry and pickl d fl h a 1 · 
are received from Eastport and other parts of M, in and th 
fish in 1879 were 460,340 boxes of herring . and 23,077 box 
443,597 boxes of herring and 20,603 boxes of bloat r . Th r 
of herring and 30,4~9 boxes of bloater . 
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England ports, 33,818 barrels came by freight to Boston from domestic ports, and 84,213 barrels 
from the Provinces. 
The total quantities of dry, pickle<l, and smoked fish received by the Boston fi ·h dealer during 
the years 1876 to 1881 is shown in the following table, compiled from the annual report of the 
Boston Fish Bureau. None of these fish1 with the exception of part of the mackcreJ, nre taken by 
Boston vessels, but are received from other fishing ports of New Euglarnl, or fr m the ProYiuces, 
by steamer, rail, or coasting vessels, and are sold in Boston ·or <listribute<l ov r tb country, either 
in the same condition as received, or otherwise prepared for use. Tl.to t tal rnltrn of these fi h 
received in 1879 is estimated at $3,842,043. The Boston mackerel fleet inclu<l · v •l owned in 
Boston, and also several belonging to Cape Cod and other places, but that pack tlleir catch in 
Boston. 
The following table shows the receipts of pickled, smoked, and dry fl ·h, by Bo ton fish dealers, 





Mackerel ........•.................... . barrels .. 82,935 
Mackerel, l3oston fleet .......... : ......... do .... 36,384 
Herring ..•..••..•..................... . .. do .... 17,609 
Alewives ......••................ . .•..••. . do .... 910 
Salmon .......•••........................ . do .... . ......... . 
'l'ront ..•..........•.•.•.•................. do .... ... --.... -. 
Shad .......•......................... . .... do .... 11 
Smoked fi,Bh. 
Herring .....•.....•......... ... . ...... boxes .. 266,906 
l3loaters . .....••...............•.......... do .... 10,824 
Cod ...... 
Dryfi,Bh. 
. . . .. .... .. .......... ... . . . . qnint:ils .. 111,690 
Hake ...........•.........•.............. clo . ... 16,504 
Haddook .................................. do . . . 3,021 
Pollock .......••..........••...•.......... do .... 1,288 
Coak .•.•••...•.•......................... do .... 2,471 





Mackerel ........•.........•........ . .. barrels .. 33,818 
Mackerel, Boston fleet ............. . ...... do .... 40,413 
Herring . ........................... . ..... do . 26, 146 
Alewives .......................... . .... . . do .... 79;; 
Salmon .......................... .. ... ..... . do .... 14;; 
Trout ................. . .. . ........ . ..... do .... ········· -
Shad .•••............. .. ........... . ..... do . ..... . ...... . 
Herring .......... ~~~~~~~~~· ..... . 
Bloaters .. ............... . 







.. . .. 1,oxes .. 
..... . do .... 
. .quintals .. 
...... do ... 
..... do. 
...... do . ... 
•..... do .... Bonel~;; ·~;~. · . · · • · · · • · · · · · · · • · · • • · 














} l<i2, 031 ............ . 

















} 167, 44_4 













1 n. 1 ,, . 
Domestic For ii(n Total. Dom tio Forri.(!n Total. receipts. receipts. ipt r oipta. 
--- ---------
{ 35,529 86,356 } 142,3 14 31, l 7, G80 } 20,450 32,458 143,028 . ......... . 
19,851 58,007 77,048 22, 10 42,300 65,110 
2,026 ], 252 3, 87 4,014 3,117 7,131 
5,680 5, 6 6 3,906 3,906 
834 834 203 203 
803 803 1, 102 1, ]!)2 
282,062 180, 03l 462,093 214, 7l5 171, 508 386,223 
18,405 18, 495 17, 6:.!9 17,629 
126, 140 20,509 14fl, 640 174, 6'.?4 0, 034 183,658 
30,140 14,723 44, 872 45. 'iOO 10,973 56,673 
4,916 (i, 300 11,225 0, 6 3 1,680 11, 363 
4,241 3,363 7, G04 2, GCl 2,247 4,848 
2,291 330 2, 621 2,017 2,917 
7,138 7,138 3,015 3,015 
lSSO. 1 St. 
- --
Domestic Fo,,i•• I Dom stic Forei«n rnceipts. r eceipt::1. Total. l"'CCiptR. r ·ceipts. Total. 
------ ------
36, 761 105,730 { } l!)(j, 403 { 73,653 ... ~'.·. ~~~. } 54-, 002 204, 9'.!9 ····- --· GO, 660 
26,492 20. 310 55,802 12,420 44,006 56,908 
l, 351 5,682 7,033 2,184 8, 104 10,288 
560 2,332 2,802 080 ], 997 2,977 
--------·- 608 608 . ......... 1,147 1,147 
l, 075 l, 075 ....... . ... ··-··---- - l, 153 1,152 
262,482 118,115 443, 507 337,830 274, 50~ 612,41 2 
20,603 --------- 20, 603 20, 61!) 810 30,420 
124,338 30,151 163,480 125,450 56,852 182,302 
32,222 8,810 41,032 41,021 7,901 48,922 
9,172 976 10,148 5,792 1,631 7,423 
1,523 2,762 4,285 1,773 3,020 4,793 
1,362 187 1,549 1,469 38 1,507 
9,646 54 9,700 14,293 316 14,606 
1\1.ASSACHUSETT : BO T N I T I 
THE FRESH·FISH DUSINESS.-From the :fir t 
fresh.fish business was carried ou only as a retail trade. 
summer season but limite<l quantities of fi h coul<l b 
During the winter, fresh fish were teamed inland a far a 
from Massachusetts Bay anu was supplied by the ma11 fi hing y 
ports. During cold weather it was brought in a frozen onditi n by t , m · fr m ap 
ports. The oyster business was of small importanc , and wa 
in and used for storage below and stores above. Th oy. tcr 
1 
:- th 
iJl th A 
first wholesale fresh.fish store was opened on Loug Wharf in 1 5, y mi 11 .. 
Their lrusiness in fresh :fish was mostly during the winter aml prio o- month. and thr u o-h tlic 
warm weather thei_r trade was confined to pickled, dry, or m k •d fl. h. In 3 tbi. firm r m v 1 
to Commercial Wharf, being the :first fresh.fl h :firm on that wharf, whi b, at th pr . ut tim , 
is the l}.eadquarters of the trade. There are now thirty.five firm on and n ar mm r i I, h rf 
engaged in the wholesale fresh.fish business, and :fi,:e retail <.1 al r boldin (l' t, 11 in • atlU il all 
Market, receive large quantities of fish, especially fr h·water and rar p i , fr m fir t lrnud . 
The capital employed in thh:1 trade, including the value of wbarv and buildinO' 
$1,000,000, and the number of hands employed is two hun<lrcd and venty.fiv . 
The total value of fresh fish received in Boston from all ·our during tb y , r 1 7. w, 
valued at $1,761,259, arid included the following pecie : 
Species. 
Alewi,es ..................................... pounds .. 
Bluefish ...................••.................... . do ... . 
Brook.trout .................. : ..•............... . do ... . 
Cod ...............•........•••. , ................. do ... . 
Cnnners .....•........•.•.........•.••.......... dozen .. 
Cusk .......•....••...... . .................... . pounds .. 
Eels .............................................. do ... . 
Flounders ........................................ do ... . 
Haddock .•.........•....••....................... do ... . 
Hake ........•....•.•....•.•...................... do .•.. 
Halibut ..•....•••••..•..•.•.•...•................ do .... 
Herring ..............••...•.........••....... number .. 
Lake pike ........•••....•• · •................... pounds .. 
Mackerel ...••.......•.....•.•...•............ number .. 
Pickerel. •...••...•..•••••........•...•.... .... pounds .. 
Plaice ............•.•..•••.•...................... do .. . . 
Pollock ..........•.........••..........•......... do .. .. 













11, 79!1, 908 
0, 250 
p cl 11. 
Salmon ........................•. . ............ pouncla .. 
almon trout .................................... do ... . 
Scup .................. .. ........................ do .. . 
Shad ......................................... 1,umb r. 
Sh psh acl...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . JI ancl .. 
Sm lts ............. . ............................ . 11 ••• 
pnrti h mack r 1 .............................. . <lo •• 
tl'ip d bas and abn ....................... . tl .. . 
turg on ...... ........•....•..••.•••...•..... ... do ... . 
Swol'd:fl h .......... .. ..... .. ................... . do .••. 
Tautog . ........•.•.....•...... ..••• ....•... ....• o .... 
Whitefish ..........•........•...•.••....•.....•. do •••• 
11,724,043 rnb , oft ..••••..••..•..••.•••.•.••.•..•.•... . oz ·n .. 
144, 075 cnllop11 . . . . . . . . • . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . • . . . . • lion .• 
26,712 1 hrimp .................... .' ................ ..... d ... . 
1,300,115 T rraptn .................................... . unm ·r. 
12,200 I 
About one hundred Boston vessel and larg boat , an 
New England ports, landed fares of fre h fish in t n duri n 
1,590 fares or 15,558,000 pounds of cod, haddock, 11, k . 
1,749,693 fresh mackerel in number, and LO far 
belonging elsewhere landed 1,171 fare or 17,"'31,174 p un<l 
ground fish; 220 fares or D,075,250 fr h ma k r 1 in uum 
halibut, and 30 fares or 1,035,270 bore h rrinrr in numb •r. 
fish landed by fishing vessel , there wa a larg am un r 
vessels, including 500,000 pounds cod, hadtl 
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)ounds of salmon, and 232,229 pounds of fresh-water fish; also 7,866,G36 frozen herring-
' ' in number received from the Provinces. . . 
The Bost~n vessels are ma,nned by men of all nationalities, but those of Irish birth or descent 
appear to be the largest element in the market fishery. The .men generally fl.sh_ ~n. shares, the-
owners of the vessel being entitled to one-fifth of the gross receipts, and the men d1v1drng equally, 
after the cost .of stores, tackle, bait, ice, and some other incidentals is deducted. The cook has an 
equal share with the fishermen. The vessel owners find boats and dories. 
Codfish and nearly all species of ground fish are taken on trawls armed with from 500 to 1,500· 
hooks each, according to the depth at which they are to be used. The main line or ground liue of 
the trawl averages about an inch in circumference, and is coiled in a tub or half-barrel, with foe-
hooks arranged around the edge. From one to four'tubs of trawl are arried by ach dory, which 
may be manned by one or two fishermen. HaYing previously baited their Lo k , the m u row 
away from the vessel and set their trawls around her at a convenient di tance, usually within llaiL 
In shallow water the trawls are constantly nnderrun; the :fisherman haul in the :fi b •aught and 
rebaits the books; but in deep water the trawls are generally visited and run only two or three-
times a day, owing to the great depth of water ·an'd the hard labor required to take care f o great 
a number of hooks and length of line. Codfish are taken in the spring by tlle m rket-boats in 
Ipswich Bay and on the Middle Bank, and by the Gloucester vessels on La aye and Brown's. 
Banks, and after Februm-y 1 on George's Banks. Dnriug the summer and early fall the larger 
part of the supply comes from the South Channel and Middle Bank and all along the back of Cape 
Cod, and from November 1 to January 1 all the \Vay from Swampscott to Ip wich Ba·, wherever 
a ledge fit for the spawning fish presents itself. The total amount of fre$h codfi h received during 
1879 was 11,013,915 pounds. 
The amount of fresh haddock i·eceived during 187!) was 17,447,962 pounds, by far the largest 
amount of any single species. It is a favorite fish and is preferred by many to cod or other-
species of ground :fish. _ It seems hardly possible that not many years ago this fl.sh was thought 
of little or no value; none were cured, and only occasionally would a person use them fresh. Tbe-
fishermap on George's Banks_ or elsewhere, fis_hing for cod, on being- so unfortunate as to :find only 
a haddock on his line, with a growl and a kick would send it ba.ck into the sea. Now these fl.sh 
are sought after on George's Banks as well as on other cod-fishing grounds. They are taken in 
the same manner as cod on trawl or hand lines, and usually bring about the same price as cod. 
Hake and cusk are found in · ·deep water on muddy bottom, around the ledges and banks 
frequented by cod, and are taken by the same gear, bait, and equipments. 
Hal~but s~ands third in tpe aggregate number of pounds of fresh fl.sh received, but leading 
all other single species in the value of the catch. They are taken for the fresh .fish market on 
the borders of nearly all the banks. Many were formerly taken in shallow water, and some were· 
gaffed as they followed those hooked to the surface, but the larger portion are now caught in from 
100 to 250 and even 300 fathoms, on the edges of the banks. It is still related that when the :first 
sc~ooners fished on George's they did_ not anchor, but drifted across the shallows, taking several 
with the gaff for every one hooked, and a similar experience was met by the :first vessel sent to, 
Greenland, her crew having gaffed nearly 500 halibut in one clay .. 
Swordfish are taken off the New England coast in considerable quantities, and during tho 
rear l870 there were 863,154 pounds marketed in Boston. They are brought to market mostly by 
New Bedford and eastern vessels, and are captured with spears or lances. · 
. Salmon are/sent to this market from April to August, the earliest coming from the Kennebcc-
aud Penobscot, and the latest from the Labrador coast via Quebec and Montreal or the Inter-
MAS A B ~ ETT : 
colonial Railway. 
preserved by being frozen, and can be procured the year round. 
nil cti ut. 
I 
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Bass are not a plentiful :fish in this region, but omc ar hipped h r fr m w M, rk t, :r. 
H., from either shore of Cape Cod, and from point south. They w r form rly t. k n in gr a 
abundance along the shores of the old Plymouth colony and ape d, prin ·ipall 1 by m an f 
small seines, tlirown from boats and hauled a ·bore. 
Shad a.re supplied to the Boston market from almost every riv r and bor from th 
to the Saint Lawrence, some of the finest coming from the Bay of li'nndy and aint J hu 
Flounders are caught by the smallest boats of the market-ft hermen. Th y ar littl v, lu d, 
and are chiefly sold to the poorer and foreign cla s; but the aggr gate catch i quit larg . 
Eels are mainly supplied from variou parts of Bo ton Ilarbor, and nr bi fly tak n in pot 
baited with broken clams, or chopped-up :fl h bead . When a cending th riv r and mall tr am 
in the fall, or leaving them in the early pring, large quantiti ar om tim tak n b ' tru tin 
the flow of water, and placing in the center of the ·tream a tr n barr 1 pi ' cl with u r 11 1 • , 
into which the eels creep, but out of which, curion ly n ugh, th y m unwillin, t tir. Th 
barrels have been so :filled at times as to uffocate a larg part f th atch b for m rniug. r 
large and fat eels are sent here in winter from certain t wn in Main , a will • , fr rn vnri n 
other points, l>ut the eel is not valued as in Europe, and tll mark t i ·i]y v r t 1 cl. 
Smelts are brought from Maine, No"·a Scotia, and N w run wick, wher , luring tll "int r 
months, they are seined under the ice in large quantiti . Th M bu tt la f, r id · h 
seining of them, and but a small part of the market upply i t h. 
pounds of eastern smelts come to this market yearly, , nd r t il fr m 
often sell, in quantities, from 1 to 1~ cent per pound, and affor l b 
classes, though these frozen smelts eldom retain th p uli, r, n d Ji a 
caught :fish. During tile p~st winter, for th fir t tim , quit a lar 
cooked in butter. They met with a ready al i an l a large bu in 
line hereafter. 
Previous to 1817 mackerel were caught with h k an<.l Jin 
called, '' drailing." Vessel usually carri d tw 1 v ru n i 
man tended a pole from which three line with ho k r , u. I n l cl. 
the side of the vessel. Thi way of fi bing al wa · r 
away no :fish could be caught, altl10u 0 ·h tll y , ; •l mi h 
ing to Rev. Elisha Kellogg, of Ilarp w 11 1\1 ., Cap t in 
fi ~hermen, by throwing the refu e ov r • r<l all 1th 
chopping up mackerel ,,ith a hat ·b n tr 
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vessel. The watch on deck at nigl1t chopped the bait, but only the captain threw it, and with so 
much economy that au iron spoon was used for that purpose. Captain Pote was very successful, 
and, keeping Ms method a secret for a long time, other :fishermen said he had made a bargain with 
the evil one. From that time it i~ claimed that the practice of throwing bait and using the hand-
line began. Mackerel are now taken by the market fishermen and American fleet almost exclu-
sively with the purse-seine in deep water, and many are brought fre h to mark t from as far south 
as Cape Henry in the spring, and later in the season from off tho Now England coa t, and as far 
north and east as Halifax in July and August. '11hey are caught in weir and gill-11 t off Cape 
Cod early in the spring and late in the fall, and by the hand-line of th hor -fi h rman among tho 
ledges all along the Massachusetts coast. During the pa t ea on th y h~ ize, and 
ranged in Yalue from 25 cents to $25 per hundred. During th r 1 79 th re w r receiYed 
in Boston 11,724,943 fresh mackerel in number. 
Herring are principally sold fresh in winter,. when the supply com from tb hor and islands 
, of Eastern 1\-laine and New Brunswick, where vessels fl h an wint r. Tb £ 11 cat h off the home 
coast in October and November freely supplies the market at that a o but the b rring is not 
tlJeu highly rnlued as a fresh-fish food . 
.A.lewiYes are sent here to a small extent iu spring from the mall ri r and inlets of this 
State, Rhode Island, and Connecticut, but most of them go to the moke-bou or are pickled for 
the West India trade. 
Turtle and terrapin are not largely sold in this market. The former come from the West 
In<lies and South America, and the latter from Virginia, both of them chiefly ,,fa N York. . 
Tautog are caught in weirs and also with the hand-line, and are chiefly taken around Cape 
Cod. They are highly esteemed, but seem to be much less numerous than a g ueration ago. 
Plaice are mostly caught off Cape Cod with· the hand-line, with small but stout hooks. 
Spanish mackerel are taken from the south shore of Cape Cod to New Jersey, but are counted 
a southern fish, and most of the 16,000 pounds annually received in Boston are taken along the 
southern coast. 
Sturgeon, so largely handled in the :(>hiladelphia and New York markets, are not much sought 
after here; but a few thousand pounds have been sold here for the past three years. 
Red snappers are ordered by a few dealers from New York. More are seen in this market 
now than formerly, from 5,000 to 10,000 pounds a year being sold. 
Sheepshead are even less called for than the red snapper, and are only occasionally received 
from the New York dealers. ,, 
Scup are taken principally along the south coast of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and. Con-
necticut. They are no longer as plentiful or as large as formerly, and during the past season have 
been smaller ancl scarcer than for many years. 
Striped bass is another excelient fish. Once large and plenty, they are now small and scarce 
in the rirnrs of New England, and thus far the Uanadian fish are seldom sent to the Boston market. 
Less than the amount once annually taken at a single one of the many estuaries frequented by 
these fish, appeared in the Boston market last year. 
Salmon trout are received from Maine and the Dominion, and are sold here annually to the 
amount of 4 or 5 tons. The trout; business is crippled by the harshness of protection laws, which 
refuse the dealers the privilege of importation during our close season, at which time the trout of 
more no1;thern waters are in their best condition. 
Sea perch, or cunners, were taken in much larger quantities a few years ago than at present; 
38,000 dozen were sold in Boston during 1879. The market could dispose of many times this 
1\f s ffiT 
amount if they were taken, but £ r 
during the past few years. 
A few pompano, bonito, shrimp , soft- h 11 .;a , 
by epicures, are found in this market, but th ag r at u o i .r i 
:fish business is in ground :fish, salmon, halibut, lob t r , 
mackerel, and any species that are taken only at rt in 
time in the frozen state. During the sea on wh n th y ar pl nt 
refrigerators, charged with ice and salt, and frozen olid. Th y ar 
in other large refrigerators, where a temperature of about 1 o aboY 
taken from the refrigerators as wanted, being found frozen olid n durin th warm w 
The demand for frozen :fish is not large, and only one firm pay much c. tt nti n t fr zin 
Dealers claim that the demand for :fish that are out of sea on i too m 11 to ju tify ~ gr • t 
iture of time or money in freezing them. 
Soon after being landed, fresh fish are packed in boxe 
Chicago and Saint Louis being the practical we tern limit of de tination. 
half of the total amount is consumed in New England, one-fifth in 
Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington, with the Middle and W t ru 
remaining three-tenths. New England orders are mo, tly shipp d iu barr 1 , wllil 
market, and large quantities have been pack din B t n. .J.: 
Massachusetts, but that industry is centered on th c a t f 1' uio , 1 
Penobscot Bay. It is estimated that some 2,112,00 -pound an f J 
that coast in 1879. Large as this amount app ar , it i ( f t th, tin J 
has been packed at individual ports, but owing to the pr 
large companies controlled by Boston aud Portland capital 
does not appear in this report. 
The duty on tin cans from the Provinci l fa ·t ri 
of this market. A large part of tho product f th 
bond to the European markets. The 1 rodu t f tl.i 
but principally west and outh. There i • I 
moderate demand for other fl h production in tin. 
rovin 
Of the various specialtie , ft h-ball i th nly u tba i pr 
fish packer and dealer having obtain d a pat ut £ r tll t arf J iu 
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posed of nearly equal par~s of choice codfish and potatoes. The fish are uncooked or parboiled, 
and the potatoes are washed, boiled, and pared, with the greatest attention to quality, cleanliness, 
and perfect cookery. The ingredients are then•choppcd as fine as possible by m.achinery, and at 
the same time are intimately mixed. The mixture is then put up in cans of 1, 2, or 3 pounds each, 
aud subjected to a steam bath. They are then hermetically sealed, and are warranted to keep in 
any climat~: 
Canned salt mackerel is an ~ld article in a new dress, being ordinary uncooked pickled mack-
erel with the heads and tails cut off and packed in 5-pound tin cans, one doz u cans in a case. 
They were introduced in 1879, and the packages being of convenient ize for family use and 
lurnusomely labeled, have been quite favorably receivetl. In 1879 th re w re 20,000 dozen cans, 
of 5 pounds each, packed in the Boston canneries. 
The canning of smelts was begun late in the fall of 1879. Th y aro thoroughly cooked in 
butter and packed in 1-pound cans, five dozen cans in a case. It is probabl th. t large quantities 
of. smelts will hereafter be preserYed in tin. 
A large export demand is promised for the various fish preparation in tin, ., nd ome large 
orders have already been filled for Europe, Australia, and the West Indie . Much improvement 
is coustal!tly being made in the methods and styles of packing and labeling, and good satisfaction 
bas been given, so that a constantly increasing demand is created, e pecially tbrougbout the 
rniuing regions of this country and on the Pacific slope. 
The canning industry in Boston employs -seventy men, fifty-six women, and a capital of 
$40,000. The value of the products distributed from Boston in 1879, including those brought here 
from eastern canneries, was valued at $239,794. 
THE LOBSTER . AND CLAM INDUSTRIES.-The lobster industry of Boston i important, thongh 
not as extensive as when lobsters were more abundant. Over-fishing is said to have largely 
diminfahed the number annually taken, and stringent laws are needed to save this fish from 
extermination. They are received from Maine and from ports along the northern and southern 
shores of Massachusetts. In 1880, 2,425,125 lobsters were received in Boston, of which number 
798,571 ~ame_ from iy.Iaine, 300,000 from Cape Ann and vicinity, 360,954 from the south shore and 
Cape Cod, 50,000 from Nahant, 319,200 from Hull, and the remainder from Boston Harbor and its 
immediate vicinity. They are taken _with the ordinary lobster pot~ and are sold to the boiling 
establishments, JVhere they are boiled ·in sea-water in large zinc-lined wooden tanks. They are 
then peddled in wheelbarrows throughout the city or shipped in barrels covered with tea-matting 
to various parts of the country,-Chicago being the practical limit of distribution. Upwards of 
$60,000 is invested in this industry in Boston, and about one hundred men are employed. 
Ninety .men in and about Boston Harbor, w!th from forty to sixty dories, are employed during 
the greater part of the year in taking the soft or sand-clam, and as many more men follow the busi-
ness occasionally. The~e clams are abundant on nearly all the flats and bottom-lands of Boston Bay. 
La-rge quantities are also received from Cape Cod, the south shore towns, Saugus River, and 
other points east. In all, some 75,000 bushels or 24,000 barrels of clams, costing on an a,erage, 
including freight, $2 a barrel, are annually received in Boston. The outfit for a . clam-digger con-
sists of a dory, clam-rake, oars, rubber boots, and buckets, and costs about $15 for the boat and 
$7.50 for the othel' articles. Two men generally use a single boat, so that the individual invest-
ment is about $15 each. 
The towns about Boston usually charge a license fee of $2 a year for the privilege of taking 
clams. The cla,ms are in some cases bought up by small operators, who team them into the city, 
0 1 I 'TJ I ' IH 
though the digger sometime brino- th m t tll ·it.Y • 11 l 
.at the wharves. Quahaug ar n t g n rall , t:. k n an<l 
The supply of these biYalve and of c llop in 
.amount being required to meet the demand. 
THE TR.A.DE IN OYS'.l'En.s.-Tbe followiuo-
.the oyster industry: 
,, 1. HIS1'0RY OF THE BU INES .- When th natur., lb d in th 
-out, Boston derived its oysters from the natur. 1 bed at 11.fle t 
from the first named. When, in turn, the b am 
-cP-ntury, Boston dealers began to l>ring hip-load of 
Narragansett Bays, directly to the city in winter, and in th 1 rin"' 
for the ensuing summer a: 1d autumn. Thi ha be n explain 1 in th a , un 
preceding this. These cargoes were taken up in the early fall, and nt in l p 
h •ir l> ·1 
u 
to Boston. There the sehooners were dismantled and ti 1 up, r 1 tb , rg tran. ft rr •d 
to bulks (old mastless vessels) and covered with o thick a 1 r f aw 1 th. t 11 fr . ulcl 
:get at them. These hulks were towed up into the dock clo 
whicll is preserved in the name of Dock Square, and there th y, t r, w r 
l)eddlers, and other customers, either in the shell or opened. Anoth r favorit plc y. t t' · 
-vessels to lie was about where the Boston and Maine railway t ti n n w t nd , in I , ·mark 
,square. .At that time a canal, well remembered by old citiz n , ran tb1·ougb from th 
River to the City Wharf, following what is now Blackstone tr t. Anoth r wb, rf ~ r 
boats occupied the present site of t,he New England Hot I. Pri 
-cost $2; this was 'in liquor,' the 'soli4' gallon being a r c nt inv nti n . 
.charged ninepence (12½ cents) for a 'stew,' and fourp nc (G¼ nt~) fi r 
_you could buy a better quality for 7 cent . 
ng- I la11cl 
I liw 
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Virginia, by .Atwood & Bacon alone, will show. Besides these there were ight or ten other 
dealers in the city. .Atwood & Bacon received-
Year. 
]846 .•.•.•••••••.....••...••••..••••• ·•••••••·•••··•···•· 
1850 .................................................... . 







1853 ............................................. . ..... . 






"These were by their own nine vessels alone; they had occa ional cargo otherwi e. The 
largest l~t (1853) cost them $41,853, which gives an idea of rnlues. Fr ight in tho days was 17 
cents. 
".At present very few oysters, indeed, are bedded in the vicinity of o ton, whil of propaga. 
tion there is none whatever. The grounds in the harbor were n ·ver Yery 11 ut, and became 
less so as the city increased in size. The encroachments of the buildin nd filling in along the 
water-front overran the old limits of the bedding-grounds, and e en th an i nt n tural beds. 
Where the Boston and Maine railway's car-house stand , a leading cl ler not m. ny years ago laiq. 
down 42,000 bushels in a single season. It was known as Whito I t nd at that tim . The South 
Boston flats are being graded up into streets, and the Charles, l\iy ti , and J\fald n riYer , Bird 
Island, and other places were long ago abandoned, because the wharYe or tho werage of the 
city has destroyed their usefulness to the oysterman. Instead of b dding in bi n harbor, 
therefore, the Boston de~ler, as a rule, now rents ground in Buzzard' , rr~ gan tt Bay, and 
lays down there (the principal grounds befog about the mouth of ProYid nc iv r) th Virginia 
_oysters he proposes to use for his summer and autumn trade, or el eh ba a 11d ned the practice 
altogether~ The pr?cess of bedding will be dwelt upon _in the cbapt r upon tho Rhode Island 
fisheries. 
- "The coming on of the war of secession found the Boston oyster trade in it mo t flourishing 
cfmdition. More cargo-oysters were brought then than ever since; prices were high and profits 
. large. The shipping interests fostered by it were large~ too, for tlte competition of railways and 
steamers had llardly made itself felt. Most of the large dealers ran lines of vessels of their own, as 
well as chartering additional assistance in the spring. In tho demand for fast sailers which the oyster 
business created, is found the origin of that celebrated mo~el of sailing vessel that ~ade .America 
famous on the seas-the clipper ship. The first of these were made by Samuel Hall, a noted ship-
builder/at his yard in East Boston, aml were named Despatch, Montezuma, Telegraph, and 
Express. They were from 90· to 126 tons, old ·measurement, and carried an average cargo of 2,500 
bushels of oysters. Six months in the year these clippers were devoted to bringing oysters from 
Virginia. There were 35 or 40 of these "sail" running, and in the s~mmer they would go fishing. 
The freight tariff on oysters was then 20 cents, and during the war it went as high as 25 cents a 
bushel. · 
"The war interfered s'adly with t.he business of oystering·. Often the military operations did 
not admit of the cultivating and raking ol the beds in Virginia and Maryland, or of the schooners 
from northern ports going where they wished to buy. A period of higher _costs and shortened 
sales was in store for the dealers, and they 4ave no.t yet quite recovered the prosperity of 1860. 
The greatest perio£} of depression was 1874-'75, when the business was almost a failure. I think 
-none of the dealers 'suspended,' however .. 
"In the course of this business, as long ago as the traditions of the trade go back, a few bushels 
were now and then laid down in various parts of the harbor to keep them from spoiling. But this · 
MAS 
was not at fir ta regular and r t matic thin 
Mystic, Malden, and Pine RiYer , ft n nboY th ri<lg r n th 
the dealers bedded on the Sontb Bo ton flat , whi h l\l' 11 , 
York and New England Railway. Thcr wa n, I r , ml, 
dealers in the city, wllo bad it regularly diYitl 1. .i. lr. J. 11. 
extreme end, and was bounded by eel-gra · . .xp )rim ut <l 1 u 
among the eel-grass, and fou.nd that they did far b tt r tlian th 
been occupied for a long timei and ebbed dry. Mr. ii y upp 
was_ new ground, from which fresh and plent u nouri ltru ut ,v 
forded so much protection, also, that many oy ter u <.l to un·h- tb wint r. 
1 
'' At present (1879-'80) the only ,e sel , so far a I could l < rn, r gi t r din u and n-
gaged in the oyster-carrying trade, are the following choon r ·, all th pr rt r a. iogl firm: 
Name. 
William H. West .•.......•..........•.•................... . 
Eddy Pierce .•••.....•..••••.•..•...•.••................ .. ... 
.A.lice .........•...•••...... -...•. · · .:. ·•· · :. ·•·· · · · ··· · ·· · · · 
Barty Pierce .•••..........•................................ 
Tons. j Naw. 
68 J . M. Ball .......................•....•............••••• •. . . 
9G Neponset ................ . ... . ................•............ 
89 Longwood ...................•... ............... ....•.....• 
95 Leona. ...... . ................ .. ....•..................•... .... 
oysters, and hence are accessible to the poor r cl. 
oysters, and that in the increased number old i 
profit. I will quote some opinions ex pre ed to ru in tlli di r · i n: 








they give better satisfaction and sell mor . Th r j 1 ri k, al 
they had relinquished large dealing . Tb y wa b d all th ir 
had heard no complaint of ill-Irnalth re ultiog from ~ting tu m. 
in ,·hi ·h 
ar fully au 
"The Chesapeake Oyster Company deal almo t wh 11 · in p '" d · t r 
Norfolk trade, for the same rea on a given in th r p rt f th t u 
with their refrigerator barrel , they ha, no troubl with wurm-w 'Ltl r 1 
tages of this new business i , that a, man c u in it witll tn, 11 
procured in quantities as mall, or Jarg , ~ d ir <l. 
"R. R. Higgins tl.10ught the oy t r 
those of the same grade open d h re 
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that they sent 'scant' barrels, pretending to allow for a' swell' of the contents, which does not 
occur. 
'' T!is, I believe, completes the list of ·those who would not be glad to see the Norfolk opened 
oysters disappear from the market. Indeed, so strong is the prejudice, that an effort was made 
about two years ago to induce the legislature to forbid their importation into the State; but this failed 
it being opposed not only by certain consumers and carriers, but by two or three of the wholesale 
dealers themselves. In opposition to them it is asserted that their quality i poor; that they are 
u~healtby; that the losses attending them are greater tban with cargoe , and that they unduly 
cheapen all superior grades of stock. Two grades are brought to Bo ton, but for one of the 
'selected' come ten barrels of the 'common,' the cheapest and poorest oyst r brought to the Nor-
folk market. The alleged injuriousness of them is said to ari e from their to great age when they 
arrive. It is almost impossible, any way it is arranged, to get the stock fro1 od lk to Boston's 
customers in less than a week. If they are put upon the steamer in orfolk imm diately upon 
being opened, come speedily, and the weather remains cold, little fault will found. It is rare, 
however, that this favorable conjunction <;>f circumstances occurs, and a larg p re ntag of almost 
every cargo is thrown away. One firm dumped overboard 300 gallon _ out of a ingle hipment 
recently. Under such circumstances the wholesaler will save ::tll he can, including now and then 
some be ought to throw away; and the same thing will occur in the hop of the r tailer, so that 
frequently the consumer gets oysters not fit to eat. Rumors of sickne and death resulting are 
common enough, but I failed to trace any to a trustworthy origiu in truth. They are often dirty, 
and are washed again and again, until the aroma and delectable flavor arA all gone from their lacer-
ated and rinsed remains. They are only fit to be cooked in a method . calculated to disguise their 
insipidity, by the time Vermont, Maine, or Canada get them for dinner. 
''Nor does it appear that a large increase of sales has followed the introduction of this new 
stock. Trade has changed rather than amplified, while prices have been reduced in a marked 
manner throughout the whole list. If, now, the wholesale dealer clears 5 cent a gallon on Vir-
ginia oysters, in shell or out, he thinks himself doing well. Most of the busine i done on a much 
smaller margin. Considera~le profit, however, is made on the ' superior grade' of Norfolk stock; 
but only a little of this is brought on. Worse than this, however, for Boston merchants, is the 
fact that Norfolk cuts out much of their regular custom. A man anywhere can buy 5 or 10 
galloru; and have them sent to him just (or very nearly) as cheap as the wholesaler who gets his 
thousand gallons. The natural result is, that many retailers and large consumers, like the hotels, 
do send direct to Vfrginia. With the cargo method this is out of the quest4on. All consumers 
near Boston or other importing cities 'must go there for supplies. Take it all in all, Boston 
thoroughly deplores the innovation, but comforts herself with the conviction that already she sees 
signs of general dissatisfaction, and looks forward to a. speedy abandonment of the new for the old 
method. 
"A large variety of oysters are to be found on sale in Boston from widely different points. 
Those from the shore of Connecticut used to be highly esteemed, but they have gone out o( the 
Boston market. The 'Cape' and' Providence' oysters· are better of late, and the expense of bring-
ing them on is much less than from Connecticut. .About five years ago the very choicest brand 
eaten came from Wareham, at the northern extremity of Buzzard's Bay. Now these are poor, and 
better ones come from Ootuit, on the 'heel' of Cape Cod, and the best of all (in my judgment) are 
from the Sandwich shore, particularly Monument River. The size, fine appearance, and saltness 
of-the 'Cape' or 'native' oysters recommend t,hem for' bench' stock, to be eaten raw. You see 
MAS ACHU ETT : I T. 
advertised also the Blne-point, Sadul -r k, tam£ r 1 ml amili · r 
Yorkers; but they are kept for a pecia,1, mall u t m,, fau ·. 
"3. EXTENT OF THE OYSTER TRADE.-Jt L n , y t g t , 11 
Boston who derive their daily support from the oy t r u in . . Th hir 1 Ji Jp 
dealers amounts to about 125 person the year round, with th a diti u f b 
engaged with greater or less steauiness to ' buck' dnrinO' th ld r half f tll 
of these persons are married; and I believe that, in luding h 
four in each case would fairly estimate the nulll ber f oul r pr 
There are, then, in this wholesale trade, deriving their whol 
one-half their support, about 1,000 persons. 
.,,, 
iu 
"It is asserted that there are about 1,000 retail hop , ft h mark t , hot l , ud r t urant , iu 
the city where oysters form a regular part of the ale . I wa una l t , rify tbi , ut am in -
clined to believe it rather unrler than over the actual numb r. It would b , lo, timat t y 
that an average of one family of 5 pe!sons in each case i supp rt d by th m llu c, n bar f th 
business, which would add 5,000 persons to the 750 in the whole ale d partm ot, nd iv • 
of 5,750 persons in Boston estimated to derive their living chiefly out of th y t r u 1 m. 
of the wholesalers run restaurants and lunch-counters. The ·wage paid vary with th kind f m-
ployrnent and the employer, all the way from $4 to $25 per week. The l w t rat , r I, id t 
· the girls iu the restaurant-kitchens, who get from $3 to $5 per week and th ir bo rcl, • ml to th• 
waiters in the restaurants, who receive about $8 a week and board. Th men who pa 1, att n t 
shipments and delivery of orders, who aid in bed<ling, and do the heavy work of th t, bli ·um 11t, 
will average from $12 to $15 a week. The large addition employed b tw en 
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· . -1 b 1 f the finer grade is sold to the bird stores, to be used in 'sanding' the and an occas10na arre o , 
floors of cages." 
Statistical recapitulation of the oyster trade of Boston. 
Number of wholesale dealers and shippers .•• ••• · · • • • • · • • • · • · • · • • • 
Number of vessels engaged · - -• - · · - · - · · · · · · • · • • · · • • • · · • • • • • · • • • • • 
Value of same .... -... -· · · -· · · · · · · · · · - - ·. • • • • • · · • · • • •. • · • • • · · · • • • • · • · · • • • • 
Number of men hired by dealers-
Annually ...................... -··· ··••·• •••• •••• •••••• •••• •••••· · 
125 





Annual earninCYS of same ......•••..•••. ·•••••·••••·•••••·••··•·••··•···•· $85, OOO 
Semi-annual e:rnings of same •.. · · · -- .. · -- -- · • -- • -- • • -- • -- • · -- • -- -- · · -- -- 35, OOO $l20, 000 
Number of sailors employed (three months) ........... -- • -- ... -- -· .... --· • •• · • 
Earnings of same ........••......... - ..... - .•• -... -- - - · - -• · · • - · - · · • • · • · · • · • • • 
Number of restaurant servants ...•....• -•.... - ..• - -.• · - - - · - - · - · · · · · · -- · · · · · · · 
Annual earnings of same ................•. -- - - - ..•. -• · • - - • • • - • • • · · · · · · · · • · • • · 
Total number of families chiefly supported ... -· ....•...• -- ...... - .•• · • · - · · -- · · 
Annual wholesnl~s of-
I. Native oysters (Cape Cod) .................................... bushels .. 
Selling value of same ................................................ . 
II. Chesapeake "pl:'1,nts" ........................................ bushels. -
Selling value of sa,me .......•...•..........•••....................••••. 
III. Fancy stock ............ - ........................ - - • -.... - . - . bushels .. 
Selling value of Eiame ......................••.......................... 
IV. Baltimore and Norfolk" open stock" .......................... gallons .. 
. Selling value of same .......•.•...•••.......•.•.......••••............. 















EXPORTS OF FISH PRODUCTs.-In the earlier history of the fishing industry the foreign 
demand was looked upon as of great importance. That it shows a decrease may be accounted for 
from a number of causes, among which is the fact that a constantly growing domestic demand, 
with a light catch during the past few years, has much of the time left the market bare for export. 
The home market calls for an entirely different and more profitable method of curing, that reqti.ires 
less labor and expense than curing for PJ foreign trade. Dry·fish, for home trade, have an addi-
tional weight, being only lightly dried or pickle-cured, and bring us good prices as those that are 
bard-dried and carefully" prepared for export. 
The lack of steam transportation between Boston and the V\T est Indies has at times diverted 
trade from this port to other. markets,. both domestic and foreign, where there are regular lines of 
steamers. For this reason a large part of our exports, being cleared from New York, does not 
appear on our.home clearances. During the year 1879 there were about $75,000 worth of pickled 
fish and about $175,000 worth of dry fish exported from Boston via New York, and this amount 
added to the Boston clearances, $404,358, gives $654,358 as the aggregate value of Boston exports 
for that ~·ear. The value of fish exports direct from Boston was $781,621 in 1875, $788,196 in 1876, 
$619,325 in 1877, and $555,548 in 1878. During the five years from 1875 to 18i9, inclusive, tbe 
total rnlue of fish exported throu·gh the Boston custom-house was $3,149,050,.of which $2,945,379 
worth was of domestic production and $203,671 worth the production of the British Provinces or 
other countries. 
The value of each year's exportation, and the countries to which fish have been exported, are 
shown in the following statements compiled at the Boston custom-house: 
* Of these, 140,000 gallons are sold a.nnua.lly under tho name of Providence stock. 
MASSACHUSETT : 0 TO 
Value of exports of domestic fi sh from .Boston <luri119 ach yral' f1·om 1 i to 1 , . 
A.-DnIED OR M KE F 1 If. 
Countries. I 18i5. I 
--- 1 
E,igland ............................ . .................. . ..... . . . ........... .. ...... . . ..... .. ........ . 
French W est Indies .................. ·........................ . ............ . ...... ... . .. . .. $20,333 
British West Indies . ... . .......... .. .. . ....................................... .' ... . . .. .. . . 
British Possessions in Africa . .......................... . ................... .. .. . .... .. . .. . 
Hayti ............. . .... · ......................................... . ....................... . 
Dutch ,vest Indies and Dutch Guiana .......................................... .. . ... .. . . 









Azores, Madeira, &c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 825 
Cuba ... .. .................................................................. . .......... . .. . 8,257 2,057 
Brazil ........ . ..............................................•.................. . .. . . . .... .. . . . . . ............. . 
Nova Scotia, &c........ . ....... .. . . . . . . . . . . ..... ....... ... . .... .. . ... ... . .. . .... .. . . . . . .. . 5,808 O, 421 12, 3 , 
:French Possessions in Africa.............................. . ................... . ........ .. 120 75 4 l 
British Possessions in Australasia ............................................. . ..•....... . ... . . ..... .. .. .. ............ 
Sau Domingo..................................................................... . ... . ... 0, 300 3, 000 '.l, 4i0 
Danish West Indies....................................................................... . . .. .... .. 508 0, 272 
Porto Rico . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .•• . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .......... .... .• ...... ... . . . . . .. 0, 159 l , 824 7, 085 1 
Newfoundland aud Labrador ......................................•••.................. .. ······ .. · · 350 00 
Unite<l States of Colombia........................................................... . .... ····· · 




Liberia . .. . ..................... . ......................... . ............................ .... .... .. . . . . . . .... . . .. 1,030 
I 









2 , G::O 
Total.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 378, 727 430, 145 I 329, 670 j 323, l 240, G ..! 
B.-PICKLED FISH. ,I 
Countries. 1875. 1870. 1877. _________________________________ , ___ --- -
England ........................................................ . ..................... . ... . 
French Wost Indies . ...........••.......................................... . ... . .. .. ... ... 
British West Indies .................................................... . ......... . ....... . 
British Possess!ons in .Africa ..... . ...................... . .......•............•.... . .. ..... 
Ila.yti ........... . ......................... ············ ·········•·· ............... . ... .. .. . 







$3, 047 ~2. 808 
8, 108 17,000 
10,030 12,HO 
408 
10-i, 01 t 88,070 
0, 080 5,072 
187! ,~ 
,1, 100 .,;, 
14,401 ", 4:> 
10, 870 r,, 701 
2, G' 1 
53, 01 GI, 1 I 
2, I , i 3 
British Guiana ................................ . ...................... . ..... . ... . ... . ..... . l ,010 5,GO~ 4,11 1 4,155 8,001 
Azores, Madeira, &o ......................... . .. . ..... . ........................... ....... . 21 l I~ 0 141 
Cul,a . .. .. ... . ..............................................•... . ........ .. . ... .... .. . .. .. . 1,213 237 ), ' . ......... .... ...... 
Brazil . ....... · ................. . ........................................••...•••. . .... . .. .. 
Chili ..................... . ..................•............... . ....••........ .. ........ . ... . !~ :::::::::· ::::::::::i-::::::::: :::·:::::: 
Nova Scotia, &c.. .. . .. . .. . ...... ....... ... .... ...... ...... ..... .. . .... . . . . .. . ... .•..•. .. .. 22, (85 11,005 10, G 5 
French Possessions in Africa ......................................•......... . .. . ...... ..... ... . . ....... . ...... ... . ...... 
British Possessions in A.ustralasia......................... .. •. . . . . . . .• . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 618 4, l l2 ~, 150 
1 
San Domingo . ..................................................................... . .. . . ... 8,035 4, 1 2, 7 2 
Danish West Indies . .. . .. . . . . . ... ..•. .. ...... .... .. ...... .... .. .•••... ... .... . . . . .. .. .. .. 420 2, 10 
Porto Rico .....................•......................... . ...•.......••..•.....•.......... 
Newfoundlanu anu Labrador . ........... : ......... . .......................... . ... .. .. ... . . 
, , 150 
125 
Belgium . .............. . ... . .....................................•...•..•....•... . . ...... . ·········· 
Sweden and Norway ...... ....................................... . ..•... . .......... . . . .. . . .......... 
472 • 2,0 17 
3, 14 7, 01-
Liberia .... . ................ . .......................... . .. . .................... .. .. . . ..... ........ ... ·········· 
Portuguese Possessions in Africa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .•....... .. .. ... .. -.......... . 
French Guiana.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .... ---........... . 




GEOGRAPHICAL REVIEW OF TH ~ FI E I• 
Value of exp01·ts of domestiofishfroni Boston cluri»g each year f rom h.:i"' t Li - ontinn d. 
c.-On1.1m CURKD FI II. 
-1~~~1 17. 
Englancl..................... .• . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 12 , ":?'.? I 3, 011 i 3, - 07 I ., 74, 470 
Countries. 
French West Indies ...................................... ··.······.· ·· ·········· .. ······· · 10- 0 I 50i 
British West Indies ........ . ..... .......... ... ........ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · l , 03 0 
British Possessions in .Africa. ................................. . ....... .................... . 1, ·-
Hayti ..... ............ .......................... ..................................... ... . 







48 Dutch West Indies and Dutch Guiana. ........................... ......... . ............. . 
British Guiana ................................................... ............ ..... ....... • 23. 224 
Azores, Madeira, &c ...... .... .. .................................................... .. .. . . 
Chili ........ ..................... ............................... . ........... ... . . .. .. . ... . 
Nova Scotia, &c .......... ........ . ....... ....................................... . .. .... . . 
1, ooo I· ....... .. 
r,20 ..•. ..•• •• 
1, r,30 4 9 
French Possessions in Africa .......... ...... ............................. . .. . ....... ..... . 
British Possessions in .A.ustrafasia. ................ . ......•.. ......... ... .................. 11,700 
San Domingo . ............................................................. ............... . 
Danish West Indies ...... ................... . ........................................ .. .. . 12;; 48 
Miquelon, Langley, &c.................................... .•• . . • . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101 I · ..... .. . 
Ilawaiian Islands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •• • . • . . . . . 2 180 
Newfoundland and Labrador...................................... ... ....... .... .... . .... . ..... . · · · • · ~~~ • : : : : : : : : : .1::::::::: · ' 
Belgium.............................................. . ........... ... ...... ......................... . l 
United States of Colombia. ...... .......................................... .. .... . . ........ .. . . . . . . . . 1 5 
British East Indies .. ..... ... ..... ... ........ .. ....... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 53 
Cuba..·· .. ········································ .. ······· .· . . ...... . .. .. ................. . .. . . . . . . . ;;1 • . • • • • • • • 10 52 
French Guia.na.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
Total ...... . ... : ..................................... ; ..................... . ... . ..... ,W,~ Jt~l--1-, ill--, 308 -51,«G 
D.-FRE II FI II. 
Countries. 1 75. I 1 10. 1 i7. 187 . I 1 iO. 
Briti11h Guiana, . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ....... . 1 ....... .. . 40 1 ......... :1-; 
Value of exports of Joreiynfishfroni Boston during each y_cal' froni L75 to 1 nl. 
A.-PICKLED HERRING. 
Countries. 1S75. 1 70. 1 77. 187 . 1879. 
B.-PICKLED MACKEREL. 
Countries. I I . 1S75. 1_1 76. _ 1877. _ 1878. 1879. 
French West Indies . .... 
E~i~\1?-·t:: ;; '.\\\\\\\\\;\ \\\ \\'.\\\ '.\~~ \\ ~ \:\\ ;\\\\\\ :;::::; \\\\\ \:;: :\ \\\\ i\\ \ •• :l1J~I~~ =i ~] 
l\1A SACH E'IT: 07 
Value of txporu of foreign fi sh from Boston <luring a('h y ar from 1 7r.: to 1 _ , utiuu d. 
C.-0TIIER FI ll1 FREE OF DUTY, N T EL EWllEitE l'J; U'lCI>. 
--------------------;--~----·---
Countries. I 
_________ ------------------ ~ ~~ ~ _ i_,_o_. _ 
England ······· · · · · · · ...... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · .. • • • · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · • • · · · · · · .............. .. $44, 400 ,20, 3 • l2, gr.r. , 372 , O 
French West Indies....................................................................... 3
1 
m 1, G G, 400 3, 2 100 
British "\Vest, Indies.......... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ...••... ..•. .. ..•....... . ....... .... .. ...... 683 2, CO2 .....• ... ......... . . 
.Azores, Madoira, &c . ...........••.•..••.•...•.••. _ ...•••• _..... •• • • . • . • . . • • . • • • • • . . • • . • • • . . • . • • . . • • . . • . . • • • • . . . • • . • • • . . . • • • • .. • • • :;oo 
Cuba................................................................................................ .... ......................... . 1 ,C!Y.! 
[f ~~'.~iif: f ~II~;;::;:;;;::::::::;::!::::::;:::::::!::::::::::::::::~:::: 1:::::: ;ii: ~::;!:!Ii:::::: i\: 
1 
:::;[! :: :: : : ::; ~ 
D.-OTHER F1srr, SUBJECT TO DUTY, NOT ·ELSEWHERE PECIFIE . 








• , , 
:~~::~ ·;~~~~~~;~~~· ;~-~l;~~;;;;~j~· ::::::: :: : :: ::: : : : ::: : :: : : : : : : ::: : :: :::::: :::::: ::::: :: : , .... ~: ~~;· :::: :: : : : . ::::::: ::: ::::::: :: : ...... ~~~~ 
Total .............•...........................•...................•................. · I 18, 282 ............................ · I 170 
IMPORTS OF FISH PRODUCTS.-The importation of fishery product from tll Briti h 
is an important element in tbe fish bu iness of Bo ton. From tati ti mpil d at tlJ 
custom.house we find that the total value of fl b. and fi h oil receiv 
and N ewfoundla.nd during the 10 years from 1870 to 1870, incluo;:i , wa 
pickled mackerel $4,239,992, herring $1,351,1!)3, fre h :fl h $307, 5'\ otb r 17, au<.l 1. h 
oils $623,107. The following tabulated statements how tb imp rt in l t, il fi r n 11 f th 
abo,e years: 
Value of fish im1Jorled into Bosfonfrom Domi1tion of Canacla and Reirfo1mdla11cl clu1·i11g th y ar, 1 
DOMINION OF A.N.A.D.A . 
Ilerring. Mn.ck r 1. Fr b fish. 
Y():tr. 
Duty. Valuo. Duty. Vnluc. Duty. Vnluo. Duty. ht 
1~70 .................... . $136,304 $36,537 50 $154,563 $:JO, 175 74 $10, 130 Fr• . .. .:!50, 301 
.,., 0 41 
Prince Edward Island . . 10, 701 3, 3i4 50 43,057 8,203 00 Toni'. .. do ..... 15, 3 
2,401 22 
--·- ----------
1870 (total) ..........•... 147,005 30, Ol2 00 108,020 38, 43 74 10, 130 . . do .. .... 
2i1, 777 47,331 0.1 
1871. .................... 80,434 21,611 50 223,880 00, 248 50 20,145 .. do ...... 
10 , 40'.! 20,Dn 70 
1872 ..•...•.••........... 58,300 17,845 50 248,007 80,023 00 41,544 
.. do ..... . 2~ I 0 
18i3 ....... 10-l, 834 2,021 00 713, 116 30,101 00 
27, 4'.? .do .•.••. 
·-·· · ··--···· 
1874 •.•••.• ······ ... 130,118 455, 077 ············ 
.. do ..•.•. ... 
1875 ..•••••........ ····•· 155,501 ············ 480,080 ······· ····· 
. do ...... 
1876. •·•••• ......•....... ]14-, 484 207, 8:lO ············ 
20,005 .. do .•.... 
··········· · 
1877 ..•••••.•..••.••..•• . 77,854 723,527 ··· ······· · · 10,621 
.. do ...... 
-------· ·· ·· ------
Total ..•.......... 868, 080181,090001 3,350, 6l2 220,811 2J I 217, 3:;3 ·········· 
I, 
lo 1 77. 
Ill)'· 
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Value of fish imported into Boston from Doniinfon of Canada and .Newfoundland during the years 18i0 to 1877-Continued. 
NEWFOUNDLAND. 
/ 
Ilerring. Mackerel. Fresh fish. Other fish. Total. 
Year. 
., Value. Duty. Valu6 . Duty. Value. Duty. Value. Duty. Valuo. Duty. 
-----
18i0. ·••••• ··•••• ........ $20,865 $5, 781 $101 $~4 $1,230 Free ... . $93,228 $15,004 04 $115,424 $~0, 809 04 
1871. ·••••• .............. 19,439 5,156 8,844, 2,335 None. . .<lo ...... 50,050 8,672 87 78,039 16,163 87 
1872 ..•...•.... ·•·•••·•• · 12,178 4,095 809 258 718 ..do ...... 66,528 10, 0 0 81 so, 293 15,033 81 
1873 ... ...••..... . .•..... 18,377 5,922 26 !) 4,840 . . do ...... 61,750 11, 5:?8 00 SJ, 003 17, 45!) 00 
1874 .. .......••.•.•...•• . 24, 7.J!) 270 Nono. . ............ 2,861 ..'do . .•.. . 90,807 7j7 00 118,417 l, 027 00 
1875 . .••...••••...•.•.•• . 44; 468 . ... . . ....... 14,213 . ............ 39,681 ..do .••... 02, 211 ··· ·------- · 160,573 ··· · ····----
1876 .... ................ 55,392 .......... .... None. . .............. 7,874 .. do ...... ~,517 ----- -- ····· 83, 7 3 .... ......... 
1877 . .........••.•..•••.. 57,753 .. .. ......... . 8 . .......... . . ......... .. do ...... 39, 208 i ............ !JO, 06!) . ........... . . 
---
Total ............. 253,221 21,224 24,061 2,626 57,204 ....... . .... 484, 90j 46,642 72 10, 3!)1 I 70, 4!>2 72 
Total ralue of fish imported into Boston fl'oni Doini,nion of Canada ancl .Newfoundland from 1 70 to 1 77. 




Value. Duty. Value. Duty. Value. Duty. Valuo. Duty. Valuo. Duty. 
Dominion of Canada .... $868,680 $81,990 $3,350,612 $220,811 24 $~17, 353 Freo . .. -\ $1, 883, 836 $138, 4Q8 57 $6,320, 4 l $441,209 81 
Newfoundland ......... 253 221 21,224 24,061 2,626 00 57,204 .. do.. . . . . 484, 005 46,642 72 819,391 70,402 72 
Total ..... .. ..... 1.121:901 \ 103,214 3,374, 6i3 223,437 24 274,557 =~1 2,368,741 185,051 29 7, 139, 872 1 511,702 5.J 
Quantity and value of fish oils imporJed into Boston from Dominion of Canada and Ne11:Jourl(lla11d during the years I iO to 1877. 
I i From Dominion of Canada. From Newfoundland. I I I Year. 
I 
I Gallons. Value. Duty. Gallons. Valua. Duty. 
1870 ......... 38,786 $20,700 $5,189 70 54,751 $30, 1!)2 $8,713 15 
!Sil.. •..... . 44, 594 20,101 4,201 00 92,061 52,036 13,553 40 
1872 ..•.. .. .. 96,220 42,126 8,460 15 81,705 38,817 7,763 40 
1873 .... .. ... 08, 955 34,052 312 00 47,883 32,335 6,429 00 
1874 .•...... 74,721 44,254 .... .. ........... 56,366 37,660 1,787 00 
1875 •••... .. . 96,846 49,332 212 00 13,449 10,265 ............... . ..... 
1876 . ........ . 69,076 37,340 .................... . 8,556 9,471 .... ···· 1 1877 .••. ... ~- 135,101 67, 141 . .................. 8,940 6,327 . .. ............... 
624,308 3i5, 046 18,464 85 364,611 217, 103 38,245 95 
Total quantity and i,aluc of fish oils imported info BoBton from Dominion of Canada and Keiifoundland from 1870 to 1877. 
Provinces. 
I 
Gallons. Valuo. Duty. 
Dominion of Canada .. .... . ..... 624,308 $315,046 $18,464 85 
Newfoundland ................... 36-l,611 217,103 _38, 245 95 i 
--·------
Total ...................... 988,919 532, 149 56: 710 80 I 
Total importations of fish and fish. oils into Boston from Dominion of Ca1w.da and Kewfoundland Jroni 1870 to 1877. 
Products. Gallons . . \ Valuo. Duty. 
I 
i 
Fish .... ........................ . •••••.•••.•.. i$7, 139, 872 00 $:>11, 702 53 i 
Fish oils ..... ................... 988, 919 532, 149 00 56, 710 so ________ ! ____ 
Total ..................... . 988, 91!) 
1
7, 6i2, 021 oo I 568, 413 33 
o. 
Quantity and value of fish iinportedinto Boston from Domini.on of Canada and '1-t 1rfou1ulla11d duri11{J th y a,, 1 7 and 1 7' . 
DOMINION OF C N AD . 
Year. Herring. Mackerel. l!'r h fl h. 0th r fl.eh. To 
Barrels. Valut. Barrels. Value. Pound,. Value. Valua. Value. 
1878 .••.•••.... 28,667 $96,826 75,628 $524,637 507,050 ,11, 718 ,191, '8()7, 077 
1879 ........... 30,325 94,800 77, 3il8 339,729 257,640 11, HIS 263,618 099,812 
Total .••. 58,992 191,626 152,966 SM,366 705,500 28,883 421,514 1,506,389 
--
NEWFOUNDLAND. 
1878 ........... 6,657 $25,590 ,; I $6 1 $04.4, 000 I .,. 140 I ,24. 500 I "'·"' I 1879 •••.••••••• 5,066 12,076 947 90,000 869 25,062 89,054 
Total .... 11,723 37,666 197 1 953 1 734, ooo I 4, 515 1 50, 102 1 3, 200 1 
Quantity and value of fish oils i1npo1·ted into Bost01i froni Dominion of Canada and Rcwjoundland during the years 1 
and 1879. 
Year. Dominion of C1mada. N ewfoundfand. Total. 
Gallon,. Valt.u. Gallons. Value. Gallons. Value. 
1878 .•••••.•••. 66,581 $23,180 2,500 $512 69,081 $23,602 
1879 .•••••.••.. 148,511 52,623 35,969 14,783 184,480 67,856 
I Total .... 215,092 
I 75,803 j 38. 469 I 
I 
15, 245 1 258,561 91,048 
ICE .A.ND SALT USED IN THE FISHERIES.-Ice is now con idercd a nee sary a bait or th l' 
indispensable articles in the outfit of the market fishing vessel. Large quantiti 
used by the receivers of fresh fish. It is delivered at the wharf to ve sel or tor in l rg 
When wanted for packing fish, it is cut up and shoveled into a. cru h r, wh r it i r 1 u int 
small pieces, and is then freely used in packing fish in box a for tran p rtati n to all 1 < rt. f th 
country. Previous t~ 1845 it was seldom if ever takeu to ea by the fl b rm n. , 1 · in that 
year began taking ice on halibut trips, returning with the fl. h n ice. lthouglt fl ·It tlrn 1n· · 
served were in good condition, they found a slow sale. Dealer aid, ''They h nlHl 
that has spoiled them." Notwithsfanding this prejudice, the u e f i 
the growth of the fish business, has shown a steady increa e, o that ve w u 
at all seasons of the year. The amount taken on a trip depen n th f th w ath r, h 
size of the vessel, and the probable length of the trip. In wint r 
weather from 5 to 10 tons, are average quantities. Th price i v ry h n a 1 , u 
cold winter permitting the harvesting of a short or full uppJy. arincr l "' th pri 
January 1 to Ma,y 1 was $3.50 a ton, and from May 1 to January 1, 1 , 3 , t n. h 
of 1879-'80_ being mild, but a very small crop of ice waR secured in le c •hn t c nd th 
came chiefly from Maine. The price advanced, April 1, 1 o, from 3 o 
a ton. The fresh-fish stores and vessels of Boston are uppli d by he 
employs thirty men and has a capital of $60,000. 
14 GRF 
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According to the statement of James Emery, jr., and Oharle W. Hall tram, of the Union Ice 
Company, the following quantities of ice were used in the Bo ton fi herie in ach month of 1879: 
Month. Vessels. Stores. Total. 
Pounds. Pottnds. Pounds. Valtu. 
January .•.•.. 4,000 50,000 M,000 ...... ·--- .. 
;February ..••. 8,000 ............ 8,000 ............ 
March .•....•. 86,000 394,000 .f80, 000 ............ 
April ......... 108,000 372,000 480,000 ............ 
May .......... 857,370 1,374,717 2,232,087 ............ 
June .......... 843,400 1,440,770 2,293,170 ............ 
July .•••••.... 1,293,434 1,558,320 2,851, 7M ............ 
August ....... 1,488,700 1,637,587 8,126,287 ............ 
SeP.tember .... 1,555,600 1,990,387 3,545,987 ............ 
October ....... 1,229,000 1,533,000 2,762,000 ............ 
November ..•. 236,000 701,000 937,000 ............ 
December .... 128,000 555,000 683,000 ............ 
/ Total ...•. 7,837,504 11,015,781 10,453,285 $32,410 
Fishing vessels from many of the N cw England ports tak more or le alt in bond from 
Boston. The Grand Bank cod.fishing vessels generally use Trapani alt; for mackerel, salt from 
Cadiz and Liverpool is preferred; while for herring Liverpool salt i mo tly u d. It is sold by 
the hogshead, holding 8 bushels, or 560 pounds, of salt. During 1879 pri rat <.l very low; Cadiz 
salt sold at $1.25, Trapani at $1.35 to $1.40, and Liverpool 80 c nts to 1.20 per hogshead. The 
11resent season of 1880 it bas advanced considerably, and prices through the pring were as follows: 
Cadiz $1.50 to 1.65, Trapani $1.69 to $1.75, and Liverpool $1.20 per hogshead. Since the removal 
of a bounty on codfish in 1866, Congress has permitte~ the fishermen to u e what salt is necessary 
for the c_ure of their fish free of duty. They do not seem to appreciate or consider it much of a 
_grant tot.hem as long as they have to pay what they think are excessive weighing.fees; or, as they 
~ay, "the duty is yet on, only in another form." In 1799 Congress passed a law charging 50 cents 
for ~eigbing 100 bushels of 56 pounds each. In 1816 this fee was increased to 75 cents, the Gov-
ernment weighing each bushel and paying for the labor. The tax or weighing fee was only on 
bonded sal_t. The fishermen receiving a bounty and paying a duty had no weighing fees to pay. 
This old law is said to have remained dormant for over :fifty years, and was brought from its retreat 
by the officers of the Boston custom.ho~se some years ago. The tax was coliected at this port, and 
no other, for some -~~me,_until ·a protest was made which brought forth a general Treasury order to 
-enforce it at all ports. As the law granting fishermen salt duty free provides for their payment 
,of the actual weighing expenses, they seem to think the present tax of 7 ½ cents a hoghsbead 
unjust, excessive, and not the true intent of the law. For a vessel handling 500 hogsheads of salt 
this tax amounts to $37.50 as fees for a weigher who weighs only 10 or 20 hogsheads as an average, 
and all th~ labor-hire is paid by the vessel. Much complaint is beard at all ports in which the fish-
eries are carried on.• 
The amount of salt withdrawn from the Boston custom-house in 1879 for use in the fisheries 
was 20,413,20q pounds, or 36,452 hogsheads, having a market value of $54,678. There are five firms 
in Boston, with a capital of $75,000 and employing fifty men, engaged in the importation of salt 
and supplying the fish trade as a part of their business. 
if In the spring of 188'2 Congress modified the customs laws, so that this unjust tax is now removed. 
MASSAOlIUSET.:r : 
The quantities of salt withdrawn in bond from th 
for use in the fisheries, and the invoice value of th c m , 
were as follows: 
Yenr. Pound. Invol vabe. 
1872 .•••••..•... · · · · -.•.• - . -- . . .••••. 12,592,000 $11,824 
1873. · · · • •• • · • · .. · . • • . . • . • . .. • • . . . . . 14,082,400 12, 588 
1874 · • · • · · · • • • • · • • •• --• • . . • • . . . . • . . • . 16, 663, 600 15, 08' 
1875. · • · · · • •••• · • •• •.••.....••.. .• • . . 13, 547, 300 12. 248 
1876. ••• • . . •. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . •• • • . . 14, 884, 700 14,415 
1877..................... . • . • . . . . • . • . 16, 898, 450 17, 179 
1878 .••••• ·••·· ••••.••.•.••.......•.. 19,065,040 16,313 
l 879....... ........... ............... 20, 413, 200 19, 406 




INDUSTRIES RELATED TO THE FISHERIES.-The manufacture of i ingla from ft h ound 
is an important branch of business in connection with the fishing industry. The oun] , r 
rectived from the various fishing ports and also from foreign countries. They ar oak d < nd 
ground up into pulp, and the mass is then rolled into long thin sheets of exc 11 nt i in la r 
glue, that is used for refining beer and for various other purposes. There are ev ral i iu 1, . 
· factories in Boston, and two or three in other parts of the State, controlled by Bo ton capital. 
During tlie past few years more attention has each year been given to the:£ rtiliziog qualiti 
contained in the large amount of fish waste and scrap that was formerly constantly thrown , way. 
Three of the fertilizer factories in and around Boston use fish products, and the e factori 
a specialty of this line, utilizing all the ~crap and waste from the numerou bon le -ii h fa tori 
menhaden chum, and ·the large amount of refuse from the market :ti berm n, u h a h-11 al 
and all kinds of unmarketable fish, for which the :fishermen receive quite a nm. n f, t, rythiu.,. 
connected with the fish that was f9rmerly thrown away is now utilized at th fi rtili'z r fa t ri . 
The process of manufacture is simple, and varies but little in any of the fa tori . • i h 
bone phosphate, and sulphuric acid are the principal ingr di nt u d by '"11 tb fa t ri . 
use of this fertilizing material bas shown such favorable result that the d mand i ll u ntl 
on the increase. Dealers give the following as the distribution from the ew • n Ian f: 
during 1879: New York, 40,000 tons; North Carolina, 20,000 ton ; outb roliu , - , 
Virginia, 45,000 tons; Georgia, 45,000 tons; New England, 10,000 ton . M rylau<l n 
take a less amount, and the newer States of the .We t a y t c r fi r but ·littl , if an , 1i r iliziu 
com_pounds .. A large amount is also exported to the We ~ Indi i. uring 7 tb t 1 ·un uu 
of fertilizers manufactured in the three Boston factori wa 14, 00 ton , v, lu 1 t fr m ../-;. 
per ton. The proportional part of the business belonging to th er dit th ft hin 
about $100,000 capital, ninety men, and $140,000 as the value of th pr 1u 
Of the large number of barrels, drums, boxe , and mall r pa k r uir l in 
business, Maine furnishes nearly all the ba1Tels, one-fourth f th lrum , n m . t f h 
boxes used in packing fresh and dry fish. The box rrive in h k all r t 
as required. Kits, half and quarter barrel , for thi m rket ar m tl • rn 
where there are five factories and numerous mall d al r · Tb r i c 1 n t r , 
following towns in New Hampshire: Holli , Br kli , 1 rrim k nod Jilt r . 
the products of the Massachusetts and New mp hir f~ l l · 
and the remainder in the Glouce ter, N w ork, hil. 11 bin 
· The boneless-fish trade demand for boxe , h ldiug fr m " t 
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borough and other small inland towns. Boston has five small shops that manufactured 18,000 
drums and 10,000 barrels during 1879. These shops employed seventeen men, a capital of $10,000, 
and the value of the production was $23,000. 
The towns of Hollis, Brookline, Merrimack, and l\filford, N. H., produced 300,000 half and 
quarter barrels and kits; 75,000 of which were used in Boston. The capital inv ted at these 
places aggregates $50,000, and the value of the products is $75,000. The numb r of men mployed 
is one hundred. 
At Townsend, Mass., five factories, with numerous small dealer , mplo etl one hundred and 
fifty men, with an active capital and machinery valued at $100,000. Th y produced 400,000 
packages, worth $100,000. One hundred thous:rnd of these package w re ki , holding from 10 
to 20 pounds each; of which Boston dealers used one-third; Glouce ter, w York, and Phila-
delphia one-third; the lake fisheries and cities of the West one-third. M r . B. & .A. D. 
Fessenden, the largest manufacturers at Townsend; also have a factory at S ndu ky, Ohio, where 
they made 100,000 quarter and half barrels during 1879, for the ft h trade of the reat Lakes. 
~he number of boneless-fish boxes made in New England towns during 1879 was 400,000, 
valued at about $40,000. The capital employed in their manufacture wa $20,000, and the number . 
of men was twenty-five. 
,The total amount of capital employed in New Hampshire and Ma sachu ·etts in the manu-
facture of packages, chiefly for the ·Boston fish trade, is $180,000, and the number of men in the 
· factories is two hundred and ninety-two. The number of packages produced in 1879 was about 
1.,12-s,ooo, valued at $'238,000. 
· There are four establishments in Boston and Cambridge engaged in the manufacture of oil 
clothing and hats, used in vario»s branches of business. The proportional part for fishermen's 
use gives average steady employment to one hundred persons the entire year, over thr e hundred 
being engaged at times <;luring the year. The goods manufactured are mostly sold along the 
Atlantic coast north of the Potomac, though a small portion of them goes to the lake or river 
fishermen of the Middle and Western States. The goods manufactured are of excellent quality 
and design, and number over a score of varieties of suits, with as many grades and styles of head 
gear. The capital in this branch of business is about $42,000, and the number of hands employed 
is one hundred. The value of the products used in the :fisheries is about $109,000. 
The numerous ship-chandlery and hardware stores supply the :fishing vessels to a limited 
extent with all that is required, but most of the outfit used on the fleet is furnished hy the only 
exclusive fishi_ng supply store of Messrs. Nickerson & Baxter. The sales of fish lines and books 
by this single firm during 1879 _will give some idea of the extent of the fishing interest. Among 
their sales were the _following items: 7,i48 dozen tarred cotton fish lines, weighing 88,053 pounds, 
used for trawl and hand line :fishing; 300 dozen imported hemp lines, of 4,500 pounds' weight, used 
in cod fishing; 908,767 pounds of white cotton hand lines, used for gauging; 25,000 gross of 
jmported Scotch hooks ; 50,000 gross of American manufactured hooks, mostly used for ground 
fishing. A large trade was formerly done _in mackerel hooks, but at present the catch being 
mostly by seines, only a limited . amount · are used, so that of hooks for this fishing only 40,000 
attached to metal jigs were sold. The aggregate sales of lines and hooks by this one firm was 
1,001,320 pounds of fish line and '7,840,000 fish-hooks. We haye noticed only the two leading 
specialties of the many numerous articles found in a supply store, in ?rder to show something of 
the amount of the fishing industry. If we add to the above the amount sold by the numerous . 
small dealers and ship chandlers, *e aggregate would be much more. There is invested in this 
MAS ACH ETT : 1 1 
business about $75,000 capital, and about tw ot ·-6.v Tu tal "· lu ,r, al 
fishing supplies amounts to about $200,000. 
The manufacture of nets and seine i' an imp rt nt in<lu tr _ 11 th 
fisheries for its s~pport. For n:iany year Bo ton ha don lar bu in 
at present has $300,000 invested in factorie that giv mploym nt t 
hundred and four women. The value of net and ein mad y th 
$275,000. The first net factory in Boston was started in 1842, and until 1 66 th w rk w cl n 
f 
by hand. At the latter date machines were imported, and now mo t of th knittio a i 1 n 1 · 
them. 
68. MEDFORD, BRAINTR~E, AND QUINC . 
MEDF0RD.-Me_dford is a suburban town of Bo ton, on the My tic Riv r. Its hi t ry b w 
that it was once the seat of a quite profitable river fishery. Ten men now f, How the bu in f 
taking alewives in the Mystic River at a point 6 miles from its outlet into Bo ton Ilarbor. Tb 
catch is small, because of the restrictions of the State law, which prohibit th u of in r 
gill-nets. In 1879 tl?-e total catch was 600 barrels of alewives, worth about $1,200, old to mark t 
:fishermen of Boston for bait. 
BRAINTREE AND QuINCY.-Tbe towns of Braintree and Quincy, situated a few mil outh 
of Boston, are not now concerned in the fisheries, though in past years they attain d to con id-
erable importance as fishing ports. An excellent review of the fishing intere t of the e old towu in 
past years is .given in W. S. Pattee's History of Ol<l Braintree and Quincy. From thi worl~ w 
learn that the town took action conceruing- its :fisheries as early as 1755, an<l per on who enga ·eu 
in the cod fishery were exempted from poll tax. In 1836 the bu~ine s amounted to about 30,000, 
and employed ten vessels, that caught 6,200 quintals of cod, valued at about 1 ,000, cod 1,750 
barrels of mackerel, worth $12,~42. About one hundred per on were mpl y din th indu try. 
About the year 1840 two or three whaling ves el were own d h r . 
69. FISHING TOWNS FROl\f WEYMOUT.II TO CO 
WEYM01JTH.-The fishing industry of W ymouth i r pr 
one factory for making fertilizers. The former, in 1870, pro<lu 
valued at $122,500. It employs forty men, and ha a capitfll f L5, 
employs a large number of men, and ba a capital of ,O . .t-. 
ET. 
material used in making the fertilizers i, fi lt pr duct , r fr d from Ve ri u part 
Six thousand tons of fertilizers, worth $180,000, ,r re made in 1 'iO. In form r I , r , tbi 
had an alewife fishery; and in 1639 the General Court grnnt cl Ii rty t th 
where it may not preiudice any man p'priety.' 
HuLL.-Hull is a little village situated in Bo ton Da ~, at th xtr m n 
County; it is 8 miles by water from Bo ton, and i alm t ntir 1 
connected wit,h the mainland of Nanta ket by a ,ery narr , 
fishing business bas been followed here to a gr• t r r I , 
fishery receiving any attention is the lob t r atcll. Tll r ar 
they own 33 boats, and set 3,240 pot about th 1 <lg f I nil :111 l 
are set in trawls, each con.tainino- 26 of tllem. A fi w m u, u, u, 11 · u t m 
follow the business through th wint r. .ApnJ, Ia · ·1 t m r • u l 
in which to prosecute this .fi h ry. Duriug Jm1 , JuJy and u u t th 
"11 
war 
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soft lobsters. The State Jaw, as to size, is said to be well obsen·ed; yet the catch yeaily bows a 
decrease in size and number. The practice of wedging the claws of the lob ter i not followed 
here. The larger portion of the catch is sent to the Boston market. Occa ionally large lobsters 
are taken in Boston Harbor. One weighing 16, and another weighing .. 1 pound , ere noticed 
among the catch of last year. .A few small vessels are engaged in the hor b rring fi hery in 
October. 
HrNGH.AM.-Hingham, situated 12 miles ·southeast from Bo8ton, wa in p, t y ar known as a 
fishing port of considerable importance. To this place at one time b lonrred a large number of 
vessels engaged in the mackerel fishery. .As railroads and other indu trie of r c nt date sprang 
up, the fishery interest decreased from year to year. The harbor ha be n allowed to become 
obstructed, and the wharns to decay; and, by degrees, the port at la t ha cea ed to be recog-
nized as a fishing place of any importance. Three vessels recefrcd fl bing lie n during 1879; 
two of them having been_sol<l, one sail alone remains to represent the fi bery indu try of Hingham.* 
0oHASSET.-Cohasset, situ~ted 20 miles southeast from Bo ton, with a, fine harbor, at one 
time had a good fishing fleet, as is seen by the records of the custom-hon . Form rly, numerous 
firms were engaged in the fisheries, but at the present time the port i ' not d more fi r it attrac-
tions as a seaside resort than for anything else. The fishing indu try is now rtlpre ented by only 
two firms, both of which are engaged in the mackerel fishery. They have b n in the bu ine s for 
. o,er fifty years, and in 1879 fitted out only six vessels. .A few dories and mall boats fi h near 
the shore for cod and l~bsters. A number of vessels formerly went from tbi place annually to 
the. Grand Banks for cod; none have been since 1845, in which year three were ent. Ten men 
are engaged in gathering Irish mpss. Five hundred barrels of it were produced in 1 79. Twenty 
men are occupied in catching lobsters and shore fish. Marine products ecured in 1879 were worth 
$34,339, and included 4,783 barrels of shore mackerel, 217 barrels of Bay of Saint Lawrence 
mackerel, 175,000 pounds of shore fish, 60,000 lobsters, and 500 barrels of Irish moss. The fishing 
fleet included eight vessels, aggregating 521.51 tons, ten dories, and ten lapstreak boats. The 
number of persons employed was one hundred and nineteen, more than half of whom were 
Portuguese. 
G.-THE DISTRICT OF PLYMOUTH . 
. 70. GENER.AL REVIEW OF THE DISTRICT. 
PRESENT EXTENT OF THE FISHERIES.-The fisheries in Plymouth district, which includes 
the towns of Scituate, Duxbury, Kingston, and Plymouth, are not nearly as important at the 
present time as in past J·cars, when a large fleet of cod and mackerel fishermen sailed from these 
ports. .An annexed tabulated statement shows the extent of the cod fisheries from 1815 to 1879. 
We find that in 1853 there were eight,y-nine vessels of 25,595.86 tons in this fishery, and that they 
brought home 56,313 quintals of cod and 22,223 gallons of oil. In 1879 the product of the fleet 
was 12,500 quiutals of cod and 3,465 ~allons of oil. 
The business of gathering Irish moss is largely carried on at Sc'ituate. This business was 
begun here in 1853, and Scituate has now grown to be the h~adquarters in New England for that 
article. Shore fisheries for cod, mackerel, anc;l other species are carried on to a small extent. A 
* In the summer of 1881 the schooner Exchange, t be iast of t be once large Hingham mackerel fleet, was sold to 
Cape Cod. · 
• 
• 
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considerable quantity of lobsters and clam c r al 
the harbors. ·rn l fr m tu fi · t iu 
The total capital invested in the fisheri es of the di trict i 
ucts is $138,443. The number of persons employed i ix hundr d 
STATISTICAL SUMMATION FOR 1879.-The following tat m ut gi 
fishing _interests of Plymouth district: 
Su,nrnary statenient of persons employed and capital invest d. 
Persons employed. Number. Capital invested. 
Number of vessel.fishermen . • • • • . • • . • ........... •• • •.• • . • . • 228 Capital in vessels nncl boats . . ..•• •••.. ••• •. ..••. •.... ..• 
Number of. boat-fishermen............................... . 414 Capital in nets and traps •• •.•. ..• . . •. . ••.• . . •.• . ..•.• ••. 
Number of curers, packers, fitt~rs, &c .•••••. •.••..• .•.... 44 Other fixed and circulating capital .• •. ...•. • ••••..•••.•. 
1----11 
Total • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • . • . . • • • . • • • • • • . 686 Total •••.•.... . •••..•.• ••.. .•.• . ••••••••••..••... •. 
a Cash capital, $18,000; wharves, shorehouses, and .fixtures, $14,000. 
Detailed statenient of capital invested in vessels, boats, nets, and fraps. 
I 
Value of 
V easels and boats. No. Tonnage. Value. _gear, exclu- Valne of Total Nets and t raps. No. siveofboats outfit. value. 
and nets. 
Vessels. Nets. 
In food-fish :fishery: Gill-nets : 
.Active ••••••.••.••••. 25 1,129.67 $33,750 $9,250 $33,450 $76, 450 In vessel .fish rlea ..• . 8 
Idle ..••.•••••.•••••. 1 54. 58 600 ............ . . .......... 600 Purse-seines : 
Total .............. 26 1,184.25 34,350. 9, 250 33,450 77,050 In vessel fisheries ••• . 5 - --
Boats. Tot.al . ...... . .. ..... 13 ---
In vessel :fisheries ........ 121 ···········- 3,100 ......... .. .... ·········· a, 100 Trap,. 
In shore :fisheries •••••••. 241 . ........... 8,320 2,130 3,100 13,550 Lobster and I pot& .• ••. 4,000 _ _....,_ 
Total •••••••••..••. 362 . ........... 11,420 2,130 3,100 10,650 
Detailed statement of the quantities and valuu of tlte producta. 
Products specified. Ponnds, Pounde fresh . prepared. Bulk. 
Grand tot.al ................. ••••••• ..... · · • • • • .. • • ·.. • __ ·
Freih: ftsh. 
Cod . ...................... · •• •·•••··•••••·••••• ... ••••••··••· · · • · · · 0f5, OOO 
Cunners ••••••••••••••••••.••••••••• • •• • • • · · • • · · • • · • • • • • • • • • · · • • • • · 15, OOO 
Cusk .............................................................. l , OOO 
Flounders ............................. • • • • • · • •• · · •• • .. · • • · • • • · · 2, OOO 
Haddock................................................... . ...... . ~ ::: 

















Mackerel .••.•••• • .. • • • • • • • • • · • • • .. · • • · · · • • • · • •• • •• · • • · • • • • • • · · • • · · 
61 
000 
Pollock ................................... ~ - ·:....... •• • • . .. • 450, 000 . . . . . .. . . • . . . . . ...... . ................. ::..:.:.:.:.:.: __ 2_, 2~ 
Mixed fish .••.•••••• ••• .. •• .. · · • .. · • · .. • • • · • • · · •• • • · · · · · • • · · • · · · • · 2 256 
20 
2 167 000 ...... ... .. .. . ... .. ........ · ................ . Tota.I ........................................................ b~'~'~,r;;;,;;;;;;,,;,;;9;;,;;;,;;=========7-=-=-=-=-
Dry fish. 
] , 730, 438 Cod . .....••••.••..•• ........... ......... ·. . ........................ 4,326,095 ill 
3,778 ..... . ·• ••·••••••••••• • · ••···· •.. · .. Cusk ...................... ·••·••·••· ·••····· ... ..... . ........ . . . . 40,900 ...... ...... .••• •. . ........... ...... 11 
=~z~;:!!::!!!!!:~!: :!!:~!!>·::::::::: :: :::: ~:::: ::::~>!,-_-4-. ...:-~:....~-~1----:-:-::-,:--::-::-~-: - : ~-:: ::-i-~-~-::-: -~-: -::-: ;:;1--~ ~ 
...., 2 
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Swordfish............................... . ............... . .......... 7, 000 4, 000 • • • • • • • • . . • . . . . • . . • •• • • • • • • • • • . • . • . . $130 
Mixed fish .....................................•......••.......... · , __ __:6,_oo_o_, ___ 4_,_oo_o_,_· ·_· _· _· ·_·_· _· _· _· ·_·_· · .• ·-· ·_· _· _· ·_·_· ·_·_· _· ·_·_·i ----:1:-::00 
Total .................................. : ..................... '===13~,=00=0='',=~8,=0=00=r-= .•= •• = .. =.=··=.;··=·=··=··=·=··=··=·=·=··=··=·=··=··=·=··~1 = ==2=30 
Shtllj/,Rh. 
Lobsters ........................ .. .................................. 721,050 . ••••..•.•• ..•....••••••••.•.. • • • • • · • • • · · • • · · · · · 26,438 
Clams, for food . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 000 bu h ls . . . . . . . . • . ....... .. :---5,_o_oo 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •. . . . . • . . . . . . . . •. • . • . . . . . • . . . . 721, OjO ..•...•••••.......•••..•.•. .•• •••..••••..•• ..••. 1 31, 438 
Miscellaneoua. 
Fish oil ............•......... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 464 gallon .. ............. . . ... . 
Fish sounds (dried) . .. . • . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • 850 •• •••••.••••••••• • ••••••••••••• •• • • • 




Seaweed...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300 tons...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300 
.----
Total .................... :. : ...............................•.........•..... . ·······~···· ........... . ...................... ··I 17,375 
THE COD FISHERY FROM 1815 TO 1879.-The following tabulat d tatem nt, compHe<l from 
the custom.house records, shows the extent of the cod fisheries of Plymouth customs di trict for 
the years 1815 to 1879: 
Year. 
1815 ..•..••.. ·•·····•·· 
1816 . ............•..••. 
1817 .....••....•..... • · 
1818 ..........•. ·••·••· 
1819 ........... ·••··••· 
1820 ..•..•...•..•....•. 
1821. ..........••...• . 
1822 ......•..•....••••. 
1823 . . ..•..•••.•.••••.. 
1824 ......•..•....••••• 
1825 .....•••.•.••.•..•. 
1826 ...•... ···•••·••••· 
1827 .........•• .••••• · •. 
1828 .•••....•• ..•••..• . 
1829 .•.•....•..•••. .••. 
1830 .. ...•..•... ••...•. 
1831. ... .. ••••••••.••.. 
1832 ..•.... ·•···••·· .. . 
1833 .••...• ...•••••.•• ·. · 
1834 ..•..•••..•••.•.••. 
1835 .••• · ·•••·••·•••·•· 
1836 ..••••....•••••.••. 
1837 ...••••.••....••••• 
1838. ···•····• ..•••••. : 
~839 ..••• ...• •·•••· •••. 
1840 ..••.••...•••••••.. 
1841. ................. . 
1842 ..•.. ·•••••·••·••• · 
1843 ......••.•..••.•••. 
· 1844 .................. . 
1845 .....• •• •••.••.•••• 
1846 .................. . 














































































































































1849 .• .•..•••••.•..•.•. 
1850 . .................. 
1851. .....••...•.•••••. 
1852 .. •••.. •••••· •••••· 
1853 ......•••.••.•••••. 
1854. ·•••••••···•··•••· 
1855 .... . .............. 
1856. ·•••••••••••••••·• 
1857 ...••.•••••••••.••. 
1858 . . ....••.....•••... 
1859 ................... 
1860 . ..••....••••.••••. 
1861. .• .••••••••••.•••. 




1866 . .•• ••• •••••• •••••. 




1871. •••••••••••• •••••· 
1872 .••••..•••••••••••• 
1878 . .••• •••••••••••••• 
1874. •••••••••••••••••· 
1875 ...••••.••••••••••• 


































1878 .• .•..••••.••••.•• ........... 
1879 .•.••.••.••••.••••• ·········· 
k Not any bounty since 1866. 
Bounty. 






19, 325 50 










10, 956 89 
10,836 99 
...... , ..... 















































































MAS u 1 
EXPORTS OF FISII FROM 1 0 UI 
Ill the custom-house r cord how th importau · 
·the customs district of Plymouth, for th 





~ r ~ ... 





~ t .d ! 0 ::I ~ P-4 0. .q c3 ti en H p- p- 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 E-4 E-4 E-4 E-c E-c ~ f,-f 
Qtls. Bbls. Qtls. Bbls. Qtls. Bb/.8. Qtl8. Qtls. Qti.,. QtZ,. QU.,. Qtl1. Qiu. Qti., 
.Tune 30, 1803 •.• . ..•..•••. $4 00 $4 00 
September 30, 1803 ....••. 4 00 
80 229 4,050 263 5,515 
1,164 
90 ••••• . ·••••• ••••.. •••••• •• •••••• ••••• •••••• 
1, 500 3, 037 . • • • • . . • • . . • . • • . • . . • • • • • • . • • • • . . •.•• 
December 31, 1803 ... ..... 4 25 
March 31, 1804 ..•...•••.• 4 00 
.Tune 30, 1804 ....•......• . 4 33 
September 30, 1804 .••..•• 4 25 
December 31, 1804 •••..... 4 00 
March 31, 1805 .••..•••••. 4 00 
June 30, 1805 .••.•••...••. 4 25 
September 30, 1805 ••••••. 4 00 
December 31, 1805 .••...••. 4 25 
March 31, 1806 ..••••.•••. 4 00 
.Tune 30, 1806 . .••.•••.•••. 4 00 
September 30, 1806 ...•••. 4 50 
December 31, 1806. -· .•••. 4 25 
March 31, 1807 . ~ •. . ••.••. 4 50 
.Tune 30, 1807 ...•..••.•.•. 4 25 
Septt>mber 30, 1807 ....••. 4 25 
December 31, 1807 .•...•• . 3 50 
March 31, 1809 .••..••.••. 1 50 
June 30, 1809 .•••.••...••. 2 50 
September 30, 1809 ...•••. 2 00 
Decemuer 31, 1809 ........ 2 50 
March 31, 1810 ...•.....•. 2 00 
.Tune 30, 1810 ..•..••...... 2 00 
September 30, 1810 ....••. 3 00 
Decepiber 31, 1810 . ••..•.. 3 50 
March 31, 1811 ...••....•. 4 00 
.rune 30, 1811 ..•...••.•••. 4 00 
September 30, 1811 ...•••. 3 00 
December 31, 1811 .••..••. 3 00 
March 31, 1812 ..•..•••••. 3 50 
.Tune 30, 1812 .. .. .. .•.•••. 3 00 
.Tune 30, 1815 . . .. .•• ..•••. 4 00 
September 30, 1815 .•..•• . 4 25 
December 31 ; 1815 ....•.• . 4 50 
.Tune 30, 1816 . ....•....•.. 4 00 
September 30, 1810 .....•. 3 50 
December 31, 1816 . ...•••. 3 00 
March 31, 1817 .•• . .•••••• 2 50 
.Tuno 30, 1817 . .•......•••. 3 00 
September 30, 1817 ....••. \'3 00 
December 31, 1817 .. . ... 4 00 
March 31, 1818 ..•...••... 3 00 
June 30, 1818 . ... . .•..•••. 4 00 
September 30, 1818 .. .... . 3 50 
December 31, 1818 ....... . 3 50 
'March st, 1819 . .•.•.•... . 3 50 
June 30, 1810 . .. . . .... . .. . 
1
4 00 
September 30, 1819 ....... 4 00 













80 .•.. .. 770 .•.••.•••••• ·•••·• .. .•••• ••. ••• • ·••••• 
121 .• •.• . 0, 702 .•.•••.••••..••••. ·••••••• .•••••.•.•.• 
78 1, 459 640 .• ••. .. •••••.• . ••..•• •• •.•••••.••••••••••••• 
8,459 ...........•.........••• •.•• ••. ..•.••..••••••..•••••.••••• 
4 25 382 . • • . . . . . 5, 700 
4 00 . . •. . •• . . • . . . •.. 5,382 
4 00 . •• -- . • . . . . . •. . 2,370 
140 1,525 .. •.. ...... .. ..• .••. 1,150 ••••.•.•••....••••••.••• ." •.•••.• 
50 7, 050 . . . . . . . . 295 .••••..••••..••••..•.••..•••••. •• •••••.••••• 
10 .• • .. .. . , . • . . • . . . •. • . • . • . • . . .•• . • . 400 ......................... . 
6 00 849 
7 00 .....•...•• . .••. 















.•...••.. •..•.. ••.. .•••.....••• 1,800 .•...•...•••••.••••• 
20 25 . ..••• 821 .•• •.• .••...••• • ••. • .•• •• •.••• •• 
!JO ••••.•••••••••.••• 1,250 •••.••.••• •••••••••• 
1, (60 .••••. .•... .•. . . .. . .• . ], 050 .••... . . ......•.•.. •••••· .••••.•••••.•••••• • .•••••.••••• 
2,682 25 00 ·••·••· · .•..•••. 2,084 20 ...••• .••••••••.•..••••..•••••..•••.. . ..•.••• ••••• 
. •• . . . . • • . . . • . • • • . . • • . 5, 110 a, 420 . . • . . • • . . •• •• • .• • • • • 022 .••••.••..•. .•••••••.•••••.• •••• 
. •• • • . • • • . • •• . . • • • • • • . l'i0 . • • . . • • . . • • . • • • . . •• . • • • . • • • • • 807 420 . • . • . • . •. . • • , 7•1 •••••••••••• 
. • . • • . . • • . • • • . . • . . . . • . . • • . . • • . . . • . . . . . 1, 050 .• • ......••... I, 000 . .•.•••••••• ·•••.. 10, 663 • ••••••••• • • 
4 00 8, 332 . • • . . . . . . • • . . • • . 85 500 220 • . . • . . • • • • . . • • • • . . • • • • . l, 050 · •• • . • · •. • · · 
. • • • • . . . . . . • • . . . • • . • • . . • • . . • • . . • . . . . • . 10, 200 . • . . . . • . . . • . . . 700 . • • • • . . • • • .. . • • • . . 400 , •••• ••••••• 
..•••. ·•• · ·••· ··•····· ·••··••· .• •.. ••. 2,850 ·•·· ··· · ...... 604 ..••••.•••.•.••• •• l ,020 .••••••• •••. 
5 00 3, 560 7 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . .. . . • • • . . . . . .. . • · , · • • • .. :.!, 5 • · · · -· · · · · · • 
5 00 3, 207 . • • • . • • . • . .. . • • . 30 . • • . . • • . . • • . . • • • • • . . . • • • • • , • • • • • • • • · • · · • • • · • • • • • • • • • • • • 
8,405 ................. . .... . .. . ········ , •...... 2,100 · 7 . ..... . ...... ...... l, l l4 . ............ . 
15 00 .............. - • • .. 3, 550 80 .. - . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . ... - . . .... ...•. -. 2, 240 ........... . 
. . • . • . . • • . • • • . . • • . . • • . . . • . • • • . . • • . . • • . . • . • • • . . . •• •• .. •.• •... 1, 070 • • • • • • • . • . • . • • • • . • , 610 ........... . 
.••••..•••••...•••••• . ·••••• •. · ••· • •·· .••••. •..• .• •... ·••••• 2,070 ·••••• .••••• ·••••· .••••• • •••• •••••• 
.••••• l,OiO .•••••• .. •••••. •. ••••••.• •••• ••..••.•.•••••••. 1,176 ..•••. ...... . ••••. 1,2:lO 
.•.••..•••••• .. ••••.••.•••.. •.. ••••• ...••••••...••••...••••. 5,482 .••••••••.•• •••• •• ·-· •••. .• •••••••••.• 
. •• ••• •• •••••• •••••• •• •••••• •• •••••• •• •••••••• •••••••• 000 •••••• •••••• •••••• • •• • • • 2, USO •• •••••••••• 
020 ···· ···· ....................... . ······ ..................................... •···· · . .... · 
1,350 ....... ...... ····· · ········ ... ..... ... ........ · · ........... .. ....... ... ...... ..... . 
1, 460 . • • • • . . . 2, 200 .••.••• . .•••.••••••• ••••••••••• • • •• • • • ... ... . , ••••• • • .•••• 
1,961 •·•·•• .• ·••••·•· .. ·••••• ·••·•• •••·• • ••• ••• ·••··• .•••• . ••• ••• •• •••••• .••••• 
2,913 ·••••· .. . . ·••••• ·••·••·• ·••••• •••••· .••••• •••••· ·••••• ....... .. ..... . .... . 
4, 611 . • . • . • . • . • • • • • • • • ••••.•• 1, 050 •• • • · • • • • • · • • • · • • • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
2,090 ....... ........ ..... . .... ..... ... . ..... . ....... . .... .............. . 
4,278 .•.•..••.• ••·•·• .•. .••. •• .•..•••..•..••••• ·••••• ..... . ••••• • •••••••••• •••• 
1, OS:! ••••• •• •. •.••••• ••• ••••• •• •••• ••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••• •• •••••••••• 





....... .. .................................... . ........ ... ... .. ...... .............. 
.......... ········ ········ ..................... ······ ................ ··-··· ..... . 
. ...... .. ········ .. ...... . ······ ······ ······ ........ ···· · ········ ... .. . ...... . 
······ .... .. ...... ······ ······ 00 ...... ······ .....•••••••. . 2 11- •••••• 
1, 100 ·• •• •• .. •. •••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••••••• • ••• •• ·~··· 
2 200 ....... ..................... ······ .. .... ................ ····· · ········ ·•••·· 
: ::::: :::::::: : :::::: : .. .' .. .. . · ··· ··· · ······ · · ······•· ...... ······ •..... ··•··• ·· ···· ·••·•••• •••••• 2,. 
....... ······-· ·· · ···-· 1,2:JS ········ ..... ... .. ········ .. .... . · ·· ··· ·····: ....... ·· ··· · •····• •• •.... • •••••• 
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Quarter ending-
March 31, 1820 .••..••.•••.•••••••••••• 
June 30, 1820 .•••..••••••••••••••••••.. 
September 30, 1820 ••••••.••••••••..•.. 
December 31, 1820 ..••.•••••••••••••••. 
March 31, 1821 .•••••••••••.••••..•••• . 
June 30, 1821. •.•••..•.••........• . .••. 
September 30, 1821 ••••.••••••••••.•••. 
Deeem ber 31, 1821. ................... . 
March 31, ·1822 .••..••...•...•..••.... . 
June 30, 1822 . .•....•••••••••••••••..• . 
December 31, 1822 . .•••••..•..••••..••. 
March 31, 1823 .. _ ••.••.••••.••..••.•••. 
June 30, 1823 .• ••••.•.•..••••••.•• ••••. 
September 30, 1823 ................... . 
December 31, 1823 ..•••••••••••.•• . •••. 
March 31, 1824 .................... . .. . 
. June 30, 1824 .•••••..••••.•••••.••.•.•. 
SepteIQber 30, 1824 .••••• •• .•.•.••.•••. 
December 31, 1824 .................... . 
June 30, 1825 ......... ................ . 
September 30, 1825 ••••••••••••. : • .•••. 
December 31, 1825 .••••••••••••••••.•• . 
March 31, 1826 .•••••••••••.••••••••••• 
June 30, 1826 ..................... ... . . 
Septemper 30, 1826 .••.••••••••••• .-... . 
December 31, 1826 . ................... . 
March 31, 1827 ••••••••••••••••• • •••••. 
June 30, 1827 ................... . ..... . 
S~ptem ber 30, 1827 ................... . 
·December 31, 1827 .................... . 
March :n, 1828 ....................... . 
June 30, 1828: ·························· 
September 30, 1828 ................ -••• . 
December 31, 1828 .................... . 
March 31, 1829 .. ~ .................... . 
June 30, 1829 .•..•..••.•••••••••••••••. 
September 30, 1829 ................... . 
December 31, 1829 .•• : ........ ........ . 
March 31, 1830 ....................... . 
June 30, 1830 ................... . ..... . 
September 30, 1830 ................... . 
Dec.ember 31, 1830 . •••..•••••• . •••.•••• 
March 31, 1831 . .. . ................... . 
June 30, 1831. ••..••.••••••••••••••••.. 
September 30, 1831 ..•.•••...•..••.•• •. 
December 31, 1831. ................... . 
December 31, 1832 ..•• . ••••••..•.•••••. 
March 31, 1833 ....................... . 
September 30, 1833 .••.•• · •..••••••.•••. 
March 31, 1835 ....................... . 
June 30, 1635 . ............ ... . . ....... . 
September 30, 1835 .•••.••••..••.•••••. 
Dec~mber 31, 1839 . .•• . .•••.•••.••..••. 
June 30, 1840 ........................ .. 
,June 30, 1841. ••.••••.••.••••..•..••••. 
March 31, 1842 . ....... . .............. . 
June 30, 184-2 ........................ . 
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·····-··· · ......................................... .. ········· · 
··· ······· ......... ........... ... ..... ................ . ···· ······ 
260 ··••····•· ···•·•· •·· 
180 .... . .. ... ·••••••••· ................... . .......... ·•·•······ 
155 
200 
52 .......................... ....................... . ........ . . 
248 
138 ......... .. ................ ...................... . ......... . 
50 ·••••··•• · ··••••· · •· ......... .. ........ .... ...... . ... . ..... . 
50 ·••• •··•• · ••••••·•• · ·••••••••· ................... . ·•·•• •·••· 
121 ..••••.••. · •••••·•• · ................ ............. . ......... . 
55 .•••••.•...•••••.•• .. •.•.•..• . •••••·••• · .................. . 
50 ·•••••· • • · .......... ••••••••• ......... . ....... . .. .... ..... . 
80 ·••••••·•· •••••••••· . .. .......................... ....... ... . 
128 ·• ••·•· · · .......... ·•••••••• · ............................ . . 
228 ••••··· • •· .......... ·••••• ••• · . . ................. ... ...... .. 





258 . ...... . .. - • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• - '!I ••••• ~ . .............. . 
302 ···•••··•· ......... · •••• ···•· .......... ·••••• ···· ......... . 
116 ···••• ............ .. 2,550 ..... ... .............•.•...... 
204 
234 
234 ........................... . . ..... .. .............. •••••••••· 
304 ·•••••· • •· ·•••••·•• · ••••••·••· .................... •••••••••· 
442 
259 ................... ......... . ........ ... ................... . 
278 
185 ·••••• •••· · •••••·••· ·•••·· · •• .. ••• •••••.•••••••••. ••••••·••· 
75 .......... · ••••·•••· ....... .... .... ........................ . 
163 ·········· ········· · ...................... ·--------· ········· 
50 .......... ··••••·••· .......................... .... ·••••••••· 
20 
125 
............. . ····· · ··· · ····· ···· · ............................... . ... .. 
............. --···· .............. .. ....... .. . .... .. ................... . 
868 .......... ••••••·••· ......... .. ...... .. ....... ............... ·•••·••••· 
761 85 ·••••• •••. ·••••••••· ••••••· ... ·••••· ... .... ....... ••••·• •••. 
471 ·•••···•• · ••••••·•• · .......... ·•••·••••· .................... •·••••·••· 
..................... .... ·········· ........ ..... ...... ....... ...... .... ----······ 
. ........... ·····--·-- .. ......... . ........... ..... ...... . .. ..... ...... . ............ . 
June 30, 18i6 .. .............. . ...... ·· ·1 
June 30, 1877 ................ _ ....•••.. 













































624 50 ·········· ........................... .. . 2, 97.8 
.................. -............... -....... .... .... -............... -..... --......... .. . --. . -- ..... --. 
4 00 ......... . ......... . ·········· . .... ..... · •·•••·••· ····•· ·• ·· .. .... . ... ·•• ••• •••· 
2 5o I 
1,626 
1, 5po 
1····----·· ·········· ............ . ....... ········· · ········· · 258 •••••••• •• ......... . 
*None exported in 187!.l. 
~IAS 
71. THE FI 
TT 1 
ta1rnn are used for home consumption, and for upplying the urrouncliu t wn . lam w r 
plentiful several years since, but are now about exhau ted by fi herm u fr m th i 1 ud in th 
vicinity. Lobsters at one time were large and plenty, but from over-ft hing th y h v d r <. 
in quantity and size. 
Irish moss ( Ohondrus cr-ispus) is now the leading marine production. Thi i found in gr • t r 
or less abundance all along the Massachusetts coa t, but more abundantly ab ut th r k f 
Scituate. Prior to 1835 the small amount of that article u ed in thi country wa im1 rt d from 
Europe, selling from $1 to $2 a pound. In that year the late Dr. J. . 0. Smith, po t phy i ian from 
1826 to 1849, and late mayor of Boston, being stationed at Rain ford I land, a few mil away, m. d 
it generally known that the moss which was so plenty was the same articl that wa iog imp rt d 
and sold at suc)l a high price. From that time we date the comm nc ment of tbi indu tr . 
Augustus Cole, (!f Scituate, was the first person to pay much atoonti n to it at tbi pl 
ing in 1853, he and his son, Charles A. Cole, ho.ve followed the bu in t th Ir ut tim , h, vin ,. 
seen its steady growth from its infancy. We are ind bted to th latt r g n 1 man for mu b v lu -
ble information. With the increase of the bu ine ha followed a t ady d r in I ri · hi h 
in 1835 was $1 a pound. In 1853 it was only 25 cents, and gradually fi 11 t 10 t whi h 
price it remained for a number of year ; the pa t ten years, ending with 1 79, 3 t 
bas been paid for the crop. The average annual yield i 5,000 barr 1 f p un 
season 4,500 barrels, or 405,000 pounds, bas b~n gather d and di }> d f. Tb 
considered a sure one, and is nev.er overworked or exha.u ted, in 
followed the next year with the usual bountiful uppl . Th n f atb rio 
1st to the lOtlt of June, and lasts until about th 1 t of pt m r. 
women and children, aggregating 300 hundred per on ar mpl 
a day is considered an average day's work for a m u. 
The moss is gathered from the rock , to which it r w t 
As the tide rises, all bands take to the :fleet, n i tin f u 
boats, using hands and a snutill rake, 7 inch ,. i l , with 1 
handle of this rake is 3 feet long. .A th tid ri high r, , lar r r k 
20 to 22 steel teeth G inches long, and a handl 16 t 2 t 1 u 
only at this place, and co t $4 each. Th Y l t fi r a ut 11 • < 
tools the moss is torn from the rock , thrown int th ~ 11 t. k ·u 
· · 1 ·t · pr d t tb ~ cl pth of ~ in ·h gravelly bed bavmg been prepar l, 1 1. , 
dark green color. If the weath r i fair. th m r uiai11 
u . 
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h · l ban rr from <lark greeu is raked up, ancl taken up the beach to be washed in tubs, w_ en it co _r c <-
to red. It is once more spread out for 24 hours. The wasbmg, preadmg, and dry~ng operat~o1~s 
· d , l t· the oss loses more or le" of it c l r, until at la t 1t 1s are repeated 7 times, an eac 1 1me m . . 
bleached to nearly a white or straw color. Fresh water injure it, and pl n_ty of un hrn~ and f~ir 
weather is necessary for a proper cure. Should the weather indicate ram, the mo I hasti~y 
raked into heaps and covered until fair weather. After curing, it i old to _d al r ' pack d m 
barrels and shipped to the lt1ading markets of Boston, ::New York, and Phil <l l hia, a small 
amoun~ beinO' sent to Chicago and Saint Louis: The beaches, from whicll th mo mo tly gath-
ered are na:ed First, Second, and Third Oliff, Jericho light-hou , and and Hill. Iri ·h mo s is 
used' for numerous pu~poses; the first quality being taken lJy groc r and drnggi t for food pur-
poses. It is also largely used for sizing. The i;,econd and inferior quality m t with a r ady sale 
to brewers as a clarifying substance. 
The fisheries of Scituate in 1879 employed 8 vessels, aggr gating 70.0.;;.- t o , l'iO ail-boats 
and dories, a,ncl 1,200 lobster-traps. The total capital invested iu v l , b at , hor property 
and apparatus, was $21,520. The value of the marine products wa 39,575, c nd iu lud d 1,310,000 
pounds of cod, 120,000 lobsters, and 4,500 barrels of Irish moss. The numb r f p r on mployed 
on the vessel8 was 3.9, ancl on shore or in boat fisheries, 333; making a t tal f 37 .... , of which 
number 335 were Irish, and the rest Americans. 
DuXBURY.-The fisheries of Duxbury have decreased year by year ince 1 5. During 1879 
four saii, aggregating 157.27 tons, engaged in the near -home cod and maoker 1 fi h rie . Iu May 
of the p1!evious year a pond, by the order of the town, was stocked with llerring. The re ult will 
be known about l\'Iay, 1881. 
Clams ha-ve always been plenty here. Formerly quite a large amount wa ent from here to 
· Boston. During 18i9 thirty men followed the business for the greater part of the year, the yield 
being 5,000 bushels. These were ~old in the neighboring towns. 
The shell-fish industry, according to Mr. Goodspeed, is quite an item. Its _average annual 
return is about $5,000. The earnings of the hands have been decreasing for five or six years, 
whereby the men became disheartened. A fleet of ten vessels was engaged i"n this industry in 
1860, and, !),dds Mr. Goodspeed, "the prospect is that there will only be two next season" (1880). 
He thinks that the trawls set for ground fish, and the seines and nets for mackerel, are destroying 
the fisheries rapidly. He also states that the fishermen about Massachusetts Bay regard the 
reciprocity treaty as a very hea-vy burden. From the same source, we learn that the lobster fishery 
of 1879 was pursued by six men in open boats; each of which, on an average, stocked $300. The 
business is said to have declined one-half in the last five years. 
A fertilizer factory was started in Duxbury in the fall of 18i9 under the name of the Standard 
Fertilizer Company. The same company has had a factory at Bristol, Maine, since 187 4. The 
Duxbury factory is run by a ninety horse-power engine and employs sixty men. The fertilizing 
compound is manufactured largely from fiRh products. During the fall of 1879 and the winter of 
1879-'80, 1,000 tons of fish waste, the refuse skins and bones of the '' boneless fish" factories, with 
4oo tons of menhaden chum were used. Any and all kinds of refuse fish and old bones are in 
demand here. Sharks, skates, and all the various fish heretofore considered worse than useless 
now find a ready sale, and are quietly turned to good account. 
Th~ pro~ortional parts of the compost are about one-third each of fish-w,.iste, phosphate, an~ 
sulphuric acid. The fish-waste is one-third menhaden chum and two-thirds fish scraps. The pro-
cess of manufaeture is as follows : The. chum and scraps are placed in a large mixing box hold-
ing 1,500- pounds, and a revolving shaft, to which numerous s·pokes or paddles are attached, 
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keeps the mixture in motion; at the same time from 25 p r b nri , i 1 i 
by means of a feed-pipe from a tank near by. Af r a th r n~h mi nr tll l h pbat i: · <1<1 l 
when it is once more thoroughl,y mixed and th n tak n t 11 ~ <lryio -r 
the valuable qualities of these fertilizers are becoming ru r g nerally kn wu th 
stantly growing. During the short time this factory ha be u in p rati u it h 
tons of various fertilizers sold under the trade name of the Standard • rtiliz r, up rpllo pb t , 
and Food for Plants. Exclusive of the fertilizer factory the amount of apital inv tetl in th 
fisheries of this place in 1879 was $27,580. The number of per on mploy d wa ight -tw . 
The products of the fisheries were valued at about $16,000, and included 44 , pound of fr , h 
mackerel, 280,000 pounds of cod, 5,000 bushels of clams, and 4,800 poun<l. f lob t r . 
72. PLYMOU'rH AND ITS FISHERIES. 
PAST .AND PRESENT IMPORTANCE OF THE FISHERIES.-T~is old hi toric town, with 11 it 
other honors, may well claim to have been the birthplace of the ~shing indu try of ew 1 ogl. ntl. 
From the landing of the Puritans, December 22, 1620, to the present time, for two hundr d and ixty 
years, the business has been carried on to a greater or less extent. From the record of th Ma . -
chusetts Historical Society we find petitions to the General Court in 1671 for a fishing privileg to 
the Plymouth Colony. There is no record of the number of licenses granted to v s els until 1793, in 
which year 97 vessels, mostly from 30 to 60 tons, a few 80 to 100 tons, and one each 111 and 1 
tons, were granted licern;es for cod fishing. The :first record of a bounty being paid n fl hi h1 
1803, when 84 vessels reported a catch of 42,000 quintals, receiving $19,9 7.62 bounty; in O , 7 
vessels, 37,000 quintals cod, bounty paid $18,063.62; from that date until 1 15th r crd i I 
From 1815 until 1867, during which time the bounty was paid, the yearly catch, numb r f I., 
and amount of bounty paid will be found in the review of thi di trict. parat li n 
granted for mackerel and cod until 1867, since which time it ha been und r on g n r 1 
license, without any bounty. A large export trade was carried on fi r year ; we fio in 1 
1 he three months ending December 31, 36,167 quintals of cod were xport d; in 1 0 , m 
23,645 q_uintals of cod, mostly sent to the Spanish ports on the Mediterran an. Th arl 
and value from 1803 to 1879 are given in the review of the di trict. 
The town of Plymouth has probably more fresh-water pond and mall I· k 
about one mile long from the lake to it mouth in th c at r 
the ocean. Alewives, eels, and other alt-water fi h fi rm rl w n 
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lake in immense numbers, until the erection of numerou factori h, 
progress with dams, as well as poisoned the water om what b? th fr 
vitriol. 
The fishing privilege of this brook is yearly le, 
lessee being obliged to place 10,000 alewi ve in the h ad wat r 
The brook has no fishways, and the fish are carri dint, nk p 
omplet ly barred their 
of large q nan ti ties of 
sole right to take fish from the brook, though the privil rro i not w rth much, only about 100 
barrels of alewives being the annual catch. Eel w r fi rm rl pl nty a t do much damage 
to the dams, which had to be sheathed with tin, in many c . Th II, iron turbine water-
wheels have often been choked and topped bye 1 , aud l, ra qu ntiti w r caught iu traps, 
until the passage of a law iu 1877 preventing their catch, xc pt by 
withes. 
But little can be said of the fl bing indu try at th pr nt ti 
the old fishing towns of Massachu etts, with the ad, nti of railro d 
tries, the cordage, shoe, thread, nail, print, and oth r factori 
in the fisheries, so that the number of fl hing ve s 1 how 
vessels from this town in 1839, we find. but thirt n in 1 79. 
Lobsters are taken in con iderable numb r , but the catcll of lat 
, riurr or in pots made of 
num rou new indus-
ar] from tho e engaged 
numbers·and size. They aro taken near shore, not over 1½ mil out, from ut iv r on the north 
to Sandwich on the south. One-half of the catch i marketed at horn , upplying the near towns, 
and one-half sold to smacks from Boston, New York, and New Hav n. Not much attention is 
paid to the law as to size. About all the lobsters foun l in th trap ar a d, tho e under size 
being sold to the smacks from out of the State, and only tho e of the l gal length are landed or 
sent to Boston. 
Clams were the chief support of the Puritans during their first winter here, and probably pre-
vented the starving of the infant colony. The daily prayer of the devout Brewst r was tllat they 
might "suck of the abundance of the seas, and of the trea ures hid in the sands.' The suppl,r con· 
tinues good, and clam-digging gives employment at the present time to thirty men during half of 
the year. 
Boneless fish is cut to a small extent, 250,000 poundi:, the pa8t year. A small amount of fi::.h 
is e~ported via Boston and Ne:w York, but not any direct from here since 1878. .A. small amount 
of cooperage, half and quarter barrels and kits, to the amount of $15,000 worth was manufactured 
during 1879; one-fourth of this cooperage went to New York and Philadelphia, the rest to Boston 
and near home towns. 
It is an interesting historic fact that to the fisheries of the old Plymouth colony we owe the 
birth of the free-school system of Massachusetts, the Colony Court in 1663 making the following 
proposition: 
"It is proposed by the court unto the several townships in this jurisdiction, as a thing that 
they ought to take into serious consideration, that some course may be taken in every town, that 
there may be a schoolmaster set up to train children to reading and writing." 
In 1670 "the court did freely give and grant all such profits as might or should ac·crue annually 
to. the colony, for fishing with nets or seines; at Cape Cod, for mackerel, bass, or herring, to be 
improved for and towards afree school, in some town of this jurisdiction, for the training up of 
youth in literature for the good and benefit of posterity, provided _a beginning be made within one 
year after said grant." 
The school wa at once e tabli h 1 at Jymou h ( u 
ceeds of tbe Cape fi hery. From 1677 until th uni u f In 
1692, the proceeds of the fi hery rev nu w re di i l dam og 
object; · since 1692 the fi herie have been f 
In 1879 'the fisheries of Plymouth employ n hundr 
about $62,000. The value of the variou fi hery product w a ut i;,v..,."""'· Th 
included 9,128 quintals of dry cod, 357,500 lobsters, 5, O bu h 1 of lam , nd 5 
fish oil. The fishing fleet consisted of ten ves el , aggregating 6 9.57 ton , on i<U 
tons, and fifty-five boats in the shore fisherie . 
H.-THE DISTRICT OF BARNSTABLE. 
73. REVIEW OF THE FISHERIES OF E O. 
CAPE Con .A.ND ITS. FISHERIES.-The county of Barnstabl ' which C mpri. th 
trict of the same name, includes all of Cape Cod from Sandwich to 
these are difficult to enter. The harbor at Provincetown, 110w v r, i au 
entrance, and well sheltered, and is much frequented by coa tin and :fi hing v 
Most of the towns on Cape Cod are more or les .interested jn th b t fi b ri , th u&lt th 
vessel fisheries are confined to the leading ports, of which rovin t wu is th m 
The entire fleet of vessels numbers 196 sail, of 12,4 9.19 ton . f tbi 1iumb r 
10,355.68 tons, are employed in the capture of cod, ma k r I, r oth fi d- b; ,;J Y 
tons, are engag·ed throughout the season in the oy ter- rrying tra 1 ; , nd 2 
tons, follow the whale fishery. The fleet of whaler i own l, t 
of the smaller class, and cruise ex.elusively in the A tlanti O an. 
the past 40 years, has ranged from 10 to 53 ail; th latt r num 
was reduced to 10 sail. 
The shore fisheries of Cape 0od empl y 1,100 boc t , 2,262 ill-n 
pounds, and 3,000 lobster and eel traps. Th at h f th 
of ·edible fish, besides numerous species us d only for manur . 
some extent, but is not as profitable a in di trict f: rth r n rth. 
much larger quantities than at present. The oy ter bu in 
fisheries of Cape Cod, but is now comparatively unimportant, • 
which gives employment to mackerel ve 1 during th win r 
the number of Cape Cod schooners in thi bu in w fi rty- ix, 
town. Ingersoll reports the following fact cone rnin thi fl 
"This list of forty-six schooners compri , !think, h wh l 
are few vessels engaged outside of the e port . Th y w r 
complete; are mostly large calf-bound books, uch new d 
from them and otherwi e we are indebt d to amu 1 H. 
George Harlow, and J. R. Atwood, fish merchants. 
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swiftness in speed and :firmness of structure, and were the origin and prototypes of the famous 
. Boston clipper ships. The original cost of these. :fine vessels was, on the average, about $7,000; 
now they are not worth over $4:,000 each. In summer they go on mackerel-fishing voyages, which 
occupy a little more than half of the year._ In the winter and spring they carry oysters, varying 
it with frequent coasting trips. Four voyages after oysters annually would probably be a fair 
averagt.3, and not more than a third .of the vessels' yearly receipts, as a rule, will be derived from 
this source. They are commanded by captains of experience, and go back and forth quickly, safely, 
and profitably~ Capt. Jesse Freeman, now one of the leading fish merchants of the village, told 
me that he had sailed between the Chesapeake and northern ports 316 times before he was forty 
years old, that is, 158 voyages . . His opinion was that no cargo wore upon a vessel less (others say 
the opposite), and it was usually of much profit to the owners. In the spring, oysters for bedding 
are brought cheaper than those designed for market in winter. The crew of an oyster vessel 
usually consists of two (often three) men before the mast, with a cook, mate, and captain. One-
third (as a rule), sometimes one-half, of the freight-money goes to the owner , and the remainder 
to pay the men and furnish food. The wages of a mate in 1879 were $30 a moi;ith; of a cook, $25; 
and of a seaman, $15 to $16. Food for a voyage costs from $40 to $50. In addition to his share, 
the owners give th~ captain $15 a month." 
The total capital invested in this district in all branches. of the fishing industry is $1,355,278, 
and the value of the product is $1,051,619. The number of persons employed is 4,004. 
STATISTICAL SUMMATION FOR 1879.-Tbe following statements give in detail the extent of the 
fishing interests of Barnstable district: 
S·ummary statement of persons eniployed and capital invested. 
Persons employed. Number. 
Number of vessel-fishermen.............................. 2,297 
Number of boat-fishermen......... . ...................... 1,507 
Number of curers, packers, fitters, &c ..••.•. ....•. .... .. 184 
Capital invested. 
Capital in veesels and boats .•• .. • . _ •...•. . ..•........•. . 
Capital in nets and traps .•• _ .••.••••••• _ ••.•..•. ... ..... 





Number of factory bands............................ . .... 16 ---
1----11 Total .•.......•..........•......••..... .. ••....••. •. 1,355,278 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . • . . . . 4, 004 
a Cash capital, $100,000; wharves, sborebouses, and fixtures, $108,000; factory b11ildings and apparatus, $45,900. 
· .Detailed statement of capital invested in v,essels, boats, nets, and traps. 
Value of 





In food-fish fishery: .. 
Gill-nets: 
Active ... ..... .. ..... 171 10,355.68 . $434,550 $20,985 $694,·685 In vessel fisheries .•. 484 $5,928 Idle .••..•.•.•....... 3 70. 90 2, _400 
---- ----- --------- 1 2,400 In boat fisheries ...• . 2,262 26,930 In oyster fisbt:ry ........ 2 123. 69 6,000 ······ ·••·•· 200 6,200 Purse-seines : In whale fishery . .• ... ... 20 1,938.92 68,800 ..•..• ·••••· *66, 350 135,150 In vessel fisheries ... 82 44,920 
Total .............. 196 12,489.19 I 511,750 20,985 i 305,700 I 838,435 Haul-seines : -- -Boats. In boat fisheries . ..... 32 6,400 
------
In vessel fisheries ....•.. 778 ··-·····---· 33,155 ·----------- 33,155 Tot-al ... .•... . . . .... 2,869 84,178 
In shore fisheries ... ...•. 
----------
1,100 ............... 69,650 6,300 13,010 88,960 Traps . 
To"'1---·-·-·······1 l, 878 ............... 102,805 6,300 13,010 122,115 Weirs, &c .....•• •. ...... 44 53,650 
Lobster and eel pots ..••. 3,000 3,000 
Total ..... . ........ 3,044 56, 1!50 
*'Includes gear . 
• 
/ 
MASSACil.U E'IT : 
Detailed state11ient of the quantili ·s a11Cl ·alu of tit 1,,. tlur.l,t. 
Products specified. Pound , 
fr Ji . 
Pou1111..
1 pr par u. Dul • 
Grand total .... --.. --. -. .. -- ...... -. --. ----.. -.... -. --. ..... - .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . ..... -. . .. . . . . . .. . -..... -. -. . . .................. --.................. . 
Freshfush. 
Alewives . ..... . .... . ........... .. ............................ . . . ....... . ... . ... . 
Bass, sea ............... . ...... .. ...... ...... . ... .. ...... . 
Bass, striped . . . .........................• .. .... .. ..... . ... ........ 
Bluefish . . ..... ........... ... . .... .... .. ... , ....... ..... .. ........ . 
Cod ..... . .......................................... .............. . . 
Conners . ........... .. . .............................. ............. . 
Cusk . . ..... . . . . ... ....... . .................... . ............. . . . . .. . 
Eels ........ ....................................... .. .... . ..... ... . 
Flounders . ............................... ... .. . ............ ...... . 
Haddock .... ....... .. .. .. ........................................ ....... ............. .......... ..... . 
Hake ...... ....... . .......................... .. ...... . ........ .. . . . 
Halibut . .. . .. . .................................. . ..... .. .. . ...... . 
Herring .... .. ... ................ . ............................ .... . 
Mackerel .. _ .................................................. .. .. . 
Mackerel, Spanish ............................................. ... . 
Menhaden ... ................ . ....... .... ......... . ....... . .. .. .. . 
Perch . ..................................................... .. ..... . 















······· ···· · ················· ····· ·············· 
-- ---------- .................................... . 
··---------- ···································· 
.......... .. ......................................... 
..... .. . ................................................ . 
.......... ......... ...................... . ................ . .. . 
.......... ....................................... . 
... .... ................................................ 
... ................................................................ 
. ...... ........ ... .......... ......................... . 
..................................................... . 




Salmon······ · ·· · ·······;··..... ..... .. ..... ........ . ... ... . ..... . 20 . ••••... ......••••..•..••..••. .••. •..•••....•..• 
Scup ..... . ... ..... . .. . ........... _ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 625, 230 . .•.......•....••......•....•...•...•. •.•..• .•. • 
Shad . .. _ .. . ... _ ...................................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . 58, 857 . . • • . . . . . . . . . .••••••••...••.••.••..•...••.•••••• 
Squeteague. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . ... . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 32, 175 ....•.. • .• .. . ..•....•......•...•••••.•..••••.••. 
Sturgeon .... . . ................ _................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 000 ...•..•. ••••.•.•••.•••...•••....•...•......••••• 
Swordfish . ............................................... . ..... ... . 21,750 . ......•.•....••••.••.•..••••.••••••..•..•.••••. 
Tau tog . . . . . ....... _ .... . .............. _......... ....... ..... ..... 74, 840 ... . . .. ......... ....... ................... .•... . 











24, ! I 
OIR 
I , 757 
Cod _ O:~~l-: : : ::::::: :: :: : : ~~'.:.::::: ::: ::: :: : :::::: :::: : : : ~= ~]::::::: :~::: ::  :: ::::::  :==1--:-;,-: :-~-1 
Cusk ................ . ................................. . . . .. ...... . 
Haddock .................................................... . . .... . 
Hake ................ . ........................ ... ............ ..... . 
Pollock ...................................................... ····· · 










24,770,216 0, 031, 518 .•.•...••••• ··- · .•.••••.•••••••••••• -- -------
.Alewives .......... .. ... _ ...... _ ........ . .......................... , 232, 800 J 0, 250 ••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••.•••••• 
Bluefish ............. .. ..... . ................................... -. 14,405 , O!!O .................................. .. 
Herring .......... .. .. . .................................... . ... ... · 225, 000 l 0, 000 .. .... ............................ .. 
Mackerel . .. . .......... .. ... _ ..................... -..... -. . . . . . . . . . 13, 270, 500 , 7, 000 ................................... . 
Swordfish ............. , ........ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :;2, 500 30, 000 ....... ..................•......... • 
Mixed fish . ............................................. . .. .... . .. 13,500 0, 000 .............••...........•........• 








I, I Toto! __________ . ___ -~~;~;-;,;~.- __________ ------- ----- JJ~~, 70~ _ o, 201, 170 i- -----·- -·-·-· ---··· ····-·-··-······ 
Halibut........................................................ ... 64,700 13,075 .................................... 1, 
Total ................................................ . .. ... . . _ 74~~1 __ 25, 75_1- •.•••••• •••••••••••••••••.••.•••••• ~= 
Shell ji8h. 
Lobsters ...........•.... . ........... ·············· ·· ············-· · 211,230 .••••.•••••.•••.•••. ••••••• ·- ••••.••••••••••••• - 7,7 
Oysters ... _ .... . . . ...... .. ......•....... _ ... _. ... . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 400 bu Ii I .......•. .••... -
Clams: 
11 , 760 
4,37., 
2 000 bu b 1 ......... . ......... . 
~:f 1i:?:'.+H.<<:::>>><!<>1~~t+!>!,.:_:[~-~~:_:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~: 
aEnbon m nt on utb rn oye ·r . 
15 GR F 
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. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62, 150 gallons ........•..•.••.... -
Sf Jt;\;~;++\:;::;;;;;;;;;::::::::::::::::: :::<::::: ::::::'.::~ ···::~~f ~t++++ 
Seaweed......................................... . .................. . 
Total .............................. ·········•••·· ·· ·······•·· ··••·· ········ ············ ······ ······ ... . 
Products of whale fishenJ -
t::2~;::: ::: ::: :: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: :: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: ::: : ::: :  : : ::: :  : ::: :  ':!: ili ::~::: :: ::: :::: :: : ::::::: 














The following statement, by Mr. F. B. Goss, collector of customs, shows th 
fishertes of the district of Barnstable, for the year ending December 31, 18 1: 
xtent of tbe Yessel 
Where fishing.* 
Grauel Bank .................. .. ......•...•.•.•. ·•····•··············· · 
Gulf Saint Lawrence .•.•••......•..............•.... ·.· .. ············· 
.A mcrican waters .......•••.•...•••.... · .. · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 












Fish oil. ...... galls .. 
512.10 
4,217.19 Mackerel. ...... bbla .. 
North Atlantic Ocean ..••.••...... ~..... . . • • • . . • • . . • . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 18 1, 726. 97 Sperm oil ...... galls .. 
Whaling grounds, No. 90 ..••••.•••.•.................................. .:.:..:.:.:..:.:..:.:_ .:.:..:.:.:..:..:.:..:.:.:..:. Whale oil ..... . galls .. 
Total.,.......................................................... 146 11,265.01 
* Within three miles of the Canada shore, none. 
RECAPITULATION FOR 1881. 
Vessels. Tons. 
Cod fisheries1 Grand Bank .•...............•.•• • 46 4,061.43 
Cod fisheries, Gulf Saint Lawrence ............ . 12 747. 86 
Cod fisheries, American waters ................ . 12 512.16 
Mackerel fisheries, American waters ..........•. 




Total .................................... . 146 11,265. Gl 








GENERAL DESCRIP1'ION.-Provincetown is the leading fishing port in Barnstable County, a~ 
well as one of the most important in the United States. The town is located at the extremity of 
Cape Cod, and is almost surrounded by water. The western coast line is deeply indented, forming 
the shore of one of the finest liarbors on the Atlantic coast. The houses are built near the water, 
occupying a section of_ the town extending along the shore of the harbor for nearly a couple of 
miles. Between the dwellings and the sea, eastward, lie the great "sand dunes," which form a 
peculiar feature of this portion of Massachusetts. 
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In the following account of the pr nt fi ·h ri 8 f Pr yj 11 , t wn w ·hal.1 <·uipl aim 
exclusively tho material furnished by Cn,pt E A',"O (1 1, t1·1• •tl 1·1 l r ti t 11 • • • l, ,, ' l I l'lll:I II ' l I Wll w j 
known for his extended and accurate information on Hi fi 1i ri ,, , a]: _r, l' hi, iuflu n .• <Ht 11 fi , h r , 
legislation of the Sta,te and his scientific ob ervation npon m ri 'all fi,he. 
animals. 
Nearly every branch of tlie fi8heries peculiar to the u rth ru wat 'l'li i 11 w or ha. r •c •utly 
been carried on by the fisherme1l of Provincetown. Tho, e fhih ri R which ar ~ f i-;uOici ,11 imi r . 
ance to claim attention in this connection are a follow : l. Th oU>hor , <l fl. h ry; 2. 'fli, 
'longshore and winter cod fishery; 3. The offshore mac! er .l fo,h ry; 4. , he im;hor ma ·k r •l 
fishery with gill-nets; G. The bluefish fishery with gill-netA; G. Th Ital fi . 11 'I'.\; 7. 'l'h Joi stt•r 
fishery; 8. The whale fishery. 
THE FISHERY FOR COD.-Supreme in irnport~IIC j th ofl'.-hor cod fi ·ht-ry, wliid1 J1a • 
always been carried on at Provincetown with as much zeal a, ha t,b m. •k .r ,l O, ·J1rr , at w ,)I . 
fleet. Sixty-three rnssels engaged in this cod :fish ry in 1 78~ ach mrikinrr lrnt on YO ag i 
during the season. About four-fifths of the vessels visited Hrn Grand Ba11k. 'fhc mnjority ,ni l( d 
in the mouth of May aud returned in September or October. Although s veral '"• ._, •1i; dhl 11ot g •t 
full fares of fish, the amouut of cod bronght in slightly exce decl 75,000 qni11Lal., a11cl or oil a th u 
sand barrels. Four men lost thdr lives in this fishery during Uie year. In L rn, will1 aho11t, fifty 
vessels, the catch amounted to a little less than 68,000 quintalH of cod. 
Besides the alwrn vessels engaged in the Bank and Gulf of Saint Ln,wr ,u · • '(><l Ji ·11 •ry,: f'p\\ 
vessels fish along the coast for cod, se11ing the fish fre~h in Ho to11, wl1 1t iL i. fo1111d I, • L to d 
at other times salting them on board and selling them after arrivi11 r,· i11 om, port, it,1H'r Pr vine 
town, Boston, or Gloucester, as most couvenient. The fislwrmcn s 11 tl1 1 ir fo.111 as oon a, the (':lll 
after being salted, as the sooner they sell the more the fi 'h will w igh. 1 h y. II tli m t vartirn 
who dry them for market, so that it is not pos ible to lrnow tl1 nnm er of qui11tal th<'y ''l'L l111ri11g 
the season. Besides cod, they catch halibut, l.rncMocl , l1akt', &c. Th ir fi, ·hing iH of' a , : ried 
character, as they sometimes take their fish to mark t fr sl1, flll(l Homrtim , alL th 111. 
Besides the eleven vessels engaged iu tbe New Engla11<l coa t c d flHl1cry, R m Uiirl '•11 Hmall 
vessels, or boats of less than 20 tons burden, arc a pn.rL of' Lh' Um .ugag ,<l in mi:c lln11 011H 
fisheries with hook, line, and nets for anytlJing tlt y can rr ·t, wh .n fo;h ·om iuto tl1( h< y. A 
great part of the time some of them do nothing in the w:iy of Jishinrr, a,11(1 alto <'ilH'r t.11 . · mnk 
but a small profit. 
Cod come into Provincetown Bay a11d along th co:i. L lat i11 autumn, nnd r •m:iin t,hr ngh tlle 
winter and early spring, at which times the fi berm n ngage fo cat ·l1iug th m. It L th ' nly 
:fishery carried on in winter, and a considerable numucr f m n ar ngag .d iu iL. Th fi,liiug- iH 
carried on from the shore in dories, commencing iu D mh r, u n 11 fr m th 111id<l1 until th 
last of that month. The fishery has been carri <l n at l'r Yin t wn many ) an:;. Tll · m <1 • f 
:fishing from the beginning was altogether with hancl-lin s. Tb tr, wl-liu , w, n t in u, 1H·r 
until the winter of 1858, when it was .fir t introdu <1. i11 t1 1< t tim trntil n w flu tr' "1-lin 
fishing has been in general use for cod and lrncldock. . 
In 1880 the :fishermen commenced their winter od;!i. ·hing ab nt th m1<l<ll of 
few were taken. Tbe fishery proved a failnrc. Th fl ·Ji w r • Id fr · h mHl · 11 
York and other markets. About one lnmclrecl aml forty fi,h rm ,n "' 1 mplo, · 
~atch' during the winter amounted to 40G,OOO P nml., which,' ith ah ut 1 < 0 gall 11 
val~ed at neai;:Jy $12,000. 
·THE l\iIACKEREL FISHERY.-In 1 70 ancl 1 71 n mo ·k .r 1 Y H. 1 fr m r ,·inr. t wn \\ r ,, 
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sent to the Gulf of Saint Lawrence. All the vessels engaged in thi :fi hery cruised ou our own 
coast. In 1879, also, none of the vessels entered the Gulf. But one firm, the C ntral Wharf Com-
pany, had vessels in the mackerel fishery during that year, and the re ult w r not all that could 
be desired. 
For many )'ears the Provincetown :fi llermen have been ngaged in tting gill-nets in the 
llarbor and bay late in autumn to catcll tbe mackerel as the la t chool ar pa ing off the coast 
on their way to their winter quarters. November i the b t month, an 1 it i then that most of 
them are caught. In some years they have been taken in larg quan itie a' lat a the middle 
of December. Tlley will not bite at the hook, neith r do they ch 1, and th ine and hook fish-
ermen cannot catch them. In ome falls they come in, school atter ch l, for -= Y ral w k . When 
one school is passing we may have two, tllree, or mor nights' g od fi lliu (T' af r which we may 
have to wait a week or two weeks or longer before anoth r ch l will m al ug. ln tllis way 
some falls our :fishermen do a good bn iness for the time th y ar n ao- d, whil in ther falls the 
mackerel pass Cape Cod wide out from t.h coast, and do not com int th bay in any quantity. 
Only a few straggling specimen are caught. The fl h rm u u ing n t d not g t enough to pay 
for the wear and tear and los of nets. 
When this fishery commences many of the :fi hermen are at horn , .. ft r lrnving made their 
voyages to the Grand Bank or else where. Many of them have a few ma k r 1 n t and engage in 
the fishery. A large number of men are employed while these fish ar pa ing. The following 
statement shows the number of men employed and vaJne of tbe f1 h caugh annually for four yea..·s: 
Year. 
1874. ---·· ·----- ---···--···--··· ··--- --
1875.----- ···--··--· ·-·--· ······ ·· ---·-
1
1876.----- - ·----·. --···---··-- .. --· · -- ·1 











In 1878 very few caught; not more than there were the year before. We have no account of the 
number caught. It will be seen by the foregoing figures that in some falls, like 1877 and 1878, the 
catch is merely nothing, while in ot?ers it pro-,es to be a profitable business for a few weeks 
while the mackerel are passing. 
About one hundred and eigllty men were engaged in this fishery last fall (1879), and those 
having a good stock of nets made a good catch, while others having but few nets did tlie best 
they could at that time, as there was no other fisbei·y that would pay them austhing. 
In the fall of 1879 a large quantity of mackerel was taken in nets for a short time. The most 
of them were small. Tl.icy were shipped to Boston, New York, and Philadelphia, and sold fresh 
at an average price of about 3 cents apiece. Besides the smaller ones a few extra large ones 
were caught. The most of tbern were salted and sold at $30 11er barrel. The total stock am.ounted 
to not less than $32,000. 
In the ·fan of 1880 the fishery was engaged in by about one hundred and fifty men, but it 
proved a failure. The total stock was not more than $7,500. 
FISHERIES FOR BLUEFISH .A.ND H.AKE.-Thc bluefish gill.net fishery bas never been carried 
on ·rnry extensively at Provincetown. About thirty-five men, with twelve nets each, engage -in 
it during summer. About $4,000 worth of fish are taken annually. 
In the fall of 1880, and in some previous years, forty or fifty men who were engaged in the 
Bank cod-fishery commenced, after their return, a fishery for bake. They employed dories, ancl 
M ET1' ': .... 2. 
fi b d at a sliort distan fr m land. In 1 t] 1 •y of n. h :11111 (i( 
pounds of sound~, tlle total valu f wui h wu , a lit.tl 
TIIE LODS'l'ER Fl 'IlERY.-Lou •t r · 
belonging here made voyages for sperm whale; if o, we haY(} u r 
i land , a,11(1 tlJ •11 • to th 
northwest. They all arrived. home in the autu~nn; the re ult f tlt ir voy, ~ 1-111rov <l l) tt r 'than 
vessels that were engaged iu the cod fislleries that ea, 011, o tlrnt in 1 _,l th whaling fk ~t w,. 
increased to twelve vessels. All of them weut direct to the Azor an l ·ruis d in th vidnit • ,f 
those islands in spring and early part of tlle uuuner, aft r wuich tu .y w 11L ut 11 rthw .-t f th 
islands some 100 to 200 miles and made that th ir crui ·i1w round th r 1:1 of tll ,' •a. 11. 'fht•y 
met with fafr success and all returned bome iu the fall. Th foll wing y ar (1 .. L) th whaling fl et, 
was increased to eighteen vessels. All w nt t th Azore , making th ir ·rni, i11g- gr nn<l the ,·am< 
astheyearbefore. Mostoftheirvoyagesprov dafi:iilur, win t th mallquantity foilhr<twht 
in and the low price of sperm oil. Nearly all of tl1 v '· l wcr wiLlHlmwn fr 111 th ' bu, ira : t 
be employetl in the co<l fisherie . In tlJ pring of 1 _3 UJ ul nt, 'aptai11 , op ·r :til ,t 
from here ·ori a whaling voyage to the Azorr . 11 11 r pai·sa ·' 110111 in t ht fall Hl1 w: wn• ·kcd. 
The crew were fourteen iu number, and mai1y of them <li <l flnmg •ran 1 xpo,·11r<'. 'J It . , 111·, iv r:, 
after1ivingonthewreck2Gda,r ,werotak 11 ffbyth BriU h,hip _,o l'<l 'i cl111outh 11h<·1·pa ·aA. 
from New York to England.. Captai II Soper a1Hl t hr'' of IJ ii; ·1· •w rd 11 r11<'<l 11 m vi:i B11g-Ia11d. 
After this the spcrm-wlrnle \'oyag s w •re ,., 1n mil · <li. ·c·o11ti11u '<l fro111 thi 11or or a 11n111h •1· 
of years, though occasionally one or tw v ,'' •l rnacl sh rt Y ·ag<•H. fn UH ·prin~ r l : w 
schooners sailed from this port; schooner I air Lad , 1aptaiJJ Atkill,', a111l s ·h II r . t.i Cup ·tin 
Holmes, made voyages to the Azore for, p rm wllal R. Th'· <·r11i, l in tl1' viciuit • of th i 1· n<l 
through tlle season, and returning Ii m in th fall, th 11 air fouly wi 11 ' 0 1 arr •I. ancl t ·r 
with 160 barrels sperm oil. In the spring f 1 , · U1 1 ri r Imog 11<· (, '111all<• · ma t r) 1 ii •,1 fH 111 
this port for the Iudiau Ocean. Sbe r turn , (1 in 
The above-named ve sel sailed again in pril, J G ( lki11 , rna 
returned home in the fall after a, sue, ,' ·ful voyag . 'lh following. •:u· (1 : 0) lu. Imo .,,,n ;111 I 
schooner Louisa sailed from thi p rt n a wlrn.ling " . ng · ~J'h · 
voJ~age in 1837, after wllicll tl.le Loni ,·a wa · wi tltdrnwn. 'J'h 1111 g 11 
the two following year·, au<l. 1 9. f r b ·r r · urn hem , in th 
Pro•;rincetown Harbor iu Dec mb r, 1 ' 9. In• II h r laut i · wl1:1ling'" .rag<•: Ii wn 
In the spring of 1840 thr c urig · ail <1 fr m thi: P rt-I• r: 11k~in '_aph in • l 1" ;,. i~ • 
Genn · and Phenix, Captain , mall. Tll · a.11 r urn ,cl in t II , h II with t I, 1~ <·. frh f l 
Tbe ~b.eni1' wben four montll an 1 ight II <ln ,., fr m It m wn ; ll full haYi11,1 : k n 7 
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of sperm oil. The success of the yessels was au iuduccrncnt for otb •r' to •n ·age iu U1 sperm-
whale fishery, so that a few years after we sent out a large number of ,·csH 1 . 
In 1855 the whaling fleet had increased to fifty-four yessels engaged in th Atlantic sperm-
whale fishery. W c have had but two vessels from tllis port who have made voya,g in th l">acific for 
whales. Schooner Mary E. Nason, Capt. Harrny Sparks, sailed iu th ' Ullllll )r of 1 G and returned 
in 1871. Schooner Gage H. Phillips, Capt. J obu J. Cook, made her Yoyng aft rill Mary E. Nason. 
Neither of these voyages prornd a success, and the Pacific whaliug has b en a.band u d. Of late 
years the whaling fleet has been less in number. In 1879 twenty Ye, 1 b 1 nbin,r h 'l' were 
engaged in the Atlantic whale fishery. In 1880 Ulc whaling fleet numb r d tw 11t.v ail that cruised 
in the .Atlantic for sperm and other w bales. The fleet in 1 1 nmnber d iglt L )en Y) l ' that took 
57,109 gaJlons of sperm oil, worth $46,141, and 52,218 gallon of whale oil, valu d a ~20,954.. 
Early in March, 1880, there came into Provincetown Bay and liarb r· imm '11 uautitics of 
herring and shrimps. They were followed by a great number of finback whal 1 , whi ·h w 're hero 
most of the time in greater or less numbers until about the middl f bfa,r, wll u th y all lefL. 
Puring the time they were llere many of them were killed with bomb-lane . Th ·Y auk when 
killed and remained at the bottom some two or three days. They then cam up t th top of the 
water, and as they were liable to come up in the night or during rugg )d we th .r, wll n the wha.le-
men were not there to fake them, many of them drifted out to sea and w ro 1 't. Thirty-eight 
were brought in and landed at Jonathan Cook's oil works on Long Point. Th blubb •r wa ' taken 
off and the oil extracted from it in tbe al)Ove-named factory. Two oth rs br uo·ht, in w re old to 
parties who took one of them to Boston and the other to New York, ,vh re tll y w re exlJibited, 
making forty whales in all saved. Early in June immense quantities of saud eel (Ammodytcs) 
came in our harbor and bay and remained here several days. .A.bout tho 10th of June tlJere 
appeared plenty of whales, feeding on the sand eels. They were again at.tackeu by our meu, when 
a number of them were killed in a few days, of which ten were sand and land d at the oil works. 
Probably as many more that were not killed outright received their death wounds and went out of 
the bay and soon after di~d and were lost. The forty-eight whales delivered at the oil works 
yielded 950 barrels of oil, so:d at an average price of 40 cents per gallon. 
When the first whales were killed it was supposed the whalebone in tlieir mouths was worth-
less. It was not saved. Subsequently some was srn'ed and sold at 15 cents p r pound. The 
avera.ge quantity of bone in each whale is about 250 pounds. No whales have come in of late. 
Our men are still anxiously looking for another school, hoping they will come a.gain and give 
tbem another benefit. 
In the spring of 1881 the whales came into the bay again, but not in so large numbers. Fif-
teen were killed, which furnished 300 barrels of oil. 
TIIE PROVINCETOWN FISHERIES, 1860 TO 1870.-In regard to the condition of the :fisheries at 
the opening of this decade, we cannot do better than to quote a few sentences from Freeman, who, 
in his History of Cape Cod, written in 1862, says: 
"In 1860 Provincetown might be pronounced beyond contradiction one of the most enter-
pri ·ing and flourishing towns in the country. The fisheries now, as ever, command much atten-
tion, and employ a great number of men and a very large amount of capital. These fisheries, it 
may be said, train a large number of the most experienced and intrepid mariners in the world. 
''As the a,bolition of the bounty on salt caused the decline of that· branch of domestic manu-
fa ·ture, so tbe often th_reatened abolition of the fishing bounties may yet caus~ the decline and 
even general abandonment of this braµch of industry." 
MASSACIIU I TT ·r hLE 1. "l'l 1 "l. 
In 1862, from some cau e or other, th numb r of v ,. ,1 in th 
seventy-six, while tlie aggregate of the ca.tell wa a.ppr xim: t ly r.: , 
the fleet llad again 'increased, the numb r f v 1 mpl y d 
aggregated the very large number of nine lnmdr <l au<l irrhty- i .,h m 
of the fleet Captain Atwood remarks : 
.J 1 
lr ,pp tl t a u 
"The list of cod-fishing vessels sailing from ihi p rt in 1 G7 to th ra.ud ank aud , ulf f 
Saint Lawrence was the largest that bas been sent out in any one year cith r b fore r in• . ? 
Seventy-eight thousand five hundred quintals of cod were brought in, in ltiug wbi h ab ut 
14,000 hogsheads of salt had been used. The ·oait u ed in tho c 1 fi 'h ry t tlii p ri d wa 
entirely of clams, salted. The ~mount used in 1867 was about 4,09 b, rr I . il t th ~ unt 
of 1,583 barrels was produced on board. 
The vessels engaged iu the cod fishery also brought in a con id rabl am uut f b libut. In 
1867 the quantity of this species taken by tbe fleet was 15,150 quintal , or n ar]y on -fifth tl.t 
catch of cod. In 1868 five of the vessels carried out ice, with the intent to pr rv th halibut 
and bring them into market fresh; but the experiment, from some cau e or otb r, pr v a failur . 
Each made several trips during the season. 
Between 1867 and 1869 the fleet suffered a decrease of nine ve sel , th numb r mpl y 1 in 
the latter year being eighty-two, with a tonnage of 5,40!) ton , and carrying ight bundr <l and 
ninety-four fishermen. They went both to the Grand Bank of Newfoundland and to th ulf f 
Saint Lawrence, as in former years, seventy-one visiting the former and lcv u th latt r gr UJl(h;. 
Although the nu.mber of vessels was less than in 1867, the cod-fl hing wa con id rab]y l> tt r, an<l 
the catch exceeded that of the two previous years, the amount b ing about 0,457 uiutal . 
Halibut, however, appear to have been quite scarce, or el e the fi 11 rm n w r di'· ur, rr d by th 
unsuccessful efforts of the preceding year in bringiug them fre h to mark •t, for U1 cat ·h w~, uly 
7,653 quintals, or less than one-tenth the amount of cod. About J ,"' 3 b rr I f rnd · l il 
were brought in. In catching and curing the fish 3,262 barr 1 f b, it and ]3, "'l 11 h <1 . f 
salt were expended. The only loss of life thi y ar wa from tho h ner J ho Tyl r, fr m whi ·h, 
while riding at anchor on the bank iu a gale, tho captain aud ihr 
overboard and drowned. The Gloucester Telegraph fi r January rn, 1 
item bearing on the cod fishery: 
"The cost of outfits in the spring was high, o that ti.to fi h rm n u 
small pay, and will find that this fishing the Ja t s ason ha n t b n a P 
b alf the fish are still on hand." 
According to the Provincetown Advocate the mack r l fi h ry in 1 · 
vessels and about eight hundred and forty men. 
The following paragraph, from the Provine town tl voe t , ,fr 
dition of the town and the character of the peopl at th cl 
will mak 
ut 
iu i ht int th . : u-
"Provincetown is rich in :fishing vcss ls as w 11 a in a ·t r · h u ,~ u l rn u 
are engaged. They are all plucky, resolute sailor , of_ g d m r, 1 _ au 1 · u icl ra I 
Intemperance does not seem to bave er pt into r vm t wn • 1_nt m ' b r f 
villages. Even when the fo,hermen return in tll fall tll r n h ttl lrnul 
of the -town's population of u,000 are Portugu 
large number of the fishermen who ship in r viu t wn 
cape bqt are genera11y Americans or Portugue e." ' . 
b 
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75. TRURO AND WELLFLEET. 
THE FISHERIES OF TRURO .ANJ) SOU'.I.'Il TRURO.-Truro Township occupies a portion of Cape 
· • Cod lying between Wellfleet and Provincetown, extending about 10 miles north an~ south .. The 
width of the cape at this part varies from about 1 mile to 3 miles. Pamct harbor, R1tuated m the 
southeastern section of the town, is the only inlet from the waters of the bay, if we exclu~e the 
one partially forming the boundary between this town and Provincetown. In form.er years it fur-
nished a safe and commodious haven for vessels, but at present it is choked with sand and 
rendered useless. . 
The town contains three small villages, namely, North Truro, Truro, and South Truro. North 
Truro is a compact village, removed a considerable distance from the other two, and its fisheries, 
therefore, will be considered separately. 
Truro is a somewhat scattered village Jying on tbe north siue of Pamet llarbor. It does not 
seem to be largely dependent upon the fisheries. Ten men are engaged in spring and fall in 
setting mackerel gill-nets. The spring season opens about the 1st of June and lasts a month; 
the fall fishing begins about the middle of November and also lasts a month. Each man uses 
about ten nets, which are made from old menhaden nets and are of but little value. 
In spring and in fall five men engage in trawling codfish on the ocean side of the cape. They 
own two trawls, each about 250 fathoms long, and worth $6. When the men catch more filsh than 
they themselves can consume, they sell the surplus fresh in the village or sen<l it salted to Boston. 
Every spring and fall cod fishiug with hook and line is carried on in the bay. In the fall of 
1878 twenty-five men were employed in this fishery; in the .spring of 1870, twenty men. In 1879 
two men were engaged fa setting lobster pots. They owned 10 pots, which they set both on the 
ocean side of the cape and in the bay. They caught about $100 worth of lobsters, the majority 
of which they sold in the neighborhood. A few were sold to a Provincetown smack which ·dsited 
Truro at irregular intervals. Very few bluefish nets are now in use in Truro. No other branches 
of the fisheries are pursued. 
Time has wrought many changes in the condition of T1·01 o and of its fisheries. The fine fleet 
which anchored in Pamet harbor has been scattered, and the i11dustry which raised the town to 
importance and brought wealth to many families has dwindled into insignificance. 
THE FISHERIES OF NORTH TRURO.-North Truro, or Pond Village, ns it is commonly called, 
is situated in the northwestern part of Truro Township, on Cape Cod Bay. The principal portion 
of the village is built upon the northern bank of a small fresh-water pond, and on a cross-road at 
its eastern extremity. The pond formerly formed a small harbor, communicating with tlie waters 
of the bay, but was closed by a dike at the time of the construction of the railway. Ou the low 
beach, outside this dike, stand the storehouses of the fishermen, about 15 in number. 
The principal fisheries engaged in by the fishermen of North 'l,ruro are for bluefish, cod, 
mackerel, menhaden, and lobsters. A few clams are dug, and three or four men occupy them-
selves in manufacturing dogfish oil. The bluefish gill-net fishery is the leading pursuit. About 
fifteen men are engaged in it, each employing ten or twelve nets. Fishing is prosecuted from tlle 
1st of July until the middle of October. During the season of 1879 about 40,000 pounds of :fish 
were caught. They are invariably packed in ice and sent by rail to Boston or New York con-
. d ' signe to agents, to whom a commission of 5 per cent. is paid. 
Codfishing with trawls is carried on in winter on the ocean side of the cape and with book 
and line in spring a d f 11 · th b ' 
. . n a m e ay. In winter only three or four men are engaged in trawling, 
for it 18 an arduous and dangerous employme.nt, yielding scanty and uncertain profits. They ven, 
MASSA HUSETT : 
ture forth only on those days when the sea i calm. Tlle c tlfi h whi ·lJ ar, tnk •n ar ·· lll ' l al)(l 
sol<l in the village. 
In the cod .fisl!ery carried on in spring and fall tw 1 
season opens about the 15th of April and la ts two m 
middle of October and is continued for about a moutl1. In tll prin r f 
season-the average daily catch of' each fl herman w ab ut 
average number in the fall of 1878. All cod taken iu thi 
village at a price seldom varying widely from $3 per quintal. 
The spring mackerel fishery, _engaged in by nine men, b gin arly in May, aud 
one month. In fall, twenty-two men fish for macker 1 <luriug a mon h 
at any date between the 20th of October and the 10th of Novcrnb r. 
nets are employed in spring, but in fall about 300. In the pring of 1879 a h .fi ·h rm n 't ptur l 
from 120 to GOO fish, while in the preceding year not more than 700 w re tak n by t h m o durin ., 
both seasons. The mackerel are packed in ice am.I sent principally to 
Four or five menhaden nets are ownecl in the village, but have not b nu d for tllr r fi ur 
years. They were formerly employed in capturing bait for Glouce ter ve s l . 
There are only two fishermen at North Truro wllo make a bu ine of lob t r-f1 bin,, t •h 
_ of' whom owns about 50 pots. One fishes from April to September, th otb r fr m fay t th 
middle of July. The lobsters are sold both iu Boston and New York and are u nally ·ltipp d 
by rail, but sometimes in smacks which come from Provincetown at irregul, r int rval . In 1 7 
about 7 cents apiece was received for them ; in 1878, 8 cents. 
The four men engaged in extracting dogfish oil produce about 350 or 40 gallon au11nally 
as the result of their combined industry. The oil i sold in Provine town . 
.A.t the time of the greatest prosperity of the village, about thirty y ar Hi" , th \r w r tw •Iv 
or fourteen vessels hailing from North Truro. They were all cod v IR, , nd mad r rrular trip, 
to the banks. Each crew consisted of four men, who hipp d u ·bar " , and a. num r f 1 o 'H. 
In winter the Yessels were laid up in Pamet harbor in Truro. With tl.1 clin f Ut 
they were sold one by one, and joined the fleets of Wellfleet and Pr , in ' t w11. Th 
the Alterato (~) were among the last that hailed from North Truro. 
When the vessel fishery declineu, the inshor ground wer till Yr 1l uppli •d witll ii, h, 
and the waters adjacent to North Truro swarmed with bo, ts of all d ripti n . J wa, uot 
unusual, according to Mr. Harvey Collins, looking from th b a b, t thr uumlr <l r f ur 
hundred boats . filled with men and boys busily engaged with b 1 , nd Jiu • !an , f h • · 
gradually uecreased, until it assumed its present limited pr porti n, . 
rrior to ten years ago many New London mack 
for lobsters. In those days the "hoop-pot" was in g n ral u . 
usually fished from boats with one or two pot , but the 
that many more were taken in a season than now. Fift n 
to sell a boat-load oflobsters for 1 cent apiece. 
l' Yiu. t Wll atHl 
ii hill 
fl. h 1'111 ll 
llllll II' 1 
About thirty years ago a breakwater was built on th ut r Yilla •. J m 
triangular in section and ballasted below with ro ·k . nfor m1 t ly, h w y r, i la t l 111 • tw 
or three years, being speedily destroyed by hip-worm . 
• 
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THE GENERAL FISHERIES OF WELLFLEE'l'.-Wellfleet, t)Je second fishing town in importance 
in Barnstable County, is-situated about half way between the "ell)Ow" and extremit,y of Cape Cod. 
~l1he village stands upon high grounu at tl.JO head of a beautiful aud commodiou harbor, which 
opens toward the south, and is protected on the ea t by a uumber of i laud , on UJ most southerly 
of which stands Billingsgate light. Tbe whan·es, wuich are tlirec in numb r, are well built and 
in a good state of preservation. 
The :fisheries engageu in arc: 1. The offshore mackerel fishery. 2. Tlle oyster fa;hery. 3. The 
weir fishery. 4. The clam :fishery. 5. The mackerel :fishery with gill 11ets. 6. The alewife :fishery. 
The offshore cod :fishery has been engaged in at different time ~, but ha b 'll auamloned after a 
short trial on account of the poor facilities which W •Bil et offi)r , and foe lalcuc of tl.10 return 
of the fleet from the wiuter oyster fishery. 
In 1879, the fleet of Wellfleet fi hing-ves els comprio Ll thirty cho n r , 011 f them a three-
masted vessel; the extremes of tommge ueing, respectiY ly, 37.12 and 151.65 t n . Tho arnrage 
crew is fourteen men. In 187!) au of these Yessels were engaged in mack r l cal •bing from May 
to November, and, with one exception, all useu purse-seine . Tu y follow d the mackerel from 
Cape Hatteras northwar<l, fishing at the latter part of the season oif J.\,1 unt D ' ert, l\.fafoc. One 
schooner, tbe smallest of tlrn fleet, used hand-lines, and :fi.A1cd on Nantu •k t Shoals duriug that 
year. From No\'ember to May the vessels are employ d in carrying oy ters from Virginia. to 
Boston market. Five-sixths, or perhaps even a larger proportion, of th fl et are employed in 
this manner in the wiuter. A few enter tile merchant-service at the clo e of the mackerel :fishery, 
and many of those engageu in the oyster trade make two or three trips to Jamaica aud other 
West Indian ports during the winter. 
Five weirs are located within the limits of Well.fleet Township, but one of them is owned in 
Eastham, and will be mentioned below under that town. Of the four remaining weirs, three 
are erected near each other, off Horse Island, at the southeastern part of the harbor, and the 
fourth almost exactly on the boundary between WeUfleet and Eastham. They are all" flat" weirs, 
constructed of poles and laths. 
From 100 to 150 gill-nets are set in spring and in fall for mackerel. They are owned by ten or 
fifteen men, the average number owned by any one man being ten. These nets are not allowed 
to drift, but are anchored at one extremity. 
The vVellfleet Herring River has its source in a chain of lakes at the north of the village, and 
opens into the harbor at its extreme northwestern section. This river, for.rperly the property of a 
citizen, was given to the town on condition that it should be kept in good order. It is leased 
annually to the two highest bidders. Fishing is carried on only on Mondays, Wednesdays, and 
Fridays, according to a law made in 1773. 
The hard clam or quahaug fishery gives employment to five men during a large part of the 
;year. They do not speud their whole time, however, in this :fishery. Most of the raking is done. 
on the west side of the bay, where tho water is not more than 8 feet deep at ebb-tide. 
In 1879, 16,947 barrels of mackerel were inspected in Wellfleet. During the same year about 
500,000 pounds of fish were sent to market from the weirs. The Herring River produces about 
25,000 fish annually. .About 1,800 bushels .of quahaugs have been taken annually for a number of 
years. The mackerel are marketed in Philadelphia, New York, and Boston. 
Most of the salt consumed in the fisheries at Wellfleet is from Cadiz and Trapani, but a small 
amount comes from Syracuse and Liverpool. 
The cost of the forty-five vessels owned in Wellfleet in 1879 was estimated at $275,000. A 
nurnbei arc eutir ly uu mploy d, llow v r, mul tu. valu \ r all Jia.- I •pr· ·ia · l. 
are invested iu eines, boats, &c. 
The "lay" most commonly us di· th '' 1::1 iu r, ·' lwlfli11 . ' · ·or<ling to thi ·, 
of tlie total value of the fish caught i paid for ll , •iu •; aml aft •r thi, a111 
fees have been subtracted the remaiud r is <.livid d • ua11 · h •iw u 11 
quarters of 1 per cent. on their full value, or a larg fracti n f it. 
are insured at 3 per cent. All vessels arc insur d by U10 mouth. 
THE ALEWIFE A.ND BLACKFISII FISIIEIUES .A:r WELLFLEET.-ln Ol'U('l' t . lll. of th 
h 
alewives to reach the ponds which were their natural i-,;pawning-gr uud,·, ' ft.'11 w •r allow •d t I., 
taken in Herring Brook only on :Monday , "\\Te<lnc <.lays, au<l l iriday1-1, •. · pL for · dO, h bait. 
1773."* This regulation is still in force, and ft h are tal n fr m th • bro k 1t lh .- • <lay ul ·: 
The blackfish (Globfocephalus intermedius), which until within , f•w y •ar ha b • 11 qui • 
abundant in Cape Cod Bay at certain sea ons of the year, furui ·]1 a valuaul' ii, which ha · l> n 
a source of' a considerable reveuue to tlle people of Well fie t and th r ap towm;. 111 1 .. th 
Pilgrims landing at Wellfleet are said to have discovered th Iucliau nga,' d in ·uUi11 up~ 
grampus. In all probability this was not a true grampu , but imply a l>la •l fl h. 
In a description of Wellfleet by Levi Wliitman, in the oll cli n f tb Ma · ·a fat · •tl · IIiH-
torical Society, for the year 1794, the blac1di. h fo;l.J ry i · a1lud •cl i in th fi 11 wiu,,. hm rua r : 
,, It would be curious indeed to a countryman wlJO ]iv s at a di tan fr m th · a t h • 
acquainted with the method of' killing l>lackfish. Their siz is fr m 4 lo 5 t n w i •ht, wh •u full 
grown. When they come witl.Jiu our harbor, boats ·urrotmd tlt m. Tb y, r a , , ily <l1'i\' •11 to 
the shore as cattle or sheep are driven on the land. Th Lid I , v th 'm, and tltc y; r<. •a ily 
killed. They are a fish of the whale kind, au<l will ~wcrago a barr 1 f 1 hav · t·11 
nearly four hundred at one time lying d a<.l. on tho ·u r . It i u t, lJ , •,· ·r, wry ft II f !al 
that these fish come into our harbor." 
While I was in Wellfleet Mr. Elisha Atwood very ki11dly ,~w 111 8 m int r<·Hti11, fad 
regardiug the history of the whale ih;ltcri 11 re. ll in~ rm (l m th.it 8 •v< nty fh· r ight,.r 
years ago, there were fonr captains, cacb, with lti Y •l, rnpl yin f urt · n ha111~, llaili11~ fr 111 
Wellfleet. They went to Labratlor for right-whal •, :1 unt J H rt au l vi ·i11it · for J111111pha ·k· 
whale, and the West Indies for sperm-whale. Th r' w r wat ·h 1-. on h lih r , who . igm l •<1 t, 
tbe whalemen the appearance of a whale in the 1J y. The ut aft •r it aud 
Fifty-five years ago the whale-oil trying on Orimu ' ·laud and l, nnd 1 r k J h11d t'atn to ;111 
end. Just prior to this sixteen person were mploy •d. 'l' ·u r t,,,l•lv ar, a, th la , ,- J 
was fitted out for the West In<.l.ie , but proved , failur '· 
In 1874 a company was organiz cl unu r th mun f tit• rth JtH ri ·a11 il 
the purpose of ~rying out blackfish blubb r. Its ·apilal, iu,· • t ·ll in , building 
tanks, kettles, boats, &c., amounts to $2,400. Ju 1 ' 7!; th' 1n11n 1> 1r f han ·1 f il 
300; in 187G, 100 barrels. During the y ar 1 77, 1 7 , aud J '7!) u hla ·l ti It 
coast, and the company was obliged to 'Uiipcnd p •rati ll • 'fhi, c: m1 an · Jt, 
small business in splitting ancl preparing m nhad n fi r l>ait. 
* History of Eastham, Wollfi t, an<l rl •ans, uy Eu ch 1 r t , l>· 1 ... 
; 
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PRES$N'.l' CONDI'.l'ION OF '.l'HE OYSTER ' TR.ADE OF w ·ELLFLEET.-Ingersoll, in bis report on 
the oyster business, says: · 
"It is probable that this season (1879-'80) the sum of the freights paid to Wellfleet and Prov-
incetown schooners on oyster cargoes alone will exceed $75,000, and the losses and casualties will 
be few. The competition of the steamers between Norfolk and Boston, of the railroads, and 
particularly the recent custom of opening so many oysters in Virginia, bas been severely hurtful, 
however, to the oyster-schooner interests. 
"I may add an odd note of interest to naturalists. At Wellfleet are found many marine 
invertebrates not known elsewhere north of Virginia, which the naturalists of the United States 
Fish Commission say were probably introduced with imported oysters. 
Number of planters, wholesale dealers, and shippers...... . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Number of vessels engaged (including those owned at Provincetown).................. 46 
Present value of same ........... . ........................................ .............. $185,000 
Number of sailors emp1oyetl (tbreo monthR).............. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2G0 
Earnings of same .............................. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . $15, 000 
Total earnings of vessels. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $75, 000 
Annual sales of-
I. Native oystors ......................................................... bushels.. 600 
Value of same...................... . ........................ .... .......... ...... $500 
II. Chesapeake "plants" .................................................. bushels.. 6,000 
Value of same................................................................... $5,000 
Total value of oysters sold anuna1ly ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . $5, 500 
,, GROW1'H OF THE OYSTER TR.A.DE OF WELLFLEET.-Realizing that their natural resources in 
oysters had disappeared, and that any attempt to preserve the beds by a systein of propagation 
w~s unsuccessful, the people of the coast of Massachusetts Bay turned their attention mauy years 
ago to replacing their oysters by importations from more favored regions, which should be kept 
jn good condition during the warmer half of the year by being laid down in the shore-water, and 
so held in readiness for the autumn trade. ·This operation was called 'plantjng,' but it is a misuse 
of the word, and the other popular phrases, 'laying down,' or 'bedding,' express tbe fact more 
truthfully. lt is not oyster culture at all, but only a device of trade to get fresh oysters and 
increase their size and flavor, which adds proportionate profit in selling. It is neither intended nor 
desired that they shall spawn. 
''Just when this practice began on Cape Cod-for Wellfleet, whence had come the latest and 
best of the native oysters, naturally became the headquarters of the trade-is uncertain; no doubt 
it was some time before the opening of the present century. There is a gentleman now living in 
the village of Wellfleet, Mr. Jesse D. Hawes, who is 8-1 years old. He cannot remember when 
they did not b!ing some oysters every fall from New York Bay, to use at home and sell in Boston. 
"It is surmised that when the native beds became exhausted, the inhabitants got into the 
habit of going to Buzzard's a.nd Narragansett Bays, then to the Connecticut shore, and .finally to 
New York, and laying down more and more yearly in Wellfleet Harbor, until finally a considerable 
business grew. Egg Harbor, New Jersey, was also a ground much frequented a little later by 
oystermen. 
"By the Jear 18:!0, I am informed by Mr. J?rederick W. True, who made inquiries for me on 
this subject, 12,000 to 14,000 bushels were brought to Wellfleet yearly, and ten or twelve shops 
were opened by Well fleet men for their disposal in Boston and Portland. This accounts for tbe 
striking fact that there is hardly an oyster dealer on the New England coast. north of Cape Cod, 
who is not a native of Wellfleet, and a certain small circle of old names seem; to inclose the whole 
trade. Ilesides the in ~ ll(l JH ·m· •d th 1n i ,·il 
b pita 1 • hnrb r. 11 l -11 
the concbologist, wrote that the whole trad at W 11ft t b u mpl · •cl Uiirt , , .• ,· 1. 
tons each, and the serYices of about one hundr d aucl tw ut r m n f r thr , m y ·u· 
This yielded to the town a revenue of auout $8,000 aunu. lly. 
"The process of 'bedding down' was as foll w : E lt pr I ri t r f , fl:t 
chartered the services of a vessel, in the latt r part f th wint r, t t 
ground and purchase a certain number of bu hels, for which 11 gav th 
vessel was chartered at a round sum for the trip, or el wa paid at a rat varyiu 
cents a bushel freight on the cargo. When the ve el arriv cl b m 
channel, and the oysters were unloaded into dories, fifty bu h l t 
ceedcd to the grounds, which bad been already divided into r ctan 1 
in th li -taut, 
center of a square, and anchored at both ends. The dorymen th n tl1rew nt th 
shovels into all parts of the square. This was done when the wat r wa high v r th h u 
the tide was O\lt the oysters were redistributed with forks or ' preading machin .' Th ,·imila.rity 
of this proceedure to the seeding of a field is obvious, and ufficiently explain th pltra.· 
p!antiug.' It afforded occupation to a distinct class of men, who did it by • ntra ·t, th . r<lin, ry 
price being about IO cents a busLel for placing them upon the bed . Tb s •a d<ling 
began in February, as soon as there was a surety of no furtlier dang r of bard fr zing, nnd · n-
tinued until April, the ground. chosen being the hard surface of th flat· in tu w t rn p rti n f 
tlie bay, where the beds would be left dry about two hour at ach I w tid . Th Y• t r. h, <1 v •ry 
little fresh water near them, and their growth was variabl , min to <l p nd n th w :ith ~r 
but in what way, or just how it affected them, I could not 1 arn. Ju, fav ra l s •. · n th ' trr w 
very rapidly, in respect to both shell and meat, so that the 100 bu b 1 put d wn in April woul l 
fill 300 bushel measures wben taken up in October. Th p r enta f 1 ahv, S II i<l ·r· 
able, however, probably never less than one-quarter, and n w aucl th II am unuw, t lh , h l 
bed. Drifting sand, sudden frosts when the bed were xpo d, <li ' , 
the causes that operated against complete succe . could n t 
concerning prices during the first quarter or half of the pr 
and far more profit was realized than is now po ible. 
his Invertebrates of Massachusetts, states that in the autnmu U1 
brought to market, and sold at wholesale for $1. per bu,·h 1, th\ 
up, &c., amounting to 20 cents per bushel. Thu a profit f 3 Pnt. u , lt. 11 1, 
cent. on the cost, is realized; and the town of We11tl t tL r b r r al iz • au i 11 • m 
annually. 
"It was asserted by citizens of Wellfleet, both tom and t fr. rn , tlJ t 11 
any oysters brought to Wellfleet from Virginia, and tba th 
the high price asked for 'see<l,' as the oyster purcha d in th 
Virginia, at a cost of $20,000. N everthele , it wa n 
began to confine itself to Virginia oy ter and a larg bu in 
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1850, it is probable that more than 100,000 lrnshels a year were laid down in the barbor; some say 
150,000. One consignment alone of 80,000 bushels was remembered by Mr. S. R. Higgins, who 
kindly gaYe me the many facts noted above. The favorite ground was at the mouth of Ilerring 
River. 
,~ This great lmsjness gave employment to many men and ,essels, and was eagerly welcomed 
by the Wellfleet people. Respon il>le men were accustomed to meet the incoming vessels and take 
contracts to be<l the oyster . The ordinary price was !) cents a ~u hel. They hired help at day's 
wages, and often made a good profit. .Fift,y men would thus often be busy at once. 
'' During tho snmm r partly, but chi fly in the fall, the e great deposits, which would perish 
during the cold winter, but were now well grown, were raked up and sent to tho warehouses in 
Boston, rortlan<l, and minor ports, in fr ight ve els and in packet . U .., ually the oysters were 
owned and b d<led by d alers, , ho u ed tlJcm in th ir r gular trad , but some were owned by 
speculator , who took th m to mark t or old them to dealer as they lay upon the beds, the pur-
chaser taking all ri 'ks. The mea ure usecl for oyster in those days was a half-barrel holding a 
bu bel, called a 'bu h I-barrel.' 
"Tbe war of the rebellion, however, interfered somewhat with the oyster trade, and it began 
to decliu , o far a Wollfl twas concerned. TlJeu the various dealer in northern ports, having 
learned m thiug, began to bed near borne iu tlleir own harbors, and so saved freigbtage. Finally 
tho t am r from Norfolk and the railways entered into so serious a competition, that fully ten 
y ars ago Wellfleet Bay was wholly deserted by the oystermen, as a bedding-ground, though her 
ve sel till continue to carry cargoes in winter from Virginia to Boston, Portland, Salem, Ports-
mouth, and the Providence River, to supply the active trade and till the new bed~, which the 
dealer at these various ports had learned could be established at home. 
'' The read :.r thus discovers how important a part Well fleet has played in t.he llistory of the 
oyster-trade of New England. A hundred thousand bushels of the bintlves once grew fat along 
her water-front, and thousands of dollars were dispensed to the citizens in the industry they cre-
ated. Now, a little experimental propagation, of the value of a few hundred dollars, and about 
6:000 bushels of bedded oysters from Virginia, worth perhaps $5,000 when sold, form the total 
active business. The o~·ster fleet, however, remains, though greatly diminished and carrying its 
cargoes to Boston, Portland, and elsewhere, instead of bringing them to be laid down in the home 
harbor. It will be long before Welltleet and its neighbor, Provincetown, lose the prestige of old 
custom as oyster-carriers." 
76. FISHING TOWNS FROM EASTHAM TO DENNIS. 
EASTH.A.M.-Eastham Township occupies the entire section of Cape Cod between the towns of 
W ellfl~et and Orleans, a territory fJ,bout 6 miles in extent, north and south. The Cape at this part 
is uniformly about 3 miles wide. The township contains the post-offices Eastham and North 
Eastham, but only a small number of houses are grouped about them, the majority being scattered 
irregularly along the principal roads. The principal kinds of apparatus in use here are weirs, 
gill-nets, and seine~. Six weirs-one of them a deep-water weir, the others shoal-water weirs-are 
located in the bay, within the limits of the town. An additional shoal-water weir, located at 
Billingsgate Island, near the light, is owned in Eastham. Each of these weirs is tended by about 
four men. The catch consists almost exclusively of bluefish, sea-herring, and, in some years, men~ 
baden. The main dependence, however, is p_laced upon the bluefish, and the profit accruing is 
almost entirely from this species. The first ·weir used on the north shore of Cape Cod was erected 
in North Eastham. 
MA SA rrrr E1'T : nA • TAJ,LE I 1. ''J n 1 "I. 
About eleven men are engag d in ining bluefi lt with pur. . .. i11 <1111 i11 , th , 11111111 •r 
months, and these, together witll six or seven who d 11 ,1 t gill ·JI •t · nl for hltwfi h. 
The seiners own eight or ten little ves el about 30 fi t J II'.,., , 11(1 ab nt c n .J,alf th , 11n111 ·r 
carry their fish to market, while the others send tll ir by rail. 1 t1ch 1 
or sev~n of the men who use gill-nets for blu fislt mpl y th r al fi r mack r I. Ptoh: hi · 
170 bluefish gill-nets and 100 mackerel nets are own din Ea ham. 
ORLEANS AND SOU'.I'H ORLEANs.-Orlean i itnat cl n ar T wn (' v , th, h acl of an i11I •I 
which, after many windings, opens on the ocean side of th np . h u 
men make their living by fishing. Of these, twenty ar 11crng <l in w ir, n t, , n<l lin fl . hing i11 
the vicinity of the village, and the remainder ship on fl bing Y<' , h; in th r 1 la 'H, m . tly i11 
Provincetown . . As many as five mackerel ves el arc own <l almo. t utir •ly in rl .an and l1a,·( 
captains and crews who belong in the town. Tlrnse vess 1 flt ut a11 l s •11 tit •ir fi ·h in Bo.·t on 
and Provincetown. A considerable proportion of them n who ar ff ·hor • fi. h r.r 
in summer remain at home in winter and carry on a clam :fi h ry in T , u ,, th ~ >f ·1: 111 . 
and quabaugs are gathered. ··Twelve or :fifteen men are engaged int •rnling 1h w ir. f whith 
there are three. .They are all erected on the flats extending from 01 . shore f th' bay a1ul , r , 
not more than a mile apart. 
Fifty gill-nets are set by four men for mackerel in May, al o in O ·t l> r aud ov mh r. Ju 
the fall of 1878 and the spring of 1870 very few mackerel w re tak n, bnt in th priug of 1. ,. 
each man engaged made from $30 to $75. In the fall ten or fifte 11 men fl.·h f r c d with hool and 
line, for their own consumption. In the fall of 1878 each cauglJt, an a.monnt Nprnl t r, po11rnl 
when dried, but this is unusual. 
South Orleans is a small and somewbat scatter d vrnag , ·Hnat <1 <lir ti · soul II of, a11cl abo11t 
2 miles distant from Orleans proper. In 187!) quite an xt(>n. i clam fihh ry wa, lH'ing carri( ,1 
on here, which gave steady employment to twelve m n. m 1,200 harr<'1H f' of <'lam. :trnl 
quahaugs are taken here during the season, and sent to o, t n and r01·J • Ah nt th , y(•ar 
1876, 1,000 bushels of oysters were planted in Plea 'ant Ba,y, South Orl au., hy a, P . t 11 111<·rd1ant. 
They were speedily buried by the sand, however, and tl1c nt rprii-; prov d a, failurr. 
At East Orleans six men, with three.cat-rigged boat, fl h with 11, nd Ji11C·H for c· d and po11o<:k 
between May and November, and in winter thrcernon trawl for <l. Th fo,hing- i <·: rri cl onjn t, 
outside the mouth of Town Cove. One man en gag in a Jobst r ii:;h<'ry. JI 
in 1879 took 35 lobsters daily from May to October. Ah ut fonr or fiv ' ar. ago 1 ~,·e11 m •n w,m 
engaged in this fishery, but they considered it unprofitahl ancl l f it. 
BREWSTER.-Tbe villages of East Brewster, Brcwst r, arnl Wrst 'rc\\ht •r ·cup· th , ·tr t ·h 
of coast between East Dennjs and Orleans, on then rth, id of •a1 ( 1 (1 1 nh ut · ,\ .n mil(' in 
extent. There is no harbor here, but a vast :flat, xpo, <lat low wat r, .· t )1(1. in man · pin·• .it 
least a mile from the shore. The princjpal :fi bery n w ug. grcl in at J,r wHt •r i, th ,,·,•ir fl Ji.-, ·. 
There are five weirs in operation within the limit f tb t<n n. ·hip. 1'h w; r : ll '11, 
structed of laths and poles. Their averag Yalu i fr m .mo to ., O. 
, nl11 \ir • 
annuany, which are distributed to citiz n of th t wn • • u minal pri,· . ha ;h J r. 11 i ( ntit I,• l 
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to one eigltth of a bnrrel. If more than enough to snpply the wants of the town are taken, the 
surplus is so]d to out ide parties. 
PRESEN'.1' CONDITION OF TIIE FISIIERIES OF CIIATIIAM.-The town of Chatham occupies the 
most sontbcastcr1y portion or what i omrnonly c .. lled the "elbow" of Cape Cod. Its territory is 
deeply iudcntcd on a11 ·ide by arm f the ea, and in r ality forms a bort and uroa<l peninsula, 
the greate t l ngtl1 of which i · ab ut fh·e mil . Tll t wn hip contain th Yillages of Chatham, 
North, South, and We t CbatLam, and batham ort. All f tu e villug arc rerno,_,ed a co1:1-
siderable di tance from tu Jiu of railway, and ar c un 't d ,dth it uy a tage route. 
Chatllaru, th m t important yip, g of th town, oc ·upi th outh astern section. The 
larg r prop rtiou f tb dw llino·, ar ituat d n ady a mil fr m tho harbor aud whar,cs. The 
fisbiug bu inc of th\ pla ha err atly <1 fo1 tl within tw n y or twenty-five years. A number 
of y ar ~ arro t110 a. br k th1· twh an 1 d ·tr y d tb u t harbor, l avilw only the one to the 
we twanl of Mo11 m y fiat ', kn wu a, tarr arbor. 'Thi, harbor, althougli of fair size, is 8ba11ow 
in mo ' t part , aucl h, av •ry m1.rrow lrnnn 1, and a tr ubl ome b, rat the mouth. 
Tre prin ir al fi h ri \ at pr nt no·n cd in ar th corg ,. Bauk cod fishery, the hoat cod 
fl herJ, tb . off bore mack .r 1 fi h ry with in , th macker 1 fisb ry with gill-nets, the Monomoy 
w ir fl ll ry, the l b tr .fi .b ry, and th clam fi h ry. 
Th o:ffrh r c d fi h ry i , rri d n by a, firm who lrn th ir c tabfo,hment ou Ilarding's 
B acb. fo 1 79 fiv v 1., , ith r ws f aoout lev n men each, were employ d in cod fishing 
o antuck t hoal ' from about the 20th of April to the middle of Augu t. lland-lines are used 
altog ,th r. Th y w re accu tomcd to come in on Saturday, and having ol>tained a supply of bait 
from the flat , to d part again on the following Tue day. During a part of the time, however, the 
ve s I mado trips of two w eh' duration, and carried the fi h caught into Glouc~ster. In 1879 
they a erag d GOO quintals of coufi h each, of which perhaps one-sixtll was sold in Gloucester. 
The boat cod fi hery off Monomoy gi,es employment to about one hundred and fifty men, the 
majority of whom belong in the village of Chatham. They use small cat-rigged boats about 20 
feet long. Sometimes two men go in one boat aud sometimes but one, the number of boats in use 
being about oue hundred. 'riie men who go alone are usually old and experienced fishermen, and 
hence the catch of these boats is always more than half the catch of those which carry two men. 
In 1 7!) the boats averaged from 40 to 150 quintals of cod. The larger portion of the fish are sold 
to little vessels called "pickpockets," in which they are carried to Hartford, New Haven, Provi-
dence, and other Rhode Island and Connecticut ports. 
After the cod-fishing season is over, about the 1st of September, the five fishing schooners are 
employed in seining mackerel off the coast of Maine. They fit out for the first trip at Chatham, 
but after that at the port where the mackerel are sold; it may be at Portland, or any other of the 
eastern ports. A small proportion of the fish arc sold fresh in Boston. After the mackereling 
season is over the men engaged carry on the clam fishery to some extent. 
Between 150 and 200 mackerel gill-nets are owned in Chath.am, and are usually set during 
the month of May. They are owned by twelve 9r fifteen men . . All the fishermen except one sell the 
mackerel caught to peddlers, the man forming the exception marketing l1is fish in Boston. For 
three years very few mackerel have been taken. 
In 1870 ten deep-water weirs, all large except three, were set on the flats on the western side 
of Monornoy Island. These weirs are first placed in position about the middle of April, and are 
removed at the latter part of May or the 1st of June. Each employs about twelve men, two cooks, 
and a book-keeper. The principal fish taken are mackerel, shad, sea-herring, men baden, and 
codfish. Tl.le mackerel are sold chiefly in Boston, but a few also go to New York. The men-
MASSACHUSETT : R 
baden and herring are sol<l to Glouce t r fi lling ·cb 11 r · fi r h it. ' h ti h ni t1,lll 1 ( rt 11 t 
Boston by the wny of Dennis Port. Firn r ix littl ·11 n r nn · th m fr 111 IJath:1111 t 
Dennis Port. 
About twenty men in Clrntlrnm and about Orn ·am, 11nm •rm, I ing th •ir nm111 •r cim l'ttt1 
at Monomoy set pots for tbe capture of lob, t r , from th b iuuin · f Jun t< 
fisherman owus from 40 to 80 pots. The lob t r ar kl in -. rri •d thith •1 iu 
smacks. 
The winter clam fishery is carried on by fi lJE>rmeu wbo c1 11 t m, k ,·um i 11 mo11 1y cl11ri11,r 
the summer to support their families, by old men who ar mm 1 t j in in ff ·h r ii hing, :uul hy 
boys. .Altogether about one hundred and fifty per on ar • empl y d. Th y b, in in T n 111 •r 
and rake on every fair day until April. The ea clam ar ith r ut <lir •tly to Ir ,·in · •t w11 
fresh, or are salted and sold to the grocers of the ,illage, wbo a<lYau mon ,. 11 th<.. anw : ll(l 
bold them until spring, when they bring good prices. In 1 'i!) about 7 barr •1 w r ~ 1-. 1· cl aml 
barrelled. 
Five or six bluefish and bass seines are owned in Chatham. 
sometimes on the ocean side and sometimes in the harbor. Fi,·e m n ar r 
seine. The season begins in l\fay and lasts until October. In 1 70 th atch w. L O p mul. of 
bluefish and 3,000 pounds of bass. The fish are ice<l in boxes and nt t w Y rl·. 
The fisheries of North Chatham and Chatham Port are not imp rtant. A 1Hunu r of boat 
from North Clrntbarn join the cod fishing fleet, and twenty m n ar ngaO' tl in dig ing- cla111. i11 
Ryder's Corn in wiuter. 
West Chatham is not situated near the water ~md is only iu<lir tly int •1 t •d i11 th• 1.'!1nit• . . 
IIARWICH.-The town of Harwich lies between Denni and ClJ tbam. It. 
on the south, being shut in on the north by Brewster. It contain, th vilh 
village in the town. West Harwich, in regard to fi hing int r . t,, can · 11 . icl 1t <l n. 
a separate vil1age. It is separated from Denni Port ouly by an im. ginary Jin , n<l the iut •n• t 
of the two are identical; they will therefore be treat .d tog tll r und r ' JIili 1 rt. 
Harwich Port, like many of the Cape Cod villag , i built mainly up n II Jong tn· • 1 un -
ning parallel to the coast line. From this street otber mak ff a righ • n 1 , 1 , cli11 t th' 
wharves . . About 200 men are engaged int.he fl herie,. Ju 1 7!J , m n , lii!)I <l nt I r · 
mouth, 125 manned the vessels sailing from the villag , and from mpl .r •l a th 
wharves in preparing the fish for market. Nearly the entir r me in 1 r f h wal p p11lntio11 of 
Harwich Port, in many cases with their familie , ar engag <l. iu tll m r liau -' n ·i aJHl , 1 .c-a · 
terecl all over the earth. There are two sail-Joft in Ilarwich rt, wbi ·h tb r w 11Jcl fm ni It 
aboti.t enough employment for one man during the whole Y ar. Tb , il , mncl b r • r piiu ·i· 
pally for the cat-rig boats of Chatham. A boat factory, tab1i h 1 Y r "'. ut · · : r n · A'h· · 
rather scanty employment to two men. During the win .. t-rig a · " 1 th : h nt 
$300 each were ma<le for some Chatham fisherm n. 
The :nly fisheries carried on at Harwich Port are th ma k r 1 • u l th· w ir 1 h ri · mul iu ·i -
dentally the cod fishery. The mackerel :tIBbery i carri tl n 
hundred yards apart. Each firm in 1870 owned ix ho n r 
men each. In that year one vessel :ti bed in the ulf of aiu 
the Maine coast. 
The fi~hing season opens about the 1 t of April oncl l · 
which time the vessels are hauled up for the wint r. Th 
16 GR F 
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The amount of capital im·ested in Yessels is about $40,000; in apparatus, $20,000; and in buildings 
and wharves, $2,500. One of tlie firms sends half of the mackerel taken to Phila<lelphia aud half 
to New York. The other firms send one-sixth to Pbi1aclelphia and the remainder to New York aud 
Boston. The nssels are insured for periods· of six or ·even months, in Provincetown, Wel1fleet, 
and other places. Two of the n~ssels belonging to one of the firms make one trip in the spring- to 
· Nantucket Shoals for codfish. In the spring of 1 79 the catch was GOO quintals. 
A weir has been in use at Harwich Port for tllirt n year . It is a double weir, ha·\"iug two 
leaders, pounds, and bowls. It is placed iu po ition about the 20th of .April, and is taken up in 
the latter part of May. Its original co t w.a. $3,000. 
South Harwich is located.about 4 mile west of Chatham, and ha within it limits tho wlrnryes 
and buildings_ of two firms carrying on tho fl ·lJing bu ine . Four cod Ye el and four mackerel 
vessels are owned here. The cod ve~ cl carry from nine to twelve men each. Two of these ,es-
sels go to the B.anks, and make but one trip; the other go to Nantucket Shoal . About 4,000 
quintals ham been brongllt in by the e four ve sels annually for a number of years. Tlle fish are 
sold to small vessels, which carry them to Rhode Island and Connecticut port . The fonr mack-
erel vessels are employed from the 1st of April to the last of October. They go south iu spring, 
and follow the fish to and along the coast of Maine. 'rhey make trips from two to six weeks in 
length. Each vessel carries from fifteen to tweuty men. From 800 to 1,000 barrels of mackerel 
are sometimes brought from the Mot1omoy weirs, and are packed here. Ten or twelYe me11 arc 
employed for about one-tltir<l of the year -at the wharf in salting and preparing the mackerel for 
market. During t,he remainder of the year they eitller remain at their home ... , or, if opportunity is 
offered, ship on coasting· vessels. Tbe wltan·es at tltis place arc exposed to rough weather in 
winter, and are often clamagetl by ice. 
Two smnll weirs are owned in South Harwich. One is situated at a. short distance to the west 
of the wharves, and the other a similar distance. to the east of them. 'l'hcy arc constructed of net-
ting, and have only a single leader and pound. They a.re not placed at so great a clistance from land 
as the Monomoy weirs, because tlle water is deeper. 
The condition of tbe fisheries of Harwich at tho opening of the present century is shown in 
the following note from the Collections of the l\Iassachusetts Historical Society:* "Fifteen or 
twenty vessels, averaging 40 tons eacll, and abont half of tllem ownectiu the precinct, are employed 
in the shore fishery on the coast. :Four vessels of 100 tons each, which go to the Banks of New-
foundland and the Straits of Belle Isle, sail also from this place and obtain their men here. Tbe 
whole number of men and boys engaged in the cod fisllery is about two huudre<l, but seYcral sail 
from Chatham, Bass River, and tbe North Precinct." 
During the first quarter of the century the business docs 11ot seem to liaYc increased Yery 
much. It is recorded by Freeman,-in his History of Cape Co<l, that in 1837-
H There were here a.bout twenty vessels engaged in the cod aud mack~rel fisheries; the 
aggregate tonnage about 1,300 tons. The result of their Yoyage was 10,000 quintals of codfish, 
worth about $30,000, and 500 barrels of mackerel, wortll about $3,000. The amount of salt used 
in the business was 9,000 bushels; the number of hands employed 200, an<l the Gapital inYestcd 
$60,000." 
During the second quarter the fislleries increased ,ery rapidly. The number of yessels twice 
donlM<l. In 18G2 eighty or one hundred Yessels were employed in tbe cod audmackerel fisheries, 
and seYeral wharves and packing establishments were connected with the business. For the 
* Noto ou tho South Precinct of Harwich, in the County of llarnsta ule. Septembei·, 1802. <Coll. Mass. I-Iitit. 
Soc., VII, l~t series, p. 141. 
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eleven years from 1868 to 1878 incln iY , tli llllln wl' f fi hiu li 
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DENNIS.-Thc village of Dennis, or North nni , a it i 
eastern portion of Dennis Township, and i di tant from arm nth a n 
Between Dennis a~d Yarmouth is an exten ivc alt mar ·h, tbr ugh wbi h fl w 




With the exception of a small and uncertain co<l fi hery arri cl n £ r. ·h r tim iu 
and fall with boats, the pound :fishery of the Nob ens t Fi lL W ir mp< 11 r j th 
prosecuted at Dennis. This company own a hoal-water w ir, , itu, t cl n r ha· 
for the management of which they employ fonr men, ancl from which in 1 7 
were shipped. 
·nennis Port is situated iu the southeastern part of the town nind ab 
Its streets are continuous with those of We t Harwich, and tll two vilL 0 • 
present tlierc are four firms carrying (?11 the fi hing l>u, ioe ; tllr 
in fresh fish, and two with the offshore cod and mack r l fl h ri . 
business at two wharves, known as the east and tll w t wharv 
here, six of whieh are employed in tho cocl ft. hcry and RL' in tll 
carries about sixteen men. 
The cod :fishery begi sin April ancl la t,· until Augn t, aud < 
time. In 1870 fiv~ of the vessels employ d baud-Jin 
In 1879 3,100 quintals of coclfisll were taken hy tll 
sent' to Boston market and part sold to pcddl r , wb 
weeks. When it is over the mcu go int 
brought the fish from Mouornoy tak in ar 
codfish, varying from 25 to 200 quintal , ancl p cltll 
Connecticut. 
to about sixty. Tim ma k r 1 fl h rv i 
mackerel-nets. In 1870 abon , i, y m u 
in Iine-fishiJ1g for l>lnefi, h ancl for t, ut 
micl<lle or last of October, when th, lJ a 
Wll 1<) 
• aclt ,·<· . ·l 
fi l 
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bluefish gill-nets. About 150,000 pounds of bluefish and one-third as many pounds of taut~g, 
scup, &c., are annually caught. Together with the other fish brought from the Mouomoy weirs, 
there are usually 75 or 100 barrels of shad and a number of salmon. 
During the winter, that is from November to April, about one hundred and twenty i_uen 
belonging in Dennis Port and an equal number from the neighboring village are engaged m a 
clam fishery. They go out to the beds singly in dories. In the winter of 1 7 about 2,000 barrels 
of clams were gathered. Twenty men are employed to open them. They are shipped fresh to 
Provincetown, Gloucester, Boston, and other ports, to be used for bait. Iu 1877 and 1878 about 
three-fonrths of the whole number were shipped to Bo ton. The total capital invested in this 
business is about $8,000. 
The amount of capital invested in ve els is about $35,000; iu ein<:: au<l other o-ear, about 
$10,000; in wharves and store-houses, about$ ,000; in mackerel and blu fi h gill-n t , $:3,500; in 
boats and little vessels for tho lino-fishery, $8,000; in dorie and other apparatu f r the clam-fish-
ing, $8,000. The total amount invested iu all branches of the fi h rie i about $100,000. 
West Dennis is situated in the southwestern part of the town, on Ba River, a. con ' iclerable 
stream, which has its source in a small pond on tho northern side of tho Cape and i, ~ welled by tlrn 
inflowing of the tide. Some fiye or six boats are employed in the bluefi h line-fl hery off the mouth 
of tlie river. About 150 barrels of bluefish are annually shipped. A number of gill-nets are also 
employed for the car,ture of bluefish. In 1870 about 1,700 bluefish were taken in them. The 
majority of the fish are shipped through Mr. George Loring, of South Yarmouth. 
A small number of alewives are annually taken in an artificial brook cut between one of the 
ponds in West Dennis and the salt water. Abont 10,000 alewive are taken. 
At South Village, a small hamlet about a mile south of West Denni~, there are four men who 
together own and employ eighteen bluefish gill-nets. In 187!> about 20,000 pounds of fish were 
caught, of which 2,000 was salted, and the rest shipped to market fresh. 
A clam-fisber:y, similar to that carried ou at Dennis Port, is engaged in here every winter by 
about fifteen or twenty men. They secure frorn 100 to 150 bushels of clams each during the 
season. 
77. THE FISHERIES OF Y.A.RMOUTH AND BARNSTABLE. 
YARMOUTH.-Yarmouth is a, quiet little village, for the most part built upon one street and 
continuous with the village of Barnstable. Yarmouth and Yarmouth Port are essentially the same 
village, being separated by an arbitrary line. At one time this was the seat of a considerable cod 
an<l mackerel fishery. Before the Revolutionary war there were said to be thirty-four fishing vessels 
in tho town of Yarmouth, a large share of them probably belonging on the north shore; in 1780 
there were thirty-two, aml in 1790 there were thirty. These were probably small vessels of 15 or 20 
tons engaged in the shore cod fishery. Captain James B. Crocker, of Yarmouth Port, went into the 
fishing business about 1854. At that time there were about eight fishing· ,essels. Relics of the old 
fleet were there in the schooners ·w a,e and "Leo, each about GO tons old or 40 tons new measurement, 
shallow and poor sailers, valued at $700 or $800 each. For a time subsequent to this the mackerel 
fishery was prosecuted quite vigorously with a larger class of vessels, and there were ten or ele,en 
of these when the fishery was at its height, about 1857 or 1858. A.nwng these were the Kentucky, 
the Anna L., the Thatcher Taylor, the Karenhappuck, the Fillmore, the- Olive Branch, the Hock-
anom, the Everett, and the Premium. The last of these vessels left Yarmouth about 18GO. This 
was the Kentucky, which was then sold at Provincetown. 
Mackerel packing, according to Captain Matthews, was begun at Yarmouth about 1831. At 
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m 11 t ·armon h 
r , n l " ttiu , th fi, h a. l1< r •. 
uhl iut th barl r ancl th : • 
were not suitable to be used to advantage in the wint r :C r macl r ling r tll r purp . Iu 
1870 twenty or thirty Yarmouth men were engaged in fi hinO', ·hipping fr m nrwi ·h, Ir viu , . 
town, and other ports. One :fishing skipper belong here. 
Hitherto in Yarmouth as in Barnstable, three or four m n ha,y u ,ng •d in · cl fi ·Jliug in 
spring on the bar at the mouth of Barnstable lla.rbor, and h~wc h Ip d t 111ak up th am 1111l f 
20,000 pounds of fish usually taken on that bar. Thi year, howev r, th fi ·ll 1r · wa a failtu . 
Capt. Benjamin Lovell, half owner of the w ir at Sandy eek ( am ta I ), ha. a w , J>· 
seine, worth perhaps $100, which ~e uses for the capture of Yariou. kind 
twelve or fifteen lobster pots. This fishery has been carri d on for many · ar-', l>n · fr 111 l 70 until 
the pre~ent year it scarcely supplied local demand. TlJi year, how v r, aptaiu y 1l ha: ·nnght 
at least 2,500 lobsters. 
The Yarmouth Fish .Oompauy, Daniel B. Crocker, trea ur r, lrn a apital "' 50 tl!Hl tit 'l'' 
are 249 shares and 54 owners. They own a weir, wllich wa put d w11 jn l 
150 barrels of fish were shipped; in 1870, about 100 _bnrr 1 , rtll(l i11 1 th ·am . Th r . i n 
harbor except in a, shoal creek flowing througb th war h , b t,, 11 th \'ilia \ ancl th u. ·. 
Here it is said that 12 or 15 vessels were formerly laid up in wint •r, ut i , m , Im .-t incr d-
ible that they could have been brought up to the whnrv . Th w11arv , ud tll 
dilapidated and essentially useless. 
South Yarmouth comprises 3 small villages- outh rarm utll pr t> r, 
village. South Yarmouth itself, situate 1 mil from th m utll f 
place, but contains few :fishermen, and i not dep nd u 11 th Ji hin . 
hamlet of about 10 .fishermen's houses, and i cl p 11(1 ut np n th fr 
1 mile above South Yarmouth, on Ba Ri,er; th low r Yillag 
South Yarmoutll, and does not depend on th fi h ry. 11 all tll ' 
probably forty men who make a living during nhle month. of th 
line in small cat-rig boats, off the mouth of Ba Riv r. Tw nty m n, in ·ln liu • 
forty men mentioned above, make a partial livin by 1 fi hing. It L 
1,000 pounds of eels apiece annually, which would mak an a 
thirt.y men are employed in line fi hino- off tile m nth f a 
boats, worth from $100 to $300. 
Iu spring codfish are caught, and lat r in th 
about 60 000 pounds of bluefish and 30,000 r 4 0 f ·n1 aucl fh t 1 ·h w 1 
men. T~e larger proportion are hipped by tw firm h, in " : • pi tnl c f ' 1 u 
sweep-seines are owned in South Yarmouth, and r n l f r tlJ' :11 tnr • f Ii •tiin 
of Bass Rirnr. A number of gill-net ar u l auuual1 • b · th·' m n f< r lJ 
The priYilege of the alewife fi ' h ry iu iv r i. h 11 j in l hr th 
Yarmouth. The fi hery i lea ed annually t priva 
• ll l 
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arc c:rnght with sweep-seines in a pond at the head of the rh·er. Fishing is allowed on four 
days only of each week. In 1879, 140,500 alewives were taken. Each citizen of Dennis and Yar. 
mouth has the privilege of buying 400 alewives at 40 cents l)er hundred. About 75 barrels of 
white perch are also caug·ht annually in the river. Each citizen of the two towns may buy a veck 
of them for 85 cents. A few smelts, tom-cod, and :flatfish are also caught _in the river. 
BARNS1'ABLE.-The village of Barnstable is built mainly upon one loug trcet runniug par-
allel to and about a half mile distant from the south shore of Barnstable Harbor. It contains the 
court-house and custom-house for the county and the residences of many wealthy citizens. It can-
not at the present day be classed with :fishing villages, properly speaking, although nntil 1860 sev-
eml fis.hiu~· vessels were owned here and sailed from this port. The Yillage i uow, seemingly, 
principally supported by the capital which the retired captains of whaling and merchant Yesse]s 
who make their residence here have brought with them. The wharves, which, ill large measure, 
arc in decay, are located at some distance from the months of two creek in an extensive salt 
marsh. The sand has washed in, almost :filling the creeks and makiug it difficult for ernn small 
boats to go in and out. 
Tlle only vessel at present owned in Barnstable is the PontiacJ a schooner of about 15 tons. 
~he is employed by her owners, Messrs. James & George Smi_th, in a rnriety of :fisheries. In 
spring and fall she has been used in setting mackerel nets, and in summer in lob ter fishing in 
Iluzzard's Bay or in bluefish :fishing with nets on the outside of the cape. 
A weir belonging to Capt. Benjamin Lovell, of Yarmouth, and a partner, is located in a cove 
uear Sandy Neck light-house, on the north side of Barnstable Harbor. It has not proved Yery 
snccessfnl. During the present year (1880) no :fish have been shipped for want of ice. 
A. cod antl pollock :fishery has been carried on by four or :five men for a number of years from 
March to June at the edge of the bar which cioses the mouth of the harbor. This :fishery has been 
quite successful, yielding about 15,000 pounds of cod, and 5,000 pounds of pollock annually, until 
the })resent year, when it proved an almost absolute failure. 
Si~1ce 1878 two men have done a considerable business in catching and shipping eels. In the 
year 1878 they shipped about 5,400 pounds, and in 1879 about 5,800 pounds. The :fishing begins 
about the middle of May, and lasts until the middle of September. 
'For three or four years a :fisherman belonging in Barnstable, with the aid of a partner from 
Yarmouth, has set a few lobster-pots in tho harbor. In 1879 eight pots were set during July, and 
200 or 300 lobsters taken. In 1880 twelve or fourteen pots were set, but the catch was about tl.10 
same as that of the previous year. 
Scallops are abundant along the shores of the harbor, and in 1876 a party of men from 
Hyannis established themselves here for the purpose of gathering them. In 1877 the price of 
scallops declined very greatly, forcing these men to abandon their enterprise. The :fishery was 
continued, however, by two men of Barnstable. In the winter of 1877-'78 the latter shipped 40 
half-barrels of" eyes," and <luring the winter of 1878-'79 only 6 half-barrels. They were sent 
to Boston and New York. 
A. shoal-water weir was bt1ilt on the sho1-:e of the bay, west of Beach Point, in 1870, for the 
purpose of catching bass and bluefish. It was not successful and was abandoned in 1876. I~ the 
spring of the latter year a deep-water weir was erected off Beach Point; 20 or 3-0 barrels of mack-
erel were taken in it, but it was soon broken down by the waves, and has not been replaced. 
Several fishing vessels were. owned in Barustable prior to 1860 by N. & W. Scudder and one 
other firm. Among the last employed here were the Emma O. Latham and the Flying Fish. 
Hyannis is a ~ourishing village situated in the southern part of Barnstable Township. Its 
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bluefish fishery with gill-nets. The cod anu mackerel fi h ri 
which owns three schooners. Each of these v els carri 
crew was composed of Hyannis men, the others living , t ll, th, m, ml 
summer the vesRels are employed in the cod fi llery, going about r 1 il fr m ·n 1111i,· ff M n • 
moy. In 1879 the three vessels brought in GOO quintals of oc.lfi h. In fall 11 ma ·k r l Ii lti11 1r 
takes place. One vessel was stranded iu the Augu t torm of 1 i. . ncl h n · nly t we w •11t 
mackercling that seasou. The vessels are withdrawn in wint rand tll fi lling i n t al'l'i d u. 
The boat line-fishery employs about forty meu, twenty-fiv f wh m bcl ng in II ·:urni. ; rlt 
others come from West Yarmoutll and other places. About on -half f th 1) , t 
and the remainder ouc man. They are all cat-rigged, and are worth from$..- - t . 
fish taken in spring is the flounder, then follow scup and bluefi ·h, tauto , nd .• - .. , aud in fall 
the :flounder again. About 1,000 barrels of fresh fish are hippe<l to mark t , 111m, lly f whith 
the larger proportion are bluefish and scup. Four firms arc cngag tl iu lJippinrr th fi:h lmt oil, 
has a much larger bu~1ness than the other, and ships, pcrhap , two-tlliru f th wit I qnautity. 
The fishermen do not like to trust a distant aml fluctuatiuo- mark t for th ir mp 
therefore sell the fish they catch directly to the 8hippcri:s; th latt r then r 
New York dealers. 
The blnefish fishery is carried on by four men, who to 0 • th r wn , l> u 1 ill -11<'l . 
They also cmploy _four other men to assist them in etting the n t . Th fl. hin"'· u gin. a,h 11t th< 
15th of May and lasts until October. In 1879 omc 12,00 pou1HlH lu ,fl h w r tal II au<l 
$1,200 was stocked. The fish are usually sent to N w ork. A u t w ir Wt H •r ·t <l al th w . 
of the village in the spring of 1870, for the pnrpo e of apturing m nhn<l >11. nl · r: b:ttT ·I.· f 
menhaden were taken, however, and the enterpri e fail d. 'Ill w ir wu tak 11 up iu ,Jnn - Ah< 11t 
300 l>arrels of scallops are taken every winter in Ilyanni t\Y, l y a '"· r •iug numb 1· of 111p11. 
They are usually shipped to New York by rail. 
Messrs. Hall & Thatcher, of Hyannis, l.1t1ive plant d a f •w hnuclr <l 
for six year8 in Mill Creek, east of Hyannis. At on tim tll y plaut <l • 
were planted, and all were taken up, except about 1 uu, h 1 . )<l i, 
Sound anu Buzzard's Bay. The. above firm ha lJipp <.la f w nit r. annm 11 · 1 1: :-;1011, , ·llin 11· 
them to the hot.els at $6 per barrel in the sh ll. 
ba.r f Uya1111i . Twenty-five or thirty years ago about thirty Y 
There were six bankers· the rest were mackcr Im ' 11. ' . 
In the East Bay, or Lewis Bay, as it is called, tb r w r tw whnn· fr m • ·h f whu:h " •11 t. · 
vessels were sent out, mosfly for mackerel. Th Y w nt in tlJ' priu · t 
fish up to the Bay Ohaleur. In the wiuter ea on tll S w r' J._ i,l lll · 
tons burden, oltl measurement. Among tl.Ic 1 t t l1 w I h · 
Rover Voltaire Spleudid, Enchantr ~, Enplirnt , illiam " illg 
Eunic: Cobb, a~d John 0. Oalhona. All th Y • L' '"" r wn <1 in IJ:anni · 
Durino- the past five year every firm fi rm <.l fi r • rr ·iu 11 th 
few month:. The men concerued have been att r 1 an it i.' ,· r.r lifli nl 
in regard to the cod and mackerel fi beri durin and pri r t tbi: l '1 i l. 
l t·tin infr t 111 ti tl 
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Bluefish were first cangllt by the Hyannis fi:shermeu about forty-five years ago. Twenty J·ears 
ago they·were still plenty, but the difficulty then was that tile markets were not good. Tlie fish 
were commonly sold to smacks for l cent per pound. It was customary_ at that t ime to salt the 
bluefish. , 
Tlle villages of Osterville, l\farston's. l\1ills, aud Cotuit are situated in the southwestern part 
of Barnstable Township. l\farston's Mills is located at the head, Osterville on t he eastern side, 
and Cotuit on the western side, of a deep inlet or ~ay, the waters of which find their way about 
three· miles inland. The most important fishery carried on at this point is the oyster fi shery. In 
Cotuit and the neighboring villages there are twelve firms which haYe capital invested in this 
fishery. They employ forty or .fift;r men. About 2,000 bushels of oysters are annually brought 
from se1eral places iu Buzzard's Bay, Long Island Sound, and on the J ersey coast, and Norwalk, 
Conn., and planted here. The available ground is now almost entirely taken up. The re~oval of 
the oysters for market begins abont the middle of September, but the height of t he season is from 
the ·middle of October to the first of April. About $3,000 are now invested in " seed," that is, in 
o:ysters which are to remain undisturbed for one or two years, that they may grow and fatten. 
The apparatus owned by the twelve companies, including scows, rakes, &c., is worth about $1,200. 
In addition to the men engaged in the oyster fishery, there are from twenty to twenty-five 
men at Cotnit who earn a living in other branches. They own and employ about .fifteen cat-rigged 
boats. In winter tliey occasionally fish for cod on the Horse s.hoe shoal, which is 15 or 18 
miles distant from Cotuit. Only 30 or 40 quintals are usuaJly obtained• during the season. In 
April hand-line fishing for tautog, scup, bass, and bluefish is begun, and is continued until fall. 
Twenty-firn gill-nets are set annually, from May to August inclusive. Six bo ats are employed 
in this fishery. Four drag-seines are also owned in Cotuit, and are used for the capture of 
bluefish. In 1877 twenty-frve lobster pots were in use. The total catch in 1877 was as follows : 
Cod, 10,000 pounds; haddock, 2,000 pounds; blue.fish, 30,000 pounds; scup, 2,575 pounds; sea 
bass, 2,000 pounds; tautog, 1,600 pounds; striped bass, 1,5Q0 pounds; flounders, G,000 pounds; 
eels, 1,000 pounds; menhaden, l,:!00 barrels; ancl 500 lobsters in number. 
Both soft clams (Mya arenaria) and quabaugs are to be found iu the harbor, but no considerable 
fishery. for them is carried on. 
In 1878 the fishing was very poor. The fishermen did not average $50 during the whole 
season. Purse-sei.n~s were formerly used at Cotuit for the capture of menhaden. 
Centreville is a small ,illage situated about four miles west of Hyannis. The fisheries are 
carried on by ten men. Each man owns three gill-nets, which are used for the capture of blue-
fish. Two sweep-seines arc also in use here. A menhaden purse-seine, used in spring to secure 
fish to be sold for bait, is owned liere. A weir, worth about $500, ~~s -erected in l\1arcb, 1879. 
About twenty years ago an artificial alewife brook was cut in a marsh near the village, into the 
narrow drains of which- the fish naturally came. A company was formed under the name of the 
Nine Mile Fishing Company. In 1877 the brook paid 60 per cent. on the original capital of $1,000. 
In 1878, 320 barrels of alewives were taken out, a larger amount than usual. The fishing is car-
ried on for two months, usually from the 1st of .April to the 1st of June·. The alewfres are salted 
or smoked and cons~med in the village, or sold in Hyannis, or sold fresh to the fishermen fishing 
on Nantucket Shoals. 
78. THE FISHERIES OF SANDWICH AND FALMOUTH. 
S.ANDWICH.-The village of Sandwich, altpough situated very near the water, is not and bas 
ne,er been, to any considerable extent, dependent upon the fisheries. · There are three men who 
MASSACHUSETTS: BAR TABLE I T ,I T. ( ' 
earn their living partially by fislling. TlJey do not hip any fi lt, l.mt · 11 tu •ir ·at ·lt in th \'ilia , ), 
They own two small bluefish gill.nets a_nd .a, swe P· eio w rtlt a 
for the capture of mackerel. In fall and spring the m n at It , 
and line in the bay. 
The Sandwich alewife-river, which form a pmt of Monnm 111 
to 1,000 barrels of alewins. Tbe riwr lJeiong to th town, aud a ·h ·itiz •11 f 'amlwi ·lt 'I wn, 
ship is entitled to one barrel of a1ewh·es on payment of tll trifliug ·nm 
which serves as compensation for tlie men who catch th fi 'h. The dlJalY,, f \ t an lwi ·u., ud 
North Sandwich arc inland, and do not participate i11 t1JC fi ·11 l'i s. fo tlt f it.· hi. t ry 
Sandwich llas llad three wltaling nssels, tl.tc last of \Yhich m1 , old t ~ an- Har or in 1 l. 
Cohasset Narrows is situated in the town of Sandwiclt aucl i · nt th• •.· tr m 11 rtu rn 11(1 f 
Buzzard's BaJ·. The fishing at this end of the bay is followetl ouly by ·port m n , nd y th r. · 
who thereby furnish fish for borne consumption. 'flrn State In,,r prohibit · th ting f any w ir 
or pounds from Bird Island light on the south to the extreme north rn ncl f tll ba ·. Tll 
rows is now receiving" special attention, it lJeing at the southern end f th prop n 
to be cut through from Cape Cod Bay on the north, the t,vo bay bein°· 0111y G mil PI), rt. f, w 
years ago clams were plentiful at this point, but probably from ba'\"inrr b n ,. ,rwork d , r ll w 
nearly exbat~sted. The amount taken from the flats of Buttermilk Bay durin th , a on f l ~. 
was 800 bushels. During the next season 400 bushels were taken and"' r ·o)d br p ddl 1-.· to th 
inhabitants of the neighboring towns. 
The villages of Pocasset, Monument, and Buzzard's Bay form a part f the town f auch i ·h, 
and are situated on the eastern shore of Buzzard's Bay, near it head. Th · o · t r fl ,Ja r i. th 
only fishery wbich engages the attention of the citfaen to any con id ral>l xt 11t. 
THE OYSTER INDUSTRY OF SANDWICH.-The following acconnt f tu O)' t r in f 
Sandwich is from the report by Mr. Ingersoll: 
"The Cohasset River divides the town of Wareb:1m from the adja •11t t wu hip f au lwi ·h? 
its neighbor on the ·south and east. Flowing into Buzzard Bay fr m t hi ' 
seYeral rivers, and the shore is indented with numerou inlets aud hall w l' II(}.. 
these inlets were found by the earliest colonists occupied by b d f uatnral y t I\ , , n Ill . 
these beds are still living and supplying seed for culti\7ation. That th· Indil n u · l the t r. 
extensiYel)- is shown, not only by tradition and analogy, but by abnu lau tr, • f fi rm •r t •a 
in the shape of shell.heaps. Some account of the oy ter of tlti r ('l'i u m r r · ntly i, n · · · · ·i I 
in a letter from Dr. J. B. Fors:ytll, written in 1 40, to Dr. A. A. nltl nud i>rin 1 in th fir 
edition of the latter's Im·ertebrates of l\fassachu etts. Dr. For yth l J. tlrn tb a,, d ru •11 f lJ 
vicinity assured him that oysters had never been brought th r fr m abr nd up t that tim ( 1,' 1 ) · 
that they grew so abundantly e,erywbere along the Sandwich hor 'th, tat low, , t r u · ul l 
at almost any point procure a bucketfull of them frow tll r ·l ·' r. F r, ·th "I 
Wareham as an oyster locality. There was then a tatut pr hi itiurr , man fr m , kiu " m r 
than two bushels at one time for his own use, aucl forbiddin('I' th ir b in ·arri <l n f t "n. 
'The oysters,' says the writer, 'are generally coll cted by a £•w m n, \\~h brio tb m t tlt 'ill ' 
and dispose of them at 50 cents a bushel for th ir tr ubl ; and by · lhn " lialf' u h •l r i th 11 
1 
· · · 1 t l T 11 · ' r 1> l \' r · l •\ · 
to an individual the spirit of Urn statute 1 not' 10 a e( · 1 m, ' 
the desired &upply is laid in. When placed in tb c llar and C l fr t 
meal and water they will sometimes keep good for month ·' 
"Buzzard's' Bay is the new name for the rail way tatiou n tb 
the people about tbere as Cohasset Narrow , becatt cit i upon 11 
11 
f th u ·k f 
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the peninsula of Uapc Cod. The ri'ver flowing down past Buzzard's Bay station is the Monument, 
a clear, broad stream, up and <lown which tlrn tide rush~s with great force. 'Wild' native oysters 
inlrnbited this stream, _but bad been pre_tty uear1y-exhausted by constant raking, when the atten-
tion of tbc towu authorities of Sandwich was called to the matter a few years ago. They caused 
a survey of this and the various other oyster waters of the township, and divided them off into 
'grants' of different sizes, according to the character of the bottom, but none less than about an 
acre and a half in extent. These grants cou]d be taken by any citizen of tbe town, under certain 
conditions, upon the payment of $2.50. If not improved within a year they rernrted to the town. 
Each grant, as soon as taken, and no matter what the value of the stock upon it, was taxed at a 
valuation of $50. 
"The people were -quick to take adYantage of these legal permits, and it was not long before 
nearly all space of value was appropriated, an<l wild speculation began; but it is on]y within the 
last three or four years that much business bas been done, or systematic e:ffo:·ts at transplanting 
and stocking ha,c been introduced. There are 110w about fifty owners on Monument River, 
Cohasset River, and in Little Bay, and a careful estimate of money invested gives $30,000 a8 the 
probable value of grants, stock on band (Nonmber, 1879), and appurtenances. Many of the grants 
are as yet very slightly stocked with oysters. 
'''Ihe Monument River oysters were famous in olden times for their superior quality and size. 
4 They opened well,' tbe oystermen said; that is, there was a large proportion of meat to the 
shell, which was thin, brittle, and much scalloped. The first idea was simply to hold, as proprie-
tors, the see<l which were caught upon the grants from the natural bed at the month of the rirnr; 
and, to facilitate this catching, more or less dead shells baye been thrown down. But the more 
enterprising planters have laid down great deposits of seed oysters, purchased chiefly in ·wareham, 
a~i'd these are just now beginning to produce their legitimate returns, having grown to a marketable 
size. Some fresh seed is put down every year, but in addition to this, it is expected that 1arge 
accessions will be made by spawn caught from the natural l)ed and from the spawning of the planted 
oysters. S,ince 1874, however, very little spawn has' been caught. In that year a rnst quantity 
appeared, but arrangements were not made to avail themselves of it. 
"The amount of seed placed upon a grant varies with the pocket and theory of the owner, from 
100 to 500 bushels on an acre; perhaps 200 bushels would be an average of actual planting. The 
seed from one to two :years old is used and preferred. It is generally planted in the spring, when 
it can be l>ought for from 30 to 35 cents a bushel; but it is thought much better to plant it in the 
fall, although then from 60 to 80 cents is asked for the seed. It costs about 10 cents a bushel to 
throw down. The best bottom (found everywhere here) is hard sand, a little soft on top. The 
average depth of water on the beds is 3 feet; but some stock is planted where it is exposed or just 
covered at ebb.tide, the objection to this being the danger of damage from drifting ice, for the 
mere resting of the ice on the oysters is not usually harmful, provided they lie flat on the sand. 
The calculated cost of beginning business along this river now would be about as follows: 
Present cost of good ground (1 grant)_ ............ _-~· ....•••......... _~·- ........ - . -- - -·. $40 
Seeding, 300 bushels at 50 cents .......•.•........••••.. ~. _ ...••••...........••........••. - 150 
Sail-boat and ro,v.boat.----· --·· ................•......••. -· . · ... ··-··- -·-·· ···- ··-·-· .•.••. 55 
Beach,shanty,andfurniture .. - .. ·············-----········-········-······:··········-···· 40 
Rake, tongs, shovels, and tools- __ .................. _ ...••••........ _ ...... ~ .....• ~ ....... - . 10 
Incidentals ...••..•••..........•.................................... -.. - . - · · . · - - · - · · · · · • · · 65 
Total ...•.....••........••• · ..••••.••••..•••••••..•.••.•••••••. __ ..........•. · ...... · 360 
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'' One who is really going i11to tl10 matter l1op fully mtvt .. p ·t t u thi. 
considers his grant in condition to yiel<l. Jf Le put tlolrn lJ IL r r th . pawn 
he probably will, it will cost him about 10 ceut a bu ·uel. 
"Formerly Virginia oJ·sters were plauteu au<l l> d<l cl L ,r ', lrn di 1 ll 
receiYetl for these oysters, whicll are all l)icked onr aud hipp 1 t ll ·t n in 
from $3.50 to $G a barrel. Iu 1878, tllc exports from tllc Buzzard , 
barrels. Up to November 1, 187D, 240 barrel8 wern, nt, waking 
that 3·ear. Besides tbi~, iu 1879, mucll opening wa <1ou l>y th 
borhood ma.rket, and about 1,000 gallons of 01Jened oy t r w r •arri cl b · xpr 
.small packages. 
u la,r h 
·at h up II a 
w •11. 
g <l 
mi aui •. in 
"Another oyster loc.ality iu tlle town of Sandwich i · Red Brook , rb r, > mil 
]Ionument River. The railway station is Pocasset, on the, ood' Ilull br, n h f th ' 1 n~· 
line. This harbor is au in~entation of Buzzar<l's Bay, about 1½ mile long by n -tuird f • mil 
wi<le, and it is separated from the outer bay by an islall(l. A bran h f th b, rb r , 1 run.· 
up to a landing known as Barlowtowu. The name Red Brook Harbor is d riv <l fr JU , littl 
stream which flows into it, the bottom of which is tinged with iron-ru t; but tbi br 1 <l , 11 t 
freshen the water to any' considt?rab]e extent. The bottom of the main part f th h, rl) r i, h:ml 
sand, and the water is nowberc more tlian 8 feet deep at low tide. In m p rti n r tlc antl 
eel-grass exist. 
"On the sontbern slwre of this harbor, about a mile from its head, xi t a li-ri11°· b 11 of 
natural oys~ers, some 7 acres in extent, under protection of the town for public b 11 flt. Th 
oysters growing upop. it are re1iorted to be large, but not of extraordinary, iz , allop d aud 
roundish, differing in ·no respect from aged oyster grown after transplantioO' t an th I J>:trr of 
the bay. Excepting this natural bed, the whole harbor bas been sur,· y d n<l divid tl int g1 n11 . · 
all those good for anything have l>een taken up, aud must now be b ught. au ( tlvan •(l pric· • 
if any one desires to possess them. The largest owner i a Bo ton :firm, r pu1 d t hav 7f a 'r . 
but beside it are a score of other proprietors, inhabitants of th ' bor . t i 
$3,500 would buy out all the home interests in the whole tract, aud 15, 
ment up to January 1, 1880. There is a spirit of progress ber , how r, whi h will l ad to a gr a 
increase in the value of the property within the next few year . Dnriuo- 1 7 , f r nmp1 th ' l' 
were shipped from Pocasset station only 85 barrels; in 1879, 500 l>arr 1 . 
"I spent some hours on these grounds with l\fr. Edward Uobin n, wh 
make my visit instructive. He thought that one-half of the whol w t hr 
oyster cultivation, and all of this is now appropriated, though only p rti n ha · 
The seed is mainly derived from the native bed in the harbor an<l fruru th 
spawn has 'set,' and is planted in the spring and fall. The only ut 'i<l r u h in hn, far 
is 300 bushels from the Weeweantit River, across the bay; and 1, 0 bu h l fr m 
latter did not seem to do well., A long, sandy point run out int th bar r h r 
at low tide. This does not come into any grant, flier fore, and b n i 1 u Ji 
gathering of seed. I saw upon the pebbly beach, in pla . , h w ~ buud, ntl thi 
Young oysters, at this season, from the size of a dim t that f , l Hur w r 
tide-marks so thickly that ;you could hardly avoi<l tepping ur ou th m and th • · w 
winter well in this exposure. These are gathered by eY r 
grants. In addition to this, many thousands of bu b 1 u h i,l <1 w11 Ju 
r,ro1Jer time to do this work being early in July, in r i r to ha,·· t1J ir mfa · , ·l •a r 01111 1 ,, <ly 
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catch the spawn which begins to a~pear about that time. In 1876 when there was the last good 
quantity of spawn emitted, the shells had been put down in May, and by July were so slimy that 
the spawn did not set upon them. They learned wisdom by that, but no good year for spawn has 
occurred since. The seed is planted in varying quantity, but Mr. Robinson said he should put it 
down shoulder to slwulder, so as to pave the wllole bottom, if he had enough. · I saw tracts where 
the growing oJ-sters lay so thick as to conceal tlle sand, and you could gather a ·bushel from a 
square yard of bottom. Tbe natfres consider· the seed here better than that ,at Monument River, 
for it is rounder and less distorted. When the oysters are three to four years old, and ready for 
market, Mr. Robinson takes them up and lays them upon a, wooden floor near ll is packing shanty, 
in water almost wl10Jly fresh, which takes away the Yery saline flavor, fill s them up in size, and 
makes them plump and hard. It is known as the ~fat tening ' process, after which they are ready 
for shipment. Bong ht from the boats, a dollar a bushel is paid for these oysters, but tlrn freight 
to Boston and the barreling make them cost about $1.30 a, bushel to .the dealer. 
"Here, as at Monument Rh-er~ :fishing is habitually done through the ice in winter. The 
method is to cut a, large bole and use tongs. The oystermen <lo not complain of it as especially 
cold or unpleasant work. In order to keep the oysters from freezin g, they dip tbe bag which they 
intend to put them in when caught, in water, and llold it upright until it freezes stiff. It thu.s 
stand s conYeniently open, like a, barrel, and no wind can blow through its sides to the detriment 
of the contents." 
F .AL1'IOUTH.-The town of Falmouth is situated in the southwestern extremity of Barnstable 
County, and occupies a territory about 10 miles square. It contains the -villages of Waquoit, 
East Falmouth, Hatchville, North Falmouth, West Falmontb, F almouth, and W ooci's Holl. The 
southern coast line of the town is broken by many inlets, creeks, and shallow bays, through 
which large schools of alewive& pass to their spawning grounds in the ponds abo,e. At ·wood's 
Roll there are two harbors suitable for vesrnls, and there are also two or three of considerable 
size in Buzzarcl~s Bay, within the limits of the town, but they are of inferior character. 
vVaquoit, the most easterly Yillage of the town, is situated at the head of a, large and 
shallow bay or fiord. The only branches of the fisheries engaged in here to any considerable 
extent, are the weir fishery, the herring fishery, aud the eel fishery. The Waquoit weir, which, 
according to Mr. Thomas Phinney, is one of the oldest on Vineyard Sound, is owned by a stock 
company of nine persons. It is tended by five men, who, for their compensation receive one half 
of tho fish caught. The weir is placed in position annually about the 1st of April, and is remo,cd 
when the bluefish make their appearance, early in June. The larger .proportion of fish taken in this 
weir arc of tl~e two kinds, menhaden and alewives. During the spring of 1880, about 350 barrels 
of menhaden and 140,000 alewives were taken, together with about 12 barrels of scup and 3 barrels 
of shad. The menhaden and alewives were sold to Gloucester fishing vessel8 for bait. These 
vessels lie off Falmouth and receive tlie fish fresh from the weir. The usual price obtained is 
from 75 cents to $1 per hundred. In 1879, 100 barrels of menhaden were taken. The weir is con-
structed entirely of netting, and, including boats and other necessary apparatus, cost about$ I ,000. 
It costs apnually .$200 to keep it in repair. 
~i\.bout sixteen years ago an artificial alewife-river was opened. The catch of alewives was 
small at first, but increased until ~ight or nine ~-ear~ ago, when the maximum quantity, about 
180 barrels, was taken. In 1878 the amount decreased to 140 barrels. In 1879 and 1880 the 
catch was ,ery smal1, amounting to.only 7,000 or 8,000 fish. - This sudden diminution was due, per-
b~ps, to the fact that cranberry patclles lrnYe be~n formed in the swamps bordering on the brook, 
which are :flooded a·mmally, destroying tb·c . ordinary flow of the brook. Alewh·es are first taken 
MASSACHUSETTS: B 
in May. The stock of the company i 
the privilege of exclusi,e fishing in 1 
taken. 
IE 
The eel :fishery gfres employment c,cry wint r t a nt 11 uunch 
Waqnoit and East Falmouth. A large proporti n of •I. tak 11 , r 
A bout 300 barrels are sllipped to ~ew York annually. 
Quahaugs are plentJ· in Waquoit Bay, aml :u g, th r d, nd at u l 
arc shippecl. It is estimated. that about 500 bn b I of quabnu . 
people of Falmouth towlJ. A.t vVaquoit tllere is om bu in l 11 ju 
to Ingersoll, about 2,500 bushels of these oJ·ster ar annually rni · l h r . 
No considerable fislJerie~ are carried on at Ea t Falmouth xc pt in win 
or forty men engage in spearing eels. A few oyster ar cultiv, t <1 h r . 
seed are annually planted, and about tbe same amount of oy t r lcl ach · , r. 
58 
Hatchville is 4 or 5 miles distant from the water, and cann t b l , a with 1: hin vill:t " · .. 
North Falmouth is a little village of about fifty familie . Tb p pulation i · m, cl np priu ·i-
pally of retired captains of whaling and merchant ,es el an<l th ir famili :. fa11 y f th p pit 
are now farmers. There has newr been any fishing busine s at thi p int. 
and an occasional book cast for scup or bass. Prior to twenty-fl, 
with salt works. 
t·w ·lam. ar • dn rr 
yery little fisbing is carried on at the vHlage of Falmoutb. A ,T ir b l, n in ·u · · .· fnl 
operation here for abou_t nine years, which gives employment to thr · r fi ur m u. Th pri11 ·ipal 
part of the catch in 1870 consisted of alewives and menbad n, about fl h 
being taken. Considerable numbers of flounder , tautog, qu t a u , • Jl(} 1 ln 
caught and sent to market. 
Woocl's Holl is a small ,·illag·e of about 530 inhabitant , 'itt1. t din tlt 
portion of Bnrnstable County. In addition to the dw •llino- , it 
two or three stores, a meat and a, fish market, and. s v ral th r m. 11 h 
of the Pacific Guano Company is located here. 
Of the male inhabitants only senn are regularly cnga 0 • d in fl lting th l' 111ai1ul 1· h i11 · 
employed in the guano factory, in farming and other minor pur nit . Th t tal nmnl l r o 111 11 
emploJ·ed by the guano company is about oue hnndr d, but a Jar pr J) rti ll d n t h I 11 g in 
the Yillage, and many resi<le here only a, few week or m nt.b ' . Th r i. 
Wood's Holl, but be finds employment in bi legitimat bu in nil-
makers, riggers, caulkers, and other like arti an tb r ar n n . 1 ur m •11 , r •mpl .n•il hr Mr. 
Spindel, during the height of the fishing season, in iciug. n<l xiu H b. 
The lJoat fishery is carried on by ~even men from Ar ril until I pt ml>< r in ·Ju. h· . .\ 11 
as cold weather begins the men cease fisbing and b tak tll m •h· ,' t > h r pm . nit ·-pi lotitw 
vessels to the guano factory, hunting, &c. Ou1y thr , p i .· f fi . lt :u 
sctJp, tau tog, and sea bass. The totn] catch of ach fi h rma11 i.' a Oll l ~ 1 an •I 
pounds. In addition about G,720 lobster are anuuall · t. k 11. 
scup, tautog, striped bass, bluefish, and fl.onnd r . 
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I.-THE DISTRICT OF NANTUCKET. 
79. GENER .. A.L REVIEW OF THE DISTRICT. 
PRE~EN'.l.' EXTENT OF TH~ FISHE.RIES.-The county and district of Nantucket comprises the 
islands of Nantucket, Tuckernuck, Muskeget, and the two Gravelly Islands. The four last men-. 
tioned are very small, and lie at the west of Nantucket. Tl1e island of Nantucket is about 16 
miles long, and 11as an average width of about 4 miles. It lies low; the hi.ghest point, the summit 
of Macy's hill, is only 91 feet above the sea. Until the year 1873 Nantucket had been, from its 
settlement in the seventeenth century, the scat of an important whaling business. The whaling 
fleet bere in 1843 numbered eighty-eight sail; in 1850, sixty-two sail; in 1860, twenty-one sail; in 
1870, eight sail. In 1873 only one vessel was owned here, but since that time there bas been none. 
The fishing '.business in this district now employs four small vessels and two hundred boats, 
and the entire number of men engaged in fishing or handling the products is two hundred and 
eighty-ffre. The capital invested is $27,120, and the value of the products is $29,546. 
ST.A.TISTICAL SUMl\f.A.'fION FOR 1879.-The following statements give in detail the extent of 
the fishing interests of Nantucket clii,trict: 
Summary statement of persons emploped ancl capif a,l investecl. 
Persons employec1. Number. Capital invcstec1. .A.mount. 
Number of ,essel-fishermcn .•..•......................... 9 Capital in vessels and boats .. .......•..••.••.•...•...... $14,520 
Number of boat-fishermen .• ~............................. 271 Capital in nets ancl traps ... . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . .•••.... . . . .• . 5,100 
Number of curors, packers, fitters, &c .......•.....•. . .••. _ . ___ 5 Other fixed ancl circulating capital .•.•...•..••.••....... __ a7, 500 
Total ................ - -...•....................... -· 285 I Total . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • . . 27, 120 
a Cash capital, $5,000; wbar,es, sborchouses, and fixtures, $2,500. 
Detailed statement of capital invested in vessels, boats, nets, and traps. 
I I 
Vduoof I 




In foou-fi~b fishery: Gill-nets: 
.A.cti,e . ....... . ...... 4 26.10 $1,600 $140 $800 $2,640 In boat fisheries ..... 200 $2,400 
Boats. Haul-seines: 
In ,eRsel fisheries .••..... 
In boat fisheries ..... 5 1,000 ', ........... 60 ............. .......... 00 -------
In shore fisheries .... , ... 200 · ··········· 4,000 2,500 5,420 
Total .......... . .. . 205 8,400 
11,920 = -
Total ..••.......... 204 ············ 4,060 2,500 5,420 11,980 
Traps. 
Weirs, &c ...••....••••.. 1 200 
Lobster and eel pots ..•.. 1,500 1,500 
I 
---
Total .••••••••...•. 1,501 1,700 
Detailed statement of the quantities and vallies of the products. 
Products specified. , Pounds, Pounds, 
fresh. prepared. Bulk. 
Value, 
prepared. 
Grand total ................................................................... : ................................................................................................................ . 
Freshfi,Bh. 
Alewives 
Bass, strip.~~· . ·' · · ... · . • · . · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · • · · · · · .. ............................................. . 
Bluefish ................ .. ............................................ 





................ ......................... .... ................................. 








Detail eel statement of the quantities and t:aluea of tlt pro<111ct1- ntinu d. 
Products sp ecified. 
Eels ..... . .... ... . ................................. , ............. . 
Flounders ... .. ... ......... . .................... . ........... . .. .... . 
Il:id<lock .......................................................... . 
Ilerrin;; . .... ................... . ... ............ . .................... . 
Pollock ... . ........... . 
t:;:~~i : : :::::::::!):::::~:::::: :::::;::::;i:::;;::;i 
Totcl ............................................... . 
Dry fish. 
Cod ... ........................................................... . 
mullock . ... · .. ... .... ... ...... . .. ..... .... ...... .. ............................ ... ..... . 
Pollock . .. ..... .. . ............................. .. .. . .............. . 
Total ... .. ......................................... . ........ . 
Pickled fish . 
..c\.lewivcs ......................................................... . 
Blue fish .. . .. .. .. .... . .............. .. ...................... . . .... . 
Pound , Pound , 












Mixed fish .... ................................................. .. a, ooo 2, ooo . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . • .. , 
Total·········· .. ·············· .... . ...... . ..... ... ... .. ..... i---20-7-50- l---14_4_00~:~~~~::::::~:: ____ r.o. 
Dluefish -- ------ -- s~,k'.~f•h ____ __________________ =-~: _ ,:,oo I:: :: ::: :: :~~~ :~ 
Lohsters . ... . .. . ...... . .. . -~~~l·l·~~~~ .. .. .. ....................... 11 '>50 ==i I:? 
CJ,ms, ,• -- --- -- -- -- -- --::::::::::::::::·i 
Q=;~i.~~.::ea·;i.!~; LIILL: :!! !! !!! !:: :: :: :!!i !~:: :: :::: ! : ! ::: :: !:!: :!(~ i~~~ :}:2--J. 
Fish oil ....................................... . ................ ............ .. ...... . ......... / 1,600 ~nil 11 . .................... . , 
80. NANTUCKET AND IT rrn m. 
THE FISHERIES IN 1879.-'l'he village of Nantu k ntrnl p iu f h 
northern shore of tlrn island, near the mouth of a Jarrr lw,r r wlli h ·t n .t t ·11,r 
direction for several miles. About two lmndr d and fifty f tb rn n • r , fl ·h 
the streets arc paved, and a number of the l.mildiug ar 
area, presents the appearance of a small city. Commuui ·ati n i. ltad with tu 
every day during the summer and three time p r w kin wint r. 'Ill 
Vineyard and at ·wood's Holl and.New Bedford. 
scup, eels, lobsters, and clams. 
September, or at the beginning of October, aud la 
ceases tlJen, but begins anew late in Marcll, :rnd i 
arc engaged in it. They go 1 or 2 mile , om tim 
About one.half of the men go alone in their boat , 
pl, · . i11 : limit •,l 
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ber of dories employed dofs not exceed one hundred and fifty. The majority of t he fishermen use 
hand-lines exclusively, but about forty trawls, each with 200 to 400 hooks, are brought into use, 
chiefly in winter. About 400 quintals of cod are annually dry-salted, 18,000 or 20,000 poun<ls _i;;old 
fresh, and the remainder pickled. 
The fishery for bluefish and scup usually begins in June and continues until the latter part of · 
September. Some sixty men are engaged in this fishery, of whom perhaps one-tl1ird use gill-nets 
for bluefish. About 150 gill-nets are employed. Those fishermen who set nets go alone, but those 
using hand-lines usually go in pairs. The principal fishing grounds are off the south shore of the 
island. In 1879 about 400,000 pounds of blu-efish and 1,200 pounds of scup were caught. The 
~arger proportion of the fish are shipped by two firms to whom the .fishermen sell them. About 
)De-half of the whole amount is shipped to Boston, and the remainder goes to New York, P hila-
delphia, Hartford, Providence, and New Bedford. Between 4,000 and 5,000 pounds of eels are 
annually taken at Nantucket. 
There are four men at Nantucket and six at Tuckernuck who mak e a business of fishin g for 
lobsters, and in addition ten or eleven others are engaged in it at different times. Each man sets 
from 30 to 60 or 70 pots. In 1879 the total catch "Was 11,250 lobsters. The lobsters arc kept in 
Jim-boxes, and sold to a smack which comes from New York once in about t en days. In 1870 
about 250 bushels of sea-clams, 475 bushels of shore-clams, and 150 bushels of quabaugs were 
gathered. In 1878 a, wier worth $100 was set in the harbor, but no fi sh were taken. In 1879 its 
shape was altered so that the bowl could be pursed, and it was set farther toward the east. The 
result was as before, howenr; no fish were taken, although tho weir was placed in a spot where 
many fish have be.en caught at other times. 
HISTORICAL SKETCH OF NANTUCKET FISHERI}:s.-The fisheries of Nantucket haYe altered 
nry much in character since the beginning of the last decade. In 1870 fifteen fishing vessels 
were owned here, and were engaged in the cod and mackerel fisheries. The business had not been 
prosperous, however, and in 1869 the questio:a of selling the vessels was raised. A t t he beginning 
of 1870, howenr, there were apparent signs of improvement, and the number of "~essels employed 
1emained tho same. But it seems to 1?,aYc been only a temporary gain, for in 1871 only five , cssels 
were registered. The next year only three were employed, in 1873 two, and in 1874 none. Tl10 
next year, howewr, one vessel was employed in the fisheries, but in 1876 it disappeared from tlle 
register, and the same was repeated in 1877 and 1878. 
In the fall of 1869 not only did the offshore :fishery pro,e unprofitable, but the Inshore cod 
fishery failed to an alarming extent. Fortunately, however, for the welfare .of the people, extensirn 
beds of sea-clams were discovered on the bars and shoals outside the harbor. During tlle wiuter 
of 1869-'70, the fishermen found lucrative employment in gathering these clams and shipping tllem 
to Gloucester and other ports for bait. In two days in January, 1870, the steamer took from tho 
island 96 barrels of clam bait, worth $1,000. This business i~ still carried on, but the clams have 
grown more and more scarce every year. 
In 1871 there were only 70 or 75 bluefish gill-nets in use, but fish were scarce, and many fish-
ermen attributed the cause of that scarcity to the destructirn tendency of the nets. It is a fact, 
however, that alt.hough prior to 1870 bluefish were takeri. in large numbers on the north side of the 
island, soon after that date they became more and -more scarc-e there, and since then nearly all 
that ~ave been sent to market barn been caught off the south shore. Enry year, until recently, 
a number of barrels of bluefish were pickled. 
Scup, which 15 or 20 years ago were abundant in the harbor, aml were caught in abundance 
by the old men and boys off the wharves, are now very scarce, antl few find their wny to market. 
T I 
The whale :fishery, which has now <lied out at 
source of the wealth and prosperity of the town, b g, u in 1 , in 
the first sperm whale was taken by aves el a cid ntall r bl wu, 
land, and a new and powerful impetus was giv n to th bu in . Iu 111:-, ·111 l<l r 
six sloops, 38 tons burden, obtained about 600 barrel f oil and 11, 
£1,000. But, if we may believe the statement of Zaccb u Ma ·y, th 
employed near shore. Macy says: t 
"In the year 1718, the inhabitants began to pur ue whal son tb 
schooners from 30 to 45 tons." 
1 
From the old record cited above we learn the tonnage, and th am m1 f tu far aml tu •u 
value, from 1730 to 1785. The summary is as follows: 
1730. 25 sail, from 38 to 50 tons, obtained annually about 3,700 barr 1 , at £7 p .r ton . . 
1748. 60 sail, from 50 to 75 tons, obtained 11,250 barrels, at£ 14 ••• • . ••. . .•. . .• . . . • • • . . . 19, 
1756. 80 sail, 75 tons, obtained 12,000 barrels, at £18.. .. .. . ... .... .... .... ... . .... ..•. 2:3, 
N. B.-Lost ten sail, taken by the French, and foundered. 
1770. 120 sail, 75 to 110 tons, obtained 18,000 barrels, at £40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . •. . • . •. . 1 , 
From 1772 to 1775. 150 sail, from 90 to 180 tons, upon the coast of Guinea, Br zil, and 
the West Indies, obtained annually 30,000 barrels, which sold in tb L ud u 
market at £44 to £45 . •• • •. • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • •.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 7, 
N. B.-2,200 seamen employed in the fishery; and 220 in the London trade. 
Peace of 171::!3. 7 sail to Brazil, from ioo to 150 tons, obtained .................... 2, 1 
5 to the coast of Guinea.... . . . . . • . • . . . . . . • . . . • . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . HOO 
7 to the West Indies.... . . • •• . • • • • • . . • • •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . 5 ' 
3, 2 ·o 
At £40 per tov- ..................•••••.•..••••..... ....................... . ...... . ... - Hi, 
N. 'B.-No duty exacted in London. 
1784. 12 sail to Brazil, obtained ............ .......................... -. - - · · -.. · 
5 to the coast of Guinea .••••.•••......................•............. ... . . 
11 to the West Indies .....•..•.....................•........... . ..... . - . . . l , 
At £23 to £24 . . . •. . .. . . . . •. .. •... .... .. . ... . .. . .... ... . .. . . .... ..... .. . ... . .. . .. . ... l i1 , riOO 
N. B.-The price fell by the exaction of a duty in London of £1 . 30 a rliug p rt u. 
1785. Now at sea: 8 to Brazil, 2 t? the coast of Guinea, 5 to th W t Judi . 
The number of vessels engaged in the :fishery in 1 07, j r rd din th f' 11 wing ln11 u:" : 
"The rest (forty-one) of the (forty-six) ships are employ din th wb, l fi. J1i11 Yi i : El v ' 11 011 
the coast of Brazil, eleven at the Cape of Good Hope, on on tb of , If lhuul ; nrl 
eighteen in the Paci:fi.ck Ocean." t 
The absorbing attention paid by the Nantucket p ople t th pm nit, f whaling 
have caused a partial neglect of other branche of t~e fi h ri . Tb 
accumulated incidentally, so to speak, during the pro p rit 
decline of whaling, the people n~turally turned th ir n rgi 
Fish seem to have been abundant in the water about th i 1. ncl. 
the first settlement of the island until the year 1764, wh n, t _ r
tNotes on Nantucket, August 1, 1 07, Coll. 1\fn . Hi t . c., III 2d ,r i I pp. ' 
17 GR F · 
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l)eared. In 1807 fourteen vessels were engaged in the cod fishery, of which one was a brig; seYen, 
:schooners; and six, sloops. In a note on the condition of the town, in this same year, it is stated 
t.hat bass, shad, and alewives were abundant in Maticut Harbor, at the eastern extremity of the 
island, where the first settlement was located, and that "a fishery might be carried on here to great 
advantage; at present 400 barrels are taken annually." This shows, apparently, that at this 
period the shore fisheries were but little developed. 
The manufacture of salt was attempted early in the century, but the fogs which are prevalent 
on the island prevented the successful carrying out of this scheme and it was abandoned. 
J.-THE DISTRICT OF EDGARTOWN. 
81. REVIEW OF THE FISHERIES OF THE DISTRICT. 
PRESENT CONDITtoN OF THE FISHERIES.-Martha's Vineyard, the Elizabeth Isla~ds, and No 
Man's Land together constitute Dukes County, or the customs district of Edgartown. The 
Elizabeth Islands form a single township under the name of Go~nold. Martha's Vineyard is 
divided into five towns, namely, Edgartown, Cottage City, Tisbury, Chilmark, and Gay Head. 
In the fisheries of this district, with the exception of the whale fishery at Edgartown, no vessels 
:are employed, but the entire industry is confined to the use of boats and traps. In point of 
value the whale fishery is the most important single fishery, the products in 1879 being valued at 
$47,414. The total capital invested ·in -the district is $220,695, and the value of the products is 
.$133,797. The number of persons employed is four hundred and thirty-four. 
STATISTICAL SUMMATION FOR 1879.-The following statements give in· detail the extent of 
-the fishing interests of Edgartown district: 
Summary statement of persons employed and capital invested. 
Persons employed. Number. Capital invested. Amount. 
Number of vessel.fishermen ... . .. . . . . .......• .. . ••. •••••. 211 Capital in vessels and boats.............................. $175,575 
Number of boat.fishermen . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . 213 Capital in nets and traps . . . . . . • . . • • . . • • . • • • . • • • • • • • . . • • . 9, 720 
.Number of curers, packers, fitters, &c..... . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . 10 Other fixed and circulating capital. • • • • . . . • • . • • • . . • • . . • • . a35, 400 
1----11 
Total ..........•........................... : •..•••.. 4,34 Total ..........•..•...••...•.•...••.•••••••.•••..••. 220,695 
a Cash capital, $20,000; wharves, shorehousee, and fixtures, $15,400. 
Detailed statement of capital inveeted in vessels, boats, 11ets, and traps. 
Value of 
Vessels and boats. No. Tonnage. Value. gear, exclu. Value of Total Neta and traps. No. Value. siveofboats outfit. value. 
and nets. 
Vessels. Nets. 
In whale fishery .•...••.. 7 1,446.82 $48,000 ............. a$80, 000 $128,000 Gill.nets: 
In boat fisheries ..••. 50 $600 
Boaf,B. Haul.seines: 
In vessel fi_sheries ..•••.• 18 ············ 1,800 ........ ----. ·-----···· 1,800 In boot fisheries ...•. 6 1,200 
In shore fisheries .••...•. 165 ............. 37,255 $3,195 5,325 45,775 Total ............... 56 1,800 
Total .........•••.. 183 ............. 39,055 3,195 5,325 47,575 Traps . 
Weirs . ...••..••••...•... 9 4,000 
Lobster and eel.pots .•••. 3,920 3,920 
Total .•••••...•..•.. 3,929 7,920 
a Includes gear. 
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Detailed statement of the quantities ancl mluea of th product,. 
Products specified. Pounds, fresh. 
Pound 
prepared. 
Grand total ......................... . -----······· · .......................... . . 
Fruh fish. 
!!::,i:::: :: : : : : : :::: :: :: .............................. : : : ::::::::: 
Bass, striped ...........•............................... . ........ .. 
Bluefish ...........•.......... 
Bonito ................••...... ::··· ...................................... 

















· · · · •••• · · .••••••••.•••.•• · ••.•.... •..••• .. ... .. .• . 13,454 
P erch .. .................... ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . 12, 000 
Scup · · ·. · · · · · · _- · · · · · · · ·• • · • · • ·• · · · • · •.........••.. •• • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 98, 827 
Shad Smelt~.::::::::: ..................... • ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · •• · · · 1~: :~~ 
Squeteague ..... : : : :::::: :::: ::::::::::.: ...... ····:· .. ······ ······ 24,905 
:~ll;;;;:h· :: : : : : : ~: ::: : ............... : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : ::: : :: : : : : : : : : ~: ~~~ 
Tau tog............................................................ 51 544 
Dulk. 


















Mixed :fish......................................................... 392,000 t---;-~~-;;-j _·_·_· _· ·_·_· ._._· -~-·-· ·_·_· _· _. ·_· ·_·_· ·_·_· ·..:._· ·:..._·.:_· ·:..._·.:_· ~· :_:· ·.:_· ::_··:_:·.:_··:.:.·, __ _:I_::, 000::'. 
Total · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ........ .... ............. 1 1, 814, 818 •••• •• .••••• •••••. •••••• •••••. 37, 17 
Dry fish. • 
Cod·········· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·............................... . . . . . . 1, 065, 680 16,345 
2:14 ::1~:1:~~::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :: ::::::: ::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :~: ~:~ ............ ......... . --- • • • .• ••••• ••• • • 3!J7 




........ ·••••· •••··• •••••· •••• ••• ••• Jr,, OiO 
Pickledjiah. ---- -- -====-==~==== 
Mixed fish .........................................••......... .' .... 
Smoked fish . 
--==a,==o=oo=j===4=, ooo=t=·-=·-·=·-·=· =· ·=· =· =-=· =· =· ·==-· ==· ·==· ,,;.· ·==·;;· ·;;· ;;· ·;;·;;· ·;· ~==~1~00 
Alewives ················································-········· 96,875 58,125 
Shell fish. 
Lobsters ... · ............ : .....•..................................... 773,100 
Clams: 
For food . .•••............................................................................ 
For bait .........................••............•...........•..............•....... . ... ... 
Quahaugs and sea.clams .........••...................................•..... ................ . 
Scallops ...................................................... .. ...... ................ .. ... . 
Total ............................. ........................................... .:..:.:.::.:.::..:.:.:.:=~=···················· 
Products of whale fishery. 
Sperm oil . ........................................................ .. ....... ... .. . 
1
....... ..... 35, 122 , 1!0011 .................... . 
:;,;::~~:~: ::: :::: :::::::::::: :: :::: :: :: :::::: :: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::: ::::::: ::: :: ·:::: ~:L: :: :::::::::: :::: :: 
1,1 
!8, l7 




Total .. ..................... .. ....••......................... ............. · .i-·x· ·=·=-=· ·=· =· ·=··~·I=·=··=--=·=··=·=··=··=·=··=·=··=·=·="::·=··=·=·=··=·=· ~· I==~;;;; ====-1- ----
Miscellaneous. 
Fish oil............................................................ ....... ... .... . . .. . . . . . . .. J, 11 11 .................... . 
Seaweed........................................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ton . .........•.......• •.••. 




EDG.A.RTOWN.-The village of Edgartown with l 
eastern extremity of the island, at the bend of a fin har 
whaling port, and bas several wyarves, whicli l.J w '" r nr 
111 rth ~ II tlh-
nm ll m . I 
m iu n 
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five men are engaged in :fishing. The principal :fishery is the boat line-fi~llery. About fifty boat~, 
one-third of them carrying two men, are employed. In sprinf:, from April to tl.te 1st of June, 
one-half of the boats are employed in tbe Rhore cod :fishery, and tlie .total catch amounts to 
about 250,000 pounds of cod. About the 1st of June the blue-fishing begins. All the boats are · 
employed in _this fisllery for ten or twelve weeks, according to the condition of the weather aud t lie 
abundance of the fob. A small number of striped bass are also taken by the blue.fish fishermen. 
In November the boats are hauled up, and arc not in use again until the latter part of March. 
Two gangs of seiners, each composed of four men, are engaged from the 1st of J une to the 
· last of September in seining bluefish, bass, and other species. They employ two seine-boats, 
about 25 feet in length, and own four seines, each _150 fathoms long, and worth $300. 
EYery winter about 300 barrels of eels are caught, and some 15,000 lobsters are taken 
annually. Bluefish are usually ~ent to New York either in ice or in smacks. Soft clams and 
quahaugs are almndant in the harbor, and are used by the fisher.men for bait. The whale fish~ry, 
which has been prosecuted at Edgartown for many years, is still carried on. Seven whaling vessels 
are owned, which, with their out ·ts, involv·e a capital of $128,000. 
Oak Bluffs, a village in .Edgartown, is a well-known camp-meeting ground. There are also 
several hoteis and boarding-houses annually resorted to by thousands of people, who spend much 
of their time in the summer months in fishing iu the neighboring waters. 
TISBURY.-Holm~s' Hole, or Vineyard Haven, situated at the northeastern part of the town 
of Tisbury, is not at present extensively engaged in the fisheries, nor dependent upon them. Like 
Edgartown, the village is largely sustained by the wealth of the many retired cal!tains of mer-
~hant and whaling vessels who have made their residence here. 
In April and May, and again in October and ·November, four boats usually go from Holmes' 
Hole to No Man's Laud to fish for cod. The average annual catch of each boat is about 10,000 
pounds of cod. The fish are quite small, often weighing only 3 or 4 pounds. A cod weighing 40 · 
pounds is considered very large. Five cat-rigged boats are employed in June, and also during 
portions of l\Iay and July, in the bluefish fishery with hand-lines. The total annual catch of 
bluefish is about 35,000 pounds. No person at Holmes' Hole makes bis whole living by :fi shing, 
an'd even those who have been mentioned as fishing at different seasons let their boats in summer 
to pleasure parties. 
There is an alewife-river near Holmes' Hole belonging to the . town of Tisbury, from which 
about 150,000 alewives are annually taken. One-tenth, formerly one-sixth, of the catch is reserved 
by the town and sold to pay for the clearing of the river. This share ·s annually bought by Mr. 
Crowell. The alewives are chiefly sold to fishing vessels for bait, and are also in part sent to New 
Bedford. 
NORTH SHORE OF M.A.R'.l'H.A.'s VINEY.A.RD.-The northern shore of Martha's Vineyard, from 
Lombard's Cove, 5 miles to the westward of the ·west Chop of Vineyard Haven, to Gay Bead, is 
occupied at irregular intervals by weirs. In 1880 there were two in Lomba~d's Cove, one three-
quarters of a mile and one about 3 miles to the westward, and four in l\fonernsha Bight, near 
Gay Head. With the exception of one in Menemsha Bight, which has two leaders and two heart 
pieces, all are single weirs, having but one leader, heart, and bowl. All, without exception, are 
constructed of netting and poles. They are usually placed in position every year, about the last 
of l\fa_y or the 1st of June, and are removed either before or 110t later tha~ the 15th day of Sep-
tember. From two to four men are required to tend the weirs. The principal species of .tish 
caught are scnp, squeteague, bluefish, _striped bass, bonito, tautog, macknel, menhaden, ale-
wfres, sea-herrin g, and flounders: The larger proportion of the fish are sent to New Yoi kip ice, 
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yfa ·woo<l's Holl, and in smacks. The mauag r of a 1 a t tw r th 
1 
oun 1 
to cany their fish in their own boats to Woo<l' Ilol1, wb uc tb ~· r liipp ,,1 t 11 ,u 1 
Spindel. The menhaden and alewives, however, are u ual1y old t 
bait. The weirs vary in value from $200 to $400, l>ut 
81,000. 
There exists ou the western · side of 1\.-Ienernsha Bight a haml •t f b ut 14- 111c 11 t imp >ran· 
l.mildings, or shanties, as they are called, known as Lob tenill , iu wlli b. a uumb r f m u all ~r 
nearly all lobster fishermen, live during the summer. Forty boat w re mpl · cl iu th, fi ·ht!r,,· 
in 1880, of which perhaps one-half carry two meu. From ach bo, t ab ut 4 p t , r t, and 
the total number of pots in use is about 1,600. In 1879 only fourt u boat , lHl al> ut a o I h. t •r 
pots were in use. Lobsters were much more abundant in 1879 than in J O. In th fi rm •r T •ar 
the catch was 268,800 lobsters; in the ~atter year, about 200,000 lob t r . Th a.· u l> in lat 
in April and usually lasts about four months. At Gay Head there i a r mnaut f th, form ·r 
Indian possessors of the island. 
83. NO MAN'S LAND AND ITS FISHERIES. 
No .MA.N's LAND.-The island known as No Man's Lan<l is ituated , ouU1 f th w t •m 
extremity of Martha's Vineyard, at a distance of about 4 miles. It i, a low, ancly i land of " ry 
small proportions, and is uninhabited except by fishermen, all but two or thr f wh m r mon• 
to Martha's Vineyard at the end of the fishing seasons in spring and fall. W_bil on th i , laud tlw,Y 
live in some 25 small houses, valued at about $100 each. The only fl b ric are f r <l a11<l 
lobsters. The cod fishery, which is carried on for a few we ks in ~priug au<l falJ, , <, 11 ta • •<l i11 
in 1879 by about forty men, who employed some thirty-five boats. The cod tak 11 <luriug hat, 
year amounted to not more than 140,000 pounds when salted and dri cl. Thi i · a, mu ·111 • . c1nan-
tity than was taken in some preceding years, but is more than ha, 11 tal u ·i n· . 111 •r • h. R 
been a constant diminution. The value of the ap1 aratus employ <1, inclu,lin" 0·1t,· tn :kl·, ·t:. 
and the single herring-net carricq. by .each boat amounts to not mor than , O. 
A number of fishermen, varying from twelve to fifteen or tw nty, •uga iu Jo t •r fh,hiiw 
every year. The number of lobsters taken bas been decrea ing, and in 1 1 am nnt d t II t 
more than 15,000 in the aggregate. 
84. THE ELIZABETII ISLES. 
GoSNOLD,-The Elizabeth Isles is a group of i ·teen mall i 1, n ha t g •t,h ·r · 11 'titut' 
the town of Gosnold. They are separated from Cape Cod by a narr \l' 11 
miles toward the southwest, forming the boundary b tw en uzzard c < nd in , ',trd • 11ml. 
The resident population of the group in 1870 was 99. Comm n iu t war l ~ I d, 11 i Ian 1 
arecalledNaushon 8mileslongandl½wide;Pa que,about2mil · l n · .haw m 
Cuttyhunk, 2¼ mil;s, A narrow channel separat th i land . Th i larnl f 'n~tylmnl rn 
named Elizabeth Island by Gosnold, but that nam i 11 w giv '11 t th gr HI· ultl 1 th 
islands belonged to the town of Chilmark. They are not d fi r th ir ', uty HIHl <:~iim
1 
t • au l ar' 
f. ·t· t f New Yorkers for boatin(J' and fi hin pnrp .· , . 'L lJ a11lm \ · l1 th· a avon e summer resor o b 
east shore of Naushon, is a harbor much frequ nted b • whld -b uucl " : · 1 11 th ir ~"· -: b .t" 
B -d N y k s Noanl- fi hermen com h r iu th mnm ·1· fi r rap fl Jnng. ost.on an ew or . ome \. · 
product of their industry is included in foe tati tic for ., im •cf i ·nt. 
Outt.yhunk Island is the most outherJJ~ of tll • liza •ill I:l · ~u 1 i. ,th mt !!~ mil· Joug 
1 1 n h 1il Un _, In ·Ju lii1gfh • ·h cl-and a mile broad. The l3nd ii;; high. It contain a iam 
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house, and the buildings of the Cuttyhunk Club. About forty fishermen live here, many of them, 
however, only in summer. Three or four men fish for tautog with hook and line. The fishiug 
begins in October and continues until snow comes. The total catch is usnally about 3,500 or 4,000 
pounds. Two small pounds are set at Cuttyhunk. They are usually put in position about the 1st 
of May (in 1880, on the 26th of April), and are taken up early in August. Four men tend them. 
The catch consists of scup, bonito, and sea-bass. In 1880, 350 barrels of fish were shipped to 
market, about one-half the quantity being scup and the remainder bonito. The catch in 1879 was 
about the same. In addition, in 1880, 10 barrels, and in 1879 60 barrels, of sea-bass were t aken. 
The majority of the fishermen, about thirty, are engaged in the lobster fishery. In 1880 six little 
smacks, with two boats each, and twelve other boats were employed. From each of the boats from 
40 to 120 pots are set, the total number ns€d being about 2,000. Tbe fishery is carried on during 
four months. In 1880 the total catch of lobsters was between 200,000 and 240,000. The Cutty-
hunk Club also sets about 120 pots. The large lobsters caught in these pots are sold, but the 
small ones are used by the club for bait. 
K.-THE DISTRICT OF NEW BEDFORD. 
85. GENERAL REVIEW OF NEW BEDFORD DISTRICT. 
THE FISHERIES OF THE DISTRICT.-The New Bedford customs district comprises tl.le towns 
of Wareham, New Bedford, Westport, and intermediate places ou Bnzzard's Bay. As will be seen 
by reference to the remarks on the various towns in this district, there are se,eral kiuds of fishin g 
carried on, the most important being the whale fishery, which has hacl its headquarters in this 
region for many years. New Bedford is the principal place in the district and owns most of the 
fishing fleet. 'rhere is one small vessel in the district engaged exclusiYe1y in the lobster fishery. 
The fishery for cod, tautog, and other food-fish employs 22 VP,SSels, the menhaden fishery s, the 
seal fishery 1, and the whale fishery 128; the total tonnage of the entire fleet is 33,576.67 tons. 
The shore fisheries employ 210 boats, used in connection with the traps, or in the capture of 
lobsters and shell fish in various parts of Buzzard's Bay. The total capital inYested in all branches 
of the fisheries and shore industries is $4,329,638, and the value of the various fishery products is 
$2,053,944. The number of :persons employed is 4,287. 
STATISTICAL SUMMATION FOR 1879.-The following statements g~,e in detail the exJent of 
the fishing inrercsts of New Bedford district: 
SU1nmary statement of per1Jo,,s <mployed a·nd capital i11v1sted. 
Persons employed. · Number. Capital invested. Amount. 
Number of vessel-fishe~men .. -- -- -----· --- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 555 Capital in vessels and boats .. _ ... _ ..•. _. _ •• ___ .• . _ .. _ _ _ $2,611,010 
Number of boat-fishermen........ .... .................... 385 Capit.al in nets and traps ...................•. __ .. _ •. . . . . 23,028 
Number of curers, packers, fitters, &o. ...... ...... ...... 2a8 Ot,her fixed and oircu 'ating capital ..•............... _ .. i ·al, 605,600 
Number offa-Otory hands . ................................ ·109 I 
1---' Tut,tl ...... . .... . ... ... ...... .••... ...... ...••.. 4,329,638 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 287 j 
a Cash capital, $1,200,000 ; wharves, storehouses, and fixture11, $270,500; factory buildings ancl apparatus, $165,100. 
Vessels and boats. 
Vessels. 
In food.fish :fishery ...... 
In lobster :fishery •••..... 
In menhaden :fishery .... 
In seal :fishery •.••.•.•... 
In whale :fishery ......... 
M.A.SSAOHUSETTS: E 
Vain of 
No. Tonnage. Value. ~ ~ r0gg~f~ 
and nets. 
22 . 490.13 $21,575 $1,090 
1 7. 30 100 10 
8 520. 46 52,500 575 
. 1 84. 65 3,000 ............ 








Total .............. _160 133,576.67 ~--~ l,56~ 
ucl tr Jl . V 111. 
11 ·er,. 




2, 454 ,000 
2,554, 910 Ilnul.s in s: 
In boat fl h rl a ...... J, Boats. 
In vessel :fisheries .••.••. 
Total..... ........ . :l ,-10, 710 
449 . • • • • • • . • . • . 44, 140 . . • . . . • • . . . . .• • . • . . . . . . . 44, 140 TraJ>1. --=,=-
In shore :fisheries ....... . 210 . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 500 2, 210 4, 250 11, 960 W irs, &c . . . . . . . . . . •• • . . 20 11, HO 
Total .••......••••. 659 •••••••·•••· 
--4, 250 ·1~ --5-6,-10-0- 11 Lobster and l pots. . . . . l, l 1, l 
Total..... ...... .. .. l, 217 1- 1.., 2 49,640 2,210 
a Includes gear. 
Detailed statement of the quantities and values of the p1·oducls. 
Products specified. Poumls, fresh. 
Ponncls, 
prepared. .Bulk. 
Grand total • • • • . . • • . . • • • • • • . . • . • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ .. . .. . ... .. . .... .. . 
Fresh fish. 
Alewives ...........•......................•.. . ...............•.... 
Bass, sea ..••••..................•.............••...............•... 




Cod .••. . ........................•....•................ . •.•........ . 
E els . .....•..............••....•.................•.........•....•••. 
Flounders ...•..••••...•.•••..•.......••..•••••.................... 
Frostfish ..•••.•••...••••..•••...•................................. . 
Halibut .••..••...•..••.....••.•.•.....•.....•......•..•.. ········• · 
Herring ..•.•..•••.•..•.•.......••••.........••..................... 
Mackerel ..•.....••••••••...•••••..••...••.•••......••.......•..... 
Menhaden ..•.•••..•..••....•.... : .......•....•......•.•.••..•.... . 
Perch •••..••..•.•.•..•••..••..••••....•....••..................... . 
Scup ..•.... ··"······· •.•...•..•••.........•• , ..•...•..•••.•..• . ··· · 
Shad .••••••..•....•..••.............•...•...•...•.....•.....•....•. 
Smelts ..•••••••••••.••..•.••..••.•..••.......•...•..•.............. . 
Squeteague .••.•••.••..•..•• _ .•.•..•. · · • · • ••• · · · · •• • •• ••· • · · · · · · · · · · 
Sturgeon .•••••••••••.••••••..•. -~································· · 
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--· · ·· ·· ··· · ....... . .... .. ... .. .. ...... .... .. ... .. . 
1,500 ··•···•· · ·· · · · • · · •··•·• ·· · •· •. •• • ·•••·•••··••· 
342, 800 . . . ... ···· ·· · · · · ·• • · · •..•.• ·•••· ·•··•••· •••· · · · · 
292 392 ·• •··•·••••· ·•• ·••• ·•• •··• •· · •• ••••···•··••· .•• . :::::i :::::::::::: :::: :: :::::: ::::::::: ::::: :::::: :::::::::::: ~~ :::::: :::::  =: :: ::::: :: _::::: :: :: ::::::1 
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2, 00 
200 ;~;i~;:;;;;;;;;;;;;:;:;=?:;;~: :::::: ::: ::; ;;;:;;;::;;;:;;; . ,~: :-~F::::: :: : : : :: : : ::: : :::::: :::::: 
00 . ••·•••·•••• · ••· ••••••••·•••••••••• • 
2
, i! Total .••••..•.•.•....••....•....•• , ......•••....•............ b=~16~2,~o:oo~ ~=-1~2S~,~o;; . :..:..;;;..==========j====:r. 
SheU fish. 174, 726 1~.= ·· ·· ·· ••·•·· ·••••• ··••·· ·••••· ·•••·• 
Lobsters .••••••.....•••...••. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · ·•• • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1 , 200 bu h I 
Oysters ...•••....•..••.•..••••••.••.•..•... ·············•······•· ·· ······ · ·· ·· · ··· ·· · · ·· ·• · · 
:?I,•• 
Clams: .,, O lm h I •••••••••• • • • • • • • Z ... ····· ···· · .. ... . . ,, 
For food ..••••..•••......•....•.. ··· ··· ······ ··•··· ·••··· ·•·• , 100 bu h 1 • .... ·· ···· · · · • ·• •, 
~:~:~7:~:~~'.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: =::: '.;~j=~~=:::::::::::::::::: -+~ 
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Detailed statemen; of the quantUies and values of the products-Continued. 
Products specified. 
Pounds, Pounds, I 
fresh. prepared. Bulk. 
P.roditcts nf whale fishery. 1 
Value, 
prepared . 
Sperm oil . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . • . 1, 135, 260 gallons . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . c;$1, 060, 694 
Whale oil ........... . .. . .......... ··.· ...... . ....................... ....... ... ... . .... ... . . .. 595,098 gallons.................. b257, 080 
Whalebone ......... . ...... ·"· · ........ -· ... ·· · · - · · ······ ···· •· ·•·· ······ · · · .. · · · · · · · · ·· ·· ··· 242,476 pounds............. .... . 567,393 
::::::i::: ::::: ::::: :::  : : : :::: : :::  : : : : ::::: ::: : : : : : : : : : :::::: :::: :: : : : : : ::: : ::: : : : •::: I .... 18·. 1:'.~;:::;:: :: ::: : :: : :: : : : • 1ui 
]'tf iscellaneou s. 
Fish oil .. .. .. . ..................•........... .. ...... .. ........•.......... . ... .... ·•••· ······· • 2,700 gallons ...•......•...... 
Marine salt ..... : ....... . .. . .................... - - -. . .. · · · · · · · · · - .. · · · · · · · · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · 210 tons ................. . .. . 
Seaweed .......... .. ....................................... . .................... ............ . 800 tons .................... . 
Total .•.•..........•.......................•............................... ··:········· ..................... - . ... . .. •• ..... 





NoTE.-The menhaden caught by New Bedford vessels were sold to oil factories in other States and a.re credited to thi s district at their 
value to the fishermen. Their enhanced value as oil and guano is credited to the States where the factories are located. 
86. AG.A WAM TO FA.IRR.A. VEN. 
AGAWAM ST.A.TION.-At .Agawam station, in East Wareham, 3 miles inla~d from the north_ern 
en<l of Buzzard's Bay, is Half. way.pond River. This empties into the Wareham Ri\"er, and the 
latter i1:1to th_e ua.y. Large bodies of alewives annually pass from the bay up these rivers to spawn, 
a .considerable number being taken at East ·wareham. The State law determines the time when 
they rnay be taken; this period is between .April 1 and June 1. The exact time when they may be 
caught, the price at whioh they may ue sold to citizens, and other regulations are left to a com-
1nittee of three from each of the towns of Wareham and Plymouth. This committee sells the 
exclusive privilege of the catch at auction, and $400 to $500 a season is generally realized by tlrn 
sale. · The price which the citizens miist pay is fixed by the committee at 1G cents a hundred fisb, 
or 6! cents a barrel; one barrel is allowed to each inhabitant who may desire it. No fish may be 
sold to any except citizens for the space of two hours after the fish are caught, -but after that time 
they may be sold to any person at such price as can be agreed upon. Provision is mac.le tllat 
citizens shall always ·- be able to obtain a limited supply at the price already mentioned, namely, 
16 cents a hundred. The bulk of the catch is sold by peddlers through the neighboring towns. 
At the present time tl}e catch -is not more than two-thirds as large as it was a number of years 
ago. In 1880 the :fisheries of this place gave employment to six men for 2 montlls. The catch 
was 700 barrels ·of alewives, worth $1,050. 
Mr. Ingersoll gives the following report on the present condition of the oyster industry of 
Wareham and vicinity : 
"About 5 years ago no oyster was better received in the Boston market than that from '\Vare· 
barn; it held the first place. Though it has lost this distinction by 'opening' poorly of late, it is 
still of fine quality and in demand by the neighborhood markets. Wagon-loads are sent off to 
Plymouth, Middleborough, and elsewhere, frequently ·through the winter; and during the s~ason of 
1877-'78 the Old Colony Railway carried 780 bushels in shell from the Wareham station, and about 
150 gallons of openetl stock. From East Wareham (Agawam station) there were. shipped during ,, 
tlle winter of 1877-'78, 924 bushels in shell, while partial accounts of the next season (1879-'80)· 
indicate a large increase: By far the larger part of the yield, however, is sold small, as 'seed 
MASSACHUSETTS: 
oysters' to be planted upon the b ds aloug the ea ·t •ro ll r 
Cape Cod. This s.eed is never carried away to b ld 
and fall in sloops of about 25 feet keel, locally known 'ya ·11 . 
35 cents a bushel in sprh1g, or GO to 80 cent iu fall, aud i n an 1 t,, 
experiments have been made in bedding Virginia oy t r thr u rh tl1 
lived well enough it was not found profitable. They r u ·lit 
would fetch $6, a barrel. 
Ii• •1 f 
"·Oyster affairs in Wareham can hardly be called a bu in . 'Iu titl • t r, ut. v ·ry 
uncertain, the impression being that the right to operate upou 01 rn ,,·i ·t. · nly h.r u .- 11 mt, . .r 
of the owners of the adjacent.uplands, and a va t amount of liti 0 ·, ti n "' ul<l pr a I · , l'i if auy 
one chose to object to the present status. This feeling, aud the j al u · f an thiu urn •kiu , f 
monopoly, has deterred capital from being in-vested in any con id rabl d gr , 1th u ,Jt ff rt 
have been made to bring money fr?ru New York and Bo tou to b ar up 11 tl.Ji i11<lu tr ·. \t 
presen~ the poor, ignora.n_t, and shiftless portion of the commuuity, fi r th m par , 11," t do 
with the oysters, and have found it necessary, in or<ler to protect ach tll r fr m a • m111011 
thieving propensity, to decree among themselves that 110 man ·hall fl h aft r ·un t, v II up n 
his own grant. It would be an outside estimate to ay that 200 p r 011 liv upon th• ~ 
Wareham, at an investment of $3,000." 
M.A.RION.-Marion, formerly known as Sippicau, i plea an,tly l a,t , (1 11 tb W , t 'I'll ·hl • o 
Buzzard's Bay. It has a large and accessible harbor, in wllicll ar • f; ·Y rnl i ·landti. Fl' m tlu· 
beaches of these islands, as well as from the shore of the mainland, ar g th •r d ·lam.· qmll1au , 
scallops, ~nd oysters. At one time a ~eet of twenty ail en gag cl in th wlial f, ·II 1-y from t Iii 
place, but at present the fleet numbers only two ve · el , aggr o-ating 
their outfit, at $12,900. A. very small amount of any kind of :ft. lii11°· i •arri(•<l 11 at p1 · •.·1'11( :1 1111 
in , an(l lH' clt-:1 11• •• Pi ll · 
mplu:r <l i11 ·h11li11g the• wlwl in , 
that by fifteen sail-boats, ten row-boats, twenty gill-11 t , n 
having a total value of about $2,500. Tbe 1rnm1Jer of p rROll 
crews, is fifty-nine. 
The catch of the fishing boats consists wainly f m ullad 'Jl, n1 •wiv ',, a11tl 1>111 ·ti 11. 'J lw 
catch of menhaden in 1877 was 2,500 barrels; in 187 , ,000 baJT •1.-- i11 1 'i, 11011 •• i 11 J O O > 
barrels. During 1879 4 shad and 11 striped bas w re augllt, tut 11 11 • in 1, 0. 'lh • i ltl of th • 
shore fisheries in 1880 was valued at $3,965, and includ d 2,0 0 u. ·ll k f uahan . 1 , !>11 h ·I 
of soft clams, 500 bushels of scallops, 75 barrels f al wi, .·, 2 00 p n1l<l , f 1>111 fi 1i 
barrels of menhaden. In former years numerou ve · l w r uilt h r<· ornl fr 40 . · •a, . quilt~ 
extensive salt mannfactories were carried on. N itber f tb , imlu:t1 H' · lw ,· h •c•11 pn , •,·11 fr l 
for several years. 
The oyster interests of this region are thus 1 port cl by 1r. Jug •1-. >11: 
"Southwesterly from Wareham tbe head of Buzzard' ' ,a · ·outaill , , ., ,rnJ Y tt•r luc·alitil' 
f · · t They are· The Weew antit RiY r, for a mil < r ·o in t11t' 11 •ig li l>i 1ho > I ot' o varyrng 1mpor a,nce. , . . . . 
th h . h b ·a w· o-'s Cone and tue Dlaul'in bip ~ \' f ' 1pp1 ·an hail >J Ill t lit ll \'II of e 1g way n ge; m~ , , 
Marion. • 
"In the Wee"eantit, natural beclis of v •r · g d y 'l r,· liav, •xi , •,l f r ., lo11 g ti1111•; 1111 a 
-" 1 · ld s obta1•11e·1 f'1·oru tl1 m Y •r ' , •ar l Y Ir. l ,hiu. 011 ancl >th, 1 L 1t-1.ew years ago a arge y1e wa u , • 
· · 1 · 1 l th • lwd · lrnY 11 ia k d aim h 11 · 11 tlw terJy, howen·r, Uie quantity has ( eerea e(, an( · 
- sake of seed. There are grant bere, but n improY m nt, a, ~ t O nny ,. 11 ·<1t1 •nc·c · • 
· · b th h ·b of :Marion) it i · • i tlw t 11 o · t 1 w u• kno, 11 1111t1l " In S1pp1ca n liar or ( e a1 or 
the year_ 1864, when tlrn shore cf I am I land, n th 
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entrance, was found strewn with young oysters, and the next year it was ascertained that these 
had lived and were growing. The whole cove rapidly filled, and the oy ters at once began to be 
taken by the inhatitants in large quantities. 
"Some gentlemen, in 1875, got permission of the town to plant oy ter · on the bar at the 
entrance of the harbor, and brought a large quantity of seed oysters from Somerset, Mass., to lay 
down there. Taking the hint, the town surveyed a fringe of grants around the whole harbor, 
which were rapidly secured by the citizens for purposes of culture. The fir t design was that all 
owning grants should seed them from abroad, leaving tile natural b d in Blankinship Oo,e and 
all the channels as public domain. But this was done to a Yery small extent, the 1rntural beds 
being raked and dredged,. inst~ad, for oysters to be pla{led upon th grant , until it eemed likely 
that no mollusks at all would be left upon the beds. Legi lative mea nres, both . of State and 
town, were br<mght forward for oyster protection, but with little avail, a re trictive measures bad 
small support from public opinion, and now there is little attempt t-0 r strain any one fislJing to 
any extent. It is reported by some, as a consequence, that few oysters are left, while others say 
that there are as many oysters there now as ever. Meanwhile, those who had planted were not 
encouraged. The best grants lay in favorable spots, where the oysters had shallow water, a bard 
bottom, and quick tide, only lacking fresh water. One gentlemen has planted about 12,000 
bushels, and has put down 6,000 t-0 8,000 empty 5hells, hoping to catch pawn; but since these 
were put down there bas been no year in which the spawn was plenty at Marion. (The last 
good year for spawn in Wareham was 1877 in Somerset, 1878.) Both of the e investments ham 
proved ·to be losing ones. The oysters brought here from Somerset have grown pretty well in 
shell, but in meat are lean and watery. Last .Augu§t tbos~ of marketable ize produced less than 
two solid quarts to the bushel. This fall (1879) there has been an improvement, but a bushel does 
not 'open' more than 3 quarts. These facts are true, as a rule, over the whole extent of the 
harbor, and in every instance the owners consider that they have lost money on their investment, 
and that it is probable that no great success can be looked for in raising oysters at Marion, for 
unexplained reasons. Even when they succeed in getting a fair quantity of oysters, tbey are not, 
as bard and plump as they ought to be, and will not sell in Boston market at prices wbiclt will 
repay the expense of their cultivation. Among special discouragements may be mentioned t,be 
burying of 2,000 bushels in one bed, on the outside of Ram Island Bar, by a single gale d nring 
th~ winter of 1878, and the sudden death of several thousand bushels up the harbor through 
anchor-frost. As a consequence, a large portion of the oysters which have been planted here from 
Somerset have been taken up and sent to Providence River, where they have been rebedded with 
'great success. It may be that this will afford an opportunity for business, although planting will 
not succeed well. The seed can be bought in Somerset and laid down here for about 35 cents a 
bushel. Two years later it can be sold to Providence dealers for 75 cents. During these same 
years the ·natural beds near Ram Island have flourished tolerably well, although tlrn large tracts 
of shells about the harbor have caught no spawn. They have not opened as much nor of as good 
quality, b~wever, as formerly; but there are great differences in the oysters of even this limited 
area. A bed at Ram's Island, on· the sand, i~ 3 to 5 feet of water, 'opened handsome,' wbile 
only a few yards away oysters on a muddy bottom were of poor quality and size. 
''There have been about $17,000 invested in oyster culture in this town, but I believe tlie whole 
matt.er could be bought now for $10,000. Perhaps 5,000 bushels, all told, have been clisposed of 
annually for the last three or four years at $1 a bushel or gallon." 
MA.T'l'A.P0ISETT.-For nearly 125 years this place was a part of Rochester. On 1'vfay 20~ 1857, 
it was incorporated as a town under the old Indian name of Mattapoisett., which signifies ,, a place 
M:.ASSACIIUSETTS: NEW B •DFO 
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F.AIRHAVEN.-Fairbaven is bounded on the south by Buzzard' B y, nu n tll w t, l>y 
Acushnet River. The various ways of spelling this name, found on the old r orcl , ar a foll w : 
"Cushuet," "Acushnutt,'' ''Acoosnet,'' "Acusbena," and "Acu huett," or, a in u · , t h pr •11t 
time, "Acushnet." The bay at this point is nearly 1 mile wide, and i in fact n arm f th .- a 
for the 3 miles from its mouth along the Fairhaven and New Bedford fr nt . b Y •w Ii dfor<l 
it decreases in size to a small stream; no larger than a brook, and tak ~ it ri 
shores of Long Pond and Aquitticaset Pond, in the t-0wn of Mid<ll b rough, 1 
There are several islands in the stream; the largest is named alm ~r, and i , th 
harbor. The next to the north are Crow, Pope's, and Fi h. 'l'bi l t i u11it<><l t th 1011 ' <lr: w-
bridge counecting Fairhaven with New Bedford. Several other m 11er i lau<11-1, uot 11am l, ad l 
to the beauty of the river scenery. 
The land now occupied by Fairhaven, New Bedford, and D rtmouth wa pur l1n ·<l fr 111 h 
Indians in 1652, and was all united in the single town of Dartmouth, th I> rt 11 w 'c 11 1 J• air-
haven being known to the Indians as "Sconticut." On Febru, ry , 17 7, \ tp rt n1Hl •w 
Bedford were incorporated as separate towns. The latt r ,mbrac d th Ir u t wn 
until April 22, 1812, when it was incorporated under it pre nt nam . Th l • cliu l n in of 
this place in past years was the whale fishery. Thirty. v u v I , , i b uin lnrndr land 1 t ·-
five men, sailed from here in 1837, and in 1858 forty- ev n il w r ngag cl in tlu t ind11 tr~·· in 
18CO, thirty~nine; in 1870, eight; in 1874, two; in 1 76, two; in , 11 
Although the bay and river have alway been not:€cl a b. Yin 
variety of scale and shell fish, and the flats and near bor 
seines. The weirs, of which there ar 
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each. Each weir has a leader to the shore from 400 to 450 feet long. The anrage depth of bowl 
is 18 feet, with a diameter of 50 feet. The entire weir is made of twine and fastened. to poles dri·ven 
into the groun<l. The weirs are put down about the middle or end of March and a,re fished until 
the middle of July, when they are taken up. Some of them are again put down about the middle 
of August and fished until the 1st of November. Sometimes a few remain until December 1, for 
the sea-herring; these (lo not appear with any regularity, generally only once in about ernry four 
years. The fishermen pay a land-lease for their weirs of from $5 to $75 a season, according to the 
location. The catch is marketed fresh at New Bedford, New York, Philadelphia; a small part at 
Boston and other near cities and towns. The importance of the catch of the following species is 
indicated by the order in which they are named: Alewives, tau tog, scup, squeteague, bluefish, and 
eels. The alewives bring in a half of the value of the total catch. During the season of 1880 men-
haden, squeteague, tautog, and scup have been very plenty; Spanish mackerel and bonito scarce. 
Mackerel (Scornber scombrus) are seldom seen. They seem to know full well that there is no outlet 
for them at the eastern end of Buzzard's Bay, and therefore keep a'fay. Of the immense sclrnols 
that pass so near on their annual tour to the northeast, but very few are ever seen in the bny. 
Thirty men, with small, unregistered sail-boats, fish from June 1 to November 1 with hand-
lines in the river and in_ the bay near home. Their catch consists chiefly of tautog, eels, and scup, 
the eels being taken, for the most part, in small box-traps baited with clams. 
That Buzzard's Bay abounds in a variety of fish, many of them valuable for food, others for 
fertilizer, has been shown in the foregoing remarks. We now add a complete list, kindly gh·en us 
by Mr. D. W. Deane, who has been for twenty-fiye years in this business, and has for tbe past 
thirteen years been setting weirs in this locality. Tbe list will be found of interest, as showing 
. the date of the first catch of each species dnring the seasop of 1880: · 
"March 24, caught the first menhaden, alewife, smelt, tomcod, flatfish; April 1, tau tog, skate, 
perch; April 6,sea-herring, eel; April 14, shad; April 15, striped bass; April 17, scup; April 24, 
dogfish, mackerel; April 26, rock bass; April 27, sea-robin; April 28, squid;· May 8, butterfish, 
kingfish; May 11, squeteague; May 12, flounder; May 13, bluefish; June 8, i:;tinging ray; June 
7, sand shark; June 10, shark; June 25, bonito. On July 10 the weirs were taken up, and put 
down again August 26, on which day the first seres was taken. This is a gold-colored fish about 
the size of the scup, a very palatable fish. It is quite common some seasons during August and 
September. August 30, first' Spanish mackerel; September 6, first razor-fish; September 6, first 
goosefish." · · 
Mr. Deane says that striped mullet are quite abundant some years, but that there were none 
during the past season. No salmon have been seen this year. In 1879 five small ones were caught, 
but were returned to the bay, the State law not permitting any to be taken in weirs. Cunners 
have been plenty; hake and cod scarce. A dozen sheepshead have been taken during the season. 
There is an ample opportunity for a large increase in this neighborhood in the fishing industry. 
The abundance of fish and proximity to all the great fish markets, as ·well as a large demand from 
the numerous near inland cities, make this a desirable point, and one which i~ capable of producing 
many times the number of. fish at present obtained, most of the catch being now taken in from 
four to six months. 
Fish of many kinds have been more abundant the past season than for several years. Their 
great abundance reduced the prices, which reduct.ion, together with the effect of numerous severe 
torms and gales in the spring, bas lowered the gross stock of the season's wor~ of the weirs to a 
sum rather below that of 1879. Algrn is gathered from the shores of Sconticut N eek in great 
abundance at various t.imes of the year. Twenty-five years ago_ but little attention was given to 
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it. Only a s~all amount was gathered, and that without ch, r"' l>,; u · ou wh wi b ·ll it. • · 
its value became known, and more of it was gathered, a, cbarg at th r, t t' - ·ellt f r a , iu ,t ,_ 
horse load was made. TL is was a bout 18GO. In 1SG3 the c:barg had in ·r •a,· •d t l:!J , 11 a I ad 
an<l at the present time 25 cents is willingly paid for the ame amount. l i. tv tl a. : fi rtiliz r. 
Rock-weed and kelp are also used~ au<l sold for $1 a ton. Th latter wb 11 mi· r a-
weed, is worth -only 75 cents. , All fish uot fit for market ar aYe<l and find n r a<ly., 1 .it :;o 
cents a barrel for fertilizing purposes. 
Thirty gill-nets are used by the fishermen at the Point. · Th catcl.J 011 i ·t · t' blu ii.·11 t. nto" 
farmers at 30 cents a barrel. qams and quahaugs are plentiful almo t the utir di ·tc u • of th 
west side of Buzzard's Bay from Cohasset Narrows to Sconticut .J.. ck. Tw ut ' ., · " n m 11 <li , 
them at various points, some going .- up the bay a short distanc , all('l other,, wi h t < m. drh-inn, 
along the shore and filling their wagons, and selling the content in th nei hu ri og t wn . Th 
catch of lobsters here is small in size and amount. Most of it i u ed f r l> it in tlt a1 tnr f 
tautog, scup, and squeteague. 
Fourteen men with ten boats dredge for scallops from the middle of ct b rt tll mid 11 f 
January. Great quantities are found in the Acushuet River, a well a al no-, 11 thew t rn ·h r 
of the bay. A small dredge, holding about a bushel, is used. It is ru d with c val- 1J. p l ir n 
frame 3½ feet in length. Wire net~ing is used in the front part and twin t th l> •k. 1 ~ 11 
sail-boat~, each with two men, fish with from one to twelve of the dred in w, , iliu with 
just enough sheet to allow a slow headway. As soon as a dredge is fill <l, them n "luff u1,' h ul 
in, empty, and go on: These little boats take from 10 to 75 bu h ,I a la ' . f th uuf, · 
vorable, one man takes the o~rs w!Jile the other tends the clr do- . 
The total number of persons employed in the Fairhaven fish ri , ht 
invested in vessels, boats, weirs, and other apparatu wa .:.12, 72.3, ncl tll V, lu 
products was $31,289. · The catch of the vessels wa 410,0 0 pound ' f ii h; 
pounds of fish. Twenty boats took 2,100 bushels of call p , 2, 00 bu. h 1 ' 
bushels of quahaugs. The other shore-boats, the seine , an<l ill-n •t c; n 
200,000 pounds of menhaden, and 215,000 vounds of other fi h. 
In the Fairhaven Star of December ·14, 1880, i the following hi t ri • l r 1 vi •w f h, whalio , 
business of that town : 
"I will giYe the readers of your paper an account of th whaling n in ~.. [ l11tY 1 ma l 1 
list of the whaling vessels that have been owned and fitt d from I airllc Y 1 th wa1· ri h 
England. Peace was proclaimed on the 18th of February, 1 1~, and tb ·oil) 'I' 11 nncl ·h n l' 
Liberty were :fitted on a whaling voyage in the North and uth ... lh\n i in h • t 11 wing 
1815; the only whaling vessels belonging to Fairhav 11 at th t h t 1• 'fb • n . "lH l •r ·ul 
in the service; the tonnage of the ship , averagin 
ayeraging $26,000 to a ship, would be, ~ 1, O, 
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twenty-three ships and barks, and one brig in 1838. Allowing 16:' fe~t frnm_ afte: end of spanl~er 
boom to end of fly-jib boom, fifty ships in line would be over 1½ m1les m length; , boats to a ship, 
woulcl be 350 boats; 2,500 barrels cask each, 125,000 barrels. 
'"From 1835 to 1850, Fairhaven was a busy, thriving town. Persons not acquainted with the 
place at that time can have very little idea of the number of people employed in the ship-yards, 
shops on the wharve~, and about the village. Over one hundred mechanics and laborers were from 
their labor at noontime from Union wharf, and probably a larger number were employed on other 
wharves and in the village. In 1841 sixteen ships and three barks wer~ fitted. In 1845 fourteen 
whalers arrived, with 15,525 barre]s sperm oil, 11,625 barrels whale oil, and 100,300 pounds bone. 
TlJe price of sperm oil in 1845 was 85 cents; whale oil 31 cents per gallon, and whalebone 33 cents 
per puund; value of sperm oil, $415,681.87; whale ?il, $113,518.12; whalebone, $33,000; value of 
importations in 1845, $562,298.99. 
,~There have been some very good-voyages both in sperm and whale oil. The most costly 
ship of the fleet was the ship South Seaman, costing $65,000; several others costing about $50,000 
each. The Jast two owned in Ifairhaven were ship General Scott and schooner Ellen Rodman. The 
ship Herald made twenty-five voyages, probably the largest number of any ship from this port, 
averaging 1,200 barrels each; total, 30,000 barrels~ Ship Amazon made seventeen voyages, obtain-
ing 5,0t4 barrels sperm oil and 28,980 barrels whale oil; total, 33,994 barrels. Ship William Wirt'~ 
largest cargo of sperm oil was 2,900 barrels. Ship South Seaman sent home 70 barrels sperm, 
3,560 barrels whale oil, and 21,027 pounds bone. Lost on French Frigate Shoal March 13, 1859. 
"In 1765 sloops Industry and Dove were engaged in the whaling business. In 1767 sloops 
Myriad, Sea Flower, Rover, and Supply were added. 
"Before the war of 1812 ships Juno, President, Columbia, Herald (Samuel Borden, agent), 
Exchange (John Alden, agent)~ schooner Swan (John Alden, agent), were included in the whaling 
fleet of Fairhaven. When peace was declared in 1815 only one ship and · one schooner fitted for 
whaling-ship Herald, agent Samuet Borden; schooner Liberty, agent John Alden. * * * 
Since 1815 one hundred and eight vessels hailing from Fairhaven hav~ engaged in the whnling 
industry, classified as follows: eighty-eight ships and barks, eight brigs, and twelve schooners." 
87. NEW BEDFORD TO WESTPORT. 
NEW BEDF0RD.-New Bedford is built on high ground, and the cross streets, running east 
and west, have an easy slope, affording a fine view of the Acushnet River and the harbor with its 
forest of masts of the whaling vessels. Fairhaven on the east and Buzzard's Bay in the distance 
on the south, make the view complete. New Bedford is the most important city on Buzzard's 
Bay, and in proportion to its population of 26,845, it is said to be the richest city in the United 
States. In 1877 its valuation in real estate was $12,609,200, and in personal property $10,854,900, 
or a total of $23,464,100. 
The home fisheries h~ve never been prosecuted with very great interest, although both scale 
and shell fish are in great abundance and close at hand. Considerable attention is now paid t(? 
supplying New York, Philadelphia, and cities nearer home with fresh fish, clams, quahaugs, and 
scallops. A small amount of fish is also sent to Boston. The vessels engaged in fishing are of 
small size, sloop or schooner rigged. They fish in Buzzard's Bay and the Acushnet River near 
home, where a great variety, similar to that spoken of in the-report for Fairhaven, is taken. 
Rcaled fish are caught with hand-lines, eels in box-traps, and scallops with dredges. 
The menhaden _fishery bas been prosecuted from here for a number of years and bas brought 
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in a large profit. Most of the catch was taken off the 
carried on through the entire season. The fish have uot b n 
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steamer furnish the vessel, engineer, fishing-gear, water and co 1 f r th m tiv p w r , ncl h 
crew furnish their provisions, wages of cook, and board of fl b rm n. Th aptniu llir . hi, 
crew by the month or they go on shares. The owners receive one-half f th ooh au l th ,r w 
the other half. The master also receives an additional commi ion of from 5 7 nt 
Steamers on Long Island Sound usually pay so much a thousand for th fl b, 3¼ be rr J 
the thousand count. During 1879 the fleet from this port caught 55,700 arr 1 
which were sold at the factories of Long Island Sound and Maine at 25 c nt 
1880 five of the steamers report a catch. of 45,925 barrels of menhad n, nd , 
erel. The former sold at 30 cents a barrel and the latter sold fre h in th 
Scallops are plenty-in the Acushnet River and large quantiti 
October through the winter. The business has of late yea,rs greatly in r a n 
opens in the f~ll, about 2 bushels in the shell are required to make 1 gall n f ' li l m , t. , whi •lJ 
weighs about 7 pounds. Scallops are always sold by the gallon. 
Eels are found very plenty in the river and near creeks and bay . Th 
a box-trap of simple and cheap construction. This is 4 feet long, 10 inch 
sides. There is a hole in each end 4 inches square. In the apertur ar plac d two 1 , 11 w 
slats. The eels slide in with ease, the slats opening as they glide in and imm i t l ·l 
The box is weighted with stones and baited with clams. 
Thirty small sail-boats of sloop or schooner rig, of le 
under license, are used by forty-five fishermen in the near horn fl b ry. Th y < h t h •ir 1, b 
chiefly m Buzzard's Bay; it consists of tau tog, scup, flound r , and 1 , witb 
other large species found in the bay. Many swordfish are caught in th ir n. 
amount of scallops taken every fall and winter is about 4,000 bu h 1 '. fl , hill i " rri 1 n in 
midwinter. 
The food-fish.fishery of New Bedford employs fourteen ve 1 , 
valued, with gear and outfit, at $13,990. In the menhaden .fish ry th 1· 
and one schooner, aggregating 520.46 tons, and valued, with th ir g r n 
Several vessels which obtained licenses in the general fi h ri di<l n t u · 
They were mostly yachts that under those licenses were entitled to cert in pri il 
granted. One vessel of 84:.65 tons, valued, with outfit, at 13,000, il din l 
fur-seal fishery. 
New Bedford has for many years been the chief whaling p rt of th 
whale fishery was pursued here as early as 1755, and in 1765 four v 
the period of the Revolutionary war there were fifty to ixty 1 , 
destroyed. After the war the business revived, but wa c gain pr tr 
was renewed in 1818, and the number of vessels gradually incr d till J 
ford fleet numbered 324 sail, aggregating 110,867 ton . Vari u u · 
this industry, among which were the panic of 1857, th d tru ti u f tbirt · Y •, •l 1 
c~uisers during the late war, and the loss, in 1 71, f tw nt ·-f ur ' l 
Another and perhaps the chief cause of a decline tb 
petroleum for whale oil. The great quantitie in whi h tb 
so cheap tl)at whale-oil dealers could not enter into fair m1 
\ 
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merchants have persistently continued this :fishery and have managed to make it generally suc-
cessful. The demand for sperm oil and whale oil, as well as for whalebone, will never entirely 
cease, for there are uses to which these products can be put that cannot be met by other oils or 
substances. Thtre are in this city several large oil refineries and candle factories, where the oils 
are refined and the spermaceti made into large cakes for use in the arts or molded into candles. 
The whalebone is sent to the bone-workers in Boston and New York, where it is made into whips, 
corset and dress bone, and adapted to many other uses. 
The whaling fleet of New Bedford at present numbers 123 vessels, aggregating 31,5G8.83 tons, 
valued, with outfits, at $2,414,000, and manned by 3,226 men. The catch of the Now Bedford 
vessels and of the fiye vessels belonging to other ports in this district in 1 79 was valued at 
$1,897,009, and included 1,135,260 gallons of sperm oil, 595,098 gallons of :whale oil, 242,476 pounds of 
whalebone, 18,100 pounds of ivory, and 62¼ pounds of ambergri . In 1 0 the oil aggregated about 
1,865,262 gallons, and the bone about 380,364 pounds. The state of thi industry in tlrn city of 
New Bedford at different periods durmg the past forty year bas been a £ llow ' : 
Year. 
1840 ...... ·-·······-·· .... ······-··· .. ······ ·· ····· ·· ... . ............. . 
1850 . ·-- ••.•• _ - •••• - •••.••••.•••••••••••.•••••••••••.••••••••••••••• • · · 
1853 ....•.• ····-······· ········· · ········-········ · ················· · ·· 
1857 ..•.... ··-··· . • •••.•••••• ···• ••••••••••••••••••••·••· · ••·••••••·•• · 
1800 ..••... ·-··-······· ••• . ...•.• •••••• ·-·········· .••••••••.•••••••• •. 
1865. ·-···· . ••••. ·-· · ············ ············· -·········· · ············ · 
1870 . .•... . ········-········· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. ··--·· 




















Barrels of Barr<'ls of P ounds of 
sperm oil. whale oil . bone. 
63, 465 75,411 . ..... .. .... . ... ... 
39,298 91,627 1,081, 500 
44,923 118,672 2,835,800 
48,108 127,362 1,350,850 
43,716 90,450 1,112,600 
21, 29:l 51,693 376, 450 
42,886 49,563 569, 861 
34,430 25,067 359,973 
Exclusive of t~e whale fishery, the products of the :fisherieR for 1879 included 61,000 barrels of 
menhaden, 33,684 lobsters, 1,800 barrels of fresh mackerel, 824,200 pounds of t autog, :flounders, 
and other fish, and 2,500 ga~lons of scallops, having a total value of about $50,000. 
Clark's Point forms the southerly part of the city of New Bedford, the Acushnet River on the 
east and Clark's Cove ou the west. Its length is about 2 miles. On the end of the point are a light-
house and Government fortifications. Four pounds or traps are fished here. They caught in 1880 
125,000 pounds of various species of fish valued at .2,200. The value of the traps is $2,000, and 
the number of persons employed is eight. 
Concerning the oyster business in this vicinity, Mr. Ingersoll reports as follows : 
,~ The Acushnet River, just above New Bedford, has been found wanting in the qualities neces· 
sary to make it good planting ground for oysters. The experiment has been tried, but bas failed. 
No cultivation exists there, therefore. 
"The principal dealers in the town buy yearly a superior stock of oysters in the Chesapeake 
Bay, bringing one cargo of 3,500 bushels for bedding, and another cargo for winter use; the 
schooner Hasti.ngs, of nearly 100 tons burthen, is the vessel used at present . These oysters cost 
65 cents when laid down, bllt grow very little on these beds, ·since there is no fresh water to start 
them. In addition to this, one firm furnishes oysters from Providence Ri~er, W areham, and else-
, where. The rest of the town, as calculated by them, use about 200 bushels and 100 gallons a 
week for five months. This makes New Bedford's estimated consumption, annually, about 13,000 
bushels. Five men are emp1oj·ed six months as openers, at 17 cents a gallon. 
"Just west of New Bedford is a lit tle stream and inlet , known as Westport RiYer. This was 
the locality of an ancient bed of natiy-e oysters, which bas now nearly disappeared through too 
great raking. They are said to be very large and of good quality, but not more than 50 bushels 
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a year can now be caught throughout tue whol 3 mil 
sell at $1.50 to $2 a bushel in New Bedford. Tb re i 
the bridge. 
recently formed, but, as yet, is of little account. Th 
.. 7: 
"111 ·h 
suitable for planting upon. Fifty bushels a year would v r tu wb l ·uppl f1 m 11 •r •. 
D.A.RTMOUTH.-This port is situated on the w t rn 'i<l au 1 , 
Buzzard's Bay. Four vessels of 163.03 aggregat tonnag f h •m 11 
Banquereau and VVestern Banks for cod, and the otuer tw n ar h m , ff I 1 ·I· I, J. ml uul th 
New England shore, for cod and swordfish. Eight m n ar l in h I 
of the funnel, which is of wood. Some largo pound ar in u < t 
until August. They are owned by Mr. George o 11. y Augu t th 
and the pounds arc taken up. The twine is made fa t top 1 clri n inl th rnnu<l. 1'11 l I•. 
are replaced each year, and the twine is not good for mu haft r 11, vinrr l, nu· d f r w 01· thr 
seasons. _The fish caught are alewives, menhaden, flound r , np,. ud taut ', pr ,pr tio11at •ly in 
the order mentioned, with a few bluefish and had. A tat l, w £ r i 1 t11 t· king of ·: lnum. 
They are very seldom seen. At Dumpling light only two hav n b. r cl duri1l" tlie pa Ji,· 
years. Menhaden are sold to the farmers at tbe rate of 3 nl a uarr l fi r £ rtilizi11g p111 J> 
Large quantities of unmarketable fish, such a kate , hark , a h nll(l 
sold to the farmers for the same purpose at the rat of 5 ut : hm1<1r •(1 , h, large and lllall. 
The livers of the dogfish, however, are removed and av d fi 1 th ir il. ~'h : tahl fr . lt fl h ar 
sold fresh at New Bedford, New York, and Pllilad lphia, and h nr <l fi, h. 
by the pounds, during 1880, has been fully 75 p r nt. lar r i11 : m u11 · 11(1 ya.Ju 
1879. The lobsters taken are shinped to New ork. 
from the water of Buzzard's Bay, which i pumped by win 
much larger amount bas been produced in pa t y , r . M 
tion, selling for 35 cents a bushel. 
amount of capital invested in the ft beri 
ofl whaling vessel, 2 bankers, 2 shore-fl hing r 
pots, and $4,100 in salt works. The produ t , 
and consisted of 598,600 pounds of fi h, 50,0 0 lo t r , tl(l L, 
WESTPORT POINT AND WES'.l.1PORT
0
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September 15 to November 15 these men are joined by forty others, farm-work then being over fo1 
the season. The catch is composed chiefly of tautog, with a small proportion of bluefish, 
squeteague, rock-bass, striped bass, and others. In 1879 the first tau tog was caught on June 21. 
During that season the largest striped bass captured weighed 60 pounds. For the past few years 
no salmon, Spanish mackerel or bonito, and but few squeteague, cod or bake-and less frequently 
still, a haddock-have been taken. Tautog have always been plentiful. Bluefish, striped bass, 
and menhaden show a decrease in the past 2 years' fishing. Eels are abundant and are caught 
chiefly at_ night with torch and spear. Lobsters are not numerous, and but little time is devoted 
to catching them. The fish are sold at Fall River and New Bedford. 
On both sides of the .Acoakset River clams are plentiful. Six men were engaged in working 
the beds during parts of seven months in the year 1879. Seven hundred bushels of clams were 
that year sent to ma,rket, and fully 1,000 bushels were used in home con umption. The abundance 
of clams has varied since 1870, being sometimes large, at others small. The yield of 1879 was not 
up to the average. 
The :fisheries of this place in 1879 garn employment to 71 men, and the amount of capital 
invested in 26 boats, 100-lobster traps, and other apparatus was $1,350. The value of the catch 
was $5,654, and included 3,000 pounds of striped bass, 47,900 pound of tautog, 100 barrels of 
alewives, 17,200 pounds of eels, 35,500 pounds of assorted fi h, 8,000 lob ters, and 1,700 bushels 
of clams. Most of the catch is sold at New Bedford and Fall RiYer. Mr. David H. Bradley, who 
has been engaged in the fishing business at this point for twenty years, r ports that not as many 
men a.re employed, nor as many fish caught, as when he first began business. 
The following item from the Barnstable Patriot, June 21, 1859, shows tlle extent of the 
fisheries here at that date: 
'~GREAT FISHING.-Our correspondent at Westport Point writes us that the largest quantity 
of fish ever taken with the hook in one day at that place was taken on Friday. The fish num-
bered 1,333, and when dressed weighed 4,000 pounds. Two hundred and thirty-six fish, weighing 
1,200 pounds, were also taken from gill-nets on same day, making in all 5,200 pounds. Those 
taken with the hook average 3 pounds each; those taken with ~he nets 5 pounds. There were 26 
boats out, and the largest number taken by a boat was 122. The boats averaged about 60 fish." 
At the western side of the bay from Westport Point, and distant from the point 1 mile by 
water and 8 by land, is the harbor of Westport. .At one time a small fleet of fishing vessels 
and whalers sailed from here. .At present there is no :fishing vessel, though one whaler is owned 
here and fits at New Bedford. 
The only attention paid in 1880 to fishing was by two fishermen during the summer. They 
used 500 fathoms of gill-net. The catch consisted almost wholly of bluefish, which were abundant 
until the 1st of .August. In 1879 the catch of three men amounted to $645.50, and consisted of 
16,020 pounds of bluefish, 700 pounds of striped bass, and 50 barrels of menhaden. The boats 
and nets used were worth $550. In 1880 two men with boats and nets worth $500 caught 17,500 
pounds of bluefish, valued at $437.50. 
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mostly seed oysters, which are sold for transplanting, and have n t l> 
product of the fisheries. The amount of native eatable oy ters pr du 
$1,200 . 
7 
. ST.A.TISTIO.A.L SUMM.A.'l'ION FOR 1879.-The following statements 11 w in d tail th • '. t •Jlt f 
the fishing interests of Fall River district: 
Siimma1·y statement of persons employed and ca11ilal invest (1. 
_______ P_e_rs_on_s_e_m_p_lo_y_ed_. ______ 
1




_______ ca_p_Lt_a1_1_n __ 1.ou_ ._ . _____ ,_A_r,_w_nn_t_ • 
Number of vessel-fishermen ..•.•..•.......•.•..••.•...•.. 
Number of boat.fishermen ..•....•..••••.•.............•.. 
Number of curers, packers, fitters, &c ...•...•..••..•..•.. 
101 Ca.pital in vessels nnd boats . ..•....••. .•• •... ..........•. 
140 Capital in nets and traps ...••........•.. ....... ... .. . ..• 
15 Other ftxed a.nd clro11lntln npllnl.. ••. ..••.• .•• •• • •• •••. 




Total ......... . ... .. . . . . . .. .. .•.....••.•••• . ••. •••. 
Total ........•.....•.....•...•...•• , . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . 280 
a Cash capital, $15,000; wharves, sborohousea, and flxtur s, $10,000; factory b111ldln ' u1Hl 11 11111111 111 , ,:10,000. 
Detailed statement of capital investecl in vessels, boats, 11 IH, anrl trrtJ>R. 
Value of 
Total Valne. g ar, exolu- Vnl u of 111lt rn11 . 11 , Vessels and boats. No. Tonnage. siv ofboa.t.e oul11G. valu . 
and n ts. 
Vessels. N t•. 
In menhaden :fishery ..... 22 410. 04 $21, 000 $e80 f I (',00 
=--== JI 
Boats. 
In vessel fisheries ........ 24 ............. 2,340 ............. . . . .... ..... :.:o 
In shore fisheries ....... . 61 ---------·- · 2,885 360 6,020 'l'ot 1 ......... .. a1 ------ ll, 205 Total ........•..... 85 ................. 6,225 800 6,620 Tta111 . 
Tot! •• •.•• •• •• ••. 
Detailed statement of th quantities a11tl 1•al11 nf t/1 prmlul'l . 
Products specified. 
J'ounu , I'crn u,t 
fr LI. 1n ·rmr ·d. n,r . 
... o. ~ 
O,iHII 




Grand total. .. - ...••.. · ··•·• · ·· · · · · · ·· · · · · · ··· · ··· · · · · ·· · · · · ·1;,,·~· ·,;,,;· ·;· ;,;· ·;· ·;· ·;,;· ;1,· ;,;··;··;··;;·;;··~--~·: :=·=·==========j:===• 
Freshfi8h. 
.Alewives .•••••...•....•... ·•••••·········· · · · · · ···· · 
:Bass, striped ............. · • · · · · · • · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Eels ........................................................... ·· 
13 , 000 . .... . . ....... . · ··• · •·•••··· .. • ....•.. • .•.•••.••• 
2, .... . .. . ... .. .. . . .. . ...... ·•·•••·•••·••• · •••••••• 
10, 200 •· · ··· · .........••.•.• ••••...••••••••. . ••• •.••. •• 
l , • 
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Detailed statement of the quantities and 1,alues of the products-Continued. 
Products specified. 
Pounds, Pouncls, 
fresh. prepared. Bulk. 
]flounders ..........•......... , ... ... .............• · .•... · · · ..•... ·. a, 000 ... - ......... - ....•.........................•... 
Mellhadcn . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 800, 000 . . . . . • • . . . . . . .................................. . 
Shad.. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a83, 134 . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ...................... . ....... . 







Total .... ...........•............. ....... ................... . 1==1=3=, 0=52=, 9=14:::=· ·=· ·=· =· ·=··=··=·I=··=··=··=··=·=··=· ·=· ·=· ·=· =· ·=· ·=· ·=· ·=· ·=·=· ·=· =· ·=· 1 ===-2_5~'...' 9:::.::90 
Pickled fi8h . 
.Alewives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 550, 000 440, 000 
Mixed fish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 000 2, 000 .. ..... ..........•............ . ..... 
-·-·--1·---1--
Total ................................ . .................. :-: . . . 553, 000 442, 000 ................................... . 
l====l= ===I== 
Smoked fi8h. 







Oysters .................... .. ....•...............•. ·......... ...... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ..•. .. 1,000 bush(')S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •••••. 1,200 
Clams, for food . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 3i5 llu h ls . ... :............... . 3, 121 




Scallops . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 800 gallons .................... . 
Fish oil...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 50, 400 gallons ......•••••......... 
Fish guano . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . l, 97 l tons . ..•...... . ........••••. 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........•... · I· . . . . . . . . . . . . ..................... _- ............ . 





89. rrHE GENERAL FISHERIES OF FALL RIVER AND NEIGHBORING TOWNS. 
FALL RIVER AND VICINITY.-Fall River is on Mount Hope Bay, an arm 0£ Narragansett Bay, 
at the mouth of Taunton River, 45 miles from Boston. Its population in 1870 was 26,766; in 1880, 
48,961. It is extensively engaged in the man~facture of cotton goods, and its factories contain 
more spindles than those of any other city in the United States. Railroads furnish communica-
tion with Boston, Providence, New Bedford, and other points, while daily lines of steamers run 
. to Newport, Providence, and New York. The harbor is large and easy of access, and is deep 
enough for the largest vessels. The foreign and coa.stwise trade of Fall River is important. In 
1873 thfrty-seven vessels, aggregating 554 tons, were employed in the cod and mackerel fisheries, 
but. in 1879 there were none. In former years whaling vessels were sometimes fitted here, but that 
fishery was abandoned many years ago. From 1840 to 1847 the whaling fleet numbered se,..,en 
vessels, and from 1848 to 1860 two or more vessels were annually sent out; the last one in 1861. 
The only fishery now carried on from here is for the capture of menhaden. In this business 
there are employed twenty.two vessels, including one steamer, aggregating 410.04: tons, awl valued 
with outfits at $36,720. The catch of these vessels in 1879 was 12,800,000 pounds of menhaden, 
worth $19,200 in the fresh condition, and was sold to the oil and guano factories in this vicinity. 
The shad and alewife fisheries of the Taunton River are carried on by 108 men, who use 29 
boats, 15 seines, and 1 weir, worth, with their fixtures, about $7,500. The catch in 1879 was 
1,718,000 alewives, equal to about 4,000 barrels, and 6,615 shad weighing 21,498 pounds. The 
value of these products was $12,090. A portion of the alewives were sold fresh, the rest pickled 
or smoked. The shad were sold fresh in Boston and other markets. 
In Cole's River, in the town of Swansea, 4 miles west of Fall River, at the northern end of 
Mount Hope Bay, there is a small fishing station. The northern and northwestern ends of Mount 
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Hope Bay are valuable for their call p and lam u h 
west to Taunton River on the east, a di tan f 5 mil . 
From 1875 to 1880 scallops were very pl ntiful. In 
scarce, while the beds were well suppli cl with the young lJ Jl.fi 11, thu giviu 
supply in the future. Nineteen men are engaged in the u in , 1v10 
catching shell-fish. When these are scarce, the fl ·b rm n vi it th n r r nwi b, n th 
opposite side of the bay. When these bed are yielding abund, ntly, th r fi 11 rm n, fr m h 
Greenwich side, join in the business. In this industry small c t-rigg d u , t 
which is equipped with four to eight dredges. The catch i pen cl at w n a and fi rwar 1, I 
principally to New York. During the summer Rocky Point and other r ort c r uppli y th 
fishermen with clams of the summer yield, and Fall River and the local tr d ar furui h I with 
clams from the winter digging. 
Eels are plenty in Cole's river, and are taken in a conical ba ket-work trap, 2 fi t 1 n 
catch is sent to New York. A few fyke-netf! are used in the wiuter, the catch-fioun r 
used at and near home. Clams are worth $1 a bushel in summer, and 70 cent in wint r. 
present time as many clams are used in summer as in winter. 
The fisheries of Cole's River in 1879 gave employment to 19 men. The c pital, inv t d in 
small sail-boats, 40 scallop dredges, and 100 dories, amounted to $960. The produ t , r w rth 
$5,332, and consisted of 900 bushels of scallops, 3,375 bushels of clam , rn,200 poun l f 1 , , nd 
3,000 pounds of flounders. Besides these products there were about 1,000 bu h l f y t r dug 
in this vicinity, valued at $1,200. 
90. THE OYSTER INTERESTS OF TAUNTON RI E AN VI J IT . 
The oyster interests of the Fall River district, as r port d by Mr. ug r 11,., r u fi ll 
"TAUNTON RIVER.-There lies in the Taunton niv r, at ighton, a Jar 
archreologists, on account of' some inscriptions wbich it b ar ; tb 
supposed to be the work of Norse voyagers who arly vi it l tJJ 
this supposition is very fu1ly and attractively tated iu Th r au' 
is referred. These earliest comers were plea ed to find b 11-fi h un , nt iu th r i n, • tHl th 
English settlers, three or four centuries later, record th ir tb~rnkfuln 
time immemorial, then, oysters have been nati e f thi di tl'i ·t, n n a tin n 
made north of Cape Cod could ever be put forward t cl ny th t h Y r h r iu i n 11 • 
"It was long ago recognized that the Taunton River wa a, vaJua 1 r-pr p rt ' , nd 
legal measures were early adopted looking toward it pr ~rvati n. Th pr ' n 1 Ian f c J 1, • 
tions came into effect about thirty years ago, and thou h difl' rin li h l i11 th uri u ·n, 
bordering the river, consists, in general, of the l a iag of th r uu l f r rakin nnd pie ntin 1111·. 
poses, during a term of years, at a fixed rental. Mo t f tll d hi un r h 
of the State, but Somerset had a special act in her f"' v r, pa 
"The oysters from all parts of Taunton Riv r (th pr 
are known as 'Somersets.' Formerly they w re D i I r 
large size. Within the last twenty-fiv y ar , h , r, th 
and lost quality. It is popularly a ert a, l any, tb t tbi i 
ties discharged by the copper-work , by the r llin"'·mill , and 
some miles above the oyster beds. But tbi h n ni 
the mineral matter thus thrown into the urr nt 
seriously, and also on the better ground, tbat ·b mi 
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thing to account for the greenish stain, which is precisely that so highly esteemed a few years ago 
in the French oysters of Marennes, and other districts. I was assured that this greenness varied 
in different parts of the river, and with different seasons, and that if any oysters happened to have 
grown high up on the bridge-piers, or elsewhere off the bottom, they were not green at all. Just 
how deleterious to health these green Somerset oysters are, I could not learn satisfactorily. No-
body pretends that their e:trects are fatal, and some say they are as good as any other inferior 
oyster-. The general opinion, however, is, that eating a dozen raw ones is certain to be followed 
by violent sickness at the stomach. No doubt prejudice has much to do with it, for there is no 
food which the imagination would more quickly influence the stomach to reject, than the soft, 
slippery, and somewhat insipid fresh-water oyster. The same green appearance occurs of late in 
the oysters of Seekonk River, to be spoken of later on; and in both ca e tran planting entirely 
removes the stain and elevates the quality, which is said to be slowly improving. In consequence 
of this stain, the eating of Somerset oysters, in their natural state, ha been nearly given up, and 
the whole trade of the river is devoted to the production and sale of seed. Of cour e no planting-
of any sort, beyond the occasional transference of' set' from one part of the ri er to another, bas 
ever been undertaken. 
"The number of young oysters born every fall in Taunton River varies, but there is never a 
year wholly without them. The season of 1877 was a good one, and about ten years previous, the 
autumn of 'the great September gale,' saw an extraordinary production, or' et,' as the appearance 
of the young oysters is termed here. The rocks and gravel along both bore~ are coYered to a 
greater or.less extent, but in addition to this e,ery owner spreads down great quantities of clean 
shells every summer, in the hope of catching spaw·n. Generally, they are successful, and some-
times extremely so. Some experiments have been tried with sunken bru h · but thouo-h tbe spawn 
• ' b 
attached itself well enough, the currents and winds are so strong and uncertain as to drift it all 
away and lose it to its owner. Perhaps 25,000 or 30,000 bushels of shells are spread in this rh·er-
annually. The favorites are scallop shells, because they are thin and brittle, so that the young 
oysters anchored to them are easily broken apart or detached. Scallop shells are somewhat scarce, 
and 3,000 bushels put down at Assonet in 1878 cost $300. The result, nevertheless, is often very 
gratifying. Mr. S. R. Higgins told me that from 500 bushels. of shells placed near l"i'all River he 
took up the following year 3,500 bushels of young oysters. The annual product, in seed, of the 
different town fronts along the river is given approximately as follows: 
_________ - ___, Bushels.I Bushels. Bushels. 
Berkeley···-······················· 11,000 Somerset·············-··-···-····· 6,000 A.ssonet ... ..... ·--······--··--- ··· 13,000 
Dighton·-····...................... 3,000 Freetown··---· ................. _.. 10,000 Fall River .......... -· ....... ···-.. 8,000 
Total" Somerset seed" ........... ___ ... ··---· ·--- ............... ···- .. ·-· ... ··- ............. . ................. ·-·-- ·. .. . .. 51,000 
"Putting an average value of 45 cents a bushel on_ this (the sales of the Somerset Oyster 
Company in 1879 netted them 42 cents), gives the sum of $22,950 as the value of the yearly crop 
of Taunton River seed. Of this, $5,400 is paid as revenue to the towns, and tl.ie balance mainly to 
native assistants in dredging, tonging, and transportation. The river towns may therefore be said 
to derive about $20,000 as the annual value of their fisheries to them, besides the oysters needed 
'for family use.' This money is widely distributed. While the law permits the raking of the 
river during nine months of the year, it is nevertheless the fact that the main part of. the work 
must be done in a much shorter time. As soon as the weather permits, or about April 1, the pro-
prietors put gangs of men at work, and keep at it until the end of May, The catch is nearly all 
MASSAC L 
contracted for before it' is caught, and ev ry own r i tr inin fill lli r r t th 
time. The ·water is from 3 to 20 feet deep, and th ton gin n t v r diffi ul . ' h t n 
not work by the twisting of the grain of an o k n pi ot, but on a br 
'Somerset' tongs. .All, however, do not approve of the invention, 
tongs. During the months of .April and May about ixty p r on r 
27. 
and in other towns ·in proportion-perhaps four hundred along th wh l riv r-, b , rul 
live along the bank, and often own tho boats they operate; if not own d, on i hir d fr m th ir 
employer at 25 cents a ~ay. The catching is all done by the bu h 1. N w fr m 10 t 15 
bushel is given, according to the scarcity of the mollusks, and a smart man might m k 
though the average will not exceed $1.50. Formerly wage were higher, and p rbap tb I w riu 
has induced that constant effort on the par~ of the catchers to ch at he bny r , thr u h f., 1 
measures, &c.-, which is so freely charged against them. 
"The ground is cleaned up pretty thoroughly by the-time the 1 t of Jun i r 
the fall little raking is done, it being considered poor policy. A well-known 1 
shore, however, thinking, at the expiration of his lease a few years ago, that h 
to renew it, resolved selfishly to dredge his whole land in the autumn, leaving 
as possible for his successor-a proceeding quite characteristic of the locality. , bu u -
ceeded in renewing his lease, and returned to his raking the en uing pring r. th r rn fully, 
expecting to find little or nothing. To his astonishment, he picked off an ar a th t had n u( lly 
yielded him 6,000 to 7,060 bushels no less than 12,000 l Hence he con lucl d that t11 th r ugh 
scraping had done the bottom good, though where he got the pawn at that late d. y h; a m t ry. 
This small seed, less than a year old and about the size of your thumb-nail, i wid Jy di tribnt d, 
going to beds on Cape Cod, in BuzzartI's Bay, along the southern llor , and iu all p, rts f th 
gansett. It is highly esteemed ou account of its hardiness. Wond rful t ri nr t l<l f th ltl 
and heat, drought and exposure, water too salt and water t fr ll, whi ·h it hn uni d an<l 
prospered under. There is no difficulty about selling to plant r all th. I'< i, cl, ~ ncl th , 
present high prices are due to the rivalry which lrn b n brought a ut 
vessels which come to carry it a way are small sloop and h n r f 
from 300 to 1,000 bushels. None, I think, is sent anywh re by raiJ. 
in Taunton River; but the borers ( Urosalpinx cinereu ) ar rowio 
troublesome. 
'' SWANSE.A..-.A.fter leaving Taunton River, p in ting w tw rd, th flr t l 
of any commercial consequence are met with is in Cole' iv r, wbi h fl w 
almost on the boundary between Massachu ett and I h d I land. t , 
oysters had inhabited this stream, and also Lee' River, n , r by, an imm u 
sionally brought to light, but it had almo t been :£ rgott n un il a i w 
suddenly discovered near the mouth of the inl ta 1 rge , nk f lfriu 
Everybody at once rushed to rake them up, evading r di c r liu th 
for the protection of the oyster- bed in the e v ry riv r . 
''The result of this onslaught wa , that t r tbr 
and the few to be obtained now are only g t y hard ffor 
men, who peddle them in the neighborho d r t k h m t 
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bridge, and the number of infant mollusks attached to ihe pebbles here became so great as to 
attract the attention of Providence oystermen, who have created a demand for this seed. It is 
therefore gathered and sold now; about 1,000 bushels, it is estimated, having been collected during 
1879. This is hardy, of good shape, and produces a round and remarkably fine oyster. Some 
attempts have been made at Cole's River: to plant and rear its own oysters, and the town granted 
areas for this purpose, but they have not been successful thus far. Litigation has resulted in 
several cases from a clashing of alleged rights, and anchor-frost and starfishes, or drifting sand, 
have done the rest. I fear it is not a favorable locality for this purpose." 
Statistios oj oyster intQ'rests in Fall R-iver di.1triot. 
Number of planters (not counted elsewhere) ...•.•..•...... _ .... _ ..... _ .. 
Extent of producing area ......•••.......... __ ...• _ •. · .. _ .... ___ .. _ ... __ ••.. ____ . acres .. 
Number of men employed (a few days in spring) .....................................• . 
Value of shore property and cultch .. _ ....••••.... _ .. _ .•...•••.....•..••.•.... _ .... _ ••. 
Number of boats employed ......•........ _ ... ____ . _ .. _. ___ .. _ ....•...•.•.•. _ •.• ___ .. __ 
Value of same .••••...... _. _ ........... _ .••.•..........•. _ •.. _ ........... ____ ..... ___ _ 
Annual sales of native oys·ters .... .. ........................................... bushels .. 
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THE FISHERIES OF RH DE L1 LA 
.A .-REVIEW OF l~HODE ISLAND A D T 
91. DESCRIPTION OF THB STATE AND E TENT 
GENERAL REVIEW.-Tbe State of Rhode Island is about 50 mil long and 35 mil wid 
Its continental shore-line is only 45 miles, yet, with its numerou bay , 320 mi] 
washed by the tide. It is divided into two unequal parts by Narragan tt ay, wbi b xt ud 
inland some 30 miles from the ocean. Throughout the State there are fr h-wat r pond., , ntl in 
the southern part some large ponds of salt-water. · The bay embraced within tu dat Jimit , r 
l:ountifully supplied with fish; some species are fit for food, other only fi r the rn. nufa tur of 
manure. The ponds contain abundant shell-fish. The State d riv it n m fr m th i laud 
called Rhode Island in the middle of Narragansett Bay, and up n whi ll ar th town, f •w. 
port and Portsmouth and the village of Bristol Ferry. 
It is claimed by geographers that Rhode Island is the inland f th 
famous Dighton Rock, on Taunton River, bearing some strange hi r glyphi i 
visit of Thorfin, in the tenth century. The celebrated stone mill at wp rt i 
to be another monument left by very early visitors to the e hor . 
Into Narragansett Bay empty the Taunton, Provid nee, and oth r rjv r . 
npJ . <l 
dence, an important manufacturing and commercial center, i on th r vi<l 11 • iv r, , om 1 , 
miles from the bay. Here is an excellent harbor. No fi heri are n w arri <l u 'l 1 1 vid ,11 
though when the whale fishery was at its height this place, in comm n with 
and Newport, had its whaling fleet. 
The colonial records of Rhode Island give evid nee th t th rly 
carrying on the fisheries, especially for tbe capture of shad and h Jl.fi h, n 
were "cast up on the shores, and being cut in piece wer nt f: r nd n r 
present." The Indians were accustomed to use nets maue of h mp, n t 11 
became entangled in the meshes of the net. Sturgeon w r t k n with h I'J 
highly prized for food. In 1731 the authoritie pa d an a t :fi r th 
and whale fisheries, and granted a bounty of 5 hilling nint 1 i r · Hi Li 'f u h 
Island vessels; 5 shillings a barrel for whale oil, and p nny. p un t r , ·h 
of this encouragement the .fisheries incr a iu imp rt u , an , th I ri 
ary war were very profitable to the inhabitant . 
them w balers, were owned at Providence. Thew, r f 
after the war it revived and from 1840 to 
several ports in the State, but the bu iu 
In 1860 the general fl heries of th 
for manure and oil, worth 27,817; ab u 
th r fl h 
rtb f ·1 m 
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and other shell-fish. Besides these productions of the waters there were gathered from the shore 
34,927 cords of sea-drift, valued at $37,604, and 1,540 tons of salt hay, worth $12,320. The Rhode 
Island State Census for 1805 gives the following figures to show the products of the .fisheries for 
that year: Fish seined for manure and oil, 154,468 barre.ls, worth $126,035; .fish caught for food, 
2,462,360 pounds, $121,094; clams, 31,697 bushels, quahaugs, 9,241 bushels, scallops, 9,653 
bushels, oysters, 72,895 bushels, and lobsters 42,900 pounds, having a total value of $118,655; 
sea.drift, 34,146 cords, $38,083; and salt hay, 2,116 tons, $18,545. Tlie aggregate value of the 
products of the waters and shores of the State was $422,412. 
S'.l'.A.TISTIC.A.L SUMMATION OF RHODE ISL.A.ND FISHERIES FOR 1880.-The following state-
ments show the statistics of the Rhode Island .fisheries in 1880. The number of persons employed 
is 2,310, the capital invested is $596,678, and tbe value of products is $880,915. The menhaden 
industry employs 608 men, some of whom are also engaged in the capture of food .fish; the capital 
invested "is $304,300, and the value of products is $221,748. In the oyster business 650 persons 
are employed; .the capital invested is $110,000, and the value of the products is $356,925. 
Summary statement of personB crnployed and capital invested. 
Persons employed. Number. Capital invested. .A.mount. 
Number of vessel-fishermen............................. . 536 Capital in vessels and bouts................ ............. $2!l6, 775 
Number of boat-fishermen................................ 1,066 Capitnl in nets and traps ·............................... . 95,053 
Number of curers, packers, fitters, and factory bands..... 708 Other fixed nnd circulating capital..................... a204, 850 
1-----H 
Total .................••................... .... ..... 2,310 Total ..•......................•... . . ........ ....... 
Vessels and boats. 
Vessels. 
In foofl.fish and lobster fit.h· 
eries ..........•............ . 
In menh<tden fishery . ...... .. . 
Total .................. 
Boats. 
In vessel fisheries ... ....... .. 
In shore fisheries ... ... ...... . 
Total ................... 
aln menhaden factories, $77,900; in other fishery industries, $120,950 • 




~ea1· and out- Total Tonnage. Value. .fit, exclusive value. Nets ancl traps. of boflts 
and nets. 
Nets. 
Gill-nets ..•. . ......... . ... 
31 314.19 $20,800 $5, GOO $~6, 400 Purse-seines ...•............ 
01 2, 18R 58 171,050 24,600 195,650 Haul -seines ................ . 
- 92 1~02. 77 1 191,850 30,200 222,050 Total. .................. 
Traps. 
150 1 ---------- 11,410 ...... -... -..... "' .. . ll, 410 Pou1:1ds and weirs ........... 584 ............ 49,835 13,480 63,315 Fykes ............... .. ...... 
-734 \············ 61,245 13,480 I 74,725 Lobster anfl eel pots ......... 
Total. ................. 
.Detailed statement of the quantities and values of the prod,ucfs. 
































For food ..•...•...• ·.·• •. . . .•. . . ••••••. .. • •• . . • . . . . . . • .•• • •. . . • . . . . . al 0, 838,328 
For bait and fertilizer . ........... ......... ..... .. . ..... ..... ..... . . 




a The proportion of different species in this quantity is estimated as follows: Alewives, 140,000 pounds; sea bass, 197,000 pounds; striped 
bass, 292,000 pounds; black.fish or't:lutog, 468,000 pounds ; bluefish, 738,000 pounds; cod, 652,000 pounds; eels, 272,500 pounds; flounders 
and flatfish, 352,400 pounds; mackerel, 89,000 pounds; white and yellow perch, 30,000 pounds; salmon, 400 pounds; soup or porgy, 6,691,178 
pound11; shad, 48,100 pounds; amelte, 951000 pounds; squeteague, 326, ooo ;pounds; llWordflsb, 90,000 pounds; mixed tlsb, 356,750 pomuJ.s, 
RHODE ISLA D: E E L 1 I!; lln 
Detailed statement of the quantiti sand · llu t,f th 1,roclu ·I 'uu i1111 tl. 
Proclucts specified. Dul. \ 'aJ I 
Cured fish. 
Dry cod .. ········ .. ······••······•·.········....•....... . ........ .. l, 031, 800 7 , 7!.)() . ..... .••••..•.. . • ..••••.•.•.. ••••.• 
Pickled alewives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50v, 000 ,i, ooo ................................ ... . 
• ,ZiO 
Smoked alewives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,333,000 ], 00, 000 ......... : ....................... .. . 7, . ---1----1----Total ............. , . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 4, 760, 2,572,720 . .............. ....... ....... ...... . . '· 
Shell /1,Sh. 
Lolisters ............................ .. .............. ...... ... .... . 423,250 .... ..................................... ...... . 
Clams ............................................... . ............. . 530, 000 . .. .. . • .. . . . 53, bu b!'I. • ...... ..... . ..... . 
Scallops . .......................................................... . 124,600 . .. .. . .. • . .. 17,800 gallon . ... .............. .. 
Oyst.ers ............................................... ............ . 1,305,000 . .......... 103,2 bu h 1 ...... ...... ... .. . 
-------- -----Total ................................................. ... ... . 2,303,0GO ............ .................................... 4 , 
Miscellaneous. ===== I 
Menhaden, for oil and scrap............................ ....... . ... . 08, 093, 00 ........... . 270, 482gall n oil; 10, tou ·n 11 
Cod oil . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . 3, 250 gall n ................... . 
Squeteague sounds .......................................... ·....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 400 .................................. .. 





Total ....................................................... . ............. . =~1-·---·--··--= .. --··==1- -:.--.:.,-,-1-11 
b Includes $131,425 enbancemcnt on 274,300 busl1 'ls of south rn oyal rs. 
B.-THE OYSTER INTEREST OF RIIODB L 
EXTRACTS FROM HEP RT BY ER E 1' I 'E l ' J_,, 
92. ORIGIN AND IMPORT.A C ~ F T E O ' El 
LAWS; STATISTICS FOR 1860 .AND 1805.-Wb ll th p] 
and the Providence Plantations" felt themselve ur of futur 
Charles II, to grant them a <;barter, which he gra i u Jy di 1 in h 
wonderful document for those days, becau e of th , 11.11jgh rfi 
hospitality to every conscientious belief, what r tl1 n, m 
under. Among the privileges and liberti it in i t d up 11 w, 
shape. The relations of the fishermen to the own r 
n;iinutenm,s, and were calculated to make all th fl h f lJ 
of the muddy tide.flats as available a po i l t 
was so scrupulously worded again t p 
rights of fishing and of taking clam , 
old charter. 
The oyster.Jaw, therefore, i ba d up u tb 
public highway of the ship.channel tho l n 
,. r 
1 r ·at 
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property, to be administered for the greatest good to the greatest· number. Rhode Islanders are 
extremely tenacious of these shore and water rights, and there has been no little quarreling over 
some actions of the legislators and decisions of the courts with respect to this subject; but, upon 
the whole, there has been little alteration of the original law. ~he general statute, in substan-
tially its present shape, came into force in 1864. Previous to that time the State had let oyster-
grounds at $1 rent per acre, and not much business was done. 
Five out of the thirty-two towns that compose the State are situated on islands. The bays 
embraced within the State and the extensive salt ponds near the southern coast abound with shell-
fish. To ascertain the extent and -value of these :fisheries the Rhode Island Society for the En-
couragement of Domestic Industry made great exertions, but without success, at the time of the 
general census of 1860. .A statement, nevertheless, exists in the report of 1860 that the oysters 
of Rhode· Island were valued at $382,170, out of a total of about $600,000 for all the :fisheries, 
excluding whaleR. In 1865 this point was made a special feature, and much fuller information 
was gathered. "These statistics," says the report of the general assembly's committee, "must, 
from the nature of the case, depend to some extent upon estimates. For example, the clams on 
the shores are free to all the inhabitants of the State who choose to dig them. Persons come to 
the shores from all quarters, and often from distances of several miles, and dig as. many clams 
as they choose to eat or carry home. Nothing is exactly known of the quantities thus removed. 
The only estimates which could be made were from the opinions of the owners of shore farms." 
The following is the table of the product of the shell-fish industry as presented by the 
committee in 1865: · 
Towns. Clams. 
Bushels. 
Barrington ............. .. 962 
Bristol. •••.•••••.....•••.. 200 
Warren .................. . 1,215 
East Greenwich .....••... 1,415 
Warwick ................ . 9,127 
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Little Compton ......................................................................... .. 
:Middletown . . .. • • . . • . . .. . 119 . .. . . . • . .. . . .. . . . . . • • • .. . • . .. . .. • • .. 232 
Newport.................. (Lobsters.) .•.... ...... ...•.. ...... ...•.. .•.... 2,200 
New Shoreham . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . • . . . . . • .. • . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 4, 200 1, 680 
Portsmouth............... 7, 715 145 500 .. • . . . .. • • . . 4, 331 
Tiverton.................. 576 55 . . . . . . . .. • . • ... • • . ... • • . 468 
Cranston . . • . .. • . . . .. • . . . . 200 . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . . . • . . . • .. . • . . 200 
Ea.at Providence.......... 3, 405 830 . . . . . . . • . • . . 12, 100 19, 662 
Providence City . . . . . . .. .. 404 2, 966 3 50, 450 54, 122 
Charlestown.............. 200 . • • • . . • .. • .. . . .. .. • . . . . . 1, 812 1, 515 
North Kingston •..... •••. 5,740 1,480 870 ..•... ..••.. 6,791 
South Kingston........... 257 ...... ...... 18 3,070 3,345 
Westerly . . .. . • . . .. • • • . . . .. .. . • . . . . • . • • .. . . • • • .. .. .. . . • . • . . • . . • • . 7 11 
Total. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . 81, 697 9, 241 9, 653 I 71, 894 \ 118, 655 
.Although the amounts in the above table ought to have been doubled to represent the truth in 
each case, on the average, yet they show that when the new law, putting a rent of $10 an acre and 
<_>rgan~zing the oyster interest under careful control by the State, went into operation, the whole 
value of the industry was very small, compared with the present. Since the passage of this 
statute the oyster interest has steadily grown in importance. 
Nevertheless, there has always been more or less grumbling on the part of the owners of leases, 
who pleaded that they are paying an exorbitant rent. The general :financial depression of 1873-'76 
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heightened t.his discontent, and in the winter of 1 78-'79 i am O th urfa . iu : 
the legislature, which brought up several mooted point . Th gr t b 11 f t Ii 
construction put by the commissioners upon who were uit ble p r n t r 
notorious that many Boston dealers planted oysters and op rated u in 
7 
sett Bay, upon ground leased in the n~me of some '' inhabitant of th t t , wh mi h r mi h 
not act as their agent at the scene of operations. Thi practi e wa <l m d y 1 t uy II th· fi h-
ermen an infringement of law and an injury to them. They, ther for , a r d t 
passage of a bill through the legislature making it a misdemeanor for any 1 , of 
be interested with any person not a resident in the State, with a penalty of 1 nd 
of the lease for such "interested" connection. The result of the fight wa th, t th bill fi il •d t 
become a law. 
93. THE PLANTING GROUNDS OF NARRAGANSETT B 
EAST SIDE OF THE :BAY.-Tradition says that oysters used to grow in M uut ll p ay 1 r p •r, 
below the mouth of_ the Taunton River; though but little trustworthy testimony ould b 
on this point. Beyond that, on the eastern side, no oyster-beds could be found, anci nt rm ] rn 
until Newport was reached, where now none are growing or planted (tbe city d riYin , 11 it 
supplies from Providence), but where, in some of the larger salt-water pond , th firm rly xi. t d 
in considerable quantities. They were described as a large, round, scallop d oy t r, quit diIB r nt 
from those anciently found in the pond on Block Island, which were said to b long, l n<l r,. nd 
very good. It is probable that a careful survey of ponds and inlets along th ea t rn bank f tlJ 
Sakonnet River and around Sakonnet Point would disclose the remains of many 
perhaps some living colonies of oysters. The same may be saiJ of Newport 
Island. 
The Kickamuit River is an inlet of Narragansett Bay, at the extrem ea 
State, which has an entrance only a stone's throw in width, but expands int ri rly int < , y. u lit 
3 miles long and 1 wide, the narrow upper portion of which is call d alm r' 
is shallow, of course, and the bottom of a very varied character . .Forty-one 
distributed among eight planters. Native oysters grew there of go d ize an 
are got yet, but the chief value of the ground is for planting ; and a t tb 
slight to afford much judgment. There seems good reason to exp ct u c , in it u a. 
famous place for ''set." The bottom is also said to be full of fr h pring , wliicb i hi hly t i Ii 
advantage. 
Westward of the Kickamuit River are Warren, Barrington, 
inlet of Providence River. In these three streams is leased a total of 173 r 
thirteen proprietors, some duplicating Kickamuit, Drown ill , r id n , nd 
The shell-heaps strewn upon the knolls along all four of th h w th., t tl1 
bjvalves have lived in their waters since time immemorial. lly h 
still to be found; and that twenty years ago many remain d i th f: 
extraordinarily large number of infant oysters "set" on th 
very large and long and slender. Their shells were not u ually 
high esteem. At present there are none to be had of mark t 1 
young ones to be found in these rivers to amount to anything. v rt 1 
Barrington are among the best places in Rhode I lan<l, appc r ntly, fi r 
is wonderfully pure, sparkling, and salt, and flows in and ut with 
very hard, as a rule, and in plares rocky. Thi fact m k th Y r r m 
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outline, and a firmer, better substance within, though they do not grow so fast as they would lying 
upon mud . 
.A score of years ago planting was begun aboYe the road and railway bridges, in Barrington 
River, and among the first leases taken out was one for the acre or two of" quick-water" between 
the bridges; but it is only within two or three years that op~rations have been extended below this 
part into the main river, where the water is salt, and ranges in depth from 9 to 18 feet, over a 
hard bottom. 
The Virginia oysters bedded here do very well indeed. They are handled mainly by une 
planter. His plan is to lay 75 bushels on an area 50 feet square, distributing them by shoveling 
overboard from the large crafts known as" planting-boats.'' Ten men, the usual number engaged 
on a single cargo, will thus ·unload and put upon the beds from 2,000 to 2,500 bushels a day. The 
Virginia oysters cost, put down, about 35 cents a bushel. On good ground the growth is gratifying, 
although about one-fourth of the original number put down are expected to perish. The large 
amount of cultch spread upon this gentleman's territory had thus far yielded him no return of 
consequence, since he had planted with it only a few natives. On the contrary, another prominent 
lessee in Warren River gave his whole attention to rearing native oysters, and paid no attention 
at all to "Chesapeakes." He procures his . seed, like all the rest of the dealers, from Somerset, 
Wareham, Pocasset, &c., but mainly from the Connecticut shore. Formerly he got it much cheaper, 
but now it costs him from 50 to 70 cents a bushel. The several hundred bushels he put down three 
years ago lived well, and he now considers them trebled in value. He bas adopted the plan of not 
planting until June. "When the weather gets warm," he says, "the slime riSl'S from the sand and 
rocks on the bottom of the river and floats away. There remains a clean bottom, and I wait to 
take advantage of this most favorable condition of things for my young oysters, that will have 
a hard enough time, under any circumstances, to live through it." Being fortunate enough to have 
a tract where the swift tide never permits serious freezing, he is able to wait until all his compet-
itors are frozen up, when he can sell bis easily accessible stock at a large advance upon the 
ordinary price, which averages about a dollar a bushel. 
Rumstick Point juts out from the southern end-of Rumstick Neck, a peninsula dividing the 
Warre.n River from the waters of Providence River. It is the site of a dangerous shoal, and the 
bottom is hard aml in places rocky. There is only one owner of ground .there, who leases 12 acres, 
but it is probable that a hundred acres more will be let.there during 1880. 
PROVIDENCE .A.ND THE WEST SIDE OF THE BAY.-Proceeding now up the eastern shore of 
Providence River, at Nayat Point (which stands opposite Canimicut, and marks the real mouth 
of the river on this side), 46 acres are now planted by a Providence firm. The beds are north of 
the point, on the sandy bottom around Allen's Ledge. 
The next point above this is Drownville, where the oyster-bottom is owned by three men, who 
divide 25 acres. Many other dealers, ho"ever, make Drownville their opening and shipping point, 
among them several Boston firms having large opening-houses and shipping extensively. So many 
citizens, not less than one hundred and twenty-five, are given employment, therefore, in the winter, 
that the remark of one was justified: '' Drownville would evaporate if it were not for the oysters." 
The starfishes and periwinkles have been troubling the Drow~ville planters of late more than 
elsewhere. · 
Reaching back into the country north of Drownville, and protected from the outer bay by Bul-
lock's P~int, is Bullock's Cove, a shallow estuary, by many regarded as the very best place to plant 
oysters m the whole State. It is certain that, uniformly, the best oysters now put into the market 
come from this immediate neighborhood. The only reason assigned is, that the bottom has many 
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springs in it, supplying con tant fre h wat r. Iu w 
men; but the ground at Bullock's Point (230 a -r ) i y tw }y . J ,., 
At Sabine's Point, just above, there i only n own r wb 
between the light-house and the point. 
channel bugs the opposite (eastern) shore, leaving exten iv 
Southward from Field's Point to Starvegoat Island (familiarly ncl n. t rrru Vh nd) run 
a reef which is pretty nearly dry everywhere at lowe t tide. Thi r f wa c mon "' th 
taken up by the veteran oysterman, Robert Pettis. When, a ut 1 ul, th tnrfi h : w r 1 l l . 
ulating the beds all over the ·bay, he alone was so situat d that h ould "' t at tll m a 1 w ti 1 
and destroy. them, and his good luck was the occasion of great profit t him. t 
the beds now operated are 27 acres .in extent. 
There were formerly natural oysters growing abundantly all over thi p, rt 
the main deposit was just south of Starvegoat Island, in the c nter of th tra ·t 
known to oystermen -as Great Bed. Thls in old times was the great c n of y t r-r kin 
is more than thirty years since these beds were wholly exhau ted. Once in a wbil th n tu y u.· cl 
to get a few enormous specimens from there, and peddle them about town at 10, 1 ~ and_ 
each; but even these disappeared long ago. The owner on this b tl ar no l 
in number, and at Patuxent 63 acres more are taken up by five m n. 
~t Gaspe Point, 10 acres, and at Canimicut Point, uO acre , both b iu 0 · iu · 1t r. 1ul 
deeper water than any of the rest, complete the list of plantation ', x e1 t 1 a r in Wi •kf ord liarlJ r 
and another at Westerly. 
expired. 
At its January session, in 1878, the Rhode I land n ral A 
ing the commissioners to visit the Great Salt Pond (al o kno,; u a 
It lies on the southern border of the State, and communicat with th 
inlet, which frequently becomes closed by the hiftiug of th and i11 th • utmnn. l 
pond the spawn of the oyster sets abundantly each year, and gr w re pidl m H th 
the oysters to <.lie in immense quantities. If a perman nt nn 
could be secured, the natural oyster , which are of ex 11 nt qu. li t ul 
success, and large quantities of seed-oyster could b btain l f, r t kin 
ragan sett Bay. 
Such was the report of the examining committ 
era.Uy. Accordingly, the legislature appropriated 
sort of riprap wall, in such a way that the current and w. -v 
instead of closing it, and so maintnfa a con tan influ ucl filu . 
WGRF • 
·\ a t r. 
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yet completed and tested. If it sbo~ld succeed, a large new territory will be added to the oyster-
grounds of the State. . . 
p .A. wcA'fUCK RIVER.-Tlte Pawcatuck River divides the State of Connecticut from Rhode 
Island, and is subject to tides as far up as Westerly, at least. From a mile below We"' terly to its 
mouth it is inhabited by oysters, though of poor quality, and hence of mall commercial impor-
tance. These are of two sorts: one kind, the '' rock oyster," attache it elf to the rocks along tlrn 
shores and in the bottom of the stream, and grows singly to a good ize; the other, called the 
"bed oyster," grows in dense clusters, in crowded bed , and i of nry mall size; it is rnrely 
brought to market, and is considered by the fishermen worthle s to tran plant on account of the 
clustered condition. Sufficient painstaking in the matter would, f cour e, ov rcome this objec-
tion. For some years the oysters of all kinds in this ri·rnr have b en affect d by a di .. ease which 
interferes with their sale, because, whether for good reason or not, th y ar upposed to be 
unwholesome. The disease was described to me as producing little '' boil " on the . body, inside 
the mantle, as near as I coul<l understand. It appeare<l first as a gre ni 11 pot, then became 
yellow, and finally turned into a black, rotten pustule. Various can. ·are a signed, but none are 
satisfactory. Dry seasons, like the present, seem to augment the di ea e, which is perllaps a 
fungoid growth that finally" eats out a hole," as the fishermen say, an lit i not e entially different 
from the " greenness" of Somerset and Seekonk oysters. 
A large set occurs regularly in this river, but in some years to a greater extent than in others. 
Three years ago was said to be an exceedingly productive year. Ypung oy ters were found upon 
everything all through the river, and upon some rocky points down toward the mouth tlley were 
said to have been seen lying on the shore "in windrows a foot deep." This is an exaggeration, no 
doubt., but gives evidence that there was a vast quantity. This was immediately following a 
dredging-out of the channel. Nothing of any account was done toward saving th~m to stock beds 
anywhere. Pawcatuck River is not considered suitable for oyster-bedding to any extent, unless 
the ground should first be prepa!ed by paving the mud and killing out the eel-grass. There are 
many impurities in the water, also, arising from drainage and the waste of many mills, print-works, 
and other manufactories. In Ward's Pond, on the contrary, a sheet of water affected by the tid~s, 
which lies four miles east of Westerly, is found a most excellent place for oysters, wild and culti-
vated, but the people who inhabit the shores do little themselves and object to attempts on the 
part of outsiders. This pond contains between one and two hundred acres, and is nearly every 
where gravelly or sandy on tlle bottom, with considerable fresh water flowing in. I was told that 
_ nowhere in this whole region did oysters grow so fast, and acquire so fine a relish as here, but not 
having inspected the pond inyself I cannot corroborate these glowing reports by personal obser-
vations. 
The total area of pre-empted oyster-grounds in Rhode Island in 1879 was 962 acres, and it is 
probable that as much more ground might be found suited to oyster-planting. · 
D4. BUSINESS IN· SOUTHERN, NATIVE, AND SEED OYSTERS. 
SOUTHERN 0YS'.l.'ERS.-Thus far the bedding and fattening of Virginia oysters, mainly to be 
sold opened, has been the most profitable branch of th~ business. Of these oysters about 500,000 
bushels are laid down annually, at present. The vessels employed in bringing them are· mainly 
owned on Cape Cod. None, so far as I could learn, hail from Rhode Island ports. The freight is 
about 15 cents a bushel in the fall and winter, falling to 12 and 1~ cents in the spring, when quicker 
. voyages for planting purposes can be made. What part of the Ches~peake Bay furnishes the best 
• 
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oyster for these waters is a question that has r eiY d nrn ·h ~ t u i u. 
that be had lost the whole of two years' labor by trying t 1 ut u w1 ·nr 
nock. Another planter, equally experienced, said the ·uc 1 d 11 
and planted before the weather became at all warm. o · t r. fr m tlJ 
Rivers are troublesome because mixeu with many obnoxiou m J , and ·id 
grow well, as a rule. Those from Tangier Sound ar pr tty go cl, nd r. le r ,J • 
general verdict, however, is that the best Virginia oyster for tbi c y i \ 
River. These show th.e largest growth at the end of th 
The laying down of southern oysters must all be done early in th prin ,. 
survive the voyage as late as June, Mr. Bourne thought that mouth would 1J 
2 1 
h j 
plant them. When I suggested the use of steamers to expedite the tran £ r, b :ii 1 it nld 11 
help matters, for the jarring of the cargo, caused by the throb of th ngin , w ul 1 kill th 
mollusks. He did not even allow any wootl to be split on his oyster ve l for £ ar f tlli 
of damage. Of the half a million bushels bedded in Rhode Island yearly, about b. lf ar 
Boston. 
Dnring the winter of 1878-'79, the Norfolk.opened oysters were br u rrht t r vitl n · iu 
large quantities, but the experiment was generally considered un atisfactory, and but fi w n w 
come. 
NATIVE .A.ND SEED OYST~Rs.-Thefatteningof Virginiaoy-t r i only h If th bu in . th u h 
in 
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with East Providence on its left, and numerous bridges and small shipping to worry its swift tides. 
The Seekonk has always been a favorite home of the oyster, and year by year the river contributes 
its quota to the tongers, throu~h a space from the Wicksbury pifr to nearly 5 miles above. This 
is due largely to the fact that the oysters of the Seekonk, like those of the Taunton River, are 
vividly green. No better reason can be assigned than in the former case, and, like the others, this 
seed, when transplanted for a few months, entirely loses its verdant tint. Seekonk oysters, there-
fore, never go to market, but are all caught for the seed. This catching begins November I, 
according to law, and must close on May 1. These dates are arranged with the purpose to pre-
vent successful planting, and so protect the fishery; but the p1anters buy as long as the weather 
remains '' open" and warm. Very little raking is done in this river in the spring. Tbe men are 
rivermen, who work at this a few weeks in November and December, and the rest of the year 
do other water-work. The law forbids taking more than 10 bushels in one day to each boat, but if 
the seed is plentiful this law is very often violated, since there is no officer to watch. Perhaps it 
is a direct good effect of these regulations that 1878 and 1879 have witnessed the largest yield of 
Seekonk seed known in a dozen years. The main buyers are Wilcox, Browne, Wall, and Adams, 
of India Point; but everybody buys a few bushels who can. The catchers bave to take what pay 
is offered them, but competition sometimes produces a good rate, the usual price being 25 cents a 
bushe1. This being public ground, and everybody having a chance at it (many of the heavy owners 
send spare boats and crews up this river to rake at odd times), it is impossible to come at any close 
estimate of the amount of seed-oysters taken from the Seekonk during the last year. The truth I 
believe to he somewhere between five and ten thousand bushels. It is a shapely, hardy seed, open-
ing well, and is in general demand, some planters putting it at the_ head of the list for its good 
qualities. One year on its new bed suffices to remove totally the green tinge, and two years to 
make it marketable. 
The remainder of the seed-oysters planted in Narragansett Bay come from the Connecticut 
shore, East River, Fire Island, and the Great South Bay, Somerset (planted chiefly by those owning 
privileges in Taunton River), and from various parts of Buzzard's Bay. I often asked which was 
best, but could never get evidence of much superiority in any one kind. The success of a planting 
does not depend on the kind of seed put down so much as it does upon a thousand circumstances 
of weather, water, and bottom. The seed which would do excellently in one cove would behave 
badly in the next, and v·ice versa, individual preferences being founded upon these varying and 
unexplained experiences. The seed from the south shore of Long Island used to be cheapest of 
all, and good; but a Boston demand ran up the price beyond the pockets of Rhode Island planters. 
In general, it may be said that any seed transplanted to lfarragansett Bay develops into a better 
oyster than it would have come to be if left in its native waters. * * * On Block Island, many 
years ago, there was an abundance of small oysters living in the pond that occupies so much of 
the interior of the island. For some reason, however, they were rarely found in a fit condition for 
food, but would serve to transplant. The oystermen at Clinton, Connecticut, and elsewhere, used 
to buy them, the price being 25 cents a bushel, delivered at their destination. The shells of these 
.:Block Island oysters were so delicate, one planter told me, that it was easy to pinch your thumb 
and finger through them, and often there would be so much air and fresh water held within their 
half-vacant shells that-they would float when thrown overboard in planting, and drift away. All 
these oysters long ago disappeared, and no cultivation has been tried to replace them. 
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05. EXTENT OF THE 
0API1'AL INVESTED.-The amount of capital iuY t 1 iu thi · 
-come at. It probably approaches $1,000,000, in lading p •rhap 
oysters growing on the beds. One-third or mor of tlli prop rt· i · 
necessary money for carrying on operations come theuc , bnt i r Ir 
more or less private planting on their own account. Of our tlli i ·hi fly iu th 11au 
dozen or more planters on the list; the forty or fifty other will n t ~t', reg , r • t r ,um tlrnu 
$1,000 each invested in this business, which is chiefly conduct d p r on lly, •I ' to th ir ln · .. i<l 
homes, and without .hired help, by selling to home shipper . Tll x n iv war ll n .' r ui1 cl 
by some of the wholesale dealers and shippers in tlle city of ProYidence couut larg I: in th 
mate of capital involved; and the boats use<l are of a good cla . 
YIELD AND VALUE OF THE OYSTER BED8,-The yield of the bed and it v lu , app _ ar, in th 
following table: 
Duell le. 
1879. Native oysters produced on beds O"\\ned in Rhode Islaucl...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 , .. 00 
Southern oysters, ditto .....•...... ---- ............ ----·----· .................... 274,300 
Native oysters produced on beds owned out of tho Sta.to .......... __ .... --·· ...... 40,000 
Southern oysters, ditto ................ - . -.. --- . -...................... .......... 2:1 , 000 
Total Narragansett production ........... - - - : . .... . ....... -....... - . . . . . . . U , 50 
The total value of this, and some additional annual busiue , will am unt to, l a t 1·nn,u.\J1111,. 
at the original wholesale price paid the producer. 
PRICES AND WAGES.-The prices at which oyster, were ·olc.l by wbol . al' cl al •1-. iu tli ·ity 
of Providence, during 1879, were the following: Virginia , in , 1J 11, , 1' ·t •cl I l t , l.'.? ... }) •1· 
bushel; Virginia plants, common, 90 cents per gallon; Virginia plant , 1 -t cl, , L ... p r gnll ll; 
natives, in shell, $1.25 to $1.50 per bushel; at retail, 25 to u5 nL • qm rt f all 1 il1<l.. 
:, fancy" lots, of course, brought higher rates tllan tl.le c prcvailiurr m< rl· pri 
and other restaurants the most palatable oysters pos ible ar laid UL n h uut r t mp th ~ 
appetite. Those from Gaspe Point, purely native grown, ar r guiz d a th \' rv 1 . t f all 
and sell for 5 cents a piece. They are cleliciou. . o gr at nn iu ln ·try, f i ur.' , gi\' Httppo1 t 
a numerous body of citizens in this district, at lea t during P< rt f th y , r. In 11 mum r · 
little is done that comparatively few are employed, thi, numb r, in -lncliu<r nly h pr pd t r.- f 
beds, the dealers and assistants who are obliged toke p th ir ·hop. p n,, n<l th t •w m II r quir 1 
for catching oysters for the feeble market, for 'Pr ac.ling b 11 · an<l plan iug ,(1, ancl fi r wat ·laing 
the safety of the beds. Reckoning the propri tors a p rbap 1 in all, th additi n of Ii r 
employed the year round would bring the total up to about 2" ; ut thi, ,·, ri 
needed, both on the water and in the opening hou e that ar pla 
points, or on the wharves in the southern part of Provid n i ~. 
together at the head of Narragansett Bay, I find about 35 op n r 
counted np as otherwise employed, and I have G O m n a th t t 1. 
these men are married; and I believe it would not b unfair, all thing 
this GOO by 4, which would give us 2,400 per on of all h, 
oyster industry in the Rhode Island di trict. I believ tlli. i, h rt f h tm ll. l It nm f h 
wages paid is somewhere about $125,000 annually. 
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Statistics-of the oyster interes.ts of the State Jot 1879. 
Number of planters ..................................••.•.••.•.. ..........••.••..... 
Nu.i ber of lessees in 1879 .......•............•.....••.•..•••......................• . 
Extent of ground cultivated .............•••... ....•••. ·-· •••....•••••........ acres .. 
Value of same (about) .................. ........•••.........•....................••• 
Value of shore property (about) ......•.•.......•.................. ...........••••... . 
Number of boats engaged .......... _ .........•........•. _ •.•........................ 
Value of same with outfit .......•........•.........•..•...•........•••....•...••••.. 
Number of men hired by planters and dealers through the whole year .•••••.......... 
Annual earnings of same ........................•......................... .. ..... ... 
Number ofmon hired half the year ................ -~-- ..•.•.......••................ 
Semi-annnal earnings of same ........•.................•............................ 
Number of families supported, exclusiye of retail trade (about) .•.•.................. 
Annual sales (1879) of-
J. Native oysters .................................•..................•. bushels .. 
Value of same ·-· ····· ...................................................................... . 
II. Chesapeake "plants" .........................• _ •••................. bushels .. 
Value of same ---- ·----· ---- ·----· ··---· ---- .. ---- .......... -----· ..... ---- ........ . 
III. Fancy stock ....................•.......................... _ ........ bushel .. 
Value 0f same ...•.... ~ ........•....••........................................ 
IV. Baltimore and Norfolk "open stock" ................................. gallons .. 
Value of same ------ ...... ··-··· .... ·--· ··---- .......... ·-·--- ......... ·----· ----
Value of oysters raised in Rhode Island, but owned elsewhere ....................... . 























0.-GENER.AL FISHERIES OF NEWPORT COUNTY, .INCLUDING 
BLOCK ISLAND. 
D6. AD.Al\:ISVILLE, LITTLE COMPTON, TIVERTON, .AND VICINITY . 
.ADAMSVILLE.-After leaving Massachusetts, if traveling in a southern direction, the next 
State bordering on the ocean or its bays, is Rhode Island; and, upon crossing the line between 
the two States the first fishing place is .Adamsville, in Newport County. The fish caught bere are 
chiefly tautog and eels, both of which are found plentifully throughout all seasons of the year, 
save winter. .A small amount of fishing is done by five men a part of the season, farming being 
their chief employment. The catch by these men in 1880 was 5,000 pounds of tautog un<l 2,000 
pounds of eels, valued at $350. 
LITTLE Co~rPTON.-Sakonnet Point is the spot to which numerous fishermen of Little 
Compton and the neighboring places come for the purpose of fishing. This point juts out into 
Sakonnet River, which is an arm of Narragansett Bay. Into this bay flow the Providence, Taun-
ton, and several other rivers and streams. .A great variety of fish, inclttding sha<l, mackerel, 
bluefish, rock bass, striped bass, tautog, squeteague, Spanish mackerel, alewiYes, kingfish, butter-
fish, flounders, flatfish, cod, hake, pollock, sturgeon, and scup are taken in the bay and adjacent 
waters. The last-mentioned species is usually caught in the greatest quantity. The Spanish 
macl{erel, cod, bake, and pollock are rare visitors. Sturgeon are plentiful, but, like the pollock_, 
are not considered a food :fish, being classed with the dogfish, goosefish, shark, skate, and men-
haden, which are sold at 25 cents a barrel for fertilizing 1mrposes. The fi8hing grounds extend 
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from Church's Point to West Island, a di tanc 
Church's Point. 
For pc,und-net fishing the shore i diviu cl iuto tw nty- 11 • •t. r 
Some of the sets are much better than other . 11 dl }raw for a 
gear required for fishing. If one mau lia n arly all the app ratn, ' 11 
party can go in with him under a firm name. Thi i to o-iv c I r m. 11 a ·bane . Thu a ifrh 
fitter wilJ furnish what is lacking and the poor man will do th fi llin . u 11 ·nr •r 
than 65 fathoms to another. When three draw occur in ace ·ion in u bay th 11 JHn-ing- tl1t.! 
middle set is allowed to run his leader out till be get brea t f th oth r tw but u furtlwr. 
The fishermen are all Americans. Two.thirds of them 1 av b m l> , tu 15th f ,Jun aJHl uip 
on the menhaden steamers and follow that fishery the ea on through. r t of tlJ
0 
Ill 'r ' aicl t 
be more intelligent than fishermen generally, and many of th m , r ·1au<1 wn r ~ ud nit(, w •11 
to do. 
Fishing is generally done on sh~res, rarely any other way. Ou -third f th g1 : • m 1mt 
goes to the fitter and the balance, after deducting board, i~ distribut cl. m ug th m n. 
Before the law required a close time many of the men used to go hom n S tmcl. y ui •ht • ucl 
stay over Sunday, but if there were any runs of fish during this 1.im tho 
only ones who shared; those who were away got nothing of the Sunday' atcb. 
all were away from one gang but three men, and they got $100 each£ r tb <lay 
1'raps have been fished here for 30 years or more. On the amo pla wb r th r , re, 11 w 
se,7en traps there have been as high as eighteen. 
In the latter part of March notices are posted up iu the town f Tiv rt n tlrnt n a rrnin day 
and place the subject of the Sakonnet fisheries will be discu se<l ancl th <lraw fi r th t ma,h•. 
If there were more than twenty-one applications the distance would b dh-i<l <l iut , h rtt•r ,· ·t · 
but there has neYer yet been over eighteen application . 
It is said that in 1879 the run of scup was very gr at, and am in lar r 
before known. The theory is that the spring of 1879 wa old and a w rd, alHl th, t r thi 
reason the fish did not appear until 3 weeks later than u ual. Th fir t np 
different times, some days apart, and when they trike th cold wat r th y m t p. tlu r 
schools follow, and they keep coming till bye and bye the wat r t warm nd th who!<. h d.,· 
"strike on" the shore at once. This accounts for the norm n. run n trap to I· a 
high as 3,000 barrels. Traps were so full that they could n t b rai <1 1,2 t 1 50 
f J.11 n t r th n 11th f th ' 11 
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of the lmoy-lin~s is raised by the occupants of one boat, the fish retreating ~o the farther end of 
the net. The pockets attached at the sides and end are movable, and when filled with fish can be 
detached and brought singly into harbor. The ~se of these pockets will readily be understood 
when it is learned that from a single one 3,000 barrels of fish were lauded. The end pocket is 
mostly used, those at the sides only coming into play after the end one has been filled. In 1879 many 
of the nets had the three pockets full at once. These traps are set so as to cat ch the fish when 
they are traveling eastward, the reverse being the case on the east shore of Rhode I sland. In 
heavy blows fish "hang" to windward; the nets on a lee shore then fail to draw. The Sakonnet 
traps catch only the spring fish that come in to spawn. 
A single fishing gang consists of six men and a cook. Sometimes the gangs double and even 
treble up using but one cook. When trap fishing is over most of the men go on the menhaden ' . 
steamers. In 1879, 7,000 barrels of scup were taken in these traps. The assertion is made that a 
single trap in one season has taken 6,000 barrels. The catch is sold at from 50 cents to $5 a barrel 
according to their abundance. About three-sixths of the fis~ go to New York, two-sixths to Phil-
adelphia, and about one-sixth is taken by local trade. In 1879 the seven traps numbered alpha-
betically stocked as follows: A, $2,000; B, $1,500; C, $1,200; D, $1,200; E, $1,000; F, $800; G, 
$500; total, $8,200. 
During the season one salmon only and several porpoises were caught . Lobsters are taken 
from 5 to 10 miles off shore; four men follow this fishery, setting sixty pots. Their catch in 1880 
was 12,000 lobsters. The capital invested here in traps, boats, and buildings is about $12,000, und 
the value of the products in 1880 was $9,040, including 12,000 barrels of scup worth $8_
1
200. 
S.A.CHUEST NECK.-The fishing at Sachuest Neck, opposite Little Compton, has been carried 
on for many years. Capt. Ben. Tollman has fished here for 70 years. He employs six men 
engaged in fishing with a trap that cost, when new, $1,000. The ca tch of this trap in 1880 sold 
for about $350 in the New York market. As an instance of the voracity of squeteague Captain 
Tollman says he has frequently taken from 40 to 50 and occasionally 100 young menhaden out of 
the stomach of one fish, and be says that bluefish are equally destructive. 
In 1879 the number of squeteague, bluefish, and small menhaden was extremely large. The 
assertion is also made that fish of all kinds are as abundant as ever, but that one kind will absent 
itself for a year, whose loss is usually compensated by an immense supply of another species. 
This alternation, often irregular, conveys the impression that fish are diminishing in numbers. The 
average price obtained here for scup was 50 cents a barrel. 
THE TOWN OF TIVERTON.-The menhaden fishery is the principal one carried on from Tiver-
ton. This fishery employs twelve steamers, owned here, and five schooners, with their large boats, 
to carry their catch to the factories. In the line fishery for tau tog there is emyloyed an old fash-
ioned well-smack of 13.98 tons, with a c{..ew of three men. This vessel in 1880 caught 16,000 
pounds of tautog, valued at $800. From 2 to 7 miles below the Tiverton stone bridge, on the east-
ern shore of Sakonnet River, there .are nine heart-pounds fished from the last of April until the 
last of June. The catch co_nsists of scup, squeteaugue, tautog, alewives, and butterfish. 
N onguit Pond, just in the rear of the pounds, is fished from the last of April until June 1 
for alewives, four seines being used in the pond by sixteen men. The alewife catch of 1,200 
barrels or 480,000 fish is sold mostly through the interior by peddlers. ·The fish are smoked, or 
having been well i:;truck with.a salt pickle they are strung on sticks and hung up for a rew days 
until dry. Quite an amount are also sold to the hand-line fishermen for bait. 
Twelve men are engaged in working the fiats and beaches in this vicinity for clams and qua-
haugs, and in ~880 dug 960 bushels that were peddled in the surrounding country for $720. 
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entirely :flounders, of little value or amount. 
there are forty-three fyke-nets set more r 1 lurin 
heart-pounds is much less than from those u d on tb , nth • u 1 w . i<l f • '" 1 1 
Pounds and fyke-nets are made from th old, cond mo d pur. ,. , in · f h, m ·nh~ul ,11 fl 
catch by poumls is marketed at Newport, New ork, Pr 
The capital invested in the fisheries of Tiverton 
$3,458. The...catch of fish by the pounds, net , and in iu 1 O i · min d, 
814,000 pounds of the various kinds, the catch of alewive b iug ..A O 
fleet took 800 barrels of mackerel in addition to their other cat la. 
Mr. D. T. Church, of Tiverton, in a letter dated Septemb r 15, 1 7 
7 
"Most of the fishermen from here go to Sakonnet in the pring arnl tr, p h r f r ~ on : 
month, then they dry their traps and put them away for th j" ar, and d 11 tak th •m u tmtil tli 
next spring. The balance are purse fishermen that take menhad ·n, and tliat i n, Jar lrn, iu . . . J 
am wrong in saying the balance, for there are some old patriarch that t. k fi h wi b, h k ,uid li11, 
but they are a poor class in worldly goods, and they cannot comp t with th p uncl 
fact, hook-and-line fishing in this vicinity always was a poor bu in 
all families that depended on making a living by taking fi h in thL· -ri<:init. in thi ,· way ~ •1 • 
always poor, and that was the fact before the weir or pound-u t w r ., t. Iy fatlt r wa. n, h, k-
and-line :fisherman, and he educatetl his seven sous in tl1at callin°·, an l b ~ iu ln tr: 1J ma<l , mor • 
than a living, but we all left it when we left him and w nt to takioO' :fl 1t with n t., all<l J think 
hook-and-line fishing stands to net fishing as walking tand · to rnilroad trr v Jin . 
with hook-and-line fishing is this, that early in the spring th fl ·h 1 u 
weather the small sharks that infest this coast drive them iuto 11 
In Nannaquacket Pond, Tiverton Four Uorner , f, tu 'in H, w rth .-o a ·11 ~ r u · •<l mo tly 
for the capture of herring or alewirns. Sixteen men foll w tlli' fL ·h r.r a,11(1 I> d<ll h fi. h whic·l1 
are mostly smoked, at an average of 50 cents p r hnnclr d >0und . ll th ·pl'i11g (!1 . • g · :J 
or 4 cents apiece for the fisb, but the price soon run down t r l • . ', rl · l ll the 
people at this place are interested in the menlladen bu in , i h r , rkin in th fa· ori · 1 
running on the steamers from this vicinity. When large ch f lt1 fi,h ll'ik i11 · rn m n 
fish for them for a few days, and two or three men f llow th 
during the summer, peddling their catch about the countr . 
PORTSMOUTH .A.ND BRISTOL FERRY.-Tbe fi hiog int r t · f rt. ·m utll I 1 . it '£h· •rton 
are centered in the menhaden industry. One of the larg t m nhc cl n il • nd u, n fc · ii· in 
the United States is located here. A fleet of ·t am r haiJiu fr m ~rir rt n and ".,,·1 1 
annually supply this factory with from 50,000 to 00,00 b rr 1 fin uh •. cl 11 h, . ur Ill, nu_f, ·t 11 1l 
into scrap and oil. The statistics of the ftsberi of tlli t wn ~ r in 1n 1 l Ill th nmma i 11 
for the State. 
Between April 1 and May 25 two sea-trap , own <l at 
Beach and the other at the "Wash Bowl," on thew id 
are employed. In 1879 the net.g were et a littl 9t lat , m, oy f tlJ 
by. It is here asserted that squeteague and bluefi h ar in r <l rn 
the sea-traps. These fish have increa ed imm n ly f I, t ' ' 1'- • 
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187'9 no-scup appeared until thf' middle of July, when millions came; these were too small for 
market. As at other places, fbc, men go menhaden fishing when trap-fishing is over. 
In 1879 the trap at Sachuest Beach stocked about $200; the one at the "Wash Bowl" about 
$1,200. The greater part of the combined catch was shipped to Philadelphia and sold at 50 to 75 
cents a oarrel. 
97. THE FISHERIES OF NEWPORT. 
PRESJi1NT CONDITION OF THE FISHERJES OF NEWPORT.-Tbe fishing business of Newport is 
confined chiefly to.fresh fish, and is carried on by ten firms. The catch is mostly during April, 
May, and June, being principally s~up. Later in the season bluefish, mackerel, squeteague, bass, 
and some other fish are caught,. Lobsters ar~ taken at all seasons and of all sizes. 
Fifty small cat-rigged boats are used by the local fishermen in the near waters of Narragansett 
B~y and Long Island Sound, fishing more or less of the time until November, after which the 
season may be consi<lered over until April. The leading catch by these small boats is lol>sters, 
which are caught in the 1,500 pots set about_ the islands of tbe bay and Long Island Sound. 
Tautog, bluefish, squeteague, bass, and eels, with a less amount of many other species, are included 
in the catch of the boats. These are taken by band-lines and nets. The largest part of tlle fi sh 
which are marketed or shipped from here are taken by "heart-pounds and square netted traps." 
There are twenty-five heart and eight square traps set in this vicinity about Newport, Conanicut,, 
and Prudence Islands. These traps and pounds are located as follows: 
Locntion. Heart. Square. 
On Newport Islnnd : 
Northeast side on Sakonnet Rh·er.... . ...•.. .••••. 4 ......... . 
East side at Sachuest N eek.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
East side Boat-House Point........................ . . . . . . . . . . l 
South end Gooseberry Island . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1 
South end Price's Neck, 1 double.................. . ........ . 1 
Southwest side Brenton's Point . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 2 
Southwest side Pine Tree :................... . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Southwest side nrenton's Co,e ................... . 
West side Coddington's Co,·c to Coggshall Point . . . 
On Conanicut Island (on both sides) .........•.. .. ....... 
On Prudence Island (on ,\"est sir1e) .......••. ....... . . ... 
Total. ........................................... . 
3 . ••···••·· 
8 ····•· .•. . 
(j · ••••••••• 
2 .•...••••. 
25 
The square traps are put down the last of April, an~l usually taken up about the first of June, 
being anchored in from 4 to 7 fathoms of water, with a leader from the shore from 100 to 150 
fathoms long. The heart-pounds are put down at the same time, tlle twine being fastened to small 
piles driven into the ground, in from 25 to 35 feet of water. A small part of them ·are fished until 
October, but most of them only during· the spri.ng and early summer. In case the heart-pound is 
located on rocky bottom, the poles are held in place by cast-iron "feet" weighing 500 pounds each. 
· These are cast for the purpose, are of circular form, .witll a hole in the center for the water. In 
working a square trap eight men to each arc usually emplo~·ed. The heart-trap, wllen used- single, 
has three men. When two or three heart-traps are fhshed by one film, being set near one another, a 
single team of three to five men will tend them. The catch from these thirty-three traps during 
1880 _amounted to 4,185,300 pounds of eatable fish, five-sixths of which were scup. This amount of 
fish was distributed as follows: New York received three-sixths; Philadelphia, hrn-sixtbs; Provi-
dence, the near inland cities an<l local trade, one-sixth. One-third of the New York and Philade_l-
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phia shipments were forwarded by t amer fr m 
of fish with 30 pounds of ice each, and boxe f p un<l f fi h with 1 nu 
two-thirds by sailing vessel iced in bulk. Tb mon y paitl tb fi lu rm •H f r th 
$33,907.50, is quite an item, yet the chief Ya]n f th, t h i: iu 1h·in r • 
good food to the laboring classes in the citie , by wb m it i, m tl - n 1 
first-cost value being less than threejoitrths of a cent a, 1) un<.1. T tbi 
additional expense of placing the same on the mark t. 
The Newport fleet of fishing Yessels include 
fresh, mostly in Providence, the near inland cities, and home local trad 
New York or Boston. 
98. BLOCK ISLAND .AND ITS F ISIIERIE . 
DESCRIPTION OF '.l'HE ISL.A.ND A.ND I'.l'S FISIIERIES.-Of tb many islau] 
England coast, Block· Island is cne of the most interesting an<.l po 
nality. This island is abo1i.t 8 miles long, and is of peculiar formation, 
... ' 
of hills and valleys, with over a, hundred fresh-water pond cutter d L r L ud th r . 'J'IH' hill 
extend all over the island, at some places reaching to the water' clg , f rming hi rJt bluff :irul :1 t 
other places retreating inland, thus leaving the water' edg bord r l wi h m< 11 
of the hills are quite high; Beacon hill, the highe t, ha1:1 about 3 0 :fi ~ J v ti 11. 
a magnificent view is obtained, not only of the entire i land, bnt far., • y t th h r .. f Lou ~ 
Island, 18 miles distant, and to the main shore of Rhod J l 1)(1 7 12 mil , w. •. I int ,Juditl1 i 
a prominent landmark and Newport can be seen 30 mil to the n rth ._ ,t, 
, The ponds are scattered all over the islanu, som of th m n , r th hi l'h . t p iut. 1111,l ,th •1 
near the sea-level. The water of the near-shore pond , althouo-h fr 
anirnal8, is too brackish for domestic use, so that the inhabitant l p n 
The largest of the ponds is named Great Pond, and wa o call d 
brackishness is caused by a partial evaporation of th 
cause as well as from the overflow from high tide and 
fish up to about half-growth, at which time they di . 
much needed, and this question is now agitated by th inh, it. nt . With ' , ma11 ntlar hon-
sands of bushels of fine oysters could be mau to add to th 
of this spring fishing is, lrnwever, owr by May 1 . Tb 
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· · · d -" 11 The best grounds are Coxswain's Ledge, The Bank, and visit these grounds m sprmg an 1a . . . 
11 f h f • 12 to 30 miles south aml southeast of the island. Thither Ooggeshall's Ledge, a o t em rom . . 
t l ·1 b ts plow their ways when the cod-:fishrng ·cason IS at band. numerous open, two-mas ec sa1 · oa , . 
The daily routi~e of a fisherman visiting these ledges for cod was graphically de cnbed as follows 
fn the Providence Bulletin, .April 26, 1873: . . . 
".A fisherman's life is .a hard life, and cod fishing in open boats taxes pllys1Cal ntahty to a 
degree which is hardly realized l>y those unacquainted with its hard hip . The fi he~·o.rnn le_aves 
home at from 12 to 3 a. m., goes to the llarbor and starts for the fishing ground. It IS well if he 
has a breeze of wind, better if it be fair, but if perchance, as often happen in pring, <luring the 
latter part of the night there be no wind, be must get out his oar and help row tlle boat to the 
fishing grounds 10 or 12 miles away, and there is a vast difference between rowing a wherry for 
pleasure and rowing a hea,y fish-boat capable of carrying from 2 to 20 tons. He arrives at the 
fishing ledges, and, if there are plenty of fish, stands up and hauls fi h with a 30-fathom line and 
heayy lead (for there is a strong tide here) for three or four hours, and there is no harder work than 
hauling heavy :fish. It would puzzle a novice to stand up in one of these boats in good weather, 
but when the wind blows and there is a bad swell running, the boat ends up and. down and rolls her 
gunwales under in a manner that would be apt to try not only the muscles but the nerves and €\'en 
• the stomachs of those who were not experienced fisllermen. .About 2 o'clock in the afternoon he gets 
under way and comes home. Then his boat is to tie up, his :fi. h to be brought ashore in a skiff or 
small boat, then they are thrown out on the beacll, divided, dressed, washed, carried up a steep 
bank in band-barrows known as 'kids' and salted. This usually takes about two hours, and be 
seldom gets home before suns.et. Theo, if he thinks he has sufficient bait, he eats his supper and 
goes immediately to bed. If he has but little bait he must look up some that is fresh, sometimes 
traveling two or three miles to catch some alewives for the next day's fishing. In rough weather 
his work is increased and intensified, and the uninitiated know but little of the labor and exposure 
endured in 'beating in from the edge of the bank in a norther.' When the captain says 'Start,' 
the first thing to be done is to reef the sails and get the anchor, and in rough weather the crew of 
the larger boats have enough to do before the anchor is at the bow. It is n~t an uncommon cir-
cumstance for three or four good men to be from half an hour to an hour in getting the anchor on 
board of one of the larger boats. Then sail must be hoisted before the boat falls off in the trough 
of the sea, and by the time the sails are up and the sheets trimmed aft the crew are ready to drop 
down with exhaustion; but now the pumps must be manned and one man stationed at the fore-
sheet (the helmsman attends to the main-sheet), while the captain, bis eyes almost blinded with 
spray, watches the seas and eases the boat over them as best he can. 
"I have only described the moclus operancli of beating a boat to windw~rd in what would be 
termed; in fishermen's parlance, a 'three-reef breeze,' but the boats are occasionally caught down 
to leeward in some terrible perio~ical storm, and then they get home somehow, though no seafaring 
man not acquainted with their sea-going qualities would suppose the boats could live a minute, 
It would be difficult for any one to att.empt to say how rough a sea would have to be or how hard 
th
e wind would have to blow to prevent a large Block Island boat with a good crew from going 
t . d ' ' 0 wm ward under close-reefed sails. I know of no case on record where one of the large boats, 
in good working condition, with good spars and sails, has been absolutely compelled to keep off 
and run to leeward. In fact, some of them would probably live as long, if not longer, on the wind 
than they would before it." 
Fro~ October l5 to No,ember 1, dogfish are caught for -their oil and for fertilizing purposes, 
after which datR, and extending to January 1, cod again become abundant; this time about half a 
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mile from shore, off the northeastern side of tll i lan l. 
9 pounds; but, being thick fish and carefully cur d th y 1m rk 
above enumerated are visited by Connecticut and l\fa , •bu,· tt fi h rm u • 
Islanders. The latter al ways fish with book and lin , in <l •itl 1 · PI 
apparatus unknown to their ancestors. They r gard the fi bin r und a. 
and only ask the "foreigners" to let them nlone and to k p at • di. 
modern appliances. 
The spring catch is placed in pickle for four clay , pr all n fl k until th r u hl , ur 1 dry, 
and then sent to market. T·he fall catch is retained in pickl uutil it i. want cl, an 1 i 
the same as the spring catch. All codfish are cured b fore ~ al ; m t f th 
in Rhode Island and Connecticut. 
Although the leading catch on the fishing grounds about Block I land i cl · t uum r u · 
other species are found in greater or less abundance. One of the mo t important p i nt ·id 
of cod is the large bloater mackerel that frequently visit this vicinity in th prin"' f th · , r. 
During 1879 hundreds of barrels of these fish were caught. They m a ur cl 1 to 19¼ in ll in 
length, weighed from 1¾ to 3 pounds each, and sold for $20 to $25 a barrel. Tb , fl h app r 
irregularly. 
The boats used by Block Island fishermen are very peculiar in con tructi n. Th y r b rp-
pointed at each end, 20 to 25 feet long on the keel, a few attaiuing 29 feet, 3½ to 4 f t d I, with 
open deck and lap-streak sides, of schooner or sloop rig, chiefly the former, with narr w t p rin 
sails, smaU masts well forward, with no shrouds, registering from 5 to !) ton , and w rth 2;3 t 
$800 each. From their odd appearance, which is increased by their lying v ry low in tb w, t r 
they immediately attract the attention of a strtmger. They are most ex ell nt • · o, t , and in 
the hands of a practical island fisherman, are as hard to drown as a duck, and rnr Jy 1 b r 
are twenty-three of these vessels, aggregating 199.35 tons and carrying eighty-th-- m n. u cl 
tion to these "double-enders" there are fifty small boats ofles than 5 ton r gi tr, with r , f 
two men each. These follow the same :fisheries as the larger ve s 1 . 
In 1867 net-fishing on a limited scale was introduced. In .April, 1870, tw b rt-1 uud. w r 
set on the west and one on the north side of the island. They remain d d wn until I t m r t 
September 15. Fish were found to be plentiful; but, on account of tll xr o d l) iti n f fll 
island, it is doubtful if pound-fishing will prove very profitabl . Iu th 
scup, and tautog were taken in 1879. Spanish mackerel l1av b u 
catch of the pounds is shipped to New York in ice u ually by ailing v l in r t <l in th 
pounds. Bluefish a.re caught and used at home by tlle bot l . Lob t r , n.r , u ht, but m , ly 
by the Connecticut fishermen, only 150 pots being set by th Dlock I land fi. h rm n. Iri h m : 
is found in abundance. This is gathered, and has been ince l 50, in w, rm w h r l Y w m n • n l 
children; tb~n it is washed and dried (many washing being requi it 1 t r 1 a h ) , u 
sold to the grocers, who, as a sufficient quantity accumulat , hip it t tb 
mills of Connecticut. The crop in 1880 was 400 barrel . 
As onlv a small part of the year is given to fishjng, ampl tim r main 
Nearly all ~f the island is under cultivation or used for grazfog, th 1. nd in w 11 fir iliz 1 
refuse fish and seaweed. The latter is gathered in large qirnntiti :f, r thi I UrJ 
mated that over $30 000 worth of fertilizing product are o u d a h 
man gathers any a~ount he may wish free of cost, except for hi tim 
The capital invested in tbe fisheries at Block I land in .ai3 Ye 
boats, 12 gill-nets, 3 pounds, 150 lobster-pots, and oth r apparntn , i 
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per ons employed is 263. ~rhe products in 1880 are valued at $36,824, and consist of 748,720 pounds 
of dry cod, 300,000 pounds of fresh fish, 120,000 pounds of reftise fish for manure, 6,000 pounds of 
lobsters, 3,250 gallons of fish-oil, and 24,000 pounds of Irish moss. 
HtSTORY OF BLOCK IsLAND.-The. earliest records of tltis island date back to the year 1524, 
when the French navigator, Verazzano, reported to Francis I, King of France, that the island was 
in shape triangular, about three leagues from the mainland, full of hills, covered with trees, and 
well peopled, for "we saw fires all along the coast." 
This opinion of Block Island was doubtless formecl at a distance from the island itself, for the 
first Tecord obtained of a landing was <lated 1614, when the Dutch explorer, Adrian Block, 
explored the coast and gave to it its present name. In 1636 John Oldham, a trader from Boston, 
while landing to trade with the Narragansett Indians, was murdered by them, for which act an 
expedition was sent under Col. John Endicott, to ptrnish t4e In<lians. After executing their com-
mission they explored the island and established a claim by right of conquest. 
The Indians who first dwelt on the island called it Manisses~ after the name of their tribe. 
The first explorer called it '' Claudia," in honor of the mother of his king, Francis I. The Dutch 
maps of 1614 have it marked '' Adrian's Eyland." Abont the same time appeared the name Block 
Island. In 1672 it received the additional name "New Shoreham," at which time also a charter 
was given to it by the Rhode Island assembly. The island was once covered with trees, but they 
haYe well nigh disappeared, SO that now only a, few scattering trees can be Seen. 
A tow.n record of April 14, 1702, states: 
"Capt. John Merritt brought before us one John .Meeker for being a delinquent for absenting 
himself from out of said Merritt's employment, being his servant for the fishing season, for 40 
shillings a month, wit.h 6 pounds of bread and 6 pounds of pork a week, for the which considera-
tions the said Meeker did promise to him his faithful service till the middle of June, or there-
abouts, as by witness on oath doth appear before us. We, therefore, determine and give our 
judgment that the said Meeker shall perform the said conditions as above said. The 40 shillings 
per month is to be paid in current money of this colony, with cost of court; which is 1 shilling for the 
constable's fee, and 2 shillings for other charges which said Meeker is to pay. 
'' Given under our hands. 
"SIMON RAY, Sen. Warden. 
''EDWARD BALL, Dep. Warden." 
1n 1670 tbe legislature first took action for the improvement of the harbor for "incouraging 
fi bing designs," and in 1723 the legislature again granted aid in building a new pier '' for the 
encourp,gement of the navigation of the colony, esp~cially the fishery." 
In 1695 one Robert Carr was engaged '' to be forward in making a harbor and promoting the 
fl bing trade." In later years storms swept away the piers, which were in 1816 replaced with 
white oak poles, or small piles driven into the beach. These offered little protection fa rough 
w ather, and the fishermen on stormy days were compelled to use oxen in hauling their boats out 
of danger's reach. The piles above alluded ·to were 12 to 15 feet above water, and were far 
enough apart to allow small vessels to pass in between. As business increased more poles were 
added, until in 1876 there were 750 of them, _hence the name "Pole Harbor," the first object of 
attraction to every stranger. To these relics of old times the fishermen still make fast their 
boat j but the old piers are superseded by substantial breakwaters of granite, built by the Gov-
rnment. On February 16, 1870, Congress appropriated $30,000, and on October 22 of the same 
ear th work was commenced. In 1871 an additional appropriati~n of $75,000 was made, nnd in 
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1872 anotlier of $50,000. The total expenditure, theref<1r , wa pi r ha n f 
great service, yet it is incomplete, and hrge appropriation ar 
Block Island has two light-houses, one on the northw tern nd kn wu a 
. ' 
on which spot four have been built, the first one haying been rected in 18- , an 1 tb 
southeastern end, built in 1874. This is a two-story brick dwelling, with tag n< l tow r , ud · . 
$75,000. It is on a bluff, 152 feet above low water, the light being 5.:., fe t fr m h r nnd. I · 
was first used on February 1,_ 1875, and is visible 35 miles out at ea. n lmndr d f t t 
southeast of this light is a fog-horn, blown by steam. Two life-saving tation , :ro . 2 !\ll(l' 
district 3, have been established,,the one in 1872, the other in 1_874. The fi bermen con titut tll, 
crews. A signal station was established on July 28, 1880, and connect with th main Ian 1 y 
cable. 
A most remarkable feature of the administration of law on Block I land i that it boa t f 
not a single lawyer, policeman, or jail. The total population is 1,208, nearly all of whom ar uatiY . 
The same names are found now which were common in the early history of the ettlemeut. Th 
inhabitants are industrious, frugal, and conte.nted. The children are well provided with cb ol , 
there being five common schools and one high school. The two ~hurches on th i land b loo 
to the Baptist denomination. The island bas lodges of Free Masons, Odd Fellow , and 1 
Templars, two ministers .and a doctor. There are quite a number of summer hotel , om of th m 
quite large, fine buildings, and all of them owned and manageu by the islanders. The fir t b t l 
was opened in 1842, and the first pleasure party entertained there numbered seven person , on of 
whom was Martin Van Buren. Of late years the island bas become well-known, nud i annu< l1y 
visited by hundreds for health and pleasure. 
D.-GENERAL FISHERIES OF BRISTOL, PROV DE OE, 
KENT COUN~rIES. 
99. FISHING TOWNS FROM BRISTOL TO WAI wrc J'E "I . 
BRISTOL AND W .A.RREN.-Bristol is situated nearly at th head of ri t l I arl.> r 
Narragansett Bay. The fishing grounds are off Walker's Island, in the Y r>P ,·it ri · l 'it · 
at the head of Bristol Harbor, and in Mount Hope Bay. Five heart-pound ar u <l fr Ill the la -t 
of April until September. In the spring, alewives, scup, and bad ar ta~ n; _and hi~ r qn 
tautog, bluefish, flounders, and eels. In wjnter a small amount of fi hmg 1 "rri tl u 
nets the catch of which consists mainly of flounders. At the north ru nd of 
fish ~ecome less abundant, possibly owing to the pollution of the wat r by tu 
numerous factories. A few lobster pots are set about the ledge and i lan<l · h ' t. u a 
Bristol are all cat-rigged, with the exception of one sloop, one., acht, antl m< 11 1 ifl: i. r th . tr· I · 
· t· f t o men A (Yood w · k pr u 1 ' 'l1 • 
Each of the heart-pounds reqmres the atten ion o w • b 
at 1 000 pounds. There is a small amount of hook-and-line cod fi hing, 1 
' O · and nc gill n sloop at the lower end and outside of the bay. ne seme · 
About 'twenty-five eel-pots are set in the ba.ys. 
Fishing at this place bas deteriorated to such an xtent that man 
11 
m n baY . . .. 
· th B · -t l rubb r work . L rg num r t1u ti\ 
business and have found employment m e ris O · w llll 
· · e would uppo tba th , mall r , p ·t 
fish are caught in the traps, and for that reason on 
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increase yearly in abundance. One-third of the 1879 catch was sent to New York and Providence, 
the remainder being consumed at home. The lobsters are all old in Bri tol. 
. The capital invested at Bristol in traps, boats, and fixtu~es, nets and eines, and a small sloop, 
is $2,655. The nlue of the products is $4,755, and comprise 100,000 pounds of fresh fish, 30,000 
pounds of swordfish, 5,000 pounds of eels, and 23,000 pounds of lobster ' . 
Warren represents the northern limit of tlrn ti bing industry in Narragansett Bay, with but a 
small amount taken here. During the spring :five heart-pounds are fished for had in the \iYarren 
Riv.er near its outlet into the bay. The catch of 1880 averaged 1,000 had to each pound, of an 
average weight of 3¼ pounds each. Two-thirds of the catch was ~old at Providence and one-third at 
Warren and Bristo]. Clams are found quite plenty. On an average twelve men in the summer and 
four during the winter work the_ clam flats. Six men with three small sail-boats and eighteen 
dredges fish the scallop-beds during the season, which by law last from September 15 to May 
15. The State law also limits the catch of each boat to 15 bushels a day. The law as to quantity 
is riot as generally observed or enforced at the various fishing .stations as the time; the close 
season being quite generally obsen·ed. Scallo1)s are sold at New York and Providence; clams at 
the latter city and at Rocky Point, Rhode Island. 
The capital invested in the fisheries of this place in five heart-trap , three scalloping boats, 
eighteen dredges, and ten boats with fixtures for clam digging, amounts to $1,872. The products 
for 1880 are 5,000 shad, 2,500 bushels of clams, and 1,000 gallons of scallops, worth $3,862.50. The 
number of fishermen employed six months in the year are eighteen, all of them Americans. 
P.A.WTUXE'.l.'.-Pawtuxet is located on the Providence River, 4 miles south of the city of Provi-
dence, and is the clam town of the State. The main business of the place is the :fishery for clams and 
scallops. Seventy-five men are ~ngaged most of the year in that industry or in net .fishing-. During 
the summer season nearly twice that number are engnged, and the average number for the year 
is one hundred. The products of 1880 amount to 40,000 bushels of clams and 10,000 bushels of 
scallops. The latter are al ways opened before they are sent to market and many of the clams. 
This gives employment during the bns)T season to one hundred persons, mostly women and 
children. · 
Clams are dug on both ·sides of the Providence River. Of late years some complaint has been 
made of their not being as plenty as in former years. During 1880 large clams were not as 
abundant as usual, but small clams were more plenty than for years and give promise of a bountiful 
supply in the future. During the summer months most of the clams are used at the summer 
resorts, where they sell from $1.25 to $1.40 a bushel. Providence and the local trade take any 
surplus. A small amount are forwarded to Boston. The price during the winter is from 75 cents 
to $1 a bushel. An average price during the year being $1. Scallops are shipped to New York 
and to Providence for a market. 
From April until November scup, tautog, squeteague, and bluefish are taken in seines and 
nets, twelve men fishing them in Mount Hope and Greenwich Bays. Eels are plenty. They are 
caught near home and sent to New York. One smack, 26 feet long, is used; the other boats are 
of the skiff pattern. Two gill-nets are fished; ~ach is 115 fathoms long and 21 feet deep. They 
are made of 4 to 4½ inch mesh. In these nets are caught bluefish and sea-trout. An average day's 
catch is 50 pounds, although 1,000 pounds have been taken in one day by one gill-net. The two 
seines are 100 fathoms each in length and 15 feet deep. The mesh is 3½ inches. Three men are 
required to haul one of these 'nets, which are fished from March until Septemb!r· The species 
chiefly taken is scup. The -average daily catch is 200 pounds, taken at about :five hauls of the net. 
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the net :fishing produced results six times a larg 
The investment in this place amount to , 
bushels of clams, 10,000 bushels of scallop , antl 
The number of persons employed is 175. 
• "J l h, ·. 
w ARWICK COVE .AND w ARWICK NECK.-Du1fog th umw r niu m ll fl ·11 in\\ arwi ·l· 
for bluefish and three at the Neck for tautog. Some hand-linin i al •arii (l 
during .April, l\foy, and June. Most of the men her gi.v up :fl bin O' durin O' U1 
their boats to pleasure parties. This is a good indication of th t t f th fi 0 b 
Two men fish for _eels. In 1870 two tons of eels w re hipped t 
for 5 cents a pound. Most of these eels were speared in the wint r. 
100. THE FISHERIES OF APPONAUG AND EA T 
APPONAUG.-Apponaug is 12 miles south of Providence, at th n rth rn n l f r nwi ·h 
Bay. In past Jears it has done considerable fishing; of late y ar th bu in l1 a. J• rg Jy l . 
creased. The fishermen claim that chemicals and refuse from the large pri11t-w rk. It, v drh· 11 
away the fish and killed ernry clam in the immediate vicinity of th towu. 
There is quite a little fleet of sail-boats owned here by the fl b rm n. 
them are chiefly used for pleasure parties. On tlrn average nine are u d £ r fi hin 
Hand-lines and seines are used by the fishermen in Greenwich and Narrag u tt 
consists of blue?sh, squeteague, tautog, flounders, and scup, mo t]y cauO'ht in th 
fishing. The leading products of the fisheries are clams and call p . Th m m n fi 11 , 
line and net :fishing and dredging, each in their season. The ca11 p b cl ar qnit . t n. i, 
productive, extending from Wickford, on the south, along the w t b r f n. tt , · i11to 
and on both sides of Greenwich Bay, to Warwick Light, on the nortll, a di t n f .J mil . 'J h 
boats average 4 dredges each, which are used in about 2 fathom of w t r. Th 
to 4,0CO bushels a year, is brought home and shelled. Th op ning i m tJy y irl , m thirt. · 
being employed during the busy season. They receiv L½ cents a bu h .1-£ r hu Jin . 
the various kinds-round, long, and quabaugs-are found in a un 1 n n ru<l ,n , rul 1 ati •r · 
islands, the shores of Providence River, and Greenwicll ay. 
A novel feature of the fishing industry is a small t .am r f J 
of the amount of clams annually consumed at thi 
those who have often ~een over 10,000 persons at a tim at a H ·l 
also numerous other well-known points along the b autiful wat r 
noted for their clam-bakes, and year]~· con ume larg quantiti 11 11 1 u 
is the leading one. 
The catch of fish by seine and band-line i mo t1y 
pens in that market they are forwarded to N w ork, all_ in 
20 GRF 
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sold in New York; clams, chiefly used at the summer resorts in their season and sold throughout 
the near towns and cities at all seasons. 
The investment in the fisheries of Apponaug in 1 steamer, 9 sail-boats, 36 scallop-dredges, 4 
seines, 30 small boats and fixtures, and the fish-houses, is $4,G09. The catch includes 3,300 gallons 
of scallops, 6,000 bushels of clams, and 37,500 pounds of fresh fisL, worth $11,975. The number of 
persons employed is 38. 
· EAST GREENWI~H.-East Greenwich is located at the head of Greenwich Bay, in which fish-
ing is carried on for six or eight months in the year. Seines, gill-nets, and fyke-nets are used. 
The same species of fish are taken here as at .Apponaug. The fi bing by Greenwich men is 
extended as far south as Newport; but, wherever they go, a scanty !iring only is their reward. 
The gill-net :fishery is the ruost important. These nets are set in about 4 fathoms of water. 
Sandy Point is a noted bluefish ground. The boats used by the gill-netters arc those which have 
already serveq as seine-boats and will yet fill the place of scallop-boats later in the season. June 
and July are the two best months- for gill-netting. Eleven nets are used; th y are each 75 
fathoms long and are made with a mesh of 4 inches. In these no fi h of a less weight than ·2 
pounds are taken. 
Four seines, each 100 fathoms long and 12 feet deep, of 1¼ to 2-inch mesh, are used. Each 
seine requires the labor of three men. April and May are the best months for this fishery, but it 
is kept up by some all the year round. In addition to bluefish, these eines catch squeteague and 
tautog. Before menhaden steamers were so extensively used one eine would at times catch 250 
barrels of menhaden at a single haul. 
About a hundred fyke-nets are set in Greenwich Bay, clo-:,e inshore, under the ice. Very 
little hook-and-line fishing is done. 
Near Greenwich numerous scallops and clams are taken. The former are obtained by dredging 
the.beds betYreen Greenwich and Wickford, from September 15 to May 15. Clams are dug on the 
main shore and near islands at all seasons, but chiefly during the summer. The scallops are 
shipped to New York and Providence or are used for local consumption. The clams are sent to 
Providence and the summer :resorts, any balance being reserved for home trade. 
The capital invested in East Greenwich in 16 sail-boats, 12 row-boats and fixtures for clamming, 
75 dredges, 4 seines, 11 gill-nets, 100 fyke-nets, and fish-houses, is $5,190. The catch is valued at 
$12,500 and includes 6,000 bushels of scallops, 4,000 bushels of clams, 5,000 pounds of eels, and 
125,000 pounds of Jresh fish. The number of persons employed is 50. 
E.-GENERAL FISHERIES OF WASHINGTON COUNTY. 
101. FISHERIES FROM WIOKFORD TO NARRAGANSETT PIER. 
WICKFORD.-Wickford is a small place, situated on the west side of Narragansett Bay, 12 
miles northeast from Newport, a steamer from tbe latter port connecting with a branch of the 
Shore Line Railroad to this port. 
A small- amount of fishing is carried on in cat-rigged boats and skiff's by hand-line fishermen; 
also by nets and traps. Four heart.pounds are set on the west side of the bay, north and south of 
the harbor. ·They are fished 'from the 1st of May until November. Boats fish all over the bay, 
and ffuring a small part of the year out~ide for cod. ·Eels are found plenty, and are taken by traps 
and spears. Fyke-nets ~re mostly fished during the winter; tbe leading catch by them is flounders. 
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numerous summer hotels and local trad . Qnit an am uu f r fu , fl h ar 
of menhaden, skates, and sculpins. The ear au , av 1 and, l<l t 
for 25 cents a barrel. 
Lobsters are taken from Fel.H'uary until the n xt wint r a n 
inlets on- both sides of the bay as far north as Ilop falc n<l. Tb 1 
are excellent lobster grounds. The flatfi h fykc-n t at 11 
is fastened a net-bag. About one hundred and fifty p t are in u 
fish," are used for bait. Crabs are also caught, eitller by th u f ' b w, 
nets, from June until August. Eels are taken by the use of pot and p ar . 
Trap-nets are diminishing in number, there befog now only four inn . Tb .y, r 
ham aided most materially in diminishing the supply of fi h. 
al' n 
ra 
The investment in this place in nets, traps, boats, and fixture i .1;1,425. 11 pr lu ti 
worth $5,700, and consists of rns,ooo pounds of fresh fish, lG0,000 p und of r fu fi, h, 1 , 
pounds of eels, and 15,000 pounds of lobsters. The number of per on employ di 2 . 
DUTCH lsLAND .AND S.A.UNDERSTOWN.-At Dutch J land Ilarbor, rnl vicinit •thr lr:1p-11 
are owned two of which are set in the harbor an<l tbr other ;it B<·:1,·t·1 IJl';Hl 1'10111 tit<· mid, "of 
' April to the 1st of Septemller. They have been in u e iuce 1 '71, au<l ar · • m 1 1 • •L of wat •r. 
The leaders are 75 fathoms Jong. Tbe mesh in the 1c~uler i u iucb , and in tb h wl 2i in ·11 R. 
The tunnel-mouth is 6 feet wide. To aid in lifting the trap thr "tr p-b at "ar n d. Th 
are worth $25 each. Frequent repairs, owing to mvag f torm aml ti<l t th n t , , r n R· 
sary, and cost about $50 to the net per annum. Tbe n t u d 11 r ar imilar in hap to · 
those at Wickford. The offa,1 fish caught in the trap ar u ed a b. it f r l b. 
Only one gill-net is used here; tlli is 75 fath m l 110-, with a 4-i11 ·h m • h. H iH nH I tlm II h 
June and July. Bluefish and a few squeteagu ar caught. 1,Jli n ti a] ' 11 
In April and June a few eel-pots are fi h d on t11 Hi<l' of th 
From the harbor to Whale Rock some lob t r-p t are ·t. 
The book-and-liners fish from April ti11 D c ml> r; in •pl m ,r 
tautog; at other times bluefish and~ sea-uas , which htlt r i, 11 r ·all cl " Ju fl 11. 
During the past eight years the catcl1 of y nng fo;h llaH l> 11 i11c1· a ing, , hil nr 
fish has been steadily decreasing. 
The fishermen here, as in most of tb vla · all' ~l(ly alJud <1 to 1 > 11 t nfin th ,rn Jv t< 
fishing. They act as pilots, dig clamR, mH1 c1 anythin wJ1 r<1h • th • mn: im})r , th ir firn n i: l 
condition. 
Most of the fish are shipped in b x wp ,rt an l h 
lobsters are sent to Newport and Philad Jpbi rri · pail f, r. h · · ntainiu f 
fish was, in 1870, only 60 cents. Tbe n xt y ar th r w~ s < n impr 
The capital invested in b at , 11 t , trap, , ancl fi :x tmc. i , ., , ,7 • n<l th 
$1,715. 
Saunuerstown lies on tbe coa -t xactly PJ) it ·h L lnn I. 
nets or seines, are u ed h re, one on th w , , icl f J ntc·h I. I; tHl 
at Casy Point. They have b en in u f, r flv • .' •ar, ~ ncl n1 
November. The mouth of the tunn 1 i 111 .. 1 ill<'h . wid . ln th •m 
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tautog, flat fish, squeteague, and a few shad, but no scup. The bass are caught only in the fall. 
Some lobsters are taken, and hook-and-line fishing is followed to a small extent. 
N4-RR.A.GANSETT PIER.-.At Narragansett Pier no traps are used. Four gill-nets and two 
seines are fished about a quarter of a mile from the pier, during June, July, and August. Men-
haden are caught almost exclusively. Ten men are engaged here for about half their time. One 
man catche_s lobsters. The traps south of this place are supposed to prevent the fish from coming 
furth€r north and are therefore looked upon with jealousy. The fishermen are less energetic than 
some years ago; were it not for this, it is thought, a great deal more might be done in the fishing 
industry. The hotel is said to require four times the amount of fish taken by all the :fishermen. 
Between this place and Rocky Point, a distance of G miles, twenty men follow :fishing, setting 
trawls for cod during the spring and fall, gill-nets for bluefi hand qu teugue during the summer, 
also setting 150 lobster pots about the ledges along the sound. 
102. POINT JUDITH TO PA WOATUCK RIVER 
POINT JUDITH. --In the rear of this promontory lies Judith Pond, 6 miles long and 1 mile 
wide; the water is brackish and is from 8 to 12 feet deep. Formerly oy~ t rs were very plentiful, 
10,000 bushels ba,ing been taken out in 1870. Tbe moutb of the pond has become so filled up 
that now no oysters are to be found, tbe water having stagnated for want of free circulation. The 
bass fishery has, on that account, also failed. Ten thousand dollars ltave been realized by one 
owner on the capture of bass. Now that business is entirely at an end. A small outlet still per-
mits the entrance of alewiYes. The fishing is carried on from December to June by farmers, 
mechanics, and fishermen. Last spring (1880) smelts were a little more abundant. Percb are still 
taken in large quantities. Most of the fishing operations are conducted by the use of fifteen 
seines; traps being out of the question where the fish a,erage so small. The arnrage length is 
100 fathoms, depth 18 feet, and mesh from 1 ½ to 2 inches. In winter heavier seines are used, 
requiring six men to haul. Perch and some bass are then taken. Twelve years ago 198 barrels 
of bass were taken at one haul. In spring the catch is confined to alewives of which 2,000 
barrels were taken in 1880. The alewife seine has a light thread and is handled by three men. 
Smelts are taken from February until the end of March. 
One hundred and fifty eel-pots, like small fyke-nets, are set in spring and fall, being baited 
with crabs. 
'.rhe investment here in seines, eel-traps, boats and fixtures, is $3,375, and the value of the 
product, which consii;;ts of 500 bushels of clams, 2,000 barrels of alewives, 60,000 pounds of smelts, 
60,000 pounds of perch and flatfish, a: td 4,000 pounds of bass, is $10,800. The number of persons 
employed is 00. 
FISHERIES OF CHARLESTOWN, QUONOCHONT.A.UG, .AND w .A.RD'S PONDS.-ln Charlestown 
Pond six pounds and six shore-seines are used; in Quonochontaug Pond, three pounds and two 
seines; and in Ward's Pond, three pounds and two seines. Herring, bass, perch, :flounders, eels, 
and some smelts are caught. Charlestown Pond is the largest, being about 6 miles long, and a 
maximum depth of 15 feet. The water is quite salt. About forty boats are used by the pound-
fishermen. These boats are of all sizes and shapes, and are worth $20 each. The pounds are set 
from the middle 'of April until the early part of June. Some also are set in the fall. Four men 
~ork in a gang. The pot is usually about 30 feet in diameter. These nets are set in shallow water. 
The seines average 80 fathoms each in length, 18 feet in depth, with a l!-inch mesh, and are 
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worth $80 each. They are used from ovemb r until Jun , i ,11 rn 11 t tli •i u •. 
also fifteen fyke-nets set inshore. 'rhe am kiml · f fi ,Jt ar l'lk 11 in JH uu 1. 
Most of the fish, one-half of which are herring, ar ,l.Jipp d t 
eels, perch, flatfish, and bass. The herring aro alt <1, dri d, aud 
cent each. Four days intervene between the ca1,turc and ·, 1 f tll h rrin "'. 
Menhaden fishing in this vicinity wa comm nc d thirty y ar , , and ha · 
ever since. Until 1870 bass fishing was good, but it ha b u parti, Uy l ) tr y d 
fishing with purse-seines. Sixty barrels of young ba s ba~ n 1rnu1,, nd th. wb I 
lot consigned to the oil-works. 
ROCKY POINT AND SANDY POINT.-.A.t Rooky oiut, a m 11 pl · n th wat '1' 
Island Sound, there is one square trap used, employing ix m n and t •king ab ut _, ,> annu-
ally. Sandy Point is the dividing line between the ound and Litt] tt 
sound, between Rocky and Sandy Points, one hundred and two m n find mpl ·m 11 in tlt 
eries, twenty being hook-and-liners, forty-two pound-netter , and forty s in r ·. 
Six pound nets are set in from 20 to 30 feet of water ast and w t of "y t ·11 ill, tluri11 ,,. 
Scup and mackerel are taken. The leaders range from 200 yartl to half , mil in l ng h. 
size of the pound is about 40 feet by GO feet. The me h in the poun<l i 1½ in ·h , in t1l 1 , 1 r 
2 to 2¼ inches. 
Five seines, averaging 100 fathoms eacb, of 25 feet d pth and lg-in •h m Ii, r u · d, a ·h 
requiring eight men. In the fall these seines are set for ba , in the pring f r cup. Th y Ii~ nl 
the seines in May and October. Formerly $1,000 was r gar<l d a, an av r g y ar'H aruiug. fi r 
the owner of the net by the capture of bass alone. 
The boats used by pounders and seiners are not fitted with ail ; th y ar 
enders," and are about 18 feet long. 
Hook-and-liners catch cod, haddock, bluefish, blackfi h, lJa · , and qu tc ' <1U • 
the first two species mentioned are caught. .A.11 the cup, ba , and bl 1 fi 11 , r 
Some of the· cod was cured, but most of it sol I gr en. 
a11 •<l d ubl 
In th fall Jtl • 
nt t w rk 
LITTLE NARRAGANSETT BAY AND PAWCATUCK 1.IVER.-'J'h • , . ri ti r Ii. 1t ·tw ,1i in Lit I 
Narragansett Bay and Pawcatuck River ar cup, 1s, fl nnd 11h:Hl<'ll, 1,Ju '0, h W t • 
fish, shad, backies, and alewives. 
Pound-nets are set west from Watch Ilill l i r t :10cl P in t 1hanu I, an l nth n rth fr 111 
Stonington to the mouth of Pawcatuck Riv r, and£ r ~t <li ·tau · f lhr mil'• up h riv r. J i 
claimed that these pound-nets kill forty y nog fi ·It £ r n ·h n ' fit f rm: rl· •t. If hi f ru , 
then the fisheries must decrease in importan , ina urn ·Ii t11 1 un l n L nr in ·r , . in~ in uum-
ber every year. 
Of the seventeen pound-nets now in u 
set between the first and the middle of 
an obstmction. Some few remain cl wn thr ugh u tu , iut r. 
Three men are required to lift a trap. Th tr, p , r 
deep, with a leader from 25 to 200 yard, in I n th. ' ll m 
fish can possibly escape. 
Four shore-seiues, called al o ba ·- cin , t v r, ,jn, .. 1 
with mesh from 1½ to 2 inche , ar in u . 1 r m ' i. t 
seines; bass, weakfi h, and had b ing th 1>rin •i I>< l ·1 
One or two gang of gill-n t , altorr ther a 
fish in sqmmer and fall. 
b h. 11{ l 111 ~ 
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There are fully fifty fyke-nets employed. These are set thus: At about the center of one side 
of the heart of a pound-net a hoop-fyke is attached, opening into the heart; when the net is lifted, 
instead of" bunting" the net toward the further end of the bowl and then bailing the fish out, as 
is usually done, they are driven into one of the hearts, and thence into the fyke; the end of this is 
Jifted into a boat into which the fish ar.e emptied. The mesh in these fykes is very fine. Fyke-
nets are also set all along the shore in shallow water, and catch chiefly bass, flounders, and perch. 
There is no hook-and-line fishing of importance. Eel-pots are set all along the river. In 1879 
probably $900 worth of eels were taken. 
The capital invested in the fisheries of this district is about $8,500, and the number of persons 
employed is 75. The products are valued 'at about $8,000. 
.• 
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THE COAST OF CONNECTICUT AN IT Ir 
A.-GENERAL REVIEW OF CONNECTICUT A 
103. THE COAST TOWNS, AND IMPORTANCE OF TIIE 
I t • 
DESCRIPTION AND STATISTICS.-The coast line of the State of onn ti u 'iu ]u iog th 
numerous small indentations, is from 1.50 to 175 miles in extent. The water< dj nt t th 
abounds at certain seasons of the year with various species of fish, the mor imp rt< n 
menhaden and shad, while oysters and other shell-fish are more or le s , bundant. 
of the State include the seal and whale :fis)lerics of Stonington and N w L nd n, th m nh~ cl n 
:fishery carried on by a large fleet of vessels that sell their catch to factori al ng tll 
shad :fishery of the Connecticut River, and the oyster ft hery, whi h i 
the vicinity of New Haven. 
The number of men employed as fishermen or shorem n in th tal 
capital invested is $1,421,020; and the value of tho products i 1,450, 
accompanying tabulated statements. 
In the eastern part of the State tho most important fi bin 
principal food.fish producing port south of Cape Cod . 
. and lobster .fisheries, and several fish weirs or traps a e t 
Isles, in Massachusetts. 
The oyster industry in the State employs 1,006 p r · n 
of the product is $672,875. In the menhaden fl bery the num r 
capital invested is $392,370, and the value of the produ t i 
and nearly 400 men. The products of the e fi herie i r 
SUMMATION OF THE FISHERIES OF CONNECTICUT I R 1 
the number of persons employed, the amount f 
of the various products: 
Sumrnary statenient of persons niploy a11cl a1,tal i1111 t d. 
Persona employed. I Numb r. __ 
Number of vessel.fishermen................... . ...... . .. . 1,544 
Number of boat-fishermen........................ . .. . .. .. 1,041 
Number of curers, packers, fitters, and factory hands. . . .. 546 
Total ........... ~...................... . ..... . ...... 3, 131 
aln menhaden factories, $130,000; in 
31:J 
am unt 
11 h • th 
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Detailed statement of capital im·ested in 1:essels, boats, nets, and traps. 
Value of 
No. Tonnage. Value. 
goar, exclu· Total Nets and traps. Vessels and boats. sivoofboats value. 
and nets. 
Vessels. Nets. 
In food.fish and lobster fisheries .. 105 2,835.18 $192,100 $1!:i8, 088 $350,188 Gill.nets .......•.••..... . 
In menhaden fishery ......•........ 72 2,304.76 101,950 27,600 219,550 Purso·seines ....... .•... . 
In oyster fishery ..........•........ 100 2,016.88 69,000 5,990 74,990 Haul.seines ............. . 
In wlrnle :fishery ................... 5 866. 41 24,000 17,000 41, o·oo Toto.I ............. . 
In seal fishery .. ............. ....... 9 1, l!l2. 72 37,000 54,900 !ll, 000 
--· 
514,050 I Traps. Total ..••....... ...... ... .. .. 2!ll 9,215.95 2G3, 578 777, {)28 
Pounus and weirs . .. . ... ·--
Boats. Fykos .................. . 
In vessel fisheries ........ ... ....... 3G8 ................ 21, 36:5 . .................. 21,365 Lobstor aml col J>ots . ... . 
In shore fisheries .. ..•.... ......... 805 ................... 52,220 20,105 72,325 Total ......... . .••. 
'.fotal. .............. .... ...... 1,173 . ............... 73, 5851 20,105 03, G!lO 
Detailed statement of the quantities and value.ci of the 11roducls. 
Products spocificd. 






















For foou .•.•. . .... .. .. .... . .............• ..... .• a7, 884, !l82 ........................................... . ... . 
For bait ancl fertilizers ...... .... ... ... ...• •.....•....... ...•.. .... 4, 600, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 23, 000 barrels... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 





















Alewives ........ . .. . ....... ..... ........ ... ..................... . 
Mackerel .......................................................... . 
500,000 
1, 26G, 900 









Lobsters . ... .. . .....••...• . .. .•. ...•.... •• .....•. . ......... . .. . .... 
Clams ............................................. : ............... . 
Oysters ........................................................... . 
Total ......... .. ..............•......... . ..•..• ... .. ..• ... ... 
723,885 
750,000 75,000 bushols ................. .. 









Menhaden, for oil and scrap....................................... 65,092,000 ...•...•••.. 256,300 galls. oil; 9,000tonsscrap . 
Wllale oil ...••...•..••• ••.......•••.•.••......•••.•.......•...•••• . . •• • • . .••••.•. •. . . . ••. . . . 22,144 gallons .•••.......••..••... 
'\Vhalebone . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • • • . • • . • . • . . . • . . • • . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • . . • . . . • • • • . . • • • . • . • . • • . 10, 400 pounds .•••...•••.. ...... - . 
Sea.elephant oil.................................................... . . • . .••. .. • . .. .••. .. ....•. 42,000 gallons .••....•............ 
Fur.seal skins . . • . • • . • . • . • . . . . . . • . . . • • . • • . • . . . . • • . • • • •• . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . . . • • . . • . . . . . • . . . . 9, 275 skins .••......•....•..•.•.. 







a The proportion of different kinds of fish in this a.mount is estimated as follows: Alewives, 270,000 pounds; sea bass, 351,900 pounds; 
striped bass, 3G,900 pounds; blackfish or tautog, 173,550 pounds; bluefish, 514,500 pounds; cod, 2,738,000 pounds; eels, 80,250 pounds; flounders 
and flatfish, 142,600 pounus; halibut, 830,000 pounds; mackerel, 37,000 pounds; pollock, 20,000 pounds; soup or porgy, 930,000 pounds; shad, 
1,318,032 pounds; smelts, 27,000 pounds; squeteague, 102,750 pounds; swordfish, 73,500 pounds; mixed fl.sh, 239,000 pounds. 
bincludes $286,250 enhancement on 515,000 bushels of southern oysters, 
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B.-FISHING TOWNS EA T ] 'l' 
104. THE FISIIERlES OF STO GT 
STONINGTON.-The harbor at Stonington is ap •iou ', arnl i partl)· pr t 
built at a cost of $100,000. In the first part of the pr nt • utur , prior t 1 ' , th I pl of 
this place were profitably engaged in the seal and whale fi L ri . It i . tat 1, n 
that some years as many as 100,000 seal skins have been land d at thi p rt. li , v · 1 • 11-
tinued in the seal fishery until the year 1854-, when the fie t numb r d f, ur v ·. •1 . Ju I ,.. Uu 
business was renewed, and since that date from one to thr v 
Cape Horn and other Antarctic grounds in search of fur-seal. t wa th nt rpri f ~ 't ningt n 
sealers that helped to open up the fur-seal fi hery at the South Shetla0<l in 181 to 1 '.,,,l. 
Stonington vessels were included in the fleet of thirty sealers th t vi itod th . e i land in 1 ~ . 
Most of this fleet were American vessels hailing from Stonington, w Ila · n, ,.• n u ·1 · ·t, arnl 
other ports. Captains Palmer and Fanning, of Stonington, were famou fur 1 r , ncl th ·r 
still lives here the veteran Capt. Thomas Davidson, who was one of the pi n r iu tbi intlu try. 
For further particulars concerning the fur-seal fishery from this town, the read r i r fi rr <l t th 
section _of this report on special fisheries. 
The whale fishery of Stonington was of importance for a numb r of y r , I '!ally from 
1844 to 1856. The last whaler was owned here in 1861. The numb r of I • h y ar fr m 
1840 to 1861. was as follows: 184.0, 11; 1841, 8; 1842, !J; 1843, 14; 1844, 13; 1 15, ., ; 1 -l , _(j; 
1847, 27; 1848, 24; 1849, 20; 1850, 18; 1851, 1G; 1852, 17; 1 53, 1G; 1 lH, 15; 1 ~r,, 14; 1 10, l ; ; 
1857, 6; 1858, 5; 1850, 4; 18GO, 4; 18Gl, 1. The product of ihi fl h ry iu 1 -17 w 1 7 5 h:u u·l 
of sperm oil, ~8,400 barrels of whale oil, and 146,900 pound of wh 1 b n . In l ':i' th pr du ·t 
were 561 barrels of sperm oil, l4,142 ban ls of wh le oi1, ~ uu 110,3 1 mul f wha1 h 11 •. 
In 1880 the fisheries of this place employ d 124 m n, of whi ·h mun r oJ ,, r in th t 1·1l 
fishery and the rest in the menhaden and other fi h rie . 'Ih aliu n t 111111b r • l thu v ·I 
of 309.52 tons, valued, with gear and outfit, at $30,000. 1\vo v f .. 7' 
1.n the capture of food fish, and one vessel was employ u iu th m llh 
Some shore fishing is done in this vicinity by the u f gill 11 
but the quantity and value of fish thus taken is cry sm 11. 
At one time Stonington owned a fleet of v 1 in th 1 1 h ·ry. In th fall f I JO 
the largest haul of bass ever known is said to havo b n m 
great school of these .fish was shut up in a co 
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eels, squeteague, blue.fish, and numerous other species. These fykes are set anywhere along the 
shore on the flats. 
The haul-seines are used from November till February and are not allowed to fish in summer. 
They take mostly smelts and eels. Smelts so-metimes come into the river here very abundantly. 
The village of Mystic River bas an interest in the menhaden industry and also owns a Yessel 
of about 4 7 tons burthen employed in the capture of food fish. 
The village or town of Noank is a small but very enterprising place. There is owned here a 
fleet of fifty-one ,essels, measuring 1,261.06 tons, employed in capturing lobsters, cod, halibut, 
tautog, and other species. These vessels have crews aggregating 220 men and are valued, with 
gear and out.fits, at $16D,145. Several small boats, a haul-seine, about 50 f.yke-uets, and 2,400 
lobster and eel pots are also owned in Noank. Four traps owned by fishermen here are set in the 
summer time at tbe Elizabeth Isles and are often quite successful. The total capital invested in 
tJie fisheries of Noank is $178,165. The catch in 1880 included the following: 
Species. 
Sea bass ..... _ ............... . 
Striped bass ...... ....... .... . 
Black fish or tau tog ......... . 
Bluefish ........• : ...... ... .. . 
Cod .•.................... : ... . 
Eels ........................ . . 
Flounders and flatfish ....... . 
Amount. Species. 
Pounds. 
20,000 Halibut .. ·--· ....... .. ... : ... . 
189, 000 Mackerel ...................• . 
63,550 Scup ......................... . 
46, 000 Squeteague .................. . 
1,445,000 Mixecl fish .. .... ..... .... .... . 
5,000 Lobsters·-··· · ............... . 










105. NEW LONDON TO THE CONNECTICUT RIVER. 
NEW LoNDON.-Ncw London is on the right bank of the Thames River, 3 miles from its 
entrance into Long Island Sound. The harbor is one of the best in the United .States, and is 
defended by Fort Trumbull and Fort Griswold. The latter :fort is built on Groton Heights, • 
opposite New London, and is memorable for being stormed on September 6, 1781, by Benedict 
Arnold, a native of Connecticut, after he had become a traitor to his country. Here seventy 
men, the best in the town, were cruelly murdered after 'they bad surrendered themselves pris-
oners. A monument has _been erected on the spot in memory of those who fell. At Groton is 
a United States navy yard. The inhabitants of New London have for many years been engaged 
in the fur-seal and sea-elephant fishery in Antarctic waters. Vessels from here were the first 
American sealers to visit Desolation Island and Beard's Island in the Southern Indian Ocean, 
and large cargoes of sea-elephant oil were annually obtained from these islands for many years. 
The fur.scalers cruise also in the Southern Atlantic Ocean at South, Georgia, South Shetland, 
Cape Horn, and other sealing grounds. The sealing fleet of New London in 1853 numbered eight 
sail. In 1858 it had_increased to twelve sail, and has annually numbered from five to ten vessels 
since that time. 
The whale :fishery from this port at one time was of much importance, but is now prosecuted 
by only five vessels. In 1846 seventy whaling vessels were owned here, but in 1857 the fleet was 
reduced to fifty-four sail. Since that date the number of vessels in this fishery has been from five 
to forty-five, and the largest number in the past ten years was fourteen in 1871. The receipts of 
whale products at New London in 1846 were 1,307 barrels of sperm oil, 27,441 barrels of whale oil, 
and 183,450 pounds of whalebone; in 1880 the receipts w_ere only 22,144 gallons of whale oil, and 
10,400 pounds of wlialebone. The fishery in the vicinity of Davis Straits and Hudson's Bay bas 
/ 
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G th t1 • nun 
the fishery from that date became more profitable. Lar
0 
r an l 
the cruising grounds extended through Hudson' 
whaling vessel cruising in those northern waters that found th a , nd u 
Franklin search expedition, and brought it to this c uutry. 1 r fnrlb r I 
the seal and whale :fisheries of New London the read r i r fi rr d t tb 
which treat of special fisheries. 
. 1 
ll : l '\11<1< u ti 
New London is the most important receiving and distributing p int fi r fr h fi , h •tw n 
Boston and New York. The fishing fleet is exceeded in number b.v n t fi w p rt u th 
England coast. The larger class of vessels cruise on George's and tb r ff 11 r b. nk ~ r • d 
nind halibut, and market their catch fresh in New York. A£ w v 1. r 
fishery and generally sell their fares in Boston. 
The smaller vessels fish nearer home and laud their far s in :r w 
catch of the near-home fleet goes to New York by steamer, and th 
direct from here throughout the country, either by rail or .by numerou 
supplies from the vessels or have their fhd1 forwarded by rail. M ~t f th' v ·' 1 ar w }l. m. ·k , 
so that the fish are generally alive when received in New York r w L nd n. ~ r' fl ati11g 
tanks or cars, made of wood, are moored to the wbar-,e in N w L nd n, and i11 th • "t:wk. th 
live fish are kept for days, or even weeks and mouths for th y ar 01<1. 
Most of the vessels use hand-lines, but tho e fishing 011 tlte tr b r anl· u ' trawl.. Loh-
sters are taken by the vessel fleet as far away as Block I laud, , nu at th m uth f 1 uzz:ml, 1 a 
while the small boats set their lobster trap near bom iu Fisb r ,1 111 / uod. th· tat 
has no protective law for lobsters, a large part of th tch i t ID< II t f mu •h bowfit t 
any one, and if sold in Massachusetts or New York w ukl ubj t lJ 1>1mi, hrn nt. 
A small amount of net fishing is carried on by fy1 - , and th ,, t ·hi. Ill • tl O 11111 r . J•'< 11r 
heart-pounds are set near the mouth of the river Tham , , n , t, v r 1 laud 
and one at each end of Bushy Point Beach. 
of the year. They fish more or less during tb 
and flatfish. 1.'he summer fishing is carri d on ru 
pots and with spears in the winter. The princii,al fi hin"' , , 
until October, but little fishing being carri d on by th 
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· d I d t $75 000 The statistics of this business are included in the gatmg 811. 76 tons an va ue a over , · 
summation for the State. 
Mr. Ingersoll reports as follows on the oyster interests of this region: . . 
"The extreme eastern point on the Connecticut shore, where any oysters occur, is m the 
neighborhood of New London. A :few miles east of tbc mouth of the Thames, in the township of 
Groton is an inlet and river known as Pequonock. In 1877 several gentlemen leased about 35 
acres o~ ponds . on the east side of this river. In one of these ponds, containing about 15 acr~s, 
t. ·· th b tt of this pond · native oysters grew upon the rocks and around the edges. A por ion or e o om . 
they prepared for oyster-raising, by spreading scallop-shells over G acres, and gravel and beach-
sand over 2 acres. H~re they planted some 2,500 bushels of seed from Stony Creek, Clinton, and · 
Fair Haven, Conn., at a total expense of between $4,000 and $5,000. These oysters have grown 
finely, but as yet few ha,e been taken to inarket. This year (1879-'80) has been a comparatively 
poor one for them. 
"The oysters in Pequonock River are deep and cup-shaped, not of large size, and with a thin, 
white, flinty shell. Locally they are very highly esteemed. Another locality where this firm has 
undertaken oyster-·cultivation is in the Niantic River, an inlet just west of the Thames, where they 
have had 20 acres set off for the purpose, and have already planted some seed. In Alewife Cove, 
between Niantic Bay arnl the Thames, they have also several acres of ground which they purpose 
preparing in the near future. A few oy~ters are now being put upon the ma.rket from these ponds, 
and have met with a good reception, at high prices. These planters believe that a grand success 
awaits them; others assert that the waters are unsuitable, and that little of importance will result. 
Three persons are employ_ed. 
"In the river Thames, years ago, were great numbers of indigenou oysters. Thousands of 
bushels were annually obtained for the markets of the neighboring towns. These oysters were of 
good quality, and generally of immense size. Planting, however, was ne,-er a success, owing to 
the great freshets which often sweep down the river, and also owing to the impurities that are cast 
so plentifully into the stream from the drainage of the towns and from multitudinous factories 
along the tributary streams. Nevertheless, a few native 'Norwich River' oysters are annually 
caught, except in the close season, between March 1 and November 1, and there are half a dozen 
persons in Norwich who deal in them and in other oysters, but the whole city's trade, probably, 
does not amount to 10,000 bushels a year of 'natives' and 'Chesapeakes' combined, and is 
decreasing. 
"At New London the oystermen own ground at Bullock's Point and Drownville, in Providence 
River, Rhode Island. Upon those tracts, in 1879, they bedded about 15,000 bushels of Virginia 
oysters, in addition to receiving a winter's supply of 35,000 bushels. New London and its neigh-
borhood also consumes about 700 bushels of fancy oysters annually, mainly brought from Provi-
dence, R. I. The prices at this point, in 1879, were, for southern oysters, 80 cents to $1 a gallon; 
for native stock, 50 cents a quart, or $1.60 a gallon, wholesale. Twenty cents a solid quart is paid 
for opening. 
"There are employed here in the winter months twelve men on oyster-vessels and twenty-five 
men on shore, besides the principals. These are mostly heads of families, who engage in men-
haden-fishing in summer." 
· NIANTIC.-Between New London and the Connecticut River there is no fishery of importance, 
except the menhaden industry carried on at Niantic, at the factory of Luce Brothers, where one 
hundred and twenty-five men are employed, and some $50,000 capital in\rested in vessels, buildings, 
and apparatus for the capture of menhaden and the manufactur_e of oil and guano. 
0.-CONNECTICUT RIVER TO W 
106. FISHERIES OF THE CONNECTICUT RI i 
' 
THE CONNECTICUT RIVER .AND SAYBROOK.-Tho Conn 
A 
Point and just west of the river along the sound. From Lynde's Point, , t tll 
to Cornfield Point, a distance of 3 miles to the westward, there are fiv f tb 
One each at Lynde Point, Gardner Place, Guard Ilou e, Willard's Bay, an l 
·singular fact, that although shad were formerly taken in abundance fa poun ls 
and near its mouth, the catch of late years bas so <lecrea ed that pound in th 
' 1. 
K. 
been abandoned, except for the capture of a few menhaden and a fi w u t n , 1a kfi h, ht r-
ring, and bass. 
Just above the point, inside the river, on the we tern bank, mall pi r 
distance from the shore. These are used in the had fl b ry and n I cu '' 
and " Jamaica." In years past they were con ider d to b in th t 1 
catching shad. A.s long as thirty years ago the atch fr m , ·h pi r a,y r, 
late years the annual yield has gradually tlccrea <l, an<l if th falliu ff 
more will ·see these old .fishing piers given up. 
From the piers sweep-nets of 1,920 feet in length , nd 
each pier fishing two nets managed by seven men. On ml 
with a line. The seine is then paid out from the bo, t ~ nd j , p r nn<l th 
end brought back to the pier and placed around a Cc I tan y , hi ·h th 
pier and the fish removed. 
The gill-nets or drift-nets used here arc OGO .fi 
By the three methods of pounds, seine , and giU-n t th h, <1 fJ b r ' i ·nrri l n. 
the catch in this vicinity is outside the riv r in th 11 , rt p urnl,. Th 
April 20, varied a few days by an early or ]at At>rin , , n 1 <: 11 i11u 
requires fishing with nets and pounds to cea e. 
The railroad station is located on the steam b t pi r , th u u h 
fish are received, packed, and shipped. They ar u u Uy put u , ·ith n 
holding about 300 pounds each, and in thi mann r nt 
are distributed all over the country, th ntir · h 
IIC f) in 
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shad taken in the Connecticut River __and vicinity, during 1880, was 268,608, or about 1,074,432 
pounds. Striped bass and numerous other fish that were formerly plenty in the river have grown 
scarce, and yearly show a decrease. The cause is attributed to the pollution of the water by the 
large factories along its banks. 
Twenty-five f)·ke-nets are set in this vicinity, a few outside and some inside of the rjver. They 
are fished during the fall and winter months, and capturn flatfish, herring, bass, and a few shad. 
Two hundred lobster-pots are set about the mouth of the river and fished by four men. The catch 
of lobsters is sma11, and mostly soltl in this vicinity. From 10,000 to 15,000 pounds of eels are 
annua1ly taken·. The refuse fish caught by the traps amount to about $500 worth annually. 
For trap or pound :fishing the twine for the nets is bought and the knitting hired. The twine 
costs 25 cents per pound and 15 cents per pound to knit it. The work is mainly done by women; 
The six fishing companies average 2,500 pounds of twine per year for repairR, together with 2,000 
pounds of rope at 15 cents per pound. A new pound-net takes from 800 to 1,000 pounds of twine, 
and costs, with stakes and all the gear, from $800 to $1~000. The men employed fish on shares, 
receiving one-third of the net proceeds of the fish after deducting rent, packing, cartage, commis-
sions, &c. The :fisheries are held by "prescriptive right." The decisions of the courts have been 
that persons owning the land own the fishery opposite. These fisheries are rented at from six to 
twenty shad in every hundred caught. 
The :fishermen and owners of pounds here are mainly well-to-do farmers, and. of a higher order 
of intelligence than is usually found among fishermen. They think that many shad either spawn 
in salt water or at the mouths of the creeks; and a small creek near by was a famous resort for 
shad years ago. In proof of this theory they say that they take many shad which have spawned. 
These they call "racers," and they are taken in April before the temperature is high enough in the 
river to induce the shad to ascend for spawning, and one was caught in No-vember. They caught 
small shad of 2¼ to 4 inches long in salt water in the latter part of May, 1875, and ask where they 
come from. In the first week in June, 1881, Mr. Denison found among a haul of six hundred. shad 
sixty-eight of these "racers." 
Mr. Samuel A. Chalker, of Saybrook, says that in 1849, the· fishing was no longer profitable, 
and that it had gradually decreased all along the coast under seine-fishing. In that year the 
pounds were introduced, and since then the shad have not only increased along th·e coast, but in 
the river also. It is worthy of note that these pound-nets are not in the river, but run out from 
the coast just west of it, and that tbe middle ones take as many as the outer ones. The fishermen 
think that the shad come in toward the shore at flood-tide to feed~ and so run into the middle nets; 
and in proof of this say that fifty years or more ago there was a trap here called a "weir," which 
was formed by stone-walls running out from the shore on the flats, and that just before the tide 
fell a net was stretched across the entrance, and the shad were inclosed and taken out at low tide. 
Of menhaden ("whitefish") but few are now taken for manure. There has been talk of keeping 
the pounds set to catch these for the oil-works on Long Island, but it has not been done. . 
Near Saybrook there is a small stream called Oyster River that produces a variety of the 
bivalves after which it is n...amed, which are said to be of superior quality. Fifteen or twenty 
})ersons engage in taking these at odd hours, but do not take more than 100 bushels a year. 
WESTBR00K.-At Westbrook, the next town west from Saybrook, the shad fishery is. carried 
on by pound fishers, using twenty-one bowls and hearts. These pounds a~e owned by eleven com-
panies, and an annual average catch is about 1~,000 shad, which are sold. at Saybrook. About 
200,000 pounds of "whitefish" or menhaden were taken here in 1880. In 1851, 5,000,000 of these 
.fish were caught here, but they have gradually decreased in abundance. One hundred men fish 
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part of the year, and do other work the rest of the time. They m< k 
35,000 pounds of various 'edible fisb are caught, and either con um d lo 11 r 
Mr. R.H. Stannard writes as follows, under date of We tbrook Jun 4- 1 
' ' "Our company has fished with pounds for thirty-two year , and o · ·upi cl tb . am ii . hin~ 
ground with seines for a much longer time. The catch of shad thi pring ha b u y 1y , 11, n t 
and large, owing to the great abundance of shad-food all along tb shor tbi · a n. In <lr, i11 ,, 
the shad we find them :filled up with it. I think the shad have been the b t thi 1 rin f r w u -. 
three years. In 1860, 1861, 1862, and 1863 the shad were about tbe am a thi, priu ,. 
record shows for thirty-two years a little increase in catch. Since 1875 th •atch y ur ompa11 · 
has been about 13,000 shad per year. The jelly-fish have been very de tru •tive t p uucl fl hing 
several times within the past thirty-two years. There have been more or le y ry · nr in tll 
sound. In 1861 the best part of the season was destroyed, and in 186 l1alf th 
destroyed by the jelly.fish taking away the twine and stakes. In the year l 7 j lly-fi h w r y ry 
plenty, and almost entirely destroyed shad-fishing with pounds. This year, 1 1, th j 11y-fi h hnY 
destroyed about one-third of the catch or time, or at least one-third of the a on." 
107. FISHING TOWNS FROM CLINTON TO EAST HA VEN. 
CLINTON.-From Clinton to Guilford there are twelve pounds, managed by fift > n m n. Th 
catch of shad at the former place is marketed at Saybrook. 
The oyster industry is of some importance at Clinton. Mr. Ingersoll r port on tbi bu in 
as follows: 
"At Clinton, a little village settled under the name of Kenilworth (afterward c rrupt <1 into 
Killingwor~h), at the mouth of the Hammonaset River, the oyster busine i f 1 IF' gr wtll, aud i, 
somewhat peculiar. The harbor, in old times, contained an abundance f large, u cnlc)11 y.·t i. · 
but these have been all but exhausted in one way or another. .A.bout tw uty-fh· y , r: a(J· tlu 
planting began in the harbor, the seed then used being caught mainly at h m r r ngh from 
Block Island. The l1arbor at present contains about 200 acre uitabl £ 1 y 't r-gr wth. Jt r 
merly there was much more, but a few years ago the sea made a breach tllr U"h th J> 11i11 ula 
which incloses the harbor, by which the southerly storms are giv n o fl r 1 • au ntra11 · i11to th 1 
bay, that any attempt at oyster-work, or even at navigation, over much f th 
dered utterly futile: If this breach, locally known as tbe Darclan 11 , c uld 
cost, I was informed, would not exceed $1,000-a thou . and acre or mor w 
oyster-bottom. The bottom is hard, the water nowhere too deep for tonging, and f, u th ri 1ht 
degree of freshness. Mud and sand drift so badly in winter, howe r, th t no · t r 
down during that season. The practice, therefore, i to put down not nly ir inic., n uativ 
of so large a growth that they shall be marketable the next winter. , mu h le r r mnn-
ber of Virginia oysters were planted than at present-often 20,00 bu h ls- ut th 
changed, until now only 8,000 bushels a year are demanded. Th freight fr rn b h 
12 ·cents a bushel, and the followiug four schooner find employment: J. R. h, ~ 13 
Stow, 160 tons; G. A. Hayden, 108 tons; Helen P., 146 ton . 
"A fair 'set' occurs in Clinton Harbor every year, and in 1 77 th r h 1 p u l 1 " r · h , • 
one. A ·certain quantity of thi,g survives, and about 1,000 bu h I , r uti1iz d n u 11 ·. h 
majority of the 'native' oysters, however, are rai ed from eed bought lon tb b r 
ward, that from Norwalk being preferred. This co ts from 76 nt t 
in April. It is ready to take up late in the following autumn, and h 
handsome shape. The quality, also, is most excellent, uch oy t r 
21 GRF 
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bushel at wholesale. The annual production of this stock amounts to 2,000 bushels. The only 
€nerny of the oyster here is tbe drill; but this is sadly abundant. 
"To recapitulate, Clinton produces annually, of southern plants, about 8,000 bushels; of Con-
necticut plants, about 2,000 bushels; of native oysters, about 1,000 bushels; total 11,000 bushels. 
''The total inYestment here, which at present will not exeeed $10,000, is divided among about 
fifteen planters, and affords a partial livelihood for perhaps a seore of families. 
MADISON TO EAST H.A. VEN.-.A.t Madison there is a menhaden oil factory, with a capital of 
about $8,000 invested in four vessels of 53.22 tons, buildings, and apparatus for capturing and pre-
paring the fish. Another factory, located at Guilford, employs about $35,000 invested in buildings 
and fixtures, and seventeen vessels of 329. 79 tons, valued at about $25,000. 
The oyster interests of this region are thus reported by Mr. Ingersoll: 
~, The bottom of the margin of the sound off the villages of Madison and East River has been 
staked off to a considerable extent, but is 'utilized by only one firm of oyster producers. Mr. Elihu 
Kelsey has kindly reported to me, by letter, upon the extent of their operations. Their beds con-
sist of 6 acres or more, and are near a small island called Overshore. This area is protected on its 
southern side by high reefs of rocks. They have a second bed of about 12 acres extent a mile and 
a half eastward, near Tnfas Island, in 20 feet of water, with hard, sandy bottom, where they are 
experimenting. They also own a third bed nea,r Guilford Harbor of 24 acres, on which they have 
spread' 2,000 bushels of shells and a good many small stones, on which the oysters "set" and grew 
for four years, and were the best in the world; but the water is too shoal without artificial protection, 
and the storms and thieves 1:)-ave r~ined the bed.' As not enough 'set' is caught upon the stools, 
a thousand bushels or so of seed-oysters are · annual1y raked from the natural beds in the vicinity 
of East River, or bought from dealers in Stony Creek and New Haven, and plante<l upon the beds. 
These various beds yielded, during 1879, about 1,200 bushels, the most of which were sold in the 
shell at $1 to $1.50 per bushel. For opened oysters $1.60 a ga1lon was received. No southern 
-0;ysters were handled in any shape. · In respect to the drawbacks and gt'neral condition of the 
business at East River, .Mr. Kelsey writes: 'The first drawback to success is the lack of good pro-
tection from storms, which might be remedied by the construction of a breakwater. The second 
is the constant alteration of the State laws designed to protect the industry. The third drawback 
is thievi?g· The present condition of our producing-beds is good, and the prospect is that with 
plenty of hard labor our venture will be remunerative. We find the character of the soil to be of 
the greatest importance. On our producing-bed the mineral ingredient of the soil is iron. This 
renders the oysters healthy and of the finest flavor, so that our customers say they cannot be 
,excelled.' 
'' At Guilford some inshore ground is cultivated, but this is not of great capacity. Outside, 
west of Goose Island, they have improved about 160 acres in water from 7 to 10 fathoms deep, 
upon a hard, sandy bottom. This outer tract has not as yet had time to yield much. The spread-
ing of shells in the hope of catching spawn appears futne, for the sufficient reason that there are 
no living oysters in the vicinity to produce the spat. .A. large quantity of seed bas therefore been -
placed on this area. This seed was procured partly in the Guilford River, although there is great 
opposition to its being taken, and has largely been bought in the western part of the State. 
Besides this, several hundred bushels of large-size_ oysters have been -scattered among the planted 
shells to produce the spawn which it is desired to catch. A small set has already been obtained, 
and next year some harvest will begin. 
"The oysters heretofore and at present obtained at Guilford, from the artificial inshore beds 
which have been in existence for thirty years, are of large size and fine shape. Their flavor is 
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excellent. Formerly they were sold regularly to 
however, they are worth only $4 to $5. .About y ar , 
present. No Virginia oysters are planted at Guilford. E '"perim ut bow l th 
not successful. The great drawback upon tlle inshore ground i th tlriftiu f nn l • rnl mud 
which is likely to occur in storms; the drills al 'Oare troubl om , but 1 lid n th c r tllat t. rfl h , 
had caused much damage thus far. 
"The native river-oysters at Guilford formerly lined the whol riv r, Pl ·i th towu f r · 
or 4 miles. A town-regulation early prohibited the taking of more the u u,·h I lay hy 11 
person, but this has been more or less evaded, and now the fl b ry i of little ·tlu , U tlt 
ta.ken being very small; yet there is so strong a popular prejudic a in t utilizio au f thi 
product in seeding the artificial beds, or against allotting the suitabl ground in tb ·u· u ·t <l 
river for cultivation, that the town voted to not avail it elf of th privil g . gr nt d y th t, t 
in general statutes, which are as follows: 
SEC. 12. "' The selectmen of Guilford may lease, for not exceeding t n r ar , , 11 gr uud f th• 
town in East and West Rivers, suitable for planting or cultivating oyst r , to th lti h , t i Id •r, 
at public auction; but no lease shall be made to any person of more than ft e a re , nor t ~ min 1. 
'The leases shall be executed by the selectmen, as deeds of real estate, re rving t i l wn tlJ. 
rents for such grounds, * * * and any lessee shall, during the term of hi 1 a , b th wu •r 
of all the oysters thereon, but shall not take any oysters therefrom in th night a n. 
"This ratification, as I have stated, was refused, and a two-bushel protectiv r gulati u "·a 
made instead. 
'' About 600 acres of land have been set apart for oyster cultivation in the wat r f th un 1 
outside of this harbor, besides that 3'.lready mentioned nea'r shore. No impr v m ut, 11 , v r 11 
yet been made upon this area. 
"The next point of oyster-culture is Stony Creek, where the larg 11 ti n of j 1 t lrn wn : 
The Thimbles affords excellent opportunity for planting and raising. Org niz d bu in f 
compar?Jtively recent date, but native oysters of extra quality were alw, ' t lln 1 fi r th ral i,w 
in the harbor. The largest dealer is the Stony Creek Oy t r omp ny, pr . id ·nt 
which was established in 1868, and now owns 400 acres of ground 1 v t' l tb f ,. t r 
and has a capital stock of $42,000. 
''The Stony Creek Oyster Company raises annually about 5,5 
employs six men. All the stock is sold in shell, sltipping in barr 1 nd P nin 
The other persons engaged in planting have spent a good d al of mon Y h r in 
tion of a business laid, but with small actual results a yet. Th r i 1 • 1, r 
f u tiv • 
hill ' · 
who cultivate for personal use, or sell to a trifling xtent, ncl g t partial n1 l r . 
industry. It was very difficult to gather any xact or appr im t flgur · 1J 1 fi r , ut 1 
the oyster company's report; but I judge that all th other pr du r t h r, cl l th · 1 :- • O 
bushels reported by President Miner, will not bring th tot, 1 pr dn ·li n f 
above 20,000 bushels. 
"The prospects at this point seem very good. om lar ~l 
and it is proposed to employ stea.m very so n. An air of unu n, 1 
oyster-houses on the shore, which do not, a is to f n th 
Stony Creek is a favorite source of eed-supply to th 
· · · " th' pur1> b pur lr fourth of the year's yield 1s sold m the spnn 1.or 1 . , 
loaded. Stony Creek beds had a good tin 1 7 , Y r ~ ll tl 
spawn in 1877. The great ob tacle to ucce al o 
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hard bottom, and the liability of the ever-present mud to be moved about and settle upon the 
oyster-beds in such quantities as to kill the young and stunt the old ones. The oysters grow in 
clusters, and ~.re likely to be of large size, long and slender, forming 'coon-heels' and 'razor-blades.' 
They are so clogged with mud when brought ashore that a stream from a hose must be turned 
upon the heap before the clusters can be broken apart, preparatory to the culling for size." 
West of Guilford there are four companies of pound-fishers, employing ten men. Mr. H. 
Fowler, of Guilford, says he has fished for twenty-five years, principally for menhaden, and takes 
a few shad, but not in paying numbers. Some tautog, eels, :flatfish, and other species are taken 
with nets and lines, but the total ~mount captured is not great. 
From Sachern's·Head to East Haven there are sixteen pound-nets, handled ·by twenty men, who 
report the fisheries as failing for years past. But few menhaden are taken, and although shad are 
more abundant than for several years past, the catch in 1880 was only 20,000. Edward Kelsey bas 
three pounds on Durrey's Island (included above), and takes menhaden, and occasionally other 
fish. The catch of edible fish _in this district was only 20,000 pounds, and of eels 3,000 pounds. A 
menhaden factory at Branford empl?ys about twenty-five men, and in 1880 produced about $12,000 
worth of oil and guano. Three small vessels are used in carrying menhaden to the factory or in 
capturing these fish. 
Mr. Ingersoll reports, concerning the oyster interests hereabouts, that the river at Branford 
was once a '' great natural oyster-bed? but has now become nearly depopulated, and it is hard to 
get any seed for· the outer beds. The star-fishes are reported to have damaged the beds very 
greatly_ in 1878, and the drill is an ever-present enemy. Southerly storms often bury the oyster-
beds here wholly out of sight. This misfortune happened to one planter, after an expenditure of . 
over $1,200 on artificia~ beds inside of Stony Island. The whole product of the locality last year 
was about 3,500 bushels, and half a dozen families are supported. Off Branford and East Haven 
coast, in the deeper water of the sound, more or less ground has been granted to strangers, but 
the. results are nothing, as yet. 
''At the village of East Haven about'so acres are under cultivation in the offshore waters of 
the sound, devoted wholly to native oysters, for which seed is procured from neighboring beds, or 
· spawn is caught on planted shells. In 1879 the catch was 3,000 bushels, all of which were sold in 
.the shell at an average price of $1 per bushel. It is supposed there remain 20,000 bushels of 
oysters on the ground, subject to risks from heavy storms and creeping enemies. The mode of 
catching is by dredges at all seasons, and three men find employment at $2 wages per day." 
D.-FISHERIES OF NEW HA VEN AND VICINITY. 
108. GENERAL FISHERIES OF NEW HAVEN . . 
HISTORY AND PRESENT IMPORT.A.NCE.-At about the close of the last and the beginning of 
the present century, New Haven was quite extensively engaged in the fur-seal fishery- at the 
Falkland Islands, South Shetland, Masafuero, and other seal islands. One of the famous sealing 
voyages from this place was that of the ship Neptune which sailed in October, 1796,-and returned to 
New York July 17, 1799, having taken 50,000 fur-seal skins from the seal islands to China, where 
they were exchanged for goods that yielded over $260,000 in New York. Other voyages were 
those of the ~hip Sally in 1800, and the ship Draper in 1803. The northwest coast of America 
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fur trade also claimed the attention of New Ilaven m r b, nt . 11 wn tl h r • 
for many years past, tp.at fishery being carried on from w Lon<l n • u 
At present almost the only fishery engaged in at T w "v n i th 
lobsters, about 100,000 pounds -yearly, are taken off' New Ila,v u arb r, 
a mile long, is sometimes set for menhaden. The fl h mark t of 1 l' JJl 
New York, Boston, Gloucester, and Portland. 
109 .. THE OYSTER INDUSTRY. 
HISTORY: IMPORTATION OF SOUTHERN OYSTERS.-The oy t r bu in rt l hr 
:Mr. Ingersoll. He says: "New Haven is one of the principal depot of tb in u-
necticut, and in the United States. From the earliest times the border of tll uin Ii, • iY •r 11 
the eastern boundary of the city of New Haven, have been the scene of oy t r op r, ti u . Sh 11-
heaps along its banks show how the aborigines sought in its water, , ea on aft r e. u, th u t 
of bivalves, and the earliest settlers followed their example. Natural be<l of 
tered over the bottom of the whole river for 3 miles, clear up to the North IL 
and at intervals along the eastern shore of the harbor, where favorable c v 
points these mollusks were convenient of access. The result- was that the raking f y, t •r, in 
· this river, and along the eastern shore of the harbor at its mouth, which wa a fre privil " , wa 
early adopted as a business by many persons who lived near the bank , and a con id r, bl r t, il 
peddling trade was thus kept up throughout the neighborhood, in addition to tb hor ,\ upplr. 
Wagon loads of opened oysters in kegs traveled in winter to the interi r town,, v n a far . 
Albany, and thence westward by canal. 
"It came about, that among the first places in New England to import y t hi fr rn w 
Jersey, and then from Virginia, to be transplanted for additional growth, w 
is probable that far more oysters were brought there from the Ch a ak t 
ten years ago than now are. At that time a large· :fleet of Connecticut v l wa 
this traffic every winter, and some stirring traditions remain of p rilou v yarr durin th. i · • 
season. They were better oysters that came in those day , al o, than now. bil , JarN' m .i rit · 
of these cargoes were at once sent into the current of winter trad , nd di tl'i ut d t 
all over the State (for no other harbor fattened 'Che apeake ' to any xt ll ), a n rl •r r 
the whole season's importation was regularly bedded down, in A1 ril n l I Y, t UJ J l · th 
summer and fall demand. The favorite be<ldiug ground then,• now w" 'Tb 
spit running off into . the harbor for more than a mil from tb 
bare to a great extent at low tide, but covered ever-vwh r , t higll ti<l , c n l i. th 
place for its purpose. The ground on this beach rent at from 2 r: ''ut, i bu, ·h I a ·or li11 t 
location. Those occupying the Beach each year-in 1 7 th w r tw uty-tln in 11 uml r-
form themselves into a mutual protective a, ociati u, and pr Yid wat ·bm .n wh n ,. •r I : \' th 
ground.- Formerly these watchmen lived in boat llou d iu, but ll w lll n PP , i • 
of the Beach piles have been driven and two hou e bav n uil wh r l1 
' ' ht t 1 tu J rt • h • Oil du . ; whence they walk or row about day and mg guarc pr . · . · . 
time of the first planting, and remain until the la ·toy t r i • th r •cl • P '11 cl n uall · al n J~lll 
months long. Their wages a,re only $40 a month, an l i w nld · ·m t h nu · ~r '111 :ly ~ · 11 
duty; yet there is no lack of volunteer for the lac · nt I hav · h ; ll 1 f m: ·nl l · iu 
following out this matter to its pre ent tatu ; Jet ID r urn t a 1 11 • 
"The Virginia trade began about £ rty r fifty Y "r arr 
1
• pt. 
the· first man to bring them. Hi carg wa c 1 I -1 a 1 f : h 
Jl 
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£he trade rapidly grew into immense proportions. Just when it was at its zenith it is hard to say 
-probably about thirty years ago-and it was then Yery profitable. 'Ilie Fair Haven establish-
ments had branch houses in all the inland cities, as far as Chicago and Saint Louis, and it was 
reported that the profits of a single house, from 1852 to 1856, amounted to $25,000 a year. Levi 
Rowe & Co., alone, in 1856, are said to have employed twenty vessels, and one hundred openers, 
and to have sold 150,000 gallons of oysters, while companion houses shipped from 1,000 to 1,500 
bushels per day throughout the season. In 1857-'58, according to De Broca, from 200 to 250 
schooners were emplpyed in supplying the establishments of Connecticut from the Chesapeake and 
Fair Haven, which alone, he says, made use of 2,000,00·0 bushels, but this undoubtedly was a large 
exaggeration; one-half of that would certainly more than cover the facts. Half a dozen years later 
the decline was very perceptible." 
SOUTHERN OYSTERS .A.T F .A.IR Il.A. VEN.-.At Fair Haven in 1857 the oyster business was quite 
extensive. About eighty schooners of 2,000 to 4,500 bushels capacity were mostly owned at this 
place, and many additional vessels were chartered to bring oysters here. The capital invested was 
about $1,000,000. Mr. Ingersoll continues: 
"With the growth of so extensive a business, in so confined a space, came the attendant evil 
of too severe competition. About 1850, therefore, one or two Fair Haven men of energy conceived 
the idea of taking their warehouses to the oysters, instead of bringing the mollusks so far to the 
salesroom. They therefore opened branch houses in Baltimore. Others followed, and the names 
of Maltby, Mallory, Hemingway, Rowe, and their confreres, long familiar in Connecticut, and 
identified then as now with the oyster business on the Quinepiac, became equally well known along 
the Chesapeake, and, through wide advertisements, over the whole country. All the great Balti-
more firms of old standing originated in Fair_ Haven, just as W ellfl.eet, an obscure village on Cape 
Cod, supplied Portland, Boston, and Providence with its oystermen. The result was the same in 
both cases; the home interests retrograded when metropolitan advantages began to be used in 
competition, and at Fair Haven considerable an~ rapid changes in methods, as well as the results of 
trade, have come about. . 
".All of the foregoing remarks have applied to the imported Chesapeake oysters, which were 
brought in the spring, fattened on the sand bars in the harbor, and taken up in the autumn. Then, 
as now, New Haven harbor had no competition in this branch of trade worth speaking of anywhere 
else in the State; and it maybe dismissed, so far as the whole of Long Island Sound is concerned, 
with the remark that many or all of the old dealers continue to bring and pl.ant southern oysters, 
which they open in the fall and winter, but a good proportion confine themselves wholly to raising 
and disposing of natives. 
"The Chesapeake oysters brought into this locality in 1879 amounted to about 450,000 bushels. 
Those from the Rappahannock are the favorites for winter use, and are imported almost exclu-
sively; for planting purposes, however, Rappahannock oysters are undesirable, and those from 
Fishing Bay, Saint Mary's, and Crisfield are prefer;ed. But this may be wholly changed in a year 
or two. 
"EARLY OYSTER CUIPAIGNS ON THE QUINEPI.A.C.-The remainder of my history will apply to 
the gathering, transplanting, and propagating of native oysters in the waters of Long Island 
Sound, opposite New Haven. 
"It has already been mentioned that native beds existed within recent years, if they do not 
now flourish, in every harbor westward of the Thames River, and that many of these old localities1 
as Stony Creek, Branford, &c., still furnish large quantities of small oysters for the plantations. 
None of these localities ever equaled, however, the importance of the Qui nepiac and its tribntaries 
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at New Haven as a natural field of oy t r pr lu 
passed, by several inlets still farther we t. 
"Until lately, however, all this wealth w u 
towns as 'fancy,' or mixed in with the outhern ck, vi 11 ut 
• 1ualt d i · 11ot 111· 
:fishing was done mainly for each man' wint r up ly, au l n b 1 , p, i l mu ·11 ~ t ution to :u . 
regulation of it beyond the close-time in umm r. raclually, h w r- r 11 
became more rare and coveted. The law was' ff' on th 1 t ], f T y ml r. au lull tli, 11 , mal 
beds in the State became open to any person who wi h <1 t r, k th m. Iu ··iuti ·ii t ti 11 
date great preparations were made in the town along the h r , aucl n f r tw nt. · mil b· d· 
from the seaside, boats and rakes and basket and bags w re put iu re r. Th lay b f r lar f , 
numbers of wagons came toward the shore from the back untry, brio intr hmH.lr l f m :n with 
their utensils. Among these were not unfrequently seen bo t , bo u 
ready to be launched on the expected morning. It wa a tim f gr ·aL <. ·it m nt an<l urn h ,1 
greater than along the Quinepiac. On the day preceding, farm r fl ck dint J1'air Jl;l\T ·n ft m 
all the surrounding country, and brought with them boat , nd c n of , nt1 1 n putt ru mul 
ruinous aspect . . These rustics always met with a riotou w le m fr m th t wn l> ·, wit Ii: t • l 
rural competition. They were very likely to find their boat , if n t c, r fnll wat ·I.led , tol •n i 1ul 
hidden before they had a chance to launch them, or even tempormily di bl (l. 'Ih , thing 
diversified the day and enlivened a com·muoity usually very p a ful, if n L dnll. A, mi<lnighl; 
approached, men dressed in 'oilskin,' and carrying oar , pad<ll , r l 
along the shore, where a crowd of women and children a mbl d t , tll fnn. h,· ry ·or ,i 
craft was prepared for action. There were sharpie , quar - ud .r,, ·I iffs, , ml ·, 11 • , ancl tit• ~ 
lined the whole margin of the river and barl>or on £ h id in thi ·1 al'ray. , th 
hour' drew near, the men took their seats with much hilarity, an<l u 1-v d th 'ir. 1·J1 , 
ments' vigorous work. No eye could see the great face f th chur 11 •l ·l n th hill hut ii ut ·111 , 
glimmered upon a hundred watch-dials, and then wer t d wn, ,t 
There was a hush in the merriment along th hor , an iu t uL 
struck a deep-toned peal. It was like an electric lt k. l 
the water. From opposite banks navies of boat l a 
through the darkness, as though bent upon mutu l c nillilaLioo. 
every stroke was the mightiest. Before the tw lYe bl w u u ll 
berations the oyster-beds had bee~ reached, tong w r ·er, I in 
season's campaign upon the Quinepiac had begun. n fi w h ur th r wll np 11 
would be .such that the boats were pressed clo e t tb r. Th Y w r a11 c mp 11 1 al 11 
as one, for none could resist the pressure of the multitud . Th bi ·l I • • , r l 1 < (1 
quickly cleaned of their bivalves. The boats w r full, th w u 
what they called their 'winter stock' before the day w d n 
packed away under blankets of seaweed in core of 1l r · 
larly engaged in the trade, usuaUy secured the r m of th r J>· 
they were better practiced in handling boat ·, r ke · ; th 
another. That first day wa the great day, and ft n r w 1 f 1 ' 
fun and the frequent qu~rrels or fight that o curr d in th n hiu 
<lay the rustic crowd bad d parted, but the Y t r n iuu l t 
of attack however usually u:fficed th r n b 1 • t 11 h l 
·- ' ' 
of small account. Enough oy ter alwc Y 
and the hard scraping pr par d a f: v re 
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next season. It was not long, however, before the old-fashioned large oysters, 'as big as a shoe-
horn,' were all gone, and most of those caught were too small for market. .Attention was therefore 
turned to the cultivation of oysters, and as the Chesapeake trade declined this subject began to 
receive more and more earnest attention and to a.rouse an unexpected opposition upon all· sides. 
"ALLOTMENT OF GROUNDS; ORIGIN OF OYSTER·PLANTING.-The laws of the State provided 
for the setting apart of tracts of land under water for the planting or cultivating of oysters. The 
position and amount of these tracts that were to be set apart were left to the judgment of the 
people of each town, who chose a committee of three to five electors, termed the 'oyster-ground 
committee,' to act in such matters. Two restrictions, however, were always jealously insisted upon: 
First, that no 'natural oyster-beds' should be set apart or 'designated' (the legal term) for pur-
poses of planting or cultivation; second, that no more than two acres should be allotted to each 
applicant. All the early designations made in New Haven harbor, therefore, were in the shallow 
districts near and below the mouth of the Quinepiac, where no natural beds existed, and the allot-
ments were of various sizes. They were owned by women and minors as well as by voters, and 
thus it was possible for a citizen who cared to do so to acquire for his use several acres, being 
those taken out in the name of his wife, his sons, and even of his relatives of remote degrees. 
Moreover, it was permitted to assign these rights and privileges; but any one who applied for 
grants of land 'for the pt~rpose of speculation,' was guilty of a misdemeanor. It was thus an 
easy matter for a man who desired to cultivate native ,oysters extensively to get under hiR control 
a large amount of land through assignments from family and friends; nor, in the great majority 
of cases, was any money consideration given for such assignments. It soon became common, 
indeed, for an application to be made by 'A, B, and others,' a score or more, perhaps, everybody 
understanding that while the 'others' were actual inhabitants of _the town they had no intention 
of making any personal use whatever of the privileges. This, of course, was an evasion of the 
law, which praQtically amounted to its annulment, yet no one objected, for the spirit of the statute 
was not considered to have been broken; perhaps it ought to be said, no one oqjected at first, for 
within the last few years there has been loud murmuring against the largest dealers, who have 
obtain.eel the control of hundreds of acres, and who have found it necessary to secure amendments 
and additions to the laws in order to make their titles sure and strong. 
"It will be understood by this that the business of catching and cultivating native, home-
bred oysters at New Haven had grown, out of the old haphazard condition, into a definite and 
profitable organization by the time the last decade began. It was not long before aU the available 
inshore bottom was occupied, and the lower river and harbor l~oked like a submerged forest, so 
thickly were planted the boundary stakes of the various beds. Encroachments naturally followed 
into deeper water, and this proceeded, until finally some adventurous spirits went below the light-
house and invaded Long Island Sound. 
" Who was the originator and pioneer in this bold move is undecided; the honor is claimed by 
several with about equal right. At _any rate, Mr. H. C. Rowe first showed the courage of his 
opinions enough to take up some hundreds of acres outside, in water from 25 to 40 feet in depth, 
and to begin there the cultivation of native oysters: 
"Incessantly swept by the steady and rapid outflow of the Quinepiac and Housatonic (whose 
currents flow eastward), the har:,d sandy bottom of Long Island Sound, off New Haven and Mil-
ford, is kept clean throughout a considerable area, beyond which is soft, thick mud. There are 
reefs and rocks scattered about, to be sure, and now and then patches of mud; but over large 
rrreas extends only a smooth, unincumbered bottom of sand or gravel. This makes this region 
pecnliarly adapted to oyster-culture. 
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"This new departure, or unlooked-for expan ion of th l u 'in 'cu <l , n. icl •t·al J 
as it rapidly developed. It was soon seen, in tb fir 't pla • , th, 
never had contemplated this sort of thing, would not fit 11 th • u<l I ft •r th <'< <li H' • 
tion of 1866 alterations and amendments rapidly follow d ou u th r in whi •lt th · ntlictin 
interests of the deep-water cultivators and the small in h r wn r w r · u lit t l lH rm 11iz l 
or guarded against opposition. Although recogniz d by la,w and c •kn wl l <l l y 1-', r 11 <l 
since the earliest times, the rights of proprietor hip uucl r tb wat r, ., u th 
in the growth and improvement ensuing upon ground grant d au<l. w rk d f r 
hardly yet permeated the public mind and become generally ace p d f: t.. 
grades found many and many inst~mces in which their st ked-out groull(l w r ap1n' 1>riat l r th 
oysters, upon which they had spent a great deal of time and mon y, w r tak u y h ir 11 i 1 h r 
even, who angrily resented any imputation of stealing. Not uncomm nly lh pr • <lin wa 
much after the manner of mining in a new iOld or silver region, uch a tlJe L advill di hict f 
Colorado, for instance, where prospectors 'locate claims' on top of ou au th r, ud all w ut t 
digging side by side, the first one to strike 'mineral' having a right t any r all of hi l'irnl 
territory, within stipulated limits. 
'' Having put some oysters on a piece of ground aud found them to do woll, a man w ulcl put 
in a claim for a grant of that piece, and feel greatly abused because it bad pr Yiou ly b u d • ig-
nated to some man who knew that the only proper or safe way wa to get 1 gal p . . i n f th 
ground first, and make a trial afterwards.• Then number one would claim th ri h t r m ve hi. 
oysters, and in ,doing so would be sure to be charged by number two with t, king III r' th, u 
belonge~ to him. It was easy, too, for unscrupulous persons to dump 1d or Jar oy t r.- u1_, ll 
ground that they pretended not to know was already granted, and th n, in taking th ir. tnff :rnav 
to rake up a large addition. 
"If a man neglected to take out a title to bi ground, or omitt any t lrnicality 0111 • > <ly 
stood always ready to rob him of all the results of bi w rk in op n d, Jicrht, with th .! •·tluH· t 
effrontery. 'All that is under water is public prop rty' wa tll m im f th 111illi 11 1111lt· 
e,Tery form of law is observed'; and unless it is watch d witll :t h tgnu i l , , th!· might ltw · 
added. An authentic incident that happened many y ars ag wilJ iJJu tr. t , tlti t •mp< r· Hn<l I 
should uot devote so much attention to this matter wer it 11 t that tlli f, 1: phil , ophy hu l •11 
almost universal, ha,s proved the greatest stumbling-block t th pr p rit • f ff r l 
culture along this whole coast, and is almost ineradicable fr m th 'I ng 1J r . mind. 
"Two of the veterans of the native oyster bu in , t tbi p iut w r orn a.u<l 
bo3·hood on the shore, and early became accustomed to th b"bit and ltannt f a11 th 
mollusks. When they were lads of seventeen they ought out uita 1 pla · 11 i r th , '· t, ru 
shore, and gradually accumulated there an artificial b cl f n tiv · t r , which ' 11 :tt:diw,l 11 
merchantable size. There were several hundr <l of bu h L , au<l th 
lating themselves as fall approach d that upon tb rn1~l i n f th JI ~a '<' 111 nt "J~i ·h 
then occupied their time they would reap a rich liar t fr m i1J ir l r 311 l 1' ti :n<: '· 'l l c- Lun<· 
when they intended to take them up wa onl a :£•\V l . · <li taut and 11 h,u·m l 
wise had come to the bed, when one mornin th w nt ut ul · liu<l h: t 
· · t b t · · l h 1 icl 11 1• disappeared. It wa~ a cruel ch apporntm n , u 111<).tury 
* Perha,ps some excuse or explanation of tbis sore :f, ling i found ht th 
a man to apply for and try a quantity o·f land a Y nr; at tb xpir ti n It 
thongbt best. This was a purely local regulation, bow vcr. 
t th th to no 
ulcl Jl , for it or ' h 
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of the preceding night several teams, fully prepared for the work, came down from miles and 
miles back in the country, from away rip about Westville and Woodbridge and North Orange, and 
their owners had raked up the whole bed and carted it away to bide in their cellars. No robbery 
could be plainer, and there was little attempt to secrete it; but there was no redress, and the 
perpetrators chuckled over it as a good joke without a scruple about the propriety of the thing. 
Nothing in the sea was private property. 
'~LEG.AL PROTECTION FOR OYS'I.'ER·PL.A.N'I.'ERS.-A vast amount of this sort of stealing and 
interference with proprietary rights granted by the State was perpetrated and sanctioned by the 
great maJority of the watermen, under the plea that the locality in question was 'natural ground.' 
Any definition or restriction of this ground was impracticable and resisted. The only resource 
for the man who bad invested money in oyster-culture, and wanted the opportunity to develop his 
investment, was to declare that no 'natural oyster ground' existed in New Haven H arbor, and 
that designations past and to come were valid, even though the areas so designated migllt once 
have been natural oyster-beds. This checkmated the men who 'jumped claims,' yet refused to be 
considered thieves; but it caused a tremendous howl against the movers, in which a large number 
of persons, having small information of the facts, joined, on the general principle of 'death to the 
capitalist.' It may ~ave -worked discomfort in a few individual cases, as all sweeping changes 
must, but on the whole, considering how nearly exhausted and worthless the Quinepiac fisheries 
had become, I think it must be regarded as not unjust. At any rate, the legislature of 1875 passed 
an amendment exempting Orange, New Haven, and East Haven from the enactment prohibiting 
the setting apart or 'designation' of 'natural oyster-beds' for purposes of planting or cultivation, 
le~ving, however, the law intact for the rest of the State. H~d this measure not been passed, 
systematic cultivation would have been vast~y hindered, if not altogether killed, by thieves and 
malcontents, so far as New Haven harbor is concerned. Elsewhere, under different conditions, 
no such necessity exists as yet, in order to be able to prosecute the artificial raising. Instantly 
upon the passage of this act there was a rush by every body for the possession of lots in all parts 
of the Quinepiac and.West Rivers. The oyster committee of the towns decided that each owner 
of land abutting on the river should possess the right to the bottom opposite his land for 100 feet 
from high-water mark. This was a concession to popular feeling, though that opinion had no 
foundation whatever in law, since the title to riparian real estate in this State terminates at the 
high-water tide limit. Between these boundaries, or 'wharf lines,' tracts equal in width to each 
man's water front, and extending to the channel, were allotted to the land owners at $10 to $15 an 
acre; but the majority of them were not more than half an acre in extent. Lucky receivers of 
these river grants at once found themselves able to sell for from $25 to $50, and before long there 
was brisk demand and little sale, at prices ranging from $100 to $150. The deep-water men found 
this river property of great use as a nursery for seed, and as a place to make temporary deposits 
of surplus Htock, &c. The Quinepiac thus began to bristle with boundary stakes, much as the 
harbor had done for many year~ previous, and many of these river lots are now valued at more 
than $500. 
'' In 1877 a very full set was obtained everywhere in the river and harbor; in 1878, however, 
there was almost a total dearth; but 1879 again saw a partial set. 
'- PRESENT CONDI'I.'ION OF OYSTER-CULTURE IN THE VICINITY OF NEW H.A. VEN.-Sitnated 011 
the western shore, the township of Orange (West Haven) owns the western half of the harbor of 
New Haven. These shores have always been populous with oysters, which were raked as public 
property. If any attempts at cultivation were made until within a few years, they were desultory 
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and of small account. When the general oy ter t tut w )r p , 
them, but delegated to its selectmen the power of an · t r , mmit 
board, as was done in all the other town . Thi arraug m nt lrn 
The first de~ignation was made in April, 1864
1 
an l all th uita, 1 
the harbor was soon set apart, amounting to about 45 acr . 1r. • mu l mith 
selectmen, tells me that· nothing was charged for thi groun<l, u that i ,;r. pn 
. ' l 
and now pays on valuations running from $50 to 500. Wb n, 1i ur y • r g tb f 
deep-water cultivation. was begun, Orange issued de ignation ·, aim t wh lly t 
towns, for about 2,450 acres, at $1 an acre. It is impo ibl to corn n ar •r tlian tlli t 
revenue from its oyster-lots, since no separate account i publi b l by th 
water area is taxed at a merely nominal rate at present. 
"Only two producers of any consequence now reside in W t Ilav n. Th ·mall an tm ut 
in West River which they possess are nearly ruined by the <lrifling f <lirn nt, , ml tll t tal 
product of the river last year would hardly exceed 500 bu hel . On pl. ut rt Id m h lui l ha l 
12 acres in one lot in the harbor spoiled by becoming covered with mud. 
"Between Orange and East Haven lies New Haven, priding h r 1f up u 11 r h, r r. h 
bad begun to set apart oyster-planting ground for the use of her citiz n . \' r, 
it was claimed that she was allotting spaces of bottom over which h bad n juri ·<li ·lion. 'fhi. 
brought on suits at ·1aw and aroused inquiry. The forgotten fact wa tll n br n 11lt t li ht thn 
in 1863 _a joint commission ( of which Noah Webster, the lexicographer, wa am m b r) d •t rmin (l 
the boundary between New Haven and East Haven to be, in g neral t rm , th hip- •11, nu 1 <l w11 
the Quinepiac and down the harbor. This was ratifie<l by the gen ral a mbJy. fi w y ari; 
later some disputes caused the appointment of a commis ion to ttl up nth un<l, ry b tw Jt 
New Haven and Orange. This was reported to be the middle of W t Riv r,. nd th n 
to the ship-channel in the harbor. It seems to have been the int nii n of tbi 
this line should intersect and terminate at the East Ilav n lin , but by 
to be the boundary between the two towns. This left to New 
wharves and a very narrow, wedge-shaped strip down the cbanu I. Wh n, 
decided what of the deeper ground of the sound should be 'd ignat d' 
Orange, respectively, New Haven was allowed a strip 1,500 fi t wid , runnin 
sound from a line drawn from the old light-house to Savin Rock. 
"Although these boundaries were settled nearly a c ntnry a , he 
mittee not long ago designated ground in Orange water , wh r th Y h l n 
lous persons at once took possession, and in some ca r fu d t yi Id 
deriving their designations properly. Hence expen iv uit c n mu ·h r 
arisen. Many lessees, however, learning their mi take in tim , t k _u_ n 
rightful authorities, and so saved themselve . But tbi wa d n t acldi 1 nal · 
Haven had never charged anything for her privil g · 
"Out of the 7.000 or 8,000 acre 'designated' in 
3,000 to 3,500 are in actual use as yet. The large t P ion i 
upon about 1,500 acres. Several other plant r h, fr m.., . 
under cultivation. The major part of thi i in d P w~ r n 1 1' 
b th 1J. liv h r part ' f th as an experiment, particularly y o e w o ' 
has been encouraging. One gentleman cal ul. 
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ages on his o:ffshore land. .Another planter gives me his estimated wealth as follows: On 70 acres 
75,00 bushels, suitable to be sold as seed in the spring of 1880, at an average of 50 cents a bushel; 
on 50-acres, shells and a good set; elsewhere, in one tract, about 3,000 bushels of young spawners, 
on which shells are to be thrown; on another tr_act, 20,000 bushels of seed useful in 1880; and, 
lastly, an area holding about 5,000 bushels of 'set'. A 30-acre lot yielded this firm 12,000 bushels 
in three years, which were sold at 70 cents." 
E.-OOAST TOWNS OF OONNECTIOUT WEST OF NEW HA VEN. 
110. GENER.AL FISHERIES OF THE DISTRICT. 
FISHERIES FROM MILFORD TO NEW YORK.-There are no important general fishing stations 
in Connecticut west of New Haven. At Milford there is a menhaden oil factory with a fleet of 
twelve vessels, aggregating 316.62 tons, and a large capital invested in buildings and machinery. 
In the Housatonic River eleven seines, handled by forty-seven men, are used in the annual capture 
of about 28,000 pounds of shad and 165,000 pounds of other fish. 
At Stratford seines are hauled for menhaden for manure, and a few blackfish or tautog, 
flounders, and striped bass are taken. The total catch of these fish is about 6,000 pounds yearly, 
and 20,000 pounds of eels. No one lives entirely by fishing. Ten men take eels in summer. 
W. D. Cook & Sons, fish dealers at Bridgeport, report that a few bluefish, weakfish, and 
striped bass are taken near there with lines, mainly for sport. A seine is sometimes hauled, but 
it does not pay! Fykes are set for flounders, and a sturgeon is sometimes caught. The bluefish 
seldom exceed 2 pounds. Eels are taken in pots and with spears. The market supply of fish comes 
from New York, Boston, and Gloucester. The above firm has sold 44 barrels per week. The catch 
here amounts to 2,000 pounds of eels and_ 5,000 pounds of other species. No one lives by fishing 
entirely; it is mainly done for sport. The .fishermen throw small eels on shore to die. Mr. W. D. 
l\fills has a small seine 30 rods long, 14 feet deep, and of 2¼-inch mesh. He says that there are 
nine seines owned here, but that if a man depended upon fishing he would starve. They fish when 
other work is dull. Blackfish and flatfish are the main fish. A few lobsters are caught. 
The supply of fish £or South Norwalk comes almost entirely from New York, and there is no 
fishing here except for sport. Some of the people take a few eels and flatfish, but not enough to 
amount to anything for market. 
From South Norwalk to New York the same story is told. All fish come from New York to 
the big markets. .A few men drag out an existence by fishing when nothing else offers, but they 
are of an idle class who do not care to clo too much of anything. A few anglers fish for sport, and 
an occasional big bass is taken. The following notice is from Forest and Stream of June 2, 1881: 
"NEW ROCHELLE, NEW YORK.-On the 24th of May, Mr. Walter J. Davids caught with a 
hook and line, using a squid for bait, a striped bass 4 feet 2 inches long and weighing 53 pounds. 
It was taken in New Rochelle Harbor, Long Island Sound, in about 12 feet of water, near the village 
dock.-H. W. M." 
Anglers find sport occasionally, but from a commercial point of view there are practically no 
fisheries here,-
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111. ORIGIN AND PRESENT IMPORT N E 
MILFORD.-Concerning the oyster indu try of Milford, Ir. ln 
''Leaving New Haven, the first stoppage for oy ter tudi 
esting and beautiful places in the State. It wa t ,11 h 
in that liu cl clin <l f rt.· · ar a . 
The gulf, harbor, and estuaries have always been more or le s proli6 · f h 11-fi b. 
clams have a good reputation. Milford Point, at the mouth of the u ·at ui iv r, w. t famou 
oystering place many years ago. Old citizens rememb r a row of hut , buil of wr ·k. 
covered with banks and thatching of seaweed, which used to borcl r thi wild b h. In th 
huts lived fifty or sixty men, who made here their home during the great r or I 
and devoted themselves to clam-digging and oyster-raking. Many of th men, wb w r utt rJ 
poor, thus got together the beginnings of a fortune, which, invested in activ agricultur •, pl. cl 
them among the most . influential inhabitants. But for the la t thirty or f, rty y a u h 
industries as these have been declining, until nothing whatever was done on the water by !ilfi r l 
people, except the catching of menhaden, for the utilization of which two larg fa t ri 11. v 
been built. 
"About eight years ago, however, Mr. William H. Merwin, knowing what had b n d u • 
New Haven, began his valuable experiments in cultivating native oyster . Ile and om th r 
had once before started an enterprise of raising oysters in the 'Gulf Pond' at th m nth oft11 
Indian River. But the ~her stockholders, being older men, disregard d bi advic , th u h h 
had always lived by the shore, and the effort failed. They in i ted upon dammin th riv •1, 
that the sediment brought down by the stream was deposited upon and m th r d t1i , ' t 1 • 
It is this episode that gave rise to section 10 of the oy ter tatut . 
"Eight years ago Mr. Merwin resolved to try oyster-planting for him Jf. JI t up, t't•w 
acres off the shore in water 8 feet deep at low tide. Ile had ju t got hi y t r w 11 phm cl :t tul 
had high hopes of success, when a storm destroyed tllem all. i 1, b r an l mon y 110 n I m'11 
but costly experience. He then tried agq,in, further out toward the a, in f 
the Government buoy. He got so heavy a set, and hi young t 1 gr w 
his crop at 10,000 bushels. Cultivators from Providence and o 't n 
him to take it all about the middle of April, but the la t of Mar h th r •, m 
much sand upon the oysters that they had not strength, aft r th 
and before they could be taken up so many died that only 3,00 
secured a large set, which has been augmented ach ear in , untiJ 11 11 
cultivation. In 1877 there was a very heavy set h reabont ; in , I \. 
"Having thus got assurance of a profitable farm, f r t rm. 11 l 11 r 
him, M;r. Merwin saw that he needed more rapi 1 c ncl ur m an. f h n-
the row-boats and skiffs afforded. .8.e therefore mpl ~ <l h fir 1 f L ·b, 
walk, to. build him a steamer for the express purpos of dr c1 rin 
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machinery for that work. With this steamer, which is to a large degree independent of wind and 
weatter, he can do three times the amount of work possible for the same number of dredges 
worked without steam (500 bushels is not an uncommon day's result with two dredges), and do it 
best on the 'dull' days, when it is too calm for his neighbors' sloops to work. Its owners often 
find profitable employment for their leisure in chartering the steamer to otJ;ter oystermen, who 
desire aid in dredging or in raking off the starfish that infest some beds. One single instance of 
the advantage the use of steam was to this firm will be pardoned. Int.he spring of 1879 a Rhode 
Island planter sent a sloop, capable of carrying 1,500 bushels, to New Haven to buy small seed. 
The Merwins were invited to contribute to the cargo, the captain of the sloop buying on the pTin-
ciple of 'first come, first served,' until he had filled up, haste being the great desideratum. It 
happened that upon the very day t!1e sloop arrived a dead calm fell, and not a sloop from Fair 
Haven or Oyster Point could haul a dredge. Meanwhile Mr. Merwin's steamer was puffing back 
and forth through the quiet sea, without an hour's cessation, and in two days placed 1,200 bushels 
of seed upon the sloop's decks. 
"There are two rivers which come down to the sea at Milford, the pleasant Wepawaug, along 
~hose banks the town lies, and whose upper waters turn numerous mills; and Indian Rfrer, which 
empties into the harb9r close by the mollth of the former stream. Indian River debouches in an 
estuary called the Gulf, or Gulf Pond. Except in one little spot no oysters grow now, or ever did 
g.row, in this inclosed salt-water pond, although it would be the best possible place to cultivate 
them. But the popular feeling of the town is so strongly against the utilization of these advan-
tages by private effort, that no ground is permitted to be set off, and any oysters put down there 
are liable to be seized as public plunder. Once, indeed, the oyster committee assigned to Mr. 
:\lerwin a tract in the gulf; but as soon as it was found out, an indignation meeting was held and 
mob law was loudly threatened. Cooler judgment overruled that, but any cultivation of this 
·valuable ground, otherwise wholly useless, was sternly interdicted. 
"Inspired by Mr. Merwin's success and pluck, various persons hav-e taken up ground in the 
vicinity of his tract off Pond Point, amounting in the aggregate to about 750 acres, divided among 
eight owners. One of these gentlemen, iu addition to 100 acres here, has sev-eral smaller tracts at 
different points along the shore to the westward; in all, about 400 acres, upon which some thou-
sands of bushels of young oysters are growing. The~e is plenty of good bottom still remaining off 
this shore, however. 
"SEED OYSTERS AT STRATFORD AND VICINITY.-Having passed to the westward of New 
Haven and Milford RarborR, we come upon a new feature of the oyster business. This is the sys-
tematic dredging of natural beds in the sound and along the inlets of the shore, for seed to be 
placed upon the artificial beds in the eastern part of the sound, in the East River, and on the south 
shore of Long Island. This department of the business will demand more and more attention as 
I progress toward its headquarters at Norwalk. The most easterly natural bed which these dredg-
ers attack is one off Clark'~ Point, just east of the mouth of Oyster River. (In OJrster River itself, 
by tbe way, no oysters have ever been known within the memory of tradition, although that name 
appears in a map drawn prior to 1700.) The next natural bed consists of a reef, 5 acres in extent, 
on the western side of Pond Point. Beyond that, off Milford Point, at the mouth of the Housa-
iouic, lies the Pompey bed, which afforded sustenance to the sea-hut colony that used to frequent 
Milford Point, and where now a crop can be gathered about once in five years. 
''Upon the opposite side of the entrance to the Housatonic lies one of the principal seed· 
grounds in the sound; that side of the Housatonic River is one vast natural oyster-bed all_ the way 
from Stratford Light up to the bridges, a distance of about 3 miles. There are many persons who 
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ar o, and 
of time, however, in voyages back and forth, som . own r, of 
in the Housatonic all the while, upon which th er w liv , 
stantly passing back and forth. The rapidity of tbi 1 ork i h wn h , t1I fa , th 
two assistants will put upon his sloop a full cargo of 500 u h l in tw d, ._ an<l 1 
in another two days, ready to go at it again. P r on who Ii up n th 
found their estimate on trustworthy facts, say that 400,000 bu h 1 
Housatonic beds between May and November, 1879. 
· "Notwithstanding this heavy and long-continued drain h nur ri 
of depletion. Few oysters, of course, manage to reach maturity, bu th r 
spawn to repopulate the district, which the constant craping fit in th I 
securing a set. The people of Stratford, however, ~re b ginning t d L t l 
unrequited privilege to everybody to rake the bed . Su h an iu i 
loose characters, and frequent petty annoyances, with 
shore. There seems no way to get rid of the nui anc , h w v r, 
available for culture and stake it off. This is urged by f b 
in this plan some chance of making the meadow and ri r b tt m , 
ing instead of a curse to them. This meets with n i r bl I 
ishness about 'natural beds' seems an unsurmount bl ' t 1 . 
cultivation of this river bottom i delayed Stratford 1 
Stratford also possesses along her front very g d <l. P· a 
to the Middle Ground, which remains to be utiliz d. h 
utilized on this outer ground, since it is the long, fr 
water so salt as that of the outer sound. 
,, OYSTER BUSINESS .AT :JJRIDGE ORT.- t ridg p rt th r i 
business participated in by three firms of planter . Th n tur, 1 ' . 
harbor extended from Stratford to Black ock, a cli tan 
become exhausted of all salable oyster , and v n 
Previously to that seven boats were owned at rid" P rt 
to go elsewhere or change their work. Lon" g , b v r,, 1 ir 
the point of the beach, at the mouth of the har or, t wu 
was followed in a small degree by Bridgeport m n. 
was not until 1844, young oyster being brough fr tn th 
present Stratford and Housatonic s ed i bi fl u l. 
River seed is regarded a the be t, becau e i 
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seed; but for shipping in the shell the deep-water seed produces more profit,, tliough of slower 
growth, the mature stock being single, shapely, and of large size. 
"The practice of catching seed-oysters on shells prevails here with much success, but will be 
so fully discussed in a future chapter that I refrain from doing more tlian mention the fact here; 
and add that lvir. Wheeler Hawley, the largest planter at Bridgeport, believes himself to have 
been one of the first, if not the first, to adopt this method of oyster culture in Long Island Sound, 
putting the ~ate of his experiments at 1853. 
"Replying to my questions in regard to methods and cost of following this practice in this 
harbor, one or" the planters informed ~e that, in his case, he counts expenses per acre in preparation 
of oyster-bottom as follows: 
500 bushels shells ("stools") at 5 cents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $25 00 
50 bushels of "spa wners" ( unculled) • • . • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 00 
Total cost of seeding ..•.••..•••...........•.. . .•..........•••.•.........• ; • •• .. • . . 37 00 
"From this he thought he ought to take up 1,000 bushels of seed to the acre of marketable 
oysters after two years, with a remainder left for the third year. The cost of taking up would be 
about 20 cents a bushel. If seed-oysters are bought to be placed upon the ground, from 25 to 60 
cents a bushel must be paid for them. 
"The total acreage under cultivation at Bridgeport, for which a rental of $2 an acre is paid' to 
the town, is about 110 acres. On this ~round there were raised in the winter of 1879-'80 about 
8,000 bushels, which were mainly sold in the shell to New York buyers, at an average of about 
$1.12½ a bushel. These oysters were large and fat, often opening six quarts to the bushel, as I was 
informed. _In 1857 they brought $12 a barrel. 
"The fleet employed by the oystermen here consists of nine sail-boats, worth, perhaps, $2,500 
in total; the care qf the beds and running of the boats give support to about a dozen families, and 
occasional wagBs to others at the height of the season, the pay being about $2 a day. 
"OYSTER BUSINESS AT WESTPORT.-Westport is a little harbor on the Saugatuck Rfrer, 
one of the most beautiful of the many charming streams that debouch along this part of the coast. 
The river bas long been celebrated for the abundance, large size, and excellent flavor of its natural 
oysters. They grew almost continuously, in favorable seasons;' from the mouth of the river up 
to the village bridge, a distance of about 4 miles, and the farmers who lived along the river 
were accustomed to gather them in any desired quantity, without a thought of exhausting the 
supply. The depletion came at last, however, and now few marketable oysters, native to the 
Saugatuck, are ever procured. 
"Some years ago, when attention was first called to the desirability of transplanting oysters 
and raising them upon artificial beds, the Westport men staked off a large area at the mouth of the 
Saugatuck. No ground within the river, however, was allowed_ to be assigned, the town reserving 
all this as 'common ground,' where seed might be gathered by poor men and everybody, to be 
sold to the planters. The amount of seed thus procured annually varies greatly with different 
years. The highest trustworthy estimate given me for any one year (and this not recently) was 
50,000 bushels. Last year, however, only about 4,000 bushels were caught; half was planted 
locally arnl half sold to outside buyers. In midsummer a score or so of men in skiffs may often be 
seen in the river at once raking seed-oysters, but these work only occasionally, and there are less 
than a dozen men who real1y derive their support' by following the creek' (chiefly oystering) in 
the whole town. The seed used is between one and three years of age, and it is sold by the skiff-
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men for 35· or 40 cents a bu hel. Smaller mix d 
two or three sail-boats devoted to thi work. 
"The first efforts at planting wer mad 
water about 40 acres in extent. The bottom 
by the microscopic life, both vegetable and animal, whi h tl1 y ·t r fi 1 
young oysters placed there sank out of sight in tbi mud, th y w r n 
its looseness, but, on the contrary, thrived to an extraordinar <l r , a 
the clams and eels, becoming of great size and extr m ly fat. T u y 
pond sold for $3 a bushel, and for one lot $16.50 i aid t b v b n 
ever, a rough class of loungers began to frequent th pond, and th 
planting there has almost wholly ceased, and price have gre tly d cliu . 
"Something over 500 acres of oyster ground have been t , p rt iu lJ w: t r 
belonging to Westport. This ground lies in the neighborhood of prit , 
Goose Islands. Two-thirds of it is owned by Norwalk m n and otb r u n-r 
the town has derived no revenue of consequence from it. 
'!ht I a1 < uh· 
·,II 
llfl l 
"The principal planter in town is Mr. Eli Bradley, who gav m th m t f th in£ 1 t ati m 
obtained here. He has been long engaged in the busine , and ha pl nt 
bushels of seed upon his beds, as also have his neighbor ; bat th re ha n uch litigati n 
concerning boundaries, so much actual thieving, and so ince sant per uti n b th and 
drills, that not much has been realized. Last year (1879) no oy ter wh t v r f 
placed in the market from these beds. Outsiders, however, hift d rtain y t r in \ • tpm t 
waters temporarily and saved a good crop, the figure relating to whi h, pp , r 1 wh r . 
residents at Westport assert strongly the extreme uitability f tb ir r un<l fi r u · · ful 
raising, barring the damages inflicted by the star.fl h , whi h th y think th : 11 k ,)) fr c rom 
with sufficient labor. 
,, SOUTH NORW ALK.-J ust eastward of Rowayt n Ii 
one of the most important oyster-producing localitie in urt<l 
'oldest.' The bay at the mouth of the Norwalk Riv r i with i la1ul 
shallow waters from the fury of the gales. Thi wbol y, in Jd d, 
from the sound all the way up to Norwalk it elf. L ng b fi r tli 
oysters at present in vogue were thought of, therefor , 
with fine, large, natural oysters, just as it had for centuri 
the Indians, the remains of whose feasts and fea ting pl, 
· '' About forty years or more ago, however, the nee tural l> d in 11 vi i11it ' c f 
had become so depleted that they no longer afforded t 
"The principal planters and shipper at S uth 
Village Creek) are the Hoyt Brothers, Graham 11, liv r 
ders, Peter Decker, the Burbanks, and ev ral otb r wh r i m r th n 1 
In addition to these there are many m n wb hav m·1,ll J 1 ~·hi ·h h • k ·1 
as circumstances permit, ain<l wb.o roaike a part of th ir li in 
22 GRF 
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whose operations are more extensive than their own. There is one :firm, for instanc,e, which 
employs the services of eighteen or twenty men nearly all the time, and in some seasons largely 
increases- this number. These smaller planters sell their little crops of from 100 to 1,000 or 1,500 
bushels to the half a dozen shippers, chief among whom are the Hoyt Brothers and Mr. G. Bell, 
wisely preferring cash, at a small discount, to the trouble and risk of themselves taking their 
oysters down to New York, or elsewhere, in hopes of a slighty larger price. 
"The total production of this locality, during the season of 1878-'79 (the present season, 1880, 
will probably he found not greatly to differ from it), is given at about 65,000 bushels. 
"These oysters, as I have said, were the property of :fifty planters, which gives an average of 
1,300 bushels to each one. It is probable, however, that as many more persons got their living 
out of these oysters, from :first to last, so that I do not hesitate to say that one hundred families 
in South Norwalk and its immediate vicinity are supported by the cultivation and s~le of oysters 
there. The estimate of two hundred families, which I :pave often heard wade, is undoubtedly too 
high. This question is ever a hard one to answer, because, in many cases, the head of the family 
depends only partially upon his professional means of support, the attention he pays to it and the 
income he derives varying with each good or bad season. Most oystermen are also farmers or 
:fishermen. Many of them also keep summer hotels, and thus add largely to their income during 
the dull season at the beds. 
'' Every supposed available spot for oyster operations, probably, is now set apart for that pur-
pose, not only inside of the Norwalk Isl:mds, but also in the outside waters of the sound off the 
mouth of the harbor. Only a portion of this is in use, however; in all, about 680 acres out of 2,300, 
in round numbers, which have been designated in Norwalk harbor. The average production at 
present, therefore, is less than 100 bushels to the acre of land actually cultivated, and only about 
28 bushels to the acre of bottom held for the purpose of oyster cultivation. I see no reason why 
future years ought not to see ten times as large a proportion. 
"The fleet of Norwalk used by the oystermen in their business consists of two steamboats, a 
dozen sloops, and about thirty sharpies and sail-boats, of less size and value than the' sloops,' most 
of them being without decks. Besides this there are skiffs innumerable. This disparity in the 
number of large sloops between so important a place as Norwalk and some of the small ports 
westward is explained by the fact that the planters here do not often themselves take their goods 
to New York. 
"From a particular part of :Norwalk harbor, many years ago, came to Tom Donan's famous 
old shop in Broad street, New York, the original 'Saddle-rocks,' named from the reef around 
which they grew. These oysters were so large that twenty-five would :fill a bushel basket, yet they 
were tender and luscious, and often sold for from 15 to 30 cents apiece. But they were not very 
numerous, and the raking of them was so profitable that the supply was quickly exhausted. Like 
the generous host who gave them name and fame, they have long ago departed except from the 
branding-iron and sign-board of the dealer, whose 'Saddle-rocks' now may have come from any-
where except Norwalk. 
"That is the story as I was told it at South Norwalk; since writing it I have seen an article 
on the subject, taken from the New York Observer and vouched for by the Rev. Samuel Lock-
wood, who speaks of the writer as 'our friend, Dr. 0. R. Willis.' This article places Saddle Rock 
on the opposite shore of the sound. It reads thus: 
''' The original Saddle-rock was. not only very large, but possessed a peculiar, delicious flavor, 
which gave it its reputation. .And it received its name because it was discovered near a, rock 
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known as Saddle Rock. A high northwest wind, : lwn , 
cause~ very low tides in Long Island Sound and it 
near the head of Great N eek, on the eastern sbor of ittl . hi rh 
and from 15 to 20 feet in diameter. The shape of the t p f tlJi r ·k r . ml>l < m what h 
form of a saddle, and from that circumstance i called a<ldl I ·k. t I , w. t r th upp r r 
land side of this rock is left bare, while the oppo ite or I w r id i in th w t r. In h autumn 
of 1827, after a strong northwest wind had been blowing for thr • clay , 
and the water retreated far below the rock, leaving a pace wid nough :Ci r • 
quite around it. This extraordinary low tide revealed a bed of oy t r ju L 
oysters were very large, and possessed the most delicate flavor; w coll cl 
and placed them in our .mill-pond (tide-mill). The news of the di v ry r r ad m n 
oystermen, and boat-loads soon found their way to the cit.y, wher , on ac ount f h ir 
flavor, they· commanded fancy prices~ even reaching $10 a hundred-an norm u pri for th 
days. In a very short time the locality was exhausted, and for more than forty y r th r ll, 
not been a real Saddle-rock oyster in the market.' 
''ROW.A.YTON, DARIEN, STAMFORD, AND GREENWI~H.-The next point i th 
station known as Five-Mile River or Rowayton, where the culti ation of oy t r b. 
atically pursued for many years. In all, at present, there are about thirty-flv plant r or firm , 
and nearly or quite as many families are supported. The little creek-mouth i p rt tly fill d with 
oyster-boats, and the other conveniencies of this pursuit. I find upon my Ii t f th t r-fl t 
twenty-eig·ht sloops and sail-boats, which belong here, some of them very large and w ll built. 
estimate the value of these 'sail' and the other floating and shore prop rty at ow, yt n, dir tly 
concerned in the oyster trade of the port, at not far from $30,000. Rowayt n produ d, in I 7 , 
wbicli was considered a very poor year, something near 50,000 bu h 1 • w far tl1i i b n th 
occasional crops, if not beneath the recent average, is shown by th stat m nt mad l D1 th: t 
about five years ago a single dealerin New York City bought 32,000 u 11 1 f w. t ll y 
Little of the stock raised at this point fails to reacn New York, and within th la. t, llr · 
Rowayton has supplied a large proportion of the oysters ent to 'ur p , p, rtly hy lir; ·t hip-
ment. Like all other parts of the East River, the oy ters are ld h .r wl1 lly in ih ll 11, rHl 
almost always by the barrel or bushel-the selling 'by count' b longing tlt r gi n n rth r 
west and to the Long Island shore. 
"At Darien about 3,000 bushels a year are sold from about 250 11 or a 
dozen sail-boats, and a value in oyster interests, generally, of p rbap 
''The next oyster-producing point is Stamford, wh r , al o, I found th pl, ul r 1, waiJin th 
decline of their fortunes. The number of men raising oy t r, i , bout ad z< n, an<l p rhap 
many more are employed. From about 150 acres of improv cl h, r r it m tam~ rel ·i l<l l ~ r 
market, in 1879, about 5,500 bushels of oyster , the m~j rity f whi h a hiJ>J l t rk. 
Their fleet counts up nine sloops, which, with boat , il at , and o f, rtli 
about $15,000. The principal men at Stamford are A. M. ri r ml apt. 
"The next point westward, and the last in Conn ·ti ·ut, i 
Cob, Greenwich Cove, Old Greenwich, and Gr enwi ·h, a larg 
of persons is engaged, though oysters are not now rai d h r t 
quality as formerly. 
"The mouths of all the rivers and each of th man ov th 
fi.lled with planted oysters, though a general fi ling f di ourag ri, in 
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causes, prevails. In all about 800 acres are under cultivation, all in shallow water, and the total 
annual product for last year of the whole region may be set down at 33,000 bushels, the majority 
of wl.Jich was taken to New York in the boats of the respective owners, and sol<l. to the dealers at 
the foot of Broome street. 
"The number of families supported in this township out of this occupation it is bard to state. 
I estimate it at about forty. The craft employed amounts to one steamer, about thirty sloops, and 
perhaps one hundred small open boats. These, with other estimated fixtures, foot up an invested 
capital approaching $30,000, exclusive of oysters now growing on the beds." 
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NEW YORK AND IT FI II 1 I~~. 
A.-GENERAL REVIEW OF THE FIS 
ST.A.TE. 
112. STATISTICAL RECAPITUL TIO . 
GENERAL S'.I.'ATEMENT.-New York takes a prominent plac 
on the list of the fish-producing States, with product valued at 4, ,r: ,r:, < 
branche~ holds a still more important position. The menhad n ft 1.t ri 
than those of any other Stat~ and in 1880 the value of the oil, er p, an 
$1,114,958, being more than half the yield for the entire country. Th r <1 
1 'IIIJ 
fishery for the same period reached $1,577,050, representing a gr at r v. lu tll< 11 tlt, 
State, except Maryland, Virginia, and New Jersey. The fi berm n cur aunu· lly lar •r 1n: 11 -
tities of both quahaugs and soft clams than those of any other tat . 
money realized by them from the sale of these two species exceed cl half milli n 
shad fisheries, this State is surpassed only by North Carolina and Marylan . 
STATISTICAL RECAPITULATION FOR 1880. -The following tat m nt in cl ·t· ii )1 
extent of the various :fishery interests of the State for 1880: 
STATISTICS OF THE FISHERIES OF NEW Y I K. 
Summary statement of persons employed. 
Persons employed. Numh r. 
Number of fishermen................................ ........ . 6, O!iO 
Number of shoremen ...... .................................. · ······ · · ·· 1, 2 ~ 
NumbAr of factory hands ............•.........•.•.. ··········--~ 
Total ............................ .. ..... ··· ·········· ·· 7, 21' 
Detailed statement of ca1Jital invrsl cl ancl apparatu mplo!JUl. 
Apparatus SJ>ccilkd. 
Vessels .................. ...... . ............... . 
Boats .............................. ........ . . .. . 





'I :;o Fykes, pots, and bask ts . · · ···· ··· ·· ·· · · .. ·· ···· 
1
' • 
1 [;:;::~~E::: :: :::::::::: :::: ::::::::: :::: :: i ':' 
Minor apparatus, including outfit.··· .... · ····· · · · · · ···· ·· ····1 
Facto des and shoro pr porty . · · · · · · · · • · .. · · · · · · · · · · · .. · • · · .. 
Additional cash capital. ...... ·········· · ···· ···.:.:..:.:.:.:.::.:.:::.: -----1 
Total ca pit.al. ... ·· ·········•··•··········· · · .. · · · · · · · • • · 
• U ,58'/..51 t n . 
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Detailed statement of the qnantities and values of the prod,ucts. 
Products specified. 
Grand total of fishery products .......... . 
Sea fisheries. 
Blnefish ....................................... . 
Clams (hard) .••..........•••....... · ·. · · · · · · • · · · 
Clams (soft) .......•..........••••••••.....•.• ·. 
Cod .•••...•..................................... 
Crabs ....................... ····•··••······•••·· 
Lobsters ...........••............•••.. ·······•·· 
Menhaden (including that used for food) ..••. ·. 
Oysters ..•....•....•...••.......•..•••.......... 
Squeteague .•••..••••.••..•...••.....••..•....• · 
All other species ....................... · • · · · • · · 
Total for sea products ••••...•.•••••.. · · · · 
.River jiaheriea. 
Alewives ...................................... . 
Shad ........................................... . 
Sturgeon .••••..••..••••...••.•..•..•.......... . 
All other species ................. . ........ · .•••. 
Total for river products ..•......•..•••••. 
Great Lake fisheries. 
Trout .••...•....•....•..•.•.••..•.........••.... 
White fish ........•.•....•.•..••.•........•.•... 
All other species .•........................••••. 
• Total for Great Lake products ..•......... 
Pounds. Value. 
333, 522, 813 $i, 380,565 
3,000,000 67,500 





288, 931, 200 ], 114,958 
7,303,100 1,577,050 
4,000,000 120,000 
11. 008, 100 1 522,125 




54(\ 000 15,880 
3,667,600 • 164,950 
569,700 23, 100 
1,174,000 56,000 
2,326,300 75,770 
4,070, ooo I 154,870 
113. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS REGARDING LONG ISLAND. 
Long Island may be divided into four districts, which are distinct in the character of their 
fisheries, as well as in their geographical position. Each one of these faces one of the cardinal 
points of the compass. The divisions are: (1) the North Shore, extending from Astoria to Roanoke; 
(2) the East End, including Peconic and Gardiner's Bays, the sound fisheries to the north of them, 
and the sea :fisheries lying south; (3) the South Side, including the bays of Jamaica, South Oyster, 
Great South, Moriches, and Shinnecock; and ( 4) the West End, including New York and Graves-
end Bays and the East River. The character of' the fishing in all these districts is such that it 
is a most difficult matter to determine how many men are engaged as professional fishermen and 
how many as semi-professional, from the fact that they are fishermen, oystermen, farmers, clam-
mers, yachtmen, and gunners by turns, following either one of these occupations at different 
seasons as their interest or inclination leads. .A description of these men is given in the section 
of this report devoted to the fishermen. 
Most of the wealth of Long Island has been derived from the waters surrounding it. In the 
western portion, where the soil is good, market gardening was once very profitable, owing to the prox-
imity of New York; but since the introduction of steam as a motor, the increased facilities of trans-
portation have led other States, _and even the distant Bermudas, to compete for the early vegetable 
trade of the great metropolis, so that the business, although still extensively carried on, now 
yields much smaller profits than formerly. But the sea has contributed even to this source of 
income, since the principal fertilizers ustd have always 9een marine products, such as fish and 
seaweed. 
The eastern end of the island is sandy and but little adapted to agriculture. The whale fish-
eries formerly furnished subsistance for most of the inhabitants there, and on the decay of that 
industry they turned their attention to the menhaden and other fisheries. 
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The oyster and clam business now exceeds in valu tb fl h ri pr p r u l fnrui h mi 1 •. 
ment to a greater number of men, and the busines i in r a in y rl . 'I h d 01 11 l ~ r m n 
oysters for shipment to Europe has changed the mark t o that ho wbi ·h w r fi rm rl , l l 
"open" and market by the gallon at a small price are now a~ht fi r at r t d V" 11 • • D 
' is the influence of fashion that _the Americans have b gun to im gin th t h y , u d , th 
superiorityofthesesmaller"Blue-points"tothelarge"Saddle-ro k "-n m whi •hfi rm rl ·d i ,. 
nated oysters from particular localities, but are now applied, the form r to ·m. 11 n the latt r t 
large oysters, regardless of the region whence they come. The figur r 1 ting th WtL r 
products shipped by railroad to the western terminals, including N w Y rk and vi ioity, w r 
furnished by favor of Mr. H. M. Smith, general freight agent of the Long lend ailr d. n 
certain localities all the products go by rail; at other points only a porti n , r arri 1, wbil t 
some places near the city nearly all shipments are made by water. 
B.-THE NORTH SHORE OF LONG I LA D. 
114. EXPLANATORY STATEMENTS, WITH ST.A.TI T 
EXPLANATORY ST.ATEMENT.-The western half of the north side of tb i 1 nd, !rin11ing on 
the west at Flushing and extending east to Port Jefferson, include all that i f imp rt: n · in 
the fisheries. The eastern half has an unbroken coast line, without bay or ind ntati n, and fur-
nishes no point of land to protect a pound-net from storms until Horton' oint i r , h I, whi •ll, 
for convenience, has been included in the eastern section. Th c untry tw n rt ff r n 
and Roanoke Point, which is nearly opposite Riverhead, is par Iy inlrn it d, an l tliffi r in 
character from the western half. The latter is a high rolling untry, with it bill w 11 w d(•d, 
and abounding in deep bays, which are well land-locked and form 11 n b r r . 
REC.APITUL.ATION.-There are on the north side of the i land 1, 
fisheries, of whom 1,000 are oystermen, and 2,586 persons are dir tly d p ud ut up nth ir lu rH. 
They have invested $38,650 in boats, $15,000 in net and to I , and 4.,,2 r · ' h 
produce,. and either market or consume at home, 426,300 bu h 1 f oy t r , 
clams, 190,600 bushels of soft clams, 6,000 bushels of mu I , 2, 0 P und 
37,000 pounds of eels, 1,405,500 pounds of other fi b, and 3,1 6 f 
worth of menhaden for manure. 
115. FL USHIN B.A. Y. 
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Twenty men, with six cat-rigged boats, measuring 4 or 5 tons each, are engaged in carrying 
clams and oysters. Few oysters are taken in the bay, the men being mainly clammers. "Flush-
ing Bay clams" are larger than "Little Necks," and are solid and fat. The shells of the first are 
dark, while those of the latter are light, a difference traceable to the dissimilarity of their habitats, 
the former being embedded in the dark mud of the eay, while the ''Little Necks'7 are found in the 
sand. Last year 5,000 bushels of oysters and 30,000 bushels of hard clams were marketed, all the 
shipments from this place being by boat to New York. 
Of the score of men interested in the fisheries fourteen are married ; including the families of 
these, we :find sixty-five persons dependent on the fisheries at Flushing. Oysters are planted and 
beds claimed. The capital invested in the fisheries is as follows: In nets, $3,000; in boats, $3,000; 
in oyster-beds, seed, tools, &c., $8,000. 
COLLEGE P0INT.-Four men from this locality oyster in Flushing Bay, using two boats of 4 
tons each. Daniel Hill is the principal planter. Three of the men are married, having eight per-
sons depending upon them; $6,000 invested; product, 8,000 bushels. All shipments by boait. 
116. LITTLE NECK BAY. 
OY_STER GR0UNDS.-The oyster grounds in the bay are free of cost, but are staked off in pri-
vate claims and planted. This gives a man a right which is respe~ted by his neighbors, but he 
has no legal claim upon it. The seed is usually obtained from the East River, and is worth 25 cents 
per bushel. 
Edward Radcliffe, of Great Neck, has 7 acres staked off, on which he plants yearly 50 bushels 
of seed to the acre. He says it takes them three years to mature._ At the time of my visit, Decem-
ber 8, it was too cold to work the night tides, and there had been only three of the day tides in the 
past week when he could work. On these three he made $27. The clam grounds are free. Com-
paratively few fish are taken. Shad are caught in pounds, tykes, and seines. During the run of 
shad there are five pound-nets set in the bay. There is not much other fishing, except for sport. 
There have been no smelts, scallops, or terrapins in the bay for the past ten years. 
WHITEST0NE.-There are forty men here engaged in fishing, oystering, and clamming, of _ 
whom twenty-two are married. Ther~ are, in all, one hundred and twelve persons dependent upon 
these industries for support. Seven vessels of 25 tons are used, one of 15 tons, and five of 4 tons. 
Some· shad are taken in the spring, but not so many as formerly; 2,000 were taken last year, 
together with 3,000 pounds of bass, and $2,000 worth of menhaden for manure; 4,000 pounds of 
weakfish were taken in the fall of 1879. John Webster is a large oyst_er shipper. He ships 2,000 
bushels per year, and other parties ship 2,500 bushels, making a total of 4,500 bushels, with 40,000 
bushels of hard clams, and 100 bushels of soft clams, shipped annually. Capital in boats, $~, 700; 
in oysters, tools, &c., $32,000. A few shipments are made by rail, but the majority are sent by 
boat. In the year ending June 30, 1880, 67 barrels of oysters, 858 barrels and 2 bushels of hard 
clams, and 100 pounds of fresh fish were carried by rail. Most of the fish taken are consumed 
locally. 
LI1'TLE NECK.-There are two fishermen and thirty oystermen and clammers here. Of these, 
eight are married, and, including their families, there are one hundred and ten people dependent 
on the :fisheries. Eight sloops, aggregating 75 tons, are employed, only one of which measures 
over 20 tons. Not over 200 bushels of soft clams are taken, the principal part of these being con· 
sumed on the island. The hard clams from this bay have a good rep~tation among epicures, and 
are in great demand at the time when oysters are out of season. They are most esteemed when 
about the size of a quarter dollar, and are usually eaten raw. The bottom of the bay is sandy, and 
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the shells are light colored. Some of the shad and bass are sent to market, but mo t of the ill r 
fish are consumed locally. Capital invested, $6,000 in boats and tools; $2,000 in oy ter-b d , and 
$1,000 in nets. Ten thousand bushels of oysters and 50,000 bushels of hard clams are market d. 
GREAT NECK.-The oyster business is the principal interest of this locality. There are twenty 
men engaged in it; of whom ten are married, and a total of sixty-two persons are dependent upon 
the business. All shipments go in boats owned at Little Neck. A total of $5,000 is inv ted 
in seed. 
PORT W ASHINGTON.-This place has a greater number of persons engaged in oystering than 
any other point in the bay. Two hundred men are engaged in the business, about eighty of whom· 
are married; and the whole population, numbering between six hundred and seven hundred, is de-
pendent on the :fisheries. The average yearly sales are: Oysters, $60,000; hard clams, $10,000; soft 
clams, $200. There are not ·fish enough caught for home consumption. Some are bought from the 
codfish smacks, and some are brought from New York to supply the demand. The railroad does not 
reach this place, and all shipi:nents go by boat. No oysters are opened, and the greater part go to 
market in bulk in sloops, some going in baskets and barrels by steamer. Soft clams go in shell, 
and but few are taken, although in former years they were plenty. All vessels owned here or in 
this bay hail from New York. There are two sloops measuring over 20 tons, twenty others ranging 
between 10 and 20 tons, and an equal number of smaller size. About $3,000 worth of menhaden 
are taken yearly for manure, and some crabs, perhaps 1,000 barrels, are taken for home consump-
·tion. Some tautog, or ''b]ackfish" (Tautoga onitis) are taken, as well as a few sheepshea~. 
Formerly weakfish were plenty, but few are found at present. All these fish are consumed her , 
together with about 3 tons of flounders. 
117. HEMPSTEAD BAY. 
THE FISHERIES OF HEMPSTEAD BAY.-This bay has much the same character as Little Neck 
Bay, but does not seem to be so prolific of oysters and clams. Perhaps not over seventy-five m n 
live from fishing and oystering. The people living at the bay get most of their .fi b from New York, 
except :flounders and tomcod (frostfish). Quite a number of small bluefish are take11, with an 
occasional large one of 6 to 10 pounds weight. The natural growth of oy ters here i p or, and 
the planters send south for seed. A few terrapins were taken some years ago, but the p ci ba 
now nearly disappeared. Scallops have also been taken, but not recently. 
RosLYN.-There is no commercial fishing here. Thirty men occasionally r ke for y t r an 1 
clams, but do uot depend entirely upon this business. They have merely a kHf and a rak , th 
entir~ outfit costing less than $45 per man. Of these thirty men one-balf are marri d, aJHl ht v 
forty children, making eighty-five persons partly dependent upon th u in , P rhap _cim lirw 
forty persons wholly so. They gather several thousand bushel of oy t r and a n 1d r bl 
quantity of clams yearly. Mr. Thomas Clapham, a yacht builder and w 11-ku wn fi b •ul uri ,t, 
lives here, and has a trout pond, in which persons may fish for an equival nt. r b for la t, 
besides his revenue from the above source, he sold $250 worth of trout; la t Y ar ,.J w rth, an 
this year $SO worth. One of his ponds covers 2 acres. . . 
GLEN HEAD (GLENWOOD).-There are fifty men fishing for clam and Y t r m thi 
Thirty-five of these are married, and a total of two hundred person are cl pend nt n ll 
There are two sloops measuring 22 tons each, five measuring 9 ton each, and thr f 
101 tons in all. Most of the products are ·shipped by boat, only 155 barr l f Y t r 
going by rail in the year ending June 30, 1880. 
GLEN CovE.-There are :fifteen men fl bing f r clam and oy t r h r ; t n of tb ar mar-
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ried, with sixty persons dependent upon them. About $5,000 are invested in seed_ oysters, and 
$2,600 represents the value of the boats and tools. One sloop of 15 tons and some skiffs and small 
boats are used. All shipments go by boat. Last year 20,000 bushels of oysters were sent. Cox 
Brothers also sent 1,000 barrels of bard and 250 barrels of soft clams to New York. There is no 
fishing, except for sport. A trout pond of 5 acres, owned by the Glen Cove Starch Company, is 
free to the public to fish from the shore, but not from boats. Some 2-pound trout are taken 
here, and one of twice that weight is recorded. At Mattinicock Point is a pond of 100 acres, which 
can be made fresh or salt, owned by Mr. Charles .A.. Dana, of the New York Sun. This pond could 
be utilized for fish or oyster culture. 
118. OYSTER BAY. 
This bay is a famous locality for oysters, and notwithstanding the line between Queens and 
Suffolk Counties strikes the bay at its eastern end, leaving Cold Spring on one side and the 
remaining villages on the other, the same laws prevail. The oyster beds are leased by the towns 
at 60 cents per acre, the number of acres being unlimited. Some oystermen object to this method 
of leasing, and a few of the principal ones refuse to pay the rental, staking off their claims and 
holding them by force. About three-fourths of the bay is staked off, and the greater portion is 
planted. The seed is obtained at Bridgeport, Conn., at 25 cents per bushel, which counts out 
about 5,000 oysters. It is not necessary to · buy much when the spawn "sets" as it did this year 
an~ last. A few shipments are made by rail, but most of the catch goes by boat. A few lots 
have been packed for Europe. Soft clams are more plenty here than in t.he more western bays, 
but hard clams are not as abundant. Menhaden are taken in the spring of the year in seines for 
manu1·e; about $5,000 worth were secured last spring. Many :flounders are also taken for local 
consumption. Every few years there is a good crop of scallops; this year great quantities about 
the size of a quarter dollar may be seen; if these do not" winter-kill" there will undoubtedly be au 
immense crop next year. The fishermen tell me that a few scallops may be found at any time, 
but they are not always sufficiently abundant to render the fishing profitable. They say-that the 
young in the first stages cling to the eel-grass until their weight bends the grass down or breaks 
it, when they drift out of the bay with the grass which goes out in the fall. Last spring the grass 
came in and brought young scallops, which they claim accounts for the quantity of young ones 
this year. There has not been a good crop in six years. A few terrapins were formerly taken, 
but not many are found of late. Not many crabs are caught. No fish are sent to market. 
LOCUST V .A.LLEY.-'l'his is the terminus of one branch of the railroad, but there is no fishing 
here, a all of tbe fishermen of the region live on Oak Neck, at Bayville. One hundred and fifty 
barrels of oy ters, 1?9 barrels of hard clams, and 66 bushel~ of soft clams in shell were sent by 
rail la t year. 
BAYVILLE.-Here we find a population of four hundred depending entirely on the faheries· 
on hnndr d_and thirty men are actively engaged, of whom seventy-five are married. About eight; 
w m n are frequently employed in opening soft clams and oysters. Mr. William R. Bell post-
m t r, f)torek~e~er, and oyster planter, estimates the average yearly revenue to be from $~0,000 
t~ 3o,~~claimmg that it sometimes reaches $50,000, $15,000 of which is from oysters. Thirteen 
P ' 0 om lO to 30 tons each, are employed; they are worth, on an average about $1 000 each. 
;r mall ~t-boats, :worth 100 each, and one hundred small row-boats are als~ employe~. About 
' r mv. ted m oy ter beds. Most of the oysters go to New York and Connecticut by sail 
n. ml r, autl il; a 1 w are ent to Europe. James R. Ellison says that 500 bushels of hard an~ 
u, c a go from h re acb week· he se ~ 1100 b h 1 · 
, nus , us es of soft clams yearly, and from 300 to 500 
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bushels of hard clams during the season, which lasts from April to October; $2,000 worth of men-
haden are taken. 
OYSTER B.A.Y.-This village has one hundred men interested in the :fisheries· thirty-five of 
t,hese a_re married, g~ving a total of three hundred persons dependent on the industr~. Ten sloops 
averagmg 14 tons, eight averaging 6 tons, and five of 4 tons are employed· $25 000 are invested 
. b ' ' rn oyster eds and $2,000 in nets; $1,000 worth of menhaden are taken for manure in seines. 50 000 
b ' ' usbels of soft clams, 6,000 bushels of hard clams, and 75,000 bushels of oysters are taken . 
. COLD SPRING.-At Cold Spring Harbor, Oyster Bay, forty-five men are engaged in oystering 
durmg the season, and from December to April fifty others find employment on the clam flats. In 
this harbor there are 500 acres of oyster-beds planted under the regulations which govern the 
oystermen of the bay. The harbor is 3 miles long by 1 mile wide, three-quarters of the entire area 
being planted. Seven sloops, averaging 8 tons each, are used. In freezing weather, when the 
boats cannot run, shipments are made by rail. The total shipments are estimated at 25,000 bush-
els of oysters, 2,000 bushels of hard clams, and 18,000 bushels of soft clams; $2,000 worth of men-
haden were taken. 
SYOSSET.-This station, on the Long Island Railroad, sometimes receives a few barrels of 
oysters and clams from the bay .when the boats are frozen in. · 
For the whole of Oyster Bay it is estimated that in the past year there were taken and con-
sumed at home 300,000 pounds of fresh fish and 2,000 barrels of crabs. 
119. HUNTINGTON BAY. 
The principal products taken from this bay are mo11usks. The fishing proper is almost 
wholly for supplying the villages of the locality, few, if any, being taken for shipment to New 
York, though considerable quantities are carried to the interior towns of the island. Many 
flounders and crabs are taken, but they are not shipped to any extent. 
HuNTINGTON.-This village is situated on an arm of the bay which is well land-locked, and 
out of a population of 2,500, perhaps ninety men are engaged on the bay, of whom forty are 
married, giving a total of two hundred and fifty dependent upon the waters. Two thousand dollar ' 
worth of menhaden are sold yearly for manure. The boats owned here are smalJ ones, mostly skiffi ; 
$1,800 are invested in boats, $8,000 in oyster beds, and $2,000 in seines. Many of the oyster are 
shipped in boats belonging to other places on the bay; 15,000 bushels of oy ters, 20,000 bu h 1 of 
hard clams, and 35,000 bushels of soft clams were shipped last year. 
CENTREPORT.-Here we find one hundred men engaged in oyAtering, &c.; sixty are marri d, 
and not less than four hundred people depend upon the business for a Ii-ring. Three loop of 18 
tons· 9 of 7 tons· and 15 of 4 tons sail from this place. About $100,000 are invested in the oy ter 
' ' business and $3 000 worth of nets are employed in the fisheries; 50,000 bushel of oy ter , 75,000 
' ' bushels of soft clams, and 25,000 bushels of hard clams were shipped la t year; 3,0 0 worth of 
menhaden were sold for manure. 
NoRTHPORT.-Few :fishermen live h~rc. Most of the oyster planters in tll a ja nt wa r 
live at Centreport. Mr. A. Ackley, an oysterman, resides here, but the :fi.gur of hi bu iu · ar 
blended with those of Centreport. 
EAST NoRTHPORT.-Fifteen men from this town and the adjoining country ar in 





all are invested in the oyster business. The bulk of the product i marketed in boat b 
1 0 
ing to 
ot~er places, though 363 barrels of oysters and 4 of hard clams were bipp d by rail. 
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120. SMITHTOWN BAY. 
This great bay is an indentation of the Sound into the shore line extending from Sugar Loaf 
Uock on the west to Crane Neck Point on the east, a distance of 7 or 8 miles in a line from point 
to point. It is not at all land-locked. The Nissequague River empties into it, and Stony Brook 
Harbor, with its long inlet stretching east, called '' Porpoise Channel," affords shelter for smaU craft. 
Formerly a number of pound-nets were s_et in the bay, near its eastern end, but on account of the 
scarcity of fish in this part of the sound they have been taken up. The fishing in the bay is done 
chiefly. by men from other localities. 
SMITHTOWN.-The are no fishing interests here worth noting, if we except the trout ponds of 
Mr. Aaron S. Vail and Mr. John M. Tyler. Mr. Vail is one of the oldest trout breeders in the 
country. 
SAINT JAMES.-There are two or three :fishermen here, but their ·catch is consumed at home. 
A fisherman from the next village estimated the products at 800 bushels of oysters ; 500 bushels 
of hard clams; 900 bushels of soft clams, and 10,000 pounds of fresh fish. 
-
STONY BR00K.-Eighty men, fifty of whom are married, live by :fishing in the bay. With their 
children there are three hundred persons dependent on the fisheries. There a~e 16 sloops, aggre-
gating 110 tons, used here, none of tbetil. being over 10 tons; $10,000 are invested in boats and tools 
and $20,000 additional in oyster beds. The shipments.all go by boat; 20,000 bushels of bard clams, 
30,000 bushels of soft clams, and 18,000 bushels of oysters were sold last year. A.bout 20,000 pounds 
of fish, including flounders, bluefish, and other species found in the sound, were caught last year, 
the entire quantity being consumed locally. 
121. CONSCIENCE BAY AND VICINITY. 
Conscience Bay, and Setauket and Port Jefferson Harbors, lying between Old Field Point and 
Mount Misery Point; are practically one fishing ground, and it is almost impossible to separate the 
interests of the different villages. Port Jefferson Harbor is a favorite wintering place for pleasure 
yachts of the first class on account of its depth of water and its being securely land-locked. 
SET.A.UKET.-Six men from this place devote their attention to oystering and clamming. 
John Sharpe and his son Charles buy soft clams at 40 cents per bushel, taking them across the 
i land to Patchogue, where they sell them for $1. About 200 bushels were handled by them last 
year. There are two oyster planters, George E. Hand and William Risley; they secured 3,000 
bu h 1 of oy ters last year. They employ two sloops of 500 bushels capacity. , The catch is sent 
to Bridg port, Conn. 
EA.ST ETAUKET.-Fifty men from here are engaged in oystering in Port Jefferson Bay. 
Fully 25,000 are invested in oyster beds. The oyster business was not good this year. the oyster 
th t ,, t'' 11 . ' ' P a no e we for four years. Thirty thousand bushels of oysters and 5 000 bushels of 
• ft lam werc_marketed. Hard clams are plenty, and not less than 20,000 bushel~ were shipped. 
:..i 1 c r taken m pots of basket-work; 15,000 pounds were marketed. Twenty thousand pounds 
f fr h fi h were taken for home consumption. 
r RT JEFFERSON.-Thirty-five men from this town are engaged in the work on the bay· 
w 11t • r ma · d d h d ' me an one un red and thirty persons depend upon their industry. A.11 ship-
m ~it b boat. Hard clams are taken in summer and soft clams in winter. Sometimes seal-
I p c r t ken here, a well as crabs and lobsters. Many soft clams and oysters go from this place 
th • on alk, ew aven, and Bridgeport, Conn. In former years oyster beds were free, but 
r now I a d y the town at $3 per acre 4 ac b · th · ~ , res emg e hm1t allowed to one person. 
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This season 575 bushels of seed oysters were planted by Mr. Hand and others on thew t ide of 
the bay. The seed was purchased in Stratford, Conn., at 25 to 30 cents per bu hel. Thi is 
the first season that any systematic planting bas been done. Five thousand dollars are in e ted 
in the oyster business, and as much more in small boats, tools, etc., used for taking oy ter and 
clams. Four of the boats are over 5 tons. Many flat.fish are taken here in fyke and gill-n ts for 
supplying the surrounding country; perhaps 50,000 pounds of all kinds of fish, excluding eel , 
are taken annually. The last-named fish are taken in pots and with the spear. Herbert Dayton 
took 3,000 pounds and other parties t9ok 10,000 pounds. Bluefish, seldom exceeding 2 pounds in 
weight, are caught outside the bay in the sound; about 10,000 pounds were taken last seas~m, half 
of which were sent to New York. The bay is full of small bluefish. Some white perch are taken 
with hand-lines, it being contrary to law to net them. Five years ago scallops were plenty and could 
be taken by the boat-load, but they have never been less abundant than now; only 2,000 pounds 
(opened) were taken Ia.st year. Charles M. Ivines is engaged in gathering and shipping mussel ; 
in :May and June he averaged 900 bushels per week, for which he got $1.25 per barrel. They are 
used mainly for pickling. Mussels are exceedingly plenty, but the demand is limited, and they 
are "full" in the spring only. Inquiry at the ship -yards of John R. Mather, and of the sail-
makers F. M. and A. Wilson developed the fact that nothing is now done here in building and 
rigging fishing vessels, and that the few vessels which are engaged in fishing only do a local bu i-
ness, none going to distant waters. 
MOUNT SIN.A.r.-This village is located on a bay to the east of Mount Misery Point. It con-
tains six .fishermen and oystermen. A little fishing is done with gill-nets for home consumption. 
A few hard and soft clams are taken, as well as a limited quantity of lobsters and crabs. La t 
year there were 800 bushels of oysters, 200 bushels of soft clams, 400 bushels of hard clam , 100 
barrels of crabs, 2,000 pounds of eels, and 5,000 pounds of fresh fish taken. The brothers orge 
W. and Samuel Hopkins have carp ponds between Mount Sinai and Miller's Place. 
There are no fishing towns · of consequence east of tbe above until we approa h the <li tri ·t 
included in the next section. 
O.-THE EASTERN END OF LONG ISLAND. 
122. GENERAL DESOlUPTION OF THE FISHERIES. 
This di vision, for convenience, will include the .fisheries in Long I land S und n tl1 n r h, 
beginning at Baiting Hollow and extending to Orient Point, including tho f ar<liu r and 
Peconic Bays. It will also include the :fisheries of _the Atlantic on the outh, xt •nding fr m h 
eastern extremity of the islands as far west as Southampton. The captor of m nh, l n f r il 
and fertilizers is extensively carried on in this region, and it i not an un omm n sight 
fifteen or more menhaden steamers lying at the wharf, at Greenport, on unday. nud-11 \L ar 
used. They are located as follows: On the sound hore there are tbr w ·t f II rt n, 1 iul 
and one just east of it; a fifth is placed just east of Rocky Point, and fi ur oth r. ar 1 ·: t ' I 
between that and Oyster Pond Point, at the extreme end of the northern h r . In id f · ·t r 
Pond Point, in Gardiner's Bay, are two other pounds, with thr on L ng 
Orient Bay; one on Shelter Island; one near Southold; two in P c nic 
and Matti tuck. three in Little Peconic Bay; one on the ea tern id of g 
' 
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ide of Gardiner's Island; two on Napeague Beach, and three in Fort Pond Bay; making, in al1, 
thirty-one. These pounds are changed from place to place, their position depending largely on 
the run of fish. Fewer are fished now than formerly. Last year there wer.e three more between 
Culloden and Shagwong Points, and a number of others on Gardiner's Island. They are usually 
con tructed with a heart and bowl, although many have no heart but merely a funnel running into a 
quare bowl, these being locally known as "traps." In my report I shall class them all as "pounds." 
They are all built in the usual manner of stakes and netting, with a leader running toward the 
shore, and are often owned by men who live at a distance .and who own or lease the shore priv-
ileges: It is proposed to build one on a larger scale with iron piles, running out into the Atlantic 
from Napeague Beach, and circulars are out soliciting subscriptions to the capital stock. I take 
the following notice of it from the pages of Forest and Stream of December 2, 1880, headed '~A 
Gigantic Fish-Trap": 
"We have seen a circular headed 'The Long Island Fish Company,' which is now being 
circulated. It states that the company has been organized under the laws of the State of New 
York 'for the purpose of leasing and owning suitable locations for the erection of weirs, and 
erecting weirs or pounds (sometimes called traps) at such locations, and catching and selling all 
kinds of fish, and rendering fish for the oil and for fertilizers.' 
"We also learn that the company has become the owner of a tract of land at N apeague 
Beach, near the eastern end of Long Island and a few miles west of Montauk Point. Here they 
propose to put out a monster trap; and as one built in the ordinary manner with poles would not 
stand a week on this straight line of the Atlantic beach, which is so frequently storm-swept, they 
propose to put down iron piles after the manner of the ocean piers at Long Branch and Coney 
I land. They have chosen a place where the island is only half a mile wide-Napeague Bay-an 
indentation in Gardiner's Bay being on the other side, where their vessels can l(?ad for Sag Harbor 
and where their factories and ice-houses can be built. There is no question about the millions of 
fl h to be captured there, as all the fish which traverse the beach coming from the east, seeking 
the inlets of Shinnecock Bay and Fire Is]anJ., as well as those moving to the eastward to round 
Montauk and enter Gardiner's and Peconic Bays, or to enter Long Isla.nd Sound, traverse this 
route, and the fishermen often make enormous hauls there when the weather permits. Here, too, 
they come nearer the shore than at any other point, for there are no sand bars outside the beach 
to force them out for deeper water. 
''This monstrous aff'air will fish night and day the year round, and take fish which should be 
allowed to fill their mission of spawning. They say 'a weir is fishing night and day, and not 
only catches the schools of fish accidentally seen from the shore or from the deck of a fishing 
smack, but catches everything that comes along, and schools of fish not apparent from the surface.' 
"The weir is to run ~00 to 700 feet into the ocean, into 30 feet of water, and with this they 
snO'gest that persons taking stock may receive a great return, say $1,000 per annum for every 
$100 invested, and as ert that 'with the iron weir more menhaden can be caught than the whole 
fl• t of boat can catch.' We have no opinion to offer as to these statements, being content, for 
tlle l)r ent, to pre ent the fact as they appear. We do not hesitate to say, in this connection, 
that all fl h eeking our shore to spawn should be allowed to do so, and that tbe Menhaden 
ooiation are killing their goo e by allowing the fi h to be taken for manure when they come to 
pawn and are worth le s for · il. 
"An article in the ew ork orld de cribes the trap as follows: 'The weir will be an iron 
pier 10 fi t wid , ith b t or cti ns 20 feet long. It wm run out 700 feet, with 30 feet of 
water. t the outer end will e the heart- baped pound, the larger end of the heart inshore. 
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This heart is about 70 feet across, and outside of it is a box of iron piles and net.ting about 75 feet 
square. The fish str-iking the pier netting will run out seaward to the heart, and, passing ont at 
the lower end, will find thernseh·es in the outer receptacle. In the sections of the iron weir storage 
for .thousands of tons of fish can be provided, where t!iey will keep alive in their native element 
for a month or longer, and need not be brought to market when the price is low.'" 
Tl.ie waters of both Peconic and Gardiner's Bays contain scallops in considerable quantities, 
alt1;iough thrre are many places too deep to dredge for them. Soft and hard clams-also abound, as 
well as eels, crabs, and lobsters. On the eastern end of the southern "limb'' of the island, near 
• Montauk Point, is a large fresh-water pond. The fishing privileges of this entire point, from 
Napeague Bay to the extreme end, have recently been leased to Mr. E.G. Blackford, of Fulton 
Market, New York. 
The region west of Napeague Beach, now called "Promised Land," is the·site of many of the 
oil and fertilizer establishments known as "buuker factories." These, from Amagansett ~ast, are 
the "Ragged Edge Oil Works," of Ellsworth, Tuthill & Co., Greenport; those of Jonas Smith & 
Co., Promised Land; "Ranger Oil Company," owned by T. F. Price & Co., Grebnport.; the Oil and 
Guano Works belonging to H. R. Dickerson, of Staten Island; "Falcon Oil Works" of George T. 
Tuthill & Co., Greenport; Oil and Guano Works of _W. A. Abbe & Co., Promised Land. On 
Hick's Island, east" of the above, are the oil works of .William P. Green & Oo., Greenport; and a, 
litt.le farther on, in Napeague Harbor, are those of W. l\L Tuthill & Sons, of East Marion, and 
those of William Y. Fithian & Co., of Sot1thold. A.t North West, near Sag Harbor, are the 
factories of Henry E. Wells & Co., Greenport, and the Sterling Oil Works, of which J. 1\1. Raynor 
& Co., of Greenport, are agents. On Shelter Island are those of Hawkins Bros. & Co., Bunker 
City, and the Peconic Oil Works, of B. C. Cartwright & Co. At, Deep Hole, between Promised Land 
and SpringE:, is the factory of Higgins & Payne, of Sag Harbor; and at Southold is that of W. H. 
H. Glover. Near Orient, on Long Point Beach, the "Atlantic and V~rginia Fertilizing Company" 
are building a new factory to replace the one burned last winter. 
l\fr. W. Z. King, naval surveyor, bas for some years been in the habit of gathering such statis-
tics as could be obtained from all points on Gardiner's and Peconic Bays and forwarding them to the 
United States ]3ureau of Statistics. In his report he has included the figures for the menhaden 
factories of Vale & Griffin and Hawkins Brothers, on Barren Island, as the owners live at Greenport. 
Mr. King's figures for fresh fish are made up from the boat shipments, and are doubtless below the 
actual catch, for at times men from Connecticut have owned pound-nets in the vicinity and have 
marketed their fish in their own boats without reporting them. I give below the figures as 
obtained by him for the past year, beginning with July, 1879: 
Quarter ending September 30, 1879. 
Number of menhaden taken .. __ ...................... _._ 
Gallons of oil produced. __ ........ _._ .....•. _ ..... __ ..... . 
Tons of guano . ___ .... _. ____ .. __ . . _ . . ......... _ .... -..... _ 
Tons of edible fish . .•... __ ............... __ ....•. _ .... _ .. 
Quarter ending December 31, 1879. 
75,000,000 Number of menhaden taken ...................... : ..•.. 
350,350 Gall~ms of oil produced_ ·- .......... _ .. _ ... --~ ........ . 
7, 500 Tons of scrap produced .... _ .. _ .. _ ..... ~ .. __ ......... __ . 





He sums up the catch of the year by· estimating the total value of the products of the fish-
eries of the district for 1879 at $975,000. The total catch of menhaden by the bay :fishermen is 
claimed to be 211,000,000 fish, producing 1,013,350 gallons of oil and 22,100 tons of scrap. Tbc 
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ntire m nhaden catch for the bay, including those taken by tho residents and other fishermen: i 
e timated at 400,000,000 fl h. The figures for the first two quarters of 1880 are as follows: 
Quarter ending March 31, 1880. Quarter ending June 30, 1880. 
Ba hels of bard clams .............•..................... 2,300 Number'<if menhaden taken..................... . ..... . GO, 000, 000 
Bushels of scallops ... .. .... - ...•...... -- .... --··. -· --.. . 7, 000 Gallons of oil produced................................. 120,000 
Tons of edible :fish ..... -. -..... -..... -................ · · - 115 Tons of scrap produced . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 6, 000 
Tons of edible :fish (exclusive of those for homo con. 
sumption) ....................................... . ... . 330 
Mr. W. S. Havens, collector of customs at the port of Sag Harbor, has gathered statistics of 
the fisheries for all points on Peconic and Gardiner's Bays, and for the ocean shore from Riverhead 
to :M:ontauk and Orient Points. Mr. King informed us that th·ese figures were included in the 
statistics furnished by him, but as they differ in many particulars, we furnish a copy as taken from 
Mr. Havens's books : 
Quarter endinir Sep-
tember 30, 1870. 
Quarter endinp: De. 
cember 31, 1879. 
Quarter ending March 
31, 18SO. 
Quarter ending June 
30, 1880. 
Pro(lucts. 
Quantity. \ Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. 
I 
Value. Quantity. Value. 
Oysters .......................... bushels .. 1,000 $1,000 3,000 $3,000 1,000 $1,000 1,000 $1,000 
Other shell·fish . ..•.................. do .... 2,500 2,000 15, 000 7,500 ----·· ·----· 8,100 6,000 4,800 
Fresh fish ...•...•................ pounds .. 876,000 43,800 630,000 31,500 440,000 17, GOO 760,000 30,400 
Oil, other than whale ......•...•.. gallons .. 446,250 124,950 258,750 113,500 
············1··········· 
120,000 42,000 
Fish and scrap for fertilizers ........ tons .. 9,400 112,800 5,750 69,000 50 500 6,000 60,000 
All ofher products of tho fisheries ......... ................ 1,000 ···--- -----· •••••• ;.••••• .....• ····-- 1,500 .................. 1,500 
Total ................................ ................ 285,550 ············! 224,500 ..... -..... -I 28,700 .. ............. I 139,700 
The items of "Fresh fish,"" Other shell-fish," and "All other products" I think too low, aud 
in the account of the different towns of the district I give my estimate for each. 
123. THE FISHING TOWNS BETWEEN BAITING HOLLOW AND SOUTHOLD. 
BAI'l'ING HoLLOW.-Six fishermen, four of whom have families depending upon them, reside 
at thi place, which is an inland village with no harbor. Nearly all of them fish along the sound 
bore with haul-seine . The seines and boats aggregate about $1,600. The principal species taken 
al'e :flounder , bluefish, striped bass, and weakfish, the first.named being the most abundant. Last 
I 
year 40,000 pound of fish were taken and marketed in the locality at an average of G cents per 
pound. Very few were shipped during the season. 
RrVERIIE.A.D.-This is a place of about 2,700 inhabitants. It is situated at the head of Peconic 
Ry, which eparate the two peninsulas of the eastern end, or, as a citizen expressed it, "rig lit in 
the fork f the boot.jack." A small riYer empties into the bay at this point, but a dam prevents 
any fl h from a cending. A long pond, said to be 50 feet deep in places, is forme<l by the dam, 
an contain pike or "pickerel ' (Esox), which, from the descriptions, I think are E. reticulatus. 
lack a and carp hav-c been introduced this year . . One hundred of the men are engaged in 
fl hing. 1 ighty.eight are employed in the menhaden fisheries, and twelve live by clamming, eeliug, 
ix y out of tl.te entire num er are married, which, if the families be included, giYes a total 
f tllr lmn red an fifty per on dependent on the fisheries. Oysters were planted about 2 miles 
low tli ""illag la pring but they do not thrirn well. A company of six members was formed, 
with . har ,' f -.. 5 ·acb a cl 1 acr · wa planted witli G75 bu hel, of seed from New Hawn, Coun. 
• 
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They have 12 acres of ground, but only 1 was planted, as an experiment. Of fresh fish, 100,000 
pounds were taken last year; 1,975 pounds were shipped by rail, 800 pounds by boat, and the 
remainder was consumed at home. The :fish are taken in seines and fy kes, in which $400 :ire 
invested. Flatfish constituted the bulk of the catch. Three years ago a few shad were caught 
here, and if it were not for the dam it is possible that shad might become colonized in the river, 
as these places are suitable for spawning grounds. There is fresh water for. half a mile below the 
village at low tide, and at high tide it is brackish up to i.he ship-yard. Charles H. Homer has 
been· engaged in the menhaden fisheries, but he claims the business is so poor now that he is 
obliged to fish for eels and clams, along with twelve others. Clamming for hard clams was good 
last spring, but it bas not been remunerative this fall. The season lasts from March to October, 
and two men average 50 bushels each per month; the others get less. Clams are sold at $1 p..:f 
bushel to peddlers, who take them in wagons to other places. The year's catch amounted to 2,500 
bushels. The soft clams were nearly destroyed a few years ago, but they are increasing again. 
The present catch is 100 bushels annually. But few scallops are taken here, as on account of the 
shallow water and its freshness, the river and the head of the hay close early. 
Eels are taken both by '~firelight" (spear) aud pots. The former method is practiced during , 
July, August, and September, and the latter during the rest of the year. Charles H. Homer 
makes the pots, which are 18 inches long by 12 inches in diameter, of pine strips woven into 
baskets. After dyeing them with logwood to make them less conspicuous, he sells them to the · 
fishermen at 60 cents apiece. They are baited with "iuummies" (minnows) in the early spring, 
but when the "horsefeet" (Limulus polyphemus) "crawl," in May, these are used in preference. 
About 2,500 pounds of eels were taken last year; of these, 1,740 pounds were shipped by rail to the 
larger markets, and tbe rest were consumed locally. 
It is claimed here that Sylvester Petty, of Franklinville, invented the purse-net for taking 
menhaden. The old way was to take them in gill or ''fly" nets. The menhaden steamers George 
Hudson and Nat. Strong are owned here. They·cost $15,000 each, fully equipped with seines 'anc~ 
boats. The boats cost,. $400 and the nets $500 each. The men in the menhaden :fishery pay their 
own expenses, receiving a definite share in the catch, while the captains get an additional amount, 
usually a percentage of the gross stock, or so much per barrel for the fish landed. 
J.A.MESPORT.-Sixteen men take scallops and clams in this vicinity, and eleven women and 
fifty children are e~ployed in opening these bivalves. .About ninety people depend in part on 
·the business, equal to about forty people entirely dependent: About $7,000 are invested in 
:t>_oats and houses. The scallop fishery is described more fully under the toFn of New Suffolk . 
. There are eight boats here, aggregating 30 tons; 8,500 pounds of scallops were taken during ti:ie 
s_~ason, of which 2,680 pounds were s~ipped by rail, and 3,000 pounds went by boat. Of the 
r~mainder, 1,500 pounds were sold to peddlers, and the rest were consumed locally; 2,000 bushels 
9-f hard clams and 500 bushels of soft clams were taken. A pound-net here,. valued at $300, fa 
estimated to take about 20,000 pounds of fresh fish during the year. 
FR.A.NKLINVILLE.~Four men from this town live by :fishing. They have about $1,500 invested 
in boats, and nearly $500 more in nets; 8,000 pounds of scallops and 25,000 pounds of fish were 
taken. Nearly all of the latter were shipped by rail to New York. 
M.A.'l'TITUCK.-Five residents of this place are fishermen. Three of them _ are married, and 
eighteen persons are <lependent upon them. Three women an<l fourteen cllildren are employed in 
opening scallops during the season. There are three :fishing boats, aggregating 14 tons. A 
capital of $3,000 i~ invested in boats and buildings for the scallop industry; 18,000 pounds "'rre 
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tak 11 la t year, of which 14,968 pounds were sent west by rail, and the others were distributed 
1 ewh re. A few hard clams, probably 600 bushels, were taken. A pound-net west of the village 
took 25,000 pound of fresh fish, and about 15,000 pounds of eels were taken with spears and pots. 
NEW SUFFOLK.-This small place has been built to accommodate the scallop trade. Ship-
ment by rail are made at Cutchogue. The scallop fleet numbers sixteen sloop-rigged boats, 
ranging from 5 to 15 tons each, the aggregate being about 120 tons. Seventy men are engaged in 
fishing for scallops; while twenty men, thirty women, and eighty children are employed in opening 
the product, making a total of two hun<lrecl persons, the majority of whom are Americans, en gaged 
in thi industry. The fishery is carried on at any time between October and the following May, 
when weather and ice do not interfere. The fleet averages 100 bushels (in shell) per day, or 18,000 
during the season. They'' open out" half a gallon of meats to the bushel of shells, making D,000 
gallons, which, at an average of 60 cents a gallon, net the producers about $5,400. They are 
shipped in boxes to commission merchants in New York, the selling price varying from 25 cents 
to 1.50 per gallon. Not less than $20,000 are invested in boats, houses, and tools. The scallops 
are caught with dredges (pronounced· driulges by the fishermen), similar to those used in taking 
oysters, except that they have no teeth. The bottom part of the bag, which holds from 1~ to 2 
bushels, is made of chain and the upper part of net. The boats drift with the tide, and, if possiMe, 
with the wind. The dredges are us~d in 2 to 30 feet of water, 7 fat.horns of line being the average 
. length in shallow water; the length is, however, varied according to circumstances, for when 
it is windy they must pay out more, and when moderate less, to regulate the speed and pre-
,cnt anchoring the boat. If very deep water is dredged_~ additional lines must be bent on. 
Scalloping has been practiced here twenty-ft v~ years, and it is claimed that the discovery that the 
species was eatable and marketable originated here. 
Women and children are employed for shucking the scallops; the former ordinarily open from 
15 to 18 gallon per day, according to the size of the scallops, and it is not uncommon to see a 
woman standing at her place working while she is rocking the cradle with one foot. The work is 
all done in frame buildings and the people stand in a row at a bench. Children often come down 
after chool and open 5 or (3 gallo~s. The price paid for opening was formerly 25 cents per gallon, 
but it wa r due cl to 15 cents last season, and to 12 cents this year. If the demand for scallops 
· goo l, 15 cent will doubtless again be paid. From 80 to 200 scallops fill a quart cup, equal to 320 
to O to the gallon. Every part of the scallop is used. The hard adductor muscle is all that is 
c ten_, and it is tlle only part marketed. The soft parts called ''rims" were formerly sold for 
manure at 1 per barrel, but they are now mainly used by the dealers on their own land. Fifty 
thou and bushel of shell have been sold at 2½ cents per bushel; they are used for catching oyster 
1 a and are in growing favor on account of the ease with which they go to pieces when the oysters 
g t large. Tb y ar often taken from the beds and turned over with a shovel to separate the 
5 , t r and keep them from bunching. 
om of th callop boats are u ed in the "off" season for taking hard clams. About twenty-
liv men ar engaged in clamming in the ummer, averaging 4 bushels per day from April to 
to r. Th y atch mo t of the clam in the early spring and bed them down for summer; 10,000 
u. b l w r taken la t y ar; 200 u bel of oft clam were dug for home supply. 
E • ~rc.-Thr p nnd-net on the ound ide are owned by resident of thi place. The prin-
·i p l are from these net and from the catch of menhaden and 
11 I · . fi h rie , t rty of whom are married, with two hundred 
ail, a pound fi herman, claims that the fi heries are 
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decreasing. There are $1,500 invested in nets, exclusirn of those used in the menhaden fiRhery, 
and $3,000 worth of fishing boats and tools are used. Most shipments of fishery products go by 
boat to New York or to Connecticut. Last year 18,000 pounds (2,000 gallons) of scallops, 1,200 
pounds of eels, and 600,000 pounds of other fish were caught. 
SouTHOLD.-1\fr. W. H. H; Glover has oil works at this place, and Mr. vV. Y. Fithian, owner 
of works at Napeague, resides here. l\fr. Fithian says that now (October 1) the menhaden yields 
an average of 3 gallons of oil per thousand fish, but that the average for the season, up to Sep-
tember 10, was only 2½ gallons. He owns a steamer worth $13,000, and two sail, craft; his factory 
is worth $18,000. Some menhaden seining is done at Peconic in the spring, the fish being sold for 
manure. Perhaps $2,000 worth were so taken last spring. 
Outside of the menhaden business there are six men engaged in the fisheries; three ,are mar-
ried and twenty persons are dependent upon them. Two men, W. Maynard and John Dunkle, take 
scallops; three women and ten children find employment in opening them. One boat is used in 
the fishery and 40,000 pounds of · scallops were obtained last year, 13,025 pou-nds of which were 
shipped by rail ; 200 bushels of soft clams, 400 bushels of hard clams, and 50 barrels of hard crabs 
were taken. The other products were 30,000 pounds of dressed eels, of which quantity 9,290 
pounds were shipped to New York by rail; 800,000 pounds of fresh fish, four-fifths of them being 
consumed locally; 200 bushels of oysters and 50 barrels of lobsters. Oyster-culture is being 
attempted here by Mr. John P. Terry, who has 50 acres planted. 
124. GREENPORT AND ITS FISHERIES. 
GREENPOR'l'.-This place, with i~s deep, spacious harbor, was formerly a great whaling 
center, but on the abandonment of that industry the capital was mostly transferred to the men-
haden business. Many owners of factories -live here. Mr. David G. Floyd, now seventy-nine 
years old, went into the whaling business in 1847, but, to use his own language, has now,~ g_ot do~n 
to menhaden." He says that he remembers the first bluefish he ever saw; fifty years ago they 
were called" horse mackerel." Iu 1838, when the first Spanish mackerel were caught here, the 
people were afraid to eat them; they were taken in "Narr0w .Bay," between Moriches Bay and 
Great South Bay. Between 1850 and 1860 menhaden were usually ~lenty, with the exception of 
one year, when they failed. His father told him that the eastern end of the island did not raise 
grain enough to feed the inhabitants until they began using fish for manure; this practice began 
about fifty years ago. Rye was the main dependence for bread up to that time, but after applying 
fish they could raise wheat as easily as rye. He now has one factory and two steamers in the men-
haden business. He first engaged in the business in 1865, when he bought a saii vessel, and, after 
putting oil works on board of it, went down to Chesapeake Bay. · The business was a new one, and, 
having had no experience, he _did but little. The next season he went to Maine, but the people 
objected to his fishing inside of the 3-mile limit, and thinking the point hardly worth contesting he 
garn it up temporarily and returned home. 
Tliis year the fish have been poor and have made but littlt. oil, probably not over 2½ or 3 
gallons per thousand, an ave~age yield for other years being about 4½ gallons. l\fr. Floyd says that 
the fo;h were plenty in May, but that they were very poor, and taking the season through it bas 
been an unprofitable one so far; but as October and November are the best months, the fish then 
being fatter, it may help to bring up the a,rerage. Capt. B. F. Conklin, of Jamesport, says: "Six or 
seven years ago, in July, the fish in Gardiner's and Peconic Bays were "\"ery fat and made from 12 to 
-15 gallons of oil per thous;nd." _ Mr. Henry E. Wells, of D. D. Wells & Sons, says that he began 
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fi lJ.ing form nhaden on July 4, 1850, and was the first person in the business. Be put up steam 
oil work ou Sh lter I land. The fish were at first taken wholly in shore-seines. In 1852 he went 
into the pur e-net fishing, with small boats; later he emplo) ed yacht steamers. "We built," says be, 
"the fir t team factory in the State of Maine, at South Bristol. The firm was Wells & Co. We also 
built the fir t team works in Virginia, on Tanner's Point, where we staid one J"ear, after which we 
returned to South Bristol." He thinks the business varies from good to bad, as other bu~iness 
doe . The catch for 1880 was better than that of the previous year. He thinks it would be better 
policy not to capture any menhaden before June 1, so as to allow them to spawn. In August, 
1873, be took one boat load of menhaden in Little Pe.conic Bay which yielded 24 gallons of oil per 
thou and fish. 
Bluefish and weakfish ha.ve been abundant this season, but Spanish mackerel were very scarce. 
Some shad have been caught in the pounds during the past few years. The schooner Storm Child, 
a well- mack running to the New York market, is owned here, and from the middle of April to 
the 1st of October fishes for lobsters and then goes to Nantucket for cod. Lobsters taken at Gay 
Head (Martha's Vineyard) are easily kept alive in the well, but those taken from the colder waters 
of .Maine often die. The captain says: "This seasou would have been a good one had it not been 
for the 10-inch law, which has worked disastrously. If this law affected the canneries it would be 
an excellent one, but under it they can work up small lobsters, while the market is closed on them 
to u ." When fishing for cod he gets his bait (sea-clams) from Rockaway. His catch being taken 
out ide the limits of the island and marketed in New York, I have not included it here. FiYe 
smacks ,1,il from this place, and two belonging to New York marketmen are often laid up here. 
They have not been out much this season, as they say it was too dull to pay expenses. Exclusive 
of the menhaden lmsiness there are forty men engaged in fishing here; twenty of these are married, 
and, including their fam11ies, one hundred and fifty persons are dependent on the fisheries; $15,000 
are invested in boats and $5,000 additional in nets and implements. 
Ten boats with twelve men were employed in the scallop fisheries. The season begins the last 
-of September and ends about March 1. In the winter of 1876-'77 some of the boats took 50 to 60 
bu hels per day. They are opened by boys from nine to sixteen years old an<l. are Eent to Fulton 
market by express; 15,000 bushels, averaging a half gallon of meat each, were taken in the season of 
1870-80. These sold at an average of 60 cents per gallon. In July the young scallops are as big as 
a man's thumb-nail. In November they have increased to the size of an old-fashioned copper cent. 
~he fi bermen think that they spawn in June. 
The yield last year, including the product shipped to New York and Connecticut, and those 
con urned at home, was 3,000,000 pounds of fre h fi h, 20,000 pounds of eels, 80 barrels of lobsters, 
7- barrels of bard crab , 10,000 pound of scallops, 1,000 bushels of hard clams, and 400 bushels 
of oft clam . Ten men take scallop and 14 women and 40 children devote their attention to 
opening the catch. The oft clam. are not considered very good until snow comes; the fresh water 
from snow i aid by the clammer to fatten them. 
12:--. THE 1 1 HI TO BETWEE EA. T MA.RION AND SOUTHAMPTON. 
A T fARI0.1.".-Th re ar ev n y-fiv m. n engaged in the fisherie from this point. Tl.le 
un<l fi h r li,'ing h re fi h iu Ori n Bay, along th oun<l, at iantic, onn., and at Napeague. 
a t. nry llo t fi rm rl) own d two pound in apeague Bay, ju tin ide Rocky Point. He 
bed th m r gnlarly for ni.n y ar , but ha now giv n up the u ine .. . ent bi fl ·h to New 
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York in boxes averaging 225 pounds of fish each. The following are the sliipments for the nine 
years, copied from his books : 
Y ear. 
1871. •.... . ........... 
1872 ...... . ........•.. . 
1873 . ........ . . ... -.. . 
1874 . : . ... . ....... . ... . 
1875 ......... . ........ . 
1876 . . . .......... . ... . 
1877 . . ..... . ..... . .... . 
lE:78 .. . ....... -. .... - - · 
1879 ..••..... . ........ 
Number I Pounds 
of boxes. ' offish. 






236 59, 175 
251 54,225 
113 25, 425 
Making a total of.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 515,250 
His fishing season was from May to October. He has no record of the Spanish mackerel 
caught, but gives bis recollections as follows: 1871, 6,000; 1872, 2,500; 1873, 1,000; 1874: to 1878, 
500; 1879, 10 fish. He says in 1871 Spanish mackerel were plenty; in 1872 the pound-nets began 
to increase in numbers, and kept illcreasing until 1875, when this fishery was at its height; in 1878 
it began to decrease, and there are not as many nets this year as last. 
Capt. James McDermott is now engaged in the capture of flatfish for two mont,hs in the spring, 
beginning about the 1st of l\:Iarch . . He fishes tell fykes, the hedgings to tbe:se extending fully 7 
rods from the shore, while the wings are about 16 feet in length. The fykes proper have two 
funnels each. They are about 9 feet long and 4 feet in diameter. In the spring of 1881 be reports 
the flatfish much less abundant than formerly, his entire catch not exceeding 600 v,ounds per week. 
This he attributes to overfishing in the bay, where a large number of fykes are set. 
Capt. Willard Rackett, of the sloop Laura Thompson, is engaged in running lobsters to tbe 
New York market. In the f,pring and early summer he visits Deer Isle, on the coast of Maine, to 
secure his supply, but later, owing to the loss of lobsters in transportation, he buys them of the 
Massachusetts fishermen. He can carry about 20,000 pounds of lobsters in cool weather. When 
the weather becomes warm only half that quantity can be taken with safety. During the seaspn 
he carries about 80,000 pounds, the average weight of the lobsters being about 1½ pounds each. 
Vessels owned here hail from Greenport, and their tonnage is included in the fleet of that port. 
The fresh fish caught from different waters by the men living here is estimated at 150,000 pounds 
for the year. In addition to these, 10,000 pounds of eels, 100 barrels of lobsters, 100 barrels of 
hard crabs, 200 bushels of bard clams, and 50 bushels of soft clams were secured . 
. The :fishermen report that bluefish a.re holding their own in numbers; weakfish decreased 
slightly from 18U to J877, since which time there bas been little change; porgies (Stenotomus chry-
sops) have decreased, and lmtterfish (Stromciteus triacanthus) hold their own. There are $4,000 
invested in nets, and $6,000 in boats, by the resident fishermen. 
ORIEN'.I.'.-This is the most easterly village on the northern peninsula. There are five profes-
sional and eight semi-professional :fishermen here. Two of the former are married, having nine 
children, giving sixteen wholly dependent on the fisheries. Of the latter, six are married, and 
having twenty-seven children, make a total of forty-one partly dependent on the fisheries. It bas 
been my custom to take half the semi-professionals and add them to the others. This would make 
nine men, .five married and thirty-six dependent. The owners of pound-nets from here to Oyster 
Pond Point are farmers, who own the beach. In Orient Bay are two pounds, which are owned in 
East Marion, and their catch is included in the figures of that place. There are three pounds and 
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fertiliz r fa t ry on Long Point Beach, two pounds south of Oyster Pond Point, and five in the 
nn be w en the la t-named place and Rocky Point, lying to the west of Orient. There are 
. 6 o o i.J.Yfl t l in nets, and $12,000 in boats -for fishing. There are no men here engaged in :fishing 
fi r eitller menha ien, mackerel, or halibut; all arc pound-netters, here or elsewhere. The fishing 
i better than la t year for all kinds of fish. A few Spanish mackerel (150) were taken. Both 
bluefish and porgies have increased. 
The average cost of a pound-net is about $500. The pound proper requires 100 pounds of 
twine, and the leader from 100 to 150 or even 250 pounds, according to length and the de th of the 
water. 
The Atlantic and Virginia Fertilizing Company, on Long Beach Point, lost their factory by fire 
last winter. When running they employed forty men all the year round. They arc rebuilding. 
They buy fish-scrap from the oil factories and mix it with othrr materials, thus making an excellent 
fertilizer. 
The catch last year was 300,000 pounds of fresh fish, 50 barrels of crabs, 100 barrels of lobsters, 
800 bushels of oysters, 500 bushels of bard clams, and 200 bushels of soft clams. 
GARDINER'S IsL.A.ND.-Formerly ten pound-nets were fished here, but now only two remain. 
No fishermen live here, and the catch is therefore included in the figures of other places. 
MONT.A.UK POINT.-Here is Great Pond, a pond of fresh water containing 1,500 acres. It 
sometimes empties into th~ bay, and the owner, Mr. Benson, has talked of nrn~ing an opening with 
a sluice-way, n0 as to render it brackish ~ncl make an oyster-pond of it. It contains neither yellow 
perch (Percui americana), pike, nor pickerel. W. S. Gardiner, of East Hampton, once rented its 
fishing privileges at $100 per year. He caught white l)erch (Roccus americanus), a few striped bass 
(Roccus l-ineatus), eels, and one codfish; also some menhaden, tau tog or blackfisb, mullet, weakfish, 
and flatfish. The white perch were the most abundant. He sounded the -pond from Big Island 
to the south end, and it showed a regular depth of 12 feet, except ,ery near the shores. Oyster 
Pond ha yellow perch and oysters. 
FORT POND B.A.Y .A.ND N.A.PE.AGUE.-Tberc are three pounds in Fort Pond Ba,y, and two in 
N~peague, but, being owned elsewhere, the catch is reported in the towns where the owners live. 
Napeague Bay and Harbor are together called "Promised Land," and several menhaden factories 
are located here. On the Atlantic side the great pound-net which it is proposed to build, with an 
iron pier, referred to in general remarks on the east end, is to be located. 
SPRINGS.-Here are forty professional and ninety semi-professional fishermen, equal to eighty-
:fiv men, f whom thirty are married, making fully two lrnndred and twenty persons dependent 
upon the ti herie . There are $8,000 invested in nets and apparatus, and $32,000 in boats. The 
aggregate for th boat is about 100 tons. During the fall a.nd winter of 1879, 10,000 bushels of 
callop wer taken in Three-Mile Harbor. Two men dug 800 bushels of soft clams last fall and 
old them at \Vatch Hill, Conn. Mr. Bennett, one of the interested parties, says that meu from 
Block I Jan land from Connecticut took from Three-Mile Harbor, about a mile from Springs, 4,000 
u b l f f lams last sea on, and that they do o every ;year. The entire catch was 8,000 
u h l , of which fully half were hipped. One thou and bu hels of hard clams were taken for 
c n mpti n in the vicinity. Of fre h tis 120,000 pound were taken; of eels, 2,000 pounds; of 
ra , 1 barr 1 · f 1 ter , 6 arrel . Stri el ba (Rooou lineat'us) are taken in seines and 
r , from to r until th w ath r g t too old. 
mi-profe ional fishermen live here; $20,000 
f ke Many of tLe farmers of the locality 
and other ·pecie on th Atlantic 
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side. The ba s· barn been scarce this year, and now (November 6) the men say none are to be 
fouud. Daniel Loper lives in his boat and fishes wherever be finds fish, at Montauk Point, Block 
Island, or elsewhere. He reports fishing as poor this year. Many men living here are engaged. in 
the menhaden :fisheries during the season, after which they fish with seines for other species. Few 
:fish arc shipped from the place. The catch for the past season has been: Fresh fish, 40,000 pounds; 
soft clams, 200 bushels; hard clams, 100 bushels; crabs, 30 barrels; eels7 4,000 pounds. 
EAST HAMP'.l'ON.-The men here fish along the ocean shore and in Gardiner's Bay. They take 
scallops, clams, eels, and other fish in the latter and bass and other fish in the former. There are 
twenty-five professional and seventy-fi·ve semi-professional :fishei.·men. The ba,ss season begins in 
October and lasts fo~ five or six weeks, or until cold. weather sets in. Flat-fish are ta.ken in fykes. 
Eels are speared, potted, and seined with a seine of fine mesh. The scallops taken are consumed 
locally; $10,000 are invested in nets and gear, and $30,000 in vessels and boats. The catch for tlie 
year was: Fresh fish, 50,000 pounds; soft clams, 500 bushels; hard. clams, 150 bushels; scallops, 
4,000_ pounds; eels, 6,000 pounds. 
SAG HARBOR. -This is the terminus of a branch of the railroad, and many fish caught by 
the men living at other points are shipped from here. Sixty men are engaged in the menJ:\aden 
and other :fisheries; half of them take clams and scallops. Three large and ten small sloops, 
aggregating 150 tons, are engaged in the business. At the time of my visit, October 21, the scal-
lop season was-not fairly opened, as the weather was too warm for them to keep wen, but the out-
look was good and the scallopers were confident of a good catch. Hard winters kill the species, 
but last winter was an open one and there was plenty of seed and few storms to drive them ashore 
to perish. They go in schools, and when driven on shore they soon freeze. In a, storm Capt. S. 
·Pidgeon, of sloop F. L. Nora, says that, if possible, they will work to windward, but if not possi-
ble, they are then drifted to leeward. He has seen them swimming in a crowd ten feet deep. 
John Talmage, who bas fished for fifty years, says that the porgies are increasing both in num-
b.ers and size; striped bass are getting scarcer every year; weakfish are not so plenty as ten years 
ago, but still fairly abundant., while bluefish are increasing. In referring to Spanish mackerel he 
said: "They were plenty t-wenty-:fi,e years ago, when they first came, and I have often caught one 
hundred in a night near Mattituck. This abundance lasted only four or five years, and they are 
Yery scarce now." 
Mr. L. Palmer says: "Three years ago I was the agent of the railroad at this place, and during 
col<l weather there were from 3 to 5 tons of flat-fish per day shipped from this ~tation." It may 
be proper to remark here that the Long Island fishermen do not distinguish the difference between 
the several species of Pleuronecticlce, but class them all as "fiat-fish." The names flounder, plaice, 
dab, window-pane, &c., seem to be unknown, and in conversation with :fishermen in different parts 
of the island I observed that they knew that some bad the month on the right and others on the 
left side, and that there were a few other differences, such as shape of the tail-fin, &c., but they 
either seemed to regard these thing~ as accidental or not of importance. A few of them liad 
noticed that those which lay upon a certain side of the body and had different tails grew larger 
than the others, but on the island. the term ''fiat-fish" covers all the species found. 
There are $4,000 invested in nets and tools and $30,000 in boats. The year's catch was 
as follows: Fresh fish, 2,000,000 pounds, of which 600,000 pounds were flat-fish; eels, 40,000 
pounds; scallops, 50,000 pounds; soft clams, 3,000 bushels; bard clams, 1,000 bushels; lobsters, 
200 barrels; hard crabs, 100 barrels, none shipped; oysters, 500 bushels. With the fresh fish are 
included some cod caught by men living here, though taken in other localities. The sloop Geor-
giana sails from Sag Harbor and fishes occasionally for bass, and at other times goes for cod, 
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, a . 1 0 the loop E-v line, Captain De Castro. The men fish with hand-lines, and for bait use 
unk r or menhaden and clam . Captain De Castro says that the trawls and pound-nets have 
p ilecl tho ft hing. 
BRIDGEHAMPT0N.-At this place are ten professional and forty semi-professional fishermen. 
John Ludlow ft hes for bass and finds them decreasing. There are $3,000 invested in nets and 
·7,000 in boat . The catch la -t year amounted to 150,000 pounds of fres~ fish, 10,000 pounds of 
eel , 50 bu hels of hard clams, 150 bushels of soft. clams, 59 barr@ls of crabs, and 8,000 pounds of 
callops. 
W .A.TER MILLS.-Twenty men fish from this place; eight are married and forty persons are 
dependent upon the fisheries. About $4,000 are invested in nets and $8,000 in boats. The catch 
Ia t year was 200,000 pounds of fresh fish, 8,000 pounds of eels, JO barrels of crabs, 20 barrels of 
lobsters, 180 bushels of bard clams, and 75 bushels of soft clams. 
SOU'l'H.A.MPT0N.-Forty men fish from this place ; eighteen are married and one hundred and 
twenty-five persons are dependent on the fisheries. Six thousand dollars are invested in nets and 
12,000 in boats. The fishing is done chiefly in the Atlantic and the small bays. The yield last 
year was 200,000 pounds of fresh fisll, 500 bushels of oysters, 1,000 bushels of hard clams, 400 
bu hels of soft clams, 2,000 pounds of eels, 80 barrels of crabs1 and 20 bushels of mussels. Nelson 
Burnett claims that the bass are getting scarce, while the porgies are growing more plentiful; that 
t,he weakfi h are decreasing, while the bluefish are increasing. 
D.-THE SOUTH SHORE OF LONG ISLAND. 
126. EXPLANATORY STATEMENTS. 
This division, beginning at Shinnecock Bay on the east and ending at Rockaway on the west, 
is :flat, level, and sandy. The peculiar feat!ire of the district is that the bays are not indentations 
in the coast line, a in other parts of the island, but are formed by a long sand-bar running nearly 
parallel to the main shore, which is locally known as" the beacll." ' This beach being nearly straight 
and the shore quite irregular, the intervening strip of water varies greatly in width~ expanding and 
contracting in turn so a to form a succession of salt water lagoons which are res1>ectively known 
un :ler the name of Shinnecock Bay, Moriches Bay, Bellport Bay, Great South Bay, South Oyster 
Bay, ( nd Hemp tead Bay. Here the oyster industry takes the first rank, and comparatively little 
:fi biuo- is done for mark t. The region is, however, a favorite resort for anglers, who often take· 
hundr d of pound in a day of ,arious specie , chief among which is the bluefish (Pornatomus 
saltatrix). Itis al o noted for the number and size of its trout streams, most of which are preserved. 
Many pond haxe been con trncted, and trout are being bred both for anglers and for market. 
127. SHINNECOCK BAY. 
Thi bay i a out t n mile iu length and varie from one to four miles in width. In former 
time it wa connect with fori he Ba.y on tlle we t, ut for many years it has bad an opening 
of it wn which i occa i ually clo ed y torm in autumn wl ich drfre the sand into it. On these 
o ca ion the inlet will r m iu cl el until th pring torm open it, unless it i opened by the 
1> opl Ii ing upon th iugnlar fa t that all tlJ in1 t on the outh side are working 
< h tim i lo and opens.of it own accord 
ome high r than tho c of the Atlantic, and 
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leach through the sand. They become quite fresh from the influx of the streams emptying into the 
bay, and the sea fish thus shut in die when the waters get cold. In this way untold millions of 
valuable food-fish have perished. S~1ch a closing happened in October last (1880), and among 
the fish lost were thousands of small bluefish, weakfish ( Oynoscion ·regale), porgies or scup (Steno-
tomus chrysops), and menhaden (Brevoortia tyrannits). Several public-spirited citizens offered to 
dig an opening at their own expense, but there is said to be a law forbidding it. They all want 
the inlet opposite their own houses, and so commissiqners were appointed to select a location for 
it. These commissioners put it off until their fall farming work was done, and in the meantime the 
fish died. Mr. William N. Lane, at Good Ground, says that when th<: fish die in the bay 'in such 
quantities it seriously interferes with the fish which desire to enter it to spawn the next season, as 
the oil or "slick" which is produ_ced upon the water is very offensive to them. In former years 
Spanish mackerel (Scomberom,orus maculatus) were taken in this bay, but none come now. The prin-
cipal species at present are bluefish, weakfish, eels, and porgies. It is claimed to be the best place 
for eels on Long Island. 
'' Duck clams" come into the bay peri?dically and when they are here the porgies (scup) come 
in and feed upon them in great number~, as do several species of wild fowl, as red-heads, canvass-
backs, broad-bills, coots, boobies, and old-squaws. This clam came in last summer, after an 
absence of three years. Their stay is usually three or four years, when they all die from some 
cause unknown. 
Goon GROUND.-Seventy-five men at this settlement derive their support from the water. 
They divide their time between fislling, clamming, wild-fowl shooting, and taking out parties of 
pleasure fishermen in their sail-boats. The fishing season continuing more than two-thirds of the 
year, the number of fishermen may be plac~d at fifty. Twenty of the men are married, and one 
hundred anct thirty persons in all are dependent upon the fishery. Small boats of 2 tons are used, 
of which there are fifty, worth $4,000. About $-5,000 arc invested in seines, fykes, and gill-nets. 
Eels are taken in great numbers. l\fr. Lane, alluded to above, t_ook eels from twelve to fifteen 
years ago, and averaged 25,000 pounds per year. He thinks that in the whole bay there are fifty 
men eeling at the present time, l.nit their labors are not rewarded with the same success as 
formerly, and the entire yearly catch proba,bly does not average more than 100,000 pounds. About 
30,000 pounds of eels are taken at Good Ground, together with 1,000,000 pounds of fresh fisb, 
including flat-fish. Crabs are plenty, but not many are sent to market. The catch reaches about 
100 dozen of soft crabs and 200 barrels of hard crabs, the latter being consumed at home. 
ATL.ANTICVILLE.-Forty men fish here, of whom twenty are married. There are one hundred 
persons in all dependent on the fishe_ries. The apparatus of capture is similar to that of the 
neighboring towns. Fifty 2-ton boats, worth $4,000, and $6,000 worth of nets, are used in the 
fisheries. The products consisted of 50,000 pounds of eels, 1,200,000 pounds of other· fish of 
various species, 50 barrels of bard crabs, 300 dozen of soft crabs, 200 bushels of oysters, and 500 
bushels of hard clams. 
QuoGUE.-This locality has ten fishermen, six of whom are married. Including these men 
and their families a total of thirty persons are dependent upon the fisheries. In the months of 
Mas and June, and sometimes in October, these fishermen devote their attention to the capture of 
striped bass with seines and gill-nets on the outer shore. The catch of this species has fallen oft' 
greatly in the past few years. The total production of the fisheries of this place for the last year 
amounted to 20,000 pounds dresi:;ed eels, 40,000 pounds fresh fish, and 50 barrels bard crabs. 
At Pond-Quogue, or Canoe Place, .as it is otherwise designated, is a menhaden factory owned 
by l\Ir. Albert Terry, of Riverhead. 
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128. 1\10 RICHES BAY. 
Thi ay i 1G mile long and from 1 to 2 miles wide, aD;d has 5 feet of water in its channel at 
bigll tide. It opeu on the "e tend into Great South Bay, and has no independent inlet into the 
ce, n. It n are t connection \\ith the sea is Fire Island Inlet, some 25 miles to the ,Test, and in 
con eqnence its \\aters are at times rendered quite brackish by the large fresh streams flowing in 
at catuck oYe and Forge River. 
:\Io t of the hard crabs shipped from Long Island come from this bay, the people of other locali-
ti n ,er having engaged &o extensively in the work. They are taken _from small boats by means 
of long line , with short ones, or snood&, attached at intervals of 2 or 3 feet, which are baited with 
piece of eel or other fish. The fisherman "overruns" the line from one end to the other, and as 
the unfortunate crustaceans are successi\"ely lured within reach h&.secures them with his dip-net. 
The crab, are shipped to Ne" York in second-hand cement barrels. · These cost 10 cents each, and 
are delivered to the shippers free of transportation from New York by the Long Island Railroad 
for the sake of the return freight when full. There are n9 oysters in the bay eaRt of West Moriches. 
The water is too fresh for scallops, bard or soft clams. 
WESTHA}IP'l'ON.-Forty men belonging to this place are occupied in fishing. Fifteen of these 
haYe familie , which raises the total number depending upon the fisheries to one hundred. Seine . 
fi bing in the surf is carried on from May to November. Each seining crew consists of eight men, 
and i accompaniecl by t\\o horses, which are used for hauling the seines and carting away the 
ft h. The men fi hon hares, one-third going to the owners of the net and the remainder being 
divided eqna1ly among the members of the gang. An outfit, consisting of ·nets and small boats, 
co t $1,200, the total amount hffe ted in apparatus for the five gangs thus reaching $6,000. 
tripe l ba (Roccus lineatus) and white perch (Roccus american·us) are taken in South Bay 
from Nov m ber to May. 
Ten men devote a portion 9f their time to the capture of eels. An eeling outfit costs $150. 
Tbi includes boats, cars, eel-pots, and shrimp-nets for taking bait. Mr. S. B. Topping, who was 
an eel r thirty years ago, informs us that be has taken 300 bushels of th.em in a day from April 1 
t July 1. At that time minnows were used as bait in this fishery, but they are now rather scarce. 
bout forty years ago Mr. John Lawrence put some "mud-pike" (Esox americanus [nobilior] 
m lin) in a pond which he made for them at Mastic. A high tide overflowed the pond and let 
them into the bay, wher they have increased to the detriment of the-trout streams. They are 
now iu all the mill-pond , and have exterminated the troi.1t in some· places. Many are taken for 
marke in fin gill-net . They attain the weight of from one-half to three-quarters of a pound. 
TlJ procluct of the fi heries of Westhampton amounted last year to 3,000 pounds of eels, 
5 ,O ound of fr h fi h, and 100 barrels of hard crabs, all of the latter being consumetl locally. 
PE0NK.-Ten m n ft h from thi place in the waters of the bay. Four of these are married, 
and ha-v fl.ft en per on depending upon them for support. Five hundred dollars are invested in 
oat and l, 0 in n t . Th yi ld la t y ar wa 3,000 poun<l of eel and 30,000 pounds of fresh 
fl li. 
E , 
ay. Ten are married, and, including 
n d rive th ir li ing from the fi beries. One thousand 
in net . Tb catch la t year wa : Fresh ft b, 100,000 
1 on 1 . Th ra a ·b i includ d with that of .Moriches Station, 
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CENTRE MoRIOHES.-Twenty of the residents of this town are engaged in tal_dng har.d crabs 
from June to November. Twelve are married, and sixty persons depend upon their labors. The 
men make from $10 to $15 per week during the season. Crabs are sold on commission, sometimes 
netting them 23 cents per barrel after all expenses and sometimes as high as $2.50. The average 
is about $1. The business is only three · or four years old and is growing. At the approach of 
winter the crabs go into deep water and the men turn their attention to the capture of eels and 
other fish. 
Besides the crabbers there are thirty other fishermen here, two-thirds of whom are married . 
..About eighty persons are dependent upon their exertions. There are two gangs of surf-fishermen, 
numbering six men each, who fish with seines on the outer beach from October to December. · 
Each gang bas an 18-foot boat propelled by three pairs of oars. The seines used are 175 fathoms 
long and 2 fathoms deep in the middle, with a 2-inch mesh, and arc hauled without the help of 
horses. Five hundred dollars are invested in boats and $2,000 in nets and traps. The year's ca.tch · 
was: Fresh fish, 200,000 pounds; eels, 250,000. 
MoRICHES STATION.-This place is quite inland, and only six fishermen liYe near here. It is, 
however, the principal shipping point for all the surrounding region. Four-fifths of the shipments 
of fish are made by express, and the remainder by freight. Eels are commonly shipped on Thurs-
days, as many being sent on that day as in all the rest · of the week together. On October 28, 
1880, 3~000 pounds of eels were shipped, and on November 4 1,980 pounds. The figures for hard 
crabs in 1880 were as follows, each barrel containing from 225 to 250 crabs: 
Barrels. 
J unc .••••. __ ........... _.... . • • • • . . . . • . . . • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 126 
July .. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 403 
August .. a ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1,194 
September...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•. . . . . . . . . . . . 1,941 
October····-·--····................................................................... 905 
November (to 10th).................................................................... 92 
Total_ .. _..................................................... . . . . . . . . . . ... . ..... 4,661 
129. GREAT SOOTH BAY. 
Great South Bay is a body of water 36 miles long and from 3 to G miles wide. I.ts waters 
mingle on the east with those qf the bays of Moriches and Bellport, extending westward to South 
Oyster Bay, from which it is separated solely by an imaginary line. The only direct communica-
tion with the sea is at Fire Island Inlet, which opens well to the westward, opposite Bay Shore. 
There are but few i8lands, and these are near the beach or ocean side. The region is a famous 
resort for anglers, but its commercial fisheries are not large. Oystering is extensively carried on 
in the western half and clamming in the eastern. 
The winter of 1880-'81 was a severe one, the bay being frozen nearly solid, but the oysters did 
not suffer as much as was expected. One of the old oystermen, J\fr. Floyd R. Skinner, of Bayville, 
has noticed that a long hard winter leaves them weak and in bad condition, but that the losses by, 
death are less than when the weather is changeable with high winds. The winter of 1879-'80 was 
mild and but little loss occurred. .As no dredging is allowed in the· bay, all oysters are taken with 
tongs except the few which are gathered with rakes in shoal water. The bay lies in the townships 
of Brook Haven and Islip, the oyster district extending from Brook Haven on the east to Ford's 
River on the west. The oyster beds in the former townshil) are free to citizens of the town on 
payment of a "toleration fee" of $1· per year. The beds are places where there are deposits of 
old shells. The "grounds" are staked off or buoyed into 4-acre lots, which are leased to citizens. 
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Th pric wa form rly 1 per acre, but i now $3 for 4 acres. In the town of Islip, the eastern 
1 rtion whi b wa form rly part of Brook Haven, is still under the above rules, but in the western 
part the ground are lea ed at 1 per acre without a toleration fee for public beds. They plant 
und r a p cial act of the legi latnre. Most of the oystermen use cat-boats, averaging 4½ tons each, 
f wbi h ther are about three hundred: iu the bay. One thousand men and two hundred boys, 
com po ing the entire fl hing population, engage in oystering during the greater part of the season, 
which la t from the 15th of September to the 15th of June. The boys'' cull," that is, pick over the 
oy ter and throw back the shells. In former years more boys and fewer men were employed. On 
public ground a eason' work for a man is 500 bushels. The quantity was much greater in years 
pa t, but the species has been failing for years. Tbe oysters are sold by the "tub," holding about 
a bu hel. It is part of a barrel, and should be 10 inches high, 17 inches across the bottom, and 19 
inche at the top, inside measurement. The price varies from 75 cents to $1.25 per tub, the average 
being about a dollar. The men generally sell to shippers by rail or boatmen who buy for markets·. 
About one-half the catch goes to New York, and the remainder is divided between Norwich and 
ProYidence. Messrs. La Salle & Day buy for both the New York and the European markets. 
Many are now shipped in barrels to Europe, but no special packing is done for this trade except 
to wa h them clean, so that no mud gets in. 
M:r. Skinner, r6ferred to aboYe, says that during the third quarter of the present century the 
oy ters in the bay spawned only once in three years, but that during the last five years they have 
spawned oftener, although from causes in part unknown the greater portion of the seed have died 
oon after. One fruitful agency in their destruction is the "drill," which attacks the thin shell of 
the young and bores through. Their work can be plainly seen. There are very few star-fish, and 
the drill i the only known enemy. This is disappearing to some extent, and prospects seem better, 
a an unu ually large proportion of the last year's crop survived. Much seed from Virginia, the 
Ruel on River, Newark Bay, and Connecticut has been planted in the bays. The planters think 
that the la t i be t, because more likely to stand the winters and live. The Virginia seed is not 
o hardy; 50 per cent. dies the first winter and 30 per cent. of the Femainder dies afterward. The 
Rud on River eed is the next best. 
Forty years ago the principal oyster grounds were at Blue Point, near Patchogue. They have, 
howeYer, b n moving we twar<l at the rate of from one-quarter to 1 mile per year, having gone 15 
mil in thirty year . Sayville i now the center of the'' Blue Point" oyster industry. The clams 
ar going ea t at the ame time, a few now being taken as far east as Terry's bed, opposite Brown's 
oint, one-third of a mile ea t of Sayville. Seed was formerly shipped from the bay; now it is 
br ught in. Tbirty-fi:ve years ago 10,000 bushels of see<l. were shipped to Boston, and sold at 10 
cent · p r bu hel. In those <lay the oysters grew thickly_ on old shells, and in selling 3 bushels the 
purcha r took 2 of oy ter and 1 of shells. Seed is worth 50 cents per bushel, and from 1,000 to 
u h 1 are planted on a 4-acre lot, according to the size of the seed. 
Ir. a alle eli ve that the day of oyster-planting are numbered, unless the plants are 
u. r 1 from their n mi , human and other. In the :flu h oy ter times seed often sold from this 
.yfir.J: et pr uhl. 
Th r ar pl n y of hell in the bay for oy, ter pat to et on, but there has not been a good 
~ t ·h f ·pa in frv r ix y ar . The ' drill have made their appearance within this period. 
Th he inlet, deer a ing in number toward the eastern end of 
in the y ter u ine , and the annual yield amounts to 
1 ngag d in the fi h ri of tllis 
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bay. One-half are married, and about 3,000 persons, altogether, are dependent upon the products 
of the salt water. 
Besides the oyster, clam, fish, and menhaden industries, a little revenue is derived from the 
'' horsefeet" (Limulus polyphenws) and the common mussels (Jfytilus edulis). Smith's Point, on 
Bellport Bay, is the eastern limit of the horsefeet on account of the freshness of the water. They 
are used to bait eel-pots, feed chickens and hogs, and for manure. Farmers pay 50 to 75 cents per 
hundred for them. Eelers pay 2 cents each for females, but will not buy males. The season is 
May and June, when they" crawl" or come ashore to lay their eggs between tide marks. They 
are picked up on shore at night or speared with an iron pike in the water by day. If speared in 
the carapace, the juices run out and they die and are worthless. .A man can load a small boat at 
low tide in season. There are pr~bably 10,000 caught in a sea~on, which, at $1 per hm:dred, 
would only net $100, and .yet their actual value must be much more. 
Mussels are taken around the islands with oyster tongs principally, although a few are caught 
with rakes. They are worth 3 cents per bushel for manure. Probably 200,000 bushels are taken 
between Moriches and Babylon. .A Yery few go to market for pickling, but the demand is small. 
Minnows, "silversides" (probably Engraulis 11.'ittatus and other species), are taken with a net made 
of milnet for eel bait, bu~ usually by the eelers themselves, so that there is no regular price. 
Hard clams are taken from the opening of tlle bay in spring to its clo~e. The season is more 
active when oysters are out, from the middle of June to the middle of September. The same boats 
are used, probably two hundred, ranging from 2 to 6 tons each. During the height of the season 
:fl.ye hundred men and two hundred boys are employed. .A good day's work for a man is 1,000 
clams (about 3 bushels). They sell for $2 per thousand or 70 cents per bushel. The yearly 
production is about 150,000 bushels, of which about 20,000 bushels are put up by the cannery at 
Islip. The tongs and rakes used are made rather b.ea vier than those for oysters, and cost $5 
and $6, respectively. Three-fifths of the catch is taken with tongs the heads of which are of iron. 
Gill-nets, or set-nets as they are here called, are used, to a certain extent, in the :fisheries of the 
bay. They are 600 fathoms long and 6 feet deep, being made of ~otton twine, 12-thread, and having 
a 3-inch mesh. A "fly-net," another common kind of apparatus, is a seine not hauled to shore; 
one end is fastened to a stake and the boat pays it out and rows around to the starting point. 
Off Fire Island Inlet about seventy-five men fish for cod in winter. They use hand-lines and 
bait with sea clams and razor clams. Three or four men fish from one boat of about half a ton 
burthen. The twenty boats take 2,000,000 pounds in tp.e course of a season. A portion of the 
catch, perhaps 500,000 pounds, goes to New York by boat, the remainder is sent by rail and is 
included in the :figures for the different stations. 
In addition to the products already mentioned, 50,000 barrels of soft clams and _$10,000 worth 
of menhaden are taken in the bay, the latter being used for manure. 
BROOKHAVEN.-The shipping station on the railroad is Yaphank, 3 miles north. Twenty-five 
fisher~en live here (not included above), of whom fifteen are married, and seventy persons in all 
are dependent upon the water. Ten of the men fish outside and tlle remainder in the bay. There 
is no hand-lining ·for cod. Seines are used outside, and set-nets, fykes, and ':run-arounds" or 
''fly-nets," inside; $500 are invested in boats and $2,500 in nets. Eeling has been poor this year, 
the catch amountiug only to 2,500 pounds; 25,000 pounds of fresh fish of other species have been 
taken. 
BELLPOR'.I.'.-At Bellport fifteen men are engaged in the :fisheries proper; nine of these are 
married, and have thirty-five persons depending upon their exertions. In addition to these, fifty 
oystermen are numbered among the residents of the village. No :fishing is done outside; $2,500 
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ar inY 1 iu n t, and 500 in boat ; 1,000 pounds of eels were taken for local consumption. A 
fi w clam ar obtain d about Fire Island. The shipments are included in Patchogue. 
PATCH0G E.-Patchoguc has twelrn married and eighteen single fishermen, with a total of 
eYenty-:fi e p r on dependent· on the fisheries. . Besides these, one hundred oystermen are 
incln<l cl for thi place in the general report on the bay. The yearly catch amounts to 5,000 pounds 
of eel , 600, O pounds of fresh fish, 400 barrels of ha.rd crabs, and 300 dozen of soft crabs. Fykes, 
s inc , and eel-pots are used; $1,000 are invested in boats and $2,000 in nets. 
BLUE PoINT.-Here were formerly taken in great quantities the famous oysters which still 
retain the name of" Blue Points," although the grounds here do not yield as formerly, and the same 
quality of oysters are now taken at Sayville, 2-¼ miles wes~ Ten men fish from Blue Point with 
fykes, seines, and eel-pots, and six of them are married and have twenty persons dependent upon 
them. The catch for the last season was divided .as follows: Eels, 5,000 pounds; fresh fish, 80,000 
pounds; hard crabs, 300 barrels; soft crabs, 200 dozen. About $800 are invested in boats and $1,500 
in nets. 
BA YP0RT.-Very little fishing is done here. The men engaged in oystering and other bay 
work set a few fykes and eel-pots. The catch was as follows: Eels, 1,00Q pounds; fresh fish, 15,000 
pounds; haru crabs, 100 barrels; soft crabs, 150 dozen. There are $600 invested in boats and $1, '200 
in net.:;. 
S.A.YVILLE.-Sayville is now the center of the ''Blue Point" oyster trade. (See introductory 
remarks to Great South Bay.) Twenty fishermen fish and eel here, twelve of whom are married. 
Seventy per ons in all are <lependent upon the :fisheries. Seines or "fly-nets," fykes, and eeJ:pots 
are u ed. Fiye thousau<l pounds of eels, 100,000 pounds of fish, 300 barrels of hard crabs, and 400 
dozen oft crabs were taken; $2,000 are invested in boats and $2,000 in nets. 
The owners of the three menhaden oil works on the: beach live here. Mr. William H. Bedell, 
uperintendent of W. J. Terry's works, says (August 20, 1880): 
''All factorie haYe been closed since July 1 because there were no fish. The steamers drirn 
them off. They chase the schools and captm:e or scatter them. We often take them when full of 
pawn, wlien they are of little use, as the eggs mix with the oil and camiot well be separat(jd .. 
They are only good for guano, and should be left to breed. These spawners do not mix with 
the other . 'Ibey pawn and go, and give place to a run of smaller fish. They struck in about 
April 15 in fair numl>ers. 'Ihe run which comes in June is best, the fish are fat, and it is our 
main rou." 
trip d ba were plenty in South Bay forty years ago, on what is called "Bass Flat." Mr. 
Terry ha een wagon-loads taken of fish weighing from 10 to 60 pounds. There are none there 
now, although the character of the ground has not chaoged. He attributes their absence to the 
increa e of ailing ve sel , which are continually on the grounds. Formerly there were but few 
net , antl no pound . Forty year ago they took small bass of 2 to 3 pounds in winter by means 
of net under the ice. 
The bay men hardl <listingui h flounder from other flat-fish, and do not consider any flat-fish 
g od eating. fi w flonncl r arc taken in pring and oent to market. Weakfish are holding 
t ir wn a w 11 a an fi h xc pti g the bluefi h. The latter are actually increasing, while all 
oth r ar d er a ing. 
Jo i b mi h fi he 
th t 
pl ll • 
a fly -n 0 feet long, with me Ile, 3-g- iuches. He says 
lJ en tak n since 1876. Then they were quite 
f the i h o mi ion r of N w Tork, re ide here in 
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summer. He reports that kingfish, or barb (Menticirrus nebulosus), a-re not as plenty as formerly; 
bluefish seldom get further in the bay than the main channel, near Fire Island, on account of 
pound-nets in the channel; striped bass have disappeared; and "Porgy Flat" is about deserted. In 
regard to the Spanish mackerel he says: '' Seven years ago I saw a school of Spanish mackerel 20 
miles wide, and as far up the bea-0b. as I cared to go." He pays $1 a thousand for menhaden for 
manure for his land. 
· C. W. Smith fishes with a fly-net 100 fathoms long, 18 feet deep, with 3g-inch mesh, made of 
cotton twine, No. 9, tarred. He and his father fish together with two nets, requiring four men to , 
handle them. He says there are many young kingfish now in the bay, and he never knew of them 
here before so small and in such numbers. Men go from here to Oakdale to fisll for eels in winter. 
They take them in Great River with spears through the ice. Formerly they averaged 25 pounds 
a day per man before pots were used. Eels are now smaller. The season is from November to 
March, and the average for forty men is 8 pounds per cllY to tbe man . 
..As has already been said "Blue Point" oysters now come from Sayville, at "Browns Point." 
Floyd R. Skinner and Day & La Salle are oyster packers and ship to Europe. -
" South Bay Oil Works," owned by Capt. W. J. Terry, of Sayville, are situated on the beach 
east of Fire Island Inlet, and are the most western of the three works situated there; $20,000 are 
invested in the factory, and in two sloops and a small steam yacht. When working, he employs 
twenty to twenty-five men which are paid, on an average, $22 per month, without board. The 
expenses are $700 per month for wages and fuel. 
"Fire Island Oil Works," owned by Comstock B1:others, are next east, the middle one of the 
· three. Twelve to fifteen men are employed in busy seasons. Thfs year (1880) bas not been a -very 
successful one. They made 2,000 gallons of oil, now worth 45 to 46 cents. Last year it was only 
worth 28 to 30 cents. The scrap is worth $2.40 per unit of ammonia, per ton. Last spring it sold 
for $24 a ton. The factory closed July 22. 
Smith & Yarrington, owners of the third oil and guano establishment, say that the steamers 
are killing the business, and that Church & Brother, who own a factory on the east end of the 
island, and Louis C. D'Homergue, owner of a fact-ory at Barren-_ Island, both offer to burn their'. 
steamers-if others will do the same. Smith & Yarrow have three boats of 20 tons each, and buy.-
menhaden of others. They keep thirty-four men during a season of five and a half months. They-
have seen small menhaden in the eastern end of the bay in September, but there is no more fall$ _ 
fishing for them. The capital invested amounts to $15,000. 
There a1·e five hundred men in this town, or election district, who live partly by fishing, Imt 
none who do so wholly. They are what are known as "bay men," turning th~ir attention in 
different seaso·ns to whatever branch of the various occupations connected with the water may 
promise to be most profitable at the time. Captain Terry says that fish forms one-fourth of the 
anim;il food used in the district of 2, 700 inhabitants, and that more fish are consumed here than 
are shipped to other places. The railroad agent says that for the year ending June 30, 1880, there 
were 95,000 pounds gross weight of fish shipped from here. Six-tenths of this was ice and boxes 
' leaving a net weight of 38,00Q pounds. The freight rate to New York is 21 cents per hundred. 
Clams all go by boat. For the year as above, 3,655 barrels of oysters were shipped to New York. 
OAKDALE.-Few fish, except eels, are taken here. The · :fishermen and fish are included in 
other places. Many eels are_ taken near here but shipped at other points. The land is largely 
owned by wealthy gentlemen. 
CLUB HousE.-Half way between Oakdale and Islip the well-known "South Side Sportsman's 
Club" is located on the Connetquoit River. Their trout presen-es are very ·fine, and artificial 
24 GR F 
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br lliug i pra-Oti ed. Their angling is mainly done in April, .May, and June. The following is 
th catch, from their books: Brook trout, 1876, 903 pounds; 1877, 350 pounds; 1878, 1,087 pounds; 
7 1,5 pound . The catch of 1880 has not been drawn off, but excooded that of any previous 
year. In 1881 they ent a surplus to market for the first time. It was said that it would be 4,000 
pound . The club is limited to one hundred members, who are restricted to twelve trout each, 
per day. The hatching-house has a capacity of 250,000 eggs. The trout are fed1 on ''mummies" 
(minnow ) and Ii er. The average amount expended fo 1the l~tter is $50 per month. 
ISLIP.-A clam and vegetable packing establishment, belonging to r)Iessrs. J. H. Doxsee & 
Low is located at Islip. Eight years ago they put up small menhaden under the name of "Amer-
ican Lunch Fish," but the business not proving very profitable was abandoned. Two brands of 
clams are put up: "Little Neck clams," and "clam chowder." In 1880 the above cannery used 
about 5,000,000 hard clams in number; soft clams, none; number of men employed in factory, 10; 
number of women, 12; boys and girls, 4; men employed catching clams, about 80; number of 
2-pound cans clams 75,000; number of 1-pound cans clams, 40,-000; number of 2-pound cans clam 
chowder, 10,000; number of 3-pound cans clam chowder, 3,000; amount of capital invested, 
$10,000. The packing was done during the summer months, from the 1st of May to the 1st of 
October. During the winter only three or four hands were employed making cans. 
The'' Olympic Club" have their house here. They are a.club of salt water anglers and employ 
frrn men. Islip is quite an angling resort, and many handsome boats are kept to supply the city 
portsmen on their annual visits to the locality. This is the case with most other places, but this 
town is preferred by many both on account of its proximity to the inlet (to which it is nearly 
oppo ite) and of the lower price· charged for boats, $3 to $4 per day. Of the fifteen fishermen at 
I lip nine are married. A total of fifty persons are dependent on the fisheries. The methods of 
fl hing are the same as at other places. A few hard crabs are shjpped from the village. The 
catch, exclusive of the clams, was distributed as follows: Eels, 7,000 pounds; fresh fish, 350,000 
l ounds; hard crab , 500 pounds; soft crabs, 600 dozen. About $1,200 are invested in boats, and 
· 1,.300 in nets. 
BAY SHORE.-Some pound-nets owned here are. set on the south side of the bay, in the 
channel, although their use is unlawful. Some hard crabs are. taken for market; some .are kept 
in boxes and fed until they shed their shells, the others are sold in the hard state. From three to 
i · men do quite a business at times <luring the season in the sale of menhaden to anglers, for 
luefi h bait. In May and June there are forty or fifty fly-net boats taking menhaden for 
manure. They sell bait also. In August the demand for bait is often greater than the supply. 
:M: t of the men fishing with fly-nets for menhaden go with purse-nets, outside, later in the year. 
Ir. Frank Doxsee, a "bay man," says that the fishery for bluefish and weakfish was better in 
1 0 than for five or six years prior to that date. Older fishermen say that thirty years ago it was 
n uncommon to take 10-pound bluefish on the shallows among the gra.ss where only those .of 1½ 
p un<l are now found. 
In the "bunker fisherie " (menhaden) there were formerly twenty to thirty boats, each carry-
ing 2"" to 40 ton of fl h, but for the pa t few year , especially the la . t two, not much has been done 
in th· line only two or three chool having been seen outside the beach. No men from this 
pl now follow this fi hery, although a few menhaden were taken thi spring and used as a fer-
tiliz r upon the land. 
Jam i k v nty-three y ar old, ay : 
u fif ar ago the fir t In fi h wa caught and no on knew what it was. Jonathan 
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Smith, better known by the name of' Governor Smith,' the father of Mr. S. I. Smith, now proprie-
tor of the Watson House, at Babylon, caught it while pulling in a sheepshead." 
.An observant angler, who has a summer cottage here, says that ten years ago Spanish mack-
erel were plenty, although they are very rare now. He does not fish on Sundays, but notices that 
those who do, find the best fishing -on that day because the fish are not disturbed then by the drag-
ging of the fly-nets. 
Mr. George L~ Benjamin, pound-ne_tter, says: '' Every oth~r year there is aifarge catch of por-
gies; this year, 1880, they are plenty, but small, mostly under a quarter of a pound. Sheepshead 
have been plenty this year." 
The catch of eels this year amounted to 3,000 pounds; of fresh fish, l,000,000 pounds; hard 
crabs, 1,500 barrels; soft crabs, 1,000 dozen. There are twenty fishermen here, of whom fifteen 
are married; and a total of eighty persons live from the fisheries; $5,000 are invested in boats 
and $4,000 in nets. 
B.A.BYL0N.-Babylon, like several of the preceding places, is a popular angling resort and fash-
ionable retreat for summer visitors: Boats are let here at $4 to $5 per day. Fifty persons here 
are depen<lent upon the fisheries, including the ten fishermen and the families of the six married 
ones; $500 are invested in boats and $2,000 in nets. The catch for the past year has been: Eels, 
1,000 pounds; fresh fish, 1,000,000 pounds_; bard crabs, 200 barrels; soft crabs, 300 dozen. 
BRESL.A.U.-Most of the inhabitants of the town of Breslau live by cigar making. Four men 
devote part of their time to fishing, but their catch, which last year amounted to 800 pounds of 
eels, 10,000 pounds of·fresh fish, and 50 barrels of crabs, is consumed locally . 
.. A1,nTYVILLE.-Eels form the principal product of the fisheries of Amityville. Forty men are 
engaged in taking this species in the bay, and cod in the outer wa·ters. Twenty-five of the fisher-
men are married, and one hundred and fifty persons in all are dependent on the fisheries; $8,000 
are invested in boats and $6,000 -in nets. Four large ~eines are used, in addition to a number of 
fykes, fly-nets, and eel-pots. The pots are of the same form as those described under Riverhead, 
in the chapter on the East End, and are worth 60 cents each. Oysters are planted, and some hard 
and soft clams are taken. Some of the men fish for menhaden at times. The catch was divided as 
follows: Eels, 200,0_Q0 pounds; fresh fish, 250,000 pounds; hard crabs, 200 barrels; soft crabs, ·200 
dozen. 
130. SOUTH OYSTER BAY. 
South Oyster Bay is the central portion of that expansion of the coastal lagoon of which the 
eastern part has already been described under the name of Great South Bay. It begins at the line 
dividing Suffolk and Queens Counties, lying wholly in the latter, and in the township of South 
Oyster Bay, which extends across the island to Oyster Bay, on the north shore. A cluster of 
large islands serves to separate it from Hempstead Bay on the west, and numerous other groups 
and single islets diversify·its surface. The oyster and clam interests are the principal industries 
on this bay. 
There are five hundred men engaged in the oyster and clam business, and twenty in fishing. 
Twelve of the latter are married, and seventy persons derive a livelihood from the fisheries proper. 
Five hundred boats are used of 1 or 2 tons each, worth from $25 to $100. The yearly value of 
menhaden taken for use as a fertilizer is $1,000. The catch of oysters per annum is 20,000 bushels; 
hard clams, 7,000 bushels; soft clams, 2,000 bushels; mussels, 50,000 bushels (for manure). .A 
large part of the products are sent to New York by water. Some shipments, however, are made 
by rail or teams. The oyster ground is leased in three-acre lots from the town of Hempstead, at 
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5 per acr . There are no free grounds or toleration fees. The beus used to be carefully watched 
to prevent tea.ling. The stealing of oysters or other products of the water is not looked on as an 
off en e so great a tealing the products of the land. In the prosecution of an oyster thief no 
oy terman can it on the jury. It is difficult to prove theft in the night, as the locatiop. of the 
boat i hard to swear to. .An average catch of oysters for a man is 60 bushels per week on good 
grounds. They are worth from $1.25 to $1.50 per bushel. Planting is increasing, although most 
grounds which are fit are now planted. Not many of the animals which elsewhere prove such 
destructive enemies of the young bivalves frequent these waters. No borers or drills are ever found, 
except when brought in on foreign seed. Seed comes from Newark Bay and up the sound. The 
- men think that seed from New Haven, Conn., grows faster, but that that from Blue Point is surer. 
Clams are not very plenty. Crabs ai;e caught when hard and kept until they have shed. They 
are worth $1 to $1.50 per dozen in the spring, and 30 to 75 cents in summer. Eels are taken in 
pots mainly, and are mostly consumed at home. Surf fishing for striped bass and bluefish was 
poor in the fall of 1880, but good in the previous spring. Three 10-ton sloops, carrying three men 
each, fish for cod from November 1 'to .April, having an average catch of 90,000 pounds. The total 
tonnage of the small boats on the bay is about 600 tons. 
SEAFORD, OR SOUTH OYSTER BAY.-There are six :fishermen here, of.whom four are married. 
The families dependent upon the latter contain about fourteen persons. The capital invested in 
boats amounts to $500; in nets, $1,500. The catch last year was as follows: Eels, 5,000 pounds; 
fresh :fi h, 10,000 pounds; hard crabs, 100 barrels; soft crabs, 200 dozen. 
RIDGEWOOD, OR BELLMORE.-There are five :fishermen here, a1:1d ten persons are dependent 
upon the three who are married; $500 are invested in boats and $1,000 in nets. The following is 
the catch for the past year: Eels, 3,000 pounds; fresh fish, 10,000 pounds; hard crabs, 100 barrels; 
oft crabs, 100 dozen. 
MERRICK.-The settlement of Merric!r has ten :fishermen, of whom six are married, and a total 
of forty of the inhabitants are dependent upon the :fisheries; $1,000 are invested in boats, and in 
nets 81,500. The catch last year amounted to 2,000 pounds of eels, 30,000 pounds of fresh fish, 
200 barrel of hard crabs, and 300 dozen soft crabs. 
HEMPSTEAD BAY .A.ND ROCKAWAY.-This bay opens into the western. end of South Oyster 
Bay, and, like the latter, is dotted with islands. Four hundred men are engaged in oystering and 
clamming in its water . The Rockaway oysters are well known in the markets, 200,000 bushels 
being produced annually. The capital invested in the oyster business amounts to $100,000; 15,000 
bu hels of hard clams and 75;ooo bushels of soft clams are taken, and 400 bushels of mussels are 
sent to market for pickling. Three-fourths of the shipments go to New York by boats. Fishing 
is done with seines, fykes, hand-lines, and eel-pots. Some of the fish are hauled to New York by 
wagon and sold outside the markets. 
FREEPORT.-There are ten :fi hermen at this place, of whom four are married; twenty-five 
per on in all are dependent on the :fisheries. About $1,000 are invested in boats and $2,000 
in n ts. The catch for the la t year was as follows: Eels, 24,000 pounds; fresh fish, 650,000 
pound ; hard crab , 100 barrel ; oft crabs, 300 dozen. .At times the :fishermen get extra help, 
an form gang of four men ea~h for seining in the bay, or of nine men each for surf fishing in the 
fall or pring. few had hav n taken here, the number last year amounting to 500. 
BALD .-Twenty :fi hermen liv here, an , including the families of the ten who are married, 
v nty-five p on ar d pen nt upo the fl h ri . There are 3,000 invested in boat and 
c tch :£ r la t year w < : Eel , 1 , vound ; fre · h ft b, 250,000 pounds; 
, 3 1 · ft era , 2, dozen. 
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ROCKVILLE CENTRE.-Rockville Centre has twenty :fishermen, of whom twelve a.re married 
and have families, averaging :five persons each; $2,500 are invested in boats and $5,000 in nets; 
3,000 pounds of eels, 120,000 pounds of fresh fish, 200 barrels of hard crabs, and 300 dozen soft 
crabs comprised the last year's catch. 
PE.A.RSALL's.-Four men from this locality are engaged in the :fisheries and twenty persons 
depend upon them; $600 are invested in boats and $1,500 in nets. The products for last year were 
as follows: Eels, 1,000 pounds; fresh :fish, 20,000 pounds; hard crabs, 300 barrel&; soft crabs, 1,000 
dozen. 
F.A.R RocK.A.W.A.Y .A.ND LA.WRRNCE.-These places, which are only a mile aeart, hav.e six fish-
ermen, of whom four are married, and twenty persons in all dependent on the fisheries. About 
$500 are invested in boats and $1,000 in nets. The catch for 1880 was: Eels, 3,000 pounds; fresh 
fish, 50,000 pounds; hard crabs, 400 barrels; soft crabs, 1,000 dozen. 
HEWLETT's.-At this place and Woodsburg, one-half a mile distant, .. are ten :fishermen, eight 
of whom are married, and thirty-five people depend on the fisheries . . There are $600 invested 
in boats and $1,500 in nets. The· catch consisted of 5,000 pounds of eels, 100,000 pounds of fresh 
' fish, 500 barrels of hard crabs, and 800 dozen soft crabs. 
E.-THE WEST END OF LONG ISLAND. 
131. EXPLANATORY STA.TEl\fENT. 
The reraaining portion of the island, which is here included in the '' West End," begins on the 
south, at Rockaway Beach, and includes Jamaica, Sheepshead, and Gravesend Bays. The report 
does not_ include the drift and. stake net :fisheries fo: shad in New York .Bay, as it is not practicable 
to separate the interests of the New York and New Jersey fishermen in the bay. The shore fishing 
practically stops at Fort Hamilton. The East River is too swift to admit of the use of nets, and it 
affords no :fishing, except to anglers, who go out in small boats for weakfish and other species. 
13:3. JAMAICA BAY. 
This bay is deeply indented in the coast and is filled with islands. Its waters are generally 
shallow and its northern shore is marshy. It is inclosed on the south by Rockaway Beach, a 
fashionable watering place. The principal villages are Canarsie and Flatlands. The inlet has 
moved 3 miles to the wes_tward within the past twenty years. Scallops and terrapin were taken 
in the bay in former years, bu~ more of the former are obt~ined at present and .of the latter only 
an occasional one is secured. Mussels are gathered in considerable quantities around the islands. 
They are not used for manure; as in the South Bay, but are sent to New York and Newark, N. J., 
where a portion of them are eaten fresh and the remaind~r are pickled. Not many fish are shipped, 
most of them being consumed near home. Some Spanish mackerel used to be taken, but for the 
last ten years only occasional .specimens have been secured. Sheepshead are scarce, notwithstand- . 
-ing the splendid mussel beds, which might be expected to atiract them. Eels are moderately 
plenty, and are taken in pots made with hoops and netting, as well as in fine-meshed seines and 
with spears. The fishermen say that the eels do not bed in th.e bay as they did formerly, some 
attributing it to the disturbance of the water caused by the passing of sail and steam boats, and 
others to the jar of railroad trains running to Rockaway Beach and to Canarsie . . Oyster beds were 
• 
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1 a d for the fir t time in 1880. Three acres are leased for $10 per year to each applicant. The 
cla.mmer object, as the grounds have al ways been free; but soft clams a.re giving out, and the 
ground are more ·rnluable for oysters. 
CANARSIE.-There are one hundred "bay men" here, who take :fish, clams, mussels, &c . 
.About fifty of these fish for cod outside of the bay at certain seasons. There are forty-nine regis-
t~red boat here, aggregating 343 tons. These cost on an average $800 each. None of them are 
of over 20 ton b rden. Sixteen boats, with three or four men each, fish outside with hand-lines 
for codfi h; they u e the "sea" and "razor" clams for bait. The catch of cod, which amounts to 
10,000 pound in a season, is shipped to New York by water, all other fresh fish going by wagon. 
The entire quantity of fresh fish, including cod, taken by the Canarsie fishermen last year, was 
100,000 pounds; of eels, 15 tons; oysters, 10,000 bushels ; , hard clams, 10,000 bushels; soft clams, 
100 bushels; and mussels, 24,000 bushels. The mussel season is from April 1 to the end of July, 
during which time about 100 barrels go to New York by wagon each night. They are worth 50 
cents per barrel. l\Iany hard crabs are consumed here, and a few are sent to market, in all about 
1,000 barrels; some are kept confined in pens until they have cast their shells, when they are sold 
at a much higher figure. The men can readily distinguish a '' shedder." One dealer ships 500 
uozen oft crab per week from June 15 to October 15, the entire catch being 13,000 dozen, having 
an a·rnrage value of 6~ cents. The ,alue of menhaden taken for manure is $2,000. The capital 
inve ted in net amounts to $10,000. 
FLATLANDS.-This village has forty fishermen; twenty are married and, i.nclucling the families 
of the latter, one hundred per ons depend on the :fisheries. Ten boats, aggregating 80 tons and 
valu d at , ·600 each, are employed; $4,000 are invested in nets and $1,000 in oyster beds. The 
annual production i about 3,000 bushels of oysters, 4,000 bushels of bard clams, 100 bushels of 
oft clam , 5,000 bu hels of mussels, 10,000 pounds of eels, 50,000 pounds of fresh fish, 200 barrels 
of hard crab , 2,000 dozen of soft ~rabs, and $800 worth of menhaden for manure. The methods 
of fl, bing are the , ame as at Canarsie. 
133. SHEEPSHEAD BAY. 
Thi little bay, wlAch lies to the eastward of Coney Island, was formerly a famous resort for 
the fi h who e name it bears. It is frequented by anglers, by whom many bluefish, weakfish, &c., 
ar taken. Two fi hermen from Gravesend fish here to supply the local demand. A few men take 
cl m . The yield of the bay, including Coney Island Creek, is estimated at 1,000 pounds of eels, 
5,000 pound of fre h fl h of other species, 100 barrels of hard crabs, 200 dozen of soft crabs, 500 
bu hel of hard clams, and 500 bushels of mussels. This is intended to include the catch both of 
the fl hermen and portsmen. 
134. GRAVESEND BAY. 
This is an indentation in the lower part of New York Harbor, formed by the western end of 
Coney Island on the south, and extending.to Fort Hamilton, in the Narrows, on the north. Coney 
land Creek (a mall ound) makes in at the lower part. There are no islands in the bay. Shad 
are taken in pound , fyke , and gill-nets. Two pounds stand the greater part of the year and four 
more are put in during the shad ea on, which la ts from the 1 t of April to June. These pounds 
o t 1, 00 each including two sets of netting, one of which is used while the other is being dried 
r pair . Tb had fyke , whi hare 9 feet in diameter, are often placed at right angles to 
th l der of th ponn , whi h are v ry long. The gill.nets are drifted. They have a 5-inch 
m b ar 3 f tb m l ng an fi h _, 7 i p, ing valued at 125 apiece. Small fykes are 
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used for bass and fine-meshed seines are employed for eels. Crabs are taken in winter by means 
of rakes, similar to ordinary clam-rakes. These have a 4-foot bar with 32 to 36 fingers, and a 
handle 30 feet long. Hard and soft clams are taken, but no oysters. 
NEW UTRECH'.l' AND BATH.-Forty men are engaged in the fisheries of these places, of 
whom 18 are married. Including the families of these, 100 of the inhabitants are dependent 
on the fisheri~s. Six boats of 10 tons ea-0h are used. These are wor,th $_800 , apiece. Last 
year 60,000 shad were secured; 35,000 ofl'..these were taken by 5 fy ke and poun"i,fishers, while the 
remainder were caught by the 25 gill-netters. In the season of 1881 a fisherman named Stei)hen 
Morris took 12,000 shad prior to May 12. There are $10,000 invested in nets in the two villages. 
The yield of the fisheries last year was: Eels, 100,000 pounds; fresh fish, exclusive of shad, 
150,000 pounds; hard crabs, 1,200 barrels; hard clams, 5,000 bushels; soft clams, 300 bushels. 
Fifteen men fishing from an equal number of small boats average about 3 bushels of hard clams 
per day during the months of May, June, July, and August. 
FORT HAMILTON.-Eight of the 10 fishermen of Fort Hamilton are married, and 30 persons. 
are dependent upon them for support. The methods of fishing are similar to those employed at 
Bath. William J. Cropsey owns a pound and 20 shad-fykes, while another pound is fished by other 
parties. About $4,000 are invested in nets and $1,500 in boats. Two 10-ton boats are used, and 
many smaller ones. The catch last year was 20,000 shad, 20,000 pouncls of eels, 30,000 pounds of 
other fresh fish, 400 barrels of hard crabs, 2,000 bushels of hard clams, and 100 bui:;hels of soft 
clams. 
F.-NEW YORK HARBOR. 
135. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE FISHERIES. 
This section does not include the fisheries of Grarnsend Bay, which are given with those of the 
western end of Long faland. It refers chiefly to the fisheries of Staten Island and the Upper 
Bay, though it naturally includes fishermen from New Jersey that fish in New York waters. It 
bas been a difficult matter to separate these fisheries and to assign them to their respective States, 
as men living in one State fish during · the shad season in the waters of both. This is especially 
true of the drift-netters. In this matter the only way seemed to be to credit each State with the 
fish caught by its citizens, no matter where taken, and this · system has been followed. .Another 
difficulty bas been the migratory character of the fishermen who take shad in the harbor, and the 
impossibility of interviewing any considerable portion of them. This bas been overcome by intel-
lig-ent estimates of old and reliable native fishermen. The drift-netters come from many parts, 
especially from up the Hudson, even as high as Catskill. They come down and "drift" in the 
Narrows as long as it suits them to do so, and then follow the shad up the river to or even beyond 
the Highlands. Shad are taken in fykes and in gill-nets. · There are two forms of gill-nets; but in 
the local idiom ·one is a "drift-net," while the stationary form of stake-net is technically a "gill-
net." In drifting they use two nets. They put one in at near the last of the ebb tide and drift 
down until the first of the flood, when that net is overhauled and the fish taken out. . The other net 
is then dropped in and drifted up stream. The~e. nets are from 200 to 250 fathoms long. They are 
fished in deep water, and sunk about 25 to 28 feet below the surface. They are weighted so heavily 
that the fl.oat-lines·are sunk to this distance, where they are held by occasional buoy-lines which 
ke.ep them from going deeper. Ever: a.t this distance the suction of farge steamboats often draws 
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tb n t tog ther in a ma , and eYen at time actually lifts them into the wheels. Three men go in 
n b a on a fi IJing trip; two are engaged in rowing and the third handles the net. The fl ·hing 
a on i u ually from April 1 to l\Iay 15. Tl.Je eason of 1881 was short on account of cold weather 
and the m n bad only one month's fishing. During the first of the season there were 100 drift-
n lt in u a, but at the clo e only 4 were employed. Mr. Joseph l\foLyman, a <lrift-netter lh·ing at 
Tomr kinsville, taten I land, says that the season of 1880 ~as better for this mode of fishing than 
that of 1 1. In the latter year bis highest catch on a tide was 42 shad, while in the former it was 
15 . ome tide do not yield more than half a dozen fish. He thinks a fair average for 1880 was 
50 .,had to each net on a tide, while it was only about 18 in 1881; a tide, in this case, meaning the 
la of one tide and the first of the next, two tides a day being fished. 
The "gill-nets" or stake-nets are made of linen, coated with verdigris, white lead, nud oil. 
They are made of 5linch mesh, 80 meshes deep and 70 meshes wide. These nets are stretched 
bet"een poles which are set in rows. They are weighted at the bottom with heavy rings which 
slide up the poles when lifted, and are suspended from the top by lines called'' arm lines." 
None of these stake-nets are fo,hed below Staten Island. On the island there is a company 
(A. Simonson & Co.) that fishes four rows of nets, with twenty in a row. They employ eight men in 
two boats. William Wardell, of Bay Ridge, Long Island, fishes in the same manner. Isaac Van 
.Duzer, of A. Simonson & Co., has fished thirty-five years, and 1881 is the lightest season he bas 
known, though 1880 was light in comparison to former years. In the last-named season he took 
16,000 shad, while in 1881 he caught only 9,500. His best sea.son was in 187 4, when he secured 
21,000. He attributes the bad catch of 1881 partly to the late season _and partly to the pollution of 
the river, which is distasteful to the fish. He thinks that sewage is the main cause of his poor suc-
ce s, a he fishes near the city, north of Staten Island, while 5 miles below, at New Dorp, the fykeR 
and pounds have had the best season in twenty years. Mr. Van Duzer says that there is a coating 
of coal oil on the water, and he further adds that even the crabs taste of coal-tar. At New Dorp, 
or Cedar Grove, there are two pounds and two fykes. The catch here has been good. Robert 
Barne owns the pounds, and Stephen Berger and John Kettletash fish the fy kes. The fy kes have 
bru h wings which extend greater or less distances. One fyke was set from Governor's Island 
running from the outh battery off southwest. The same parties fish for eels and :flounders in 
winter. A few lobsters were taken in former years,·but none are found now. No crabs are taken 
for market. One hundred men are engaged in fishing; forty are married, and two hundred and 
fift per on are dependent on the fisheries; $16,000 are invested in boats and vessels; and $5,000 
worth of net are employed. 
NEW YORK CITY.-There are few fishing vessels hailing from New York City, though a very 
large fleet from Long I land and New England ports resort to this market to dispose of their catch. 
Th re are al o great quantitie of fishery products received by rail from all parts of the Atlantic 
coa t the Gulf of Mexico, and from the Great Lakes. The receipts of fresh fish in 1880 aggregated 
n arly 56,000,00 pound , Yalued at about 3,500,000 at wholesale. 
Th mo t important peci , as regard weight, was cod, of which the receipts were 9,250,000 
mong other pecie were bluefish, 5,500,000 pounds; halibut, 3,650,000 pounds; shad, 
... , 00 pound ; larg uantiti of haddock, mackerel, herring, porgies or cup, smelt 1 flounders, 
turg on, hit fl h a other alt-water and fre h-water pecies; beside clam , crab , lob-
end oth r a uatic animal . 
fi h in wa G,9 1 ton , valued at 41,655. There 
two or thr e torie high, where fre h fi h are 
through~ut the year. 
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There are about fifteen establishments for fish-curing. The principal method is by smoking. 
Sturgeon is more largely smoked than other species, though salmon, herring, eels, mackerel, and 
smelts are also cured in this way. About 3,000,000 pounds of sturgeon were smoked in 1880, and 
consumed mostly by the German population. 
Boneless cod, shredded cod, caviare, and many kinds of canned products ,. are prepared here. 
Pickled eels are growing in favor wit~ the foreign residents, particularly with the Germans, who 
are also very partial to caviare. The :1:Iwenty-five leading salt-fish dealers in~1880 sold products 
valued at $3,940,000. 
Further details of the fish trade of New-York City will be give:r;i. else~bere in this report. 
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NEW JERSEY AND ITS FISHERIES. 
A.-GENERAL REVIEW OF THE FISHERY INTERESTS OF THE 
STATE., 
136. STATISTICAL RECAPITULATION. 
GENERAL SUMMA1'ION.-New Jersey produced _in 1880 $3,176,589 worth of :fishery products, 
taking the sixth place in the list of fish-producing States. In some special :fisheries it takes a 
higher rank. Its oyster products, valued at $2,080,625, are exceeded only by those of :Maryland 
and Virginia. Its crab :fisheries, f~om which the :fishermen realize $162,612, are more extensiYe 
than those of any other State, while its quahaug fisheries are second only to those of New York. 
In the menhaden :fisheries it stands fifth on the list, the oil, scrap, and compost produced in 1880 
being valued at $146,286. Its river .fisheries are of minor importance, the total yield being only 
2,752,000 pounds, netting the :fishermen $91,435. 
STATISTICAL RECAPITULATION.-The following statements show the extent of the fishery 
interests of the State for 1880: · 
Summary statement of persons employed. 
Persons employed. Number. 
Number of fishermen......................................... 5,659 
Number of shoromen. .. . .. . . .. . . . .... .. . ... . . .... . . . . . . ... . . . 41!) 
Number of fa.ctory hands . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. .. . . 142 
Total . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . 6, 220 
Deta'iled statement of WlJitcil im:ested and apparatus l'mployed . 
.App,aratus specified. Number. Value. 
Vessels (10,44:'..91 tons) ....... ...... ...... ...... 590 $545,900 
Boats . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. 4, 065 2~3, 963 
Pound-net.e . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. . 27 19,800 
Fykes, pots, and baskets........................ 3,417 15,966 
Gill-nets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . 852 25, 203 
Purse-seines .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . 20 8,000 
Drag-seines..................................... 415 30,570 
Minor apparatus, including outfit .... . ....................... . 132,800 
Factories and ot-her shore property .......................... . 470,000 
I 
.Additional cash capital. ..................................... . 
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Detailed statement of the quantities arid values of the products. 
Prodnota specified. Pon.nds. I Valne. 




:Blnefish............ . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 3, 635, 000 
Cod............................................. 1,667,000 
11 
Clams (hard).... . . . • . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . 3, 132, 280 
Clams (soft) . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . .• . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 660, 280 
Crabs............ . .............................. 1, 470, 300 
Lobsters............ . • • • • . . • • • • • . • . • . • . • . . . . . . . . 156, 800 
Menhaden, foz- oil and compost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20, 064, 600 
Oysters......................................... 13,825, 000 
Sqneteague.............. •• • . • . • • . . . . . . . . • • .. • . . 4, 430, 000 
All other species................................ 4,358,226 














Alewives . . • • • . • . •• • . • .•••••..••••••••.•.•••.•.. 1, 200, 000 17,335 
Shad............................................ 750,000 35, ooo 
Sturgeon . • . . . . • • . • . . • . . . • • . . • • . • • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • 300, 000 15, 000 
All other apeoiee................................ 502, 000 24-, 100 
1----•1----t 
Total for river products • •• • • • • • • • • . . • • •• • • 2, 752, 000 91,435 
B.-THE NEW JERSEY SHORES OF NEW YORK BAY. 
137. STATISTIC.AL RECAPITULATION. 
In the di cussion of the sea fisheries of the various localities, the State has been divided into 
three districts, namely, the New Jersey shores of New York Bay, the ocean shore of Northern 
New Jersey, including the coast-line between Sandy Hook and Barnegat, and the southern district 
of New Jersey, including the shore between Barnegat Inlet and Cohansey Creek, on Delaware Ba,y. 
STATISTIC.AL RECAPITULATION OF THE SEA FISHERIES FOR 1880. 
THE NEW JERSEY SHORES OF NEW YORK BAY.-Mr. Fred. Mather, while engaged in the 
inve tigation of the fi herie of New York State, visited the New Jersey shores of New York Bay 
and gathered the data from which the following statistics of the sea fisheries have been compiled. 
He ha al o furni bed the ucceeding discussion of the fisheries of the three bays which are com-
pri d in thi divi ion. 
,Summary statement of lJersons employed. 
Persons employed. . I Number. 
Number of fishermen .••••••.•....••.•..•••.............•••••. 
Number of shoremen .• •. ... ...••..••.••.•.................... 
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Detailed sfaternent of capital invested and apparatus employed. 
Apparatus specified. Number. I Value. 
Roats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 70 $4, 200 
Pound-nets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . • • . 5 3, 000 
Fykes, traps, and baskets ... ...... ~............. 100 7, 000 
Gill-nets . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200 4, 000 
Drag-seines................... . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . 10 1,000 
Minor apparatus and outfit .........................•..••...•. 750 
Factories and shore property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • • . 2, 000 
Additional cash capital . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • •• . • . • 1, 000 
1-----1-----1 
Total capital............. .................. . ..•. •. . . . ..• . 22, 9~ 
Detailed statement of the quantifies and values of the products. 
Products specified. Pounds. Value. 
Fish a........................................... 664,000 $19,476 
Terrapin...... . •• • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 800 633 
Hard and soft crabs......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24, 000 2, 650 
Soft clams . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 000 - 500 
Que.hangs....................................... 87,272 5,454 
Miscellaneous products (including seaweed, 
mussels, &c.).... ... . . . . . . . . . ... . . .... .. .... .. .............. 7,000 
1----~-----1 
Total...................................... ... . .. . . . . . . . . 35,713 
a Including 150,000 po'1nds used for fertilizing purposes. 
138. SANDY HOOK BAY. 
LOWER B.A.Y.-The fishing interests of New Jersey in this bay are confined to the manufacture 
of menhaden oil and guano. Five large factories are in active operation during the summer 
months, most ·of them doing a large business. The oil and guano factory of Day & Shipman, at 
Highland Park, is a small one which runs only part of the season. Next come the establishments 
of Carter & Co., Vale & Griffin, an<;i Osborn & Vail; an of which are located near Port Monmouth. 
Half-way between the latter pla~e and Keyport is the large phosphate factory of Pre8ton Brothers. 
This :firm makes some oil and scrap, but their main business is the manufacture of fertilizers. 
They buy scrap from other oil works to be mixed with phosph_ates, which they bring from the beds 
near Charleston, S. C. 
In early spring a good many menhaden are taken in pounds and fykes, but when the water 
gets warm few are caught, as at this time the -fish are schooling near the surface, and it is said 
they will then seldom enter the traps. Twenty pounds, and :five gangs of fykes, with from six to 
ten baskets each, are fished along the beach near Port Monmouth. Each gang has a leader like 
that of a pound, with two fykes set opposite each other at intervals throughout its length. Various 
kinds of fish are taken, some of the larger ones being used for food, though the menhaden and all 
of the smaller and worthless fish are sent to the factories. 
During my visit to the locality in May, besides menhaden, I saw the following :fishes go into 
the boilers at the factories: Small butter-fish, perch, and blackfish; goosefish or anglers, skates, 
sting-rays, and alewives; besides several species of crustaceans. 
Oyst~r-culture is practiced quite extensively at Keyport and Perth Amboy, in Raritan Bay. 
139. UPPER BAY. 
The fisheries of the New Jersey shore of the Upper Bay are mainly for shad. The fish are 
taken in fykes which are set at the end of hedges made of brush, and in gill-nets. Thirty hedges 
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with two f k each are usually :fished in the bay. Eight men are engaged in the fishery, the 
atch for 1 o amounting to 20,000 shad, in addition to 50 tons of other fish. Joseph Slater sets 
two fykes for shad off Constable Hook, and two for other small fish, while Mr. Nicholas and others 
ha,e a number at Bayonne.. Mr. Slater reports 12 to 15 shad a fair catch for a fyke in twenty-
four hours. The shad season usually lasts from the middle of April until late in May, but 
other pecie , including bass and weakfish, are taken up to the middle of December. In 1880 the 
price of shad ranged from $8 to $15 per hundred. The principal fisheries, if we except the gill-net 
shad fishery, which is carried on to a limited extent by these fishermen · in New York waters, are 
off Bergen Ridge, between Bergen ~oint and Communipaw. Bergen Ridge separates Upper New 
York Bay from Newark Bay, and fishermen living on it often fish in both localities. 
140. NEWARK BAY. 
The fisheries in this bay are said to have been greatly injured by coal oil. Newark Bay shad 
formerly sold at high prices in the neighboring towns, but as they often taste of oil they have lost 
their reputation. At times even the oysters in the bay are tainted with coal oil, and the fi;;hermen 
complain loudly against the emptying of such substances into the rivers, as well as against the 
practice of carrying oil across them in submerged pipes. 
Ten men fish regularly throughout the year, and in the shad season as many more fish with 
gill-nets in New York waters; $1,500 are invested in nets, with $300 additional in small boats. 
The catch of shad for the past two seasons has been very light. In 1880 it amounted only to 4,000 
in number, with 32 tons of other species. A few crabs are taken here for local consumption. 
The smelts which enter this bay are esteemed beyond tho~e of other localities. They are taken 
chiefly about the Hackensack and Passaic Rivers. They are quite small, seldom exceeding five 
inc~es in length. The ca.tch is now quite insignificant, but when Eastern smelts are selling in New 
York at from 5 to 15 cents per pound these find a ready market at· 25 cents. 
O.-THE CO.AST FISHERIES OF NORTHERN NEW JERSEY. 
141. STATISTICAL RECAPITULATION. 
TnE VARIOUS FISHERY INTERESTS.-This district, which iMlud~s the ocean shore from Sandy 
Hook to Barnegat Inlet, has extensive fisheries. They are carried on exclusively from small open 
boat , and loops and schooners under 5 tons measurement. The fishing is chiefly about the 
mouth of the bracki h bays and cove , and along the outer beach, though a nm.n:ber of species 
are taken everal miles from land. The fishing begins in early spring and continues without inter-
ruption till late in the fall, after which most of the fishermen turn their attention to clamming, 
though a few of the larger boats are employed in the winter cod fi heries. 
TATI TIC.AL RECAPITULATION,.:_The following statements show the extent of the sea fish-
erie of th di trict i r 1 0: 
Summary statenwnt of persons employed. 
I Fl h rm •··········~~~~~.~~~--l~y·~············· ........ . 
horem n ................. ......... . ......................... . 
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Detailed statement of capital invested and apparatus employed. 
Apparatus specified. Number. Value. 
Vessels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ . 
Boats........................................... l, 331 $58, 160 
Pound-nets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 . 16, 000 
Fykes, traps, and baskets ..................... . 





Drag-seines..................................... 111 9, 130 
Minor apparatus, including outfit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18, 000 
Factories and other shore property .... . ..... ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 30, 500 
Additional cash capital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 000 
1-----1---·-
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 154, 883 
Detailed statement of the quantUies and values of the p1·oducts. 
Products spccj.fied. Pounds. Value. 
Fish a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 356, 766 $278, 735 
Terrapin .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 800 467 
Lobsters. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 156, 800 5, 880 
Crabs. .................................. . . . . . . . J, 343, 300 150, 412 
Soft clams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 630, 430 31, 522 
Quahaugs......... . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 550, 720 34, 420 
Miscellaneous products .................................. . ... . 3,000 
---------
Total ............. .- ..................................... . 504,436 
a Inclucling 200,000 pounds used for fertilizing purposes. 
142. GENERAL ACCOUNT OF THE VARIOUS FISHERY INTERESTS. 
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The material for the following description of this district and of its more important fisheries 
was gathered during a personal yisit to the locality in the fall of 1880: 
THE GEOGRAPHY OF 'l'HE REGION.-That portion of the coast lying between Sandy Hook and 
Barnegat Inlet, for com·enience of treatment call~d Northern New Jersey, has, for the most part, a 
low sandy shore, which is interrupted at several points by shoal and narrow inlets that ·open into 
shoal-water .bays or rivers, extending a short distance from the sea. The Shark and Squan Rivers 
are the most important ones in the section. These have extensive tide-flats along ·their shores. 
They receive a limited amount of fresh water from small and unimportant streams that reach some 
distance into the interior, but are affected to such an extent by the ocean tides that in their lower 
portion they are usually quite salt during a greater part of the year. There are also shoal-water 
bays or lagoons oflarger size extending parallel with the coast at a short distance from it. These 
are fed chiefly from the sea, but they also receive a limited quantity of fresh water from the small 
creeks that drain the surrounding country. 
The bays running parallel with the coast often expand into large sheets of water, and fre-
quently separate the outer shore ·from the main land by a considerable distance. Such is the case 
at Sandy Hook, where the outer shore is reduced to a low and narrow sand bar, some 10 miles in 
length, forme by the action of the tides and currents. This bar is separated from the main land 
by the waters of Sandy Hook Bay and its two important branches, known as the North and South 
Shrewsbury Rivers. 
The southern portion of the di&trict is of similar formation, the outer shore being reduced to 
a low barren sand bar separated from the main land, for a distance of 20 miles, by the northern 
arm of Barnegat Bay, which varies from one-quarter to 4 miles in breadth. 
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The oc an-bed slope rapidly .downward, and a depth of 5 or 6 fathoms is reached within a 
,1tort ai tance of the shore. From this point the descent is very regular and gradual, and for 
0 iderable di tance to seaward the bottom is a level plateau of sand, interrupted here and 
there by mall patches of rocks, and larger areas of clay and mud. 
_rToRTIIERN NEW JERSEY .A.S .A. SUMMER RES0RT.-Tlle district, especially in its northern 
portion, i one of tlie most popular resorts for insalids and pleasure-seekers in the entire country, 
and during the summer months the beaches are lined with people from the larger cities of the 
interior, who seek to avoid the sultry weather by coming to the seashore. Many of them have 
bought land and are building cottages along the shore, while a larger class take rooms at the 
fashionable hotels that may be found at short intervals for miles along the coast. The region is 
then one vast summer resor-t, and a large percentage of the resident population are employed in 
catering to the wants of the visitors during their sojourn in the locality. Owing to the nearness 
of New York and Philadelphia another class are extensively engaged in ~upplying these markets 
with produce and fish. 
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY .A.S .A. FISHING DISTRICT.-The natural advantages of the 'region as 
a :fishing district are perhaps a little above the average, but the fact of having good markets for 
the catch and facilities for shipping are matters of much greater importance to the fishermen. 
The fishermen of other regions find no difficulty in catching ·an abundance of fish, but they are so 
far from the larger cities that it is often quite impossible to market their catch, while in other cases 
the cost of transportation is so great as to make such a course unprofitable. Under such circum-
stances they are obliged to content themselves with supplying the home demand, which is often 
quite limited. With the fishermen of this region · the case is quite different, for fish can be put 
upon the markets of New York or Philadelphia a few hours after they are taken from the water. 
They are thu in excellent condition, and bring higher prices than those sent from a distance, 
while the cost of transportation is proportionately less. The large local demand for the hotel and 
cottage trade also tends to make the prosecution of the fisheries more profitable here than in other 
di tricts. 
The fishing season begins early in Ma,y and continues till November, while a small number of 
men fish for cod in winter. The fishing is chiefly in the salt w_ater at the mouths of the various 
bays and rivers, where many of the species congregate in considerable numbers in the ·spring, and 
remain throughout the season .for the purpose of feeding and spawning. The crabs and clams are 
al o mo t abundant in these localities, and a large number of men and boys devote the entire season 
to their capture. Many of the species are also abundant along the outer shore~ and along its 
northern portion, or in that section lying between Squan River and Sandy Hook, an extensive 
fishery has been developed. 
Thi coa t fishing, as distinguished from that of the bays, is ·of two kinds. The first, called 
ground or bottom fi llery, is confined to the capture of such fishes as live and feed at the bottom. 
Th se 1:1eem to hav no pecial feeding grounds, but are distributed on all of the hard and rocky 
p t , of which th re are many scattered along the entire coast·. The second is confined to the 
mjgratory peci 1i incr and feeding at or near be surface, and is of considerable importance. 
Th r i al o an t er fishery exten ively pro ecuted by the fi hermen of the region in the fresh 
a r a th bead of arn gat B y duri g the winter month . Rock (Rocc-us lineatus) and perch 
, r tb rincipal t k n. They are caught chiefly in haul-seines, a single draught of 
b ing c i a.Uy ma . 
f lJ 1 r r gi n the n ighborhood of New York, and the 
1 bi h in th mark t . Tb r are no natural beds here, 
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but the stock is raised from transplanted young, obtained chiefly at Keyport. At Shark River 
about 200 lots of oyster-beds are leased, but the product is only enough to supply the local con-
sumption at the summer hotels. 
THE PRINCIPAL FISHING CENTER.-There are no large eities or even villages of note that can 
be treated separately as fishing centers. The :fishermen very naturally gravitate toward the bays 
and rivers that have been mentioned, and toward the shore at that portion where the coast :fisheries 
ate extensive. There they usually become scattered aiong the water-line, owning small farms or 
gardens in the rural districts. The nearest approach to a fishing center is Seabright, a few miles 
south of Sandy Hook, which, owing to its landing and shipping privileges and its nearness to the 
fishing grounds, has become a popular resort for the :fishermen of various localities durfog the 
fishing season. The whole section from Sandy Hook to Long Branch is an imp.ortant one, and 
many fishermen live within these limits. There are also several settlements along the bays and 
rivers, where the majority of the inhabitants are dependent on the fisheries for a livelihood. 
The more important of these are Fair Haven, on the Shrewsbury River, and Ma.nnasquan, on the 
- Squan River, where crabbing and clamming are extensively carried on; and Waretown, near 
Barnegat Inlet, is.a center for the gill-net fishing of Barnegat Bay during the summer months. 
THE FISH-LANDINGS NEAR LON~ BRANCH.-The property along the shore between Sandy 
Hook and Long Branch, owing to the demand for building sites, is now very valuable, and, as the 
region bas become more thickly settled, th~ fishermen, who formerly landed their catch wbere it 
was most convenient, have gradually been driven from place to place until they are now obliged 
to .use property set apart exclusively for this purpose. Such places are called fish-landings. A. 
compauy of men now usually own or rent a piece of ground fronting on the water, and after build-
ing a large number of ice-houses on it, and arranging with the railroad company to have a con-
venient shipping stat.ion established, they rent privileges at the landing, together with the use of 
an ice-house, to any and all :fishermen who may desire them. The usual price paid for the privi-
lege of landing is $5 a year for each boat, equal to $2.50 per man, while the rent fo~ the ice-house 
varies according to its size and the number of men that are interested in it. 
The ice-houses are from 75 to 100 feet in circumference, and have a conical roof. They are 
about 14 feet deep, with the floor usually 8 feet_ below the surface of the ground. The portion above 
ground is well banked with sawdust, tan-bark, or earth, to protect it from the weather. The aver-
age ice-house costs about ~200, and holds from 150 to 250 tons, according to its size. Several of 
the :fishermen use an ice-house in common, and divi<le the expense of rent equally. The price paid 
averages about $15 a year. With the line-fisheries it is customary for eight men, or the crews of 
four boats, to join for this purpose, but in pound-fishing one or even two ice-houses may be requir~d 
for each net. The :fishermea gather their ice in winter from the ponds in the locality, doing their 
own work as far as possible, but hiring men and teams whenever it may be thou.ght necessary. If 
the labor of the fishermen is neglected, the cost of filling the house is about $60; and all who have 
assisted in the work and contributed toward the expense are at liberty to use as much ice as is needed · 
for the preservation of their catch until the supply is exhausted. The men, however, are never 
extravagant in its use, as they must pay freight on all that is s.hipped with the fish, and care is 
taken that each package shall be as light as possible. In all cai:;es where the fish are shipped, 
ice-houses similar to those described are constructed and filled from ponds in the locality. When 
there is a scarcity of ice the fishing is often discontinued, as it is not profitable to import it from 
other regions for fishing purposes. 
Owing to the high price for l~nd, the fish-landings are fewer than formel'ly, and from 30 to 
75 boats have their headquarter8 at the same point. The most important landings are at Sea-
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bri<Yht, Monm uth B ach, and Long Branch. .At other places along the shore and in the bays the 
fi ·h rm n are ruor cattered and the ground is less valuable. Here they are allowed to land at 
yari n I int , and h y fr quent1y u e the pub1ic or other landings, or have small landings of 
t]1 ir own. 
TIIE DI PO I'l'ION OF THE' FISH.-.As a rule the ·fish~rmen ship their own fish. .A few are sold 
t middl men, but the e are chiefly for local supply. On reaching the shore they at once clean, 
box, and ice their catch, and ship to the commission dealers of New York and Philadelphia by the 
fir t train. They never weigh the fish, but merely keep account of the number of packages, trust-
ing to the d alers to senrl correct returns. The rates charged by the dealers are 10 per cent. of the 
Hing price, and the transportation charges vary from $1 to $1.50, according to the size of the 
package and th~ distance it has been carried. These with the cost of packages make the expenses 
about one-quarter to one-third of the gross sales. 
143. DESCRIPTIONS OF THE MORE IMPORT.ANT FISHERIES. 
THE DIFFERENT FISHERIES OF THE DISTRICT ENUMER.A.TED.-The :fisheries of the district . 
may be divided into branches as follows: Bluefish trolling, still-baiting, the poupd-net :fishery, the 
gill-net fishery, the haul-seine :fishery, the band-line fishery, the winter cod :fishery, the eel :fishery, 
the lobster :fishery, the crab :fishery, the quahaug :fishery, and the soft-clam :fishery. Of these, all 
are to a greater or less extent separate and distinct, though the :fishermen often engage in two or 
more during the year, while some may be interested in several at the same time. 
TROLLING FOR BLUEFISH .A.ND OTHER SPECIES.-Tro1ling, or "squidding" as it is someliID:eS 
called, i chi fly confined to the region lying between Sandy Hook and Squan River, and to Bar-
negat Inlet. Open boats and small sloops are generally employed for this purpose, each crew using 
fr m one to four lines. The '' squids" vary considerably; some are made of bright metals in the 
form of a :fi hand are provided with a single book, others are painted in brilliant colors and may 
have everal hooks, while a piece of red or white cloth attached to an ordinary fish-hook some-
tim an wer the same purpose. The lines are towed through the water at an average speed 
of 2 to 4 mile per hour. The principal species taken arc bluefish, Spanish mackerel, and bonito. 
Th average daily catch for a bo_at with two men is from 300 to 400 pounds, though the quantity 
vari ~ ITT' atly and may exceed 11 000 pounds. 
Tb meth d of trolling was introduced into the region at an early date, and was more exten-
, ·iv ,Jy adopt d by the fi bermen ten y ar ago than at the present time, as other methods have 
in be n intr du l<l that are thought to be more desirable. Trolling is now extensive1y practiced 
nly by the " till-baiter "and gill-net :fishermen. .At Saudy Eook the vessels and boats using 
tbi meth d u trnlly fi h a number of miles from the shore and trolling is confined largely to tho 
m nth of May and Jun , a few following it at int rval during the greater part of the summer. 
t arn gat tr 11ing i the method employed y the pleasure-seekers during the entire season, tbe 
fi. ·hing b iog c n:fin d to th water uear th inlet. 
TnE METil0D F 'TILL-BAITING DE RIBED.-" Still-baiting" was not extensively fo11owed l>y 
tu fi, h rm n f tb r gion prior. t 1 70, bnt tb m bod i rapidly growing in favor. It is prob-
, hl th ut(Tr wth f h 1 m th l of ma k r 1 '' hoohng," a a, a far a known, i peculiar to 
th fl ·b rm n f "n ly k , n L ng I Jan]. By thi m tho<l two men usually fi h from th 
h p in "n l thr wing th i , whi h in mo, t ca con i ts of fre h menhaden, to 
ll up h fi li, h lt r "t h th 1 11 k ait d with pi c cut fr m the back of 
ntinu . fr m th l ' f May till . OY ml r; and th fi, bing ground, 
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extend from one-half to G miles from the shore. Bluefish (fomatomus saltatrix) constitute about 
fout-fift.hs of the entire catch, the only other species taken in any numbers being bonito ( Barda 
nwditerranea) and Spanish mackerel (Scomberomorus rnaculatus). The "still-fishermen" also :fish 
with l.look and line occasionally for "bottom-fish," and with gill-nets for other species. The total 
catch of these :fishermen amounts to $800 to the boat during the season. 
THE POUND-NET FISHERY.-Pound-nets were introduced into the region by Mr. George 
Snediker, of Gravesend, Long Island, about 1855. The :first used, being of small size, were set 
in Sandy Hook Bay for protection from the ocean storms. They did not come into general use till 
about 1873, when it is said they were :first extensively used on the outer beach. With the excep-
tion of one :fished during a part of the seasons of 1878 and 1879 near Barnegat Inlet, and small 
ones in the Shrewsbury Rivers, the pound fishery has been confined to the vicinity of Sandy Hook. 
In 187!> there were six pound-nets between Long Branch and Sandy Hook, stocking an average 
of $10,000 each, and clearing fully $7,000 apiece on fish taken during the season~ In 1880 there 
were eleven pound-nets in the same section, and two smaller ones in Sandy Hook Bay. These outer 
pounds a-veraged· about $8,000 each, and cleared $5,500, the best one having a gross stock of nearly 
$12,000. The pounds are set in May and :fl.she~ regularly when the weather is suitable till Novem-
ber. Placing the gross stock at $8,000, the catch of each pound, according to reliable estimate, 
would be as follows: Weakfish (Gynoscion regale), $4,800; Spanish mackerel (S. maculatus), $1,200; 
butter-:fish (Stromateus triacanthus), $700; blue:fish (Pomatomus saltatrix), $500; sheepshcad 
(Diplodu,s probatoceplialus), $300; bonito (Sarda mediterranea), $125; shad (Glupea sap·idissima), 
$55; other species, $300. 
THE GILL-NET FISHERY.-Gill-nets were formerly used almost exclusively for the capture of 
bluefish in this region, and are now largely used for that purpose, but they are also extensively 
used for Spanish mackerel, and, to a limited extent, in the rivers and bays for weak:fish and other 
Rpecies. Bet'ween Sandy Hook and Squan River, nets of 3½ to 4 inch mesh, 100 fathoms in length, 
are extensively used at a distance from the shore between August and November. These were 
formerly "set straight" and caught only bluefish. Later they were used as sweep-nets for Spanish 
mackerel with indifferent success. About 1873 it was accidentally learned that by having sharp -
angles in the net Spanish· mackerel could be readily taken. This led to various experiments, which 
have resulted in an extensive :fishery. The nets are now set in a manner similar to that on which 
the pound-net is constructed. Two netR are set together, one taking the place of the leader, while 
the other is set in various shapes as a pocket for the :fish. The nets are held in position by anchors 
and lines. The more common "sets" are known as the square-set, t-set, and harpoon-set. A gang 
of two nets fished in this way has stocked $1,092 between August and Nov~mber. The average 
'stock for the nets north of Long Branch is about $400 for each gang, one-half of the money being 
for Spanish mackerel and the remainder about equally divided between bluefish and weakfish. 
Between Long Branch and Squan River the nets are more commonly "set-straights." A fisherman 
in this locality with two nets usually stocks about $250, of which $_150 are for bluefish and the 
balance for Spanish mackerel and weakfish in equal proportion. 
At Waretown nets of 3¼-inch mesh, 25 fathoms in length, are extensively used.. These are 
usually anchored at one end an<l. allowed to swing with the tide. One man :fishes four of them ~nd 
stocks from $200 to $:?50 in a season, three-fourths of the entire catch being bluefish. 
At different points along the bays and rivers, especially in the Shrewsbury Rivers, small gill-
nets are used for catching weakfish and other species for local supply, but the business is unim-
portant. 
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ill-n t f Jarg m h are al o used for taking sbecpshead in the vicinity of Barnegat Inlet, 
wh r th y are allowed to drift over the feeding-groun<ls of the fish. This fishing is carried on 
·hi fly at uight. It i eriously objecte<l to by the line-fishermen, who claim that the nets frighten 
th fi h a-way and "break up" the fishing. 
TIIE SEINE-FI 'IIERY.-Haul-seines were former1y exten_siYely used iu many of the rivers and 
bar of the district. They are now use<l at different points along the shore by the crews of the 
variou life-saving t5tations for rock (Roccus lineatus) and ·other species, and to a limited extent in 
ome of the bays and rivers. In most regions, however, their use in the rivers is prohibited by 
law and as the run of rock along the shore is quite small, the seine-fishery is now of little impor-
' tance, except in the winter rock and perch fisheries of Metedeconk N eek, at the northern end of 
Barnegat Bay. Here one hundred and ninety-six men with forty-nine seines are engaged in fishing 
from November till April, hauling their seines both in the open water and under the ice. Rock 
and perch are said to have been first ta.ken in this locality about the beginning of the present 
century, and for the last forty years the fishery has been extensive. A single haul of 80,000 
pounds js reported about 1850, while 15,000 to 25,000 pounds are occasionally taken in a day by a 
ingle seine at the present time. The total catch in the winter of 1879-'80 reached over half a 
million pounds, netting the fishermen $36,700. After this :fishing is over a few of the nets are 
hauled for herring (Olupea vernalis and 0. cestivalis) in the locality for seYeral weeks, while others 
are taken to the Delaware River, where they are used in the capture of shad and herring. 
THE H..AND-LINE FISHERY.-The hook-and-line :fisheries, when separated from the still-
l>a.itiuo-, trolling, and the winter cod fishery, include only the catch of such parties as are employC1l 
in the capture of the di.tfereut species with haud-lines in the bays and rivers, toget];ier with those 
engaged in "bottom-fishing'' on the various rocky spot8 along the shore. The former class com-
pri es a large number of men and boys of all ages and occupations who fish occasionally or wjth 
con i<l.erable regularity for pleasure and profit during the summer months, together with the sum-
mer vi itor , who fish extensively for amusement. The catch of this class is composed chiefly of 
weakfi hand bluefi h. The second class is made up of the professional :fishermen who :fish for 
' bottom-fish" on tbe rocks whenever gill-net fishing, still-fishing or trolling ceases to b~ profitable. 
It often happen that for some reason the bluefish are less plenty, or tJ-.at they refuse the hook 
either at c rtain time of the tide or for days together. The fishermen usually carry lines and 
bait, aud on uch occa ·ions pend their time in :fishing on the rocks. At certain seasons of the 
ye r a c n iderable num er of fi hermen deYote their entire attention to "rock-fisl.Jing," and the 
atch i often quite large. The principal species taken are sea bass (Serranus atrarius), black-
fl h (Tautoga onitis) and porgies (Stenotom1ts ohrysops), though it is said that the last-named species 
i much 1 abundant than formerly. 
A DE CRIPTION OF THE COD FISHERY OF THE REGION.-About the 1st of November the co<l-
:fi ·h reach th bore, and the other pecie having mostly disappeared, many of the fishermen 
b tw en andy ook and Squan River engage in the cod fishery during the winter months. This 
fi,b ry i confi d wholly to he locality named, with the exception of an occa ional trip by tbe 
r w, f th vari u 1m - aving t ti n further outh. At fir t band-lines arc used, but later in 
h · a· n tb · by trawl r 'Crawl a they are oft n called. Thm,e have an 
,.,. f n~· f th 
hundr d and :fifty ho k ach, and a boat with two men mma11y 
i tau -var ing from on -half to 6 mile from the hore, 
h lf, aft r whi h th y are haul d and the boat returmi. 
with c rk ; th e w re in trod need into the 
• 
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region about 1875, and answer the purpose of keeping the bait off the bottom. The fishing con-
tinues during pleasant weather, the regular fishermen averaging five fishing days in each fortnight 
from November till the middle of April. The fish leave early in May. 
Cod are quite abundant, as shown by the large catches that are often made. Late in Novem-
ber, 1880, four men caught 1,000 pounds with hand-lines in three and one-balf"hours, and December 
7, six men landed 2,000 pounds, as the result of four or five hours' fishing. 
From a careful investigation of the subject it seems quite probable that the cod fishery of 
this region is destined to become important, and that the number of men engaging in this fishery, 
both here and in other portions of the State, will increase · from year to year, until many of those 
-who now spend a greater part of the winter in idleness will find remunerative employment in this 
way. The present difficulties are the lack of suitable vessels, and the small size of the trawls. 
The limited number of harbors will, of necessity, confine the vessel fisheries to a few localities, but 
by the use of larger boats, together with trawls having three or four times the present number of 
hooks the business could doubtless bt3 made very profit~ble. 
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY THE SOUTHERN LIMIT OF THE LOBSTER FISHERY.-Lobsters are 
found all along the New Jersey coast, but not in sufficient numbers in its lower half to warrant the 
fishermen in engaging in their capture. The lobster fishery of the State is thert:fore confined to 
its northerµ portion, or to the region lying between Sandy Hook and Squan River, this being the 
southern limit of the lobster fisheries of the United States. The fishermen·of Northern New Jersey 
have been engaged in the capture of the lobster for many years, and about 1860 the fishery is said 
to have been quite important. From that date the business gradually declined, until in 1870 the 
capture of the spec~es was almost wholly discontinued. In 1872 the fishery again ·began to revive, 
and at the present time large quantitieA of lobsters are taken in the region. In 1880 there were 
fourteen boats with twenty-eight men engaged regularly in the capture of lobsters in connection 
with their work in the line and net fisheries, the catch being sold partly in New York and Phila-
delphia and partly to the local trade. The pots, which are covered with netting, are usually set 
in May, and the fishing continues till October,. though a few men begin fishing early in March, 
and others fish till the last of November. 
THE CRABBING INTEREST.-The crab fishery of this district is perhaps more extensive than 
that of any other portion of the entire coast. It furnishes employment to over five hundred men 
and boys during ·four months of the year~ The crabs are very abundant in all of the shoal:water 
bays and rivers of the district, coming out of their winter quarters in the mud in the early spring. 
The season for shedding begins about the 20th of May and lasts till October. During this period 
all of the old boats and scows that will fl.oat are pressed into service, and many of the unemployed 
men and boys, and even a number of women, eng~ge in the fisberr. There is a limited trade ·in 
bard crabs for fo,~b-bait, but usually these are discarded by the fishermen, who reserve only the 
soft ones and those that are beginning to shed. This is a very profitable empl~yment, and the 
best fishermen will make $1,000 during the season, while the average for all (boys included) is fully 
$250. The crab fishery bas been prosecuted in this district for a long period of years. As early 
as 1855 cars were towed behind the boats to receive the "busters" or such as were taken in the act 
of casting their shells. About twenty years ago the shedding-pens were introduced, and from that 
date "comers," or those that give evidence of shedding in a day or two, have been saved. For 
some reason crabbing is confj.ned largely to particular localities-Shark, Squa:q, and the North and 
South Shrewsbury Rivers being the most important places. The people of other places almost as 
favorably located give little attention to crabbing, probably owing to a lack of information of the 
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mad by ho wll eugage regularly in the business. A 'large part of the catch is sent to 
w ork and the r maimler is divided between Philadelphia and the local trade. 
' 'IIIE FISIIERY FOR QUAHAUGS AND SOFT 0L.AlVIS.-The quahaug :fishery of tbe district is con-
fiucd larg l. t Sandy Hook Bay and to the waters about Barnegat Inlet, where the species is 
taken from low-water mark to a depth of 20 feet. The fishing is chiefly during the summer months, 
many small ves els from different ports of Raritan Bay :fishing about Sandy Hook during the height 
of the eason. Four methods are employed in this fishery, as follows: Dret1ging, raking, tonging, 
and treading. Dredges are used by vessels, usually sloops of from 5 to 30 tons, and also by smaller 
boats; tongs, imilar to those employed in the oyster fishery, are u~ed from small boats; rakes are 
u ~ed from boats, a11d by men who wade about upon the _shoals; and treading is a method by which 
the men, who wade in the water up to their waists, feel the clams with their feet. The average 
fi hcrman who makes a business of clamming elears from $150 to $200 in a season. Two-thirds of 
the entire catch is carried to New York by the vessels, and the remainder used locally or shipped 
to Philadelphia by rail. 
Soft cla.fns are very abundant on the sand and mu<l flats in the salt water at the mouths of the 
rivers and in the various bays; but in the former they are occasionally killed by freshets, so that 
fi bing in such localities often becomes unprofitable for several seasons. It is said that such was 
the case in Shark River in 1880, when the clarnrners of that region were . obliged to turn their 
attention to the other fisheries or to visit other places in order to find clams of marketable size. 
'rhi :fi hers is prosecuted during the entire year, but it is most extemiive during the spring, fall, 
and winter months, as many of the :fishermen turn their attention to the quabaug :fishery in 
summer. The fl bing is at present confined largely to Sandy Hook Bay, including the mouths of 
the Shrew bury Rivers and to Squan River; and, though the species is very ·abundant all along 
the New Jersey coast and may be taken in fair numbers as far south as Cape Charles, Virginia, 
Squan River marks the southern limit of the extensive fishing for the species for shipment to the 
principal markets. A fow are, of course, taken at different points farther south for bait and local 
u e, but no extensive shipments are made to other points, though the business might be carried 
on with profit a far down as Cape May. 
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144. STATISTICAL RECAPITULATION. 
s FI IIERY INTERES'.l'S.-Tbe fisheries of this district, which includes the coast-
Jin tw n arn gat Inlet, on the ocean shore, and Cohansey Creek, on Delaware Bay, are less· 
xt 111 ·iv than iho e f the di trict ju t de cribed. If we exclude the cod fleet at Atlantic City 
and the ·mall ve l from D laware Bay that are occasionally employed in the capture of the 
p ·i , th :fi h l'ie ar con.fin d almo t. wholly to the waters lying between the outer 
and ar · auu tu m inland, which ar th r ort of itnm 11.·e number of fi. ·11 during the mnmer 
m 11 b.·. , ing t luni d ·hipping fa iliti , ill ·c mm rcfo,l fi, 11 ri of mally localities are little 
1 v lop d t.b fi b rm ug ging in th u in chi fly to upply tl.te hot ls at the various 
farni h fi for h m. 1 and th fr neighbor . early a11 of them are 
1 l mmin uring a c n i rable portion of the year, while some devote 
.ti h ry uring th , umm r mouth . 
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STATISTICAL RECAPITULATION.-The following statements show the extent. of the fishery 
interests of Southern New Jersey for 1880: 
Sumrnary staterU-ent of persons employed. 
Persons employed. Number. 
Number of fishermen ..........•........... -. . . . .. .. . . . . ... . . . 2,205 
Number of sboremen. . ....................................... 30 
N nm ber of factory hands . .. - - -.......... -... -.. -........ - . . . . 12 
Total .....•.................................. - . . . . . . . . . . 2, 247 
Detailed statement of ,:apital invested and apparatus employell . 
.Apparatus specified. Number. Value. 
Vessels (98.64 tons) .............. --· ...... ---- - . 8 $10,500 
Bpats ......................................... - . 1, 812 85, 003 
Pound.nets .. '................................... 9 800 
Fykes, traps, and baskets....................... 530 2,173 
Gill-nets........................................ 58 1, 735 
Drag•seines... . . . . . .. ... . . . . . . . . .. . . .. ...... .... 274 10,940 
Minor apparatus ancl outfit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. 23, 450 
Factories and other shore property . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 000 
.Additional cash capita] . . .. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 000 
------·1------j 
Tota] capital............................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 149, 601 
Detailed staternent of the quant-ities and values of the products. 
Proclucts specified. Pounds. 
Fish a. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 060, 460 
Terrapin................................. ...... 2,400 
Crabs........................................... 103,000 
Soft clams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19, 850 
Quahaugs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 2, 494, 288 
Miscellaneous products (including 3,690,000 
pounds of king crabs) .................................. .. .. . 
Total. ...........•...•................................... 









145. THE PRINCIPAL FISHERY CENTERS DESCRIBED. 
THE GEOGRAPHY OF 1'HE REGION.-The ocean shore of Southern New Jersey, including the 
coast-line from Barnegat Inlet to Cape May, is formed by a number of low sandy islands, varying 
from 3 to 20 miles in length and from a few rods to a mile or more in breadth. These are 
separated from each other by shoal and narrow inlets and from the mainland by a net-work of 
tide-creeks forming a salt marsh usually several miles in width. In the northern portion of the .. 
district these creeks unite to form a large bay, known as Little Egg Harbor, which may be 
regarded as a southern prolongation of Barnegat Bay. At ot.her points where rivers of any 
considerable size empty into the ocean large shoal-water bays are found, the two most important 
ones being Great Bay and Great Egg Harbor. · 
On the Delaware or western shore a similar belt of low land or salt marsh extends for a 
considerable distance, while the water Jying beyond the shore-line deepens so gradually that 
extensive mud and sand flats are exposed at low-tide. 
THE PECULI.A.RITIES OF '.l'HE INHABITANTS.-Tbo inhabitants are scattered along the higher 
lands overlooking the marshes, or c?ngregate to form small settlements at the head of the shoal 
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r k everal mile iuland. The shore islands, with the exception of such as have 1::ecome popular 
a umm r resorts, are almost uninhabited, and even these places are often deserted during the 
wiut r months. Many of the people are wholly dependent on agriculture, but the greater number 
of tltose living near the water own s~all patches of land, on which they raise s_carcely enough to 
'Upply tueir own tables. Thrse are largely depende~t on the bays for a livelihood. There is also 
a large class that "follow the bay" during the entire year, oystering in winter and :fishing or 
clamming at other seasons. 
It is urged by some that the fisheries are a positive injury to the State, in that they encourage 
idleness and cause the people to neglect the cultivation of the soil. - It is doubtless true that the 
great wealth of sea products lying at their very doors has given these people a feeling of security 
that wo:r:ks to their disadvantage, for with their knowledge that there is an abundance of fish, 
oysters, or clams that can be bad at any ·time for the taking, and that these will not only supply· 
food, but can readily be turned into money, they soon become improvident, spend a greater part 
of their time in idleneRs, and go to the bays only when necessity_ compels. 
THE MORE IMPORTAN'l' FISHING CENTERS DESCRIBED.-There is more or less :fishing for local . 
supply along the entire shore, and almost every man living near the water cat,cbes a few fish and 
gathers a sufficient quantity of clams and oysters for his own table, while some in nearly every 
locality :fish to supply the country trade, except in that portion .of Delaware B~y lying to the north 
of Dennis Creek, where the fishing for marin~ fishes is limited to the capture of weakfish, which 
occur in such small numbers that the :fishing is not extensive. 
The commer~ial fisheries of Southern New Jersey center about the larger summer resorts along 
. the shore. These either afford an excellent market during the summer months, or, from their loca-
tion, offer superior advantages for shipping. The principal centers are Barnegat, Tuckerton, 
Atlantic City, and Cape May. 
Barnegat, a settlement of 1,100 inhabitants, is a favorite resort for the sporth1g classes from 
the larger cities of the interior. Being located near Barnegat Inlet, it is chiefly important on 
account of the large number of bluefish taken by trolling. It ranks low as a market, as the inhab-
itants are largely supplied with fish free of charge by the pleasure fishermen. 
Tuckerton, a village of 1,400 inhabitants, is situated nearly opposite New Inlet, in the center 
of the most exten ive quabaug fisheries of the entire coast. It affords good shipping facilities by 
both laud and water, and many of the people for miles in either direction are largely interested in 
clamming and fishing. There is also an excellent local market both in Tuckerton and at Beach 
Ilaven, a few miles distant. 
Atlantic City, the largest summer resort of Southern New Jersey, is located on one of tlle 
falands of the outer beach at Absecon Inlet. It is the principal fishing center of the district. It 
l1a a winter population of 5,500, which is inc;reased during the summer months to many times that 
numb r, e ery hotel and boarding-house being packed from the middle of June till late in Sep-
tember. During this eason the demand for fish is very large, and six firms, with eighteen men, 
in addition to a large number of :fishermen and hawkers, are engaged in catering to the trade. 
·cordi g to Mr. J. V. Alb rt on, fully $30,000 worth of fish and $35,000 worth of oysters are con-
um cl in the city a h ea on. Th prin ipal pecie u ed are weakfish ( Cynoscion regale) and 
h , h ad (Diplodu probatocephalus), and market-boats often go 20 to 30 miles to get their supply. 
In a diti to it d anta a market, tlantic City is favorably situated for the prosecu-
ti r f b .6. Tb re are w 11 macks that upply the city in part with sea-bass 
( erranu atr ri ) i n it i r r largely interested in the winter cod fisheries than 
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any other ci~y in the State. It is the only port on the entire coast south of New York where a 
vessel is licensed for the :fisheries. 
Cape May, at tbe southern extremity of New Jersey, is also a favorite resort, and it is said that 
not less than 107000 people spend their summers there. There is a large demand for fish at this 
season, and many fo;hermen, for miles on either side of the cape, are engaged in :fishing for this 
market with seines; pounds, and hand-lines. According to Mr. J. H. Farrow, who is one of the 
principal deal~s in the place, not less than $12,000 to $15,000 worth of fish are consumed yearly, 
a majority of' them being ta.ken within 15 miles of the city. 
146. DESCRIPTION OF THE MORE IMPORTANT FISHERIES. 
THE HA.ND-LINE FISHERY.-More fish are taken with hook and line than by any other 
method. The summer line-fishing begins about the 1st of June and continues till late in October. 
At this season the water of the shoaler bays and flats becomes very warm, and the fish are often 
driven into the deeper channels beyond the reach of the seines; while in some portions of the dis-
trict seining is prohibited by law during certain months, so that the hand-line is necessarily 
employed. In addition to those who fish for local supply only, many of the professional net-fisher-
men, oystermen, and clammers, together with a number of farmers and mechanics, engage in the line-
fishing during the summer months, selling their fish to the numerous hotels along the shore, or 
shipping them to the larger markets. The average fisherman makes from $1 to $1.50 daily in this 
way. The catch is composed largely of weakfish and sheepshead, the former representing fully 
tllree-fourths of the money value. 
Weakfish a,re very abundant in all of the bays and creeks on both the oceau and bay sides 
from May till October, and the catch is goyerncd wholly by the demand. rrhese fish are quite small, 
averaging only one-half to 1 pound each, and many of the smallest are 11.J.rown away as unf?.t for 
market. In the fall, schools of larger individuals, varying from 2 to 8 pounds each, are found along 
the outer sllore, and a few fishermen from the vicinity of the inlets are now beginning to engage 
in their capture. This fishery promises to b.e a very important one, for, while the fishing is at 
present very limited, and the catch is used almost exclusively for local supply and for salting, the . . 
large size and abundance of the fish will make their capture very profitable. 
Sheepshead weighing from 3 to 10 pounds are very abundant about the principal inlets on the 
ocean side, and, according to Mr. J.E. Otis, of Tuckerton, one hundred and sixteen boats have 
been counted at one time fishing for them at tlle inlet opposite that city. At Atlantic City three 
men fishing from one boat have made $40 in a single day. In Cape May County sheepsheacl are 
take_n in considerable numbers in the larger- creeks and channels some distance from the inlets. 
They are seldom seen on the bay side. 
THE HA UL-SEINE FISHERY.-Haul-seines from 30 to 80 fathoms in length are extensively 
fished in this district for weakfish during the spring and fall. The seines are owned at various 
points along the shore, and fished with more or less regularity, but the more important seine fish-
eries are confined to the vicinity of Atlantic City and to Cape May Comity. On the ocean side 
the fishery is confined to the inner bays, while on the bay side the seines are usually hauled on the 
outer beach. 
A seine with a crew of four men, fished regularly during the spring and fall, will stock from 
$300 to $500 net, two-thirds of this sum being for weakfish, an<l the remainder chiefly for Ca-pe 
May goodies (Liostomus xanthwrus), and rock (Roccus lineatus). · 
PLEASURE-FISHING.-The pleasure-fishing from the many summer resorts of the district comes 
n~xt in importance when the quantity of fish taken is considered. 
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At a]m t ver.)' viJla.ge fl bermen own small yachts for carrying pleasure-parties on fishing or 
ailing xcur ions. At Ba.rnegat there are about twenty-five of these boats; at Tuckerton and 
B ach Haven, thirty; and at Atlantic City, eighty. These, added to the number owned at other 
maller place , swell the total for the district to one hundred and eighty-five yachts, with :fifty addi-
tional row-boats, engaged in pleasure :fishing and sailing from the middle -of June till late in Sep-
tenber. These yacllts vary in size from 1 to 50 tons, and have an average v~lue of $400 to $600. 
They are fully provide<l. with :fishing-gear and bait, and _ carry from one to two men .each to sail the 
boat and as i t in baiting the hooks. At Barnegat trolling for bluefish (P. saltatrix) is a favorite 
pastime, but at other points the :fishing is chiefly for weakfish with hand-lines. The catch, which 
is often very large, is usually given to the boatman to dispose of as he may think proper, or taken 
to the boarding-house where the parties are stopping; some, however, box their :fish _and ship them 
to friends at a distance. The village of Barnegat is nearly supplied with :fish taken by the pleasure-
seekers, and at Atlantic City many of the cottages receive an abundance from the same·source. 
THE EEL FISHERY.-The eel :fisheries of the district are of considerable importance. In the 
northern portion the fishing is usually with spears during the winter months, the greater part of 
the catch being taken near Oceanville; but in Capo May County haul-seines, 25 to 50 fathoms in 
length, are employed during the summer. A small vessel, owned by Captain Mitchell Howell, of 
Dyer's Creek, is engaged in the :fishery. She bas a crew --0f three men, who, having provided them-
selves with eel-pots, :fish at different points along the shores of Delaware Bay. 
In addition to the above, many of the farmers, mechanics, and men engaged in other branches 
of tbe fisheries, fish occasionally for eels during their 1eisure hours both . in summer and winter. 
The bulk of the entire catch is consumed locally, while a small part is sent to the New York and 
Philadelphia markets, netting the :fishermen from 4 to 5 cents a pound. 
THE WINTER COD FISHERY.-The winter cod fishery comes next in importance. Codfish make 
their appearance in this region about the midd1e of November and remain till the last of April. 
They seem to be quite generally scattered over the bottom, and may be found a.Jong almost any 
part of the coast from one-half to 10 miles from the shore, though they are more abundant on the 
rocky an<l clayey spots. 
THE FISHING GRODNDS FOR, COD.-As far as known there is but one impOftant :fishing-bank 
off the New Jersey coast. This lies nearly east of Cape May, about 12 miles distant, and, accord-
ing to Captain George Hildreth, extends 15 miles in a northeast and southwest direction, and has 
an average width of nearly a mile. This is known as "Five Fathom" or "Hereford Bank." There 
i al o a larger bank known as "The old grounds," 1ying to the southeast of Cape Henlopen. 
These bank have long been frequented by a number of the ~ew York market-smacks during the 
winter month , and at the present time no less than thirty of them engage regularly in the cod 
ft heries here and at other points along the New Jersey coast. 
THE c D-FISHERMEN OF ATLANTIC Cl'l'Y AND TU0KERTON.-When the residents of this 
i trict only are consicler d, the capture of the cod is confined to the :fishermen of Atlantic City . 
and Tuck rton, though a few are taken by the crews of the various life-saving stations along the 
·h r , and y th pilot-boat in the vicinity of Cape May. 
i y the cod :fi. hery began, according to Capt. Wa hington Yate , fully forty 
a ., wh n the fl b rm n, ent out occa i nally in boats or small vessels, selling their catch 
ally. h r wa ular fi hing, how ver, and the practice was soon discontinued, so that 
r :f. w co w r taken. In 1871 Captain Yates, who is a harbor pilot 
gr u 1 and, finding cod plenty, engaged regularly in the 
j in l him, an tr wl were then introduced. From that date 
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the business bas increased until, in the winter of 1880-'81, there are thirty-eight men with six ves-
sels and several boats engaged in the cod fisheries from this city. This is the only point between 
New York and Charleston, S. C., where vessels are engaged in the shore line fisheries. The fishing 
is in 7 to 8 fathoms of ~ater, from one-half to 5 miles from the shore, the average catch being 
about 100 pounds of fish daily to the man. 
Tuckerton is also engaged. in the cod fisheries to a limited extent. The fishery here is said to 
be of recent origin. Small open boats are exclusively employed, and the fishing is carried on with 
little regularity, the men going out only one or two days in each week. 
1,HE POUND-NET FISHERY.-The pound fisheries of Southern New Jersey are confined wholly 
to that portion of the Delaware Bay lying between Cape May and Dyer's Creek, and, with the 
exception of a pound fished for se,Teral years in Great Bay, none are known to have been fished else-
were in the district. These pound-nets are much smaller and less expensive than those at Sandy 
Hook, having an average value of only $90. According to M. J. vV. 9'andy, of Cape May Court-
House, pound-nets were introduced into the region by Mr. Holmes, of Green Creek, about 1870. 
In 1880 there are ni.ne of them on the flats along the shore, some having 2 or 3 feet of water at low 
tide, while others are entirely dry. They differ considerably from the pound-nets of other portions 
of the coast. The leader is about 50 fathoms long, and in the place of the fore-bay are two wings each 
25 fathoms in length. The pound proper, or bowl, is divided into two compartments, the first being 
intended for king-crabs (Limulus polyphemus) that are taken in enormous numbers during the early 
summer. The second compartment is connected with the first by means of a funnel-shaped opening-
large enough to allow the fish to ente~, but too small to admit the crabs. The lower part of the 
pound is made of stakes imbe<lded in the mud and extending a foot or more above it. To these 
stakes the netting is attached, the object being to keep it above the crabs that would otherwise 
destroy it. 
The pounds are fished only from the 1st of March to the middle of June, after which they are 
taken up, as the water on the flats becomes so warm that the fish retire to the deeper channels. 
Weakfish constitute fo.lly three-fourths of the entire catch, the remainder being mostly rock and 
Cape May goodies. Often enormous quantities of weakfish are taken, the catch being so great 
that it is found desirable to save only the largest indiYiduals. It frequently happens that the 
price is so low that the fishermen are not warranted in shipping the fish, and the entire catch is 
often turned back into the bay. On account of the difficulty of finding a market for their catch 
the net stock for each pound is quite low and in 1880 averaged only $400. 
THE GILL-NET FISHERY.-The gill-net fishing is quite unimportant, and there are no profes-
sional giJI-net fishermen in the district. A numl;>er of small nets are owned at various points along 
the shore, and fished irregularly, for local supply; and at several of the inlets nets of 60 to 100 
fathoms are allowed to drift with the tide over the feeding grounds of the sheepshead, and longer· 
ones are used as sweep-nets in the principal channels. 
FISIIING FOR BLUEFISH OFF CAPE MA Y.-0.ff Cape May there was formerly a limited amount 
of gill-net fishing for bluefish between the 1st of October and the middle of November. Mr. J. W. 
Gandy says that large bluefish may be taken within a fewemilcs of tbc shore during a greater part 
of the summer, and that they follow the menhaden into the shoaler water in October. These fish 
vary from 5 to 18 pounds in weight, the average being about 10 pounds. 
In 1875 the fishing vessels, while en route for the bluefish grounds of the North Carolina 
coast, found these fish and set their nets for them. For two or thrne years the vessels fished in 
this locality, as many as thirteen being counted at one time. For the past two seasons, however, 
the vessel have abandoned tlrnse g'I'Ounds as the fish have been less abundant. The boat-fisher-
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m n of the hor , who formerly engaged in the :fishery to a limited extent, havo also giwu it up, 
an I in the fall of 1880 there _was but one net, 150 fathoms in length, set off Cape May. Tl.tis was 
fi ·b d but a few days and took only twenty-five :fish, or an average of 250 pounds, daily. 
THE WINTER ROCK .A.ND PERCH FISHERIES.-The winter rock and perch :fisheries of the district 
arc confined largely to Mullica and Great Egg Harbor Rivers, where these species remain in the 
fre h waters during the winter months. At the former place the fishing is prosecuted from Novem-
ber to April by means of diving-nets, hoop-nets, and haul-seines. The dh·ing-net originated in 
and is peculiar to this locality. It consists of a large funnel-shaped net opening into a 8mall bag 
or pocket, and is so arranged that it can be set at various depths. The hoop-net is simply a large 
bag attached to poles, by means of which it is raised and lowered through an opening in the ice. 
In Great Egg Harbor and Great Egg Harbor River seines are extensively used for the capture of 
the above species iu the principal channels and in the numerous creeks, and t,h~ catch is often very 
large. Small gill-nets of 3¼ _inch mesh, without lead-lines, are also fished to a limited extent along 
the g~assy flats in the larger bays during the :first of the season. 
There are one hundred and twenty men engaged in this :fishery during a part of the winter, 
most of them being included with the clammers or with the summer :fishermen. The catch reaches 
fully 200,000. It is shipped largely to Philadelphia and New York, about one-third going to tho 
latter place. The net value of this fishery to the :fishermen is about $10,4_00, divided equally 
between the two species. 
THE MENHADEN FISHERY.-The menhaden fisheries of Southern New Jersey are quite impor-
tant. According to Capt. George Hildreth, the first oil and guano factory built in the district was 
located on the shores of Delaware Bay, some distance above Cape May, in 1861; but this, on 
account of the sh~al water, proved unprofitable, and was soon abandoned. In 1874 another factory 
was built at Dyer's Creek, but it was run only a year or two. Mr. J. E. Otis informs us that the 
first factory on the ocean side was built at New Inlet, near Tuckerton, by Mr. C. N. Smith, in 1868. 
In 1880 there were :five factories in the district, three of them being located at New Inlet and two 
near Great Egg Harbor Inlet, all be:ng pr(?vi<led with kettles and pans for c9oki11g.the fish. These 
fise factorie employ eighty-nine fishermen, with eleven sail vessels and one steamer which 
wa brought into the district from Long Island in 1880. The catch during the season reached 
nearly 19,000,000 of :fish, making 1,138 banels of oil and 1,850 tons of crude-<lried guano. ~here 
were ixty-two laborers employed at the factories. In addition to the catch of the factory fisher-
men, a good many menhaden are taken in seines by farmers and professional fishermen for use on 
the land, and many are taken in the pound-nets of Delaware Bay. A purse-seine was also fished 
for a few w eks near Cape May, in the summers of 1879 and 1880, by one of the farmers, who used 
the fl h for enrichfag hi land. The total catch, therefore, for the entire district must have reached 
a out 21,000,000 of fi h. 
TrrE CLA rMING INTERESTs . .:.....Probably 110 portion of the Atlantic coast bas such extensive 
quabaug fl beri a that at pre ent under con ideration. A1mo t every bay of any considerable 
ize betw n rn g tinlet and Cape l\fay contain large numbers of these clam . E pecially is this 
tru of Li l Egg ar or, Great Bay, and Gr at Egg Harbor, which are donbtle s the most impor-
tant lamming ground in tho Unit d tate . They occur only in limited numbers in the waters 
f 
- t rm n Ii ing al ng th hor ngag in clamming during 
throu b t the ntir r ar. In ome localitie the fl bing i 
it th , priug an l f, 11 an 1 in . till th r during th mom r al o. It 
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is not so extensive in the winter on account of the ice in the bays and the limited demand for 
clams in the markets, where oysters· are usually preferred. 
The only methods in use in tbis district are "treading" and "tonging," the latter being the 
more common. Treading is said to have originated with the Tuckerton fishermen, and to have 
been introduced by them into other States, both North and South. The clammers work but a few 
hours in a day. They usually go out at "half-ebb" and return at or before ''quarter-flood," thus 
fishing only during the four or five hours of low water. The average fisherman will '' tong" from 
1,000 to 1,200 clams in a day, but 4,000 to 5,000 have been frequently taken. The total value· of 
the clams taken in this district is qver $117,000 yearly. The catch is usually bought by the 
captains of small vessels at from $1.25 to $2 per thousand and carried to the New York and 
Philadelphia markets; but at times the captains merely "freight" and sell tlle clams, receiving 
one-third of the gross sales for .their serdces. Many are also shipped by rail to these markets and 
to the other cities of the interior. 
Soft clams (Mya arenaria) are quite plenty, but they are used chiefly for uait, and only to a 
li~1ited extent for food, by the fishermen of the region. None are dug for shipment to the larger 
markets. 
THE CR.A.B-FISHERIES.-The crab-fisheries are of little importance; and though ~oft crabs are 
very abundant in most localities, the people have not yet learned that good wages can be made in 
catching and shipping them. The principal fishing is by boys and men to supply the line-fishermen 
and visitors with bait. Many are also taken and sold to tbe hotels at Beach Haven, Atlantic City, 
and Cape l\Iay; though, on account of the small size of the crabs, many of the hotels get their 
supply from a distance. 
Hard crabs have little value, except for bait, and none are now shipped from _ the district. An 
attempt was made several years ago by the fishermen of Tuckerton to establish a wint~r fishery 
for the species, but it proved unprofitable. · The method of fishing was a novel one. At tl,e 
approach of cold weather the crabs bed in the mud, where they remain . till spring, and for this 
reason they cannot be taken in the ordinary way during the winter months. The :fishermen visited 
these bedding places in boats, and took the crabs out of the mud with clam and oyster tongs. 
This is the only instance known to us where crabs ffave been taken for market in tbis manner. 
At Atlantic City crabbing is a favorite pastime for the visttors, and from twenty to thirty men 
and boys are engaged in taking pleasure parties out to engage in this fishery. On any pleasant 
day during the summer season from :fifty to one hundred people may be seen engaged in crabbing, 
and jt is now considered by many as better sport than fishing or sailing. Part of the catch is used 
for bait by the line-fishermen. 
FEW TERR.A.PIN T.A.KEN . ....:...Terrapin, though not abundant, are occasionally taken by the fisher-
men during the late summer, and after they have bedded in the mud for the winter. . They are 
usually found on the flats, but not in sufficient num hers to warrant any extended fishery. No traps, 
dredges, or seines are used in their capture. 
THE OYSTER INDUSTRY.-At rnrious points from Barnegat to Atlantic City and Lake's Bay, 
on the ocea:n, side of New Jersey, and at Maurice Cove, on t];i.e shores of Deleware Bay, the oyster 
industry is important. Mr. Ingersoll fully discusses this industry in bis special report; concerning 
the abundance of oysters along the Jersey shores of the bay, he sa~: 
"The center of the present oyster industry in the Delaware Bay and Rh·er, on the New Jersey 
shore, is. at Maurice Cove, in Cumberland County, which is reached by the Cumberland and Mau-
rice River Railroad from Bridgeton. This shore is bordered all the way by extensive marshes, 
through which innumerable small creeks find their way from the interior, an4 which contain many 
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pr.n plac all d 'pon<l .' Throughout these creeks and ponds, in the tide-ways and along the 
edg of the edge-plat aud islands, oysters have always grown in great profusion. In addition 
to thi the bottom of the bay and of the Delaware River, from Cape May beach clear up to and a 
little ab ve Cohansey Point, at the southern encl of Salem County, a distance of not less than 50 
mile , is verywhere spotted with oyster-beds. These oyster-beds are not confined to the shallow 
waters near 'hore, or to 1.he sedge-plats, but are apparently scattered over the whole bottom of the 
bay. Even the hip channel, 90 fathoms deep, contains them, as experimental dragging shows. 
How this might have been a century ago I know not; , but such is the prmient condition." 
.. 
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PENNSYLVANIA AND ITS FISHERIES. 
I , . 
A.-GENERAL REVIEW OF THE FISHERY INTERESTS OF THE 
STATE. 
147. STATIS.TICAL RECAPITULATION. 
THE VARIOUS FISHERY INTERESTS.-Pennsylvania, though consu~ing large quantities of 
fisllery products, has no important fishing grounds within its borders. The _principal business 
connected with the fisheries is the oyster industry, for, though no oysters are produced in the 
waters of the State, a large number of persons are engaged in transporting oysters from the 
southern beds to Philadelphia, and others make a business of receiving, shelling, and packing 
them for shipment. From this industry $187,500 is realized by the residents of the State. The 
sea fisheries are confined to the capture of sea-bass and other species by a fleet of eight vessels, 
that make occasional trips to the fishing grounds off Cape Henlopen during the summer months. 
Shad, sturgeon, and other less important species are taken in small quantiti_es in the Delaware and 
Susquehanna Rivers, and lake fish of different species are caught along the coast-line bordering 
Lake Erie. 
STATISTICAL REC.A.PI'.l'ULATION FOR 1880.-The following statements show the extent of the 
fishing interests of the State: 
Summary statement of 1Jersons employed. 
P ersons employed. 
Fishermen .............•.•.•..... , ........................... . 
Shoremen .• .......• . . ......•.•. .. ..... .. ............... _ ...•. 





Detailed statement of capitctl invested ancl ctpparatus emplOJied. 
A.ppar3:tus specified. Number. Value. 
Vessels (321.99 tons).. ........ ................. . 11 $10,500 
Boats . ............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . • . . . . . 156 13, 272 
Fykes, pots, and baskets . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .•• . 2,167 4,334 
Gill-nets...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 4, 793 23, 244 
Drag-seines.................. . . .. .......... . . . . . 42 8, 260 
Minor apparatus, including outfit ........................... . 
Factories and other shore property ......... ................. . 
.Additional cash capital . ..... . ............ .. .................. . 
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Detailed atatement of the quantities and valueB of the products. 
Products specified. Pounds. Value. 
Grand total for fishery products.......... . 2,933,000 $320,050 
Sea ji.8herie8. 
I Blue fish ........ u······ ...... ............ ...... 30,000 675 
I ~::!:;~:::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::: :: :: :: ....... ~~.- ~~~. 187,500 450 
All other species . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 555, 000 34,875 




Shad............................................ 559, 600 27,980 
Sturgeon........................................ 150, GOO 7, 500 
All other species .. : · ....•......•.........•••••. -~o_, 4_o_o __ 11_, 6_2_0 
Total river products....................... 1,080,000 53,100 
l====l=====l 
Great Lake fUJheries. 
Whitefish . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 975, 000 35, 150 
All other species . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . 278, 000 8, 300 
,----:·------
Total lake products . • • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . 1, 253, 000 I 43, 450 
B.-DESCRIPTION OF THE SALT-WATER FISHERIES. 
148. EXTENT OF THE S.A.LT-W ATER FISHERY INTERESTS. 
THE SEA FISHERY OF LIT'.l'LE IMP0RTANCE.-The State of Pennsylvania, though bordered in 
different portions by navigable waters, has no salt or brackish water within its limits. Its north-
western portion, washed by the waters of Lake Erie, has extensive fisheries for whitefish, trout, 
and other fresh-water species. A description of the fishing interests of that section will be found 
in Part XVII, D. The eastern boundary of the State is formed by the fresh water of the Delaware 
River, in which there are extensive shad and alewife fisheries, while other river species are taken 
to a greater or less extent. 
THE SEA BASS FISHERY DY PHILADELPHIA VESSELS.-At Philadelphia, where the demand 
for marine species is large, a number of parties own small vessels, ranging from 25 to 50 tons each, 
for the purpose of engaging in the sea fisheries in the vicinity of the Delaware capes. These 
vessels fish during the summer only. At this season they make regular trips between Philadelphia 
and the small fishing bank lying 15 to 20 miles southeast of Cape Henlopen. The catch is com-
posed almost exclusively of sea-bass (8. atrarius). 
According to Mr. Charles Vezey, superintendent of the Delaware Avenue Market, at Phila-
delphia, to whom we are indebted for information, there are eight vessels, aggregating 280 tons, 
manned by ninety-seven men, engaged in this fishery. The season begins about the middle of 
May, and continues until late in October. The fish are taken with hand-lines from the vessel's 
deck, an average trip consisting of 12,000 to 15,000 pounds. The vessels are provided with ice for 
pre erving the fish until they reach Philadelphia, where they are sold at from 5 to 8 cents per 
ound, according to the demand. An average trip requires about two weeks during ordinary 
w ather; but whenever violent torm occur, the vessels are obliged to seek shelter behind the 
y 
breakwater, where they are often detained for several day . Mr. Vezey estimates that 
ound f fl, b netti g the ft hermen a out ..,36, o, are landed annually by these 
HIL ELF.RIA. 0 TRY.-Philad lphia par ie are al o exten ively intere ted 
in the y ter fi b ri f ar an any men an l much capital are employed in the 
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that industry; but the vessels engaged are owned chiefly at various points in New Jersey and 
Delaware, and are, therefore, credited to those States. 
STATISTICAL RECAPITULATION FOR 1880.-The following statement shows the extent and 
value of the limited salt-water fisheries proper of the State, exclusive of the oyster industry: 
Summary statemeat of persons employed. 
Persons employed. Number. 
Fishermen ...••...•....•..•..•...•. _..... . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 97 
Shoremen.... .....•..•... .................. ...... .... ... ... .. 4 
Total .•....•............................................. 101 
Detailed statement of capital i11vntcd and apparatus employed . 
.Apparatus specified. Number. / Value. 
I 
Vessels (279.99 tons)............................ 8 $9,300 
Boats .....•..•.....................•..........•.. 
Minor apparatus including outfit .•• .......................... 
Shore property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .••.......... 
.Additional cash capital ..•...•....•..........•....•........... 






Detailed statement of the quantiUes and 1:alut'B of the products. 
Products specified. Pounds. Value. 
Fish sold fresh . . • . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . • • . 600, 000 $36,000 
., 
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DELAWARE AND ITS FISHERIES, 
A -GENERAL REVIEW OF THE FISHEUY INTERESTS OF THE 
STATE. 
149. DE SOR rPTION OF THE VARIO US FISHERY INTERESTS. 
PHYSIC.AL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE REGION.-For a proper understanding of the fisheries 
of Southern Delaware it seems desirable to give .a brief sketch of tbe peculiar features of the 
coast line. 
The State of Delaware, which has an area of 2,100 square miles, includes w~thin its limits the 
northeast portion of the low peninsula lying between Chesapeake Bay, Delaware River and Bay, 
and the Atlantic Ocean. The northern part of the State is slightly elevated in some localities, but 
the southern portion is almost a perfect level. This fl.at section of country is, however, somewhat 
relieved by a low table-land, or ridge of sand, not exceeding 60 or 70 feet in height, which extends 
the whole length of the State from north to south near the western boundary. Most of the small 
rivers which empty into the Delaware Bay, and in which a limited amount of fresh-water fishing 
is carried on, have their souree in the swamps which abound in this table-land. 
The entire length of the coast line of Delaware is about 95 miles. In the.upper portion of the 
State, however, that section which is bordered by the Delaware River, there are no sea :fisheries. 
The river fisheries will be described in detail in another section of this report. .A brief mention 
will, however, be made here of the fresh-water :fishing carried on in the southern portion of the 
State in conjunction with the sea :fi~hery. 
The most northern point in Delaware at which sea fish are taken in any considerable numbers 
on the shores of Delaware Bay is at Kitt's Hammock, near Dover, this ~shing station being about 
25 miles northwest of Cape Henlopen. The stretch of coast lying between Kitt's Hammock and 
the Cape is low and marshy, with scattered ·sand beaches or hammocks slightly elevated above 
the surrounding swamps; from these marsbes extensive :flats or outlying shoals make out into 
the waters of the bay. 
Beyond Cape Henlopen, on the Atlantic side, the coast line runs nearly south in a straight line 
to Williamsville, the boundary of the State, a distance of 21 miles. This part of the Delaware 
coast is composed of low, narrow sand beaches, which inclose shoal bays or lagoons of considera-
ble extent. Rehoboth Bay, which is situated 6 miles south of Cape Henlopen, is a basin of this 
de~cription, and the largest in the State, being about four miles long in t.he direction of the shore 
line and having au average width of 3 miles. Just south of Rehoboth Bay, and connected with it 
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y a han 1, i Indian i,er Bay, which is G miles long east and west and has an average breadth 
f 1 mile. oth of the e bays are connected with the ocean by an inlet through the beacl.1., which 
ha ufficient depth to admit wssels with a draught of 6 feet, and through which large numbers of 
anadrnmou fi h and a maller quantity of sea fish :find their way to the slieltered waters inside. 
Having thus briefly outlined the principal features of tbe coast, it only remains to be said 
that the bay lying south of Cape Henlopen and the beaches bordering on Delaware Bay consti-
tute th :fi bing grounds, where the operations of seining, netting, &c., are carried on, a descrip-
tion of which will be given in succeeding paragraphs. 
bIPORTANCE OF THE FISHERIES.-Although the sea :fisheries of Delaware suffer by compari-
son with the great commercial fisheries of the Northeastern States, they are, nevertheless, not wjth-
out importance, especially if we take into consideration the benefit derived by the inhabitants of the 
State in being supplied with quantities of wholesome food at a price which is only nominal. In 
nearly all of the coast towns a portion of the inhabitants engage more or less actively in the :fish-
eries during a part of the year-generally in the spring-though, as a rule, these men are semi-
professional, depending chiefly on agricultural pursuits, the latter being the principal occupation 
of the people of this region. 
The oyster-beds of -Delaware in 1880 produced 300,000 bushels of native oysters valued at 
$687,725. There were also planted in the waters of this State 650,000 bushels .of oysters from 
Che apeake Bay and elsewhere, to be left bedded here until suitable for market. In addition 
there were 184,500 bushels of oysters received from other States and packed in the cannery at 
Seaford. Little Creek Landing is the headquarters for the native oyster business. The southern 
oy ters are planted on beds at several places along the shore, but chiefly opposite the villages of 
Little Creek Landing and Mahon's Ditch, and are raised mostly for the Philadelphia trade, the 
beds and planting being largely controlled by the dealers of that city. Mr. Ingersoll fully dis-
cus e this subject in the census report on the oyster industry. The capital invested in the indus-
try in Delaware is given at $145,500, which includes sixty-five vessels at $50,000; three hundred 
boat , $12,000; gear and outfit, $10,000; shore property, $73,500. The number of oyster :fishermen 
20 and of shoremen 245. -
THE FISHERY GROUNDS.-The most important sea fishery is carried on along the shores of 
Delaware Bay, where tho trout ( Oynoscion regcde) and the spot (Liostomits xanthitrus) are the prin-
cipn~ pecies taken, or at lea t occur in the greatest abundance. The other species of salt-water 
fi h which frequent the hore of the bay are le s plenty, ome kinds being quite rare. 
IP::MENTS OF FISII AND SOFT CR.A.BS. -The followiug statistics of the shipments of :fish and 
, of crab from ome of the railroad stations south of Cape Henlopen may be of interest as giving 
a g u ral i l a, of the commercial tatus of the ti heries in that section of the State of Delaware. 
h re giv n have been obtained from the book at the different railroad stations through 
f th agent in harg . In 18c0 the following quantities were hipped: Selbyville, 
12 ,450 pound of :fi h; Frankford 8,200 i)Ounds of fish and 9,125 pounds of crab ; Dagsborough, 
ound f fi h and 2 ,970 pound of crab,; M:i11 uorougb, 3,707 pounds of :fish and 6D,220 
pound, f ra . . 
1- T \TI TIC L REO ITUL.A.TION FOR 1880 . 
. -Th i 11 win er a 1 .. how th xt nt of the commercial :fi hery intere ts 
f 
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Summary statement of persons employccl. 
Sho.rcmen ................................................. , . . . 102 1 
·Factory hands................................................ 215 I 
Total .............•••.•...........................•..... ---1, 979 I 
Detailed statement of capital invested and apparaltts employtd. 
.Apparatus specified. ·Number. 
Vessels (1,226 torn,) .••.•..........•.....•..••• : . 69 
Boats ..............•................ ~ .......... . 
Fykes, pots, and baskets ....................... . 
Gill-nets .............•....•.•••.•........•....... 
Drag-seines .....••.•............................ 





and boats ......................... '......................... . 
Factories and other shore property .....•..................... 
.Additional cash capital ................ . ..................... . 











D etailed statement of the quantities and values of the products. 
Products specified. Pounds Value to taken. fishE::rmen. 
Grand total .......•............••......... 11,918, 203 $997, 6!)5 
'=====l=====-=I 
Sea fisheries. , 
Bluefish ...... . .....••....••••.................. 45; 800 1,030 
Clams (hard) ..........••...•......•............ 5,544 347 
Clams (soft) .........•.... _. _ ....................•..•..................... - . 
Cod . ..............................................................•......... 
~~;;~;: :: : ::: ::: :::: :: : ::: :::::::: :: :: :::::: I 
8'1, 951· I 8,389 
150 6 
a 522, 900 I 1, 114 
Oysters ....................••........••...•..... b2, 100, 000 g687, 725 
Squeteague . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 2, 618, 500 78, 555 
.A.11 other species .... . . . . . . . • . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . c 2, 245, 108 · 73, 413 
1------+-----I 
Total .............••......••..•.. _........ 7, 622, 953 850, 579 
'===== cl=====! 
River fisheries. 
Alewfres (commonly called herring) .......•.... 
Shad . .... .. .................................... . 
Sturgeon .....•....................... .. ....... . 
.A.ll other species ............................... 
1 











a Including 23,000 pounds of menhaden, valued at $173, used for food. 
b .A.n allowance of 7 pounds of meats ia made for each bushel of oysters. 
c This quantity includes 596, 700 pounds of alewives, 25, 000 pounds of croak-
ers, 137,500 pounds of drum, 124,000 pounds of eels, 16,50C pounds of flounders, 
3,500 pounds of king-fish, 54,700 pounds of mullet, 326,500 pounds of perch, 
1,200 pounds of sea.bass, 5,900 pounds of sheepshead, 649,100 pounds of spot, 
147,900 pounds of striped bass, 120,000 pounds of sturgeon, 5,000 pounds of 
tautog, 30,708 pounds of terrapin, and 900 pounds of mixed fish. 
din addition, 596,700 pounds of alewives, valued at $4,475, were ta-ken by the 
sea fishermen. 
e In addition, 120,000 pounds of sturgeon, valued at $4,500, were taken by t>.1e 
sea fishermen. 
/Including 196,200 pouncls of catfish, 150,000 pounds of perch, 100,000 pounds 
of striped bass, 15,300 pounds of turtle, and 533,750 pounds of mixed fish. 
g Includes $362,725, the enhancement in value of oysters from other States 
transplanted or canned in Delaware. 
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B.-DEf ORIPTION OF THE FISHERIES BY TOWN8. 
151. DOVER AND ADJACENT TOWNS. 
THE FISHERIES OF DoVER.-Dover, the capital of Delaware,is situated on- the line of th£ 
Delaware Railroad, in Kent County, about six miles from the shore of Delaware Bay. Although 
a very limited amount of sea fish are occasionally taken higher up the bay, Dover is nevertheless 
the most northern town in Delaware in which any fishermen are employed in the sea fisheries. 
Eighty-five men, residents of Dover, are engaged in the fisheries, twenty-five of these being pro-· 
fessional fishermen, following this industry whenever any fish can be obtained, while the remainder 
engage in fishing more irregularly, depeuding largely for their subsistence on obtaining employ-
ment in the large fruit-canning establishmentR of this section of the country and as laborers on 
the farms at times when the fisheries are not at their height. The same may be said of the fisher-
men who reside iu the small towns in this part of the State. All of the men engage to a greater 
or less extent in the sea fisheries, resorting for this purpose to Kitt's Hammock, Bower's Beacb, 
and other favorite :fishin~ stations along tbe shore of the bay. Some of the men, however, 
divide their time between fishing for the species taken in the salt water and those which may be 
caught in the fre h-water streams and ponds in the immediate neighborhood of their homes. 
Twenty-one boats, valued at $360, twenty gill-nets worth $125, and twelve haul-seines Yalued 
at $600, are employed in the fisheries of Dover. The products of the fisheries are 1,346,700 pounds· 
of ea fi hand anadromous species, 2,400 pounds of fresh-water fisll, 300 terrapin in number, 50,000 
clams in number, and 7,:WO crabs. The most important fishery is that for trout or weakfish (Gyno-
scion regale); next to which is that for shad, herring, au<l perch; and thir<l, that for s_turgeon. Of 
the trout 792,000 pouuds were estimated by competent authority to have been taken in 1880; 
31,500 pound of had, 180,000 pounds of hnring, 120,000 ponrnls of perch, and 120,000 pounds of 
turgeon were also caught in J 880 by the fishermen of Do Yer. 
For the accommodation of the Dover fishermen who resort to Kitt's Hammock to prosecute 
their labor in the pring, five rough dwellings or shanties have been constructed, the total value 
of which is $150. 
THE FISHERIES OF LEBANON .-Proceeding in a southeasterly direction from Dover, about 
3½ mile , we come to the small hamlet of Lebanon. Borderiug this place is Jones' Creek, which 
al o runs near Dover. Lebanon bas twenty fishermPn, who divide their time between fishing 
in the creek and in the water of Delaware Bay. Fifteen boats, valued at $300, and firn seine~, 
worth $300, are employed in the fisheries of thi, place. The boats in use are bateaux, built on 
the pattern of the harpy, which is the ordinary type employed by all the fishermen along tile 
bore of the Delaware Bay, their average value beiug $20 each. Most of the fishing is carried 
on in Jone 'Oreek for had, trout, llerring, percll, &c., anu here have been built five fish-houses, 
one at each of the several seining stations, these buildings beiug valueu at the total sum of $150. 
Tb re are taken in all 168,950 pound of alt-water and anadromous fisb, 2,000 pounds of fresh-
w, ter ft b,.72 terrapin, 30,000 clam , and 3,600 crab . A large portion of the catch is sold in DoYer 
an t th farm r of the int rior of the State, who oft n go from 30 to 40 miles to secure fish to 
uppl - th ir want . 
T.IIE FI HERIE OF f 
littl than 
.- la<Yn lia i another mall hamlet, imilar to Lebanon, and a 
fr m th latt r an a u the ame di tance from the fi hing 
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station at Bowers' Beach, on the shore of Delaware Bay. Sixteen men from this place engage in 
the fisheries, employing themselves both in the capture of salt and fresh water species at various 
seasons of the year, though the principal part of the work is done in the spring and summer. Mag· 
nolia, has ten boats, valued at $200, and four seines, valued at $400, employed in the fisheries. The 
catch, according to the estimates of the most intelligent fishermen of this locality, is 252,500 pounds 
of sea and anadromous fish, 3,500 pound~ of fresh-water fish, 72 terrapin, 30,000 clam~, and 3,600 
crabs. 
152. FREDERICA, MILFORD, AND MILTON. 
THE FISHERIES OF FREDERICA.-About 5 miles directly south of Magnolia is the village of 
Frederica, having between 700 and 800 inhabitants, while the town includes within Us limits 
between 1,400 and 1,500 persons. The village of Frederica is situated on Murderkill Creek, about 
7 miles from its mouth, where it empties into the Delaware Bay, on the south side of Bowers' 
Beach, which lies _between this and Jones' Creek. Bowers' Beach, one of the principal fi.shing 
stations of Delaware Bay, and having a small resident population,.-is within the limits of Frederica, 
and its fisheries, fishermen, &c., will be considered in this connection. 
Frederica has seventy-two men employed in the fisheries, to a greater or less extent. Sixty-
two of these are engaged principally in the spring, thirteen of them fishing wholly in Murderkill 
Creek for fresh-water or anadromous species, while the other fishermen depend chiefly on catch-
ing such species as may be taken in the waters of the bay, though occasionally they may resort to 
the streams to fish when a favorable opportunity offers. Many of the fishermen of this section 
depend largely on agricultural pursuits for their livelihood, changing from fishing to farming and 
vice versa, as the prospect of making money in one pursuit exceeds that of the other. There are 
twelve peddlers at Frederica, who make a business of hawking fish about the villages and farming 
districts within a radius of 20 or 30 miles. They buy their stock from the fishermen at Bowers' 
Beach. .According to Mr. James Wyatt, a resident of Bowers' Beach, many of the fishermen of 
this place are employed in catching oysters during the winter. 
There are three fishing stati_?ns on Murderkill Creek where shad, herring, and other species 
are taken with seines, and at each of these places is a small shanty for the accommodation of the 
fishermen and the reception of their catch and :fishing apparatus. The total value of these build-
ings is $90. Five small buildings have also been erect,ed at ·Bowers' Beach for the same purpose, 
the total value of these being $150. 
The residents of Frederica, as well as those of the adjacent small settlements, resort to Bowers' 
Beach in the spring and engage in the trout fisheries, capturing at the same time a greater or less 
amount of other species. 
In the fisheries of Frederica are employed forty boats, valued at $800; twenty-nine gill-nets, 
valued at $89; fourteen haul-seines, valued at $'1,315; and seven bow-nets, worth $7. 
The products of the fisheries are 1,170,750 pounds of sea fish and anadromous spe~ies, 11,950 
pounds of fresh-water fish, 1,000 pounds of turtle, 120 terrapin in number, and 6,000 crabs. In 
addition, about 600,000 pounds of horseshoe crabs for fertilizing purposes are taken by the fisher-
men of Frederica and the adjacent towns along the shores of Delaware Bay, between Kitt's 
Hammock and Lewes, an important part of the capture being made by the residents of this town. 
Like Dover, the most important fi.shery of Frederica is for trout ( Gynoscion rega,le). The 
quantity taken by the fishermen of this town is 1,097,250 pounds of this particular species, exceed· 
ing that of the catch of any other locality in the State. Next to the trout :fishery in importance 
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come that for the spot (Liostom,'ltS xanthurus), of which 25,000 pounds are estimated to ha,e beeu 
taken in 1880. 
l\Irr.FORD.-1'Iilford, which is pleasantly situ~ted ~n the line of the Junction and Breakwater 
Railroad where it crosses the Mispillion Creek, some 8 miles from its mouth in a direct line, is the 
11ext town south of Frederica, from which it is distant about 8 miles. The Yillage proper bas a 
population of about 3,000, though this enumeration would be consi<l.erably increased by including 
tbe residents scattered around in the farming districts in th,e immediate Yicinity. According to 
l\Ir. J. Lowery, of this place, the principal business is ship-building and agricultural pursuits. On 
the bank of the Mispillion, in front of the Yillage, are seven or eight ship-yards, while in the 
town are two foundries, a basket factory, and factorie& for the manufacture of agricultural imple-
ments. Some of the inhabitants are also engaged in the coasting-trarle, fifteen or twenty nssels 
of this class sailing from the port. 
Milford has one hundred and :fift;y-t,even men employed in the fisheries for a portion of the 
j·ear. A considerable percentage of these, however, follow fishing only in the spring and early 
summer, depending on other pursuits the rest of the year. Fifty-five of these men fish only for 
fresh-water species, while the remainder depend chiefly on catching sea :fish, though they may 
sometimes engage in the capture of :fish in the small streams which fl.ow through the township. 
Milford has employed in its :fisheries fifty boats, worth $665; twenty-five gill-nets, worth $125; 
seventy-five haul-seines, valued at $1,700; also twelve buildings, worth $240, the latter being small 
roughly-con tructed shanties such as have been previously described for the towns further up the 
bay. In addition to the fishermen employed in catching :fish there are six peddlers who make a 
pecjalty of buying their stock from the :fishermen and hawking it about through the adjacent 
to-wns. 
There are about seventy-frve men in Milford who engage in the shad and herring fisheries in 
the pring, u ing gm.nets and seines. There are six shad" fisheries" on the Mispillion .River, all of 
which are below Milford. At these places shad and herring are taken with haul-seines. The 
principal fishing .ground on the bay for the people of this township is Slaughter Beach, though a 
few of the men occasionally resort to other :fishing stations further up the bay. 
The products of the :fisherie~ of Milford are 435,000 pounds of sea and anadromous fish, 22,000 
pound of fresh-water fish, 3,600 terrapin, and G,000 crabs. 
The most important fishery of Milford is that for sea-trout, of which 305,000 pounds are esti-
mated to have been taken in 1880. Next to this comes the shad :fishery, of which about 40,000 
I ound. were caught the same year. A large portion of the :fish taken in this locality are sold at 
the village or to re idents of the interior towns, many of whom, during the fishing season, go to 
he ea-shore to obtain a supply of ti h which they salt for their own use. 
MILTON.-Pa ing by the small and unimportant way stations of Lincoln and Ellendale, on 
the line of the Junction and Breakwater Railroad, we come to the ,illage of Milton, some 12 or 14 
mil in a outhea terly direction from Milford, and the next point of interest in connection with 
th fi herie . The village of Milton ha between 1,000 and 1,160 inhabitants. The principal 
in n tri of the plac are hip- uil<ling, h . pine wood trade, and farming; the :fishing and 
Y ter indu tri being of ondary i portance. l\filton i situated on Broaukill Creek, 
from it mouth, where it mptie into the water of the Che.,apeakc 
rativ ly narrow, i ev rtbele navigable to the ,i11age of 
·1 l'in<r, n 1 rl • . umm r, a w 11 a to , gr at r r I · xtent in tbe wint -r, tbc 
ar rri l 11 throurrh ut al o t lt ntir length. om v mil , low Ililtou, and 
:itnat cl n th rirrh l ank f b r k i. th p t- ffi e ta ion f rawb idg which i n1so 
't ' r -i , I 1. I 
J~ ' '. 
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included in the same township as Milton. This latter place has a scattered populatiou of one lnm-
dred and fifty persons, princip.ally ~ng~ged in f~r~ing ~rni fishing. T~ere is also quite ,a business 
done at the ''bridge" in ~];iipping grain and wood 9n c?as~ing ':'essels coming here to load. The 
fisheries of Drawbridge and _its statistics will be included with those of Milton. 
Milton has fifty-eight men employed more or less regularly in the fisheries; eighteen of these 
making a specialty of fishing for fresh-water specie_s, not being employed at all in catching sea 
fish. There are eighteen boats, worth $160; sixty-five gill-nets, valued at $505; eleven haul-
seines, worth $265; and two bow-nets, worth $4, employed in the fisheries of Milton, wliich has 
also twelve smaU rough board shanties for the accommodation of the fishermen, these being v-alnecl 
at $310. 
The products of the :fisheries are 162,050 pounds ~f anadromous and sea fish, 3,200 pounds of 
fresh-water fish, and 240 terrapin. By far the most important :fishery of this place is that for spot 
(Liostomus xanthurus), of which it is estimated about 80,000 pounds were taken in 1880. Next to 
this, in quantity, is the :fishery for trout (Oynoscion regale), of which 47,250 pounds were caught 
in 1880. The remainder of the fish taken are divided among the various species of fresh and salt-
water species which visit this region. 
153. LEWES AND ITS FISHERMEN. 
LEWES.-The village of Lewes is situated at the terminus of the Junction and Breakwater 
Railroad, about 3 miles above Cape Henlopen, and some 10 or 12 miles by the road from Milton . 
.A.ccorc!in.g to the postmaster, D. W. Brereton, esq., the village of Lewes has a populatio~ of 1,800. 
The inhabitants are engaged in a great variety of pursuits, among which may be mentioned as 
the most important, piloting, following the sea, wrecking, railroading, and Government work. 
The fisheries of the place are also of considerable local importanc.e. The principal fishing 
ground of Lewes is along the beach in front of the village, above Cape Henlopen, where, in their 
season, large quantities of the various species of sea fish are taken. The fresh-water :fisheries of 
tbis place are comparatively unimportant, being confined principally to the capture of a limited 
amount of such species as may be taken in ponds and small streams. 
Lewes has eighty :fishermen, of whom tw~nty-:five depend wholly on the fisheries, while tho 
i-emainder, though procuring the chief part of their subsistence by :fishing, also engage in other 
industries more or less regularly during a portion of the year. Besides the :fishermen, who peddle 
their catch to a greater or less extent, there are six peddlers who make a specialty of hawking 
fish about this and adjacent towns, procuring their goods from the :fishermen on the beach. 
Employed in the fisheries of this place are twenty boats, valued at $350; two hundred and 
ninety-two gill-nets, worth $3,294; 'thirteen haul-seines, worth $395; and fifty eel-pots, valued at 
$25; besides which there are two small boat-houses, worth $30 each. About half of the boats used 
at Lewes differ somewhat from those employed by the fishermen of the towns further up the 
0
bay, 
.,ome of the~ being of the typ~ known as the Delaware Bay shad-boat, and others the New Jersey 
surf-boat, both of which are described in another se_ction of this report,. 
The products of the :fisheries of Lewes are 609,550 pounds of sea and anadromous fish and 
1,500 pounds of fresh-water fish; 4,000 pounds of turtle; 1,500 terra.pin, in number; 31,980 crabs; 
100 lob ter ·, and a few hundred clams. 
The most important :fishery is that for spot, of which 311,000 pounds are estimated by corupe-
tent authority to have been caught in 1880. Second _to this is the fishery for trout, of whicli 
250,000 pounds were taken in the above-named year. Comparatively speaking, the other fisheries 
are unimportant. Thi "' region seems to be the southern limit where lobsters are taken by tlie fish-
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ermen, and even here there is no real fishery for them. If a man desires to obtain a few lobsters 
for bi own table he can usually do this by setting a trap about the breakwater, and occasionally 
one or more of these crustaceans are hauled ashore in the drag-seines and gill-nets. Capt. W. l\f. 
Fowler, of Lewes, says that about 1873 a pound was built for the capture of the Spanish mackerel 
(Scomberomorus maculatus) just below where the wooden pier now stands. This, however, did not 
prove a success, for though large quantities of other fish were taken, but fow Spanfab mackerel 
were caught, and after being kept up for about two seasons the net was removed and no pounds 
have since been constructed in this locality. 
154. THE FISHING TOWNS SOUTH OF CAPE HENLOPEN. 
REHOBOTH BE.A.CH.-Rehoboth Beach, 6-½ miles distant from Lewes in a southeasterly direc-
tion, is a small watering-place facing the Atlantic Ocean on the one side and Rehoboth Bay on 
the other. Here have been constructed about twenty-five cottages and two hotels for the accom-
modation of summer residents, many of whom come to this place to attend camp-meeting as well 
as to be benefited by the ocean breezes. The resident population is about sixty, all of whom 
depend mainly on farming and mechanical pursuits, as well as upon catering to the wants of the 
summer residents. There is, properly speaking, no fishing carried on by the men of this place, 
though occasionally the fishermen of Lewes resort to this locality to fish in the waters of Rehoboth 
Bay. The statistics, therefore, of the catch, as well as of the men and apparatus employed, ha,e 
been incorporated with those of Lewes. 
ANGOLA.-The next town south of Lewes, at which any fisheries are carried on, is Angola,, 
ituated on the west side of Rehoboth Bay, and having a scattered population of about 500. It is 
about 9 miles distant in a southerly direction from Lewes, lying nearly midway between the latter 
town and Millsbourough, on Indian River. The principal occupation of the people is farming, 
though a considerable number of the men engage in fishing during the spring and winter months, 
following their agricultural pursuits at other times. There are fifty-five men in this town employed 
in t~e fisheries, two of whom depend wholly upon this industry for a livelihood. The apparatus 
includes sixteen boats, valued at $320; eight gill-nets, worth $40; fourteen haul-seines, worth 
$420; and one hundred and twenty eel-pots, valued at $60. 
The fisheries are carried on in the waters of Rehoboth Bay aod the streams which empty into 
it. The products of this fishery are 135,300 pounds of anadromous and sea fish, 3,000 pounds of 
fresh-water fish, 108 terrapin, an<l 4,992 crabs. The most important fishery in regard to the 
amount of fish taken i that for herring, of which 50,000 pounds were caught in 1880, but in point 
of value thi i exceeded both by the fishery for rock and perch, of each of which it is estimated 
28,000 pounds were taken in the same year. A portion of this catch is shipped by rail to Phila-
delphia and other markets. A large percentage of the fi h taken are consumed locally or sold to 
farmer from the in~rior town . 
MILL BOROUGH.-'.£he village of :Mill borough, ituated on Indian River, is 8 or 10 miles dis-
tant in a outhwe terly dir ction from Angola, and ha a population of about 300. As a rule 
P ple d pend largely on agricultural pur nit ; though, owing to th fact of the railroad pa s-
ing thr ugh hi villag , and it conv nien e to the xcell nt fl hing grounds of Indian River and 
.nt r of a c n id ra lo :fi h ry, the mo t important to be found in the State south of 
n. Th ,r ar n hu r d and iahty- ight fi h rmen employed here, ten of them 
h lly b ft ·h ri · £ r 
in 
tur 
bi ·h ar 
lac i the number f people employed hi the 
hip e 1 to th mark t. f New ork and hfla-
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delphia. The skiffs employed in this :fishery are constructed especially for the purpose, and are 
described under the head of apparatus as the Delaware crab-skiff; these are let out to the :fisher-
men, many of whom are boys, who sell their catch to the owners of the skiffs for a stated sum. 
There are employed in the :fisheries here two hundred and twenty-two boats, valued at $776; 
twenty gill-nets, worth $100; twenty-two haul-seines, worth $660; and three hundred eel-pots, 
valued at $150. 
The products of the :fisheries are 397,300 pounds of anadromous and sea fish, 111,500 pounds of 
fresh-water fish, 500 pounds of turtle, 1,200 terrapin in number, 50,000 clams, and 180,000 crabs. 
The most important :fishery in the matter of quantity is that for herring or alewives, of which, in 
the spring of 1880, it was estimate·d 105,000 pounds were caught. Some 70,000 pounds of men-
haden are taken, about one-sixth. of which are sold for food, and the remainder used as a fertilizer. 
The :fishery for soft crabs, which is of considerable importance, as has been mentioned above, began 
about 1873, when two men, belonging at Long Branch, New Jersey, came to this section and 
engaged in the business. Since that time, however, this industry has been followed by the resi-
dents of the place, the more enterprising of whom have had a large number of boats built for this 
purpose, which they furnish to men employed to fish for them, buying the catch at the rate of 12 
cents a dozen. 
D.A.GSBOROUGH.-The little village of Dagsborough, with a population of about 200, is situated 
on the line of the B_reakwater and Frankford Railro~d, some 4½ miles in a south westerly direction 
from Mills borough. The residents of this place depend mainly on agricultural pursuits, though in 
the spring, summer, and autumn they engage more or less regularly in the :fisheries. There are 
employed in this pursuit forty-two :fishermen; twenty-eight boats, valued at $130; ten gill-nets, 
worth $50, and eight haul-seines, valued at $240. A portion of the boats, like those used at Mills-
borough, though in a far less degree, are used in the capture of soft crabs in their season; the 
greater part, however, are built on the style of the ordinary batteau, and are used in the various 
branches of the :fisheries, including seining and gill-netting. The :fishing grounds resorted to 
are Indian River and Bay, where essentially the same species are taken as are caught by the resi-
dents of Millsborough. 
The products of the :fisheries are 71,100 pounds of sea fish and anadromous species, 13, 70(}) 
pounds of fresh-water :fish, 100 pounds of turtle, 204 terrapin, 15,000 clams, and 78,000 crabs. 
FRANICFORD.-Tbree miles south of Dagsborough is the village of Frankford, on the line of 
the Breakwater and Frankford Railroad. This place, though having no :fisheries, may be men-
tio:ned from the fact that a quantity of the products of the :fisheries are shipped from -here. About 
8,200 pounds of fish and 9,125 pounds of soft crabs were shipped by rail to Philadelphia and other 
markets in 1880. 
BL.A.CKW .A.TEU .. -Some 6 miles in an easterly direction from Frankford brings us to the post-
office of Blackwater. This place has a scattering population of between 100 ·and 200, depending 
chiefly on farming. There are, however, eighteen men here employed in the :fisheries; four, of 
them depending wholly on catching fish for a livelihood, while the remainder are employed more 
or less regularly as :fishermen, chiefly in the spring. These :fishermen make use of twenty-two 
boats, worth $110; forty gill-nets, worth $200, and two haul-seines, valued at $80. 
The products of the :fisheries of Blackwater are 71,300 pounds of sea and anadromous fish, of 
which 36,000 pounds are menhaden, used principally for fertHizing purposes; 3,000 pounds of fresh-
water fish, 500 pounds of turtle, 192 terrapin, and 186,000 crabs. 
OCEAN Vrnw.-The little hamlet of Ocean View, composed of a dozen or :fifteen dwelling 
houses and stores, is six miles distant by the road from Black water in an easterly direction, 
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tllough in a traight line it would not be more than two-thirds that distance. It has a total popu-
Jati n of 400, the greater part of the inhabitants being scattered over a considerable area and 
prin •ipally engaged in farming. There is but little fishing done at Ocean View for commercial 
r,urpo e , nearly all of the farmers catching fish during their spare time for their own use. But if 
any of them get more than enough to supply their own wants they generally peddle them through-
out the country, while a few are occasionally taken to Frankford and Dagsborough and shipped 
by rail to Philadelphia. The fishing grounds resorted to are the waters of Indian River and its 
tributaries, and a few fish are also caught along the beach bordering the Atlantic. There are 
fifteen men engaged in the fisheries more or less regularly. These employ in their work fifteen 
boat , worth $66; fifty gill-nets, valued at $150; twenty small haul-seines, worth $225, and fifty 
eel-pots, valued at $20. .. 
The products of the fisheries are 210,200 pounds of sea fish and anadromous species, of which 
105,000 pounds are menhaden, these being almost wholly used for fertilizing purposeg; 1,000 
pounds of fresh-water fish, 200 pounds of turtle, 72 terrapin, 15,000 clams, and 14,400 crabs. 
It may be here stated that one gang of men, nine in number, make a specialty in the summer 
time of fishing for menhaden with a drag-seine along_ the outer beach. These men are farmers 
and do not devote their whole time to the business of catching menhaden, but when a school of 
fish is seen near the beach the crew man their boat, go out and throw their seine, and haul the 
fish ash?re, using them as a dressing for their farms. Occasionally, when schools of menhaden 
are expected, one man keeps a lookout for them, being relieved in turn by some of his fellows. 
Rox.A.NA.-The village of Roxana is situated about 3 miles in an almost due-east direction 
from Frankford and is 7 or 8 miles distant, by the road, in a southwesterly direction from Ocean 
View. The total population of the place is 600, though the village contains only about 200 inhab-
itant . The principal occupation of the people of this town is farming. There are, however, 
· ixty- even men engaged in fishing, nine of them following it regularly for a livelihood, while 
the remainder engage in both farming and fishing, employing themselves in either one of the 
two pur uits at such times as they think they can obtain the best remuneration for their labor. 
In pur uing the fisheries they make use of twenty-two boats, valued at $290; ninety-eight gill-
net , worth $490; twenty-six haul-seines, worth $1,205; fifty eel-pots, worth $25; and one small 
building and press for the extraction of menhaden oil, valued at $400. The fishing grounds to 
which they mainly resort are in the headwaters of Isle of Wight Bay and along the shores border-
ing th Atlantic; though they sometimes visit the waters of Indian River anu the salt ponds near 
th b ach w hicb borders the ocean. 
The product of the fisheries are 467,200 pounds of anadrornou and sea fisb, of which 300,000 
pound are menhaden, the e being almost whol1y pressed out for oil or used for fertilizing the land; 
3 2 0 pound offre Ii-water fi h; 3,000 pound of turtle; a11d 360 terrapin. 
con iclerable busin s i done in fl bing in "'inter for rock anu perch and in the early spring 
fi r b rring, while in mnmer the fi hery for the pot exceeds that of any other in value. A small 
m nhad n fa tory wa e tabli bed at F nwick' I ·land in 187 by 1\1:r. D. N. Warrington, who 
n urf-fi bing with a drag- cine t a, limit cl xtent. In 1880 he made 10 barrels of men-
11 il and 45 t n of rap. Tb fi h ar augb a they pa along the beach bordering the 
o · n in th ir migrati D, t an :1. from th £ edrng ground fartb r n rtll. 
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men who engage in the fisheries, nine of them depending wholly on fishing for a livelihood, while 
the others attend to their farms in the summer season and are employed in fishing in winter, when 
otherwise they would be idle most of the time. In the fishery of this town are employed forty 
boats, worth $200; three hundred g·ill-nets, worth $1,500; one drag-seine, valued at $175; two 
fyke-nets, worth $90; seven hundred and fifty eel-pots, valued at $450. 
Eel fishing and turtle and terrapin hunting are prosecuted in this. place to a much greater 
extent than in any other of the towns of Southern Delaware; in fact these are two of the principal 
fisheries of the town. Mr. R. M. Atkins, the postmaster at Williamsville, and one of the principal 
dealers in fishery products, says that 70,000 pounds of eels and 5,000 pounds of turtle were taken 
by the fishermen in 1880. The total products of the fisheries for that year were 271,100 pounds of 
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MARYLAND AND ITS. FISHERIES. 
A.-GENERAL REVIEW OF rrHE FISHERY INTERESTS OF THE 
STATE . 
. 155. STATISTICAL RECAPITULATION. 
THE VARIOUS FISHERY INTERESTS.-If the sea fisheries proper be taken as a standard, Mary-
land has an ummportant place on the list of .fish-producing States; but if the oyster and river fish- . 
eries, in both of which this State is extensively interested, be included, it ranks second only to 
Massachusetts in the value of the products, and stands first in the number of persons employed. 
The 26,008 .fishermen and shoremen produced in 1880 $5,221,715, while the 20,117 interested in the 
Massachusett~ fisheries realized $8,141,750 as tbe result of their labors. This is easily explained 
by the fact that the .fishing season is much shorter in the former than in the latter-State, ~nd that 
the . .fishermen are as a rule· less energetic -and not so full;y equipped for the work. 
The oyster interests are more important than those of any other State. These, according to 
tbe report of Mr. R.H. Edmonds, furnished employment to 23,402_.persons, with 1,450 vessels and 
1,825 boats, the value of the products amounting to $4,730,476. 
With so extensive a river system, the fresh-water .fisheries are naturally of peculiar impor-
tance, and more shad are taken by these .fishermen than by those of any other State, while Maryland 
stands second only to North Carolina in the extent and value of the alewife .fisheries. 
STATISTICAL RECAPITULATION FOR 1880.-The following tables show the extent and value of 
the .fishery interests of Maryland: 
Surnnwry statement of persons employed. 
Persons employed. Number. 
]fishermen ........ ... ... • . -............................. .. .... . 15,873 
Shoremen .. _........ .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ................ .. 1,250 
Factory hands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 879 
Total . ............. . ............................ .. . ... . . 26,008 
Detai led statement of capital invested and apparatus em1Jloyed. 
Apparatus specified. Number. I Value. 
Vessels (43,500 tons) . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 1,450 $ 1,750,000 
Boats ........... . ......................... _.... 2,825 J86, 448 
Pound-nets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83 13, 375 
Fykes, pots, and baskets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 050 6, GOO 
Gill-nets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 402 44, 880 
Dip-nets and cast-nets ......... ........... . ~. . .. 30 710 
Purse-seines ............. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 400 
Drag-seines ..... ...... . · ..... _......... . . . . . . . . . . 139 53, 550 
Minor apparatus, including outfit ...... . .... -· .............. 
1 
177,630 
Factories and other shore propert.y ... _ .. _ . ................ _.. 4, 104, 050 
Additional cash capital................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 800 
Total capital.. .................•. • ........ =~-~ 1- 6,342,443 
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Detailed statement of the quantilits and values of the products. 
Prodncts specified. Pounds. Value. 
Grand total for fahery vroducts ...... -. - -lcc=====f-cc====I 95, 712, 570 $5,221,715 
Sea fisheries. 
Bluefish ....................................... . 10,000 300 
Clams (llard) . ... ......... ....... , .•..... _ .. ___ .. 40,000 2,000 
Crabs . ........................................ . 1,166,667 46,850 
1.Ieuliac1en . ..... ... .... . ....................... . 3,903,000 11,851 
Mullet .. . .........................•...•••...... 30,000 1,200 
Oysk1·s .... . .............. ............... - - .... . 74,200,000 4,730,476 
Spotted sea-tl'ont .............................. . 5, coo 150 
Squeteague ..... ............................... . 60,000 f, 200 
Terrapin. ... .... .. ....... ..... .................. 30,000 4,000 
All other species.. .............................. 837,000 20,900 I 
Total sea products . .... ...... ..... ....... . -8~~1- -4,818,927/ 
Eiver ji:;heties. 
.Alewives ........... .................. ... ...... . 0, 128,050 139, 667 
Shad . ....................................•.... 3,759, 42G 140, 3~6 
Sturgeon ........... .. ... .. .. .................. . 144, 000 1,440 
All otl.Jer species .... ...................... - .... . 
1-----1-------
Total river products ....... ...... ........ . 
2,398,518 121, 355 ' 
15,430, 003 402, 788 1 
I 
B.-REVIEW OF THE SALT-WATER FISHERIES. 
156. STATISTICAL RECAPITULATION. 
The sea fi b.eries of Maryland, if we exclude the oyster industry, are quit~ unimportant. There 
are no harbors of any size along the outer shore, and the shores bordering Chesapeake Bay are too 
far removed from the ocean to warrant any exclusive fishing for marine species. This fishery is 
therefore confined largely to small boats for use in the sounds and bays at different seasons. The 
following table shows the extent of th~ sea fisheries, excluding menhaden and oysters, for 1880: 
Summary statement of persons employed. 
I Persons emp1oyed. Number. 
I i---------------------1-----1 
1 Fi bermon . . ...... ... ... .... .. . ..... .... .. ...... .. . . ....... .. . 260 
Shoremen ........ ____ ........ _ .......................... _. _.. 15 
Factory hands ... _ .... __ . _ ... _ .. . __ ... _ .... __ . . __ ....... . . . . . . 91 
Total . ...... . . _ . .. ___ . _ ... _ ..... _ ........ _ ...... __ . _. __ _ i----2-84-l 
,__ ___________________ ...,___ ___ 1 
Detailed state-rnent of capital invested and apparattis em11loyed. 
Apparatus specified. Number. 
Vessels (33.90 tons) . . ... .. . ... .. ..•... ......... . 3 
Boa ta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 196 
Pound-nels ................... _ .... _ ... _........ 2 
I Fyke , pot.'!, anu ba kets .......... _............ 1, 500_ 
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_Defailu l statement of the quantit-ies and values of the prodiwts. 
Bloefish .... ~: otl~, t~ , po~i-fiod ............. I 
Clams (hard) ..... . ................. . . . ... . .... . 
Crabs ........... . . . . . ..... . ... . ........ . ....... . 




1, 166, 667 
3(), 000 
Spotted sea.f;-out . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 000 
Squeteaguc . . ........... . . . ....... ...... ..... 
1 
60,000 j 
Terrapin ... . . : ··········· ··-········ ······ ····· ! - 30,000 ! 
All other spem·s . . ... .. .. .. . ........... . ...... . . I 690, 000 
1
. ! ___ _ 
Total ........... . . · . . .......... ............ i 2, 03], 667 
I . I 
Value. · I 
$300 I 
2, ooo i 









157. THE FISHERIES OF THE OCEAN SHORE. 
425 
GENERAL DESCRIP'l'ION ?F THE REGION.-The State of Maryland~ if we consider the Chesa-
peake and its larger tributaries, has an enormous coast-line of salt and brackish water. Its ocean 
shore, however, is very limited, being only about 25 miles in extent. The outer beach is formed 
by a long and irregular sand-bar, varying from a few rods to a mile or more in width, extending 
• throughout the entire length of the State. Lying between this bar and the mainland is a large 
and very irregular sheet of brackish water, which connects with the ocean near Chincoteague 
Island, Virginia, and again through Green Run Inlet, in the southern part of Maryland. The lower 
portion of this lagoon, known as Assateague Bay, is 7 or 8 miles wide and from 10 to 12 miles long. 
At its northern extremity it suddenly contracts into a long and narrow channel, known as Sinne-
puxent Bay, which connects it with Isle of Wight Bay, an irregular sheet of brackish water nem 
the northern boundary of the State. A belt of low swampy land, averaging 3 .or 4 miles iuwidtlt, 
separates the waters of these bays from the higher lands of the interio;r, with occasional landing8 
connected by wagon roads with the villages and farming districts a few miles distant. A number 
of families have· located at different points_ near the southern extremity of the outer bar, and in its 
northern portion is situated the growing village of Ocean Grove, which seems destined to be the 
popular summer resort of the region. The main shore, on account of the marshes, is almost unin-
habited, the Yillages being situated on an average of 5 or 6 miles from the water. These, as a rule, 
are small and unimportant, the only ones of note being Snow Rill, the county seat, and Berlin, a 
small railroad center. 
THE FISHERIES OF ASSA.TEAGUE AND SINNEPUXENT BAYS.-The :fishing of Assateague and 
S~nnepuxent Bays is of little importance, being confined largely to the capture of mullet ( M. albula 
and M. braziliensis)-locally known as fat-backs-eels (A. rostrata,), croakers (M. undulatus), drum 
(P. chromis), weakfish ( 0. regale), and bluefish (P. saltatrix), for local use, during the summer 
months, and to the capture of a limit~d quantity of rock (R. lineatus) and perch (R. arnericanus) in 
the fall and winter. Clamming and oystering are also carried on to a limited extent in this region. 
The men engaged in the :fisheries are for the most part farmers living some distance from the water. 
These own small boats, which are kept at the various landings in the region. During their spare 
hours they take their seines and repair to the shore, catching a supply of fish for local use and a 
few mullet for salting, after which they return home. With the exception of clams, almost no sea 
products are sent from this region to the larger markets of the country. 
l!1IS:~IERIES OF ISLE OF WIGHT BAY.-In the northern portion of the State, especially at lsle 
of Wight Bay, the :fishing is much more extensive. This region was visited by Capt. J. W. Collins, 
to whom we are indebted for the folJowing information. In the vicinity of Ocean City there is a 
limited 1ishery along the outer beach for menhaden and clrum, the former being 1 aken with seines. 
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and u ed a a dr ing for the land, while the latter are taken with hook and line by persons 
tanding along the shore. In this fishery the hooks, are baited with menhaden or crabs and thrown 
well out into the surf, after which they are slowly dr3!wn to land, the fish seizing them as they pass 
through the water. It is said that the catch of drum in thi~ way is frequently so large that there 
is a good deal of difficulty in disposing of them in the locality, and many are thrown away for lack 
of a market. The bay fishing is prosecuted to a greater or less extent during the entire year, 
though it is much more extensive during the winter months. A few persons may properly be called 
profe sional fishermen, as they follow fishing for a livelihood throughout the year, catching any 
f;;pecies that happens to be abundant. With the above exception the summer fishery is prosecuted 
chiefly by farmers for home supply. In the fall and winter, when their farm work is over, many 
of these devote their entire attention to tlle fisheries, and, whenever the weather will admit, ship 
their catch by rail to Philadelphia and New York. 
Seines and gill-nets are used to a considerable extent, bot~ being sometimes employed by the 
same parties. The meshes of the gill-nets vary from 3 to 5 inches, according to the species for 
which they are intended. The average net is from 25 to 50 fathoms in length and from 15 to 25 
meshes deep. The seines vary greatly, according to locality, the small ones ranging from 30 to 
100 fathoms, while the larger ones reach and even exceed 300 fathoms. Some of the fishermen are • 
provided with craft large enough to furnish them shelter during their stay in the vicinity of the 
fishing grounds, but mo t have only small open boats, and are obliged to camp on shore with no 
shelter, except that afforded by the trees and hills. 1rhey seldom build huts for their protection, 
claiming that the e would be destroyed and the lumber carried away during their absence. They 
often go 8 to 10 miles from home, and remain from three or four days to even a week at a time, 
and, being without.shelter, tlley are often exposed to great hardships. 
STATISTICS OF THE CATCH.-Enormous catches are sometimes maue, though as a rule- the 
fi hermen meet with only moderate success. The principal species taken in the winter are rock 
and perch, while in the spring alewives, pike, and catfish are also secured. 
According to Captain Collins, the "Value of the catch of this region for both fresh-water and 
alt-water species amounted to $22,655 during the season of 1880, to which should be added $12,889 
for the lower portion of the State; giving a total of $35,544 as the amount received by the fisher-
men of Maryland for sea products, exclusive of oysters, taken along the ocean shore. 
158. THE FISHERIES OF THE BAY SHORE. 
PECULIARITIES OF THE REGION.-If the State of Maine be excepted, probably no portion of 
the entire coa tis o ragged and irregular as that part of Maryland wllich borders Chesapeake 
Bay, and though no exact figure are at hand, it would doubtless be wholly within bounds to 
a ume that the State ha upward of 1,200 miles of coast Une washed by the salt and brackish 
water of the numerou arms and tributaries of the Chesapeake. The saltne s of the water Yaries 
gr atly at cliff' r nt time , dep ncling largely upon the amount of rainfall in the region. During 
ea n of drought it i. nearly a alt a th ocean, but in rainy ea ous it is oi;ily moderately 
r ki b, while in th xtr m pp r porti n a cl in the mouth of the larger rivers it i nearly 
o · lt that y t r , era , and certain marine fi he thrive in 
· lin it would e natural to 'Uppo e that the 
; ancl uch i the ca e in 
t r fl 11 rie ' form th princi-
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inhabitants, except at small villages situated on the uplands of the river banks, and for this reason 
the :fisheries are less important than w.onld at first be supposed. 
The shad and alewife fisheries a.re described ·by Colonel McDonald in another section of this 
report, while Mr. Edmonds gives below a full account of the oyster industry. We sba11, there-
fore, speak only of the fishing for such marine species as are most frequently taken in the 
salter bays along the coast. .Many of these, though common in the Lower Chesapeake, do not 
ascend to the Maryland waters in any considerable numbers., and tliose 'occurring there are found 
chiefly in the southern portion of the State, or in that portion lying between Tangier Island and 
Annapolis, where the population of the immediate coast line is very small, and where there are few 
opportunities for shipping. 
THE PRINCIPAL FISHING 0ENTERs.-The principal settlements in this region, and the only 
ones of note having railroad facilities for shipping, are Crisfield, Cambridge, Easton, and Annap-
_olis. The first named is a town of considerable importance, located on a good harbor, near the 
southern boundary of the State. The ground on which the business portion of the town is situated 
is composed almost wholly of oyster shells which have been deposited by the large packing-houses 
of Crisfield that do an extensive buSiness in opening and shipping oysters during the winter 
months. The people in this vicinity are almost wholly dependent .upon the water for a livelihood. 
Every able-bodied man is interested in the oyster :fisheries in the winter, .and nearly all engage in 
the capture of fish, crabs, or clams durin~ the summer season. The other towns are also more or 
less interested in the oyster fisheries in. winter, and are the receiving ports for considerable quan-
tities of fish and crabs in summer, the bulk of these, after the local trade is supplied, being 
forwarded to Baltimore, Washington, Philadelphia, and New York. The fisheries proper of the 
region are growing in importance, and in most localities tlwy have doubled within the last five 
years. 
The principal sea fishes taken are tailors (P. saltatrix), bay mackerel (S. maculatus), trout 
( 0. regale), sheepshead (D. probatocephalus), and eels (A. rostrata). 
SPANISH MA0KEREL.-In 1877 gill-nets were first extensively used in the capture of Spanish 
mackerel in the vicinity of Crisfield, though they had been regularly employed in the shad and 
alewife fisheries for many years. There are now over a hundred men employed in the gill-net 
fisheries in this region, exclusive of the large number that belong at Tangier Island who market 
their catch at Crisfield. The nets used vary from 25 to 30 fathoms in length, and from 9 to 12 
feet in depth. Each man is provided with four of these nets and is- actively engaged in :fishing 
from the 1st of May till the 1st of October. 
TAILORS AND TR0UT.-The tailors arrive early in May and form the bulk of the catch for 
about six weeks. They are again abundant from August 15 to October 1, after which they are 
less frequently taken up to the 1st of November, when they entirely disappear. They average 
about 1½ pounds each in weight, and net the :fishermen from 4 to 5 cents apiece. The trout are 
abundant during the entire summer, but are taken chiefly for local consumption, few of them 
being shipped out of the city. 
SHEEPSHEAD.-A number of :fishermen are employed iu the capture c,f sheepshead with 
Look and line, while others are provided with seines for the same work. They usually have small • "hurdles," consisting of a dozen to twenty piles driven into the mud, among which the sheeps-
head gather in considerable numbers. The sheepsbead taken in this region are very large, 
averaging fully 7 or 8 pounds each, while some wejghing 14 to 15 pounds were seen by us in the 
Crisfield market. Tl.i cy find a ready sale at from 7 to 13 cents per pound, the :fishermen often 
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makin good ag in the bu iness. Several instances are reported where men have made as high 
a 1 to $20 in a ingle day. 
EELS.-E l are everywhere abundant, and, though few are taken for shipment, they are 
caught in large numbers with hook and line or pots and l)askets, for local use, the aggregate of the 
catch amounting to many thousands of pounds in the course of the season. 
l\fENHADEN.-For a number of years menhaden (B. tyrannus), local1y known as ~llwives, 
alewh·e , and old wives, have l)een taken in considerable numbers by tlle farmers of the region, who 
have used small haul-seines for catching a supply with which to manure their land. Prior to 
1880 this was the only method of fishing, but at this time an o!l and guano factory was built at 
Crisfield, and during the course of the season 3,500,000 menhaden were taken. These, according 
to the statements of the managers, produced 300 tons of dried scrap and 10,575 gallons of oil, the 
value of the products amounting to $10,000 in the aggregate. Thus far the company has met 
with good success, and the outlook for the future is encouraging. It is hardly probable, however, 
that any extended business will be developed in the State, as 8Yen its southern boundary is so far 
removed from the mouth of the Chesapeake that the fish seldom occur in any cons.iclerable num-
bers and the fishermen are usually obliged to enter Virginia waters in order to secure their 
supply. 
THE CRAB FISHERIES.-Ornbs are very abundant in the region, and the shipping of both 
bard and soft crabs is now a very important business. The trade in the latter is said to have 
begun in 1876, when Crisfield parties first built pens or troughs for confining the crabs until they 
had cast their shells. After numerous experiments proper apparatus was adopted whereby the 
business could be prosecuted with considerable profit. The dealers now use shedding-pens or 
troughs, about 15 feet long, 3 feet wide, and 2 feet deep. The bot,tom of the trough is made of 
inch boards, and the sides are built of laths, arranged vertically about half an inch apart, while 
half.way between the top and bottom, on the outer surface, is a heavy scantling or float which 
marks the depth to which the box shaU sink in the water. These shedding-troughs are placed in 
the smooth water of some sheltered cove convenient to the packing-house, where they can be 
frequently visited by the parties in charge, who overhaul them two or three times a day, taking 
out such as have fini hed shedding, and· carrying them to the shore, where they are packed for 
shipment. The crabs are purchased from the fishermen at an average of $1 per hundred for such 
as are beginning to shed. When the shell first begins to open, the crab is styled a "peeler" by 
the fishermen, and later, as the opening becomes larger, it is known as a" buster." The hard 
crab are always rajected by these dealers, and for this reason they are seldom taken by the expe-
rienced fi hermen, who can usually detect a" peeler" before it is removed from the water. In 
ca ea hard crab i~ taken by mistake it is usually returned to the water, though some parties ~re 
in the habit of aving them and shipping them in barrels to Baltimore. The soft crabs are packed 
in tray 4 feet long, 18 inches wiue, and 4½ inches deep; great care being taken that each shall be 
placed in such a position that the moi ture shall no~ run from its mouth, for if the mouth parts become 
dry, death en ·ues in a short time. A crate of the size mentioned will hold about nine dozen 
average-sized crab . The e are shipp d chiefly to New York and Philadelphia, though many are 
sent to the interior citie of P nn ylvania at from 30 to 50 cent per dozen. The peopl~ of both 
ri ·ti 1d a <1 nhapoli are exten iv l intere ted in thi bu iness, and several hundred men are 
nga in<>' fr m th id 1 f l\f y to the 1 t f October. It is e timated that not less 
than f · f r y aryl nd d aler during tbe ea on of 1880. In 
a um d locally. 
cm · f Hl f r th ing f harcl ra , wbi ·h ar vel'y abun-
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dant in the waters of that region. It is said that fully 1,500,000 crabs were ·purchased by the 
company in 1880, the products of the cannery amounting to 135,000 cans, valued at $6,850. There 
are two similar establishments at Hampton, Va. Aside from the canning interests large numbers 
of hard crabs are shipped from different points to the larger markets. The crab is thus a very 
important species to the :fishermen, wbo derive considerable money from its capture and sale. 
CLAMS AND TERRAPIN.-Clams are less abundant in Maryland than in Virginia, and most of 
the clammers of the former State visit Virginia waters to secure their supply, though the laws are 
supposed to prohibit them from doing so. The species occurs in limited quantities, however, near 
the southern boundary of Maryland, and some clamming is done in that locality, the catch being 
used locally or shipped by rail and steamer from Crisfield. A few terrapin are found along the 
salt-water marshes, but the catch is so small as to be of little commercial importance. 
STATISTICS OF THE FISHERIES.-The number of men directly interested in the salt-water 
:fisheries, excluding oysters, is 305, of whom 275 are :fishermen, the remainder being shoremen and 
factory hands. The fishing-vessel fleet is limited to 6 sail, aggregating about 105 tons, and valued 
at $4,300. In addition to these, 200 boats, worth $6~300; 2 pound-nets, worth $1,500; 1,500 pots 
and baskets, -worth $1,000; 300 gill-nets, worth $4,500; 1 purse-seine, valued at $400, and 60 
drag-seines, valued at $2,225, are used in tile fisheries of the State. Adding the value of the 
single menhaden factory at Crisfield and other shore property, and the cash capital of the factory 
and dealers, we have a total dependent capital of $43,825. 
The total quantity of fish taken for food during the year 1880 was 795,000 pounds, of which 
775,000 ponnds were sold in a fresh state and 20,000 pounds were salted, while 4,050,000 pounds 
were taken to be used as a fertilizet. About 10,000 terrapin, 3,500,000 crabs, and 5,000 bushels of 
quahaugs, were taken during the same season; these, together with the foregoing,- make a grand 
total of 6,081,667 pounds of sea products taken by the :fishermen of J'iiaryland. The total value of 
the same to the producer is $88,451, and their estimated market value exceeds $175,000. 
0.-REVIEW OF THE OYSTER INDUSTRY. 
159. THE OYSTER INTERESTS OF MARYLAND. 
By RICHARD H. EDMONDS. 
The Chesapeake Bay and its numerous salt-water tributaries contain the most prolific and 
valuable oyster-beds in the world, probably about equally divided between tho two States of Mary-
land and Virginia. Notwithstanding the great importance and value of the oyster trade of the 
Chesapeake Bay, it is a subject upon which there has been no reliable information, either as-regards 
its extent, the amount of capital invested, or the past and present condition of the business. The 
legislatures of Maryland and Virginia have, at every session for many years, revised and re-revised 
the laws upon this subject for their respective States; but have always been content to work in 
the dark, knowing nothing practically, and never seeing the value of obtaining full information 
upon so important an industry. There is, perhaps~ no subject of such vital importance to either 
State that is so little understood. By some it is as greatly overestimated as it is underestimated 
by others. Many who have never lived near the water, and who gain their information from the 
rose-colored pictures drawn by correspondents who see only the best features of tlie trade, imagine 
that an oyster-bed is a mine of wealth, from which every oysterman may gather a liberal compe-
tence with but little labor. Nothing could be more erroneous. 
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The pre nt r port, based upon my investigations made by request of Profs. Spencer F. 
aird and G. Brown oode, mu t at the best be l>ut the basis for a more elaborate and thorough 
ci ntific xamination of this subject. From the chaos in which I found the business, so far as 
r gard tati ·tical information, I have tried to evolve some facts and figures which, by showing 
tb importance of the trade, may cause a more careful study to be made of the means to arrest the 
pr·e ent depletion of the beds and provide ·ways for increasing the natural supply of oysters. 
Until tbi i done it is almost useless to hope for wfaer laws than those now in existence, many of 
which are not worth the paper upon which they are written. There are so many widely differing 
intere t , each eeking through its representatives in the State legislatures to have such laws 
enacted a will protect its own particular branch of the trade regardless of what may be desired 
or needed by other branches, that it is utterly useless to expect to please all. Politicians, however, 
dependent upon the votes of the unlearned as well as the learned, must seek by all means to please 
their con tituents, however unwise may be their desires. The carrying out of this doctrine results 
in a conflict of opinion among legislators and, no one being willing to relinquish his own pet 
theories, much time is wasted in useless discussions; and at last, when a bill is proposed, it is 
subjected to so many amendments, that when finally passed it would scarcely be recognized by its 
originator. In this way the laws both of Virginia and Maryland bearing upon the oyster trade 
are often worse than useless; and if by chance a law should be good, the means of enforcing it 
and the penalties for violating it will be so inadequate that no good results will follow its passage. 
It i a lamentable fact that a large part of the oystermen, many of whom are negroes, are so igno-
rant as to be easily led by demagogues. I have been informed by a prominent and reliable gen-
tleman in Virginia, that during a late political canvass for the State legislature one of the candi-
dates, in an address to the oystermen, promised, upon condition of their voting for him, that should 
they de ire to t:reak any of the oyster laws, he, as a lawyer, would defend them free of cost. My 
owu ob ervation leads me to believe that this is by no means an exceptional case. I am inclined 
to think that ju there lies one of the greatest hindrances to the enactment and enforcement of 
uitable law . 
The oy ter trade of the Chesapeake Bay is of vast extent, giving employment to thousands of 
workmen and millions of imrested capital, and yet. there are many intelligent men who believe that 
the ule ing so lavishly bestowed by nature upon the tidewater counties of Maryland and Vir-
ginia in the abundant supply of oysters and fish are in reality productive of more harm than good. 
Tui beli f i ba ed npo~ the non-progressive character of the oystermen, who, as a class, are illit-
rate, indolent, and improvident. As the great natural productiveness of the soil in tropical 
ountrie ha tended to retard man's improvement by taking from him the necessity for constant 
lab r, o ha the abundant supply of oysters in the Chesapeake tended to make the osstermen 
unwilling to engag in any steady occupation. A tongman can at any time take his canoe or skiff 
au<l catch from the natural rock a few bushels of oysters, for which there is always a market. 
Ilaving 1 de a dollar or two, he top work until that is used up, often a large part of it being 
p n f< r trong drink. hen hi money i all gone he can repeat the same course. Unless spent 
in th indulg nc of intemperate hab1t , a mall amount of money will enable an oysterman to 
Jiy in · mpar ti comfort. Ile can readily and at alrno t no expen e upply bi table in winter 
f y t r and duck , gee e, and other game, while in ummer fi h and crabs 
for the at bing. 1 ng a th y are able to Ii e in thi mann r it i almo t 
• th m any t annot of cour e e avoid d, as they 
th nit their ta t , although everal law ha e, at dif-
t xpre w re r all - intend d t b ve the effect 
• 
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of making the tongmen, and especially the negroes, engage in other occupations. Could this be 
done without restricting the rights of citizenship it would prove a great blessin~ to the negroes 
themselves," as it would lead them to regular work in the cultivation of land, and it is well known 
that as soon as these people are possessed of a house and a few acres of land they become more 
law-abiding·. and industrious. 
It has generally been a favorite idea of the le"gislators both of Maryland and Virg_inia that 
each State should derive some revenue from the natural oyster-beds belonging to it. To this end 
many laws have been passed, but . no satisfactory results have ever been accomplished. The 
expense of enforcing laws over such an extensive body of water as the Chesapeake Bay is neces-
sarily very great. In 1879 the entire amount received from licenses to- tong, to scrape, and to 
dredge in Maryland was less than the cost of maintaining the oyster-police force. This, however, 
was an exceptional year, and very little was collected from dredgers for reasons given elsewhere. 
Since the oyster-police force was first established up to September 30, 1879, the amount collected 
from dredging licenses, measurei:s, and fines exceeded the expenses of the force by $235,156.59. 
In addition to this there is a county ta.x upon tonging and scraping which averages about $10,000 
a year. This amount is by law paid to the public schools of the respective counties. It would 
be necessary for the State to maintain the police force, even if it bad to be done by appropriations 
from the general treasury. Disband the force, and in a few weeks the bay would be a battle-ground 
for tongers and dredgers. This was plainly demonstrated last winter on the Rappahannock River. 
Virginia having abolished dredging on natural rocks, it was decided to do away with the police 
force. In the winter of 1879-'80 about 40 dredging boats entered the Rappahannock and began 
work. The native tongmen, incensed at this depredation upon their beds, undertook to drive the 
dredgers away. In this, however, they signa11y failed. The dredgers, being well supplied with 
rifles, opened fire upon the tongmen. For several weeks the appearance of a tongman at any time, 
was certain to draw forth a volley from the dredgers. The legislat~re being in session at the time, 
it was decided to supply the ton gm en with a cannon, a large number M rifles, and a supply of 
ammunition. Before the arrival of these, however, the dredgers had left. Such is but a sample 
of what would be constantly occurring if the dredgers of Maryland were not overawed by the 
police. 
In Virginia there are some laws for taxing oysters but as there are no means of enforcing them 
they are worthless. The total amount of license money received during 1879 was only a few hun-
dred dollars. When gathering the statistics of the oyster trade in Maryland the matter seemed 
perplexing enough; but when the effort was made to obtain the same information in Virginia the 
task was found to be even worse. State officials, from county clerk to auditor, knew nothing defi-
nite about the business. 1;here was no license, as in Maryland; no record of the number of boats 
or men; in fact, nothing upon which to begin laying a foundation. The county officials, however, 
willingly rendered all the aid in their power, and to many of them I am greatly indebted for their 
kind assistance. 
DREDGING.-There are really but two ways of catching oysters practiced in this State: dredg-
ing and tonging. Scraping is but dredgin~ on a smaller scale. 
Before discussing the merits and fault..s of our present method of dredging, it may be well to · 
give some description of this manner of catching oysters, which, while very familiar to l\fa,ry-
lanclers, may not be so well understood by those who have never witnessed the practical worldng 
of it. Dredges are bags made of iron rings linked together, forming meshes similar to those of an 
ordinary seine, the mouth being held open by an iron frame, from the four corners of which project 
four iron bars conrnrging to a point at a distance of a few feet from the mouth; to this point a 
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hort chain i attached, and joined to the chain is a long rope which winds around the windlass. 
Proj ti CJ' downwards from the bar, attached to the lower edge of the month, are iron teeth, which, 
a the dredge is drawn over the bottom, scrape up the oysters and guide them into the bag. Every 
ve el i upplied with two dredges and two windlasses, the latter being made stationary about 
midway of the deck on each side of the vessel. At .the point where the windlass is s~rewed to the 
deck 3 or 4 feet of the rail is removed, and fastened to the side of the vessel is an iron bar over 
which the chain and rope run when the dre~ge is being worked. The windlasses are so arranged 
that each is worked by four men at the same time. When the boat reaches the dredging ground 
the captain takes the helm, and the men prepare for th~ir laborious task. Tbe tlredges are thrown 
overboard and the vessel continues on her course until it is supposed that the dredge, which 
usually holds 2 or 3 bushels, is full, and then it is hauled up, and its contents, consisting of oysters, 
stones, shells, crabs, fish, &c., emptied on deck. If the vessel has passed across the bar, she tacks, 
and recrosses the ground and continues sailing over the same bar for hours. 
If dredging is done in the day-time the oysters are at once culled, but when working at 
night this is deferred until morning. Culling consists in separating the oysters from the other 
thfogs brought up by the dredge, and throwing the latter overboard, while the former are placed in 
the hold of the vessel. In this manner the work continues until the vessel is loaded, when she at 
once proceeds to market. A trip will generally take about twelve or thirteen days. The e:fl'ect 
of dredging upon an oyster bar has been thoroughly studied both in this country and in Europe, 
and the conclusion almost invariably reached js that it is beneficial to the beds when properly con-
ducted as to time and manner; and my own investigations have satisfied me that this is correct. 
An oy ter bar when left undjsturbed for a number of years has a tendency to solidify into an almost 
impenetrable rock. Dredging prevents this, and by scattering the oysters over a wide area greatly 
extends the bar. A bushel of wheat placed in one pile will never "increase and multiply," how-
ev r fertile may be the soil in which it rests; neither will its yield repay for the gathering thereof 
if the grains are dropped at far-distant points. It is only when well sown, neither too thick nor 
too thin, that a good harvest may be expected. Such is the case with oysters. Nature has often 
placed them in one large pile. Dredging, properly conducted, acts like the grain-drill in scatter-
ing them over a wider field. But there is great danger that dredging may be carried to such an 
extent as to leave only an oyster here and there; and then, like the thinly-sown wheat, the yielcl 
is too mall to be profitable. Such is by some believed to be the present condition of a large part 
of the bay; and they hold that there is an abundance of oysters, although so widely scattered that 
it i very difficult to catch them. In a report upon the" Oyster beds of the Chesapeake Bay," made 
in 1S72, by Mr. 0. A. Brown, to the auditor of public accounts of Virginia, it is said that "The 
dr dgino- of oy ter is a necessary to their development and propagation as plowing is to the growth 
of corn; the teeth of the dredge take hold of the rank growth of the oyster beds, and, by being 
dragge l through them, loo en them (which is done by hand in France in the management of their 
oy ter park ), and gi them Toom to grow and mature properly; m'oreover, beds are continually 
in rea d in iz , for wh n thE.\ ve el run· off the rock with the chain-bags filled with oy ters, the 
Y t r, ar dragg <l o ou ground where no oy t r exi ted, and thu tlrn beds are extend d, and 
wh n th Y 1 i w ring r ta kin CJ' to get back on tb oy ter b ,d , the catch ju t tak n up is 
ull <l ff tb ullin O' thr w ard t form n w cultch for drifting pat to adhere to. 
Y 't rm n t 11 t <lr dgfog ha en carri d n in Tangi r nd Pocomoke, the 
ml, with th m tl r t for tha w rk d upon them prior to 
h We r w r •OJ tinm Hy impr ,ing. nrin°· h war tl wat r w re thrown open to very one 
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who would pay the military officials for a permit to oyster; the consequence was that the oyster 
beds were scraped bare, and it was two years before they could recuperate." 
While dredging, properly conducted, is no doubt beneficial to the beds, I am inclined to 
think that in this State it is being carried too far, and that its ultimate effect will be the same as 
in every European cotmtry w~ere it has been unrestricted by proper laws. By some it is believe_d 
that the oyster beds of the Chesapeake Bay are of such vast extent, and the number of young 
annually spawned so great, that it will be impossible t-o. destroy them. In view of the experience 
of Great Britain and France, and of the almost complete destruction of many of the once-famous 
beds of the Chesapeake, sueh an opinion is without good foundation. The history of dredging in 
France and in Great Britain is very instructive, and may be studied with much profit by those 
who are interested in the preservation of the oyster beds o_f the Chesapeake Bay. The most 
valuable records are those of the production of the beds of Cancale Bay, on the northwest coast 
of France. · These records extend over a period of sixty-ejght years, from 1800 to 1868. The 
. . 
following extract in regard to these beds is from the report of Francis Winslow, master United 
States Navy, made to Carlile P. Patterson, Superintendent Coast and Geodetic Survey: 
'' The beds in the bay comprise an area of about 150 acres, and from 1800 to 1816 produced 
from 400,000 to 2,400,000 a year. This, however, was the period of the Napoleonic wars, and the 
fishing was much disturbed by the presence of the-English cruisers. During this time the beds 
became so thickly stocked that the oysters were in some places a 31ard thick. .After the close of 
the war the :fishing improved and the oysters were removed in larger and increasing numbers until 
1843. From 1823 to 1848 it is supposed that the dredgers were living upon the oysters accumu-
lated during the period of enforced rest, from 1800 to 1816. In 1817 the number of oysters 
produced was 5,600,000, and until 1843 there was a constant increase, the number taken in tbe 
latter year being 70,000,000. In 1848 it was 60,000,000; thenceforward there was a constant 
decrease. From 1850 to 1856 the decrease was from 50,000,000 to 18,000,000, supposed to be the 
effect of over-dredging. From 1859 to 1868 the <lecrease was fro$ 16;000,000 to 1,079,000; the 
oysters having almost entirely disappeared from the beds, though on account of the suffering 
condition of the inhabitants. of the shores it was almost impossible to prevent it. In 1870 there 
was a complete wreck of the bottom, which could only be remedied by a total prohibition of the 
:fisheries for several years. From the beds of the districts of Rochefort, Marennes, and island of 
Oleron, on the west coast of France, there were taken in 1853-'54 10,000,000 oysters, and in 1854-'55, 
15,000,000. on- account of exhaustive :fishing in 1863-'64 only 400,000 could be obtained. Ac-
cording to the testimony of Mr. Webber, mayor of Falmouth, England, about seven hundred men, 
working three hundred boats, were employed in a profitable oyster :fishery in the neighborhood of 
Falmouth until 1866, when the old laws enforcing a 'close time' were repealed, under an impres-
sion that owing to the great productive powers of the oyster it would be impossible to remove a · 
sufficient number to prevent the restocking of the beds. Since 1866 the beds have become so 
impoverished from excessive and continual :fishing that in 1876 only forty men a~d forty boats 
could find employment, and, small as the number is, they could not take more than 60 or 100 
. oysters a day, while formerly, in the same time, a boat could take from 10,000 to 12,000. .Ac-
cording to the statement of Mr. Messum, an oyster dealer, and secretary of an oyster company at 
Emsworth, England, made before the commission for the investigation of oyster :fisheries in May, · 
1876, there were in the harbor of Emsworth, between the years of 1840 and 1850, so many oysters 
that one man in five hours could take from 24,000 to 32,000. In consequence of over-fishing, in 
1858 SGarcely ten vessels could find loads, and in 1868 a dredger in five hours could not :find more 
than twenty oysters. The oyster :fisheries of Jersey, in the English Channel, afforded employment 
28 GR F 
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to four hunclr d vessels. In six or seven years the dredging became so extensive and the beds 
o xhan ted that only three or four vessels could find employment, and the crews of even that 
mall number had to do additional work on shore in order to support themselves." 
Tbe for going are a ~ew of, though by no means all, the instances that may be quoted in order 
to show the di a trons effects of overworking the beds, and in concluding the remarks under that 
head it will be instructive to extract from Professor Mobius' work his prophecy with regard to our 
own bed , which i here introduced: 
"In North America the oysters are so fine and so cheap that they are eaten daily by all 
clas e . Bence they are now, and have been for a long time, a real means of subsistence for the 
people. This enviable fact is no argument against the injuriousness of a continuous and severe 
:fishing of the beds. • • • But as the number of consumers increases in America the price 
will also surely advance, and then there will arise a desire to fish the banks more severely than 
hitherto, an_d if they do not accept in time the unfortunate experience of the oyster culturists of 
Europe, they will surely find their oyster-beds impoverished for having defied the bioconotic laws." 
As the best stocked and most productive begs of Europe were quickly destroyed by unrestricted 
dredging, so may the hitherto seemingly exhaustless beds of tbe Chesapeake Bay be depleted if the 
present rate of dredging is continued. An illustration of this may be seen in the almost total 
exhaustion of the once famous beds of Tangier and Pocomoke Sounds. Year after year these beds 
were dredged by hundreds of vessels, and even the summer months afforded them but little rest. 
The result of thi has been plainly seen during the past few years, and more especially during the 
season of 1879-'80, in the great scarcity of oysters in these sounds. Vessels having found it 
unprofitable to dredge in these sounds sin~e the oysters became so scarce, have turned their atten-
tion to otrer parts of the bay, and will thus give the beds a year or so of comparative rest. It is 
doubtful if they will ever again be as well stocked as in former years, for as soon as oysters again 
become plentiful there will be a r:ush of all the dredging boats in the State. Thirty years ago the 
depletion of these beds sEemed almost impossible, and yet at the present time it is an admitted 
fact that oy ters have decreased at least four-fifths in Pocomoke Sound and two-thirds in Tangier. 
If it were possible to restrict dredging so as to give every bed an occasional year of rest, the result 
would prove the wi <lorn of such a course. Owing to tlrn great extent of the oyster-beds in the bay 
and their immen e annual production, it may be som~ years before there is an oyster famine, but 
ooner or later it is coming, unless there is a radical change in some of the present phases of the 
bu ine . Properly protected and cared for, the "imbedded wealth" of the Chesapeake might be 
increa ed many fold. It is a shame that the gifts so lavishly bestowed by nature upon Maryland 
and Virginia should receive so little practical appreciation. 
Dredging in Maryland is simply a general scramble, carried on in 700 boats, manned by 5,G00 
daring and un crupulous men, who regard neither the laws of God nor man. Some of the captains 
and a few of the m n may be honest and upright, but it is an unfortunate fact that such form a 
v ry small minority. The tenure by which the captains hold their positions is such that they aro 
almo t forced to di r gard the law . Many of the boats are owned by unprincipled men, and I am 
informed that a numb r of them are even held by the keepers of houses of ill-repute. An hone t 
captain who compli with be law by not working on Sunday, at night, or on forbidden ground, will 
take at 1 a ta w k long r to catch a load of oy ters than one who, di regarding the law, gets bis 
r wh rev r b can. The fir t captain, upon hi return, is informed in language 
1 gant that unl be make a quick trip as the second captain hi place will 
1 crupul u . ith nch a y t m a thi carried out by a large number 
f th ot i n f th l w an e exp ct d of captain , When a premium is 
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placed upon law-breaking, and a man is taught by his employers that oyster laws are only made 
to be broken, and that the greater the skill displayed in evading them the greater will be his pay, 
it is scarcely to be expected that many will be able to resist the temptation. It is now rarel.y the 
case that a dredger can be found who will admit that he believes there is any wrong in disregard-
ing the oyster laws, and such a thing as being disgraced among bis fellow-workmen by imprison-
ment for violating the laws is tota1ly unknown. In the above facts will be found sufficient reasons 
wby it has been impossible for the o:5ster police since its first organization to enforce the laws. 
Seven hundred well-manned fast-sailing boats scatten~d over such a large space as the Chesapeake 
Bay are rather difficult to watch, and especially at night. 
All blame for violating laws does not, however, attach to the boat owners, as some of them 
are prominent gentlemen of the most upright character. It is the misfortune of such men that 
their captains have often been trained by less honest employers, and having once acquired a love 
of ill-gotten gain, it is difficult to keep them from continuing in the same course .. As he usually 
has a share in th~ profits, it is of course to his interest to make bis trips as quickly as possible; 
and while the boat owner may be opposed to breaking any laws, his captain may think and act 
otherwise. 
The unscrupulousness of the captain is well assisted by the character of his men. These 
men, taken as a class, form perhaps one of the most depraved bodies of workmen to be found in 
the country. They are gathered from jails, penitentiaries, workhouses, and the lowest and vilest 
dens of the city. They are principally whites, many of whom are foreigners (almost every European 
country being represented), unable to speak more than a few words of English. When a crew, 
which usually consists of about eight_ men, is wanted, the vessel owner or captain applies to tti 
shipping agent, who then gathers these men wherever they ·may be found, drunk or sober. As 
one large boat owner expressed it to me, "We don't care where he gets them, whether they are 
drunk or sober, clothed or naked, just so they can be made to work at turning a windlass." The 
shipping agent having placed the crew aboard, is then paid $2 for each man furnished. With such 
a crew as this, who neither know nor care for laws, the captain is of course able to work wherever 
he desires to. As may be supposed, the life led by these men on board of the vessels is of the 
roughest kind. When sleeping, surrounded by vermin of all kinds; when working, poorly clad 
and with every garment stiff with ice, while the wind dashes the fast freezing spray over them, 
Mur after hour winding away at the windlass, pulling a heavy dredge; or else stooping with backs 
nearly broken culling oysters. Returning from a trip, the men take their little pay and soon spend 
it in debauchery amid the lowest groggeries and dens of infamy to be found in certain portions of 
Baltimore. It is a gratifying fact, though, that even amid such surroundings as these, there are 
some few respectable and honorable men. · This is mor~ especially the c·ase -on the boats owned in 
the lower counties of Maryland. The crews of these are often gathered from the surrounding 
neighborhoods, and even as a class are not as degraded as those on Baltimore vessels. 
There are two ways in which these men are paid ; the one most generally adopted at present 
being to pay tp.em a stated amount per month, although payment is usually made at the eiid of 
each trip; the amount, of course, being proportioned to the length of the trip. The other plan is 
to allow the crew a share in the profits. When this is done, the vessel at the end of each trip first 
pays the "grub bill," wharfage, and commission merchants' charges; then, of the balance, one-
third goes to the owner of the vessel and a small bonus, usually about $20, to the captain; after 
which captain and crew all share alike, except the cook, who receives something less than the 
others. When the first plan is adopted the men receive their boa.rd and from $10 to $12, and 
occasional1y as high as $15 a month. Those working on shares will, during the season, average 
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about the same as those who are paid a certain amount. A fair average of the amount made by 
ach man would be $11 a month, making $77 for a season of seven months. Computing on thi 
average, it will be seen that during an oyster season the 4,900 dredgers receive about $377,300, 
and the 700 captains, whose wages will average $50 a month, about $245,000-making a total of 
622,300. It would also be proper to add to this amount the cost of boarding these men, since 
that in fact forms a part of their wages. This costs the vessels about $7.50 a month for each man; 
equal to $420 a season for each boat, or $294,000 for the entire fleet. This, added to $622,300, 
gives a total of $916,300 paid to the dredgers of Maryland during every oyster season. 
Tbe law requires all boats engaged in dredging to obtain from the State comptroller a yearly 
license, costing $3 for each registered ton. For reasons explained elsewhere this law has never 
been fully enforced, and the records of the past season are entirely without value in determining, 
even to an approximate degree, the number of dredging boats, since more than one-half of them 
worked witho~t license. Through the kindness of Hon. Thomas J. Keating, State comptroller, I 
have obtained the record of the past ten years, as shown in the following table: . 
Statement showing the number of boats licensed to dtcdge, their aggregate tonnage, and the amount of license money pa.id dur-
ing the past ten years, compiled front the books of the comptroller's office at .Annapolis. 
No. of Aggregate Amount of Fiscal year. boats. tonnage of license paid same. by same. 
1870-'71 ......• .. ..•..•.. 637 13,862.49 $41,587 46 
1871-'72 ... . ······ · ..... . 597 13,013.21 30,033 62 
1872-'73 .... . ........•... 559 17,604.23 52,812 69 
1873-'74 ................. 6.!l 10,075.91 30,227 73 
1874-'75 ............. ... 583 14,118.53 42,355 58 
1875-'76 ...•....•• ... .. .. 691 16,156.23 48,468 68 
1876-'77 ................ 677 16,612.48 49,837 46 
1877-'78 ................ . 565 14,469.46 37,408 39 
1878-'70 ··•·············. 465 10,391.10 31,173 29 
1879-'80 ................. 327 6,202.17 18,606 50 
-· 
Total ....... . ...... ......... ............... 391,611 40 
It will be seen by examining the above table that the hjghest number of licenses issue~ in any 
one year was in 1875-'77, when there were 691 boats, having an aggregate tonnage of 16,156.23, or 
an average tonnage of 23.38 each. Since that year there has been a steady decrease in the number 
of licen ed dredgers, although there has been no decrease in the actual ~mber of boats engaged 
in the busines . Knowing this to be true, and also mindful of the fact that even in 1875-'76 there 
were ome unlicen ed dredgers, I have thought it safe to place the number of dredging boats 
working during the season of 1879-'80 at 700. There are some well-informed persons who would 
make the figure a high as 800, but I have based my statement upon information gathered from 
many source . Taking the average tonnn,ge in 1875-'76, and multiplying it by 700, we have 16,366 
a the aggregate tonnage of the ves el now engaged in dredging. At $3 per ton for license, this 
bould have yielded th State during the pa t season a revenue of $49,098, instead of $18,600.50, 
th amount coll cted. The 327 e sel which, either from honesty or policy, paid into the State 
tr a ury h· d no privileg s or advantages not taken by the 373 which dredged 
in iz fro 5 t 75 ton , and in value from $500 or $600 to $8,000, some 
f the tate ing valu d as high as $10,000. The boats owned in 
w y inf ri r to tho e bailing from the counties. The present 
n infi rmati n obtained from all parts of the State, 
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would be an average of not less than $1,500, and it is believed by many to be much higher. At this 
rate, however, the seven hundred boats in the trade would be worth to-day $1,050,000. In addition 
to this, the winders, dredges, rollers, and chains and dredge lines on each boat may be valued at 
$100, although costing considerably more. Adding this to the value of the boats, we have 
$1,120,000 as the amount of capital invested in the dredging boats. The total tonnage of the 
dredging-boats being 16,366, and the estimated value of the same being $1,050,000, the average 
value will be $64.15 per ton. As some tonnage has lately changed bands in Baltimore at $67, the 
above estimate can scarcely be too great when the high class of many of the boats is considered. 
The amount annuaUy expended for repairing these vessels is about $105,000. 
SCRAPING A.ND T0NGING.-Scraping, which is simply dredging o~ a smaller scale, both as 
to the size of the boat and the dredge, is conducted only in shallow water; and w bile dredge 
licenses are issued by the State, scraping licenses are obtained from the counties, and hold go0d 
only in the local waters of the county in which issued. Dorchester, Talbot, and S~merset are the 
only counties in which scraping licenses are issued. In the first two the charge is regulated by 
the tonnage of the vessel (being $2 per ton), while in the last there is a uniform charge of $10 on 
each boat, regardless of size. The crews of these vessels average about four men each, the majority 
of whom are able to return home after each day's work, as the boat does not go out of the county 
waters, except to make an occasional run to a neighboring market. 
The number of scraping boats licei;ised during the past seven years is as follows: 
No. of men 
Counties. 1873-]874. 1874-1875. 1875-1676. 1876-1877. 1877-1878. 1878-1879. 1870-1880. emploJed on same uring 
1879-'80. 
Dorchester . _. _ .. 106 149 180 142 142 157 134 536 
Talbot*.-···----· ·------··--· 59 40 47 r 27 34 29 116 
Somerset--···· .. 224 322 209 165 59 151 57 228 
Total··-····· 330 I 530 429 3541 228 342 220 880 
* No scraping law until 1874-'75. 
The above figures have been kindly furnished to me by the clerks of the respective counties, 
and, while they embrace all vessels that are Iiceused, they by no means include all that are 
scraping. From personal inspection and from reports of reliable persons I feel safe in placing 
the number of scraping boats at 550, carrying 2,200 men. The additional 330 boats are working 
without)icense. 1'he pay of these men will average about $18 a month each for the seven and a 
half months employed, amounting to $135 for the season, and making a total of $297,000 received 
by the 2, 200 men, including the captains, whose pay is of course larger than that of the men. 
The average value of scraping boats, including their outfit, is $800, which gives a total of 
$440,000 invested in scraping. About $27,500 is annually expended in repairing these boats. 
Socially and morally the scrapers are somewhat superior to the dredgers. 
Tonging, although employing less capital and fewer men than dredging, is probably of 
greater value to the State than the latter, because the men engaged in it are of a better class, are 
better remunerated for their labor, and are less prone to evade the laws than the dredgers. 
While this much may be said in the tongmen's favor, it is yet an unpleasant· truth that they, like 
all others engaged in the oyster trade, either as catchers or shuckers, are as a class indolent and 
improvident. The majority of them live near the water, often owning a small house and an acre 
or so of land (the value of which depends upon the proximity of good oyster and fishing grounds), 
and a canoe or an interest in one, used in winter for oystering and in summer for fishing. Having 
secured a house their ambition seems to be satisfied and but little time or money is spent in beau-
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tif ing or imi)roving it. It is too often the case that tongers, especially many of the negroes, who 
comprise about one-third of the total number, will work only one or two daJ'S at a time and then 
remain idJe until necessity forces them again to earn a few dollars. By others, however, tonging 
i pur ued as steadily and systematically as the wind and waves will allow, and when this is done 
I think it may safely be said that the remuneration is equally as fair as in other trades. Those 
who pursue tonging in this way form the most intelligent class of oystermen in the State. In some 
cases farmers and others holding prominent social positions may be found oystering during several 
of the winter months when their legitimate business does not require close attention. 
Tonging necessitates very great exposure to the cold, but is, however, hardly as severe in 
this respect as dredging, ~nd moreover the tongers suffer less from the fact that they are generally 
better clad than the dredgers and seldom work either during very cold or very windy weather on 
aecount of the smallness of their boats. From this cause I find that even the industrious ones 
will lose on an_ average at least two days out of every w.eek, and when the time wasted by the idle 
ones is taken into account it wiH be found that one hundred and twenty days out of an oyster 
~eason of eight months is about the average length of time for ·each tonger. In this actual loss of 
at least one-half of their time may be seen the cause which prevents the tongers, as 'a class, from 
making any improvement in their financial condition, upon which depends their social position. 
While seeking information from the county clerks as regards the number of boats licensed, 
I also requested answers to the following questions with a view to obtaining home opinion upon 
the character of the tongers: No. 1. What is the moral and social condition of your oystermen 7 
No. 2. What is their occupation during the summer months t 
In answer, I received the following from Somerset County: No. 1. The oystermen, as a class, 
are generally poor men residing near the water-courses, living in and mostly owning small houses, 
with an acre or so of land, or less, attached to their premises, and in morals are equal to any body 
of Jllen similarly situated. No. 2. In the summer oystermen work on their lots and do some job-
work for their wealthier neighbors; but it is still to be feared that much of their time is unem-
ployed. 
From Worcester County : No. 1. Of a rather low order; some of them good as to morals, but 
a large majority reckless and improvident. No. 2. Most as day laborers; others cultivate smaU 
parcels of lands. 
From Dorchester County: No. 1. As a class, only fair. No. 2. Most of them have small truck-
farms to cultivate. 
From Saint Mary's County: No. 1. Fair. No. 2. Fishiug and agriculture principally. 
From Anne Arundel County: No. 1. Unable to answer the question, but believe they compare 
f: vorably with other industrial classes. No. 2. Crabbing and bedding oysters. 
Tonging, although generally confined to shallow water, is in some of the tributaries of the 
bay carried on in water varying in depth from 18 to 20 feet. Engaged in tonging there are 5,148 
men, usjng 1,825 canoes or other small boats. To obtain even an approximate average of the 
mount of money made by each tonger is almost impossible, but I think it will be very near correct 
toe timate it at 225 a sea on, at which rate the total amount made by the tongers would be 
1,158,300. any of the larger boats are held in joint ownership by two or three parties. 
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Statement of number of tonging licenses issued during the past ten years, and number of men employed on boats in the season 
of 1879-'80. 
Number 
..... ~ CQ ~ u-:i co r:-= 00 C) d ofmen Counties. !- !- !- !'- t-- t-- t-- t-- t-- ! employed Figures furnished by-I ,..!. I I :Ji ~ ~ ~ ~ on boats 0 c-:1 c,:, t-- t-- t-- t-- t-- t- t- t- 1879-'80. co ~ co co co ~ co 00 00 00 .-i .-i .-i .-i .-i .-i .-i .-i 
------
.Anne Arundel ...••.... 307 240 300 421 314 396 250 348 343 301 903 Sprigg Harwood. 
Calvert .••...•...••.... 145 146 324 380 237 207 186 198 243 312 624 S. Sollers. 
Charles .••••••....•.... 8 12 48 22 50 49 28 23 sq 41 123 B. G. Stonestreet. 
Dorchester ......•..... 331 441 575 405 472 280 212 182 142 199 597 Charles Lake. 
K ent* •.......•..•.••.. -------· ......... ........ . ·------- 120 101 101 106 122 123 369 Samuel Beek. 
Queen .Anne ..•••.•... . 118 119 178 183 210. 172 146 139 144 145 435 James Wooters. 
Somerset ... . ••.....•. . 179 252 245 125 329 239 72 59 2 ------- - ---------· Benjamin F. Lankford. 
Saint Mary's .......••.. 267 220 362 307 325 272 244 197 212 183 549 ,T. Frank Ford. 
Talbot ....•..•...•.•••. 199 184 274 280 294 276 254 217 258 281 843 J. Frank Turner. 
Wicomico .•••••...•.•. 112 106 195 125 172 98 St! 133 108 134 492 S. P. Toadvine. 
W orcestert •.••••.•.... ........... -------- .......... ........... 291 241 193 170 211 106 213 I. T. Matthews. -------- ---
Total •.•.••••••.. 1,666 1,720 2,501 2,248 2,814 2,331 I 1,774 1,772 . 1,815 1,825 5,148 
* No records farther back than 1874. tNo license require<i'until 1874-'75. 
The information contained in the above table was kindly furnished to me by the gentlemen 
named, who are the clerks of the cir~uit courts of the respective counties, and from whom all 
licenses to tong must be obtained. The law in relation thereto is: 
''Any resident of this State desiring to use any canoe or other boat in catching or taking 
oysters, for sale, with rakes or tongs, in any of the waters of this State, shall first obtain, by 
application to the clerk of the circuit court for the county wherein he may reside, a license therefor, 
and such license shall have effect from the 1st day of June, in the year in which it may have been 
obtained, to the 1st day of June next succeeding; provided that such license shall not authorize 
the use of said canoe or boat in taking or catching oysters in any creek, cove, river, inlet, bay or 
sound within the limits of any county other than that wherein the license shall have been granted, 
and that the boundaries of counties bordering on navigable waters shall be strictly construed, so 
as not to permit the residents of either county to take or catch oysters beyond the middle of the 
dividing channel; * * • and every applicant for such license shall pay to the clerk of the 
court ·where such license may be granted, and before the issuing and delivery' of the same, 
according to the following rates, viz : For any boat measuring in length 20 feet or less, the sum of 
$2; measuring ·from 20 to 25 feet, the sum of $3; measuring from 25 to 30 feet, tbe sum of $4; 
and all over 30 feet, including sloops under custom.house tonnage, the sum of $5 each; and all 
oysters taken with rakes or tongs shall be culled upon the natural beds whe!e they are taken; tbe 
amount received from tonging license to be paid by the clerk to the school commissioners for the 
public schools of the respective counties where such license is issued; provided, the sum received 
from white tongers shall go to white schools, and the sum from colored tongers t? the colored 
schools." 
Th~ money arising from licenses issued to tong and to scrape during the year 187.9 amounted 
to $8,959.89, which was turned over to the boa~ds of school commissioners of the various counties, 
with the exception of $210 recAived by Worce~ter County for licenses, and which was used by the 
county commissioners in purchasing "plants" to be bedded in the county waters. It may be well 
to explain that the laws in Worcester County are different from those in the other counties in 
respect to the disposal of license money and also as ;regards the issuing of license. In this county 
ihe license is $1 on each man in the trade, and no account is taken of the boat. 
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Since 1 74-'75 the number of licenses granted has decreased from 2,814 to 1,825 in 1~70-'80. 
There are several causes for this, the principal one probably being the unprofitableness of tonging 
for several sea. ons past as compared wit.h former years. From 1865 or 1866 to 187 4 or 1875 
tonging was quite profitable, as oysters commanded a good price, but since the latter year prices 
have ruled very low and many have turned their attention to other occupations. It may be that 
some few tongers are working without license, but from the testimony of those well posted in the 
business I am led to believe that the number is comparatively small. Mr. Benjamin F. Lankford, 
clerk of the circuit court of Somerset County, makes the following statement in regard to scraping-
boats which is equally applicable to tongers: "The oyster business has been gradually declining ' . 
in this county since 1873; during that year the number of dredge [scraping] licenses issued was 327, 
and the money received t,herefor was $3,270, which sum was paid into the public-school treasury. I 
do not think, however, that the great difference exhibiteq. between the years 187 4 and 1879 shows the 
actual amount of the decline in the business. The present oyster law is inefficient or is inefficiently 
executed." By referring to the table showing the number of tonging licenses issued during the past 
ten years it will be seen that in Mr. Lankford's county (Somerset) there were 329 in 1874-'75, while 
in 1879-'E:0 there was not a single license issued to tong. The size of the tonging canoe ranges from 
15 or 16 feet to 30 feet or more, the larger ones being called" bugeyes." Owing to this diversity in 
size it is very difficult to estimate the value of these boats,.but a fair average is about $100, which 
would cover the entire outfit, making $182,500 the amount invested in tonging-boats. 
OYSTER RUNNERs:-connected with the tongers, and each dependent upon the other, is a 
branch of the tra<l.e conducted by vessels genera.Uy known as runners, of which there are owned 
in this State about two hundred, carrying about eight hundred men. The oysters caught by 
tongers are eit~er sold to these vessels, and by them carried to some market in the State, or they 
are bought by boats owned in other States and carried to northern cities. The runner will anchor 
near some tonging ground, and an empty basket or a small flag will be hoisted to the masthead as 
a ignal that she is ready to receive oysters. In one or two days she will be loaded and is at once 
off for a market. On some occasions half a dozen or more runners may be seen in the same 
locality urrounded by forty or fifty canoes. As soon as a tonger has caught as many as his small 
boat will carry he sells out to the runner and returns to work. The men employed on runners will 
a.T rage about $18 a month, including their board, which, with the pay of tlle captains (about $50 
a mouth), will amount to $160,400 for a season of eight months, that being.the length of time that 
the ·e ve sels are engaged in carrying oysters. Reckoning the average value of the runners at 
1,500, will give a total of $300,000 in this branch of the trade. About $30,000 is annually spe~t 
in r pairing this fleet. 
TATISTIC..A.L SUMMARY.-Summarizing the statistics of vessels, their value, &c., it is seen 
bat th re are 700 dredging boats, paying $916,300 to 5,600 men; 550 scraping boats, paying 
297,000 t 2,200 men; 1,825 canoes, with 5,148 men, earning $1,158~300; and 200 runners, with 
00 men, at 166,400 for the season, making a total of 13,748 men engaged in catching oysters in 
aryland, with wages and earnings amounting to $2,538,000 during every oyster seasQn, or an 
a,era"e of 184.60 for each man. It i utterly impo ible to obtain the number of people supported 
thi 2, 3 ,oo . P rhap not ne-half of the dredgers support any family, but with tongers 
rap r it i diff r nt. Five i u ually r ckon d a the average number of a family, but as 
v ry many f th e m n ar ingl , it would be too high in the present case. It can scarcely, 
much to r ·k n th t for ev ry oy t rman there is an a-verage of four individuals 
hi . T uld riv ,9 .,, a th n m r of people upported by the catching 
t t . n t bi th r ar bun lr d, d pend nt indir ctly,. as hop. 
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The capital invested in oyster-boats is as follows : 
700 dreclgers, at $1,500 ..........••.•..•••••••.•..•..•••..•••••.•••••..••••..•.•.. $1., OGO, 000 
Outfit of same ..........•............•.........••••...•..•......... ---~- .•... 
550 scrapers, at $800 .....•..........•••...••..........•.•....•••.••••••...••..... 
200 runners, at $1,500 ..•.•....•......•...............••...•....... ~ •••..••...•••. 






Total .....................................•••.......•. _ .. _. _ . _ ....•• _ . . . • • • • . 2, 042, 500 
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'fhe amount annually expended for repairs to these vessels, as near as I can calculate from 
reports received from ship-builders, is $162,500, of which probably $75,000 is received by carpenters, 
sailmakers, and other workmen. 
SHIPMENTS OF OYSTERS IN SHELL.-From the prolific beds of the Chesapeake Bay immense 
quantities of oysters are yearly taken for bedding in Northern waters, and also for immediate con-
sumption in the principal cities along the coast from the bay to Portland, Me. It is not the West 
alone which is dependent upon the Chesapeake for oysters, for without the supplies annually 
drawn from this bay the .Atlantic coast from Delaware to Maine would be but. poorly supplied. 
The Chesapeake is the great storehouse from which several millions of bushels of oysters are annu-
ally carried to restock the exhausted beds of other localities. More than two hundred vessels, 
averaging in value about $3,000 each, are for eight months of the year engaged in the trade between 
the bay and Northern markets. During the winter the oysters which are taken North are used for 
immediate local consumption, with the exception of those carried to Fair Haven~ Conn., which are 
packed and shipped elsewhere; those faken in the spring are used almost exclusively for bedding 
purposes. At Seaford, Del., there is quite an extensive packing trade-Maryland oysters being 
used. It is well known that oysters a.re eaten during the summer at the North much more exten-
sively than in Maryland and Virginia. I have been told by Capt. J. T. Bolton, of Norfolk, who 
was for a long time in the trade, that all oysters eaten in Northern cities in summer are of ·those 
which were taken in the previous spring from the Chesapeake and bedded in Northern waters; 
that the change of water prevents the oysters from spawning until late · in the fall, and for this 
reason they are considered suitable for eating. This statement may be correct so far as concerns 
the effect upon the oysters of change of water, but I scarcely think that has much to do· with the 
consumption of them, for it is now believed by many that oysters are equally as good during the 
spawning season as at any other time. Evidence of this may be seen in the growing custom in 
Maryland and Virginia of using oysters very freely during the summer, and those who eat them 
maintain that they are in no way inferior to oysters caught in winter. While visiting Chincoteague 
Island, ~irginia, in May, I ate very heartily of oysters, and found them as finely flavored as any I 
had ever eaten; the thermometer was then about 80° in the shade. During the early part of July 
I was on board a bay steamer where it became necessary to eat oysters or go without supper, and 
preferring the former course, I found the oysters remarkably good . 
.Among many intelligent men, both in Maryland and Virginia, there is great opposition to 
the shipment of oysters in shell to Northern markets. They clajm, and justly, too, that the packing 
trade of the two States would be much more largely developed if Northern cities were unable to 
buy oysters in the shell, and as the shucking of oysters gives employment to such a number of 
people, they hold that it would be a wise policy to lieaYily tax all oysters shipped in the shell. It 
is very questionable, however, whether such a measure would be constitutional. Two great objec-
tions which· might also be urged against the system aro that the majority of oysters shipped North 
are purchased late in the spring, when the packing trade is about over, at prices necessarily low, 
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and that the bed are erionsly injured by being disturbed after the commencement of the spawning 
ea on. The oysters purchased and taken North in tbe spring for bedding would, if allowed to 
r main until the fall and then sold for immediate use, bring nearly $500,000 more than they now 
ell for; that is, there would be a yearly gain to the oystermen of Maryland and Virginia of nearly 
-00,000. There being in the spring no home demand for them, they sell sometimes as low as 4 
cents a bushel, and from that up to 12 and 15. In the spring of 1879 a vessel loaded in the Great 
Choptank River with 16,000 bushels, costing $640, or just 4 cents a bushel. These oysters are 
taken North and planted, where they grow very rapidly, and driring the following fall and winter 
they come in competition with oysters from Maryland and Virginia packers. 
During the spring of 1879 Capt. Samuel M. Travers, of the oyster.police force, directed his 
deputy commanders to board all _vessels loading with plants for Northern waters and obtain the 
number of bushels taken. He has favored me with the result, which is as follows: 
Tangier Sound and tributaries ...................••..............•....•............. 
Nanticoke River and Fishing Bay ........••.....••••..••...••••..•.........•.••..... 
Little Choptank River .......•......••..••••..••..............•....••••. ....... ·----· 
Greak Choptank River ....•....••...••••.••••.•.••..................••.....•........ 
Eastern Bay ................................................... _ .......•..••........ 
Chester River ............................•..•..............•......••....•.......... 
Anne .Arundel County waters ..........................•..................•.........• 
Patuxent River and tributaries ....................................••............... 











Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 178, 750 · 
The average price pai~l was 7 cents a bushel. Owing to the action of the State legislature 
at it last se ion, in forbidding the catching of oysters after April 15, tbe shipments from Mary· 
land waters in the spring of 1880 were much smaller than for the previous year-. I endeavored to 
ascertain the shipments for immediate consumption as well as for planting during the season of 
1879-'80, and through the generous assistance of many correspondents in Northern cities, and of 
Mr. Erne t Ingersoll, who had general charge of the oyster in,·estigation north of the Chesapeake, 











Portland, Me................................... 9,000 75,000 
Fair Haven, Coon .• • • • . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66, 000 50, 000 
Provid nee and Providence Rivar . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 110, 000 30, 000 
Boston ......... ······ .................... ·•···· ······· ... . ... 80,000 
Delaware Bay................................. . 488,880 .••........... 
Philadelphia................................... ... . .. . .. .•••. 162,960 
Seaford, Del. (for packing and local uae)........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200, 000 












P rralland steamers....................................................... 100,000 
Total ... ······............................ ... .... .. . ... . ....... ....... 2,021,840 
ter from the Chesapeake to the North are generally 
i ·h th y r n, and t ti tic concerning them are included in report on 
r f arri r e ployed i about two hundred, with a present aggre-
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gate value of $600,000. About one thousand :men compose their crews, and the wages of these will 
amount to about $140,000 a season. 
The oysters taken north for immediate use cost on an average about 25 cents a bushel, while 
plants during the past season probably averaged 10 cents a bushel-about 3 cents more than the 
price during the previous season. 
p .A.CKING.-Having given an account of the oystermen, their boats, &c., it is now appropriate 
to present some statistics of the number of bushels of oysters caught and the disposition made of 
them. The most important factor in this connection being the packing trade, I will endeavor to 
show the extent of this business ·as compiled from the books of the different firms engaged in it. 
About 1834 or 1835 a small packing-house was opened in Baltimore, but it won passed out 
of existence, and no record of it can now be obtained. The first important enterprise in this line 
was the establishment of a packing-house in 1836 by Mr. C. S. Maltby, a native of Connecticut. 
Mr. Maltby, who, by the way, is still in the business, confined his operatious exclusively to the raw 
trade for a number of years. As his business increased he established a line of wagons from 
Baltimore to Pittsburgh, and was thus enabled to supply the West with fresh oysters long before 
the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad had stretched out its track to that then distant region. Mr. A. 
Field was the first to develop in Baltimore the steam trade, He began a few years after Mr. 
Maltby. His oysters were steamed and then hermetically sealed in small tin cans. 
Having been once es~ablished, the trade increased quite rapidly, and for some years oyster-
packing, both raw and steamed, was very profitable; but as there is an abundant chance of 
financial success through dishonest means, with but little danger. of detection, many unscrupulous 
firms engaged in the_ steamed oyster business, and by packing "light weight", i. e., putting in a 
I-pound can about 6 or 7 ounces of oysters and filling the remaining .space with water, and about 
the · same proportion of oysters and water in larger cans, and either selling them under some 
:fictitious brand, or else entirely omitting any name, they succeeded in gaining for the packing 
trade of Baltimore a by no means enviable reputation. To enable them to compete with these 
"tricks in trade," reliable hous·es were in some cases forced to follow their example, as in many 
places it was found impossible to sell standard goods_ at fair prices, while light weights could of 
course be sold at much lower figures. In answer to the question as to whether light weights 
were sold extensively in the West, I was lately informed by a gentleman from that section that up 
to within a year or so it had been almost impossible to obtain full weights, but that some improve-
ment had lately taken place in this respect. The same gentleman, on returning to the West, sent 
me the names of three packing-houses whose names appeared on the cans and whose oysters were 
light weights. An examination proved the names to be :fictitious, there being no such firms in 
Baltimore. Close competition, by causing a cutting in prices, helped on the trouble, and for 
several years previous to 1878 the business was very unprofitable. In 1878, to save themselves, 
the packers formed a combination known as the .''Union Oyster Company," embracing all the 
leading firms engaged in the steaming business, with the exception of three or four, who, having 
- well-known standard brands, preferred to fight it out alone. The formation of the Union Company 
was, in itself, an evidence that the trade was in a deplorable condition. Tlie company was . 
established with a capital of $300,000, the stock being divided among the twenty-three firms who 
entered it, in proportion to the amount of busi~ess previously done by them. The affairs of the 
co_mpany are managed by a president, a vice-president, a secretary, and the twenty-three firms who 
constitute the board of directors. In joining the company each firm entirely relinquishes their 
own steaming business (although they may still conduct the raw trade) and act merely as agents 
for the union. All oysters are bought and packed by tlle union and then sold to the packers at 
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a uniform price, thu placing every firm on exactly the same level. At the same time the union 
may ell directly to the trade. 
The result of this combination has been to partially break up fraudulent packing, although 
it i still carried on to some extent. Outside of the union there are three or four influential firms 
whose oysters sell on the reputation of their brands, and it would obviously be impulitic for them 
to engage in packing light weights. The raw-oyster business has always been more profitable and 
less subject to the vicissitudes of trade, although there are many losses from spoilt oysters when 
the weather happens to turn suddenly warm. Raw oysters after being opened are packed in 
small air-tight cans holding about a quart, and these are arranged in rows in a long wooden box 
with a block of ice between each row, or they are emptied into a keg, half-barrel, or barrel made 
for this purpose'. When the latter plan is pursued, the keg or barrel is filled to about five-sixths 
of its capacity, and then a big piece of ice is thrown in, after which the top is fastened on as closely 
as possible and it is at once shipped to the West, usually by special oyster trains or by express. 
Packed in this wa,y, with moderately cold weather, the oysters will keep very well for a week or 
ten days. During the most active part of the raw season · there are daily oyster trains of from 
thirty to forty cars from Baltimore to the West, where nearly all the Baltimore oysters are con-
sumed. From the shores of the Chesapeake Bay as far as Detroit there is scarcely a city or town, 
connected with any of the grC'at trunk lines, which is not supplied with Maryland raw oysters. 
Farther west~ and to a considerable extent in European countries, the demand is supplied by 
steamed oysters. The oysters used in the raw trade are of a finer quality, and consPquently com-
mand better prices than steamed. In fact, nothing in the shape of an oyster is too small t9 be 
available for the steamed trade. And from this arises one of the great spurces of injury to the 
oyster beds. So long as dredgers are able to sell their entire catch, regardless of the size of the 
oysters, it will be useless to expect any improvement in the beds. Young oysters of a very small 
growth can be disposed of almost as promptly as larger ones, and while this is the case it need not 
be expected that dredgers are going to have foresight enough to see the wisdom of throwing all 
small oy ters back on the bars. During the past season the supply of oysters was often insuffi-
cient to meet the demand, and the steame4 trade was compelled to suspend work for a considerable 
l ugth of time on account of a scarcity of oysters, all that were received being quickly taken by 
the raw men at prices which would be unprofitable for steaming. 
Baltimore, the great oyster market of the United States, annually packs more oysters than 
any other city in the world. It is the great center of the packing trade, surpassing in that par-
ticular all other citie , and yearly handling more oysters than all the other packing points of 
Maryland and Virginia combined. During the season extending from September 1, 1879, to May 
15, 1880, the number of vessels loaded with oysters arriving at Baltimore was 9,543 (or a daily 
average of 37 for the 257 <lays), bringing 7,252,972 bu hels, which would make the average cargo 
7GO bu hel . In addition to the amount brought by ail ,e sel , there were 25,000 bushels received 
by teamer and con igned directly to bot 1 and r taurant , making a total of 7,277,972 bushels, 
of whi h there were packed raw, 3,769,353 bu hel ; hermetically sealed, 2,<389,93!) bushels; and 
u £ r ci y con umption, 818,680 bu hel . 
i ngaged in oy ter-packing in Baltimore th(',re are forty-five firm , with a capital of $2,338,300; 
th ir n i hou e and ground having an e tim ted value of $1,360,966. During the summer 
th firm r gen rally ng g din fruit packing, and their capital and buildings are thus in active 
u the entir year. 
l "9-
firm m 1 y 4, 67 m 1 a d 2,4 £ mal s-total, 6,627; and duri g the season of 
i 1 t 6 2,427. The t tal numb r of u b 1 of oyster packed was 
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G,459,292, which required 25,546, 780 'tin cans and 929,614 wooden cases. The value of the oysters 
packed, including shucking, cans, &c., was $3,517,349. For the tin cans $794,919 was paid, and 
for the wooden cases $102,622. 
Next to Baltimore, Crisfield is the most important packing point in the State. Had the oyster-
beds in the vicinity of Cristie Id not been so greatly depleted, I think the trade at that city would 
have increased much more rapidly than it has. Crisfield is literally built upon oysters, or rather 
oyster shells, almost the entire space now occupied by the business part of the city having been 
under water. The shells from the packing-houses have been utilized to make new ground, and 
gradually the city has pushed out nearly half a mile into the bay. At the present time some of 
the houses are built on piles, and are entirely surrounded by water, having no me~ns of communi-
cation with the land except by boats. 
From the books of the ninety-eight oyster-packing firms of Maryland; the following table has 
been compiled, showing the amount of business done at each city from September 1, 1879, to ]\fay 
1, 1880: 
Statistics of oyster-J}acking in Ma1·yland for the season of 1879-'80. 
1''irms Estimated 
engaged in car,ua1 value of Males Females emp oyed. buildings OC· employed. employed. packing. cupied. 
Baltimore ...........••..••••........... 45 $2,338,300 $1,360,966 4,167 2,460 
Crisfield ••.•.••......•......•......••• 16 39,650 23,800 678 . ............. 
Cambr\dge ••..........•...••.•........ 8 20,300 10,000 385 ............... 
Annapolis ..............•....•......... 8 59,600 j 17,500 315 . .............. 
Oxford ....•.•••..•...•......•••...•.... 7 7,000 5,760 156 ................ 
Saint Michael's ••••••••.............•.. 4 4,500 3,000 91 ............... 
Sundry smaJI places in Somers&t Co •.. 10 23,000 15,000 387 ................... 
Total ••.••••••••••••....•..•.•••. 98 2,492,350 1,436,026 6, 1791 2,460 
Bushels Value of 1 steamed and oysters Total bushels Tota , value Tin cans 
hermetically steamed of oysters. of O;) sters required. 
sealed. and sealed. packed. 
Baltimore.............................. 2, 689, 939 $1, 244,· 609 6,459,292 $3,517,349 25,546,780 
Crisfielcl •.••.•....•.••..•.....•.•........•.•...........•••.••.... 427,270 165,800 ..................... 
Cambridge............................. 13,100 11,320 218,510 87,078 -·········· · 
.Annapolis • • • • • . • • . . • • . . . . . . • . • • . . • • . . . 20, 152 12, 183 176,855 81,738 ......... ....... 
Oxford ..••••••••••.......•.•••.......•..•..........•..•••••••••.. 108,960 39,986 ................. 
Saint Michael's . • • . • • • • • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .......... . 37,788 14,053 ................. 
Sundry small places in Somerset Co .....•........•...•••••..... . 224,817 86,944 ··----------



































































Baltimore is the only place where tin cans and wooden cases are used to any extent, shipments 
from other cities being made almost exclusively in bulk-in barrels, half. barrels, and kegs. 
As shown by the table, there are 6,179 males and 2,460 females employed in oyster-shucking 
in Maryland. During the season they received as wages $777,779, this being an average of only 
$90.06. Very few of the shuckers are regularly at work, and while in one week an expert hand 
may make from $8 to $15, during the next week he may be idle. Of the 6,179 males, nearly all of 
whom are employed in the raw trade, about three.fourthE are negroes, the majority of them being 
comparatively steady workmen, while the whites are more generally disposed to be idle and intem-
perate. The few whites in the business are generally of a very low class of society. Within the 
past year a fow females have essayed to shuck raw oysters, but their number is still very small, 
· • 
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and will probably o continue: owing to the nature of the work. The 2,460 females are all employed 
in the steam oyster-houses of Baltimore. They are mostly white girls, of from sixteen to twenty-
five year of age, the proportion of older ones, as well as of colored, being small. These girls are 
almost without exception of foreign birth or parentage, the largest proportion being of Bohemian 
origin, with lri h probably coming next. Few American girls, however poor, will consent to engage 
in this occupation, as in it both sexes must mingle indiscriminately, without regard to color, class, 
or condition. Owing to the thorough steaming, the oysters are very easily opened and the amount 
of physical labor required is comparatively light; but during: busy seasons the work begins about 
daybreak and lasts until dark, and is of course exceedingly fatiguing. An industrious hand can 
make from 75 cents to $1 a day, but from the great irregularity in their work they are probably not 
engaged over one-half of the time. 
Considering the class of people employed in the packing-houses, I do not think it safe to 
estimate more than an average of two individuals dependent upon the wages of each shucker, at. 
which rate there are in Maryland 17,278 people dependent upon oyster-shucking. 
There are about two hundred and twenty-five men composing the ninety-fiv-e oyster-packing 
firms of the State. The large majority of them are of Northern birth, and many of them_, espe-
cially those in Crisfield and the smaller packing towns, reside in Maryland only during the oyster 
season, returning every spring to their Northern homes. More oyster packers have come from 
Connecticut than from all other States combined. Mr. C. S. Maltby and Mr. A. Field, wl10 respect-
ively established the raw and the steam trade, were both originally from Connecticut, and both 
are still living, the former in active business. There are about 1,125 individuals forming the 
families of the oyster packers. 
During May, June, July, and August the packers of Baltimore are engaged in canning fruits 
and vegetables, and the same girls who in winter shuck oysters., in summer pare peaches and other 
fruits. The male shuckers of Baltimore, as well as those of the cities in lower Maryland, having no 
r gular employment in summer; work at whatever odd jobs may be found. 
The manufacture of cans and cases, quite an important industry in Baltimore, is so largely 
d pendent upon oyster-pa.eking, that an effort has been made to obtain some statistics pertaining 
to it, although the exact figures will appear in the census of manufacturing industries. About 
$250,000 i invested in the-business, which gives employment to four hundred men (on oyster cans), 
whose wage for eight months amount to about $100,000. This estimate is based on the number of 
can u ed, as shown by the returns from the packing-houses, the workmen being paid so much per 
100 can . It was very difficult to obtain any satisfactory statistics regarding the number of ship-
carpent rs occupied in building and repairing oyster vessels, but from an extensive correspondence 
with ship-builder in various parts of the State, I think it will be placing the estimate too low 
rather than too high to say that there are three hundred workmen, including carpenters and sail-
mak r , with y arly wage amounting to $156,000 . 
.A can-maker , , hip-yard workmen, &c., we then have 700men, with about3,500people depend-
nt upon them, recei,ing 8256,000 in wages. It was found impossible to obtain the number of 
pl ngaged in the retail trade of Baltimore and other cities, ~s any statistics gathered from 
r t< urant and hot 1 woultl b delu ive, since they are not engaged exclusively in handling 
Y t r . nd r th circum tanc , the best e timates that can be made may be deduced from cal-
po he 1 cal n mption in the citie . In Baltimore the city trade is monopo-
r f c mmi i n hou , which handle all the oy ter taken for local use, with the 
, t a rom th ook of th e firm it was ascertained that the 
ay 1 1 , fi r con umption in the city and uburbs, 
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amounted to 793,680 bushels. Add to this 25,000 bushels received by steamers, and the total retail 
trade is found to be 818,680 bushels. The average price paid for shucking raw oysters is 15 cent~ 
a gallon; these being all of fine quality will open a gaUon to a bushel, and hence the amount paid 
for opening 818,680 bushels would be $122,802. Estimating the a,erage amount made by the 
shuckers at $6 a week, or $192 for the season, it is seen that there are 640 m~n steadily employed 
for nearly eight months of the year in opening oysters for local consumption in Baltimore. There 
is, in addition to these, a large number of men who sell oysters around the streets; others who reut 
a cellar room and sell from there; some engaged in driving oyster carts, and a few employed only 
during the oyster season in restaurants as extra help. As near as can be discovered, the number 
of these may be placed at 500, with wages and earnings amounting to $96,000. Of these 1,140 men 
about 800 are negroes. 
The local consumption of towns on the bay is about 200,000 bushels a season, the shucking 
of which pays $30,000 to 150 men. Estimating an average of five to a family, these 1,290 men_who 
are engaged in shucking.and selling oysters for local consumption throughout the State represent 
an aggregate of 6,450 individuals. Knowing the consumption per capita of Baltimore and suburbs, 
and calculating that the inhabitants of the tide-water counties consume proportionately at least 
twice as many, it is easy to obtain an approximate idea of the total number of oysters a·nnua11y 
consumed in the State, and not found in the returns from the packers. Of course the interior coun-
ties are not considered here, as they receive oysters from the packers which have already l>een 
noted. The estimate that the tide-water counties consume locally twice as many as Baltimore in 
proportion to the number of inhabitants; is based upon careful inquiry among well-informed persons. 
On this estimate, taking the population as returned by the present census, there are about 875,000 
bushels annually consumed in the counties bordering on the bay, in addition to the 200,000 bushels 
consumed in the towns on the bay. These oysters are generally opened by the families who eat 
them, and hence there is no expense for shucking. 
In some of the lower counties of the State oysters often pass current as .mone.y, and in one 
town there is a weekly paper (subscription price $1), about fifty of the subscribers to which annu-
ally pay in oysters. .As the editor thus receives from 100 to 125 bushels of oyst~rs a season, 
all of which are used in his own family, I readily believe his assertion that be "was very fond of 
oysters." 
Summing up the total of all engaged in the oyster trade we have: 
Wages and Estimated 
Occupation. Number number of engaged. ean1ings persons of same. supported. 
Dredgers -- . -- ··---- ...... ·----- ·--··--- .. 5,600 $916,300 
} Tongers ---····--· ______ ---·-· -----------· 5,148 1,158,240 54,992 Scrapers ______ .. ______________ ·---··--·--· 2,200 297,000 
Runners _. _ . _. __ .. ____ ... ____ .. __ .. __ .. __ . 800 166,400 
Employes of packing-houses .. _ .. __ .. ____ . 8,639 777,779 17,278 
Can-makers and ship-yard workmen ____ ,_ 700 256,000 3,500 
Preparing for_local consumption ..... ____ . 1,290 248,802 6,450 
24,377 8,820,521 82,220 
Individual packers . ---· ·--·---- .. _______ . 225 .............. 1,125 
Total _____ -··--·--. - -·· - . -.. - - . ---- - . 24,602 ············ 83,845 
In the above enumeration no account has been taken of the numher of owners of the dredge, 
the scrape, and the running boats, as any attempt to obtain such would be futile~ since not even 
the names of the boats can be ascertained. If jt were possible to gather this information it would 
swell the above figures to much larger pr~portions. From the $1,860,000, the present estima!ed 
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alae of the e 1,4,..0 boats (excluding canoes), there must be a yearly profit of at least several 
hundred thousand dollars. Some of the boats are owned by packers, others by the captains, and 
the rest are distributed among all classes of society and almost all professions and occupations. 
When the number of these is taken into account, it will more than counterbalance any overesti-
mates, if such there _be, in regard to the number of persons dependent upon the oyster trade of 
the State. 
Seaford, Del., situated on the Nanticoke River, a tributary of the Chesapeake Bay, bas quite 
an extensive packing trade, and, as all the oysters are carried from l\faryland waters, it was 
co1isidered advisable to include in this report the statistics of the trade at that city. Mr. D. L. 
Rawlins, of Seaford, informs me that the oyster-packing business at Seaford was started by Platt 
& Mallory (of Fair Haven) in the fall of 1859. Heming~ays, Rowe, and other eastern packers, 
came in 1863 and 1864. They put nearly all their oysters in small tin cans, which they shipped 
in cases holding about 52 cans each, a good proportion being sent to Fair Haven, Conn., to be 
reshipped from there. The business not proving as profitable as was expected, by· 1867 nearly all 
the original packers had sold out and left, since which time a :fluctuating amount of business has 
been kept up by various successive parties with alternating failure and success. No cans are used 
now, nearly all shipments being made in bulk. 
There are at Seaford seven oyster-packing firms, having an aggregate capital of $14,600 and 
occupying buildings estimated to be worth $28,500. From September 1, 1879, to May 1, 1880, 
184,500 bushels of oysters were packed raw, giving employment to 170 males and 45 females, the 
wages of both for the season amounting to $14,230. The estimated value of the oysters, after 
being shucked and packed, was $71,350. When shucked oysters are shipped in bulk, the package 
(barrel or half-barrel) is returned after being emptied, and then refilled. On this account only 
1,400 packages, costing $1,000, were bought by Seaford packers during the season of 1879-'80. 
About 400 persons are dependent upon the oyster trade of Seaford. The local consumption added 
to the packing gives a total of 200,000 bushels handled at Seaford. 








In packing...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3, 928, 376 8, 639 
In oyster catching.................... 2,042,500 I 13, 748 
In c:m making, &o...... .... .. . . . . .. . . 250,000 700 
In local trade . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •25, 000 1, 290 ---Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 245, 876 j 24, 377 
• Estimated. 
Quantity of oysters caught in Maryland dil1'ing 1879-'801 
and the dis1;osition made. 
Di position made. Bushels. 
Packed in tho rote of Maryland...... . . ........ . *6, 653, 402 
Shipped out of tho tate. ................ ......... 2, 021, 84-0 
Local consumption in Baltimore . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 818, 680 
Local consumption in otb r ities of tho ta.te. ... 200,000 
Local con nruption in th conn ti . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 875, 000 
Total ................ ,... .. .... .. . ... ....... . 10,500,012 
tatc was 7,653,402, 
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PART XI. 
VIRGINIA AND · ITS FISHERIES. 
A.-GENERAL REVIEW OF THE FISHERIES OF- THE STATE. 
160. STATISTICS OF THE COMMERCIAL FISHERIES. 
THE v ARIO US FISHERY INTERESTS.-"Virginia comes seventh in the list of fish-producing States. 
The oyster, menhaden, and sh~d fisherjes ·-are the tb_ree branches in which the citizens are most 
extensively interested. In the first.named fishery this State ranks second only to Maryland, having 
16,315 persons- employed, with products valued at $2,218,376. The menhaden fisheries are of 
recent origin, but they have developed with remarkable rapidity. In 1880 the fleet numbered ·one 
hundred and two sail, and the oil, scrap, and compost produced sold for $303,829; 88,213,800 
pounds of menhaden were utilized in this way. The river :fisheries are also impor~ant, furnishing 
employment to 2,641 persons. Over 3,000,000 pounds of shad and nearly 7,000,000 pounds of 
a1ewh-es, with many other river species, were taken, the whole having a value of $272,828. 
STATISTICAL RECAPITULATION FOR 1880.-In the accompanying statements will be found a 
statistical recapitulation of the fisheries of' the State: 
Sumrnary statement of persons employed. 
Persons employed. Number. 
Fishermen ...... · ..... ----..................................... 16,051 
Shoremen. .. . . • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 628 
Factory hands. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . • • • • . .. . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . . 2, 185 
Total................................................... 18,864 
Detailed statement of capital invested ancl appamtus ernployed . 
.Apparatus spectiied. Number. Value. 
Vessels (15,578.93-tons) ..... .• . ....... .• .. ... .. . 1,446 $571,000 
Boats . . • • • • • . . . . • . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 618 292, 7~0 
Pound-nets . . . . . . . • . . . . . .. . • • • . • • • • . . • . • . . . •• . . . 185 98,390 
Fykes, pots, and baskets ..................... _. 100 900 
Gill-nets . . . .. • • . . . . . . . . .. • • • . • . . . . . • . . . • . . .. . . . . 3, 532 35,220 
Purse.seines .............•...••••••• ~........... 80 24,000 
Drag-seines .................................. _.. 73 46,970 
Minor apparatus, including outfit .............. _ .. _ ..... __ •. _ 355,283 
Factories and other shore property ..•.••..••••. _ ........... .. 489,636 
.Additional cash capital _ . . . . . • . • • . . • • . • . . .. . . • . . . ............ . 1,914,119 
-·----I--
Total capital. ............................. _ .•...•..••••. 3,828,238 
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Detailed statement of the quantUies .and values of the products. 
Products specified. Pounds. Value. 
158,874, 609 Grand total for fishery products ......... ·t=====I= $3,124,444 
Sea fisherfrs. 
Bluefish .... .............•...................... 1,546,417 36,023 
Clams (bard) ................................... . 363,820 18,555 
Crabs .......................................... . 2,139,200 32,088 
Menhaden ..................................... . 88,213,800 303,829 
Mullet ......................................... . 20,000 800 
Oysters ........................................ . 47,861,240 2,218,376 
Spotted sea trout ......... . •.... .. .............. 369,000 9,930 
Squeteague .................................... . 1, 107, 000 19,860 
Terrapin ..... .. ......... .... .... ......... ... ... . 105,600 18,550 
All other svecies ....... ·.· ..................... . 4,336,468 193,605 
Total sea products ....................... . 
!-----'-
146,122,545 I . 2,851,616 
River fisheries. 
Alewives .... ... ................ ............... . 6,925,413 76,300 
Shad ..... . ....... .............................. . 3, 171, 953 134,496 
Sturgeon ..................... . ................. . 411,558 6,973 
All other 1,pecies ........ ... ...... ...... ..... ... . 2,243,140 55,059 
Total river products .................... . 12,752,064 272,828 
161. STATISTICS OF THE SEA FISHERIES, EXCLUSIVE OF THE MENHADEN AND 
OYSTER INTERESTS. 
STATISTICAL RECAPITULATION FOR 1880.-The salt.water :fisneries of the State, if we exclude 
the menhaden and oyster jnterests, which are very important, are confined chiefly to the capture of 
fl h in nets, seines, and pounds along the bay shores and in the estuaries along the ocean shore. 
Clams, terrapin, and other species are taken in considerable numbers in many localities. 
The following tatements show the extent of the salt.water :fisheries of the State for 1880: 
Sumrna1·y statement of persons employed. 
Per onR employed. Number. 
Fishermen.................................................... 1,411 
Shoremen .... .. . ... . . . .... .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . 20 
Factory hands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 318 
Total .... . ............................................. . 1,749 
Detailed statement of capital im:ested and apparatus employed. 
Apparatus sp citied. Number. 
Vess ls (172.90 tons) .... .. . ...... ... . . . . . . ...... 17 
Boa.ts ....•...........•..•.............. ___ ..... . 1,270 
I 
Pound-n ts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 152 
Fyke , po , and ba kets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 
Gill-nets........................................ 2, 345 
Dm,!!'-seines........................... •. . . . . . . . 44 
Minor apparatus, Including outfit ...........•. _ ............. . 
Factori s anu oth r shore property . ......................... . 
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Detailed statement of the quantities and values "f>f the products. 
Products specified. Pounds. Value. 
Bluefish . _. _. _ ....... _ ..... __ ................... 1, 546, 417 $36, 023 
Clams (hard) ... --~----····---·············-··-·· 363,820 ]8,555 
Crabs ............. ____ .. ____ ............. -- .. . . . 2,139,200 32,088 
Mullot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20, 000 800 
Spotted sea trout . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 369, 000 9, 930 
Squoteague ............ _ ..... _ ... __ ............. 1, 107, 000 19,860 
Terrapin ..•................. _ .... _ .... _ .. __ ..... 165, 600 18,550 
.A.11 other species ........ . . __ ................... 4, 336, 46i3 193, 605 
Total ... ___ .... __ ... _. ___ . _........... . . .. 10, 047, 505 329, 411 
B.-DESORIPTION OF rrHE FISHERIES BY COUNTIES . 
. 
162. PRINCESS ANNE, NORFOLK, AND ELIZABETH CITY COUNTIES. 
Princess Anne County was formed in 1669 from Norfolk. It is 30 miles long, with a mean 
breadth of 20 miles. It lies on the Atlantic Ocean, with Chesapeake Bay on the north, Norfolk 
County on the west, and North Carolina on the south. The surface is level, and the land generally 
good. On account of the mildness of the climate and the fertility of the soil, the people devote 
themselves principally to truck-farming, obtaining a ready market for their products in Baltimore 
and Norfolk. The watershed of the county drains to the south into Currituck Sound, on the west 
into Elizabeth River, and on the east into Lynn Haven Bay. The extensive coast-line of the 
county and the fresh-wa.ter swamps of the interior furnish abundant facilities for the development 
of important fishing industries. The greater profit to be derived from, the cultivation of the soil, 
however, attracts to it all but a very small part of the population. On Straight Beach, which 
extends from Cape Henry to the North Carolina line; several seines are regularly fished by gangs 
of men from Norfolk. The product of these fisheries is carried in carts overland to Norfolk, and 
either sold to hucksters or hawked about the streets. 
FISHERIES OF BAY SHORE AND SE.A.SIDE IN PRINCESS ANNE .A.ND NORFOLK COUNTIES.-
From Sewell's Point, around Willoughby Point, to Cape Henry south, are two pounds and a num-
ber of haul-seines engaged in the spot fishiD:g, Gray trout, salmon trout and tailors are also 
taken in considerable numbers, but spot constitute _ four-fifths of the catch and the motive of the 
fishing. The construction of the pounds presents nothing peculiar, but the mode of fishing the 
haul-seines is unique, so far as my observation has extended. The movement of the fish is up the 
l>each in the spring of the year and down in the fall, without reference to the set of the currents . 
.Again, the seine can only be hauled on tJ:ie slack of the tide. It is put out on one slack and hauled 
on the next, and it is consequently anchored out during one tide. A single anchor at the end is all 
that is necessary when the tide belli~s the seine. When the tide is. against the back of the seine 
intermediate anchors are placed to keep the seine in position. The anchors are attached to the 
cork-line and the bottom-line is very heavily leaded to-prevent shifting. In fishing the seine, the 
sea end is first landed so as to inclose the fish, and is then beached 3:s in the ordinary haul-seines. 
These seines are fished spring and fall; the fall fishing ending after the first big storm in October. 
These seines and outfits cost from $500 to,$700, and average a crew of ten men and a captain. 
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Below is a tati tical summar,y of these fisheries in part based upon estimates, but the exact 
data are given -wherever they were accessible: 
Names of parties fishing in 1S79. I 
Catch. 
Designation of 1----.,-----.----- Value offish 




1 Miles Taylor (Bn hels Bluff) ............... Seine.......... .... 150 
2 .McWhorter.... .. .... .. . ... . ...... .... .... . Pound ............. ..... ...... . 
3 Griffith (Willoughby Spit)... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... do .......... . ... ......... .. . . 
4 Taylor, W. E. (Signal St. Raul) . . . . . . . . . . . . . Seine.......... .... 200 
5 Leggett & Parkinson .... . . .......... -...... 
1 
.. - do . ... · - - · · -- --· 400 
6 Fisher& Williams ..................... .... ..... do....... . ...... 1,000 
7 .Major Bradford (Sand Ilil"s) ..... .......... . .. do............ .. 900 
8 George Smith (Pleasure House) .... ......... ... do........ ..... . 1, 1,00 
{ 
Spring Haul ..... - ... - ...... · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1 
9 Stump Haul.. ......... . .... .. ............ r I One seine ........ ~ 2, ooo 
Charles E. Barton .................. .. .... J 
{
Inlet llltul ......... .. ...... , ......... ... · l 
10 Josiah Gan-ison ............ .. ............ 1 One seine .. ...... . 
Swamp Haul. ................... ........ . I 
11 Ch. Point Ilaul (Jo iah Garrison) ...... . . ... Seine ............. . 
Th11 Herbert Han ls .. . . ....... . ................. do ... ...... .... . 
12 Whitehurst & Godfrey (Cape Point) ........ .... do . ............ . 








250 ................ $675 
150 150 375 
········- ·· -- 300 300 
250 50 675 
100 ···········--· 1,200 
300 200 3,000 
400 · ---- ·-······· 2,400 
400 100 2,900 
1,200 .. ....... .... .... . G, 000 
300 . ................. 2,584 
132 ...... ..... ..... . 1,127 
200 . ......... ........ ], 500 
300 ------········ 1,450 
500 . ....... ............ 2,509 



















The seines average a crew of ten men, and one captain or foreman. The pounds are :fished by 
one man and a boy. The menhaden and other offal fish, which are taken in large quantities both 
by seines and poun<l , are not included in the above estimates. They are either sold on the beach 
for 15 cents a bushel or carted to the compost heap. The quantity of these may be safely 
e timated at 600 bushels for each seine and pound, or 7,800 bu·shels for the whole; and at 15 cents 
per bushel, $1,170, which is to be added to the above total. 
The principal fish caught are the spot (Liostornus xanthurus) and the gray and salmon tro~t, all 
of which find a mar~et in Norfolk. Menhaden, which are caught in considerable quantities in both 
seines and pounds, are carried out on the land and composted for fertilizers. 
The number of men employed in the fisheries is one hundred a11d thirty-two; total capital 
invested, 13,108. The product of the .fisheries is 644,340 pounds of fish, having a value of $17,735. 
The waters of Lynn Haven Bay abound in hog-fish, croakers, trout, and sheepshea<l, the pur-
uit of which gives occupation to a number of hook-and-line fishermen from Norfolk and Elizabeth 
City Countie . The bay is also a favorite resort for pleasure seekers passing the summer in the 
vicinity of Hampton Roads. Oyster planting is the most _jmportant :fishing interest of the county. 
It i pursued in Lynn Haven River and its coves to the fullest extent possible. 
ORFOLK COUNTY.-Norfolk County was formed in 1691 fi:om Lower Norfolk. It lies on Hamp-
ton Road betw en Nancemond and Princess Anne Counties and extends to the north line. It is 
24: mil long, with a mean width of 10 miles. The surface i nearly level; soil sandy, with clay sub-
·oil. Early egeta le for th~ N rthern market ar rai ed in normous quantities and bring a large 
m unt f mon into the county. In the outhwe, tern part lie the Di mal Swamp, which, with 
1iza th iv r nd it r nche , furni he ample drainage. On the bay hore, from Willoughby 
t :r rf lk, um r of p nnd and haul- in ar :ti bed. The oy ters of Elizabeth River 
re nch . a cl tho e f raney I Ian l Flat , fnrni h ccur ation to a con id rable number of 
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tongers. From the Elizabeth River and its branches, as well as from Nansemond, are taken during 
the fall and winter season very considerable quantities of rock and perch, whieh go to supply the ~ 
local demand in _ Norfolk. To a much greater extent th~n in Princess .Anne County the male 
population of Norfolk County (including the city of Norfolk) are engaged in fishing. Three thou-
sand two hundred and seventy persons are engaged either in the hook-and-line :fisheries, the seine 
:fisheries, or the oyster :fisheries, including those who :find oocupation in the carrying trade incident 
to the fish and trucking industries. The capital invested in boats, vessels, apparatus, &c., is 
$270,000. In Tanner's Creek and the Eastern Branch of Elizabeth River there are natural oyster 
beds, though excessive tonging has greatly }'educed their yield. In both cases, however, planting 
is largely resorted to, and as a consequence the yield of cultivated oysters is beginning to amount 
to a vei·s: respectable :figure. The cjty of Norfolk is the principal seaboard town of Virginia. Its 
population, including its suburbs, is 33,422. We quote from the work "A Hand-book of Virginia, 
by the State commissioner of agriculture," published in 1881: 
'' Norfolk, a port of entry, and the principal shipping and seaport town in Virginia, is _220 miles 
from the base of the Blue Ridge Mountains, and almost within hearing of the deep-toned roar of 
the Atlantic Ocean. Its unsurpassed harbor, which admits vessels· of the largest size, and its close 
proximity to the ocean and Chesapeake Bay, make it the best shipping port for Virginia, North 
Carolina, and for a large portion of the great West and Southwest. It is the eastern terminus of 
the Norfolk and Western Railroad, which has connections with lines extending to the Mississippi, 
and will be in union with the Texas Pacific when that great thoroughfare is completed. The Sea-
board and Roanoke Railroad, the Norfolk, Elizabeth City and Edenton Railroad, now building; 
and the Albemarle and Ch~sapeake Oana1, the Dismal Swamp Canal, all terminate at Norfolk. 
Numerous steamboat lines connect Norfolk with New York, Baltimore, Richmond, &c., and the 
cities of Europe. The export trade of Norfolk in 1865 was only $11,538. It has gone on to increase 
until, in 1876, it was $7,825,112. In 1865 Norfolk exported no cotton; in 1866 there were exported 
733 bales, and in 1876 106,4-21 bales ·were exported. The exports of cotton in 1876 and 1877 and 
since prove that Norfolk ranks as the second cotton port on the .Atlantic coast. The coa~twise 
trade for Norfolk .and Portsmouth (the trade of these cities is usually considered as one) aggre-
gated in 1876, entered and cleared, 2,178,781 tons, and in the bitter month of December, when all 
the ports of the North were obstructed with ice, we had 160,959 tonnage in coastwise trade. 
These interesting facts are collected from the Norfolk Landmark. We have before us an interest-
ing resume of tbe trade of Norfolk, -published in a special edition of the Norfolk Virginian, and 
courteously fur~ished us by Mr. Glennau, the editor. The export trade of Norfolk for 1880 is an 
increase of $4,300,000 over that of 1878. The general wh<?lesale trade is about $12,000,000, making 
a total trade of $38,000,000. The export of cotton alone was $13,787,209; that of cattle and sheep, 
$104,750. The lumber business is large and is estimated at $1,698,000. The number of foreign 
vessels entering the port in 1880 was forty-five, with a tonnage of 45,159; the number cleared for 
foreign ports was one hundred and eleven, with a tonnage of 114,579." 
Ever since colonial times Norfolk has been the center of a large coasting trade. The close 
connection that it now has with Baltimore and other more northern cities gives a powerful impu1se 
to the trucking business in the surrounding counties as far down .the coast as New Berne, N. 
C., all the products of which gravitate to Norfolk,. whence they are sent by railroad and steamer 
to the northern cities. The establishment of through railroad connections with the South has · 
of late years made it a principal point also for shipping cotton. As to the :fishing trade, it is 
the natural center of the ~shing industries of all the lower Chesapeake, and the entrepot for tho 
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fi ·h taken in the pound.nets of the eastern sllore, and of the very extensive pound.net fisheries 
# that clu ter around New Point, Va. The spot seine fisheries of the bay shore, the fresh.water 
fl ·b ries of the bay and swamps that lie around the head of Currituck Sound and Elizabeth 
River, and the large had and herring :fisheries of the Albemarle, Pamlico, and Croatan Sounds all 
ud their products to the same place. Among the principal dealers in Norfolk engaged in this 
bu ·iness are 0. E. Maltby & Co., and Howard Brothers. The fish caught on the easteru shore 
and those coming from New Point reach Norfolk by sailing yessels. The product of the spot 
seines of the bay shore go by carts across the country, while the great fisheries of the Albemarle 
. . 
and Croatan utilize the Seaboard and Roanoke Rai~road, the Albemarle and Chesa.peake Canal, 
and the Dismal Swamp Caual for the same purpose. Norfolk is also becoming a formidable rival 
with Baltimore in the oyster.packint industry, and it is probable that when she possesses direct 
and prompt connection with the West ~he will equal, if not outstrip, the latter cit.y. At present 
the oysters shucked in Norfolk go almost exclusively to the Northern and Northeastern States. 
They are obtained, as a rule, from James River and its creeks and coves, and from the Rappahan. 
nock River. A small proportion of the supply is also obtained from the Broadwater on the ocean 
side of the eastern shore. The planting iu the Nansemond, James, and Lynn Ha,en Rivers con· 
tribute a considerable proportion of the fancy stock which goes north in the shell to supply the 
restaurants. 
ELIZABETII CITY CouNTY.-Elizabeth City County occupies the southern extremity of a 
narrow peninsula lying between the York and James Rivers. It fronts on Hampton Roads and 
the Chesapeake Bay, and is intersected by numerous salt.water creeks. The surface is level and 
the soil fertile; some of it is highly so. The population in 1880 was 10,792, an increase of 25 per 
cent. in 10 years. "Trucks" are considerably raised. The following is a statistical summary of 
the ft heries and the industries dependent upon them: 
Men employed in the canning of cmbs ..........•.....•....•......................... 
Men employed in the alewife fishery .....••••...........•...... , .........•............ 
Men employed in the oyster fishery .......•••........••••..........•.....•............ 
Men employed in the hook-and.line :fishery ........•••......•.........•................ 
Total number employed in the :fisheries ................•...................... · .. 
Money value of crab.canning .........................•........••...••................ 
Money va.lue of menhaden fishery ( oil and scrap) ....•..........•.•....•.............. 
Money value of hook.a,nd·line.:fishery ......•......................................... 
Product of oy ter industry (in bushels): 
Fr m the rocks ........... ................. . •............................. .. ... 













Total number of bu hels produced . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 347,000 
Money value of the oyster fisherie::; .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . . . $69, 400 
Ion y value of diamond·back terrapins.................... ......................... . 1,400 
RECAPITULATION. 
Value of crab·cnuning .............................................................. . 
Yalu of mcnh d n 6 h ries ........................................................ . 
Value of hook·and·liue :fisheries ...............••...........•......................... 
Yalu f O.} ter fi heries ............................•...•.•.......................... 






T t· lvn.lue fpr due ffi:h~rie inElizabcthCi tyCouuty ................... 126,320 
ettlem nt f auy size in the county. It i. di tinct-
alf f the population <leri ing their lfrfog from industries 
r, 1 ·C nuing firm of re I namin & 0 ., and T. T. Bryce 
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give employment to a considerable number of men, women, and boys. The men and boys are 
employe<l. in catching the crabs, and the women and children work in the factorJ·· Back of Old 
Point, at the mouth of Back River, is the large menhaden factory of Darling & Smithers, probably 
the most extensive on Chesapeake Bay. It gives employment on the water or in the factory to one 
hundred and thirty men. The value of the annual product is $31,620. 
Quite a number of <l.iamond-back terrapins are taken in the swamps and rivers; they find a 
market at Old Point and Norfolk, or they are reshipped thence to Baltimore. The fish caught by 
book and line are consumed mainly at the pleasure resorts lying around Hampton Roads, though 
some go to Norfolk. The section of the country termed the Poquosin is inhabited by a people who 
subsist entirely from the water. They are famous for the production of the canoe (locally known 
as kunners), a sailing craft hollowed out of logs and specially adapted to th-e mode of fishing pur-
sued by these people. Oysters are planted quite extensively in Back River, Hampton Creek, and 
in Hampton Roads. Hampton Bar formerly yielded, from natural oyster-rocks, many thousand 
bushels of oysters, which had a great reputation in the restaurants, but the beds have now become 
practically exhausted. Twenty-five years ago two men with a boat could procure 30 or 40 bushels 
in a day. Now they could scarcely procure one or two. 
163. YORK, GLOUCESTER, .A.ND MATHEWS COUNTIES. 
YORK CoUNTY.-York County, which is 30 miles long and 5 wide, lies on Chesapeake Bay 
and York River. The surface is level and the soil sandy and moderately fertile. The country is 
drained by _numerous creeks and coves, which abound in oysters, fish, and fowl. The population 
in 1880 was 7,351, of which 35 are regularly engaged in fishing and 604 in oystering. The product 
of the river and shore :fisheries is 534,000 pounds, having a value of $22,592. The value of the 
oyster :fisheries cannot be given, as the men· of the county prosecute their work in the James and 
Rappahannock Rivers, and some even go as far as the Potomac. York River, which bounds the 
northern edge of the county, was once famous for its oyster-beds, but now these are practically 
exhausted. Planting to a considerable extent is pursued in this river, and the product now foots 
up to from 200,000 to 300,000 bushels annually, which find a market principally in Boston. The 
product of the fisheries in York County find their way to Yorktown and the neighboring landing 
of Gloucester Point, whence they are shipped by steamer to Baltimore and the northern markets. 
GLOUCESTER OouNTY.-Gloucester County lies on the-Chesapeake Bay and York River. The 
surface is level and the soil productive. It is 30 miles long and about 10 miles wide, and is deeply 
penetrated by salt-wat,er creeks which drain into Mobjack Bay and York River. The population 
in 1880 was l 1,678. The numerous creeks of the county formerly abounded in fish and oysters, 
but overfishing and the spoliation of the oyster beds have exhausted them to such an extent that 
it is no longer profitable to work them. The principal fishing interest is pound-net fishing for shad 
and Spanish mackerel, but large quantities of bluefish or tailors are also caught. The accompanying 
tables show the catch and value of the pound-net fisheries from York River to Piankatank River. 
The number of men engaged in the .fisheries proper in Gloucester County is eighty-seven; in 
the oyster fisheries, six huudred and forty-two. The capital invested is $18,600. 
MATHEWS CoUNTY.-Mathews County is a peni~sula connected with the mainland by a 
narrow neck of land. It lies between the Piankatank River and Mobjack Bay. Its surface is 
dead level; the soil is light and sandy, but some is quite fertile. The population in 1880 was 
7,507. The number of men employed in the river and shore fisheries is one hundred and seventy; 
number engaged in the oyster fisheries, six hundred and eighty . 
.At New Point is the guano factory of 0. E. Maltby & Oo., which gives employment in fishing 
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or in the fa t ry work to fifty men. From the 6,000,000 menhaden annually handled are produced 
abont 12 00 gallons of oil and 400 tons of guano. The capital invested in buildings and :fixtures 
i about , 10,000; in vessels and outfitting $4,800. Horn Harbor and Milford Haven, deep inden-
tations in the coa t, furnish extensive planting grounds for oysters as well as a safe harbor to a 
large number of tongers who ~ork on the oyster beds of the Piankatank and Rappahannock. 
The pound.net :fisheries of York River and Mobjack Bay an<l. the bay shore from New Point 
to the Piankatank are prosecuted in common _by the citizens of York, Gloucester, and Mathews 
Counties. The following tables give the statistics of these :fisheries for 1880: 
TOO'S POINT POUNDS. 
PERSONNEL .AND EQUIPMENT. 
Numberofmenen. 
Number 
of Value. Value of 
gaged in-
pounds. 1.Joats. Fishing. \Carrying. 
16 $9,600 $2,620 32 l 3 
CATCH FOR 1879-'80. 
I 
.Average 
Number. Pounds. Bushels. price per .Aggregate 
pound. value. 
1-----------------1- -------
Designation of fish. 
Cents. 
Shad ............................................ : 42,112 147,392 .......... 5½ $8,106 56 
Spanish mackerel................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 64, 000 96, 000 .. • .. . . . . . 12 11, 5~0 00 
The herrings (0. vernalis ancl aistivalis) .. . •• .. .. . 240,000 .......... . . ... .. . .. . . . .. .. . . . 1,440 00 
Jacks (0. mediocris) .•..•... ...... .•.••..... ...... 21,000 42,000 1¼ 630 00 
Bluefish ....................... ---·............... 48,000 24, 000 3 720 00 
Sheepshead . ........... .. ......................... 2,400 12,000 6 72000 
Sturgeon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 160 12, 800 2 256 00 
Miscellaneous fish not named, chiefly trout . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 80, 000 2 l, 600 00 
Offal fish, used for manure ....... _................. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . 16, 000 . . . • . • . • . . 1, 600 00 
Total value .............•.................... ·······-··· ········· !· ········· .......... 26,582 56 
SUMMARY. 
Men engaged in Too's Point :fishery...... . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 35 
Uapital invested ................•........................................•.......... $12,200 00 
.Aggregate annual return for these :fisheries........................................ 26,582 56 
YORK SPIT POUNDS. 
PERSONNEL .AND EQUIPMENT. 
N b I Numberofmenen· 1 
uf er V 1 Value of gaged in-oinds a ue. boats. 
P · I Fishing. \Carrying. 
---31-~ ~1---7-8 ---. I 
CATCH FOR 1879-'80. 
Designation of fish. 
.Average 
Numb£>r. Pounds. Bushels. price -per .Aggregate 
pound. value. 
:----------------1------------,----1 
Shad . ............................ ·-··············· 







282, 072 . . . . . • . . • . • 5½ $15, 513 96 
872, 000 . . .. . . . . . . 12 H, 640 00 
. . ...•••.. . ......... ....•. .... 4,650 00 
80,000 1½ 1,200 00 
130, 500 . . . . . . . . . 5, 185 00 
23,250 ......... . 1,395 00 
2 465 00 
2 8,100 00 
31, 000 . . . . . .. . . . 8, 100 00 
---1----' 
79, 24 96 
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MOBJACK BAY POUNDS. 
PERSONNEL .A.ND EQUIPMENT. 
Numberofmeneu· 
N ber gage.tl in-
ucl Value. Value of , _______ _ , 
boats. j 
=; '"·'°'~~~I~ 
C.A.TCH FOR 1879-'80. 
Designation of fish. 
Average A t 




Shad.. ... . . .............. . ........................ 100, 700 387,450 . . . . . .• • • . 5½ 
Spanish mackerel. ............................... . 
The river herrings (0. vernalis and cestivalis) .... . 
Jacks ( 0. mediocris) ............................. . 
Bluefish "tailors" ............................... . 
Sheepshead ...•..•............•................... 







Miscellaneous fish, chiefly trout . ............ . ........... . . . 












Offal fish, used for manure........................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41~ 000 .•.•...•• . 
$21,309 75 








Total value. ........ . .................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63, 649 75 
SUMMA.RY. 
Men engaged in the pound-net fisherie& of Mobjack Bay . .................. _. . ...... 91 
Capital invested.. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $22, 550 00 
.A.ggregate return of these fisheries for 1880................ . • . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . 63, 649 75 
POUNDS OF THE BAY SHORE FROM NEW POINT TO THE PIANKATANK RIVER. 













$21,000 $4,000 70 9 
C.A.TCH FOR 1879-'80. 
.A.,erage 
Number. Pounds. Bushels. priceper .A.;~}~!~te 
pound. 
Gents. 
Shad.............................................. 70, 000 245, ooo . . .. . . . . . . fi½ $13,475 oo 
Spanish mackerel................................. 105, 000 157, 500 . . . . . . . • • . 12 18, 900 00 
The river herrings ( 0. vernalis and cestivalis)..... 675, 000 . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • . 4, 050 00 
Jacks ( O. mediocris) . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49, 000 98, 000 . . . . . . . • . . 1½ 1,470 00 
Bluefish "tailors" . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53, 500 78, 750 . . . . • . . . • . 3 . 2, 362 00 
Sheepshead . ..................................... ..... ..... .. ........ : ....................... · ........ . 
Sturgeon . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 300 2:l, 500 . .. . . . . • . . 2 450 00 
Miscellaneous fish, chiefly trout ....... .'.......... . • . . . . . . . . 87, 500 . . . . . . . . . . 3 2, 625 00 
Offal .fish, used for manure....................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31, 500 . . • . . . . . . . 3, 150 oo. 
Total value.. ... ...... ........... . ............................... .......... ......... . 46,472 00 
SUMMA.RY. 
Men engaged in the pound-net :fisheries from N ew Point to Piankatank River...... 79 
Capital invested .......... .. .. . ...... . .............. . ......... .. ......••. ;............ $25,000 
Aggregate returns for these fisheries for 1880 ...... .. ......... .• . • . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . • • 46,472 
459 
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164. MIDDLESEX, LANCASTER, AND NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTIES. 
MIDDLESEX COUNTY.- Middlesex County covers all the narrow peninsula lying between the 
appahanuock and the Pfankatank Rivers. It is 30 miles in length, with a mean breadth of about 
5 miles. The urface is mostly level; the soil varies from sandy loam to stiff clay, and is very 
productive of corn, wheat, &c. The population in 1880 was 6,252. The P-iankatank, which forms 
the ·outhern boundary of the county, was formerly the seat of very productive :fisheries, and the 
bed of the river was filled with natural deposits of oysters, but the introduction of pound-nets has 
almo t de troyed the former, while excessive tonging and unlawful dredging has ruined the 
oyster beds. To some extent, however, the yield has been restored by plantings. The pound-nets 
extend all the way from the mouth of the Piankatank to Stingray Point. There are also a number 
of them in the Rappahannock, the larger proportion being on the north shore, as experience shows 
tJ:iat the greater run of fish is on that side. The oyster beds of the Rappahannock give employ-
ment to a considerable number of tongers, and the numerous creeks and coves that drain into 
both the Rappahannock and Piankatank are filled to th_eir utmost capacity with planted oysters. 
The following summary will be of interest: Number of men engaged in the river and shore 
fislleries, 52; annual product river and shore fisheries, 165,000 pounds, chiefly shad, valued at 
$4,470. The number of men engaged in the oyster fisheries is 998; capital invested, $13,000. The 
product and value of the oyster fisheries cannot be given for the county separately. The men-
haden fisherie give employment to 4.6 men, and have $15,000 invested in boats and fixtures. The 
p:roduct i 10,000,000 fish annually. For the conversion of these into oil and guano there are 
several kettle factories between the mouth of the Piankatank and the Rappahannock. The guano 
product in these kettle factories goes almost entirely to supply the local demand; but the process 
of manipulation is so imperfect that a very inferior article is produced. 
LANCASTER CouNTY.-Lancaster County lies on the north bank of the Rappahannock River 
and has the Che apeake Bay for a portion of its eastern boundary. The surface is mostly 
level. The soil, which is a sandy loaµi, is naturally unproductive, by liberal applications of fish 
chum i made to yield very fine crops. The county .is drained by many creeks. The Moratico, 
Deep, Mud, Carter's, and Musquito Creeks, and the Corrotoma River are tributaries of the Rap-
pahannock; while the Antipoisen, Tabb's, Dwyer's, Indian, and Little Bay are tributaries of 
Che apeako Bay. They all furnish favorable planting grounds for oysters, and are stocked to 
their fullest capacity. As might be expected, a large proportion of the people engage in occupa-
tion conuected with the water. Out of a total population of 6,145, there are 42 in the river and 
hore .fi herie , 1,0-10 in the oyster fl heries, and 46 in the menhaden :fisheries. The total product 
of the river and hore fisheries is 166,000 pounds, ·having a value of $3,528; that of the menhaden 
fi herie i 1,000 ton of fertilizers and 18,000 gallons of oil, possessing a value of $23,200. Most 
of the menhaden are taken in pur e-nets fl hed by sailing ve els; there were se,7en menhaden 
factories in operati n in 1880, the largest being that of Bussel & Co., situated in Carter's Creek. 
:r0RTIIUMBERLA.ND C0UNTY.-Northumberland County is one of the five counties constitut-
ing the " :r orth rn ck ' of Virginia, and has the Potomac River and Chesapeake Bay for its 
ea t rn oun · ry. It i 30 mile long and about 12 mil s wid . The surface is mostly level, and 
the il th tr am i a andy loam, wi h clay sub oil: and i 1Yell adapted to wheat. As tlle 
couu Y h · uo 1 rg fr h-water ream there i a total ab ence of shad fi beries, but quite a 
numb r f , 1 -w r p i · uch a tr t, tailor rock, and perch, aro tak n iu some of the 
h. t ind nt h a t lin f th ounty. 'Ibe fl ·h, which are captur cl 
in m, ll h ul- in · p mcl · r giU-n t ·, a r i h r c n m 1 m tlle icinHy r find their way to 
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market by the tri-weekly line from Baltimore, wliich touches at several places in the county. This 
county contains more menhaden factories (and of larger size) than any other county on the 
Chesapeake. The creeks and coves along the bay shore were formerly filled with natural beds of 
oysters, but excessive tonging has everywhere diminished, and in many places exterminated, the 
supply. Where, however, the conditions of the bottom render it practicable artificial planting has 
been resorted to, and the product is now on the increase. The main fishing industry of the people, 
and that which yields the largest returns, is the menhaden fishery. The catch is converted into 
oil and guano by some of the numerou_s factories in the county, and the guano is shipped to places 
where it is manufactured into artificial fertilizers. 
The number of people engaged in the river and shore fisheries is 70, the number engaged in 
the menhaden fisheries 243, and in the oyster fisheries 528. Of those given as being engaged in 
the oyster industries, very few pursue their work in the waters adjacent to the county. On the 
contrary, many of them go with their canoes and_ outfit to the Ra1wahannook and Potomac, and 
spend the winter there 'in oystering,returning in the spring to plant their small farms; for almost 
all of them combine the two occupations of farmer and fisherman. 
165. NORTHAMPTON .AND .ACCOMAC COUNTIES. 
The Eastern Shore of Virginia, comprising the counties of Northampton and .Accomac, is a very 
low and fertile peninsula, about 55 miles long by 8 to 15 miles wide. It lies to the south of Mary-
land, with the ocean on the east and the Chesapeake on the west. Its population in 1880 was 
33,197. Fully nine-tenths of the inhabitants are native-born on the peninsula. Onancock, a pl•e 
of a few hundred inhabitants, is the largest town on the peninsula. The region is largely an agri-
cultural one, and the people own small patches of land, and d(:wote their attention largely to raising 
produce for the Northern markets, the principal crops being early potatoes, seed potatoes, and corn. 
In addition to its agricultural interests, the region bears a peculiar relation to the salt water, 
and many of the inhabitants, having no interest in the land, are largely dependent upon the .fish-
eries for a livelihood, while a considerable percentage of the farmers give more or less attention to 
fishing, oystering,: d clamming at periods of the year when their crops do not require their atten-
tion. The peninsula, owing to its peculiar Rh ape, bas an extensive coast line, and its surface is so 
low and flat, 'that the tides and currents of the ocean have cut into it on either side, until we find 
no less than twelve creeks on the Eastern and seventeen on the Western Shore, each breaking up 
into a number of secondary ones, which _ communicate freely with each other, forming a COD?plete 
net-work of tide channels, many of which are navigable for several miles by the small flat-bottomed 
vessels of the region._ Tbe tide channels extending through the northern and central portion com-
municate with a large bay on the south, thus forming a continuous inside passage :R:>r small boats 
from Cape Charles northward through Maryland to within a few miles of Cape Henry. The back-
bone of the peninsula is, therefore, a narrow ridge, only 3 to 5 miles wide, lying abont midway 
between the ocean and the bay, and extending northward to the upper boundary of the State. 
Between this ridge and the ocean are a number of sandy or swampy islands, separated from the 
mainland at high tide by sheets of water of considerable extent. As the tide recedes large flats 
are exposed, and at low ebb the waters ' are reduced to mere creeks, bordered by immense grassy 
swamps. The Western Shore is somewhat different, for the higher lands occasionally extend to the 
Chesapeake, while the shores of some of the larger creeks are sufficiently elevated to admit of a 
scattered population. Such of the inhabitants as are engaged in farming occupy the arable lands 
formed by the central strip already mentioned, while others extensively engaged in fishing are 
usually scattered ~long the banks of the larger creeks or live in the vicinity of the bay shore. All, 
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however, are within easy reach of salt water, and the majority, even of the farmers, own small 
boat for catching a supply of fish for their own use. 
The large flats and shoals in different parts of them two counties abound in oysters, clams, 
crab , and t rrapin, ,,bile the mouths of the creeks and the outer shoals are the feeding and spawn-
ing grounds of large numbers of fish, the supply being practicably inexhaustible. Were it not for 
the lack of a convenient market and the absence of suitable means of transportation, the fishing 
hasiness would doubtless assume important proportions. As it is, the :fisheries throughout the 
greater portion of the region are confined to supplying the local trade, and many of those who 
would folJow the business regularly can fish only one or two da.ys in the week, as they would 
overstock the market should they go out oftener. These, together with the farmers, often own 
small seines, and fish exclusively for several weeks in the fa11, salting their catch for home use or 
for sale to people in the vicinity. In the neighborhood of the steamboat landings and about the 
southern end of the 'peninsula, where the :fish can be sent to market by sailing vessels, the :fishing 
is more ex ten ive, and a considerable number of men follow the business regularly during the 
greater part of the summer; all of them, together· with many of the farmers, engaging in the 
oy ter :fisheries as soon as the weather is sufficiently cold to warrant the shipment of their catch. 
These continue regularly in the work during the entire winter and well into the following Rpring, 
many of them deriving a large part of their income from this source. 
The clam and terrapin :fisheries, and such others as are not dependent upon a convenient 
market, have been quite extensively developed, and the :fishing is prosecuted with considerable 
v· or, the catch being retained until such time as an opportunity presents itself for selling or 
shipping. _About 2,300 dozen terrapins, valued at nearly $10,000, are taken annually, while over 
8,000,000 of quabaugs, equal to 27,500 bushels. netting the :fishermen $11,500, are shipped or eaten, 
in addition to over 1,000,000 clams purchased by parties at Capeville, to be canned and shipped 
to the Western States. Formerly the clamming interest was even more extensive than at present, 
and a considerable fleet of vessels came regularly to Hog and -Cobb's Islands to purchase cargoes, 
which they carried to Philadelphia and New York. The vessels still visit the region, but the 
number is somewhat reduced, and many clams are cauied in small boats to F nklin City, whence 
tb y are shipped by rail. 
The ft heries prqper of the region are chiefly confined to the bay shore, the fishing being most 
exten ive about the mouth of the numerous creeks and near the southern extremity of the pen-
in ula. Many of the fi bermen use hand-lines, others seines, and within the last few years purse-
n t and gill-nets have been very successfully employed. The band-line :fishermen catch sheeps-
h a i (Diplodus probatocephalus), trout (Cynoscion maculatum), spot (Liostomus xanthurus), mullet 
or merhead (Menticirrus sp.), and a few bluefish (Pomatomus saltatrix), all along the shores from 
May to ovember. The greater part of their catch is sold fresh in the vicinity of their homes, many 
of them fi bing for a few hours in the early morning and spending the rest of the day in peddling 
th ir catch. A~ certain a on th y engage more extensively in the work, salting considerable 
quantitie for winter u e. Tbere are about three hundred men engaged in the hand-line fishing 
f r o 1t five month in the year, with four hundred others who :fi hand clam occasiona11y during 
th The total ban -line catch i valu d at about 39,250. 
ill-n w r f rmerly much u din th pring bad fi b ri of the ea tern shore of Virginia, 
th Y w r l m 1 V d to a limit t n in the fall y th farmer for the capture of spot 
th r f h lt £ r th ir own ta l . Leaving out the had ft herie , 
until ui ntly, wh nit came known that the better cla , 
k r 1 ( com.beromoru 1naculatus), b p head, porgee (Parephippus 
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Jaber), bluefish or tailors, and trout cou~d readily be taken in this way. Gill-nets were :first intro-
duced for the _capture of mackerel about 1878, since which time they have been generalJy adopted 
in certain localities. At present they are extensively used between Hungar's Creek and the Mary-
land line from May until November, with thf' exception of about :five or six weeks in midsummer. 
The men often go singly, though more frequently two :fish together. The boats for this work are 
worth about $35 apiece, each being prov}ded with three to five nets . . The nets have a mesh meas-
uring 3! inches, are about 25 fathoms long and 30 meshes deep, and cost from $5 to $7_. They are 
set along· the main shore and on both sides of Tangier Island, in from 6 to 14 feet of water. For-
merly the fishing was prosecuted onl.v at night, but within. the last year it has been found that the 
mackerel will gill in the day time, and the Tangier fishermen often set their nets in the afternoon. 
There are about two hundred gill-net :fishermen on the peninsula during :five months of the year, 
and landing :fish valued at $25,000, the greater part of which are shipped by steamer to Norfolk 
and Baltimore. 
The first pound-net was introduced into the region by Messrs. Snediker & Warren in the spring 
of 1877. This apparatus was found to be peculiarly adapted to the eastern shore, and a large profit 
was derived from its use. Others soon engaged in the work, and there are now fourteen pounds 
between Hungar's Creek and Cape Charles, a distance of 15 or 20 miles. There are three others 
at Tangier Island, situated only a few miles below the norther~ boundary of the State. The 
pound-nets in the first-named region are necessarily very large and strong, on account of their 
exposed position. They cost about $1,000 each, and during an average season take about $4,200 
worth of marketable :fish,_catching, in addition, about 500 barrels.ofme_nhaden and other non-edible 
species, which are usually thrown away. The principal species taken are mackerel, bluefish, and 
. trout, though at times large catches of sheepshead and porgies are reported, and numerous other 
species are often taken in limited quantities. The seventeen pounds · require the service of sixty-
four men, who receive about $18 per month, the value of the catch for ·1879 amounting to $57,000. 
The law forbids the use of pound-nets prior to the 25th of June, and requires that they be taken 
up by the 1st of October. The :fishermen seriously object to this law, as it prevents their fishing 
in the early spring· and in the fall, when the catch would be very large. 
Haul-seines_ have been extensively used for many years, and prior to the war the greater part 
of the catch was taken in them. At that time shad were very abundant in the region, and large 
hauls were made during the spring and early summer. Of late, however, the shad visit the shores 
in much smaller numbers, and seine :fishing has proportionately decreased. In the summer of 1879 
there were only twelve seines, employing eighty-five men, fished along this shore. The value of 
the fish taken amounted to about $16,000. 
One other industry promises to become quite important, namely, the menhaden fishery. The 
first oil and guano factory in Virgi~ia was built near Cape Charles by Gallup & Kenniston in 1866 
or 1867, but owing to its exposed location it was abandoned, and the bus~ness was for a time dis-
continued. A few years later tbe work was revived on the western shore of the bay, and in 1875 
Capt. L. Crockett, of Tangier Island, built a factory for utilizing the menhaden that were pecu- • 
liarly abundant in the vicinity. In 1878 another factory was built at the same place. In 1879 
several other establishments were lccated along the shore, and · in the spring of 1880 there were 
seven factories in the region, six of them using kettles for cooking the fish, while one was provided 
with the more modern steam apparatus. 
• 
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O.-REVIEW OF THE -OYSTER INDUSTRY. 
BY RIOH.A.RD H. EDMONDS. 
166. THE OYSTER INTERESTS OF VIRGINIA. 
DREDGING .A.ND TONGING.-The waters of Virginia being in many places separated from 
those of Maryland by imaginary lines only, it is not to be expected that the conditions of the 
oyster trade and the class of people dependent upon it should show any very material difference 
in the two States. Different laws have of course exerted an influence upon some features of the 
traue, but the essential and most important fact in regard to the trade in both States is the 
same-that the oystermen are generally poor and illiterate, often intemperate and reckless. 
Dredging on natural rocks was abolished in Virginia in 1879, and is only allowed at present 
on private beds; few, however, avail themselves of this privilege. In some parts of the State 
where planting is extensively conducted there are a few dredge-boats; but they meet with consid-
erable opposition, as it is very generally believed by planters who do not dredge that the dredgers 
do not confine their operations to their own beds. This belief is probably correct. The beds 
are staked off with poles, sometimes 50 to 100 yards apart, and the dredgers sailing over one bed 
can scarcely, even if so disposed, keep from crossing the line which separates adjoining beds. The 
law entirely abolishing dredging on natural rocks was undoubtedly a mistake, since there are 
many localities in the State where, rightly restricted, it would prove very advantageous to the 
beds; while there are other places where the water is so ~eep tha_t tonging cannot be carried on, 
and the beds are thus lying idle, of no value to the State or to any individual. The advantages 
as well as the disadvantages of dredging having been discussed in the report upon the oyster trade 
of Maryland, it is not necessary to refer to it here. The same course will be pursued with regard 
to other branches of the trade: it has not been thought necessary in the report on Virginia to 
repeat the discussion of subj~cts previously elaborated in the Maryland report. 
The tonging interests of Virginia are far more extensive than the same interests in Maryland, 
and differ slightly in a few other respects, the most important of which is, that the proportion of 
negroe in the trade i greater in the former State than in the latter. 
Previoo to the late war the oystermen of Virginia were composed of negroes working for 
their ma ter , and of a very rough class of whites; but at the close of the war the demand for 
oy ters wa very great, and high prices were paid, and many who had been reduced from wealth 
to poverty were glad to avail themselves of the chance to make a support by oystering, which was 
at that time a very profitable employment. The four years of war, during which the oysters had 
almo ta complete re tin many parts of the State, gave them a chance for development, and when 
the trade revived the beds were well stocked with large, finely-flavored oysters. Men from nearly 
all occupation , r pre enting all classes of society, eagerly entered the business, and soon there 
were hun red ' of oy t rmen where formerly there had been but a dozen or so. Many of the most 
exten ive farm r in the tide-water counties founu that the conditions of labor had so greatly . 
ch ng cl th t to make a living it wa neces ary for them to devote all spare time to the oyster 
tra<l . Th' i till done to a co id r ble extent by tho e who e farms border on some salt-water 
n the great bulk of the trade i in the hand of a rougher class, and in certain 
P rt it i alm t n poliz y n groe . A ry noticeable fact in connection with 
t t f I ry1and, and p cially of the former State, i the almost 
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total absence of foreigners. Among the 8,860 tong~rs of Virginia there are, according to the 
statements of the county clerks, only about ten who are not Americans. These ten comprise an 
equal number of Germans and Irish. The entire trade ma~-be said to be virtually in the hands of 
native Virginians, since there are probably not 300 tongers in the whole State who were not born 
and raised there. Such is not, however, the case in the other branches of the trade. As in Mary-
land, all oysters caught by tongers are sold to runners, and the majority of these are owned in _ 
other States and manned principalJy by Northern men. The life of an ordinary tonger presents 
few attractions to induce strangers to enter this business. The work is very laborious, the :remu-
neration only fair, and the injury to health from exposure is so great that few ever reach old age. 
The death.rate among oystermen, as compared with other trades, is, from all that I can learn, very 
great. 
As stated elsewhere, there are no 'records kept in Virginia of the number of boats engaged 
in the trade, and it was a very difficult matter to obtain any reliable information upon this subject. 
After traveling through the tide-water counties and gaining as near an estimate as possible, I then 
sent out a large number of circulars to the officials, and also to one or inore prominent oystermen 
of each county, requesting their aid in the work, and desiring them to give me their estimates as . 
to the number of canoes in their respective counties. Many of these gentlemen went to consider-
able trouble to work up the matter, and by their aid I was enabled to correct some of my own 
figures, and I am now able to present reliable :figures, showing the number of canoes in each county 
engaged in the oyster trade and the number of men working on them . . In addition to this I have 
succeeded in obtaining the number of schooners and sloops used for running oysters to market. It 
is difficult to divide these latter according to the counties in which they are owned, but !think the 
figures as given in the following table 'Yill be found -very near correct. The number credited to 
Norfolk County appears somewhat large, but _the figures are furnished officially by Mr. Rusha 
Denise, county clerk. The majority of these boats hailing from Norfolk County are owned in the 
cities of Norfolk and Portsmouth. Over three.fourths of them are quite small, being under 10 tons 
register, while there are very few of the other fourth that will register as high as 15 tons .. 
Table showing the number of canoes and larger vessels, and the number of men on each, by counties. 
Counties. 
.Accomac ........••.•.........••••.... 
Elizabeth City ................. · ...... . 
Essex . ..........•...................•. 
Gloucester .....••..................... 
Isle of Wight .... ........ · .....•..•.... 
Lancaster ...•................ ; .....••. 




Northampton .. _ .. _ ......•............ 
Northumberland . .....•.............. 
Princess Anne ...... , ................ . 
Richmond .............•.••......•.•.. 
\Varwick ............. ...•........... . 
York ....................••........... 
Westmoreland . ........ _ ............•. 
King William ... _ .................... . 
Total .......................... . 
30 GR F 
N b f Men em· Men em· Total 
um er O ployed on Number of ployed on number of 
dank~ff: canoes large]r larger men 
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Of the total number of tongmen there are 5,906 colored and 2,954 whites, while of those 
employed on the larger vessels only 1,702 are colored. The total number of each race engaged in 
the trade is of whites, 6,538 and of colored 7,698. ' . 
Tonging in Virginia is probably equally as profitable as in Maryland, but there is more time 
wa ted by the tongmen of the former State than by those of the latter. This is explained by the 
fact that the proportion of negroes is larger in Virginia than in Maryland, and these people are 
more generally. inclined to be indolent than the whites. There were many cases last winter where 
tongmen made as high as $500 during the season, but their number is comparatively small when 
the total number of those engaged in this occupation is take_n into account. A close estimate of 
the average amount made during a season by each tonger would give $200, or $25 less than the 
ayerage amount made in Maryland. Calculating on this estimate, it will be seen that the earnings 
of the tongmen of Virginia will yearly aggregate about $1,772,000. Those employed on the 
running vessels receive during an oyster season of eight months $1,022,172, including their board. 
The canoes used in Virginia are much smaller and less costly than those in Maryland-their 
average value being about $50. At this rate th~ir total value at present is $224,050. The larger 
vessels, exclusive of tp.ose owned in Norfolk County, average about 16.13 tons; but when the large 
number owned in the latter county is considered, the average is ~onsiderably reduced and amounts 
to only about 10 tons-making the total 13,170 tons. The aggregate value of these vessels is about 
$790,200, and the amount of money annually expended in repairing them is in the neighborhood of 
$125,000. 
_ A large part of the running trade in Virginia is condu,cted by boats owned in Maryland and 
in northern cities; but as the statistics of these have already appeared in the Maryland report, jt 
is needless to repeat them here . 
• PACKING.-The packing trade of Virginia is of much later origin than that of Ma.ryland. 
About the year 1859 a Captain Fitzgerald opened au oyster-packing establishment in Norfolk; 
but the war coming on, in a few years the business was greatly hampered and restricted, and it 
was not until 1865 that the trade gave any evidence of ever becoming very extensive. As tbe 
transportation facilities of the city increased, and the ill effects of the war began to die out, tlie 
oyster trade showed a very marked improvement, and during the last few years it has developed 
very rapidly. In Norfolk, as in Baltimore and other cities of Maryland, the trade is largely in the 
hantls of northern men; one difference, howeyer, being quite noticeable, and that is, that whereas 
in Maryland the packers are principally natives of Connecticut, in Norfolk they are nearly all 
either New York or Boston men. The enterprise and capital of these gentlemen has largely 
developed thi business, which now forms one of the most important branches of Norfolk's trade. 
The increase in the packing trade of Norfolk has been instrumental in decreasing the shipments of 
oyster in shell by sail vessels from the bay to New York and Boston, as these two cities receive 
by mean of the Old Dominion Line and the Merchants' and Miners' Transportation Company's 
line· the great bulk of Norfolk oysters. This important change in the course of trade has been 
very beneficial to Norfolk, as the shucking and handling of the oysters give employment to a large 
number of workmen. The trade of Norfolk has, however, been greatly restricte<l. by the scarcity 
of y ter . During the earl) spring month of 1880 packers were unable to fill orders on account 
f the ioabili y to obtain the oyster . uring one of my vi its to that city I found that for several 
·e l· the ntir r ceipt had b en 1 than could ea ilJ ha e been used by any one of the large 
li u ·e ·. Ilad it not een for thi carcit , which was fel to ome extent during a large part of the 
· ~a on, it i nit prob l>le hat the p king tr <le would have consumed several hundred thousand 
u hel · m r f .}, t r ·. Th f d 1k j 1 o t xc1u ively in raw oy t r -there 
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having been only 3,000 gallons of steamed oysters packed during the entire season. Shipments are 
made in bulk, in barrels; and although, as previously stated, the largest part of the trade is with 
New York and Boston, there are considerable shipments to all points of the North and West. 
Although Baltimore is pre-eminently the great packing center of the bay, it is nevertheless 
true that, considering the amount of ca vital invested in the business, Norfolk handles proportion-
ately a much larger trade than the former city. The number of shuckers employed and their 
wages are in about the same proportion in the two cities. In Norfolk the buildings are generally" 
very plain, often i:nere frame structures, while in Baltimore many of the packing houses are among 
the finest buildings devoted to trade in the city. The packing houses of Norfolk are not, as a 
general thing, used during summer for fruit-packing, as is the case in Baltimore. The_number of 
oysters packed at Norfolk during the season of 1879-'80 was much larger than the-combined totals 
of all packing points in Maryland, excluding Baltimore. The exact figures are as follows: 
Place. Raw oysters. 
Bushels. 
Crisfield, Md . ...... ............. ·-.... 427, 270 
Cambridge, Md. ___ ·--· .... __ --·--· · · -- 205,410 
Annapolis, _Md ____ . _ ... .. __ . . __ ....... 156, 703 
Oxford, Md ......... ___ .............•.. 108,960 
Saint Micl.Jael's, Md .. ... _............ 37, 788 
Sundry small places, Maryland . ,...... 224,817 
Total .. _ ... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 160, 948 
Norfolk, Va . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 370, 855 
Difference in fiwor of Norfolk ... 209,907 
Outside of Norfolk the packing of raw oysters in Virginia is very•light. At several places 
a little business is done, but too small to be noted separately: since where there is only one packer 
in a town it would divulge his individual business to publish statistics of that town. At Hampton 
and at two places on the Rappahannock River quite an extensive trade in steamed or cove oysters 
is conducted. The word cove, as applied to oysters, has two entirely distinct meanings. When 
used by tongers it refers to large oysters caught iu- the small coves tributary to all creeks and 
rivers, while with packers and others it means oysters which have been steamed and hermetically 
sealed. 
The following table shows the packing trade of Virginia for the season of 1879-'80 : 
Norfolk. Otherplaces. Total. 
Number of firms ...................................•....... 13 12 25 
Capital invested .......... _ ............................ .. .. $96,350 $23,000 $119,350 
Estimated value of buildings and grounds occupied ........ $138,500 $29,000 $167,500 
Average number of hands employed ................••..... 1,027 501 1,528 
Wages of same ·----·----···----············-------------·· $154,584 $46,367 $200,951 
Number of bushels packed raw .•••........................ 1,370,855 58,275 1,429,130 
Value of same ....... __ ................................•... $589,127 $22,020 $611,147 
Number of bushels steamed ........••........... •...••.. ... 3,000 190,000 193,000 
Value of same .........••................•....•...••....... $1, 500 $119,400 $120,900 
Total number of bushels packed ... _ ....••.......•.. _ ...... 1,373,855 2-!8, 275 1,622, 130 
Value of same······ ·········· ····· ·-············· ·····-··· $585,273 $141,420 $726,693 
Number of tin cans used .•.... _ ................ .•.•....... . 91,000 620,000 711,000 
Value of same···············-·····---·-············· ······ $3,615 $18,500 $22,115 
Number of wooden cases, barrels, &c., used ............•... 16,871 1,000 17,871 
Value of same ...........••........... ...... ......... ····-· $1J, 110 $1,939 $13, 058 
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In .i.. orfolk there are ,ery few fema]es employed in the oyster-packing houses, but of the 501 
hu~irer in other part of the State 244 are females. 
The number of people engaged exclusively in handling oysters for local consumption in the 
citie of Virginia is about 300 (nearly all colored), whose wages will aggregate about $57,600 a 
a on. About 200 white men, with wages amounting to $83,200 a, year, are employed in building 
and repairing oy 'ter vessels, making cases, &c. 












upon tbe trade, 
calculating 4 to 
each worker. 
Packing ........ _ ..... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $286, 850 1, 528 $200, 951 
Tonging ............ _ ........... _.... . 224, 050 8, 860 1, 772, 000 
Running ...... ·-····-········--···--·· 790,200 5,376 1,0?2,172 
Localtral1e.----··--········--···-···· 10,000 300 57,600 
Building oyster vessels, &c .. _ .. _. _.. . 50, 000 200 83, 200 
1------1·-----·------1----·-
Tot al .•••.... _ ......... __ ..... . . 1, 361, 100 16, 2641 3, 135, 923 u5, 056 
The hipmeut of oysters in shell from Virginia to Nortllern markets are still very large, 
although tlli trade is decreasing, as it is becoming more profitable to open the oysters at Norfolk 
a0<l forward them by steamer. I endeavored to obtain the number of bushels carried north from 
l\Iay 31, 1870, to 1\fay 31, 1880, and I found that, while the numb~r was very great, it by no means 
qualed the expectations of many large dealers. The fact is, as previously stated, many oyster· 
men have a most exaggerated idea of the extent of the trade, believing it to be far greater than it 
r ally i.. The following statistics have been compiled with great care, and will, I think, be found 
about correct: 
Shipments of oysters in shell frorii Virginia for year ending May 31, 1880. 
Destination. 
New York-·······················-····· ......... . .... ·-···· ....... . 
Philadelphia nnd Delaware 13:i,y ....... . 
Ilostou ....... _. _ ...... _ ..... _ ........ _ .. 
Providence ancl Pro,idence River .... _. 
Fair Ilaven .•........................... 






,vasbinfrton. __ ..... _ ................................ . 
Maryland ...... ..... --···· ....... --·· ................ . 



















Total···-······-·······-·······-·· ......... ..... ········-·····! 3,315,l!JO 
The numb r of u h l of oyster caught in the State during the year, and the disposition 
made of th m, may be ummariz d as follow : 
1,622,130 
tat in b 11 ............... __ .. _ ...... _ .....................•••. 3, 315, 190 
ed for local on umption in th citi of the tate ...................... _ ..• _.. . . . . 275, 000 
d fi r lo nl on nmption jn the small towns and th ounti s of the State ...... _ ... 1,625,000 
---
Total ....................................................................... . 6,837,320 
f tb Land' , · u1 l abon 27 cent a bu hel. 
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GENERAL SUMM.A.RY.-The grand totals of the trade of t,he Chesapeake Bay are as follows: 
Capital invested- Maryland. Virginia. Total. 
In packing ..•.••.•......•........ -·. - - . $3,928,376 $286,850 $4,215,226 
In boats ...•.......... -•... - - ..... - ..... 2,042,500 ], 014, 250 3,056, 750 
In can-making, ship-building, &c- .••... 250,000 50,000 300,000 
In local trade ..•..•.........•.•..•...... 25,000 10,000 35,000 
----
Total ........• . .•.• __ .••...•....... 6,245,876 1,361,100 7,606,976 
At Seaford, D el.: 
Invested in packing .••........•................• , ........... - . . . . . . 43, 100 
Total for Chesapeake Bay........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 650, 076 
Number of bushels of oysters caught and the dispo8ition rnacle of tlimn. 
Maryland. Virginia. Total. 
Number caught......................... 10,569, 012 6,837,320 17,406,332 
t=====l=====1°====1 
Packed ..........••••.. _ . . • . . • . . . . • . . . . . 7, 653, 492 1, 622, 130 
Shipped in shell . . . . . . • . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . 2, 021, 840 - 3, 315, 190 
Local consumption . ...•.. •..•.... .. . •. . 1,893,680 l, 900,000 
1-----1-
Total ..........•.......•....... ·... 11, 569, 012 6, 837, 320 
Less number brought from Virginia.... 1,000,000 
------1-----1-----
Total ....................•..... ". 10, 569, 012 6,837,320 17,406, 332 
Nurnber of JJeople rngagecl in the trade arid llu:.ir earnfags and wag"t·s. 
Number. Earnings and wages. 
Maryland. Virginia. Total. Maryland. Virginia. TqtaL 
Employes of packing houses .... 8,639 l, 528 10,167 $777,779 $200,951 $978,730 
On oyster boats ..........••.. __ . 13,708 14,236 28,034 2,537,940 2,794,172 5; 332,112 
All others ..•.•..•........•..•.. ], 990 500 2,490 504,802 140,800 645,602 
--------
Total ..................•.. 24,427 16,264 40,691 3,820,521 3,135,923 6,056,444 
The total value of all oysters caught in the bay, as sold from first hands, is about $4,000,000. 
The product of the packing- houses, which are, of course, classed as manufacturing industries, was 
valued at $4.,610,995 for the year: ending May 31, 1880. 
PL.A.NTING.-Tbe natural beds of the Chesapeake Bay are so very extensive and productive 
that they have hitherto been able to stand the immense drain annually made upon them, and thus 
the necessity for cultivating oysters has never been fo~cibly impressed upon the oystermen of 
either Maryland or Virginia, althoqgh in the latter State this branch of the business is gradually 
attracting increased attention. In Maryland there are comparatively few planters. The time is 
rapidly coming wllen, to _supply the constantly increasing demand, it will be absolutely necessary 
for the oystermen to engage in the cultivation of oysters. The beds are being depleted, and it is 
yearly becoming more difficult to obtain oysters enough to meet the wants of packers. Fine 
oysters especially are getting very scarce, and it is often impossible to obtain them at any price. 
One of the largest packers of Baltimore was compelled, during the winter of 1879-'80, to employ 
an agent in New York to purchase fine oysters for orders which could not be filled in the former 
city. About 1,000,000 oysters were bought by the agent and shipped from New York to the points 
from which the orders came. 
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The natural adrnntages for ·cultivating oysters afforded by the Chesapeake, with the innu-
merable creek and rivulets tributary to it, are probably not surpassed in the world. The trade 
i, uut in it fir t stage of development. It can, and eventually will, be increased many fold. With 
proper attention paid to cultivation the bay may be made to furnish an inexhaustible supply of 
oy ters. Where the trade now gives employment to one workman it should in the future give still 
more remunerative employment to at least a dozen. The capacity for increase is practically 
unlimited, and the demand is yearly increasing. The sooner the oystermen are forced, by the 
exhau tion of the natural beds, to engage in planting, the better it will be for all concerned, as 
the trade will then enter a healthier and more prospe;ous condition. There are many difficulties 
in the way, however, which should receive the most thorough scientific investigation. 
The selection of the best planting-grounds, the causes of success or failure, the reaso~ for the 
fact that sometimes for several consecutive years the oysters of an entire river may be very poor, 
and hence unsalable, and then suddenly, in one season, attain unusual excellence, are questions of 
ab orbing interest, but little understood by the oystermen. The influence of salt or fresh water, 
according as the rainfall may be great or small, the tides and the winds, may all be studied with 
great pecuniary benefit to those concerned in 1be oyster trade. A statement made by one of the 
most experienced o)·stermen of Virginia, and confirmed by my own investigations, is to the effect 
that tongers rarely, if ever, accumulate money by their own labors unless they engage in planting. 
It is very true that planting is by no means always profitable. Its results are as uncertain as the 
cultivation of land, if not more so; but it is still, in the long run, far more profitable than tonging 
from natural rocks. It offers almost the only possible hope to the tonger of ever acquiring even 
a moderate competence. The work of Professor Brooks, of the Johns Hopkins University, in 
attempting the artificial propagation of oysters, bas not yet progressed far enough to demonstrate 
the practicability of restocking the bay with an unlimited number of oysters by this means; but 
after all be has accomplished, it is safe to believe that he will continue tbe work until he bas met 
wi h complete success. Planting will then prove still more profitable, as it will always be possible 
to obtain an abundance of oysters to be used as plants, which is not now the case. Chincoteague 
ay, covering perhaps about tbe finest planting grounds in tbe world, bas a very extensive 
bu ines in this branch of the trade. The whole bay is staked off in small plats, which are always 
alable hould the owner de ire to retire from tbe business of planting. Oysters a.re bougltt in 
the Chesapeake Bay at prices ranging from ten to twenty cents per bushel, carried by vessels to 
Chincoteague and there planted, and allowed to remain undisturbed for two or three years. 
ometime they will remain very poor for several successive seasons, and at times it happens that 
the entire bed will be found on examination to be dead. The winter of 1879-'80 was the most 
profitable one that Chincoteague Bay has known for many years. The oysters were large, fat, 
and finely flavored, while for several preceding years they had been poor and almost entirely 
un alabl , and the trade in con equence bad been v ry unprotitabl . Chincoteague oysters are 
hipp d almo t exc]u iv ly to New York and Philadelphia, and during good seasons command 
high prices. From September 1, 1879, to May 15, 18 o, the shipments from the bay amounted to 
31 ,11 u h l , of which 166,113 bu b l pa d ov r the Worce t r Railroad and 152,000 bu hels 
w r ·bipp d in ail-ve el . Of tho hipp ~a o-, r the Wore ter road, 71,i84 bushel were 
tak n dir ctly from the bay; wbil 94,929 n h l. w re taken from mall creeks on the Mar;yJand 
·b re, wh r th y ha e n tran 1 nt an l all w u. t tay for a day for the purpo e of fa tt ning. 
I i. < fa t ell known to oy t rm 
fr b 
rg 
np v r mn l ; an 1 tlm, , having tb app arance of being fat, 
t r ·m i in fr h wat r 1 ng r than a day it oon b c mes 
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sick and dies. This bloating process is often tried with very successful results, but bas never 
proved to be as important as was supposed when it :first became generally known. A few years 
ago it was tried by tbe packers of Baltimore, and, for a time, aroused great expectations; but at 
present it meets with little favor among them. A few of the:m have persisted in their efforts, but 
with indifferent success. To succeed well, the oyster must be taken from very salt water and 
placed in fresh. In the Chesapeake Bay the water is in many parts merely brackish, and it is 
supposed that on this account the oyster does ·not improve much upon a change to fresh water. 
During the season of 1879-'80 Chincoteague oysters were in active demand at high prices, the 
avernge for the winter being not less than 60 cents per bushel, and in the latter part of 1\fay VO 
cents was readily obtained. A feature of the Chincoteague trade is that all oysters are sold by 
the thousand, and not by the bushel, as in ~ther parts of Maryland and Virginia.. This custom 
bas been adopted in conformity to the uses of Northern markets. 
Capt. Barney Jones, probably the most experienced oystermari on the York River, and who 
for years has handled such quantities of oysters as to have acquired the title of "Oyster King," 
states that from his experience he is convinced tbat continued planting will in :five or six years 
exhaust the fattening powers of oyster grounds, just as the fertility of any ·soil will be destroyed 
by attempting to produce the same crop for several consecutive years. This belief is said to be 
erroneous by Capt. Isaac M. Bussells, of Carter's Creek, Virginia, who bas been engaged in the . 
oyster trade, either in the North or on the Rappahannock River, since very early in life. He bases 
his statement upon the fact that in Connecticut there are certain oyster-grounds on which, during 
the past thirty years, oysters have never failed to fatten, and also upon his belief that oysters get 
their food from the water, and not from the ground. Captain Bussells has devoted Mnsiderable 
time to the study of oysters, and his convictions are the result of many years of experience in con-
ducting a very heavy trade in all branches of the business. 
It often occurs that oysters when caught will -have green gills, and hence the nam·e, now so 
common, of green-gill oysters. Up to a few years ago, I am informed, these oysters were unsalable, 
as by many persons they were considered poisonous. An oyster planter of Northampton County, 
Virginia, :finding that for several years his oysters were green gills, determined to try to overcome 
the opposition to them. Whenever he or any of his workmen visited any city, they would go into 
different saloons and call for green-gill ~ysters, refusing to take any ot~ers. After a few visits 
to restaurants he succeeded in exciting some curiosity as to what was considered a very strange 
desire. He then explained that the popular belief was entirely wrong, and that green-gill oysters 
were perfectly safe, and were al ways fat, and stated that the green color was caused by a certain 
weed which is sometimes found at the bottom of the bay and its tributaries, and on which the 
oysters feed. In a short time no distinction was made against green-gill oysters, and in cities 
where known they are as much in demand as the ordinary oyster. 
On the Rappahannock, the James, and the York Rivers planting is now being conducted 
quite extensively, although by no means on as large a scale as the advantages and likelihood of 
success would warrant. Fears are very generally expressed that in a few years the oyster-beds of -
these rivers will be exhausted if the present rate of shipments continues. That these foars are not 
groundless may be seen from the result of over-oystering in several of the creeks near the Rappa-
hannock. From 1865 to 1871, during which time I was living in Virginia, the beds of Indtn, 
Dividing, and Dymer's Creeks were well stocked with very :fine oysters, the catching of w bich 
gave profitable employment to a large number of men. At the present time oysters are so scarce 
in these creeks that it is impossible to obtain even enough for planting. A few of the o;ystermen 
still eke out a poor living, but many have been compelled to give up the business entirely. The 
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law of irginia upon planting are so often changed that they tend to discourage this important 
indn try. If an o,rsterman rents from the State a certain extent of planting ground, he is uever 
nr that h will be able to keep possession of it, and, of course, should it pass out of bis hands, he 
Jo on account of having to sell hi~ oysters before they fatten, or transfer them to some other 
ground. During the last session of the Virginia legislature it was proposed to sell all planting 
o-rounds b longiug to the State; and so long as this subject remains unsettled it would certainly 
be unwi e for oystermen to rent and plant on State grounds. The vacillating and changeable 
policy hitherto pursued by the legislature in its treatment of the oyster question, if co.."ltinued, will 
certainly result in incalculable loss to the oyster interests of Virginia. 
In planting oysters in Maryland and Virginia, the plants are merely thrown broadcast over 
the ground, and then allowed to take care of themselves. This system is so far different from the 
course pursued in Europe that, merely to show the contrast, I append an extract from a letter 
latl'.)ly received from Mr. George Walker, United States consul-general at Paris, upon oyster culture 
at Arcachon, France: 
''The oyster production takes place each year, from May 15 to July 15. During this interval 
each cultivator disposes upon the concession accorded to bim-i. e., upon what is called his park-
a certain number of tiles; called collectors, plastered or covered with a mortar composed of sand 
and lime. These tiles are inclosed in wooden cages, so constructed as to prevent the access of fish, 
which, without this precaution, would cause great damage to the youug oyster~ . . Then begins the 
formation upon the submerged tiles of small brown spots, wllich slowly become transformed into 
the hell-ft b. In tlle month of January of the following y6ar the shells usually attain a diameter 
-0f from 1 to 3 c ntimeters. 
"At this perio l the cultfrators proceed to the operation of detrocage which consists in 
<l taching the oy ters from the tiles. This operation is rendered easy by reason of the plaster 
cov riug, which, by the way, prff\Tents deterioration in the shells. The iletrocage lasts gener-
ally until April. This operation terminated, the young oysters are disposed in square basins or 
pools,· scoop d out in the sand in the same parlc. These basins are called claires, and serve to 
keep the oyster under the water at low tide, to prevent them from drying. Here they remain 
until attaining a diameter of 5 to 7 centimeters, when they are ready for market. To reach thi~ 
final st ge they remaiq in the claires usually from sixteen to eighteen months. A portion of 
the Arc, chon oy 'ter are tllen sent to La Tremblade, near Marennes, where they are placed in 
·p cial claires to become what are known as green oysters (huitres i·ertes). The remaining 
portion i ent directly to domestic markets or exported to England, which country absorbs at 
1 a t 36,000,000 p r annum." 
rom oth r ource I have learned that oyster farming in France is steadily on the increase, 
and that there ar now 36,033 oyster-cultivating establi hments, owned by 40,086 persons. Perhaps 
iu future y ar the cultivation of oyster in the Chesapeake Bay will be conducted with the same 
care a' in I ranee, and then the trade will be of incalculaule benefit to Maryland and Virginia. 
The followinrr 1 tt r from l\1r. J. W. Hipkins, of l\1ilton, oyster-in pector of Richmond County, 
irginia i of •h an int r ting character that I take the Ii erty of giving it in full: 
In front f lhi village there i a line of oy ter rock , in 1 ngth about 2 mile , lialf mile in 
r •. 1th, ct 11 rain Pock , famous for hundr ds f y ars for the uperior quality of 
\;;;;Jl. l.;;\,UJ.\,d for r · aur nt purp in all the larg market.. Fifteen ear ago, to the 
·ith r in ry o:r ·t r tong , 20 tubs per day ould be tak n; at tbi time 4 
ut t ·h. Th are r und, ingl , hard hell, and r, r ly 
. If w could baY a law na t d giving 
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a re pite of four years to these rocks, they would be restored to their status of 1865. Probably 
the most destructive enemy to the young oyster, while the shell is comparathrely soft, is the drum 
fish. They come up in large schools, and are also destructive to ·the soft-shell planted oysters of 
full size. 
"There is a peculiarity attending the oyster in this section which has never been explained., 
(Can you give us an elucidation') Probably once in a period of ten years the gills of the oysters 
are marked by a distinct green color, whichJ remains with them nearly or quite a year. This 
change, I think, is general in this locality; yet I think the quality of the oyster.is not in the least 
impaired by this discoloration. .After heavy rains in the moun~ains, the water coming down from 
the Upper Rappahannock and Rapidan, being of a red color and thick, has a very bad effect on 
the oysters of the large rocks; it makes them. sick, as the oystermen say, and they lose much of 
their muscular power, with their mouths open, constantly ejecting the offensive water. Many die 
after one of these heavy freshets." 
0 
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NORTH CARO_LIN A AND ITS FISHERIES. 
A.-GENERAL REVIEW OF THE FISHERY INTERESTS OF THE 
STATE 
167. GEOGRAPHY OF THE COAST. 
GENERAL DESCRIP'.I.'ION.-The coast of North Carolina, w_hich is about 300 miles in length, 
resembles somewhat in its general characteristics certain portions of New Jersey. Its outer shore 
in the northern and central · portions is simply a bar of sand separating the waters of the ocean 
from those of an enormous inland sound system . . This bar is constantly-changing in form and 
shape under the action of winds and waves, and within the memory of many of the residents a 
number of new inlets have "cut out," while others have been completely closed. At the present 
time there are but six openings through this bar between the Virginia line and Cape Lookout, all 
of them being shoal and barred on either side so that vessels of small size only can enter. The 
region is thus practically cut off from direct communication with the ocean, though it is connected 
with the Chesapeake by means of canals. In the central portion of the State the inland sounds 
are much smaller, most of them being shoal and narrow lagoons running parallel with the coast. 
Farther south we find a wide belt of low, marshy islands, separated by numerous tide channels 
and salt-water creeks. The outer bars, oi: ''banks," as they are locally called, average about half 
a mile in breadth, and with · the exception of a few isolated- spots where shrubs and trees occur 
they are bald ridges of drifting sand, almost destitute of vegetation. Owing to this fact they have 
few inhabitants, these living in small isolated communities and depending largely upon the water 
for their support. The mainland bordering the coast region is, for the most part, low and swampy, 
the scattered population living in the_ more elevated portions, where the land is well adapted for 
farming. A few live in the vicinity of the wooded tracts, and durin_g a portion of the year devote 
their attention to lumbering interests, cutting and shipping large quantities of pine timber. There 
are few settlements of any size along the shore, the only ones of importance within the limits of _ 
the State being Wilmington, New Berne, Beaufort, and Morehead City, the la.st two being sepa-
rated from each other only by a shallow bay scarcely a mile in breadth. 
The :fisheries of the region are quite important, as every one living near the water catches fish 
enough for family use, while many salt considerable quantities to be shipped to other portions of 
the State in exchange for corn. Within the last few years a trade has been developed in fresh 
fish; shad, mullet, and trout being sent to Baltimore and Norfolk from Wil~ington, Beaufurt, and 
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the larger settlement on Albemarle Sound. Each portion of the coast has fishing interests pecul-
iar to itself, and as the fisheries of the different sounds are so unlike each other, it is thought 
de irable to describe each section separately. 
168. STATISTICS OF THE COMMERCIAL FISHERIES. 
THE DIFFERENT FISHE~IEs.-The large rivers and brackish sounds of North Carolina are 
visited annually by immense quantities of shad and alewives (commonly called herring), and in 
spring and early summer the fiehing is extensive in many portions of the State. The principal 
fisheries, however, are near the junction of the Roanoke and Chowan Rivers, at the head of Albe-
marle Sound, and in the Neuse and Tar Rivers. In the alewife. fisheries the State ranks first on 
the list, with 15,5~0,000 pounds, netting the fishermen $142,784. The quantity of shad taken iu 
1880 was 3,221,263 pounds, being a little below the Maryland catch, but the price realized is so 
much greater that the value of the catch is more than double that for the Maryland fishery. Its 
sea :fisheries, when compared with those of the more northern States, are of little importance, 
though in the bays and sounds between -Beaufort and Wilmington n:iany -follow fishing for a liveli-
hood and secure annually large quantities of the various species. The mullet fisheries of the State 
are second only to those of Florida. In 1880 the catch of mullet amounted to 3,368,000 pounds, 
valued at $807500. The oyster industry is confined almost wholly to the Neuse River, Beaufort, 
and Wilmington. In 1880, according to Mr. Ingersoll, it gave employment to 1,020 men; the 
invested capital was $68,500, and the value of native oysters produced was $60,000. 
ST.A.TISTIOAL REC.API'.l.'UL.ATION.-A detailed statistical review of the North Carolina fisheries 
will be found in the following statements: 
Sumrnary statement of persons em.ployed. 
Persons employed. Number. 
Numbe1· of fishermen .... ______ .......................•........... 4,729 
Number of shoremen ....... ................ ...... .•.... .. ........ 520 
Number of factory hands......................................... 25 
Total ............................•...•......•................ 5,274 
Detailed statement of capital invested an_d a11pamtus employed . 
.Apparat_us specified. Number. Value. 
Vessels (1,457.90 tons) ...................••. · .. :.. .. ...... ....... .. . 95 $39,000 
Boats............................................................. 2,714 123,175 
Pound-nets .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•. • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . 117 30, 800 
Fykes, pots, and baskets.. ........................................ 230 1,150 
Gill-nets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18, 796 43, 290 
Dip-nets and cast-nets . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . 522 1, 594 
Drag-seines . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . •. . . . ••• • • . 835 95, 982 
Minor apparatus, including outfit........................ ........ . ..• . . . . . .....• 52,620 
Factories and other shore property . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 99, 100 
.Additional cash capital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19, 850 
Total capital ...•...••.•••.•.......•...•.••.•..•••..•......•.. -.. -.. -.-.. -.. -.• -.. ~--5-06-, 5-61-1 
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Detailed stcitement of the quantities and values of the products. 
Products speciliod. 
' 
Grand total for fiooery products ............................ . 
Sea fisheries. 
Bluefish .......................................................... . 





Spotted sea.trout .............................•......•. -••........ 
Sq ueieague ......•.........•....................•..•..•••.•....... 
•.rerrapin ......................................•................... 
All other species ................................................. . 
Total sea products ....•................•.........•••..•...••. 
River fisheries. 
Alewives ....•..........•..•..•....•.•............................ 
Shad ............................................................. . 
Sturgeon ......................................................... . 
All other species ................................................. . 
























169. STATISTICS OF THE SEA FISHERIES EXCLUSIVE OF THE OYSTER INTERESTS. 
In the following statements the statistics of all of the fresh-water fisheries are neglected, and 
the figures relate only to the salt-water :fisheries, exclusive of the oyster industry. The statements 
have been carefully compiled from notes made during interviews with many of the more intelligent 
fishermen and dealers in the various localities, and the ..figures are thought to be sufficiently accu-
rate for all purposes for which they are intended. We are under obligations to the fish dealers of 
Wilmington, Beaufort, and New Berne for information and assistance which have made it possible 
to give to the public a general account of the fisheries of each district. 
Summary statement of persons employed. 









Detailed statement of capital invested and apparatus employed. 
Apparatus specified. Number. 
Vessels (117.90 tons)........................ .•. . . • • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Boats ............................................................ . 
Pound-neps ......................•.•..•....................•...... 
Fykes, pots, and baskets ...•....... _._. '. .......•..............••••. 





Purse.seines . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Drag.seines . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . • . • . . 536 
Dip.nets and cast.nets . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 100 











Factories, and other shore property . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27, 60() 
Cash capital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19, 850 
Total ........................................................ ~~~i--172,800 
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Detailed statement of the quantities and values of the p1·oducts. 
Products specified. 
Bluefish .........................•.•.•..•...........•..•...•...... 
Clams (ha.rd) .....•... . ...........••..........•.........•.......... 
Crabs ..•••....•...................••.... -. -.....•..•.••........... 
Mullet .........................•...•................•.•••......... 
Shrimp ..................•........•...•.. _. •.......•....•.•........ 
Spotted sea trout ............•....••..•••...........••.•..•.•..• - . 
Squeteague .....•.......••...................••.••.••............. 
Terrapin ...........•••••........................•..•.............. 
.All other species .....••..••.......•........••..•.......•••........ 

























B.-THE MORE IMPORTANT FISHERY DISTRIC'fS. 
170. THE FISHERIES OF CURRITUCK SOUND. 
A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE REGION.-Currituck Sound is a shoal body of water beginning 
near the northern boundary of the State, and extending ab out 40 miles southward in a dirMtion 
nearly parallel with the coast. It has an average width of 3 or 4 miles, and is.separated from the 
sea by a belt of low sand-hills less than a mile in breadth. Formerly it communicated freely with 
the ocean through a large inlet, and, the water being salt, it was a favorite resort for the various 
species of marine :fi hes common to this portion of the coast; but the inlet bas been closed for 
many years, and the water has gra,dually freshened until now only the fresh water and anadromous 
fishe occur. Chub (M. pallidus) and perch (R. americanus) are particularly abundant in these 
waters, while other species, including rock (Roccus lineatus) and ''herring" (Glupea vernalis and 
0. cestivalis), are found at certain seasons. The region is also visited each winter by enormous 
numbers of wild fowl, including ducks and geese of several species, and it is on~ of the most 
popular re orts of the entire coast for the sportsmen of the larger cities. 
TnE FISHERIES.-The country has a scattered population depending largely on farming, gun-
ning, and fishing. It is quite isolated, and up to 1869 had no regular communication with any 
of the larger cities. At that time a steamboat line was established between Poplar Branch and 
Norfolk for the purpose of carrying the game and :fish that might be taken. Prior to that date a 
few ft h had been carried to market in wagons, but the distance was so great that not many were 
caught beyond those needed for local supply. With good shipping facilities the business at once 
a urned important proportions, and the steamer often carried 15,000 pounds of chub and perch at 
a ingle trip. The :fi hery reached its height about 1872, when, according to Captain Walker, 
nearly 1,000,000 pound of these pecies were taken, the bulk of the catch being shipped to the 
Norfolk market. In 1875 the catch had fallen off one.third, and in the winter of 1879-'80 it reached 
only 350,000 pound of chub and 83,000 pounds of perch, from the sale of which the :fishermen 
realized about 13,000. 
The .fi biog begin in October and continue till the following April. The :fish are taken 
chi fly in man drag. eine . The e are :fished in the gra sy bays both along the shore and at a 
c n i r ble di tance from it. In fi bing the men remain constantly in their boats. After properly 
·t win,,. th in be t rn th y pr c to th fl hing gro_und , and, when a suitable locality 
h a p 1 n of th ine i atta h d i imb dded in the mud of the_ bottom, 
ein i ' h t in th fi rm f a circle in order to surround and retain the :fi h. 
/ 
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When the end have been brought together the men begin "hauling in" one of them, and they 
continue their work till the circle has become very small and the fish are brought together in a 
limited space. The seine with its fish is then quickly lifted into the stern of the boat. In warm 
weather this method would be hardly practicable, for in hauling the lead-line is frequently raised 
several feet abo,7 e the bottom, and the fish have an excellent opportunity to escape; but the fishing 
occurs chiefly in winter when the water is cold; at this time the fish are so sluggish that they 
make little effort to escape. The fishing is not confined to any particular region, but extends 
over the entire sound, and even as far south as Kitty Hawk Bay, a few miles above Roanoke 
Island. In the winter of 1879-'80 there were two hundred and eighty men with one hundred and 
forty boats and a like number of seines engaged in this fishery. 
171. THE FISHERIES OF .ALBEMARLE SOUND. 
THE FISHING WHOLLY FOR FRESH-WATE~ AND ANADROMOUS SPECIES.-Albemarle Sound, 
a sheet of water 50 miles long br 7 to 10 miles wide is the center of the shad, herring, and rock 
fish eries of the State. Its only communication with the sea is through Oregon Inlet, situated sorue 
distance below Roanoke Island. The water of the sound, under ordinary circumstances, is fresh, 
but during seasons of extreme drought it becomes more or less brackish, especially in its lower 
part. 
The fishing is confined whol1y to the capture of shad, herring, rock, and perch. Formerly 
haul-seines were almost exclusively used; as the fishery increased in importance these were made 
larger and larger, until, at the present time, they average 2,000 to 2,500 yards in length, being 
among the largest in the country. Within the past three or four years small steamboats have 
been introduced into the fishery for the purpose of "laying out" the seines, and horse and steam 
power are frequently employed in hauling them to the shore . . In 1870 the first pound-nets were 
introduced into the region by Mr. J. P. Hetterick, of Huron, Ohio. They have proved very 
successful in this fishery, ancl are not only coming into general favor, but seem destined to revo-
lutionize the fisheries of the .Albemarle. Stationary gill-nets, or stake-nets, are also extensively 
used in the lower part of the sound; and, according to Col. M. McDonald, the first drift-nets were 
introduced into the region in 1880 . 
.A large part of the shad, rock, and perch are shipped in ice to New York, Philadelphia, and 
Baltimore; but so many herring are taken, that no market can be found for them fresh, and nearly 
a11 are salted . 
.A detailed account of the fisheries of this region will be given by Colonel McDonald in the 
chapter on the shad and alewife fisheries. 
172. THE FISHERIES OF ROANOKE ISLAND. 
Roanoke Island, lying between .Albemarle · and Currituck Sounds on the north, and Pamlico 
Sound on the south, bas a population of about 1,100, largely dependent upon farming and fishing. 
Capt. J. W. Etheridge estimates that fully three-fourths of the total earnings of these people come 
from the water. Probably 225 men are extensively engaged in fishing, while the others fish occa-
sionally for local use. 
THE FISHERIES OF THE REGION.-The principal fishing is for shad ( Olupea sapidissima), herring 
(Olupea vernalis and 0. wstivalis), and rock (Rocc1,s lineatus), in spring; for mullet (Mugil albula), 
hogfish (Diabasis sp.), spot (Liostomus xanthurus), and terrapin, in summer; and for bluefish 
(Pomatomus saltatrix), rock, and terrapin fo the fall and early winter. Oysters and quahaugs are 
also gathered for local use and for sale in the interior. 
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Th had arrive about the middle of February, when fully one hundred men begin fishing with 
take-nets; a little later the others seek employment at the various seining beaches of the region. 
One eine is owned on the island, and three others are :fished on the opposite side of the channel. 
After the shad season is over, many of the islanders fish for other species, exchanging their catch 
for corn with the people of the mainland. Early in September quite a number go to Oregon Inlet 
to fi h for mullet; and a little later they turn their attention to the capture of bluefish. 
THE PURSE-SEINE USED IN THE CAPTURE OF ROCK.-So far as we can learn, Roanoke Island 
is the only place on the entire coast where the purse-seine bas been used for catching rock. This 
method was first employed by Mr. Samuel Terry, of Rhode Island, in 1873. He came regularly to 
the region each fall for three or four years with a purse-seine, and_ succeeded in taking large num-
bers of rock, which he sent to the Northe~n markets. It_ is reported that during the first season 
the catch was so large that only the largest :fish were marketed, the others being used as a dressing 
for the land. Though remarkably abundant for_ a time, the :fish were soon caught up, and the 
business was abandoned. 
HISTORY OF THE ROANOKE ISLAND TERRAPIN FISHERY .AND A DESCRIPTION OF THE 
METHODS OF C.A.PTURE.-Roanoke Island has an important terrapin :fishery, and, with the exception 
of Beaufort, it is the ·only place io. the United States where dredges and traps are extensively used 
in the capture of the species. Until 1849 the fishing was wholly for local supply, as the fishermen 
were not aware of the market value of the terrapin. About that time Capt. J. B. Etheridge caught 
4,150 during the months of February and March. These he sold in Norfolk and Baltimore for 
$750. The news spread rapidly, and many at once engaged in the :fishery, prosecuting the business 
to such an extent as to nearly exterminate the species. 
The terrapin-dredge was invented about 1845, by Mr. William Midgett, of Roanoke Island. 
It is arranged on the plan of an oyster-dredge, being simply an iron bar 36 to 40 inches long pro-
vided with stout iron teeth. Either end of the bar is fastened to the base of an iron ring. The 
rings are connected at the top by a thick bar of wood. To this frame a large-mesh net, or bag, of 
netting 3 or 4 feet in length is attac~ed. The dredges are used chiefly in the fall and winter, wbe~ 
the terrapin are :,bedded" in the mud. A vessel or boat takes from one to three of these in tow, 
and drags them back and forth along the bottom where the terrapin are th6ught to be abundant. 
The trap is a cylinder of netting somewhat resembling a New Jersey lobster-pot, having a 
funnel-shaped opening at either end. After being baited with :fish, it is fastened to a stake at the 
surface of the water, or placed on the flats where a portion of the upper part is exposed. It is used 
only in summer when the :fish are moving about in search of food. 
The method of hunting terrapin with dogs is also peculiar to this ·region. The .dogs are 
trained to track them from the water-line to the place where their eggs are deposited during the 
breeding season, or to follow their trail through the marshes in summer. 
There is also a large te apin pound on the island, in which the experiment of raising terrapin 
from the egg to a marketable size is being tried. This pound is an· inclosure of several acres, 
through which a tide-stream passes. It also includes a salt marsh where the terrapin may "bed" 
in winter, and a bank of sand in which their eggs may be deposited. At present the experiment 
ha not progre sed far enough to warrant an opinion as to its practical value. 
173. THE FISHERIES OF PAM.LICO SOUND. 
TIIE GEOGRAPHY OF TIIE REGION.-Pamlico Sound is an irregular sheet of water, 60 miles 
1 ng y 15 t.o .., mil B rring Long I land Sound, it is the larg st salt-water sound 
t i rl un- m d by land, in , parat d from the ocean by 
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a long an<l. narrow strip of sand known as '~The Banks." It communicates with the sea through 
everal narrow openings that have been cut through the bar by the waves and currents. The 
water varies greatly in saltness in different localities. In the vicinity of the inlets it is as salt as 
that of the ocean, but in portions more remote it is usually quite fresh. During certain seasons of 
the year a large part of it becomes brackish. It may, however, be considered as a sheet of salt 
water, with a fauna similar to that of the adjoining sea-coast. 
On the west the land is low and marshy, and the settlements are small and widely separated. 
The .fishing of this region, with the exception of that in Croatan Sound and in the larger rivers for 
shad, is limited to tlte capture of a few mullet (M. albula and braziliensis), spot (L. xanthurus), and 
hogfish (Diabasis sp.), for family use. 
"THE BANKS" .AND '.LHEIR INH.ABITANTS.-The land along the eastern s1de, locally known as 
'' The Banks," is for the most part a ridge of low and barren sand hills, with only here and there 
a small '' hummock" or wooded district, having a thin layer of vegetable mold. It is separated 
from the mainland by distances varying from 3 to 30 miles,. and is quite cut off from communica-
tion with the outside world. Formerly this region was the home of a class of wreckers, who lived 
chiefly by plunder, but owing to the establishment of light-houses and life-saving stations along the 
shore, the number of wrecks has been greatly diminished, and the people have been obliged to turn 
their attention to .fishing, clamming, and oystering. Most of the men own boats and nets, while 
others have small vessels for trading with the inhabitants of the mainland. Those who are unable 
to own a fishing outfit usually share that of a neighbor, giving him a part of the catch as an 
equivalent. 
THE VARIOUS FISHERIES OF THE REGION.-The fishing is not extensive, and there are no large 
:-3eines or pounds requiring the labor of any considerable number of men. The people do not fish 
with any regularity, many of them going out only during the height of the season, or when neces-
sity compels. The region is so far removed from any market, that, with the exception of the blue-
fish taken in winter, all the fish are salted. The catch is usually taken to the mainland and 
exchanged with the inhabitants along the larger rivers for corn or other produce. Barter is the 
common method of trade, and many a man with a large family has less than $50 in money during 
the entire year. 
In January, parties having vessels or large boats are engaged in gathering oysters and clams, 
which they exchange with the people of the mainland for corn, at the rate of a bushel of oysters 
to a bushel of ears of corn. This business continues till .April, when nearly all turn their attention 
to their small garden patches, where they raise such vegetables as are needed for their family use. 
The summer fishing is quite small, and only for local ~upply. A few of the vessel owners engage 
in a traffic called "shelling" at this season. This consists in the gathering of small oysters, which 
are sold for_ fertilizing purposes at from 3 to 5 cents a bushel. Early in September the fishing 
becomes quite extensive, and all of the fishermen are soon engaged in the capture of hogfish, 
spot, mullet, trout ( Oynoscion regale), and small bluefish, for salting. Gill-nets and seines, 75 to 
125 yards in length, are used in this fishery; When a good fishing ground is reached, several of 
the fishermen work together setting their nets in the form ~f a circle around a school of fish. The 
size of the circle is then gradually reduced until the fi1:1h are confined in a small area, after which 
they are driven into the nets by the fishermen, who wade or row about inside of the circle, keeping 
up a continual.~plashing with the oars. When seines are used, several are often tied together, so 
as to give a greater length; and in fishing for mullet a second line of them is often drawn behind 
the first, to catch the fish that jump over the inner net in their efforts to escape. The catch i.n this 
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fl hery average about 10 to 15 barrels of salted fish to the man. Early in November nearly all 
r 'Ort to the ocean shore for bluefish, where they are usually engaged till Christmas. 
THE QUAIIAUG INTERESTS, INCLUDING THE CANNERY AT OCR.A.COKE INLET.-ln addition to 
the abo,e, there is an extensive fishery for clams or quahaugs to supply the clam cannery of 
Maltby & Edwards at Ocracoke Inlet. This cannery was located at Elizabeth City in 1876, but on 
account of the distance to which the clams must be carried it was removed to its present site the 
following season. It is the most southern of the three American canneries engaged in the packing 
of quahaugs. A large business has been done yearly since its establishment. During the season 
of 1879 forty fishermen and laborers were regularly employed in catching and packing the clams, 
and fifty others fished occasionally for the cannery. In addition to the clam business, a few turtle, 
crabs, and Spanish mackerel (Scomberomorus macula.tus) were put up by way of experiment. 
THE EXTENT OF THE TERRAPIN FISHERY.-The trade in terrapin is not very extensive, though 
a good many are found along the western shore and a few are picked up on "The Banks." The 
bulk of the catch is taken by farmers and others for tbeir own tables, and comparatively few are 
shipped. Parties at New Berne, on the Neuse River, buy and ship a few, and one or two mer-
chants of the smaller settlements do a limited business in the same line. At Sladesville there is a 
small pound for keeping the terrapin during the summer months, or until the price is sufficiently 
high to warrant their shipment to the Northern markets. The total catch, including that of 
Roanoke Island, is 4,000 ''heifers", 4,000 counts, and 9,000 "bulls", valued at $3,250. 
THE SHRIMP FISHERY .-Shrimp are often quite abundant in some localities, especially in the 
southern part of the sound and at the mouth of the Neuse River. The seine fishermen have some-
times taken 20 to- 30 bushels at a haul while fishing for trout or mullet. There is no market for 
the species in the region, as the dealers have not yet learned how to prepare them for shipment. 
Very few are eaten by the fishermen or other residents, and no one has yet learned their value. 
174. THE FISHERIES OF NEW BERNE. 
No PROFESSION.AL FISHERMEN AT NEW BERNE PRIOR TO 1840.-The city of New Berne, 
situated on the south bank of the Neuse River, 20 miles above its mouth, is a settlement of 6,000 
inhabitants. Its location on one of the largest rivers of the State, within a few miles of the salt 
water, with excellent shipping facilities by rail and boat, gives it an advantage in the fisheries over 
any other ettl ment in the region. Prior to 1840 it bad no professional fishermen, and the supply 
of fi h, con isting chiefly of perch and '' robins," was taken in small gill-nets called "fly-tails." 
About thi time Capt. l 'aac Lewis removed to New Berne from Beaufort, to engage in the river 
fi berie.. He introduced the dra.g-net into the locality, and was the only professional fisherman 
of the town for several years. 
THE ORIGIN OF TIIE SHAD FISHERIES.-In 1844, according to Captain Lewis, gill-nets were 
fir t u ed for the capture of shad at New Berne, and then for the first time was this species exten-
i ly taken. In 1846 haul-seines were introduced by Richard Felton, a fisherman from Albemarle 
und. The first ve l wa u ed in 1858. At present, there are two small vessels acting simply 
a, '' tend r " for the ine fl hermen at the mou b of the river. 
t th pre ent time New rne ha one of the mo t important had :fisheries in the State, and 
m t of her hermen gage r gularly in the work during the fl hing season. At other times 
man re mpl y i taking herring ( Olupea ve,·nalis and 0. restivalis), gizzard shad (Dorosoma 
oeped·anum), r k, r -fin ( erca americana), ro in (Oentrarchus sp.), welchmen (Micropterus 
pall' v ), fi ·h (.A:m ·uru .), a r ( epido teu os eus), all along the river bank. 
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THE FISHING FOR MARINE SPECIES OF LITTLE Il\fPORT.A.NCE.-At times the :fishermen visit 
the salt water of the sound with seines, and catch bluefish, mullet, trout, spot, and sheepshead; 
but there is no regular salt-water fishing, and, according to Mr. C. F. Watson, the yearly catch 
of marine species does not exceed 100,000 bunches, or 300,000 pounds, valued_ at $5,000. 
A description of the river :fisheries of the place wiJI be found in the chapter on the shad fish-
eries of North Carolina. 
THE WHOLES.A.LE FISH TR.A.DE OF NEW BERNE.-As a fish market, New Berne ranks among 
the most important in the State, and, if credited with the fish shipped from Beaufort by firms hav-
ing branch houses in that city, it stands at the head of the list. There are six firms, each doing 
an extensive business in the shipment of fresh and salt water fishes, oysters, and clams. Formerly 
the trade was small and confined to the immediate locality, but within the last ten years, owing to 
the energy of the dealers, it has increased fourfold. Many fish are now sent to all of the larger 
cities of the Southeastern States, except Florida, and in addition a large number are consigned 
to the principal dealers of New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore. The supply of salt-water fish 
comes chiefly by rail from Beaufort and Morehead City, where several of the dealers have branch 
houses for buying and packing. A few of the oysters are obtained from this source also, but the 
greater part come direct from ''The Banks" by vessel. 
New .Berne has also a trade in salt-water terrapin and "loggerhead turtles" ( Okelydra), and 
in 1879 shipped about 280 dozen terrapin that were taken in Pamlico Sound. The shipping of 
turtles began about 1873, and has gradually increased until in the fall of 1879 fully 8,000 pounds 
were sent to the Northern markets. Most of the turtles are gathered in the rivers and creeks dur-
ing the months of September and October. 
THE RETAIL FISH TR.A.DE.-The retail fish trade of New Berne is controlled wholly by negroes. 
There are eight fish-stalls in the market at the dock, and four or five men and boys peddle fish 
about the streets. Probably no city on the coast is so pecuJiar in its retail trade as New Berne. 
The coarsest species are not only seen in the markets, but they make up the bulk of the 
sales. The gar (L. osseus), not seen by us in any other market in the country, is one of the princi-
pal food-fishes here, where it is highly prized by the negroes. The other important species are 
catfish, eels, sturgeon, gizzard-shad, herring, perch, robins, and welchmen. Any surplus of fresh 
fish at times of over-supply is salted and dried or smoked, and it is not uncommon to see even 
catfish and other of the coarser species that have been prepared in this way exposed for sale in 
the market-stalls. 
175. THE FISHERIES OF BEAUFORT AND MOREHEAD CITY. 
THE GEOGRAPHY OF THE REGION.-Lying to the southward of Pamlico Sound, and communi-
cating freely with it, is a long and narrow sheet of water, running parallel with the coast for a dis-
tance of 50 miles. It varies in breadth from 1 to 6 miles, and on account of its shoalness is navi-
gable for vessels of small size only. It communicates with the ocean through Beaufort and Bear 
Inlets, the former being situated near its center, and the latter at its southern extremity. The 
portion lying to the north of Beaufort Inlet is known as Core Stmnd, and that to the south as 
Bogue Sound. The land on the east is merely a continuation of the sandy banks that occur farther 
north, and, with the exception of a small portion in the vicinity of Beaufort, it has almost no inhab-
itants. Carteret County, which forms the western shore, is very irregular in shape. It is long 
and narrow, reaching from the Neuse River, on the north, to Bear Inlet, on the south, and extend-
ing but a short distance into the interior. Its shores are so frequently interrupted by bays, rivers, 
and creeks1 aI)q. the whole country is so cut up by water-channels, that wagons are almost wholly 
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di peu . d wiUi, aud the communication between different sections is carried on by means of boats. 
Indeed uch i the peculiar relation of land to water, that, according to Sheriff J. D. Davis, one 
an go 'in a boat to within a mile of any house in the county. 
The principal settlements are Beaufort and Morehead City. These are situated on opposite 
·id of Newport River, just abreast of Beaufort Inlet, with a population of 1,600 and 400, respect-
fr ly. 
THE INJIA.BITANTS LARGELY DEPENDENT UPON THE FISHERIES.-Fully three-fourths of the 
p ople of the county are largely dependent upon fishing and oystering. For many years large 
quantities of mullet, trout, hogfish, and spot have been annually salted for shipment to the 
interior. Prior to 1858, when the railroad was completed to Morehead City, the fish were salted 
and carried in vessels to Norfolk, or to various points on Pamlico and Albemarle Sounds, where 
they were exchanged for corn; but now many are sent by rail to the markets ·of the interior. 
TIIE SHIPPING OF FRESH FISH IN ICE.-Up to 1870 no fresh fish were shipped, and at thait 
time only an occasional box was sent out in mid winter to some of the larger cities of the State. 
In 1874 the iced-fish trade was inaugurated by Mr. George N. Ives, of New Haven, Conn. Mr. Ives 
came to Beaufort to engage in the oyster trade, but finding that fresh :fish of excellent quality could 
be readily obtained, he decided to establish a business in this line. From that date this branch of 
the business has grown very rapidly, and though most of the larger dealers have found it con-
Yenient to locate in New Berne, the fish are usually packed and shipped direct from the station 
at Morehead City. During the year ending May 30, 1880, there were 250,000 bunches of fresh :fish, 
equal to 892,000 pounds, netting the fishermen $25,500, either shipped from or consumed in Car-
teret County. Of these, 90,000 bunches were trout ( Oynoscion maculatum ), 40,000 were mullet (Mugil 
albula and M. braziliensis), 20,000 were bluefish (Pomatomus saltatrix), 5,000 were sea-mullet (Men-
t-ici, rus alburnus). The remaining 100,000 bunches included red drum (Scimna ocellata), spot 
(Liostomus xanthurus), star-fish (probably a species of Trachynotus), Spanish mackerel (Scombero-
morus niaculatus), and other species. There are :five firms engaged in the :fish trade at Beaufort, 
and four additional at Morehead City. 'J;hese occupy property worth $3,000, require a capital of 
5,000, and furnish employment to thirty men and boys for eight months of the year. The ship-
ping season lasts from the middle of August to the middle of December and from the 20th of Jan-
uary to the 1 t of May. 
EXTENSIVE SIIIPMENTS OF SALT FISH.-The combined salt-fish trade of Beaufort and More-
ll ad City is more extensive than that of any other city on the Southern coast. These places 
handle nearly all of the fish put up by the :fishermen Jiving between Ocracoke Inlet, on the north, 
and New Rirnr, on the south. The trade is confined to no one class, but is open to general com-
petition, o that the regular fish dealers, the merchants, and many of the citizens buy and ship a 
onsiderable quantity, while thirty-three vessels, ranging from 5 to 20 tons each, are engaged in 
carrying alt :fish to the various river towns and to Norfolk to exchange for corn. 
THE BARRELS USED FOR PACKING THE FISH.-Formerly the :fish were salted in almost any 
arr 1, k g, or kit that would hold pickle, and there was no uniformity in the size of the package. 
To overcome this difficulty, the State legi latnre, in 1879, passed a law requiring the :fish barrel to 
h, ve a stave 25 inches long and a head 13 inches in diameter. This regulation barrel, which is 
uit generally, though not nniver ally adopted, i calculated to hold 100 pounds. 
The difficulty, however, i that the law doe not state how many pounds it shall contain, and 
p opl inclined to · hone ty, by pacl ing the fi h with the backbone toward the center can make 
' a barrel eem full when it contains ut s~ or 90 pound ; when the :fish are carefully packed with 
the ba k n outward the IT l ill hold a out 11 pounds. 
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KINDS OF FISH SALTED.-Tbe principal species salted, arranged in the order of their import-
ance, arc mullet, spot, hogfish, trout, bluefish, drum, Spanish mackerel, and sheepshead. Mullet 
are by far the most important species on the list, and, including all that were eaten, shipped, and 
carted into the country, there were not less tban 13,000 barrels salted by the fishermen of this 
district. These net the fishermen about $3 per barrel. Tbe total quantity of other fish salted is 
about 3,000 barrels. 
The trade in salt fish is largely with the eastern portion of North Qarolina, though a few find 
their way to other parts of the State and to South Carolina and Virginia. 
THE S.A.LT FISH USUALLY EXCHANGED FOR CORN.-During former years the fishermen de-
pended wholly upon small vessels to carry the catch to market, and it became customary for the 
captains to exchange the fish with the farmers of the river towns for corn. This practice grew 
almost universal, and the fishermen thus laid in their "bread " each fall as regularly as the ice 
merchant of the North cuts and houses his stock of ice for the following summer. The same prac-
tice is still qu_ite common, even though it frequently results to the disa~vantage of the fishermen, 
who argue, and with considerable force, that if they sold for money they would spend it for other 
things, and come to want for bread before the close of the winter. 
DIFFERENT SPECIES TAKEN .A.T DIFFERENT SEAS0NS.-.A.bout the 20th of January many of 
the fishermen of Beaufort and vicinity go to the Neuse, Tar, and Cape Fear Rivers and to .A.lbe-
marle Sound to fish for shad and herring. By the 1st of February one hundred others resort to 
the outer beach to engage in the shore whale fisheries, which continue till the 20th of April or the 
1st of May. The remainder are engaged in oystering and clamming. Early in March the salmon-
trout (0. maculatum) appear and are captured with drag-nets. This fishery lasts till the middle of 
May, when the drag-nets are laid aside and those owning drop-nets begin fishing for mullet, hogfish, 
. and spot for salting. Others catch a few terrapin and crabs, and the remainder seek employment 
on the shore. .A.bout the middle of .August the mullet seines are ''set in," and most of the fisher-
men, with a good many farmers, are employed in the capture of mullet till the 1st of November, 
while others continue to fish with drop-nets and drag-nets for mullet, trout, hogfish,"and spot till 
the middle of December. At ~bis time the fish become scarce in the sounds, and most of the fisher-
men turn their attention to oystering and clamming, while others go to Cape Lookout and fish 
along the outer shore with seines for red drum, which are quite abundant at this season. Those 
living at a distance from the markets are engaged, to a greater or less extent, in farming. They 
fish but little during the early summer. When the mullet arrive in August, however, they engage 
extensively in their capture, and after the season is over they turn their attention to oystering and 
clamming till time for the spring trout fishing. 
A DESCRIPTION OF THE MULLET FISHERIES.-The mullet fisheries of this region are very im-
portant, and the fishermen of Carteret County put up more salt mullet than those of all the other 
counties of the State combined. In fact the shipments of salted mullet from this region exceed 
the total shipments from all other portions of the Atlantic coast. The small mullet first appear in 
June, the number gradually increasing till August. At tliis time they begin to gather in schools, 
but no tendency toward migration is noticeable till the middle of the month. They then ·move 
slowly southward, and the schools follow one after another, the size of the fish constantly increas-
ing until the middle of September, when the old or roe mullet-arrive. The largest of them are 
said to weigh from 4 to 5 pounds and to measure from 24 to 26 inches. These gradually work 
southward, and at the approach of the first cold storm usually disappear. .A. school of smaller 
individuals called "frost" or "winter" mullet follow in their wake, and by the 1st of January the 
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ru the early nmmer a few are taken in drag-nets, but the fishermen soon lay these aside and pro-
vide them Ives with gill-nets, locally known as drop-nets, those of larger mesh being used as the 
fi ·h increa e in size. The mullet are surrounded by these nets, four or five of them often being set 
together in the form of a circle, after which the fish are driven into them by splashing. 
This method of fishing continues till the middle of August, when the fish start south. The 
fl bermen then take their large seines and boats, and, after providing themselves with salt and 
barrels, start for the Banks, where they build small shanties, one for sleeping and cooking, and 
another for storing the fish. Schools of mullet follow each other in rapid succession through the 
sound or along the outer shore, and large hauls are often made. The fishing begins about the 
middle· of August and continues till November. In the fall of 1879 there were thirty-seven crews, 
a·rnraging fifteen to twenty men each, engaged in the mullet fisheries of the region with haul-
seines, in addition to a large number that fished with drag-nets and gill-nets at different points. 
The catch averaged about 300 barrels of salted fish to the .seine. 
THE FISHERY FOR SALMON TROUT.-Next to the mullet the salmon trout is the most impor-
tant fish of the region, and Carteret County has the largest fishery for this species also of any county 
on the .Atlantic seaboard. Trout are present in the waters of the sound during the entire year, 
but they are most abundant in the spring and fall. They are taken most extensively in the deeper 
channels of the sounds, though large hauls are occasionally made along the outer shore. The fish-
ing begins about the middle of March and continues till late in May, when the fish are thought to 
r tire into the cooler water of the ocean. In September they are a.gain quite abundant in the 
ounus, and many of the :fishermen fish for them in preference to the mullet that are also very 
plenty. The fall .fishing lasts till late in December. 
THE DRAG-NET AS USED IN THE TROUT FISHERY.-The fish are taken chiefly in seines locally 
known a "drag-nets," though a few are caught in gill-nets in the fall. Drag-nets seem to have 
originated with the fishermen of this region about the beginning of the present century, and they 
arc now in use only in the northern portion of North Carolina. These nets are 80 to 110 yards in 
length, of 3-ihch me h, and about 12 feet deep. The method of hauling known as "footin' 'er up" 
i quite different from that employed with the ordinary seine. Two men go in a boat, and after 
reaching a shoal bank on the edge of the main channel with 2 to 4 feet of water, one of the fisher-
men jumps overboard and holds one end of the net, while the other" Rhoots" the seine in the form 
of a semicircle o as to include as much of the channel as possible. When the net is out be brings a 
line to the shoal, and jumping into the water draws the net and boat towarcl his companion, who in 
turn i advancing toward him. They soon meet, and, after firmly pressing the staff of one end 
into the bottom, begin hauling in on the line, and later on the net, care being taken to have it con-
tantly again t the staff. When the area inclosed by the net has been sufficiently reduced, the 
captain take hi position beside the staff and passes the lead-line under his left foot, thus keeping 
it clo e to the ground, as he continues to haul it in; the other man is pulling in the cork-line at the 
ame time. The fl h are thu gradually brought together at the end of the net, and by a quick 
m vement they are lifted from the water and thrown into the boat. 
VERAGE DAILY CATCH OF TROUT.-The catch varies con iderably from day to day. The 
id to have con idera I in:flnenc on the movement of the fish, and porpoise drive them 
ut from pl ce to place. ton time th trout may be abunda t near the inlet , and the next 
d Ya ch ol of p rp i e may t r a d drive them t the shoal waters at the farther end of the 
ound. hu 
ral bun 1r 
t th n t. 
an may fl ha num r f days ithout atching a trout, and again he may catch 
r n a th at a· ingl haul. The average catch i fifty to sixty fi h daily 
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THE DIFFERENT MARKETS-FOR TROUT.-The trout average 1¼ pounds each, and find a ready 
ale at 2 to 4 cents apiece in Beaufort or Morehead City. The fishermen living at a distance from 
the market are obliged to salt their catch, while fish taken at the southern end of Bogue Souno 
and at New River go fresh to Wilmington. When the supply is large the surplus of those pur-
chased by the dealers is salted; but it is difficult to overstock the market, as there is an outlet for 
a large quantity in Baltimore, which is the best trout markeb in the country. The shipments to 
this port are so large at times that, according to the dealers, the transportation companies have 
been obliged to limit the daily shipment to 40 barrels. 
THE VALUE OF TROUT SOUNDS.-The sound of the trout is very valuable, and at the present 
time not less than 4,500 pounds are handled annually in this locality, which is the only district 
south of Delaware where fish sounds are extensively saved. Prior to 1872 there was no market for 
them in the region, and none were saved beyond the few that we;e gathered by the fishermen's 
wives for use in their kitchens. None of the residents of the region knew that· they were even a 
salable article. In the sprin·g of 1872 J.\,Ir. D. Bell, of Morehead City, haYing learned that fish 
sounds were saved in the North, decided to ship a few by way of experiment. Those sent, though 
not properly cleaned, netted him nearly a dollar a pound. On learning their value, he at once 
went through the county and contracted with the fishermen for the sounds of the trout taken by 
them at 15 cents a pound. Competition soon brought them up to 25 and later to 75 cents. From 
this date to the present day all of the fishermen have saved the sounds when salting their fish. 
THE INVENTION OF THE TROUT SOUNDER.-In 1878 the fresh-fish trade had grown to such 
proportions that a large part of the trout were shipped "round" in ice, and the value of the sounds 
was lost to the dealers. This led Mr. Bell to consider the question of removing the sound without· 
opening the fish. Accordingly he soon invented a simple apparatus, by means of which he could 
draw it out through the gill-opening without injuring the looks or sale of the fish. The instrument 
is called a" sounder." It consists simply of a thin piece of wood 6 or 7 inches long and three-
fourths of an inch wide, to which a small wire hook is attached. The stick is inserted at the gill-
opening and passed along the backbone to detach the sound from the body. When it has been 
loosened the sound is easily drawn out through the same opening by means of the wire hook. At 
the present time all of the trout are ''sounded" before shipment. Boys are usually employed for 
this work, and many of them have become so expert that they can sound forty fish in a minute. 
The sounder is at present used only at Beaufort, Morehead City, and New Berne. The fishermen 
of Wilmington, the next most important trout market on the coast, have never used it. The 
general use of the sounder throughout the State would result in an annual saving of many thou-
sands of dollars to its people. 
THE INTRODUCTION OF POUND-NETS INTO THE REGION.-The first pound-net was introduced 
iuto Core Sound int.he spring of 1879, by Mr. Harrison, of New York, who was employed by Messrs. 
Lamphier & Haff, of that city. It was located about 6 miles north of Beaufort, but the fishermen 
of the region, with a characteristic dislike for any new method of fishing, especially by a non-resi-
dent, cut it to pieces before it had been fairly tested. In the fall of the same year Mr. D. Bell, of 
Morehead City, put one up in Bogue Sound, and another was added the following spring; but it 
is said that the trout, the species for which they were intended, did not enter them, and though 
aUunda.nt in the waters, but one individual was secured. Later they were taken up ancl remove<l 
to the Neuse River, where they were successfully used for herring and shad. So far as we know, 
this is the most southern point on the coast where pound-nets have ever been successfully used, 
though there was an unsuccessful attempt to introduce them into the shad fisheries of Florida, 
probably by men who did not fully understand setting and fishing them, 
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"\VIIALE .AND PORPOISE FISHING FROM THE SHORE.-The oldest residents of Beaufort state 
that the whale and porpoise fisheries of that region began prior to their earliest recollections. 
Ther seems never to have been any extensh-e :fishery, and, with the exception of two vessels (the 
Daniel Webster and the Seycbelle, of 24.15 and 47.07 tons, respectively), it bas been prosecuted 
only from mall open boats, manned by :fishermen living along the shore. The Daniel W obster 
came to Beaufort in the winter of 1874-'75, with a crew from Provincetown, Mass., but after three 
months' cruising she returned to the North, having taken nothing. The Seycbelle came in the 
winter of 1878-'79, but was lost in the summer of 1879, before taking a whale. 
The shore whalers resort to the outer beach with their boats and other apparatus about the 
1st of February, and after building a camp for cooking and sleeping, they establish a "crow's-nest" 
or lookout station on one of the highest sand hills, where some of their number are stationed to 
watch for the whales that follow the shore in their migrations toward the north. The season lasts 
till the 1st of May. A camp usually consists of three boat crews, of six men each, and while wait-
ing for whales some of the men fish with seines for such fish as happen to be moving along the 
shore. A lookout is kept constantly in the crow's-nest, and when a whale comes in sight the signal 
is given and the boats start in pursuit; When the whale is overtaken the harpoon is plunged 
into it. A wooden drag is usually attached to the iron by means of .a short line. This is at once 
thrown out, and the animal is allowed to "have its run." Harassed by the drag, the whale soon 
turns to fight, when the boats quickly overtake it, and one of the gunners shoots it with an explo-
ive cartridge. When the creature has been killed it is towed to the shore, where it is cut up and 
the blubber tried out. 
The number of men engaged in the whale fishery varies from year to year. Formerly there were 
two to three camps of about eighteen men each. In 1879 there were four camps, with a total of sev-
enty-two men. Five whales were taken during the season, the products of which sold for $4,000. 
In 1880 there were one hundred and eight men stationed between Cape Hatteras and Bear Inlet, 
which mark the limits of this fishery, but the season being unusually open, most of the whales had 
passed before the fl hermen arrived. One small whale was taken, from which the :fishermen real-
ized $408.46. 
The stretch of coast above referred to is also a favorite "run" for porpoise (Phocmna americana), 
and often immense herds of them may be seen moving along within a few rods of the shore. Dur-
ing a v:sit to the region in April, 1880, tbey were very abundant. Droves of 50 to 100 of them 
were frequently seen together, and the :fishermen assure us that they were even more numerous 
earlier in the season. As early as 1810 parties engaged in the porpoise fishery, and from one to 
three crews followed it qnite regularly each winter up to 1860, when the fishery was discontinued. 
'Ihe ft h were taken in heavy seines, about 800 yards long. These, on account of their weight and 
bulk, were in sections of 200 yards each. They were shot simultaneously from four boats, the ends 
b ing securely fa tened after they had been brought together. The seine was then hauled in as 
far a convenient, after which the porpoise were landed with a smaller and stouter seine. The 
crews u ually numbered from fifteen to eighteen men, and the :fishing season lasted from late in 
ecember till the following April. The average catch was about 400 or 500 porpoise to the seine, 
ach yielding 5 to 6 gallon . 
There i a growing di po ition on the part of the people of the region to resume this fish ry, 
nd w r it not for the expen e of "fitting out" (which, according to their statements, would be 
a out 00), many wo Id oubtle engag in the work. There eems no reason why this fishery 
honld not be v r.) r fit le to any who would engage in it; on the contrary, there is reason to 
believe that, if pr rly naged, U w o.ld be more remunerative than almo t any other :fishery on 
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Urn Southern coast. In ortler to lessen the cost of outfit, guns similar to those used by the Passa-
maquoddy Indians in the porpoise fi~heries of Eastport might be introduced with advantage, or, 
!Jetter still, the fishermen might be provided with both guns and seines. 
So far as we have been able to ascertain, no one has yet attempted to combine shore whaling 
and porpoising. These might be combined with little inconvenience and doubtless with excellent 
results. The men engaged in whaling are obliged to remain constantly on the shore where the 
porpoise are most abundant, and there are days and weeks together wheri. no whales are seen. 
At such times the fishermen, with the exception of one or two who shouldoe kept on the lookout 
for whales, coultl devote their attention. to the capture of porpoise, and when a whale came in 
sight they could at once leave off porpoising and start in pursuit. 
NOVEL METHODS EMPLOYED IN THE CAPTURE OF TURTLE AND TERRAPIN.-Prior to the war 
no terrapin were shipped from the district, and the local demand was very light. The fishery was 
then confined to the capture of a limited number for family use by the fishermen. Recently an 
~xtens_ive business has sprung up and many terrapin are now taken annually and sold to the 
resident 'dealers, who confine them in large pounds until it is found desirable to send them to 
market. They are usually bought from the fishermen at a nominal price during the summer and 
kept till the market advances in the fall. The catch in 1879, if we include those consumed in the 
locality, amounted to 1,200 dozen, netting the fishermen $3,500. In winter they are chiefly taken 
by means of dredges, though we are told that the marshes are occasionally burned, and the terra-
pin feeling the warmth are induced to leave their bedding places in the hope that spring has come. 
In summer they are gathered by boys and men who wade through the marshes and paddle about 
in the shallow water in search of them. They are also hunted with dogs that are trained to follow 
their trail from the water to their breeding places in the sand. 
Loggerhead and hawk-billed turtles are also present in small numbers in the sounds during 
the summer months. A few are taken and sold ip the State at 50 cents to $2 each, but the demand 
is very limited. Formerly they were caught with spears, but, as they must be kept alive for the 
market and the wound inflicted by the spear frequently caused death, Capt. Joshua Lewis con-
ceived the idea of diving for them, and this mode of capture is now quite common in this vicinity. 
THE CRAB FISHERIES.-Crabs are very abundant in Core and Bogue Sounds. They occur in 
such numbers in the waters about Beaufort as to be a serious annoyance to the fishermen. There 
_is little sale for them, however, beyond the few tubs that are sent to the larger cities of the State. 
·Both hard and soft shelled crabs are eaten, and a few are occasionally shipped, the latter some-
times being sent to the Northern markets. The crab trade of the region is, however, in its infancy, 
though it is destined to become an important branch of the fishing interests. In 1879 the total 
value of those eaten and shipped amounted to about $450. 
THE SHIPMENT OF QUA.H.A.UGS.-Beanfort is the most southern point on the coast where 
quahaugs are extensively taken for shipment. It is said that they occur here in great abundance, 
and that a man can rake from 3 to 10 bushels at a tide. The local price is 20 to 25 cents a bushel. 
The clamming season lasts from November to April. The quantity shipped depends wholly on 
the severity of the winter. During cold seasons, when the bays and sounds farther north are 
covered with ice, many are shipped by steamer and rail to New York and Philadelphia, but during 
open winters, when clamming can be carried on in New Jersey, Beaufort, owing to the distance 
from the markets and the high freights, then abandons the trade. The winter of 1879-'80 was an 
unusually mild one and few were shipped. The average year's catch amounts to 5,000 or 6,000 
barrels. 
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SCALLOPS TAKEN IN LIMITED QU.ANTITIES.-Just opposite Morehead City, in the waters of 
Bogue Sound is a large scallop bed. The species has been taken for local supply from this region 
for many years, and small quantities have been shipped north from time to time. The business 
reached its height in the winter of 1876-'77, when over a thousand gallons are said to have been 
shipped, a few going as far north as New York. Since that date the fishing has been wholly for 
local supply, tb,e price realized by the :fishermen being from 40 to 60 cents a gallon. It is said that 
one can readily secure from 5 to 7 bushels of them at a tide, and that the average yield is 5 or 6 
quarts of meats to the bushel. 
176. THE FISHERIES OF WILMINGTON AND VICINITY. 
WILMINGTON AS .A COMMERCIAL CENTER.-Wilmington, the principal seaport town of North 
Carolina, is situated on the fresh water of the Cape Fear River, about 30 miles above its mouth. 
It has long been prominent as a market for naval stores, a d as a shipping point for the produce 
of the surrounding country, including cotton, rice, and peanuts. Its trade in lumber is of-consid-
erable importance. The city has a population of 17,000, the larger part being negroes. 
WILMINGTON'S RELATION TO THE FISHERIES.-Wilmington's relation to the :fisheries differs 
considerably from that of any other city on the coast. Its location on the fresh water at a consid-
erable distance from the sea renders a vessel fleet impracticable, and its distance by land from the 
nearest salt-water bays is too great to warrant its people in engaging in the capture of marine 
pecies. The :fisheries of the city are therefore confined wholly to the capture of shad, herring, 
sturgeon, and a number of fresh-water species in the river. But the fact that Wilmington bas no 
men engaged in the salt-water :fisheries does not prevent it from being a market for marine species. 
On the contrary, it receives fish, oysters, clams, and shrimp from the inhabitants along the coast 
for 30 to 40 miles in either direction. 
A DESCRIPTION OF THE FISHING DISTRICTS 1'RIBUTARY TO WILMINGTON.-While the city 
i nearly 30 miles from the mouth of the river, the shore-line curves inward, so that a few miles 
north of the cape the salt water is but 7 to 9 miles distant. As in other localities, the coast is 
bordered by a marshy belt, which is separated from the ocean by a ridge of sand, and there are a 
large number of inland sounds communicating with each other through diffusely branching tide-
creeks. These creeks and sounds extend for miles along either side of the cape, being larger and 
more numerous on the north than on the south. There are no villages of any size in the vicinity 
of these sounds, but the higher ridges overlooking them are thickly settled by a class of people 
who divide their time between the water and the land. At certain seasons, when the fishing is 
poor, they devote their entire attention to farming, and again, when fish are abundant and the 
w ather i suitable for marketing the catch, they spend most of their time in fishing. At a dis-
tance from the city the :fi bing is mo t extensive during the winter months, as the catch can be 
sent to mark t fre h at this season only. Many fish are al o taken in the fall and spring for salting. 
In the nearer bay the bu ine s i pro ecuted to a greater or 1 ss extent throughout the entire year. 
THE EXTENT OF TIIE FISHERIES.-Prior to 1870 the :fi bing was confined largely to the cap-
tnr of mullet from Augu t to D cem er, and the bulk of the catch was salted in barrels, there 
b ing at thi tim n market£ r fr h :fi b. Within the past few year , however, Wilmington has 
<lev 1 pe le: rg trade in o h fre h and alt fish, and the :fi heries of the region have gradually 
u til in 1 ~9 th re w re four hundre and forty men, wi h seventy additional teamsters, 
f the herie , lu ive of tho e engaged in the capture of shad, herring, 
th in t y ter ft b rie . 
Tb in 150 to 2 yard long, in the variou creeks and lagoons 
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above described. The spring fishing begins about t,he 1st of March, and a greater part of the 
small seines engage in the capture of trout ( 0. maculatum and 0. regale), skip-jacks (P. saltatrix), 
thorny-backs, mullet (M. albula and M. braziliensis), croakers (Micropogon undulatus), jimmies 
(Liostomus xanthuru~), and fat-backs (B. tyrannus), till June, when the water becomes so warm 
that most of the fish leave the sounds. In June a.nd July there is little fishing in the bays. 
About the middle of August the mullet make their appearance, remaining in considerable numbers 
till December. During this season the :fishing is at its height, and all of the small seines, with one 
hundred and fifty additional gill-nets, are employed in their capture in the bays and sounds, while 
larger seines are fished along the outer shore. Salmon-trout are also abundant at this season, and 
m~ny are taken by the mullet :fishermen. In some localities the trout remain longer than the 
mullet, and many, especially those living at New River, engage regularly in their capture. Next 
to the mullet the trout is the principal food-fish of the district. 
ARRANGEMENTS FOR MARKETING THE C.A.TCH.-The absence of water communication between 
Wilmington and the sounds renders it necessary to cart the fish overland. Accordingly; each crew 
of seiners must have a "marketman," who will be ready with his horse and cart at any time to 
carry the fish to Wilmington and to sell them to the best advantage, either at wholesale or retail, 
as he may think proper. For his services he generally receives from 20 to 25 per cent. of the_gross 
sales. There are no less than seventy carts and drivers employed in this way during a greater 
part of the year, and when the fishing is at its height one hundred and twenty-five fish-carts may 
often be seen in market at one time. The captain of the '' gang" sometimes -owns a horse and 
cart, in which case he usually acts as marketman; but he must furnish a driver, as all of the crew 
are expected to hold themselves in readiness to haul the seine at any moment; and while one lot 
is being marketed they are frequentry catching another. • 
THE SUMMER LINE FISHERY .A.LONG THE OUTER SHORE.-During the summer season, when 
the seines are laid up, quite a number of the :fishermen go to the hlack:fish banks, several miles 
from the shore, and fish for black:fish (Serranus atrarius), grunts (Diabasis chrysopterus and D. 
formosus), and pig-fish (Pomadasys fulvomaculatus), for two or three months. It seems from their 
statements that the fishing banks lying along the South Carolina coast are prolonged as irregular 
patches and small ridges as far north as New River, and fish are reported all along the southern 
portion of the State. From three to six men go in a boat, starting at or before daylight, and 
going 1 to 13 miles from the shore. On reaching the ground, one man is employed in holding the 
boat in place with the oars, while ~he others fish, as it is a common belief among these fishermen 
that they would frighten the fish away by anchoring. On account of this peculiar notion the catch 
is considerably less than it would otherwise be, for the time of one man must be taken in steadying 
the boat against the wind and tide. 
THE VESSEL FISHERY OF WILMINGTON.-Prior to 1860, Captain Watson, of Wilmington, 
owned a small smack, and visited the various fishing banks along the outer shore, selling his catch 
in Wilmington. From th'at date there were no vessels fishing for this market till the fall of 1879, 
when the schooner William Tell, of Atlantic City, N. J., came to Smithville, a small settlement at 
the mouth of the river, and began :fishing on the outlying banks for black:fish and trout. She 
landed her fish at Smithville, and shipped them to Wilmington by steamer. The captain reports 
fish very plenty as far north as New River, and thinks the business could be made profitable if 
well followed. 
THE LOC.A.L .A.ND SHIPPING TR.A.DE IN FRESH FISH.-AU of the fish taken by the fishermen of 
the district, with the exception of a few that are salted for family use, are sold in Wilmington. · No 
license is required of the producer for the privilege of retailing his catch. As a result, each market-
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man u ually backs his cart into line at the market, and disposes ·of his entire load a bunch or two at 
a time. In this way he realizes considerably more than he would by ~elling directly to the dealers. 
The city trade is thus largely controlled by the producers, and the dealers must confine themselves 
to a wholesale shipping business, and, when there is a local demand for the catch, it is difficult for 
them to get their supply at reasonable rates. There are but two firms engaged regularly in the 
trade, and these, with a few others who buy at intervals during the height of the mullet and trout 
sea on, control the shipping trade of the city, which, ff the anadromous and fresh-water fish~s are 
omitted, amounted in 1879 to about 60,000 bunches. 
THE TR.A.DE IN SALT FISH.-Wilmington has long been an important market for salt fish, and, 
next to Beaufort, it has the largest trade in salt mullet of any city on the Atlantic coast. ~he 
business reached its height about 1871, when, according to Messrs." Hall & Pearsall, 6,000 barrels 
were handled by the dealers. On account of a growing demand for fresh fish the trade has gradu-
ally declined, and for the past eight years has averaged only 4,000 barrels annually, while in 1879 
there were but 2,800 barrels of mullet and 200 barrels of other fish brought to the city. The trade 
is controlled by the wholesale and retail grocers, who get their supply from the fishermen living 
between Bear Inlet and Little River. Over one-half of the catch comes from New River. The price 
realized by the fishermen ranges from $1.50 to $4.50, according to the season and size of the fish. 
A fair average would be $2.50 to $3.25 for packages of 100 pounds. 
The city has also a small trade in salt and dried mullet roes. According to Hall & Pearsall, 
G,000 dozen were handled in 1871, and 2,000 dozen in 1879; but the average annual trade does not 
exceed 1,500 dozen. Two-thirds of the entire quantity are brought to market in pickle and sold at 
40 to 50 cents per dozen; the remainder are dry-salted and bring a trifle more. 
Tm.. TERRAPIN TR.A.DE.-Accord-ing to Mr. W. B. Davis the terrapin taken in the vicinity of 
Wilmington are quite small, and not more than one in twenty is large enough for a "count." It 
seems that no terrapin were shipped prior to 1875, when a steamboat captain began buying for the 
New York market. In 1878 a party living on Wrightsville Sound began buying and shipping to 
the Northern market. In 1879 about 500 dozen were shipped, and as many more were consumed 
locally. 
THE SHRIMP FISHERIES.-Shrimp and prawn are said to be very abundant in the sounds and 
bays near Wilmington from the middle of May till October, though comparatively few are taken. 
Up to 1872, when the first shrimp-seine was introduced, the catch was wholly with skim-nets, and 
not over 100 bu hels were marketed yearly. From this date th(} business rapidly increased, and in 
two or three years eight seines were fished in the locality, the catch being sold in Wilmington at 
10 to 25 cent a quart. No shrimp were shipped at this time, and the market was so often over-
tocked that the busine s became unprofitable and a number were obliged to turn their attention 
to ther fl hing. The first shipment of shrimp from Wilmington, according to Mr. Davis, was in 
1 7 ; ince that time a trade with the neighboring cities has sprung up that seems destined to 
come very important. At present (1880) there are four shrimp-seines owned by the fishermen of 
fol lle Sound, each landing about 500 bu hels during the season. In addition to these, fifty men 
ngag din the fishery with either ca t-nets or skim-net during the height of tho season, catch-
inr, a ut 60 bushels to the man. Only the large tare saved, and of over 5
7
000 bu hels taken less 
th n h lf are marketed. The hrimp are u nally boiled by the fishermen, after whi~h they are 
r ught to market where they are r tailed at 10 cent a quart or sold to the dealers at about $2 a 
n h 1. Th 1 for 1 79 reach d about 1, 0 bu h l , valued at 4,500. 
OF THE FRE II A D T W TER I IIERIES 'l'RIBUTARY TO WILMINGTON.-
I t r ci ~ r th di tri t 1 in ·tw n wand Little iv rs wa 595,000 
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bunches or 1,950,000 pounds of fresh fish; 3,730 barrels of salt fish; 1,800 bushels of shrimp; 
1,200 dozen terrapin; 2,000 barrels of clams, and 2,000 dozen mullet-roes; the total value of these 
sea-products was about $82,000. According to Colonel McDonald the fresh-water products were as 
follows: 5,250 sturgeon in number, equal to 262,500 pounds of dressed fish, valued at $15,750; 
45,500 shad, valued at $13,650; 12,000 pounds of rock, worth $720, and 25,000 pounds of mixed 
fish, valued at $1,000. The above figures make the fisheries of the region worth $113,1:20. 
177. HISTORY OF THE MENHADEN FISHERIES OF NORTH CAROLINA. 
OAN 1'HE MENHADEN FISHERIES BE MADE PROFITABLE IN NORTH CAROLINA 1-Nodh Caro-
lina, is practically the sou~hern limit of the menhaden fisheries of the Atlantic coa,st. An ~ttempt 
was made to establish an oil and guano factory at Charleston, S. C., a few years since, but the plan 
was abandoned after the first day's fishing on account of the abundance of sharks in the water. • 
Several attempts have been made to locate factories on the North Carolina coast, and some parties 
have prosecuted the business with varying success for several years. Thus far, however, no one 
has succeeded in making it profitable. It is, therefore, an open question whether this fishery can 
be successfully prosecuted in the State. The chief difficulties are the abundance of sharks along 
the shore and the shoalness of the various inlets, which will not admit a menhaden steamer of 
ordinary draught without risk of loss. Again, the currents at the inlets are so strong that sail 
vessels are often unable to enter them when the tide is unfavorable, and they are thus frequently 
delayed so long that the fish spoil before they reach the factory .. Menhaden are quite abundant 
in the inner sounds, but the water is usually so shoal as to interfere_s~riously with the use of purse-
seines, and the fish ~e so scattered that only a few barrels can be taken at a haul. 
THE FIRST MENHADEN OIL AND GUANO FACTORY IN NORTH CAROLINA BUILT IN 1865.-lt is 
said that the first oil and guano factory in the State was built on Harper's Island, in Core Sound, 
in 1865. It was supplied with kettles, and hand-presses were used for pressing the fish that were 
taken in gill-nets. Later a steam boiler was secured, and both haul and purse-seines were used 
in the fishery. The business was continued at this point till 1873, when the apparatus, valued at 
$3,000, was removed to Cape Lookout as a more desirable location, but the machinery was never 
set up and the business was discontinued. 
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE EXCELSIOR OIL AND GUANO COMPANY IN 1866, AND THE DIF-
FICULTIES ENCOUNTERED.-A large factory was built about 1866 by a stock company from Rhode 
Island, known as the Excelsior Oil and Guano Company. We are indebted to Mr. S. H. Gray, the 
business manager of the company, for the following facts. The idea originated with some of the 
soldiers of the Northern army that were stationed in the region during the war. These gave glow-
ing accounts of the abundance of fish in the North Carolina sounds, and a party of capitalists, · 
having satisfied themselves from personal observation of the truth of the statements, formed a 
company with a capital of $50,000, and built a factory at Portsmouth, near Ocracoke Inlet. The 
factory was supplied with modern apparatus for cooking and pressing the fish, and had experienced 
northern fishermen to handle the seines. The menhaden were soon found to be less plenty than 
had been expected. The average school contained less than 25 barrels, and the largest haul of the 
season was only 125 barrels. It was also found that under the influence of the hot summer weather 
the fish would begin to decompose in a few hours, so that the fishing was limited to 25 miles on 
either side of the factory. Another difficulty was that '' outside fishing'' could not be prosecuted 
on account of the shoalness of the water at the inlets, and the frequency of sudden storms, which 
might come up during the hours of low water, when the vessels could not enter. Again, the fish 
taken in the sounds were found to be very poor, and, according to Mr. Gray, the average yield of 
oil was only 2 quarts to the barrel, and the largest did not exceed 8 quarts. At the close of the 
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third year, wh n it hau been thoroughly tested, the business was abandoned, with a loss of the 
riginal capital and $25,000 additional. Mr. Gray gives it as bis opinion that it would be impos-
ible to make the menhaden fisheries profitable along this coast. 
CIIURCH BROTHERS' FACTORY AT OREGON INLET.-The next factory was built at Oregon 
Inlet by Church Brothers of Rhode Island, wh.o later associated with themselves Mr. J. W. 
Etheridge, of Roanoke Island, North Carolina. According to Mr. Etheridge, this factory was 
built about 1870, and, after running two seasons, it was closed on account of the strong current that 
prevented the vessels from passing in and out of the inlet. The first season a menhaden steamer, 
the Seven Brothers, was used, and the following year the .fishing was prosecuted by means of 
mall sail vessels. . . 
A FACTORY BUILT AT CA.PE FEAR IN 1871 BY TIIE NEV.A.SSA OIL AND GUANO COMPANY OF 
WILMING'.l.'ON.-In 1871 the Nevassa Guano Company, of Wilmington, established a menhaden 
fishery at the mouth of the Cape Fen,r River, for the purpose of supplying their factory with fish-
scrap, to be used in the manufacture of fertilizers. They had two vessels that were provided with 
purse-seines, and two carry-away boats; but, after two seasons, the business was abandoned with 
a loss of $8,000 to $10,000. The president of the company says that the principal obstacles in the 
way of success were the scarcity of fish, and the limited amount of oil to be obtained from them. 
Not over 500 barrels of fish were taken in any one week, and the average yield of oil was but three 
pints to the barrel. 
RECENT EXPERI:M:ENTS BY CAPTAIN CAIN.-In 1878 Capt. I. Cain, of Roanoke Island, made 
some experiments that satisfied_ him that the menhaden .fishery could be carried on with profit . 
.Accordingly, in the spring of 1879, he provided himself with kettles and presses, and .fitted out a 
small vessel to engage in the fishery, but the fish did not enter the sounds in sufficient numbers 
to warrant him in beginning the work. The present season (1880) be intends to purchase a steam 
boiler and hydraulic presses for engaging extensively in the business. 
178. THE WINTER BLUEFISH FISHERY OFF THE NORTH CAROLINA COAST. 
THE BLUEFISH VISIT '.l.'HE SHORE '.l.'O FEED UPON THE SHAD, MENHADEN, AND OTHER 
SPECIES.-The winter bluefish fishing of North Carolina is confined to that portion of the coast 
lying between Ocracoke Inlet and Cape Henry, the bulk of the .fish being taken between Cape 
Ifattera and Currituck Sound. The fish seem to be drawn to the shore by the large schools of shad, 
herring, m nhaden, and other species that visit the different sounds during the summer months. 
The coa t ha but few inlets, and these are often widely separated from each other, while the water 
for mile to seaward is so hoal that the fish have little chance to escape, and fall an easy prey to their 
pur uer . At tho e seasons of the year when the fish are approaching or leaving the inlets-namely, 
in the pring and fall-the bluefish are said to gather in immense numbers to feed upon them, and 
the pre ence of a school of fish of almost any of these species is a strong indication that the blue-
fl hare not f, r di tant. In the fall the menhaden that have been feeding in the sounds during the 
ummer month are gradually driven to the outer shore by the decreasing temperature of the water; 
her th y remain in con iderable number for several week before leaving for their winter quar-
ter . t thi time the large bluefi h gather for the fea t, and remain until the school on which 
th ar £ ding i complet ly de tr ye , or till the fi h 1 ave for the deeper water. When the 
h l, h rrinrr, and menhade r turn in the priug the bluefi h are said to be still among them. 
hen fi ing they ar ften gree ly a t tr w the wat r with fragments of the fi hes that they 
h th wi h the l od of tll ir victim . They occa ionally 
. urr un a urf, wh re many are caught by the waves and thrown 
uring vi it to the r gi n in l\fay, 1 , the fi hermen reported finding many 
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E1had lying upon the beach where they had been driven by their pursuers, and bluefish were said 
to be abundant in the water. 
THE FIRST LARGE BLUEFISH TAKEN IN 1842.-It seems that little was known of the presence 
oflarge bluefish in the locality prior to 1842, though small ones had often been seen and taken in 
the sounds. At this time Mr. Adam Etheridge, of Roanoke Island, saw and captured a school of 
350 of them near New Inlet with a haul-seine. These fish averaged 12 to 15 pounds apiece. .A few 
were taken from time to time from that date, but no extensive business was done iill 1849, when 
Capt. J. B. Etheridge made a seine of heavy twine expressly for bluefish, and in 1850 he claims to 
have landed between 4,000 and 5,000 large fish at a single haul. In 1852 there were three bluefish 
seines in the locality. This method of capture has continued to the present day, though gill-nets 
are now more extensively used, as they are thought to be far preferable to seines. The first gill-
net was introduced by Mr. :Midgett, of Roanoke Island, in 1853, and from that date their number 
has gradually increased. 
NORTHERN VESSELS FIRST VISITED THE REGION IN 1866.-As nearly as can be ascertained, 
no vessels engaged in this fishery prior to 1866; but at the close of. the war the Northern fishing 
vessels began to visit the ~ocality with nets and boats, carrying their catch in ice to the Northern 
markets. They also bought a large part of the fish taken by the residents, and within a few 
years the business assumed important proportions. The fishery reached its height between 1870 
and 1876, when, according to Mr. J. W. Etheridge, fully one hundred crews, averaging five men 
each, fished along the shore between Hatteras Inlet and Cape Henry. At this time about twelve 
sail of Northern vessels came yearly to the region to catch and buy; while local dealers bought 
extensively for shipment to the Northern markets. For the past three years few fish have been 
taken, and the vessel fleet has been greatly reduced. In the fall of 1879 not ·a single vessel visited 
the region. 
The boat fisheries have also been reduced to seventy crews of five persons each, making a total 
of three hundred and fifty men. Many of these are parties employed at the various life-saving 
stations along the shore. Such are permitted to fish within the limits of their respective districts. 
They fish only occasionally or at times when the fish are unusually abundant . . 
THE EXTENT .A.ND METHODS OF THE FISHERY.-The fishing begins about the 1st of November 
and continues till Christmas, when the bluefish follow the menhaden into deeper water. During the 
fishing season the men remain constantly on the shore and those not employed in the life-saving 
service build small shanties for cooking and sleeping. Two crews, or ten men, usually occupy a 
camp together. Each crew is provided with a boat and two or three nets. The nets are 100 
yards in length, with a mesh varying from 4 to 6 inches, and have an average depth of fifty meshes. 
They are set on the bottom at a distance of one-quarter. to forrr miles from the shore, and the mesh 
is so large that the small fish pass easily through them, while the bluefish are '' gilled" in attempt-
ing to follow. The- catch varies considerably from year to year and also from day to day during 
the season. At times very few fish will be seen, and again they will be so plenty that a crew may 
secure a large part of their season's catch in two or three days. In 1850, as has already been stated, 
between 4,000 and 5,000 fish, averaging 12 pounds each, were landed at a single haul of the seine, 
and on December 28, 1874, the crew of one boat took 1,700 in three gill-nets. During the height 
of the fishing an average catch was 3,000 to 4,000 fish of 10 to 12 pounds' weight to the boat each 
season. In 1879 bluefish were more plenty than in either 1877 or '78, but they were so small that 
many passed through the meshes ?f the nets ; and the a ,er age of those taken did not exceed 6 
pounds. The total catch for 1879, according to Capt. J. W. Etheridge and others, was about 
40,000 fish, valued at $6,000. 
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THE FISHERIES OF SO UT H CAROL IN A AND GEORG I A. 
A.-GENERAL REVIEW OF THE FISHERIES OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
AND GEORGIA. 
179. DESCRIPTION OF THE MORE IMPORTANT FISHERY INTERESTS. 
DESCRIP1'ION OF THE C0.A.ST.-The States of South Carolina and Georgia, with a coast-line of 
250 miles, are bordered by a belt· of rich grassy swamp-land separating the ocean from the higher 
ground of the interior. This belt, comprising the famous Sea Island region, extends almost 
without interruption along the entire coast of both States. It varies in breadth from 5 to 30 
miles, and is broken up into an almost innumerable number of islands, separated from each other 
by a vast network of channels or tide-creeks va~ying from a few feet to a mile or more in width. 
These channels communicate freely with each other to form a continuous inland passage. In fact 
the tide-creeks are everywhere so numerous along this portion of the coast that a small boat can 
readily pass from the lower part of North Carolina to Florida without once venturing outside. 
Many of the channels are deep enough to be navigable by shoal-draught steamers for a consid-
erable distance, but they are often too narrow and crooked to admit of the extensive use of sail 
vessels. 
The general evenness of the shore is interrupted at short intervals by large bays and sounds. 
These vary greatly in size, some being simple indentations of the coast without any tributaries of 
importance; others are formed by the expansion of a single stream at the point where it empties 
into the sea, while still others receive the waterH of several of the more important rivers of the 
Stat~. The mouth of each sound is obstructed by a bar, but in most cases the currents have cut 
out channels deep enough to admit the ordinary coasting or :fishing vessel of the region. In this 
manner excellent harbors are provided where the trading-vessels and :fishing-smacks may :find safe 
anchorage during stormy weather. 
Some of the islands are so low and damp as to be nearly worthless. Others are dry, and have 
a :soil that is remarkably rich, and well adapted to the growth of cotton. Prior to the war the 
larger islands, especially th?se in the southern portion of the district, were extensively cultivated 
by wealthy planters, and a large number of their slaves were kept in the region; but since 
obtaining their freedom many of the negroes have removed to the higher lands of the interior, 
and some portions of the coast appear quite deserted, though in other localities a good many 
blacks ::mu a few whites still remain. On the South Carolina coast the only places of importance 
are Georgetown, Charleston, and Beaufort; while in Georgia, Savannah and Brunswick are tbe 
only sea ports of over five hundred inhabitants. 
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THESE SIIORES .A FAVORITE SP.AWNING .AND FEEDING GROUND FOR VARIOUS FISHES.-The 
water of the district, like those of Florida, abound in fish o.f various kinds during the entire year, 
an 1 the sounds and their river tributaries are the spawning and feeding grounds of a large 
number of edible species. The salt-water creeks along the shore abound in shrimp, and the 
extensive marshes and muddy bays are the homes of large numbers of terrapin. 
TIIE OUTLYING CORAL n.ANK .AN IMPORT.ANT FISHING GROUND.-.At a distance of 10 to 20 
mile from the shore, in from 10 to 18 fathoms of water, we find an irregular coral bank exten<ling 
along the entire coast. It is broken up into patches several miles in extent; these are separated 
from each other by broad areai;;; of sand. The patches are covered with various species of corals 
'and sponge common to more southern lat,itu9-es, and among them are large numbers of mollusks 
and articulates. The abundance of food on the banks, together with the shelter afforded by the 
coral , make them the favorite feeding grounds of immense schools of :fish1 chief among which is tbe 
blackfi h (S. atrari·us), from which the banks derive their name. They have long been visited by 
the smack fishermen of New England, who Come south each winter to engage in the capture of 
blackfish to supply the Charleston and Savan,nab. markets. At present the smack :fisheries of the 
district are confined almost wholly to Charleston, and they will' be treated more fully under the 
fi. heries of that city. 
THE BO.AT FISHERIES.-The shore fisheries of the district are very limited. They are confined 
largely to the vicinity of Charleston and Savannah, where a market is found for the catch. There 
are a few other points, also, where Northern :fishermen, together with those from Charleston and 
Savannah, engage extensively in the capture of shad and sturgeon (Acipenser sturio), shipping 
their catch either by water or rail to t_hese markets or through ·them to the larger cities of the 
North. In addition to the above many of the inhabitants of the more isolated region:5 depend 
largely on the water for their food, and most of them have small boats in which they visit 
the larger creeks with hook-and-line or cast-nets to catch a supply of fish for their own tables, as 
well as for tho e of their neighbors. Few fish, if any, are salted by these people, e-ven for home 
use, but at certain seasons, when some particula.r species is unusually abundant, some of the men 
fi h more extensively for several weeks, sending their' catch to market. 
KINDS OF FISH T.AKEN.-Tbe principal species taken along the shore are mullet (Mugil albula 
aud j).f. braziliensis), potted trout ( Cynoscion maculatum ), yellow-finned trout ( Cynoscion regale), 
whiting (Menticirrus alb·urn1.ts), croakers (Micropogon undulatus), bass (Sciwna ocellata), drum (Pogo-
nias chromi ), blackfi ·h (Serranus atrarius), sheepshead (Diplodus probatocephalus), porgies (Steno-
tomus chrysop and Pagellus sp.), bluefi h (Pomatomus saltcitr·ix), shad ( Clupea sapidissima.), and 
turgeon (.A.cipenser sturio). 
TnE STURGEO~ FISIIERY.-.According to Colonel l\'.IcDonald, wbo has given special attention 
to the ubj ct, the turgeon ft heries are prosecuted in many of the larger rivers of South Carolina 
and G orgia by both Northern and re ident fi herrnen. The fi hing begins on the Satilla River, in 
uth rn eorgi , ab ut the middle of February, and extends northward as the season advances, 
·l ino- at Georgetown, S. C., about the 1 t of May. The harp-nose turgeon (ilcipenser sturio) 
i. th mmon peci of the 1 cality. The 'e fi h a-veragc 150 pounds each. They arc taken 
wh lly in gill-u t. f 2-i ch me h, to 1r-o fathom in l ngth. The men Jive in camp. on the 
fi om car e in one tr am they move to another. The principal tur-
till , tamaha, Og ecbe , avannah, and Coinbahec, in Georgia, aU(l the 
South Car lin . he ntut, ar n ually owned by capitali t "110 hire 
1 n ntfit f, r thre m 11, including net and oat, co ts 
n i: 1 fi h t the t in e rgia and :!3 to 200 in 
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· South Carolina. The fish are sent either to Savannah or Charleston, where they are dressed and 
packed for shipment to New York and Philadelphia. In some localities the roe is save~ and pre-
pared for market under the name_of caviare. 
Four Savannah firms were interested in the sturgeon fisheries of Georgia in 1880, .and 109 men 
with 48 nets were engaged in the capture of the species. The catch amounted to 4,800 sturgeon 
in number, or 312,000 pounds of dressed fish, having a local value of $21,840; 42,000 pounds of 
roe, worth $2,940, were also saved. In South Carolina there were 4~ men, with 21 nets, engaged 
in this fishery; these marketed 3,825 sturgeon in number, eqnal to 229,500 pounds of dressed fish, 
and 38,250 pounds of' caviare, valued at $13,770. 
The shad :fisheries of this district are quite extensive. A detailed account of them will be 
found under the shad fisheries. The catch is marketed wholly in Charleston and Savannah. 
THE TERR.A.PIN FISHERIES.-Just when and where the terrapin :fisheries of this district were 
inaugurated we have been_ unable to lea_rn, but prior to the rebellion a la.rge number of men 
engaged regularly in the fishery, and several thousand dozen were shipped annually to the Northern 
markets, the :fishermen receiving an average of $6 per dozen for their catch. It is said that the 
fishery was at its height, both as to number of men employed and capital invested, in 1860. At 
that time a few Northern fishermen visited the region in small sloops, and parties from_ Charleston 
and Savannah had vessels and boats _for the same purpose. During the war the fishery was wholly 
discontinued, but in 1866 it was again pushed with a good deal of vigor, and from 5,000 to 6,000 
dozen terrapin were caught between April and November. One vessel with six nien landed 870 
. dozen. 
Terrapin have been and are .still quite abundant in most of the sounds and tide-creeks of the 
district, but are said to be most numerous in Bull's Bay, and in Saint Helena and Saint Andrew's 
Sounds. They are usually caught ~n haul-seines 60 to 90 fathoms long, and 18 to 20 feet deep. 
The vessel, with a crew of three to six men and one or two boats and seines, enters the larger 
sounds, and the fishermen visit the little creeks in their bateaux in search of the terrapin. On 
entering a stream they often pound on the gunwale of the boat, and if terrapin are present they are 
said to rise to the surface to learn the occasion of the noise. If none are seen the net is seldom 
set; but if plenty, one staff of the seine is stuck in the mud of the bottom and the net is thrown 
out in the form of a circle, after which-it is rapidly hauled into the boat. This method is locally 
known as '~bucking." When the surroundings are suitable the net is often hauled upon the shore. 
The fishing season usually lasts from 'the time the terrapin make ·their appearance in April till the 
middle of October, when they bed in the_ mud for the winter. Occasionally these winter beds are 
discovered and whole colonies are captured. Bucking was formerly the principal method employed 
in the capture of the species, but as tbe fisheries have declined a method known as ''torching" has 
been extensively adopted· by the negroes of the locality, who visit the sandy beaches at night with 
large fire-brands, and catch the terrapin as they crawl out on the sand to deposit their eggs. 
For the past ten years this fishery has been on the decline, owing largely to the lack of a suit-
able market and to a growing scarcity of terrapin. At prP-sent no one follows this fishery during 
the entire year, but a number engage in it for a few weeks when the terrapin can be most easily 
secured, after which they seek other employment. 
The price now paid by the terrapin dealers varies from 10 to 35 cents each for "counts," with 
a proportionate reduction for smaller sizes down to 5 inches. "Bulls? measuring less than 5 inches 
have little value, and are usually not considered marketable. 
In 1870 there were thirty-seven men, with sixteen nets, engaged in this fishery, in ~ddition to 
the "torchers;" and the total catch was about 1,200 dozen, ·having a local value of $3,600. 
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THE IlULK OF '!'HE FI HING NEAR THE LARGER CITIES.-The fisheries are COD:fined chiefly to 
tlle icinity of the larger settlements. A description of the fisheries of the principal cities, includ. 
ing eorgetown, Charleston, and Beaufort, in South Carolina, and Savannah and Brunswick, in 
Georgia, will therefore include everything of importance connected with the fisheries of both 
State . 
B.-THE FISHERIES OF SOUTH CAROLINA. 
180. STATISTICAL RECAPITULATION. 
South Carolina comes twentieth in the list of fish·Producing States, with 1,005 fishermen and 
products valued at $212,482. This State is, however, noted for its shrimp fisheries, which are more 
extensive than those of any other State, and nearly equal to those of all other States combined. 
In 1880 the fishermen secured 18,000 bushels, valued at $37,500. The principal sea fisheries are 
about Charleston, where several hundred negroes, with an occasional Spaniard, are engaged in fishing 
with hand·lines from vessels and small boats to supply the city with whiting, blackfish, and other 
species. A limited fishery occurs in the sounds about Beaufort, from which point a few fish are 
shipped to the interior cities. Beyond tbe places mentioned ·no sea fishing of importance occurs, 
though there i more or less fishing for local supply along all portions of the coast. About 
400,000 pounds of alewives, 207,600 pounds of shad, and 261,250 pounds of sturgeon, with consid· 
erabl quantities of other species, were t aken by the river fishermen, the largest fisheries being on 
the Edi to River and in the tributaries of Winyah Bay. . 
The extent f the commercial fishery interests of the State are fully shown in the annexed 
statement : 
Sumrna1·y statement of person11 employed. 
Detailed statement of capital invested and apparatus employed . 
.Apparatus specified. Number. Value. 
Ve sels (337.32 ton~) . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 $15, 000 
Boats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 501 9, 790 
Pound-nets an<l l.iack-traps . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 800 
Fykes, pots, and bask ts ........ :............... 20 100 
Gill-nets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66 3, 415 
Dip-net and caat-n ts.......................... 440 2, 565 
Drag-a in . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 44 
Minor apparatus, iucluding outfit ............•............... 
Factorie and oth r shore prop rty ... ....................... . 





Tot capital .........•.......... . ..............•.••..... ,---66-, 2-75-l 
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Detailed statement of the quantities and values of the prod1wts. 
Products speoified. Pounds. Value. 
Grand total for fishery products ......... . 6,143,250 $212,482 
t=====l=====I 
Sea fisheries. 
Bluefish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200, 000 4, 000 
Clams (hard) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . 48, 000 3, 300 
Crabs.............. . ..... . ..................... . 42,000 750 
Mullet... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 232, 000 7, 210 
Oysters . ......... ~. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . 350, 000 I 20, 000 
Shrimp . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 630, 000 37, 500 
Spotted sea.trout............................... 180,000 4,500 
Squeteague . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . 290, 000 5, 800 
Terrapin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 23, 400 1, 950 
All other species.... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . 3, 104, 000 88, 115 
'-----"--·----
Total sea. products........................ 5,009,400 173,125 
l=====l=====I 
River fisheries. 
Alewives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 400, 000 9,000 
Shad............................................ 207,600 12,432 
Sturgeon, including caviare....... . • • • • . . . . . • • • . 261, 250 15, 675 
.A.11 other species . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . . . .. . . . 175, 000 2,250 
l-----f------1 
Total river products...................... 1,043,850 39,357 
The statistics of the sea.fisheries of South Carolina are shown in the following statements: 
Siimmiary statement of persons employed. 
Persons employed. Number. 
Fishermen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • . . . • • . • • • . . • . • . . . . . . 629 
Shoremen .......................••....... -. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . 24 
Tot.al................................................... 653 
Detailed statement of capital invested and apparatus employed. 
Apparatus specified. Number. Value. 
Vessels (157.32 tons) . . . . . . . . . . ..•. .. ...... ..•... 10 $10,900 
Boats . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 237 4, 250 
Fykes, pots, and baskets........................ 20 100 
Gill-nets . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . • . • . . . . . 10 250 
Drag-seines. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . 43 2, 650 
Dip.nets and cast-nets.......................... 310 2,175 
Minor apparatus, including outfit . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 900 
Factories and other shore property............. . . .. . . . • . . . . . . 7,000 
Cash capital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 3, 950 
----·--1-----l 
Total capital............................... ........ .. . .. . 42,175 
Detailed statement of the quantities and values of the products. 
Products specified. 
Bluefish .....•..............................••.. 




Spotted sea-trout •••••...••.•.....••.••..•...... 
Squeteague .••...........•...••••.•............. 
Terrapin ................................•...... 
All other species ...... ..... .............. ..... . . 












4,749,400 I 153,125 
5 6 EOGRA.PIIIUAL REVIEW OF TEE FISHERIES. 
.1 1. GEORGETOWN AKD ITS F[SHERIES. 
Georgetown i a ,illage of 1,200 inhabitants, situated at the head of Winyah Bay, about 50 miles 
northea t of Charleston. It is located in the midst of a large rice-growing section, and bas also 
a large trade in lumber. It has no railroad communication witb the i11terior, and sail-vessels are 
largely depended upon for the transp::rrtation of heavy materials to and from the place. · A small 
teamer makes weekl.) trips between Georgetown and Charleston, this being its only regular 
communication with the outside world. 
Its ii beries, owing to the poor shipping facilities, are largely of a local nature, except in the 
spring, when fishermen come from tlrn North to engage in the shad and sturgeon fisheries. Accord-
ing to Colonel McDonald, thirty-nine men, with fifteen nets, are eugaged in the former, and thirty-
two men, with sixteen nets, in the latter fishery, between the last of January and the 1st of May. 
Of these, forty ·are from the North, and the remaindt>:r are chiefly resident negroes, who are hired 
to a sist them during the season. The shad are mostly consumed in Charleston, and the sturgeon 
are shipped by way of Charleston to Philadelphia and New York. · 
The only shipment of salt-water fishes is during the fall and winter months, when mullet and 
trout are taken in large quantities; after supplying the local demand the remainder are sent to 
Charleston. The number shipped in this ·way varies consjderably from year to year, but averages 
about 5,000 bunches of mullet and 500 to 800 bunches of mixed fish. The total catch for 1879, 
exclusive of shad and sturgeon, is estimated at 12,000 strings of mullet and 5,000 bunches of 
mixed fish, valued at $2,500. 
182. CHARLESTON AND ITS FISHERY INTERESTS. 
CnARLESTON AS A COMMERCIAL CENTER.-Charleston, the metropolis of South Carolina, 
occupies a peninsula bounded by the Cooper and Ashley Rivers. It has a spacious harbor, with 
ufficient water at low tide to admit all vessels of light and medium draught, while those of larger 
ize can enter with safety during the hours of high water. It has, therefore, a prominent place 
among the seaports of the country, and ranks as the third commercial city of the South. It was 
ettled· by the English in 1679. In 1800 its population was about 19,000; in 1850, 43,000 ; and in 
1 70, despite the disastrous effects of the war, it had increased to 49,000. The chief business of 
the city is the exportation of cotton, rice, and naval stores, together with the manufacture and 
hipm nt of fertilizers from the celebrated phosphate beds of the locality. 
TITE Cn.A.RLESTON FISHERIES 1N ANTE-BELLUM D.A.YS,_:_The fisheries of Charleston are now 
more important than tho e of any other city between Sandy Hook and Key· West, and, barring 
tlantic Uity, it i the only place between New Jersey and Florida that has a vessel fleet engaged 
r gularly in the food-fl h fi heries throughout the year. For many years prior to the rebellion 
the ii b rie were controlled largely by Northern fishermen, together with Spaniards, free negroes, 
< nd a f·w others who bought their time from their ma ters. At that time the vessel :fi heries 
· r v ry exten, ive an gr at r part of the supply was landed by the mack . In 18G0, accord-
. T rry, the ol fi;h dealer of the city, tJrnre were about fifteen New England 
·hinO' f r the Charl ·L n market uring the winter months. The e came 
arl · fall an r main till th middle r la t of l\fa . They eogag d cldefly in the 
'c: tur 1, ·kfi h (i 'crm, lU (J ttariit ·) and land d enormou quantitie , it beiug not an un-
. m or,.· i<rltt t , 1 , in h , r.· f the cl ler, a on tim . At tlli time Charleston had 
i l rg :hip inO' r d ntir r gi n inclu linrr SaYannah, wilh tli greater part of 
th ir fi 11 htrin cry f fi h w r ·Lipp cl in umm r and after tll macks 
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went North the city was supplied by the few small boats of tlrn place, while in some cases slaves 
were detailed to supply the tables of their masters. 
CHANGES IN THE EXTENT .AND METHODS OF THE FISHERIES DURING THE P .AST '.l.'WENTY 
YE.ARS.-The :fisheries of Charleston at preseut are quite different from those just described. With 
the completion of the Florida railroads extensive fisheries have been established in that State, and 
its fishermen are n<?w supplying a large part of the country formerly dependent on Charleston. 
This competition has had its effect upon the fisheries of Charleston, and has tended toward a great 
reduction of the fishery interests of the place. Other causes, however, have more than counter-
acted the injurious effects of competition, anrl the :fisheries of to-day are more extensive than those 
of the past. 
The emancipation proclamation threw a large class of peop!e upon their own resources, and 
the :first impulse of freedom led many to forsake their old masters and plantation life, and to srek 
employment in the city. With their natural love for boating and fishing many of them drifted into 
the fisheries as a desirable way of obtaining a livelihood. Finding their earnings equal to those of 
any other class, and the work usually lighter, the number of fishermen has gradually increased 
until in 1880 there were nearly 600 people either catching or handling fish during some portion of 
the year, with about 1,700 people depending upon them for support. Of this entire number, 94 
per cent. are negroes, about 4 per cent. are Spaniards, and only 2 per ce.nt. are Americans. 
The demand for fish has greatly increased, for many of the negroes who cannot afford the lux-
ury of a meat dinner, live largely on the chea~r grades of fish as giving the greatest bulk for the 
least money. New markets in other sections have also b~en opened up, and Charleston is now sup-
plying many of the villages of· North and South Carolina and Georgia with their fish; while a few 
a.re sent to the markets of the north. The result of the change above mentioned is that Charles-
ton is no longer dependent upon the northern :fishermen, but is supplied chiefly by her own citizens; 
and instead of the fifteen northern smacks of 1860, there is now but one, with ten a<lditional owned 
in Charleston, seven _of wbich fish durin_g the entire year, and the others ~sh occasionally while 
acting as harbor pilot boats. 
THE VESSEL FISHERIES OF CH.ARLESTON,--:--The smacks vary in size from 10 to 30 tons, and in 
value from $300 1.o $2,000. They are manned and officered exclusively by negroes and Spaniards, 
carrying from four to six men each. They :fish wholly for blackfish (S. atrarius), though a few por-
gies (Stenotomus chrysops and Pagellus sp), jacks (Seriola carolinensis ?), red-snappers (Lutjaniis 
Blackfordii), ba~tard-snappers (Sparus pagrits), grunts (Diabasis chrysopterus and D. forrnosus), 
bream (Sargus Holbrookii), squirreffish (Diplectrurn fa.sciculare), aIJd bake (Phycis Earllii), are 
taken. They make Charleston their headquarters, and remain in harbor during the stormy weather. · 
The grounds visited are the coral banks, 10 to 18 miles from the shore, extending to Bull's Bay on 
the north, and to Saint Helena Sound on the south. They are usually absent from four to six days 
on a trip, and when sudden storms arise they often put into the nearest harbor for shelter. 
The :fish are taken wholly with hand-lines from the vessel's deck. One man usually tends two 
lines with four to eight hooks each, the lead being placed at the extreme end several feet below the 
hooks to prevent them from becoming entangled in the coral of the bottom. 
1,:he catch varies greatly from day to day and from year to year, and is claimed to be less than 
formerly, though we find no good reason for believing that such is the case. 
In January, 1858, the smack Connecticut, of N oank, Conn., took 3,200 blackfish in a single 
<lay; and in the winter of 1872-'73, the .Althea Franklin, Capt. B. F. Baker, of the same port, 
landed 45,000 "count" bJack:fi h, equal to 50,000 individuals, beside_ 5,000 other fish, between Oc-
tober 1 and April 15. At present the catch aYerages 30,000 fish yearly for each smack, and the 
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tock i u ually about $2,000, though a vessel fishing regularly when the weather is suitable will 
do con iderably bett r, and there are occasional catches equaling tbm;e of former years. 
The fl hare brought alive to the city where they are transferred to the cars bf the dealers. The 
price realized by the fishermen is 6 cents apiece for those weighing 8 ounces and upwards; smaller 
fi h are counted 3 for 2, or 2 for 1. 
THE BOAT FISHERIES.-The boat fisheries of Charleston have gradually grown in importance 
until at the present time several hundred men engage regularly in the business during the spring, 
summer, and fall. In winter many of the fishermen, finding the weather stormy and the hook-and-
line fish at a considerable distance from the shore, seek employment as stevedores or laborers on 
the cotton wharves of the city, this being the busy season of the year. During December and Jan-
uary the boat fisheries are prosecuted only by the seine fishermen, who visit the numerous hauling 
beaches along the banks of the rivers and in tbe numerous tide-creeks, from 10 to 30 miles on either 
side of the city, catching trout, small mullet, bass, and numerous other species. 
Early in January the shad fishermen begin their preparations for fishing on the Edisto, Pedee, 
Santee, and Ashapoo Rivers, and by the last of the month they are actively engaged in the work. 
The fisheries continue in this condition until the middle of April, when the whiting (Menticirrus 
alburnus) reach the shore. The work on the wharves is now nearly over, and the men, after repair-
ing their fishing lines and putting their boats in order, are again off for the fishing grounds. When 
the shad :fishermen return late in April they at once lay aside their seines and nets and join in the 
hand-line fishery. The line :fishing continues till late in November. 
The fishing is wholly from small open sail-boats, which carry from two to seven men each. One 
man u ually owns the boat, and the others pay from 10 to 20 cents a day- for the privilege of shar-
ing it. In spring the boats fish along the outer shore within a few miles of the harbor, so that they 
can run in when a storm comes suddenly upon them. During the summer months the fishermen 
become more bold, and many of them resort to the inner black:fish banks, 10 to 15 miles from land, 
for porgies, grunts, bastard snappers, and blackfish, while others remain on the inshore grounds 
catching summer trout, skipjacks, croakers, and whiting. Each :fisherman keeps his fish separate, 
and during the homeward passage strings them into bunches of 3 to 5 pounds each, and on arriv-
ing at the wharf he sells them from the boat to dealers or pedrllers at 8 to 30 cents a bunch, accord-
ing to the kind and the condition of the market. No one is allowed to retail his fish at the landing. 
The av rage catch is from 12 to 20 bunches to the man, and the price realized from their sale aver-
ages between $2 and $3.50 daily. ' 
TnE MULLET FISHERY.-ln September the "fat mullet" arrive, and the seine :fishermen lay 
a ide th ir line and repair to the outer shores of Sullivan's and Long Islands with drag-seines. The 
roe mullet arrive in October, and a few of the fishermen continue in the :fishery till they again dis-
appear; but the majority return and fish with hook and line for whiting, that are quite plenty from 
this date till the 10th of December. Large numbers of mullet are often taken during the season. 
In 1 50 it i said that 4,200 bunches, equal to 18,000 fi h, were taken at one haul of the seine on 
the each at Sullivan's Island, and in 1868, 3,000 bunches, or 13,000 fish, were taken at a single haul 
in th ame locality. In 1879 there were seventy-two men, with twelve seines, engaged in this 
fi h r · Th 1 rge t single haul wa 1,100 bunches, or 5,000 mullet; and the average catch for the 
ea n We < bout 2,500 trings to the net. The fish were sold fresh in Charleston at an average of' 
t a unc , o ly an occa io al barrel being salted for family use. 
rl in ce er the weath r ecom stormy, and the whiting leave the shore. The fisher-
men wnin , i th ng g in t ap r of trout and other specie in the creek , while the 
ain 1 r w rk n th w rY h 1 th £ 11 in pril. 
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THE SHRIMP FISHERY.-Another :fishery of peculiar importance at Charleston is that for shrimp 
and prawn. The :fishing had not fairly begun at the time of our visit to Charleston, and we are 
indebted to Messrs. C. C. Leslie, J. S. Terry, and others for the information concerning it. Shrimp 
are taken in any of the rivers and creeks from the 1st of April till the middle of November. In 
April they seem to occur only in particular localities, and six seines, with crews of six men each, 
are employed in their _capture during the two or three hours of low water at night, the lucky boats 
often securing 10 to 20 bushels, while the less fortunate ones return with only 4 or 5. Early in 
May, when the shrimp become more plenty, the seines are laid aside, and their owners, with many 
others, provide themselves with cast-nets and engage regularly in the business. The :fishing soon 
reaches its height, when it is said that one hundred and twenty men and boys; with sixty boats, 
are regularly employed in the capture of the spe.cies. During June and July the daily catch often 
exceeds 100 plates, of about 1 quart each, to the boat, and the average for the season is not less 
than 60 to 75 plates per day. 
All of the shrimp taken during the :first of the season :find a ready sale at about 50 cents a 
plate to the hook-and-line fishermen of the city, who use them as bait in the shore :fisheries. During 
seasons of scarcity they sometimes sell as high as 2 cents each, or nearly $1 per plate. The :fisher. 
men prefer shrimp to any other bait, and think them almost indispensable to their success. Each 
man buys from 1 to 2 plates daily, according to the :fishing that he expects. As they become more 
plenty the price declines to 25, then to 15, and later to 10 cents; the average retail market price 
is 15 cents, and from the boats 8 to 10 cents. 
In addition to the men catching shrimp, a large number are engaged in vending them through 
the streets of the city. Taking these into account, the shrimp :fisberiee of Charleston, according to 
the most reliable estimates, give. employment to two hundred people during seven months of the 
year; and the shrimp taken have a value of fully $35,000 at :first bands, and their retail value is 
nearly $60,000. Of the entire catch, all but a few hundred bushels are used in the city. 
AN UNSUCCESSFUL ATTEMPT TO ESTABLISH A MENHADEN FISHERY AT CHARLESTON.-We 
are informed by Capt. Samuel Corker and others that menhaden (Brevoortia tyrannus) are .often 
very abundant in the Charleston waters. About the 1st of April these fish make their appearance 
in large schools a few miles from the shore, and continue to increase in numbers for several weeks. 
Later they gradually disappear, and in midsummer are much less plenty. Tbey are again abundant 
in the fall, at which time they enter the numerous bays and tide-creeks along the shore, where they 
are said to remain till late in December. 
Captain Corker, who is o~e of the most enterprising colored :fishermen of the South, was for 
several years employed in the menhaden :fisheries of Long Island Sound, where he became thor-
oughly acquainted with the methods of :fishing and the work in the factory. Returning to Charles-
ton in 1876, he decided to engage in the menhaden :fisheries after the manner of the Northern :fish-
ermen. Accordingly be secured the necessary outfit, including schooner, purse-seines, kettles, 
and presses, a~d when all was in readiness started for the fishing grounds. He soon had a school 
of about 200 barrels of fish inclosed in his seine, but before he could dip them out the sharks gath- . 
ered for the feast, biting and tearing the netting in their efforts to get at the menhaden, unt~l 
nothing remained but the cork and lead-lines. The sharks gained the day, for, taking up the rem-
nant of his sejne, Captain Corker returned to the shore and gave up the business. This attempt 
is noteworthy as being the most southern point where the purse-seine bas been used, and indeed 
the only point south of Wilmington, N. C., where an attempt has been made to catch the menhaden 
for their oil. 
THE RETAIL FISH 'TRADE OF CHARLESTON.-Prior to the war there was but one :firm in 
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llarle ton that did an extensive business in fresh fish, and the trade was largely controlled ·by 
p dtllers, who vended them through tl10 i;;treets. At the present time there are frrn firms that do 
a r O'ular bu iness. These rent stalls in the market, where they do a retail busiuess, and have 
packing-houses where they box and ice their fish for shipment. Other parties occasionally rent 
stall for a day or two, and sell fish, crabs, or shrimp; but the market trade is largely controlled 
by the five firms. A few cod ( Gadus morrhua), haddock (Melanogrammus mglefinus), and halibut 
(Hippoglossus americanus) are brought from the North during the winter months by one of the 
firms, and red snappers and other species are occasionally brought from Savannah; but aside from 
tbe e the market is supplied wholly by the Charleston fishermen. The fish dealers of the city, 
however, control but a small part of the retail trade, for the bulk of the catch is taken directly to 
the consumer by negroes, who g·o about the city with trays of fish and shrimp upon their beads. 
A bout the beginning of the present century the city government passed a law imposing a tax 
of one cent on each and every bunch of fish sold by peddlers, and considerable money was gath-
ered into the treasury from this source. But as the trade increased a disposition to dishonesty 
became noticeable; this was carried to such an extent as. to seriously affect the city'R revenue from 
this source. In 1878 the law was repealed and another was enacted requiring each vender to pay 
a license of $1 a month for the privilege of selling within the city limits. This law is often evaded 
and already, according to the clerk of tlie market, many are peddling fish without a license. For 
the month of April, 1878, before tbe old law was repealed, the books of the market officials showed 
eighty-nine different parties engaged in selling fish during some part of the month, though some 
names appeared only two or three times. In April, 1879, there were but thirty-three licenses 
granted_. From a conversation with the above officer we are led to believe that this business is not 
decreasing, as the books would indicate, but that many are selling without a license, and that fully 
fifty men are now largely dependent on this business for a livelihood, while, at times, the number 
is doubtless considerably larger. No license is required for the sale of shrimp and crabs, and as 
a re ult this business has been greatly overdone, there being frequently over one hundred people 
ngaged in peddling them through the streets. 
CHARLESTON AS A DISTRIBUTING CENTER.-The shipping trade, as has been said, is controlled 
wholly by the five market firms. Those doing the largest business. are J. S. Terry & Co. and 0. C. 
Le ·lie. The ,business is confined chiefly to the larger cities of North and South Carolina, though 
a few fl hare sent to GMrgia, Tennessee, and Kentucky. A few shad and l>ass are sent North each 
n on, but in 1879 the quantity was unusually small. The shipping season is from September to 
May, the extreme heat preventing any trade with the country during the summer mouths. Accord-
ing to Mr. C. 0. Le lie, the shipments from Charleston during the. season of 1870-'80 were about 
O, 00 bunche of " ~tring fish," 7,000 to 8,000 shad, 230,000 pounds of dressed sturgeon, and 
3 ,000 pound of sturgeon roe. The sturgeon and sturgeon roe are simply repacked in Charleston 
on heir way from the sturgeon camps on Winyah Bay and the Edisto River to the New York and 
Philadelphia mal'ket . 
1 3. T E FI IlERIES OF BEAUFORT AND PORT ROYAL. 
DVAN1' GE, OF Loe TION.-B au£ rt, a village of one thou and five hun<lr d inhabitant , is 
on a riv r of the am nam , a few mile above the point where it empties into Port Royal 
t ha 1 u b n not a a u mer r ort, and many of the people of the interior pend 
· r- l m nth. f a ·h · ar in thi locali ty. Tb village ha a , m, 11 trade in lumber and i th 
r ·h 1 c nt r f, 1, rge agri ultur, l s ·ti n. 
b 1 w n a fort i rt yal, a vill, ge of thre hundr d inhabitant , sit uated 
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on a branch of the B aufort River at tb.e head of navigation for large vessels. It bas an excellent 
location as a sbippiug point; and though 20 miles from t,he bar, it has the deepest water of any 
harbor between Chesapeake Bay and Southern Florida, and seems <lestined to become on~ of the 
leading seaports of the South. 
THE EXTENT OF 'l'HE FISHERIES.-The fisheries of the region are of little importance except 
for drum (P. chromis), though the location is good and fish are reported very plenty. At Beaufort 
there seems to be no organized fishery, and it is often quite difficult to get a supply for local con-
sumption. Six men calling themselves fishermen :fish with more or less regularity, while others 
go out occasionally for pleasure and profit. Two crews come to the region from Charleston in the 
spring to secure fish and shrimp; but they usually send the bulk of their catch to Charleston for 
a market. 
At Port Royal two seines are owned and fished along the river banks in the_ spring and fall; 
and twenty to twenty-five men· from the vicinity are engaged in taking shrimp and prawn with 
cast-nets. Part of the catch is sold locally at Beaufort and Port Ro_yal and to the fleet of naval 
vessels stationed there, but the greater: part are sold to the "train hands" who peddle them out 
along the line of the railroad. 
THE MORE IMPORT.ANT FOOD-FISHES OF _THE LOC.ALITY.-Tbe principal species taken are 
drum (P. chromis), mullet (M. albula and M. braziliensis), whiting (.M. alburnus), trout (C. maculatum), 
bass (S. ocellata), sbeepshead (D. probatocephalus), black.fish (S. atrari'us), and croaker (IJf. undii-
latus). 
DRUM FISHING IN BRO.AD RIVER.-Probably no portion of the Atlantic coast is visited by 
such large schools of drum as Port Royal Sound and Broad River, and the drum fisheries of this 
section are more extensive than those of any other locality in the United States. The fish receives 
its name from the peculiar drumming sound which iL makes during the.breeding season; at all 
other times it is said to _be mute. Broad River has long been a favorite spawning ground for this 
species, and thither the.fish resort in immense schools each spring. They are said to arrive early 
in March aud are soon very abundant on all of the ha1d clayey and rocky spots in the river for a 
distance of 20 miles from its mouth, where they are taken in considerable numbers·tm the middle 
of May. If present at other seasons they are seldom caught with a hook. 
The drum taken in this section are quite iarge,. the smallest individuals seldom weighing less 
than 25 pounds, while the average weight is fully 55 pounds. The largest specimen of which there 
is any authentic record was taken by one of the crew of the United States steamship New Hamp-
shire, in the spring of 1880. It weighed 108 pounds as it came from the water. 
Prior to the war many of the planters of the interior came to Beaufort each spring to enjoy 
the sport of drum fishing. They often brought their negroes along to catch a supply for plantation 
ui:ie. Many were taken in this way. In curing, the fish were first '' slivered," after which they were 
dry-salted for future use. Few, if any, were shipped fresh to the larger markets. Since the war 
the fishery has passed largely into the hands of the negroes, who bring most of their fish fresh to 
Beaufort and sell them to the dealers or residents of the village at from 25 cents to $1 apiece. A 
· few are occasionally salted by the fishermen. The principal fishing grounds are in Broad River, 
between Paris Island and Skull Creek. · 
The fishing is wholly with hand-lines in 20 to 25 feet of water. It begins early in March, when 
many of the negroes from Beaufort, Port Royal, and the various islands engage in the fishery from 
small bateaux, while a few larger craft come from Savannah. Soon the fishery is at its height, and 
from seventy-five to one hundred boats, with one to six men each, are engaged to a greater or less 
extent. Some fi h only a few days, while others fa,h constantly, when the weather will permit, 
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from the arrival of the :fi h to the close of the season, which usual1y lasts about eight weeks. A 
fair estimate would be about one hundred and twenty men, with :fifty boats, engaged regularly 
during the entire season. The catch will average about four or :five :fish a week to the man, or one 
for each :fl bing day. This, it must be remembered, is an average catch, for instances have occurred 
within a few months where ten to twenty good-sized drum were taken in two or three hours by an 
expert :fishermaj], while again several days may pass without a :fish being secured. The total catch 
for the season of 1880 was 3,850 :fish, or about 211,000 pounds, valued at $2,700. Three-fourths of 
the catch goes to Beaufort, one-fifth to Savannah, and the remainder to Port Royal and the islands 
along the shore. .About 700 drum are shipped from Beaufort, the greater part going to Charleston. 
HON. WILLIAM ELLIOTT'S .ACCOUNT OF THE DRUM FISHERY.-Since the above was written 
our attention has been called to the admirable little book entitled Carolina Sports, by Hon. William 
Elliott, in which the drum :fisheries of Broad River are described. Though the volume was not 
published till 1859, portions of it-the chapter on the drum :fisheries among others-were written 
long before, some of them appearing in one or more of the leading periodicals as early as 1837. As 
the fishery as it existed at that time is shown in detail, it will be found of considerable interest 
historically. I reproduce here a greater part of the article: 
"In the month of April they [drum] abound on the seacoast of South Carolina, and great 
numbers penetrate our inlets for the purpose of depositing their spawn. The large bay or sound 
known on the maps as 'Port Royal Harbor,' but locally as 'Broad River,' is their chosen place of , 
resort, and constitutes the best fishing station. If you ask me why they give the preference to this 
particular spot, I answer you-conjecturally-because, while it is the deepest and most capacious 
bay along our whole southern coast, it is at the same time the saltest, there being no important 
streams from the interior emptying themselves into it and neutralizing the properties of the sea 
water. 
• • * • * 
" It i the largest scale :fish in .America. It measures ordinarily 3 feet in length, and weighs 
from 30 to 40 pounds. It is beautifully marked on the sides by broad, dark transverse stripes, 
alternating with silver, or else exhibits ,a uniform bright gold color, which fades, soon after it is 
taken, into tbe hues already described. I give the medium weight and size of the :fish, not the 
extreme. I have taken one which measured 4 feet 6 inches in length, and weighed 85 pounds. Out 
of 20 taken by me on a particular day during the present season (.April) there were 3 weighing 
from G5 to 70 p und acb. The smaller sized fish are excellent for table use-their roes, especially, 
are a gr at d licacy; the larger are only valuable when salted and cured like codfish, from which, 
wb n dr ed, th y are carcely di tinguishable in flavor. The planters of' this vicinity are skillful 
fl h rmen, and much devoted to the sport. They succeeded in taking during the last season at 
lea t L,000 of th e :fi h; and wh n I add, that xcept the small number consumed in their fami-
li , the remaind r were alted and di tributed among their slaves, not in lieu of, but in addition 
to their ordinary ub i tence, you will perceiv~ that thi is a ca e wherein the love of sport and 
tb 
er 
rapn 1. His line mu t be 30 fathoms, and furni bed 
· tribut d in movable inker which draw up or let down, according to 
mu t lay in a c1 to k of crab , clams, and prawn, for bait; and 
nth f tbi, autiful y, and come to anchor in about five or 
done verytbing which can be con id-
our hook with either or with a mixture 
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of these different baits (the prawn, though thirty years ago unknown as a bait for drum, are decid-
edly the best), let out your line until it keeps the bottom, and stand prepared for a bite. The nn-
pacticed sportsman who supposes that their bite will be in proportion to their size and strength, 
will draw up many a naked hook before he draws a fish. They approach cautiously, and almost as 
if they expected a snare. As soon as you feel him certainly at your hook, jerk with your utmost 
strength, and draw quickly upon him until you have :fixed the hook in his jaws. The instant he 
feels the smart he dashes off with all his force; and this is the critical moment, for if you resist 
him too forcibly, he breaks your tackle or tears out your hook, and if you give him slack line, he 
darts toward you, and shakes the hook out of his mouth. A just medium, as Sterne says, pre-
vents all couclusions . . In medio tutissirnus ibis. You must give him play, keeping your line tight, 
yet not overstrained; preserving an equable pressure; managing your line with one hand, and 
keeping the other in reserve, either to draw in rapidly when the run is toward you or to regulate 
the velocity when the run is against you, and severe. By degrees the efforts of the fish relax, and 
he is drawn to the surface. At the sight of the sun he makes a final effort to escape, and plunges 
till he has reached the bottom. The fatal hook still adheres to his jaws, and when he reapp~ars 
exhausted on the surface of the water, it is only to turn on his back and resign himself to his fate. 
A barbed iron, fastened to a wooden staff, is then struck into him and you lift your prize into the 
boat. Generally speaking, you are occupied five minutes in taking a fish; but if the tide be strong, 
and the fish large, your sport may last fifteen. 
"There is great uncertainty attending this sport; the patience of the fisherman may _be 
severely tested. Sometimes you have the mortification to hear them drumming beneath your boat, 
while they stubbornly refuse to be taken, rejecting untasted the most tempting baits you can offer; 
at other times they are in better humor. As a general rule, with five lines in your boat, you may 
count on 15 or 20 fish as the result of a day's sport. Occasionally, you have memorable luck: 63 
were taken during the present se.as~n, by a boat with seven line~, and I once knew a boat with ten 
lines to take as many as 96. The ·best success I have met with personally was to take 40_ to three 
lines; 18 fish fell to my share of the sport; my two oarsmen took the remainder. Thirty fish were 
all that the boat could conveniently contain; her gunwale was but a few inches above the water,., 
and we slung the 10 (which were de trop) alongside by a rope. 
* * * * • * * 
''I love all sports whether by flood or field, and have engaged in many an animating scene 
of sylvan and aquatic amusement, but I have found none, devil-fishing alone excepted, possessed 
of so absorbing an interest as successful drum fishing. Imagine yourself afloat on our beautiful bay, 
the ocean before you, the islands encircling you, and a flee~ of forty or fifty fishing boats (their white 
awnings glistening in the sun) riding sociably around. Suddenly a school of fish strike at some par-
ticular boat; second is engaged; the direct.ion of the school is indicated ; the boats out of the run of 
the fish draw up their anchors and place themselves rapidly alongside, or in the rear of the successful 
boats, and soon they participate in the sport. And now, two, three, a dozen, nay, twenty boats, 
are engaged; in some boats 3 at a time are 4rawn alongside; the fish dart across each other; the 
lines are entangled; the water foams with the lashing of their tails, and the fisherman scarce 
knows, while they flounder on the surface, which fish belongs to his own hook, which to his neigh-
bors; the barb is dashed hurriedly and at random into tbe yet struggling fish, and each one is 
burning with anxiety to secure his fish and return to the sport before the favorable moment bas 
passed. The interest is intense. Isaac Walton knew nothing like this. If he had, he must have 
disdained all smaller fry, and have abandoned the impaling of mjnnows and the enticement of 
trout, to indulge in the superior pleasure of drum fishing."* 
33 GR F 
* Carolina Sports. W. Elliott, pp. 123-129. 
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SEINE FISHING IN '.l'HE LOCALITY BY THE CREW OF A NORTHERN VESSEL.-In addition to 
the local fisheries, a Northern fishing smack came to Port Royal in 1877 to seine fish for shipment 
to the Northern markets, but after a year's fishing at various points between Charleston and Fer-
nandina the business was abandoned by the crew, who pronounced it a failure financially . 
.A NEW BEDFORD WHALER VISITS THE REGION.-A whaling vessel, the Charles w. Morse, 
Captain Hazard, of New Bedford, came to this region in the fall of 1878, to cruise along the shore, 
making her headquarters at Port Royal. Meeting with good success, she returned the following 
season and was again fairly successful. Whales are said to be now more plenty along the coast of 
South Carolina and Georgia than they have been for many years. 
O.-THE FISHERIES OF GEORGIA. 
184. STATISTICAL RECAPITULATION. 
The sea fisheries of Georgia are as yet almost wholly undeveloped, and the State comes, next 
to Eastern Florida, lowest on the list of the Atlantic bordering States. Immense quantities of 
edible fish of various species gather in the numerous sounds and bays, and along the outer shore, 
but comparatively few are taken, and the people are largely dependent upon the fishermen of 
Western Florida fur their supply. In 1880 the value of all sea products, exclusive of oysters, was 
only 19,225. The oysters taken were valued at $35,000, making the total value of the sea products 
$54,225. The river fisheries are more fully developed, and the Savannah, Ogeechee, and Altamaha 
each yield considerable quantities of fresh-water and anadromous species. The principal fish 
taken are shad and sturgeon; of the former 252,000 pounds and of the latter 354,000 pounds were 
caught in +880. 
The following statements show in detail the extent of the fishery interests of the State for the 
year 1880: 
l3urmnary statement of persons employed. 
Persona employed. Number. 
Number of fishermen . . •• • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 809 
Number of aboremen . .. .... .. .. . ... .•• . . .... .. . . .. . .... ....... 90 
Total................................................... 899 
Detailed statement of capital inveBted and apparatus employed. 
Apparatus specified. 
I ~::e~~ :~~.~~~.~:::: :: :: :: ::: ::: : ::: ::::::::~::: 
Poond·n t and back.traps .................... . 
Fyk , pot , and basket . ..•................... 
I ;~::e~ ;~~·~~~~~·:::: ::::::: :: : : ::::: :::: :: 

















Minor apparato , includlnj! outfit . . . . . . . . . . . • •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 540 
Fnctori nnd other shore property . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32, 750 
Additional en b capital ................... ······~ - ·~ I 
To lcapltal ................•....•...•••.. l······ ········ 78,770 I 
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, 
Detailed statement of the quantities and values of the products. 
Products specified. Pounus. Value. 




Bluefish......................................... 5,000 100 
Clams (bard) . .......... .. ....................... 24,000 1,650 
Crabs............................................ 7,200 125 
Mullet . 0 .. .. .............. : . • •• • •• ... • •• • • • • • • • • 106,000 4,100 
Oysters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . 490, 000 35, 000 
Shrimp ......................................... ' 56,000 4,000 
Spotted sea.trout......... . ..................... 90,000 1,800 
Squeteague . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. 32, 000 480 
TeITapiD ............................... _........ 19, 800 1,650 
All other species.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 152, 000 5, 320 , ______ , _____ _ 
Total sea products................. . .. .. ... 982,000 54,225 
'=--=--=.-=..-;:_-_--=="=-----== 
River fisheries . 
Alewives . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 125, 000 3, 750 
Shad............................................ 252, ooo 17,941 
Sturgeon ................... ....... :....... .... 354,000 24,780 
All other species...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 550, 500 19, 297 
1------: ----1 
Total river products....................... 1,290,500 I 65,768 
The following statements give the statistics of the salt.water :fisheries of Georgia, exclusive 
of the oyster industry: 
Summary statement of persons employed. 
P ersons employed. Number. I 
---·----,--1 
Fishermen ...... . ............... : ............................. 121 I 
I 
Shoremen. .. . . . . . . . ....... . ...... .. ....... .. . .... .. . . . . . . . . . . 40 
. ---1 
Total ......... . ..................................... _..... 161 I 
Detailed statement of capital invested and apparatus employed. 
Apparatus specified. 
Boats .................. . ....................... . 
Fykes, pots, and baskets ...................... . 









~:;:::!n::~·~~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~! :~~ I 
Minor apparatus, including outfit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. · 200 
Factories and other shore property..... . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 27, 000 
Cash capital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 700 
------! 
Total capital . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. 43, 625 
Detailed 11tatement of the quantities and values of tlie products. 
Products specified. Pou~ds.· I Value. 
Bluefish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 000 $100 
Clams (hard) .. ·. ... . .... . ............. .. ........ 24,000 1,650 
Crabs........................................... 7,200 125 
Mnllet....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. . . . . . . . 106, 000 4, 100 
Shrimp . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 56, 000 4, 000 
Spotted sea-trout . . . . . . . . . . . .•. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . 90, 000 1, 800 
Squeteague . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32, 000 480 
Terrapin . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . • .. .. .. . • • . 19, 800 1, 650 
All other species . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 152, 000 5, 320 
Total ....................................• : ___ 4_9_2_, -00_0_, ____ 19-,-22_5-J 
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185. SAVANNAH AND ITS FISHERY INTERESTS. 
SA ANN.AH As A COMMERCIAL CENTER.-Savannah, the metropolis and only important com-
mercial city on the Georgia coast, is located on the south bank of the Sa·rnnnah River, about 20 
mile from the ea. It was settled by General Oglethorpe in 1733 and incorporated as a city ·in 
1789. In 1850 it had a population of 15,300, and in 1870 of 28,200. Since that time it has grown 
very rapidly, and has now come to be one of the principal seaports of the South, ranking third in 
the United States in the exportation of cotton, and doing considerable business in the shipm.ent of 
lumber and naval stores. 
SAVANNAH AS A FISHING TOWN.-Thecity bas a peculiar relation to the fisheries, for its large 
trade with the interior, together with its excellent shipping facilities by either land or water, make 
it an imp_ortant point for the fresh-fish trade, while its distance from the sea renders the capture 
of ocean species a laborious, though we may safely say, not an unprofitable employment. 
THE VESSEL FISHERIES OF SA v .A.NN.A.H.-One or more smacks have been employed in :fishing 
for the Savannah market from time to time, but as the water in the vicinity of the city is fresh it 
i found impossible to keep the fish in cars. The nearest salt water is :five miles from the city by· 
land anrl considerably farther by water, and the inconvenience and expense of keeping the fish at 
o great a distance render the smack-fisheries unprofitable. Occasionally smacks have fished on 
the variou banks between Charleston and Fernandina, running their :fish direct to the city and 
tran ferring them at once from the vessel's well to the ice-boxes of the dealers. In 1879 there was 
one ve sel, the Lillian, of Noank, Conn., :fishing for the Savannah market. She caught her fish at 
Indian River Inlet, Florida, with a haul-seine, and carried them to market in ice. 
THE EXTENT OF THE CO.AST FISHERIES.-The boat :fisheries of Savannah are very limited. 
They are confined largely to the fresh-water and anadromous species, though the sounds along 
tll shore are well filled with excellent food-fishes. Formerly sev~ral crews from Charleston came 
r gularly to the region with seines and gill-nets, and fished for the Savannah market, meeting 
with xcellent success; but nothing has been done in this line for several years. 
The only coa t :fishing at the present time is by parties living on some of the shore islands, 
and by fl hermen from the city, who visit the sounds occasionally for the purpose of :fishing. The 
n ine i , however, of little importance. 
Trrn SHRIMP FISHERIES.-Sbrimp are abundant in the waters along the shore, and, during 
the bei ht of the ea on, twenty to twenty-five men go to Saint Catherine and Osabaw Sounds, 
wb re th y camp for everal weeks for the purpose of engaging in the :fishery. They carry a com-
pl te outfit in ·luding ines, ca t-nets, boats, and kettles for cooking the shrimp. After cooking 
an<l drying tb catch of the day, one boat is detailed to carry it to market. The price paid by the 
vannah cl al r varie from 5 to $1.50 per bushel according to circumstances, $2.50 being a 
fair average. urin(J' the ummer of 1879 about 1,400 bu hels, valued at $2,500, were landed; but 
he cat ·h could a ily have b e~ increa ed to many time that quantity bad there been a market 
fi r them. f tho e tak n part ar olcl locally, oth r go to the interior citie , and the remainder 
r, te and ·en to the orthcrn marl· t . 
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had fl berie , and as early as 1834, according to Captain Larkin, a number of Connecticut .fisher-
men came to t.be region with gill-nets and took shad for shipment in sail vessels to the North. 
When the first line of ste.amers between SavanIJah and New York was started, the fishing assumed 
important proportions, and it continued to increase till about 1870, when it reached its height. 
Since that date it has gradually declined, though at the present time a number of Northerners, 
with others from the locality, fish regularly in the Savannah, Ogeechee, and .A.ltamaha Rivers, a 
greater part of the catch going to Savannah. Many of the nets and boats are owned by the city 
dealers. According to Colonel McDonald the catch for 1879 was 17,500 w bite shad ( 0. sapidissima) 
and 7,500 "hicks" ( Olupea mediocris) for the Savannah; 15,000 white shad and 7,400 hicks for the 
Ogeechee; and 3,750 white shad and 3,750 hicks for the .A.ltamaha. A detailed account will be 
given in the chapter on the shad .fisheries. 
THE WHOLES.A.LE AND RETAIL FISH TR.A.DE OF SA V .A.NNAH.-Savannah, on account of its 
location, is more important as a distributing center for the Georgia and Florida catch· than as a 
fishing town. Formerly the supply was obt~iaed almost wh~lly from Charleston, but with the 
opening of Florida by the railroads large .fisheries were established in that State, and Savannah 
was the natural market for the catch. At the present time the supply comes largely from the 
rivers of the State, and from various localities in Florida, the principal ones being Cedar Keys, 
Saint Mark'8, and the Saint John's and Indian Rivers. 
The p:r;incipal species of the market are shad, sturgeon, catfish, red-snappers, groupers (Epine-
phelus morio and E. Drwmmond-Hayi), mullet, sbeepshe·a<l, spotted trout, and crevalle ( Oaranm 
pisquetus). 
There are three firms extensively engaged in .the shipment of all kinds of fresh fish, with 
two others that handle sturgeon exclusively. Some of the marketmen also ship a few barrels 
to different parts of the State. -Formerly no fresh fish, with the e_xception of shad, were sent 
beyond the limits of the State, but the trade has gradually increased until Savannah has come to 
be the largest fish market of the South Atlantic States, and now sends a few fish as far west as 
Chicago and Saint Louis, while many go to Kentucky, Tennessee, and South Carolina. Owing to 
the warm weather the business is continu~d only from October to the middle of May, and few if 
any fish are sent out tn summer. 
THE OITY TR.A.DE.-The city retail trade is largely under the control of the marketmen. Ten 
parties, including the three large dealers, rent stalls and keep a full assortment of both fresh and 
salt-water species. Several of the smaller firms get their supply direct from Florida and from the 
fishermen of the locality; but the majority depend wholly upon the wholesale dealers for their 
salt-water fish. There are also a few negroes who make a business of vending fish through the 
streets. The number varies considerably according to the season. The average is about nine or 
ten for the year. 
The peculiar feature of the market is the large number of catfish consumed. Saturday is 
known as catfish day, and many of the local fishermen, who devote their attention to the capture 
of the species with line, trawl, or trap, keep their catch in cars till Saturday, marketing them on 
that day only. The catfish are sold chiefly to the negroes, who usually buy them in preference to 
any other species, both on account of their cheapness and flavor. Fifteen hundred to 2,000 
bunches are sometimes sold in a day, and it is estimated that not less than 30,000 bunches are 
sold yearly, at an average of 15 cents a bunch. 
A few hard crabs and clams are sold by negroes from little stands in other parts of the 
market, but, according to Mr. George Witte, the business is very limited, and the clam trade of 
Savannah does not exceed 150 to 200 bushels yearly. 
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STATISTICS OF THE SA v ANN AH MARKET IN 1879.-In 1879 the fish-dealers of Savannah 
handled about 45,000 shad from the various fisheries of the Saint John's, Ogeechee, and Savannah 
Rivers. In addition, they received 50,000 pounds of red-snappers, 65,000 m~llet, and 700,000 
pounds of mixed fish from different parts of Florida; and 120,000 strings of mixed :fish, 1,400 
bushels of shrimp, and 400 dozen terrapin from the coast and rivers of Georgia. According to 
Colonel McDonald, the amount of sturgeon handled in Savannah during the same season was 
312,000 pounds of dressed fish and 42,000 pounds of roe, valued at $24,800. About one-balf of the 
sbad were sent to New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore; and one-fourth of the remainder to 
the principal cities of Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, and Tennessee. The sturgeon, red-snappers, 
terrapin, and about one-third of the shrimp go to New York and Philadelphia. The remainder of 
the catch is sold to the city trade, or sent to the larger cities of Georgia and South Carolina. 
186. BRUNSWICK AND ITS FISHERY INTERESTS. 
Brunswick is a town of two thousand inhabitants, on one of the branches of Turtle River, 
about 12 miles from the mouth of Saint Simon's Sound. It has railroad communication with the 
interior, and the weekly steamers between Savannah and Fernandina touch at its wharves. It 
has the best shipping facilities of any town on this portion of the coaist; its principal trade being 
in lumber, while cotton and naval stores are handled in considerable quantities. 
The waters of the harbor and adjoining river abound in fish and oysters, but no fishing of 
importance is done. Three gill-nets are fished for trout and other species, between October and 
May, and the negroes of the vicinity go out occasionally with hand-lines, bringing their catch to 
Brunswick. In addition, the negroes for miles on either side, especially those of Cumberland 
Island, catch a good many fish, and, when the price will warrant, they often send them to Bruns-
wick for a market; but the price is usually so low that the fishing is not followed with any regu-
larity. The catch is sold for local consumption or to the railroad men who peddle it out at the 
various stations along the line of the road. 
FISHING AT DARIEN .A.ND SAINT SIMON's.-The settlement of Darien on the north and of Saint 
Simon's on the south of Brunswick have also extensive lumber interests, and a large fleet of 
vessels come regularly to these points and remain for weeks at a time while securing their cargoes. 
These purchase their supply of fish from the negroes of the locality, and a small business has sprung 
up in this way. There is also a shad fishery on the Altamaha, near Darien, but the catch is quite 
small and few are shipped. 
WHALING FROM B~UNSWIOK BY MASSACHUSETTS VESSELS.-Formerly, and for a number of 
year , a portion of the New Bedford and Provincetown whaling fleet, while cruising on the 
"Bahama Grounds" during the fall and winter, made a practice of running into Fernandina, Fla., 
to hip their cargoes of oil and bone instead of taking the time to carry them home. While in this 
vicinity they frequently sighted whales and occasionally succeeded in taking some of them. The 
yellow fever at Fernandina several year ago cau ed ome of the vessels to change their landing 
lace to Bro wick. In the wint r of 1 75-'76 the chooner Golden Eagle, after landing her cargo, 
r main in thi region to crui e for whales, making Brunswick her headquarters for over two 
uring thi time be ured ne whale. The next year two vessel came to cruise in the 
lit an m t with fair ucce . Otheri:: f llow a, and in the winter of 1879-'80 five whalers 
ick th ir he dqnarter hil rui ing al ng the bore, and up to March 1 they had 
t k n fiv wh 1 , · lding 226 arr 1 foil and 2,T pound f bone, all of which was shipped to 
th ~ or . 
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EASrfERN FLORIDA AND ITS FISHERIES. 
A.-GENER.A.L REVIEW OF THE. FISHERIES. 
187. TOPOGRAPHY OF THE REGION. 
GENim.A.L CHAliACTERISTICs.-Florida, the southernmost State of the Union, has an area of 
59,268 square miles. It is a peninsula of sand and shells, 400 miles long, separating the waters of 
the Atlantic from those of the Gulf of Mexico. It is for the most part a sandy waste, with a level 
surface gradually rising toward the center where it attains a height of several hundred feet. · The 
evenness of the surface is occasionally interrupted by low ridges of sand running parallel to each· 
other. These are often separated by immense shoal-water lakes, rivers, or swamps, covering hun-
dreds or even thousands of square miles, while the surface of the higher lands is everywhere dotted 
with land-locked lakes and ponds of smaller size. In its southern portion the land is particularlJ 
low and becomes simply a large grassy swamp, known as the Everglades, which is wholly sub-
merged during a considerable portion of the year. ·continuing southward the peninsula is broken 
into an almost innumerable number of sandy islands and coral reefs, some of them quite small and 
others of considerable size. 
The peculiar shape and position of the peninsula gives to Florida a more extensive sea coast 
than that of any other State; on the Atlantic there are ove..,r 450 miles of coast line and there are 
fully u50 on the gulf, making a total of 1,100 miles. This distance, though enormous, is vastly 
increased by the numerous salt-water lagoons and bays along the shore. 
DESCRIPTION OF EASTERN FLORIDA.-The eastern portion of the State, which is the one at 
present under consideration, is a remarkably level section, rising but a few feet above the sea. The 
land is composed wholly of sand and broken shells, covered here and . there by a thin layer of 
vegetable mold.. The higher ridges of the region are covered with a scattered growth of pine, 
while the intervening depressions, which are submerged to a depth of from a few inches to several 
feet, support a rank growth of various swamp grasses, or are covered with dense thickets of 
cypress, palmetto, magnolia, and ash. Even in: the higher pine lands one finds a great number of 
land locked ponds and lakes varying from a few rods to several miles in extent. 
Along the ocean shore the current has thrown up low sandy bars for nearly the entire length 
of the State; and behind these are shallow lagoons or arms of the sea, with here and there an 
opening to the ocean. These lagoons, called by the inhabitants rivers, are often broad sheets of 
salt or brackish water, extending continuously for many miles along the coast, and with but few 
interruptions along the entire eastern shore of the State. They usually connect with the ocean by 
means of shallow inlets, which are separated from each other by a considerable distance; these, 
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although very shallow, are often navigable by boats and shoal-draught vessels for their entire 
length. In the still water of these lagoons many of the salt-water species find an agreea~le change 
from the rougher water outside, some coming in to spawn, while others are led to enter the inlets 
in pursuit of food. During · the winter months immense quantities of fish may be found in th~se 
places, but in summer the water becomes so warm that most of them are driven out into the sea. 
The saltness of the water varies greatly, being wholly dependent upon the amount of rainfall 
in the locality. During seasons of continued drought the lagoons are fed from the ocean, when 
they become very salt. During the rainy seasons, however, they are often quite fresh, except at 
and near the inlets. It is said that in 1863 Indian River was even salter than the ocean, and salt-
works were established on its banks; but during our visit, in the fall of 1880, after two rainy 
seasons, the water at Titusville was so fresh that we failed to detect any brackish flavor, and the 
animals of the region drank it freely. The freshening of the water has a decided influence on its 
fauna. The oysters of an entire bay are at times wholly destroyed, while the fish are driven to 
the inlets, where the water is always more or less salt. .An excellent opportunity is thus given 
for extensive :fisheries, as immense quantities of fish can readily be taken with suitable apparatus. 
THE SAINT JOHN'S RIVER.-J ust beyond these salt or brackish lagoons of the shore, at a. 
distance varying ft,om 10 to 30 miles, lies the Saint John's River. It is fed by thousands of square 
miles of shoal grassy swamps, in which the river takes its rise. It is a sluggish stream, extending 
through nearly 3° of latitude, and by means of its numerous and intricate windings the water is 
carried about 400 miles before it reaches the sea. It is navigable by small inland steamers for 
fully 350 miles. In its central portion the river often expands into small lakes several miles in 
extent, and as suddenly contracts into a mere creek only a few rods wide. In its lower third it is 
merely a succession of shallow lakes, from 2 to 15 miles in breadth. It is said that the river has 
but 4 feet of fall during its entire course. For this reason the current is usually quite sluggish, 
and the ocean tide extends to Lake George, situated 158 miles from the sea, while the water is 
u ually brackish for ~ considerable distance beyond Jacksonville. 
188. STATISTIC.AL REO.APIT ULATION. 
The fisheries of Eastern Florida are so different from those of that portion of the State bor-
<1 red by the Gulf of Mexico that it has been thought desirable to treat them separately. If the 
•ntire State be considered, Florida takes the fifteenth place on the list, having, in 1880, 2,480 fisher-
men, producing $636,378 worth of fishery ·products. The principal fisheries are at Key West, where 
a fleet of twenty-one vessels is employed in the capture of groupers and red snapper~ for the Havana 
market. The sponge fisheries of the United States are confined exclusively to the west coast of 
Florida, where, according to Mr. Silas Stearns, special agent in charge of the fisheries of the Gulf 
tatP. , one hundred sail of vessel are engaged in the business, the value of the sponges taken in 
I O amounting to $200,750. The mullet :fisheries also are of peculiar importance, the catch for the 
nlf coa t of the State, according to Mr. Stearns, being over four times that of Eastern Florida. 
TlJe catch for the entire State in 1880 reached 3,494,333 pounds, valued at $123,508. Nearly half 
f the mullet taken in the United States are caught in Florida waters. 
Alon g the Atlantic coa t the fi bing is chiefly with hook and line or cast-nets for local supply, 
gh in he Indian iver ,250 pounds of green turtle, valued at $6,000, were taken, the major-
it · ing hip d to the r hern mark t . The bad fl heries of the Saint John's River, though 
f r c nt rigi , are quite ext n ive, 2 1, 7 0 pound , worth $20,136, being taken in 1880. A full 
-t· t i tic l ace un f e ft h rie of Ea rn Florida i given in the following statements: 
EASTERN FLORID.A.: GENERAL REVIEW OF ITS FISHERIES. 
Summary statement of persons employed. 
Persons employed. Number. 
Number of fishermen......................................... 348 
Number of shoremen . . . . . . . . .. . . • . . . .. .. . . . .. . . .. . • .. .. .. .. 20 
Total ................................................... . 368 
Detailed statement of capital invested and apparatus employed. 
.Apparatus specified. Number. Value . 
Boats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . 315 $12, 950 
Fykes, pots, and baskets . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . • • . 40 200 
Gill.nets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 172 11, 915 
Dip.nets and cast.nets...... . • . .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . 271 1, 229 
Drag.seines..................................... 16 1,060 
Minor apparatus, including outfit .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 3, 700 
Factories and other shore property ......... ............ , . . . . . 9, 000 
.Add).tional cash capital......................... .............. 3,500 
--·----~-----1 
Total capital ........................................... . 43,554 
Detailed statement of the qu,antities and values of the products. 
Products specified. Pounds. 
2,286,750 Grand total for fishery products ...•...... 
1======1== 
Sea fisheries. 
Bluefish ....................................... . 25,000 
Clams (hard) ................................... . 4,800 
Mullet ......................................... . 663,000 
Oysters ...........•....... .-. .................... . 140,000 
Shrimp ....................................... .. 71,750 
Spotted sea.trout .............................. . 100,000 
Squeteague .................................... . 15,000 
Terrapin ...................................... .. 3,000 
All other species ............................... . 596,750 
1-----·-
Total sea products ....................... . 1,619,300 
t======:== 
River fisheries. 
Alewives ...................................... . 10,000 
Shad ........................................... . 251,700 
Sturgeon ...................................... . 3,000 
All other species ............................... . 402,750 
1------1-



















THE SE.A. FISHERIES.-In the following statements is given a summary of the salt-water fishery 
interests of this portion of the State, exclusive of the oyster industry: 
Summary statement of persons employed. 
Persons employed. Number. 
Fishermen .. ·................................................... 223 
Sboremen . • .. . . . .. .. .. • • .. .. .. • . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. • . . .. . 15 
Total.................................... ................. 238 
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Detailtd .<Jfaternent of capital invested and apparatus ernployed. 
Apparatus specified. 
:Boats ........................................ ··· 










Drag-seines . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . 12 460 
Dip-nets and cast-nets . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 231 1, 029 
Minor apparatus, including outfit............... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 2, 200 
Factories and other shore property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 7, 800 
Cash capital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 500 
l----i----1 
Total capital. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27, 79'.l 
Detailed statement of the quantities and values of the products. 
Products specified. Pounds. Value. 
Bluefish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 25, 000 $500 
Clams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 800 · 330 
Mullet......................... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 663, 000 20, 787 
Shrimp . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . •• • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71, 750 3, 500 
Spotted sea-trout ...•...... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100, 000 2, 000 
Squeteague . ..................•.. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15, 000 225 
Terrapin ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 000 200 
All other species . . • . . .. • . . . . .. . . . . ... .. . . . . . . . . 596, 750 13, 530 
Total...................................... 1,479, 300 41, O'j:2 
B.-THE PRINCIP .AL FISHERY DISTRICTS DESCRIBED. 
189. FERN.ANDINA. AND ITS FISHERIES. 
THE FISHERIES OF FERN.ANDIN.A.,_:_Fernandina, the principal coast town of Eastern Florida, 
is situated on the west shore of .Amelia Island, and bas about 3,000 inhabitants; It was settled 
by the Spaniards in 1632, and still bas a large Spanish population. Its harbor is one of the largest 
and among the best in the South. The fisheries of the place are of little importance for other than 
local supply, and the fishermen use only the cast-net and hook and line in the capture of the dif-
ferent species. They fish wholly from small boats in the harbor and river, seldom crossing the bar 
to fi h along the outer shore. · 
There are about twenty-five men in the two settlements, or the upper and lower towns as they 
are called, who depend largely on the water for a livelihood, with twenty others who fish occasion-. 
ally during the winter months. 
In audition to t,he boat fisheries of the place, several Northern vessels occasionally visit the 
region, and fi h along the outer shore between Savannah and Saint Augustine, selling their catch 
in Jack onville and Savannah, or shipping it to the Northern markets. These usually make their 
headquarter at F rnandina. In the winter of 1879-'80 there were three smacks engaged in this 
fi hery i r a few week , but the bu ine s was soon di continued, not from any scarcity of fish, as 
e ar told, but from th lack of any uitable mai-ket and the want of energy on the part of the 
rew . n f the mack i said to have tocked 472 betwee~ the 7th and 27th of Januai-y. 
c 11 n fi. hi g bank a few iles out ide of the harbor, extending along the coast for 
mile in ith r dire ti n. arti fro Jack n ille and Fernandina occasionally resort to these 
ba. k in r t amer f'. r pl a re-fi hing, anu ring in large numbers of blackfi~h and 
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red-snapper , but, a ide from the :fishing by Northern smacks already mentioned, there is no 
"out ide fl bing" for profit. . 
QUANTI'.l'IES OF FIS!! AN~ OTHER SEA-PRODUCTS TAKEN BY THE FERNANDINA FISHERMEN.-
Not over 25 green turtle are caught in a season. These are taken with cast-nets in the river, their 
average weight being about 10 pounds. Loggerheads and hawkbills are very abundant, but no 
use is made of them. According to Capt. T. E. Fisher, shrimp and prawn art, abundant in the 
harbor directly opposite the city during the entire year, and a man can readily secure 3 or 4 bu$hels 
with a small cast-net on any pleasant night. The catch, which is not less than 450 bushels, is 
boiled and dried for shipment to New York, Philadelphia, and Savannah. 
In the winter of 1879-'80 the :fishermen for the first time be~ame interested !n the sturgeon 
fisheries. They have just established a camp on the Saint Mary's River, at Tampa Bluffs, where 
two nets are :fished regularly. The catch is brought to the village, where the :fish are iced for 
shipment to New York. 
During the winter of 1870-'80, according to Uaptain Fisher, 3,000 strings of :fish were shipped 
to Atlanta and Macon, in Georgia, and about 1,000 red-snappers, 40 groupers, and 3,000 bass were 
sent to other markets along the coast. 
THE PRINCIPAL FOOD-FISH AT FERNANDINA..-The principal species taken in the river are 
mullet (Mugil albula and M. braziliensis), trout ( Oynoscion maculatum), blacldish (Serranus atrarius), 
drum (Pogonias chromis), bass (Scimna ocellata), sheepshead (Diplodus probatocephalu,s), croakers 
(Micropogon undula.tus),flounders (Pseudorhombus dentatus), yellow-tails (Bairdiella chrysura), sailor's 
choice (Lagodon ?), and· eels (Anguilla vulgaris). On the outer banks all of the species common to 
the region are abunda,nt. 
190. SAINT AUGUSTINE AND ITS FISHERIES. 
EARL y SETTLEMENT OF SAINT A UGUSTINE.-Saint Augustine, a city of 2,600 inhabitants, 
was founded by the Spaniards in . 1565. It occupies a portion of a peninsula, formed by the Saint 
Sebastian and Matanzas Rivers, lying nearly opposite Saint Augustine Inlet. Its harbor is simply 
a portion of the Matanzas River separated from the sea by a long and narrow strip of land known 
as Anastasia Island. Though the inlet has 10 to 13 feet of water, no steamers run regularly to the 
city, and the vessel fleet of the place consists simply of a few pleasure yachts owned by Northern 
gentlemen, who spend their winters in the South. Thousands of people visit Saint Augustine each 
winter, both on account of its historic interest and its delightful climate, and it is fast coming to 
be the Saratoga of the South. 
THE PRIMITIVE CONDITION OF THE FISHERIES.-Saint Augustine boasts the oldest :fi.sherieig 
in the United States, if not on the Western Continent, for the colonists who came over in 1565 must 
have drawn largely on the water·for their food, and it is not improbable that the introduction of 
the Spanish cast-net, which is still in use in the locality, could be traced to this colony. The fish-
eries, like the town, have remained stationary for many years, and we still -find them under the 
control of the Spaniards, who paddle about in their log canoes or dug-outs, throwing their primitive 
cast-nets over the heads of the•fish. The men have become very expert in the use of these nets, 
and readily secure more fish than can be sold fresh. They seem satisfied to fish only for the home 
market, and it never occurs to them to catch an additional quantity for salting or shipping. The 
favorite :fishing grounds are about M~tanzas Inlet, 17 miles distant, and in winter the bulk of the 
fish are taken in that locality; but in summer, and to a certain extent at other seasons, many are 
taken at various points along the river bank. There is no fishing for profit along the outer shore, 
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and many :fishermen never cross the bar. When Matanzas Inlet is visited only three trips are 
made in a week, but when :fishing nearer home it is customary to go out oftener. After securing 
as many :fish as can be sold the :fishermen start for home, and bY: daybreak each has his catch 
spread out upon his stall int.he market. As the customers arrive they make their own selections 
of such :fish as they desire. These are at once strung in bunches of 4 to 6 pounds each, the average 
price being only 10 to 15 cents a string, while the hotels are supplied at an average of $1.50 per 
bush'el. 
EXTENT OF THE FISHERIES .A.T SAINT AUGUSTINE.-There were ten men, with :five boats, 
engaged regularly in the fisheries during the winter of 1879-'80, and the average daily catch was 
about 50 strings to a boat. In ~dition to the regular :fishermen a few negroes go out occasionally, 
selling their catch in the same manner as the others. As the season advances the visitors return 
to their homes in the North, and the demand becomes so much lighter that some of the fishermen 
naturally turn their attention to other work, and a few engage in the capture of turtle or shrimp. 
THE GREEN-TURTLE FISHERIES. -The green turtle make their appearance in the waters of 
Saint Augm~tine Harbor in May and remain till November; they are most plenty during the months 
of July, August, and September. During this s-eason two gill-nets are set for them in the waters 
opposite the city. It is said that in 1878 about 700 turtle, weighing 16,000 pounds, were taken, 
and 350, weighing 8,000 pounds, were caught in 1879. The turtle here are smaller than those farther 
south, averaging only 20 to 25 pounds apiece. They are usually sold at once to the residents of the 
city at from 15 cents to $1.50 each. For the past two or three years a few have been penned and 
saved for the winter trade, when they bring about 10 cents per pound. 
THE SHRIMP FISHERIES.-Shrimp and prawn are abundant during the summer months on the 
various mud flats in the locality. Three men are engaged regularly in this work, catching their 
supply chiefly during the hours of low water at night. The yearly catch is about 600 bushels, 
valued at $700. The shrimp are sold locally. At the beginning of the season the price is 10 cents 
per quart, but it soon drops to 5 cents, or 3 quarts for a dime; and when the season is well 
advanced they sometimes sell for 15 cents a peck. None are shipped, and not more than 20 bushels 
are dried. 
191. THE FISHERIES OF MOSQUITO LAGOON. 
Lying to the southward of Saint Augustine is another )agoon, some 60 miles in length, con-
necting with the ocean through a small inlet. This opening, known as Mosquito Inlet, and situated 
about midway from either end of the lagoon, is so shoal that even vessels of small size can seldom 
enter. The northern arm of the lagoon is known as Halifax River, and the appropriate name of 
Mosquito Lagoon has been applied to the southern one. Until recently the country was almost 
uninhabited, and there are now but four or five settlements in the region, all of which are very 
mall and unimportant. 
The waters abound in fish of various kinds, and mullet are said to be remarkably abundant. 
Owing, however, to the lack of transportation, the fisheries are little developed, the only products 
hipped from the locali yin 1879 being 150 green turtle, a few b~rrels of salt mullet, and 300 or 
40 dri d mullet roe . The :ti hing is wholly by means of cast-nets, each farmer going to the vicinity 
f the inl tin ov mber or December to ecure his yearly supply of mullet, which he salts and 
pa k for fa il u ·e. even men are engaged in the green-turtle :fishery with gill-nets for about 
tw month . Th c t h i the winter of 1879-'80 wa about 200 turtle, equal to 7,000 pounds, 
ln 1 at ,..7 . b u t w York and Philadelphia through Jacksonville parties. 
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192. THE FISHERIES OF INDIAN RIVER. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INDIAN RIVER COUN1'RY.-Indian River, lying just south of Mos-
quito Lagoon, and connecting with it by means of an artificial canal, is a sheet of water 150 miles 
in length. It has two inlets in its lower portion, the first known as Indian River Inlet and the 
second as Jupiter Inlet. These are obstructed by shifting sand-bars, where the water varies _in 
depth from year to year. The inlets are at present too shoal to admit the ordinary coasting vessels, 
.and in 1879 even the smaller fishing vessels could·not enter. 
The section is quite isolated from the outside world. It is cut off from the ocean by the shoal-
ness of the water, and has communication with Jacksonville by means of small river steamers . 
during only a portion of the year. Until 1865 the country was little better than a wilderness, and 
.at present there are but six post-offices along the entire shore, some of the settlements having only 
nve or six families, while the largest have but fifty. 
THE GREEN TURTLE FISHERIES.-The first fishing in the region was for green turtles 
(Ohelonia mydas). This began at Indian River Inlet prior to the war, the catch being exchanged for 
merchandise with the coasting and Government vessels that visited the locality. Turtles are 
more abundant at this point than at any other on the Atlantic coast. They are said to be present 
in the river during the greater part of the year, but it is only in winter that the absence of saw-
fish (Pristis antiquorum) and several of the l~rger species of sharks will warrant the fishermen in 
engaging in their capture. They are taken in nets similar to the ordinary gill-nets, though neces-
sarily of heavier material. These have 11-inch mesh and are set directly across the channel, the 
turtle being entangled in them while moving back and forth. The fishing begins early in September 
and lasts until late in December. The best catch was made in 1878, when eight men caught 1,600 
turtle. In 1879 sixteen men caught 1,400 in number, weighing about 75,000 pounds, and netting 
the fishermen $8,000. Of late the catch is being shipped to the Northern .markets through Jack-
sonville agents, and the price realized, after deducting expenses of transportation and commission, 
averages about 11 cents per pound. The largest turtle taken in Indian River, according to the 
fishermen, weighed 275 pounds, but the average for those taken in 1879 was only 50 or 60 pounds. 
UNSUCCESSFUL ATTEMPT TO ESTABLISH A CANNERY AT THE INLE'.1.1.-The first fishing 
business of importance in this locality was in 1866, when a company was formed in New York for 
the purpose of establishing a cannery on Indian River for 'putting up turtles, fish, and oysters. 
It was also the intention to run fish in ice from this point to New York by means of a steamer. 
The steamer was properly equipped and sent to this region, but was wrecked in crossing the bar· 
on her arrival, and, after two seasons of poor management, the business was abandoned. 
EXTENT OF THE FISHERIES OF THE REGION.-From the date of the failure of the New York 
enterprise to 1878 there was little fishing at Indian River. ·At that time, however, the smack 
Lillian, of N oank, came to the inlet with seines and boats, and began fishing for the Savannah· 
market. Pens, in which the fish could be kept alive during the absence of the smack, were built 
in the water, and a crew of men were stationed on the shore to seine the fish. Another crew 
remained on board the smack to "run" the catch to market. When the vessel could not enter the 
inlet the fish were towed out in cars and placed in her well. In 1879 another vessel accompanied 
the Lillian to the inlet, but she soon abandoned the fishery and returned to the North. This 
season the smack had but one crew, and was anchored off the shore in charge of the cook, while 
the ·captain and men went inside to seine the fish. On account of the lack of time no attempt was 
made to keep the fish, and they were usually packed in ice for the trip. The fishery has been 
very profitable, and there has usually been no difficulty in securing a load in two or three days. 
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A ide from the vessel and turtle :fisheries already mentioned, there are no :fisheries of impor-
tance, and the :fishing is wholly for family use, each man securing his own supply. Mullet and 
other p cies are occasionally salted by the farmers for home use, but they have such crude ideas 
of the proper -methods of curing :fish that they are seldom able to keep them for any length of 
time. Their poor success has caus'3d many to believe that :fish cannot be saved with salt in tLat 
climate. It is, indeed, a prevalent idea all along the coast south of Charleston, S. C., that the salt-
ing offish in pi<'-kle 'is only an experhn:mt at best, and almost no one thinks of salting any beyond 
those for use on their own ~ tables; for this reason, though many edible species, including the 
mullet, sheep<:ihead, and trout, are abunda~t, the fisheries are of little financial _importance to the 
people of this region. 
193. THE -VARIO US FISHING CENTERS OF THE SAINT JOHN'S RIVER. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FISHERIES OF THE SAINT JOHN'S RIVER.-Fisbing in the Saint John's 
is confined largely to the capture of shad ( 0. sapidissirna), mullet (M. albula and M. braziliensis), 
and trout ( 0. rnaculaturn ), though many other species are taken for both pleasure and profit in 
various localities. The banks of the stream are, as a rule, low and swampy, and the fishing is 
therefore confined to the few higher areas, where small settlements usually occur. Only eight or 
ten of these are large enough to merit the unpretentious title of village, while but two are towns of 
any none. The principal fishing centers on the river are Ma31port, New Berlin, Jacksonville, 
Palatka, Lake George, Lake Monroe, and Lake Harney. The :fishing interests of these places will 
be described separately. 
MAYPORT.-Mayport is a village of about one hundred and thirty inhabitants, at the mouth 
of the river. It is settled largely by people of Spanish descent, and has few attractions other tba.n 
those due to location. The principal business during the summer months is :fishing, and nearly all 
are more or less dependent upon it fo~ a livelihood. Mayport boasts the oldest shad fisheries in 
Florida, and was the only place in tbe State prior to the rebellion where this :fishery was prose-
cuteu. The shad were first taken at this point in 1858 by Capt. Charles Waterhouse, of Saybrook, 
Conn., who bad fished regularly in the Savannah River for several years. Owing to the scareity 
of fish at this particular time he decided to try the Saint John's, whi~her he proceeded with two 
net . From the first the fishery proved very profitable, and it has been continuously prosecut~d 
to the pre ent time, with the exception of the "war period." In 1879 there we~e fourteen shad-
net , two mullet-net , three haul-seines, and :five trout-nets. The total value of the :fishery products 
for 1870, at local rate , wa $7,320. The shad are now taken in gill-nets from the last of November 
to the 1 t of April, and the entire catch goes to the fish dealers of Savannah, who own an interest 
in the net . 
The bulk of the mullet are taken with haul-seines between the 10th of August and the middle 
of December, when they are passing out of the river. Three-fourths of the catch goes to Savannah 
and the r mainder to Jack onville. 
The trout fi hing is with gill-net in April and May, the catch going largely to Jacksonville. 
Ther i al a limited amount of" stop-fishing" in um mer. This consi ts simply in stopping 
the mouth f c ·re k or lagoon with netting at high water to pr vent the :fish from escaping, and 
in taki h m ut f th deeper h 1 at low water by m an of cast-nets. 
w B r1i , 1 cally known a. ''Yellow Bluffs," i situ~ted 
it mouth, and i , next to Jacksonville, the large t 
fi h r en from Connecticut, who came to 
ft h rie during the winter month...,. It ha , 
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therefore, next to Mayport, the oldest shad :fisheries in the State. The town bas at present a pop-
ulation of about one hundred and fifty, all of whom are largely dependent on the fisheries during 
a g-reater part of the year. Many of these are Northern fishermen, who spend their winters in 
Florida and r~turn to Connecticut in the spring to engage in the shad fisheries of that State. 
In 186G there were four net's at New Berlin; in 1876 the number had increased to fourteen, and 
in 1878 to forty. In 1879 there were only thirty-five shad-nets, and at the present time (1880) there 
are thirty shad, twelve mullet, and five trout-nets owned in the village. The total value of the 
catch for 1880, at local .Prices, was about $10,77_0. Two-thirds of the shad and three-fourths of the 
mullet go to Savannah, and the balance of the catch, including trout and mixed fish, goes to Jack-
sonville, or the larger cities of Georgia and South Carolina. 
JACKSONVILLE.-Jacksonville, the largest city of Florida, was laid out as a village in honor 
of Andrew Jackson in 1822. When lu~,lf a century old it contained less than 1,500 inhabitants, but 
within the last few years it has come to be the commerci:"11 center of the State, and has at present 
a population of 12,000. It is situated on the right bank of the 8ai~t John's River, abo~t 2? miles 
above its mouth, and has fair rail and water connections with all parts of the country. 
Prior to 1868, according to Messrs. Melton & Tait, the fishing at Jacksonville was chiefly with 
hook and line for local use. Two or three drag-seines were also fished for mullet during the season, 
and the catch was salted for exportation to the West Indies. _ At that time shad-nets were intro-
duced into the locality, and from that date the fisheries gradually increased, until, in 1879, 
there were one hundred and twenty men either catching or handling fish during some portion of 
the year. There were forty shad, thirty mullet, and three bass nets, with seven haul-seines and 
a dozen or more shrimp-nets, owned in the city. The catch, according to the most reliable esti-
mates, amounted to 43,000 ·shad, 146,000 mullet, 6,300 bass, 37,000 strings of mixed fish, and 800 
bushbls of shrimp, having a total Yalue of $23,000. 
The shad fishing begins early in December and lasts til.l the following Apdl, when about thirty 
fishermen leave for the North to engage in the fisheries of the Oon°'ccticut and other rivers. The 
remainder, mostly colored, fish with hook and line or cast-net, or work on shore until June, when 
the mullet arrive in sufficient numbers to· warrant them in engaging in the fishery. This fishery 
is prosecuted to a limited extent from this date, but the height of the season is between August 
and December. Mullet are usually present in small numbers during the entire year. 
Bass-nets are fished from December to May, the favorite grounds being Doctor's Lake, about 
20 miles above the city. The bass taken average about 10 pounds in weight. The haul-seines are 
fished in all the little creeks ancl bays along the river, for 10 or 12 miles on either side oflhe city. 
The principal species of the Jacksonville market are mullet (Mugil albula and M. braziliensis), 
shad (Olupea sapidissima), trout (Oynoscion maculatmn), bass (Scimna ocellata), croakers (Micro-
pogon itnd~latus), sheepshead (Diplodus probatocephalus), drum (Pogonias chromis), sailor's choice 
(applied to numerous species, but more particularly to Lagodon rhomboides), flounders (Pseudorhom,-
bus dentatus)·, yeJlow-tails (Bairdiella chn1surci), an<l whiting (Menticir,;its alburnus), together with 
fresh-water trout (JJficropterus pallidus), and bream and perch of various kinds. 
Three-fourths of the shad and half of the mullet and bass are shipped, and the reµiainder are 
consumed locally. Of those shipped, a few shad and bass go to the Northern markets, but the 
greater part are sent to the i_nterior of Georgia, and South Carolina. 
- PALATKA.-Palatka, the only village of any importance on the Saint John's above Jackson-
. ville, is situated about 100 miles from· the mouth of the river, in the midst of a large fruit-growing 
section. It is the center of steamboat navigation for the upper Saint John's and Ocklawaha 
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River . The village i n~ar a, narrow portion of the river, locally known as "The Devil's Elbow," 
which i one of the best points for the capture of shad and mullet in this part of the State. 
The fir t fi hing of importance at this , place was by Capt. C. B. Smith, of Connecticut, in the 
winter of 1871-'72. He was remarkably successful, and shipped large numbers of shad to the 
Northern markets, and also sent a considerable number of mullet to Jacksonville. From that 
date he came yearly to Palatka with an increased. number of men, and it is said that during the 
season of 1874-'75 he caught 55,000 shad. with six nets. Up to 1876 he had the fishing all to 
) C • q 
himself, but at this time the inhaqf t~nts, seeing the value of the fish_ery, made preparations to 
take part in it. In the season of 1879-'80 there were ten nets, with twenty men, engaged exclu-
sively in the shad fisheries, landing about 12,000 fish. There is considerable fishing with hook and 
line for fresh-water trout, and several tons are brought to Palatka for market each winter. Mullet 
are very abundant during the· greater part of the year,. and · especially so between July and 
September, though little attention is paid to their capture, and almost none are shipped. 
WELAKA' AND LAKE GE0RGE.-Welaka is a small river landing, with two stores, in the 
heart of a fruit-growing region, 25 miles above Palatka. It is situated on a narrow part of the 
river, a few miles below the point where it expands to form Little L~ke George. This is a shoal-
water lake, 4 miles wide by 7 long. A few miles farther up the stream is Lake George, the 
prettiest and clearest sheet of water on the entire river. This lake is 12 miles wide by 16 to 20 
miles long, and abounds in fish of various species, being seemingly the . summer home of large 
numbers of mullet. There are several salt springs in various parts of the lake, and the fishermen 
claim that many of the mullet spawn there instead of taking the long trip to the sea. · 
Between Welaka and Lake George there is a limited fishery for shad, ~ullet, aud "foul-fish,n 
employing twelve men during a portion of the year; but the fishing, with the exception of that 
during the shad season, is viry irregular, and the chief aim is to catch "foul-fish" (including 
catfish, gizzard-shad, and gar-fish, aud other worthless species), which are sold as a fertilizer at $8 
:a ton. The fishing for mullet and foul-fish is not confined to any particular locality, the nets being 
set either in the la.ke or river; but the shad are principally taken in the narrower places along the 
.stream. 
In 1879 there were three shad-nets, six mullet-nets, and one haul-seine fished in this section. 
'The catch was about 4,500 shad, 20,000 mullet, and 600 barrels of foul-fish, the whole having a 
value of $1,800. 
Probably no point on the Saint John's River affords better facilities for an extensive mullet 
fi hery than Lake George. Fish of large size are reported to be remarkably abundaut during the 
entire year, and it is said that they can be taken in any quantity desired. At present, as bas been 
stated, there are but six small nets, and these are fished only occasionally, a few mullet being sent 
fre h to Palatka, the others being consumed locally. The distance from a suitable market might 
interfere wi h any exten ive shipping of fresh mullet, but it seems probable that any party familiar 
with the proper methods of salting and curing fish could establish a very profitable business in 
th al ting and hipping of mullet to other States, especially to those of North and South Carolina. 
LAKE MoNR0E.-Lake Monroe, a sheet of water 5 miles wide by 10 long, is simply another 
xpan ion of the Saint John's River, 240 mile above its mouth. On the banks of this lake are 
th ttl m nt of felonville, anford, and Enterprise, all villages of small size, although among 
tlie 1 rg t in t i I rti f the tate. They are coming into favor as winter resorts, and several 
g od h t 1 h v b n r ce.ntly built. 
Tb .fir t fi bery of importanc in thi region was in 1874, when parties from Palatka estab-
h h t rat the upp r en 1 of the lake, salting their catch or shippin~ it to 
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Jacksonville and Palatka in ice. This fishery bas been occasionally prosecuted by Northern fish-
ermen since that tiIPe, and during the winter of 1879 one seine was fished regularly on the bar, 
the catch, w bich amounted to 2,500 shad, being sold to the hotels in the locality. The fishing 
season lasts from the 1st of December to the middle of April. Another seine and two or three 
gill-nets are owned in the region, but the fishing is very irregular and mostly for family use. 
LAKE HARNEY.-Lake Harney, about 265 miles above the mouth of the Saint John's, is the 
highest point on the 'river where the fisheries have be'en prosecuted, and even here the fishing has 
been very limited. The lake, which is only 5 or 6 miles in diameter, is so shoal that a common 
seine will scrape the bottom in almost every part. It was first visited four or five years ago by 
Palatka parti~s, who were successful in taking a large number of shad and mullet, which they 
salted and shipped to Jacksonville. 
In the winter of 1879-'80 two crews came from Jacksonville, with seines and other necessary 
apparatus, to catch fish for shipment in ice to that market; but after three or four weeks they 
gave up the work, owing to the unusually high water which covered the surrounding country and 
allowed the fish to escape into the grass of the swamns, The catch amounted to almost nothing, 
though nnqer ordinary circumstances the lake is said to be an excellent location for a fishery. 
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FISHERIES OF THE GULF OF MEXICO. 
A.-GENERAL REVIEW OF THE FISHERIES OF THE GULF 
STATES. 
194. EXTENT OF THE FISHERIES. 
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS ON THE FISHERIES AND FISHERY RESOURCES OF TiIF. GULF 
0OAST.-Almost a third part of the entire coast of the United States, excluding the Territory of 
Alaska, borders on the Gulf of Mexico, the waters of which, under the benign influences of a tropical 
sun, teem with au almost endless variety of animal life. Nowhere do the rich Southern fauna :find 
a more genial habitat, and in few localities could man levy upon the sea a heavier tribute of deli-
cious fish and mollusks to supply his table. But, strange as it may appear, the :fisheries of these 
1,n50 nautical miles of coast line fall short in value of those of the single State of New York by 
$450,000; and ·the States of Massachusetts, Oregon, and :v.Iaine have fisheries, respectively, :five 
times, four times, and thrice as great as those of the entire .American coast of the Gulf. 
Among the Gulf-bordering States, Florida holds the :first rank, the people of its western 
shores taking marine products to the value of $426,527. To Western Florida the entire sponge 
:fishery of the United States is confined, and over $200,000 per annum accrue to her _citizens from 
. this source alone. This State also ~xcels all others in the extent and value of its mullet :fisheries, 
w bile Louisiana holds the same pre-eminence with respect to the shrimp, of w hi~h species Texas 
also obtains a goodly share. 
Returning again to,the Gulf coast as a whole, it will be observed that the principal products 
are oysters, sponges, groupers, mullet, shrimp, and reel-snappers. These are named in the order of 
their monetary importance, the value of the oysters taken exceeding by over 35 per cent. that of 
any other species obtained by the Gulf fishermen, although very insignificant when compared with 
the production of the oyster industries of many of the Atlantic States. · 
It is to be hoped that the inhabitants of these shores will soon awaken to a realization of the 
store of wealth which beneficent nature brings to their very feet; if they do not, others will step in 
before them and bear away the :first-fruits, for these well-nigh limitless sources of material pros-
perity cannot much longer remain unnoticed. When there shall he a fuller knowledge of the 
importance of these resources and better facilities of transportation have arisen, the fisheries of the 
.American side of the Gulf of Mexico ;will take an enormous stride and compete even with those of 
enterprising New England. 
STATISTICAL RE0APITULATION.-The following statements give the statistics of these fisheries 
, for the year 1880, and on the subsequent pages will be found a detailed account of their present 
condition: 
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Summary statement of persons t1nployed. 
Persons employed. 
Fi hormen ............................................•...... 






Detailed statement of capital ini:estecl ancI apparatus employed. 
Apparatus specified. Number. Value. 
Vessels (3,009.E6 tons) . . .. ...... .... .. . . . . .••.•. 197 $308,051 
Boats........................................... 1, 252 50,173 
Other a?paratus, including outfits .............. 
1 
....... :...... 52, 823 
Cannenes and other shore property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 134, 537 
----·-1-----
'.rotal . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 545, 584 
Detailed statement of the quantities ancl 1:alueli of protlucts. 
rro<lucts specified. Pounds taken. 
Value to 
fishermen. 
Bluefish .. ............................ ,.......... 44, 2W $885 
Crabs............................... . . . . . . . . . . . . 324, 000 8, 100 
Cmwfi h........................ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24, 000 C:00 
Green turtle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 234, 000 9, 120 
Groupers .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 764, 000 141, 120 
Mullet............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 217, 750 a 108, 421 
Oysters . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . •• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 051, 075 313, 200 
Pompano . . . . . . . . • . • . . . .. . . . . . . . .•• . . . . . . . . . • . . . 14, 212 1, 421 
Red snappers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 463, 293 66, 757 
Shrimp.......................................... l, 171,500 I 69,300 
Sponges......................................... 207,000 200, 750 
All other species.... .. . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 026, 130 307, 670 
Total ...........................•......... 23,561,210 J--1-,-22-7-, 54-4-
1 
a Including 13,325 dozen roes, worth $5,867. 
B.-THE FISHERY INTERES'l"S OF WESTERN FLORIDA. 
195. STATISTICAL RECAPITULATION. 
m1wwry statement of perso11s employed. 
P ersons employed. I Number. 
Fishermen ................... .........•...................... . i---1,-93_6_
1 
Shoremen .........................•.......................... · 1 170 
1-----1 
Total ................................................... , 2, 112 1 
Detailed statement of capital investec1 and a1Jparahts em1Jloycd. 
pp:iratu sp ifi cl Numb r. I Value. 
I 
; at el .. ~~·.1·5·2··~~.~~~. ~:: ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::: :: : : : :I ~:: $2~:: ::: 
ther apparn o , lo lodiD" outfit......... . ..... .. . .. . . . . . ... 21,823 
aud otb r bor pr p 1-ty . .••••.••••• J ........ .. . . . 52, 537 
To .l. ......... . ........................... 1 .............. ,~503 
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Detailed statement of the quant-ities and values of the products. 
Products specified. 
Bluefish .............................••..•...... 
Green turtle ................................... . 
Groupers .. .. ." ............. .......•............... 
Mullet .......•................................. 
Oysters .•. ...................................... 
l'ompano .••••................................... 
Red snappers ..•.................. ~ ............ . 
Sponges .......•.....•.......... : . ............. . 
All other species ............................... . 
Total. ................................... . 
Pounlls Value to 
taken. :fishermen. 
44,250 $885 
180, 000 7, 200 
1,764,000 141,120 
· 2, 028, 250 a 102, 721 
410, 200 10, 950 
14,212 1,421 
223, 293 8, 932 
207, 000 200, 750 
3, 505, 130 90, 840 
8, 376, 335 564, 819 
a 1n·cluding 13,325 dozen roes, wo1ih $5,867. 
196 .. THE FISHERIES OF KEY WEST. 
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ADV.ANT.AGES OF KEY WEST FOR .A. FISHING ST.ATION.-That Key West should be an 
important fishing community is· quite natural from its geographical pos-ition. It is a coral-limestone 
island, situated-far from the mainland, almost entirely siurounded _by reefs of coral which afford 
shelter for myriads of fishes and their food, and its proximity to the water o.f the Gulf Stream causes 
a congenial temperature for most of the southern forms of marine life. Key We~t is equally 
convenient to the fishing.grounds in winter, when .fish are likely to be away from the coast and 
near the edge of the Gulf Stream, and in summer when the fish sre near the shore. The larger 
fish, living at or near the bottom, can always find hai:_bor and food among the reefs; ancl the 
smaller ones are equally well situated in the still shoal water between this key and those to the . 
immediate east. The fishing grounds for smacks in search of large fish, su~h as tbe grouper and 
re<l snapper, are chiefly north of Key West and the Florida reef, along the mainland shores, and 
about the western end of the reef, in the vicinHy of the Tortugas. · The vessels engaged in the 
sponge fishery find grounds am~ng ·the reefs eastward from Key West to Cape Florida and oft' the 
Florida coast from Anclote Keys north to Saint Mark's, and the fishing gro11nds for the smaller 
fish lie near and around Key West. Key West derives great advantages from being convenient 
to the large markets of Havana and New York. The former is only a fourteen hours' sail and the 
latter is directly and freq uent1y communicated with by steamships. 
DESCRIPTION OF FISHING VESSELS.-The Key West market fishery is carried on by a fleet of 
vessels and boats which fish on the coral reefs at the edge of the Gulf Stream, usually at a distance 
of 5, sowetimes 10 miles from Key West. 
With the exception of two vessels, sloop-rigged, all the larger smacks engaged in the fishery 
from the port of Key West, are schooner-rigged. These smacks may be divided into two classes: 
those built in Connecticut, and those built at Key West in imitation of New England .fishing 
vessels. The Key-West-built vessels are considered much more durable than those which come from . 
New England, which, however, they resemble in general appearance. The various kinds of wood 
obtained in the South are regarded as being much better adapted for use in the construction of 
vessels for Southern waters-being less liable to decay-than those from which the New England 
vessels are made. The arrangement of the wells in these smacks is the same as that followed in 
the boats engaged in the New York market fisheries. A Key.West-built vessel of 40 tons costs 
about $10,000. 
L.A.Y.-With the exception of two vessels, the crews of the smacks fish on shares. The owner 
of the. ,essel receives 40 per cent. of the groRs proceeds of the catch, and out of that he pays 40 per 
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cent. of all bills for port charges, food, and apparatus, the last two being furnished by the owner 
previous to the sailing of the vessel. The crew receives the ·remaining 60 per cent. of tbe gross 
proceed , from which they pay 60 per cent. of all the bills for port charges, food, and apparatus, 
dividing the remainder among themselves. The captain, in addition to his share, receives from 
ti.le owner 5 per cent. of the total paid to the owner, or, in other words, 2 per cent. of the gross 
stock of the voyage. Some shippers, instead of receiving this 5 per-cent., are pajd by the owner a 
certaiill amount per month, generally about $15. 
Bo.A.TS IN MARKET FISHERY.-The boats used in the Key West market fishery are, with few 
exceptions, built upon one model and adopt a 'uniform style of rig; that of the sloop. The mast 
is placed well forward so that the jib, which is a small sail, can be furled during heavy wiuds 
without affecting the management of the boat. The mainsail, which has no gaff, runs up to a 
point at the masthead, and is of the shape known as ''leg-of-mutton sail." The foot of the main-
sail is cut convexly,* and is fastened to the boom only at the extreme ends, leaving the ~'roach" 
to bang below the boom. It is thought that a sail cut in this manner conduces to the greater speed 
of the vessel. In rough weather the jib is not used, and is of but little consequence at any time. 
In all there are about forty boats, manned by seventy-five men. The average length is about 
twenty-four feet, with a width of eight or nine feet and a depth of four or five feet. 
AU of these boats · are provided with wells. This provision is absolutely necessary in hot 
climes in or~er that the fish may be brought alive to market. They are built very sharp on the 
bottom, with large draught, so that the hull may be submerged to such a depth as to afford a 
supply of water in the well sufficient for the preservation of the fish. These boats have but little 
shear; they are made with raking stems and sterns and a deep keel. · They draw more water aft 
than forward. The interior of the boat is divided into three compartments. In the bow is a cabin 
or "cuddy," in whic_h dry clothes and spare gear are kept. The entrance to this cabin is through _ 
a small llatch just aft the mast. Next comes the well, occupying about one-fifth of the entire 
length of the boat. Last in order is the "cockpit," which is of the same width as the well, 
extending to within a few feet of the stern . 
.As a rule these boats present but a rude appearance and furnish little evidence of fine work-
manship. They are very strong and sea,worthy, and answer admirably their purpose. They are 
purely Bermudian or Bahamian in type, and many of them have been brought over on the decks 
of ,e els from the Bermudas, and some few have sailed across to Key West from the Bahamas. 
The e boats are employed in the fisheries throughout the year. The men fish in them at a 
di tance of fro_m one to four miles from shore with han<l-lines. The fish caught represent all the 
common pecies of these waters. The average value of each <lay's catch for the whole year is $1 
for each man. Of course, on some days one man will take enough fish to realize from the sale of 
them as much as $20. Dnrir1g several weeks in the year the fishing is extremely irregular on 
account of rough weather. 
The proceeds of the catch are divided into a certain number of shares, one of which belongs 
to each fl herman, one share being given to the owner of the boat. There is no distinction in the 
, har of the captain and that of any on of the crew. 
'EI E .-Th r are hree in in u e at Key We t throughout the year. Their average 
1 1 °th i. 4- fatll n l d th 12 fi et, with am h of 1 to l i inches. From four to six men are 
f the lim n ·i n . Th catch include all the common species, of which, 
th i · tak n each lay. The yearly average catch for each 
in 
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PRODUCTS.-The fl,eet of boats comes home at night and lies at the wharf until morning, when 
the sale of fish takes place. 
The species most esteemed for its food qualities is the "grunt," next to which. comes the 
"small snapper," of which there are several kinds; groupers, and moonfish. All palatable fish 
sell readily. The prices obtained vary greatly, being high when fish are scarce and low when 
plentiful. The average price per pound is about 5 cents. Turtles brought to this market in the 
shell are sold for 4 cents a pound. This price varies but little. 
The favorite baits are crawfish and conchs. The crawfish is preferred to all others and i& 
foun<l. in the crevices among the rocks or on the sand-flats about Key West. Conchs are found on 
the shoals about Key West or on the reefs outside. Sometimes, when the fishermen have used up 
all their bait, they dive to the bottom, frequently 5 fathoms deep, and bring up conchs. While the 
fishermen are engaged in fisliing they often scatter broken crawfish, by which method they attract 
the fish to the surface. All unmerchantable fish are thrown pack into the water. Great quanti-
ties of kingfish are taken at certain times-generally most abundant during "northers''-by troll-
ing lines as the boat sails. A good day's catch jg 100 small fish or 25 kingfish. Sometimes, how-
ever, more than t,viee that number are taken. 
DISPOSITION OF CATCH.-The object of this boat fishery is to supply the people of Key West 
with fresh fish, which are sold afrrn at the wharves from the boats. When an unusually large 
amount has been taken into the market a portion of the catch is bought by the fishing smacks and 
taken to Havana, where they are disposed of. As soon as the fish are sold, which is usually the 
case by 9 o'clock in the morning, the fleet of boats starts in different directions for the reefs of 
coral which extend along the edge of the Gulf Stream. Sometimes these boats go ten miles from 
Key West to fish, but usually not over four miles. When they reach suitable fishing grounds th~y 
anchor and commence work. 
"BAITING UP."-Here, as also at the Bahama Islands, a curious met~od is adopted for the 
purpose of insuring a good supply of fish at any given spot. This is called by the fishermen 
" baiting up," and is performed thus: A large supply of crawfish, having been collected by the 
fishermen, is mashed up into a pu]py mass called '' chum," which is then placed in ordinary gunny-
bags and carried to the selected . spot where the bag is placed in the water. The bait in one bag 
will last several da.ys, oozing out but_ slowly, and th us attract the fish. When the fishermen come 
back to this spot, four or five days later, they usually find a plentiful supp]y of fish in good con-
dition. 
H.A.VAN.A. M.A.RKET.-It has been already stated that the larger class of smacks take fish to . 
Havana. At that port there is a great variation in thb price paid for fish, ranging from 4 to 20 
cents a pound . . The original price w_as 50 cents apiece for all groupers and sna,ppers weighing 
over 5 pounds, those of less wbight counting two for one. From 1850 to 1860, 12, 15, and 20 cen~s 
a pound were paid, but the trade was crippled during the war and never regained its former 
standard. After the war the price fell as low as 4 cents a pound. The period during which this 
low price was paid was of but short duration. The fishermen refused to carry their catch there 
unless the value was increased, in consequence of which the Cubans agreed to take all that could 
be brought for 8 cents a pound. For a few months, during 1874, the price rose to 12 cents a pound, 
after which it fell to the old price, 8 cents, at which it still remains. 
There are no duties on the fish carried alive to that port, but the port charges and other 
expenses average nearly $100 a trip for each smack. 
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197. TIIE Fl TI.ERIES OF i'i10~ROE, l\IANITEE, AND HILLSBORO' copN'rIES. 
TOP0GRAPIIY OF THE REGION.-The extreme southwestern coast of Florida is au almo t 
uninhabited section, seldom ·dsited and but little explored. Viewed from the sea the coa t 
appear high and the coast-line seems to be without a break, but upon closer examination the 
coa t-line proves to be cut up _into countless numbers of small, low, mangrove-covered islands. 
In most places the country is broken up into tliis form by shoal lagoons for a distance of 5, 10, 
and even 20 miles inland. The ~eaward sides of these islands generally have narrow beaches of 
white sand, overgrown with sedge, according to the degree of their exposu.re to the waves. The 
Gulf waters touching this coast are extremely shoal, being only 10 or 12 feet deep at about an 
equal number of miles from the land. The soil is generally good, the climate almost unexcelled, 
and fish and game abound, but settlers :find the constant presence of tormenting insects and the 
extreme seclusion unbearable. Higher up the coast tlle waters of the Gulf become deeper, the 
i lancls larger and higher, and are formed of sand which is blown into exposed places, where it forms 
into dunes. The upper portions of the bays along the coast preserve the shallowness of the water 
and the small size of the islands noticed above as occurring off the coast ·of Monroe County. In 
these shoal waters are found, as will be seen in the history of the :fisheries, immense schools of mullet, 
the shoal water affording almost inexhaustible feeding grounds which are exceptionally free from 
predaceous fl hes. Between Charlotte Harbor and Sarasota Bay the coast is bold, with a broad 
and-beach, aud i coYered with a thick growth of tall pines. At Palmasola and Sarasota Bays 
the bores are higher and drier than at any point farther south, and are heavily wooded with 
palmettos and mangroves on the islands and with pines on the mainland. The outer sides of the 
i l, 111 are andy. and hilly. Outside of the channel the waters arc rather shoal. The Little and 
Big 'arasota Bays are connected with each other, and, by means of Palmasola Bay, also join 
Tampa Bay. On the hore of these bays many fruit-growers from the West and North have 
ettled. 
FISHERIES OF CHARLOTTE HARBOR. 
FISHING STATIONS OF CHARLOT'.l'E HARBOR.-In Monroe County there are no :fishing stations 
wol'tby of notice. The first four on the coast and on the island~ off Manitee County are: Captiva, 
on Captiva L land; two at the north end of' Lacosta Island, near Boca Grande, carried on by Span. 
iards, aud one at the northern end of Gasparilla I land. These 1isberies are all carried on in Char-
lott II arbor. They are engaged in supplying the Cuban market, and the methods of :fishing, style of 
uildiug, , mode of curing the fl h, &c., are much the same as at the Sarasota Bay :fisheries, 
cone ruing whi~h all detail will be gi\·en, and from which a correct idea may be easily formed 
of the arrangement and method followed out at the Charlotte Harbor fish~ries, when no differ-
nc are pecially noted. 
The profit of the :ti hiug at the e fonr tations have been diminished both by the political 
tronbl in u a, and 1 y the glutting of the uban market . The stations are all occupied every 
ar, but eldom by the ame par tie . Tb Ga parilla fi hery i an exception; this one is carried 
n y on Broth r, , and manag d by aptain Beacon. The money made by the fishermen i 
1 . than in i rm r ·ear:, when both :ti ·h au ro wer worth m re; y t, v ·11 with the pre eut price 
th m n 1 w 11, if th roperly managed. The trade ith n a i now more exten ive 
ing i11t r ted ·in the ork. It wa report cl tltat Spaniard 
1 in th uu] r tb paui. h flag. Thi wa, fal . Sometim . , 
uickl - probi it d by th r venue file r ·. 
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aptain a n think that the upply of mullet has in no way diminished, and that they are as 
1 lentiful a th y hrrrn e,er been. Many experiments have been made at these stations, resulting 
, ry ften iu failure. The men engaged there of course profit by the accumulated experience 
·ained by the exertion of others. The buildings are now of a more permanent character, and, if 
po ssion can be obtained of the islands or groun·d which the stations occupy, this trade will 
probably increa e and assume an important shape. 
Cn.A.RLOTTE HARBOR FISHING BO.A.TS.-There is a peculiarity in the Charlotte Harbor boats. 
They- are built so as to carry a large load in very shallow water. They resemble, in some 
respects, the Jap-strea}r boats of Maine. In fact they are a kind of la.p-streak boat, having planks 
of cedar or white pin.e, knees and timbers rather large and of oak, and fastened with galvan- · 
ized iron. Their usual length is 24 feet, and their width 8 feet. In shape they are somewhat 
awkward, ·being full at bow and ste-rn, :flat-bottomed, stem and stern raking, and quarters over-
hanging. They are, however, able boats, and well adapted for th_e work. Besides carrying a large 
seine and six men, they will carr;y 65 tubs of mullet. While :fishing they are rowed by two or four 
men, the captain standing in the bow to guide with a pole. These boats are made to order in New 
York, and cost $150. There are not over a dozen on this coas~, and these are continually changing 
hand s. Each of these four .fisheries has two boats and two seines . 
• 
0.A.PTIV.A. FISHING ST.ATION.-At the Captiva fishing station, managed by Captain Pierce, of 
Key ·west, are thirty :fishermen. An of them are" Conchs," natives of the Bahamas, or Ameri-
cans. The seine8 are 120 and 100 fathoms long, and eacll is 18 feet deep. The stretch of mesh is 
2½ inches. During 1879, 3,000 quintals of salted mullet and 225 quintals of dried mullet roe wei:e 
sent from the Captiva :fishery to -Cuba. 
FISHING STATIONS ON LA.COST.A. lSL.A.ND.-At Lacosta fishery No. 1 are twenty-six fishermen, 
all Spaniards from Cuba or Key West, excepting orie American, Jose Sega is the captain. The 
two seines at this place are each 100 fathoms long, and 24 and 1.8 feet deep, respectively. The 
stretch of mesh is about 2 inches. In 1879 1,5~0 quintals of salted mullet and 120 quintals of 
mullet roe were sent to Cuba from this station. 
At Lacosta fishery No. 2 are ·twenty-four men, all Spaniards, excepting one American, as at 
No. l. Captain Papy commands the station. The two seines used here are 100 fathoms and 75 
fathoms long, arid 16 and 12 feet deep, respective~y. From this place 2,100 quintals of salt mullet 
and 250 quintals of mullet roe were shipped to Cuba in 1879. 
GASP.A.RILL.A. FISHING ST.A.TION.-At the Gasparilla :fishery, managed l>y Captain Beacon, a;re 
thirty .fishermen, either Conchs ~r Americans from Key West. The Conchs here, as elsewhere, 
are very ignorant, and are the drudges and laughing-stock of the ot~ers. 
From Gasparilla, in 1879, 2,500 quintals of salted mullet and 200 quintals of mullet roe were 
shipped to Cuba. In 1877, 2,400 quintals of salted mullet and 175 quintals of dried roe were· 
shipped, and in 1878, 2,600 quintals of salted mullet and 300 quiiltals of dried roe. 
The seines here are 80 and 60 fathoms Jong, and 24 and 18 feet deep, respectiv~ly. The stretch 
of mesh is about the same as that ot the others already mentioned. 
SEINES.-The seines above referred to,· and varying considerably in size, require from four to · 
· twelve men each to handle them. The fishing is carried on from the middle of August to the 
middle of Jan_uary, and the variety chiefly taken is mullet. Ten to twenty thousand :fishes are 
~requently taken at a haul. More are often surrounded by the s·eine than can be hauled out. 
There is no bag or pocket to these seines, and therefore they are hauled out on the beach. 
LA Y.-The ''lay" arrangement at the Gasparilla fishery differs from that at the other three 
fisheries. At the first-named fishery all the gear and the carrying vessel belong to one company, 
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the Beacon Brothers. This company, having provided the out.fit, receives 35 per cent. of the catch 
and pay 35 pe_r cent. of all the bills. The other 65 per cent. is divided equally among the two 
captain and the crew, who pay the remaining 65 per cent. of the bills. At the other three, the 
two Spanish :fisheries on Lacosta Island and the Captiva :fi.slleries, their vessels are hired, and this 
arrangement is in practice. The bills are paid from the total proceeds and tlle remainder is divided 
thus·: Vessel, 20 per cent.; fishery, 15 per cent.; and crew, 65 per cent. The crews in either case 
receive the same. 
~ ~ 
DISPOSITION bF CATCH.-The prices obtained in Cuba for the fish are: Salted mullet, 3½ 
cents and 4 cents a pound; dried mullet roe, 3½ cents, 4 cents, and 4¼ cent& a pound. The duties 
on the fish and roes amount to $1.40 on the quintal. The markets to which shipments are made 
are Havana, Matanzas, Cardenas, and Sagua la Grande. 
FrsH-CURING.-Tbe curing of the fish is thus effected: On one side of the table are the 
" splitters," ten in number; on the other side are seven men arranged as follows: The second and 
third men from either end remove the gills and entrails; they_ are the '' gillers." The end men 
scrape the black lining from the inside, and the fourth or middle man is an expert, who takes out 
the spawn; he is called the "spawner." Five of the splitters, as they finish splitting the fish, 
throw them in a pile to the gillers, who do their work and turn the fish with spawn_.over to the 
spawner, and those without spawn to the scraper. As soon as the spawn is removed, the fish go 
to the scraper and by him are finished with, so far as dressing them is concerned. The fish are 
now thrown into a trough of salt water and allowed to remain in soak until they are all split, when 
they are removed to be salted and packed away. The salting process is described below in t~e 
paragraphs on the Sarasota fisheries. 
The roes, noticed by the writer at the Spanish fisheries in process of being dried, were 
maggoty, but the :fishermen seemed to think they were all right, remarking that that condition 
was "nothing unusual." At the other two fisheries the roes were in excellent condition, clean and 
weet. Their fl h and roes were superior to those at the Spanish fisherjes. The process of drying 
roe at these four :fisheries was the same as that adopted at the Sarasota :fisheries, and which is 
<le cribed below in detail. 
FISHERIES. OF SAR.A.SOT.A. BAY. 
FISHING STATIONS OF SARASOTA BAY-'Ihe next group of :fisheries are those of Sarasota 
Ba;y, compri ing Hunter's Point fishery, Roberts fishery, and Sarasota :fishery. The first named is 
on the dividing line between Sarasota and ~almasola Bays. The buildings there are owned by 
w tzer & Thom on. 
At noter' Point are eighteen fishermen. Many are natives of the Bahamas, and are called 
h re, a al o at Key Wet "Conchs"; the rest are Americans. The men employed in carrying 
to market the ft h which the regular ft hermen catch are counted as belonging to the fishery gangs, 
and receive either a bare of the catch or wages. 
EINES AT UNTER' P0INT.-At Hunter' Point fl hery therA are two seines in use. One of 
tb mi 1 0 fathom long and 16 feet deep, with a 2-inch mesh, requiring eight men to handle it. 
Th th r i 7- fathom long, 12 feet deep, and ha a me h of 1¼ inches t-retch. Four men handle 
tbi n t. Tb ar u ed in ctob r, ovember, December, and January. Mullet is the 
n 1 7 1 ,O pound were caught at a haul. The catch i frequently 
anno all e ~ v d. I one in tance the fl h carried away the seine from 
I HIN B .AT .-The at n d in thi ft bery are larger and of a bett r 
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build than those of the average size. They are of two sizes, the larger ones used by the men while 
handling the seines, and the smaller ones serving as tenders to the former. The seine-boats are 
26 feet long and 7 or 8 feet wide. They are built as flat as possible on the bottom, but retain tLe 
form of a round-bottom boat. The bow in these boats is very sharp; the stern wide and overhang-
ing on the quarter. The wood of which they are made is strong, but light. Their carrying capacity 
is very great, and they are well adapted for their woi;k. The smaller boats are about 16 feet long. 
HUNTER'S POINT CAST-NE'.l'S.-Of the two kinds of cast-nets-the ''bag" and the "bail"-so 
generally used on the west and southwest coasts ,of Jflorida,".the "bail" net is in more general use 
at Hunter'8 Point and at all other fisheries mentioned in this section. This net is circular in shape, 
with a diameter of 12 or 14 feet. Leads are strung at equal distances around its edge, and in the 
center is a horn ring, through which a cord may play. From the end of this cord (which is the 
band-line), and inside of the net, radiate ten or twelve smaller cords or bails, which are all fastened 
to the lead-line at regui'ar distances. This style of net is always free from tangles. When it is to 
be thrown, it is lifted by the center, the leads thereby coming together and giving the net a cylin-
drical appearance. The hand-line and a portion of the net is gathered in the left hand, the lead-
line being held in the teeth and the majority of the leads in the right hand. In launching, both 
hands are swung from the left side to the right; at the same time a quick turn is girnn to the bcdy 
in the same direction. If the net is well thrown it will strike the water flat at a distance of 12 or 
15 feet f~om the "caster." As soon as the leads reach the bottom tlie net is hauled in by jerks on 
the hand-line, this having been retained in the band of the :fisl..ierman. There is no trouble in haul-
ing up this kind of cast-net, as there is in the case of the bag-net, which will _be described in speak-
ing of the fisheries where that type is in favorite use. In the case of the ,~ bail" net, the net has 
only to be raised by the horn ring when the leads have sunk, and with it is raised whatever may 
be caught. The cast-net is used only in shoal water. Its value ranges from $5 to $15, dependent 
upon size of mesh, material used, &c. The average size of mesh is 1 inch, and cotton twine of nine 
threads is preferred. 
BUILDINGS, ETC., AT HUNTER'S POINT FISHERY.-The Hunter's Point :fishery, one of the most 
important on the coast, is prosecuted with a special view to supplying the Cuban markets. The 
arrangements are very complete. The building whe~e the fish are cured and stowed is about 30 
feet long by 12 feet wide, and is built out from the shore on piling. There are ·two other rooms: 
One, built of boards, is used as a kitchen and dining-room and dwelling for the captain's family; 
the other, a palmetto-thatched shanty, is used by tlie men as a sleeping apartment. Among 
the apparatus owned here are seine-reels, frames on which to dry mullet-roe, .and machinery for 
hauling up the boats from the :water. 
The buildings at all the :fishing places on this coast resemble each other, with the exception 
that at different places their relative positions and siz.es may be changed. 
Flocks of turkey-buzzards hover about these buildings and feast on the decomposed fish-refuse 
when carried out into the woods or back of the ranch. 
MULLET.-The :fishermen at Hunter's Point were found to be obliging and ready to give all 
the information they possessed. Their knowledge of the habits-,of the mullet appeared somewhat 
limited, only three or four months being passed by the men at fue fishery. Their captain was then 
absent in Key West. 
The present abundance of mullet is considered equal to that in former years, the 1879 catch 
being considered larger than for four or five years past. When leaping from the water in great 
numbers, they make a noise like the sound of thunder; this continues day and night. 
LA.Y.-At this fishery, as at all otheis engaged in supplying the Cuban markets, the "lay" 
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, rrangem nt i a follow , subject to slight variations: After all bills have been paid, <lutie , 
tonna fee , provi ion ~ill , salt-bills, &c., the owners of the fishery apparatus receive 15 per 
c nt., the owne: of the ves. els employed .iu taking the fish thence to Cuba, ~O per cent., and of 
what i left, each :fisherman receives one share; the boys, if any, are allowed only half a share. 
The captain receives a share aud a half. The general complaint is that there is no money to be 
made in the bu iness and that'the fishermen always come out in debt. The vessel's expenses are 
quite hea,y and are paid from the common stock; but undoubtedly more profit is realized by the 
·rn ·el than by any of the men engaged in the fishery or the owner or owners of the apparatus. 
The continued political troubles in Cuba have injured t,hese fisheries, for the Cubans have no 
money, and so, to ave themseh-es from being worsted, imposed heavy duties ·on all imports. 
CUBAN l\I..A.RKET.-The market prices in Cuba are as follows: Salt fish, 4 cents a pound, or $4 
a quintal. This price bas not varied for several years, but is not more than two-thirds of what it 
was six years ago and before that time. Mullet roe, dried in Cuba, 50 cents a dozen. This price 
has not nried for the last six years. The duty on salt fish imported into the Cuban markets is 
$1.40 a quintal. The principal markets are Havana, Matanzas and Cardenas, and occasionally 
Sagua la Grande. Some of the dealers bt1.y fish by the vessel load upon arrival. An average load 
for a fish-carrying vessel is 300 to 400 quintals. 
METHOD OF CURING MULLET-R0ES.-The mullet-roes are thus cured: Having · been collected 
~~om the fish in a vat with a ·weak solution of brine over them, and allowed thus to re~ain_ over 
night,1 the roes are taken out the next morning and carefully spread on boards in the sun. 
After one day's expo ure other boards ar~ laid on the roe. They are now between boards and in 
• a h·ape which will admit of rapid handling in case of rain. If the sun is shining brightly and 
there i. a good breeze, a week will suffice for the roes to become dry and thoroughly pres8ed. 
fterward they are handled in baskets, tubs, &c., and are sent to market en masse. There is a 
gr ater demand for mullet-roe in Cuba than Florida. If a spawning fish is bruised or other-
wi e injured in the eine the roe is worthless, turning a dark-reel color. Again, if too much salt is 
put upon a spawning fish at first, the sac cracks and the eggs are burned out on being exposed to 
un and pre ure. Rain is injurious to mullet-roes, hence the threat of a shower causes much 
unea ine in a drying camp. • 
KENCH-CURTNG OF MULLET.-The method of curing mullet, known as tbe "kench-curing," 
and referred to in the ection on the Charlotte Harbor fisheries, is practiced at Hunter's Point 
fi h ry, Rob rt ' fi hery, and Sarasota fishery. The treatment of the fish at any of these places is 
thu de cri d: T4e fl h, when taken from the boat, are carried to the clea11ing-house and piled 
on th floor n ar th cleaning-table. There are two, four, or six splitters, who first take the fish in 
hand and p1i them from no e to tail through the back. These ~en s?ove them along to others 
or ut th m ~long the backbone, remoYing gills and entrails. Other men are ready 
t giv th m thcj fini bing touch by craping out the black stomach-lining. They then pass the 
fi h t the alting-ta le, wber they are rubbed with Liverpool salt, after which their insides are 
fill d with it an l clo d up, leaving tlrn natural hape of the :fi h. There are others, men or boys, 
mpl · din pa king the .fi h away a oon a· they are alted. They are packed in regular order, 
b d ut, in on corn r of th hou e, and, wL u the pile become large, present a mo t peculiar 
r m ling a work of ma onry m r than anyt1 ing l e. On the occa ion of a big 
at Ii£ n a ivit:v di r l y d at a fl h ry, all hand , and a much help a 
ur l fr th nrr un ling ountry bei g l ept bu y until the fish are all 
b ·l auin i. fir: rfi r eel, th n the alti g, uule the banl be 
n rm u:; i num r in t < <1 fall, are 1 aned efore any ·altiug i done. By 
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r a ou of the difficulty encouutered in procuring all the help necessary in case of an exceedingly 
large catch, thousands of fish are often wasted, one-fifth, perhaps, containing spawn. Before 
goiug to 1eep, 50 barrelR, however, are often cleaned and packed away after the boats lut-vc 
r turned. from the day's :fishing. The first fish, thus carefully put up, are in a first-class condition 
for a·ny market. It is on1y in the warmest weather of .August and September that the mullet are 
known to rust. or turn red. 
A peculiar feature in the Cuban markets is that the people prefer to buy fish with their beads 
on. At the :fisheries where the fish are treated in this way no barreling or brine-salting is done. 
RoBERTS'S FISHERY.-Roberts's :fishery is situated on Sarasota Bay, at Big Sarasota Pass. It 
is managed by Mr. Roberts, of Key West, who supplies the Cuban markets. At Roberts's :fishery 
about half the twenty-two :fishermen are Conchs, the others come from Key West, and are mostly 
of American birth. As at Hunter's Point, the men on the carrying-vessels are regarded as forming 
part of the :fishing gang. 
The two seines in use at Roberts's fishery are respectively 110 and 75 fathoms in length and 16 
autl 10 feet in depth, with meshes respectively of 2 and 1¼ inches. The former reqi1ires eight men; 
the latter, four. Several hauls with the seine have pro-ved larger than twenty-two men could split, 
in consequence of which large numbers were spoiled. One lrnul contained at least 20,000 fish. 
The boats used here are similar to those ·in use at Hunter's Point. 
The bait-net is also preferred here to the bag-net, as at Hunter's Point. 
The :fishing is a success, although the buildings, &c., may not be quite so conveniently 
arranged as at Hunter's Point. There are three houses built of poles, with palmetto-leaf thatching. 
In one of these buildings the fish are cleaned and stored. The second is used as a kitchen and 
tue third for sleeping-quarters. The apparatus is practically similar to that at Hunter's Point. 
SAR.A.SOT.A. FISHERY.-In the vicinity of the last-mentioned :fishery is Sarasota :fishery. This 
is managed by six men, Americans, an of whom are equally interested. Their :fish are sold only 
in the home markets. 
At this point there is only one seine in use. This is 75 fathoms long and 15 feet deep, with 
1¼-inch mesh. The boats used are of a smaller type than those already alluded to. 
Here, as at the other smaller :fisheries, 30 per cent. of the proceeds is given to the fishery, and 
the other 70 per cent., after paying for salt, provisions, &c., is divided equally among the men. 
The price of fish in the home markets is 3 or 4 cents apiece, or $6 a barrel. Mullet-roes sell 
for :!5 cents a dozen. 
FISHERIES OF PALM.A.SOL.A. Il.A.Y. 
FISHING STATIONS OF p .ALM.A.SOL.A B.AY.-TYLER FISHERY.-The first fishery in Palmasola 
Bay, as one travels north, is called the Tyler :fishery and is the smaller of the two situated on this 
bay. Ilere three men, Sharpe, Tyler, and Doane, fish entirely with cast-nets; their catches are 
small and their requirements correspondingly few. They fl.sh for several months and catch quite 
sufficient for their own use and haYe a few barrels to sell. Throughout this bay there is a great 
deal of cast-net fishing; few, however, prove more remunerative than to supply the :fishermen 
with food. ' 
PICKLE-CURING OF MULLET.-At this place and Bishop's fishery, next in succession, a 
peculiar mode of preserving :fish is practiced. Tbe fish are split as for kench-curing, and after 
being washed are packed away iu large barrels, dry-ealted. In a few days they have made their 
own brine, and witJ1 some of it are finally packed away in barre1s made of cypress -wood and so 
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sent to market. Several specimens of fish thus cured were badly treated; they were ha.ggled with 
knives, did not have the black stomach-lining removed, and were made more disgusting by the 
unclean brine. These :fish are sold to inland settlers all over the State of Florida. 
BISHOP'S FISHERY.-The latter of the two :fisheries on Palmasola Bay is named Bishop's 
:fish~ry, being managed by a man of that name. The :fishermen, five in number, are all .Americans. 
One seine is used here; it is 60 fathoms long and 12 feet deep, with 1!-inch mesh. Four men 
are required to handle it. 
' The only boat here is a :flat-bottomed one. The conveniences for handling and curing the 
fish are very limited . 
.At this place are a couple of palmetto shanties, one of which is used as a kitchen, and the 
other as a sleeping apartment, in which also they clean and store the fish. 
The :fish put up here are barreled for borne use only. The market prices are the same as at 
Sarasota. 
FISHERY AT PALM KEY. 
APP ALA.CHIC0LA FISHERY AT p ALM KEY.-.At the north end of Palm Key, or Anna Maria, 
is the Palm Key :fishery, called also the .Appalachicola :fishery. In 1879 it was occupied by men 
from Appalachicola; hence the latter name. They had a shanty for storing and cleaning the fish, 
and a smaller one which they used as a kitchen. The inen lived on board the vessel which 
accompanied them. In this gang were seven men; their boat and seine were much smaller than 
. those in use at other :fisheries near by. 
MULLET-CURING AT PALM KEY.-Their method of curing was similar to that practiced at 
Appalacbicola; but differs from the methods used in South Florida. As soon as cleaned, the fish· 
having been split down the back, beheaded, and washed, they are dry-salted and packed in large 
pork or beef barrels, in which they are allowed to remain several days. They are then taken out 
and carefully packed in the white-pine barrels of Boston manufacture, furnished at .Appalachicola 
by Mr. Murat. The brine, which has formed around the :fish while in the pork barrels, is placed in 
a large kettle, boiled and strained unt.il it.is quite clear and pure, having been separated from the 
bloody and slimy matter which comes from the :fish. As soon as cold, this clarified brine is 
poured into the box in which the fish are packed. 
The .Appalachicola :fishermen are noted for their neatness and dispatch in handling salt-fish, 
and their crew at this place is no exception to the rule. In 1879 the mullet appeared to avoid the 
north end of Palm Key, where they usually collect in large numbers, and therefore the men had 
no chance to exhibit their skill and speed just referred to. In three months of that year they only 
put up 35 barrels of :fish. 
The amount of :fish caught here is included in the statistics of the .Appalachicola :fisheries. 
FISHERIES OF TAMPA BAY. 
FISHERIES OF TAMPA BAY.-The shores of Tampa Bay differ but little from those of the bay~ 
lying to the south. The waters are deeper and broader, and therefore the shores more genera11y 
t rminate in sandy beaches and little bluffi , where the waves and currents have acted with unusual 
force. There are some points where the features of the coast off Monroe County are reproduced, 
he hoa1 extending a. con ·derable di tance into the bay, the shores being cut up into small, low, 
m ngrove island , eparated y hoal channels of water. The land is everywhere covered with a, 
n gr wth, in the dry pla , of pin , oak , palmetto , and other trees peculiar to the climate, 
, n in h t lac , of mangrov , £ r h m t part. A out the lower part of the bay, and 
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touching the Gulf, are several quite large sand islands. These are fiat and bear a growth of i,al · 
metto and pine trees and coarse grass. On the shore of Tampa are more people than on any other 
part yet mentioned. Tampa, at the head of the bay, is a thriving town, and the northeastern and 
southwestern ends are quite thickly settled. Only two individuals were found who caught more 
:fi h than were necessary for their own food. These were Mr. Deshong, who· lives at the head of 
Tampa Bay, and Mr. C. S. Jones, living at Catfish Point. 
MULLET-FISHING .A.T TAMP.A. B.A.Y.-Mr. Deshong has been living on the bay for thirteen years, 
and has fished every season for mullet. He uses a small seine and gill-nets. In 1874 be salted 150 
barrels of mullet. Fish were then very plentiful, and there was a good demand for them. In 187G 
he put up 130 barrels; that year fish were not so abundant. In 1877 he packed 50 barrels; fish 
were scarce that year. In 1878 he also put up 50 barrels; during that year fish were a little more 
plentiful than in the previous year. In 1879 he only packed 28 barrels; fish were very scarce and 
the demand was limited. He put up his fish in cypress-wood barrels and half-barrels, and sold 
them to the inland settlers, either direct or through the Tampa storekeepers, at the rate of $7 a 
barrel. 
Mr. Deshong estimates that 100 barrels of fish are annually salted about Tampa Bay. Mr. 
J ones's opinion is that this estimate is twice too large. In speaking of the increase or decrease in 
the abundance of fish in Tampa Bay, Mr. Deshong says that several species, daily under his notice, 
have been decreasing in numbers steadily for the last five or six years. The mullet comes under 
this head. He thinks that the amount of spawn wasted with the mullet that are caught influence 
this decrease, and that the fish are frightened off by those fishing for them. Like many other fish-
ermen on this coast, he is confident that many kinds of fish have lately been less abundant. Under 
that head comes also the white perch (Roccus americanus). 
In past years it bas been the practice of Mr. Deshong every year to stop up the creeks arnl 
bayous with gill-nets and seines, thereby catching nearly every fish in them. He still tries the 
same expedient, but seldom succeeds in catching more than his family cari eat at one meal. This 
sad truth is realized all over the bay. 
SHARK .A.ND PORPOISE FISHING .A.T TAMP.A. B.A.Y.-Mr. Deshong has also been engaged in shark-
fisbing, and from him the following f~cts relative to that pursuit were learned: 
The winter and spring months are the best, for then the sh,arks are very fat. The fishermen 
provide themselves with an able and stout yawl-boat, a lily-iron, lances, coils of line, and large_ 
kettles. They then start for some point where sharks are known to be abundant. The boat car-
ries three ~en, two to row and one to stand in the bow and strike the fish. When a shark comes 
near the boat it is harpooned with the lily-iron, and the line is kept taut, lest it should be bitten 
off. When able to pull the fish alongside of the boat the men kill it with a lance. The sand or 
yellow sharks and the leopard-sharks are full of fight, and, when large, are difficult to manage. 
The other kinds give but little trouble. 
Porpc,ises are often struck, and, although very powerful and tenacious of life, are easily han-
dled and brought within reach of the lance. Mr. Deshong has caught 25 or 30, large and sniall, 
in a day, but 8 or 10 is an average day's catch. A medium-sized shark will yield 2 or 2½ gallons 
of oil from the liver and fat stomach coating; very large ones have been known to yield 10 gallons 
from the liver alone. Their bodies are not used, except to bait up others with. Mr. Deshong says 
that their flesh is watery, and, when allowed to dry, leaves but little bulk. Sharks kept for several 
days in alcohol shrivel up until nothing is left but the skin and frame. Five or six weeks in a 
season is about the limit of time during which this business is carried on. The average produce 
of oil for that period is about 300 gallons. 
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POUND FISHING.AT TAMP.A. B.A.Y.-Statements made by Mr. Jones on certain points connected 
with fi hand :ti hing in Tampa Bay will now be given. He has the only pound owned on the Gulf 
coa t. It is a small, crude affair, but does duty for cast-net and seine in providing Mr. Jones with 
all the fish he requires for his own consumption, and leaving some for sale. The pound is made 
from piles, boards, and small poles. The piles are driven as near as convenient to each other, the 
spaces being filled with boards, strips, or poles, this making a strong, solid wall. The" leader" is 
100 yards long, running out over a sand-shoal in only 2 feet of water at ordinary tides. The 
"bowl" or" heart" is V-shaped, and is 20 yards across the arms and 30 yards long, and is set 
in water only a few inches deeper than the leader. The entrance to the heart is a foot wide, and 
in the outer corner of the heart is another partition and entrance leading into a small pocket where 
the fish are supposed to finally stop. When this pound was first set, fish would not approach it, 
but when the stakes had become covered under water with barnacles and oysters, the fish collected 
about it in considerable numbers. He states that all the common fish in the bay now enter his 
pound; and small red-snapper and small jew-fish have occasionally been found in the pocket. The 
largest catch made by him consisted of 300 mullet in one night; all of them were in the pocket. 
An average night's catch brings him a dozen or two fish of various kinds. Sheepshead, redfisb, 
and salt-water trout seem to enter this pound more readily than any other fish. 
Many old fishermen have stated that mullet would not enter such an arrangement, but will, 
when they strike the leader, turn away. It is thought that if Mr. Jones was in a position to exper-
iment in deeper water the results would be very satisfactory. Mr. Jones does not attempt to bar-
rel any fish, but sells them kench-salted to any who come for them. He sells annually from 2,000 
to 3,000 fish, for each of which he receives about 3 cents. He also thinks, with Mr. Deshong, tbat 
many fish, and among them mullet, are yearly decreasing in numbers. He makes particular men-
tion of the white perch, saying that they will not take the hook in Tampa Bay. 
198. THE FISHERIES OF HERNANDO AND MARION COUNTIES. 
TAMP.A. B..A.Y TO CEDAR KEYS.-The coast between Tampa Bay and Cedar Keys is but tbinly 
settled, there being no large towns, and is, on that account, not remarkable for its :fishermen. In-
deed, the native :fishermen are so few and so unsuccessful in their attempts that we have con-
fined our remarks on the fisheries of Hernando and Marion Counties to those :fishermen who come 
there from other places for the purpose of :fishing. It would be difficult from a passing glimpse to 
learn wh<? they were, whence they came, or how many fish they had cttught, inasmuch as gangs are 
constantly cruising along the coast engaged in :fishing, here one week and there the next, just as 
the abundance of the fish may warrant. They have complete outfits for their work, sometimes 
living a hore in camps, but more frequently on board the vessel which brought them, which same 
i used in taking away their fish. The number of these gangs varies with the season. Appalachi-
co]a generally send one or two vessels to this district; Cedar Keys one or two, with ice on board 
o that the fish may be pre erved fresh, and Key West usually sends several with the object of 
alting the fish for the Cnban markets. It is here reported, as on the coast of Manitee County, 
hat mack from Havana under the Spani 'h flag sometimes fl, h for mullet about Anclote Keys 
an l occ C iga Bay. e could not find any uch ve els or any person who is positive that tbe 
v 1 in ue tion w re pani h. The amount of fl h caught and cured on this part of the coa t 
h m n from ppala hicol , Ce ar Key , and Key We t, as well as the capital invested, &c., 
rip r in the c nnt £rth pla 
EI .A. .-On h co tat th outh of Hernando County is 
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B ca 1ciga Bay, whicb, after leaving Tampa Bay, is the first point where fishing stations are 
found. The fi hermen here come from Key West and sell their fish to dealers in the Havana.trade. 
There are two stations, one at Turtle Crawl Point and the other at Pass a Goille. These are not 
permanently occupied; they are visited only during the mullet season in the fall. ' They are 
conducted in better style than those farther up the coast and the fish are much more neatly cured. 
The fall mullet at Boca Ceiga are unusually large and fine, and are far superior to those at Crystal 
River and vicinity or at Cedar Keys. 
The statistics relative to the fishing at the two above-named places, Turtle Crawl Point and 
Pass a Goille, will be included with those for Key West. 
CLEARWATER HARBOR.-Following the coast northward, the next indentation of any 
importance is Clearwater Harbor, which is a long, narrow sheet of water lying between a chain of 
islands and the mainland. The Gulf, outside of this harbor, becomes shallower than at Tampa 
Bay. Inside the harbor also the water is very shoal, the channel affording the only passage for 
large boats. The islands forming the sea barrier are the only ones in the harbor, and these 
are low and sandy, bearing a scrubby growth of palmetto a":d mangrove trees. The mainland 
is probably one of the highest points on the whole southern coast of Florida. It rises quite 
abruptly from the water's edge and is heavily wooded with pines, oaks, &c. The soil is good, and 
a great part of the land along the shore, which is quite thickly peopled, is under cultivation. 
At the southern end of the harbor there is living a man named Kilgores, who is as much a 
professional fisherman as any on the coast. He has a house and farm, and, being located at a 
good point, is able to combine farming with fishing. In the mullet season he employs several men 
to assist him in working his seines, salting, &c., and they do much better work than is done at any 
of the fisheries immediately to the northward. Their nets and modes of fishing are the same as 
at Crystal River and vicinity, but the fish are handled more carefully during the process of curing, 
and are therefore far superior both to keep and eat. The fish are sold to the country people, 
either kench-salted, at 3 cents apiece, or are put up in barrels with brine and sold at $6 a barrel. 
In 1878 Mr. Kilgores put up 45 barrels of mullet. The salt used by him is procured from Tampa 
or Cedar Keys; he pays $2 or $2.50 a sack for it. 
ANCLOTE KEYS.-The next fishing point is Anclote Keys. Behind the Keys is a favorite 
resort for Key West smack fishermen, spongers, turtle and "salt-fishermen,'' and every year one or 
two gangs of the laf:it are stationed there. In 1879 there was a vessel from Appalachicola a·nd one 
from Key West fishing for mullet there, but they came and went with so_ little ceremony that it 
would be difficult to learn much of their success. The Key West spongers have a series of sponge 
crawls, some eight or ten, at the North Anclote Bay, and the harbor is much used by smack fisher-
men in bad weather. 
HOMOS.A.SSA .A.ND CHESSEHOWISK.A. RIVERS-On the Homosassa and the Chessehowiska 
Rivers no fishing, except with a few cast-nets (and that by non-professional fishermen), is 
done. At Bay Point a few fish are caught with cast-nets and an old seine, the total catch of both 
cast-nets and seine probably amounting to 25 or 30 barrels in a season. These fish are sold to 
farmers who come prepared to cure their own fish and sometimes also to catch them. The farmers 
also buy from fishing boats or vessels that chance to pass by. 
CR:_YST.A.L RIVER FISH}!jRY.--Next in order comes the Crystal River fishery, situated on 
Crystal River Bay. Here two and sometimes three seines are used. The object of' this fishery is 
to obtain a supply of fish for the country trade and for their own use, and the mode of carrying it 
on is similar to that at Chambers's Mill, ne;xt to be described. The fish are either carried up the 
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'ry tal iv r to he inland ettler , or are exposed for sale at the fishing station, which is ju tat 
the mouth of the river. About 60 barrels of mullet are here salted annually. 
CJIAMBERS s MILL FISHERY.-A few miles north of the mouth of the Crystal River, on the 
coa t of Hernando County, is found the last :fishing station before Cedar Keys is reached. This 
tation is behind the Crystal River reef. There has been a saw-mill at this point, and the :fishery 
is known as the Ohambers's Mill :fishery. It is used every season, sometimes by one party, some-
times by another. 
There is in use at Chambers's Mill a seine 70 fathoms in length, handled by four or five men. 
Fishing is carried on there through October; seldom later, as by that time they have used up all 
their salt and money, or credit for provisions. The men composing the crew work for a share of 
the catch. -The object of this :fishery is the same as that of the :fishery at Crystal Bay. The curing 
at Ohambers's Mill is a second-rate operation. This place is not of much importance as a :fishing 
station, but it is a good spot, and is annua1ly visited. Cedar Keys men stop here for a few weeks 
as a rule. The average amount put up by the natives is about 25 barrels. These are sold at $5 a 
barrel cash, or $6 and $7 a barrel in trade. 
TOPOGRAPHY OF THE REGION BRTWEEN CLE.A.RW ATER HARBOR .A.ND CEDAR KEYS.-
Between Clearwater Harbor and Cedar Keys the land is low, in some places swampy, and every-
where heavily wooded. The sea between the above points is shoal, only 12 or 14 feet deep at as 
many miles from land. The sea bottom and several small islands near the coast are of coral lime-
rock. This formation is also prominent about the rivers, entering the sea between Clearwater 
Ilarbor and Cedar Keys, for some distance inland. The coast and coast islands are covered with 
mangroves and sedge, but a few miles inland palmettoes, oaks, and pines take their places. 
THE "BAG" C.A.ST-NET.-Between Clearwater Harbor and Cedar KeJ'S, as also from the 
Missis ippi to Appalachicola Bay, the "bag" cast-net is used in preference to the "bail" cast-net 
described and already stated as being in use from Clearwater Harbor to Key West. Its preference 
is al o apparent at and in the vicinity of Saint Mark's. 
The "bag" cast-net is described as being a net, circular iu shape, 12 or 14 feet in diameter, 
having leads strung on its edge at equal distances, and in the center a stout cord is attached. On 
the under or inner side of the net, just inside of tlle leads, is a series of tangling lines, which form 
pockets wherein the fish become fouled. 
199. :FISHERIES OF CEDAR KEYS. 
SEINE FISIIERY AT CEDAR KEYS.-Off the coast of Levy County, immediately north of Iler-
llando County, and running parallel with the coast line, are the Cedar Keys. The :fisheries carried 
on from tbese Keys are very extensive. There are two hundred and sixty professional :fishermen 
mployecl throughout the greater portion of tbe year. The fishing, which is prosecuted in spring, 
ummer, and winter, is called '' bottom fishing," probably because nearly all the fish are taken 
below the surface. The method employed differ altogether from those used in the mullet fishery. 
In the :ft heries of the three season above named very little gill-netting is done. The quantity of 
fi h caught by their use would not be sufficient to satisfy the dealers. The adoption of seines is 
th r £ re greatly urged. There are twenty-eight seines in u e, averaging about 80 fathoms in 
l ngth. They are about 12 feet long in the bag. The average stretch of mesh is about 2 inches. 
rom four to ix m n are required to handle one seine, dependent, of course, on the size of the net 
ud the na ur f the bo tom o r bi ·h the n t i to be dragged. These seines are used from 
f , inclusi e. Th :fi ·h aught are of n h vari ties as are usuaHy seen in tbe mar-
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k t . The daily catch of a seine i estimated at 233 fish, placing the annual catch at ~bout 41,000 
fi h. No fl. h-pots or baskets are in use at this place. The webbing, out of which the seines are 
made, is of northern manufacture, but the lines, leads, &c., are prepa,red by the man who is to use 
the net. In the boat are four or more men, with the seirie, the captain standing in the bow, watch-
ing for .fish. One man is perched on the net, holding one end in bis band, and ready to jump over 
with it at a word from the captain. The boats have already been described. 
The most common way of fishing is to set the net around holes or deep places which appear 
likely to contain fl.sh. Such hauls are sometimes very productive. From the uncertainty attend-
ing this mode of fishing they are called "blind hauls." The winter fishing is almost entirely car-
ried on in this manner, for the fish are then huddled together at the bottom, the surface water 
being too cold for them. 
In spring schools of migratory .fish appear, and at that time "blind hauls" are not made, for 
sufficient quantities can be caught from among the schools in clear water on the sand-flats. Gill-
nets are not used extensively in the spring, but are universally employed in the fall months, when 
the mullet fishery is being prosecuted. As the weather becomes warmer and the demand for fish 
decreases, the nets and seines are laid by, one by one, until but one or two remain in use, .fishing 
for the Cedar Keys local trade, or perhaps to supply a few neighboring towns. 
Until the last six years seine fishing was considered impracticable in this vicinity, and theri it 
was undertaken as a matter of necessity rather than of choice. There are but few places where 
the bottom is not more or less covered with "coon" oysters, sharp rocks, or a dense growth of 
weeds. The "coon" oysters are as sharp as razors, and so are the rocks in some spots. It would 
seem ridiculous to drag a seine over such a bottom and expect to find the net worth anything after-
ward. The grass and weeds are also great obstacles, for they raise the lead-line and thus give 
the .fish a chance to escape; or, if the net is heavy enough to pull up the weeds, they would accumu-
late to such an extent as to render dragging an impossibility. In spite of all these difficulties seines 
are successfully used. Good judgment is necessary and heavy lead-lines are !'equisite. 
GILL-NET FISHING FOR MULLET.-In the months of October, November, and December, when 
the roe-mullet are running, they are the only object of the fisheries, and all fishermen, excepting 
the oystermen, are engaged in their capture. The gill-nets, so extensively used in this fishery, were 
introduced by Northern men about six or eight years ago. They are of Boston or New York man-
ufacture, and are made of light cotton twine, hard laid, six threads. There are sixty-five stationary 
gill-nets in use. Their average length is about 75 fathoms and depth 10 feet. The average stretch 
of mesh is 3 inches. They are in use for six months, from September to February, inclmdve. Each 
boat takes charge of one net. The average daily catch of the gill-net is placed at 85 fish, and the 
same for the year at 17,000. Nets made of linen are considered inferior to those made of cotton, 
because the linen is said to rot much quicker. Many of the fishermen object to the manufacturer's 
plan of mounting the nets with double lines for the corks and leads, and therefore buy the material, . 
but make the net to suit themselves. Each man, of course, has his peculiar ideas of the way in 
which tbe nets should be made, so there are always slight, but generally inconsiderable, differences 
in the nets of different men. 
This kind of fishing is done only at flood-tide, which occurs as often in the night as in the d~y. 
At the first of the flood the boats start out; in each boat is a net and a man. The men fish in 
pairs, so that the schools may be the more readily surrounded, or a channel may be stopped up 
with greater ease and dispatch. This plan benefits both men. Sometimes there are three or four 
boats in company surrounding a school. In such cases, also, all ~re benefited, being jointly able 
h 2 0 IIII 
t ~ t ·h m r han h J c uld if they were fi8hing separately. In some instances th y mi th ir 
fi ·ll, aud the lo " i a g neral as the_ gain might have been. One man, Lewi , has six or even 
h Ip r , and i very succe sful, catching more fish than any other united band of the same ize. 
Hi , men fi ·hon shares, each receiving an equal amount at the end of each week. Another man, 
mploying a number of helpers, is stationed at the mouth of a creek where mullet are very abundant. 
At high-tide, when the fi hare likely to be inside, he runs a couple of gill-nets, amounting to nearly 
..,00 fathoms, across the mouth of the creek. At low tide, when the flats are bare, excepting in the 
channels or holes, he drags all the imprisoned fish out with a small seine. These, together with 
what were gilled in the net, constitute nearly all the fish that were in the creek at the time of the 
setting of the nets. 
The gill-nets being made of light twine are badly torn every day, especially those that are 
left standing a long time in the water. Large fish do much damage to the gill-nets, but crabs are 
the worst enemies. These climb up the nets, biting the twine as they go. A rent several feet in 
length is thus frequently made by them. On the shoals aml reefs about the islands mullet are 
caught, whose movements are to an extent dependent upon the changes of the weather; at times 
they are most abundant offshore, at other times, most abundant inshore, and again plentiful every-
where. The boats being swift sailers, a large expanse of water may be searched in a day with the 
prospect of delivering the fish in a good condition at night. 
DISPOSITION OF 0.A.TCH.-The fish are turned over to the dealer, who counts the mullet and 
weighs the "bottom fish," namely, all other marketable kinds of fish. Settlements are made every 
Saturday night. The fish are sold fresh, only those that remain over being salted. The demand 
for fresh fish is good, and the difference in the price does not pay for salting. The greater part of 
the salt fish which appear in the Cedar Keys market comes from more southern fisheries, the 
remain<ler beiug those which are salted lest they should spoil. They are packed in rough boxes 
and barrels an<l are seldom prepare<l with brine. Those that are shipped go to the poorer classes 
in the interior. For salted mullet the fishermen receive 2 or 3 cents apiece. 
The fish not to be salted, after having been washed in icewater, are packed away with ice iu 
barrels, tierces, and hogsheads. Mullet in their season are bought for so much each, small ones 
being counted as two for one, or three for two, as the size may be. 
'' Bottom fo:,h" include the varieties known as spotted trout, sheepshead, red fish or channel 
ba s, sailor's choice, grunts, flounders, crevalle, blackfish, and all other common food-fishes. These 
are bought and sold by the pound. Choice fish, such as pompano, Spanish mackerel, and bluefish, 
are al o bought and sold by the pound, but for a somewhat higher price than the more common 
kiud. 
The hogsheads in which the fish intended for shipment are packed will bold 500 or 600 mullet, 
or 700 or 800 pounds of "bottom" fish. A tierce will bold half as much as a hogshead, and a barrel 
half as much as a tierce. Wooden heads are put on all the packages. Shipments are made by 
xpre . Savannah is one of the principal markets; some hipments are made to all the largest 
t wn of G orgia and Florida and to New York. 
OYS'l'ER IlEDS.-Sev ral year ago there were some very prolific oyster beds at Cedar Keys; 
th e are co iderably reduced in importance on account of their having been r.xposed to cold 
we th r. bo t one hundred m n are employed in tbi fi hery, using fifty boats. The oysters 
ar all 1 to ho fi h dealer at U dar Key , who ship them in shell to the interior in barrels. 
Th to g ar the o ly impl me t peculiar t the u ines , but need no description, being similar 
to tho th r laces. fi w pair of cheap tong of inferior material have been tried and 
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·ondeumcu . . Tllo oyi:;te:-meu prefer to pay a high price anu obtain the best article. These are 
·tcel-tootlled and cost $9 a pair. 
MARKET PRICES.-The Cedar Keys market prices are: For large roe IQullet, fresh, 2 cents 
cacll; salt mullet, each, 2½ cents; choice :fish, 3 cents a pound; bottom :fish, 2 cents a pound; 
turtles (el ewhere discussed) not exceeding 40 pounds, 4 cents a pound; and oysters, 50 cents a 
barrel. The above are the prices paid to the fishermen. The dealers' prices are now given: Large 
roe mullet, fresh, 4 cents apiece; salt mullet, 3 and 3½ cents apiece; choi_ce :fish, 5 and 6 cents a 
pound; '' bottom fish," 4 cents a pound; turtles, 8, 10, 12, and 15 cents a pound; and oysters, $1 a 
barrel. The prices for :fish four or :five years ago were about one-fourth more than at present. 
200. THE FISHERIES OF LA FAYETT.E, TAYLOR, AND JEFFERSON COUNTIES. 
MULLET-FISHING.-Along the coast of Florida between Cedar Keys and Saint Mark's there 
are no good harbors or large settlements; the land being low and swampy, is hardly habitable. 
There are a few places where :fishing is carried. on by men coming from the interior. No attempt 
is made to catch any other :fish than the mullet, whfob, in its best season, is as plentiful here as at 
other places along the coast. 
The m.en who carry on this :fishery, owning the boats, nets,. salt, and provh,ions, are the most 
thrifty class of planters, living inland along the rivers. They :fish through October, November, 
Md perhaps a part of December. Their object is mainly to get a good supply of :fish for their own 
use and a few over for sale. The crews are of the poorer classes, generally white, who are quite 
ready to work a couple of months to secure a small supply of salt fish for their families. 
The points near the river mouths, which are known to be in or near the path chosen by the 
spawning mullet, are the places where the :fishermen pitch their camps. 
Such are the :fisheries of Suwannee River, Blue Creek, Finhalloway River, Encon:fina River, 
and Ocilla River, at which last-named place are two :fishing camps. 
Those who use gill-nets have a certain spot for camping grounds, but :fish anywhere within 
several miles of their camps. 
For seine-fishing suitable points are selected, called "seine-yards"; at these alone do the 
8eine-:fishermen :fish. These seine-yards are more fully described in the section upon the fisheries 
of Ocklockonee Bay. The apparatus, consisting of boats and nets, is in every way similar to 
that in use at Saint Mark's and vicinity, with the exception that the seines used at the :fisheries, 
now being discussed, are smaller and made of lighter twine than those in use at Saint Mark's. 
The lack of means is the only reason for this difference. The methods of catching and curing the 
.fish are also the same as at Saint Mark's. 
PRODUCTS OF THE FISHERY.-The majority of the :fish are subjected to the ope:i;ation of 
kench-salting alone. Some few are packed with brine in cypress-wood barrels, the object of this 
being the preservation of the :fish for a long time. The :fish salted are roughly handled and 
unskillfully treated. Their appearance is other than clean and wholesome. 
At one time there was quite an extensive trade in these fh,h; but the low price for which fresh 
fish can always be obtained, coupled with the slovenly manner in which the :fish were sent from 
these points to market, has had the effect of cutting it down, so that now but few are sold. 
In 1875 the catch was double that of 1878, fully one-half being sold for cash or exchanged for 
groceries. Since 1875 the amounts have been annually smaller. When "salted" fish are sold 
they bring 3 cents apiece. 
i GRAPilICAL REVIEW OF THE FISIJERIES. 
'Ille foll wing is a fairly correct estimate of the amount of mullet caught an<l cured at the 
abo e named plaee in 1878. Probably three-fourths of the sum total were eaten by the fishermen 
and their families, not more than one-fourth being sold: 
Pla.ce. Barrels. 
Suwannee River . ............. -.- . 35 
Blue Creek ...... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55 
Finhalloway River . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 
Enconfl.na River................. 50 
Ocilla River . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . • . . 42 
Ocilla Slue ..................•... . --~1 
Total...................... 237 
According to the above proportion, this would give about 59 barrels as the number sold, and 
the remainder, 178 barrels, as the amount consumed by the fishermen. 
201. THE FISHERIES OF WAKULLA COUNTY. 
SAINT MARK'S RIVER.-The principal fisheries of this county are carried on at the mouth of 
the Saint Mark's River. Ten miles above this point is the town of Saint Mark's, situated at the 
junction of two streams, which rise but a few miles above the town. These are fresh water 
st.reams, deep, pure, and clear. The average temperature of the water in the summer is about 70° 
Fahr. Many salt water varieties of fish have been observed at Saint Mark's, such as the sheeps. 
bead, sailor's choice, mullet, and silver gars. There are no white shad in either of these rivers. 
All the fishing which is prosecuted by the fishermen of Saint Mark's is carried on at the mouth 
of the river which is formed by the combined streams above mentioned, and to which the name of 
Saint Mark's River is still preaerved. At this point, i. e., the mouth, the water is always salt. 
The shores are low and weedy here, as they also are throughout the coast-line of the entire bight, 
called Appalacbee Bay. ·The water is shoal for several miles out into the bay, only 3 fathoms 
being found at a distance of 4 or 5 miles out directly opposite the mouth of the river. On either side 
the water is only half that depth, and con·tinues so for a long way farther out. On these shoals 
all the fishing is done with either gill-nets or hook and line for sbeepshead and sea.bass, or, as the 
people there call them, "blackfish." 
On the west side of the mouth of Saint Mark's river are many shoal bays. Journeying west-
ward, they are met with in the following order: Goose Creek, Purity Creek, Spring Creek, 
Skipper Creek, Oyster Bay, Dickinson's Bay, and Ocklockonee Bay. These are all bays of consid-
erable size, and are, without an exception, very shoal, and therefore very difficult of navigation, 
except with a :flat.bottomed boat. The water in these bays is quite fresh at low tide and brackish 
at high tide, and has a rise and fall of about three feet. 
METHODS EMPLOYED AT THE SAINT MARK'S FISHERY.-The number of professional fisher-
men at Saint Mark's is twenty; nearly every one of them is American born, white or colored. The 
mo t profitable sea on at this place for fishing is the summer, for then the coast is teeming with 
11 kin of alt-water fl bes: Immense schools of bluefish, Spanish mackerel, jack.fish or jurel, and 
cavalli are then pa ing by. The fishing is carried on as long as practicable, until about the 
ginning of June. 
Dnring t e warmer month in which fl bing is done the well-boats are used with very great 
a. y of the tw nty boat at Saint Mark's are provided with these wells. All the boats 
ar flat, ar kitf. , from 18 to 20 feet in length and 6 in width. They are of the same model 
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a tho ·e built at Ocklockonee Bay, and are roughly made of pine or cypress boards. The well is 
imply constructed: a portion of the boat, about 4 feet of its length, 2 feet forward and 2 feet aft 
of midship , i tightly partitioned off from the rest of the boat from side to side. If the boat has 
a center-case the well is built around it, holes an inch in diameter being bored through the case 
as well as through the bottom in order to allow a free circulation of water. When the well is not 
being used boards are laid over it. 
The gill-net season is divided into three parts: The mullet fishing, from September to some 
time in December: the bottom-fish seaEmn, thence till some time in March; and the summer season, 
comprising the months of .April, May, June, and parts of September. There are twenty gill-nets 
in use, all of which are stationary; their length averages 125 yards. The average depth is 8 feet 
and stretch of mesh 3½ inches, or li inches from knot to knot. As above stated, they are used 
throughout the entire- fishing season, which means, whenever fish can be profitably caught and 
shipped·witbout spoiling. The principal kinds of fish usually taken in the gill-nets are mullet, 
sheepshead, trout, ~ed:fish, and bluefish. The average catch for each boat is estimated at 100 
pounds, or 15,000 pounds per annum. No seines are owned or used at Saint Mark's. 
MULLET FISHING AT SAINT MARK'S.-When the mullet are beginning to appear in schools on 
the coast in September, all arrangements are made by the fishermen for their capture. The outfit 
is simple and but little time for preparation is necessary. One man, usually the owner, goes in a 
boat and handles one piece of a gill-net. Fishing is done only at high tide, and the fishermen 
ta.ke advantage of that flow of the tide which takes place ten or twelve hours before the train 
comes. .All start to the fishing grounds together; upon arrival they pair off. When a school is 
sighted in shoal water, two fishermen row so as to· inc1ose the fish between their boats. They then 
row their nets out in opposite directions so that when both nets are out there is a man at each of 
the two points where the nets come toget,her. The catch is equally divided. The fish are taken 
to town in wells or in the bottom of the boat with out any other attention being paid to them 
than that they are covered with canvas. 
In warm weather, if :fishing in the daytime, the fish sometimes spoil, and in such weather it is 
safer to split and salt them on the fishing grounds. For that purpose knives and salt are carried . 
.A colored man, na~ed Thomas Ellisen, contracts for all the fish caught and agrees to receive and 
pay for all the fishermen bring, in whatever condition they may be, provided only that they are 
delivered to him at the appointed time, and, also, that the fishermen must not go out fishing sooner 
than twelve or fifteen hours before the train is expected. ·while fishing fo~ mullet, trout and red-
fish are often taken; these are sold with the mullet. 
WINTER FISHING.-ln the winter months, such fish as red:fish, trout, sheepshead, and 
?luefish-in fact, any fish except mullet-are here, as · at other points, called bottom-fish, because 
they keep more closely to the bottom during those months. They are taken on the same grounds 
as the mullet, but the plan of fishing is somewhat different. The gill-nets are-set either across a 
channel or around a deep hole and the fish are frightened into it by splashing the water with poles. 
Good catches are often made in this manner, especially of red:fish and trout. In winter it is better 
to carry the fish dead than attempt to keep them in a well. These fish are sold at Saint Mark's to 
Mr. Thomas, a dealer, who ships them on ice. 
OYSTER BEDS.-At Saint Mark's there are many worthless oyster reefs, and only one or two 
whose oysters are marketable. These profitable beds are situated about 5 miles west of Saint 
Mark's light-house, near Shell Point. The beds are small and the oysters of ordinary size. In. this 
fishery there are but four men at present employed . . They own two boats. The oysters are sold 
t,o saloon keepers in Tallahassee and in many of the towns of Georgia. The oyster boats are the 
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am ,t tho ·e u , •u in 0 ·i11-uet fi lliug, except that they are a little larger and are provi<l cl with 
a ail. Tho tong are the only peculiar piece of apparatus used by the oystermen. Two pairs 
iu u at tlli place in 1879 were wooden imitations of the iron ones usually seen in the market. 
The handles were, of course, made of wood and were perfectly straight. On. the larger and 
heavier end of the e was bolted, at right angles, a piece of oak or other hard wood, about 2 feet 
long and 2 inches in width and thickness. These pieces formed the back, or jaw, and through 
them iron pikes were obliquely driven to form teeth. Between October 1, 1878, and April 1, 1879, 
1,000 bu hels of oysters, valued at 50 cents a bushel, were shipped from this place. 
DISPOSITION OF PRODUCTS.-N early all the fish shipped from Saint Mark's in a fresh condition 
are put on ice. The dealers at Savannah agree to pay so much per pound for the fish and furnish 
ice in which to pack them before shipment. This ice is shipped by rail in hogsheads and tierces, 
holding from 300 to 500 pounds each. The ice is shipped three times a week, that being as often 
as the train runs between Saint Mark's and Tallahassee. When the train arrives at Saint· Mark's 
it finds the fishermen and oystermen assembled with their products, which need only to be iced in 
order to be ready for shipment. The fresh fish from boats either with or without wells are weighed 
or counted and are then packed in old flour barrels with several layers of broken ice between and 
a quantity of ice on the top. The packages are finally covered with a gunny-bag which is nailed 
down securely. If, as is often the case, the ice does not arrive, the fish are split and salted on the 
spot, reserving a few, if the weather is cool, to be sent to Tallahassee without ice. All responsibility 
on the part of the fishermen ceases as soon as the fish are on board the train. 
At any time when there is likely to be a call for salted fish, men are hired and the process of 
splitting and salting is quickly performed. In this shape they are allowed to remain until sold , 
when they are counted, packed in boxes 2 or 3 feet square, and shipped off. These fish, being the 
largest ones and carefully salted, present a very inviting appearance. The shed in which the fish 
are packed is the property of the railroad company and is used by the fishermen free of charge. 
There is but little expense attending this branch of the fish trade and it is estimated that $200 a 
year will covert.he expense of salt, and of hiring men to do the splitting and salting. 
The principal markets for the fish caught at Saint Mark's are Tallahassee, Ancilla, and Monti-
cello, Fla., and Savannah, Ga. The greater portion of the fish goes to Savannah. 
The prices obtained by the fishermen for their fish during the last three years were: For fresh 
.fh:1h, 3 to 4 cents a pound; and for salt fish, 5 cents a pound. Before that time the prices were as 
follows: Fresh fish, 2 to 2¼ cents a pound; and salt fish, 3 cents a pound. The skipper aims to 
dear 2 cent a pound ou all fish, fresh or salt. Mullet are never weighed but are counted, each 
fi h being con idered as 1 pound. In this way the purchaser in buying a large quantity gains an 
immen e advantage. Sometimes many of the mullet thus sold in a lot weigh 4 pounds each. All 
oth r kind are weighed and sold by the pound. Tb e present price of oysters to the oystermen 
0 cents a barrel. The shippers recefre 75 cents a barrel. 
In the deep hoal bays enumerated above as lying to the west of the mouth of Saint Mark's 
River, the mullet fi hery i the only one worthy of special considerat,ion. 
THE FI HERIES OF OCKLOCKONEE BAY.-Ocklockonee Bay is everywhere cut up with large 
r f of 'c n" oy t r which are wortbl and are an ob traction to navigation. The other bays 
are a voi on accoun of the mud flat . Fi h of all kinds seem to be abundant and the section 
Ii v cl to b a pl ndid on for all fi h which go into fresh water to spawn, such as 
r dfi b, m nb <len, cav lli, and rout. t th e point where small fresh water streams enter into 
th bay the b tt-Om i over d with w d . and gra s and occa iona1ly a coar e sponge may be 
een. There are n t a. gr t many eople living on the hores of these bays, but they are found up 
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the riv r and creeks where the land is rich enough to allow them to carry on a small plantation 
succe fully. Even those whose living depends entirely on fish and sponges prefer to spend their 
l i ure time on the banks of these little creeks and rivers. 
In Ocklockonee Bay there are quite a number of men who are engaged in the sponge fishery, 
and also several small schooners which are in the trade and belong to parties in the neighborhood. 
The e vessels are registered at Appalachicola or Saint Mark's and their whole business is done at 
those places. The men employed on these or Appalachicola vessels are numbered in the report of 
Saint Mark's or of Appalachicola. Those of the sponge :fishermen who are engaged in the mullet 
:fishery in its season, are the only professional :fishermen who are engaged in the mullet fishery for 
less than its entire season; all others who fish for mullet ate the farmers. These farmers are the 
genuine Florida "crackers" and, with but few exceptions, are a wretched lot of men. They are 
lazy, ignorant, and unhealthy, not having proper food, or taking proper care of their persons. In 
the fishing season there are about one hundred and twenty persons engaged at the various stations 
on these bays. 
The mullet season begins in October and ends in December. During October and November 
gill-nets are used, and in December both gill-nets and seines. It is only at certain points that 
mullet are easily obtained by the use of seines. By continued experiments these spots have been 
decided upon. No one is allowed to fish on the ground usually occupied by another without his 
permission. The owner of a good fishing sta.tion either fishes there himself or rents it out to some 
one who will give him a share of the catch. Not more than one seine is used at one station, but 
the seiners often alluw one or two crews with gill-nets to fish from their station for the sum of $5 
per season for each net. It frequently happens that a station may not be suitable for seining but 
excellent for gill-netting. At Dickinson Bay there are four gill-net stations; at Ocklockonee Bay 
there is one seining station, which is also used by gill-nettcrs; at Skipper Creek are two seining 
stations; at Spring Creek are three gill-net stations; at Purify Creek, two gill-net stations; at 
Shell Point, one fine seiuing station; and ~t Goose Creek are hyo seining stations and one gill-net 
station. 
FISHERMEN OF OCKL0CK0NEE BAY.-The :fishermen live in a small, roughly made shed, occa-
sionally provided with a chimney and fire-place, with no other floor than the dirty sand on which 
it is built; no table at which to eat; no bunks or other arrangements for sleeping; no dishes or 
any accommodations which giv-e the slightest suggestion of comfort. These dwellings are merely 
a shell, in which there is a confusion of barrels of salt, barrels of fish, fishing gear, and a lot of 
uninviting-looking men. The fleas can be both seen and felt. Th.e food of the men is of the 
poorest quality and not as abundant as they desire. They sometimes take a few raw sweet pota-
toes out in the boat with them as a luncheon. Such food is calculated to make them thin and 
unhealthy. 
GILL-NET FISHING AT OCKL0CK0NEE BAY.-Those fishing with gill-nets, as before stated, go 
to the fishing grounds first, b_ecause they can fish profitably when the seiners cannot; and they, 
therefore, make a much longer season than the seiners. Two men constitute a crew for a boat; each 
boat carries one net. At the commencement of the season the mullet are found only in small 
schools, feeding on the grassy shoals. All the fishing is then done at high tide, be it in the night 
or day. The usual method is to hem in a school so that they run against the net, and gill themselves. 
This is somewhat strange, for when interrupted by a seine or even a single line, they invariably 
jump out of the water over the obstacle. From one hundred to three hundred fish are called a good 
catch for one net at a tide. Sometimes, when two crews are fishing together, both nets are run 
around the same school of fish, each crew taking only those fish which arc found in its own net. 
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Speaking g nerally, the catch is divided into thirds, one of which the owner of the boat and 
net dmws, each of the crew taking one of the remaining two-thirds. 
SEINE FISHING .AT OCKLOCKONEE B.AY.-The seining crews arrirn at their station in October, 
an<l are then pro-,ided by tbe owner of the station or his representative with fishing gear, salt, and 
food. The whole crew, consisting of ten or twelve men, is then generally hired by the month. 
Only one seine is used at a station, and that is permanently arranged so as to be hauled only in 
front of the station. This hauling place, before alluded to in this chapter, is called a "seine-yard." 
In fine weather, when the fish may be expected in shoal water along their shore, the seine is kept 
all ready half-set in the yard. The net is set straight out from the shore until the bag is reoohed, 
and then the boat containing the other half is fastened to a buoy, which is moored there for the 
purpose. When a school of mullet approaches and finally comes within the radius of the seine, 
the seine-boat is quickly unmoored and rowed to the shore. If the haul is a success, the next 
operation is that of hauling the net and fish ashore. These hauls are never so large as at many 
other places on the coast, and from 25 to 75 barrels are considered a large catch. Many other 
kinds of fish are of course taken with the mullet. The valuable ones are save4 for food, and such 
fish as sharks and alligator-gars, and porpoises are killed, and either buried · or utilized for their 
oil, which, as manufactured at these stations, is a very inferior article. 
DESCRIPTION OF .APP.AR.A.Tus.-A short description of the boats and nets will not be out of 
place. The seines are made in Boston or New York and shipped here by freight via Savannah. 
They are all of strong cotton twine, and are coated with tar, which is obtained from the native 
pines. The style of knot used, manner of mounting, and forms of.floats and leads are the same as 
those 1n use on the .Atlantic coast. The nets are from 100 to 120 fathoms long, and from 16 to 20 
feet deep at tlie bag. The wings at their extremities are, of course, much shorter. One of these 
nets, wP-11 taken care of, will last for three or four seasons, and costs, when new, about $1.20 a 
fathom. 
The gill-nets are also made in the North. The~ are of light cotton twine, generally of 12 
threads, 50 fathoms long, and 8 or 10 feet deep. They have a mesh of 3 inches in length, or 1½ 
inches from ~not to knot. They cost about 50 cents a fathom. When not in use the gill-nets are 
either spread out on the grass or are rolled up on large reels, which are built at the water's edge 
for the purpose. Tllese reels are easily made and are the most convenient and effective arrange-
ment that can be had for drying nets. 
The boats used by both gill-netters and seiners are long, sharp, and flat-bottomed. They 
average 20 feet in length anµ about 6 in width. They are roughly built of pine or cypress boards, 
and are not calculated to last more than one or two seasons. They are not calked or painted, a 
coating of pitch taking the place of both. They cost, when new, $10 or $12. 
When the mullet are running it is necessary to have a lookout stationed at a point whence tlte 
fl h can be seen for a great distance. For this purpose a kind of observatory is built on the highest 
land near the shore and station. This building is 20 or 25 feet high and commands an excellent 
view of the shores for half a mile either way. 
Dr POSITION OF THE C.ATCH.-The di position of the fish when caught will now be treated of. 
The o ~ect of mo t of these fl hermen i to provide themselves with food for the winter, and to 
o ain me r a y money by selling -what th y can pare to the Georgian and interior Floridian 
planter , w o c me a regularly to the coa t v ry year a the mullet do. When the gill-netters 
gi fi hing non of the la r have rri ed, and all 6. h caught in October are dry-salted and 
ly P ·k iu 1 x rr l for hom con ump ion, or are held until the customer 
rriv · Th r ., in th e fi. .·h r uud 1 p , • nd ar , th r .£ r.e, n t oft n aved. Soon aft r 
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thi 1 rimary tage of the season the farmers begin to arrive at the fishiug stations with their 
t am and sometimes their families. Some of them bring 25 or 50 sacks of salt to exchange 
for fl h, or to use in preparing fresh fish themselves. Others bring country produce, and a few 
bring nothing but money. They all have their favorite trading stations, at the most popular of 
which it is said not to be uncommon to see 100 or 120 teams drawn up at a time. When a haul is 
made with the seine, or when a gill-net crew comes in, all these people flock down to the shore and 
buy the fish at so much apiece, or make some arrangement for a certain number salted. 
During the season there are often weeks when the mullet do not come into shoal water, and 
not unfrequently two weeks pass at the height of the season without any great amount of mullet 
being taken. Then, again, with a change of weather, they come within reach in such numbers that 
there is not a sufficient force of men to handle them before they have all passed, and the :fishing 
for that season may be said to be over. It is said by several of the leading men that the supply 
falls short of the demand. 
The :fish are dressed here as at AppalachicoJa and Saint Andrews, hereafter to be described. 
None are brine-salted or shipped in tight packages. The cured fish which were examined at these 
places-provided that they were fair samples, and there was no reason to suppose that they were 
not-were far inferior to those cured at Appalachicola, where they presented a clean appearance 
and looked as though they were intended for food. 
All the salt used here in the curing of the fish comes from Georgia by teams, or from Talla-
hassee. It costs the fishermen $2.50 or $2.75 a barrel, delivered at their stations. It is a fine 
quality of Liverpool salt. There have never been any salt works at these bays. 
The catch of a seine wW average 150 barrels per season at these points, and of a gill-net 20 
barrels a season. It is estimated that the fish will average in value $5 a barrel. Out of the 
proceeds must be paid the cost of the salt, and the wages of the men and their food, f<?r idle days 
as well as busy ones. Twelve to fifteen dollars a month are the usual wages paid to seiners. The 
results of different years vary but little. 
The :fish are sold mostly by the individual, or by the lot, when fresh. For fresh mullet in t_he 
"round," as it is called, 2 cents each are paid; for" dry-salted"-those which have Iain several 
days beneath a sprinkling of salt-from 2 to 4 cents, according to size, are paid. 
202. THE FISHERIES OF APP ALACHICOLA. 
COMP AR.A.TIVE SC.ARCITY OF FISH IN APP .AL.A.CHICO L.A. B.A.Y.-Although situated off that part 
of the Gulf coast which is being constantly passed by migratory fishes; and is so largely frequented 
by more southern species of fish, Appalachicola Bay and the adjoining waters of Saint Vincent's 
and Saint George's Sounds are without any abundance . of the former or extensive variety of the 
latter. This is probably due to the freshness and muddiness of the water, for which two reasons 
are offered in explanation: First, the Appalachicola River, a river of considerable size formed by 
the junction of the Chattahoochee and the Flint Rivers, is constantly discharging its waters, fresh 
ant! muddy, into Appalachicola Bay at a point 8 miles distant from the sea; and, second, the 
water which :#Jows westward through Saint George's Sound bears with it the emptyings of all the 
rivers in the bight extending from Saint Mark's to Cedar Keys. The freshness and thick_ness of 
the water in Appalachicola Bay can hardly be attributable to any other causes. In this bay, 
although it is but a poor summer resort for most of the sea fishes, ~ome species-the greater part 
of which are anadromous-thrive, and at certain seasons are very abundant. 
MULLET FISHERY OF APP.A.L.A.CHICOL.A..-At Appalachicola there are one hundred and sev-
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n y-:five profe iooal :fishermen. There are thirteen :fitters and owners, and three dealers, who, for 
he mo t part, provide the :fishermen with salt for the curing of their fish. 
The mullet :fishery of Appalachicola claims the greater part of our attention in dwelling on the 
fl heries of Franklin County. In this trade no large boats or vessels are used, and only one style 
of small boats, and by the aid of these the seines and gill-nets are carried and set. These boats 
are of about the same model as the "dingy" boat used in sponge :fishing, but are much larger, 
being often 20 or 22 feet long, with 6 or 7 feet beam. The forward part is decked over, and wash-
boards on either side are run aft to the stern. This decking has, like that of many small open 
achts, a high combing on its edges around the cockpit. These boats are propelled with oars and 
sail. The sail is of the lateen pattern, being a triangular sail arranged with a long yard and a 
very short and stubby mast. Rigged in this manner the boats are very fast sailers and are easily 
managed. . 
Of such boats t,here are ten engaged at Appalachicola in the salt-fish trade, where also they 
were built and are owned. The material used in their construction is much the same as that of 
which the ''dingies" are made. When examined closely, they look rough and plainly show poor 
workmanship .. The same may be said of all the boats and vessels made in this neighborhood. 
When complete, these boats are worth $100 each. 
There are twelve or fifteen seines at -:1ppali:wbicola, but some of them are old and unfit for use. 
Ten only, one for each boat, are used in the fisheries. The men who own the nets also own the 
boats. The seines range from 75 to 150 fathoms in length, and from 10 to 16 feet deep, with a 
mesh of 2, 2¼, or 2¼ inches long. These nets are brought from Boston, unmounted as a, rule, as the 
fishermen prefer to hang their lead-lines according to their fancy. When complete, 'the net entire 
cost at a rate of $1.25 a fathom. It is· estimated that there are 1,000 fathoms of seine in use by 
Appalachicola fishermen. 
Gill-nets are but little used here; not more than three are hauled by men who make a business 
of putting up salt fish. All the gill-nets are stationary, and are about 100 fathoms long and 6 to 
10 feet deep, with a 3-inch mesh. These, also, are of Boston manufacture, and cost, when ready for 
use, 50 cents a fathom. One hundred fathoms are in use. 
Some of the crews of fishermen are stationed at regular :fisheries, while others move from place 
to place in the bay, putting up the fish, sometimes in camp and sometimes on the wharves in town. 
There are two fisheries, occupied every year, which deserve special attention: one, owned by a 
man named Pickett, is at the mouth of Crooked River, on Saint George's Sound. This is the best 
ti hing station in the vicinity, for when the fall run of mullet comes into the bay it will surely pass 
that point. The other is at Cat Point, a few miles east of Appalachicola; this, although a fine 
tation some seasons, is not so reliable as Pickett's. 
In September and the first part of October, the boats, seines, and other gear are overhauled 
and supplies of salt and barrels are procured. Then all the crews go to their camps at their 
re pective stations in order that all shall be in readiness when the mullet come. 
At the fisherie , or regular stations, eight or ten men are engaged, and at each of the others 
roving gang of four or ft econ ti ute a crew. 
I the latter part of cto er and in No mber the mullet a.re running and th~ fishermen are 
metim two or hree w k ar pa secl in waiting for the fi h to come along, but if 
ne the fl h rme d n t go aiway or l e confidence in the ad vent of the fisb 
h n the th c me in uch number that one or two ha,ul 
aught at one Laul of the seine, 
take , :f. r h :fi h ften come in 
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t 5 o yards wide. .A.s soon as one of these large haul~ is made 
n altiug. The :fish are first beheaded, then split down the back, 
1 , nally, wa hed clean, all bloou, fragments of entrails, &c., being 
th u pa k din pork barrels, kept for the purpose, with plenty of salt 
, r thu allowed to remain several days, after which they are taken out 
in h a k g , described below, with an abundance of boiled pickle over them. 
l iz f und when plitting is carefully saved and packed up in pickle in quarter 
11 tbi w great many barrels are put up in a season. The heads of the mullet 
n d for th oil which they contain. In 1878 two barrels of oil were obtained 
It i , however, sajd to be of poor quality, and therefore is not 
n<l. v mber, by which time the fall run is over, the crews carry their fish to town, 
n 11<1, Ju yiJ 11 , ncl ttled up, scatter until the next season. It is seldom that any other fish are 
, un • nt th t th y would sufficiently remunerate these crews were they to remain at the fish-
aft r h mull t ason is over. 
t 500 b rr ls of mullet are caught by one gang in a season. In 1878 the catch 
3 O arr 1 . The value of this quantity was $1,275, selling at the rate of $4.25 a 
th catch is turned over to the dealer a settlement is made. · First of all he 
a , in provisions for his family. The boat and seine have an equal share 
n; th 'r for , if there are ten men in a crew, there must be a division of that which is 
i 1 <l u tion aro made, into twelve equal parts. The men engaged in these fisheries 
·1 ~ 1 f1 m r: t 00 in a season. Those crews which have no regular station get what they can 
u of th 1 ull t run and then fish through the months of December and January for bluefish, 
h h , r <lfl b, ., which they put up in the same style as mullet. In April and May one 
t ut fi r tb pompano fishing, and go to Saint Joseph's Bay (a large bay 25 miles 
) fi r tll t purpo e. The pompano are salted, as are the other vari~ties. There is 
fi r he pompano, and the supply falls short of the demand. 
N.-The last of May is the extreme limit for salting fish. It is affirmed that 
p r d with alt in summer so as to remain sweet any great length of t.iine. 
i take may be made, we here state that the same crews are not :fishing 
n ir ft hing sea on, from October until May. Those who :fish at the regular sta-
h ir ~ ork by the 1st of Deeember, after which, as stated above, the men scatter 
ccupation until the following October. The small cruising gangs, already 
, 1 h fi r mull t only as long as there is any chance of success, and then break up, only, 
fi rm, u h r •r win a few weeks, when they start after some other kind of fish that 
rmuiiu ,. ' h time or may be unusually abundant in the vicinity. February and March 
r m nth fi r the :fi hcrmen, and very few who fish then have any success. The only 
uncl r We 11 ·ho l of re Hi.sh, bluefish, and sheepshead. The :fishermen, of course, 
u • ' h n, P ci lly if there is a prevalence of light southerly winds, all kinds 
h ' 1 ' at r iu , undance, and also the migratory kinds appear some weeks earlier 
r hand, the season is stormy, the fish are, for the most part, driven 
nd bey. 
' r u ed by men who stop in town. They use the same kind of 
11 h ndle one of these gill-nets and cure all the fish which they 
in them until the water becomes cold (which condition may 
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be said to last from December until March), when the fish retire to the deep water or among the 
thick grass. The method of using a gill-net is to set it around a hole or-grassy place and then, by 
splashing with a pole, frighten the fish into the inclosure. The catch thus effected is never large. 
There are only three equal divisions, however, to be made of the catch, namely, one to the owner 
of the boat and net and one to each of the two men; consequently, the men often make more money 
in this way than in seining, in which latter business so many shares must be taken out of the 
proceeds of the catch. 
DISPOSI'.l'ION OF THE C.A.TCH.-The packages used for "putting up" the fish are of white 
pine, either barrels, half barrels, quarter barrels, or kits; these come by freight from Boston. 
Formerly c_ypress packages were used, but were discarded because they were not so neat or cheap 
as those of pine. With the freight included, these barrels, half barrels, quarter barrels, and kit~ 
cost, respectively, $1.00, 65 cents, 45 cents, and 30 cents. 
In the fishing outfit salt is a very important item. To salt one barrel of fish properly, about 
. one-third of a sack, or one bushel, is needed. This salt is bought chiefly of Mr. Murat, the prin-
cipal dealer in salted fish, at the rate of $1.50 a sack. Other provision dealers supply salt to the 
fishermen who do business with them. When a person is fitting to go on a fishing expedition be 
first makes a verbal contract with his dealer to take all his fish. The dealer furnishes the pack-
ages and promises to pay so much for the fish, generally from $4 to $4.50. The .fisherman buys 
the salt. Mr. Murat controls the bulk of the trade by furnishing in advance salt, barrels, and 
provisions. The fish are shipped by river to nearly all the towns and cities of Georgia and 
.Alabama, in which States his traveling agent procures orders throughout the fishing season. 
Mullet, bluefish, sheepsbead, and pompano are certainly very attra.ctive looking fish when 
properly prepared in pickle. They are said to be superior in flavor to the mackerel which have 
been in the southern markets during the past few years. Mr. Murat warranted his fish to remain 
sweet for a year. This ~usiness of salting bas grown immensely during the last five years, having 
been taken up by a most enterprising set of people. It promises to become a business of much 
greater importance. Mr. Murat says that for the past five years the number _of barrels of salt fish 
shipped from .A.ppalachicola has averaged about 1,000 barrels a year, thus, at $5 a barrel he has 
shipped off $25,000 worth of fish in that space of time. He now receives $7 a barrel, the fish 
delivered on board of the boat . 
.As the majority of the inhabitants of .A.ppalachicola are fishermen, to some extent, it is not to 
be expected that there is a very large trade in fresh fish. Those who are not occupied at all on 
the water find leisure to fish sufficiently to supply themselves with fish for their own consumption, 
when fi hare very abundant. .A few :fish are offered for sale on the wharf every morning: sheeps-
head, trout, mullet, redfish, small "grass-fish,'~ and frequently fresh-water fish from the rivers 
above, such as black bass, perch, bream, &c. The salt-water fish are caught during the night in 
cast-nets and the fresh-water fish with hook and line the day before. The sale does not exceed a 
barrel a day, and they sell for very little. 
During the fishing sea on (fall and winter) one or two of those crews which are engaged in 
alting fl h secure several hundred pounds of ice from Columbus or Chattahoochee; this ice they 
u e to pre erve nch mullet, sheepshead, &c., as they intend to ship back on the boat which brings 
h ice. The ft h thu hipp d are packed in flour barrels with broken ice, and a sack is then 
Tw 1 e r 15 arr are often sent to Eufala, .A.la., and Bain bridge and 
of tran rta i n wer urer or more regular, a much larger trade 
rri 
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The :fishermen receive $5 or $5.50 a barrel for all good food-fishes delivered on the steamboat, 
packed carefully. They clear about $3 on a barrel. Last winter, in this trade 450 barrels, worth 
$1,350, were packed and sbipped. 
THE OYSTER INDUS1'RY.-This neighborhood bas been highly favored with a large number of 
beds furnishing oysters of large size and fine flavor, which are easily procured and distributed by 
means of river steamers from Appalachicola, through a wide area inland. Besides a number of 
large reefs in Saint George and Saint Vincent Sounds and Appalachicola Bay, there are scattered 
all through the deeper waters a great many small beds. The depth of water here averages 7 feet, 
and it is brackish and full of sediment. The oysters from these beds are of superior flavor; there 
are few better in _any part of the Gulf. 
The reefs, or beds, are only an hour's sail from town; therefore the outfits or preparations for 
a trip need not be very great. When the tide is high the boat anchors over a bed, on which there 
are from 5 to 10 feet of water, and both men use tongs to bring up the oysters with. As each tong-
full comes up, the worthless ones are culled out and the good ones are thrown into the hold. The 
tongs in use here ~re made of iron, some galvanized and some not, in the same shape as tti-ose used 
on the Chesapeake. With these tongs, on a spot where the. oysters are abundant, and need but 
little culling, two men can put 50 barrels of good oysters into the hold in one day. 
If the tide is very low, as is the case during " northers," the boat is run aground on an oyster-
reef, a gangway plank is placed over the side, and the oysters are picked up by hand and carried 
aboard in tubs. Oystering in this manner is said to be harder and slower work than tonging them. 
When the boat is loaded she goes to town, and, if there be a steamboat there, the oysters are turned 
over to the dealer on board of her; if not, they are not delivered until one does come. The oysters 
sell for 50, 60, and 75 cents per barrel, all ready for shipment, that is, in barrels and covered with . 
gunny sack at the top; but the oystermen seldom get barrels or sacks, ·which have to be furnished 
by the dealer, at the rate of 10 cents for sacks and 20 cents for barrels, leaving the oysterman but 
20, 30, or 45 cents per barrel for the oysters. It sometimes happens that barrels cannot be bought 
for any price at Appalachicola, and immense .quantities of oysters must either be thrown away or 
lie over until barrels can be brought from neighboring towns. There are four steamboats running 
on this river in the winter, two of which carry the mail; but it frequently happens that the mail 
is not received here for two or three weeks, and large . amounts of oysters and fish have to be 
thrown away in consequence. A few vessel loads of oysters are taken to Saint Mark's during the 
winter, but it is a trade of not much consequence. The shipping season lasts from November to 
April. 
The boats in use are all small sloops of 20 or 25 feet length, carrying each two men. Last 
year (1878) ther~ were twenty of these boats en·gaged in the oyster :fishing. With their outfit of 
tongs, &c., they are thought to be worth about $2,500. Between .forty and fifty men are engaged 
in this business, out of which they make but little more than what they spend for food while earn-
ing it. If two men who are running a boat have a good contract with the dealer, good wages can 
easily be made; but if they have no contract they are obliged to cut the prices down in order to 
sell at all, and also are kept lying at the wharf about half their time. From $5 to $8 per week, 
therefore, is an oysterman's wages when working. 
The principal dealer at .Appa1achicola states, that he and other dealers there shipped up the 
river, during the winter of 1878-'7D, 15,000 barrels. These, at the rate of 30 cents a barrel, yielded 
to the oystermen $4,500. In addition, owners of vessels disposed of abou_t 2,000 barrels at Saint 
Mark's at 50 cents a barrel, equal to $1,000. · The total value of the trade that winter, therefore, was 
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$5,500. It i only within the years that the trade has approached even this amount. ow it i 
improving, and new markets, such as Eastern Florida towns (by steamer and rail), are 011<:ning. 
203. FISHERIES OF SAINT ANDREW'S BAY. 
HISTORY .A.ND EARLY CONDITION OF THE FISHERIES.-The :fisheries of Washington County 
arc twofold in their llistory. Both past and present, however, were, and are carried on in the 
waters of Saint Andrew's Bay, the capital for the prosecution of the same being furnished by par-
ties living in or near the city of the same name. The past :fisheries, dating from the year 1850 to 
the year 1863, which was the year of the bombardment of Saint .Andrew's city, will be treated of 
fira~ · 
Between 1850 and 1860 Saint Andrew's was a lively, active place, containing at least 1,200 or 
1,500 people. There were saw-mills in operation and shipping was carried on to an important 
extent. The city in summer was visited by many people from Alabama and Georgia, who, of 
course, circulated money in the place. There, as in nearly every seaport town, fish formed the 
chief article of diet. .As the place became more thrifty and continued to grow in size, the demand 
for fish increased in proportion. At this early stage of its history a large quantity of salt fish was 
sold to the planters living in the interior of Alabama and Georgia, and this trade was of no little 
importance to the :fishermen. The :fishing then, as now, was done entirely with the drag-seines, 
which were from 50 to 75 fathoms in length, and from 6 to 12 feet deep, having a bag in the middle, 
at which point the seine attained its greatest depth. This net is described above on p.' 550. In 
setting these seines sharp and flat-bottomed boats were used. Four or five men handled one seine, 
which was attended to from a single boat. The captain stood in the bow, guiding the boat by 
means of a pole and watching for signs of the approach of fish. These boats were often rowed 
along the bay shore, over the best :fishing grounds at a venture, dragging the seine over a spot 
known as a good fishing ground without any :fish having been seen. This was called a "blind" 
haul. In winter two or three barrels were considered a fair day's catch; in spring, about twice 
that amount, and in fall as many as the boat could carry in one or two journeys-perhaps 25 or 30 
barrels. 
The greater part of these fish were salted; for this purpose such fish as Spanish mackerel, 
jurel, pompano, trout, redfish, sheepsbead, bluefish, and mullet were selected. The majority of 
other varieties were given away or fed to the bogs. For convenience in salting, small sheds were 
built. These were 15 or 20 feet square and were provided with benches on which to clean the 
fi h; they al o contained salt-bins and troughs in which to mix the pickle or soak the fish. The 
manner of dressing the fish was as follows : Two persons at the bead of the bench cut off the 
head ancl shoved the fish along to another pair who split them clown the back and then passed 
the :fi h to others who removed the entrails, blood, &c. In this operation men, women, and boys 
helped. The fish were then ready for salting. The bead :fisherman usually performed this opera-
tion, for the amount of salt used depended largely upon bis skill and care. When dry salted, the 
fish were allowed t remain for two or three days in that condition, after which they were taken 
out and packed way nicely in barrels and half barrels with plenty of pickle. Each barrel would 
h l c rtai ly 200 pound , and the fl h were guaranteed to remain sweet and good for at least one 
Y ar. The arrel w re, and are now, made and provided by a cooper who lfres near the bay 
i work with that of farming. 
ri cir 1 mark t £ r th e fi h wa in the interior. Some of the :fishermen preferred to 
b fi h t mark t th m ln~ , ut th maj rity old them at their own door . Those who 
h t rm r 11· n 1 mtr with tb ir br.trrel f :fl ·lt load d on an ox-cart 
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au<l stop at every town and plantation until all their fish were sold. This mode was much more 
profitable to the fishermen than the other, for, of course, if the buyers sent after the fish, they di<l 
not expect to pay as much for them as they would if they were delivered at their houses, and 
the value of the time spent in peddling the fish was not considered, for the summer months in that 
region were of but little practical use to the professional :fisherman. ·when several wagons had 
preceded a later comer, it was frequently necessary to go as far as Columbus, Georgia, before sell-
ing all the :fish. The best inland customers were planters, who bought the :fish to feed to their 
slaves, whose diet was half bacon and half fish. 
After the fish caught by a crew were sold, the division of the proceeds was made. The seine 
and boat drew one share, the captain two, and each of the crew one. Some men from Alabama 
not accustomed to :fishing, but owners of a fishing outfit, would often hire by the month captain 
and crew to :fish for them during the season. For such work there was no regular proportion 
paid, but the men who were hired usually managed to make more than they could have made had 
they been fishing on the ordinary plan. There were at least two crews of this kind here in the 
year 1879. Of the crews working on shares, there were only five in 1879, but when the war broke 
out there were many more. Some of these were not :fishing for market, but !n order to catch fish 
for their own consumption. 
It was impossible t-0 find out the exact amount of :fish taken and the number of boats 
employed between 1850 and 1860; an estimate has been made which, owing to the care taken in 
forming the same, is probably not far from correct. The total number of barrels of fish salted and 
sold at Saint Andrew's Bay and vicinity is reckoned at 21,000. The :fish included in tllis estimate 
were such as have been already named in this section, and, with the exception of pompano, were 
of equal value. The pompano were then much more plentiful than now, and even at the present 
time they form one-eighth of the total catch of fish. 
Value of the Saint Andrew's fisheries for the ten yeat·s from 1850 to 1860. 
Kind offish. Barrels. I P,ke f"" barre. Value. 
Pompano ............... ·2, 625 $10 $26,250 
I Mullet, &o .•............ 18,375 8 147,000 ----
Total value ........ .............. ·-·-···--··· !73,250 
I 
It is readily seen that the 21,000 barrels above given is in the table divided thus: One-eighth 
pompano and seven-eighths mixed fish. 
PRESENT FISHERIES OF SAINT ANDREW'S BAY.-In the year 1863, as above stated, Saint 
Andrew's city was bombarded and destroyed by the Federal gun-boats, as also were the fisheries 
and salt-works about the bay. This event, and the continued presence of the gun-boats, stopped 
all :fishing in this bay until after the close of the war. The :fishermen still resident were without 
outfits; the greater part of them had heard of or experienced better fields elsewhere, and bad gone 
away. In a few years after this the poorer classes of the inland country began to call on those 
living at the bay for fish, for which they paid by giving in exchange sirup, corn, sweet potatoes, 
&c. The new class of fishermen was formed from the people who, since the war, bad come there 
for the purpose of farming. They found but a scanty living and were only too glad to be thus 
called on by those living in the interior of the country for fish. Those who were able to buy seines, 
did so immediately, and every spring and fall they spent two or three months in :fishing, the 
profits of which exceeded those realized from farming for the remaining nine months of the year. 
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Th l'e al' now some twenty-five or thirty families near tbe bay, out of which number about 
thirt ·-five men an<l boys fish during the season for a livelip.ood. None fish througbout the year. 
rnong the e few people many nations are represented: There is a Dane, a German, an Irishman, 
.. Scotchman, a Spaniard, and there are also three Englishmen; the rest of them are Americans and 
negroes. .As a class, these fisber~en are a hardy set. Socially, they are very hospitable in their 
manner to a stranger, always entertaining him as well as their mode of living will permit. The 
a toni hing feature is that men who have traveled, and have, therefore, seen something of the 
world, should settle down to lead such a lazy, shiftless sort oflife. Their homes, often containing 
but two rooms, are the regular '' Hoosier" log cabins; in these live the :fishermen, their wives, and 
children. Life in one of these houses must be truly miserable, suggesting naught but poverty and 
laziness. The women, all of whom are natives and of the most ignorant class, are as intellectually 
iufcrior as they are superior energetically to the men. Considering how few advantages these 
women have, their conduct of the household affairs reflects great credit upon them. The children 
seem to be smart and intelligent until they reach maturity, at which ·stage they either fall into the 
carele s habits of their fathers, or, if girls, take upon themselves the drudgeries of a mother and 
wife. Near the bay there is no school, but those who can afford to do so send their children to the 
county school at Marianna; few being able to do this, the majority of them grow up in painful 
ignorance. The same is the case for the most part with their religious instruction, as there are no 
regular services held near the bay and none of the people there profess any religion. 
The fl hing trade has gradually been improving since the war and has now regained its forruer 
poi.ition. The same kinds of boats, seinP-s, &c., are usea. as of old and the fish are cured in the 
ame way as they formerly were. The fresh-fish trade, however, has not amounted to much, except 
in 1876, when about two thousand pompano were sold to Rmacks belonging to Pensacola and Mobile 
for 8 cents apiece. 
Instead of the :fishermen peddling their fish through the country, as was once the custom, the 
planters now come to the bay and carry home a mixed load of fish and oysters. 
In 1878, 555 barrels of :fish valued at $3,470 were sold from the bay. In addition to this, 
1,500 barrels of oysters were sold at 50 cents a barr<:l, making the total value of :fish and oysters 
4,220. 
The oyster beds are scattered all over tbe upper parts of East, North, aud West bays, arnl are 
most abundant in the deep and open water. These oysters are the favorites of the Georgia inland 
town , where they chiefly find their way. 
204. FISHERIES OF PE:NSACOT.,A. 
FISIIERMEN .AND APPARATUS.-The only :fishing town in Escambia County is Pensacola, the 
ii ·herie of which are of great importance. The red-snapper fishery has been elsewhere detailed 
nd i here omitted. 
The professional fishermen of Pensacola number seventy-five, and are either creoles or negroes. 
;\Tith them fi bing is an hereditary profession. But few vessels belong to Pensacola. The ·smacks 
f w England build and the two or three small vessels which carry ice were built at Peusa-
r 1 bil . The boats n ed y the seine fishermen ~re of the open yawl pattern, 22 feet long 
fi t wide. They re mble the boat carried on large schooners an<l other merchant vessel . 
Th Y r pr P 11 chi fly y ar , of which two or thr pair are u ed. In addition, they 
arry m 11 prit- ai wh n 1 ng trip are to be mad . 
Th r ar t n t n aoola for on -half the year and five during the other half. 
, wi h <l pth f ,;J D t. Th 1 ngth of me h rang s from 2 to 
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3 inches. Four or five men are required to manage a seine. The fish taken are pompano, blue-
.fish, mullet, red.fish, spotted trout, Spanish mackerel, shecpshead, and many other kinds of shore 
.fishes. The average annual catch of a seine here is estimated at 1,000 barrels. 
FISHING BY PILOTS.-The pilots living near the mouth of the harbor, whose daily duty it is to 
go to sea to look for vessels in need of pilots, own four or ft ve open boats. They generally catch 
with hook and line and bring home in the evening large loads of fish. These boats are very 
small, not over 16 feet long, and carry a crew of four or five men. The boats are anchored on the 
"snapper bankf ,'' some 6 or 8 miles from Pensacola Bar. Their daily average catch is placed at 
500 pounds, and this would amount (for five boats .fishing two hundred days in the year) to 500,000 
pounds of .fish. The~e .fish are sold at the navy-yard, or to the dealers at Pensacola. 
THE SALT-FISH TRADE.-The salt fish trade at Pensacola has been of no importance since the 
close of the war of the rebellion. For twenty years, from 1840 to 1860, a flourishing trade of the 
kind was prosecuted by New England fishermen who spent the winters on the coast of Florida. 
They traded with the planters of Alabama and Georgia. When this trade was mm,t prosperous, 
about 700 or 800 barrels of fish were annually sent inland, and, as good prices were paid, such a 
trade must have represented $8,000 or $10,000 per annum. Now, there is but one man, Captain 
Leonard Distin, at Choctawhatchee Inlet, who puts up salt fish. He has been in the trade from 
its start and is well informed on the subject. Much of the information acquired concerning the 
fishermen of Pensacola has been given by him. He now puts up about 50 barrels a year, receiving 
small prices, part of which he is forced to take in country produce. The principal kinds of fish 
salted are sheepshead, bluefish, pompano, redfish, mullet, sea trout, and Spanish mackerel. 
FRESH-FISH DEALERS.-At ~ensacola the only dealers are the Pensacola Ice Company and 
W. 0. Vesta, the former of which is the older and lar.ger firm, having been in the business seven 
or. eight years. Their trade has increased year by year. This company owns a large packing-
house with good arrangements for handling fish, ice-boxes capable of caring for 25,000 pounds of 
fish. Connected with the packing-house is the ice-house with its conveniences for handling ice. 
The dealers do not keep fish on hand for a long time, not more than four or five days at any 
time. They pack the fish in barrels to be shipped into the interior, and in casks to go to New 
Orleans. For two winters the Pensacola Ice Company ran refrigerator cars, loaded with fish, to 
all points on the railroad as far north as Cincinnati, where they were reshipped in barrels to more 
distant markets, but the high rates of the railroad company brought that business to a close. 
LAY ON VESSELS.-On ve8sels where the crew are .fishing on shares, the following is the 
understood arrangement regarding the division of the proceeds of the catch: The vessel receives 
40 per cent., 5 per cent. of which is paid by the owner to the captain. The crew receive the 
remaining 60 per cent. which, after store expenses, &c., have been paid, they share equally, captain 
and men. The owner pays dockage bill and bills for the vessel's gear. When crews are paid 
wages, the captain receives $75 to $100 a month; the mates, $40 to $50 each; the cook, $30; and 
each of the crew, $20 to $25. In this case the owners pay all bills. 
LAY AMONG THE SEINE-BOAT CREWS.-ln the seining boats the proceeds of the catch are 
<livided into equal shares, the boat and seine taking one each, and each of the crew one. The 
seiners are never paid wages. 
THE OYSTER INDUSTRY,-The oyster season here begins in September and ends in April. The 
hanks worked (only with tongs) lie in Escambia Bay, and are scattering and ver.y poorly stocked-
not so well as formerly. The absence of shell-heaps on the adjacent shores show that the Indians 
did not resort to this for a supply of molluscan food to any great extent. 
The boats serving here are open, flat-bottomed, roughly-made skiffs, not exceeding 24 feet in 
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J O th, t·rigged or sloop·rigged. Two men form the crew, and consider from 5 to 12 barrel1:1 a 
I ad, ·ati ·fying them elves with one trip per week. As there are about se,en boats, an a,erag d 
c tim, te of the ea oD's total production would give about 2,500 bushels. The selling price being 
only 35 or 40 cents per bushel, the cash proceeds will hardly exceed $1,000, to be divided among 
about fifteen fishermen. A system of sharing is in vogue, by which the proceeds of each day's 
catch are divided into equal thirds between the boat and each of the two men who constitute her 
crew. 
The catch at Pensacola often fails to supply the local demand, and additional oysters are 
obtained from Mobile and Saint Andrew's Bay. Nothing of consequence Las been done here in 
oyster.culture. 
STATISTICS OF '.I.'HE FISHERIES.-ln the Pensacola fisheries $5,300 are invested iu. vessels, 
boats, and seines. To this ~um may l)e added $1,200, which represents the amount invested in 
shore apparatus. 
A bunch of fish weighs from 20 to 25 pounds. These bunches were sold wholesale from 1850 
to 1860 at $2 to $2.50 apiece. From 1860 to 1870 the value per bunch was $1.50 to $1.75, and from 
1870 to 1880, $1.25 to $1.75. The former retail prices of salt fish, packed in brine in barrels, at 
Pensacola, were, per barrel: Mullet, $10; sheepsbead, $10; bluefish, $12; pompano, $12; hard· 
tails, or jurels, $10; redfish, $10; Spanish mackerel, $12. 
The present wholesale prices are $1 per bunch of 25 pounds, or, by weight, 3¼ cents per pound 
for all fish under 7 pounds, and 25 cents apiece for all fish weighing 7 pounds and over. 
The present retail prices of salt fish, packed in brine in barrels, are, per barrel: Mullet., $7; 
sheepshead, $7; bluefish, $8; pompano, $9; jnrel, $7; recltish, $7; Spanish mackerel, $8. 
The present price of oysters in the shell is $1 a barrel. 
The total value of the yield of the Pensacola fisheries, from January 1, 1877, to January 1, 
1878, was $23,D70.S4 for 555,D77 pounds of ·fish. For the next twelve months it was $22,638.43 for 
6G0,1M pounds of :fish. 
0.-rrHE FISHERY INTERES1.1S OF ALABAMA. 
205. STATISTICAL RECAPITULATION. 
SALT.WATER FISHERIES OF ALABAMA. 
Summary statement of pel'sons employed. 
Porsons oroploycd. Number. 
Fishermen................. . . • . • . • • . • . • • • . . • • . • . . . . . . . • • • . . • • . 645 
Shoremen....... . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . !10 
Total . .. ... .. . .......................................... 635 
Detailed statement of capital invested and aP1Jaratus ernployed • 
.Apparatus specified. 
V ls (317.20 tons) .....•..... .......... ....... 




h r npparata , in ludfog outfits ........................ . .. . 
Canur.r! and o b r ebor pro11erty . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. ... ... . . 
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Detailed statement of the quantitieB and values of the productB. 
Products specified. Pounds. Vnlue. 
Mullet................ .. ........................ 125,000 3,750 
Oysters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 731, 500 44, 950 
Red snappers. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 360, 000 12, 825 
All other species . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 325, 000 57, 750 
1----:-----1 
Total. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 541, 500 I 119, 275 
206. FISHERIES OF MOBILE AND VICINITY. 
THE UNION ~.,ISHERY COMP .A.NY.-ln the year 1873 great energy was displayed by some of the 
citizens of Mobile City, whose object it was to form a company for the purpose of buying up and 
preparing for sale all kinds of fish taken along the shores and in the public waters of Alabama. 
Notice of this intention was given in the Montgomery Mail, under date of December 11, 1873. rt 
reads thus: 
,, UTILIZING THE FISHING PRIVILEGES OF THE S'.l'.A.TE.-A company of citizens, most of them 
well known and highly respected, have organized themselves, as the law directs, into a private cor-
poration, under the name and style of 'The Union Fishery, Salt, and Manure Manufacturing Com-
pany,' for the purpose of taking and preparing for consumption and sale all kinds of fish, oysters, 
and other shell-fish along tlie shores and in the public waters of Alabama, and for the further pur-
pose of manufacturing oil and commercial manures from said fish. They have the further purpose 
of manufacturing salt along or near the shores of the State by solar evaporation or otherwise. 
They design all of these articles for private use and for sale in the public markets. The incorpora-
tors are James W. Coleman, Francis W. Dansby, Smith D. Halo, James H. Houston, Cary G. 
Thomas, Robert Christian, and Daniel C. De Jarnette. The capital of the company is $2,800,000." 
That the citizens of the State of Alabama were anxious that such a company should be formed, 
whereby the State revenue would be enlarged, is evident from the following: 
'
4 We understand that a bill has been or will be reported to the legislature, in which the rights 
and privileges of this company shall be defined. It is time that the State of Alabama should be 
drawing a considerable revenue by taxation in the shape of a royalty on her extensive fishing, salt, 
and fertilizing wealth. Such a. company as 'The Union Fishing and Salt and Manure Manufact-
uring Company of'Alabama' might be made, by a proper bill, a source of considerable revenue, all 
of which i~ now lost to the State, and we trust that a bill, properly guarded, such as is now sought 
by t.his company, may become a law. The State wants every dollar of tax, and all the revenue it 
can possibly raise, by means which will not further incumber the farming interests of the com-
monwealth." 
LOCATION OF THE OITY.-Mobile, the only town of Alabama extensively engaged in the :fish-
eries, is situated at the mouth of Mobile River, on Mobile Bay, 28 miles from its junction with the 
Gulf of Mexico. 
FISHERMEN.-More than one-half of the professional :fishermen of Mobile are employed in the 
oyster business. Forty gather oysters, and one hundred and thirty-five carry them to market. 
There are twenty smack :fishermen and one hundred seine and gill-net :fishermen. At the oyster-
canning establishments one hundred and fifty men are employed. 
APPARATUS AND METHODS.-The :fishing smack in use in these Southern waters having been 
described, it is here only necessary to say that there are but two of them at Mobile, and they a.re 
of New England build. 
EO R.APilICAL REVIEW OF THE FISHERIES. 
A l\Iobile there are twenty stationary gill-nets, whose average length is from 30 to 50 fath-
m ·, and depth 6 to 12 feet. The mesh of their central web measures 2 to 2! inches, and their 
nt r w b 12 inches. These are in use for nine months of the year, from September to May. The 
principal varieties caught in them are mullet, trout, redfish, sheepshead, pompano, croakers, and 
other bay fishes, and black bass, bream, and perch from the fresh and bra_ckish bayous. Each 
boat carries from one to four of these nets, according to the size of the boat and of the nets. The 
average catch for one net is 10~ pounds a day, that is, one basket, making the annual catch 24,000 
pounds. 
There are fifteen seines, averaging in length 60 to 100 fathoms, and in depth 10 to 12 feet. The 
average stretch of mesh is 1 to 1¼ inches. Four or five men are required to each seine. These nets 
are used chiefly in summer when the :fish are schooling. In them all kinds of bay fish are caught, 
but no fresh-water varieties. The average annual catch of eacli is 35,000 pounds. 
There are two distinct :fisheries, the catches of which are brought to Mobile-the open sea 
l10ok-and-line :fishery and the inside net :fishery. The former of these has already been detailed 
in the paragraphs on the :fisheries of Pensacola, since the smacks :fishing for the Mobile market 
form a part of the Pensacola fleet of :fishing boats. 
THE INSIDE-WATER FISHERIES.-In the inside-water fisheries an open yaw I-boat, about 20 feet 
long, is used. The net may be seine or sections of trammel-netting. Those who use trammel or 
gill nets :fish about the marshes at the mouth of the Alabama River. They camp anywhere along 
the shore, and are gone from one to six days. The result of their trip is as uncertain as is the 
length of the time for which they may be absent. 
They work their trammel-nets thus: When a school of :fish, or, more generally, a good feeding 
place, is found, the nets, in one, two, or three sections, are placed around the :fish or the likely 
spot, and the fishermen beat the water inside the nets, in order to frighten the fish so that they 
will run against the net and become entangled. Large fish are caught by the outer web of the 
net, while the smaller ones are gilled or entangled in the inner web of small mesh. Trammel-nets 
ar~ never dragged as seines are. 
Another method of using these nets is to set three or four sections from the shore outward in 
a straight line, and to leave them so set for several hours. Bottom fish, such as redfish and trout, are 
the principal kinds taken in this way. Set-nets do not, however, work well in these waters, for as 
soon as a fish which has been caught in the net is dead, the alligator-gars, small sharks, and crabs, 
which are always present in large numbers, begin to eat it, and while doing so often cut holes in 
the net. Trammel fl. hermen usually carry cars with them. In these they keep all the uninjured 
fl h alive. 
The seine fishermen go much farther from the city than the gill-netters, for by so doing they 
find better places at which they can drag their seines, and probably also a greater abundance of 
fl. h. These fi hermen camp along the shores from Bon Secour Bay, which is to the east of Mobile 
Bay, to the Chandeleur Islands, fishing at one place one week and at another the next week. Some 
of these men have small farms near to the fishing grounds, and thus combine fishing with farming. 
Th y di play but little energy in their work, and consequently make a poor living at it. In the 
y-time they ft h for chool ft hand in the night for bottom fl h, doing neither when there is no 
upply of ioo at hand or some safe mode of sending their fi h to market. One or two small ves-
1 carry fl h from the camp to the city. The e are not the only means whereby the men can 
tran~port th ir fi h to market, for th r are oy ter-boat , macks, and steamboats con tautly 
pa ing. 
ISPOSITt o C.A.T H.-The kind f fi h which they catch are always sold by the ba ket, 
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hol<liug about 125 pounds. The price per basket varies from $2 to $20-the former wheu fish are 
plentiful, and the latter price when the reverse is the case. 
Most of these inside-water fishes are bought by J. F. Maybury & Co. and by F. Kuppersmith, 
wllo ship them inland: Some are also bought by the marketmen, who retail them in the Mobile 
market-house. 
Very few of the fish which come to Mobile are iced. The market-men only ice them when 
they have a larger amount than can be sold off immediately or when they have a supply of snap-
pers for shipment_. At such times they pack the fish in rough boxes or in barrels and intersperse 
broken ice. Maybury & Co, is tlle only firm which has regular ice-boxes or handles any large 
amount of iced _fish. They own boxes enough to pack away 10,000 or 15,000 pounds of fish. They 
also have an arrangement for freezing fisll, but it does not work well in so warm a climate where 
in the transit the fish may thaw out; so the arrangement is seldom used. The plan of it is similar 
to some of the Northern freezing houses, and is as follows : In a large box made of matched boards, 
with charcoal-lined walls, is a zinc cylinder which is filled with finely-bro en ice and salt. When 
fish are to be frozen they are piled around the cylinder, and the box is then shut up tight. There 
is no really first-class establishment for icing fish in Mobile. 
LAY ON VESSELS.-The crew on a fishing smack fish on shares. They pay the provision bills 
and receive· 60 per cent. of the proceeds of the trip. The captain, who receives an equal share with 
the rest of the crew, also receives from the owner or owners 10 or 15 per cent. of his or their share, 
which is the remaining 40 per cent. of the proceeds of the trip. 
THE OYSTER BUSINESS.-About one hundred and seventy-five men are eng3:ged in gathering 
and hauling oysters to market. They own sixty-two vessels and boats, and sell the oysters to 
the Mobile dealers. The boats are small, open, :flat-bottomed, of the simplest and roughest style. 
The tongs are those in ordinary use. The knives for opening them are of steel, with heavy flat 
handles and wide, thick blades, rather more rounded than pointed at the end. 
On the oyster-carrying vessels, where there are but two or three men as crew, the pro.fits are 
divided as above described on the fishing smacks, excepting in a few cases where the captain is 
the owner and may prefer to pay his crew wages, $20 and $25 a month. 
The "gatherers" of oysters are independent, selling whatever they catch at the regular rate 
of 10 cents a box or 40 cents a barrel. 
The oysters that are bronght to Mobile are obtained from natural and artificial beds in Mobile 
Bay. Those from the natural beds are called "reefers," which are slightly inferior in size and 
quality to those from the artificial beds, which are called "plants." They are obtained in a portion 
of the bay called the "gully"; the only place where they are naturally abundant. The planted 
oysters are originally obtained from the salt water, ·near Cat Island, between Mobile Bay and 
Biloxi, Mis8., and are deposited in front of the oysterman's land. 
The State laws provide that any settler on its bay shores shall have the right to use for oyster 
culture the water surface in front of his lands from low-water mark 600 yards outward. 
About thirty vessel-loads, or more than 2,500 bushels, are usually planted at first on new 
grounds, and are allowed to remain two years before they are gathered up to be sold. The next_ 
and following times that deposits are made it is not necessary to plant as many as at first; for 
there are many small oysters that escape the tongs which will soon grow large enough for market. 
It is calculated that in two years the small salt-water oysters will have so grown in size and 
so increased in numbers that there will be about twice as many as when transplanted; but this 
ratio can hardly be depended upon, for it often has been proved that, to realize an increase of 50 
per cent., the location and circumstances must be most favorable, 
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y ·t r tak n from alt water are in very poor condition, but in an incredibly hort time, 
in fr h or bracki h water, they become large and fat. Still there are times, when the bay is 
almo t purely fresh, that certain injurious qualities in it (perhaps from the extensive swamp ) 
either destroy oysters or turn them so red that they are unfit for market. Invertebrate animal 
are probably the cause of many oysters being killed, though the oystermen seem to be ignorant of 
it. Drum-fish are also very destructive. 
Besides the "reefers" and "plants," there is a kind of oyster called here "sharpers," from the 
fact that the ends of their shells are unusually sharp. They are a natural-growth oyster of very 
large size (shells averaging 8 or 10 inches long) and superior flavor, . that are found growing sepa-
rately along the bay shores, not far from the place where ''reefers" are gathered. "Sharpers" are 
always in demand, though there is some objection to them on account of their being so hard 
to open. 
"Reefers" and "sharpers" are caught by men who follow no other pursuit, and who are a quite 
distinct class from the oyster-boatmen. They have small, flat-bottomed skiffs of the roughest 
description, in which they go "a-tonging,'' two men occupying a boat and taking turns at tonging 
and culling. As fast as the stock is culled it is placed in shallow, oblong boxes holding one-fourth 
of a barrel each, and in these measures is sold to the boatmen or carriers at the rate ( during the 
winter of 1880-'81) of 10 cents a "box," or 40 cents a barrel. The carriers having obtained a load 
for their sail-boats, proceed at once to the city and deliver them to the dealer, by whom they are 
employed to buy or with whom they have contracts. The measure, in this transaction, is the 
same box as before, but the price has nearly doubled, holding all last season at 75 cents a barrel. 
While the gatherers are paid per measure for what they catch, the profits of the boatmen are 
divided among the crew by a "lay" arrangement of sharing, by which the crew pay provision 
bill and receive 60 per cent. of the proceeds. 0£ the owner's 40 per cent. remaining, the captain 
gets 10 or 15 per cent. additional. In a few cases the captains own their vessels, and prefer to hire 
their crew at $20 or $25 a month. There are only two or thl'ee men in the whole crew of an 
oyster-boat. 
The oysters, having been deposited in a pile in the dealer's warehouse, are next taken in hand 
by the "openers," who are placed in a circle around the pile, each with his stool, bucket, and oyster-
knife. These men are principally negroes and creoles of the worst character, who find it hard to 
obtain other employment. Still they are very expert at opening oysters, and often make fair wages. 
Tho knives used by them are all of steel, about 6 inches long, with heavy, flat handles, and wide, 
thick blades, rounded at the end. To open an oyster it is held in the left hand, lower shell down 
and lips outward, and the shells are quickly pried open at the hinge, the upper shell being thrust 
off. One more stroke severs the oyster from the lower shell, and into the bucket it goes, liquor and 
all. Some kinds of oysters cannot ·be easily opened in this way, so they are broken first on the lip 
dge and entered from that side with the knife. The majority of Mobile oyster openers are very 
quick whlle opening either of these ways, but are probably more practiced in the first. The shells 
re thrown one side in a pile, and the "openers," if left to themselves, wilJ throw away many good, 
unop ned oy ter , in order to hasten through their barrel, if they are opening by the barrel, or to 
t rid of mall oy ter , if they are opening by the gallon; therefore it is necessary to have a man 
mploy d to watch them and prevent this waste. 
hen an "opener" ha fill d hi bucket he takes it to a clerk to be emptied into a strainer, 
h n the ~ t r are mea red and placed t hi credit. 
Th i 35 cent per barrel, or 20 cents per gallon. At 
r r , 11 will ield more opened oysters than at others; 
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for instance, in the fall hardly 2 gallons are obtained, while in the winter and spring 2 to 3 gallons 
are taken from one barrel. 
As soon as the oysters have been opened, measured, and drained of their liquor, they are 
emptied into a large vat that has a strainer-like bottom and are kept cool by means of ice until 
needed for shipment or canning. To be shipped to any place ~ot far inland they are usually placed 
in cans varying from 1 to 10 gallons, according to the ~rder, that are not hermetically sealed, but 
are kept in contact with ice. To be shipped to more distant parts they are placed in square cans, 
containing from 1 quart to 1 gallon, and are h~rmetically sealed. This manner is more costly to 
the purchaser, but is the safer way, for oysters so put up will keep a long time. 
Pickling oysters bas been of some importance here, but there is very little done at it now. The 
method of treatment was, first, to steam the oysters, and then to place them in small, square tin 
cans with spiced vinegar, the cans afterward being soldered up air-tight. It is said that this busi-
ness failed because of much poorly prepared goods being put on the market. In pleasant weather, 
when the gatherers can work and the boats can easily get to the city with large loads of oysters, 
the Mobile market becomes overstocked, and it is then difficult to dispose of the catch at any price; 
but in stormy and cool weather the market is good, for then but few boat-loads come in, partly 
owing to real difficulties and partly to the indolent indisposition of the oystermen to work when 
discomfort attaches to it. 
The oysters of Mobile Bay have a high reputation for excellence. The water and soil of the 
bay, particularly in the eastern arm, called Bon Secour, seem espe~ially well adapted to their 
growth. The planting-beds are all higher up, where the seed thrives better than below. 
THE GULF OF MEXICO OYSTER COMPANY.-Early in 1880 a new concern, to be known as the 
Gulf of Mexico Oyster Company, began oyster canning and shipping at Mobile, for though their 
factory was many miles distant, at Scranton, Miss., yet the officers were in Mobile, and the busi-
ness contributed to the city. About ninety to one hundred_ hands, of all ages and sexes, are 
employed. These live in a little village, which the company has built for the purpose, in the neigh-
borhood of their factory. While this company_does something in the fresh-oyster trade, their main 
business is in cooked and canned oysters, which are steamed and sealed in sub~tantially the same 
way as at Baltimore. One specialty, however, is the putting up of canned fried oysters, after the 
following patented method: 
From the supply vat, where they are kept cool, the oysters are taken and rolled -in meal and 
fine cracker-dust, and then are dropped, a gallon at a time, into a large kettle of hot fat, which is 
a mixture of lard, tallow, and stearine, where tJiey are allowed to fry crisp and brown. Next, while 
still hot, they are packed in small, fl.at, square tin boxes of about a quart capacity, and the unoc-
cupied space is filled with hot fat. The opening in the top of the box is round, and bas a cap to 
fit, which is firmly soldered down, making the box air-tight. Afterward these boxes are labeled 
and packed in cases, a dozen boxes in a case. It is asserted that oysters prepared in this manner 
sell readily in all parts of the country, and the demand is much larger than was at first expected. 
The "cove oysters" of this company are simply fresh oysters hermetically sealed in cylindrical 
cans. 
The capital stock of this company is $25,000. (Another company has recently been projected 
with a capital stock of $50,000.) Though the capacity of the Scranton factory is no less than 30,000 
one-pound cans per day, the product at the time of my Yisit had been insignificant, owing to various 
delays in getting well under way. The company will also can shrimp, fruit, and vegetables in 
season, so that not all the force, capital, and fixtures can be credited to oysters alone; and, inas-
much as operations have only begun, I have not added these :figures to my totals. The stock whic~ 
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h y recei e for canning is the wild ''reefer" oyster, that grows in immense profusion all along the 
oa t of Mi issippi. 
STATISTICS OF '.IRE FISIIERIES.-In the fisheries of Mobile it is estimated that there are 
, 25,500, in all, invested; $22,500 in the fisheries proper, and the other $3,000 in the oy ter busines . 
The market prices paid to the fishermen are, for red snappers, groupers, &c., 3 or 4 cents a 
pound; for mullet, trout, redfish, &c., $2 to $15 per basket, equal to about 2 to 15 cents a pound. 
The oy ters range from 75 cents to $1.75 a barrel, "reefers" selling for 75 cents a barrel; small 
"plants" aud "sharpers," $1; plants, $1.50; selec~ed plants, $1.75. 
D.-THE FISHERIES OF MISSISSIPPI. 
201: STATISTIC.AL REO.APITUL.ATION. 









Detailed statement of 'capital invested and apparatus employed. 
Apparatus specified. Number. Value. 
Boa.ts···········~· ......•....•................•. 58 
Other apparatus, including outfits ..••........................ 




Total ................................••... 58 8,800 
Detailed statement of the quant-ities and values of the products. 
Products specified. Pounds. Value. 
Mnllet ..............•......••.......•.. ·~....... 1, 500 $60 
Oysters......................................... 175,000 10,000 
All other species................................ 612,000 12,480 
Total . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 788, 500 22, 540 
208. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE FISHERIES. 
MEN .AND METrrons.-Tbe majority of the three hundred fishermen on the coast of Mississippi 
s ven. The seines are u ed about the islands and 
Those fi bing for New 
in , an 1, fi r tlle mo t part, catch red· 
fi hiog fi r th i laud I.tippers u e 
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trammel-nets, in which they catch fresh-water fish, such as black bass, perch, and bream. All of 
these are on this coast called "green-fish." 
DISPOSITION OF THE C.A.TCH.-The salt-water :fishermen charge such high prices for their fish 
that only a very few are shipped inland from the coast. At their rates the fish cannot be shipped 
inland cheaply enough to compete with Pensacola prices. Such is not the case with the fresh-
water catches which come from the bayous and streams. These fish are sold at so much per 
"hand," or "bunch," according to the quantity to ·be sold. The fishes are strung together with 
fibers of palmetto leaf into bunches containing about 5 pounds. These are usually called "hands," 
four of which are tied together to make the "bunch" proper. These ''bunches" are sold whole-
sale for $1 to $3 each, according to the abundance of fish at the time. The trammel :fishermen 
average about six of these bunches a day, and the seine :fishermen about twice as many. 
The season for shipping fish inland does not exceed five months out of the year, and during that 
time there are many days on which no fish are caught. The amount shipped to New Orleans by 
fishermen from that city amounted in 1879 to an average of 2 barrels a day, or about 108,000 
pounds per · annum. A great many fish shipped for New Orleans are landed at Biloxi, Pass 
Christian, and Bay Saint Louis, The fish intended for Mobile are principally landed at Pas-
cagoula. 
OYSTER FISHERIES.-There are eighten oyster boats belonging in this State and seven 
oyster-dealers. The supply of oysters is obtained from the natural reefs all along the marshes 
about the Chandeleur Islands. The oysters are veri,large and abundant, but are not always as good 
as they might be, even in the season. They have been improved by having been transplanted into 
brackish water near Biloxi and Pascagoula. The boats carrying oysters to market are all sman; 
carrying a crew of two men. Here the boatmen gather the oysters, and in some cases open them 
for the dealer. Oystermen receive 75 cents a barrel for oysters in the shell delivered at the 
dealer's wharf, or else 35 cents per hundred opened. If sold_ to the dealer unopened the latter 
pays a shucker at the rate of 75 cents for opening a thousanu oysters. Oysters to be shipped 
inland from the coast markets are opened and placed in 5 and 10-gallon baskets and sold invariably 
by the count. There are forty me°: and about eighteen boats engaged in gathering and bringing 
to market. The boats make two, sometimes three trips a week. At Pascagoula are two oyster~ 
shippers; at Ocean Springs, one; at Biloxi, three; Mississippi City, one. During 1879, 18,920 
ga1lons, at 35 cents a gallon, were shipped inland. Total value, $6,622. 
E.-THE FISHERY INTERESTS OF LOUISIANA. 
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Detailed statement of the capital invested and apparatus employed. 
Apparatus specified. Number. Value. 
Vessels (539.60 tons) . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49 $20, 821 
:Boats ...•...................••............•... ·· 165 4,800 
Other apparatus, including outfits . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . 18, 000 
Canneries and other shore property .... ......... 
1
_ .. _._· ._ •• _ •• _ •• _ •. _.
1 
___ 5o_, o_oo-l 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 93, 621 
Detailed statement of the quantities and values of the products. 
Products specified. Pounds. Value. · 
Crabs................................... . . . . . . . . 288, 000 $7, 200 
Cra.mish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 24, 000 800 
Green turtle . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . • . . . . 30, 000 1, 200 
Mullet........ . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55, 000 1, 650 
Oysters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 2, 065, 000 200, 000 
Red-snappers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 900, 000 45, 000 
Shrimp . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 534, 000 41, 760 
AJl other species. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • . . 3, 100, 000 95, 000 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 6, 996, 000 392, 610 
210. THE FISHERIES OF NEW ORLEANS AND OTHER PLAOES. 
FISHERMEN.-There are on the coast of Louisiana three hundred and thirty-two professional 
fishermen, of whom one hundred and twenty-nine are engaged in the oyster business. Of the 
remainder, one hundred and eighty-eight ply the seine and gill-net, and the other fifteen are 
smack fishermen. 
APP.AR.ATUS--The seines and . gill-nets are used to catch the small inside-water fishes and 
those of the sea that are found along the shores. In different localities they are set with different 
objects in view. Along the outside shores of the islands which separate Mississippi Sound from 
the sea, and about the Chandeleur Islands, seines of medium. size are used to catch the passing 
shoals of bluefish, pompano, Spanish mackerel, bonito, &c., while among these islands small 
seines and trammel-nets are employed to catch the so-called "bottom fish"; these have already 
been specified. They are found at the bottom feeding among the grass and weeds. There is also 
the lake and bayou fishing, carried on in Lake Pontchartrain, in winter only, and in the many 
bays and coves in the extensive marshes of this neighborhood at such times as fish are very 
abundant, but on account of extremely shoal water, muddy bottom, and the numerous chances of 
the escape of the fish, the nets used at other places would be of little service here, and for that 
reason long, shallow, and lightly weighted seines are prepared, and these can be successfully 
dragged through such places. In some of the deeper bayous and lake channels trammel-nets are 
u d wi h good result . Seines and casting-nets are used in the shrimp fishery. 
The net fishermen are stationed at different points along the coast from Mobile Bay to the 
we t rn extremity of the Loui iana coast. Some have their homes on islands near the fishing 
gr und , while the m Jority of them camp at various points throughout the fishing season. For 
th tran portation of their catches they depend upon railroad , passing steamboats, and oyster-
t ; occa ionally th y have a boat engaged for the purpose. The greater part of their fl. h go 
mark t on ice; tho , h wever, caught near home are sent without any preservative. 
H I h brim fl h ry and canning indu try are of great importance. Tiley are 
ti n f hi r r rt. 
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CRABS.-The mode of catching ·crabs is very simple; they are picked up by hand-net or 
, coop-net along the beaches of the outside islands, and from among the grass in the marshes. A 
long line, perhaps measuring 200 fathoms, is sometimes used, to which shorter lines are attached 
at intervals. To the end of each of these short lines is fastened a piece of bait. The long line is 
then stretched along tb·e water's edge and the baited lines a.re thrown into the water. The crab, 
having caught hold ·of the bait with its claws, is pulled up softly and slowly and is landed by means 
of a di P· net. 
CR.A. WFISH.-Crawfish are also picked up from among the sedge grass, along the lake and 
canal shores and on the levees. It is said that they are very plentiful at such places, and that 
great quantities of them can be secured without much trouble. The crawfish live in little holes in 
the muddy banks, and, it is reported, build a sort of chimney of mud over and around' the hoJe. 
TURTLE.-N ow and then the seine fishermen catch a green turtle or a '' loggerhead," which 
they send to market, but very few of these are caught in the year. Some few fresh-water turtles 
are also ta.ken, as, for example, the " mobiiian" and "soft shell" and occasionally a snapping-
turtle. 
THE NEW ORLEANS MARKE1'.-ln New Orleans there are twelve markets where fresh fish are 
retailed. The most important of them all is the French market, for there all the fish intended for 
distribution among the smaller dealers are sent. The other markets are supplied from the French 
market, but few of them do any business. They are under the control of the city, whose property 
they are. The city rents the stalls at from 50 cent's to $2 a day, dependent upon the situation of 
the market and of the stall to be rented. The city is also responsible for the clea~ing of the 
markets after business hours. In most of the markets the fish stans are few and in the most 
secluded corners. In the French market, however, more space and better adrn,ntages are given to 
the fishmongers. In the French market are two dealers-Bartholomew, Tallon & Co., and Felisado 
& Co. They each have several stands, upon .which are displayed quite a large amount and variety 
of fish on the best market days. How and whence these fish come into the hands of these dealers 
will now be explained. The sea fish (red-snapper, grouper, &c.) cmpe by rail from Pensacola and 
Mobile packed with ice in hogsheade. They are caught chiefly by New Orleans smackmen, who 
find it more profitable and satisfactory to deliver their fish in this way. The supply of these fish 
is kept up throughout the year, but in summer the demand is not so great, and consequently less 
are. shipped. The small fish already specified and the smaller fresh-water fish come frpm different 
parts of the Mississippi and Louisiana coasts, where they were cau·ght in seines and trammel-nets. 
Some fish come iced in barrels and some from the nearest points by rail without ice. R~ilroads, 
steamboats, sailing vessels, and "luggers" are all media through which these fish arrive at market. 
Each lot comes consigned to a particular dealer, or is sent in fulfillment of a contract. Snappers 
are sold by the fishermen at so much for a '' bunch,'' weighing 25 pounds; baJfish at so much ~ 
"hand," consisting of four small bunches, with' an aggregate weight of about 20 pounds. Spanish 
mackerel, bluefish, and other choice varieties also sell by the "band," but at a very much higher 
price than the common varieties command. Pompano alone are sol<.l by the count, or so much 
apiece. 
Many of the fish are in a very bad condition by the time they reach the market ·stand, and 
nowhere else would they be allowed to be placed on the stalls and sold, as they are clay by day, to 
people who know nothing about fish, and therefore buy ignorantly. The small fish caught in the 
vicinity of the Mis issippi marshes are really in very fine condition on the stalls, and are far superior 
to the same class of fi_sh found on other parts of the Gulf coast. The reason, probably, is; that on 
tbe Florida coast, for instance, these small :fish cannot find convenient food and are much worried 
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J y de tru tiYe fi be , ucb as the hark, alligator-gar, and creYalle; they are, therefore, in a thin 
and poor condition for market. It seems as if some ecludecl spot were necessary for their attaining 
the great t p rfection, which they do fiud among the Mississippi marshes. Itere, too, are more 
farnrabl condition of water and better food. 
Be :de the e , alt-water fi bes there are some brackish-water s1)ecies=--the black bass, perch, 
and bream-which are taken in the trammel-nets and seines in marshy bayous along with salt-
water fi h, with which they are shipped and sold. 
Some fre h-water catfish an<l '' buffaloes" also appear in the markets. They are chiefly caught 
by negroe in traps or by line up the river and its tributary streams. This is of small importance, 
and cannot be included as one of the regular fisheries. The few shad found in these markets come 
from Charleston, S. 0. The demand for them is small. 
The crabs are sent to market alive and in that way are sold. The marketmen pay 50 cents a 
basket for them; a basket is supposed to contain five dozen. Few craw:fish are seen in the 
market , being not thoroughly appreciated, and other ·fish being much more abundant. The men 
who gather the crawfash receive 40 cents a basketful.· These crustaceans are chiefly used for soup. 
Part of the fish, &c., come to the retail merchant and part to consignees who receiYe them at 
the French market for distribution among the smaller dealers. The work, on the part of the stall 
fishmongers, of buying stock for the day and preparing their stalls commences at midnight, so that 
they may be ready at an early hour for customers. Many of these stall fishmongers have no store-
house in which to keep their fish, but depend on the larger dealers, such as Bartholomew, Tallon . 
Co., for t~eir daily upply. Only five dealers pretend to keep a supply of fish independent of 
other dealers. A a rule, fi h, &c., sell for about twice"'il.s much at retail as the :fishermen receive 
for them. The fish are not sold at retail by the pound, but a_t so much each. Shrimp are sold at 
• o many handful for so many cents. Crabs sell by the <lozen, small turtles by the piece, and large 
,one. by the pound. Oraw:fish are sold in the same way as shrimp. 
A very small portion of the :fish sold in New Orleans is eaten by the citizens. The trade is 
principally with the hotels, restaurants, steamboats, and the shipping, so that, really, strangers and 
-travelers are the chief con umers of :fish at New Orleans. It seems as though those of the popula-
tion who are able to buy :fish care nothing for it, while, at the present prices, thoRe who woulu eat 
ti h cannot afford it. 
TIIE OYSTER-TR.A.DE OF NEW ORLE.A.Ns.-At New Orleans centers the most extensive oyster-
trade of the Gulf of :M: xico, and some of the stock sold in that city is of very high quality. There 
i no locality in th whole United States where the business presents w many picturesque feat-
ure , and th oj· ter-landing at the levee is one of the most spirited and entertaining sights of the 
many half-£ r ign picture to be got in that polyglot city. 
The market i , uppli d with oy ter from a°: extent of coast comprising the whole water-front 
of both 1L i ippi and Loui jana, and em bracing numerous tonging-grounds. The great majority 
< re tak n fr m the natur~l and luxuriou growth of the" reefs,'' but the transplanting and conse-
u n impr v me of oy ter i being more and more engaged in. The delta of the Mi si sippi 
i\"er fi rm a partiti n b w en the two cla e of oy ter and oy ter-localities tributary to New 
rl an -a di tincti n which i perpe nated in tb city markets. The fir t of these divi ion to 
n i 1 r i that hi h 1i t f the delta, ext nding from Lake Borgne, Point a la 
· 11 , , nd th Chand 1 ur Ian t cag ul and the nd of Mi i ippi Sound. Though the 
h n 1 ur I la l and ome th r int , produ e an oy ter of good reputation, the general 
f th -tock fr m thi t r p rtion i inferior to that from the western <li trict. 
hi it i thi to k which i being bought by the canning com-
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pauies lately started in the city. The best grounds seem to · be the Ohandaleur Islands, Bayon 
l\lu cle, Bayou Boulfen near Mobile, and the shell-bank outside of Biloxi. "The Bayon Muscle 
o_yster is peculiar. It is large, very black, and the shells are cov-ered with hair and barnacles. 
The Boulfens are round, .rich, and fat, and sell very high." The Picayune stated that tliirty boats 
came to the city from Biloxi and along the sound, in the winter of 1879-'80, but this seems to hav-e 
understated the case, for our careful inquiries registered fifty boats of 5 tons aud upward, an.d two 
hundred boats of less than 5 tons, as trading along the eastern -coast; many of these, however, 
are _otherwise engaged during a portion of the year. The boats are genera]]y small, rarely having 
more than two men. 
Turning to the di~trict west of the delta, we find that oysters are procured from all the 
marshes and bayous, nearly as far as Galveston, Texas. The Picayune, in an article during the 
winter 1878-'79, gives a fair account of this source -of supply, as follows : 
"This po.rtion of our State seems best. suitecl to the propagation of the best, and Bayou 
Chalons, Four Bayous, and Fontenelle are known only for their oysters. Yesterday ~ representa-
tive of the Picayune, in order to place before its readers something more deµnite than the confused 
ideas generally pre-rniling about our oysters, visited a number of veterans in the trade. Even 
among them there is still some confusion regarding the merits of certain oysters, but what was 
agreed upon by all was taken as the basis of what we give. 
"There are engaged in the business of supplying the city about one hundred and twenty lug-
gers, with a carrying capacity each of 75 to 100 barrels. From Barataria, which comprises Bayou 
Cook, Ohalons, and Four .Bayous, there are-eight, making at least one trip a week. From the 
· Southwest Pass, Salina, or the Salt Works below Fort Jackson, about thirty boats. From Tim-
balier~ including Bayou Cyprhn, Fontenelle, and Lake Peliot, about fifteen. These vessels, and 
the labor at the fishing bank8, give employment to over four thousand five hundred men. * * * 
There has been a general impression here that Bayou Cook furnishes our best oysters, but that 
little water course has long since given up its natural supply, and those that are now received 
from there are only a few that are planted. 
" Our best oysters come from Bayou Chalons, Four Bayous, Bayous Fontenelle and Cyprian, 
and a small supply from Lake Peliot. These rank the highest and are called the first-cla.ss. The 
Bayou Chalons oyster is a large, long oyster, with a clean shell; the Four Bayous are midclling, 
round, and firm; the Bayous Fontenelle and Cyprian are small, hard, and round, and much pre-
ferred by connoisseurs. The Lake Peliot is a round oyster, very fat and . salt, and on account of 
the hardness of its eye preferred for frying. The second-class oysters are the Timbaliers, where 
they are taken from the reef, not the one planted in the bay. They are in bunches and are long. 
In the same class are the Salinas, or those taken at the S-alt Works near Fort Jackson. They are 
what are called. the 'summer,' and by restaur!lteurs the 'kitchen' oyster. They cook well, but are 
not as rich in flavor as those of the first-class. At the Southwest Pass, proper, all the bivalves 
are <lead now, but near there, at East Bay, they have a very good kind, with a light-colored shell 
and very white jnside. Then there are the Great Lakes, from the vicinity of Fort Livingston, 
near Grand Terre. Altii.ough the supply is not Yery great there is al ways a demand far them, as 
they ha,e a peculiar f:la-v-or." 
METHODS OF GATHERING 0YSTERS.-1\fost of the oysters brought to New Orleans are from 
naturally growing, uncultivated reefs, with which the whole coast is barricaded, and to which, in 
a large measure, it owes its preservation from the teeth of the ocean. These reefs are ridges of 
oysters, packed one above another, each generation supported on the compact and dead shells of 
the preceding. In general the oysters are found not singly but in great cluste~s, some of which 
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ar half a large as a barrel. When gathered in this shape there is a great waste of young oyster , 
for those that are attached to t,be large ones are not separated until after the boat bas left the 
grounds or is at town, when they are thrown away as useless. At certain stages of low water 
snch oysters as these can be picked up by hand. In ot,ber places, ordinarily in the open bays, 
oyster are found in a more scattering condition, but are more readily gathered and require less 
culling. In most cases they are procured with oyster-tongs from the lugger, as she lies at anchor 
over the bed. One man usPs the tongs while the other culls them; or, if there are three in the 
crew, two use tongs and the third culls for both. 
This is the method with all. the smaller boats which tong their own cargoes. They have to go 
far from home, and often the men do not get home once a week, or even every two weeks, and 
must lie exposed to many bard storms, both when at the reefs and in going back and forth the 40, 
60, or 100 miles to market. The owners of the larger vessels, however, generally buy their cargoes 
direct of the men who live in the vicinity of the reefs, and by making more trips, having fleet 
vessels, can _in a season make considerable money. In the summe!' time, those who have been 
prosperous sometimes take their vessels down the river about 65 miles, and pass through tortuous 
channels into Mississippi . Sound, and lay up for the summer season in the vicinity of Biloxi, 
Mississippi. 
There is a "lay" system in vogue in many of these boats for the distdbution of profits, by 
which the boat and each man receives an equal share, after the bills are paid. 
The number of boats bringing and catching oysters in this region is counted at two hundred 
and five, of whtch forty are of over 5 tons burdeu. Their business is mainly done during the winter, 
and in summer they are largely engaged in transporting fruit from the coast pla.ntations to the city, 
though some '' lie up" fo·r repairs. 
These oyster-vessels are all of one class and are known, from their Mediterranean rig, as "lug-
ger ." They arc in model much like the common light-draft American center-board sloops, and 
vary in size from 16 to 40 feet in length, the largest measuring abouts· tons. They are further 
described in another section of this report. 
THE 0YS'.l'ERMEN.-In goiug ,.to the lower coast, writes Mr. Ainsworth, the luggers run down 
the Mi sissippi generally for about 60 miles, and then through smaller outlets and bayous into 
Grand Lake Bayou and the various grounds on the coast. The men who are employed in this 
fishery, and also the sailors who own the luggers, are almost altogether Italians and Sicilians, gen-
erally of a low order. Their swarthy faces, long, curly hair, unfamiliar speech, and barbaric love 
of bright colors in their clothing and about their boats, give a perfectly foreign air to the markets. 
There i not an American tyle of rig seen, nor hardly a word of English spoken, in the whole gayly-
painted oy ter fleet of Loni iana. 
OYSTER·CULTURE.-Oyster-planting amounts to ,ery little aloug the coast now under view, 
and what i done is of the simplest character. I can form little notion of its extent or the number 
of planter . The reef-oysters are taken from the natural beds by tongs in June and carried up the 
half.fr h bayou , or in bore, where they are laid out between tides until time to sell them in the 
f: 11. Thi improve th m omewhat, but eems to be chiefly serviceable iu making them more 
r a il a c ible f, r market, and o aving time. The Picayune aid that in 1878 4,500 men were 
m l i making a d a i ing in making uch transplanting . 
TER MAR'l RLEAN .-There are three separate landing places and mart for 
tb l a in, the ew a in, and the :U rench market levee. 
( bi fl th r) i th rear of the city, reached by canal from 
ringi g ''lake ' and ''re f y ters, gen-
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erally ot' inferior quality, and intended to be sold to the canning establishments, or to be opened 
for cooking purposes. The boats average smaller than those used in the river westward, and 
usually carry only two men. The price of the oysters-frequently measured out in quarter-bal'rel 
boxes sjmilar to thos~ in use in Mobile-depends upon the state of the market as governed by the 
t;upplies received·from the West, and often goes down to 50 .or 60 cents a barrel, at whi~h price 
there is no profit, and the oystermen stop ~unning until a rise occurs. The average price, however, 
is sai<l to have been $1.50 per barrel last winter; and 65,000 barrels are said to have been the total 
of receipts on tllis side of the city: Tl.tis would equal about 170,000 bushels, at 39 cents a bushel. 
The men wl10 bring oysters from the eastward say they must have higher prices than formerly, on 
account of the growing scarcity of oysters, and the longer time it takes to get their load. Many 
more are oystering now than before the war. 
A t the levee opposite, or just below the famous old French market, is the other and greatest 
oyster -landing _place, mustering about two hundred and five boats, with six hundred and fifteen 
nwn or more in the crews. The estimate of ann~al receipts there at present gives 50,000 barrels, 
or 125,000 lmshels, commonly sold at $2 to $3.50 per barrel. All of these come_ from westward of 
the delta, and befog larger and finer are, as a rule, bought by the saloons and restaurants, and 
serve<l to their customers on the shell. 
WHARFMEN ON THE LEVEE.-A peculiar feature of the business on the levee consists of an 
organization of wharfmen, who form a species of close corporation to do the work of carrying the 
oysters from the boats to the wagon of the purchaser, who pays them 15 cents a barrel for the 
service. The boatman having sold his cargo, he then has no further concern; his boat being taken 
in charge by the carrier, who might be called a 'longshoreman, and who delivers all the oysters 
and sweeps the vessel and puts her in proper condition for the crew. While there is no soc':iety of 
these carriers, strictly_ speaking, they manage to make their business a close corporation, since no 
one is allowed to discharge a cargo of any kind from the luggers-oysters, oranges, or fruit-
except one of the members of the body. There is a ma~ who is called the foreman, who receives 
all the money for the carriers .and who divides the proceeds equally among the different carriers, 
but just bow this is regulated, as well as many other of the details of this quasi-organization,, is 
kept as mysteriously secret as possible. The body is an old one and now consists of about fifty 
men in all, mostly Sicilians and low-grade Italians, and, as near as I can judge, the annual receipts 
for the carriers. amount to ab_out $35,000, levied on the oysters, oranges, melons, and various 
fruits. Some years ago the city designated a man to act as foreman, and he held the l)Ost for 2:3 
yea.rs, not giving it up until ·his death, when he was succeeded by his son, who now has the place. 
The system is beginuing to be felt as an unwarrantable incubus on the trade, and a monopoly 
which. sl.10uld be opposed. In consequence it doubtless will soon be broken up, and each pur-
chaser will lan<l his own oysters, or the boatmen deliver them to the wagons a.t less cost than 
now. The levee is leased by the city to a firm, which collects $20 a year wharfage from the 
luggers. 
SHIPMENTS OF OYSTERS FROM NEW ORLEANS.-The shipment of oysters iulaud from :Kew 
Orleans has hitherto been of very small account, and principally of fresh oysters. Now, howeYer, 
at least two canning establisbmnnts have been started in the city, which make a. large item in 
their general preserving business of cooked and hermetically sealed oysters, prepared substan-
tially as in Baltimore. Several brands have been put upon the market ~ith good satisfaction, 
selling at $2.50 per <lozen two-pound cans for first quality, and $1.80 for second, and at $1.10 for 
one-pound cans. About $100,000 wortlt of these canned oysters are said to have been put. up 
during 1880, nearly all of which were taken by the trade of the city and immediate neighborhood. 
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ted L, pe1hap , 75,000, bnt is a1 plied to shrimp, lob ter, and frnit canning a 
In these establi hments only abont tliirty male a<lults are employed, the open r 
being girl , about 100 in number, all white and chiefly German and American in nationality, who 
ar paid from 4 to 6 cents for each kettleful, a" kettle" holding two quarts, Work is irregula.r, 
becau of the difficulty of getting oysters in sufficient quantity and when needed (owing mainly 
to the imlispo ition of the or termen to work in bad weather), and the total earnings of the opener 
and employes during the "oy ter run" in the factories, will probably not exceed $20,000. These 
factories ha·rn not been long enough in progress to furnish more exact information than is here 
gh-eu. Their capacity is far in advance of their present product, and they anticipate a highly suc-
cessful future, confident that they can secure the trade of the Lower Mississippi Valley, to the 
exclu ion of oysters canned in northern cities. 
ST.A.TISTICS.-In the fisheries of New Orleans it is estimated that $38,360 are invested. The 
average price here paid to the oysterman is $1.25 a barrel. The yield of the New Orleans oyste~ 
fishery for 1879 was estimated at 116,100 barrels, valued_ at $145,125. 
F.-THE FISHERY INTERESTS OF TEXAS. 
211. STATISTICAL RECAPITULATION. 
Smmnary statement of persons employed. 
I ~,h,nnen . ......... -~~~~-~: -'-~~l·o·y:~:.. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N um b•:~1 
I Shore;::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1---:-::-1 
Detailed etaternent of tlze capital invested and apparatus employfd, 
Apparatus specified. Number. Value. 
Boats ............................................. -- ...... .. 1G7 $15,000 
Other apparatus, including outfits ..•.. _ ...... __ ... __ .. ·~ .......... _. 4, 400 
Canneries and other shore prope1ty. _. _... . . • • . . __ ...... .. . . .. .. . .. 23, 000 
1-----1----·-
Total ... - ... - .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. • • • • . • • • • .. .. .. . • .. . • . . .. • • .. • __ .. _ ....... _. . 42, 400 
Detailed statement of tlze quantities an<l ral1u·s of the products. 
Products specified. Pounds. Vnlue. 
Crabs.................................................... 36, 000 $900 
Gre n tur1le ......... - .. - - .. . • . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. 24, 000 720 
Mullet .... - .... - ... - ..................... - ...... - . .. .. . .. . . . . .. .. 8, ooo 240 
Oy ters ................. - ...... - ..... -. . .. .. .. . • . . .. .. . . .. .. .. G60, 375 47, 300 
luimp ... .... ..... -- ....... ... .... .•. . ... ........ . . . 637,500 27,540 
All other . pecie .... - .. .. • . • . • • • • • .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. • . .. .. .. . 2, 484, ooo 51, GOO 
1----11----1 
Total .............................. - .... - - .... - - .. - .. . . .. . 3, 858, 875 128, 300 
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212. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE .FISHERIES. 
FISHER:U1EN.-On the coast of Texas there are 290 professional fishermen. Of this number 
126 are seine fishermen and 165 oystermen. 
APP ARA'l'US,:-The boats used on this coast, both for fishing and oystering·, are very roughly 
and simply built. Those used for carrying fish and oysters to market are sloop-rigged, :flat-bot-
tomed boa.ts, decked over forward and aft, but open in the center where the cargo is stored. They 
are built as flat and beamy as possible in order that they may float in the very shoal water so 
common in ail the bays on the coast of Texas. They average 24. feet in length and 8 in width, 
and draw but a few inches of water. It is to the decided interest of the :fishermen not to allow 
theil~ boats to regi.ster 5 tons, for, by so doing, they escape the duty which otherwise would be 
imposed by the custom-house officers. Besides these boats, the seine-fishermen have smaller boats 
with which they lay out their ~eines. They are built on the same model as the sloops and are 
similar to those in use on the Florida coast. These latter boats are so roughly made that they 
are not deemed worthy of receiving a coat of paint, and, as a substitute, a covering of coal-tar is 
smeared over them. 
There are 42 seines in use. Their average length is 100 fathoms, and their depth 5 feet, with 
an average mesh of 1 inch. Each seine is handled by three or four men. The nets are in use for 
about nine months of the year, from September . to May. Redfish, sheepshead, and sea-trout are 
chiefly caught. The annual catch of each seine is 20,000 pounds. 
OYSTERMEN.-There are some oyster beds on the coast, employing, as.before stated, one hun-
dred and sixty-five men, who own fifty-five boats and sell their oysters principally at Galveston. 
RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF THE FISHERIES.-There is comparatively very little done in the 
fishing business on the Texan coast, and very little variety in the modes of fishing or in the variety 
of the fish caught. Fishing at sea with hook and line for the deep-water fishes, such as red snap-
pers, groupers, &c., has never been attempted by Texan fi-shermen, although there is every reason 
for supposing that till.ch an experiment would be successfuJ, as the above named species are known 
to occur off the coast. · Nor have the attempts at sea-beach seining been very great, partly because 
the same kinds of ti.sh which can be caught there are found in greater abundance in the bay 
waters, and partly because the seines used in inside waters are not suitable for fishing in the surf 
outside. Consequently there are but few of the deep sea fish and of the migratory coast species to 
be found in the Texan markets. Among the common Gulf fishes wanting, the following are the 
most conspicuous: Pompano, which are but very rarely taken; bluefish, these are extremely rare; 
Spanish mackerel, taken occasionally with hook and line; red · snappers, these arc never brought . 
to the markets; groupers, all kinds of this fish are unknown to the majority of the fishermen; 
and bonito, which. are almost unknown. 
APPARATUS AND METHODS.-In the vicinity of Galveston the seine-fishermen work steadily 
from September nntil May for fish, devoting the summer months to the capture of shrimp. At 
other points on the coast the seiners are not professional fishermen, but are farmers and men who 
fish for their .own provision when other work is not pressing. The seines are of peculiar shape, as 
the water is very shoal and the bottom muddy. There are no leads or weights attached to tile 
bottom lines of the net, as before noticed; they are set from small boats, and these act as tenders 
to the sloops which carry the fish to market. · 
A gang is absent about a w.eek on a trip; its success. is varied; sometimes 20 barrels are 
brought home and again only 1 or 2. Those fishing for the Houston market make daily trips. 
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A Indi, nola, and Matagord~ Bay are several crews of Galveston fishermen; these send their 
catche horn twice a week by the steamers plying between those points. 
Gill-net are never used on this coast, the seine being the only contrivance that has e-,er · 
pro·rnd a ncces . A pound net was brought to Galveston from New England and was thoroughly 
t ted. lt proved a complete failure, for the crabs, &c., destroyed the netting faster than it could 
be repaired. Tbe parties who made this experiment-Messrs. Sadler and Murnur-think tuat a 
pound con tmcted of wire netting would pay. At present the Galveston dealers find it difficult 
to fill tbefr orders received from the inland country, and the packing establishments have the 
same trouble. 
In Gafreston Bay fish are quite scarce, while at Matagorda Bay, where there are only a few 
fishermen and nets, they are plentiful. The negroes and boys catch some fish from the wharves 
with hook and line or with cast-net. These are sold about the adjacent town or village, and, if 
summed np; would, in the course of a year, amount to a considerable number. 
The fish markets are supplied entirely by seine-fi~hermen, who fish in the bayous and bays. 
The principal kinds of fish caught are redfish, sheepsbead, sea-trout, muJlet, and croakers. 'l'he 
red.fish are the most abundant and appear to be the favorite food-fish of the State. They remain 
in the shoal water throughout the year, and at certain seasons are in most excellent condition. 
OYSTER FISHERIES.-The oyster supply at Galveston and a fmy-other points on the western 
part of the coast is very good, and the oysters are of very fine quality. In the north and eastern 
parts of the bay the oysters are unfit for the market, being small and poor, but in the west arm of 
the bay they are unsurpassed. 
The inferiority of the oysters in some parts is supposed to be the result of very sudden and 
decided changes in the character of the water; that is, from clear salt water to muctdy fresh water, 
and vice versa. Until a few years ago all Galveston oysters were liable to these changes. Since 
the canal was cut from Brazos River to the west arm of Galveston Bay, the stream of fresh water 
constantly flowiµg into the bay has preserved at that point an equality in the character of the 
water which has effected a great improvement in the quality ·of the oysters at that point. The 
whole supply now COD}eS from west bay, and there is said to be an abundance for years to come. 
In Matagorda Bay oysters are not found in any great abundance, excepting in the extremities 
farthest removed from the mouth of Colorado River, whose waters are impregnated with a yellow 
mud wh1d1 is considered detrimental to the growth of oysters. Yet in some places quautities of 
fine oysters are to be found. These points are seldom visited by oystermen, there being no regular 
trade at the villages near by. Farther down the co~st plenty of oysters may be found, but there 
i only in that region a small demand for them. Nothing has been done on this coast towards the 
cultivation of oy ters. 
At al e ton oy ·ter are brought to market in small sailing vessels of 2 or 3 tons measure-
ment. Thr e men accompany each boat. The oysters are gathered by means of tongs, which are 
the only in trument u eel. They are sent to the dealers in barrels. Some few are shipped inland 
out of the h ll, in tin can , and a few to the nearest places in the shell. The supply at this market 
fl n t m t th demand. 
AY.- m g th eine fi hermen the proceeds of the catch are divided into equal shares, 
th an boat rec h·ing one bare and each man one share; there being usually four men in 
th ·r w, the d ar diyided into ft e equal parts. Oy termen work on a similar ''lay"; 
th i b at , h r r i ea full b r , an the tong and full outfit are furnished as a part of 
tit t. 
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ST.A.TISTICS.-It is estimated that $D,OOO are invested in the fisheries, $10,000 in the oyster 
business, and $12,000 in packing establishments; this gives as the total sum invested $31,400. 
The fishermen receive from 3 cents to 5 cents a pound for their fish, and the oystermen, on an 
average, $1 a barrel. Green turtles sell at 3 cents a pound, and shrimp at 25 cents a bucket. 
The canning of shrimp at this point is elsewhere described. 
213. PROFESSOR JORDAN'S ACCOUNT OF THE FISHERIES OF GALVESTON AND 
VICINITY. 
APP.A.R.A.TUS .A.ND ME1'HODS.-There are in Galveston about fifty boats and ten'' wagons" 
engaged in the capture of fish and shrimp. Some of these are idl~ from time to time; so that an 
average of perhaps forty are steadily employed. 
The boats are all, or nearly all, of the" Italian" style-the deck half covered. They are all 
cat-rigged, and range in size from about three-fourths of a ton to 1½ tons. None of them are 
specially adapted for rough water, and they do not venture outside the bay, except in very calm 
weather. There was formerly a single "lateen" or ''lugger-rigged" boat here, but the style has 
been discarded. 
The fishing is nearly all done by means of seines, and these seines are very shallow, ranging 
from 4 to 7 feet in depth, and probably not averaging over 5 to 5½, The net is not "paid out" from 
the boat in most cases, but is taken out by wading and hauled in over shallow sand-flats. As a result, 
only species remaining very close to shore are usually taken, and there is therefore very little variety 
in the markets. The boats go to various distances from 1 to 30 miles from Galveston, the best 
fishing grounds now being around the west end of the island of' Galveston, nearly 30 miles from 
the city. 
The "wagon-fishing" is chiefly done on the south coast of the island, in the surf. The wagon 
is used to haul the nets out from town and to bring back the fish. The nets are put out by wading 
in the shallow surf. Most of the fishing from the boats is done in the latter half of' the night; 
from the wagons, in the afternoon. 
Occasionally hand-fishing is done on th~ sand reef outside the bay, and a few red snapper, 
jewfish, and similar species are taken here. In the summer, Spanish mackerel are taken with 
hook. There are also numerous persons, chiefly negroes, who fish with hand-lines in the surf, 
using mullet as bait. They catch redfish (Scirena ocellata), Arius felis, and Menticirrus littoralis 
chiefly, the redfish being always the species desired. Casting-nets (circular, with a lead-line 
around the outer margin) are occasionally used, but chiefly to secure mullet as bait. No gill-nets 
are in use. There was formerly a pound-net, but the large fish, sharks and tarpum (Megalops), tore 
it up so much that it was removed. . 
FISHERMEN.-About one hundred and fifty men in Galveston are employed more or less 
regularly as fishermen. Nearly all are of the race known here as" Dagoes," men from the Mediter-
ranean (Genoa, Palermo, Malta, Trieste, Dalmatia, and Greece). There are two Americans, and 
so far as known to me, no negroes and no persons from northern Europe. Most of them work on 
shares for the owners of the boats and nets. In some cases, the boat takes two shares and each of 
the two fishermen one. 
PRODUCTS.-A fair estimate of the total annual catch at Galveston is 300,000 to 350,000 
pounds. .A little less than half of this (150,000 pounds) is brought into the fish market in the 
morning and sold, wholesale and retail, at an average price of 7 cents per pound. About as much 
more is shipped into the interior of Texas on ice. Some 2,000 pounds a week are received on the 
• 
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teamer from Indianola. Mo t of this is also shipped into the interior, but little coming to the 
Galve ton market. 
The ft h brought to the market are placed on the stalls by the fisherrueu and are soon bought 
up at prices varying with the supply, by a number of Italians known as speculators, who sell them 
to the pul.>lic; all left unsold at 9 o'clock a. m., being put on ice till the next day. The demand 
and upply are far greater on Sunday and Friday than on the other days of the week, and very 
mall on Saturday and Monday. The species seen in market in spring are the following, gfren in 
order of their abundance : 
Soimna ocellata. Redfish of the Colorado. (Up to 38 pounds.) 
Oynoscion maculatum-. Speckled trout. 
illugil albulc£. Mullet: (Little esteemed.) 
Pogonicis chromis. Drum. (Cheap.) 
Bairdiellc£ punctata. Yellow-fin . 
.Jiicropogon undulatus. Croaker; ronco. 
Diplodus probatocephalus. Sheepshead. 
Liostomus xanthurus. Flat croaker. 
Pomadasys f ulvomaculatus. Pigfish. 
JJ(enticirru-s alburnus. Whiting. 
The above of _daily occurrence. 
Tylosurus longirostris. Needle-fish. 
Pa.ralichthys dentatus. Flounder. (Mostly speared.) 
Arius felis. Sea-cat . 
.2Elurichtliys rnarinus. Sea-kitten; blue-backed cat. (Rarely except by negroes.) 
Mentioirnls littomlis. Surf whiting. 
Ohretodipterus f aber. Half-moon. 
Trygon sayi. Stingaree. 
Diplodus rhomboides. 
• 
Oentropomus-undec1imalis. Robalo. (A magnificent fish when baked.) 
Trichiurus lepturus. Silver eel. 
Hernirhamphus unifasciatus. Smear. 
Clupea chrysochloris. Skipjack. 
Brevoortia patronus; and other fish little esteemed, occasionally brought in, as also some-
times different river fish. 
To thi Ii t the pompano, the Spainish mackerel, the crevalle, and some species of -eel are to be 
added in summer. 
T.A.TI TICS FOR DIFFERENT L0C.A.LITIES.-At Indianola, on Matagorda Bay, are some Heventy-
frrn to eight fi hermen, who take about 200,000 pounds of fish yearly, nearly half of this being 
hip1 d by teamer to alveston, the rest being consumed in Indianola or sent by rail into the 
ei g taken yearly. 
al (0. undeci1J1,ali ), which is there one of the mo t important 
alve ton. It reache a weight of 20 pound , and is 
oa t ofTexa . 
• 
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'rhe total catch at the various places is a.s follows: 
Location. 
Galveston ........•....••. 
Indianola . ..••....... •.... 
Corpus Christi. .... ..••. .. I Bca,oo Santiago ......... . 
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THE FISHERIES OF THE PACIFIC COAST. 
A.-GENERAL STATISTICS. 
214 .. EXTENT AND RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF THE FISHERIES. 
PRELIMINARY REMARKS.-The fisheries of the Pacific coast, like those of almost every part of 
the United States beyond the limits of New England, are still in a low degree of development. 
About 7,000 miles of the territory of the United States border upon the Pacific Ocean, and its 
northernmost arm, the Sea of Kamtchatka, but . the income derived from the fisheries of this exten-
sive tract is about $5,000,000 per annum less than the revenue which New England, with her 500 
miles of coast line, draws frfm a similar source. 
RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF THE FISHERIES OF DIFFERENT PLACES.-The most important of 
the Pacific States and Territories, considering the amount of capital invested in the fisheries, is 
California, which is directly interested in the products of the water to the extent of neflJrly 
$1,14.0,000, and much of the ca.pita! which will be credited to Alaska· and other places is really 
controlled by the citizens of that State. The California fisheries give much smaller retµrns, how-
ever, than those of either Oregon or Alaska. 
The city of San Francisco is the metropolis of the Pacific fisheries, and almost all the products 
of ewry sort, which are not consumed locally, come hither for use or shipment. · 
RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF '.l'HE FISHERIES FOR DIFFERENT SPECIES.-One of the leading 
fisheries of the region under ~onsideration is that for salmon. The value of fish of this species 
taken in the Columbia River, where the fishery is most extensively prosecuted, is $2,728,602. The 
entire catch in 1880 was no less than 53,844,000 pounds, for which the fishermen received $1,054,027. 
Nearly 43,400,000 pounds were canned before being placed upon the market, and their worth was 
thus increased by $21345,54'i, which, being added to the former amount gives them value in market-
able condition of nearly $3,400,000 at first hands. It will be noticed that this amount is over one~ 
third of the entire production of the west coast fisheries. 
The marine salt industry, which is confined to the State of California, has products amounting 
to $302,000. 
The returns from the whale fishery of Californi~ amount to $202,000. No whaling is done in 
Oregon or Washington Territory, and $?00 worth of oil is the only contribution from the bulky 
cetacean towards the wealth of Alaska. 
About $2,172,000 accrues from the fur-seal and other pinnigrades, with their neighbor, the 
sea-otter. The capital invested _by the Alaska Commercial Company in this trade comprises nearly 
one-fifth of the entire amount dependent upon the fishery indu.stries of the Pacific . 
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The statistics of the fisheries of the Pacific coast are detailed in the following statements: 
Summary statement of persons -employed. 
. Persons employed. Number. 
Fishermen.................... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 613 
Shoremen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 190 
Total................................................... 16. 803 
Detailed statement of capital invested arid apparatus employed. 
Appa<•tn, ,pooifiod. Numboc. .~ 
Vessels (5,463.42 tons) .. .. .. .•...•..... ... .. . . . . ~6~ $546,450 
Boats.......................................... . 5, 547 404,695 
Other apparatus, including outfits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 467, 238 
Cash caP.ital and shore property ................ .:.:.:::.:.: . . • . . . . . l, 330, 000 
Total...................................... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 2,748,383 
Detailed state,ment of the qua·ntities and values of the products. 
Products specified. 
Sea.-ott-er skins ••••••.•.•••.•.....•.... number .. 
Seal-skins .••.......•.•....•..••••.... .. . . do .. .. 
Seal-flesh ............................... pounds .. 
Whalebone ............................... do ... . 
Whale oil .....•.••.•..••••...•..•...... gallons .. 
Fish .......••.......•.•.....•••.. pounds fresh .. 


















Oysters and other mollusks........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..• . . . 
0
138, 250 
Marine salt .......... .........•........ pounds.. 60, 400, 000 302, 000 
Other products...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . b 25, 000 
Total...................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 484, 750 
a Including enhancement in the value of salmon in process of canning, 
.2,345,547. 
b"Including fish oil, seal oil, seaweed, and eggs of sea-birds. 
B.-CALIFORNIA AND ITS FISHERY INTERESTS. 
215. STATISTICAL RECAPITULATION. 
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.-The :fisheries of the California coast, which are to be considered 
in detail in the following pages, are summed up in the two tables given below. The first, which 
i the re ult of a combination of the county table given further on, shows the coast fisheries, 
pr perly o called. They are carried on within a few mile of the shore by means of small vessels 
or boat too frail to face the danger of the open a. The e are of diverse patterns, and the pre-
cl minating typ come fr m the central e'ats of antipodal civilizations. Side by side with the 
hine e junk may be fi und the lateen-riggecl loop of tho Mediterranean. The presence of boats 
f the e kin xp1ained y the fact, which will h r ft T appear, that mo t of the fisher-folk are 
v "le l ·ne 
alia and I ortugue e are very numerous, 
the fi rmer nationality that the invention 
11 it, mu t e redit cl. Tho e who man 
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these little crafts do not usually confine their operations to any particular species, but refuse nothing 
for which they are sure of :finding a market, from the whale to the abalone. 
The second table is the summation for the :fisheries of the State in all their branches. It 
includes not only the result of the toil of the coast :fishermen, but also the products of the river 
:fisheries for salmon and the outcome of the voyages of the vessel fleets to the distant haunts of 
tue codfish and the whale. 
The salmon :fishery is vigorously prosecuted in the waters of the three rivers, Sacramento, Eel, 
and Smith, and the products in 1880 had a value, to the fishermen, of over $180,000. 
T~ cod is abundant in the Northern Pacific and many large vessels make annual expeditions 
in its quest. There are two fleets of cod-vessels, om, of which fishes in the Okhotsk Sea and the 
other in the vicinity of the Shumagin Islands, a group at the eastern extremity of the Aleutian 
Archipelago. At the latter place a :fishing station is established, and a vessel is kept constantly 
employed in carrying to San Francisco the catch of several vessels which remain in the vicinity 
throughout the season. Of the sixt.een vessels engaged in the off-shore cod-fishery in 1880, ten 
fished in the Okhotsk 1'ea and five belonged to the Shumagin Island fleet. The other went no 
farther than the Corde11 Banks, off the California c_oast. The catch amounted to nearly $200,000. 
The whaling grounds in the Sea of Kamtchatka and the Arctic Ocean were visited by five 
vessels from the port of San Francisco. These vessels averaged 200 tons burden and had an aggre-
gate value of $27,000. The products consisted of 116,550 gallons of oil, worth $59,440, and 61 ,ooo 
pounds of whalebone, worth $122,000. Although its own fleet is quite small, San :Prancisco is tbe 
center of tbe whale fishery of the North Pacific. From this port are shipped to their destination 
tbe products of nearly every American vessel whaling in those waters; in its docks the battered 
hulk and broken spars, which witness t,he severity of northern temp~st~, are repaired; and by its 
merchants is furnished the outfit for each new cruise. Thus the position which the city occupies 
witll regard to this fishery is much more important than the statistics would lead the reader to 
believe. 
The seal business of the Alaska Commercial Company is omitted here, as it bas been thought 
better to include it in the statistics of the :fisheries of Alaska. 
The following statements show in detail the extent of the coast fisheries of California: 
Surnrna1·y statement of pm·sons employed. 
Persons employed. Number. 
Fishermen . ........................... ................. . ...... 1,039 





.A ppamtus specified. Number. 
VeSSC]S and boats...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 294 $33, 485 
Otl1cr apparatus and outfit ................................... -1 __ a_2_, 3_40-, 
'rota] capital invested . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65, 825 
38 GR F 
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Detailed statement of the q11anti.ties a11d values of the products. 
Products specified. 
Food products. 
Fresh fish ...... .... .................. . pounds .. 
Dried fish ........................ . ....... do ... . 
Shark fins ............................... . do ... . 
Crawfish ..•............................. do ... . 
Shrimp and prawn ....... .... ..... ..• ... . do ... . 
Clams and mussels...... • . . . . . . . . . . . . number .. 
Abalone meats ........................ pounds .. 
Other products. 
Sea otter skins ....................... . number .. 
Seal-skins ................................ do ... . 
Seal oil ................................ gallons .. 
Whale oil ......................... .. ..... do ... . 
Shark oil .•............................... do ..•. 































Total .....................•.......•. . ...... =· ~=,-582, 329 
• 
The following statements show in detail the extent of the commercial :fisheries of California: 
Surnmary statement of persons employed. 
Persons employed. Number. 
Fishermen...................... . ............................. 2,089 
Shoremen. .•. . .... .• . .. • . . ... .. . ..•. .. . .•.. .. . ...... ..•••..... 1,005 
Total ..........••....••...••...••••......•..•..••.•.•• , . 3, 094 
Detaild<l statement of capital invested and apparatus employed. 
Apparatus specified. 








Other apparatus, including outfit . . . . .•• • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 205, 840 
Cash capital and al.Jore property... ............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 307, 000 
1-----1 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . 1, 139, 675 





Sea. otter skins .........•••..••....... number .. 
Seal-skins .....•..•.......•.............. . do . ... 
75 
2,000 
Whalebone .•.... ..•.....• ............ pounds.. 61, 000 
Whale oil .....•... ..••. .. ... ..... ..... gallons.. 15:l, 685 
Fish .••..•...................... pounds fresh.. 24,577,920 
Crabs and oth r cru.staceans .......... pounds.. 2,500,000 
Oysters and othor mollusks .......... .......... .... . .. ....... . 
Mari.De Aalt. .•.••.................... pounds.. 00, 400,000 











ciin ln<ling nlinn m tin h vain off!o.lmon in -process of a.nnlng,$304,045. 
b Inclmliug Ii I.I oil, :\1 oil , o:~w d, null gg of s a-1,lrds. 
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216. TRE FISE:ER!ES OF SAN DIEGO, LOS ANGELES, AND VENTURA COUNTIES. 
SAN DIEGO OouNTY.-This county is in the extreme southern part ·of Oali(ornia. Its coast 
is conspicuous for bold headlands of sandstone, at the foot of which is a smooth beach extending 
fully half a mile into the sea. Beyond this is a stony area covered with kelp (Macrocystis pyrifera), 
stretching out irregularly about 5 miles. 
All along the coast are numerous lagoons or bays of salt water, forming broad mouths to the 
streams entering the ocean. These bays have been washed out by the ocean and nearly, and in 
some cases wholly, filled up by the formation of sand-bars. One of these bays; that of San Diego~ 
forms an excellent ~arbor. It is about 10 miles in length from north to south, and from 1 to 2 
miles in width. Its entrance is on the north end, just south of Point Loma, and it is separated 
partially from the sea by a low, sandy peninsula, running in a northerly direction. San Diego 
Bay is shallow along its edges, deepening in the center. Between Point Loma, the termination of 
a rocky ridge north of San Diego, and the Point of Rocks 15 miles farther south, the coast line 
is concave. In the bay formed by this recess most of the outside fishing of the county is 
carried on. 
There are no authentic accounts of the productiveness of the past fisheries of this county. 
There is no doubt that the number of fishes in San Diego Bay has been greatly reduced by the 
constant use of fine-meshed seines by the Chinamen. Large fishes of all species are becoming 
rare. This is especially noticeable in the case of the "bastard halibut" or flounder (Paralichthys 
maculosus). Large individuals of this species are now very seldom caught, but numbers from 2 to 
6 inches long are daily taken and dried by the Chinamen. There is no reason to believe that the 
abundance of the outside fishes has been materially changed by fishing. 
The fisheries carried on at San Diego ten years ago were more extensive than at the present 
time. The advent of the Chinese fishermen, who compose three-fourths of the total of fishermen 
in this county, and the non-construction of the Texas and Pacific Railroad to San D.iego may be 
regardc·d as two causes of the decreased interest in the fisheries. 
All the fishermen of this county, excepting four Americans and their employes, are Chinamen. 
Two Americans and assistants are employed in seal-hunting, the rest in gathering kelp, and, in 
their seasons, bonito and barracuda fishing. The bonito appears in August and disappears in 
November or December; the barracuda comes in April and leaves in October or November. 
The modes of fishing peculiar to each race of fisl;lermen are described elsewhere. 
Pound, traps, weirs, and fyke-nets are not in use at San Diego, the poor state of the fish 
market not warranting the expenditure of much capital; nor are-there any gill-nets in operation. 
Statement showing the several species and amounts of each lcin~ of fish talcen in San Diego County duririg 1879. 
Name. Pounds. Name. Pounds. 
Red:fi.sh. .... . • ... . . . .•.•••.. . . 50,000 Mullet·---···· · - __ .••. __ ·-··.. 600 
:Barracuda. . _ ........ _ ... _ ... _ . 
:Bonito . __ .. . ........ _. _ ..••. _. 
Albicore . . - · ....• . ·· · -·· ..... . 
Yellow-taiL .. ·- ......... . ... . 
.Tew-fish·-·--· ·-·-·· · ··--· .. . . 
:Bluefish .. _ . ... . .. . ......... . . 
Roncn.dor . ..... . ...... . .. . _ .. . 
Smelt ......• · · -· ............. . 
Ilorring and Sardine . . . ... . . . . 
32,000 Perch . ....... .' ....•..•. ··-·· .. 
61 000 Bass .......... . .............. . 
500 Whitefish . .•.............. . _ . . 






Other " outside 1 ' species .. . . . . 
Other 11 inside 11 species ... _ .. . 
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Smelt, mullet, herring, roncadores, and flounders are taken by means of seines, and in all part 
f the bay throughout the year. These fisheries are prosecuted chiefly by the Chinese. Redfi h 
are caught with hook and line at a distance of one-half to 3 miles from the shore. Jig-fishing for 
boJJito and barracuda, practiced by Americans only, is carried on during the summer and fall at 
one-half mile to 10 miles from shore. 
All the fish, excepting smelt, mullet, and roncadores (which are sold fresh for home consump-
tion), are salted and exported. The boats used were built in San Francisco, excepting some of the 
Chinese junks. 
The whale fishery, once of importance, is now abandoned, Ballast Point having been taken 
pos ession of by the Government for the storehouses in connection with the fortification of Point 
Loma. 
Oysters and clams occur, the former in small quantities, the latter, especially the "Razor 
Clam,'' in great abundance; and quantities of crawfi.sh are taken by the Chinese :fishermen . . 
The chase of the fur-seal is more extensive at San · Diego tha.n the :fisheries proper. The 
result for 1879 was 2,000 skins, worth $10,000. 
Great interest is taken by the Chinese in abalone fishing. The shells of the young of the 
species Haliotis splendens are treated with a solution of hydrochloric acid. The shells of the adult 
individuals of the same species and those of another species are ground down on stones by hand. 
Steam grinding, from the rapidity of motion, wears holes through the shells, unless the operator is 
extremely careful. The shells, when ground down, are varnished. During the first week of Jan-
uary, 1880, 10 tons of abalone shells were sold in San Francisco at $45 a ton. Their value is at 
times $75 a ton. From San Francisco they are shipped eastward for mantel ornaments. The meat 
of the abalone is salted and dried, and sold at 5 cents a pound in San Francisco. Thence much of 
it is shipped to China. The dried abalone is nearly half as heavy as the shell. The abalones 
taken in this and other southern counties of California are less eaten by worms than those taken 
farther north, therefore more valuable. The Americans do not eat the meat of abalones, but 
certain Indian tribes at some of their secular feasts consume large quantities of it. The abalone 
inclustry is combined with the redfish fishery by the Chinese. 
Sea turtles arc occasionally taken along the coast. Their capture is not sufficiently frequent 
to Lave established a market. 
Los ANGELES CouNTY.-Los Angeles County lies directly to the north of San Diego Oou11t.y. 
t coa ti similar, except that. headlands and bays are less numerous, and there is an increase in 
numb r of level sandy tretches with small lagoons. There is no harbor of any importance on the 
whole coa t, the only one being at Wilmington, and little better than a narrow, mudcly folet. 
Mo t of the fishing i done at a great distance from bore, the most favorite ground being in tllc 
n ighb rhood of Santa Catalina, a mountainous island about 20 miles from the coast. This i larnl 
i 22 mile long, and from a half mile to 6 mile wide, its length being parallel with the coast line. 
Th water a out anta Oata1ina i very clear, and where the most fishing is done the water i from 
1 to 20 £ t de p. The bottom i rocky and in place covered with kelp. On these ground. gi11-
n ar th commone t m ans of cap ur . I the ummer trolling for bonito, albicore, barracudn, 
Y 11 w- il, ~c., i £ 11 w d larg ly. In th int r th following pecies are taken: Media-Inna, 
·rclla n. ·urican , > corp na 91 ttata, r 1 fi li, • 1Hl IIyp, ypops rubicundus. At this i land arc om 
r :i<l n fi. h rm n wh al and lry h ir fi:h nd , hip th m to San Franci co. One of' th , 
wi h l1i, , . . ·i, t , , fi.-11 . with in tb r. with h 1 and lin . Th re ar p rbap, t n 
fi . h r1 n , lt g th r n tb i ·l. n 1. 
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Tue other fishing groun<ls, chief among wllich are San Pedro, Ancllorage, an<l the Creek, are 
vh;ited by fishermen from Newport, Anabeim Landing, Wilmington, Salinas Ranch, and Santa 
.. Monica. The most important of' these is Wilmington. To this port belong four lateen-rigged 
boats, two or tl.Jree skiffs, which go to the "creek," and three Chinese junks, aggregating 6 tons, 
which combine hook-and-line fishing with the gathering of abalones. 
At Newport the only regular fishing is that prosecuted for the capture of the oil-shark, in 
which fishery men from Wilmington, Westminster, and elsewhere join. 
At Anaheim Landing there are five persons employed by the Lighter Company; these fish 
when not otherwise occupied. They catch smelt, flounders, cabrilla, surf.fish, &c., which are ped-
c.lled in the neighboring towns. In a lagoon near the landing, at a certain time of the year, oil-
sharks are captured. 
Staternen.t showing the amounts in pounds, of the vario·us species caught in Los Angeles County d-uring 1879. 
Name. Pouncls. 
Barracuda . • • . • • • . • • . . . • . . . . . . 100, 000 
Media-lmia . • . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 75, 000 
Smelt .•• ~......... . . . . . . . . . . . . 75, 000 
Redfish...... • • • • . • . . • • . • • • • . . 40, 000 
Rockfish. • • . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 15, 000 
Cabrilla •••••.......•........ -1 20,000 




Whitefish ..•........... ..• ••. 
Flounders ....••.•...•.....•.. 
Flying-fish .............•..... 








Total catch . . • . . . . . . • • • . . 504, 000 
The men employed in the salt factories at Salinas Ranch engage in fishing when time permits. 
Tl!eir fish are peddled in Los Angeles. The hotels and residences.at Santa Monica are supplied by 
semi-professional fishermen. They ship occasionally to Los Angeles. The tourists and winter 
visitors fish here with hook and line. There are at present no pounds or weirs in this county; 
one is reported to have been used at Wilmington some years ago. 
The Italian and French boats owned in this county carry a large mainsail and a small foresail. 
There is a deck of rude construction in the forward part of the boat, upon which, in lieu of a live-
box, are thrown the fish. The fishermen use gill-nets in the winter and seines in summer. 
There is so little demand for fish that the owners of the boats are ready at almost any time to 
charter their boat to an excursion party. In the winter, herring and sardines are taken near the 
shore. 
The :fishermen own eight gill-nets, about 300 feet long, with a 2-inch mesh. These nets are 
used chiefly in the winter, when the fish swim low. Two persons can easily manage a net. The 
average annual catch of each boat is 25,000 pounds of fish. Twelve seines are also in use, each 
500 feet by 12 feet, of 1-inch and 1¼-inch mesh. Three men manage a seine. They are used chiefly 
in summer. 
Some oyster-beds, almost valueless, occur, and a few clams and scallops are to be found. 
There is no regular market for them. 
A whale :fishery formerly existed at Portuguese land, north of Wilmington; this :fishery was 
abandoned some five years ago on account of the difficulty of obtaining water at that place. 
Sea-lions abound along the coast and are a source of' considerable annoyance tot.he :fishermen 
in robbing the nets of fish. They are occasionally shot for their oil. 
One man is engaged in fishing for craw:fish; there is no regular market or price for his catch. 
About 250 tons of abalone shells are sent to San Francisco by white men residing in this 
county, and 150 tons by the Chinese. They sell for 'about $45 a ton. 
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The oil-sbark :fishery, which is confined to the lagoons, was at one time largely carried ou in 
this county. Five years ago some 3,000 gallons of oil were made at Newport, arnl a large quantity 
at Anaheim Landing; the amount produced has lately fallen off very inuch. The oil is simplt 
tried out and strainecl through coarse sacking. 
The oil-shark ( Galeorhinus galeus) enters the lagoon for reproductive purposes, and is taken 
with hook and line. Any small :fish will do for bait. Large hooks are used in order to prevent 
small shark~ and other fish from swallowing them. 
The products of this :fishery could be greatly increased by the use of seines, but the expense 
would also be increased, and lack of capital forbids the attempt. 
These sharks average 4 to 4¼ feet in length and weigh _about 40 or 50 pounds each. They yield 
from two-thirds of a gallon to a gallon of oil. They breed in June, July, and August, runs taking 
place from. May to August. In 1880 the run was a small one, only 170 having been taken at 
Anaheim Landing up to July 20. In 1870, 150 were taken at one haul of the seine. The fins of 
this shark a.Jone are dried and sell for 12½ cents a pound. 
VENTURA CouNTY.-The coast-line of Ventura County runs northeast and southeast, and 
consists of a narrow plain, somewhat sandy and bordered by high mountains. This county is 
separated from Los Angeles by the lofty ridge of the Sierra Santa Monica, which terminates in 
the rocky points of Duma and Conversion, and from Santa Barbara by a spur of the Santauez 
Range, which forms the headland of El Rincon. Through this county flows the Ventura River. 
This is the most southern river on the coast of California which is not alkaline at its mouth. Into 
no stream, therefore, to the south of this does the salmon enter. Brook trout are, however, found 
in the lrnad waters of the Los Angeles and San Luis Rey Rivers, and even in some streams in the 
Sau Jacinto Mountains, in San Diego Uounty. There are but two coast towns in Ventura Oounty-
County-San Buenaventura and Hueneme. The :fishing in each of these is unimportant. 
In Ilueneme there are no fishing boats and no fishermen. Occasionally some of the villagers 
catclt a few fish from the wharf, simply to pass the time away. At Point Magu, 9 miles south of 
Iluencme, is a party of Chinamen, who combine the two labors of :fishing and gardening. At this 
point is a considerable lagoon into which various sorts of :fish enter. These are caught in 
seines. Some of the fish are peddled with the vegetables in Santa Paula, Hueneme, and San 
Buenaventura. The others are soaked in salt water, dried and shipped to San Francisco in the 
usual fashion. Near Hueneme is a lagoon from which salt is occasionally obtained. 
There is now no :fishing of any importance at San Buenaventura. Some few Chinese an<l. 
Californians :fi h from the wharves, and two or three farmers at Laguna Ranch, near by, :fislt 
occa ionally with a seine. The proceeds of these catches are bought up by an Italian, who sells or 
exchanges them for vegetables, &c. At this place there is but one professional :fisherman, who has 
in bis posses ion two gill-nets and one seine. The average price per pound which he receives for 
his fi h is 6 cents, but, even at that figure, the market is very limited. There is no good market 
in this thinly-populated county, and the harbor is too exposed to south winds to make it a safe 
anchorage for small boats. Some crawfish are taken in lobster-pots and dip-nets. These crawfish 
are sold in Ventura for about 5 cents apiece. 
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Stalmnent showing the nwmber of fishennen, the arnownt of capital invested, and the quantities and values of the products of th8 
fisheries of San Diego, Los Angeles, and Ventura Coitnties. 
~ 
.& § t' r:I 0 r:I 0 r:I 0 rr, r:I 0 <I) 0 
0 "al 0 bl) b.() al <I) r:I I-< A ~ i:t ~ ~ rr, ~ al 0 <I) 
rn H ~ ~ 
Number offishennon ..•.........••... 47 53 7 107 
Capital. 
Vessels and boats: 
Number .•.•...................... 22 13 2 37 
Value . ........................... . $9,100 $1,055 $300 $10,455 
Value of other apparatus and outfit .. . $700 $950 $400 $2,050 
1----1-----J---1--









$2,005 $700 $12,505 
2,000 
$10,000 
Pounds . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 113, 2_oo 504, 000 36, 000 653,200 
$24,636 Value...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . · $3, 396 $20, 160 $1, 080 
Shark.fins: 
Pounds ... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . 2, 000 
Value......................................... $100 
Sl·ark-oil 
Pounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 000 
Valne. ...... ...................... ...... ...... $310 
Crawfish: 
Pounds . ......................... . 
Value ............................ . 
Clams and mussels: 
Number ......................... . 






































20, 000 460, 000 
$1, 000 $23, 000 
100, 000 2, 300, 000 
$2, 500 $50, 500 
$4, 610 $108, 839 
217. THE FISHERIES OF SANTA BARBARA AND SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTIES. 
SANT.A. BARB.A.RA CoUN'.l.'Y.-The land in Santa Barbara County consists of a rather fertile strip 
of coast, with a smooth, sandy, and, in some places, rocky beach, indented by few lagoons. On the 
north the county is bounded by the ragged Sierra Santa Ynez, which forms .the rocky headlands of 
El Rincon on the east and Points Argueles and Concepcion on the west. At a distance of about 
25 miles from the coast, and parallel with it, lie the rocky islands of Santa Rosa, Santa Cruz, and 
Anacapa, and behind these, San Nicolas, San Miguel, and Santa Barbara. At a distance of about 
half a mile from the shore begins a belt of kelp, which extends out perhaps a half mile farther. 
Between the shore and Anacapa is a small reef, which is a favorite place for trolling. The Santa 
Barbara Channel is remarkably well stocked with fish, and the fisheries at Santa Barbara might 
be very extensive if there were any market. But insignificant as the present fisheries are, the 
supply exceeds the demand since the decline of real estate speculations. 
Santa Barbara is the most important fishing town in the county. Goleta and Carpcnteria come 
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u ·t in or<.ler f im1 rtanc . Th re are a few small places iu addition, where scarcely auy :fishing 
0 ·ta ionary apparatu is u ed by the :fishermen of Santa Barbara. There are about fifteen 
gill-u t , the greater number of them about 240 feet by 15 feet, having a 2-inch mesh. These are 
•hi fly used in winter, when tlle :fish stay in deep water. Among the :fishermen belong three or 
four ba kets of set lines, each with 14G hooks. They have six seines, averaging 300 feet by 12 
fc t, with a half-inch mesh. These arc used c~iefly from April to October. The best bait is craw. 
:fi h fie b, and for the capture of crawfish bonito is preferred as bait; any flesh, fresh or salt, will 
do. Their own species makes a very good bait. 
Tllere are :five small sail-boats at Santa Barbara. These are usually laid up from November 
until March, the winter :fishing being done in _smaller boats with gill-nets. In the summer they 
fish extensively for barracuda. 
The fishing is usually carried on between Santa Barbara and Santa Cruz Island, about 25 
mile from shore, and also along the shore from Carpenteria to Los Pueblos, at which point the 
hook-and-line fishing is said to be the best. 
Carpenteria is a small farming village, 12 miles east of Santa Barbara. Its name is derived 
from tlrn timber-liveoak-which was formerly very abundant there. The fisheries are of little 
importance. Occasionally a man :fishes from tbe wharf or drags a seine on the beach . 
.Mr. A. McIntyre, of Oarpenteria, is a ship's carpenter by trade, and is chiefly engaged in the 
builuing of fishing smacks. He does all the work himself, and in the past eight years has built 
two, be ides an abalone boat, and is now at work on the third-a fishing boat of 4 tons burden. 
The e boat are the Restless, built 1877, now belonging to the fishermen on Santa Catilina, worth 
500 when new; the Virginia, built 1872, now gone to pieces, worth $1,000 when new; and tho 
Ro ita, engaged somewhere in the freight and abalone business. When such work offers, Mr. 
McIntyre builds houses; spending time, otherwise not engaged, in boat-building. 
At Goleta, on the site of the former whale fishery, a little :fishing is carried on with the seine. 
The fish are taken in Santa Barbara County, (a) in winter, near shore, by seining; (b) in gill-
u ts, near shore; (c) by hook and line, in the kelp; (d) by gill-net, off the islands; (e) by trolling, 
iu summer; (/) by hook and line from the wharf, in winter; (g) by hook and line, in summer; and 
(h) by eining, near shore, in summer. The fish caught by trolling in summer are chiefly barra-
cuda, bonito, albicore, yellow-tail, jewfish, and sea-bass. 
The following list shows the comparative importance of the several :fisheries of this county: 
Pounds. 
::i.nta Barbara .•••••••••••....•....••••..••••..••••••••• _. • . • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 110, 000 
anta. Cruz Island ... _ ....••••.•••••.••••..• _ •••••••.•.•••.•• _ .•.••.••••• _.. • • • • • • • • • • 50 000 
Gol ta 15' 000 
Guadal~~-p-~ · · • • - · · · · - - · · · - - - - · • • • • · · · · -• - · · · • • • · · · · • · · · • • • · • • · • • · · · - · · • • · • • · • · • · • • • • • 2', 000 
................. ···-·· ................. ·--· ---- .... ··-··· ---- .... ···-·· .... ·-----
Lompoc . _ •. _ .. _ .. _ ... ___ . • ••••.• _ ••.. ____ ..•• _ •.. _ .....•. __ .•.•.•....•..... ___ •. . . • . 2, 000 
arp nteria . ···-·· ________ · ···-· ...••• --·· ··--·· -··· ..•••• .••. .... .. .••••• 1,000 
ml r uglily a £ 11 w : 
...... - .. -...... -.. -....... -........ - .. -.... ----.. ----.. ---.. -...... -.... ---.. . 
.................................. ···--· ........ ···-- · ---- ........................... . 
.... ---··· ·----· ............................................... ·-·-·· .......... ---- .............. ·-----
Po,np no· - - ~-- ··· · ··· · ·-· · · · · - · · ·· · · ··- · ·-· · ··· · · ··· ···· · ·· · ···· -- · · · ·· · •··· · · ·· · ·· ·· 
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Tu.e abalone fiishing at Santa Barbara is important. This is discussed in tltc chavter on t!Je 
Chinese fishermen. A few men at Santa Barbara hunt the sea-otter. It is not an extensive 
lmsiuc s. The hair-seal arnl sea-lion are very abundant on Anacapa arnl otlter adjaceut islands. 
They are L unte<l only for their oil. Two or tllree species of eatable clams occur at Santa Barbara. 
The Californians, when Lard pushed, eat these. No scallops or oysters arc taken. 
There are no factories of sa,lt or fishing apparatus in this coui:ity. 
Nearly all the crawfish sold in San Francisco come from Santa Barbara. .A.bout no tous are 
taken annually. A cannery for the purpose of canning craw:fish was started at Santa Barbara in 
1877. It failed because the managers did not understand their business thoroughly. 
Fifty-one miles west of the town of Santa Barbara is Cajo Viejo, where is established the 
only wbaling company in the county. One at Goleta in former years is now abandoned. Tho 
company a"b Cajo Viejo consists of twenty men in winter and eighteen in summer. Cnptaiu 
.Anderson is the commander. From October, 1879, to February, 1880, this company captured 
twenty whales, yielding oil to the value of nearly $8,000. More details concerning this company 
will be found under the bead of the whale fisheries. The fisheries of this county are of recent 
origin, probably not having been started earlier than 1872. 
SAN Lum OBISPO CoUN'l'Y.-The long rocky coast of this county, without islands and uubroken 
by bays, is not favorable for ex tensive fisheries. The distance from San Francisco, too, renders the 
shipment of fresh fish impracticable, and the local market is very limited . 
.At Port Harford, which is the port for San Luis Obispo, the principal town of tlrn county, 
there is a fisherman who owns two skiffs and has a seine of I-inch mesh, 300 feet long and 1G feet 
wide. His fish are sold in San Luis Obispo for about 6 cents a pound. The neighboring farmers 
are glad to exchange produce for fish for their own consumption. His summer catch exccetls his 
winter catch by 100 pounds. Still fishing and trolling is carried on in tlle summer by three of the 
whale fishermen in the San Luis Bay. On Pecho Rancho, 2 miles north of Port Harforu, an abalone 
fishery is carried on by two men, and five miles farther north is another one of the same sort and 
size. At Port Harford also are eight persons engaged in catching and drying fish. The chief 
species taken by them is holeontus. 
A.t Moro is a shallow bay with a very narrow entrance. Into this bay mullet, flounders, smelt, 
and surf-fishes run in considerable numbers during the spring and summer. The seine a_nd hook 
and line are then vigorously plied. There is a carp pond at Moro which has been yery successful. 
At Cayucos there is a little hook-and-line fishing. The same may be said of San Simeon. 
Tb~ gathering of abalone shells is quite an important industry in this co1inty. It is carried on 
chiefly at Port Harford, San Simeon, and Cayucos. The amount gathered-meat and sh{'lls-is 
seen in the following statement: 
Place. I Shells. Meats. I 
[ Pounds. Pounds. 
San Simeon.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 840 10, 650 
Port lfarford . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . 7, 638 4, 000 
Cayucos . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 000 1,000 
There are two companies of whalers in San Luis Obispo County. One of these is at San 
Simeon, and is commanded by Captain Clark; the other is at Whaler's Point, about half a mile 
north of the landing at Port Harford, and is commanded by Captain Marshall. 
The first mentioned consists of twenty men, most of whom are from the Azore Islands. They 
are hired by Captain Clark, who owns the entire outfit. This camp has been in existence since 
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1 65. Their outfit con ists of four whale.boats, two of which are worth $150 each, arnl the others 
175 and 200 respectively. They also have two swivel guns, made in England, and worth, when 
new, $200 each, and two bomb guns, made in New Haven, and worth $50 each. Their bomb 
lances are made in Norway, and the harpoons are manufactured by .G. W. Proctor, of San Mareo. 
The entire outfit is worth from $1,000 to $1,500. 
The other camp, at Whaler's Point, consists of twenty.one men, all of whom, save one Ame_r-
ican, are from the Azores, as are the men at the other whaling station. They own three boats of 
New Bedford make. The other items of their outfit are identical with those of San Simeon, the 
whole being worth about $1,500. This company was established in 1868 or 1869. The men 
belonging to both companies are discharged in summer and a new set is hired in the fall. Since 
1865 whales have been scarce and shy. 




1867 .............. . 
1868 .............. . 
1869 ............. .. 
1870 .............. . 
1871. ............. . 
1872 .............. . 
Number. Year. 
25 1873 .....•......... 
23 1874 ...•... ........ 
24 1875. ·············· 
25 1876 .............. . 
20 1877 ............. .. 
23 1878 .............. . 
22 1879 ....... ······•· 










At Whaler's Point in 1878 eleven whales were taken; in 1879, nine. The season of 1880 began 
very poorly. 
There was a whale fishery carried on at Point Surbut some years ago, but it is now abandoned. 
Statement of the jislleries of San Luis Obispo and Santa Barbara Counties, allowing the number of fishermen, the amount of 
capital invested, and tlle quantities and values of the products. 
0 '° P< 1il -~ ,:::> • ~t-o.t' 
rD A ixl§ ]8 .s8 3 ~ ~ 0 rn rn ~ 
Number of .fishermen ........................... .. 104 60 173 
OapitaZ. 
Vessels and boats: 
Number ..................................... . 12 5 17 
Value ........................................ . $1,230 $1,400 $2,630 
Value of otb r apparatus and outfit ..... _ .. ..... . $3, 000 $5,050 $8,950 
---------
Total capital invested ........... . ........... . $4,230 
Produ.cu. 
Bea-<>tter skins: 
Number ................................................ . 
Value ................ ......... ............. ... . ........ . 
S<ial oil: 
Barrels ....... ..... .. ......... ...... ................... . 







Gallons ... .. .. ................................ 18,000 17,135 
V Alne. ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• . . . . . . . . . . . $7, 500 $7, 710 
:Fi h: 
Pounds . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . • • • . . . . • . . . . 84, 000 180, 000 
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Statement of the fisheries of San Luis Obispo and Santa Barbara counties-Continued. 
Crawfish: 
Pounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 180, 000 




Pounds ..•.............. . . .. ................ .- . 15, 600 100, 000 115, 600 
Value......... . ............................... $780 $5,000 $5,780 
Abalone shells: 
Pounds .. ... . .. .... . . .............. :.......... 23,500 50,000 73,500 
Value......................................... $575 $12, 500 $13, 075 
Sea-weed: 
Pounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 237, 000 . . . . . . . . . . 237, 000 
Value......................................... $150 .......... $150 
Total value of products..................... $11, 525 $41, 110 $52, 635 
603 
218. THE FISHERIES OF MONTEREY, SANTA CRUZ, SANTA CLARA, AND SAN 
MA'l1EO COUNTIES. 
MoN'.l'EREY CouNTY.-The long coast of this county stretches southward and consists of a 
rocky neck, similar to the coast of San Luis Obispo. There are no towns along this stretch and 
no harbors. . The coast is shut off from the interior by a high range of mountains (Sierra Santa 
Lucia), running parallel with and close to the sea. No profitable fishing is possible along this 
region. Farther north, however, these mountains terminate in the Point Carmelo, behind which 
the Carmelo River flows into the Carmelo Bay, whose coves form a harbor for whaling and fishing 
boats. North of this bay the range of hills forming the eastern watershed of the Rio Carmelo 
approaches the sea, ending in two points, Cypress and Pines, which separate the small bay of 
Carmelo from the much larger but very similar bay of Monterey. The lower end of Monterey 
Bay is, then, sheltered by the P~int of Pines from southern and western storms, and makes a fair 
harbor. It is well situated for fishing and whaling. There is now a railroad from Monterey to San 
Francisco, a seven hours' journey. The catch of one day is sent to San Francisco the next day. 
Monterey is now, next to San Francisco, the most important salt.water fishing station in Cali-
fornia. 
There is no regular fishing done at Carmelo. In the river of that name a great many trout 
are taken and sold in Monterey at 12¼ cents a :nound. In the spring salmon ascend the river and 
are taken by the farmers. In the summer the water in the river is low and a bar is formed across 
its mouth, causing many young salmon to become land-locked. These are easily caught by the 
farmers and whalers at Carmelo. 
At Pescadero is a colony of Chinese, who settled there twelve years ago. They have twelve 
boats, all home-manufactured, broad, fl.at, and clumsy. In the fall they salt and barrel quantities 
of anchovy, which are used for bait the next season. Most of this bait is furnished by the colony 
at Soquel. 
At Punta Alones, a mile and a half west of Monterey, is another Chinese settlement, somewhat 
larger than that at P escadero. Both men and women catch and dress the fish. This last is per-
formed with a heavy, hatchet-like knife. This colony has been settled seventeen years. One of 
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tL colony is an American citizen, and speaks English well. From 200 pounds to 800 pouuds of 
fi h ar bipp d daily to San Francisco. They consign their fish to the Clay-street uealers. Doth 
of the colonies now considered dry an immense quantity of abalone meats and sell the shells. At 
c rtain seasons many tons of devil-fish, squids, and other cephaloids, etc., a~e thus prepared. 
In 1873, fish were very abundant at Monterey, but the bay has been overfished, and there is a 
gr at decrease in the abundance of certain species, especially the flounder. Before the completion 
of the Monterey railroad, which has been referred to, the fish were shipped to some point whence 
they were sent by stage to Salinas and on by·rail to San Francisco. The excessive handling and 
length of time requisite for transportation were the causes of many lots being spoiled. 
There is a colony of Italians and another of Portuguese. The former bas five sail-boats and 
three skiffs. They own two hundred pieces of seine, each 240 feet long. With some they catch 
melt; with some, barracuda; and with others, salmon. They have twenty gill-nets and forty 
bunches of set-lines. In the gill-nets are chiefly caught rockfish, blue-cod, and rock.trout. With 
the set.lines the red rock is taken in deeper water. This mode of fishing is chiefly practiced by 
the Portuguese and Chinese. 
The Portuguese colony have the same number of boats as that settled by Italians. Most of 
their fishing, as above suggested, is done with set.lines; hence the species most commonly taken 
by them is the red rockfisb. The price per pound for this fish, cleaned, is 6 cents. Most of tho 
others obtain only 3 and 4 cents per pound. 
The common bait is the flesh of Hypsurus caryi, which is caught around the wharves in a dip· 
n t baited with cru hed crab. 
At Mos Landing, two miles from Castroville, there arc one or two fishermen with a boat. The 
:6 b caught are sold in Castroville or shipped to San Francisco. 
Monthly s11iprnents of fi sh to San .FranciBco from Monterey from .February 1, 1879, lo February 1, 1880. 
Month. 
Fobruary ............ . 
Pound& Month. Pounds. I 
18,075 Octobor. ............. . 6,011 
March ....•........... 23,388 November............ 31,450 
April ................ . 18, 659 December . . . . . . . . . . . . 31, 600 




August .•.. .. ......... 
September .•.......... 
17 416 ---




1 Boxes, weight ..... · 1 44, 135 
26,303 · ---
29, 300 Net weight. . . . . . . . . 220,696 
The e figure are from the books of Wells, Fargo & Co. The above total represents about one-
f urth of the total catch for the county. Two-thirds are roekfish. 
In Mont r y County are two whaling companies-one at Carmelo, the other at Monterey. 
C ptain Mariano commands the former. This company owns three boats. In 1879 they took one 
fiuba k, tbr e humpback, and three gray whal . There are a great many :fine whales on this part 
f tbe coa , but th ea is o rough in winter that for months the men dare not venture out. 
Tb mpauy at Monter y i command d by Captain V ri simo. It was started in 1855. In 
n whal and wo ba king shark , re captured. Tbr e boat belong to tbi com-
pan 
f ra . ar a nndant. They are never hipped, and e1dom 
l . 
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At the Point of Pines mussels abound on the rocks exposed to the sea. Five sacks were sent 
to San Francisco in 1879. At present they are not worth gathering. 
Crawfish are not met with north of Point Concepcion. 
SANT.A. CRUZ CouNTY.-This county lies along the north shore of the bay of Monterey. Its 
beach is, for the most J>art, sandy or shaly, and running parallel with and north of the beach are 
bluffs of considerable height; these in some places are extended as ledges or reefs under the sea. 
About the reefs most of the gill-net and hook-and-line fishing is done. T·here is no harbor along 
the coast of the county. During the prevalence of northerly winds or during calm weather, a 
landing may be made anywhere. During the southwest winds the surf is very heavy at all points 
and no one ventures out in small boats. In severe storms even steamers cannot land at Santa 
Cruz. There are three fishing towns on this coast-Santa Cruz, Soquel, and Aptos. 
At Santa Cruz are five lateen-boats, two sloop-rigged boats, some skiffs and dories. Little 
fishing is done in winter by the fifteen fishermen located here. They take advantage, however, of 
smooth, and therefore favorable, intervals. In summer, great quantities of rockfish, sea bass, 
and barracuda are taken and shipped to San Francisco per Wells & Fargo's Express. The Santa 
Cruz market, important in summer, is also supplied. There is now an entire lack at this place of 
abalones., seaweed, and other similar products. Very little seining is done here. Surf-fish, barra-
cuda, etc., are taken in gill-nets, and rockfish on set-lines. In 1878, 102,733 pounds of fish were 
caught here, the largest catch being in September; none were taken in January, February, or 
March. The above number netted 85,611 pounds. 
The amount of fishing done at Soquel is greater than at Santa Cruz. There are altogether 
about ten boats in use here. Most of the fishing is done with gill-nets, and the bulk of the catch 
consists of sea bass and barracuda. Sharks are very abundant here and many are taken for tlleir 
oil, especially the two species Galeorhinus and Alopias. Two specimens of the great basking 
sharks, having become entangled in the dip-nets, were taken this year. A basking shark yields 
from 130 to 160 gallons of oil. Occasionally a man-eater (Oarcharodon) is obtained. One taken 
a year or two ago contained a sea -lion weighing 100 poun<ls. Shad have become quite abundant 
on Soquel Reef, and most of those sent to the San Francisco market come from this place. The 
average profits of the fishermen are greater here than at any other place on the coast, except, per-
haps, at Monterey. At Soquel there is one large gill-net, 450 feet long and 45 deep, with a 4-inch 
mesh. 
In 1878, 61,045 pounds of fish were caught here, netting_ 50,871 pounds. The largest catch 
was in December; no fish were taken during January, February, and March. 
At a point between Soquel and Aptos are about fifty fishermen. They ship their catch to San 
Francisco and San Jose, especiaJly in sµmmer. Fish not so shipped are dried and sent by steamer 
from Soquel to San Francisco. 
In 1878, 80,818 pounds were caught at Aptos. These netted G7,349 pounds. The largest 
catch was in September; there were none taken in January, February, or March. 
Thus it is seen that in 1878, 244,596 pounds were taken in Santa Cruz County, netting 233,831 
pounds. 
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tat ment of the nuntber of pounds of fish shipped by rail and steamer from three fishing towns to San Francisco, by montlis, 
in 1879. 
Month. Santa Cruz. Soquel. Aptos. 
January ............................. . 





July .••.•••••••••••...••...•...•• •.•. . 
August .............................. . 
September ........................... . 
October .............................. . 
November ......•..................... 
December ..............•.............. 






























Total by steamer ............ ··· i----1----1----1 40,600 ·······- --- .. ............ 
Total shipped . ............ ······l=====f====l::===I 180,000 133,000 44,400 
By reduction: 
Net totals shipped ............. . 160,000 110,000 38,000 
Net totals consumed ........... . 70,000 10,000 112,000 
Total ...•....................... 230,000 120,000 150,000 
Grand total catch equals 500,000 pounds net. 
SANTA CLARA CouNTY.-The sho~t coast line of Santa Clara County consists entirely of a 
shallow mud.flat at the head of San Francisco Bay. At Mayfield, the only coast town, no fishing 
is done. 
SAN MATEO CoUNTY.-The fisheries of this county are very inconsiderable. The towns along 
the ocean-Pescadero, San Gregorio, Purissi.ma, and Half Moon .Bay-are all too small to offer any 
local market, and their means of communication with the interior are so imperfect that they cannot 
compete with Monterey and Santa Cruz in supplying the San Francisco markets. The towns along 
the bay shore are small, and the shore itself is unfavorable for fishing. In supplying the San Fran-
ci co markets they could not compete with fishermen living in San Francisco, who go down the bay 
in their boats and return when they have a load. 
On the bay side of San Mateo County there is only one town which contains any fishermen. 
Ilere a company of seven Chinamen seine in the bay and salt and dry their fish for the Chinese mar-
ket of San Francisco. Both San Mateo and Red wood City are principally supplied by fish peddlers 
from San Francisco, who sell along the road from San Francisco to San Jose. Nearly all of the 
bay shore of this county consists of a mud.flat, bare at low water; behind this flat lies a salt-marsh. 
This marsh renders fishing unfavorable to the local fishermen. 
At Pescadero there is only one professional fisherman. He fishes with a gill-net at the mouth 
of Pe cadero Creek. An attempt is being made here to stock ponds with native salmon and trout. 
The e ponds are located 3 miles up the creek. They will also be stocked with carp. These 
re e i r to raise and bring a good price, being preferred c pecially by the Germans. Tourist 
fr m San Fr nci co :fish here for salmon in its season. The run of salmon up the creek i said to 
h ve l> en le , owing to the al , 20 or 30 of w.bich are often ob ervecl, in spawning season, 
t tak he month f the stream, alm t entir Jy preventing t110 almon from run-
liv , wl1 n aught b ar mark of the cal's teeth. 
t · ·i nal fi b r 11, 1 u a gr at d al of ho k-and·lil1 fi biug for 
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salmon is done in Purissima Creek by tourists from San Francisco, and also by inhabitants of Half 
Moon Bay. 
In Greg01io Creek there are no professional fishermen, but some hook-and-line fishing is done 
at irregular seasons. 
At Half Moon Bay are about ten men, who fish when they can find nothing else to do. They 
use hook and line and fish off the rocks. 
The statistics regarding the fis~eries of Monterey, Santa Cruz, and San Mateo Counties are 
given in the following table: 
Staternent of the fisheries of :Jtlonterey, Santa Cruz, and San Mateo Counties• showing the number of fishermen, the amount of 
capital invested, and the quantities and values of the products. 
t t i, § :::, 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 t-l 0 
I>. :::, 
~ d) ... $ 0 !s ~ ...-1 . A .s 0 § § 
~ 
0 
w. rn E--l 
Number of fishermen . ............... . 106 83 8 197 
Capital. 
Vessels and boats: 
Number ......................... . 44 39 3 86 
Value ...... . ............... . ..... . $2,000 $1,950 $150 $4,100 
Value of other apparatus ni:id out.fit .. $3,000 $1,000 ·! $100 $4,100 
---·1---------1----1 
Total capital invested .......... . $5,000 $2,950 250 $8,200 
Products. 
F resh fi sh : 
Pounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90(), 000 500,000 25,000 1, 425,000 
Value ............... ·-········· · · · $45, 000 $25,000 $1,250 $71,250 
Dded fish: 
Pounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 000 
Value·-·- .. ··---· - · .... .. ...... ·-· $250 
Shark fins: 
Pounds ............ . ..... ...... .. . 
Value ..... .. ···· · ···--·······-·-···-········ 
Shark oil: 
Gallons ......... : ...... ...... .... . 
Value·--··· ...................... . 
Whale oil: 
Gallons .... '..···-··.···-·· .... . . . . 
Value ... .. ...... .. ........ . ...... . 
Mussels: 
Number ......................... . 
Value.---·· · ···-········ ··· ······ · 
Abalone meats: 
Pounds . .. .... .... . ... ... . ... .. . . . 
V alue .. ---· ..................... . 
Abalone shells : 
Pounds·-····.····-· ............. . 
Value.·-··· .......... ... ......... . 
Seaweed: 
Pounds ....•...................... 



















Total value of products ... ..... $52, 473· I $25, 261 $1, 250 
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219. THE FISHERIES OF SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY. 
GENERAL ST.A.TEMENT.-Most of the fish, other than salmon and sturgeon, sold in the 
markets of San Francisco and neighboring cities are obtained by fishermen resident in the city of 
San Francisco. The salt, canned, or otherwise preserved fish used on the Pacific coast, except 
that consumed by the local markets or shipped directly from Astoria, pass through the hands of 
San Francisco firms. For fishing products generally, on the Pacific coast, the market of San 
Francisco is the only one of importance. Four principal modes of fishing are carried on here. 
(1) Ordinary fishing by means of seines, gill-nets, and hook and lii:e in San Francisco Bay 
and along neighboring shores of Marin and San Mateo Counties, outside of the bay. The great 
majority of the San Francisco fishermen are engaged in this mode of fishing, but the profit is 
very small, as the bay .has been almost depleted of fish. (2) The fishing with trawl-lines ?ut-
side, chiefly in the neighborhood of the Farallones. This fishery is still profitable, although 
the fishermen go every year into deeper water, which shows that the more shallow bottoms have 
been overfished. The fish taken in this manner are chiefly the different species of red rockfish. 
(3) The "paranzella" fishing, at present the most productive of all, which is discussed below; and 
(4) the purse-net fishing for shrimp and small fish, pursued by the Chinese colonies. 
Before presenting a discussion of each of these four modes of fishing, a short account of the 
boats engaged is given. Also will be added a general history of the San Francisco fishermen, each 
nationality having been treated separately elsewhere. 
THE B0.A.TS.-There are at present about eighty-fl ve fishing boats in San Francisco; fifty-five are 
lateen-rigged boats of varfous sizes, but all are called large, as distinguished from small ones rigged 
with sprit-sails, and used only for hook-and-line fishing. The large boats pay $6 per month for wharf 
privileges; the·small oues $1 per month, with the understanding that boats pay nothing when uot 
working. There are about five or six large boats engaged in line fishing for rockfish. These 
prosecute no other fishery. During the summer, and when not too rough in winter also, they go 
to the Farallones. Wlien they dare not ,enture so far, they :fish along the coast or do nothing. 
The small boats never venture out so far, but in summer they often run north along the coast as 
far as Point Reyes, and on the south to Half Moon Bay. During the winter they rarely ven-
ture out of San Francisco Bay. Many of the boats suit their fishing to the time of the year. At 
pre ent there are from twenty-five to .thirty-five seines in use on the ba.y, most of these hauling 
on the Contra Costa and Alameda sides. The San Francisco :fishermen constantly violate the 
tate law concerning the size of mesh in their seines. 
THE FISIIERMEN.-The :fishermen of San Francisco all live near the end of Vallejo street, 
ab ut the Vallejo street wharf. The most of them are Italians, with some Slavonians, Greeks, 
ortuguese, and Spaniards. Scarcely any are Americans or of Germanic races. Few of them 
can read; two-third or mor are unmarried a.nd live in mean lodgings about the wharf and eat in 
th differ nt chop-hou es and other place" of low grade in the neighborhood. This region has 
b n the fl ,11 rm n' quart r since abollt 1850; the population changing greatly each year, some 
ing a seamen and oth r t(. king their places, and others leaving entirely the San Franci co . 
:fi h ri . Th pr ent great d pr driving many away. Every spring a con id .raulo 
t th 
'I h 
o wh depend ntir ly on fishing for support, 300 or 
fl hing, and n (. rly 1, 0 mor wbo o ca ionally fl h in th int rval 
fL ·h rm n o n int r tin h b at , th r ·t are ltir d y tho trip, and 
h w m n and c11il<lr n ar <l(·p ndcnt n fi h rm 11. 
th O. b rm u H qu r r and co k for b Iv . 
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The other board at the" Fisherman's Rome," "Dalmazia Chop House," &c., paying 25 cents.a 
meal, or $3 a week. There are many who cannot pay at all, _and owe already from $20 to $150 to 
the coffee-house owners. The latter trust and charge accordingly. We are told that $3,000 is 
already due to the proprietor of the "Fisherman's Home" from fishermen _whose earnings are 
insufficient to pay. Breakfast at the "Fisherman's Home~' consists of an egg, biscuit, and wine or 
coffee, and is served on a long pine table unpainted. 
BAY FISHING.-The fish taken in the bay are chi~fly herring, surf.fish, brown rockfish, sturgeon, 
salmon, smelt, &c. F or many years the bay has been systematically overfished with nets of such 
small mesh that probably the ba;y does not contain one-twentieth the number of fish that it did 
twenty years ago. One immediate result of this was that fish became scarcer in the markets of 
San Francisco, and the price rose accordingly. This rise has l>een neutralized by the bringing of 
fish in large quantities from Monterey and Tomales Bays, and by the inauguration of the trawl-
line and "paranzella" fishing outside. 
The wages now earned by the bay fishermen in San Francisco are pitifully small, very few of 
them earning more than the $3 per week necessary to pay their board bil1. Boats which cost $400 
a few years ago can now be bought for $150. · 
The fishermen lay most of the blame for the destruction of their business on the "paranzella" 
fishermen who catclt and throw away great numbers of small fish, besides enough large ones to 
keep the markets well supplied. The ~mall fish thrown away by these fishermen are, however, not 
the young of fishes on their way to enter and stock the bay, as the fishermen usually claim, but, 
for the most part, deep-water fishes of no economic value, which do not enter the bay. 
ROOK-COD FISHING.-Six or eight lateen boats, of about 5 tons each, go out about the F·aral-
lpnes, Point Reyes, and elsewhere, fishing with trawl-lines for rockfish. Each boat has thirty to 
thirty-five bunches of these lines, of which number from five to thirty bunches are laid out at a 
time, each hook being baited. These are anchored to buoys. 
The bait used is smelt or sardines. To prepare the smelt the bead is cut off, the insides are 
all removed, including the dark peritoneum, the scales are all rubbed off, and the vertebral column 
taken out. Only the two boneless slices are considered suitable for bait. From 500 to 1,000 
pounds of this bait are taken on each trip. 
All the various red species are obtained in this way, rosaceus, pinniger, and ruber in the-
largest numbers. Flounders of different species, cultus cod, arid also halibut are sometimes taken .. 
P .A.R.ANZELL.A. FISHING.-Previons to 1876 fishermen working with seines for the San Francisco, 
market made very good wages, occasionally running as high as $25 per night for each seine. Int 
1876 some of the fishermen secretly ordered a drag-net to be made, and took it out for trial without: 
the other fishermen knowing it. The experiment was entirely successful, and the drag-nets have 
been used in San Francisco s~nce. Their introduction naturaBy created quite a stir among the 
other fishermen, especially among those who had previously supplied the market with tom-cod 
and :flounders. Threats were made to burn both drag-nets and the large boats which were used 
to pull them, and for several months it was necessary to keep watch over the "paranzellas." There 
is still a great deal of opposition to the use of these nets, fishermen complaining that by means of 
them so many young fishes, especially flounders, are destroyed-that the fishing around San Fran-
cisco is thereby greatly injured. Fishermen tell me that they are in very general use along the 
shores of the Mediterranean. San Francisco is probably the only place where they · have been 
introduced into ~bis country.* 
" '' Paranzella diminutiva di Paranza. Para.nza sono grosse barche, a vela latina, che a due trascinano in mare, 
assai lunge dalle coste, immense reti, per far grossa. nesca." (Italian Dictionary.) The Spanish name for the same 
is Pa1·ega, but, although recognized, it is never used in Sa..n Francisco. 
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CoMP.ANIEs.-There are now two compa~es using these drag-nets. They used to work in 
opposition, but now form a sort of pool or partnership and divide the profits equally. Each com-
pany owns three boats, about five or six nets, and employs twelve or thirteen men, one of whom is 
constantly engaged selling the fish in the market. The stock is mostly owned by persons not them-
selves fishermen. It is seldom that the actual fishermen own any part of the stock. As it is, stock 
is divided in the most irregular manner, one man owning a net, another a boat, &c. Out of the 
gross profits are paid first the entire expenses, including provisions for the men and the wear of 
boats and nets. The remainder is divided into shares, one share to each boat, one to each actual 
fisherman, and a haJf share to each net actually in use. In the two companies, therefore, as there 
are six boats, two nets (in use), and twenty-five men, the net profits would be divided into thirty-
two shares. 
The men are mostly Italian, Greek, and Spanish. Like all other fishermen of these nationali-
ties they are improvident, spending their money as soon as earned. But, although without money, 
they have plenty to eat, drink, and wear, and seem to have a good time. The captain of the boats 
is sometimes given one and a quarter shares. 
Bo.A.TS .A.ND NETS.-The boats are similar to those employed by Italians in other fishing, but 
larger. They are keeled, decked-over1ateen, or, as some insist, "catalonia"-rigged, and from 6 to 9 
tons burden. They are intended to be stanch .enough to stand the rough winter weather outside 
the harbor. When new, the boats, with rigging and everything complete, cost from $700 to 
$1,000 each. 
The nets are simply seines with short wings and very long bag. They vary from 15 to 25 
fathoms in length, the bag being usually a little longer than the combined length of both wings. 
The wings have a mesh of about 1! inches; the mesh of the upper part and sides of the bag is 
about three-quarters of an inch, becoming larger towards the bottom. The lower side, which drags 
in the sand, is made of very coarse twine and has a mesh of from 2 to 4 inches. The b~g has, above 
or on one side, n) lengthwise slit of about 2 feet, this slit being knitted up while the net is dragged 
and afterwards opened for the fish to be scooped out. The lead and cork lines are so adjusted as 
to keep the net vertical in the water, with the lead line ·on the bottom. When being dragged the 
wings are 6 feet high; the bag about 8 feet high. The nets are worth from $250 to $300 each. 
The present value of each' company's stocl{ approximates $3,500. 
FISHING GR0UNDS.-For this kind of fishing it is necessary to have a smooth sandy bottom, 
with a convenient anchorage, affording sufficient protection from the prevalent winds. The only 
suitable grounds within reasonable distance of San Francisco are from Point Reyes 10 miles to 
the southeast. During the winter, when southerly gales may be expected, the anchoring-grounds 
are at Point Reyes, which affords sufficient protection from the storms. During the settled summer 
weather, when prevailing winds are from the northwest, a good anchorage is found near a group 
of small i lands about 8 miles nearer San Francisco. 
They fi h every day but Saturday throughout the year.' One boat of each company remains 
on the grounds all the time, and is manned by three men, or, in winter, sometimes four. The other 
two boat , with four men each, alternate in carrying the fish to market. 
1ETH0DS OF FISHING.-The boat that has carried the fish to market starts from San Fran-
ci c with the low tide the following morning, and reaches the anchorage sometime during the 
Ii 
thing i done till early the next morning when, with the other boat of the same company, 
to the ft hing grounds. As soon as he morning breeze springs up, the net is set in the 
allowed t ink t the bo tom in from 20 to 40 fathoms of water. Each boat takes a 
a fir t - 1 p 1llin0' obliqn ly, way from each other they tretch th 
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net. They then go slowly ahead, letting out rope according to the strength of the breeze. When 
the net is well " set" on the bottom, full sail is made and the net dragged for 3 or 4 miles. The 
ail is then lowered and each boat pulls in one wing of the net, running the rope over a block 
temporarily rigged up in the stern of the boat. As soon as the bag is reached it is pulled up 
alongside of one boat, the slit in the bag is opened and the fish scooped out with a dip-net and 
ranged along the deck on each side. The marketable fish are then chosen out and sorted and the 
remainder thrown overboard. On Thursdays the net is dragged twice, to procure an extra supply 
for the Friday's market; on other days but once. 
FISH C.A.UGHT.-Comparatively few of the fish are alive when taken from the bag, and prob-
ably none of those thrown overboard live. · More than half the flounders caught are less than 8 
inches in length and are thrown away. Most of these, however, are Bippoglossoides exilis, a small 
and nearly worthless species, and are adult fish. I saw very few flounders less than 6 inches long; 
in fact, there were but few of the very young of any species in the net. 
The single catch I saw, I estimated roughly at 3 tons; their catches often far exceed this in 
· weight. Fear of glutting the market is the only limit placed on the amount they take. 
A rough estimate of the proportions in which the various kinds were caught would be: Por-
ichthys porosissimus, one-third; flounders, one-third; tomcod and Ophiodon, one-sixth; small cottoids 
and chiroids, &c., one-sixth. 
The drag-nets destroy and waste immense quant,ities of fish, doubtless amounting to several 
hundred tons per year. Comparatively few of these, however, are immature fish, and the greater 
part is composed of species unmarketable, either through small size or repulsive appearance. Their 
fishing cannot yet have interfered with the fishing carried on in the immediate vicinity of San 
Francisco, as their grounds are from 25 to 35 miles from the city. The reason that the other fish-
ermen are so bitterly opposed to the use of these nets is that, by means of them, a few men can 
bring such quantities of fish to market as greatly to reduce the price, the drag-nets alone capturing 
more fish than all .taken in the bay by_other modes. The drag-nets however, do not interfere in the 
least with the trawl-line fishing for rockfish in deep water. Although considered as a temporary 
method, these nets do but little harm and have as yet probably not materially decreased the 
amount of fish in the vicinity of San Francisco, there is no doubt that, if continued long enough, 
they will do so. It is certainly the most wasteful method of fishing I know. The use of such nets 
should be discontinued altogether, or the nets required to be of such coarse mesh as to allow the 
small fish to pass through. 
As soon as the "paranzellas" were introduced a large reduction took place in the price of such 
fish as they caught. Before their introduction tomcod sold, wholesale, for from 25 cents to 40 
cents per pound, and they never reached a lower price than 8 cents per pound in the summer. 
Pcirophrys vetulus sometimes in the winter brought as high as 80 cents per pound, and in summer 
sold for from 10 cents to 15 cent.s per pound.. Wholesale prices now never range higher in winter 
than 20 or 25 cents for Parophrys, and 8 or 10 cents for tomcod, and in summer, 4 cents per 
pound for the former and 3, 4, or 5 cents for the latter. Of course part of this is due to the same 
causes that have lowered the prices of all articles, but the greater part of the reduction was caused 
by the drag-nets. They have thus far been rather a blessing than otherwise to the people of San 
Francisco. 
















Porfoh thys porosissimus. 
Microgadus proximus. 
Lycodopsis paiwidens . 
CHINESE PURSE-NET FISHING.-The Chinese :fishermen in San Francisco County devote their 
attention to catching shrimp by means of purse-nets. Some small fish (herring, tomcod, sculpins, 
&c.) are taken with the shrimp and afterwards salted and dried. The amount of all other :fish 
taken excepting shrimp is, however, inconsiderable. 
THE SHRIMP FISHERY.-The Chinese settlement at Bay View, in South San Francisco, con-
sists of about twenty-four men, who, with one hundred seines and six junks in use, and :five hauled 
up for repairs on shore, are engaged in catching shrimp, and incidentally some :fish. 
The seine~ are bag-shaped, deeper than wide, mostly about 10 by 25 feet, though some of them 
are larger. The mesh is 1 to l¼ inches above, diminishing gra4ually to ½ inch in the rear 
part or bag, which, as in all Chinese nets, is closed with a "puckering string." The boats are 
long, rather narrow and sharp, flat-bottomed, very thick-·sided, and heavy, being built by the 
Chinese themselves out of redwood lumber. They mnge from 12 to 25 feet in length. The 
shrimp are, when caught, put into live-buckets made of basketware, with a covering of netting, also 
home-made. As elsewhere, the opening in the netting is closed by a sphincter or puckering string. 
These live shrimp ·are taken to the Vallejo-street market and sold at 5 cents per pound. Those 
unsold are brought back and put into boiling brine. They are then taken out and put on the 
ground to dry, being spread out and turned over with a sort of broom, with the broom part at an 
angle with the handle, like a hoe. The ground is denuded of grass, and made bare and smooth; 
like a croquet ground, for the purpose of drying the shrimp. When dry they are taken and 
crushed under large wooden pestles, and then put through· a fanning mill, which separates the 
meat from the shells. The fanning-mill is constructed on precisely the same principle as the kind 
used for winnowing grain. The edible part goes where the grain should, and the thin shrimp-
shells go oft' as chaff. The fanning-mill is built by the Chinese themselves, and is unpainted. 
This machine is about 8 feet long and :five feet high. The pulverized meats are shipped to China 
or corvsumed in Chinatown. They are worth here 5 cents a pound. The shells are used for manure, 
most of them being shipped to China and sent far inland for use on the tea plantations. The 
hrimp hells are worth here about 25 cents per hundred weight. 
Some fi hes are taken in the shrimp-nets, th~ chief species being the catfish and the tomcod. 
The following pecies were noticed~ all small individuals, excepting the sharks and rays, of which 





Psettichthys rnelano tictu . 
yrnatogastet tggregatus. 
1 t lephorus ·i.ngen . . 
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These fishes are not ta~en to market, but are soaked in brine and spread on mats to dry in 
the sun. When dried they sell at less than 2 cents per pound, the Leptocottus being nearly all 
bead. The catch on hand during my visit must have contained fully half a ton of these small fish. 
Besides the fish, which are merely incidental, and the shrimp, the amount of which no esti-
mate could l>e formed, many clams (Mya sp. ~) and crabs are sent to the city market, and sold in 
the same way as the shrimp in the Vallejo-street market. 
Another similar colony of ten Chinamen exists 2 miles farther south, and various others are 
farther up the bay, in San Mateo and Santa Olara _Counties; still others in Marin and Contra Costa 
Counties. It is said that no diminution in the number of shrimp results from the continuous-
fishing, but the fishes are nearly exterminated in the bay. 
Some prawn or large shrimp are prepared iu Chinatown, and sold at 30 cents a pound, by 
removing the carapace and arranging them on two sticks of cane, which pass through the flesh, 
eight or ten on a string, arranged ladder fashion. Others are sold with the carapace and legs 
removed, simply as meats. 
The total catch of shrimp and prawn is estimated at 30,000 pounds. 
THE CR.AB FISHERY.-The details of this fishery are discussed by Mr. Rathbun in another 
section of this report. The principal species marketed in San Francisco is the common crab 
( Cancer magister). Both the red crab ( C. produc'tus) and the rock crab ( C. antennarius) are good 
for food, but the common crab, being the most abundant, is more largely taken. The yellow and 
purple shore crabs, which are of smal( si~e, are eaten only by the Chinese. The common crabs are 
caught along the sandy beaches on the San Francisco side of the bay, especially on the south side 
of the Golden Gate, between the city and the sea. They are taken in immense numbers in seines, 
together with many shoal-water species of fish, yet the supply seems to be undiminished. Three 
or four good-sized crabs sell in the market at retail fot 25 cents. The annual sales are estimated 
at 300,000 by count, weighing on an average about one pound each, and netting the fishermen 
about $15,000. The large red rock crab of the Farralone Islands is sometimes marketed in San 
Francisco as a curiosity. These crabs were formerly sold as high as $10 each. 
SAN FRANCISCO .AS .A M.ARKET.-A description of the markets of San Francisco will be found 
in another chapter. 
A little more than half the total amount of fish brought into the San Francisco market comes 
from the counties of Monterey, Santa-Cruz, Contra Costa, Solano, and Marin. 
It, is difficult to make an exact estimate, but it is probable that the total amount taken annu-
ally by .fishermen H:ving in San Francisco County does not vary far from .5,500,000 pounds. 
THE SE.A-TURTLE .AND OTHER FISHERIES.-About 600 sea-turtles are annually brought up to 
San Francisco from Mexico on steamers, and occasionally on schooners~ They average 175 pounds 
in weight apiece, and sell for about $4 each. One schooner in 1879 brought 190 sea-turtles. Part 
were peddled out, and the balance were sold to San Francisco dealers at 87½ cents each. 
Frogs are collected by two or three Frenchmen in Marin, San Mateo, and Kern Uounties, and 
sell for $1. 75 to $4 a dozen. 
The terrapins of the San Francisco market come principally from the San ,Joaquin Valley. 
No satisfactory estimate of the abalone business can be made. Many coasting boats from San 
Francisco take in cargoes of them, and many men in various trades occasionally l>ny up a load on 
speculation. 
There will be this year (1880) about twenty or thirty boats .fishing for salmon in the bay, as 
soon as the season commence . Very little attention is paid to the law concerning the close season 
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for salmon. There can be no doubt that the law is constantly violated on the Sacramento and San 
Joaquin Rivers. The :fish are caught and salted in ]arge numbers. Behind the stalls in the San 
Francisco market salmon have been seen in process of being salted down in barrels. In 1862 and 
1863 salmon often brought $1 a pound in the San Francisco market. At that time $5 w~s a small 
price for a salmon. 
An exchange of food and clothing for sharks' fins is carried on by A. Crawford & Co., ship 
chandlers, Market street. They send their trading vessels to the Marquesas Islands. Thirty or 
forty cases are thus obtained in a year, 30 pounds to the case, and are sold at 20 cents a pound to 
Wung Chung Lung & Co., Sacramento street, near_ Dupont. Cleaned shark-fins from China are 
worth $2.25 a pound, and uncleaned from San Diego 30 cents a pound. 
GATHERING THE EGGS OF SE.A-BIRDS,:_The Pacific Farralone Company own the Farralone 
Islands and owned them before the United States claimed them. The present company was 
formed in 1855, buying out another that was formed in 1852. The first had a charter for twenty 
years; in 1875 this was renewed for :fifty years. Twenty years ago the supply of eggs ·cMurre 
eggs) exceeded the demand, although the demand was then very much larger than it is now, as 
chickens were at that date scarce, and these eggs bad the whole market. From 30,000 to 40,000 
dozen were sold annually in the :flourishing time, but the demand · has now fallen to about 10,000 
dozen, and the supply does not exceed the demand. 
The Murre never lays more than two eggs unless disturbed, in which case she continues 
laying one at a time until she has laid :five or six. If not looked well after the gulls take them. 
These eggs have no fishy flavor when fresh, but do not bear keeping so well as hen eggs. They 
make good omelettes. When the secretary of the company (Goodmur) :first went out to the 
islands in 1852 he gathered 1,000 dozen and sold them at $1 per dozen. In the early days of the 
company eggs sold at 75 cents per dozen. Now they sell at from i5 to 20 cents per dozen. At 
the What Cheer House, R. B. Woodward (one of the company) used in early times to use 9,000 
dozen in the season. All the miners came to him, and he fed them on eggs in all styles. He had 
a contract for all the cracked eggs at half price, and when there was an unsold surplus the boys 
would sit up at night to crack them for him. 
A DESCRIPTION OF THE SAN FR.AN0IS0O FISHERIES .AS THEY WERF. IN 1875.-The history of 
the :fisheries of California has been so short and full of changes tbat it is a matter of considerable 
interest to"place on permanent record any accounts of their methods which may have been written 
in past years. The San Francisco Bulletin of January 12, 1875, contained a description of the fish-
eries of the city as they were at that time, which is here reproduced: 
"There are engaged in the fish business of San Francisco at this time about one hundred boats, 
both large and small, although all of them are not constantly employed. Some of these boats are 
of about 3 ton burden, and are what is termed lateen-rigged. They are fast sailers and able to 
encounter quite a heavy sea. These, however, are ~sed principally for deep-sea :fishing outside the 
Head , which we shall notice more fully further along. About thirty boats are engaged in the 
herri r1 :fl hery in the bay. These boats are much ·maller than those used outside, and are manned 
n ually Y women. They are propelled through the water by oars, and carry about one-quarter 
hew i ht of the larger ve sel . The herring ea on begins about the 1 t of November and con-
tinue until th la t of January. At t e beginning of tbe season the price of herring is very high, 
fro - t 6 p r ox, t e boxe holding about O pounds of ft h. As the season advances 
tm il near the cl e, wh n the fl h ecome very cheap. 'l'he price now i from 
T e i a v ry lucrative one while the a on la ts, as the :fi hermen 
g a curi g a at-1 ad of fl h in a few boure. 
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"The manner of catching herring is simple.- Each boat, manned by two men, though occasion-
ally there are three in a boat, is rowed out into the deeper parts of the bay. The fishermen then 
cast their nets over into the water. These nets are about 24Q feet long and 14 to 16 feet in width. 
On the upper side there are cork buoys at intervals of about 2 feet the entire length of the net, 
which serve to keep it floating. On the opposite side of the nets are pieces of lead, which serve to 
keep the net perpendicular. The herrings move in vast schools and run against the tide. When 
they meet the nets they experience no difficulty in running their heads through the meshes, btit 
owing to the peculiar shape of the fish and the size of the meshes in the nets they can get no 
farther. To go back is equally impossible, as when they trf this their gills expand. Struggle as 
he may, the fish is fast. After the tide has run against the nets for a certain length of time, they 
are hauled slowly_ into the boats, and in one net are frequently found enough fish to load a single 
craft. It is then rowed to the dock, and the fish, after being put into the boxes, are carried either 
to the wholesale fish ·market ori Clay street, from whence they are distributed among the retailers, 
or are sold to the persons who are engaged in salting, drying, and smoking them. 
"Besides the herring fishing in the bay, there are caught vast numbers of smelt, flounders, 
tomcod, sturgeon, shark, &c., all of which are generally relished for food, except the latter. Even 
the fins of the shark are eaten by Chinamen, before and after drying, and are by them esteemed a 
great delicacy-as much of a delipacy as a Chinaman would be to a shark. The sturgeon is unwit-
tingly confounded with sea-bass by restaurant keepers, as many people can testify. The nation-
alities of those engaged in bay :fishing are represented by Austrian, Italian, and Greek, ~f whom, 
perhaps, there are over one hundred constantly at work. They are a hardy, vigorous people, who 
despise fear, and are only perfectly at home when on the water. 
'' The larger boats spoken of are those engaged in deep-sea :fishing, which is a very different 
thing from bay fishing. These boats do their work outside ·the Heads in the ocean, and sometimes 
they run as far down the coast as Santa Cruz. The boats are stanch crafts and can live in almost 
any sea, although they sometimes meet. with a serious disaster, as we shall presently see. They are 
almost entirely decked over, so that they can come very near rolling over without shipping any 
water. · On these there are from three to five men who fish with long, stout lines. These lin~s are 
from 300 to 500 feet in length. To each line is atta~hed innumerable hooks, which are very strong. 
The hooks are placed about 2 feet apart, and to the end of the line is attached a heavy· storie, 
which will sink it to the bottom. When the :fishing ground is reached the boats are brought to, 
or, if possible, anchored, and the lines, after the hooks have all been baited, are thrown overboard. 
A large tin can is attached to the lines, and, when sealed tightly, serves as a good float. After 
a while the float will indicate to the fishermen that something is fast and the line is pulled into 
t.he boat; and it rarely happens that there is not from half a dozen to thirty or forty large fish on 
one line. After the fish have been unhooked the hooks are again baited arid thrown overboard. 
When the day is good and everything is propitious, one boat's crew is kept yery busy, as each one 
has half a dozen or more lines out at once. The fish caught outside are rock cod, California cod-
fish, sometimes halibut, and a few other kinds. 
''These outside fishermen, as they are termed, are Greeks, Spaniards, and Italians. They, 
too, are hardy and venturesome, and wili brave old ocean in his wrath when necessary, without 
the slightest fear. But one fatal calamity has taken place among these fishermen in the past year. 
The story of the affair is related by G. Copollo, the wharfinger, and is as follows: Last season one 
of these boats was out on the ocean near Point de Rey, when in the afternoon a sudden squall 
came on and the waves ran so high that one came aboard and nearly filled the boat with water. 
So much was she loaded and so near sinking did she come,-that the three men who were in her had 
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all th y c nld do to avoid being swept overboard. The wind blew hard and chilly and the poor 
fell w were nearly frozen, but they held on to the boat, hoping that succor would come from some 
ource. Wh n it wa nearly dark one of the men bade his comrades good bye, and with a groan 
of de pair ank out of sight beneath the wa, es. The other two held on through that dreary night, 
but early in the morning another one said to the survivor, 'I cannot hold on; I, too, must go.' In 
telliug it the survivor said, 'I was lying on my breast across the bow and saw him as be sank 
away far down in the clear, deep waters.' He said also that soon after bis last comrade disappeared 
tbe un came up, and as the sea had gone down the warm rays beating on his back infused warmth 
and life in him so that he was enabled to cling fast. Aboutl o'clock the scboon~r Haskell came along, 
picked him up, and brought himself and the boat intp the harbor. A rather singular part of the 
story is, that after being ·at the dock for about one month, the same boat,, with the same man and 
two others, went again outside to the same fisbil)g ground, and about the same place where she was 
picked up when water-logged. The :fishermen saw a schooner bottom-side up with five or six men 
clinging to the keel. They immediately went to the rescue and found that it was the Haskell, the 
identical schooner that bad saved this boat and one of the men. She had been herself capsized in 
a squall. Her crew were saved by the very boat that bad been saved by her. This tale will prob-
ably be recalled to mind by some of our readers. 
"There is another kind of fishing that has attained considerable proportions recently that 
should be noticed, that is the shrimp and sturgeon fishing. A short time ago the shrimp fishing 
wa carried on by white men exclusively. There were about fifteen boats manned by thirty men 
who made this a, specialty. Then shrimps were sold in this city for from 7 to 10 cents per pound, 
and tho e who caught them made a good living at the business. Now, however, the entire business 
i in the hand of the Chinamen, of whom there are as many as :fifteen hnndred engaged in the 
trad . Their manner of catching them is simple and effective. The operations of the Chinamen 
extend all along the bay from Marc Island to Angel Island, wherever there is a flat or level beach. 
Th y tick long poles through the water and into the bottom, to which very fine nets are attached. 
Tb net. are so fine that they will retain the smallest minnow. They are spread when the tide 
i at ebb, and arranged with the lead-line on the bottom. When the tide comes in and the water 
flow again t the net it will form in the center a huge bag and prevent anything from passing 
through. Wh n the water is lack the Chinamen take up the net and empty all its contents into 
their ba k t . In thi manner they make a perfect trap, which, although it catches thousands of 
hrimp, al o de troy a vast number of minnows which would otherwise in time grow up to a 
prop r ize for food. The brimp are then taken a hore and laid on the beach, and the shells 
ar b at n and brok n off them with stick and separated from the meat. The meat is dried in 
the un and , ol l to Cl.line e cou umers in thi · city or sent to the interior of the State or Nevada, 
or wh r v r there are any Chinamen. The bulk of the prepared shrimps i hipped to China in 
' k . fan · brimp re al o old aliv- to tlle oy ter hon e in thi city, who, after boiling them, 
h, Y th m ., t ont a lunch for th ir cu ,t m r.· to nibble at while their oy ter are beiug prepared. 
Tli h 11 f tb hrimp are pr · 1· db · tile Chinamen, and after bein·g put into sacks are al o 
!Jina wh r they ar xt n iv l u d a a fertiliz r. Under the Chine e regime in 
bl'im1 - ·at hin rr tlJ pric ha f, 11 n fr m .,, to 5 cent p r pound. Each ClJinamau pay to th 
f fr m 5 
ver ·ear in the bay, and 
an f c. trap that i , ry de tructirn to 
flat ov r wbi 11 th wat r ru h when the 
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ti<l is fl wing and will so arrange their nets that the lead-line will be 2 or 3 feet from tp.e bottom. 
A the, ater ru be in the sturgeon comes with it and when the water is slack the line is loosened 
an l sink to the bottom. When the water recedes the fish cannot get out, and they are either 
gilled in the nets or are found gas1 ing on the ground which bas bee~ left bare by the receding 
waters. The Chinaman cuts open the largest sturgeons that have been thus caught just back of 
the bead, and with a hook made for the purpose pulls out the inside nerve of the :fish's backbone. 
It resembles in appearance, when thus taken out, a piece of macaroni, nearly a yard in length. 
This is dried and is also shipped to China and is regarded by Chine:1e epicures as a rare tit-bit. 
In tllis manner also are destroyetl thousands of small :fish of a.U kinds, whic~ will ju time have a 
marked effect on the supply, unless the criminal waste be checked. The Fish Commissioners 
are intending to procure some legislation on the subject, which will probably be all that is needed. 
"A tax is paid by all the bay ;:1,nd ocean :fishermen to the State, ~nd a whar:finger is employed 
by the State ~o give his exclusive atte11tion to this branch of industry. The docks of the :fisher-
men are at the foot of Clay street. As an article of food, the :fish that come to our markets are 
next in importance to the meats, and the trade in them gives employment directly to thousands of 
industrious people. The :fish should be preserved as much as possible and the business so regu-
lated that a penalty may be promptly inflicted on the Ohinaman or white man who shall wantonly 
<lestroy edible :fish." 
THE PREJUDICE AGAINST THE CHINESE FISHERMEN OF SAN FRANCISCO ON THE PART OF 
~'HOSE EMPLOYING EUROPEAN METHODS OF FISHING.-The Chinese methods of :fishing are Uil· 
<loubtedly extremely destructive, and have occasioned much protest among the other :fishermen 
of the region where they are employed, as well as a general feeling of alarm among observing 
11ersons interested in the future of the :fisheries. In January, 1876, the Italian Fish.ermen's Union, 
of San Francisco, addressed an open letter to State Senator N unan, on the subject of the destruc-
tion of :fish_ by Chinese, in which the following presentments are made: 
"The Chinese modus operandi is as follows: They set their traps (mandraglte) in many portions 
of the bays and rivers, the poles proving obstructive and dangerous to small-sized boats and 
schooners, and the nets being so :fine and so 1mmerous that :fish even of the smallest size are 
~auglit. Iu this way the Chinese arc destroying very rapidly these useful members of the :finny · 
tribe. These Chinese traps swing with the tide, and the ChineHe leave them in position all the 
_year round. The modus operandi of the Italians and other members of the Fjshermen's Union, who 
are Spaniards, Greeks, Slavonians, and Maltese, is to throw their drag-nets into the water and 
leave them there only 5 or 6 mim~tes. The nets u:3ed by the Chinese :fishermen are as tig·htly woven 
as a mosquito net, and retain all sizes of :fish, even the spawn-none escaping. The nets used by 
the Italians and ·other :fishermen in the union have the apertures :fifteen times as large as those 
used by the Chinese :fishermen. The fish caught by the Chinese-those which are too small to be 
eaten, or not of the quality worth preservation or to be sent to Chiua-are cast upon the beach to_ 
perish, sometimes within a couple of J·ards of the sea. 'J:he :fish caught by the Italians and others 
of the Fishermen's Union are all sold in our market. The Chinese are fishing night and day, and 
they catch all they can, regardless of .season, place, size, damage, quality, or quantity. The Italian 
.and others of the Fishermen's Union do quite the contrary. They only catch enough fish to supply 
our market day by day, and when said amount is obtained they give up their daily work. The 
Chinese :fishermen catch coutinual1y the sturgeon in an enormous quantity, for the only purpose of 
takiug away from the :fish that nerve, which is like marrow and extends horizontally down the middle 
-0f the spine from the head to the tail, and which forms the one-twentieth part of the :fish. The rest is 
thrown on shore to rot, or to be fed to poultry. This way ot proceeding on·the part of the Chinese 
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:fi berm.en in regard to sturgeons, as well as their system of traps and tightly-woven nets, is nothing 
more nor less than wanton destruction. .Already the young salmon, sturgeon, and trout are becom-
ing scarce, and unless measures are speedily taken to suppress this wholesale destruction by the 
Chinese a scarcity of fish ;may be apprehended. The Chinese fishing companies are continually 
· ending to China an average of $12,000 worth of dried fish and shrimps per month. The Italian 
and other union fishermen have been fishing on the California coasts, bays, and rivers for over a, 
quarter of a century, never giving cause for a complaint about -their trade. They have adopted 
the same system of fishing practiced in the Mediterranean Sea, which system, above all others, 
insures the non-destruction of small fish. The Italians and other union fishermen have no ill-feeling 
against the Chinese :fishermen; neither do they fear their competition. All that they desire is a. 
less destructive system of fishing on the ·part of the Chinese, and a law which will compel all ·the 
:fishermen to adopt a similar system of fishing."• 
STATISTICS OF FISH TR.A.DE OF SAN FRANCISCO.-The following estimate of the amount of fish 
sold in San Francisco for the years 1879-'80 was made with great care by Mr. Garibaldi, bookkeeper 
for Pardini & Silvestra, fish dealers: 
Val'ieties. .A.mounts .A.mounts Varieties. .A.mounts .Amounts in pounds. in tons. in pounds. in tons. 
Salmon . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 640, 000 
Sturgeon . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . 1, 658, 000 
Sea-baas . . . . . . . . .•• . .. . . . . . . 1,440,000 
Codfish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 252, 000 
Rockfish . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 626, 000 
:Barracuda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26, 000 
Halibut..................... • 122,000 
P erch . ............... . ...... 152,000 
Smelt . ..... . ................ 568, 000 
Tom cod . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 552, 000 
1, 820 Herring .••..•............•.. 
829 Young codfish ..•..••.••...•. 
720 Flounders ..•...........•..•. 
126 Soles ...•...•........••.•••••. 
818 Catfish .......•.•••.....•••••. 
18 Shad ........•..........••.... 
61 Trout ...•....•.•..........•.. 
76 Skate ........•••.•........... 
284 Prawn .....•................. 











Statement of the coaBt fiBherieB of San FranciBco County, Bhowing the number of jiBhermen, the amount of capital invested,. 
and the quantities and valueB of the productB . 
Number of .fishermen .. .. .........•.... 
Capital. 
Ve a ls and boats: 
Number . . .... .. ... . ... ... . .. . . . . .. 
Value .. ... ......... .... .......... . 
Valne of other apparatus aucl outfit .. . 
Tot.'\l capital in,e t d .. ... ... . .. . .... . 
Producta. 
Fr • h ti . b: 
Pouocls . .. . ... ............ . ....... . 
~nlue . .. . ... .. . . ..... •. .• . ....... . 
ri~fi~ : I 
Pound . . . . .....• .•. ..•...•• . ...... 
V In 
. 89! l Products- Continued. 
Shark.fins: 
P ounds ... .... . . . ...... . ...... . ... . 
90 Value .... ......... . .. . .... . ...... . 
$ll, 000 
1 
hrimp a.nd prawn: 
$Hi, 000 Pouncl s .•. . .. . ....•.....•.. . .....• . 
$26,000 I Aba~;~::~·~; ~=- .. .. .................. . 
P unds . . ... .. . .......... . .. ... ... . 
5'. !~~: ~~~ I .A.ba~::::b~~·:···· ·· ·· · · · ··· ·· · · •· · · · · 
Pounds ... . .. .. ... . ...... . .. ... .. . . 
Value ... . .. . .... .. . ... . ..... .. .. . . 
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220. THE FISHERIES OF THE SEA-BORDERING COUNTIES BETWEEN SAN FRAN-
CISCO AND THE NORTHERN BOUNDARY OF THE STATE . 
.AL.A.MED.A. CoUNTY.-This county lies along the east shore of the Bay of San Francisco. The 
shore is for the most part a mud-flat, bare at low tide, and no profitable fishing is there possible. 
The markets of the principal towns-Oakland, Alameda, &c.-are supplied from the wholesale mar-
kets in San Francisco. There have been Chinese fishing colonies in the neighborhood of Oakland,* 
but there are none now in the county, and the total catch of fishermen residing in the county will 
not exceed 2,000 pounds per year. 
The salt works in Alameda County are the most extensive on the Pacific coast. They are 
discussed in another section of this report. 
CONTRA COSTA AND SOLANO COUNTIES.-The counties of Contra Costa, on the south, and 
Solano, on the north, are separated by the Sacramento River.· The fisheries of both counties are 
considerable, comprising most of the salmon fishing of the Sacramento, both for the canneries and 
for the city markets. Most of the sturgeon sent to the San Francisco market also come from this 
region. As most of the fishing of the lower Sacramento is done by fishermen who move from place 
to place and have no permanent residence in either county, it will be convenient to consider these 
two counties together. 
Both fishing towns and fisheries of these two counties will be discussed under the head of the 
"Sal~on fishery of the Sacramento River." 
SONOMA COUNTY--The coast of Sonoma County has no bays especially suitable for fishing, 
and there are, so far as we know, no persons who make their entire living by this means. At Fort 
Ross and at Duncan's Mills are several men who fish during the summer, and who occasionally send 
boxes of fresh fish by rail to the San Francisco market. In the fall, salmon run in Russian River 
and are taken in some numbers. The total annual catch of Sonoma County cannot exceed 10,000 
pounds. In the interior of the, county are many carp ponds, some of which have proven -...ery 
profitable. 
MARIN CoUNTY.-The proximity of Marin County to San Francis~o affords a steady market 
for its fisheries, which are, therefore, of considerable importance. Nearly all the :fish taken are. 
shipped directly to San Francisco. They are placed in long wooden boxes, head up. These 
boxes are a foot deep, and are capable of holding from 100 to 150 pounds of fish; the average 
capacity is 125 pounds. Over the fish are placed large wet cloths or sacks; the object of these i~ 
to keep the fish moist. The :fish are shipped to d·ealers in the Clay-street market. They are sold 
on commission, either retail or to the smaller dealers in Oakland, San Jose, Alameda, or other 
markets. Most of the fish are taken in Tomales Bay, a long and narrow inlet extending length-
wise through the county. The fish taken in this bay are chiefly the different embiotocoids and 
the flounders and smelt, with some black rockfish. 
In this county there are seven active :fishing towns, San Rafael, San Pedro, Angel Island, 
Bolinas, Point Reyes, Marshall's, and Hamlet. 
The fisheries of San Rafael, the largest town in the county, are of but little importance, the 
* How THE CHINAMEN FISH.-Nearly any day Chinese :fishermen may be seen catching young smelt and herring 
in the old ferry slips at Alameda wharf. They have very :fine square nets, through which the smallest minnows can-
not escape, and at each corner of the net ropes are fastened and passed through pulleys on the wharf. The nets are 
dropped about every twenty minutes. When hauled up, the boat is pushed out under the trap in the center of the 
net, which is opened and the :fish dumped into the boat. Thousands of young fish are caught daily, taken away, dried, 
and are then ready for Celestial consumers.-.Alameda Encinal, January, 1870. 
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town b ing 1 laced at the bead of a very shallow, muddy bay, most of which js bare at low tide. 
Th mal'ket of this place is supplied almost entirely by San Francisco. 
At the town of San Quentin there are no fisheries, the market of that place, as also in part 
that of San Rafael, being supplied by three Italians, who fish on the Estrero, a mile or two south-
west of San Quentin, with gill-nets and seines. 
Along the coast, near Point San Pedro, are two colonies of :fishermen, numbering in all about 
one hundred, :who :fish chiefly for shrimp. These shrimp are sent to San Francisco. A colony 
formerly located north of San Quentin, toward San R~fael, is now abandoned. 
The follo~ing paragraph is taken from the San Francisco Weekly Bulletin, November 7, 1873: 
"The business of fishing at Point San Pedro, Marin County, is entirely in the hands of China-
men. About two lmndred and twenty-five men are employed. The Marin Journal gives informa-
tion, from which the following is taken: 'The land occupied by the fishermen is owned by McNear 
& Brother, and leased to Richard Bullis for $1,000 a year, and by him leased to the Ohinamen 
for $3,000. From 10 to 15 acres are occupied, the shore line serving for houses, boat-building, 
shipping, &c., and the side hill for drying the fish and preparing them for market. Shrimps con-
stitute the principal catch, and of these from 20 to 30 tons per week are taken. The shrimps are 
dried on the hillsides, threshed a la Ohinois, to get off the hull, winnowed through a hand-mill, ml 
sent to market. The fish sell for 8 to 14 cents per pound in the San Francisco market at wholes Lie, 
and the hulls are ~hipped to China and sol(l for manure, where they bring $20 per ton, affording a 
profit over all expenses of $5. It is said to be an excellent fertilizer. Other kinds of fish are taken 
in great quantities, as :flounders, perch, &c.', and some of which are used onlJ1 for dressing soil. 
The stakes to which the :fishers attach their nets extend out into the bay a mile oJJ more. There 
are thirty-two houses on the beach, and more all the time building. Two boats are now on the 
ways, one 40 feet long and the other 30. Nine hundred cords of wood baYe been used this season, 
which they buy in Red wood City and ship tl1emselves to their fishing grounds. Captain Bullis 
makes a weekly trip to San Francisco with a cargo, 'the law requiring a white captain on a 40-foot 
crai't. Point San Pedro is reached from San Rafael by a hard, smooth road, which affords an 
exceedingly agreeable drive of a half hour's duration, presenting · several charming views of the 
bay and many interesting landscapes. The road skirts along San Francisco Bay for some distance, 
·then, turning northward, leads to the shore of San Pablo BaJ~.," 
If tbe writer was anywhere near the truth in llis estimate of the number of Chinese fii:!bermen 
engaged at Point San Pedro, which may fairly be doubted, the extent of this fishery bas -undeniably 
deer a ed during t.he past seven years. 
At ngel I land i' a colony of about a dozen :fishermen, who are engaged in shrimp-fishing. 
A out Angel I land, Richard on's Island, and Sauce1ito the Italian :fishermen from San Francisco 
haul h ir net , but none of them, it is believed, make their home on the north shore of the bay. 
The fi heri pokeu of a being prosecuted at Point Reyes are, more strictly speaking, carried 
on all th way from Point R yes to the Golden Gate and the Farralones, the :fishermen rarely 
going a hore at I oint Reye . Between these point fi hermen from San Francisco :fish with 
p-n t an t-lin ·. ar the head of Drake' Bay al o :fl bing is carried on by four men 
and gill- t . The e catch a ou -o, 00 pound a year. Their cMch is chiefly melt. 
y ince 1 7 4. For ix ;year previou to that 
y wa of taluma. Ornr.fi hing ha · 
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of late cau ed a great decrease in the abuuclance of the fish. In summer from 1,000 to 2,000 
pounds of :fish were daily shipped to _Marsball's, the yearly average being 15?,000 pounds. 
The :fl heries of Hamlet are carried on by three companies, chiefly Italians. There are alto. 
gether twelve men and six boats. The fish, of which 48 boxes a day have been shi.J?ped, are 
sent from Hamlet to San Francisco. A box bolds about 1!:!0 pounds. When fish are plenty more 
are packed in a box. 
Statement of monthly shipments of jishfrorn Hamlet to San Prancisco from April 1, 1879, to .dpril 1, 1880. 
Month. 
April ............ . 
May ............ . 
June ............. . 
July ............. . 
August .......... . 
September ....... . 
October .......... . 
! I I Pounds. i 
I 
Month. Pounds. 
8, G40 , November........ 12,000 
7,200 
1 
December .. . . . . . . 9,_600 
5,760 1 January . . . . . . .. . 8,640 
9, 600 Febnrnry . . . . . . . . . 5, 160 
17, 400 March ............ I_~' 200 
21. 600 I Total ..... . . 
1 
129, 600 
rn, 800 I 
About 90 sacks, or 7,200 pounds, of clams are shipped yearly to San Francisco from Hamlet. 
They are also peddled at Tomales at the rate of 50 cents a, bucket. 
It is to be noted, in connection with the 'following statement of yearly estimates for 1879, that 
the fish taken b_y boats from San Francisco are not included. It is certain that at least one.half 
of the fish takru by such boats are caught in the waters of Marin County. 
Yearly estimate by towns for 1879. 
Towns. / Pounds. Towns. Pounds. I 
1---1--,1----,--1 
. San Rafoe~ . ....... j 10, 000 Olema . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ 500 , 
San Queutm ...... j 75, 000 Marshall's . . . . . . . . 150, 000 
.Angel Island . . . . . 30,000 Hamlet........... 129,600 I 
Saucelito . . . . . . . . . 10, 000 'l'omales . . . . • . • . . . 500 
Bolin as . . . . . . . . . .. 15, 000 T t l ,-47-0 600 o a . ...... , 
Point Reyes . • . . • . 50, 000 
I 
In addition to this amount there is a large home consumption and waste of fish. 
Whales occasionally come ashore at Point Reyes. Sea.lions are also abundant there, and 
occasionally parties from 8an Francisco kill them for their oil. 
MENDOCINO CoUN'l'Y.-The coast of Mendocino County is rocky, without indentations or 
large streams. There are no fisheries of any importance anywhere within its borderA, and prob-
ably no regular fishermen. The total annual ca'.tch cannot exceed 3,000 pounds. 
A.tone time a man living at the light.house at Cape Mendocino owned a whale.boat, and in 
smooth weather went :fishing for halibut on a reef that runs out from the cape. He sent them to 
Eureka to be retailed, and also shipped a few to San Francisco. 
The opinion seems to obtain that there are plenty of halilfat in that_ vicinity, but it is nearly 
always rough around the cap~, and there is no good wa_y of disposing of the fish when caught. 
It is not probable that any considerable :fishing will ever ·be done fot· halibut in the vicinity of 
Humboldt Bay. Oape Mendocino is noteu as a rough point. No fishing boat owned in Eureka 
could be sure of getting in and out of Humboldt Bay, because of the bar. The distance from San 
.Francisco, about 230 miles, would render it unprofitable, in the present state of the market, for a 
schooner from that city to make trips to Cape Mendoci~o, load with fish, and return. 
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HUM130LDT CoUNTY.-The fisheries of Humboldt County are chiefly carried on in Humbolut 
Ba , about Eureka, and in Eel River. Three kinds of fish are principally taken, flounders, salmon, 
and harks. Each of these industries may be taken up separately; that of the salmon, having 
place elsewhere, will not be described here. 
Humboldt Bay is a land-locked harbor, with a narrow entrance, obstructed by a dangerous 
bar. Its foundation somewhat resembles that of San Diego Bay, being shut off from the open 
ocean by narrow sand-spits. At the beginning of the rainy season the small streams that empty 
into the bay pour out such quantities of fresh water as to render the entire bay brackish. Some 
fishermen think that this kills the .fish, but there is no tangible evidence of its doing so. 
The bay is evidently gradually filling up with deposits. It has now a series of mud-flats, 
some entirely bare, others partly so, at low water, with deep channels between them. The bottom 
is composed of sediment, there being no rocks excepting some ballast heaps, and on these rocks 
the fish are caught. The mud-flats and channels serve as spawning grounds for great numbers of 
flounders. This bay can be easily and rapidly exhausted of its fish, and had it a more ready market 
it soon would be. The history of the flounder fishing, dependent entirely on hook and line, suffi-
ciently shows this. As it is, although the bay produces at certain seasons of the year great quan-
tities of fish, it is lacking in variety. It is claimed that the fish are of poor quality ( except the 
salmon), owing to the nature of the _bottom. . 
Fishing in Humboldt Bay is good during only the fall and a portion of the winter, and in con-
sequence there are but few resident professional fishermen. Two Americans working with a seine to 
supply the local market of Eureka, and during the flush season shipping to the San Francisco 
market, come under this head. About six or eight others living in the vicinity of Eureka fish during 
the salmon season and do little or nothing the remainder of the year. Probably an equal number 
have families and are semi-professionals, fishing during two months of the year. Quite a number of 
the inhabitants of Eureka fished at one time, and hold themselves in readiness to do so again 
should other business fail. There are but three Italian fishermen on the bay, the majority being 
Americans (including a few English, Irish, and Scotch). Often some of the Columbia River fisher-
men come here during the salmon season. Since 1857 and before, there has been a colony of 
Chinese fishing in the bay with nets. Last year their net was destroyed. Fishermen claim that 
they fished all the "sole" (Parophrys vetulus) out of the bay. Most of their fish were dried in the 
usual way and sent to San Francisco. 
Flounder-fishing begins about October. Humboldt Bay- used to be the spawning grounds 
for immense numbers of the large flounder (Pleuronectes stellatus). The fish were so abundant as 
to completely line the bottoms of the deep channels between the mud-flats, and would bite at a 
hook with extreme voracity. . 
In 1874 the first experiment was made by a young American, who caught and shipped to San 
Francisco from Eureka a few flounders. The "paranzella" had not then appeared. These few 
flounder brought a high price, retailing from 30 cents to 35 cents a pound. .Finding it highly 
r mnnerative he increased his operations, keeping the fish in live-boxes until the day on which the 
t am r ail d for San Francisco. As many as 2 and 3 tons were sent at a time. Before long not 
l , th n one hundred people were at this work, fishing day and· night, their business causing 
uit an xcitement in Eureka. Flounder oon became a drug on the market and their retail 
ric limiui so much a to leave £ r the fi hermen a profit of only 2 cents a pound, instead of 
,,., an l Yen m r the r fit r r ound before o many entered into the fi hery. Another cau e 
f nall r fi . o t ugM l in the w rk wa that th steamer wa often unable to cro · · 
• 
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the bar for several days, in which case the fish were liable to spoil. , When this happened they 
were thrown overboard, proving a dead loss to the fishermen. At the present time there are not 
more than fifteen or twenty men engaged in fishing for flounders during the best of the season. 
n the winter they bring from 5 to 10 cents a pound. 
Some flounders are caught weighing 10 pounds. It is possible that, owing to the small number 
n ow caught, this species will hold its own, but it can ne~er be so abundant as it once was. 
Small numbers of other varieties of flounders, such as Parophrys and Oitharichthys are also 
caught, but Pleuronectes stellatus is the common flounder of Humboldt Bay. 
The shovel-nosed shark (Notorhynchus maeulatus), caught for its oil, was in the early days of 
Eureka, from 1858 to 1868, extensively caught in Humboldt Bay. This fish entered the bay at 
"bulling'; season, about the middle of April, and remained until the end of August. · At one time 
fifty or sixty men were engaged in the capture of the fish and the trying out of the oil from its 
liver. This oil, in the absence of coal (not then discovered), was used largely for illuminating 
purposes. Much was shipped to San Francisco, where it was used for oiling machinery and adul-
terating other oils. In one season a man made 700 gallons of oil, which he sold for the average 
price of $1.25 a gallon. These sharks are from 6 to 8 feet long and yield from 3 to 8 gallons of oil 
apiece. The females yield more oil than the males, and females with eggs yield more than at any 
other season. 
The sharks can only be caught at highest tides, when they are taken with hook and line in the 
deep channels between the mud-flats, or they may be harpooned in shallow water. The best bait 
for sharks of this kind is salted seal. Seal meat is full of oil, which spreads out over the water's 
surface and attracts the shark's attention. They have been seen to follow a narrow streak of oil 
t ill th~y reached the line, when they instantly went down for the bait. It is thought that their 
s ense of smell guides them. 
There is now only one man engaged in this business on Humboldt Bay. He has made only 20 
gallons this (1880) season. The oil is now worth only 75 cents a gallon and is used by lumber-mill 
owners around Eureka for lubricating-oil. No other sharks are caught here for oil. The species 
Squalits acanthias is absolutely unknown at Eureka, and Rhinotriacis and Triacis, besides being 
t oo small, furnish a very poor quality of oil. 
DEL NORTE CoUNTY.-In Del Norte County, California, there is no sea-fishery of any impor-
tance. There is a fall salmon fishery in Smith River, which is discussed int.he chapter on the west 
coast salmon fishery. About 500 barrels of salmon are salted. The total annual catch of fish 
outside of the salmon fisheries does not exceed 3,000 pounds. 
STATISTICAL RE0.A.PITUL.A.TION.-The fisheries of the foregoing counties are fully detailed in 
the following table: 
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Statement of the fisheries of tlle sea-bol'dering counties bettceen San Francisco and the northern bowncla1'Y of the State, showing 
the number of fishennen, the amount of capital im:este<l, ancl the quantities ancl values of the products. 
!' 
t> to I>, 
to § A ~ i::l I>, 0 d d d d 0 0 
0 ~ d 0 0 0 0 d 0 0 
~ CD ci! 0 0 A re:: 0 ci! ·5 0 1: 
Q 
-~ s 
0 ,.Q 0 s "O ~ 3 0 .:l s 
~ ce 
A CD d ~ 
~ 
0 ;:::j p:l A 
0 
en E--1 
Number of fishermen. ---·· ...........................•. 2 150 3 1 10 2 168 
Oapital. 
Vessels and boats: 
Number.. .... .. ............................................. . .. 42 . .. ... . ..... .•.... ..•... 20 2 64 
Val:e
0
~:e:t~~-; ~~;;;~~~~·;~~-~~~~~ : ::::: :::: :: : : : :: : : ·: ...... ·· ~;~ :: !~~ 1· .... .. -$~~-: ::: :: : ::: :: $\~~~ $~~~ ::: :~~ 
1---------- -----· -·---'----·- ·- ·---
Total capital invested. ........... . .................... . $20 I $5,850 , $50 . .. . . .. .... . 
Products. I 
Fre h fish: 
Pounds ....... ..................... . ............ . . . . 
Value . .....................••••••.......••......... 
Dri d fish: 
2,000 
$100 
Pounds ...... . .................................•.•............. . 




















Gallons .......•.....•...........••...... . . ..... ................................... .. .. ... ......... . 20 .. . ... ..... . 20 
$6 Value ................................... . . ····· · · · ··· · ······ · ·········•· 
Shrimp and prawn: 
Pounds .. . .. •.••..••..••...•••••.......•. . .....•.••.... . .....•. . 
Value ...... ··- · ••.••.•••....••..•..........••••.•.. ···•·· ······ 
Clams: 
Number ...... .•••.....••... .. ...•.....•.... ..•. .••...•......... 
Value .•••••...•.•.......•... .. ... . ......••........ . ········ ··· 





Total value of products ......••.. . .•••••......•........ $100 $72, 000 
$6 
$300 $75 $3, 006 1 
0.-0REGON AND IT:S FISHERY INTERESTS. 
221. STATISTICAL RECAPITULATION. 
Sumniary sta.tement of persons employed. 
1',h,rmen ......... . P.e,~on,.~~:~~~~ . .... .................. I N=:::;, 
1
1 
Sho,o:::;:::: :::::: :::::: :::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : :: : :: ::: 1---::-:-::-
Detai~d statement of capital invested and apparatus employed. 
Apparatu sp cifi d. Number. 
:Boats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 360 
b r nppar tu , including outfit . ....••....••...•••• 
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Detailed statement of the quantities and value8 of ~he products. 
Products specified. Quantity. Value. 
Salmon .••.•..••..... : ..•....... Pounds fresh.. 39, 500, 000 a $2, 766, 724 
Seal oil .•••••.....•..•................ Gallon.a .. 





Total...... . • • . • • . • • • . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . • • . . .. t .......... 2, 781, 024 
a Including enhancement in the value of salmon in process of canning, $1,911,422. 
222. THE FISHERIES OF THE OREGON COAST. 
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GENERAL ST.A.TEMENT.-The fisheries of the coast counties of Oregon have as yet very little 
importance. The coast line is little indented by bays and is therefore in itself unfavorable for 
fishing. There is, moreover, no available market for any fis·h taken, except, salted or canned salmon. 
The various tribes of Indians along the coast derive much of their support from fishing, but no 
statistics are obtainable. A _single salmon cannery is now in operafom in this region, at Rogue's 
River, and salmon are salted on some of the other streams. With these exceptions there is no 
systematic fishing anywhere on . the coast of Oregon south of the Columbia River, the salmon 
fisheries of which are very important. · These will be described in detail in the chapter on the 
"Salmon fishing and.canning interests of the Pacific coast." The entire salmon catch of the coast, 
including that of Rogue's River, excluding the fish taken by the Indians, will not vary very far 
from 1,000,000 pounds. In the report of the river fisheri€:s of the State will be found some items 
upon the bays and fisheries at mouths of rivers. 
D.-W ASHINGTON TE.RRITORY AND ITS FISHERY INTERESTS. 
223. STATISTICAL RECAPITULATION OF THE COMMERCIAL FISHERIES. 
40 GRF 
Summary statement of persons employed. 
Persons employed. Number. 
Fishermen....... . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . . • • • • • • • . . • • . . 729 
Shoremen . . . . • . . . . . • . . .. • • • • . . . • . . . • • • . . . • . . . • • • . • . • • . . • . . . • . . 15 
Total . ..•..•. :.......................................... 744 
.Detailed statement of capital invested and apparatus employed . 
.A.ppamtus specilled. 







Other apparatus, including outfits.......... . ... . • • • . • • . .• • • • . 8, 648 
Cash capital and shore property . . . . . . . . • • • . • • • . • . .. • . . . • . . . . 4, 000 
1----1-----
Total . • . • . • . • . . . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • . . . • . • • • . • • • . • • • • • . 30, 858 
• 
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Detailed statement of the qua11tities and values of the products. 
Products specified. Quantity. ~ Value. 
Salmon ................••...•... Pounds fresh.. 350, 000 
Other fish .............. . ....... Pounds fresh.. 5,357,000 
Seal skins ......... ................... Number.. 6,268 







Total. ..........................••. · ...•.•...•.......... · 1--18-1,-3-72-
1 
a Including enhancement of value in process of canning, $13,440. 
224. THE COAST FISHERIES OF WASHINGTON TERRITORY. 
.. ·-...... 
THE PRINCIPAL FISHERIES ENUMERATED.-The whole Puget Sound region is Yery abun-
dantly supplied with fish, but for want of a market the fisheries are little developed and have as 
yet little commercial importance. The only specie1:, of special value are the halibut (]!.ippoglossus 
viilgaris), which abounds everywhere in the deeper waters and main channels, but chiefly about 
Cape Flattery; the five species of salmon ( Oncorhynchus chouicha, nerka, kisutch, gorbuscha, and 
keta), which run up all the streams, large and small, in summer and fall, and which are taken in 
the salt water at all seasons; the dogfish (Squalus acanthias), which is largely sought for the oil 
-obtaine<l from the liver; the herring ( Olupea mirabilis), and the eulachon ( Thaleichthys pacijicus), 
which i considered when fresh as the best pan.fish of the region. Besides these, are many species 
of Ohiroids, Pleuronectoids, Salmonoids, Scorprenoids, &c., used as food, but no one ·species of 
any great value. 
The fishermen are chiefly Indians, who fish for their own consumption and live in small colonies 
or'' rancherias" scattereu. about the entire sound. Nearly all the sound Indians live by fishing. 
No record of their number can be obtained by us and no material for any sort of accurate estimate 
~an well be had. A few Indians in the vicinity of the towns fish for the market and peddle their 
ti h at low prices about the streets. Some also fish for the salmon canneries. There are also a few 
Chinese colonies, wholly similar to those south of San Francisco, where they salt and dry a con-
iderable amount of fish. Around the larger towns (Victoria, Seattle, Port Townsend, Tacoma) are 
a few Italian or Dalmatian fishermen, and at Tacoma some Americans. 
OL YMPIA.-N o fishing is done at Olympia, the harbor being nearly bare at low water and 
lin d with oyster . The shipment of these oysters to San Francisco is the only fishing industry 
of the town. The fir t hipment of the e oysters was made two or three years ago, after the decline · 
in qua1i y and quantity of the Shoalwater B~y product. This matter is elsewhere discussed. 
S'l'EILACOOM.-No regular ft bing is done here. Various Indian rancherias are scattered 
along, where the "Siwa he " ft h for their own use. Fishermen from other places often come to 
teila 0001 during the salmon ea on. 
EW TACOMA.-Thi plac i connected by rail with Portland, and the chief supply of the 
> rtlan 1 market of all ft.she except salmon and halibut comes from New Tacoma. At New 
ung fl h rm n from Maine h v e tabli heel a ft bing station and are making good 
out.;.; ton of ft h h v b n taken by them and their employe during the pa t year. 
en hip l to Portland, wh re th .y ell at 5½ cents per pound, the salmon, 
lumbi , omewhat higher. 
r of lmon are taken and salted and sold in San 
nn 1. ft r are no longe1: 
uget om1d in Port-
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land is quite profitable. The salmon do not enter the rivers in numbers at this part of Puget 
Sound until ready to spawn in September, when they move about the bay in schools and are 
readily Mttecl while '' searching for the river." Many of the salmon of the different species are 
then ''dog-salmon," and as such not so readily sold. At first their flesh is red and not bad, 
and can be salted as well as that of the ordinary salmon; later it becomes poor and worthless, the 
fish often half rotten in life, and no use can be made of it. A cargo of salted dog-salmon was once 
sent to Honolulu with a disastrous effect on the reputation at the Sandwich Islands of the Puget 
Sound salmon. 
In the fall a fyke-net is planted by Savels & Staples in Puyallup River. Most of their 
fishing is done with seines. Gill-nets, traps, &c., are not successful in these waters because of 
their clearness. Traps built of brush in a way similar to the pound-nets in the East have been· 
built and still stand in Commencement Bay, but the salmon do not run into them and they have 
been abandoned. 
The species mostly taken are Oncorhynchus chouicha, Pleuronectes stellatus, Lepidopset.ta bil-ine-
at a, Parophrys·vetulus, and Salvelinits malma,, which abounds in salt water and reaches a weight 
of 12 or 14 pounds; the largest seen by me weighed 11 pounds. Salmo purpuratus, also abundant 
in salt water, Hypomesus pretiosus, &c., as well as various sculpins, "eels," ·&c., which have no 
market value. 
At Gig Harbor, 8 miles from Tacoma, are three Austrian fishermen, who have been there two 
years. Most of the fish obtained by them a:1'e salted, but some are shipped fresh to Portland. 
The salmon and the orange rockfish ( Sebastichthys pinniger) are the species mostly sought, the 
latter taken with hooks in , deep water. Both salmon and rockfish are barreled and shipped to 
Portland, San Francisco, or elsewhere. Herring are also caught and smoked, but there is little 
profit in it. In the summer dog-fishing is followed to some extent, the oil being ''tried out" of the 
livers in kettles. About 100 tons of fish are taken per year, exclusive of dogfish. 
Opposite Gig Harbor is a Portuguese fisherman, with one or more assistants, who fishes chiefly 
for dogfish. 
In various places about Gig Harbor, Quartermaster's Harbor, and Point Defiance are Indian 
dog-fishing camps. The oil is chiefly rendered in kettles. 
Near Quartermaster's Harbor is a colony termed Kanakatown, where four or five Chinamen, 
a negro, and several Sandwich Islander~ fish and dry or salt the product, occasionally selling in 
Tacoma or sending to San Francisco. 
SE.A.TTLE.-The local market at Seattle is of some importance. A company of three Italians 
fish with seines along the shore, obtaining young salmon, flounders, &c., which are sold in a stall 
in the town. A company of two or three Greeks fish in the same way, b~t are absent at the 
Columbia <luring the salmon season. Several Austrians fish with hook and line in the deeper 
waters of the.bay, obtaining halibut, black bass (Sebastichthys melanops), horse-mackerel (Anoplo-
poma), merluch' (Mcrlucius), pollack (Pollachius), tomcod, &c. Many Indians in the neighborhood 
bring in, almost daily, boat-loads of salmon-trout (Salvelinus), y~ung salmon, and the various 
flounders, &c. 
Much fishing is done by ·men and boys from the wharves, Anoploporna and small flounders, 
especially Hippoglossoides elassodon, being the principal species taken. 
There are no fishing boats at Seattle, except small skiffs. The amount of fish taken yearly 
must be about 300,000 pounds. 
PORT BLAKELEY.-The salmon cannery of Jackson & Myers, formerly at Muchilteo, is now 
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I c· t d a or Blakeley, on the west side of Aqmiralty Inlet, opposite Seattle. It bu in s i 
de cribed und r the head "Salmon :6. heries of Washington Territory." 
PORT ~1ADI ON.-.A. colony of about fifteen Chinamen are engaged in drying fish near Port 
Madi on. Be ides :6. hing themselns, they purchase large quantities from the Indians. Th y 
prepare the :fi h in the ordinary way, soaking them for two or three days in weak brine; then dry-
ing them on rack in the open air. They put up perch (Damal-ichthys) and different species of 
:flounders, mostly Parophrys vetulus, Lepidopsetta bilineata, and Pleuronichthys ccenosus. Flounder 
are valued most highly by the Chinese. The different species of Embiotocidre are dried principally 
for the use of the Chinese working in the mines. Chinese do not like salmon. 
Both Chinese and Indians at Port Madison fish with coarse-meshed nets, and th~ow back fish 
under six inches in length. 
A herring fishery, owned by .:ir. J.P. Hammond, is in operation during the winter season 
from about November 1 to March 1. During the last season they worked but one fine-meshed 
seine, 450 feet long, i-inch mesh. Thirteen white men of various nationalities were employed, at 
wages of $25 to $30 per month. The herring are most abundant in February and March, when 
they come into the bay to spawn. They are in best condition from November to January, becom-
. ing poor and comparatively worthless as soon as they begin to spawn. The herring run into the 
bay in large numbers for shelter from heavy storms. The :fishery has been at Port Madison since 
1870. The business is constantly increasing, but there are as many or more fish than at first. 
During the herring seas.on they catch from 1 to 1,000 barrels at a haul. The herring are either 
smoked and dried or used for oil. The smoked fish are put up in boxes of about five dozen each, 
and mostly sent to San }.,rancisco, where they are sold for 30 to 35 cents per box. 
To make oil, the fish are steaQJ.ed in wooden boxes and afterwards pressed. On_e barrel of fi~h 
produces about 1½ gallons of oil, which is worth from 35 to 45 cents per gallon. The oil is used 
for rough purposes-for greasing skins in tanneries, and at log camps.' 
During the last season (1879-'80) there were put up 2,5QO boxes of smoked herring and 5,700 
gallons of oil; in 1877 and 1878, 5,000 boxes and 17,000 gallons. 
UTS.A.LADDY, SAN JUAN, AND OTHER SETTLEMENTS.-At various places in the northeast part 
of the sound the Indians fish for salmon and dogfish, and occasionaUy Italians and Chinamen 
engage in the same business. 
MucKILTEo.-The cannery of Jackson & Myers, formerly at this point, bas been removed to 
near Seattle. The almon were formerly abundant here, but ~ave now grown scarce. It has been 
thought that the offal from the cannery drives them away. The salmon were netted in schools in 
alt water by the Indians. 
The specie canned are the female ''haddo" (0. gorbuscha) and the silver salmon (0. kisutch),. 
The fir t run i in J nly, when the had,fos appear, at first males and females similar, but afterwards 
the male grow dark, red, humpbacked, and hook-billed, and are rejected. They weigh but 5 or 6 
p un , and ar v ry limy after being taken out of water. 
Th ilv r almon her rarely weigh over 22 pound , the average not more than 6 or 8. In 
rn t y r b run f hadd r 1 'mall or nothing. At other times it is extremely large. 
i\IBLE ND PORT LUDLO .-At th ' e point the only fl bing done i that of China-
y' fr th whar , an of th neighboring Siwa h Indjan . In this region consid-
g- on~ Y th I dia , , the oil being mo tly rendered by putting the livers into 
t r wi i h t t n , :finall pouring off he oil from the craps. 
· r e tali , fi t rt T wn nd for halibut and dogfi h. They have 
• 
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a boat (Italian) of about 1 tan burden. The :fi h taken are either shipped directly to San Francisco 
or else salted. Some of them are sold in the town, antl occasionally some shipped to Portland. 
NEW DUNGENESS.-Some scattering :fishing for salmon, dog-fish, &c., is done at this point, 
and a gootl deal of :fishing is done by Indians on the way toward Cape Flattery. 
NE.A.II BAY.-At this point there is a considerable reservation of Indians who do nothing but 
:fi::illing- and sealing. The fur-seal :fisheries of Cape Flattery are of considerable importance, and 
are elsewhere discussed by Judge Swan. 
Halibut :fishing is here an important industry, several hundred pounds being brought in every 
day. Most of the halibut are taken just outside of the Straits of Fuca on a halibut bank, some 12 
miles west-northwest of Neah Bay. The halibut are taken with large hooks made of an iron.or 
bone spike, :firmly bound to wood. They are taken for the whole length of the Straits of Fuca, but 
most almnclantly near the sea, and in the main channels as far as Seattle and San Juan at least. 
Many rock:fish ( S. nigrocinctus, melanopt, nebulosus, ruber) are taken, also immense cultus-cod 
( Ophiodon), and occasionally a true cod ( Gadus morrh'ua). 
Near Neall Bay was formerly a cannery, which has now suspendecl. It canned the halibut 
and the hoopid salmon ( Oncorhynchus kisutch), as well as young or suitable salmon of other species. 
The hooped salmon is fat and excellent. The canned halibut cannot compete _with canned salmon, 
the boiled flesh being white and flavorless, and therefore unattractive, while the expense of manu-
facture is not much less than that of canned salmon. 
QurNNAULT.-In the Quinnault RiYer a small salmon runs, said to be very fat and of superior 
quality. This is probably 0. nerka,. 
GRAY'S HARB0R.-No regular fishing. A salmon cannery was formerly located here, but it 
is no longer in operation. 
SHOAL w .A.'l'ER BA Y.-N o fishermen are located here, and no :fishing i8 done. The oyster 
interest has been elsewhere discussed. It is said that the bay is growing up to sea wrack, to the 
injury of the oysters. 
VICT0RIA.-Some ten :fishermen, chiefly Italian, are engaged in fishing at Victoria. They 
:fish with hook and line, taking halibut, rock-cod (S... ruber, S. maliger), dogfish, and ground-shark 
( Somnioaus). 
The halibut is mostly bought by an American antl shipped fresh on the steamers Idaho and 
Dakota to the San Francisco market. The chief supply of halibut at S~n Francisco comes from 
Victoria. Formerly a schooner bel<;mging at Astoria was engaged in transporting halibut from 
Cape Flattery and the west coast of Vancouver's Island to San Francisco, but the attempt was 
abandoned after one season. Combinations among the Italian :fish dealers in San Francisco are 
cliscouraging to shippers, as often· the price of large consignments will be brought down to :figures 
unreasonably low on perishable fish. 
Other :fishermen use the seine an<l. bring in tomcod ( lliicrogadus) and various flounders, 
especially Parophrys vetulus and Pleuronectes stellatus. 1\:Iany herring are also taken. 
A large part of the supply of the Victoria market comes from Fraser's River. In their season 
(i\Iay) tlle eulachon (Thaleichthys pacijicus) is the best pan-fish in this region. They run up the 
lower Fraser in enormous numbers, and every :fish feeds on theffi. Even the sturgeons gorge 
theruselYes upon them. 
The" sueheye" salmon ( Oncorhy·nchus nerka) is shipped to Victoria in large numbers, antl a 
les quantity of the sawkwey ( 0. chouicha) and sturgeon (A. transmonta,nus) also find a ready sale at 
low price . The green sturgeon (A. medirostris) is never eaten. 
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E.-ALASKA AND ITS FISHERY INTERESTS. 
BY DR. TARLETON H. BEAN. 
225. STA .. TISTICAL RECAPITULATION. 
Summary statement of persons employed. 
Persons employed. Number. 
Fishermen. ............... . ............... .. ... ........ ............ ... ... ..... ... .. ........ . G, 000 
Shor::::l ~ ~.·.: :· ........ ::: : : : :: :::~::: :: :::: :: : :: : :: : : : : : :: : : : : : : : ---,, ~1 
Detailecl statement of capital invested and aJ"'J)aratus employed. 
Apparatus specified. I Number. Value. 
Boats .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. • .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . . • .. .. .. .. . . 3, 000 $60, 000 
Other ap-paratus, including outfits.................... .. .... ...... .... .. .. . 7,000 
Cash capital and shore property . .. . . . .. .. • • • • • .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . 380, 000 
----- -1-----, 
Total capital . .. . . . .. . .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ... • ... .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . 447, 000 I 
Detailed statement of the qu,antities and value8 of the products .. 
Products specified. Quantity. Value .. 
Salmon (fresh) .. ... ..... ........................ pounds.. 2,654,000 a$39,640 
Other fish (fresh) . ............................... . do..... 1~5. 000, 000 525,000 
Sea.otter skins ..... ....... .... ..... . .. ... ... ... . number.... 6,000 600,000 
Seal skins ...................... ................................ do . .... 147,450 1,474,500 
Seal flesh .. .... ............... .......... .. .. .. . ... .. ... pounds . .. l, 000, 000 10, 000 
Seal and fish oil ....................... ...... .. ...... gallons.... 120, 000 12, 000 
Wbaleoil ........................ - ....... . .......... <lo... .. . 5,000 500 
1-----1-----l 
Total.... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. . 2, 601, 640 
a Including enhancement in the value of salmon in process of canuing, $~6,640. 
226. THE FISHERIES OF ALASKA. 
The shore fisheries of Alaska are fully discussed in Section III of this report. The cod fishery 
carried on at the Shumagin Islands; the fur-seal industry of the Pribylov Islands, and also the 
whale and walrus fisheries, arc discnssed in Section V. 
PART XVII. 
THE FISHERIES OF THE GREAT LAI{ES. 
By FREDERICK vV. TRUE. 
'ELABORATED FROM NOTES GATHERED BY MR. LUDWIG KUMLIE~. 
ANALYSIS. 
A.-STATISTICAL RECAPITULATION : 
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B.--LAKR SUPERIOR AND ITS FISHERIES : 
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C.-LAKE MICHIGAN AND ITS FISHERIES: 
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D.-LAKE HURON AXD ITS FISHERIES: 
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E.-LAI{E ERIE AND ITS FISHERIES: 
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Detroit and Toledo. 
238. The :fisheries of the southern shore. 
F.-LAKE ONTARIO AND ITS FISHERIES. 
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THE FISHERIES OF THE GREAT LAKES. 
A.-STATISTIOAL REO.APITULA'fION. 
22'7. TABLE OF THE GREAT LA.KE FISHERIES. 
The :fisheries of the Great Lakes, which will be considered in the following pages, are summed 
up in the following statements, showing in detail the number of persons employed, the amount of 
capital invested, and the quantities and values of the products: 
Summaty atatement of peraona ernployed. 
Persons employed. Number. 
Fishermen ................ : . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 050 
Detailed atatement of capital inveated and apparatua employed .. 
Apparatus specified. 
Vessels and boats .............................. . 
Pounds ........................................ . 









Seines . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 148 20, 400 
Other apparatus, including outfits.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34, 200 
Shore property................................. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 313,175 ________ , _____ , 
Total..................................... . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 1,345,975 
· Detailed atatement of the quantities and values of the products. 
Products specified. Quantity. Value. 
Primary products. 
Fresh fish ............................ pounds.. 43, 122, 270 $1, 102, 950 
Salt fish .. ................................ do.... 16, 793, 540 402, 670 
Frozen fish .... ........................... do. .. . 2,821,650 126,100 
Smoked fish ............................. . do.... 1,721,770 109,970 
Secondary products. 
Caviare ....... . ....................... pounds.. 230,100 34,315 
Isinglass ................................. do.... 3,909 5,765 
Oil . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • gallons. . 5, 680 2, 280 
Total ..................................... ~~~ -1, 784,050 
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B.-LAKE SUPERIOR AND ITS FISHERIES. 
228. STATISTICAL SUMMATION. 
8urmnai·y staternent of persons ernployed. 
Persons employed. Number. 
Fishermen . . .. ..•................... . ......... .••••. .-......... 414 
Detailed statement of capital im;ested and apparatus er111Jloyed. 
Apparatus specified. Number. Value. 
Vessels and boats . ....................... _. . .... 155 $26,150 
Pounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 43 14, 950 
Gill.nets...... . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 4, 030 25, 280 
Seines . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . 32 2, 010 
Other apparatus, includin:r ·out:fit. .•• . . . . . . . .. • . . . .. . . . . . . . . • . 290 
I Sbo,e:::e,ty :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ==~ -~ 
Detailed statement of the qitantifies and valtte8 of the p1·oducts. 
Products specified. Pounds. Value. 
:fresh fish .... ..... ..... ............. ...... .... I 1,494, 500 $47, 780 
Salt fi=l~::: :::::::::: ::::: ::::::: :::::::::::l::::~~
1
-,~~ 
229. THE FISHERIES OF THE NOR'l'HWESTERN SHORE, INCLUDING DULUTH. 
THE NORTHWESTERN SIIORE.-Tbe northwestern shore of Lake Superior is billy and monn-
tainou in character, an<l for the most part deeply wooded. Tbe small hamlets which exist here are 
chi fly lumberiu.g tation , and the :fi beries receive little or no attention. Fish are abundant, 
howe-ver, in the neighb ring water , as is proven by the fact that they are vi~ited by fishermen from 
Duluth and other town on the outh sbore. 
DULUTH .A.ND VICINITY.-Duluth, named after the French explorer and soldier, J. Duluth, is 
th mo ·t we terly ~illage on the lake , which i intere ted to any considerable extent in the fish-
ri . It i ituated on the ide of on of the numerous hill wllich exist in this section, at tbe 
h a of a harbor known a Duluth Bay. The Government bas spent considerable money in improv· . 
in°· the ntranc to th har or and in bni1<1ing light·hou e and breakwaters, not, howe-ver, in the 
int r t f the ft herie , ut £ r the graiu trade and other branches of commerce in which Duluth 
i · m Tb villaO' wa form rly chartered as a city, but ha recently gi'"°en 
HI i 
o. out ixt n of them participate in gill-net 
1rnrg f th t am.tug, an l ix managing tl1e 
re im rtant a l al nt £ ur lrn dr land ighty nets are in u e. 
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The boat u ed are Mackinaws, about 32 feet in length and worth $100. A tug also is employed 
in tran porting products from the :fishing grounds. Ollly two pounds are owned at Duluth, both 
mall and et in hoal water. They are usually established about the 10th of June. The seiners 
fL h only for a few days or week8. 
The gill-net grounds visited by the Duluth :fishermen extend along the south shore to the 
Apostle Islands and along the north shore to Isle Royale. The former are visited in spring aud 
summer, the latter in fall. The pound-nets are set at the entrance of Superior Bay near Superior 
Oity, about eight miles distant from Duluth. Seining is prosecuted in the vicinity of Fond du 
Lac, at the bead of Saint Louis Bay. 
In the pound-nets and gill-nets principally whitefish, trout, and herring are taken. The catch 
of the two former species amounted in 1879 to about 280,000 pounds. The seine :fishery yields only 
pike, of which during the same year, about 16,000' pounds were caught. 
The shipping business was carried. on by one firm until 1880, when another made a beginning. 
All the fish a.re shipped fresh, being sent as far west as Deadwood, Dak., and south to Omaha, 
Nebr. The larger proportion, however, is sold in Saint Paul and Minneapolis, Minn. , . 
The :fisheries of this section, as a whole, are growing in importance, although the pound-
fishery seemed to have declined somewhat since five pound-nets were in use here a few years ago. 
There are few historical matters of importance to be recorded. No disasters occurred for tweh·e 
years prior to 1879, but in the fall of that year one fisherman was drowned. 
Superior City, the next town eastward, does not engage in the_ :fisheries to any considerable 
extent. 
230. THE FISHERIES OF THE SOUTHERN SHORE. 
BAYFIELD AND ASHLAND.-These villages are situated east of the Apostle Islands, the 
former at the mouth and the latter at the .beau of Chequamegon Bay. They a.re approximately 
of equal size and importance. Both are interested in the lumber trade, and each supports a local 
journal. Ashland is a watering place of some note. 
Bayfield surpasses Ashland in the importance of its :fisheries, and indeed the people are depend-
ent upon them. In the former village about one hundred and thirty m~n were employed in the 
:fisheries in 1879, and nearly twice that number during 1880, while at the latt~r point only twenty-
five or thirty men found occupation in :fishing. The fishermen are principally Canadian French 
and half-breed Indians in about equal numbers. 
Gill-nets, pounds, seines, and lines are in use, but the :first kind of apparatus is that most exten-
sively employed. About 1,680 gill-nets a.re owned at Bayfield, but considerably less than one-
fourth that number at Ashland. Their average length is about 65 fathoms. The pound fishery , 
is prosecuted-with 27 nets at Bayfield and 3 or4 more at Ashland. They are of yarious sizes and' 
depths, but all formed after the usual model. Seventeen or eighteen seines are employed, their 
average length being about 60 rods. In winter hook :fishing is carried on among the islands near 
Bayfield. 
The principal boat is tbe famous Mackinaw, but a few clinker built boats also are in use. ]for 
the pound fishery the ordinary flat-bottomed pound-boat prevails. A schooner, used in. carrying 
fishery products, is also owned at Bayfield. 
The gill-net grounds extend 90 or 100 miles eastward from the village. Pounds are set among 
the Apostle Islands and in Chequamegvn Bay. The winter hook :fishery and the seine :fishery are 
both prosecuted among the islands, but much seining is done, also,_in the sha.Uow bays west of the 
Apostle Islands 
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Th catch con i t mainly of whitefi ·h, trout, herring, and pike. The yield of both fi berie , 
iu 1 79 wa about 300,000 pounds of fresh fish and 9,000 half-barrels of salt fish, worth together 
about 45,000. 
The hipping bu ~ine s i, controlled mainly by three firms. At least seven-uinth of the alt 
fl. h j eut to other lake ·distriuuting points-Buffalo, Toledo, Chicago, and Port Clinton. The 
remainder goe to Saint Paul and Minneapolis. The fresh fish is shared about equally by Chicago 
and Saint Paul. 
The fi hermen fi h on shares, the outfitters furnishing boats, nets, and other apparatus, and 
paying a certain sum for the fish when salted. Provisions are advanced to fishermen's families on 
credit during the .fishing season. 
Fi!:;h are somewhat less abundant in this region than formerly, especially in Cbequamegon Bay, 
but the decrease is not considered at 'all al~rming. It is the experience of the fishermen that if 
fishing is desisted from on a ground which has been depleted, fish will return to it in the course of 
a couple of years, and the catch will again be as large as previously. The year 1879 was not con-
idered an altogether profitab1e one, but the yield in 1880 was thought to have been larger than 
ever before. It must be taken into consideration, however, that more nets were used and that the 
grounds were better known than formerly. 
The boats now in use are not materially different from those formerly employed. They may 
be, however, a trifle larger and more valuable. 
We find record of only tw_o disasters of recent occurrence. In 1878 a boat, with four men, was 
lo t. In the same year another fisherman was lost while fishing through the ice. 
ONTONAGON, PORT.AGE EN'.l.'RY, L'ANSE, .AND INTERVENING ST.ATIONS.-Ontonagon is situated 
on the west side of Keweenaw Point,. at the mouth of the Ontonagon River. Its principal industry 
i copper-mining, but the people are incidentally engaged in fishing. L'Anse, located at the head 
of Keweenaw Bay, is also sustained by mining and lumber trade, but its .fisheries are important. 
Between the e villages there are a number of hamlets, the population of which is engaged in 
fi hing to a greater or les. extent. 
In this section we find about one hundred and thirty-four fishermen, eighty-eight of whom are 
engaged in gill-netting, thirty in the pound-net fishery, and the rest in seining and other minor fish-
erie . The nationalities represented, as at the villages westward, are Canadian French and half. 
breed In lian , in equal proportions. The owners of fisheries, however, are principally Americans. 
Gill-net fl~ bing ranks first in importance. About eleven hundred nets are in use, each 60 
fatliom or a little le in length, and with ' 4¾ or 5-inch mesh. They are in use at all seasons 
of tl.i ~ ar. The catch con i t principally of whitefi h, trout, and siscowet and a few suckers. 
Th pound fl hery i pro ecuted with twelve nets, each worth about $350. The season lasts from 
May to Novemb r, unle ._ heavy 1:1torm houlcl make it nece ary to remove them earlier. The prin-
ipal fl h taken are whitefi b, trout, and pickerel. The seiner use eight seines, worth about $75 
ach au 1 cat h mainly wbitefi. b. 
n mall team-tug of a out 12 ton burden i mployed in the gill-net fishery and in trans-
l> rtiug tl.i catch to hipping point and a lit le chooner i al o u ed for carrying the product 
fr rn pl · to pla . In r gard to th boat it may be aid that they are not so seaworthy as those 
u d f rth :r w t. Th cau e i to found in tlie fact that thi section of coast is not so 
Tb p un b at e pecially are not much better than those employed 
w f w naw i t iu K w enaw Bay, and en tward almost to 
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l\Iar 1n tt . Tb poun 1-n t ar . et in different part of Keweenaw Bay. The eining reaches are 
in tb iciuity f L u e and 
Tlrn yi ld f th fi heri during 1 79 amounted to about 405,000 pounds of fresh fish and 
about 4,200 balf-barr ls of alt fi ,h. A considerable proportion was sold at the mines in the vicinitY. 
of the :fl "h.erie and in inland towns, and the remainder was shipped to Detroit, Cleveland, Buffalo, 
Chicago, and Milwaukee, but the exact apportionment of the amount could not be ascertained. 
The fi hermen con ider that whitefish have decreased appreciably within ten years, an~ point 
to · awdu t, increa ed navigation, and overfishing as the causes of the diminution. . 
MARQUETTE AND VICINITY.-Marquette, the capital of Marquette County, is a small city, and 
a summer resort of i:iome note. It is situated at the h~ad of a fine harbor. The iron and lumber 
trades take precedence over the fisheries. 
The number of fishermen at Marquette in 1879 was about thirty-three, twelve of whom were 
engaged in gill-netting, twelve in seinjng, and the remainder in the pouncl fishery. They are of 
various nationalities, only about one-third being n~tive Americans. There is also one fisherman 
living at the sout,h end of Grand Island, east of Marquette. 
Pound-net, gill-net, and seine fisheries are all carried on to a. greater or less extent in different 
years. The gill-netters fish at different points along about 50 miles of shore east of Marquette, 
while the pounds are set in sheltered positions in the shallow bays and the mouths of rivers 
between the town and Gra1Jd IsJand. Seining is prosec1:1ted entirely in Marquette Harbor. Some 
fishing is also carried on at the trout bank, known as Stannard's Rock. 
A.bout sixty boxes of gill-nets, or three hundred and sixty nets, were employed in ~879, together 
with eight pound-nets and four small ·seines. The gill-net fishermen employ several steam-tn_gs of 
the usual model and size. Larger and better boats are used than formerly. 
The catch consists of whitefish, trout, siscowet, herring, and lawyers. The yield in 1879 was 
about 450,000 pounds, of which enough to make 200 half-barrels was salted and the remainder sold 
fresh. A.bout 25,000 pounds of the latter were shipped to Milwaukee, and of the remainder part 
sold to the steamboat companies and to the miners living in the ·dcinity and part sent to inland 
towns in Wisconsin and Illinois. The shipping business is entirely in the hands of three firms. 
The fish are caught on shares. The dealers furnish outfits, including boats, and take one-half 
the fish caught as compensation. They also buy the remainder from the fishermen, paying a 
uniform price of 7 cents apiece. 
Fffteen or twenty years ago trout fishing with hand-line_s was the most important branch pros-
ecuted, gill-nets being used only for whitefish. Pound-nets were not introduced until 1869. Seines 
were in use many years before gill -nets were introduced, but they are now fa~t falling into disuse. 
Some .fishermen hold the opinion t,hat there bas been a gradual decrease in the abundance of 
all species, but particularly of whitefish and trout. Others think that this theory is without foun-
dation in truth. They say that the spawning grounds are not disturbed, and that spawning or 
young fi b are rarely taken; and claim that the species which appear to have decreased in number 
have simply moved to inaccessible or undiscovered grounds. 
WHITEFISH POINT AND SAULT DE SAINTE MARIE.-Fisbing bas been carried on at Whitefish 
Point for many years, but the :fishery did not assume proportions of any magnitude until the ;year 
1870, when it was purchased by Messrs. Jones & Trevalle, of Buffalo, N. Y. A pier has been con-
structed and a number of buildings erected . . During the fishing season twenty or thirty persons 
live at the Point, but in winter the place is deserted. Communication with other places is car 
ried on entirely by water. Steamers stop at the pier, if the weather i~ sufficiently calm, and 
take away the fish. 
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In 1879 about twelve :fi hermen were employed in attending the pounds, setting gill.nets, haul· 
ing eines, and preparing :fish for market. 
The gill.netters use about two hundred nets. They :fish in different places about the Point, but 
not farther than 5 or 6 miles from land. At certain seasons the tug goes 5 or 6 miles west of the 
• Point. 
Only two p~unds are employed, the character of the shore being unfa,orable for this kind of 
:fi bing. One is set a short distance west of the Point and the other south of it. 
The seine :fishery is of little momept. Only two ·nets are employed. The catch. consists of 
whitefish, trout, and a few suckers. The yield in 1879 was about 350,000 pounds. Three hundred 
and :fifty half.barrels of whitefish and trout and a few suckers were salted and shipped to Mil. 
waukee and Chicago. The remainder of the :fish was shipped fresh to Chicago, Cleveland, Erie, 
and Buffalo. 
Fishing in this region bas not been very profitable during the past five or six years. The 
pound and seine :fisheries have been the least productive, the success of the gill·netters, on the 
other hand, being materially improved. The fishermen unanimously agree that the cause of 
the lack of success in the two former branches is to be found in the fact that the water has con· 
siderably receded from the shore. In 1874 about 2,300 half.barrels of fish were salted and a con-
siderable amount sold fresh. 
Pound.nets were introduced about ten years ago. 
At Sault de Sainte Marie the majority of the fish taken are caught by Indians, with dip.net, 
in the rapids. One sta_nds at the bow of the canoe with a net, ~nd a second propels arnl steers the 
craft. Several hundred pounds are frequently taken in this way by a single canoe in one day. 
A few fish are also taken in traps set in Whisky Bay. 
The catch consists exclusirnly of whitefish, trout, and pike. During 1879 about 2,500 half. 
barrels of fish were shipped from the Sault, all but about 50 half-barrels of which were whitefish. 
They were all salted and shipped to Chicago, Detroit, and Cleveland. 
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231. STATlSI'IOAL SUMMATION. 
S ummary statement of persons employed. 
P ersons employed Number. 
Fishermen . •..... . .. ..... •.•......... .. . . . _. . . . . .... . . .... . . . 1, 578 
Detailtd statement of capital i nvested and app aratus employed. 
Apparatus specified . 
I V I ancl boat ...... ... .......... .. .... .... . . 
Pounds .•••... •.•. •. ••• •..• ••. • .• •.•. . .••.. •. • . . 










Otb rappara n:, includin outfit ... . ........ . . 1 . ... ... .. . .. .. 1 8,935 
I b :.:, ,, •• :::: :: : :: :: : : : ::· . ::: : : :: ::::: I : : : : ::~-: ~i __ :_~. ~_::_. 
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Detailed Bfatement of the quantitiea and valuea of the producta. 
Products specified. 
PrimariJ products. 
Fresh :fish .••.......•....••• : .......•.. pounds .. 
Salt. :fish .•.............•.......••.•••..••. do .••. 
Frozen fish ...•......... .••....•........•. do . .•. 












Caviare ......•••••...•...•••••...•..•.. pounds.. 31,330 6,620 
Isinglass ..••••....•..•.....•...••..•.•... do.... 265 265 
Oil .•..•••.•••...•••.••••••• 
7 
•••••••••• gallons . 200 100 
Total .•••.• r ••••• ••• • .•••••••••••••• : ••••••• -•• -•• - •• ·-.-•• -•• - •• -. ,--6-12--, 4-10-
1 
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ESC.AN.AB.A .AND THE NORTH SHORE OF GREEN B.AY.-Escanaba, Mich., the capital of Delta 
County, is situated on Green Bay, at the mouth of the Escanaba River, and of Little Bay de No-
quette. It is the center of an extensive iron and lumber trade, being on the line of the North-
western Railroad. 
The :fisheries of Escanaba are not unimportant. A. large proportion of the :fishermen who visit 
the islands at the entrance of Green Bay reside here, and avail themselves of the facilities for ship· 
ping which the direct railroad connection affords. In 1879 they numbered about ninety-two, 
thirty being employed in the pound fisheries, fifty-three in gill-netting, and nine in seining. They 
belong to different nationalities, but native .A.m~ricans predominate. 
The gill-net fishery, as appears from the number of men employed, r3:nks first in importance, 
the pound fishery taking the second place. Seining is carried on only to a limited extent. 
The grounds are very extensive, occupying almost the whole northern portion of Green Bay, 
including Little and Big Bays de Noquette. Those about Washington and Saint Martin's IslandEi, 
which had been quite depleted; are again becoming very profitable. The :fishermen disagTee, how-
ever, in their statements regarding the abundance of fish. A.t Fish Creek, ne~r Escanaba, they 
asserted that the Washington Island grounds were ruined and unproductive, but it was ascer-
tained later that a thousand nets were in use there in 1879, and that the catch was not smalJ. 
The general impression seems to be that whitefish are g1·owing constantly more abundant in some 
places. 
During the year 1879 about 300,000 pounds of fresh fish and 2,3C0 half-barrels of salt fish were 
received at Escanaba. The fresh fish were almost entirely whitefish and trout. A.bout one-half 
of the salt fish were whitefish and trout, and the remainder suckers and herring. 
The amounts given do not represent the entire yield of the fisheries of northern Green Bay. 
Among the islands probably seven-eighths of the amount taken is bought by tra~ers and taken 
to. Chicago and other centers of distribution. 
The fresh fish received at Escanaba are shipped t(j other points by rail. A.lJout two.thirds of 
the whole amount is sent to Chicago, and the remaiuder to Saint Louis, Kansas City, and other 
inland towns. · 
A.bout $40,000 are innsted in boats, nets, and other apparatus. 
During the past decade only two disasters occurred. In 1873 two fishermen were lost off the 
Gull Island , and in 1879 one fell through the ice and perished. 
The most important event which ha.: taken place in the history of the :fisheries is the intro. 
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cln ti n of team-tug in both gill-net and pound :fi bing. The smaller boats are of better model 
than formerly, and the :fi hermen ba-ve gr~wn more skillful in the management of .them. 
The yield of the fi beries of Escanaba wa larger in 18'i9 than during the four or five years 
preceding. The increa e was mo t noticeable on the grounds about Washi.ngton and Saint l\fartin's 
I land . 
MENOMINEE, MENEKAUNEE, AND VICINITY.-The communities resident on the west side of 
Green Bay, between Ceda River and Peshtigo Point, are more extensively engaged in and depend-
ent upon the :fisheries than those farther north. 
The :fishermen, as a rule, are well .fitted for their occupation, but for the past four or :five years 
their gains have been but barely sufficient to support them. Their houses are scantily furnished 
and are always built near the :fishery and close·to the bea~h. A few have cleared fields of consid-
erable extent about their dwellings, but the majority cultivate only sufficient land to enable them 
to raise a few vegetables. 
The different :fisheries are scattered along the shore quite regularly. A few miles north of 
Menominee the road is replaced by an indistinct trail which leads through the almost impenetrable 
pine forests which cover the shore, and is the only line of communication between the fishing 
stations, except by water. 
Between Cedar River and Peshtigo Point, we .find about thirty families of professional fish-
ermen, aggregating about one hundred and fifty persons. A few of the net-owners are single 
men, but the majority are married and have large families. The owners are principally Swedes, 
Americans, and Norwegians, but many other nationalities are represented among the fishermen. 
The Swedes and Norwegians are said to be most successful. 
The pound-net fishery is the most important, and occupies the fishermen during the summer. 
In winter the pounds are replaced by gill-nets. The summer grounds are near shore, but in winter 
the fi bermen venture far out on the ice. The po~nds increase in depth from Peshtigo Point 
northward. Many in use in the vicinity of the former station are only 8 or 10 feet deep, while 
near Ingleston, north of Menominee, they are frequently 60 or 70 fe~t deep. 
The value of fishery .apparatus used in the fisheries of this section of shore is about $30,000 •. 
There are no spec~al peculiarities in the nets or boats which demand attention. Steam-tugs are not , 
employed. The Menominee dealers send boats along the shore to the different stations every day 
during the height of the season to collect fish from the pounds. There are also two vessels which 
cruf e along the shore periodically, gathering up the fish which the fishermen have salted, and 
upplying the latter with salt and barrels. 
During 1879 about 1,500,000 pounds of fish weretaken, of which 500,000 pounds were sold fresh, 
and the remainder salted. Whitefish antl herring formed the most important factor in the amount 
of fre h fi h, but trout, sturgeon, dory, and many other kinds were included. Few fish, except 
whit fi h, trout, an<l herring are salted in this locality. 
The larger proportion of fresh fish is sent directly to Chicago by rail in boxes or refrigera-
tor . One firm in Menominee u e about twenty refrigerators constantly, and considers this method 
f pr paration for hip ent le s expensive and troublesome than packing in boxes. Salt fish are 
nt to hi ago and to everal di tributing points on Lake Erie. 
Th re hav een many ·ban e in the method of :ti bing at Menominee and the neighboriug 
tow a w 11 a in he :f rm of apparatu and he 1 cation of the fi hing grounds. Summer gill-
n t fi i g whi h ly in former year , ha been almo t entirely abandoned. 
f thi er f 87 , ut one :fl h rman could be found engaged in 
n. 
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Gill-net fl. bing through the ice was begun in the winter of 1867. Prior to this time hook-and-line 
fi bing, which is now of minor importance, was carried on quite extensiyely. The favorite grounds 
were the shoals south of Green Island. 
In this region, as well as all others, at the advent of pound nets, seines began gradually to 
di appear. At present only two seines are in use. 
Prior to :fifteen years ago the most profitable :fishing grounds of this section were in Menominee 
River, near its mouth. Racks were constructed, in which fish were captured as they came down 
the stream from their spawning beds. As many as 600 ·barrels of whitefish were someti~es taken 
from one of these racks during a single season. 
The spring run of whitefish was always light, but as great numbers of pike were usually taken 
at this season, the total catch assumed large proportions. Pike· still run up the river in limited 
numbers, perhaps about one eighth as many as formerly, but no whitefish. Mr. Eveland stated 
that not a single whitefish had been taken for twelve years, and gave it as his opinion tbat the 
pollution of the water by sawdust was the chief cause of their disappearance. 
The establishment of saw-mills upon Menominee River, and the consequent deposition of 
great quantities of sawdust in the water has effected the ruin of the fisheries in the vicinity. 
There are no less than thirteen mills within two miles of the mouth of the river, in the three towns 
Menominee, Marinette, and Menekaunee, besides planing-mills and other similar establishments. 
At least two of these mills turn all their refuse into the river. Mr. Kumlien states in his notes 
that during his stay in Menominee he noticed that there was always a large mass of sawdust, from 
a quarter of a mile to two miles broad, and many miles long, floating about in the bay. .According 
to Mr. Eveland the condition of affairs bas been much the same for many years, and the spawning 
grounds of the whitefish for a long distance outside the mouth of the river and on either shore, 
north and south, have been completely ruined. It is not unusual for vessels to meet portions of 
the mass of sawdust 20 or 30 miles from Menominee, and the water at the entrance of the bay is 
often covered with it. It is said to have accumulated at the mouth of the river, forming masses 
in some places eight feet deep. 
Many of the beautiful sandy beaches of former times are now covered with spongy masses of 
decaying sawdust, interspersed with slabs and broken sticks. Pound nets set in 69 or 70 feet of 
water, miles away from the mills, become choked with ap kinds of mill refuse. Bars and shoals, 
once the home of the whitefish, are deserted. Grounds once abounding in fish, yielding large 
profits, are now abandoned and new and distant ones sought, wl10re, for the establishment of nets, 
increased labor and expense are necessary. Some are so far distant from any shipping point tbat 
the expenses of transportation absorb the greater portion of the profits of the fishermen. 
Seines were introduced at Menominee, about 35 years ago. Those first used were about 80 
rods long, the mesh at the center being 3 inches, and in the wings 4 inches. It was not unusual to 
take 8 or 10 barrels of fish at a haul. 
OCONTO, PENSAUKEE, LITTLE SU.AMICO, .A.ND VICINI'.l.'Y.-All the communitie8 residing on 
the west shore of Green Bay, between Peshtigo and Little Tail Points, are interested in and engaged 
in the :fisheries to a considerable extent, although perhaps a larger amount of capital is invested 
in the lumber trade. .All the larger villages are connected with Milwaukee and Chicago by rail, 
and, therefore, possess abundant facilities for disposing of their fishery products to the best advan-
tage. 
The most important class connected with the fisheries are the pound owners, of which there 
were thirty in 1879 within the limits marked out. Besides these there are ten men who own only 
gill-nets, which they employ in winter. The seiners, as a rule, are married, and have families of 
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four or fi,e persons, making in all two hundred or two hundred and fifty people dependent upon 
the fisheries. For about ten weeks in spring, and for about the same period in fall, each of the 
net owners requires a number of assistants, varying from one to eight. Thus about se,enty-five 
men additional find employment for five months. Not more than ten or twelve of the assistants 
are married, the remainder being young men. There are in all therefore about fifty families and 
sixty-fi,e unmarried men dependent on the fisheries of this region. 
With the exception of two men, a Frenchman and an Irishman, the pound-net owners revresent 
three nationalities-American, German, and Norwegian. Among the assistants a great number 
of nationalities are represented. 
The fishermen of this . region are, almost without exception, in comfortable financial cirpum-
stances, and some have amassed· considerable fortunes. They are nearly an land owners to a 
greater or less extent, som'3 possessing valuable farms in addition to their fisheries.-
There are few localit,ies on the lakes where the fishermen control tbe business so completely. 
They buy their own supplies directly from the manufacturers, and in many cases ship the fish which 
they catch. _ There is one dealer, however, who buys nearly all the salt fish and a considerable 
portion of the fresh fish. He employs continually about five men in preparing products for market. 
Besides this firm there are several others of minor importance. 
The practice of supplying fishermen with outfits on credit has been abolished, and although 
there are some men who would engage in fishing if they could secure an outfit in advance, the 
dealers wisely abstain from yielding to their requests. 
As already intimated, the principal fishery carried on is the pound-net .fishery. .The pounds 
about Suamico form the southern section of that great line of nets extending all along the west 
shore of Green Bay. They are all set comparatively near shore, in from 10 to 34 feet of water. 
With the approach of cold weather and the formation of ice in the bay the pound fishery gives 
way to the winter gill-net fishery. There are no peculiarities, however, in the mode of its operation 
in this region. 
Seining has been almost abandone~, many of the nets having been used in the construction of 
pounds. The two seines still in use-one at the mouth of Suamico River, the other at the mouth of 
Oconto River-are small, and the amount of fish taken by means of them is insignificant. 
The amount of capital invested in the apparatus and accessories employed in the fisheries in 
1879 was about $33,000. The principal factors in this amuunt are the .cost of the pound-nets and 
the repairs made upon them, of the boats, and of the packages in which the salt fish were shipped. 
These items combined amount to about five-1:1ixths of the total sum. 
As the result of the activities of the fishermen during 1879, about 600,000 pounds of fresh fish, 
worth $13,500, and 17,000 half. barrels, worth not less than $27,000, were sent to market. The 
profits were distributed among seven firms of shippers, and through them to the fishermen. The 
fre ·h fish consisted of whitefish, trout, and the various kinds-herring, black bass, pike, cat-fish, 
&c.-shipped together under the name of "rough" fish. The amount of salt fish was made up 
almost entirely of whitefish and herring. 
At Oconto we meet for the first time with an establishment for the manufacture of caviare an<l 
j • glas . About 65 pounds of crude isinglass were prepared here in 1879. 
The dealers find markets for their product in Chicago, Saint Louis, and Kansas City, t.hc 
form r i r ceiving y far the 1, rg t hare. Little or no alt fl his sent to Saint Louis or Kansas 
ity. 
th" , nam l 
· rr <l iu he m tbod of .fishing employed in this region is 
i n i n f und-nets for s ines. 
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The most productive season ever known to the :fishermen of this shore occurred in the autumn 
of 1876. A sufficient amount of fish was taken in seventy-six pound-nets to fill, when salted, 22,722 
half-barrels. The catch consisted almost entirely of herring, a species which is also the most 
abundant at the present time. Only 500 half-barrels of white.fish were taken. 
GREEN BAY CITY AND VICINITY.-Green Bay City, situated on the Fox River, near its entrance 
into Green Bay, as regards its connection with the :fisheries, is in some respects one of the most 
important towns on the bay. A large amount of fish taken in the .fisheries of both the eastern 
and western shores of the bay is shipped through the town, and supplies of salt, twine, netting 
and provisions are purchased there. The fisheries of the town itself, however, are quite insignifi-
cant when compared with those of the villages farther north. 
The number of .fishermen permanently resident at Green Bay does not exceed twenty-five. It 
is increased, however, during the fall and spring, by an addition of seventy-five or one hundred 
semi-professional :fishermen. Among sevent~en of the twenty-five men first mentioned, the follow-
ing· nationalties were found to be represented: English, 2; French, 2; American, 2; Norwegian, 
2; German, 3; Polish, 2; Swiss, 1; Belgian, 1; Swedish, 2. An equally remarkable diversity 
prevails in many other localities on the lakes. 
A few of the :fishermen are in comfortable circumstances :financially, while one or two are 
moderately wealthy. On the other hand, some are negHgent and seem to have no tact in providing 
for their families, although their gains are usually sufficient to enable them to live well. 
Several different branches of the :fisheries are carried on at Green Bay, but only to a limited 
extent. Gill-nets are set in the inlets which penetrate the marshy shores of the Fox River, near 
its mouth, and just beyond the delta four pounds are estab1ished. About one hundred and fifty 
small fy kes and some seventeen small pounds, technically known as ,~baby" pounds, are also 
employed. Five large seines, hauled ashore by means of capstans, are still in use. In spring the 
number of nets is increased, seventy-five or more being employed by fishermen from Oshkosh and 
other inland towns, who fish here at that season. 
The boats are small and not so well built as those used in the fisheries of the upper part of 
the bay. 
The amount of fresh fish which passed through the hands of the dealers at Green Bay during 
1879, coming partly from the fisheries of the .city and partly from those of the upper portion of the 
bay, was about 811,500 pounds, worth $32,500. In addition, 107850 half-barrels o£ salt fish, worth 
about $25,000, were shipped during the year. The fresh fish were of many kinds, whitefish, trout, 
herring, wall-eyed pike, and catfish being, perhaps, the most important. Whitefish of different 
grades, trout, and herring are the principal kinds salted. A large part of the salt fish is purchased 
from the :fishermen in half-barrels and repacked in kits of ui:fferent sizes. 
Probably fully one-half of all the fish received at Green Bay is sent to Chicago, the remainder 
being sent to different cities and towns in the interior of Wisconsin. 
During 1879 the firms dealing in netting, twine, and cordage sold about $2,200 worth of these 
commodities, while the salt dealers sold nearly 2,800 barrels of salt, worth about $4,000. 
The boat factory located at Green Bay city has only a small and local trade. The business has 
decreased materially within the decade, so that that transacted in 1878 was scarcely more than 
one-fourth the magnitude of that carried on in 1873. At present more repairing than building 
is done. Three men are constantly employed, more being added when an increase of work 
demands it. 
The firm of W. D. Britton & Co., manufacturers of barrels and other packages, during 1879 
sold 16,000 half-barrels, 10,000 quarter-barrels, and 500 caviare barrels for use in the ·fisheries. 
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There ha b en a marked decrease in the sale of half-barrels since the practice of returning tho 
mpt) ones to the fishermen was originated. The demand for caviare barrels, h-0wever, is rapi<l]y 
increa ing. The firm employs sixty men, but not all are engaged in making fish barrels. 
Green Bay city having been for many years the chief shipping point for the bay, the flnctlla-
tions in the abundance of fish and the changes in the :fishing business have been perhaps more 
carefully noted than elsewhere. A considerable amount of information was obtained in regard to 
the e matters by Mr. Kumlien from Mr. Kalmbach and other dealers of the cit.y, and may per-
haps be most conveniently inserted here. 
Green Bay has long"had an enviable reputation for its extensive and valuable :fisheries, but of 
late years their yield has been growing noticeably less, the decrease being most marked in the case 
of whitefish and other kinds which are commonly salted. The fresh fish trade has not decline<l, 
but is rather on the advance, owing to the improved facilities for shipping fish in that condition. 
Fresh fish are at present shipped to Kansas City, S!1int Louis, Saint Joseph, and other places in 
the hottest weather, in perfect safety. 
Mr. M. F. Kalmbach gives an instance of the abundance of whitefish in former years. In 
18GO he began fishing with pound-nets in Bay de Noquette. Pounds were not generally in use at 
that time, his trial of them being, in fact, one of the first. He employed two nets, one 18 feet 
deep, the other 20 feet deep, and each about 28 by 32 feet square. In these nets, between the 10th 
of October and the 25th of November, he took a sufficient quantity of whitefish to fill 1,750 half-
barrels when salted, and was prevented from preparing double the quantity merely from lack of 
the needed supplies of salt and packages. For more than a month the nets were so full that a 
simple dip-net was the only implement necessary to be used in securing a quantity for salting. 
The fish crowded about the nets seeking entrance. 
In late years pound-nets with very small mesh have been extensively employed, and large 
quantities of small fish taken. In the fall of 1878, at one locality in the bay, over 5,000 barrels of 
whitefish, equal to fully 7,500,000 fish, were thrown away, being too small for market. The same 
practice having been in force in many other places, it would seem that the supply of whitefish 
must be considerably diminished. 
Another cause of the decrease of whitefish may perhaps be found in the fact that they havo 
been driven from their old spawning grounds by sawdust and other mill refuse. Prior to 1865 
there were few mills on the rivers, and large numbers of fish were hatched in them rather than at 
the grounds about the reefs. 
DE PERE AND WEST DE PERE.-The towns De Pere and West De Pere are situated on oppo· 
ite sides of the Fox River, about 10 miles above Green Bay City. Large dams have been erected 
here, which give power to numerous manufacturing establishments, including many lumber mills. 
The river below the dams is wide and deep, and resembles an arm of a bay rather than a portion 
of a river. 
The ti heries at this point, which are now insignificant, were formerly of considerable impor-
tance. The most f orable shore from which to operate was frequently rented for as much as 
1,500 for the ea on, lasting from April to June. At this time whitefi h came up the river, and 
were caught in a bun dance. 
Of late years he i crea ing settlement of the country, the establishment of mills, and other 
e hav co ine t ren r the e fi erie much less productive than formerly. A recent 
t tel w ha 1nn. le fi ·bing in the Fox iv r illeg Lt all ea on , b~t nevertheless it is still carried 
n a. limi . t ut.. j. tak n y 1 b r r and others for family use, 
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the exact amount of which cannot be ascertained, although it is probably not more than 5,000 
pounds. 
The total yield in 1870 was about 14,000 pounds of fresh fish and 15,500 pounds of salt fish, 
worth together about $1,300. The fresh fish consisted principally of whitefish, trout, pickerel, 
and dory, in about equal proportions. The salt fish were whitefish, trout, herring, and skinned 
catfish. 
The apparatus consists of a number of small gill-nets, two seines, and about one hundred 
large ·dip-nets. The total sum invested does not exceed $500. 
A large barrel factory is located at West De Pere, in which in 1879 at least 350,000 barrels 
and kits were manufactured. Among them were about 60,000 herring kits, a kind of package made 
here for the first time in 1878. The majority of the stock is shipped to Chicago, and is used by 
the packers of that city. The firm employs constantly about one hundred and fifty men. 
THE EAST SHORE OF GREEN BAY.-The fisheries of the east shore of Green Bay are carried 
on at present principally by the farmers who live along the shore. The professional fishermen, 
who are pound-owners, are only seven in number, six living on the mainland and one on Chambers' 
Island. South of Little Sturgeon Bay there are about forty-eight farmers who participate in the 
gill-net fishery in winter, and north of it about six more. Thus it appears that there are about 
sixty-two families on this shore which are more or less dependent upon the fisheries for their 
support. In addition, about twenty assistants are employed during the winter months. 
Both the pound-owners and the farmers are almost without exception Belgians. 
The men who fish with pound-nets have made but a scanty living in latter years, but the 
winter fishermen are usually fairly compensated for their toil. 
There has been a decided decrease in the abundanc<: of fish within the past decade. In 1873 
Mr. Blake.field, of the firm of !3lakefield & Minor, of Fish Creek, sold more than $4,000 worth· of 
fresh fish from two small pound-nets, set in the vicinity of Chambers' Island. During 1879, on the 
same grounds, with twice the number of nets, the product was worth only about $400. On certain 
grounds, where a few years ago two men caught $9,000 worth of fish in their gill-nets, no fishing 
is now carried on. Those who formerly engaged in fishing and were successful have turned their 
attention to other pursuits, or have sought other fishing grounds in Lake Superior and elsewhere. 
The apparatus, which consists of about 1,800 gill-nets, 15 pounds, a single seine, and a number 
of boats and accessories, is worth about $11,000, a large amount when compared with the catch. 
The fact that in 1869 at least $40,000 were invested in apparatus on this same extent of shore, the 
profits being more than double those now accruing, in proportion to the money invested, shows 
how great has been the decrease of the fisheries on this side of the bay. 
Some further details in regard to the destruction of the celebrated fishing grounds at the 
entrance of Green Bay may be interesting in this connection. The grounds between Washington 
and Saint Martin's Islands were probably the most productive in .the bay, and the most frequented 
by the fishermen. Their abandonment was due to several causes, and not least to the terrible losses 
of nets which occurred there in the fall of several seasons. As many as three thousand nets have 
been lost in one autumn, carrying down with them 500,000 or 600,000 whitefish. Although the 
loss of the nets was a great discouragement to the fishermen, it is the opinion of all that the pres-
ence of so large a mass of decaying fish on the spawning beds effected a much more serious injury 
in that it drove away the fish which were wont to congregate there. Many of the nets were 
grappled up in spring completely filled with fish, bu~ the stench from them was so horrible that 
the fishermen could not take them into their boats. 
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The Io s of nets occurred generally during the last days of the :fishing season, early in Decem-
b r, after the whitefi h bad deposited their spawn. 
The height of the prosperity of the gill-net fishery about Washington Island occurred between 
he years 1864 and 1867. After the latter date the decline became apparent. Fifteen years ago 
between four and five thousand nets were in use on the grounds, and a yearly business of $100,000 
was transacted there. 
Five years ago Chambers' Island supported nine pound-nets, in all of which large quantities 
of fish were taken, but in 1879 only two were established there, and both proved failures. 
Between 1870 and 1873 not less than 60 tons of fish were shipped from Fish Creek, all taken 
from within a radius of ten miles. 
PORTE DES MORTES, AT THE ENTRANCE OF GREEN BAY, TO .AND INCLUDING MANITOWOC.-
The principal fishing stations on this shore are Jacksonport, Whitefish Bay, Clay Banks, Row-
ley's Point, Two Rivers, and Manitowoc, of which the last two are the_ most important. 
During the year 1879 about fifty-three men were engaged in fishing, being distributed as fol-
lows: Jacksonport, Cana Islands, and Whitefish Bay, eight; Manitowoc, four; Two Rivers and 
vicinity, forty-one. These, with their families, comprising in all about two hundred and thirty 
persons, derive their support solely from the :fisheries. Besides those mentioned, ten or twelve 
men, principally from Two Rivers, are hired, during a part of the season at least, as assistants. 
The fishermen north of Whitefish Bay are Americans, but from that point southward all, with 
the exception of five or six Germans, are French Canadians. 
The French are all Roman Catholics. Their profession is banded down from father to son. 
The boys assist in fishing when very yourig, and develop into good fishermen and skillful boatmen. 
At Two Rivers the fishermen and their families live in one locality, forming quite a colony, 
which is known locally as" Canada." 
Most of the older fishermen are in good circumstances, but when their business is very pros-
perous they are all apt to live extravagantly and expend a large part of their gains. Intemperance, 
which was formerly quite prevalent here, has almost entirely disappeared. 
The fisheries differ in character at different points along the section of shore under considera-
tion. At Jacksonport and Whitefish Bay the pound-net fishery takes precedence, the grounds 
opposite the latter station having been for a long time noted for their supply of whitefish. North 
of Clay Banks the gill-net fishery is unimportant, but the fishermen of that village and of Stony 
Creek, a few miles farther south, engage in that branch exclusively. At Two Rivers and Mani. 
towoc both gill-net and pound-net fishing .are extensively engaged in. 
Along the entire shore, in 1879, about 2,200 gill-nets and 40 pound-nets were employed, the total 
value of which was about $26,000, according to the estimates of the owners. For the management 
of these nets and for the preparation and storage of the fish taken, boats and other apparatus and 
accessories, worth about $15,000, were employed. 
The yield of the fisheries for the year ending October 1, 1879, was approximately as follows : 
Fre h fi h, principally whitefish and trout, 550,000 pounds; salt fi.sh-whitefiRh and herring-
355,000 pound ; smoked fi h, a.bout 10,000 pounds. The total value of these products was about 
33,300. 
The whole catch, with the exception of 20,000 or 30,000 pounds, is sent to Chicago by cars or 
boa . e firm at Manitowoc carrie on a.· strictly local trade, selling to the people of the town 
and neigh rho kind taken from th~ir net find ready sale, even lawyers, which are pur-
h ~ ~d c~m~~-
anitowoc and Two Rirnr complain of the decrease in the abut\d,~nce of 
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fisli, uut the 8tatistics in the report of the late Mr. James Milner, published _ by the Uuited States 
Fish Commission in 1874, the only reliable ones available, do not show such an alarming decrease 
as, according to their opinion, exists. Nevertheless, it is undeniable that there have been im-
portant changes, especially at Two Rivers, within the past :fifteen years. .A.bout five years ago 
the salt-fish trade became so unprofitable that many of the :fishermen of Two Rivers left the town 
in search of more lucrative grounds. The fresh-fish trade, on the other hand, received a new im-
petus at that time, greatly encouraging the :fishermen engaged in it. 
SHEBOYGAN, OOSTBURGH, C~DAR GROVE, AND PORT w ASHINGTON.-These four villages, 
situated on the west shore of Lake Michigan, are about equally interested in the :fisheries. · Inves-
tigation showed that the number of :fishermen at Sheboygan in 1879 was about twenty; at Cedar 
Grove, about twenty; at Oostburgh, twenty-one; and at Port Washington, thirteen; making a 
total of seventy-four men. Those residing at Cedar Grove and Oostburgh are principally Hol-
. landers, while those at Port Washington are Americans, and at Sheboygan Germans and Ameri-
cans in about equal numbers. 
Pound-net :fishing is the only branch engaged in, except at Sheboygan, where gill-nets are 
used exclusively. The apparatus employed, comprising 54 pound-nets, about 750 gill-nets, two 
steam-tugs, and a number of smaller boats and accessories, is valued at abou.t $39,000. Four 
steam-tugs are, in reality, owned at Sheboygan, but two of them were employed at other places 
during the year 1879. 
The catch on this shore consists almost entirely of the four kinds, whitefish, herring, trout, 
and sturgeon. During 1879 not less than 865,000 pounds of fresh fish, 500 half-barrels of salt 
fish, and 33,500 pounds of smoked fish were shipped to market, together with about 400 gallons of 
. fish oil. 
At least three-fourths of the products are sent to Chicago, the remainder being partially con-
sumed in the villages about the :fisheries, a.nd in part sent to Saint Louis and other inland cities 
and towns. 
In 1866 the grounds .at Sheboygan became entirely depleted, and the :fishermen crossed the 
lake and for two years fished along the east shore. On returning, at the end of that time, they 
found the · old grounds were again productive, and they fished there with success. Pound-net 
:fishing was attempted at Sheboygan in 1871, but the experiment ended in utter failure, and gill-
netting was consequently resumed. The principal change which has taken place in connection 
with the latter mode of :fishing is one which has occurred along tbe. entire shore, namely, the sub-
stitution of steam-tugs for boats. 
At Cedar Grove gill-nets and seines were formerly extensively employed. Gill-net fishing 
was abandoned on account of the remoteness of the grounds and the lack of a good harbor which 
the boats might enter in stormy weather. Pounds were not introduced until 1862. In the opinion 
of some of the :fishermen of this place there has been a marked decrease in the abundance of fish 
during the last twenty years. 
Pounds were introduced at Oostburgh and Port Washington about the year 1865, and have 
been constantly in use since that time. The :fishermen state tha:i, although the number of nets 
has greatly increased within a decade, the yield of the fisheries has remained about stationary, 
and that consequently the fish are decreasing in number. 
MILWAUKEE.-The :fisheries of .Milwaukee, althoµgh of considerable importance in themselves, 
do not occupy~ prominent place among the industries in which the people of that city are engaged. 
During the year 1879 only about eighty men, one-hal.f of them fishermen and the others dealers, 
·clerks, and pedc.llers, were employed in the business. It is a singular fact, but one which shows. 
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that th ity i entir ly independent of the fisheries carried on there, that the larger proportion of 
th .6 h taken by Milwaukee fishermen are shipped to Chicago and other places, while the supply 
for the ci y i obtained largely from Lake Superior. 
Both gill-net and pound-net fishing are engage<l in, the former more extensively than the latter. 
In 1 79 about 2,000 gill-nets and 10 pound-nets were employed, the value of which, according to 
the owner, is about $9,500. In the management of the nets five steam-tugs, and a number of 
smaller boats and accessories, valued at about $13,000, are employed. 
As a result of the activities of the fishermen <luring 18797 about 980,000 pounds of fl.sh were 
taken, 900,000 pounds of which were whitefish and trout, and the remainder lawyers, sturgeon, 
and other minor varieties. About 500,000 pounds of whitefish and trout were sent to Chicago, and 
the rest, in part, sent to inland towns, and in part consumed in the city. The value of the products 
to the fishermen, who, it must be remembered, usually ship for themselves the fish they catcb, was 
about $28,600. It may not be inappropriate to mention that in addition to the amount caught iu 
Lake Michigan, about 75,0C0 pounds of fish, principally bass and pickerel, were received iuto tue 
city from various inland lakes in the State. 
The trade in fish received from other places is of considerable importance. Six dealers are 
engaged in the business. During the year 1879 they received an aggregate of 5,!)6!) half-barrels 
of salt fish, which, with the exception of about 28 half-barrels, consisted of various grades of white. 
fish, trout, and herring. They were received in part from the east shore of Lake l\Iichigan, north 
I 
of Ludington, and from Lake Superior. More than 4,000 lialf.barrels were sold to the wholesale 
grocers of the city, by whom they were sent to the retail grocers in the surrounding conutry, the 
remainder being sent to Saint Louis, Cincinnati, and other inland cities and towns. 
The decline of the importance of Milwaukee as a distributing point is shown by the striking 
decrease in the amounts handled by the dealers in 1879 as compared with those of former years. 
One firm, which disposed of 2,000 half-barrels of salt fish in 1879, in 18G7 received 13,000 lialf-
barrels, aud in 1869, 14,000 half.barrels. Another firm, which also handled about 2,000 lialf-barrcls 
h1 1879, received nearly 7,000 half-barrels in 1872. and over 10,000 barrels in 1873. 
In addition to the salt fish, al>out 100,000 pounds of fresh whitefish and trout~ and a small 
amount of minor varieties, were received from outside the city, principally from Lake Superior, · 
and old partly in Milwaukee and partly in the neighboring inland towns. 
Tlle fisherie of Milwaukee are less extensive than formerly, owing, no doubt, in part, to their 
being le productive than formerly. In 1865 about seventy fishermen, employing twenty-three 
boat , engag din the industry, making a very comfortable living. Since that time the number 
ha· con tautly decrea ed. 
ill-nets and seine have been employed since the first settlement of the country, but it was 
not until 1865 that pounds were introduced. The Norwegian sloops, formerly in use, have given 
pla · , iu le rge measure, to steam-tugs, within the last five or six years . 
.\I.A.CINE, KENOSHA, AND W .A.UKEG.A.N.-On that portion of the west shore of Lake Micbjgan 
u whi h the e three towns are situated, the fisheries are not so important as those farther nortll. 
uly al out forty-five men-twenty-six at Waukegan, nine at Kenosha, and ten at Racfoe-are 
ng r in fi hiug. 
t a ·in gill-n t fi ·hing i he only branch pur ued, and at Kenosha, also, the gill-net is tlie 
m ti rt nt pparat , but at the latter place two pound-nets are owned. At Waukegan, on 
b oth r hand p uod-n t al ne are in u , a out twenty- even of them being set at different 
t l og t lv il f hor , , rtly n rth and partly uth of the village. The variety dis-
ro · cut 1 i ue prir ip 11 t tll nature of the shore. Gill-n t were for, 
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mcrly extcusi vely employed at Waukegan, but tbe lack of a harbor at that place made the fishing 
very cl:1ngerous, and it was abandoned. 
At Waukegan the fishermen are of different nationalities, Americans predominating. .At 
Keuoslia they are Germans, and at Racine, Sca,ndinavial.}.s, 
The value of the apparatus employed is large, as compared with the wortli of the products 
of the fisheries, which would seem to indicate a decline in the abundance of fish, or lessened 
activit.r among the fishermen. The nets, boats, and accessory apparatus employed, accordiug to 
the estimates of the fishermen, are worth in all, about $19,000, while the products for the year 
18W brought the fishermen but about $13,500 gross. This is probably the smallest catch ever 
known on this portion of the shore, by at least one-fourth. It is possible that the value given does 
not represent the value of the entire catch, as a considerable portion of the products are sold out 
of the boats as soon aA the latter come in, and of this a mount nothing more than an insufficient 
estimate could be obtained. 
The catch consists of whitefish, trout, sturgeon, and pike, and several of the minor varieties. 
At Kenosha, few of any kinds except whitefish and trout are taken, and at Racine these two, 
with the addition of sturgeon, make up the whole amount. On account of the proximity of the 
towns to Chicago, much of the fish is sent to that city fresh in ice. About one-half the yield of 
the Waukegan and Racine fisheries, however, is consumed in the neighboring inland villages. At 
Waukegan considerable quantities of small whitefish are smoked, and during 1879, about 225 half-
ba.rrels of that fish were salted. The sturgeon taken, about 30,000 pounds in 1879, are sent to 
Chicago to be smoked. 
There are several facts connected with the history of the fisheries of this section which it may 
be well to have recorded. Several disasters have occurred within the last decade. In 1875 two 
boats, in which were eight fishermen of Kenosha, were lost during a northwest gale. The accident 
seriously disheartened those remaining, and many ceased fishing entirely. The only other dis-
aster, of which information could be obtained, occurred at Racine, where, in 1876, one fisherman 
was drowned. · 
Changes have taken place in the apparatus used and the inanher of fishing, as well as in the 
extent of the industry. In 1868 the Kenosha fisheries supported eight boats, and the occupation 
was comfidered profitable, but now, according to the fishermen's phra~eology and belief, it is 
"played out." The cause is attributed to too exhaustive fishing and the influence of the pound-n<·ts 
established south of the city. Small-mesh gill-nets were formerly employed for the capture of 
ciscocs, but the custom has been almost entirely abandoned. Mr. Bergerhagen, a gentleman resi-
dent at Kenosha, and conversant with the condition of the fisheries, is of the opinion that not one-
fourth as many fish frequent this shore as formerly, and denounces the use of pound-nets in 
strongest terms. 
At Waukegan pound-nets have been in use for twelve years, previous to which time gill-nets 
and seines were employed. Mr. D. D. Parmlee, a well informed man, residing here in 1879, stated 
that during the last four or five years the fishermen bad ·not made a living by their occupation. 
He thought an increase was apparent at that time, however, and considered that the fishermen 
had no reason for alarm, as the same .fluctuation had occurred in other years. 
The only change in the apparatus used at Racine, is the substitution of nets with fine thread 
for those with coarser thread. 
Omo.AGO .A.ND SOUTH Cmc.A.Go.-Although Chicago is beyond all question the most impor-
tant receiving and distributing point on the lakes, the fisheries carried on tµere are ~omparatively 
insignificant. They are more e~tensive now, however, than formerly, when t~~ riv~r, polluted with 
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tb werage and r fu e of the city, flowed into the lake. There has been little change since 1875, 
and in that year about three hundred men, according to Mr. Nelson (Report United States Com-
mi · i ner of Fish and Fisheries, Part IV, 1875-~76, page 785), were engaged in :fishing. · The 
majority used well-built Mackinaw boats and ventured 15 or 20 miles from the city, but some fished 
with hand-lines near the city and caught only the less important kinds of fish. 
Three pound-nets and about one hundred boats were employed, which, together with minor 
apparatus, were valued at about $10,000. 
The catch consists principally of trout, sturgeon, and catfish. Under the general head of fish 
markets in another section of this report, the fish trade of Chicago is treated of at length, and it · 
will not be necessary to give more than a summary here. According to the investigations and 
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The total amount of fresh fish was, therefore, 5,910,570 pounds, and of smoked fish 532,000 
pounds. Of this amount about 2,000,000 pounds were consumed in the city and its suburbs, of 
which amount about 1,000,000 pounds were fresh whitefish, and the remainder river :fish1 trout and 
smoked sturgeon, and whitefish. In addition to the fresh and smoked fish, about 10,805,000 pounds 
of salt fish were received. The aggregate amount, therefore, handled by the dealers in 1879 was 
not less than 17,247,570 pounds. This amount is less by 9,552,430 pounds than that given in the 
newspapers for the same year, but it is more by about 10,000,000 pounds than the aggregate given 
in the tables for 1872, published by the late Mr. Milner in the Report of the United States Fish 
Commissioner. 
The fisheries of South Chicago are similar in character to those carried on on the west shore 
of the lake. They are not very extensive, only :fifteen :fishermen being engaged in them. The 
principal apparatus, consisting of one steam-tug, three sail-boats, eleven pound-nets, and about one 
hundred gill-nets, is worth about $10,000. To this amount, Mr. Nelson, in the Report of the 
United States Fish Commissioner fol' 1875-'76, adds $60,000 for the value of "ice-houses, fish-houses, 
wagons, and various other material and property belonging strictly to the business," but this 
amount appears to us very large. A letter from M. Hausler & Brother, one of the principal .firms 
at South Chicago, contains the following information regarding the yield: 
"The amount of fish caught here in 1879 was about 150,000 pounds. Two-fifths were white-
n hand three-fifths sturgeon and herring. All were sold fresh in. Chicago.'' 
232. THE FISHERIES OF THE EASTERN SHORE. 
G ITY, IND., AND EW BUFF.A.Lo, Mrcn.-Michigan City is the only community in 
India a · t re ted in fishing in Lake Michigan. The grounds lie between the city and New 
Buffa.lo, the adj ining ill ge in · chigan. 
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The number of fishermen at these two places is a varying one, owing to the fact that at 
certain seasons some come from other places, and have no residence here. During 1879 the whole 
number of professional fishermen did not exceed twenty-six, representing :fifteen firms. Of these, 
four firms belonged in other places, one coming from South Chicago, two from Sheboygan, and 
one from Saugertauk. In addition there were thirty-four hired assistants, :fifteen of whom have 
families, and eight peddlers and smokers. In all, fifty :inen having families, and twenty single 
men were connected with the industry. The majority of the :fishermen are Germans, but there 
are also a number of Swedes and Americans among them. 
Pound-net :fishing takes precedence in importance, twelve firms being engaged in that branch, 
while but three are engaged in gill-net :fishing. Fishing with hook-and-line is also quite exten-
sively carried on. In 1879 the apparatus of capture consisted of twenty-five pound-nets, nine 
hundred gill:nets, and hand-lines carrying :fifteen thousand hooks. In the management of the gill-
nets one steam-tug is employed, besides three sail-boats. The value of the apparatus employed 
in 1879, including that already mentioned, together with twelve pound-boats, twelve fish-houses, 
and twelve hundred shipping-boxes, and the cost of repairs made upon the pound-nets amounted. 
to about $32,300. 
The yield of the :fisheries for 1879 was a comparatively small one. The pound-net :fishing was 
not very successful. The :fishermen pronounced the catch to be below the average. At Michigan 
City the products consisted of 500,000 pounds of fresh fish, 25,000 pounds of salt fish, and 70,000 
• pounds of smoked fish, principally sturgeon. About 2,080 pounds of caviare were manufactured. 
At New Buffalo 75,000 pounds of fish were taken and all sold fresh. 
A large part of the fish are sent directly to Chicago, but considerable quantities are also sent 
to the following places, named in order of their importance: Lafayette, Ind.; Kalamazoo, Mich.; 
Jackson, Mich.; La Porte, Indianapolis, South Bend, Valparaiso, Pem, in Indiana; Cincinnati, 
Ohio; and Saint Louis, Mo. Besides those sent to these places, certain quantities are retailed in 
the towns in the vicinity of the :fisheries. Twelve wagons leave Michigan City twice every week, 
taking loads of about 400 pounds each. 
Considering the distance from the shore at which the :fishermen habitually prosecute their 
business, it is remarkable that so few accidents have occurred. There is one, however, which we 
must record. It occurred in 187 4. One boat in which were . four men was lost, and all on board 
perished. .Another disaster occurred three years later, but fortunately no lives were lost. On 
the 22d of June, 1877, a tremendous northerly gale struck the shore, and tearing up all the pound-
nets carried them as far as South Chicago. The amount of the loss was estimated at $18,000, 
fully equal to the value of the products obtained during the prior part of the season. 
The. gill-net :fishery was pronounced as prosperous in 1879 as at the beginning of the decade. 
In 1862 and 1863 it became entirely unproductive in July, while ordinarily the season fasts until 
.August. 
Many years ago this part of the shore was famous as a seining-ground. .A.bout 1860 it was 
not unusual to take 1,000 or 1,500 pounds of fish at a single haul, but within ten years nothing has 
been done in this branch, the fish having kept farther from shore than formerly. 
In 1874, the first year in which pound-fishing was carried on, three firms engaged in it made 
together not less than $19,500, clear of all expenses. 
SAINT JOSEPH, SOUTH HAVEN, AND SAUGERTAUK.-The :fisheries of Saint Joseph are more 
important than those of the other two villages. In 1879 ten sail-boats and one steam-tug were 
employed here, carrying together abont sixty-four men. .At South Haven but one boat was 
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wpJoy <l, ancl at Saugertauk three. In all, therefore, there were fourteen boats an<l one steam. 
tug, employing about eighty-eight men. Besides these professional fishermen there are four or 
ii,· m n who fish with what are known as "plump-nets," and four or :fi.ye others who make a 
Ji,ing by oil rendering. Fifty of the :fishermen have families, the rest being single. Although 
many nationalities are represented among these :fishermen, tbe larger proportion are Germans. 
Gill-net fishing is the principal branch engaged in, and during 1879 no Jess than two thousand 
ight hundred nets were in use. Pound-net fishing is not carried on extensively on account of the 
nature of the shore. In former years seining was prosecuted to a considerable extent, but at the 
pre ent time there are no seines in use. The entire value of the apparatus employed, including 
boats, nets, and accessories, is about $29,000. This is certainly a large amount when compared 
with the yield of the :fisheries of the ~hree villages. 
The total catch in 1879 amounted to about 668,000 pounds, of which about 500,000 pounds 
were taken by the Saint Joseph :fishermen. About one-third of the fish were trout, the remainder 
being whitefish and other species of minor value. With the exception of about 10,000 pounds the 
fish were sent fresh to Chicago. A small amount excepted was sent to the neighboring inland 
towns. 
The :fishermen of Saint Joseph have probably suffered more from disaster than any others on 
the whole of the lakes. In 1869 two boats were lost, carrying down nine fishermen. On the 20th 
of April, 1875, whi~e eleven boats were fishing at a long distance from shore, a sudden and violent 
squall sprang up from the northwest, striking the fleet with great violence. Some of. the boats 
were returning home and had all the canvas up ; they were unable to get their sails down before 
the storm was upon them. Out of the whole number of boats four were lost, carrying down with 
them eleven of the fishermen. Not one, however, of the boats returned in safety. Some were 
driven upon the beach many miles from their harbor, and nearly all sustained some injury besides 
losing their nets, sails, and other parts of their apparatus and rigging. In 1876 one boat and 
one :fisherman were Jost, the rest of the crew being picked up by a 1>assing vessel. 
The e disasters, together with the decrease of fish and the low prices received, discouraged 
many ft hermen, and numbers of them have given up the pursuit and gone into other occupations. 
For several years prior to 1879 the :fishermen have been losing money, but the prospect for that 
year wa much more satisfactory. 
Mr. C. P. Haywood, the famous boat-builder, is located at Saint Joseph, but during later 
year be has been unable to sell any boats, as the :fishermen have been too poor to invest in them. 
Ie ha , however, the reputation of being the best boat-builder on the lakes. His boats, known as 
the "Haywood," "Huron," or '' Square Stern," have a great reputation in Lake Huron, but have 
not sustained it well at Saint Joseph, where they have been subjected to very severe trials. The 
fir t boat u ed here was the "Mackinaw," after which the unwieldy "Norwegian sloop" was in 
vogue for many year , the latter being :finally superseded, as already mentioned, by the llaywoo<l 
boat. There eems to be a determination on the part of the :fishermen to return to the Norwegian 
·loop again, a it i con idered absolutely safe in all weathers and is best suited for the boisterous 
ff. hore :ft ·hing. 
A GE R '.r.A. K '.l.'O GLEN .IIA VEN.-The principal fi heries on this shore are at Grand .Ilaven, 
i tl and Dig P i ts Sable, hit hall, Pent ater, Ludington, Manistee, and Point Betsy. 
Tb m important of th e poiut is Grand H n, where more men are engaged in fishing than 
f th h r vill Th foU , ing i h number of :fishermen in each place: 
ran , bit an, 12; Lu ington, 31; Manistee, 6; Frankfort, 4 .. 
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Among those enumerated are twenty-four boys. About one hundred of the :fishermen have 
families, the remainder being young men. In addition to those mentioned there are about a 
dozen families of semi-professional :fishermen, including some half-breeds who dress fish for the 
offal from which to fry out oil. 
The majority of the :fishermen about Ludington are Swedes and Norwegians, but a numb~r of 
those having the largest trade are Americans. As a rule the fishermen are reported to be in good 
circumstances, and making a comfortable living for themselves. At Pent Water there are but two 
firms, one American and the other N orweigan. At South Haven the :fishermen are almost· without 
exception Hollanders, and they are said to be a thrifty and industrious class. 
On account of the nature of the shore very little pound-net fishing is carried on from any of 
these villages, and the :fishermen therefore have resort to gill-net fishing. Various attempts have 
been made to establish pounds, but they have usually been blown ashore in a short time and com-
pletely wrecked. In 1879 there were but seven in use between Glen Raven and Saugertauk. Dur-
ing the same year not less than 4,400 gill-nets, worth ~pproximately $26,500, were in use. These 
nets, which were formerly knit by the fishermen's wives and daughters, are now bought ready-
made. A variety of boats are employed, including Norwegian sloops, Mackinaw boats, Huron 
boats, and the ordinary pound-boats. The Norwegian sloops are used principally at Grand Haven, 
where the :fishermen employ a large nurn ber of nets, and pursue their occupation at a long distance 
from shore. The value of the apparatus in use in 1879 was about $57,000, including boats, nets, 
and repairs of the same, fish-houses, pile-drivers, shipping-boxes, and other minor accessories. 
Most of_ the :fishermen along this shore are accustomed to ship the fish which 1hey catch, and 
few of them keep any record of their trade; great difficulty, therefore, was .experienced in secur-
ing the statistics of the yield of the :fisheries. The total product in 1879, however, yielded a return 
of about $70,000. Of the amount taken about 1,060,000 pounds were caught by the fishermen of 
Grand Haven; this portion consisted entirely of whitefish and trout, which were shipped by boat to 
Chicago. Grand Haven has better facilities for shipping fish ~han some of the other villages, and 
therefore a higher price is realized here than at other points. The Whitehall :fishermen are esti-
mated to bave_taken 100,000 pounds, which were also sent to Chicago. At Pent Water there were 
but two boats in use in 1879; the owner of one of them shipped bis fish to Chicago, the other sell-
ing his at ·retail in the village. Both together did not secure more than 7,000 pounds of fish in 
1879. At Manistee the catch amounted to about 75,000 pounds, and at Frankfort to about 37,500 
pounds. 
About the only change that has taken place in the :fisheries here has been the introduction of 
steam-tugs for gill-net fishing; they have not been in use more than five or six years. Many years 
ago a few seines were employed at different places along the shore. At these same points seines 
have now become abunda:o.t. The same grounds have been visited for more than twenty years. 
It is the general impression of the :fishermen that there has been a great decrease in tbe abun-
dance of fish. They consider that the habit of throwing offal on the grounds bas had a very decidrd 
effect in bringing about this condition of affairs, and they also suppose tha·t the capture of so many 
young fish has had an injurious effect. In proof ~hat there has been a decided decrease of late, one 
of the :fishermen stated that in 1876 he took an amount of fish worth $1,400 from one pound-net, and 
that from the same net in 1879 he took only $600 worth. At Big Point Sable large numbers of 
small fish are taken, but it is said to be the practice of the fishermen to throw them into the water 
a.gain, thus giving them a chance to survive. At Little Point Sable, however, none but large fish 
are taken, most of them being ratecl "No. 1." 
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Mr. Putnam, of Pent Water, stated that fi hing during 1879 was but little b6tter than that or 
prior year , and thflit at no point on the shore is there a more alarming decrease than here. .At 
Grand Haven the fishing was reported to be in as good a condition as in prior years. Between 
1875 and 1877 the yield was very small, but since that time it has been increasing. .At Holland 
fl bing has almost entirely died out; not, however, on account of the decrease of fish, but because 
the place has very poor shipping facilities, and the fishermen are able to secure but little profit 
from the fish which they take. 
LITTLE .A.ND GR.A.ND TR.A.VERSE B.A.YS.-The principal fisheries of this region are carried on 
from Traverse City, Northport, Charlevoix, and Petoskey. The fast-mentioned village has lately 
a snmed new relations to the fisheries, being at present a shipping point of considerable impor-
tance. .An enterprising firm built a large freezing-house here early in 1878, and since that time 
ft bing in the locality has been prosecuted with increased energy. The grounds in the two bays 
were visited, however, many years ago by fishermen from Mackinac, with good success, but their 
distance from any shipping point proved· too great, and the enterprise was abandoned. For a 
number of years afterwards no other fishermen resorted here, except a .few Indians. The firm now 
located at Petoskey handles all the fish taken between Cross ViIJage on the north, and Charlevoix 
on the south. 
Sufficient has been already written to show that but little variety exists in the kinds of fish-
eries carried on in different parts of the lakes, or in the manner of their operation. In the region 
now under consideration we find the same condition of affairs which exists in other localities. Gill-
net and pound-net fishing take the lead, while seining is of minor importance. Fifteen hundred 
gill-nets, nineteen or twenty pounds, and three seines constitute the sum of the apparatus of cap-
ture employed. Two steam-tugs, one. hailing from Petoskey and one from Charlevoix, together 
with twenty Mackinaw boats, serve in the gill-net fishery, while in the management of the pounds 
about sixteen of the ordinary scow-like pound-boats are employed. These nets and boats, together 
with the buildings established at _the fisheries, and other structures and implements of minor 
importance, are valued by their owners at not less than $32,000 . 
.A large proportion of the fts_b taken in Little and Grand Traverse Bays are whitefish and trout, 
next to which herring, suckers, and black-fins are the most important. The amount of all kinds 
caught here in 1879 and sent fresh to different markets was not less than 224,000 pounds, in addi-
tion to which 100,000 pounds of fish were frozen, and 700 half-barrels of salt fish prepared. The 
fresh fish are disposed of at different points on the line of the Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad; 
none, how ver, at least in 1879, going south of Fort Wayne, Ind. The fish frozen at Petoskey 
during the same season were all shipped to Philadelphia. .A large part of the salt fish find sale 
in Chicago. 
What little could be learned by investigation regarding the history of the fisheries of Little 
and Grand Traver e .Hays has been already given. · 
THE STR.A.ITS OF M.A.0KIN.A.0.-In this section it is necessary to include the northern shores of 
Lak s Michigan and Huron, from the entrance of Green Bay to the mouth of river Sainte Marie as 
well a the i lands of Mackinac and Bois Blanc, and the south shore of the straits east from Point 
g hance. ithin these limits we find no less than eleven hundred persons dependent, to a 
gr ct r r 1 r extent, upon the fisheries, including the fishermen and their families, shop-keep-
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ers, clerks, dealers, and others. The number of men in each branch of the :fisheries and in the 
occupations accessory thereto, in 1879, was somewhat as follows: 
Persons employed. Number. 
Pound-owners and their assistants................ 60 
Gill-net fishermen................................. 175 
Sailors on flshingvessels.... .. ....•. .•••.•. .••..•. 10 
Clerks............................................ 5 
Dealers, shopkeepers, &o.................. . . • . . • • . 15 
Fish-dressers and general assistants.............. 10 
Among these people every conceivable condition may be found from that of the poor :fisher-
man, whose scanty profits scarcely furnish him his livelihood, to that of the wealthy merchant who 
owns extensive grounds and :fishes by proxy. The tendency, however, is towards concentration 
of interests, many of the smaller :fishermen selling out their stock and privileges to the wealthier 
firms, contenting themselves with giving their service as hired employes. Firms with large capital 
are now :fishing with many nets; where formerly the occupation was distributed among a large 
number of fishermen of limited means. 
The pound-owners, as a rule, are in very comfortable circumstances, and have considerable 
money invested in their :fisheries, which are managed with commendable zeal and enterprise. A 
majority of them are Americans. The gill-net :fishermen, on the other hand, are largely French 
Canadians, and among them many extremely shiftless people are to be found. A large propor-
tion barely succeed in making a living. They often allow their nets to remain in the water for a 
number of weeks without removing the fish caught in them. At other times they expose them 
unduly to storms, and, as a result, frequently lose great amounts of twine. 
A principal cause of the decrease of :fishermen of small means in this region is to be found in 
the fact that fitters refuse to supply them with apparatus and stores on credit-a practice exten-
sively in use here in former years. 
In matter of importance, the gill-net and pound-net :fisheries hold about equal rank. It is true 
that the whole number of nets used in the former branch, considered by themselves, are less valu-
able than the pounds but when we consider the worth of all the apparatus, the nets, the boats, 
and accessories, employed in either :fishery, the amount of capital invested appears about equal 
The following table shows the value of all kinds of apparatus employed during the year 1879: 
Apparatus employed. Number. Value. 
Steam-tugs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 $8, 000 
Sohooners...... ....... .•.••• .•..... ... 1 3,000 
Mackinaw boats . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . 75 11, 250 
Pound-boats.......................... - 40 2,400 
150-ton lighter for anchor-fishing...... 1 1, 000 
Pound-nets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116 58, 000 
Gill-nets . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 000 30, 000 
Twine for repair of nets . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 5, 000 
Steam pile-driver . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 1 500 
Hand pile-driver...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 30 1, 200 
Pa.eking-houses. ...................... 6 1,800 
Shanties .• . • . . .• . . . . .•. • • . . . . . . • • . . . . . 100 2, 000 
Shipping ca.rs. . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . 30 1, 200 
Total • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . •• • • • • •• • • • 125, 350 
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Whit fl b, trout, and herring are by far the most important species of fish taken in this region. 
'on.,id mble quantities of pike, however, are also caught. The yield in 1879 was as follows: 
Description. Pounds. 
Fresh fish: 
Whitefish and trout . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . • . • • . 770, 000 
S:1lt fish: 
Whitefish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 200, 000 
Trout .••......•••...••.•••............. :-. . . . 167, 000 
Her1ing .............. ,.. .....•. •.. ......... . 162,000 
Pickerel, &c . • • . . . . . . . • . . • . • . • . . . . . • . • . • . . • . 25, QOO 
Total ••••.••••••....•••.•.•••••••.•.••••. _.... 3,324,000 
The principal markets to which these fish were sent were Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, and 
Sandusky. Of the fresh fish Chicago received about 540,000 pounds and of the salt fish 2,529,000 
pounds, while 50,000 pounds of the former were sent to Cleveland, 75,000 pounds to Detroit, and 
17,000 pounds to Sandusky, and about 88,000 pounds to various other places; and of the latter, · 
100,000 pounds to Cleveland, 75,000 pounds to Detroit, 350,000 pounds to Sandusky, and the 
remainder to other places. It appears, therefore, that Chicago absorbed by far the larger part. 
Very little in regard to the history of the fisheries was obtained. at Mackinac, except so far 
as relates to tbe products of other years. According to Captain Ketchum, in 1872 about 20,000 
half.barrels of salt fish and 5,000 half-barrels, containing 140 pounds each, of fresh fish. The 
whole amount, with the exception of about 4,000 half-barrels trout and herring, consisted of 
whitefisb. In 1867 the single firm of Brownlow & Bates shipped about 8,500 half-barrels of fish to 
Chicago, selling them at an average price of $4 per half-barrel. In 1868 they shipped about 13,000 
half.barrels, of which 357 were herring and the remainder whitefish and trout. The price obtained 
during that year was about $5 per half-barrel. Another firm carried on a still more extensive 
business, shipping not less than 1,400 pounds of fish per week for three or four months at a time. 
THE BEAVER ISL.A.NDS.-The Beaver Islands, one of the most important groups in the lakes, 
are Jocated at the northern end of Lake Michigan, about midway between the shores of the upper 
and lower peninsulas of Michigan. The island from which the group is named is the only one of 
onsitle.rable size in the group, and cont~ins the village ancl post-office of Saint James. 
The shores of Beaver Island itself, and of others of the group, are suitable in nature for the 
e tabli hment of pound-nets, wbile many of the shoals in the vicinity, particularly those about Gull 
I land, are noted gill-net grounds. Seining is but little attended to; in 1879 only two seines being 
in u e. During the same year, however, the fisheries were actively prosecuteJ by the use of about 
tliirty- Yen pounds and not less than seven hundred and fifty gill-nets. Mackinaw boats are most 
in fa or£ r gill-net fishing, thirty-eight of them having been employed and but two Hayward 
b at . The ordinary pound boats are used in that branch of fishing. The value of all the appa-
mtu mployed, according to thee timates of Mr. Albert Miller, who is well acquainted with the 
f1. h rie of the group, will not exceed $26,670. 
The alt-fish trade of the i fand is more important than the fresh-fl h trade. About 4,000 
half arr 1 of alt fi h v; ere prepared and sent to market in 1879, while about 100,000 pounds will 
r pr nt th amoun f fre ·h :fl h <li po d of. ·whitefish, trout, herring, and , uckers make up 
th 
quaint d with the fi h ri s of tho Beaver Islands for 
me mat rial for thi r port, i of the opinion that 
r nt. in h andan of fi lt about th i la d within 
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D.-LAKE HURON AND ITS FISHEltIES. 
234. STATISTICAL SUMMATION. 
Summary statement of pe1·sons employed. 
Persons employed. Number. 
Fishermen .....••••... · ...............• - •• - . - - . ---- - . · --- -- . -- · 976 
Detailed statement of capital inrestecl and capital employed . 
.A.ppa,ratus specified. Number. Value. 
Vessels and boats.............................. . 154 $29,029 
Pounds . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • . . . . . . . . 189 49, 425 
Gill-nets ...........•.•............•...•••••..... ~ 3, 540 ~~·. :~~ 
Seines .....•...•.••.•...•.......•..••..•.. -·... . 75 
Other apparatus, including outfits . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 380 





Detailed stcitement of the quantities and values of the products. 
Products specified. Quantity. Value. 
Primary products. 
Fresh fish ...................•.......... pounds.. 10,354,850 $267,300 
Salt fish ................•................. . do... . 800,800 16,000 
Frozen fish ..............•......•......... do... . 1, 165, 000 63, 360 
Secondary products. 
Caviare .........•.............•.....•.... do.... 20,250 2,025 
Isinglass .•.•.•..•.....•.....•............ do.... 300 500 
Oil .....••..............••...•.......... gaUons.. 600 180 
Total ....•..............•............. r ••• . •••••••••••• - • 349,365 
235. THE FISHERIES OF THE AMERICAN SHORE. 
657' 
HAMMOND'S BAY TO POINT S.A.BLE.-The principal :fisheries of this section of shore are tfrog~ 
at Alpena and the Thunder Bay Islands. During 1879 about seventy-nine men were employed in 
:fishing, many of the assistants being" Canuck" (Canadian) Indians. Nearly all of those who own 
boats ship the :fish which they catch. 
Both pound-nets and gill-nets are employed here. The gill-net fishery, however, is the most 
important. Pounds have been in use for twenty-five years, prior to which time gill-nets and seines 
were exclusively employed. Except in this particular, there has been but little change in the 
manner of fishing for many years. In 1879, two thousand gill-nets and about twenty-two pound-
nets were in use. The apparatus employed in the management of-these nets, together with the 
nets themselves and the accessories, were valued at $35,000. 
The quantity of fresh fish taken in 1879 was about 2,344,000 pounds, and _of salted fish about 
100,000 pounds. The fresh :fish consisted exclusi'tely of whitefish and trout, while the sa!t fish were 
principally lake herring. These amounts were taken by the :fishermen belonging to fourteen 
firms, in quantities varying from 20 to 230 tons. The fresh fish, with the exception of about 150 
42 GR F 
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to w r n to andu ky and Detroit. The salt fl h were distributed to variou inland towns 
jn :Michigan. I l1ould be held in mind that a large number of the ~ h taken at Alpena were 
caught by the fi hermen belonging at Detroit; tbe portion taken by Alpena fishermen could not 
have amounted to more than 300,0?0 pounds of fresh fish and 100,000 pounds of salt fish. 
At Alcona, a mall village near Alpena, two men were engaged in fishing in 1879, using a boat 
and a pound-net, together worth about $325. They took, as the results of their activities, about 
550 worth of fi h, principally of whitefish, herring, and sturgeon. 
Record could be found of but two disasters, one of which occurred in 1860, when three 
1i hermen were drowned, and the other in 1877, when a simi1ar loss of life occurred. 
In 1855 there are said to have been about fifty boats fishing at Au Sable, where at the present 
time there are but two. It is supposed that the refuse from the lumber mi1ls has driven the fish 
.away; at any rate the fish ha,e disappeared, and fishing at this point is decided]y uuprofitable. 
Several of the fi hermen made statements in regard to the amounts of fish which they had taken 
in former years. Mr. Case, of Alpena, stated that be was formerly able to prepare at least 1,200 
barrels of sa]t fi b, as the result of one season's fishing, but that in 1879 he did not take more than 
30 tons of fish. From tbree pound-nets, as the result of two nights' fishing, be bas taken 450 · 
half.barrels of whitefish. At another time, at Hammond's Bay, he took 100 half. barrels of 
white.fish from one net, as the result of three nights' fishing; and besides wbitefh,h, it was esti-
mated that there were 20 barrels of smothered fish in addition. 
There is considerable talk among the fishermen about the fact of Canadian fish being brought 
fato competition with .American fish. One dealer from Detroit, who fishes in Canadian waters, 
.and brings his .fish to Alpena to be shipped to Detroit, stated that he would ship 1,000,000 pounds 
t>f Cana<lian fish into the Unit~d States during the season of 1879. 
SA.GIN.A. w BAY .A.ND THE .CHARITY ISLANDS.-The :fisheries of ijaginaw Bay are among the 
1nost important on Lake_ Huron. During 1879 the total nu·mber of men employed iu pound-net 
.:fi bing, according to the best information obtainable, was one hundred and fifty-six, of whom 
about one-third l1ad families. These men are employed uearly the entire year. In summer they 
.n. h wi.th pound nets in the bay, and in winter they continue the pound-net fishing in the river 
rnder the ice or· turn their attention to spearing :fish. Besides these, there are at least three 
hundred and fifty men wJ10 fi ·h only in the winter. The :fishermen are chiefly :French Canadians. 
A already intimated, the principal branches pursued in Saginaw Bay are pound-fishing and 
pearing. Tbe pound are of two kinds; one kind being used in summer in the bay and the other 
at the mouth of th river in the winter. During 1879 not less than one hundred and sixty-five 
p nnd-net of' both kinds were in use together with spearing apparatus to the value of $4,500. 
bout ten seine are al o employed and ninety or one hundred fyke-nets. The whole apparatus 
in u e i worth not far from $53,000. 
Daring 1 79 the fi ·bermen old about 2,790,000 pounds of fresh fish, of which fully 638,000 
wer whit fi h and herring, the remaind r being pike and other minor varieties. During the same 
on about 23 ,000 pound of alt whitefi h, 100,000 pounds of herring, and 80,000 pounds of 
pik w r ent to market. Ab ut 3-0 000 I oun<l of fre h fi h were shipped to various dis-
tri uting point on th lak . Th alt fi h were ellt to inland town , principally to Cincinnati 
an L ui ville. 
num r of di a ter ha,e occurre l during the pa t deca<le, but it is impossible to learn any 
particular r garding them. Poun -net fi hing wa begun here in 1860, prior to which time fyke-
n and al e w re empl y d. The fi llermen are of the opinion that fish of all kinds are 
b ing m t n ic abl am ng the whitefi h. The decline of the fi hery is 
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most apparent in the branches carried on in winter. The dec~ease has been so great that a supply 
can no longer be depended upon. The same is true of the river fisheries, which were at one time 
considered the most profitable in this locality. The principal cause for the decrease in the 
number of fish in the rivers is supposed to be the accumulation of a vast amounp of refuse from 
the lumber mills. 
POINT Aux BARQUES TO WINDMILL POINT, INCLUDING LAKE AND RIVER SAINT OLAIR.-The 
principal fishing points included within these limits are at Lexington, Port Sanilac, Forestville, 
White Rock, Sand Beach, Port Hope, Huron City, Au Sable, Grindstone City, Whitehall, and 
Port Huron. At none of these villages are the fisheries very extensive. The largest number of 
boats is employed at Sand Beach and Grindstone City. The total number of men employed in 
this section is about ninety. The seine fishermen, twenty-eight in numbei', are, however, employed 
for only about two and a half months. Seine-fishing, outside the river Saint Clair, is insignificant. 
The principal branch carried on is the gill-net fishery. In 1879 one thousand five hundred and 
eig·hty nets were in use . . The sho.re being altogether unsuited for pound-nets none are employed. 
The principal fish taken in the gill-nets are whitefish, trout, and herring. In the seines, sturgeon, 
herring, and yellow pike are the kinds most commonly caught. 
The larger part of the total amount was sent to Cleveland, Toledo, and other distributing 
points. All the fish caught in the seines are sold fresh. It is the habit of some of the fishermen 
to keep the fish which they catch in artificial ponds, taking out only so many as are required to 
supply the market. This method of preserving the fish has resulted, however, several times in 
considerable loss. One fisherman lost 20,000 pounds of fish at one time, the fish having died in 
the ponds from a lack of sufficient fresh water. 
As far as could be ascertained, no disaster has occurred on this shore within the past decade. 
The principal change in the manner of fishing has been that which has taken place at many other 
points, namely, the introduction of ~team-tugs in the gill-net fishery. According to the statements 
of the fishermen, seine-fishing, especially on the ~ake shor~, has declined, while gill-net fishing has 
considerably increased. Most of the boats employ less nets, but larger ones, than formerly. The 
boats themselves are considerably smaller than those in use ten or twelv·e years ago. 
E.-1.AKE ERIE · .AND ITS FISHERIES. 
236. STATISTICAL SUMMATION. 
Summm·y staternent of persons employed. 
I 
I F;,h~,n, .... ..... ~:~~~-~ :~·-'~:~: ..................... . 
Number. 
1,470 
Detailed statement of capital invested and persons employed. 
Number. Value. Apparatus specified. I 
1-----1--1 
Vessels ancl boats.·----- _____ .. __ . ______ . __ .. __ · / 









Other apparatus, including outfits . __ '. _ ... _ .. __ .. __ . _ .. ___ . _.. 18, 595 
I Sho,o ;:•~'.:: :: : :: :: :: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :-: :-: :--:: :-:-:-: -:-:-: :-: i--:-::-: :-::-
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Detailed statement of the quantities and values of the products. 
Products specified. 
Primary products. 
Fresh fish ....••....................... pounds .. 
Salt fish ................................. . do ... . 
Frozen fish ............................... do ... . 












Caviare ............................... pounds.. 178,580 25,670 
Isinglass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... do.... 3, 344 5, 000 
Oil ................ : . .................. gallons.. 4, 880 2, 000 
1----1----1 
Total ..........•.•...................................... 578,690 
237. THE FISHERIES OF THE WESTERN END, INCLUDING DETROIT .A.ND TOLEDO, 
DE1'R0IT.-There is no fishing carried on in the i'mmediate -vicinity of Detroit, but the city is9 
nevertheless, an important receiving and distributing point. The following table shows the total 
amount of fresh fish receive<l at Detroit in 1879: 
Description. Quantity. 
Pounds. 
Whitefish...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 260, 000 
Trout................... . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 340, 000 
Pike . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 100, 000 
Miscellaneous . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 400, 000 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 5, 100, 000-





Pike ..••.••••...•...•...•.••................... . 








Of the fre h :fi h about 1,165,000 pounds were frozen, all of whicb1 with the exception of about 
500,000 pounds, were sent out of the city. The entire amount of salt :fish also found a market out-
id of the city. Large quantities are sent to different cities in New York State, and also to Boston, 
hilad lphia, and other citie on the coast. One :firm shipped a considerable amount to Kentucky. 
Toledo, Sandn ky, Cleveland, and other cities of Lake Erie also receive considerable quantities, 
which <redistributed to various inland towns. 
Detroit i one of the principal points at which :fi hare frozen. During 1879 at least 580 tons 
w re fr zen. There are several firms engaged in the u ines , all doing a large trade. 
r,ar jng the amount of fi h co urned in the city itself very little information could be 
1 ir. 
f he peddl r an r t i1 r have any idea of the extent of their business. It is 
balance from the :fishermen on the river and ou 
, nt n firm mo t of wltom have a tall in the 
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market. Many varieties of fish are exposed for sale, a large percentage being pike, ba , and perch. 
The average selling price of all kinds is not far from 6 cents a pound. 
The State hatching-house of Michigan is located at Detroit, and is under the management of 
Mr. Owen Chase. It is estimated that the house has a capacity for hatching 20,000,000 eggs. In 
1879, however, they were unable to procure more than U,000,000 whitefish egg . The house con-
tains 30 Holton boxes and 75 glass jars. The hatchery has been in operation for five years and is 
considered in every respect a success. Those who have the management of the establi hment claim 
that the results from the reproduction of fish give great encouragement in the work. There is sai<l 
to have been a great increase in the catch, especially in Lake Saint Clair. There are some, how-
ever, who are very skeptical on these points. 
DETROI1' RIVER.-The fisheries of Detroit River differ in character from those of any other 
part of the Great Lakes. Between Windmill Point, at the head of the river, and Bar Point, at its 
mouth, there are no less than thirty separate stations at which .fishing is carried on. The only 
form of apparatus in use is the seine. No pounds have ever been established in the river on account 
of the swiftness of the current and the comparative shallowness of the water. At each of the 
seining stations a small house has been built, and at each seining reach a pen is con tructed of 
planking, varying from a few feet square to an acre or two in size, in which the fish are kept, being 
held for the winter market. The arrangement of ponds or pens is said to be not very satisfactory; 
the fish, particularly in the smaller pens, die in great numbers, causing great loss to the fishermen. 
The freshets, which occur from time to time in the -river, bring great quantities of muddy water 
into the pens, and the gills of the fish become clogged with various kinds of debris, so that large 
numbers of them frequently die from this cause. About six of the stations are on the Canadian 
side of the river, the remainder being partly on the islands, which exist in various parts of the 
river, and on the .American side. 
'rhe seines used at these stations are about 60 fathoms in length, 30 feet deep, and have a mesh 
of from 1-i inches to 2 inches, bar measurement. The boats u ed are simple skiffs 24 to 30 feet 
long, usually manned by five to seven men. The seines are hauled every hour and are drawn in 
by horse-power. The greater part of the .fishing is carried on in the fall, u ually from about the 
1st of October to the 1st of December. 
The number of men at each fishery at the present time i not more than ten, but formerly six-
teen or eighteen men were hired for the fall work. There is u ually a boarding place at each 
.fishery, established especially for the convenience of fl hermen. 
The catch consists principally of whitefish and pike. A few days before the appearance of 
the whitefish there is usually a run of herring, and at some of the fi heries a small-mesh seine is 
used for the purpo_se of taking them. Fisherm~n differ very much in their opinions regarding the 
amount of fish taken. Mr. Clark, one of the principal fishermen on the river, stated that usually 
not more than sixteen hauls were made in each twenty-four hour , and that usually forty fish were 
taken at a haul. Others, on the contrary, said that the number of fi h taken at each haul did not 
exceed ten. Mr. David Davis, another intelligent man engaged in the fl hery here, was of the 
opinion that at each fishery not more than 1,800 fish were taken during the season of 1879. He 
also stated, however, that the season was an unu ually poor one, and that formerly 4,000 fi h were 
not considered a large catch. 
The value of the apparatus in use at each :fl h ry, jn luding ine , boat , pen , and house , 
according to estimates made by Mr. J. P. Clark, would not c ed l 000. Tb entir inve tment 
in fishery apparatus on the river, tberefore, will not x d · 0 . 
MOU'.I.'H OF THE DETROIT l<IVER TO TOLED .-Tb I rin ipal ,ill er ' at tb n t nd of Lake 
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Eri whi h are intere ted in the :fisheries, are Brest, Stony Point, and Monroe. The total number 
f men engaged i about one hundred and fifty, one hundred and thirty-six of whom are employed 
in pound-net :fishing and about fourteen in f'yke-net :fishing. Probably about three-fourths of the 
pound-net :fi hermen have families. A large proportion of the :fishermen are French Canadians. 
During 1879 there w..ere no less than one hundred and eighty-two pound-nets established on 
tlli bore. There were also about thirty fyke-nets and :five seines in use. The value of these nets 
and of the boats and other apparatus employed in the management of them and for the storage of 
fl ·h was about 60,000. 
On this part of the shore there is a somewhat different arrangement, in regard to the manner 
of fl hing, from that followed at any other localities. Some of the pounds are in use only in 
spring, while others are employed exclusively in fall, and others still at both seasons. Of the 
whole number of nets about seventy-two are in use in fall only, thirty-three in spring, and about 
eventy-seven at both seasons. The spring nets are deeper than those in use at other seasons, and 
in fall they are usually divided into two parts, each part beiilg used as a separate net. The fall 
fl heries are commonly carried on in shallower water than the spring fisheries. 
The small amount of seining done here is prosecuted only in winter, late in fall, and early in 
~pring. There are no peculiarities about the fyke-net :fishery. 
The catch in the pounds consjsts principally of whitefish. In the seines, what are known as 
panfi h are taken, consisting of the sm~ller species of bass, catfish, and other varieties of minor 
,alue. 
Tlle total yield in 1879 was about 2,480,000 pounds. Nearly the whole of this amount was sold 
fre ·b. The sturgeon were sent to Sandusky and Toledo, and about one-third of the other kind~ was 
al o hipped to Toledo. The remainder was shipped to different villages and towns in the interior. 
Only a very small amount of fish is salted in this locality. · 
There have been but three men drowned on this shore within the past twenty years. 
In regard to the decrease of fish, Mr. Dewy, one of the leading fishermen, stated that, in his 
opiuiou the season of 1879 was as profitable a one as the :fishermen at that locality had ever 
known. 
About the only change that has taken place in the manner of :fishing has been the increase in 
tlle iz of the boats and a general improvement in their model and make. 
ToLED0.-The city of Toledo, besides receiving large quantities of :fish from other parts of the 
lake, ha ex ten ive ii heries of its own. The :fishing-grounds begin just below the bridges in· the 
11amn · Ri er, and extend to the bay and along the shore east and west. From Cedar Point 
c 'lwar<l t Locu t Point there are a great number of pound-nets, some of them being among the 
o t pr du ti eon the ntire hore. The grounds are all shoal, especially in Maumee Bay, and, 
1J incr in uch a helterecl locality, nets can be set at any point where they will not interfere with 
nayi ati n to t o gr ct an extent. In the pounds set in the bay little else besides pickerel and 
. ancr r ar tak . ..1?0 herring or wbitefi hare caught except when the water is extremely clear. 
h he t ground · for neral fi. bing are said to be tho e of Cedar Point, and for white.ft h in 
he Yi ·inity of t oint. 
InY ligati n h w d that th number of men employed in th regular pound-net :fisheries in 
bk lo li y :i:l 1 7 wa. about one bun r d and :fifteen, whil in the hook. and fyke-net :fi heries 
, nd tu r min r ra · n two hundre wer employ d. 
t e propri tor f th fl ·heri mploy n, large number of men 
rm al in 1 70 mploy d a many a one hundred men 
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in this part of the business. In the manufacture of caviare and in smoking sturgeon about eleven 
men are employed. 
The majority of the fishermen, as well as the owners, are Americans, but the~'e are also quite a 
number of Germans among them. The greater part of the fishermen are hired by the day or month,. 
and their profits vary, of course, according to the length of time they are employed. 
The boats in use at the present time are ~maller than those formerly employed. lVIany years 
ago boats of over 1.5 and 20 tons burden were used, but it was found that they were quite too com-
fortable, and that the fishermen, having taken out provisions, would stay o.ut a much longer time 
than was necessary, coming back whenever they felt disposed to do so. At the present time the 
ordinary Lake Erie pound-boat is in general use. 
In all, there were about one hundred and sixty-seven pound-nets in use in 1879, but ma:1y of 
them, especially those set in the bay, were small and of simple construction. They do not differ-
materially from those in use on many parts of Lake Erie. They are usually set in water from S to 
12 feet deep, the leaders being of different lengt.hs, the average being, perhaps, 75 rod_s. Many of 
them are constructed of pine that has been used in the lake nets and has become partially rotten, 
'rlrnir value will not exceed $120 each. 
The lake pounds, that is, those set between Cedar Point and Locust Point, are generally placed 
in water from 12 to 30 feet deep, and are, therefore, more valuable than the bay nets. They are, . 
estimated to be worth about $300 apiece. The pounds in use in this locality are set at an earlier 
date than those at any other point in the lake. The fishermen make it a practice to set tllem as 
soon as the ice leaves the bay. They are usually taken up again about the 1st of May, and, having 
been repaired, are set again late in September. 
A few fyke-nets are in use in the bay and river for catching "panfish," but their products are 
of no considerable importance. 
The extent of the hook fishing is estimated very differently by different persons. Mr. D. Y. 
Howell, however, who is well acquainted with the fisheries of the locality, estimated that fully two 
hundred men are engaged in this branch. Each man employs about five hundred hooks, anu the 
set-lines vary in length from 1 to 6 miles. The season for hook fishing begins usua1ly in l\farch 
and lasts until August or September. 
Tbe catch consists of a great variety of :fish-whitefish, herring, and saugers being among the 
most important. The more valuable kinds are taken in the pounds, the hook fishermen catching 
little except bass, catfish, and other species of minor value. 
The total yield in 1879 amounted to about 12,000,000 pounds. Of this amount 7,000,000 pounds 
were salted, 4,500,000 pounds sold fresh, and the remainder eith_er frozen or smoked. Probably 
more fish are frozen in Tole<lo than at any other point on the lakes. In 1879 the amount thus 
treated was not !ess than 300,000 pounds. A considerable amount of caviare, isinglass, and :fish-oil 
are also manufactured at Toledo. In 1879 the amount of caviare was about 38,000 pounds; of isin-
glass, 500 pounds; and of oil, 650 gallons. 
One of the fishery :firms at Toledo has established a private hatchery in their warehouse, in 
which they hatch numbers of whitefish. The capacity of the establishment is calculated to be suffi-
cient for 6,000,000 eggs. It is estimated that they liad 15,000,000 eggs in the boxes at one time, 
bL1t they lost alt' but abont 4,000,000 eggs. 
As an experiment, they have also bought or leased for a number of years several small, deep 
lakes in Michigan, where they have planted large numbers of young fish. The second year after-
the planting whitefish of considerable size were caught, and the proprietors are very hopeful of the 
success of the enterprise. 
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23 . THE FISHERIES OF THE SOUTHERN SHORE. 
LocusT POINT TO OTTA w A CITY.-The principal fisheries on this section of coast are at Locu t 
Point, Tou aint, Port Clinton, and Ottawa. As far as could be ascertained, during 1879, along 
tlle wllole hore, about fifty-six men were employed in pound and seine fishing, ten in gill-net fish· 
ing, and thirty-six iu fyke·net and hook fishing. All the firms which ship fish are also engaged in 
ft bing, to a greater or less extent. Some of them are only owners of nets, and do not ·carry on 
fishing themselves. During the height of the season a large number of men are often temporarily 
employed, one :firm often adding to its force as many as fifty or sixty men. All the nets used are 
owned by six firms, who carry on the fisheries by means of hired assistants. 
At Port Clinton the boats are large and well made, the average length being about 32 feet. 
Smaller and less valuable boats, however, are used during calm weather and also in the book 
fishery. The pound·nets in use at these points are set in deeper water and are more valuable than 
those used at Toussaint and Locust Point. In 1879 about eighty-nine pound-nets were in use along 
the whole shore, besides about five hundred gill-nets, thirty-five or thirty-six fyke-nets, three seines1 
and fifteen or twenty hook-rigs. The value of these nets, together with that of the boats, fish-
houses, freezers, &c., according to the estimates of the fishermen, is about $37,500. 
A large variety of fish are taken in the pounds as well as in tht3 fyke-nets. In spring the prin-
cipal kinds taken in the pounds are saugers and pike, but in fall whitefish and herring predominate. 
In the fyke-nets few other kinds except catfish, river bass, and other small varieties are taken. 
The catch of the seines consists of black bass, pike, perch, and bull-heads. The hook fishermen 
catch catfi h almost exclusively. The total yield in 1879 was not less than 2,790,000 pounds. Of 
this amount al>out 1,700,000 pounds were sold fresh, being distributed to inland towns and sent to 
other di tributing towns eastward. At least 60,000 pounds were frozen and sent to New York, 
Philadelphia, and other 6ities on the coast. Nearly all the herring caught are salted. 
Information could be obtained of but one disaster by drowning since the commencement of the 
fisheries in this locality. In 1870 one fisherman was lost at Toussaint. As a rule, longer leaders 
are used for the pounds, and, in general, larger boats are employed than formerly. The mesh of 
the gill.nets has gradually been made to conform to the size of the fish to be taken, in many cases 
being one.half the size it was at tbe beginning of the decade. The fishermen and dealers generally 
claim that there has been a decrease in the abundance of the fish, particularly in the case of the 
whitefi h. Some, howeYer, among whom may be mentioned Mr. Matthews, of Port Clinton, argue 
that there are as many whitefi h uow as formerly, and that as many are caught, but that, being 
di tributed among a larger number of fishermen, the profit accruing to each individual is less. 
FISIIERIES OF SAND SKY.-The principal fishing stations in the vicinity of Sandusky are at 
Ce<lar Point, Marblehead, Spit Island, Ea t and West Harbors, Mouse Island, Sugar Bluff, Moore's 
Point, elly' faland, and Put-in Bay. The fl hing grounds of Sandusky may be divided into four 
great di tri t , each partaking of some peculiarity not shared by the others. The fisheries are 
ge rally poken of a the Cedar Point ft lleries, bay fi heries, i land fisheries, and the main-shore 
The C dar Point fl herie , whl h are among the oldest and most important, occupy the 
euar P int ea tward toward Huron, a di tance of about six miles. The ·bay fisheries 
ar t e hich are carried on in the 1 wer and upper Sandu ky bays. Pouml , fykes, and seines 
are c tt r al ng both h r and are owned and managed l>y a great many different parties. 
The me in· hor h ri occupy th hor w f th entrance to Sandusky Bay, the nets being 
di tri ut all. . Th i Ian fi ar located at Ba and Kelly' Island , which lie 
an u ky. The num er cf fl bermen engaged in 
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the fisheries of these different localities is as follows: Kelly's Island, 22; South Bass Island, 2~; 
Middle Bass Island, 15; North Bass Island, 6; the main shore, 63; the upper and lower· bays, 94; 
Cedar Point, 56. In addition to these _there are about thirteen men who fish but for a short time, 
and are engaged for the greater part of the year in other occupations. There are also twelve 
dealers and about nineteen clerks. Altogether, then, there are not less than three hundred and 
twenty-three men connected with th,e fisheries, the majority of whom are married and have fam-
ilies. Probably not less than thirteen hundr~d people are dependent upon the fisheries carried on 
from Sandusky. It should be borne in mind, however, that in this estimate the men employed in 
the manufacture of fishery apparatus are not included. As one might e~pect, the nationalities rep-
resented among the fishermen are very numerous. The Germans, however, predominate. 
As already intimated, the principal branch carried on is the pound fishery. Seines, fykes, and 
hook-rigs are employed, but these fisheries are of minor importance. In 1879 about three hundred 
and forty-eight pounds were in use, together with about ten seines, :fifty fyke-nets, and :five hook-
rigs. The boats employed are of _various kinds, some quite large and worth not less than $100; 
others smaller and of considerably less value. Besides the boats there are two steamers which 
a.re employed in carrying the fishery products from place to place, and also two steam-tugs used in 
connection with the pound fisheries. The total value of the nets and boats employed in 1879, 
together with the value of warehouses, ice-houses, fish-shanties, docks, freezers, and other acces-
sories, amounted to about $230,000. . 
The varieties of fish taken in tbe fisheries of Sandusky and vicinity are very numerous. In 
the Cedar Point fisheries the catch consists principally of herring, whitefish, &c.; in fact, these 
grounds are among thA most fa~ous for the abundance of the herring . . In th_e pounds set in the 
bay principally soft fish are taken; herring and whitefish are never caught in them. The catch 
of the main-shore fisheries consists principally of herring and catfish, chiefly the former being 
taken in the pounds, the latter by the hook fishermen. About the islands few varieties except 
whitefish, herring, black bass, ap.d sturgeon are taken. The value of the yield of 1879 was about 
$186,500. 
A large proportion of the fish are sent to a great number of inland cities and towns. Among 
the most important of these may be D?entioned Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, and Wheeling. Nearly all 
the firms located here freeze a large quantity of fish every y~ar. A great many methods are em-
ployed a~d an account of them will be found in Section VI. Probably a larger amount of caviare, 
isinglass, and fish-oil are prepared at Sandusky than at any other point on the lakes. A large 
proportion of the sturgeon taken in the :fisheries of many other points is sent to Sandusky to the 
firms who are engaged in making caviare and in smoking fish. The business of smoking sturgeon 
is said to be rapidly increasing and a large amount is prepared every year. The entire amount of 
caviare is exported principally to Hamburg; isinglass is sold wholesale to the druggists of New 
York City. 
A considerable quantity of fish-oil is also manufactured at Sandusky and is sold chiefly to the 
tanneries at Buffalo. 
The changes in the methods of fishing in this locality; as in others on Lake Erie, have been 
very few since the introduction of pound-nets in 1850. Prior to that time seines and gill-nets 
were extensively used, but both have gradually given place to the pound-nets, which, since their 
introduction, have increased in this locality at a rate of about sixteen a year. Seines are now used 
only in the bay fisheries, and gill-nets only about the reefs near the off-shore islands. A great diver-
sity of opinion exists among the fishermen regarding the increase or decrease of fish. The major-
ity of the men assert that herring and blue pike, and, in some localities, catfish are increasing, while 
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whit turgeon, and black ba s are decreasing wry rapidly. Some few, however, affirm that 
1nring 187 and 1879 the schools of whitefish which visited the shore were larger than those during 
tll thr or four year preceding, and are of the opinion that this condition of affairs is due to 
the effe t of artificial propagation. Others, again, ha~e no faith whatever in "planted fish," as. 
they all tli m. It eems quite evident, however, that the present supply of whitefish is not one-
third what it wa twenty years ago. 
HuRON.-.At Huron, fishing is the most important occupation in which the.people are engaged,. 
autl a, large number of persons, besides those professionally engaged, are indirectly dependent. 
upon the re nlts of the industry. The number of professional fishermen in 1879 was about seventy-
:five, in addition to which about forty-six were engaged for a short period. The fisheries are con-
trolled by twelve firms, who hire the necessary assistance. About two-thirds of the :fishermen are, 
married and have families. Almost every nationality is represented among them, but the Ameri-
cans largely predominate. The Huron fishermen are considered a better class of men than the· 
Lake Brie fishermen genera11y. As a rule, fishing is not hereditary with them, most of them 
having begun the business late in life. They are not so reckless and improvident as at many other-
places, and are said to be more energetic, hard-working, and temperate than those at S?dndusky 
and some of the other large :fishing towns. No :fishing is now carried -on upon Sunday, although. 
the rever e was formerly the universal custom. The fishing at Huron is prosecuted almost entirely 
by mean of pound-nets, no gill-nets or seines being us~d. There are about twenty fyke-nets set 
in the river, owned and operated by six_ or seven fishermen. 
The only kind of boat used is the regula,r pound-boat, which is about 30 feet in length. Ther~ 
are no team :fi hing-ve ·sels in use at Huron, a~though steam-tugs are occasionally used for towing 
the cows to aud fro. 
In 1 79 there were seventy-four pound-nets in use in these fisheries. They were set at differ-
ent point along the bore for a distance of :five miles east and about the same distance west from 
the mouth of the river. The nets are usually set in lines, six or seven together, the largest number-
in one line being ten. All the nets in any one line seldom belong to a single firm. The value of 
boat,, net , and other apparatus employed is not less than $58,000. 
The Huron fi hing grounds are considered the most profitable for herring fishing on Lake Erie .. 
There ha never yet been a total failure since fishing began. Whitefish and other migratory 
pecie are only taken in transit. The catch in 1879 amounted to about 2,392,000 pounds, making· 
an average of about 33,000 for each pound-net. Of this amount about 840,000 pounds were solcl 
fre h; 1,4(L,000 pound alted; and 90,000 pounds frozen. 
Th gr at r part of the fre h ft h was sold in various inland towns and also sent to the cities on 
th coa t, w York receiving a large share of it. The salt fish were largely sent to Buffalo, New 
York, and to Philadelphia. Frozen fl h found their principal market in Pittsburgh, 'Cincinnati,. 
an l ~ ew York. l\Io t of the turgeon were ent to Sandusky to be smoked. A small amount in. 
1 79, however, wa · ent fre h to Pitt burgh. Tb re i one e~tabli hment at Huron at which 
ca"\"iar and i .. ingla are prepared.. Th amount of caviare prepared in 1879 was about 8,100, 
154 pound . 
fi bing-boat u ed in this locality since the origin of the-
nly o t rnpl y d were mall row-boats; after that sloops-
la· •<l. he I ound-boats. The latter have in-
f mat rial n. ·ed ince th y were fir, t introduced. In fact,. 
-t. nd lar e ·t built on the lake . When pound-
nn l , , u. l a 1 th , o ha an opening 2 feet wide, the heart 
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leading direct~y into it. On account of the defects in this form of pound-net great numbers of 
fl h escaped, and, in fact, it was necessary to lift the nets two or three times each day in order to 
secure good hauls. 
There have been no disasters a~ong the :fishermen at Huron since the establishment of the 
business. 
VERMILLION.-The :fisheries at this place are of less importance than those at Huron. The 
pound-net fisheries are owned by a single firm who hire a sufficient number of assistants to carry 
on the industry. Usually about ten men are employed for three months in spring, and thirty for 
the same length of time in autumn. Besides, there are about tweI-ve men who follow hook fishing 
for catfish during five or six months of the year: About two-thirds of all the fishermen nave 
families. A great variety of nationalities is represented among them. 
The fishing grounds of Vermillion occupy a very small extent of shore, all the nets being set 
at one place and comparatively near together. In 1879 the number of nets in use was about 12, 
each of which was valued at about $400. A few gill-nets are owned at Vermillion, but they are 
used in fisheries at other places. 
Catfishing with hook and line is quite an extensive industry at Vermillion. The total value 
of apparatus employed in · both pound and hook fisheries, including the boats, fish-houses, ice-
houses, and other accessories, is not less than $15,000. The boats ilsed in the hook fishery are 
remarkably small, considering that the men often go at least 5 miles fr.om shore, or even more. 
The majority of these boats are only about 18 feet long and are sloop rigged. 
As occurs at other plac~s, a large variety of fish is taken in the pounds ; the principal kinds 
are herr:ing, whitefish, blue pike, and yellow pike. A number of sturgeon are usually taken every 
season. 
The catch for 1879 may be divided somewhat as follows: Fresh fish, 120,000 pounds; frozen 
fish, 7 4:,000 pounds; salt fish, 146,000 pounds; total, 340,000 pounds. The value of this amount of 
fish is about $10,500, of wbich $7,000 worth is the .Product of the pound-nets, and the remainder 
the product of the hook and fyke-net .fisheries. The larger part of the salt fish was sent to Buffalo, -
Huron, and Sandusky. The frozen fish were sent to Port Clinton, Pittsburgh, and .New York, 
while the fresh fish were chiefly shipped to Cincinnati and Pittsburgh, as well as a large number 
of small inland towns in Ohio. The fishermen ~tate that less sturgeon were taken in 1879 than 
ever before. 
No other important changes have taken place in the methods of the :fisheries; somewhat larger 
and better boats are now used than formerly, and also larger and deeper nets. The nets are also 
set much farther from the shore than in former years. The change, however, has been so gradual 
that no exact dates can be given. 
l\Ir. IVIcGraw, of the firm of Lavoo & McGraw, who is well acquainted with the fisheries, is of 
the opinion that blue pike and herring are increasing in abundance, while whitefish have decreased 
very much. He also considers that the throwing overboard of offal has had a tendency to drive 
the whitefi h away. Twenty years ago a small seine dragged within a stone's throw of the shore 
would ha,""e brought enough whitefish to fill a boat. At that tiwe small shoal-pounds with very 
light and thin stakes were in use, and with this simple apparatus more fish were then taken than 
can now be procured by the costly and elaborate· forms of apparatus employed. 
No disasters have taken place among the fishermen of Vermillion since fishing was first com-
menced at this point. 
AMHERST, BROWNHELM BAY, AND LORAINE.-The fisheries of this section of shore yield 
large returns considering the· ax.ount of apparatus employed and the number of men engaged. 
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The fi b rie , unlike tho e of Vermi1lion, are controlled by a large number of firms, each of which 
0 n a few net . In 1879 there were ten firms engaged in the :fishing business, employing together 
about thirty-two men. Besides the professional fishermen, most of the firms living near the shore 
own a few gill-nets and take what fish they need for their own use, carrying on the fishery for only 
a few <lays in the be t part of the season. The majority of the professional fishermen, as "ell as 
of the owner of the net , are Germans. As a rule, the assistants are not employed for more than 
six months in each year. 
The only form of apparatus in use is the pound-net; about thirty-nine of these were in use in 
1879, being set at different points along the shore. There are three gill-netters from Erie who fish 
in this vicinity at certain seasons, but, besides the farmers already mentioned, there are no persons 
who make a regular business of gill-nettin:g, The nets and boats employed in 1879, together with 
the accessories, were valued by the owners at about $22,700. 
The grounds of this section are chiefly noted for the abundance of blue pike. In 1879 about 
1,300 half-barrels of them were prepared for market; herring are also very abundant, the catch in 
1879 being sufficient to fill about 2,600 half-barrels, when .salted. -The amount of other varieties 
taken in 1879, exclusive of sturgeon, was not less than 185,000 pounds. All of that amount was 
sold in the vicinity of the fisheries. The salt fish was sent to Huron and Cleveland. In addition 
to the amounts already mentioned, about 3,000 sturgeon, weighing not less than 50,000 pounds, 
were taken and sent to Sandusky to be smoked. 
No disasters have occurred in this vicinity since the origin of the fisheries. 
. The general impression among the :fishermen seems to be that there has been a great decrease 
among whitefish during the last decade. Ten years ago not half as many nets were in m~e as are 
now employed, but a much larger quantity of fish was taken. The . decrease of other species is 
aid to be imperceptible, some even claiming that the blue pike and the herring have increased. 
About eight or nine years ago the prices of all kinds of fish, except whitefish, were nearly double 
the present prices. 
DOVER B.A.Y.-These fisheries are not very extensive. The nets are scattered along six or 
seven miles of shore. During 1879 about twenty men were employed by the five firms who owned 
and managed the :fisheries. The hired men are usually engaged for not more than six months in 
each year. Mo t of the assistants and owners are Germans. .All of the net owners are also 
farmer , who carry on the double occupation of fishing and farming. The fishing business is said 
to have been quite profitable, and many of those engaged are in good circumstances. 
Pouud-nets are the only form of apparatus employed. In 1879 there were about twelve of 
ihe e net in u e, varying in depth from 20 to 40 feet. No gill-nets are now in use at Dover Bay. 
Tb y w re xperimented with some few years ago, but proved unprofitablf\, 
'Ille gra<le of :fl h taken at Dover Bay is poor; most of them are classed as "soft :fish." The 
yi l<l in 1 70 wa a little more than 300,000 pounds, the greater proportion of which was 'sent to 
01 v land, although the whole ale dealer, there care very little about handling it. 
ound lrn"\'" been in u e in this locality ince the year 1862, but it has been only within the 
1, t igh or nin year that the fishery ha met with much success. There bas always been more 
r le diffi ulty xperi nc d in keeping tl1 nets in place on account of the exposed nature of 
th h r . y b tt r man g ment, wi hin later year , however, this evil seems to have l>een erad-
i ·at · Th b a n w m lo · d ar 1 rger and of bett r model than those formerly in use, and 
11 · r 11 1 y il in t cl of b ar ·. 
f l v •land, in pr portion to the por ulation of the city, i 
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much smaller than that of many other lake towns. One reason for this condition of affairs is that 
there are no very extensive or important :fisheries in the vicinity. The· railway facilities also are 
such that the city is not especially important as a distributing center. The nearest fisheries are 
those of Dover Bay, about 14 miles distant, and there, as bas already been stated, the fish taken 
are of a low grade, and not abundant. As a distributing point for salt fish, however, Olevelaud is 
of considerable importance. Supplies are received from nearly all the larger fisheries of Lakes 
Michigan, Huron and Superior. A large percentage of the fish received is sold to wholesale city 
grocers and jobbers, who sell them in small lots, usually repacked in kits, to their customers in the 
surrounding country. It appears that in 1853 ten times more fish were shipped from Green Bay 
to Cleveland than to Chicago, while at the present time the reverse is t,he case. 
The local consumption of fresh . fish is large, and the city sustains several :flourishing retail 
establishments. There are two retailers who supply the wealthy class. · They sell only the very 
best varieties, and receive proportionately high prices. The other deaJ,ers sell cheaper grades, 
and receive the patronage of less opulent citizens. 
A.sHT.A.BUL.A. .A.ND.CONNE.A.UT.-The :fisheries of Ashtabula and Conneaut are somewhat differ-
ent in character from those of the places immediately to the westward. The nature of the coast is 
such that pound-nets cannot be employed, and fishing is therefore carried on almost exdusively 
by means of gill-nets. In 1879 there were about thirty-four men engaged in fishing, twenty-four 
of whom were married men with families, and the remainder single young men. Besides these 
there are also eight fisherm.en who occupy themselves in :fishing for but a small portion of the year . 
.About one-half of the fisher~en are Germans and the remainder Americans. Three tugs are 
employed in connection with the gill-net .fisaery, the value of which: according to the owners, is 
not less than $3,000. The nets and small boats employed, together with the accessories, are worth 
about $6,500; making a total investment of $10,000. 
It was found quite impossible to obtain exact information as to the yield of the fisheries of 
Ashtabula and Conneaut for the year 1879. Every man ships the fish which he catches, and only 
a few dealers keep any record. Mr. David Jones, of Conneaut, however, a man well informed 
regarding the fisheries, estimated the amount of the catch, and doubtless his figures are very nearly 
correct. According to Mr. Jones, the yield was about 400,000 pounds, which, at an average ship-
ping price of 5 cents a pound for ~ll kinds, would be worth about $20,000. Probably about seven-
eighths of the whole were whitefish. The greater part of the catch was sent to Cincinnati and 
Cleveland, although considerable quantities were sold at Akron, Columbus, and other inland towns 
in Ohio. When the boats and tugs ·fish off Erie a large share of the fish is shipped from that point; 
at times some are sold to the dealers. Some of the fish-offal is used in making oil; in 1879 about 
$200 worth of oil was extracted from this material. 
There has been a noticeable change in the manner of prosecuting the :fisheries in this vicinity 
within the last twenty years. The boats have increased in size at least one-half within the last 
decade and their model J:tas been very much improved. Twenty-five years ago fishing-nets were 
knit from very coarse twine, which made them heavy, and it was necessary to employ one man 
for every four nets. In contrast it may be stated that now two men can safely set and lift at least · 
twenty-five nets. With these heavy nets and small, imperfectly made boats, the fishermen did not 
venture out more than half as far as they do at the present day. Nevertheless, at tha;t time, they 
caught a great many more fish than now. It is probable that if the same kinds of nets were used 
now as were employed twenty years ago not enough fish would be caught to supply the wantR of 
the :fi hermen themselves. 
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Th r had b en no di a ter at Conneaut for over twenty years, but in the fall of 1879 a boat 
carr iug two m n wa lo tin a gale. 
1\i ILLOUGHTIY AND P .A.INESVILLE.-Tbe fisheries at these two points are-operated by four :firms. 
During the :fishing season they hire about forty fishermen, three-fourths of whom are married men. 
In addition to tbi number, about twenty others are temporarily employed, usually from .March to 
July, and from -September to December. In 1879, however, on account of the unusual mildness of 
the winter, they were employed nearly the whole year. The fishermen receive very good wages, 
and most of them are in comfortable circumstances. All, except two, are Americans, the two 
excepted being of German descent. The fishermen who receive monthly wages seem to live better 
than those who fish on their own account; they know exactly how much they can rely upon and 
usually live within their incomes, while those who are fishing for themselves always have in a.ntici-
. -
pation the capture of fabulous amounts of :fish which will help them out of present difficulties. 
The fisheries are prosecuted almost exclusfrely by means of pound-nets. In 1879 there were 
about seventeen of these nets located here, which, with the boats used in their manage!--°ent and 
the accessories, were valued at about $18,500. It would seem from these :figures that the owners 
had placed rather too high a valuation upon their property. 
A large variety of fish is taken in the pounds ; they are all classified in three grades, known 
as, "rough," "hard," and "soft." Of the three grades, about 340,000 pounds were caught in 1879. 
In addition, not less than 4,200 sturgeon, weighing about 90,000 pounds, were caught. About 
one-third of the entire catch was frozen and sent eastward. Of the remainder enough were salted to 
fill 255 half barrels, and ~hese were sent to Cleveland. The fresh fish are sold in various parts of 
Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh being the principal market. A large share of the sturgeon are usually _ 
sent to Sandusky; in 1879, however, about 8,000 pounds were smoked and sold in the vicinity. 
There is a general belief current among the :fishermen that there has been a considerable 
decrease among "hard :fish," but none of importance among the "soft :fish," during the past decade. 
Sturgeon are, perhaps, somew~at less abundant. In 1870 it was reported that · 20,000 were caught 
at Painesville, and that some of them were sold at about $2 for a wagon-load. At Swanville more 
than eventy bav~ been caught in o_ne day by two men using grapuel-hooks. 
There have been no important changes in the manner of :fishing. The size of the meshes, 
however, in the pots of the pounds have been somewhat increa~ed. The same kind of boats are 
u ed now that were employed when the :fishery began. 
MILES GROVE, Omo; ERIE, P.A..; .A.ND BARCELONA .A.ND DUNKIRK,~- Y.-The professional 
hermen employed at the four villages mentioned are distributed about as follows: Miles Grove 
14, Eri 100, Dunkirk 4, and Barcelona 6; making a total of 124. About eighty of these men are 
married. At Erie the bo3:ts and outfi.ts are owned by the :fishermen, in very many cases two men 
being in partner hip. The capitalists are the dealers who buy the :fish from the :fishermen and 
hip them; they al o ell twine for nets. .At Erie the nationality of the fishermen is German. 
The manner of carrying on the fisheries at these four villages i different from that of most of the 
t tio we t of Lake Erie. The gill-net i., the only form of apparatus in use. In 1879 forty-two 
boat , ea h carr~ ing a out one hundred and twenty-five gill-net , were employed, and these together 
w r valu d at abo t 25 000. The only other it m of the inve tment here i that for fi. h-houses, 
i -hou c. the amount of wbi h i not mor than 3, 00. 
u ntit f fi. h tak n at the £ ur village in 1 70 wa about 1,350,000 pound . Tlrn 
may b £ 11 w 1 00 pound ; Dunkirk, 40,000 pound ; 
1 n 2 0 oun . T h caugb at Erie are sent chiefly 
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to eastern and interior cities. From the other villages the fish are sent to various places in New 
York and Pennsylvania. Miles Grove .fishermen, however, send largely to Kentucky and to 
Pittsburgh. Quite a large amount also is shipped in _cars from Miles Grove to Ooluru bus, Ohio. 
No fish are smoked at Erie, and the amount salted is very small. In 1879 only 10,000 pounds of 
white.fish were prepared in this way. 
At Erie the .fishermen engage in extracting oil from fish offal. During 1879 about 800 gallons 
were made. It is not very carefully made, and only a small price is realized. -It is sold mainly . . 
to the tanneries in Buffalo. 
Considering the number of men and boats employed in this locality, the disasters have been 
remarkab1y few. In the fall of 1877 three men were lost; this was the only accident, as far as 
eould be ascertained, for many years. 
The .fishermen of this region, like their class generally, are poor, owing, however, more to their 
shiftlessness than to lack of income. Some are in quite good circumstances and four or five have 
made considerable fortunes. Very little attention appears to have been given to .fis~ing at Erie, 
and there are no records from which information can be gathered regarding the history of the 
nsheries of the place. Nearly all the .fishermen here have but recently engaged in the business, 
few having been employed for more than ten years. The number of the boats is said to have 
increased very much during the last half of the past decade. The year 1878 was the most suc-
eessful that bas occurred since 1860, and the yield for 1879 was quite as good· as that for the year 
1875. There have been no very important changes in the methods of fishing, except that finer 
twine is used in the nets than formerly, and the boats are larger and better built. 
BUFF.ALo.-At Buffalo fishing is rather an unimportant occupation. There are a great many 
men who fish in winter with hooks through the ice, a11d during-the warmer par,t of the year with 
small seines, in the river. These catch a considerable amount of fish. Mr. Johnson, one of the 
oldest dealers of Buffalo, stated that, in his opinion, in ordinary wintersr when the ice was thick 
on the lake, as many as three hundred persons, a large percentage of whom were sailors, were 
engaged in' :fishing, and that ordinarily a winter's catch would not· fall far short of 300,000 pounds. 
Very little of this amount, however, falls into the bands of the city dealers. Pike and sturgeon 
are the principal kinds taken. The winter of 1879 was exceptionally mild, no ice being formed in 
the lake, and therefore no :fishing was prosecuted. 
/ 
Considerable numbers of sturgeon are caught by means of th.ree~pronged grappling-books, 
which are dragged along the bottom. Pounds or trap-nets are not allowed in the waters of Lake 
Erie bordering on New York, so that the supp~y of sturgeon is much less than it would otherwise 
be. Some fishermen of Ohio attempted to use these nets near Buffalo, but were obliged to desist. 
Many fish caught in Oanadian waters are shipped to Buffalo. 
According to the best estimates that could be obtained t.he amount of fresh :fish received into 
Buffalo during 1879 was approximately as follows: Whitefish, 1:083,000 pounds; trout, 628,500 
pounds; mixed fish, ~20,000 pounds. Of this w~ole amount, about 675,000 pounds were received 
from fisheries lying to the westward, of which account has already been taken. About 600,000 
pounds were consumed in the city. Considering the population of Buffalo, this amount is quite 
small in comparison with the consumption of some other cities. The whole amount of fish received, 
fresh, salt, and smoked, was about 4,000,000 pounds. Considering the remarkable increase in 
the receipts of Chicago, it seems hardly possible that the trade of Buffalo could have fallen off 
since 1872 as 1:11uch as 2,000,000 pounds. N~vertheless, the statistics for that year, as published 
by the late Mr. Milner, in the U. S. Fish Commissioner's Report, show that such must be the 
condition of affairs. 
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.According to the statement of Buffalo dealers, the year 1879 was an exceptionably poor one. 
The complaint was made that Chicago, by paying higher prices than Buffalo could afford, received 
a large portion of the products of the fisheries of the latter place. 
F.-LAKE ONTARIO AND ITS Fl8HERIES. 
239. STATISTICAL SUMMATION: 
Surnrnary statement of persons employed. 
Persons employed. Number. 
Fishermen .. : .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 612 
Detailed statement of capital invested and apparatus employed. 
Apparatus specified. Number. Value. 
Vessels and boats. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 167 $13, 100 
Pounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . .. . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34 14, 000 
Gill-nets . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . • . . • • • • . . . . 6, 000 20, 000 
Seines . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 9 1, 950 
Shore property.................................. .•..... ... ... . 5,000 
------1----1 
Total..... . • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54, 050 
Detailed statement of the quantities and values of the products. 
Products specified. Pounds. Value. 
Fresh fish....................................... 3,490,000 $132,550 
Frozen fish ...................................... __ 15_0,_0_00-1 ___ 5_, 5_oo_l 
Total . . • .. . • . . . . .. . . . • • • . . • . . . . ..• . . • . • . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . 138, 050 
240. THE FISHERIES OF THE AMERICAN SHORE. 
THE FISHERY INTERESTS OF THE LAKE.-There is very little fishing carried on at the western 
encl of this lake and the few fish caught are taken by the fishermen for their own consumption. The 
only fisheries which are of commercial importance are situated at the east end of the lake, near 
the head of the Saint Lawrence River. 
There are no records to show the number of fishermen in the different villages, but the fol-
lowing ummary, prepared from results of investigation, is probably very nearly correct: 
Place. 
Oswer>o .. .................. . 
Port Ontario .....•••• ...... . 
Little andy ..• .....•.. ..... 
Bi 'andy ............. . ... . 
teven ' Point ........... . . . 
Arm trong ................ . 
Cape Vine nt .............. . 
Chipp wa Bay ............. . 
Number. Place. 
8 Wilson ......• .......... . .•.. 
23 Fair Haven ... .•..... ...... . 
12 Cha.umont ................. . 
6 Sackett's Harbor ......... . 




Total .. ........ ..... .. . 
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Although French Canadians are quite numerous, 1\1:r. Clark, of Sackett's Harbor, stated that 
at the east end of Lake Ontario, in the vicinity of Chaumont and Sackett's Harbor, the :fishermen 
originally came from Connecticut, bringing with them the methods they had employed in that 
region. 
Various branches of the :fisheries are carried on at the eastern end of Lake Ontario. At Oswego, 
Wilson, Fair Haven, and Chaumont, gill-net :fishing is the principal branch engaged in, while at 
Cape Vincent and Sackett's Harbor pound-nets are also used, and at these two places and also at 
Port Ontario a number of seines and fyke-nets are in use. 
The value of the apparatus used at Oswego in 1879, including two hundred gill-nets and four 
boats, was estimated at $800. At Port Ontario were twenty-three boats, eighteen gangs of gill-
nets, sevent,y-:five fyke-nets, and about six or seven seines. The investment was not less than 
$7,500. At Uape Vincent, which, with the exception of Sackett's Harbor, is the most important 
station in this region, the capital invested in the :fisheries is about $16,500. In this amount is 
included the value of about 2,250 gill-nets, :five pounds, one hundred and :fifty trap and fyke-nets, the 
necessary boats for the management of these nets, and the ordinary acccessories, such as :fish-houses 
and ice-houses. At Sackett's Harbor the number of pound-nets is much larger. In 1879 not less 
than thirty-one were used here. These, together with about three thousand gill-nets,one hundred 
traps, thirty fykes, and about three seines, were v~luecl at about $25,500. In operating these nets, 
one hundred gill-net and other boats were employed, besides a steam-tug; t.ne total value of this 
apparatus was $7,400. The value of accessories was estimated at $6,000. 
Several disasters have occurred at the different :fishing villages in this region. Twelve years 
ago four boats carrying three men each were lost off Port Ontario. At Cape Vincent only one 
man has been drowned in ten years, while in Chaumont there have been but three men lost in 
fifty years, although as many as three hundred h_ave been engaged from the latter place at one 
time. At Hudson's Bay, in 1879, seven men were lost at one time. 
Notwithstanding the prevailing cry of decrease of fish, the fishermen seem to be making very 
good profits, especially those who are industrious and attend carefully to their business. These 
remarks, however, do not apply to some of the older grounds on the south shore; for example1 at 
Charlotte, Wilson, Fair Haven, and Poultneyville, where it is a fact that :fishing is no longe~ 
profitable. 
Poultneyville, N. Y., has been a resort for Canadian :fishermen for a number of years. Thej-
came for the :first time about 1865. At the present time, however, they Jrnve ceased coming. Mr-.. 
Harrington, of Port Ontario, who is well acquainted with the history of the fisheries at that place, 
says that there has been no change in the manner of :fishing for a great many years, except that 
the salmon fisheries once carried on in the river at that place are no longer in existence. In his 
opinion there is a considerable decrease in the abundance of some kinds of :fish, especially among· 
whitefish. 
At Cape Vincent there was no fishing of importance until 1859. Prior to that date the :fish ,. 
only caught in small quantities, were consumed by the .fishermen. Before the building of the-
railroad, which now connects this village with other places, a large portion of the catch was 
salted. 
Messrs. Clark & Robbins, of Sq,ckett's Harbor, stated that in 1877 they salted not less than 
2,447 half-barrels of ciscoes, while in 1879 they obtained only 100 half-barrels. In their opinion, 
su_ch :fish as pike, black bass, and trout have increased since alewives made their appearance, 
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HISTORICAL REFERENCES TO THE FISHERIES OF NEW ENGLAND. 
THE FISHERIES OF NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
A brief statement of the condition of the fisheries of this State in 1791 is given above on page 105. The following 
additional references from official records and histories show the development of the industry during the past two 
hundred and fifty years: 
FISHING BY THE COLONISTS. 
THE SETTLEMENTS IN 1623.-" To include the early inhabitants of New Hampshire with Puritans," writes Sabine, 
"and among refugees from religious persecutors, as some do, is to degrade to mere fable many of the best-authenti-
cated facts in history. The sole purpose of the first and of the subsequent proprietors was to acquire wealth by fishing 
and trading." In 162!3 ~everal gentlemen merchants and others, belonging to Bristol, Exeter, Dorchester, Shrews-
bury, Plymouth, and other places in the west of England, formed an association under the title of ' 1 The Company 
of Laconia." They obtained patents from the Council of Plymouth for the country between the Merrimack and the 
Kennebeck, and back to the Great Lakes and the Saint Lawrence. Being encouraged by the colonists at New Plym-
outh, and the reports of fishermen who had made voyages upon the coast, they sent over David Thompson, together 
with Edward Hilton and William Hilton, who had been :fishmongers in London, and some others, provided with. the 
necessary tools and provisions and with instructions to establish a :fishery. 
The Hiltons set up their stages som!3 distance above the mouth of the Piscataqua, near the pres_ent site of Dover. 
Another division about the same time established themselves at the place now called Odiorne's Point, where they 
built the :first house and established salt works, to provide salt for curing their :fish. The site of this house with 
three or four thousand acres of the surrounding land was assigned to Capt. John MaAon, and the house took the 
name of "Mason Hall." 
Odiorne's Point received its name from John Odiorne, who resided there in 1660, and his descendants have 
remained in that vicinity until the present day. The point is nea.r the mouth of the river and three miles from the 
present market square. Certainly no better locality could have been selected for a :fishing station, since here was a 
safe and :fine harbor, · and a. river which was the home of the salmon, alewife, menhaden, and other varieties of fish, 
while the best of fishing grounds for salt-water species were in the bay close by the mouth of the river. 
So~rn EARLY SETTLERS.-Mr. William Pepperell, of Cornwall, and a Mr. Gibbons, from Topsham, in the west of 
England, two respectable gentlemen, were among the first settlers at the Shoals. For a year or two they carried 
on the fisheries at this place. They soon found it too limited for their views and concluded to remove to some part 
of the main. "To determine them whither they should go they set up each a stick and left them to fall as Providence 
should direct. Pepperell's fell northwest, Gibbens' fell towards the northeast. Each pursued with enthusiasm the 
course bis stick pointed him, and the former established himself at the mouth of Piscataway River; the latter is said 
to have obtained a grant of the tract since called Waldo Patent. 
'' Sir William Pepperell, the commander of the memorable expedition against Louisbourg, was the son of this 
William Pepperell. As a merchant at Kittery, the oldest incorporated town in Maine, where he was born, where he 
lived and died, and where strangers are still shown his large mansion-house and his tomb, he was personally con-
cerned in tlle :fisheries. He acquired great wealth. The dignity of a baronet of Great Britain, an honor never before 
nor since conferred on a native of New England, was bestowetl i.i reward of his military services; and not long pre-
vious to his death he was created a lieutenant-general." 1 He died in 1759. 
GROWTH OF THE COLONY.-The building up of the colony was slow work, the colonists being absorbed entirely 
in the fisheries and the fur trade. In 1631 there were but three houses in the s·ettlement. Laconia soon fell into the 
hands of Mason and of Sir Ferdinando Gorges, one of his aAsociates in the company. "Their associates," continues 
Sabine, "discouraged by the continual demands upon them without returns for the capital invested, relinquished their 
_shares. But Gorges and Mason did nothing to change the original designs of the :first patentees. They formed no 
government ; they merely employed men to fish and trade for them, without erecting any tribunals whatever to pro-
tect their own interests or the rights of others. 
"Finally, Laconia was. divided into two colonies. To Gorges was assigned, in his own right, the region east of 
1 Coll. Maes. Hist. Soc.; anll Report on the Principal Fisheries of the American Seas, by Lorenzo Sabine. Washington: 1852. 
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the Piscataqua, to which he gave the name of Maine; and to Mason the territory on the westerly side of that river, 
which, in honor of the county in which he lived in England, he called New Hampshire. 
"Ma on was bred a. merchant, but became an officer in the British navy, and in that capacity had resided at New-
foundland as one of the governors of that island, of the description spoken of in the second part of this report. He 
wa , therefore, pers~nalJy acquainted with the management of a fishery. * * * 
"The history of industry upon the sea, for the century and a half that New Hampshire remained an English colony, 
is brief and without events of particular interest. In 1632 Mason wrote from London to his agent Gibbens, on the 
Piscataqua, that 'the adventurers here have been so discouraged by reason of John Gibb's ill dealing in his fishing 
voyage, as also by the small returns sent hither by Captain Neale, Mr. Herbert, or any of their factors, as that they 
have no desire to proceed any further until Captain Neale come hither to confer with them, that, by conference with 
him, they may settle things in better order.' Again, in the same letter he remarks that, 'we desire to have our :fish-
ermen increased, whereof we have written to Mr. Godfrey.' In July, 1633, Gibbens said, in a communication to 
his employers, that 'for your fishing you complain of Mr. Gibbs. A Londoner is not for fishing, neither is there any 
amity betwixt the west-countrymen 1 and them. Bristol or Barnstable is very convenient for your fishing ships. It 
is not enough to fit out our ships to fish, but they must be sure (God will) to be at their :fishing place the beginning 
of February, and not come to the land when other men have half their voyage.' The last letter is apparently a reply 
to the first, and both show that, after ten years' experience, the :fishery_ was mana-ged without skill, and afforded no 
profit, while the intimation of Gibbens, relative to the late arrival of his employer's ships, may be construed to mean 
that Eng1ish merchants sent tbeir vessels to our coast in mid-winter. 
"The colony was indeed in an unpromising condition. For years afterwards there was but little change for the 
better. The colonists neglected the soil, and the food necessary for their support was obtained in Virginia and 
England. 'Puscataway,' said the noted John Underhill, 'is a desirable place, and lies in the heart of fishing;' and 
such is the uniform account of the early chroniclers; but yet the capital invested there by the original patentees, and 
by Gorges and Mason, was entirely lost. * * * 
'' The colony depern.lecJ. upon axes and saws, shallops and fishing-lines, until necessity compelled a resort to the 
plow. Its first exports of corn were mid the desolations of the struggle that resulted in giving it the rank and 
blessings of an independent State. * * * The trade of Portsmouth was of slow growth. The number of vessels 
that entered the port in 1681 was forty-nine; but some were of the burden of io tons, or mere .boats, and none were 
larger than 150 tons; while the whole amount of impost or customs collected was less than £62." 
The following extract from the council records for 1682 shows of how little value the local :fisheries were at 
that time: 
" Importation by strangers is of little value ; ships commonly selling their cargoes in other governments, and if 
they come here, usually come empty to :fill with lumber; but if haply they are at any time loaded with :fish it is 
brought from other ports, there being none made in our province, nor likely to be, until His Majesty please to make 
tho south part of the Isles of Shoals part of this government, they not bein_g at preselit under any." 
THE FISHERms IN 1715 AND 1730.-" In 1715," says Sabine, "Kittery, opposite to Portsmouth, in Maine, and the 
seat of an extensive fishery, was made a port of entry in consequence of' the improper dutiel:l and exactions (as was 
alleged) which the government of New Hampshire demanded of the merchants and fishermen trading at the towns 
on the Piscataqua. The difficulties which caused this measure seem to have occaRioned much excitement. * * * 
An answer was framed to inquiriAs of the Lords of Trade and Plantations, in 1730, which shows that the commerce 
of Portsmouth was still small. The exports were stated to be 'fish and lumber;' the number of vessels was only five, 
of about GOO tons in the aggregate; and the tonnage of vessels trading there, owned elsewhere, even less. 'The prov-
ince,' it was said, 'makes use of all sorts of British manufactures, amounting to about £5,000 sterling annually, 
which are bad principally from Boeton.' 'The trade to other plantations' was to the 'Carribbee Islands, whither we 
send lumber and fish and receive in return rum, sugar, molasses, and cotton; and as to trade to Europe it is to Spain 
or Portugal, from whence our vessels bring home salt.'" 
CONDITION OF THE FISHERIES IN 1791. 
TnE COD FISHERY ON TIIE BA.J."'IBS AND "INSHORE.-Belknap, in his history of New Hampshire, thus describes the 
fuiheries of the State in li91: •'The cod :fishery is carrie,l on either by boats or schooners. The boats, in the winter 
season, go out in the morning and return at night; in the spring and summer they do not return till they are filled. 
The schooners make three trjps to the banks in a season. The first or spring fare produces large, thick :fish, which, 
after b ing properly salted and dried, is kept alternately above and under ground till it becomes so mellow as to be 
denominated durub-fi h. This fish, wh n boiled, ia red, and is eaten generally on Saturdays at the best tables in New 
England. 
"The fi h of the summer and fall far sis dividecl into two sorts, the one called merchantable and the othor Jamaica 
:fi h. Th se s rts are white, thin, and les firm. The Jamaica fish is the smallest, thinnest, and most broken. The 
:fi rm r i export d to Eur f> , tbe latter to the W t India Islands. The places where the cod fishery is chiefly 
a t nd d to ar the I 1 of hoal , w a tl , Ry , and Hampton; but all the towns adjoining the river are more or 
1 concern din it. The oa,t mpl y in this :fish ry are of that Hght and wift kind called whale-boats. They 
itb r ith two r four oar and t red with anoth r, and, being equally sharp at each end, move with the 
e of the oc an . ch n r are generally from 20 to 50 ton , and carry six or ~even men 
tishi.og v ssels that camo to Am rica. were from the west counties. 
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anµ one or two boys. When they make a, tolerable fare, they bring home five or six hundred quintals of fish, split, 
salted, and stowed in bulk. 
CURING THE CATCH; FOREIGN TRADE.-"At their arriva] the fish is rinsed in salt water, and spread on hurdles 
c0 mposed of brush, and raised on stakes about three or four feet from the ground; these are called :flakes. Here the 
fish is dried.in clear weather, and in foul weather it is put under cover. It ought never to be wet from the time that 
it is first spread till it is boiled for the table. Besides the :fleshy parts of the cod, its liver is preserved in casks and 
boiled down to oil, which is used by curriers of leather. The tongues and sounds are pickled in small kegs, and make 
a luxurious, viscid food. The heads are fat and juicy; but most of those which are caught at sea are thrown away. 
Of those which are caught near home the greater part become the food of swine. 
"The fishery has not of late years been prosecuted with-the same spirit as formerly. Fifty or sixty years ago 
the shores of the rivers, creeks, and islands were covered with fish :flakes; and seven or eight ships were loaded annu-
ally for Spain and Portugal, besides what was carried to the West Indies. Afterward they found it more convenient 
to make the fish at Canseau, which was nearer to the banks. It was continued there at great advantage till 1744, 
when it was broken up by the French war. After the peace it revived, but not in so great a degree as before. Fish 
was frequently cured in the summer on the eastern shores and islands, and in spring and ·fan at home; Previously to 
the late revolution, the greater part of remittances to Europe was made PY the :fisheries, but it has not yet recoverecl 
from the shock which it received by the war with Britain. 
''It is, however, in the power of the Americans to make more advantage of the cod fishery than any of the Euro-
pean nations. We can fit out vessels at less expense, and by reason of the westerly winds, which prevail on our 
coasts in February and March, they can go to the banks earlier in the season than the Europeans and take the best 
fish. We can dry it in a clearer air than the foggy shores of Newfoundland and Nova Scotia. We can supply every, 
necessary from among ourselves, vessels, spars, sails, cordage, anchors, lines, hooks, and provisions. Salt can bet 
imported from abroad cheaper than it can be made at home, if it be not too much loaded with duties. Men can 
always be had to go on shares, which is by far the most profitable method, both to the employers and the :fishermen. 
The fishing banks- are an inexhaustible source of wealth, and the fishing business is a most excellent nursery for· 
searpen. It therefore deserves every encouragement and indulgence from an enlightened national legislature. 
VESSEL BUILDING IN 1791.-" Fishing schooners and whale-boats are often built at the distance of two or three 
miles from the water. * if if Vessels of an hundred tons and upwards have been built at the dista~ce of one or 
two miles from the water and drawn on strong sledges of timber, on the snow, by teams of two hundred oxen, and 
placed on the ice of the rivers so as to float in the spring." 1 
NEW CASTLE AND EXETER. 
THE FISHERIES OF NEW CASTLE IN 1870.-The Portsmouth Chronicle of August 10, says: We are pleased to 
learn that the New Castle :fleet is doing a big business this year, and that Harding and Doane are prospering to a very 
gratifying degree. One of their craft, the Velocipede, not finding fish where the rest of the summer fleet were, stoocl 
away to the southward, an unusual thing to do so late in the season, and soon took 200 barrels of mackerel in over 
her rai1s, and nearly every vessel arriving lands a good fare, schooner Pyrola, Moore, one of Messrs. Harding ancl 
Doane's fishing :fleet, arriving at New Castle Monday evening, after an absence of ten weeks on Grand Bank, with 1,600 
quintals of splendid fish on board. This is an immense catch, and the Pyrola claims the :fishery championship; we 
think she has won it, though, if we remember rightly, there was an old brig that once brought in 1,600 quintals of 
dried cod, but that was the result of a long trip to Labrador. Another of Messrs. H. and D.'s fine vessels, the schooner 
W. H. Y. Hackett, Robbins, arrived 'l'uesday, also from Grand Bank, with 1,200 quinta1s of .ijsh." 
EXETER IN 1792.-"There was formerly at the falls in this town an alewife fishery, which afforded an abundant 
supply of that kind of fish for the inhabitants of the town and vicinity. But for want of sluices in the dams, by which 
they might ascend the fresh river and gain proper places for spawning, they have for many years almost.disappeared. 
There was also, till within thirty years, a good bass fishery through the whole course of the river. But very great 
numbers having been imprudently, or rather, wantonly taken in one season, they almost totally left it. For several 
years past they have been returning to their old haunts, though in small numbers. Could people be restrained from 
taking them through the ice, it is thought that the river might again be replenished with them and the fishery 
restored. The legislature has passed an act for their preservation; but, through the inattention of those whose duty 
it is to guard the laws from violation, it is feared that the generous intention will be frustrated. Laws of this kind 
not duly enforced serve only to favor the vicious and irregular at the expense of the conscientious part of the com-
munity. Three or four miles below the falls are taken a few oysters of a small size but good relisb." 2 
PORTSMOUTH, 1770 TO 1870. 
THE FISHERIES AND FOREIGN TRADE FROM 1770 TO 1806.-Some reference to the early fisheries of Portsmouth has 
already been given in the review of the State. Toward the close of the last century a considerable foreign trade 
was developed. At the wharves were constantly seen vesse]s loading for the West In<lies, Spain, and other countries, 
large quantities of fish forming a great part of their cargoes. During the war of the revolution, when the hook and 
line were temporarily laid aside, a :fleet of privateers was fitted out and soon heard from in various-parts of the world. 
The :first privateers fitted out after the declaration of war were from Portsmouth, and many of them were fishing 
1 Belknap's Hist. New Ramps-hire. Boston: 1792. Vol. iii, pp. 211-216. 
2 Coll. Maas. Hist. Society, vol. iv, 1792, 1st series, p. 95. 
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v 1 mann cl bv fisherm1m. Until 1 06, Fernald's Island, containing sixty acres, and lying immediately opposite 
the cit,, was xt ~ iv ly u ed for the curing of fish. In that year it was purchased by the Government for $5,500 and 
the Port month Navy-ya.rd established there. 
THE p RT :\IOUTH WI 'TER FISHERIES IN 1870.-The Gloucester Telegraph of March 23, 18i0, says: "The Ports-
mouth fi h ries employ ten vessels with forty small boats and one hundred men in the winter fisheries off thn,t harbor. 
It is e timated that over a million pounds of codfish have 1.Jeen landed at one wharf in Portsmouth during the past 
wiutor. Nearly 30,090 worth of fish have been sold this season, mostly to dealers in Boston and New York. In and 
about the harbor there is now sunk over 63 miles of trawls, on which are bung over 96,000 hooks. '.fhese hooks are 
baited mostly with herring and soroet,imes with clams. The cost of one baiting for this 63 miles of trawl is about 
·1. O. Next winter will probably see 200,000 temptations set for the codfish who lie in the deep water off Portsmouth 
Harbor." 
The Glouce ter Telegraph of December 7, 1870, says: "The fishermen of Portsmouth, N. H., are having a great 
catch now. Four schooners arrived from a two days' cruise on Monday, bringing in 75,000 pounds of fish." The same 
paper for December 14th says: "The large amount of fish reported caught in Portsmouth Harbor of late were taken 
on trawls. One vessel, carrying fourteen men, received $1,350 for their harvest of one week, but this was very 
:annsaal." 
HISTORY OF THE ISLES OF SHOALS AS A FISHING STATION. 
ORIGIN OF THE NAME.-" Sailing out from Portsmouth Harbor with a fair wind from the northwest," writes Celia 
Thaxter, "the Isles of Shoals lie straight before you, nine miles away, ill-defined and cloudy shapes, faintly discernible 
in the distance. A word about the origin of this name, Isles of Shoals. 'l'hey are supposed to have been so called, 
ii.lot because the ragged reefs run out beneath the water in all directions ready to wreck and destroy, but because of 
the shoaling or schooling of fish about them, which, in the mackerel and herring seasons, is remarkable. As you 
.approach they separate and show each its own characteristics, and you perceive that there are six islands if the tide 
is low, but if it is high there are eight, and would be nine but that a breakwater connects two of them.m 
FACILITIES FOR FISHING.-These islands would probably never have been settled l.mt for the excellent advan-
tages they afforded for the prosecution of the fisheries. The early colonists of New England were constantly on the 
lookout for good fishing stations. Levett, who visited the locality in 1623 or 1624, wrote: "The first place I set my 
foot upon in New England was the Isles of Shoals, being islands in the sea, about two leagues from the main. Upon 
these isla,nds I neither could see one good timber tree nor so much good ground as to make a garden. The place is 
found to be a good fishing place for six ships, but more cannot well be there for want of convenient stage room, as 
this year's experience hll.th proved. The harbor is but indifferent good. Upon these islands are no savages at all."-
Levett's Voyage: London, 1628.2 
In Lechford's Plaine Dealing, published in Loudon in 1642, it is remarked: "The Isle of Shoals and Richmond's 
Isle, which lie neere Pasquattaqua, 11re good fishing places." 3 
DISASTER.-'' In 1632 a fishing shallop at the Isle of Shoals was overset." 4 
Trm ISLANDS IN 1661 AND 1682.-'' The Isle of Shoals were occupied at a very early date, and soon became places 
of note and of great resort. In 1661, they were inhauited by upwards of forty families. The fisheries were prose-
cuted with vigot· and success at that period, and subsequently, for quite a century." 5 
In 1682, according to the reccs'rcls of New Hampshire, the fisheries of these islands were regarded as much more 
important than those of the settlements at the mouth of the Piscataqua. 
TROUBLE WITII INDIA s.-In 1688 the inhabitants of Hog Island were forced to remove to Star Island on account 
of the depredations of the Indiaus, who made plundering incursions, carrying away the women into captivity while 
the men w re fi.i;bing. 
"Star Is1anrl s emed a p1ac of greater safety; and probably the greater udvantages of landing and the conveni-
ence of a wido cove at the ntrance of the village, with a little harbor wherein the fishing craft might anchor with 
some s cnrity, ,Yer al o iudnccment ." 6 
THE FI HERIE PRO:\I 1760 to 1 00.-" Before the war of the Revoltltion, when the islands were in a flourishing 
tato, there w re annually caught here, and cured for the market, from three to four thousand quintals of fish. At 
that time sev n or eight schoon rs, besides boats, were employed in this business; and some used to extend their 
fi bing voyag to th Banks of N wfoundland. About the year 1730, and afterwards1 the fisheries on these islands 
incr ased to that degree that three or four ships used to load here, annually, with winter and spring merchantable 
fi h for Bilboa, in pain, and smaller vessels for other places. Besides, a large quantity of cod and scale fish were 
c rrie<l to Port month, for the \Ve t India market. 
"The usun.l drink of the fishermen, at that period, was a liquor which they called bounce, composed of two-thirds 
sprn · be r ancl one- bird wine. But, in a cour e of years, they gradually left off the use of this wholesome drink, 
and sub tituted in it place ardent spirit , which has been a principal means of the lamentable degeneracy of these 
r> opl . ·1 
Qo:ERNME .. 'T ArD RELI ro ~.- 'The old town record are quaint and interesting, and the spelling and modes Of 
ex.pre ion peculiar that I hav copied a few. fr. J hn Mucha.more was the moderator of a meeting called 
o abin , op. cit., p. 114. 
6 Tbaxt r's Isles of Shoals, 1873, p. 47. 
7 oll. Ma s. Ilist. c., vot vii, 1802, pp. 247-252. 
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'March ye 7th day, 1748. By a Leg_all town meeting of y° Free holders and Inhabitence of gosport, dewly qualle:fide 
to vote for Tiding men Collers of fish, Corders of wood. Addition to ye minister's sallery Mr. John Tucke, 100 lbs. 
old tenor.' Among the •o:fforsers' of 'Gospored' were, besides' Moderator' and 'Towne Clarke,'' Seelektmeen,' 'Coun-
stauble,' 'Ti don meen' (Tithing-men), Coulears of fish'-' Coulear' meaning, I suppose, culler, or person appointed to 
select fish-and 'Sealers of Wbood,' oftener expressed corders of wood."1 
"The fishermen of the Isles of Shoals, as a class, were . mornl and exempla,ry men during the entire period em-
braced in our inquiries. A place of worship was erected even before the year 1641, at which time the Rev. Mr. Hull 
was their minister. They were disturbed, however, in 1642, by Mr. Gibson, an Episcopal clergyman, who went among 
them, performed services according to the rites of bis church, and created a disaffection towards the government of 
Massachusetts, 'Yhicb then claimed to exercise jurisdiction over them. The Rev. John Brock commenced his pastoral 
labors about 1650, and remained among them twelve years. He was an excellant man, and was succeeded by Mr. 
Belcher, who was equally worthy. Mr. Moody followed, in 1706, and continued their pastor upwards of twenty-five 
years. His successor was the Rev. John Tucke, whose ministry terminated only with his life, in 1773. Their last 
spiritual guide, previous to the general dispersion, two or three years afterwards, was the Rev. Jeremiah Shaw. Thus 
we have the remarkable fact that these lone islanders maintained religious worship, with hardly an interval, for one 
hundred and thirty-five years."2 
"From the year 17fi4 to 1771, it appears from the records that the salary of the Rev. Mr. Tucke was paid him in 
merchantable winter fish, a quintal a man. There were from eighty to a hundred men then on these islands, and a 
quintal -of fish was estimated at a guinea. His salary was considered, in bis situation, as one of the most :valuable, at 
that time, in New England."3 
The following extract from the town records is the official history of the transactions between the-islanders and 
their clergymen : 
"MARCH 12TH, 1769. 
"A genarel free voot past amongst the inhabents to cus [cause] tow men to go to the Revd.· Mr. John Tucke to 
hear wether he was willing to take one Quental of fish each man, or to take the price of Quental in ould tenor which 
he answered this that he thought it was easer to pay the fish than the money which be consented to taik the fish for 
the year insuing." "On March ye 25, 1771, then their was a meating called and it was gurned until the 23rd day 
of Apriel. 
"Mr. DEEKEN WILLAM MUCHMORE, 
'' Mode1·ator." 
THE EFFECTS OF WAR.-" It is of interest to remark," says Sabine, '' as showing the prosperous condition of these 
islands, and the means of education in 'the olden time,' that gentlemen of consideration, of some of the principal 
towns on the seacoast, sent tbeiT sons there for literary instruction. 
'' The war of the Revolution produced a disastrous change. It was found by the Whigs that their enemies 
.extorted articles of sustenance as well as recruits for their service, and they ordered the inhabitants to abandon their 
homes. In obedience to the hard mandate, a large proportion removed to towns on the main land, and never returned. 
A single incident that occurred early in the contest will serve to illustrate the general situation of the islanders 
previous to their dispersion: An aged woman, who lived on Star Island, kept two cows, which fed in winter on hay 
-cut in summer among the rocks with a knife, and with her own hands. These useful animals were always in excellent 
order, and to her were invaluable. To her· great sorrow, though paid for, they were taken by the British and 
slaughtered for beef."4 
FISH CURING IN OLD TIMEs.-"The winter and summer fish," says a writer in the Mass. Historical Society Col-
lections in 1802, "are, doubtless, of the same species. They are cured also in the same manner, except that the former, 
on account of the coldness of the weather, require less salt. The trouble of taking and cur.ing the winter fish is much 
greater than of the summer, because the days are shorter, and the season unfavorable for drying them. The hardships 
endured in taking the winter fish are inconceivable by all but eye-witnesses. Iu summer the fishing is carried on 
chiefly in the night. 
"In the autumn of 1800, thirteen whale-boats, ten owned on Star and three on Haley's Island, belonged to these 
islanders. From 1,000 to 1,500 q_uiotals of fish are caught here annually; from 100 to 250 quintals of which are what 
is c::i.lled winter or dun fish. In the winter and spring of 1800, when bait was plenty, and the season favorable, about 
300 quintals of winter fish were taken; in 1788, when bait was scarce, and the season bad, only 35 quintals were 
caught. 
"The following is the process of making the fish: The fish, in the first place, are thrown from the boats in piles 
on the shore. The cutter then takes them and cuts their throats and rips open their bellies. In this state he hands 
them to the header, who takes out the entrails (detaching tbe livers, which a.re preserved for the sake of the oil they 
contain) and breaks off their heads. The splitter then takes out the back-bone, and splits them completely open, 
.and hands them to the salter, who salts and piles them in bulk, where they lie from ten to twenty bo-urs, as is most 
convenient. The shoremen and the women then wash and spread them on the flakes. Here they remain three or 
four weeks, according to the weather; during which time they are often turned, piled in fagots, and then spread 
again, till they are completely cured for the market. The winter or dumb fish lie from ten to fourteen days in salt, 
.and are very carefully dried, and secured in bad weather. The season for catching and curing these fish is from Feb-
1 Thaxter's I sles of Shoals, 1873, p. 67. 
2 Sa.bine, op. cit., p. 114. 
a Coll. Mass. I;Iist. Soc. 
4 Sabine, op. cit., p. 114. 
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ru, ry to ~fay, a tho w atber will allow. The ha.ddock and hake (t.here is a great resemblance between these fishes) 
ar caught in oinmer and fall, daring the night. They lie in pickle from twelve to thirty-six hours, and then are 
dry alt d; after which they are spread upon the flakes; and, in good weather, their cure is completed in a week. The 
:fi h of all kinds, made on these isla,ntls, have the preference in market, and command a higher price. The dumb :fish 
i con om cl chiefly in New England, and is considered, by connoisseurs in fish, the best in the world. Its price is 
from ._·6 to ·JO a quintal. The hake is shipped to the West Indies, to Spain, &c. The price at the Shoals is commonly 
about 2 a quintal. The spring fish, which is next in quality to the dumb :fish, is usually sent to Madeira. The 
ummer coclfi h, called Jamaica :fish, which goes to the West Indies, is about $3 a quintal." 
Mr. Haley, whose name one of the islands bears, is mentioned as living in the year 1800, then seventy-six years old. 
He bad expended a Ia.rge fortune in many useful works; among which was a valuable sea-wall, wharves, wind-mill, 
a rope-walk 270 feet long, and salt works, aU of wbich were built before the Revolutionary war. A bake-house, 
brewery, and distillery were built in 1783, also a blacksmith and cooper shop. All of these enterprises were going to. 
decay in the year 1 00. 
THE FISHING TOWNS OF MASSACHUSETTS. 
A general historical review of the fisheries of this State is given above on pages 121 to 131, and incidental refer-
ences have been made to the early fisheries of the several dist.ricts and towns. The following data consist largely of 
extracts from official, State, and town records, and from general and local histories, and for some of the towns are 
very complete. The :fishel'ies of Boston and Provincetown are so folly discusse<l. in Part III of this section that no 
further references. are made to them. Many of the Massachusetts ports have in past years been interested in tbe 
whale :fi hery. The history of that industry will be fully discussed in another section of this report. 
NEWBURY A.:ND NEWBURYPORT. 
EARLY HIST~RY.-Tbis part of the New England coast was :first discovered by the elder Cabot in 1497, and was 
visited by Captain Gosnold in 1602 and Martin Pring iu 1603. The :first regular survey of this portion of the coast was 
made by Capt. Jobn Smith in 1614. In 1620 it was granted to Sir Fernando Gorges and others in the name of the 
Grand Council of Plymouth, and under this patent was, by royal authority, :first called New England. In 1628 . 
another charter from King Charles reconfirmed the patent, with the additional right to exercise powers of government. 
In this charter the Merrimac River is mentioned as "a great river commonlie called Monomack or Merriemack." 
The first regular settlement was made in 1635, although two years previous to this time, on September 3, 1633, the 
General Court had granted liberty to John Winthrop, jr., to set up a trucking or trading house on the Merrimac 
Riv r. At thi early date, it is claimed, sturgeon were taken from the Merrimac River and pickled, to be shipped to 
England. Until the year 1642 the inhabitants were mostly engaged in farming. The House of Commons passed a 
law exempting the exports and imports of New England from tc1,xation. From that time more attention was paid to 
commerce. Fishing in the Merrimac was a regular business at thfo period. In 1656, quite a large trade having grown 
up with tho West Indies, the :first wharf was built. Vessels arrived with the products of the islands and. returned 
with ca.rgoe of dry and pickled :fish, lumber, and beef. The export of pickled sturgeon had become in 1674 a regular 
and profitable business, being taken overland to Boston and also shipped to England. It was frequently exchanged 
for W • t India ram and molasses. A keg of sturgeon was worth from ten to twelve shillings, and one sale is recordecl 
of "fift en k gs of sturgeon for a small cask of rum and a cask of molasses." This year William Thomas petitioned 
the General Court "that he may be Hcensed to boyle aml sell sturgeon for the counties of Essex and Norfolk, ueing 
ag cl and inca.pablo of any other sub i tence; but was forsta.lled and circumvented by others who, by booke or crooke1 
for trong liquor or otberwi e, procur d the fi h from the Indians employed to catch them by the petitioner." Tbe peti-
tion wa not granted, the river being left free to all without any hindrance. A description of New bury says: ''At the-
mouth of the river M rrimac stands Newbury, pleasantly situate,l, where abundance of sturgeon are taken, and pickle<l 
aft r th Manner nsed in the Baltick." 1 
:rEWB RYPORT FRO~:£ 1764 TO 1 05.-0n the 28th of January, 1764, the lower or coast part of tho town sepa,rate(l 
fr m tu npper part and was incorporated as a town under the na,me of Newburyport. At this time the population 
wa 2,2 i P r on . hip building had for a number of years been the leading business of the port. During the war of 
the Revolution this port engaged in privateering, sending out quite a fleet, among which, it is recorded, twenty-two 
ail, with over a th u and men, sailed; these were n ver beard of again. This port and another claim to have sent 
lb fir. t privat er. During 1766 sev nty-two ve sels were at one time under construction. With the West Indies ai. 
·on taut nd profitable trade had b en ca,rried on up to thi time. 
' b fir t fi:hiu lie n eon r corl was (J'iven July 1 , 1793, to aves ol of 16 tons. The first license to a cod vessel 
, ·a. iv n larch 20, 17!)4. 
n 05 a Lr T for ign tr <l w, b •in(J' ·arrie l on; from April 14 to May 14, one month, the citizen. hnporte<1 
t th valu of - O, 0. 
~EWD RYPORT n IlERm , 1 · TO 1·2 .-Th ii hiog v · .l · a1Hl fisheri s of N wboryport in and for some y ars 
ftcr 1 r thu di· n. d: 
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"The fishing vessels belonging to this district are not owned in the town of Newburyport alone, but a portion of 
t,hem in the vicinity. Iu 1806 the number of vessels/ belonging to the district employed in the Labrador fishery was 
forty-five, and ten or fifteen more in the Bay :fishery. These vessels averaged twelve men each, and caught in the sea-
son 5,000 quintals of fish each. The mackerel fishery was then very sma11. The .latter branch of our fisheries was 
not commenced to any extent until the late war. The first vessel fitted out in this district to carry on the mackerel 
:fishing for the season was in 1815; but in 1819 the number of vessels so employed amounted to about thirty, and the 
quantity of mackerel caught to about 15,000 barrels. The number of vessels employed in the year 1825 was seventy-
:five, and the quantity of mackerel caught was 24,000 barrels. The average quantity of fish taken in the cod :fishery, 
by vessels belonging to this district,-for the last ten years has been about 20,000 quintals, averaging about $50,000 in 
value. This business probably employs three hundred men. The sum paid in this district for bounties for the year 
1825 was $14,998. It has been already stated that the amount of registered tonnage belongiug to this town at present 
(1826) was 7,fi03 tons; of enrolled, 12,991 tons. At former periods •he case was reversed, and the tonnage registered 
was much greater than the tonnage enrolled. From this it appears that the coasting and fishing bm;iness of the town 
has much increased within a few years, and in proportion as the foreign commerce has diminished. The :fishing busi-
ness has proved highly beneficial to the south part of the town and the contiguous parts of Newbury, where it is 
chiefly carried on. This fact is apparent from the evidently improved appearance and increasing prosperity of that 
quarter. Much as we have cause to lament the diminution of our foreign trade, still the prosperity of our fisheries, 
and of the coastwise trade, is a subject of much greater gratulation."1 
During the winter of 1816-'17 the Mercantile Company of Newburyport was formed for prosecuting the Bank 
fishery. The fleet comprised fifty-five schooners, four sloops, and one brig; total, sixty sail, aggregating 2,847 tons. 
The largest vessel was· 118 tons, and smallest, 8 tons. Although not considered a good year's work, $50,000 was paid 
for interest, and 12 per cent. profit, or 18 per cent. on the capital'invested. -
In 1817 Newburyport had a fleet of sixty-five vessels in the Labrador fishery, including sixty schooners, one brig, 
and four sloops. 
In 1823 the :fishermen of this port received $15,758.36 as bounty money. 
THE MACKEREL FISHERY IN 1829.-On ,April 17, 1829, the first mackerel license was given; and in 1831 the largest 
amount of mackerel ever put up at thi9 port in one year-36,000 barrels-was packed. 
THE WHALE AND FUR-SEAL FISHERIES IN 1833.-A record of l8;j3 shows .that some attention was paid to the whale 
fishery, three vessels ,having been reported to have engaged in it for a few years, but · no custom-house records can be 
found substantiating that statement. The fur-seal :fishery is also mentioned in the history of the port at this time 
(1833), but there are few records showing the results of the :fishery. 
Concerning both whale and fur-seal fisheries the following bears witness:_ 
"The whaling business at one time promised to become a permanent interest of Newburyport. · In 1833 three 
ships, the Merrimac, Navy, and Adeline, were engaged in the business, employing a hundred men or more, and the 
next year another ship was added to the little fleet. The first efforts of the several whaling companies were success-" 
ful, but some temporary discouragements arising, the enterprise was abandoned, and the fortunes which were finally 
made in the whale :fishery went to build up the prosperity of other towns. The fur-seal fishery was also prosecuted 
by citizens of Newburyport for some years, but that has also been abandoned."11 
THE FISHING FLEET OF NEWBURYPORT IN 1834 AND 1835.-In 1834 the shipping interest of this port was repre-
sented by 207 sail, engaged in coasting, foreign trade, and fishing; 124 sail were in the latter class, under mackerel or 
cod license. · 
In 1835 the following sail, mostly engaged in the mackerel :fishery, were in the Newburyport fleet: 
Number of Tons. sail. 
Mackerel license ...• _ .......................... . 125 6,325.75 
Cod license ...•......•...... ..............•..•.. 41 2,059.49 
Total .. .•........•• , ......•..... ·-···· .... 166 8,385.24 
This is the largest number under mackerel license for any one year. 
NEWBURYPORT FROM 1840 TO 1851.-The year 1840 is noted as the opening of the railroad to this port, and the 
year 1847 is celebrated by the introduction into Newburyport of the telegraph. 
The list of fishing vessels from the district of Newburyport in 1851 was officially given at ninety vessels, with a 
total of 6,012 tons, and employing nine hundred and eighty-five men. The valuation of the vessels with their outfits 
was er.iimated at $211,900. Ninety of thet:1e engaged in the mackerel fishery. 
The year 1851 is aJ.so remembered as one of severe loss. On October 5 the fishing fleet, when off Prince Edward 
Island, was caught in a gale, and eighteen vessels, with more than twenty men, were lost. During this year the 
mackerel fleet landed at thiB port 21,202 inspected barrels. 
In the same year the port received its city charter, having a population of 12,864. At this time a large part of 
the cod-fishing fleet took their fares off the coast of Labrador, from forty to fifty sail annually visiting that coast and 
securing their fares with book and line or sein-es. The latter were used in the harbor and shallow water near shore, 
1 Caleb Cushing: History of Newburyport. 1826, pp. 85, 86. 2 llistory of N ewbui'yport, by Mrs. E. Vale Smith, 1854, p. 223. 
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at and n ar almon River. As the :fi h drew off into deep water the hand-line was called into play. In the use of 
the iue • mall boat wa fir t sent out to look over the ground, a water telescope being used. This was no more 
than a mall bo ~, ome 8 to 10 inches square, with a glass bottom. By putting it below the surface waves or ripple of 
the water the bottom could be distinctly seen, and the cod, moving in schools, could be observed if on the fishing 
ground. The cod seine was then brought out and thrown around them. The seine was usually 100 fathoms long, 55 
to 75 fe t deep, with me h 3¼ to 3¼ and 4¼ to 4t inches. After throwing around the fish the net was pursed up, as in 
the mackerel :fi hery. From 2,00() to 12,000 codfish were taken at a haul. No other fish were caught with them. The 
fish were always mall, of an average weight of 4 to 5 pounds each. As a part of the cargo herring were often caught 
in net 75 fathoms long and 32 to 48 feet deep, with lt to 2t inch mesh. The herring were caught near Bradore and 
Assize harbor. 
THE FISHERIE FROM 1857 TO 1860.-In 1857 Newburyport had a mackerel fleet of ninety sail of ,essels. The 
Cape Ann Advertiser of September 23, 1859, quoting from tbe Newburyport Herald, says: "The Labrador fishermen 
have done well. The Spring Hill, that arrived on Saturday, brought 190,000 fish, the largest number ever.brought to 
this port by one vessel. We believe she also had 200 barrels of herring. Favorable reports are received from the 
vessels yet to arrive." ' 
According to the Cape Ann Advertiser of June 15, -1860, the Labrador fleet of Newburyport that year numbered 
sixty vessels. 
It was stated in the Gloucester Telegraph of January 28, 1860, that Newburyport was at that time heginning to 
enter the Georges Bank fishery; a new industry for that port. 
THE MACKEREL AND CLAM FISHERIES IN 1870.-Concerning the prospect for the Saint Lawrence fishery of 1870, 
and the Newburyport clam industry, the Gloucester Telegraph for April 20 and June 15, 1870, contained the follow-
ing paragraphs: 
"There will be from twenty-six to thirty schooners sent from Newburyport this season for the bay of Saint 
Lawrence. Last year the number was twenty-six, two of which were lost; but several new ones have been added to 
the list, which will increase t,he number a little. 'fhe Race Horse, Hattie E. Smith, and a few of the larger-sized 
vessels will go thi1:1 year." 
'' 'The clamming business at Newburyport is quite profitable and increases every year. During the three mouths 
ending with March 31 about 7,000 bushels of clams were clng in the Merrimack for the dealers, besides what were 
peddled and eaten in the city. The price, at 50 cents a. bushel, amounts to $3,500." 
Tim FISHERIES IN 1 71.-A statement in the Cape Ann Advertiser of January 5, 1872, says, concerning the New-
buryport fi heries for 1871 : 
"The fresh fish brought here for the congumption of the city and country in its vicinity during the paRt year 
has amounted to over 1,000,000 pounds, valued at $30,000, for which the consumer has paid more than double this 
amount." 
NEWDURYPORT FISIIERlES FROM 1872 TO 1876.-The Newburyport Herald of October 8, 1872, says: 
"Our markot at the present time is abundantly supplied with fish in all varieties, which are landed fresh from 
the sea e~ery day by tons. On Saturday a large lot of fresh mackerel were brought in by the market boats. Two 
codfi h were brought in by one of our fishing boats ou Saturday which weighed 80 pounds each. The old fishermen 
said they were the largest they had e·:er seen. One wherry also brought in auout 400 pounds of handsome sea bass.I' 
The Newburyport Herald of March 12, 1874, says: 
"There are twenty-two vessels in this port classed as fishermen, and which, in former years, have made trips 
south and in the bay of Saint Lawrence; five are now engaged in the West India -trade and will not return till time 
to fit out for bay of Saint Lawrence, and some four or :five other vessels are for sale. The mackerel business bas not 
been profitable." 
In 1874 the ewburyport Labrador fl et consisted of two vessels, the Edward Lee and Edward Lam eyer. 
Io 1876 there were one hnndr d and thirteen arrivals of fishing vessels in Newburyport, the product landed being 
valu cl at ."125,000. The :fishing :fleet this year consisted of six baymen, six shore vessels, and two in the Labrador 
fi hfry. 
The Labrador cod fleet for five years previous to 1876 was not very successful. Before 1871 the average fare 
wa 1,500 to 2,200 qulnta.l of cod, but in 1 76 the average was only about 500 quintals of cod and 200 barrels of her-
ring. 
IPSWICH. 
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this place, it groweth larger by the income of many small Rivers, and issues forth in the Sea, due east over against 
the Island of Sholes, a great place of :fishing for our English Nation; the peop1ing of this Towne is by men of good 
ranke and quality, many of them having the yearly Revenue of large Lands in England before they came to this 
Wilderness, but their Estates being imployed for Christ, and left in banke as y6u have formerly heard, they are well 
content t ill Cbrh;t shall be pleased to restore it againe to them or theirs, which in all reason should be out of the Pre-
lates Lands in England. Let all those, whom it concernes (to judge) consider it well, and do justice herein." 
JOSSELYN'S DESCRIPTION IN 1663.-This town was in 1663 also described by Josselyn: 
"The uext Town that presents itself to view is Ipswich, situated by a fair River, whose :first rise is from a Lake 
or Pond t wenty mile up, betaking its course through a hideous Swamp for many miles, a Harbour for Bears, it iesueth 
forth into a large Bay (where tbey fish for Wliales), due East over against t,he Island of Sholes, a great place of fishing, 
the mouth of that River is barr'd." 
ABUNDANCE OF SALMON AND STURGEON.-Concerning the abundance of fish at this place in early times and their 
comparative scarcity now, Felt has written the following note: 
"Animals of this sort were very abundant when Agawam was settled. Of their number, ealmon and bass have 
nearly, and sturgeon have entirely, disappeared from our waters. There were companies, of Matthew Cradock a,nd 
others, who caught large quantities of sturgeon for the European market, in Ipswich, while it was owned by the 
Indians. The sounds of these :fish were made into isinglass. Smith remarked of Massachusetts, 'No river where 
there is not plenty of sturgeon or salmon or both, which are to be had in abundance, observing but their seasons.'" 1 
J<' ISH WEIRS IN 1635.-The following order was entered on the town records in 1635, with reference to the build-
ing of weirs : 
"Wears, 1635.-Richard Kent is allowed to build another wear on Chebacco River and enjoy the profits. John. 
Perkins, jr., bad made a wear on the same river, to have the profits of it seven years, beginning 1636, and to selJ 
alewives at 5s. for 1,000. He disposes of this place to Mr. Wm. Cogswell." 
FISH USED AS FERTILIZER IN 16:37.-As far back as 1637, at this place, shad and alewives were so used for fertiliz-. 
ing the soil. Morton _says, '' One thousand of these fish were put into an acre, which would yield three times more 
corn than without them." This practice was derived from the Indians, and continued until 1639, during which year 
the General Court passed a law "that, after June 20, no bass nor cod shall be taken for manure, except their heads 
and offal." · 
The dogs seem to have caused some trouble by scratching in the :fields, and the following amusing town law ~as 
passed May 11, 1644: 
" It is ordered that all doggs, for the space of three weeks after the publishinge hereof, shall have one legg tyed 
up. If such a dogg should break loose and be found in any corne:field, doing any harme, the owner of the dogg shall pay 
the damage. If a man refuse to tye up his dogg's legg, and he be found scraping up fish in the cornfield the owner 
shall pay 12s., besides whatever damage the dogg doth." 
THE COD FISHERY IN 1641.-In 1641 the cod fishery was prosecuted and it is recorded by Felt that the town raised 
a committee to dispose of the" Little Neck" for the advancing of the fishery; that leave was granted to the fishermen 
to inclose this Little Neck, where a fishing-stage bad been built; t,hat every boat coming there was allowed room to 
make its fish, and that the boat's crew were at liberty to plant an acre of grounti. 
Loss OF FISHING VESSELS.-In 1648 the.re was one ropemaker in the town. Several vessels from Ipswich, during 
the summer of this year, bad been fishing at Monbegan. 2 
Concerning the fate of one of these boats, Hubbard wrote the following episode: "In October, 1648, some sballops 
of Ipswich, having been fishing all the summer at Monhiggin, in their way home intended to put in at Damarill's 
Cove on a Sat,urday night, and three of them got sa.fe into the harbor's mouth before sundown. They in the fourth 
shallop were not willing tu put forth their oars till it was very late in the afternoon, when they were becalmed, and 
so it wa1,1 dark night before they could reach the harbor, the entrance of which they missed, and by that means were 
overtaken by the surf of the sea and drowned-four Englishmen and one Indian-and the goods u.ll perished. Their 
friends called to them to make haste, but the sluggard is wiser in his own eyes tb~n s~ven men that cau render a 
reason." 3 
SALT-WORKS AND SHIPBUILDING IN 1652.- Salt-works were established in Ips~ich in 1652 and carried on for 
several years, receiving a slight assistance from the town. Six years later shipbuilding was commenced. 
lPSWlCH FISHERIES FROM 1670 TO 1715.-The following facts are compiled from Felt's history of the town: 
P ermission was given to the :fishermen in 1670 to take wood from the common for needed buildings and fuel. 
E ach boat's crew bad leave to feed one cow on the common. 
Regarding the buildi~g of weirs in 1674, the following grant was made: 
"1674.-Nathaniel Rust and Samuel Hunt are permitted to set up a weir about the Falls if it do not hinder the 
mill nor passage thereto." The form of a weir was as follows: "Stone walls were built down the stream till they came 
in contact at an angle of forty-five degrees. At this angle a, cage was placed, composed of hoops with twigs fastened 
to them. The walls conducted the fish down to the cage and thus they were taken in great numbers." 
In lt:i96 provision was made for the construction of buildings, 'which should benefit the :fisheries. 
"1696.-Lots are to be laid out at Jeffrey'8 Neck for flake-room and stages." 
The whale fishery created interest a few years later, and on December 10, of the year 1706, John Higginson, of 
Salem, wrote to Symond Epes, of Ipswich: "I hear a rumor of several whales, that are gotten. I desire you to send 
1 Felt's Histery of Ipswich, Essex. and Hamilton, 1834, p. 47. 
2Ibid., pp.109, 111. 
•Hubbard's History of New England, p.' 532. 
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me word bow much we are concerned in them, and what prospect of a voyage. When they have done, I desire you 
would take care to secure the boats and utensils belonging to them." 
And in the next year, under date of September 22, Mr. Higginson wrote again about whale-boats and crews at 
Ipswich, and remarked: "We should- be in readiness for the noble sport." 
In 1715 a committee of the proprietors met at Jeffrey's Neck and confirmed to the owners of thirteen fishing boats 
the use of the room occupied by these boats. 
THE FISHERIES FROM 1723 TO 1758.-In 1723 flats were granted'' to set up a house on to accommodate the fishery." 
The town voted in 1730 that "owners of fishing vessels shall give an account of the crews, to the clerk, on penalty of 
20s. for every person's name omitted." 
In 1747 "a passage had been made through two mill-dams for alewives." 
Douglass 1 states that Ipswich had six fishing schooners in 1748, and Felt records the same number in 1758. 
THE CLAM INDUSTRY IN 1763 AND 1771.-In 1763 "The commoners forbid any more clams to be dug ;than are neces-
sary for the use uf the people of the town and of fishing vessels. They allow one barrel for each of a crew to the 
banks, and in proportion for boats in the bay." 
A regulation was passed in 1771, that "owners of vessels are to pay 6d. a barrel. The poor may dig and sell clams 
out of town for 2s. a barrel." 
TREATY RIGHTS IN 1782.-Apparently for the averting of some grievance suffered by the people of this town the 
following vote was passed January 1, 1782: '' The town vote that their Representatives endeavor to have an applica-
tion made to Congress, so that they instrnct their Commissioners for peace, to have the right of the United States to 
the :fishery, an indispensable article of the treaty." 
"LETTI1'G OUT" THE-CLAM FLATS.-With reference the ''letting out" of the clam flats and sand banks, the fol- · 
lowing vote was passed in 1789: "The town vote to have the clam :flats, as well as sand banks which had been given 
them by the commoners, let out, the ~lams at ls. a barrel." 
At that time 1,000 barrels were annually dug at Ipswich, which were sold in Boston and other places for bait, from 
$5 to $6 per barrel. 
Jpswrn·H FISHERIES FROM 1794 TO 1825.-The ,fishing fleet of Ipswich in 1794 contained fifty-three fishing boats, 
the whole tonnage of which was 4,186. 
The necessity for certain. conditions for the prosecution of the river :fisheries was felt in 1804, as may be learned 
from another record, which reads as follows: 
" 1804.-The :fishery of shad and alewives in Mile River is to be regulated." 
The following regulation was enforced in 1825: 
'' The privilege of catching shad and alewives in Ipswich River is let. This privilege is $1 a barrel." 
At that date there were 350 barrels of alewives caught annually, on an average. These were disposed of for the 
West India market. · 
GLOUCESTER. 2 
THE SETTLEMENT OF CAPE ANN.-The history of Gloucester as a fahing station dates back to its earliest settle-
ment by the English. The records of the colonies of Massachusetts Bay and of Plymouth make frequent mention of 
the importance of the :fisheries of this region. 
Cape Ann i-eceived its pre:-;ent name about 1615. It had been called Tragabizanda by Captain Smith, who, in 
1614, visited its shores. Some Prench navigators, under Samuel de Champlain, who landed on the cape in 1605, called 
it Cap aux Isles. There are rt>cords. of voyages to New England and references to this region prior to the visit of 
Uhamplain, as the celebrated voyage of Gosnold in 1602. It does not appear that any settlement was made at the cape 
until Hi23, when it became the first home of the Massachusetts Colony, which, a year afterwards, removed to the present 
site of Salem. 
Hubbard, the early historian of the colonies, gives ua the following account of the first settlement of Cape Ann 
and it relation to some of the other settlements in Massachusetts Bay: 
" everal mariners and persons skilled in navigation ( whether employed by others in a way of fishinJ and trading 
or to satisfy their own humors in making furthe:c and more exact discoveries of the country is not material) bad some 
ars before looked down into the Massachusetts Bay. The inhabitants of New Plymouth had heard the fame thereof, 
and in the first year [1621] 2fter their arrival there toolr an occasion to visit it, gaining some acquaintance with the 
native of the place, fo order to future traffic with them, for which purpose something like an habitation was set up 
at Kanta ket, a place judged the most commodious for such an end. There Mr. Roger Conant, with some few others, 
after Mr. Lyford and Mr. Oldham were (for some offense, real or supposed) discharged from, having anything more to 
lo at Plymouth [16i4], found a place of retirement and reception for themselves and families, for the space of a year 
an l me few month , till a. door was open d for them at Cape Anne, a place on the other side of the bay (more con-
1 Ill tory of North America. London: 1750, p. 537. 
'Th following works contain extended r ferences to the :fisheries of Gloucester: 
Ili tocy oftbe Town of Gloucest r, Cape Ann, including the town of Rockport. By John J. Babson. Gloucester: Published by Proc-
t r Droth . 1860. 8,o. pp. 1-:xii, 1-610. 
The Fi h rm n' ·morial and P..ecord Book. By George II. Proctor. Gloucester: Proctor Brothers, Publishers, Cape Ann Advertiser 
1 a. 8vo. pp. i-iv, 1-172. 
Tb l h i of Glou ter, from the .6.r t tch by tb Engli b in 1623 to the ntennial y ar 1876. Gloucester: Proctor Brothers, Pub-
1i11h , C p DD dv rt r Offl . (1876) Svo. pp. 1-88. 
Tb ' i berm o' wn Book. Glouc t r: Proct r Broth r , Publi 11 rs, ap Ann Adv rtiser Office. [1882. l 8vo. pp.1-274. 
h fil of th I oc t r T l graph and a Aon d'" rt! r contain many fl bery it m . 
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venient for those that belong to the tribe of Zebulon than for those that chose to dwell in the tents of Issachar), whither 
they removed about the year 1625; and after they had made another short trial thereof for about a year's continuance, 
they removed a third time, down a little lower towards the bottom of the bay, being invited by the accommodations 
which they either saw or hoped to :find on the other side of a creek near by, called Naumkeag, which afforded a con-
siderable quantit,y of planting land near adjoining thereto. 
"Here they took up their station, upon a pleasant and fruitful neck of land, envfroned with an arm of the sea on 
each side, in either of which vessels and ships of good burthen might safely anchor. In this place (soon after, by a 
minister that came with a company of honest planters, called Salem, from that in Psalms Ix.xvi, 2) was Jaid the :first 
foundation on which the next colonies were built. * * * But the vanishing of all previous attempts did but make 
way for the settling the Colony of the Massachusetts, and this was the occasion thereof. 
"As some merchants from the west of England had for a long time frequented the parts about Munhiggon for the 
taking of fish, &c., so did others, especially those of Dorchester, make the like attempt upon the northern promontory 
of the Massachusetts Bay,. in probability first discovered by Captain Smith before or in the year 1614, and by him 
named Tragabizanda, for the sake· of a lady from whom he received much favor while he was a prisoner among the 
Turks; by whom aJso the t,bree small islands at the head of the cape were called the Three Turks' Heads. But11eit,herof 
them glorying in these Mahometan titles, the promontory willingly exchanged its name for that of Cape Anne, imposed, 
as is said, by Captain Mason, and which it retaineth to this day, in honor of our famous Queen Anne, the royal consort 
of King James; and· the three other islands are now known by other names. 
'' Here did the foresaid merchants first erect stages whereon to make their fisb, and yearly sent their ships thither 
for that end for some considerable time, until the fame of the plantation at New Plymoutll, with the suc_cess thereof, 
was spread abroad through all the western parts of England; so far as that it began to revive the hopes of some of 
those merchants who hJtd not long before adv~ntured their estates to promote so honorable a design as was the plant-
ing and peopling this new world; although :finding hitherto but small encouragement that way they were ready to 
withdraw their hands. 
"On this consideration it was that some merchants and other gentlemen about Dorchester did, about the year 
1624, at the instigation of Mr. White, the famous preacher of that town, upon a common stock, together with those ' 
that were coming to make fish, send sundry other persons in order to the carrying on a plantation at Cape Anne, co·n-
ceiving that planting on the land might go on equally with :fishing on the sea in those parts of America. Mr. John 
Tylly and Mr. Thomas Gardene,r were employed as overseers of that whole business; the first with reference to the 
fishing, the other with respect to the planting on the mainland, at least for one year's time; at the end of which Mr. 
White, with the rest of t,he adventurers, bearing of some religious and well-affected persons that were lately removed 
out of New Plymouth out of dislike of their principles of rigid separation, of which number Mr. Roger Conant was 
one, a religious, sober, anc..t prudent gentleman yet surviving about Salem till the year 1680, wherein he furnished his 
pilgrimage, having a great hand in all these forementioned transactions about Cape Anne-they pitched upon him, the 
said Conant, for the managing and g~vernment of all their affairs at Cape Anne. The information he bad of him was 
from one Mr. Conant, a brother of bis, and well known to Mr. White; and he was so well satisfied therein that be 
engaged Mr. Humphrey, the treasurer of the joint adventurers, to write to him in their names, and to signify that they 
had chosen him to be their governor in that place, and would commit unto him th~ charge of all their affairs, as well 
fishing as planting. Together with him, likewise, they invited Mr. Lyford, lately dismissed from Plymouth, to be the 
minister of the place, and Mr. Oldham, also discharged on the like account from Plymouth, was invited for them to 
trade with the Indians. All these three at that time had their dwelling at Nantasket. Mr. Lyford accepted and came 
along with Mr. Conant. Mr. Oldham liked better to stay where he was for a while and· trade for himself, and not 
become liable to give an account of bis gain 01 Joss. But after a year's experience, the advenliurers, perceiving their 
design not like to answer their expectations, at least as to any present advantage, threw all up; yet were so civil to 
those that were employed under them as to pay them all their wages, and proffered to transport them back whence 
they came, if so they desired." 1 
WHITE'S ACCOUNT OF THE SETTLEMENT OF CAPE .ANN.-The following additional account of the first settlement 
on this Cape is found in a pamphlet entitled "The Planter's Plea," published in 1630, by Rev. John White, of 
Dorchester, who, with Mr. Humphrey Jackson, were specially interested in the adventure: 
"About the year 1623 some western merchants, who had continued a trade of :fishing for cod and bartering for 
furs in those parts for divers years before, conceivmg that a colony planted on the coast might further them in their 
employments, bethought themselves how they might bring that project to effect, and communicated their project to 
others, alleging the conveniency of compassing their project with a small charge, by the opportunity of their :fishing 
tracle, in which they accustomed to double-man their ships, that by the help of many hands they might despatch 
their voyage and lade their ships with :fish while the fishing season lasted, which could not be done with a bare 
sailing company. Now, it was conceived that, the fishing being ended, the spare men that were above their necessary 
sailors, might be left behind with provisions for a year, and, when the ship returned the next year, they might assist 
them in fishing as they had done the former year; and, in the ruean time, might employ themselves in building, and 
planting corn, which, with the provisions of fish, fowl, and venison, that the land yielded, would afford them the 
chief of their food. This proposition of theirs took so well that it drew on divers persons to join with them in this 
work; the rather because it was conceived that not only their own :fishermen, but the rest of our nation that went 
thither ou the same errand, might be much advantaged, not only by fresh victual which that colony might spare 
them in time, but withal, and more, by the benefit of their minister's labors, which they might enjoy during the 
fishing season; whereas otherwise, being usually upon these voyages nine or ten months jn the year, they were left 
1 Hubbard's Narrative, in Youn'g•a Chronicle of the First Planters of Mass. Bay Colony. Boston, 1846, pp. 19-26. 
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all th while without any means of in truction at all. Compa ion towards the fishermen and pa,rtly some expectation 
of gain, pr vailed o far, that, for the planting of a colony in New England, there was raised a stock of more than 
£3 000, int nded to be paid in five years, but afterwards disbursed in a shorter time." 
' , A the ba is of a colony, this use of the spare men, who were necessary while the fishing lasted, but useless in 
navigating the ship, must have been a prominent consideration among the inducements to plant in New England. 
Indeed, the great charge of double-manning and double-victualing the ships for the :fishing voyages to Newfoundland 
j m ntioned among the inducements as early as 1620." 1 
TROUBLE ABOUT A FISIIING-ST.A.GE.-" In one of the fishing voyages about the year 1625," says Hubbard, ''under 
the charge and command of one Mr. Hewes, employed by some of the West Country merchants, there arose a sharp 
contest between the aid Hewes and the people of New Plymouth, about a fishing-stage, built the year before about 
Cape Aune by Plymouth men, but was now, in the absence of the builders, made use of by Mr. Hewes' company, 
which the other, under the conduct of Captain Standish, very eagerly and peremptorily demanded, for the Company 
of New Plymouth, having themselves obtained a useless patent for Cape Anne about the year 1623, sent some of the 
ships, which their adventmers employed to transport passengers, over to them, to make fish there; for which end 
they had built a stage there, in the year 1624. The dispute grew to be very hot, and high words passed between 
them, which might have ended in blows, if not in blood and slaughter, bad not the prudence and moderation of Mr. 
Roger Conant, at that time there present, and 1\IIr. Peirse's interposition, that lay just by with his ship, timely 
prevented. For Mr. Hewes had barricadoed his company with hogsheads on the stage head, while the demandants 
stoocl upon the land, and might easily have been cut off; but the ship's crew, by a<lvice, promising to help them build 
anothe1· the difference was thereby ended." 
CAPE ANN IN 1639.-There are no records to show how soon after the departure of Conant Cape Ann was again 
visited by settlers, but it is probable that the place was inhabited and that fishing was carried on in the year 1633. 
One of the next references we find to the Cape Ann :fisheries is the following order passed at "the Generall Courte, 
houlden at Boston, the 22th of the 3th M0 ., 1639," which reads :-
" It ii$ ordered, that a fishing plantation shalbee begun at Cape Anne, and that the said Mr. Thompson shall have 
place assigned for building of houses, & stages, & other necessaries for ·that use, & shall have sufficient land alowed 
for their occations, both for their fishing & for keeping of cattle, & for corne, &c.; and that such other :fishermen as will 
joyne in that way of fishing, & inhabite there, shall have such land, & other liberties there, as shalbee needful & 
fit for theire occations; & and for this end this Court doth give power to Mr. Endecott, Mr. Humfrey, Mr. Winthrope, 
Junior, Mr. Will: Peirce, & Joseph Grafton, or any 3 of them, t o set ou t the said plantation, & all lands & other 
accommodations to such as shalbee planted there, & none to bee setled there but by their allowance."2 
TIIE TOWN OF GLOUCESTER, 1642.-The settlemeut at Cape Ann received its name of Gloucester in the year 1642, 
when a minister came to the place. An early writer says : 
"There was another Town and Church of Christ erected in the Mattacbuset Government, upon the Northern-
Cape of the Bay, called Cape Aun, a place of :fishing, being peopled with Fishermen, till the reverend Mr. Richard 
Blindman came from a place in Plimouth Pattent, called Green-harbor, with some few people of his acquaintance, and 
set,led down with them, named the Town Glocester, and gathered into a Church, being but a small number, about 
fifty persons, they called to office this godly reverend man, whose gifts and abilit ies to handle the word, is not inferiour 
to many others, labouring much against the errors of the times, of a sweet, humble, heaivenly carriage: This Town lying 
out toward the point of the Cape, the access thereunto by Land becomes uneasie, which was the chief cause it was 
no more populated: Their fishing trade would be very beneficial, had they men of estates to manage it ; yet are they 
not without other means of ma,intenance, having good timber for shipping, and a very sufficient builder, but that 
the e times of combustion the Seas through0ut hath hindered much that work, yet have there been vessels built here 
at this To,vn of late:" 3 
TRE GROWTH OF THE FISHI ' G INDUSTRY.-Babson's History of Gloucester says : "No accounts are preserved to 
show how long English fishing ships continued to make voyages to the coast of New England; but it is natural to 
conclude that as the country became settled the number annually decreased, on account of the reduced expense with 
which tb bu in s could be carried on by the colonists. In the first settlement of the Massachusetts colony at Salem, 
we find pr parations for fishing; for, in 1629, salt, lines, hooks, knives, boots, and barrels were sent over; and men-
tion i made of fishermen among the settlers. AB early as 1634, a merchant of the country was fishing with eight 
boat o.t :Marblehead; and the next year Portsmouth had belonging to her fishing trade six great shallops, five fishing 
b at , with ails, anchors, and cables, and thirteen skiffs. About this time, also, our own shore was the abode of a 
few ti berm ,n; and several settlements were established on the coast of Maine. Of the total product of this branch of 
indu try in any one year, our only information is d rived from Governor Winthrop, who says, that in 1641 it was fol-
low d o well that 300,000 dry :fish w re sent to market. 
"" • " Th first notice connecting ours ttlers with the fishing business is preserved on a loose scrap of paper, 
whi hr ord tbe judgment given in a case of litigation between two of them about a piece of a net, and making 
m otion of the 'bote and voyg.' Thi was in 1 · 1, about which time Robert Dutch had a 'stage' at Stage Neck, in 
<JU m. lu 16(i2 Pet r Duncans ttl din the town, and carri don a small trade at the Point in tht) harbor, where it 
· upp d b Ir. Thomp n r ct a buil ing r a fmm e for the purpo es of bis :fib ry, in 1639. He is the only 
f ur rl ttl r ty l a. merchant. A this ti e not more than fifteen men are known to have resided in that 
f h town. om f the £ berm n. One of them, in 1663, agreed to pay a debt of fifty pounds 
o ru rcb o able £i h an 
, vol. i, pnge 256. • Wonder-worki11g Providence. London: 1654, p . 169. 
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GLOUCESTER AT THE BEGINNING OF-THE l~IGHTEENTH CENTURY.-In 1700 the number of inhabitants was seven 
hundred, who were mostly engaged in agricultural pursuits, the :fisheries being carried on by people from other set-
tlements. About this time commenced a season of activity in ship-building. A number of ships and brigantines were 
built for merchants in Boston, and several vessels were also built for use in the shore :fisheries'off Gloucester. In 1713 
a, vessel with new rig was built at Gloucester and called a schooner from a remark made at the launching, '' Oh, how 
she scoous ! " The builder, ·Mr. Robinson, at once said, "A scooner let her be," and that name has ever since attached 
to this class of vessels. 
CAPE A.NN FISHERMEN VISIT CAPE SABLE.-"The hostility of the French and Indians," says Babson, "along the 
whole eastern coast, as far as Cape Sable, had for many years rendered the pursuit of this business in that quarter 
one of great danger. A few vessels, however, visited that coast from Salem and other places, but Gloucester :fisher-
men do not appear to have repaired thither till about the time of the conquest o~ Nova Scotia by the English in 1710. 
That auspicious event did not secure them from molestation, for Rev. John White, of our church, writing in 1711, 
says: 'The enemy make fearful depredations upon our poor :fishermen at Cape Sable'; and two years afterward three 
men were taken from two of our sloops that were :fishing there. Another hazard attended the :fishery from which no 
human care can afford certain protection. This was early experienced by our fishermen, and the havoc of their cla,s3 
by storms, which has since so often shrouded the town in mourning, imparts a melancholy interest to nearly every 
period of our history'. The first loss by shipwreck we have recorded is that of a new schooner while on a fishing voy-
age at Sable Island, in 1716. In October, the next ye-ai·, four of a fleet of seven were lost on the passage from tho fish-
ing grounds, and to these were added, in li~2, another at Sable Island, invo~ving, in each case, the loss of all the 
crew." 
GROWTH OF THE FISHERIES, li22 TO 1741.-"The history of our fishery," continues Babson, "from this time to 
the Revolutior.:ary ·war, for want of particular information concerning it, may be briefly related. The vessels with 
which the business was first carried on were the sloops built in the town. A few schooners were added about 1720, 
of which class it is probable that the 'old bankers,' of recent times, were nearly exact representations. Between 1720 
and 1730 as many vessels appear to have been fitted out from Squam River as from the harbor, but after th.e last date 
the preponderance was certainly with the latter place, where it has since remained.. An account of those of Nathaniel 
Parsons has been given on a previous page. His was the largest business of his time of which we have any knowl-
edge. Next to him and a few years later we find that Elias Davis was a ~erchant of the most extensive and suc-
cessful trade, leaving at his death in 1734 six schooners, a wharf, and fishing-room at Canso, and a large amount of 
othel' property. 
"In li 41 we learn that above seventy :fishing vessels belonged to the town; but the condition of the business here 
at that time, as reported by Rev. John White, was not such as another authority 1 states it to have been in the Colony 
generally, nor does it appear to have been prosperous for any· considerable time during the next twenty years. In-
deed, it is a matter of wonder that the discouragements of that period did not cause a total abandonment of the busi-
ness: But, notwithstanding the wars between France and England, ancl the consequent annoyance and occasional 
capture of our vessels by the cruisers of the enemy, and the demand for men for the provincial armies and for the 
naval service, the :fishery was still pursued. The truth is, it had now become the basis of a profitable foreign trade, 
for the maintenance of which the merchants of the town would willingly encounter great risks, and could even afford 
to bear considerable losses. 
CONDITION OF THE FISHERIES FROl\1 1763 TO 1779.-According to Babs~n, ,, the peace of 1763 secured to our fathers. 
unmolested use of the fishing grounds, and from this time to the Revolution they carried on the business with energy.-
and success, though a terrib1e disaster [nine vessels with their crews were lost in 1766], which inflicted a heavy blow· 
upon the town, occurred in the meantime. We know nothing of the relative importance of the bank and shore fish--
eries during this period; but it seems that the latter were ·almost wholly confined to Sandy Bay and the cove on the-
outside of the cape, while the chief seat of the former was at the harbor. Neither can we ascertain the number of" 
vessels and }?oats engaged in the business in any year except the last of the term here embraced. That employed i.m 
the bank fishery must have been quite large, for nineteen schooners, as we have seen, sailed at one time in the fatal! 
year of 1766. Au 'estimate of the number of fishing vessels from Massachusetts' before the war, supposed to have, 
been ~ade by a merchant of the town several _ years after that event, gives seventy-five as belonging to Gloucester, 
agreemg nearly with the numbe1· stated by our selectmen in 1779 to have been owned here in 1775, which was eighty, 
of an aggregate burthen of 4,000 tons. The average value of these vessels, we learn from another source, was about 
£300. The same estimate says that there were owned at Sandy Bay seventy boats, which landed 160 quintals of :tisb. 
each; but this evidently exaggerates. 
'' Of the :fisheries of Massachusetts for any period, from the beginning to the present time, we lack fall reliable-
s!atistics. The earliest table I liave seen is one of the cod fishery, 'from the year 1765 to 1775.' That gives, in rela-
, t~on to _the Gloucester fisheries, 'vessels annually employed, 146; tonnage, 5,530; number of men, 888;' an exagged-
t10n, without doubt, in each case. In a covenant for nmtual insurance of the bankers in 1774, forty-five schooners: 
are entered; but those of Daniel Pearce and Winthrop Sargent, two principal merchants of the town alld of others 
• • J 
1 
~o~. L. S~bine, in his Report on the American Fisheries, p. 131. Mr. White's account is confained in a letter to the Governor and 
Council m relation to a call upon the town for aid to the sufferers by a great fire in Charleston, S. C., as follows: 
".AI~ost our whole dopenuence, under God, is upon our navigation and fishery; and our other Navigation on our Fishery: and that has 
8
~ fa~ fa~ed by reason of ~e smallnes~ of ye price of fish, and ye dearness of salt, bread, and craft, that, of above seventy fishing vessel8 there 
ar fow , if ~ny, _abo,~ ten m tha,~ busmess. Our people are scattered a.broad in the world to get their bread; many pressed, many serving as 
volunteers m his maJest~'s service; and the cry of mauy for necessaries is very affecting. An<l we have had three contributions for ye relief 
of the poor tile la.::1t year m our congregation, and other Fmnilios are very pressing for relief. " 
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ownin" one or two v els each, were not put in; enough in all to make up the eighty mentioned as belonging here 
in lir. The number of our fi bing-boats at that time cannot be ascertained; but, on the authority of the selectmen 
for 1779, I can tate that, 'in foreign merchantmen, coasters, and fishing-boats,' we bad 1,000 tons. I suppose that 
about one-ha.If of thi tonnage was in fishing-boats, averaging, as they did a few years later, 12 tons each, and making 
the whole number about forty. In that case we should have the aggregate of one hundred and twenty fishing-vessels 
l, longing to the town in 1775, of too total burthen of 4,500 tons. The schooners probably carried an average number 
of six. m n each, and the boats two, making the whole number of :fishermen five hundred. Nearly all the fishermen 
who sailed from the town at that time belonged to it; and when we consider that our list of polls then numbered but 
1,053, we see at once that the number of men employed in the fisheries here, given int.he table above mentioned, must 
be exaggerated. [Pitkin gives the quantity of fish exported from Gloucester just prior to the Revolutionary War at 
77,500 quintals.] 
PROFITS TO THE FISHERMEN.-'' The business yielded a scanty support to the . fishermen; and, as a class, they 
were poor, though then, as in a more recent period of our history, according to the natural course of things, the mer-
chants who carried it on wit.h most success were men who bad. themselves served an apprenticeship at the book and 
line. No means exist for ascertaining the average annual earnings of these men before the war; but the accounts of 
a single vessel for 1773 are presen·ed, and show the product of her two trips to t,he Banks to have been 550 quintals of 
fish, which sold for £302. After deducting a few smaU expenses, one-half of this sum belongM to the fishermeJJ. 
Supposing their number to have been six, we can see that the amount received by each was but a small sum for the 
payment of his proportion of the provisions for the voyage and tlie support of bis family at home. 
"In these fishing voyages it was the custom for the men to go, as it was called, 'on their own hook.' An account 
was kept of the fish caught by each man, and at the end of the voyage the proceeds were distributed according1y. 
The following account of a season's work by one crew on the Grand Banks a hundred years ago may possess interest 
for modern fishermen: Account of fish taken on board the schooner Abagail, Capt. Paul Hughes, in three fares to the 
Grand Banks in 1757. She sailed on the first fare May 16, and fished twenty-three days; on the second fare July 13, 
and fi,;hed twenty days; on the third fare September 22, and fished twenty-four days. She left the Banks on the last 
fare November 5. 
' 
1----------------------------
Paul Hughes ................................. . 3,501 1,146 1,996 6,643 
B. Foster ................................. . ... . 2,890 689 1, 421 5, 000 
Rufus Stacey .. . . . .. . • • • . • .. . . .. . • • . . • • • .. • • • . • 2, 000 758 1, 026 3, 784 
.r os. Galloway ...................... u.......... 2, 209 742 1, 293 4, 244 
NAabth. WDay rf ..................... ~... . .. . . . . . . • • . 2, 020 615 l 
31 929 m. ha . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . • • . .. • • .. . • . . • .. . . • • . . • . . . • • . . • • . 1, 294 5 
Wm. Smith .................................... , 1, 705 609 1, 121 3, 435 
Total ............•.....•....••. ·····: •...... 14,32514,559 8,151j27,035 
"'l'he largest number taken in ono day was 1886, on June 1. 
THE FISHERIES INTERRUPTED BY WAR.-" 'l'he revolutionary crisis approached, and the commerce and fishing of 
the town could be no longer pursued. A great majority of the people-comprising the merchants, mechanics, fisher-
m n, and sailors, who depended upon the maritime business of the place for a livelihood-could find no employment 
·n their regular pursuits, and were the more eager, therefore, to prove the sincerity of their declaration, that they 
would defend their lib rties at the expense of all that was dear to them. At the commencement of the Revolutionary 
'\Var ight schooners and a large number of Chebacco boats were engaged in the fisheries of Gloucester. The schooners 
w re employed in di tant gronnd , and were therefore, during the war, useless for the business in which they bad 
1, n engaged. Se,eral were converted into privateers, a few rotted at the wharves, and some were preserved till 
peace again made it safe t-0 resort to the 'Banks.' One of them, of 55 tons, survived every accident, to be registered 
in li90, at the venerable age of twen y-two, in the foreign commerce of the town. No means exist for ascertaining 
how many vessels engaged in the Bank fishery immediately upon the return of peace. -One statement says that 60 
were roployed in it in 17 and 50 in 17 9. Another, in giving an account of fish caught by vessels from the town in 
th fall of the last-named year, shows that 44 ve els took 426,700 fish, and tl.1r1,t 15 of these vessels belonged to Eben 
Pnr on and Daniel arg nt, two merchants of Boston. SeYen more belonged to each of the two principal merchants 
of louc · ter, David Pearce and Daniel oger . oncerning this revival of the fi hery, it may be further stated that 
tho n tom-hou e records show the enrollm nt be w en October 2, 17 9, and eptember 10, 1790, of 1 brig, 16 sloops, 
n<1 cboon r , of an aggr gate burtben of 3,10 ton . ome of the 'Bankers' made three trips in a season, and, if 
r ·ma rkably fortunat , landed from all, togeth r, as many as 40,000 fi h; but all the traditions of the business report that 
h av ra 11 arning of the fl herm n were so mall that th y were k pt in a condition of poverty. It is not surprising, 
th r for , tli th numb r of v 1 eng g din it er a d from year to year till 1804, when we find that only 8 of 
mor t han t n ,urth n · r nga11 d in th lon e ter fi h ri . This small number bad probably dwindled to 
l · \'b n an ff to put n w vig r into th buai.n by the stabli hment of a corporation to 
t r • i binrr Company with an autboriz l capital of . 50, 00, w nt into operation. 
• 
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They built 6 schooners, and with visions, perhaps, of a renewal of the ante-revolutionary prosperity of the town, com-
menced by giving their v·essels names having initial letters in alphabetical order. 
"The Amity, Borneo, Crescent, and Diligent were of the old model, deemed best for the Grand Bank :fishery, and 
were employed in that, while the Economy and Favorite were built according to a modern ~tyle, and sent in pursuit 
of cod and mackerel on our own coast. The bounty act passed by Congress in 1819, or the anticipation of that act, 
may have added stimulus to this project; b1;1t a business which private capital avoided could hardly be expected to 
yield pro.fit, even to the best corporation management, and accordingly, in the tLird year, this enterprise came to an 
end, wit h a loss of all the interest on the capital and a,portion of the capital itself. Since this period it is probable a, 
year in which no vessel has gone to the Grand Bank from Gloucester has sometimes passed, and not even the high price 
of cod in recent years [written in 1859] has tempted many of our people to send their vessels to that fishing ground. 
THE INSHORE FISHERIES FROM 1792 TO 1828.-" The shore fishery of Gloucester had risen to some importance before 
the Revolution, and upon the return of peace the enterprise of the people was again directed to this pursuit, to which 
some encouragement was given by early acts of the General Government. In 1792~ 133 Cbebacco boats, measurmg 
in the aggregate 1,549 tons, were engaged in it. These boats resorted to the ledges and shoal grounds near the coast, 
where they found, at differeut seasons, cod, hake, and pollock, and pursued their fishery with such success that in · 
twelve years from the last-named date the number of boats engaged in it bad increased to about 200, while the ton-
nage had nearly do.ubled. At this time the boat fishing was chiefly carried on at Sandy Bay and the other coves on 
the outside of the cape; but the advantage of a good harbor for their large boats drew a few of the people away from 
these localities to settle on Eastern Point soon after 1800. The business, however, was not profitable enough, even 
with additional encouragement from the General Government, to attract many new adventurers, or even to stimulate 
much the enterprise of the old ones, and it had a slow growth for the next quarter of a century, the annual avera.ge 
increase of tonnage during that time having been only about 125 tons. At the end of this period (in 1828) the whole 
number of vessels upward of 20 tons engaged in the Gloucester fisheries was 154, measuring 5,899 tons, to which are 
to be added about 40 boats, of an average burden of 15 tons. Th~ total annual product of the cod fishery of the town 
at this time is said to have been about 60,000 quintals." 
GLOUCESTER FISHERIES IN 1821, 1827, AND 1829.-In 182.1 the George's cod fishery began, and at the same time the 
fishery for mackerel from Gloucester began to assume considerable importance. 
In 1827, accordtng to a statement in the Gloucester Telegraph of February 9, 1828, the products of t,he fisheries of 
this port were 66,132 quintals of fish, 27,225 barrels of mackerel, and 2,204 barrels of oil. 
The condition of the fisheries in 1829 is told in an article in the Gloucester Telegraph of that year, which says: 
"There are now but few vessels employed in the cod fishery from this place, as the business of late has been no 
source of profit to owners, owing to foreign competition and higher rates of bounty or depression in trade. When our 
vessels could proceed from the fishing grounds with a fare to some foreign port, and there receive a full cargo of sugars, 
wines, &c., it, was an inducement for many to engage in the business, because such a cargo yielded an immense pro.fit 
on its return to the owners and crews. The ports of Lisbon and Bilboa were the markets which generally received 
our staple commodity, but the trade to those places has long since ceased. The mackerel fishing is now about all that 
is pursued from tb_is port and others on the seaboard of Massachusetts a,nd Maine, with the exception of Marblehead, 
from whence about fifty vessels, averaging 60 tons each, have been fitted out the present season for the Grand Bank 
fishery." 
THE GLOUCESTER FISHERIES ·IN 1830 AND 1837 .-In 1830 the George's halibut fishery commenced, and about the same 
year mackerel trips were first made to the Bay of Saint Lawrence. The shore fisheries at this time were also of con-
siderable importance. The year 1$31 is famous for the great abundance of mackerel off the coast of New England. 
In 1837 the assessors of the town gave the following facts concerning the fisheries for that year: "Vessels employed 
in the cod and mackerel fisheries, 221; tonnage of same, 9,824; codfish caught, 55,181 quintals; value of same, $186,516; 
mackerel caught, 43,934 barrels; value of same, $335,566; salt used in the cod and mackerel fisheries, 113,760bushels; 
hands employed, 1,580; capital invested, $349,000." 
· TIIE cob FISHERY IN 1844.-From the :records of the collector of the port at that time we find that the cod :fisheries 
of Gloucester for the year 1844 employed 1,210 men and produced 86,315 q uintals of fish. The amount of bounty paid 
March 31, 184:5, was $36,423.50. 
A list of the names of cod-fishing vessels belonging to Gloucester in the year 1844 is preserved in the custom-house 
records. It gives the following facts concerning the fleet in that year; 
I Number. Tons. 
Vessels o"er 20 tons ...... '. ........... . 189 8, 745ii\ 
Vessels under 20 tons .......••......... 60 699/ir 






Total . ................ . .... . ..... -249 9, 444½¾ -1, 967 ,-~ 
TnE FISIIING FLEET rn 1 46.-In th e Glou ce~ter Telegraph of January 1, 1846, is published a list of vessels then 
owned in the district. The li st includes 161 schooners, 55 boats, and 1.sloop, aggregat ing 8,363.70 tons, employed in 
tho fisheries, and 1 ship, 11 br ig , 0 schooners, 21 sloops, and 3 boats, aggregating 8,075.18 tons, employed in con.sting 
and foreign trade. The same pap r says : " l nder the head of fi shiug vessels are placed t he names of 161 schooners. 
92 E R HIC L REVIEW OF THE FI EERIE . 
Thi j not th bol uumb r f v that, ha been employed in fi bing the pa t ason, for ruany, after the fi ·bing 
a n i o-, r, tak out coa ting license . At one time there were at least 220 cbooner in the bu ·ine a, employing, at 
tb lo~e t calcnlati n, upward of 1,70 men, and the 5 boats at lea t 150 more, making, in round numb rs, 1, 0 men 
employed in 1i bing. The whole number of ve sels that have received bounty for the la t year's :fi bing wa 242, and 
th amount of bounty paid about 37,500. Many of the vessels placed under the head of coasting have been employed 
in bing during the sea on, and have .drawn bounty; others have been employed in :fishing for only n. few weeks. 
A large number of tho under the head of :fishing came into the district after the fishing season commenced, and con-
equently drew no bounty." 
EXTENT OF THE FI HERIE IN 1 47.-In 1847, according to a reliable statement prepared by Mr. Addison Winter 
and published in Bab on s Hi tory of Gloucester, the extent of the :fishery industry of the to~n for that year, exclu-
ive of" winter wherry fi biog," was as follows: Whole number of vessels, 287, measuring 12,354 tons, employing 1,681 
men and 186 boys· 2 of tbe e vessels were under 10 tons burden, 27 between 10 and 20 tons, 29 between 20 and 30 
ton , 42 between 30 and 40 ton , 26 between 40 and 50 tons, 49 between 50 and 60 tons, 73 between 60 and 70 tons, and 
13 over 70 ton ; the })roduct of the :fisheries w::iis 7,088,376 pounds codfish, valued at $181,703; 3,379,776 pounds hali-
but, 70,761; 735,506 pounds hake, $12,174; 919,188 pounds P?llock, $16,566; 49,779 barrels mackerel, $290,045; 337 
half-barrels tongues and sounds, $1,873; and 39,520 gallons of oil, $1G,232; total value of products, $589,354. 
GLOUCESTER FISHERY STATISTICS FOR 1854.-The selectmen of Gloucester made a report of the principal indus-
. tries of the town for the year 1854, which was published in the Gloucester Telegraph October 24, 1855. In this report 
w :find th.e following items relating to the :fisheries: Number of vessels in_ the cod and mackerel :fisheries, 282, meas-
uring 19,374 tons; barrels of mackerel, 4~,201, valued at $388,809; quintals of cod, 97,950, valued at $293,650; value 
of cod-liver oil, $1,020; value of salt consumed, $160,000; capital invested in :fisheries, $989,250; number of persons 
employed in :fisheries, 2,820; quantity of halibut smoked, 210 tons, valued at $25,000; quantity of fish-oil made, 23,700 
gallons, valued at . 13,035; 3 marine railways, with $37,000 capital and employing 8 men; 6,500 tons of ice cut, valued 
at $15,000; capital in net and seine factories, $5,000, hands- employed, 25; 2,500 :fish barrels made, valued at $1,700, 
and 800 fish casks, valued at $1, 00; 6 sail-lofts, with $40,400 capital and employing 54 men made 1,270 sails, valned 
at 95,250; $3,000 invested in 4 mast and spar yards; 2 boat makers, with $1,400 invested a,nd employing 4 men, made 
10:2 boats; capital in ship-yards, 10,500; hands employe~, 37; vessels launched, 7, measuring 605 tons. 
FISHERY TATISTICS :FOR 1859.-The following statement, taken from Babson's History of Gloucester, shows the 
condition of the :fi beries in 185D: "The whole number of schooners, 20 tons and upwards, belonging to Gloucester 
Harbo1· in July, 1 59, was three hundred and twenty-two, measuring in the aggregate 23,882 tons. Of this number 
three hundred and 0ne, manned by three thousand four hundred and thirty-four men and one hundred and thirty-four 
boys, were employed in fi bing. So much we learn from a statement published in the Gloucester Telegraph. The 
product of the fi hery for that year, as nearly as can be ascertained, is here given: 
. 
Mii.ckerel ............... , .............. barrels .. 
Cod ........................•......... quintals .. 
Halibut .............•................ .. pounds .. 
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that island on her homeward passage. This occurred about 1800. The Bilboa trade was also resumed by our mer-
chants after the war. The :first vessel that ever left Massachusetts Bay with a cargo of fish for a Europezm market 
was the ship belonging to the Dorchester Company, which sailed from Cape Ann Harbor for Spain in 1623, as. stated 
in a previous chapter of this book; but of the great t.rade in that article of which that voyage was the commencement 
we know little more than the beginning and the end. In 1767 there were sent to Bilboa from the ports of Essex 
County as many as 51,000 quintals of fish, of which _quantity Glouceste!·, without doubt, furnished a considerable 
portion. The merchants of the town :finally abandoned the trade soon after the beginning of the present centµry, 
chiefly, it is said, in consequence of discriminating duties at that port in favor of the fish of other countries. The 
interruption of the business of France, occasioned by the revolution in that 1i3:tion, opened for a short season a profit-
able market fbr American fish, of which some of the Gloucester merchants fook advantage. One schooner, fitted out 
from the town in 1793, went to the ·Grand Bank and took 21,000 fish, with which she sailed to Nantes, but, upon arriv-
ing on the coast, was ordered_ to Belle Isle, where the fish were sold in a green state at a half crown apiece, proclucing 
over 10,000 crowns. This was a rare case of course, and, as might be expected·, the business was soon overdone, and · 
finally, upon the resumption of the French fisheries, abandoned altogether. 
"The peace in 1783 also enabled the merchants of> Gloucester to pursue the West India trade again for several 
years without interruption. A considerable portion of this trade-that carried on with the French islands-finally 
ceased to be pro:fitablein consequence of the large bounty by which the importation of French fish was encouraged, 
alHl uefore 1830 was totally abandoned_by the merchants of the town. About th~ same time the unimportant commerce 
carrieil on with some of the other islands was also _given up, ai;id Gloucester t,urned attention to the home market, 
which began then to be opened, and which it has ever since found to afford the best customers for its staple products. 
If a particular account of our West India trade should ever be written, one incident of it possessing interest in these 
days of huge ships and a vast commerce will command the attention of the historian. This was the :fitting out, during 
the embargo preceding the last war with Great Britain, of several of the small fishing-boats of the town on voyages 
to the West Indies .. One of these boats was of 13 tons burden, and the-largest was not more than 20. The act was 
unlawful, and they departed, of course, by stealth. The fish which they carried were sold at high prices, and the 
boats were disposed of without great loss, though the master of one ventured home with a cargo of coffee, which he 
landed at Squam in the night, and before morning was again out to sea to set his boat adrift in Massachusetts Bay, 
where he was finally picked up. 
"The only branch of foreign commerce which has been steadily pursued by merchants of Gloucester for a long 
course of years is that carried on with Paramaribo, or, as it is usually called here, Surinam, the capital of Dutch 
Guiana. Boston vessels traded to Surinam as early as 1713, for two arrived at the former port from that place in one 
week of that year; but it is not known that ariy Gloucester vessel engaged in the trade till about 1790, when, it is 
said, Colonel Pearce sent a vessel there. The chief article of export is hake, supplied in part by Maine fishermen, 
though other provisions, as beef, pork, lard, hams, and flour, are sent in large quantities. The return cargoes consist 
almost wholly of molasses and sugar, but some coffee and cocoa are also brought. Under the stimulus of the very 
high prices of sugar and molasses in 18::i7 the trade of Gloucester with Surinam for that year probably exceeded in 
amount that of the whole foreign comm~rce of theJ;own in any previous year of its-history. 
''The commerce of Gloucester began with the shipment of wood to Boston, a business' which, in course of time, 
compelled the people of the town to seek their own supply abroad. This, according to the lapse of years, they 
obtained from places more and more remote, till at last_they came to depend on Nova Scotia for this essential article~ 
'fhe wood-coasters of that province began to come to Gloucester about twenty years ago. The vessels were then of 
no greater average burden than 40 tons, but the size has increased with the growth of the l>usiness, and has now · 
reached an average of 75. The number of arrivals of foreign vessels, nearly all of which were these wood-coasters, 
was, in 1859, one hundred and forty-two. Before the reciprocity treaty with Great Britain these vessels generally took 
home specie, but since that happy event they have carried provisions and other articles from the well-supplied stores 
of the town_,, 
ESSEX. 
TnE GROWTH OF TIIE FISHERIES.-The early history of this town is included: in tbat of Ipswich, of which it 
formed a pa.rt until 1819, when it became known under its present name. The following historical facts are recorded 
in the History of Essex by Crowell & Choate, 1865, a:ncl in Felt's History of Ipswich, 1834: 
"In 1732 the fishery was successfully carried on here, and in the center of the town. Tlie town, by a vote passed 
the year before, requiretl the names of all the crews of fishing vessels in tpe town to be entered with the town clerk, 
on penalty of £20 for every omission." 
"In 1770 fishing was much encouraged among us. From twenty-five to thirty Chebacco boats, with two men and 
a boy in each, went to Damaris Cove and brought their fish ashore here to be cured. Fish flakes were to be found on 
Hog Island, on Warehouse Island at the north enc;l, c,n Thompson's Island, and at Clay Point." . 
"About 1804 forty sail of boats were engage_d in the :fishery on the eastern shore; a few were employed in the 
Bank fishery. The fishing business diminished as ship-building increased and was found more profita\>le. The 
former was mostly discontinued about l&'Jl." 
"~n 1000 a company became incorpora.ted for having a canal from Ipswich to Essex. It was made nav~gable 
early m 1821. Its length is about half a mile. It commencos at Fox Creek and runs to Chebacco River. It cost 
near $1,100. This stock j · divjdecl into twenty-seven shares, of $40 each, and pays nearly 6 per cent. on the original 
a.moun · As an _inlet to Bssex from Merrimack River for ship timber (fishing vessels at Essex), it bas kept this article 
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tlowo low r th n i& w ul l e ba.d dependence been placed ·ol ly in what th vicinity would upply. Pri f fr i b 
tbrou"'h this canal: Oak timb r, 17 cent, and pine, 14 cents a ton. Oak sa.wn stuff of an inch tbi k, 40 c ut M,, ncl 
of other thickne es in proportion." 
"Thirty years ince [written in 1 34], forty sail of boat from tbi place wero cngaa d in th fi b r 
ea tern shor ; a fow were employed in the Bank fi hery. The :fi bing bu ine s climini b d a bip-buildin(J' increa cl 
and was found more profitable. II; wa mostly discontinued twelve years ago. Nine hundred barr ls of 1am ar 
dug here annually. The per ons by whom they are obtained sell them, exclusive of barrel and salt, from , 2. Oto 
3. Such bait wa formerly vondecl at Marblehead, and now in Boston for the prices mentioned with r ·for nee to 
Ip wich." • 
"For tbe la t twenty years [written in 1 65] about, fifty men and boys have been employed, chiefly ~n ihe spring 
and fall, in digging clams for :fishing-bait. For this purpose, the clam-flats in each town are, by law, freo to all its 
re ident , and to no others. Five bushels of clams in the shell, it is usually reckoned, make one ,bu h el of 'meats'; 
about two and a half bu hels of the latter are put into each barrel, and this quantity an able-bodied man can dig in 
three tides. One bu bel of dry salt is used for each barrel. During this period of twenty years_, about 2,000 barr ls 
of clams have been dug yearly, on an a·rnrage, and sold at an average price of $6 per barrel. Deducting for the cost 
of the barrel 1, and of the salt for it 75 cents, the_ sum of $4.75 per barrel or $8,500 per year _bas been earned in this 
business. The bait is marketed chiefly in Gloucester." 
The Gloucester Telegraph, of October 18, 1865, states that "the :fishing business of Essex is represented by seventy 
men, who secured during the past season 18,000 bushels of clams, netting $12,000. Capital invested, $400." The 
census of l\fas achu etts for 1 75 gives the following figures for Essex: '' Clam-diggers, 9; :fishermen, 6; ship carpenter , 
12Q; spar-makers, 6." 
BEVERLY. 
T.IIE -FISIIERIES OF BEVERLY FRO~I 1832 'TO 1845.-Mr. John Pickett, who has been engaged in the fishing bnsiue. s 
at this place from 1 32 to the pre cut time, informs us that the home fleet in 18~2 consisted 'of from forty to forty-five 
ail. 
The Salem Ol>sen·er of June, 1 38, stated that in that year there were in Bevrrly fifty-eight :fishing vessels, 
employing three hundred men. The tonnage aggregated over 3,000 tons and the rate of bounty was $4 to the ton. 
The Gloucester Tel graph of January 29, 1845, gives the following account of the :fisheries of Beverly for the year 
1 44: "Twenty-three schooners, making one fare each, and twenty-five schooners, making two fares each-aggregate, 
forty-six schooners, 3,356 tons-brought in 30,000 quintals fish, worth $67,333, and 313! barrels of oil, worth $4,622. 
The bounty was , 13,GS0. Be ides tho-home fleet, twenty-three schooners belonging to other ports brenght in 12,494 
quintals fl h and 179 barrels of oil, aud paid $2,000 for curing their catch." 
The following extract from the Gloucester Telegraph of January 21, 1846, shows the amount of income from the 
fi:sh ri at Beverly for the year 1845: 
Codfi b caught, 26,9 2 quintals, at $2.40. ·-·--- ··---- ·--· -··· -·---· ·--··· _____ _ 
Cod oil, 2 3 barrels, at 14.25 . ___ ... ___ .. __ .. ____ . _____ ...... ___ •. ___ .. _ ..• _ •. 
Amount of bounty paid by government.·-·· __ .. ___ . ____ ._. ___ ·---- _________ -·· 





Total-. - ...... - __ .. __ . ___ ... ___ . _ ... _. _. _ .. __ .. ____ . _. ___ ... __ ... _. _ .... ·. 85,424 80 
Number of ve els employed in the :fisheries in the year 1845. __ . _. _. _. ___ .... __ . 
Number of hogsheads of salt expended._. ___ . ____ .. __ -·· .. -··· ______ . __ ... -· .. 




Co. ·mnoN OF TilE FI IlEUIE FROM 1 50 TO 1 69.-The :fishing business prospered and increased up to 1850, whon 
it numbered cv nty-:five ail, employing 1,200 to 1,400 men, nearly all of whom were of New England birth. Vessels 
leaving home from the 1 t to th 15th of March returned in July and refitted, making two and often three trips a 
year. The year 1 57 and 1858 were :financially disastrous ones, and since that time, with the exception of during the 
year 1863, 1 61, and 1 ~, the bn iness shows a steady decline. 
Tbo Glooce t er Tel~graph of January 7, 1860, says: '' Th~ amount of fishing bounties paid for the dist,rict of 
, alem and Bev rly for the ye. r 1 ;;9 i , 1 , 176. 76. The amount of tonnage employed in the business in this district 
i 4,723 tons. The nnmber of foreign cntri at tbe cuetom-honse in this city for the year 1859 was two hundred ancl 
ev nty-fiv , an the numb r of clearance for foreign ports during tho same period was two hundred and sixty-one." 
T ~o item from tho Gloucc ter T 1 graph give an account of the condition of the Beverly :fishing fleet for 1869: 
'·Th B v rly fi hinrr fie t 1 -t y •ar employ d tw nty- ven ve els with an aggr gate of 1,700 tons and three hundred 
fifty m n. Of coclfi h • ncl halibut 2,000 quintal were landed; of oil, 350 barrels. About 8200,000 was stocked . 
. ' The B ·v rh itiz n stat th t th fi bing fle t from that town ha made a very successful season's work, the 
h m f fi h Ian e bcilw about 32,0 0 quintals of odfi. b ancl halibut; numb r of barrels of oil, 350; 
19'2,000· oil, ahout ,0 . The number of m n employed was 3 0; number of vessels, 27, with an 
t o . The larrr am unt of fi h landed 1 ' an ne ve. el wa by schooner D. A. Wilson, owned 
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SALEM. 
E.ARLY HISTORY OF SALEM FISHERIES.-'l'he early history of the :fisheries of this place, datiug back to the 
beginning of the seventeenth century, may be best learned by a careful examination of various extracts bearing on 
this subject, taken chiefly from the Essex Institute Historical Collections and from Felt's History of Salem. 
First are given some remarks on the commerce of Salem by Mr. George F. Cheever. These remarks apply to 
Salem betwe.en 1626 and 1740. 
"The trade or commerce of Salem most probauly dates back to, or even prior to, the settlement of the place. 
Adventurers to this western coast, after fish and furs, may have trnded with the Naumkeags ere Commt and his asso-
ciates settled here [in 162fi]. 'l'o judge from the testimony of Brackenbury, Dixey, and Woodbery (Salem Records, 
Registry of Deeds, Vol. 5, pages 105 to 107), the early planters were on the best terms with the native Indians in Salem, 
and thus hacl the opportunit,y qf trading with them; and the Cape Aun settlement h~d boats, which were doubtless 
used for :fishing, and very probably trading, along the coast. As that settlement was originally intended as a plant-
ing, trading, and :fishing one, it is most likely that fish and fors were both sought from Salem, as from the vicinity; 
the search for both these articles being then common to adventurers to this western coast. * * * 
"The Home Company begin their trade with Salem and vicinity in 1628. They send over with Endicott certain 
goods to traffic with the natives for beaver, otter, and other furs, and in 1629 he is ordered to send home to the com-
pany, in London, two or three hundred :firkins of sturgeon and other fish. * * * 
"In 1629 we find the Home Company sending into Salem six ship-builders, of whom Robert Moulton is chief, 
and two coopers and cleavers of timber, the bst to prepare staves for return cargo, ar.:cl that they order three shal-
lops to be built in Salem, doubtless for fishing purposes. It is most probable that these shallop3, if ever built, were 
built upon the Neck, near or upon Winter Island, which was used for the :fisheries and ship-building from the very, 
commencement of the town. Judging from what is said of the shallop in the New England Voyages, in the Mass. Hist .. 
Coll., of what Prince and Bradford say, and the comparison Hutchinson makes between the fishing shallops of 1749i 
and the fishing schooners then employed, the shallop of New England was often a decked boat of from 10 to 20 
tons. * ii ii 
"The early, the long continued, the staple trade of Sale10, was the :fisheries. We see indeed some of her sons fi'olll 
16S0 to 1658 engaged in the beaver aud peltry trade, once valuable, but this was almost extinct .in 1688, and at that 
time the fisheries, whale and other, were as productive as ever. The harbor and rivers of Salem swarmed with fish, 
among which cod anc'. bass were very plenty. So plentiful were they that they were used for manure up to 1639, 
when the general court forbid it. Great favor was early shown the :fishermen in Massachusetts by law, such as 
freedom from taxation on their stock and fish, and from military duty while engaged in their occupation. The early 
foreign trade, that is, imports of t,he colony, seems, during the :first few years, to have been in the hands or power 
either of the Home Company or the government of the colony, as representing either them 01· the colonists; but it is 
doubtful if this policy ever extended over the fisheries, or, if so, it must have been fQr a very shor_t period. The fish-
eries were considered so important that, as early as 1635, the general court appoint a committee t.o impress men who 
shall unload salt when it arrives. This is evidently, in a good part, owing to the value of the salt for the :fisheries. 
They were not hampered with the early restrictions imposed on foreign imports, so far as we can find, and soon 
became profitable. After the colonists had built their houses, cleared· their lands, established their common rights, 
raised enough to help support life, either in grain or animals, and somew·hat ·settled down, their attention was more 
particularly devoted to the :fisheries. [Massachusetts could not well have exported much grain before 1640, whafover 
she may have exported in fish, since in 1637 there were only thirty-seven plows in the whole colony, says Graham, 
the most of them berng in Lynn.] _It seems most probable that a certain class of men, however, devoted themselves 
in _Salem almost exclusively to this bu1:1iness [fisheries], and from the commencement of the town, Winter Island 
was their headquarters. They obtained the use of certain lots on the if?land, and certain common rights adjacent, and 
this island continued to be used by fishermen until and after a division of the commo:11 lands, about 1714. It was 
then expressly reserved by the commoners for the :fisheries, as it had ever been before. This reservation, moreoYer, 
was of a great common right, v~, the free use of this island for :fishing purposes; since the fee seems, as a beneral 
rule, never to have left the town like other grants. Those who built houses, fish-houses, warehouses, and wllarves on 
this island, only gained an usufriwtuary right for the time being. Yet this island has seen a busy :fishing population 
gathered upon it, and as late as 1731 there were conveniences upon tho Neck, which, in all probability, mea,ns this 
island, for forty vessels and their fares. All this is now a tale of the past. Indeed, just before 1700, this island was 
a still busier scene i.n· all probability, as Salem sent out over sixty fishing ketches of ·from 20 to 40 tons, which evi-
dently discharged their cargoes in Salem, and most likely on the common ground or la.nd for the fishermen. In 1660 
Baker's and Misery Islands were both set apart by Lhe general court for the free use of fishermen, and were probably 
intended to be especially used by the Salem, ancl perhaps Marblehead, fishermen. From the year 1629 to 1740, or 
thereabouts, Winter Island seems to be the headquarters of the Salem fishing trade, and that trade itself seems to 
have been our staple trade clown to a much later period, even to the American Revolution, and the great change of 
trade consequent upon it." 1 · 
From the annexed statement of Mr. G. C. Streater may be gathered some idea of the luxuriance of the Salem 
waters in 1630: 
"S.ATURD.AY, JUNE 12, 1630, 
"Governor John Winthrop and his companions, on board theArbella, and with the noble lady Arbella on board, ap· 
proached Salem Harbor. * * ii After a short sojourn, Governor Winthrop wrote home to his wife, who remained 
1 Essex Institute Hist. Coll., vol. i, pp. 67-74. 
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• 0 .,1 ud: "~ ar b r in a paradi . Tbougli w ha,e not b f and mutton, &c. et (God be prai · cl) we need 
m not· onr Indiau corn an wer f, r all. Y th re i f, wl and fi h in abundance.' 'lh y liad had early proof of th 
ahunclanc f fi b £ r G v rnor Winthrop' journal inform u that ju t before the Arbella reached the harbor of Salem 
th y aught ith a f w hook , in two boor no le than seventy- ix codfish, ' ome a yard and a half long anc.1 a yard 
iu compa . All th account retnmed to England by the pioneer emigrants concurred in extravagant prai · of the 
11 w country, and we now r ad their quaint and highly-colored nanatives as amusing curio ities of literature. * * " 
,, , The abundan e of , ea ft b' ( ays Ir. Higginson, 1629) 'is almost beyond believing, and sure I should scarce 
Jrnve b Iievcd it, e:x:c pt I bad een it with mine own eyes.' He bad seen hundreds of ba seined at one time in our 
own water , and mention lob ter a being so abundant that even boys could ·catch them. But of lobsters, he say , 
a for mys lf I wa oon cloyed with them, they were so great, and fat, and luscious.'" 1 
Tho curing, culling, and :final disposition of the fish caught are described by Mr. Cheever: 
"Fi h being the great taple of Salem, as of the colony, was of course the early ?bject of the care and attention 
of th legi lature. Laws were passed protecting it as well as the :fishermen. The -0uring of it seems to have become 
at 1 a t a di tinct busines , left to those called sboremen who received the fish on return of the :fishers and cured 
and dried it. It then passed under the review of the cullers, who were sworn officers, certainly after 1700, and was 
divided into merchantable, middling, and refuse; also, scale fish. The first two went to Spanish and the first-class 
markets, the refuse to the slaves in the West Indies, and perhaps the poorer classes of Europe. The :fish from Acadia 
(Nova Scotia) (Cape Sable fish) was in great demand ip Bilboa; Spain, as being a superior fish, and was largely shipped 
there. Marblehead sent this description of fish to Spain even after our American Revolution. In 1670 the legislature 
denounced the use of Tortuga (West India) salt on account of its impurity, and :fish cured by it was made unmer-
chantable by law. Winter Island and the adjoining Neck seem to have been especially devoted in Salem to the 
ti.sberies; Winter I land l1eing in 1695, and yet later, the headquarters, to judge by history, tradition, and old papers. 
How far alem may hav-e been engaged in the whale-fishery is dubious. Some of her sons may have gone down to 
Cape Cod on such an erran<\; for the Cape, as late as 1714, was so largely visited by cod and whale :fishers that the 
general court that year made all the province lands. there a precinct and the visitors to it (:fishermen) support a 
s ttled minister at £60 per annum by a, tax of 4 pence a week levied on each seaman, to be paid by the master of the 
boat for the whole company. This was in the days when no man was permitted to be absent from church a month, 
if in health, without presentation before tbe grand jury, and punishment by a fine of 20 shillings." 2 
The ame writer thn d scribes the :fisheries and vessels used in the same, which, when developecl further, led to 
tbe elevation of Ma achu etts as a State noted for its prominence in the :fisheries: 
"TLe English had freely a ed tbe coast of New England for the :fisheries before the settlement at Salem, and the 
royal cllarter reserved this right to Engli hmen after the settlement, a right which was freely used, it seem.s. New-
foundland bad an English settlement at the time. 
"The early :fi. herie were quite pronj;able, to judge from Levett's account of the trade in 1623-'24, wherein he 
says be ha 'attained to the understandit;ig of its secrets.' According to him, a hip of 200 tons, with a crew of fifty 
men, the ordinary er w of such sized ve sels in the :fisheries, would be at an outlay of some £800, the cost for nine 
month·' victualing, &c. One-third of the catch, 'fish and train,' being deducted as 'fraught' for the owners, another 
as a sbaro for th crew, aucl the balance for expenses, the owner's one-third part of the cargo would yield £1,340 'for 
disbursing of£ GO nine months.' The cargo sold in Spanisb.,ports from 36 to 44 rials per quintal. Our Salem :fishing 
craft w re not so large as Levett's 'ship,' but were shallops of from 10 to 20 tons, say, ketches of from 20 to 40, and 
1lna.1Jy schooner· from 30 to 60, or mor , carrying not more than from four to eight or ten men, say. Small boats 
were p rhap us d at fir t. Still the trade was profitable, Salem and Massacbusetts being built up by it in the early 
day. The fi bcri sand the timber trade gavn Salem doubtless two-thirds or more of her early wealth." 
F1 n AND Fl IIL~G, 1616 TO 1G35.-Felt, referring to the abundant supply of herring in 1616 and previous to 
that dat , ha recorcl d this tatcment, made more than two hundred and :fifty years ago: 
"Iu Virginia th y neY 1, ruanur their overworn fields, which are very few, the ground for tbe most part is o 
ferti1e; but in New Englau<l they d , strikinll' at every plant of corn a herring or two, which cometh in that season in 
such alrnncJanc tb y take mor thau th y know what to do with." 3 • • 
Felt then add ( quoting another tatement made somewhat later tban the above): 
' .Aft r fish b cam carce, though abundance were taken for food of the inhabitants and for exportation to foreign 
port: , th supplie of the barnyard and of the ea- hore were of course more depended on to strengthen our lands." 
'fh am author ays: 
"A letter from the ompany in London to Mr. Endicott in 1629, among other things spoke of 'building shall ops 
£ r th fi bing bu in . _by ix hipwright then here. One of these mechanics, Robert Moulton, was master work-
man. It ropo ed fi hiocr in th harbor or on the bank . It reque ted, that if the ship, which had arrived with emi-
rant · boul<l h nt to fi, hon th bank, and not r turn hith r immcdiat ly, 'the bark already built in the country,' 
mi~ht l fitted nt to bdng ba k the fi bermen.' We perceive from this that av ssel bad been made, most probably 
a ... -. nmk •ag· and ibat th Desire, afterwards launched at Iarbl Harbor, was not the first ve sel built in the colony, 
a omP. b v upp d . . Th fl hermen jn t .mention d bad be n mployed in England to resid here for teaching 
an< n<'oor ginrr th ir hn. in · . A toreb us wa er cted for the hipwrights and their provi ion, by an order of 
April 17 an aooth r for fi.,h rm n · nd their tore·, 1 y an ord r of May 2 . Re ord were to be kept of th ir stock, 
,rovi. ion , an pr <: • liorr . 
n,ia., '" 1. i r 1 ;;01. p. 122. .Annal of alem, ,ol. i. M ed I p. 243. 
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Felt quotes the following words of Mr. Higginson uttered in 1629, and contrasts them with the facts concerning 
the same fish, "the bass, in 1845," when they were "seldom seen in our waters:" • 
"Whilst I was writing this letter my wiffe brought me word, that tho fishers had caught 1600 basse at one draught, 
which if they were in England were worth many a pounu/' 
A regular distribution by law nf land to the fisbermon was in 1635 ordered ?Y the Salem authorities. Felt has 
thus entered the occurrence : 
"1635.-0ur town authorities, to 'avoid tbe inconvenience found .by granting ofland for fishermen to plow,' ordered 
'a howse Iott and a garden Iott or ground for the placing of the flakes, according to the company belonging to their 
families, the greatest family not above two acres and the common of the woods neer adioyning for their goates and 
their ca,ttle.' " 2 
GRANTS OF LAND TO FISHERMEN AND 0THERS.-In the Essex Institute Historical Collections, Vol. ix, 1868, ar-3 the 
subjoined desires and grants of and to certain persons of Salem: 
"23TH OF THE 11TH 1\10; .ANN° 1636. 
"William Hackford Received for au Inhabitant & may also have a filshing Lott." 
·'' 'iTH OF 12 MO : 1636. 
"Sarg : Woolf may have a fishing Lott at Wintr Harbor. 
"AT A TOWNE MEETING llTII OF ye 5 l\IONETH 1636. 
* * * "Its agreed-That Thomas Moore sonne to widow Moore & his wife are recefred for Inhabitants and may 
have one fishing Iott on the neck. 
"AT A MEETING THE 25TH OF THE 10TH MO:NETH, 1637. 
* * * "There is graunted to Richard Graves: half an acre of land upon the neck for the setting of his howse, 
hee promising to follow fishinge. 
"THE 3D DAY OF THE FIP.ST l\10NETR1 1637. 
"Widow Moore desireth a howse loote neere vnto the Winter Iland, aniong the filshermens lotts. 
"THE 21TH OF 11TH M0~ETH 1638. 
'' Graunted to John Browne an balfe acre Iott for a ffisbing Iott neere to Winter Harbor. 
'' 4TH DAY OF THE 12TH l\iONETH, 1638. 
"Graunted to Joseph Younge, an ha,lfe acre lot neere the winter harbor for fishinge. Also a 10 acre Iott neere to 
Mr. Downinge's farme. 
"Graunted to Thomas .ffry::ir 5 acres of land & a halfe acre Iott neere winter harbor for fishinge. 
"Graunted to Henry Swan baife an acre of land neere to Winter harbor for fishinge as also a 10 acre Iott, neere 
to the Pond liy Mr. Blackleech his farme. 
"Graunted to Joseph Kitcherill halfe an acre at Winter ha,rbo1' if he imply it in ffishing. 
'' THE 4TH DAY OF THE 12TH MONETH. 
" Graunted to Hugh Browne ha,lf an acre of laud neere about winter harbor for to further his fishing, web if bee 
follow it not, hee is to surrender it againe to the towne. 
"Daniell Jiggles desires an ba,lfe acre Iott neere about Winter Harbor for their fishing a.ffaires. 
"There is grannted to Daniell Jiggles half an acre of land neere aboute .. Winter harbor for fishing vppon the like 
termes as Hngh Browne hath his. 
'' THE 18TH OF THE 9TH l\10NETII, 1639. 
"Edmond Tompson bath graunted him.balfe an acre of land at winter harbor or thererbouts for a fishing 
lott. 
"Graunted to Henry Hayward an half acre of land for a fishing Iott about winter harbor. It is permittecl that such 
.as have fishing lotts about Winter Harbor & the Iland shall have libertie to fence in their lotts to keepe off the 
swine and goates from their fish, soe that they leave it open after harvest is in. . 
"Graunted to [Richard] Moore an half acre of land for a fisher Iott, near about winter harbor. 
"Graunted to Matthew Nicks fisherman 5 acres of land." 
Felt states that on May 22, 1639, the genera,l court of Salem, for the encouragement of the fishery, exempted the 
.stock employed in it from taxes. They forbad cod and ba s fish to be used for ~anure. 
Additional encouragement was given to the Salem fishermen in the same year, as may be seen from the following: 
"1639, Nov. 18tb.-Those having lots about Winter Harbour and the Island, have liberty to fence in their lots 
to keep off the swine an<l goats from their fish, so shall they leave it open after the cattle is in." 
8 GEOGRAPHICAL REVIEW OF THE FISHERIES. 
Ali ng gecl in fi bing were still. further favored, for in 1639, after grnnting facilities to Maurice Tomson and 
otb r for a fi bing establishment at Cape Ann, the general court ordered, that for the encouragement of other similar 
ent rpri e , the v el , stock, ancl fish should be e~empted for seven years, from all country charges. The fisher-
m n were declared, during the seasons for catching fares, free from military duty. 
This vote, recorclecl in the Essex: Institute Collections, was passed in 1639: 
"Att a generall Towne meeting in le 11th moneth 1639. 
'Voted.-That the Ilancl Caled Winter Iland may be fenced Inn for the saftie of the ffishing trade & so to Con-
tinue vntill the priin. of the third month Caled May vnless such as have Goats doe fence in the :flakes for the saftie of 
the fi h.". · 
SALE:\! FRO:ll 1G48 TO 1670.-The two next statements-a grant and an order-are ,also indicative of the interest. 
taken in the :fisheries by the Salem town authorities: 
"At a gen'll toune meeting held the 8th day of the 5th moneth 1643. 
~ * * To Richard More, halfe an acre joyned to his howse as a :fisherman." 
"At a generall towne meetinge, held the 13 of the 4th moneth 1644. 
" Ordered, * * * . And that the doggs at [ winter] neck shall be tyed v:p in the day tyme & if any doggs there 
spoile fi h, that they also shall either be sent away or killed." 
The prayer for and the granting of certain islands to become, for all practical purposes, the property of the fish-
ermen are related in thes; words: · 
"At the first session of the legislature in 16G0, Salem applied to them for a grant of the three islands. Part 
of their application ran thus: 'Whereas ther are certayne !lands neare our towne, comonly knowen by the names of 
the Miserys and Baker's !land, fit for :fishinge imployments, a great part of our iruployment, our humble request to-
this honored Court is, that they would be pleased to grant the propriety of those Ilands to ye towne of Salem, ancl 
you shall further ingage your pettioners to be thankfull to you, desiringe Almighty God to inable you with his pres-
ence a,nd blessinge in all your waighty occasions.' An affirmative answer was delayed till the next session. Thi~ 
was thus recorded: 'Vpon a motion made in the behalfe of the inhabitar.ts of Salem, this Court judgeth it meete to 
graunt to them certaine Islands, knowne by the name of Miseries and Baker's Island, lying in the mouth of theire har-
bor, provided that it shall be lawfull for any nshermen to make vse of them in making fish, and whatever conduceth 
theretaso, building houses, stages, etc., as also wood and flaking in all fishing seasons.' -Here we have another instance 
of provision, made for the :fishery, as ordered by the Charter. As to the Miseries, the Great one contains about 64 acres, 
and the Little, between 3 and 4. They are united by a bar which at half tide is above water. John Lambert and: 
others petitioned the town, 166~'63, that they might plant there in the course of their fishing season." 1 
Still further grants were made for the benefit of the fishermen of Salem: * * * "The fishermen were early 
protected by law, and granted various privileges, and in 1663 were empowered to use wood from any common lands 
for fish flakes and stages-the English fishermen possessing still greater privileges-being allowed to enter on to pri- , 
vate lands for the purpose, paying a reasonable sum, however, for damages. It was trespass in our :fishermen to do 
this, but the English fishermen were considered to have their privileges under the charter. The colonists did not 
like such an exercise of their claims, but from policy perhaps forebore to deprive them of them." i 
The Salem court in 1670 thus gave judgment on the use of a certain salt in the curing of the :fish: '' Whereas, by 
the blessing of God, the trade of fishing hath been advantageous to this country, which is likely to be impaired by the 
use of Tortuga s:ilt, which leaves spots upon the fish by reason of shells and trash in it," and then forbid such fish to 
be accounted merchantable." 3 , 
TROUBLE WITII INDIANS IN 1677.-The following account, compiled from Felt's Annals of Salem, shows the loss 
suffered by Salem fi hermen at the hands of the Indians in 1677, and the mea~s taken to regain the captured. '' One of 
the principal men of Salem said: 'Some of us have met with considerable loss by Indians lately .taking our vessels. 
Som , lately come in, say that the Indians purposed to pursue four more of our ketches, we therefore desire, that a 
ve el, with 40 or 50 men, may be immediately sent to protect them and retake those and the poor captives already 
tak •n.' The council accordingly complied, 25th. A record of the :first church follows: 'The Indians having taken 
no le than 13 ketches of Salem and captivated the men, (thougb divers of them cleared themselves and came home), 
it strnck great consternation into all people here, and it was agreed, that the Lecture day should be kept as a Fast/ 
The service were performed. 'The Lord was pleasec;l to send in some of the ketches on the Fast day, which was 
looked on as a gracious smiie of Providence; also 19 wounded men had been sent to Salem a little while before. Also-
a ketch, with 40 men, was sent out of Salem, as a man of war, to recover the rest of the ketches. The Lord gave them 
ucce .' This ves el was called tlle Supply, commanded by Nicholas Manning. Among the wounded were Jamee. 
V ron and Anthony Waldern, of this place. Two of our townsmen, .tfathaniel Kun and Peter Petty, were killed. 
Tb e four _appear to have been connected with the preceding vessels, while on fishing voyages at the eastward. 
J hua cotlow' narrative says that, August 1 , on signing articles of peace at Pemaquid, Madockawando delivered 
-up fi.v men, who belonged to k tches of alem and Marblehead." 
Iu 1 1, through£ r of imilar invasions upon ketches fishing near Cape Sable, the military committee of Salem,. 
on o.y 2 , "P titione<l government that th y might impress a. vessel and men, and send her to prevent such a purpose~ 
prom· in th t if be. r p rt w re fa1 , th y would pay the co , but if true, the Province would pay them." 
The ·r nch 1 o, in Joly, 1 11 captured two alem k ·tches.4 
2E ex Io t. Hi t. Coll., vol. I, p. 89. a Felt, voL il, 2d erl., p. 212. 'Ibid., p. 213. 
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FI II AND OIL IN 1687.-Uncler date of 1687 was written a letter of a commercial character, interesting as showing 
the valuable commodities at that t,ime, by a Mr. Hollingworth, then a merchant in Barbadoes, tb his mother at Salem. 
The letter is directed on the outside, "For Mrs. Elanor Hollingworth, Att Sallem, In New England," and reads: 
"DEAR AND HONOURED MOTHER: My Duty be presented to you with my kind love to my brother and sister and 
to ye children. Yours by Mr. Prance I Recieved; fish now att present bares A good rate by Reason ye Newfoundland 
men are not yet Come in but I believe itt will be low anuffe about t,hree months hence; bread and peiece [pease] hath 
been A good Commodity and Contenues, loumber is lowe still, oyle will be ye principle Commodity but in good Cuske 
wee are in great likelihood of A brave cropp; this latter part of ye year hath proved very Seasonable, ye lord be 
praised for itt, pray lett my brother see this letter I cannot tell what to advise him to send as yett besides oyle but in 
A short tyme wee shall see what these Newfoundland men will doe what quantityes of fish they bring in and then I 
will advice farther. I will slip noe opportunity in advising him, soe with my serviss to all my frinds I subscribe my 
Selfe your obedient Son to Command. · 
"WM. HOLLINGWORTH. 
"pray fail not my dear Mother in sending me half kentle of Cuske and some aples and some barberyes and ye 
Iott of Cuske. 
"Barbadoes, Soptem. 19, 16137,-Bridgeton. 
"My Serviss to Mr. Croade, Mr. Andrews, and to Mr. Adams, and to Mr. Benj. Allin." • 
[Norn.-The oil mentioned in this letter may, in part, have been whale oil from the Cape Cod whale :fisheries, or 
taken, perhaps, by Salem whaling-boats in Massachusetts Bay.] 1 
Mr. Felt, in his History of Salem, says that James Loper, of that town, in 1688, petitioned the colonial government 
of Massachusetts for a patent for making oil. In his petition Loper represents that he has been engaged in whale-
fishing for twenty-two years. 
PIRATES AND OTHER ENEMIES.-The in'terests of the fisheries being in danger by reason of•pirates and other 
enemies, the followip.g item appeared June, 1689: 
"1689, June 13: Our government orders a vessel to scour our coast of pirates, then carry soldiers on the Eastern 
expedition, and protect our fishing-ves:,eis on the coast of Acadie." 2 
Certain vessels from Salem were captured by French frigates in the summer of the same year. This fact and its 
consequences upon owners of vessels are recorded by Felt as follows: 
"1689, September 17: The ketchts John and Eliza, commanded by Ezra Lambert; Margaret, by Daniel Gyles; 
Diligence, by Gilbert Peters; Thomas and Mary, by Joshua Conant; and, 18th, Dolphin, by Isaac Woodbury, all of 
Salem, are taken by two French frigates. Soon after this our merchants send a petition to .the council, stating that 
several of their vessels had not returned with their last fares; that six of them, with thirty men, had been captured 
and carried into Port Royal. They also remark that they are discouraged from fitting out their :fishing craft next 
spring, and desire that an ;.i,gent may be despatched to see about those detained by the French." 
These acts of piracy, as Sabine says, tended to check the prosperity of Salem, and in 1693 the French war caused 
a great loss of ketches to that port, for upwards of fifty of her :fishing ketches were taken by the French and Indians. 
A British frigate next appears to vex the :fishing vessels from Salem, for we learn that Joseph Sibley, George 
Harvey, aged 46, and Henry Harvey, 43, in 1693 were on their homeward passage from a fishing voyage to Cape Sable, 
and were impressed on board of a Bri'tish frigate. After seven weeks' service in this vessel, the captain forced Sibley 
to go on board of another ship. "Susannah, wife of the latter, having four children, petitions the governor to redress 
the wrongs of her husband." 
The province expressed their willingness to assist those endeavoring to recover from a French privateer the per-
sons who had been captured, and Felt records this entry maue on the town records in 1694: 
"1694, June 12: 'Whereas some gentlemen of Salem are sending out a ketch to St. John's river and.parts adjacent 
for fetching off some of their people, lately taken by a French privateer and carried thither,' and 'his ·excellency is to 
dispatch ar.. express by said ketch to the captain of the frigate Nonesuch, it is voted that if the ketch miscarry by 
reason of this express the province will bear the loss of her.'" 
'l'he terrible loss suffered by Salem on account of the French war may be gathered from the following extract from 
a letter written in 1697 by John Higginson to his brother Nathaniel: 
"In the year 1689, when the war first broke out, I had obtained a comfortable estate, being as much concerned 
in the fishing trade as most of my neighbours. But, since that time, I have met with considerable losses; and trade 
has much decayed. Of sixty odd fishing catches belonging to this towne, but about six are left. I believe that no 
towne in this Province has suffered more by the war than Salem." 3 
[Dated, Salem, 20, 6, '97.] 
1 Essex Inst. Hist. Coll., vol. i, pp. 84-85. 
2 Felt, op cit., vol. ii, 2 ed., p. 214. 
Coll. Mass. Hist, Son., vol. vii, 3d series, p. 202. 
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Io 1 9 the go, rnor ga a pa for each of the following ve sels, 1 bound on a fi bing YO, ag 
Class. Name. Captain. Tons. I Men. 
Ketch ........•... Mayflower .... . ... John CUitis . ....... 30 6 
Ketch .. .. .... . ... Endea,oUI .. . ..... Thomas Mascoll .. 30 5 
Barque ........... Dolphin .. .. ......... Samuel .Allen ..... 30 5 
Sloop ..... . •...... Dolphin . ... .. . .. . . .. Robert Warren ... 25 5 
Ketch . . ... . .. . ... Prosperous .... . .. Joseph Brown .. . . 40 6 
loop ............. Trial . . .... . .. .. . ... . John Collins .. . . .. 35 6 
loop ... . ...... .. . Mary . ..•......... John Webb . .. .... 36 6 
Sloop .......... . .. Hope .......... .. . John .Allen ... . ... 36 6 
Ketch .. .... . ..... Sea Flower ....... Samuel Lambert .. 35 6 
Ketch . ... ...... . . Bonetta . . . .. ... .. . Martin Masury ... 25 5 
Ketch . . .. . ....... Swallow ..... ..•. . Joseph English ... 30 5 
Sloop._. .......... . Sterling . .. .. ... .. .. Wjlliam Tapley .. 35 6 
Ketch ..... . ...... Blossom . .... .. .. . William Pride .... S5 
Ketch . . ...... . . . . Speedwell .... .. .. Joseph Tuck . . . . . 35 5 
FOREIGN MARKETS IN 1700.-Iu 1700 the foreign trade of Salem was thus described by Higginson: "Dry mer-
chantable cod.fish, for the markets of Spain, Portugal, and the Straits. Refuse fish, lumber, '* '* '* . Our own 
produce, a considerable quantity of whale and fish oil, whalebone, --." · 
TROUBLE WITH THE INDIANS .A.~D FRENCH. - Four accounts of captures of Salem fishermen, between 1702 and 1706, 
by the French and Indian , are recorded by Felt as follows: · 
"li02, June 2: The Secretary, Isaac A.ddington, addresses a letter to the Governor of A.cadie. 'We have received 
information that :fishing ketches belonging to Salem, forced by bad weather to put into port Sea Tour, near Cape 
Sahl , were attacked by about twenty Indians, May ~3, at break of clay, who took three of them with their compa-
nies, and killed David Hilliard, master of one of them. They detain these vessels and two of the men. They pretend 
to have done thiR under a com mis ion from .the governor of Port Royal. 
"1702, July: Capt. Johu Harraden, taken and carried to Port Royal, retur~s with two Salem ketches -which bad 
been captured. 
''1705, August: The sloop Trial, Capt. John Collins, and sloop Dolphin, Capt. William Woodbury, on a :fishing 
voyage, are captured by a French privateer and carried to Port Royal. 
"1706, September 1: A. ketch, Capt. Joseph Woodbury, was-- cast away nt Cape Sable. While her crew, assistecl 
by others, were sa,ing her materials, some Indians shot one of them dead. The rest escaped." 
The authorities of Salem, feeling the losses to which they had been subjected, stated in 1711, September 3, "that 
as th ir fl hery has decayed, and they have met with 19sses at sea, they were unable to repair their fort, as the governor 
hai propo ed." 
And thi statement i followed,.in 1715, by a vote which, if passed, must have proved a source of gain to the town 
of alem: · 
•' 1715, No,ember 22: The town ,ote that each :fishing-vessel belonging here may dry its fish for 5~. a year on 
Winter IslaD(l; and each ve sel not of Salem may have the same privilege for 20s." 
The clepredatory acts committecl upon Salem boats by Indians ·and other parties called forth, in 1794, this 
petition: 
"1724.-I~bal,itants of al m and vicinity petition that, as Incliaus bad taken several of their :fisbing vessels and 
ma 1 privateers of them, ancl it b ing reported that many of them had gone to the coast of Cape Sable to continue 
th ir attack , overnment would afford suitable protection. Accordingly, August 10, Joseph Majory was commis-
sion d to sail in the ·loop Lark, accompanied by a whale-boa,t, to preve t such deprecla.tion."2 
F HEIG.' Tl{ADE.-"In 1726 an act was passed nt Salem for tbe better curing and culling of fl ·h, as by the lack 
f u h care thi article, offered in for ign market , 'has brought disreputation on the fl. h of this country.'"3 
The owner of, 'alem ves els in 172 , and on from that cla,te, were accustomed in some instances to give instruc-
tion to th aptain of th ir v els. Thi. in truction, given in 1728, by Samuel Browne, of Salem, to Capt. John 
1rouzell, i h r appended a r corc1ed in the E ·sex Institute Hist. Coll.: "Trouzell is ordered to deliver his cargo of 
' 'cal J:'i h, ruiclcUing Cod, and merchantable Cod' at Bilboa, Spain, and thence get freight for Lisbon or Cadiz, and 
1 ad with sa.lt at t. I., for T . E.; or he may take a fr ight from L. or C. to Ireland, Holland, or Englancl, and 
th n g to th I 1 of fay for ·alt. ' 
' lt r coH1 that in 1732 al m bad about t]1h-ty fi bing v els, much le s than formerly, and the same number 
which w ut n forcicrn Y yarr t Darbad , Jamaica, and otb r Wet India I lands; some to the Wine Island ; 
tber nrrie fi h to pai orturral, nnd th " treight . ' 
' In 7:r it wa Y t l 11 int r ted in tho xp rting of :fi h f~·om alem to the ,Y st Indies tl.Jat D. Epe and n. 
hould b 1 t m, 1.: n ju r pre nt:i.tion of the gr at decay of the :fi b ry, and the grievous burthen 
2 llrid. , p. 217. 3 Jbid. 
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on the West India trade, by reason of the late act of Parliament imposing a heavy duty on the goods imported from 
- the islands, called foreign, &c. 
"It appears from the custom-house quarterly accounts of Salem from Michaelmas, 1747, to Michaelmas, 1748, that 
the number of vessels that cleared out upon foreign voyages was 131, and the number of those entered was 96, viz: 
Cleared out. Entered in. 
Ships . ••••.•...•.....•.....•........•. 
Snows ................•.............. 
Brigs . .. ..•..............••• : ........ . 
Sloops .......•......... •.. ............ 














"In which were shipped off to Europe 32,000 quintals of dry codfish; to West India Islands, _3,070 hogsheads (at 
6 to 7 quintals refuse codfish per hogshead) for negro provision. New England shipped off no pickled codfish."1 
E1gbt schooners went out of Salem during the year· 1749. This number was not so large as usual. "Each of 
them," says FeH, "was about 50 tons, carried 7 bands, caught on an average 600 qnintals a year, made five fares in 
this time, two to the Isle of Sable and three to the banks along Cape Sable shore. The merchantable cod were 
exported to Spain, Portugal, and Italy, and the refuse to the West Indies for negro slaves." 
THE FISHERIES OF SALEM FROM 1755 TO 1794.-In 1755 the authorities of Salem determined to build a balanced 
oridge over the North River channel in the place of the one already there. The indenture for this work bad a circular 
stamp on the top of it, which, besirles having" II pence" at the bottom, bad a codfish in the middle, and round the 
:fish "Staple of the Massachusetts." 
Preparations were being made in 1757 for the invasion of Canada, and under date of March of that year "a call 
was made on one Richard Lechmere as to _fishing veseels and others fit for transporting troop~ to New York for the 
invasion of Canada, and belonging to his port, which included this [Salem] and other sea-board towns." 
An entry on the town records, made in September, 1762, shows the interest taken by the people of Salem in their 
own vessels fishi~g on the banks when they bad been told of the intentions of a French private.er. It reads thqs: 
"176~, September 14: The governor states that soon .after the invasion of Newfoundland the inhabitants of 
Salem and Marblehead, who were concerned in the :fishery northwest of Nova Scotia, were alarmed with advice that 
a French privateer was cruising in the Gut of Can so, and petitioned for the protection of their fishing vessels employed 
in those seas, and that he fitted out the Massachusetts sloop, that she had just returned, being gone a mouth, had 
beard of a French pirate there, and assisted the vessels there to :finish their fares." 
The products of the Salem fishing vessels for 1762 are here given: 
"This year there were 30 fishing vessels owned here, which brought home 6,233 quintals of merchantable and 
20,517 quintals of Jamaica fish. This account was banded, in 1764, to a committee of Boston, who were engaged to 
prevent the renewal of the sugar act, as detrimental to the fishery." 
A loss of three fishing vessels from Salem occurred in the early spring of 1766 by the fury of a storm, which drove 
also many other Salem fishing vessels off the banks, some of them returning without cables, anchors, &c. 
The subjoined letter will evidence the feeling shared by all the New England fishing towns in regard to the treat-
ment they bad received at the bands of the Brit,ish Government. The letter was written by Benjamin Pickman to Will-
iam Brown, of the Massachusetts legislature, in November, 1766: "I perceive there is a committee appointed to consider 
the difficulties the trade of this province labors under. You have herewith the depositions of two of our shippers, 
who were barbarously treated by a Captain of one of bis majesty's sloops of wal', under the direction of Governor 
Palliser (of Newfoundland), which I think o-qght, in the strongest manner, to be represented at home." 
In November, 1767, a committee reported that the :fishery and trade of Salem were under great embarrassment; 
one result whereof was that several townsmen were appointed to ·unite with those of other towns to obtain relief for 
the :fishermen from the payment of the Greenwich Hospital money. 
Between 1765 and 1775 an annual average shipment from Salem of 12,000 quintals of fish was made to Europe at 
$3.50, and the same to the West Indies at $2.60 a quintal. 
Between April and Sept em her of the same year Salem's loss is thus estimated: Fifty sail of fishing vessels, fallen 
one-halr, £7,500; in flakes, &c., for them, at £50 pounds each, £2,500; and of the :fishery for one year, £5,000. 
In_ 1782 it was voted by the Salem authorities that the commissioner for peace with Great Britain should be 
instructed by Congress to make the right of the United States to the fishery an indispensable article of the treaty. 
Between 1786 and 1799 the annual average of bank :fishing vessels (from Salem) was twenty, making 1,300 tons 
and carrying 160 men. 
In 1788 the Salem :fishermen were very successful. Some brought in 600 quintals 
Salem's :fleet from 1790 to 1794 is thus recorded: In 1790 there were 7 fishing schooners; 1791, 17; 1792, 24; 1793, 
26; thus far schooners included boats; in 1794 there were 13 schooners and 3 boats. 
1 Douglas's North America. Boston and London: 1755. Vol. i, p. 539. 
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Io 1794 tb p opl ff r cl a p tition to Con"r 
ou ly dimiui b d. }i b- tall w r orcl r d b. th mi rrh 11 
to th un in warm w ather. 
THE FI HER:l.E FRO:iI 1 36 TO 1 0.-The al m cod and mack rel fi b 
n""r gating 906 ton , and manned by 130 fi ·hermen. The e y' 1 can"bt 
2,5 9 barrels of mackerel, worth 21,450. The salt u ed in both fi h rie wa ,274 bu h I.. 
From April 1, 1844, to April 1, 1 45, there were but 3 ve sel , manned by 27 fi herm n, ngc g d in ocl-fi 'hinrr, 
Their aggregate tonnage wa 239; their catch, 2,650 quintals, worth $7,400; th y used 2,720 bush 1s of nlt. 
The salmon, turg on, and herring fisheries of Salem, once so prosperous, bad pa ed away long a(l'o. 
The following table, copied from the Gloucester Telegraph of March 20, 1850, exhibits a summai·y view of th 
extent of the cod-fishery of the district of Salem and Beverly for the se~son ending November 30, 1849: 
Tonnage employed ...... ····-·--··-·-·................................................ 2,400 
Men and boys ...........................••....•• -•......••• - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 246 
Amount of bounty paid . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $9, 416 
Fish cured, 17,323 quintals .........•.. _. •...........•..................•...........••.• $60,815 
Oil, 11,098 gallons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,583 
Tongues and sounds, 330 barrels.................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••. . 1,888 
Total value of product .....................••............................ •....... 68,286 
MARBLEHEAD. 
HISTORY OF MARBLEHEAD FROM 1629 TO 1647.-In the town records the line of progress can be traced from th~ 
time when a few Naumkeag Indians lived on the ground on which now stands the town of Marblehead, among rock , 
swamps, and forests, to the time when the annual expenses of the town, including the minister's salary, were £250; 
at this time Marblehead was a part of Salem, or Salem a part of it, for it was Marblehead that gave the name to the 
whole settlement. "Here is plentie of marblestone," wrote :Francis Higginson in 162Q, "in such store that we have 
great rocks of it, ancl a harbour near by. Our planta.tion is from thence called Marble-harbour." 
This name was soon changed to Salem, but the old name was retained for the portion since called Marblehead till 
1633, when its present name was generally agreed upon. 
Marblehead, doubtless, had settlers as early as 1626 or 1627. The first mentioned inhabitant was Thomas Gray. 1 
Felt, in his Annals of Salem, wrote in 1845 : 
"This settlement was so denominated from its abundance of rocks, anciently called nfarble, and from its high 
and bold projection into Salem harbor. Its bounds included Naugus Head, which, in 1629, became the site of the 
noted Darby Fort. It was selected about this time as well adapted for carrying on the fishery. Mr. Cradock, tbe 
:first governor of the Massachusetts corporation, had one of his companies here in this business, uot later than 1631. 
Isaac Allerton and Moses Maverick, his son-in.law, the former a,mong the first settlers of Plymouth, were hero as soon 
as 1634, with their servants similarly employed. Wood gives the ensuing description in 1633: 'MarvH Head is a 
place which lyeth 4 miles full south from Salem and is a very convenient place for a plantation, especially for uch 
as will set upon the trade of fishing. There was made here a ship's loading of fish the last year, where still stand the~ 
stages and drying scaffolds.'" 
The following accouut of Isaac Allerton's settlement in Marblehead and the effect of his energetic example is here 
given in greater detail: 
"In 1631 Isaac Allerton, having already made five voyages to England in the interest of the Marblehead colony, 
came to Marblehead in the White Angel, and in the same vessel, loaded with fish, he soon after went to England 
again. Returning, he made Marblehead his home, building there a large fish-house and employing many vesRels . 
.,. .,. * The impul e which Allerton bad given was seconded l>y others, so much so that the third vessel built in 
New England was built here in 1636, the Desire of 120 tons burden. .,. H * All foreign trade 2 was soon abandoned, 
and early in the next century fishing was the only business of the place. * * * This was the period when nearly 
all the fine old house13 in the town were built."3 
Josselyn in 1663 gave this brief description of the location of the town of Marblehead: 
"To the North-ward of Linn is Marvil or Marble-head, a small Harbour, the shore rockie, upon which the Town 
i · built, consiRting of a few scattered houses; here they have stages for :fishermen, Oreb ards and Gardens, &c." 4 
In 1629 there was a condition made in the New England charter having special refi::rence to the :fisheries. Felt, 
havin"' enumerated som of he other conditions, further says: 
'Another condition of the new charter was that the subjects of England should be allowed to fish on our shores; 
to set up wharves, stages, and houses, and use needed wood without molestation." 
"Thi condition," he continue , "was in co_nformity to previous and repeated resolutions of the House of Com-
mon · I t seems that such a condition was acted on so as to produce complaint. William Walton and other inhabit-
ant of L rul head pre~ uted a petition to General Court, in 1646, as follows: 'Whereas there come yearly into our 
ii Harper 's Magazine, J"uly, 1874, pp.197, 198 
4 .Tosselyn's Voyages, p.129. 
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plantation many :fishermen yt are strangers, and have formerly don vs very much damage in ye consuming of our fire-
wood, stage timber and flake stuff.' They desired that an order might be established on this subject." 
An order to prevent swine from wandering about the fishing-stages was made at "a court, holden at Boston,'April 
1, 1633," which read: 
"lt is ordered, that if any !Swine shall, in fishing time, come within a quarter of a myle of the stage att Marble 
Harbr, that they sbal be forfected to the owners of the sd stadge, & soe for all other stadges within theis lymitts." 1 
The town records of Salem, Massachusetts, the 28th of the first month, 1636, contain this item: 
"John Peach ffisherman and Nicholas Mariott having fenced about five acres of ground on Marble Neck (though 
contrarie to the order of the towne) yet Its agreed that they may for present improve the said place for building or 
pla.nting, provided alwayes that the proprietythereofbereservedfor the right of the towne of Salem, to dispose ofin 
processe of tyme to them or any other ffisher men, or others as shalbe thought most meet, yet soe as that they may 
have reasonable consideracon for any chardge they shalbe at." 2 · 
The offense, for which the above-mentioned persons were reproved by the town authorities, was committed by one 
John Gatchell, in 1637. He was fined 10 shillings, but half of this amoul!t was to be abated "in case he should cutt 
off his long har off his head." 3 
It was probably with a view to put an end to all misdemeanors of this kind that in 1636 this order was made and 
recorded on the town records of Salem : 
I 
"THE 2d OF THE 11th Mo: 1636. 
"Item, it is ordered for the better furthering of the fishing trading & to avoid the inconvenience we have found 
by granting of land for fishermen to plant, That none Inhabiting at Marble Head shall have any other accommoda-
tion of land, other than such as is vsuallie given by the Towne to :fishermen viz. a howse Iott & a garden Iott or ground 
for the placing of their flakes: according to the company belonging to their families, to the greatest family not above 
2 acres: & the comon of the woods neere adjoyning for their goates and their cattle." 4 
For the protection of the Marblehead :fishermen, lawful holders of land grantecl to them, from intrusion by _ 
foreign :fishermen this law was adopted: 
"At a Generall Courte, at Boston, for Election the 6th of the ·3th M0 , 1646. 
"Upon ye petition of Marblehead men ye Cort thinke :fit to declare, yt howsoevr it hath bene alowed custome for 
forraigne :fishermen to make use of such harbors & grounds in this country as have not bene inhabited by Englishmen, 
& to take timber & wood at their pleasures for all their occasions, yet in these parts wch nr~ now possessed, & ye 
lands disposed in ppriety to .sevrall townes & psons, & yt by his maties grant, undr ye great seale of England, it is not 
now lawfull for any person, eithr fisherman or other, eithr forreyner or of this country, to enter upon ye lands so 
apppriated to any towne or pson, or to take any woode or timber in any such places, wthout ye licence of such towne 
or pprietor; & if any pson shall trespas herein, ye to-wne or pprietor so iniured may take remedy by action, or may 
pserve their goods or other int,erest by opposing lawfull force against such uniust violence; pvided, yt it shalbe 
Jawfull for such :fishermen as shalbe implied by any inhabitants of this iurisdiction in ye sevra.U seasons of ye yeare 
to make use of a~y of or . harbors, & such lands as are neere adioyning, for ye drying of their fish, or othr needfull 
occasions, as also to take such timber for firewocd as they shall have necessary us-e of, for their fishing seasons, where 
it may be spared, so as they make due satisfaction for ye sam~ to such towne or pprietor." 5 
Two months later this additional declaration and order was delivered: 
"Atta Genneran Courte of Eleccons, begunne the 6th of May, 1646,i 
"In ansr to the peticon of seuall inhabitants of Marblehead, for redresse of ·many great abuses comitted on their 
inheritances by seuerall :fishermen, itt is heereby declared, & ordered that howsoeuer it hath binn an allowed custome 
for forreigne :fishermen to make use of such harbors & grounds in this country as have not binn inhabited by English, 
& to take timber & wood at their pleasure for all t,heir occacons, yett, in these pte~ wch are now possessed, & the 
lands disposed in ppriety to seuerall tounes & psons1 & that by bis majt~ graunte vnder the greate seale of England, 
itt is not now lawfull for any pson, either fishermen or others, either forreiners or of this country, to enter vpon any 
lands so appiated to any tonne or pson, or to take any wood or timber in any such places wthout the licence of 
such tbune or ppriety; & if any pson shall trespasse herein, the tonne or ppriety so iniuried may take their rem-
edy accon, or may psecute their goods or other interest, opposing by lawfull force agnt such vnjust violence; provided, 
that it shallbe lawfull for such :fishermen as shallbe imployed by any inhabitants of this jurisdiccon, in the seuerall 
seasons of the yeere, to make vse of any of or harbors, & such lands as are neere adjoyning, for the drying of their fish, 
& other occacons, as also to take such timber or :fierwood as they shall have necessary vse of for their :fishing seasons, 
where it maybe spared, so as they make dew satisfaccon for the same to such tonne or prprietyes. By both." 6 
The offenses which called forth the above laws were due in part to the neglect hitherto shown on the part of the 
town authorities when making grants of Janel. "From the bramble-bush on the north, so many feet, to the bramble-
bush on the west," &c., was no uncommon designation. 7 
By this time, 1647, Marblehead bad become largely interested in :fishing. Felt has recorded this statement: 
"1647.-By the middle of January the vessels at Marblehead bad caught, in the season of :fishing, about £4,000 
worth of fish.'18 
1 Records of Massachusetts, vol. i [1628-1641], p. 104. 
2 Essex Institute Hist. Coll., vol. ix, p. 27. 
3 Hnrper's Magazine, July, 1874, p. 198. 
4 Essex Institute Hist. Coll. , vol. ix [1868] , p. 27. 
6 Records of Massachusetts, vol. ii, p. 147. 
6 Ibid., vol. iii, p. 63. 
7 Harper's Magazine, July, 1874, p. 198. 
8 Annals of Salem, vol. ii, 2d ed., p. 212. 
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pa d by tb g n ral cour in 1 an l 1 7 : 
' It i order d by th' c nrt and th authori y th r f, that n 
] ck or pollu k to d1 for al io th month of · mb r r Junuar cau 
r 11 to arr 11 in the month of ~fay or Jun , und r p oalt f payin tw billin for a h qui tall 
hilling for each barren of mackrell; nor hall an fi h rman ca th garbacr of th fi ·h th y cat h v rboanl at or 
n ar the ledge or ground wh r they take th :fi h n r hall any of th b at crew n n-1 t to obey th or<l r of the 
major of the ve el to which th y elong for the tyro and ea on f fi bing, nor ball they tak r drink any more 
trong liquor than the major think mee to permit th m, under the penalty of wenty hilling for th fir t oJfenc , 
for the econd 40 for th third three months impri onment. * * 29 ( ) 166 . ' 1 
D TIES OF FI HERME.?.-The following order was pas ed by the geneml court June 13, 1679: 
,. For encouragem nt of :fi bing trade: It is order d by thi court & authority thereof that all fishel'meu tliat 
are ·hipt upon a winter & pring voyage shall duly attend the sa,m according to cu tom or agreem nt with r pect 
to time, and all ffi hermeu yt are upon a fl bing voyage for the whole .summt3r hall not presume to break off from 
aid voyage before the la t of October without the consent of the owner, ma ter & shor man upon the penalty of 
pavincr all dama,cres." 2 
• ABA.TE:\IEN; OF TAXE ON FISHL.--;-G VES EL , 1694.-Tbe general court pas ed the following order November 2, 
1694: 
" pon reading the petition of sundry of the inhabitants of Marblehead, on behalf of said town, praying that 
ih y may be ea ed of the duty of tonnage for their fishing shallops, and that they may only be considered and taken 
in as other ratable eetate:-voted-That :Fi bing Boats be abated of the said duLy of tonnage and that they pay onely 
to the Publick as other ratable estate, according to the valuation set by the act or acts of the court for the granting of 
publick taxes and no otherwise." 3 
TROUBLE WITH FOREIGNERS, 1695.-The Marblehead :fishermen seem to have suffered through the invasions of 
foreigners. Felt records the following entry made on the town records September 23, 1695: 
"September 2~, 1695.-As a, French privateer bad captured shallops at the Isle of Shoals, another in our bay, and 
it is said that 'Major Brown's ketch, which was taken, and other booty, are in a harbor in or near Casco Bay,' a 
commission is reqne ted for a ketch and shallop, with 40 or 50 fishermen of Marblehead and Salem, to sail from this 
place, in pursuit of the enemy. The petition was allowed, and funds were granted for the enterprise." 
NAVAL PROTECTION FOR THE FISilERIES.-Concerning the protection of the :fisheries, the military authoritieE! had 
the following correspondenc~ in 1696. 
Letter to Captain Legg, at Marblehead: 
11 Upon application of yourself and other Gentlemen concerned in ye Fishery I was ready to gmtify yon with a 
convoy so far as might become best with ye other service proposed by his Majesty's ship into ye Bay of Fundy, and 
did accordingly order Captain Paxton to attend that service, he then acquainting me only of his want of fifteen men, 
and I understood you were ready to supply them rather than to faile of his assistance, and I expected it bad been 
done, and that he bad been gone to sea. But I have this day received at Letter from Captain Paxton at Marblehead 
ju which he advises of want of 30 men more to complete his number, and that be has not yet received any from yourse\f, 
and there-fore expects positive orders, &c." 4 
Letter frorn William Stoughton to Capt. Went. Paxton, Commander of His Majesty's ship Newport, dated Boston, May 4, 1696. 
11 I received yours of this date whereby I understand you are still at Marblehead and am surprised at the account 
you give of the want of 30 men to make up your complime~. You never mentioned more than :fifteen unto me before 
your going hence, which I expected would be made good unto you by the Gentlemen concerned in the Fishery and 
you say· they will provide them. I hoped that a considerable part of that service would have been performed before 
this. I am sorry t-hat the Fishery should not be assisted having made provision for that design but the time is very 
much pas ed away that I fear the other service proposed for you (which is of such importance) will be disappointed 
in ca e you hould pur ue your order to continue with them till they make their Fare. But if you think it may be 
with the afety of his Majesty's ship without a further supply of men to c:onvoy them to the Fishing Ground, aud so 
to return back to thi place, I do consent to and order your going so far with them. Let not the time run out farther, 
that if you are not in a capacity for this service other measures may be taken, of which give me speedy notice." 5 
THE FI IIEHIE OF MAIIBLEIIEAD FROl\I 1715 TO 1790.-In the a,utobiograpby of Parson Barnard, chosen minister 
of :Marblehead in 1715, are found these words, referring to his arrival there in 1715: ''Nor could I :find twenty families 
that could tand on their own leg ; and they were generally as rude, swearing, drunken, and :tighting a crew as they 
wer poor. I oon saw the town had a price in its hands, and it was a pity they had not the heart to improve it." 6 
Aft r giving tbis mo t deplorable account of the moral, social, and commercial state of the settlement before 1720 
he tate · that by the middle of the century a great change had been experienced, and thus describes the rise of the 
fl bery trade: "Mr. Jo ph Swett, a young man of strict justice, of great industry, enterprising genius, quick appre-
h n ion, and firm re olution, but mall fortune, was the :fir t man who engaged in it (sending :fish to foreign markets). 
He nt a cargo to Barbadoe , and from the profits of the voyage found that he increased his stock, and went on build-
ing Y 1 , till b was euabl d. to end ve sels to Europe, loading them with fish and pointing out to others the path to 
J Ma acbu tt Maritime Manuscripts, vol. i, p. 59. 
2 Ibid., vol. ii, p. 184. 
3 lbid., p. 540. 
4 Ibid., vol. iii, p. 89. 
6 Ibid., p. 88. 
6 Harper's Magazine, .July, 1874. 
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riches. The more promising young men of the town followed bis example; and from this small beginning Marblel1E1ad 
became one of the first trading towns in the bay." 
"From this time," be continues, "the town began to export its own fish. In 1740 the town had 150 vessels 
engaged in :fishing, and at least a third as many more in carrying them to Bilboa and other Spanish ports. The town 
becamA second in population and wealib to Boston, and, when the days of trial came, its port of entry and its freest 
benefactor." 
"As soon as the fishing business began to resume its accustomed ·activity," says Road, "a law was passed by the 
legislature r<•quiring a tax of sixpence a month for every fisherman in the province. The penalty for the non-payment 
of the tax was a fine of £20 sterling. The passage of this act was considered a great hardship by the fishermen 
of Marblehead, who complained that they could barely obtain a livelihood, and could ill afford to pay the tax. This 
occurred about the year 1735. Finally, one Benjamin Boden, a man more daring than his associates, determined 
to resist w bat be termed 'the imposition,' and flatly refused to comply to the requirements of the law. The collector, 
William Fairchild, esq., after vainly demanding the tax, brought a snit against the delinquent for the amount. This 
action on the part of the collector caused great excitemeut throughout the town, and finally a town meeting was 
called to consider the matter. At this meeting t'be tax was denounced unjust and oppressive, ai:Jd the town voted to 
pay ihe penalty and the costs of any suit or suits arising from a resistance to the six-penny act." 1 
Concerning the condition 0f the Marblehead :fisheries about the middle of the last century, Douglass writes: 
"Marblehead, iu New England, ships off more dried cod than all the rest of New England besides; anno 1732, a 
good fi sh year, and in profound peace, Marblehead had about 120 schooners, of about fifty tons burthen; seven men 
aboard, and one man ashore to make the fish, is about 1,000 men employed from that town, besides the seamen who 
carry ·the fish to market; if they had all been well fished, that is, 200 quintals to a fare, would have made 120,000 
qnintals. At present, anno 1747, they have not exceeding seventy schooners, and make five fares yearly; first is to 
the Isle of Sable; the codfish set in there early in the spring, and this fare is full of spawn: formerly they fitted out 
in February, but by stormy weather having lost some vessels, and many anchors, cables, and other gear, they do not 
fit out until March. Their second fare is in May to Brown's Bank, and the other banks near the Cape Sable coast; 
these are also called spring fish. Their third and fourth fares are to St. George's Bank, called summer fish. 'fheir 
fifth and last fare is in autumn to the Isle of Sable; these are called winter fish. New England cod is generally 
cured or dried upon hurdles or brush. Anno 1721, were cured at Can so, off N:ova Scotfa, 20,C00 quintals of codfish; but, 
as it is said, the officers of that garrison used the fishermen ill, and no fishery has been kept there for many years. 
At present, anno 1747, there is cured in all places of Briti~b North America _about 300,('00 quintaJs dry merchant-
able cod."~ 
In a foot-note Douglass adds: 
"Within these few years our cod-fishery, whaling, and ship -building have failed much; and by peculation and 
depopulation we were like to have been carried into ruin; but it is hoped we may have better times; at present our 
trade is not half so much, and our taxes from 30 to 40 times more than they were a few years ago. Anno 1748 only 
55 fishing schooners at Marblehead." 
"The depredations of the French on the sea against the comtnerce and the fisheries of the English colonies during 
the year 1756 were severely felt in Marblehead. Several vessels, with their crews belonging here, were captured while 
on fishing banks, causing great distress among their families and great excitement in town. The exposed conditiorn 
of the harbor caused serious apprehensions of an attack from the enemy, when the people were less prepared to meet 
it, and it was finally voted to present a petition to tho lieutenant-governor pr~ying for the protection of the province. 
The petition prayed also for the protection of the fishing interest, and stated that 'in time of war the fishery is prose-
cuted with much greater difficulty and risk than any other branch of business,' as will appear by the late capture of 
onr vessels by the French while on the fishing banks. 
"' That, by tbe small extent of our town (the whole extent being ·little more than 2 miles square, and that rocky 
and barren), the inhabitants can have no prospect of exchanging this for a more profitable employment in time to come.' 
"During the year 1768, 9 vessels, with their crews, were lost, and the following year 14 others met with a similar 
f ate, making a total of ~3 vessels and 122 men and boys. Besides these, a large number were drowned by being 
washed overboard from vessels which returned. A large number of widows and orphans were thus left to the care of 
the town, and the grief and suffering caused by these terrible calamities was very great." 3 
"In the year 1766 there were 40 ships, brigs, snows, and other vessels of nearly 12,000 tons in the aggregate 
[belonging to Marblehead] engaged in foreign trade. Marblehead was then second only to Boston in the number 
of its inhabitants. It was taxed accordingly, and more bard money was i~ported here than into any other town in 
t he province of Massachusetts. As its trade flourished the wealth of its inhabitants rapidly increased. Vessels 
loaded with cod.fish sailed from the town for Bilboa, in Spain, or Bordeaux, France, and came back either freighted 
with the products of those countries or bearing doubloons or dollars."• 
The above extract will convey some idea of Marblehead's success as a port of foreign trade and as a fishing town. 
"For a time," writes Road, "the attention of the people of Marblehead was diverted from public affairs by the 
disast ers to their fishing fleet at sea. During the year 1768, 9 vessels, with their crews, were lost, and the following 
year 14 others met a similar fate, making a total of 23 vessels and 122 men and boys. Besides these, a large number 
were drowned by being washed overboard from vessels which returned. A la.rge number of widows and orphans 
1 Road's Histor,y of Marbleh ead, p. 50. 
2 Brith1h Settlements in N ortli .America. li60. Vol. i, p . 302. 
45 G RF 
3 Road:s History of Marblehead, pp. 60-77. 
4 Gloucester T elegraph , F ebru9,ry 20, 1861. 
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Tb British Parliament,' says Road, "haYing pr hibit d th coloni t in 1775 from carrying on fi h ri 
bank of .,.ewfoundland, it was deemed imprud ut for th fi bing fie t to Y ntur out. A nearly if not quit all th. 
v s ls belonging to the town were ready for a, n, committee was cbo n to wait upon the owners and hipp r and 
r quest them not to proceed on the voyage until. after the time of prohibition had xpir d. A. circular 1 tt r wa al 
addres ed to the .fi hermen of other town , req ue ting them to adopt a imilar course, as the safi ty of their live and 
the we1faro of their families depended upon their prudence and forbearance." · 
In General Wa hington's diary may be found thi statement, r ferring to the people of Marblehead in 17 '9: 
'The chief employment of the people of Marblehead (males) is fi bing. A.bout 110 vessel and 00 men and boys 
arc engaged in this business. Their chief export is fhib. About 5,000 souls are said to be in this plac , which has the 
app ara,nce of antiquity; the bou s are old, the streets djrty, and the common people are not very clean." 
TIIE FISHERIE AT THE BEGINNING OF THE PRESENT CENTURY.-The Marblehead Ledger in 1860 gave the follow-
ing account of the :fisheries of Mar bl eh ad in the early pa.rt of the pr sent century: 
"About 50 ve sel ail d to the banks in the summer of 1 15, and a the ma,rketR were bare of fl h they did well. 
• • • eventecn new schooners were added to tlte fleet in 1816 or 1 17-all built at Essex. The fisheries of Mar-
blehead wer most pro perous during the :fir t six or eight years of the century. An immense quantity of codfi b was 
then xported to France, pain, and the West Indies, if not to other countries, and those exportations were made 
mo tly in the winter in vess ls that bad · been fi bing in the summer, some going direct from the banks to foreign 
port . To Spain the :fi. b was carried as often wet as dr.r, but that sent to the West Indies was always well dried and 
packed in casks or 'drums.' As a general thing, no return cargoes were brought from Spain. The fish sold at Bilboa. 
and other panisb ports were paid for in doubloons, and our vessels would often proceed from those ports to the Cape 
<le Verde I lands and there purchase cargoes of salt. From France we received our pay in silks, wines, o!ive oil, aud 
other articles, all of which found a ready sale. Sugar, molasses, cofl'ee, rum, l)ine-apr los, oranges, lemons, and other 
tropical products were brought from the West Indies, and disposed of without delay. There were times in the Spanish 
and Fr ocb harbor when fish commanded an extremely high price. I was in conversation not lono- inco with an old 
fi herman, who informed me that he once went to Dilboa as a mate of a :fish-laden. schooner, and that the cargo was 
ol<l at the mte of $20 a quintal. 'We got,' said be, 'about $1 for every fish we carried out.' He added that he had 
known the article to bring a still higher price, but this was soon after the termination of tho war of 1812. 
"It appears to have been not au uucommon occurrcn1,;e half a, century ago for the skipper of a vessel, after ba~ing 
loaded his craft with codfish on the banks, to set sail at once for some French or Spanish port, thus being away from 
home for six to nine months. Many·years since a large number of our bankers used to make three trips in the course 
of a season, 1eaving the harbor as early as the 1st of February and remaining out on their last cruise until the 1st of 
Deceruher. On one occa ion a banker on her third trip was so buffeted by adv rso winds that she did not arrive home 
uutil lhe 24th of January. A.t another time one of the fleet mado Cape Cod Light on the 10th of December, tbe weather 
being then very mod rate; but on the following morning she enconnt red a, furious northwester, which drove her off 
the coa t . Th gale continued with unabated violence nearly four days, and when it had spent its force the skipper 
of th vessel, :finding himself far to the southward, without fish, provisions, and almost entirelj' destitute of water, 
<1 mod H expedi nt to bear away for tl.10 Bermudas. lJe arriYed at one of 11Jo e islands after a, three daJ-s' run, and 
remained titer throughout the winter; and on the 20th of March, when be and bis crew were supposed to have long 
sine p rished in the surf of the Isle of Sable, the skipper rounded N eek Point and brought his craft to anchor off the 
foot of \.Ybarf Lao , rea ·hing home just in season to prevent the 1Uarriago of bis loving wife to the captain of a Penob-
scot wood coa t r. 
1\-fARBLEliEAD 1.· 1 21.-H dg on remark of Marblehead as a fi&hing place in 1821: 
"Mar bl bead, th second town in the Commonwealth before the R ,olution, is now comparatively 'the top of a 
rock a.place for tb spr a.ding of net in the midst of the sea.' It is from this place, principally, that tho Newfonnd-
1:i.nd fi hery i carried on. The trad , how ver, ha latterly been very unproductive, and I saw the :fishiug craft, which 
wa now drawn n shor , very generally adverti eel for sale or charter. 112 
1 Ilistory of Marl>lebe:id, pp. 77, 78. 2 llodgson's Journey, p. 237. 
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STATEMENT O:F MARBLEHEAD :FISHERIES rn 1831.--The Gloucester Telegraph of .April 28, 1832, says: "Six vessels 
were lost in season of 1831, ancl, generally speaking, the season was unfavorable. Fifty-seven vessels were engaged 
in the cod and mackerel :fishery, with crews numbering 412 men: 
1,682,650 fish were taken, and the weight of same was 55,000 quintals, at $2.25. _ ..... _ 
Oil made, 885 barrels, at $~4 - ••••••••••••.••••. _ •••••.•••••• ___ •.••••••• _ ••••• _ •.•• _ •• 
Sounds, tongues, &c., 1,236 barrels_ ......................• __ ...••.. __ . _ .•••.••.... _. 
Mackerel, 1,600 barrels, at $3.50 ...•.........••...........•.................. . ....... 
Deduct salt consumed, 8,000 hogsheads, at $4 .••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Deduct bait consunied, 1,000 ba1Tels, at $5 .•••••••••••.•••••••••••.•••••. _ ••••••••••• 
Leaving .........•.....•• _ .... : ..........• _ ......•• _ •.. , .. _ ... _. _ .... __ .... _ .. 
Now, if we a<ld bounty allowed .................................................. _ •••. 
\Ve sbn,lJ have this sui:n to d_ivide between owne1s and crews .••...•......•••.......... 














to be divided between 412 men, which will give $.!13.52 while employed, on an average eight months. 
"The amonnt of sounds, tongues, halibut, &c., srtved, if accurately known, would have no doubt added one quarter 
to these last items." 
STATISTICS FOR 1832.-The Gloucester Telegraph of February 9, 1833, says: "By a statement in the Marble-
head Gazette it 11ppears that the 54 vessels engaged in the bank cod-fishery from that town the past year, employing 
324 men aml 4G bo_ys, urought home 60,000 quintals of :fish, amounting to $150,000, 810 barrels of oil, $10,125, and 
sounds·, tougncs, &c., to tho value of $5,000 to $7,000 more. To this is to be added the bounty allowance, amounting 
to $16,128. The whole prodqct was therefore $17u,OOO. .After deducting expenses of salt and bait, the owners received 
about $G3,000, and the crews $88,340, amounting to $254.58 per share, while employed, say eight months." 
THE FISHIXG MOST PROSPEROUS IN 183U.-.Accorcling to Road: "The year 1839 may be said to have been the period 
when the fishiug business of Marblehead reached the zenith of its prosperity. At that time 98 vessels, only 3of which 
were under 50 tons burden, were employed in the business-a larger number than have ever sailed from this port since 
th() time of 'Jefl'erson's embargo."' 
DECLINE OF THE FISHEHIES.-Thc RCYolution, the French and English wars, and the war of 1812, with the em-
bargo that preceded it, soon put an effectual stop to the astonishing prosperity which Marblehead had enjoyed, for 
the most part uninterruptedly, since 1750. 
'' Before the Revolution the town had 12,000 tons of.shipping and 1,200 voters; after the war she had only 1,500 
tons of shipping and 500 voters, while there were about 500 widows and 1,000 orphans in the place."1 
From the year 1840 there was a gradual decrease iu the fisheries until 1846, v.'hen 11 vessels were lost with 65 
men, leaving 43 widows and 150 fatherless children, which seriously diminished the fleet, reducing it 937 tons. 
The Barnstable Patriot of .April 28, 1847, contained this item: 
"MARBLEHEAD FISHING BUSINESS,-:A na.tive of Mar_blehead informs us, says the Danvers Courier, that this 
business, which has Leen for several years the chief pursuit of the citizens of that town, is now nearly abandoned. -
They have determined to :fit out but 15 vessels this year, while in 1837 there were 12~ vessels which belonged to Mar-
blehead aud were engaged in the cod-fishery on the banks. They have been compelled thus to limit their interests in 
this business, prindpally by the long train of unfortunate and disastrous circumstances which has for the last few 
years accompanied their enterprise." 
FISHERY S'fATIS;ICS FOR 1856.-The Gloucester Telegraph of February 10, 1857, gives the following item: "The 
whole number of vessels engaged in the .fishery business in Marblehead in the year 1856 was 43; amount of tonnage, 
2,782 tons; number of men, 322; number of fish taken, 893,000, weighing 26,079 quintals, valued at $137,188; with 
11,074 gallons of oil, valued at $10,870. The amount of the bounty was $14,598, which, added to the value of the fish 
and oil, made a total of $163,656." 
SHELL HEArs.-'l'o turn aside for a moment from the continuous tale of decreasing prosperity to an incident of 
curiosity noted in the Essex Institute Historical Collections, vol. ii, p. 12, we annex this statement: ' ' The monstrous 
heap of half-decayed and broken clam shells at 'l'hrogmorton's Cove renders it certain that this charming a.nd secluded 
spot was often visited by the Indians as a favorite :fishing place, or a sort of aboriginal summer watering-place. The 
shells now remain as when cast aside hy the Indian families, who must have devoured shell-fish in immense quanti-
ties. Some 30 cords have been taken away as manure, but yet a great co110jction remains." 
CONDITION O:F THE FISHERIES FROM 1860 TO 1865.-The Cape .Ann .Advertiser of January 27, 1860, says : "Forty~ 
four vessels were engaged in cod-fisheries from Marblehead in 1859. They fish entirely on the Grand Ba!lks, which is 
more profitable though less pleasant than the mackerel :fishery." In the Marblehead Ledger of' May 12, 1860, it was 
stated that the fleet was that year greatly reduced, there being but 35 vessels engaged in the bank :fishery. During the 
previous winter some bad been sold to other pl::tces, and others put into the coasting and freighting business. 
1Harper's Magnzino, July, 1874, p. 201. 
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The "Le<lger" of Jnne, 1860, i;;ays: "The arrival of tl.10 first fishing vessel from the banks shows that this long 
established business is c1cstinu1 at uo very <lii;tant <lay to be disc:ontinued. The schooner Florence Hooper sailed about 
ten weeks since for the banks aud returned 011 Friday, Juue 1, with but 1,500 fish, and reports a great scarcity. It 
seems bard for men to leave their homes with hopes buoyant of success to go on voyages known to everyone as an 
occupation in which they would not engage except for the chance of being successful in a good catch of fish; when to 
return after an absence of two months or more, knowing the time spent amounting to nothing, and perhaps in debt 
to the vessel, to say nothing of hardships and risks, the bounty the only compensation, though small." 
In 1861 the business partially recovered. When the war of the rebellion broke out it took most of the young 
men out of the business and reduced the fishing fleet to 21 vessels in 1865. 
Aftflr the close of the war the fishing business of Marblehead fell to a low ebb. come of the best vessels were sold 
and more were ready for sale. 
SW A.MPSCOTT. 
THE FISHERIE; FROM 1794 TO 1860.-The Gloucester Telegraph of January 8, 1870, contained the following item, 
showing the extent of the Swampscott fishing :fleet in 1795 : 
"In 1795 but 1 vessel, the Dove, a schooner of about 20 tons, owned by James Phillips and four others, sailed 
from that place in pursuit of fish. This was the first vessel owned in Swampscott, and she wonld make but a sorry 
show if placed alongside the neat, trim, fast-sailing crafts that compose the winter fleet of that flourishing town." 
The Cape Ann Advertiser of January 13, 1860, referring to the number of vessels in the fleet in the year 1800, 
states that there was only 1 fishing schooner in Swampscott at that time and its name was the ''Lark." 
The number of vessels engaged in the fishing fleet in 1855, and the value of their catch, together with the tonnage 
of the vessels and the number of men employed on them, is here given: 
"During the week ending March 3, 1855, the Swampscott fishermen were unusually successful. The number of 
boats employed was 14 and the aggregate tonnage 600. The total number of men employed was 126, and the fish 
which they caught sold for $5,272. None of the boats, excepting one, were out more than five days." 1 
About the close of the next year, also, some of the Swampscott fishermen were very successful: 
"During the week ending December 13 the schooner Flight, Captain Stanley, with 13 hands, caught 62,700 
pounds of codfish. And a short time before, the crew of the Jane caught in one day, among a large number of cod-
fish of the ordinary size, 12 which weighed on an average 56 pounds each. Capt. Nathaniel Blanchard caught one 
codfish which weighed 94 pounds gross, and 78 pounds dressed."~ 
· "In 18b7 haddock appeared in great numbers at times during the early part of the year. On the 13th of March 
about IOO of the Swampscott fishermen, in 12 boats, caught in some six hours 160,000 pounds of fish, almost entir~ly 
baddock." 3 
Lewis & Newball record the large catch of fish made by the little schooner Flying Dart, in 1860, as follows: 
"The little fishing schooner Flying Dart, of Swampscott, with a crew of 12 men, on the 25th of February, 
brought in 14,000 pounds of fish, caught by them that day. , The fish were readily sold at an average rate of 2 cents a 
pound." 
THE FISHERIES FROM 1870 TO 1874.-Tbe Gloucester Telegraph of January 1, 1870, contains an article on the 
winter fishery of Swampscott for the year 1869, and the disposition made of the fish; the article is here reproduced: 
"Fifteen vessels and 200 men are engaged the present season in the fishery business from Swampscott. The 
vessels, which vary in size from 40 to 80 tons, leave their anchorage every morning, when the state of the weather 
will allow, and return as early as possible in the afternoon. The fish that have been caught are sold as soon as landed 
upon the beach, and being packed in large wagons are conveyed in the night to Boston, where they are ready 
for the early customers on the following morning. The Swampscott fishermen have done quite well thus far the 
present season, there having been no very cold or extremely rough weather, while the catch has been fair and the 
dema.nd steady at good .prices. They well deserve all they get, for few men labor harder or suffer more in the pursuit 
of a livelihood than the fishermen." 
In 1870 the winter fishery of this place was very extensive, as will be seen by the following statement from the 
Gloucester Telegraph of Decem her 3, 1870 : 
"Twenty Swampscotb schooners are now engaged in winter fishing, being the largest number ever employed in 
the business. The boats are bringing in large quantities of cod and pollock, which are selling at low prices." 
The product of the Swampscott fisheries for the third quarter of the year 1872 is given as follows in the Gloucester 
Telegraph of October 12, 1872: 
"During the quarter ending Octvber 1, 1872, the number of barrels of mackerel caught and landed at Swampscott 
was 7,000, which, at $8 per barrel, amounts to $56,000. Three hundred thousand pounds of cod were taken, which, at 
2 cents per pound, amounts to $6,000. Twenty-five barrels of oil were obtained, which, a.t $15 per barrel, amount, 
to S375; making a total of $62,375." 
During the quarter ending June 30, 1874, the Swampscott fishermen landed 320,000 pounds of cod, valued at 
$10,400; 180,000 pounds of mackerel, valued at $4,500; and 10,000 lobsters, valued at $600; making a total yield of 
$15,500. 
1 History of Lynn by Lewis & Newhall, p. 443. 2 Ibid., p. 448. 3 Ibid., p, 4'.>0. 
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NAHANT. 
NAHANT IN 1G33.-,,. rbe following descl'iption of the fan cl on which Nahant stands was written in 1633: 
"'Vpon the Southside of the Sandy Reach, the Sea 1J<'ateth, which is a true prognostication to presage stormes and 
foule weat,her, and the breaking up of the Frost. For when the storme bath been, or is likely to be, it will roare like 
Thunder, being heard sixe mileR; and after stormes casts up great stores of great Clam.mes, which the Indians, taking 
out of their shels, carry home in Laskets. On the North side of this Bay is two great Marshes, which are made two 
by a pleasant River, which runnes between them. Northward up this 1-iver goes great store of Alewives, of which 
they make good Red Herrings; insomuch that they have been at charges to make them a wayre, and a Herring house 
to dry these Herrings in; the last year were dried some 4 or 5 Last [150 barrels] for an experiment, which proved 
very good; this is like to prove a great iurichment to the land, being a staple commodity in other Countries, for there 
l>e such innumerable companies in every river, that I have seen ten thonsand taken in two hours, by two men, with-
out any weire at all saving a fow stones to stop their passage up the river. There likewise come store of Basse, which 
the English and Inc1ians catch with hooke and line, some fifty or three score at a tide. At the mouth of this river 
rnnnes up a great Creeke into that great Marsh, which is called Rumney Marsh, which is four miles long and two miles 
broad, balfe of it being Marsh ground, andhalfe upland grasses, without tree or bush; this Marsh is crossed with divers 
creekes, wherein lye great store of Geese and ,Duckes. There be convenient Ponds, for the planting of Duck coyes. 
Here is likewise belonging to this place divers fresh Meddowes, which afford good grasse, and foure spacious Ponds, 
like little Lakes, wherein is good store of fresh Fish, within a mile of the Towne; out of which runnes a curious fresh 
Broocke, that is seldom frozen, by reason of the warmness of the water; upon this stream is built a water Milne, and 
up this river come Smelts and frost fish, much bigger than a Gudgeon.'" 1 
THE CLAl\I INDUSTRY IN 1712.-Beyond the above little is known of the early history of Nahant. The following 
item from Lewis & New hall's History of Lynn shows that the waters of Nahant furnished great quantities of clams: 
"1712.-This year, all the shells, which came upon the Nahant beaches, were sold by the town, to Daniel Brown 
and William Gray, for thirty shillings. They were not to sell the shells for more than eight shillings a load, contain-
ing forty-eight bushels, heaped measure. The people were permitted to dig and gather the clams as before, but they 
were required to oven them on the beach, and leave the shells. The house iu which I (Newball) was born, was plas-
tered with lime made from these shells." 
NAHANT IN RECENT YEAHS.-For many years tliis romantic spot b'as been famous as a seaside resort. Handsome 
summer houses gradually replaced the fishermen's huts that once dotted the shores, until now there is scarcely a spot 
where t!:le fishermen can congregate. One vessel o_wned here is employed for a part of each year in the lobster iishery. 
LYNN. 
LYNN FROM 1633 TO 1857.-William Wood wrote in 1633: "The land affordeth to the inhabitants as many 
varieties as any place else, and these-a more; the Basse continuing from the middle of April to Michaelruas (September 
29) which stayes not half that time in the Bay (Boston Harbor); besides, here is a great deal of Rock cod and .Macrill, 
insomuch that shoales of Bass have driven up shoa.les of Macrill from one end of the sandy Beach to the other; which 
the inhat.itants have gathered up in wheelbarrows. The Bay which lyeth before the Towne, at a lowe spring tyde 
will be all fl.atts for two miles together; upou which is great store of Muscle Banckes, and Clam banckcs, and Lob-
sters amongst the rockes and gra.ssie holes." • 
In the early part of the year 1631 the resources of Lynn were very limited. We are told by Lewis and Newhall 
that "provisions were very scarce, and many persons depended for su L.sistence upon clams, ground-nuts, and acorns." 
In the next year tLe town authorities passed an order whereby the fish, bass, and alewives could ascend the Sau-
gus River to the Great Pond. This order, dated October 3, and recorded by Lewis and Newhall, reads: 
"1632, October a: It · is ordered, that Saugus plantation shall have liberty to build a ware upon Saugus Ryver; 
also, they have promised to make, and co11tinually to keepe, a goode foote bii<lge, upon the most convenient place 
there." 
This weir was chiefly built by Thomas Dexter, for the purpose of takiug bass and alewives, of which many were, 
dried and smoked for shipping. , 
The following additional facts, recordM by Lewis and Kew hall, show t.he condition of the fisheries from 1633 to 
18&i: , 
"At a town meeting on the 12th of Jnly, 1633, Edward Richards testified that Mr. Tomlins 'was not to stop or 
binder tLe alewives to go up to the Great Pond.'" 
And in 1646 the following was a condition in a deed of property: "To allow sufficie11t water in the Ould River 
for the Alewive to come to the wyres before the Gr_antor's house." 
A similar petition to that permitted for the beµefit of the people of Saugus was also granted in favor of the people 
of Reading in response to their prayer of October 3, 1879, viz: '' That the alewiyes might be permitted to come up 
to Reading pond, as before; that they might find no obstruction at the iron works, but 'come up freely into our 
pouds, where they have their natural breeding place,'" which was granted. 
In 1696 immense numbers of great clams were thrown upon the beaches at Lynn by storms. The people were 
permitted, by a vote of the town, to dig and gather as many as they wished for their own use, but no more; and uo 
1 History of Lynn by Lewis & Newhall, p. 1,4. 
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person was allowed to carry any out of the town, on a pen.alty of 20s. The shells '1:ere gathered in cart-loads on the 
beach, and manufactured into lime. 
For nearly a century and a half there is no r ecord of the progress of the Lynn :fishnies. The next fact noted is 
that in the year 1832 a whaling company was formed and 5 ships employed. They harbored in Saugus RiYer, but on 
the crossing of the railroad, in 183 , they were removed to Boston. None of the whale-ships were built at Lynn. A 
ship-ya.rel was established in the western part of the town about this time, but no vessel larger than a schooner was 
built there. 
To increase the value of the :fisheries an act was passed on March 26, 1852, by the Lynn authorities, to prevent 
the destruction of shad and alewives in Saugus River and the tributary streams in the city of Lynn. Shad had long 
before disappeared, but alewives continued abundant. ' 
"In the summer of 1857 much excitement took place in many places (Lynn included), concerning the discovery of 
pearls in fresh-water mussels aml clams. Many small ones were found in shell-fish taken from tlle floating bridge and 
flax-ponds in L ynn, but not enough to render the search more profitable than rP-gular labor. It was quite <1.musing 
occasionally to observe some venerable and demure citizen, who never in his life had been guilty of imngining there 
was such an amusement in the world, wending his way towa,rd the ponds, and fancying his real object entirely con-
cealed by the rod and line and other sporting gear with which he had so cunningly encumbered himself.'' 
MEDFORD A.ND VICINITY. 
VESSEL l!'ISHEUIES O:b' MEDFORD FROl\I 1629 TO 16:39.-The following interesting sketch is from Brcoks's History 
of the town, printed at Boston in 18.55: 
"To Medford belongs th~ honor of esfabl ishing the first :fisheries in 'Lon den's PJ ant·ation of Massachusetts Bny .' 
Careful and costly preparations for this business were made in England in 1629, by Mr. Cradock, who believed it the 
most promising investment then offered from tb.e New World. In the company's 'first general letter, ' under da.tc of 
April 17, 1629; is indicated a cor~rse of trade which was to be pursued by the Medford :fishermen. It is tlrns: 'We haYe 
sent :five weigh of salt in the Whclpe, and ten weigh in the Talbot. If there be shal]ops to he bad to fil::h withal, 
and the season of the ;year fit,, pray let the fishermen (of which we send six from Dorchester), together with some of 
the ship's company, endeavor to take fish, and let it be well saved with the said salt and packed up in hogsheads 
and send it home by the Talbot or Lion's Whelpe. At the same time they send 'a seine, being a net to fish ·with. May 
28, 1629; they say, 'We send salt, lines, hooks, knives. boots, &c., for the fishermen, desiring our men may be employed 
iu harbor, or upon the bank. If you send ships to fish on the bank and expect them not to return again to tho plan-
tation, &c.' 
"By this it appears that those vessels which bad caught a cargo of fo;h • on the bank' " ·ere expected to take 
them thence to London. September 3, 1635, the general court chose a comruittee of six 'for settfog forward and man-
aging a fishing trade.' That fishing was profitable, we have the following early record: 'Thirty-five ships saiied this 
year (1622) from the west of England, and two from London, to :fish on the New England coasts, and made profitable 
voyages.' Through the instrumentality of our fishing interest, the general court passed the following order, May 22, 
1639: 'Fur further encouragement of men to set upon :fishing, it is ordered that such ships and vessels and other stock 
as shall be properly employed and adventnred in taking, making, and transporting of fish according to the course of 
fishing voyages, and the fi sh itself shall be exempt, for seven years from henceforth, from all country charges.' 
"To show how minute was the fostering care of our fathers bn this point, we have the following order of June 2, 
1641: 'It is ordered that fishe.rmen shall have their fish for baH at the same mte that others have at the wean,, and · 
be first served.' 'The property of Governor Cradock, invested at Medford for fishing and other purposes,' was large. 
Mr. Savage says, 'he maintained a small plantation for fishing at Mistick, in the present bounds of Malden, opposit,e 
to Winthrop's farm, at Ten Hills.' · Comp1aint was made by our :fishermen of a la,v, passed by P iymouth Colony, 
which laid a tax of 5s. on 'every share of fish' caught by stra1JgerR 'at the cape.' 
'' From all that we can gather, we conclude that Mr. Cradock had investe<l. as much· as $15,000~ which, in various 
trade here, must have made Medford a thriving and populous plantation for an infant settlement. The :fishing busi-
ness continued for fifteen or twenty years, but with less and Jess profit to Mr. Cradock. It was finally abaudonetl 
as a failure, and afterwards the river-fishing alone claimed attention. 
SIIAD AND ALEWIFE °FISHERIES IN MYSTIC RIVEU.-''May, 16:.$9: The •price of alewives in Medford, at this time, 
was 5s. per thousand. This made food incredibly cheap. ' 
'' That Mystic River, as a resort for fish, was early k11own n:::iu greatly valuecl, appe.nrs from many t estimonies. 
In ,Josselyn's account of his two voyages to New England (163 ), we have the following record: 'The river Mistick 
runs through the right side of the town (Charle town), an<l, by its near approach to Charles River in one place, makes 
a :ery narrow neck, where stands mogt part of the town. The market place, not far from ihe water side, is surrounded 
with houses.' In Mystic River were 'bn. ·s, shad, alewives, frost-fish, and smelts .' Josselyn says, 'We will return to 
C~arlestown again, where the river Mistick runs on the north siu.e of ihe town (that is, on the right side, as before 
said), where, on the nortbwe t side, is the town of Mistick, three miles from Charlestown, a league a11d a half by 
water, a scattered village. At the head of tbis river are great and spncious ponds, :full of alewives in the spring-time; 
the notedc t place.for this ort of :fish .' 
. "This qu~tati~n from Jo elyn, ":bile it goes to prove that bass, shad, and alewives ~ere no strangers in our 
~1vers: shows ltkew1se that the popnlation of our town was then settled chiefly between t,lle two brick houses now stand. 
mg, and that the place was called Mistick. The 'wear' o fii,;hing dam at Medford was at the outlet of the pond, 
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and, as our river was ·' the notedest place' for fish in the early cla,ys of our plantation, we presume that the 'seine, 
being a net sent to fish with,' -was the first seine ever drawn in its waters, and° the first drau·n on this continent. This 
was probably in 1631; and the first draft was doubtless an event of liveliest interest, of rare wonder, and exceeding 
joy. If any web or fiiament of that pioneer 'sefoe' had come down to us, it would be fitting for the town, in the year 
11,81, to parade it as a banner, and under it to unite in celebrating the fifth :fishermen's jubilee on foe river. 
"June 6, 1639: 'It is ordered that all wears shall be set open from the last d~y of the week, at noon, till the 
second day in the morning.' Johnsun, in his '·wonder-working Providence,' says 'The Lord is pleased to proyide for 
them great store of fish in the spring-time, and especially alewives, about the bigness of a herring. Many thousands 
of these they use to put under their Indian corn.' ··· 
"Had Mr. Cradock's letters to his agents in Medford been preserved we sl10uld cerfa inly have in. them a complete 
history of the fishing establishment he maintained here, and probably a comparative estimate of sea and river fishing . 
. The introduction of the drag-nt3t, in 1G31, when Mystic River was fuJl of fish, was an example that would be followed 
more and more as proper seines could be knit and easy markets secured. The narrowness, of the river, the steepness 
of its banks, its freedom from rocks, and its many convenient landing-places rendered net-fishing easy and cheap. It 
settled down into a regular business, and any one had a right to pursue it. We have no account of the intermittent. 
run of certain fish as witnessed in our time. We presume it may not have been so remarkable then, when dams· 
and water-wheels had not impeded or frightened the finny adventurers, or when filth and poisons ha.cl not made their , 
highways dangerous. We think it will be found that several species of fish will haYe periodic retur~s to pla-ces which 
they have left for many years. Acts of legislation have not been wanting by our town or State; but the fish care 
nothing about votes. 
"The first mention of specific action by the town, as such, is dated January 18, 1768, when it was voted 'to 
petition the general court concerning t,he fishery in this town.' 
"March 3, 1768: Mr. Benjamin Hall and others petition the general court 'for liberty to draw with seines at two 
clifferent places in Mistick River three days in a week.' · This petition was not acted upon- for some years. The next 
act of the general court touching this proUfic trade in Medford ·was in February 16, 1789, and was as follows: 'A'!l act 
to prevent the clPstruction of fish called alewives and shad in Mystic River, so called, within the towns of Cambridge, 
Charlestown, and Medford, and for repealing all laws heretofore made for that purpose. Whereas t,he fishery in Mystic 
River, in the county of Middlesex, if properly regulated, wi.11 be of great public utility, as it serves to promote the 
cod-fishery and is also of advantage to the particular towns through which the river runs, affording, in some measure> 
subsistence and support to the inhabitants thereof, and is therefore necessary to be preserved,' &c. 
'' The act provides that each of the three towns is empowered to choose a committee for the preservation of fi~h, 
·whose duty it shall be to keep out of the river all obstructions to the free ingress of the fish. The act grants to Cam-
bridge the right to fish, within the limits of that town, on Monday, Tuesday, and Friday; and to Charlestown and 
Medford the right of fishing, within the limits of those towns, on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday-from the first of 
March to the last day of· June. Penalty for ea,ch violation of the law, £3. In this act the right of each inhabita,nt 
to fish is recognized and secured. If persons from other towns should either stop or catch fish in this river they shall 
each be fined £3 for every such offense; and the committee shall have power to arrest them, and sell their seines, 
drag-nets, marsh-nets, baskets; or any other implements used by them. This act to be in use five years and no 
longer. 
" Immediately on the passage of this act the town proceeded, April 2, 1798, to a new step, indica_tecl iu the follow-
ing vote : 'V0tecl that the town will let out their fishing-grounds to the highest bidder the present year.' While this 
vote was based upon the original right of the town to the fisheries within its borders, some minor questions arose, 
which led the inhabitants, at the same meeting, to choose a committee to inquire into the rights of the town in the 
fishing-grounds. The result was that January 21, 180:3, tbe town' voted -that a petition li e presented to the general -
court, at their preseut session, to en1.1ble the town to let out the right of taking fish in Mystic River, within the limits 
of the town.' The legis]ature granted the petition; and .Medford then divided the fishing districts thus: 'First, from 
Charlestown aud Malden line to Medford Bridge; second, from the bridge to the beach opposite J arnes Tuft's barn; 
third, from the above-named beach to the Charlestown line westerly. 
'' Among the earJiest foihermen were John Cutter, Jonathan Tufts, ·a.ncl Benjamin Teel. In 1803 Cutter paid $65, 
Tufts $1:3, and. Teel $1::~, for the right of fishing. John Cutter fished near the 'dike,' or 'labor in vain;' Isaac Tufts 
fished from the bri<l.g~ to Rock Hill; and Capt. Samuel Teel and his nephew from Rock Hill. to the ponJ. The names 
of the fishermen are seldom given in the records. Charles, Simon, an<l. Seth Tufts are there. In 1812 the fishermen 
paid $100 for the right. The average, for twenty years, has been $250. In accordance with the decision of the legis-
lature, the town voted, Marc.I;t 14, 1803, to sell their right of fishing in Mystic River. It was sold for $91, at public 
auction. 'I'he next year it was sold, in the same manner, for $160; aucl this equitable inode of disposing of it became 
established, and the premium offered continued for several years to increase. The vote of the town was generally 
thus, as in March 1, 18:24: 'Voted tlrnt the selectm~u be appointed a committee to dispose of the privilege of taking 
shad aucl alewives within the limits of said town the cnsniug season.' 
'' In 1835 Joseph L. vYheeler bought the 'upper reach,' from Marble Brook to the po:cd, for $27 .50 per annum; aml 
James Rogers bought the' lower reach,' from MarLlc Brook to the eastern border of the town, for $122.50 per annum. 
The annual sales have lately (1855) been less than $200. The shad and alewives w<>re abundant till 1815 or 1820, when 
they began gradually to withhold their visits. A writer says that auout the year 1800 it ~as common to take 1,500 
shad annually at 'Little River' (near· Fresh Pond); but th~t in 1852 there was not one taken, and that, proportion-
ally, a similar statement might he made_c_once_rning alewives. · 
"Nothing can frighten alewives; but the shad is an exceeJingly shy and tirp.id fish . Its disappearance from our 
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rivers is therefore attributed to tlle t errific noises made by railroad cars as they cross the Mystic at Charlestown. The 
largest number of alewives taken by one draft from Myst.ic River was in 1844; and they counted some more than 
GS,000 I We once saw taken, by one draft from this river, shad sufficient to fill six horse-carts. 
"The shad of late years have not been abundant; only 40 or 50 taken during a season. The number of alewives 
has also greatly diminished; and the ~own receives about $150 by selling its right of fishing through the year. Smelts 
continue to make their annual spring visit in undiminished numbers, and when, for noblest ends, they stealthily enter 
our creeks and little streams they are watched by the hungry boys, who, for sport or profit, drive them into their 
scoop-nets by dozens. In this town they do not let enough escape to keep the raoe alive, and if in all other towns 
they were so destroyed this beautiful and delicious fish would become extinct among us. . The greatest draft-by a 
certain nameless boy, fifty years ago-numbered 63. They were taken from Marble, or Meeting-house, Brook. 
THE FISHING FOR BASS.-'' In Mystic River the bass have wholly disappeared, though there are those living (1855) 
who remember to have seen t,hem plenty, and soine of them ·weighing more than 30 pounds. In 1776 a ·negro named · 
Prince wa.s at work on the bank uf tho river opposite the shallow whore the ford was, a few rods above the bridge, 
where he saw an enormous bass swimming very slowly up the river. The tide was inconveniently low for the bass, 
but conveniently low for the negro. Plunge went Prince for the fish, and caught him. No sooner was he out of the 
water than a desperate spring, such as fishes can give, released him from bis captor, and back he falls into his native 
element. Quick as a steel-trap Prince springs upon him again, and again catches him and lifts him up. The fish 
struggles, and Prince and fish fa11 together. Again Prince rises, with his prize in his arms, and then brings him 
ashore. It weighed 65 pounds. Prince thought that such a wonderful fish should be presented to the commander of 
the American forces then stationed on Winter Hill. His master thought so too. Accordingly, Prince dressed himself 
in his best clothes, and, taking the fish in a cart, presented it to the comlfiander, and told the history of its capture, 
and the commander gave him six cents! 
FISHERIES FOR MISCELLANEOlJS FRESH-WATER SPECIES.-" In Mystic Pond there are few fish at present. The fresh-
water perch, which appear in the sun like a fragment of a rainbow shooting through the water, are the most numer- · 
ous. The brea.m are not uncommon, but their size is very small.- The tomcod come to winter there, and are easily 
taken thus : Some ten or twelve of them gather about a small stone, very near the shore, and each makes his nose to 
touch the stone. The fisherman sees this unfrightened family circle quietly reposing, and he suddenly and strongly 
strikes the ice with au axe directly over the unsuspecting group. The blow stuns the fish, and he quickly cuts a hole 
and takes them all out. Of minnows there are scarcely any, owing to the presence of that fresh-water shark, the 
pickerel. Eels are ta.ken in winter by means of forked irons thrust into the mud through holes in the ice, and smelts 
are taken at the same time, in the river at Charlestown, by means of the common hook. 
THE OYSTER FISHERY.-" Oyster fishing is another branch of trade carried on from Mystic River. In the early 
settlement of our town, oysters were extensively used as food, and they were easily taken. They so far abounded 
in that part of the river which is now between our turnpike river-wall and Malden Bridge that they obstructed navi-
gation. Mr. Wood, speaking, in 1633, of these hindrances, has these words: 'Ships, without either ballast or lading, 
may float down this (Mystic) river; otherwise the oyster-bank would hinder them, which crosseth the channel.' This 
oyster-bank is one of those unfortunate institutions whose fate it has been to be often 'run upon,' and on which the 
'drafts' have been so much greater than the 'deposits' that it long ago became bankrupt. Yet, like an honest 
tradesman, it has never despaired, and within our memory has made some good fat dividends. In 1770 the sludge 
from the distilleries was supposed to have poisoned those shell-fish. 
THE LOBSTER FISHERY.-"Lobsters have not frequented our river in great numbers; but in 1854 they came up in 
tp.rge companies as far as Chelsea Bridge; and, in the warm month of October, more than 2,000, of prime quality, 
were taken from that bridge. The names of all the fl.shermen in Medford cannot be recovered, but among them there 
have been men of that great energy which secures success. 
FISH TRADE.-" The fish found their market chiefly in Boston, and were sometimes cured, and sent in barrels to 
the Southern States, as food for slaves, or to the ·west Indies for common consumption. Many were smoked, after 
the manner of herring, and eaten in New England; many more were m,ed as bait for cod-fishing on the banks. 
Alewives, in early times, were sometimes used as manure, and shad were salted in tubs, and. eaten in the winter. 
FINA...''WIAL PROFITS.-" The income from these fisheries may not have been very large, unless we count the 
support which :fish furnished as food; and, in such case, we apprehend the .income was great indeed. They gave 
a needed and most welcome variet,y in that brief list of eatables with which our fathers were wont to be contented. 
"In 1829, by the enterprise of Mr. John Bishop, the business of mackerel-fishing was attempted. Some of the 
finest schooners from the fle~ts of Hingham were purchased and fitted out in amplest order. Three schooners were 
built in Medford for this service. But, before two years had elapsed, it was found impossible to compete with 
Plymouth, Hingham, Gloucester, and Boston. In these places, barrels and salt were cheaper than at Medford, and 
the common market more accessible, especially in winter." 1 . 
BRAINTREE AND QUINCY. 
~ARLY IIISTOR: OF FISHERIES.-~he following sketch is from the histo~y of these towns, by W. L. Pattee: 
. The ~rst action the town took m reference to encouraging and establishing this branch of industry was at a 
public me~tmg _held Mar~h 3, 1755, when as an inducement for the citizens of Braintree, or persons from other towns, 
to engage m this enterprise, the following terms were voted: 'That for the encouragement of the bank cod-fishery to 
1 Brook's Hi11t-0ry of :Medford: Boston, 1855, pp. 381~88. 
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be set up and carried on within this town, that such persons either of the town or who may come into the town from 
-0ther places, and &hall annually, during the proper season of the year, employ themselves in their own vessels or those 
-of others, in catching and curing of codfish, are hereby freed and to be freed from and released of their poll tax for 
the space of three years next ensuing the time of their commencing in the said business, and so long as they continue 
in it within said term upon the provision that all such persons who come froJJ?. other places shall be approved of by 
the selectmen of the town or a m.tjor part of them, from time to time, and such of them as shall be by the selectmen 
disapproved of shall be still subject to be warned out of the town according to law.' To what extent the business 
was transacted under this encouragement of the town we are unable to say. However, this industry was carried on 
at that time to considerable extent, as building vessels for this trade · continued to be prosecuted at the Point and 
neighborhood from that time to the Revolutionary ·war, when it was suspended, and the hardy fishermen were 
selected to man our impromptu navy. .,. * * 
"After the Revolutionary War the :fish business was revived in Quincy. In the early part of this century Mr. 
Nickerson, Major Vinal, and Mr. Bramhall were engaged, to a considemble extent in this business at the Point. It 
<iontinued to be successful until the em_bargo and the war of 1812 seriously interfered with its prosperity. At the 
dose of the war the ~usiness was again revived, and continued to prosper with varied success. A large share of the 
business was in the hands of capitalists of Provincetown and other Cape Cod towns. In 1833 the fish interest began 
to concentrate at Germantown. Captain Brown took up his residence there that year; Captain Hodgkinson in 1834, 
. and Captains Prior, Rich, Holmes, and others about that period. The land at Germantown was mostly occupied by 
ii.sh :flakes, as great numbers were brought there to be cured. In 1836, the business amounted to a little rising 
$30,000. Ten vessels were engaged in cod and mackerel :fishing. The amo11nt of codfish caught and cured was 6,200 
quintals, the value of which was estimated at $18,800. 
'' The number of barrels of mackerel packed for market was 1,750, the value of which was estimated at $12,242. 
The number of men engaged in the business was 100. The local fo1h trade was at :first carried on by different persons, 
who wou-Jd go out in the morning and procure :fish, and in the afternoon dispo11e of their :fine la.rge fresh :fish from their 
wheelbarrows for 6 cents each. In 1823 the :first cart, owned by a Mr. Rice, was used for the disposal of :fish. Mr . . 
Snow, of Boston, suooeeded Mr. Rice, and ,made a fortune out of the business. Mr. sa·muel Andrews was engaged in 
the local trade longer than any other person, and died at a ripe old age of 75 years 10 months and 11 days." 
'l'HE WHALE-FISHERY.-" Whale-fishery business was established at Germantown and at Quincy Point about the 
same time. 'l'he first ve~sel :fitted out, of any note, at Germantown was the Cambrian, in 1B39-a top-sail schooner, 
which sailed on a cruise of eighteen months under Captain Holmes, of Germantown. The Cambrian made quite a 
successful ~oyage, having procured 20 whales and secured 420 barrels of sperm oil. The Ontario sailed under the 
command of Captain Prior; also the John Rove Dodge, tbe Curai;oa, and others, which were equally as fortunate in 
supplying their owners with oil from the greasy monsters. The Cambrian was probably the first whale-ship that 
sailed from this port. The Creole, under the command of Captain Cook, the principal owners of which were Messrs. 
Calvin White·, of Braintree; Simon Gillett, Ebenezer Woodward, Daniel Baxter, Isaiah G. Whiton, and Charles A. 
Brown, of Quincy, sailed the latter part of the year H-<40, for the Western Islands, where she was fortunate in securing 
a fine cargo, consisting of 540 barrels of sperm oil and 10 of black:fish, which liberally remunerated all those connected 
with the vessel and voyage. She was absent nine months and a half. The brig Eschol also sailed as a whaler." 
HULL. 
EAHLY HISTORY OF HULL AND ITS FISHERIES.-Tbe original name of this town was Nantascot, an Indian word, 
and the place was given to the fishermen by the general court of Massachusetts in 1641 for the purpose of encouraging 
the :fisheries. The present inhabitants trace their deeds back to the following order from the general court of Massa-
<ihusetts, dated June 2, 1641: "It is ordered that a plantation for the furthering of fishing shall be set up at Nantascot, 
.and that all the neck to ·tbe end of the furthest beach towards Hingham, where the tide overfl.oweth, shall belong to 
H, and that· such of the present inhabitants of Hingham as will follvw fishing, and will move their habitation thither, 
shall have land and meadow upon Nantasket Neck according to the order here established; aud that all other men 
that will follow fishing, and will remove their habitation thither, shall have such accommodation there as the plan-
tation will afford; and that it shall be lawful for any other fishermen inhabiting any other towns within the bay to 
bet up stages at Nantasket, or any of the islands belonging thereto, with sufficient ground for the drying of their fish. 
And there shall be allowed now, at the first, to every boat which shall use fishing, four acres of upland for the present, 
.:rnd the meadow to be disposed of in an equal portion among such as have cause; and it is further ordered that the 
island called Pedock's Island, and the other islands not already disposed of, shall belong to Nantascot, to be to the 
use of the inhabitants and fishermen so soon as they shall come to ·inhabit there." 
A commission of four men was formed to lay out and dispose of the land as ordered. Among the first twelve men 
that availed themselves of this order we find the names of John Prince ana. Nathaniel Bosworth; each of these received 
2 acres of land. 
Thirty years afterwards, in 1671, we :find these two men presenting the following petition: 
"To the Right Honoured Magistrates and Deputies of the General Court of New Plymouth, now sitting: 
"The wise providence of the great Guide of all men and actions having so ordered, hy his providence, to bring 
me hero in this juncture of time, wherein there bath been brought under considerat.ion that fishing design, of late 
years found at Cape Cod, for mackerei with nets; which, wbln we came from home, I may truly say I had not the 
least thonght to have, iu the least manner, trouble1l this lio11onn:d ussembly with things nbout; ;yet, being here, and 
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under tanding that possibly there may be brought un<ler consideration something in order to the restraint of foreigners 
from fishing there, and it may seem an expedient, founded on good reason, that it should so be, I would humbly intreat 
this honoured court that I may, as I desire with humbleness, so I may without any offence to this honoured Assembly, 
present you with some particulars referring to that small town of Hull, in which we live. 
'' .May it therefore please this honoured Court to understand that my humble request is, first, whether that the 
honoured Court may not have or see just cause why our little place of Hull, though not out of your jurisdiction, may 
still enjoy the privileges we have hitherto had, though others should be denied; and the reasons I would humLly sug-
gest are these: First, because we were some of the first that were the discoverers and first bringers of it to light, as it 
now is attended to -the profit of the whole colony here, which we would willingly think were some ground to build 
our hopes on for the enjoyment of such a privilege. Secondly, because we humbly conceive that those of your town 
who have been on that employ will say, as well as we know, that ours coming there have been a further aim and no 
hindrance to them. And, thirdly, Jet me with all humbleness say that, had it not been for some of us, we believe it 
bad not been kept afoot to this time; for our friends in your patent, after the first or second voyage, had given it off 
again, and had not so.m:e of us kept ol), and so been instrumental, beating out by evening there, and travelling on the 
shore at all times and seasons, and so discovered the way to take them in light as well as dark nights, it had not been 
so certain a thing as now it is; or had we kept but that one thing private, we know it had, if we may inoffensively 
so speak, been a great obstruction to it to this day. But we were open-hearted to yours, and told them what we 
knew, and we hope that your Honours, and this honoured Assembly, would be so to us. We humbly beseech your 
·worthies not to be offended, though we thus speak, if it may be said that as we were the first that laboured in it, so 
we have had the :first and most profit by it; may it please you to let us freely say, without offence, that this last year, 
wherein your both persons and colony had the opportunity to improve it, hath yielded more profit clear that two or 
three years before, because we were but just now come fully to understand it; but the truth is, by reason of the dear-
ness of salt and lowness of mackerel in the years before, and our gaining was not so considerable; especially add this 
to it, that in three, we lost one voyage for want of understanding what we have made them acquainted with, as to the 
light moons. But if you think that the motion, as to the whole town, may be too large, because it may be there may 
be very many, we humbly lea~e it to the honoured Court to bound the town to what numberyou see good, two or 
three, or what you see good; and so having made bold to present and trouble you with lines, I pray account it not a 
presumption, but an humble request in the behalfs of that little town of ours, which hath a great part of its livelihood 
by :fishing. And so, in all humbleness, leaving these things to your consideration, I humbly take leave, and rest your 
humble petitioners in the half of ourselves and town. 
"PLYMOUTH, this 8th June, 1671." 1 
"JOHN PRINCE. 
"NATHANIEL BOSWORTH. 
In answer to the above petjtion the following grant was made, providing certain persons of Hull with means to 
enable them to prosecute the mackerel :fishery at Cape Cod : 
"Att the Generall Court of Election, att Plymouth, the fl.ft of June, 1671. 
'' In answarevnto the petition prefered t9 this Court by Mr John Prince and Mr Nat4aniel Bosworth, of the towne 
of Hull, allias Nantaskett, in the behalfe of the said towne, to have libertie to imploy some boates and theire compa-
nies for the takeing of mackerell with nets, att the season thereof, att Cape Codd, this Court doth grannt vnto them 
libertie for two boates and these companies, to take mackerell there att the season thereof; soe as "they make payment 
of what is due to the collonie from forraigners, notwithstanding. any order of Court extant, prohibiting others to :fish 
there."2 · 
For the management of the town business, as also for the greater encouragement of the fishery industry at this 
place, the order below appended was in 1647 directed in these words: 
"Att a Genera11 Courte of Eleccon, held ye 26th of ye 3 mo: 1647. 
"There being now diners ffreemen & men of good abillity in Hull who may comfortably carry on the affayres 
of a towne, they are enabled by the authorities (!f this Court to order the prudentia1l affayres of ye towne, according 
to former orders of this Court & course of other plantations, pvided that, according to former orders of Court they 
endevonr the advanncemt of fishing, & that such fishermen as are there already & others wch shall come thither may 
have all such reasonable priviledges & encouragemt as the place will afford, & that such places as are fitt for fishermen 
may be reserved for that purpose; & wth this caution also, that wm Parkes, Mr Glouer, & Mr Duncan, or any two of 
them, ue appoynted to se the order of Court for advance of ffishing duely obserued."3 · 
HINGHAM. 
TUE FI IlERIES OF HINGHAl\f IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.-In the middle of the seventeenth century Hingham 
n.nd the employment of its inhabitants were thus briefly described: 
'' Hingham, which is scituate upou the Sea coasts South-east of Charles River being a place nothin o- inferiour to 
their Neighl:>ours for scituation, and the people have much profited themselves b; transporting Tim be;, Planke and 
)fast for hipping to the 'l'own of Boston, _as also Cedar and Pine-board to supply the wants of other Townes, and also 
to remote part , even as far as Barbadoes. They want not for Fish for themselves and others also."4 
1 Coll. Mass. Hist. oc., vol. vi, 1st series, pp. 127, 128. 
2 Plymouth Colony Record , ,ol. v, 1668-167!.I, p. 63. 
3 Records of Massachusetts, vol. iii, p. 106. 
'Wonder-working Providence. London, 1654, p. 85. 
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TlJe fishing interest~ of this place were thus furthered by the "General Court at Boston, the 14th of the 4th Mo, 
1641: 
"It is ordered, that a plantation for the furthering of :fishing shall fourth wth bee set up at Nantascot., & that all 
the neck to the end of the furthest beach towards Hingham, where the tide overflowetb, shall belong to it; and that 
such of the p'sent inhabitants of Hingham as will follow fishing, and will remove their habitations thither, shall have 
bud & meadowe upon Nantaskot Neck, according to the order heare established, & that all other men that will follow 
fishing, & will remove their habitations thither, shall have such accommodations there as the plantation will afford; 
nnd that it shalbee lawfull for any other fishermen inhabiting in any other of the townes w thin the Bay to set up 
stages upon Nantaskot, or any of the ilands belonging thereto, wth sufficient ground for the drying of their fish. 
"And that there shltlbee alowed now, at the first, to evry boate wch shall use fishing, 4 acres of up1and for the 
p'sent, & the medow to bee disposed of by an equall p'portion among such as shall have cattle; & it is further ordered, 
that Mr Stoughton, Mr Duncan, Mr Glover, Willi: Heath, & ·wmi Parks, or any 3 of· them, Mr Stoughton to bee one, 
sllall in convenient time repair to Nantaskot, _& set out the lands & meclow there, according to the meaning of this 
order; and it is further ordered, that the iland called Pedocks Iland, & the other ilands there not otherwise disposed 
of, shall belong to Nantaskot, to bee to the use of the inhabitants & fishermen, so soone as they shall come to inhabite 
there. 
1'And this Court, or some of the Court at Boston, shall from time to time appoint 2 or 3 able men to set out la.nd, 
& stage roome &c, to such as shall come to inbabite or fish there ; & in the meane time the comissioners aforenamed, 
or 3 of them as aforesaid, shall dispose of the same; provided, always, that no p'son shalbee stated in p'priety in any 
land or medowe there (though the same bee allotted to them) before hee bee a setled inhabitant there, & in a course 
of :fishing." 1 
The following order, relative to payment for powder supplied to Stra.wberry Brmk, was given at-
"A Generall Cort, held at Boston, the 7th of the First M0 1643-1644. 
· "Strawberry Bank is gmnted to have a barrell of p0wder, paying for it in dry fish, as Dover is to do for the bar-
ren granted formerly to Northam." 2 
HINGHAM FISHE~IES IN 1851 AND 1860.-The Hingham Journal of April, 1860, states: 
'' In 1851 there were 37 vessels, of 2,491 tons, belonging to this port, owned here and manned by 500 persons. We 
cannot say that the number of vessels ba:s much increased since that time, yet what we have constitute a very hand-
some fleet. Before the end of the m·onth some of our vessels will be on George's and other fishing grounds, looking 
out for schools of mackerel." 
'fhe result of the mackerel :fishery for 1860 is given as follows: 
"MACKEREL.-Mackerel have been found plenty off the coast of Maine, and the shore :fishing promises better than 
for many years before. They take the book readily, as in olden times. 
"The Hingham Journal gives the following late arrivals in that port and Pocasset, after a short absence: Sehr. 
Pony with 113 headed bbls; Oasis 200 do. do.; Omega 185 packed bbls; Eleanor F. 205 headed bbls; Emma 160 do. 
do.; Prairie Flower do. do. Northern Light 180 do. do." 3 
COHASSET. 
THE FISHERIES IN 1821.-Tbe Rev. Jacob Flint in 1821 wrote the following description of the fisheries enga.ged 
in by the people of tliis place, w~th some details as to number of vessels, men, qninta.ls caught, &c.: 
"There :;tre 41 vessels of different tonnage owned in Cohasset. Of these, 1,067 tons n,re employed inthe mackerel 
fishery. They take, in a season, 2,420 bturels; 200 tons are employed in the cod-fishery; taking 2,590 quintals of cod-
fish (average for a number- of yea,rs). The fishing vessels employ 223 men and boys. Some of the largest vessels are 
employed in foreign trade. After the season for taking fish, a number of the :fishing-vessels are employed in the coast-
ing trade with various parts of the United States, and some in trade with the West Indies." 4 
At that time, according to the same authority, there were a number of extensive salt-works, at which a.bout 5,500 
bushels of salt were annually made. 
Tim MACKEREL FISHERY IN 1860.-The following details concerning the mackerel :fishery of Cohasset for 1860 
nrc from foe Bnrnstable Patriot: 
'' The mackerel fishery of Cohasset has closed for the season, pilin.g the wharves with tiers of bbls. of that aqunrial 
flesh. Oue of the fleet, the Harriet 'l'orey, has landed 1,500 bbls. William Burdick, of the above vessel, has caught 
117 bl>ls. with his o-.;vn book, and will clear $548,00." 
SCITUATE. 
FISHING STATION AT SCITUATE; LICENSE FOR OYSTER PLANTING.-In 1633 the ship William set up a fishing 
station at Scituate, the ohject of which was, doubtless, the capture of cod. 
In 163~ tµe follo.wing license was granted to a Mr. Willia~ Vassall: 
"1639, December. Licence or liberty is granted to Mr, William Va1,sall to make an oyster bank in the North 
River, 60 rods in length, and across the said river, iu some convenient place, near his farm ther~, callerl tho 'West 
1 Records of Massaclmsetts, vol. i, p. 3:::u. 
2 lbicl., vol. ii, p. 57. 
3 Barnstable Patriot, August 21, lSCO. 
4 Coll. llass. Hbt. Soc., ,ol. ii, 3d series, p. 102. 
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Now-land,' an<l. to appropriate it to his own use, forbidding all others to use the same with_?ut his license. [Colony 
Records.J-The inference seems to be that the oyster was not common in this river." 1 
EARLY HISTORY OF THE MACKEREL FISRERY.-The following interesting account of the mackerel :fishery from 
1680 to 1812, including certain laws regarding the capture of the :fish only at certain seasons, modes of capture, and 
habits of the :fish, appears in the Collections of the Massachusetts Historical Society, vol. iv, 2d series: 
"The mackerel fishery has been pursued with great success fron, Scituate duriug a long series of years. As early 
as the year 1680 Robert Studson, of Scituate, with Nathaniel Thomas, of Marshfield, it appears, hired the 'Cape 
Fishery' for bass an<l. mackerel of the colony. Subsequent to 1700 it was common for a vessel to take 800 or more 
barrels during the season within Massachusetts Bay, which were worth in those early times about 40 shillings, 0. T,, 
the barrel. It was common, we are told in later annals, at Boston and at Plymouth, &c., when making an outfit 
cargo for the Jamaica market, to floor a vessel, as it is termed, with an hundred or more barrels of Scituate mackerel. 
I_t is probable the packing out, so termed, was usually performed in Boston in old times. In 1670, in Plymouth 
Colony, at t.he June court, this law passod: '·whereas we have formerly seen great inconvenience of taking mackerel 
at unseasonable times, whereby their increase is greatly diminished, and that H hath been proposed to the court of 
the Massachusetts that some course might be taken for preventing the same, and that they have lately drawn up an 
order about the same, this conrt doth enact that henceforth no mackerel shall be caught, except for spending while 
fresh, before the first of July annually, on penalty of the loss of the same, the one half to the informer and the other 
to the colony.' In 1684, on the motion of William Clark, a merchant of Plymout}\, the court passed an order prohib 
iting the seilling of mackerel in any part of the colony, when the court leased the. cape :fishery for bass and mackerel 
· to Mr. Clark for seven years at £30 per annum, but which he resigned 1689. 
"Dr. Douglass, who wrote on New England about 1750, says of macker,-1: 'They set in the second week of May, 
lean, and seem to eat muddy; some are caught all summer. There is a secon<l. setting in for autumn, fat and delicious 
eating. They are north latitude fish, and are not found south of New England. Beginning of July for a short time 
they disappear, or will not take the bait; book mackerel, for a market, are preferable to these caught by seines, 
which bruise one another.' These :fish, it seems, were formerly seined for the purpose of bait, a practice now disused, 
and all are taken by the hook. (The people of Hull, it seems, first taught the Plymouth colonists to take them at 
Cape Cod by moonlight. See Hist. Coll., vol. vi, 1st ser., p. 127.) They are a capricious and sportive :fish. In 
cloudy, and even wet, weather they take the hook with most avi<lity. They are very partial to the color of red; 
hence a rag of that hue is sometimes a bait. A small strip of their own flesh, taken from near the tail, is used as a 
bait with most success. 
"In early times the shores of our bays were skirted by forest trees quite near to the water's edge. In the month of 
June, when all nature is in bloom, the volatile farina of the bloom of the forest trees then floats in the air, and occa-
sionally settles on the smooth surface of the seas. Then it is that this playful :fish, attracted by this phenomenon, 
leaps and bounds above the surface of the water. So again, at a later period; in July and August, winged insects, 
carried away by the southwest winds, rest and settle on the bosom of the ocean, a welcome herald, it is said, to the 
mackerel catcher. Such are the habits of many :fishes, and hence the use of the fly as a bait by the angler of the trout 
streams. 
"A mackerel :fishery existed in former days at Plymouth. There were perhaps twelve small schooners thus em-
ployed in autumn, taking 50 barrels a week each, in the bay, about the year 1754. The people of Rhode Island and 
Connecticut were largely cotlcerned in this fishery formerly, it being very common to see 20 or more small sloops 
from this section of New England, occasionally taking shelter under Plymouth beach in stormy periods. But the 
places where these fish are now taken are chiefly George's Banks, Nantucket Shoals, and Block Island Channel. In 
the year 1770 we are told there were upwards of 30 sail of vessels in this branch of the fisheries, from Scituate; 
but not so many since 1783 to 1812. War, the scourge of national prosperity, destroys or suspends all exterior :fisheries. 
We hope and trust a state of peace will revive and prosper them." 
A series of essays on commerce appeared in a Boston newspaper about the year 1784. One of' them was devoted 
in part to the fisheries, in which the writer (probably James Swan, esq., a member of the general court for Dor-
chester), with felicity of expression, eulogized the mackerel :fishery, say~ng "that it was of more value to Massachu-
setts than would be the pearl :fisheries of Ceylon." 
RIVER-FISHERIES IN 1815 AND 1831. -The kinds and distribution of :fish, off and in - the river close by Scituate, 
were written in 1815 and recorded in the Collections of the Massachusetts Historical Society, vol..iv, 2d series, as follows: 
"Bass, shad, alewives, smelt, and eels seek North River; cod and other sea :fish common to all the bay are taken 
just without the harbour." 
Mr. Samuel De:me in 1831 wrote concerning the Scituate alewife fishery: 
"We first notice the fisheries of the streams. It is reasonable to conjecture that the first alewives were taken in 
the first herring brook, as some of the earliest settlements were near that stream. These :fish ascended this brook to 
George Moore's pond, and as the stream was narrow they were easily taken in nets. They continued to ascend this 
brook until the mills prevented 1hem in late years by not being provided with suitable sluices. Recently (1831) an 
attempt has been made to restore them, but .without much success. Mr. Hatherly had' a herring weir' on Mus-
quasbcot brook, near his house, in 1640. We believe that a few of these :fish find their way through the gulf to the 
Musquashcut pond at the present day. 
"On Ronn~ brook was formerly an abundant alewife fishery. As late as 1794 an act of the general court was 
procured IJy Scituate and Cohasset, for renewing the :fishery, by providing sluices at the mil11:1, regulating the time 
1 Coll. MnP11. Hi11t. Soc., Yol. fr, 2tl St:'.ries, p. 2:!8. 
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and manner of taking them, and removing the obstructions to their ascending to Hezekiah Towers' pond, to which' they 
formerly ascended abundantly, to the great advantage of said Towers.' We believe the act was repealed in 1800, and 
the fishery is extinct. In the second herring brook these fish used to ascend to Black pond, but they have long since 
been repelled by the mill-dams. Smelts continue t? visit this brook. They are taken in the latter end of March. In 
the third herring brook these fish used to ascend the valley swamp. But here they have been destroyed in like man-
ner as above. The shad and alewife fishery in the North River bas long been a suhject of controversy between 
Scituate and Pembroke, and is so at present. In their ascending to the Matakeeset Ponds they used to be taken in 
great almndance. Since an act of court in 1761, permitting seines to be drawn in the North River, it. is alleged that 
they have been fast diminishing. Whether tMs or the mills at Pembroke, or some unknown cause has produced this 
effect, we know not, but certain it is that these fisheries were reduced to comparatively little value in 1825, bnt since 
that time the fish have increased." 1 · 
THE MACKEREL FISHERY IN 1831 AND 1851.-Deane wrote in 1831 of the mackerel :fishery: "We believe there are 
now about 35 [vessels] annually fitted out, of various tonnage, from 50 to 150 tons, and carrying from 6 to 15 hands. 
The number of barrels taken by our vessels in 1828 was something more than 15,000." 
In 1851, according to the report of the inspector-general of fish, Scituate had 13 vesselR in the mackerel fishery, 
aggregating 715 tons, and manned by 119 men and boys. 
DUXBURY. 
THE WHALE-FISHERY.-" Schooners, sloops, and perhaps larger vessels were engaged in the whale-fishery from 
Duxbury as early as the beginning of the last century, and for some years quite a number of the inhabitants were 
thus employed. Their resort was at first along the shore and between the capes, but by the close of the first quarter 
of the century they had extended their grounds, and now the coast of Newfoundland became to be generally fre-
quented; and even as late as 1760, or perhaps later, vessels were employed in the Saint Lawrence Gulf. 
"On a blank leaf in the account book of Mr. Joshua Soule, of Duxbury, was found the following memorandum: 
'Whale vieg begun. elisba cob say led from hear March ye 4, from Plymouth ye 7, 1729.'" ii 
THE COD-FISHERY IN THE LAST CENTURY.-Joshua Delano and Joshua and Josiah Soule, according to Winsor, 
owned vessels at Cape Sable in 1737. Three or four was the number usually on the fishing-grounds at that time. This' 
number steadily _increased, with some detriment during the. Revolution, until in 1785 or J786 there were 64 bank 
fishermen, averaging 7L'. tons each. 
FRESH-WATER I~ISHERIES.-Two ponds near Duxbury are thus described in the Collections of the Massachusetts 
Historical Society for 1794, vol. ii: 
"The pond is one mile and a half from the salt water. It is half a mile wide, one and a half in length. The red 
and sea perch, shiners, pout, and sometimes pickerel are found in it. Half a mile northwest of this lies a smaller 
pondJ about one mile in-circumference. No streams run into it, neither is there any communication of water upon the 
surface of the earth from it to the larger pond. It is always very nearly the same height." 
THE FISHERIES IN 1849.-Concerning th~ state of the fishery in 1849 the following facts are given by Winsor: 
"The fishing businesEi has now engaged the people of Duxbury for nearly a century and a half, though of late 
years the aggregate of tonnage en~aged has been considerably less than was employed about ten or fifteen years ago." 
KINGSTON. 
ABUNDANCE OF FISH IN 1815.-A writer in the Collections of the Massachusetts Historical Society, vol. iii, 2d 
series, says : 
"The land which the natives cultivated was easily tilled, and, aided by fish as manure, produced considerable 
quantities of Indian co1;n. The bay abounded with fish and fowl, the shores and flats with shell-fish, the streams with 
alewives, frost-fish, smelts, and eels, in their season. * * * The frequent places of their habitation are discover-
able by shells and marks of fire. If * * The fishery, till the war, was in latte-r years wholly carried on from that 
place. Formerly fish were cured at Sunderland, so called, on Jones' River, one mile from the sea. Before the Revo-
lutionary vVar the fishery was more extensive than since. About twenty schooners were owned in the town. * * * 
"At Rocky Nook (Kingston) are salt-works, producing about 200 bushels of salt in a season." 
THE FI8HERIES IN 1837 AND 1879.-Since the early history of the State this town has had a sruall fishing fleet. In 
1837 its fleet was larger than in any other year. At that time 7 vessels engaged from this port in the mackerel fish-
. fishery, and 22 in the cod-fishery. In former times quite a numer of vessels were built each year. One eccentric 
builder constructed 10, and named them after the first ten months of the year. 
'l'herc were 3 Kingston vessels engaged in the Grand Bank cod-fisheries in 1879, the statistics of which are in-
cluded in the summary for Plymouth district. 
PLYMOUTH. 
OBJECT OF THE -PLYMOUTH COLONISTs.-One of the objects of the establishment of colonies in New England was 
the development of the fisheries, about which wonderful stories had been told in England by the early voyagers. 
That the Plymouth colony contemplat~d entering upon the fisheries we find from the following statement in Governor 
Bra,dford's History of the Colony : 
1 History of Scituate, Mass., by Samuel Deane, pp. 23, 24. 2 Winsor's History of Duxbury, p. 350. 
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"After such travail and turmoil ancl cleqates which they went through, things were gotten ready for their depar-
ture from Leyden. A small ship was provided in Holland, of about 60 tons, which was intended, as to serve to trans-
l)ort some of them over tho seas, so to stay in the country and to tend upon fishing and such other affairs as might be 
for the good and benefit of the whole, when they should come to the place intended. Another was hired at London, 
of burden auout nine score, and all other things got in a readiness." 1 
THE COLONISTS LAND AT PLYMOUTH.-Although the original plan of the Plymouth settlers had been to land at 
some point farther south, yet they were led by circumstances to decide upon Massachusetts, and in December, 16~0, 
made a landing at Cape Cod, and later at Plymouth, where they found a good harbor, which they surveyed and de-
scribed to be" in the shape of a fish-hook; a good harbor for shipping, larger than that of Cape Cod; containing two 
small islands wjthout inhabitants, innumerable store of fowls, different sorts of fish, besides shell-fish in abundance." 2 
The inclemency of the season was not at all favoral>le for fishing, . anu as the newcomers were not well provided 
with provisions, they would have suffered much had it not been for the kindly n.ssistance of the Indians, who instructed 
them in their methods of fishing and planting. Early in the month of January, 1621, "one of the sailors found alive 
upon the shore a herring, which the master had to his supper; which put us in hope of fish, but as yet we had got 
but one cod; we wanted small hooks." 3 • • · 
THE RETURN OF THE MAYFLOWER TO ENGLAND.-Phineas Pratt, in his manuscript narrative, written in 1G62, says . 
"Thayr Shipp [Mayflower, 1620] being reterned & safely .A.rived in Eingland, those Gentlemen & Marchents, yt ha<i 
vndertakeu to supply ym wth things nesasary, vnderst::mding yt many of ym weare sick & some ded, maed hast t, 
send a ship wth many things nesasary; but so1u Indescret man, hoping to incoridg thayr.freinds to Come to ym, wril 
Letters Conserning ye great plenty of :ffish fowle and dear-e, not considering yt ye wild Salvages weare many time1< 
hungrye, yt hftve a better scill to catch such things then Einglish men have." 4 
FREE LIBERTY TO l<'ISH.-Tbe first Plymouth patent, made June 1, 1621, bas this item concerning the fisheries 
"Together with free lil>tie to fishe in and vpon the Coast of New England and in all havens ports and creekes there 
vnto l.,elonging. And it shalbe lawfull for the said Vndertakes & Planters, their heires & successors fr~ely to truck 
trade & tra:ffiq with the Salvages in New England or neighboring thereabout at their wills & pleasures without 
lett or distmbance [As also to have libtie to hunt hanke fish or fowle in any place or places not now or hereafter b:· 
the English inhal>ited. ]" 6 
ABUNDANCE OF FISH.-A letter of WilHam Hilton's in Smith's New England Trials, printed in 1622, describing 
Plymouth, says there are '' Many great Lakes abounding with Fish, Fowle, Beuers, and Otters. The, 8ea affords vs a~ 
great Plenty of all excellent Sorts of Sea-Fish, as the Riuers and Iles doth Varietie of Wild Fowle of most vseful 
Sorts." 6 
FISH USED AS MANURE.-Governor Bradford, in his History of the Colony, says: "Afterwards they (as many a~ 
were able) began to plant ther corne, in which servise Squanto stood them in great stead, showing them both ye mane~ 
how to set it, ::1,nd after how to dress & tend it. Also he tould them excepte t,hey gott fish & set with it (in these olc 
grouu<1r,,) it would come to nothing, and 110 showed them yt in ye middle of Aprill they should have store enough come 
up ye hrooki\ uy which they begane to build, and taught them how to take it, and wher to get other provisions ner--
essary for them; all of which t.hey found true by triall and experience." 7 
LOBSTERS, SHAD-SPAWN, ETC.-A journal of one of the colonists for the year 16?.1 says: ""\Ve set forward the 
10th of Jnne, about nine in the morning [Mr. Priuce thinks this is a mistake, and that it ought to have been tbe 3d 
of Jnly], our guide, Tisqnantum, resolving that night to rest at Namasket Ii. e., Middleborough.-H.J a town under 
Massasoit, and conceived by us to -be very near, because the inhabitants :flocked so thick on every slight occasion amonpr 
ns; lrnt we found it to be 15 English miles. Ou the way we found ten or twelve men, women, and children, whicl 
hatl pestered us till we were weary of them, perceiving that (as the manner of tbem :111 is) where victual is easiest tG 
lJc got there the_y live, especially in the summer; by reason whereof, our bay affording many lobsters, they resort every 
spring-tide thither, and now 1·eturned with us to Namasket. Thither we came about three in the afternoon, the 
inhabitants entertaining us with joy in the best manner they could, gi~ing us a k~nd of bread called by them Mazium, 
and the spawn of shads, which then they got in a.bumlance, insomuch as they gave us spoons to eat them; with these 
they boiled musty acorns, but of the shads we eat heartily. They desired one of our men to shoot at a crow, com-
plaining what damage they sustained in their corn by them; who, shooting and killing, they much admired it, as 
other shots on other occasions. 
"After this, Tisquautum told ~us we should hardly in one day reach Pakanokick (the same as Pokanoket), moving 
us to go 8 miles fart.her, where we should find more store and better victuals. Being willing to hasten our journey, 
we went, arnl came thither at sunsetting, where we found many of the men of Namasket fishing at a weir which 
they had made on a river which belonged to them, where they ca,ugbt abundance of bass. These welcomed us also, 
gave us of their fish, and we them of our victuals, not doubting but we should have enough wherever we came/' 8 
FISHL'G IN 1621.-Governor Bradford states that in September, 1621, "They begane now to gather in ye small 
l1arvest they had, and to fitte up their houses and dwellings against winter, being all well recovered in health & 
strengbt, a.ud had all things in good plenty; for as some were thus imployed in affairs abroad others were excersised 
in fii:,hing, aboute codd, & bass, & other fish, of which ye tooke good good store, of which' every family had their 
1 Youug'1:1 Chronicles of the Pilgrim Fathers. Boston, 1844, p. 86. 
2 Bo1lrnap's .American Bio!!raphy. ""ew York, 1846, ,ol ii, p. 32!. 
3 Young, op. cit., p.171. 
4 Coll :llas . Hist., oc., "ol. fr, 4th series, p.477. 
6 l bid., YOl. ii, 4th series, pp. 160, 161. 
6 Hazard's "State Pai,ers." Philaclelpbia, 1792, "ol. i, p . 120. 
7 Coll. Mass. Hist. Soc., vol. iii, 4th series, p.100. 
& Belknap, op cit., vol. iii, p. 86. 
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portion. All ye soruer ther was no wa,nte. And now begane to come i.J?- store of foule, as winter aproached, of which 
this place did abound when they came first (but a.fterwards decreased by degrees).m 
A letter "from Ed ward Winslow to a friend, under date of December 11, 1621, say·s: "For fish and fowl we have 
great abunclanc~. 1,resh cod in the summer is but coarse meat with us. .Our bay is full of lobsters all the summer, 
and affordeth variety of other fish. In September we can take a hogshead of eels in a night, with small labor, and 
can dig them out of their b eds all the winter. ,Ve have mussels and others at our doors. Oysters we have none near, 
but can have them brought by the Indians when we will. ":'! · 
SCARCITY OF FOOD IN 1622.-One of the excursions made by Mr. ·winslow "was by sea to I\fonahigon, an island 
near the mouth of Penobscot Bay, to procure a supply of bread from the fishing vessels, who resorted to the eastern 
coast in the spring of 1622. This supply, though not large, was freely given to the suffering colony, and, being pru-
dently managed in the distribution, amounted to one-quarter of a pound for each person till the next harvest."3 
Freeman states that, "In the month of May, 1622, the provision of the settlers at Plymouth being spent, Mr. 
Bradford records, 'A famine begins to pinch us, and we look hard for a supply, but none arrives.' From some fishing 
vessels on the co.ast bread was obtained to the amount of a quarter of a pound per day for each person till harvest, 
and this the governor caused to be dealt out daiiy, 'or some had starved. The want of bread had abated the strength 
and :flesh of some, and had swelled others, and bad they not been where are divers sorts of shell-fish they must have 
perished.'" 4 
Winslow's" Good News from New England," printed in London in 1624, says: "In the end of August [1622] came 
other two ships into our harbor. The one, as I take it, was called the Discovery, Captain Jones -having the com-
mand thereof; the other wast.hat ship of Mr. '\Veston's, called the Sparrow, which had now made her voyage of fish 
and was consorted with the other, being both bound for Virgin1a. 
* * * "For our own parts, our case was almost the same with theirs [Massachusetts Bay Colony], having but 
a small quantity of corn left, and were enforced to live on ground-nuts, clams, mussels, and ~uch other things as 
naturally the country afforded, and whieh did and would maintain strength, and were easy to be gotten; all which 
things they had in great abundance, yea, oysters also, which we wanted; and therefore necessity could. not be said 
to constrain them thereunto." 5 • 
THE 1nsHERIES DECLARED FimE.-Governor Bradford thus mentions the arrival of the Paragon: "About ye later 
end of June [1623] came a ship, with Captaine Francis West, who bad a comission to be admirall of New England, to 
restraine interlopers, and shnch fishing ships as came to fish & trade without a licence from ye Counsell of New Eng-
land, for which they should pay a round. sume of money. But he could doe no good of them, for they were to stronge 
for him, and he found ye fisher men to be stuberne fellows. Aud their owners, upon comJ)lainte made to ye Parle-
ruente, procured an oider yt fishing should be free." 6 • 
NEED OF FISHING APPARATUS.-Winslow gives the following good advice: "I will not again speak of the abun-
dance of fowl, store of venison, and variety of fish, in their sea:mns, which might encourage many-to go in their per-
sons. Only I advh;e all such beforehand to consider that as they hear of countries that abound with the good creatures 
of God, so means must be used for the taking of every one in hiis kind, and therefore not only to content themselves 
that there is sufficient, but to foresee how they shall be able to obtain the same. Otherwise, as he that walketh 
London streets, though he be in the midst of plent.v, yet, if he wants means, is not the better, but hath rather his 
sorrow increased by the sight of that he wanteth, and cannot enjoy it, so also there, if thou want art and other neces-
saries thereunto belonging, thou mayest see that. thou wan test and thy heart desireth, and yet be never the better for 
the sam(l. Therefore, if thou see thine own insufficiency of thyself, then join to some others, where thou mayest in 
some measure enjoy the same; otherwise, assure thyself thou art better where thou art." 7 
FISHING WITH A NET.-Bradford thus tells of the struggles of the colonists in 1(;23: 
"They haveing but one boat left and she not over well fitted, they were divided into severall companies, 6. or 7. 
to a gangg or company, and so went out with a nett they had bought, to t~ke bass and suchlike fish, by course, every 
company knowing their turne. No sooner was ye boate discharged of what she brought, but ye next company tooke 
her and wente out with her. Neither did they returne till they had cauight something, though it were 5. or 6. days 
before, for they knew ther was nothing at home, and to go home emptie would be a great discouragemente to ye rest. 
Yea, they strive who should doe best. If she stayed long or got litle, then all went to seeking of shell-fish, which at 
low-water they digged out of ye sands. And this was their living in ye sofiier time, till God sente ym beter; & in 
winter they were helped with ground-nuts and foule. Also in ye sorrier they gott now and then a dear; for one or 2. 
of y~ fitest was apoynted to range ye woods for yt end, & what was gott that way was devided amongst them."8 
ENCOURAGEMENT TO PERSEVERE.-In a general letter written to the Plymouth settlers, and brought from England 
on the ship Ann in 16~3, is thi::;. noble sentiment: 
"Ifye land afford you bread, and ye sea yeeld you fish, rest you a while contented, God will one day afford you 
b0tter fare. Auel all men shall know you are neither fugeti ves nor discontents. But can, if God so order it, take yi 
worst to yourselves, with content, & leave ye best to your neighbours with cherfullness. Let it not be greeveous unto 
J-ou yt you have been instrument to breake ye ise for others who come after with less difficulty, the honour 1:,hall be 
yours, to ye worlds end, &c.'' 9 
SALT WOP.KS AND FISHING SHALLOPS BUILT.-" In 1624 Plymouth contained thirty-two dwelling houses, and about 
1 Coll. Mass. Hist. Soc., vol. iii, 4th series, p. 105. 
2 Young's Chronicles of the Pilgrim Fathers . . :Boi?ton, 1844, p. 233. 
3 Belknap, op. cit., p. 94. 
4 Freeman's Hist. of Cape Cod. Boston, 1862, vol; i, p.104. 
6 Young, op. cit., pp. 2G8, 3~9. 
6 Coll. Mass. Hist. Soc., vol. iii, 4th series, p.141. 
7 Good News from New Englanc1, in Young's Chronicles, p. 372. 
s Coll. Mass. Hist Soc., vol. iii, 4th series, p. 137. 
9 Ibid., p. 144. 
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one hundred and eighty persons. The inha.bitants had erected a salt work; and this year they freighted a ship of 
a hundred and eighty tous.m 
The journal of one of the settlers, under date of June 17, 1624, says: 
"The ship carpenter sent us is an honest and very industrious man, quickly builds us two very good and st,rong 
shallops, with a great and strong lighter, and had hewn timber for two hetcbes; but this is spoilt; for in the hot sea-
son of the year he falls into a fever and dies, to our great loss and sorrow. But the salt man is an ignorant, foolish, 
and selfwilled man; who chooses a spot for his salt works, will have eight or ten men to help him, is confident the 
ground is good, makes a carpenter rear a great frame of a house for the salt and other like uses; but finds himself 
deceived in the bottom; will then have a lighter to carry clay, &c., yet all in vain; be could do nothing but boil 
salt in pans. The next year is sent to Cape Ann, and there the pans are set up for the fishery; but before the sum-
mer is out, he burns the house and spoils the pans, and there is an end of this chargeable business."2 
THE FISHERIES NOT SUCCESSFUL.-Under date of March, 1624, Governor Bradford says: 
"Shortly after, Mr. Winslow came over, and brought a prety good supply, and a ship came on fishing, a thing 
fatall to this plantation. He brought 3. heifers & a bull, the first beginning of any cattle of that kind in ye land, 
with some cloathing & other necessaries, as will further appear; but withall ye repoTte of a strong faction amongst 
the adventurers against therri, and espetially against ye coming of ye rest from Leyden, and with what difficulty this 
supply was procured, and how, by their strong & long opposision, bussiness was so retarded as not only they were 
now falne too late for ye fishing season, but the best men were taken up of ye :fishermen in ye west countrie, and be 
was forct to take such a Mr. & company for that imp1oyment as he could procure upon ye present."3 
Among a number of objections answered and sent to England in 1624, by Governor Bradford, was the following: 
"i-. ob: The fish will not take salt to keepe sweete. Ans: This is as true as that which was written, that ther is 
scarce a foule to be scene or a fish to be taken. Things likely to be true in a cuntrie wher so many sayle of ships 
come yearly a fishini; they might as well say, there can no aile or beere in London be kept from sowering."4 
The story of a fishing trip to the coast of Maine in 1624 is thus told by Governor Bradford: 
"They having with some truble & charge new-masted and rigged their pinass, in ye begining of March, they 
sent her well vitaled to the eastward on .fishing. She arrived safely at a place near Damarius cove, and was there 
well harbored in a place wher ships used to ride, ther being also some ships allready arived out of England. But 
shortly after ther arose such a violent & extraordinarie storme, as ye seas broak over such places in ye harbor as was 
never seene before, and drive her against great roks, which beat such a hole in her bulke, as a horse and carte might 
have gone in, and after drive her into deep.water, wher sbe Jay sunke."6 · 
Governor Bradford thus writes of the colonists in 1625: 
"This storme being thus blowne over, yet sundrie sad effects followed ye same; for the Company of Adventurers 
broake in peeces here upon, and ye greatest parte wholy deserted ye colony in regarde of any further supply, or care 
of their subsistance. And not only so, but some of Layfords & Oldorus friends, and their adherents, set out a shipe 
on fishing, on theire owne accounte, and getting ye starte of ye ships that came to the plantation, they tooke away 
their stage, & other necessary provisions that they had made for fishing at Cap-Anne ye year before, at their great 
charge, and wonld not restore ye same, excepte they would fight for it. But ye Govr sent some of yP, planters to help 
ye fisher men to build a new one, and so let them keepe it. This shipe also brought some small supply, of little value; 
but they made so pore a business of their fishing, (neither could these men, make them any returne for ye supply 
sente,) so as, after this year, they never looked more after them."6 
PERMISSION TO FISH AT KENNEBEC.-The Patent of the Old Colony of Plymouth, granted January 13, 1629, 
bas these items concerning the fisheries: "And forasmuch as they have noe convenient Place, either of Trauinge or 
Fishinge within their owne precincts, whereby (after soe longe Tmvell and great Paines) so hopefull a Plantacon 
may snbsiste, as alsoe that they may bee incouraged the·better to proceed in soe pious a Worke, * * ;, The said 
Councell have further given and granted * * * the Space of fifteene Englishe miles on each Side of the said River 
called Kennebek, and all the said River called Kenebek, * * ~ and all Grounds, Ffabinges, &c.; * * * with 
Liberty of fishing upon any Parte of the Sea-coaste and Sea-shores of any of the Seas or Islands adjacent, and not 
beinge inhabited, or otherwise disposed of by Order of the said Presidente and Councell ;7 · 
THE FISHERIES IN 1629.-Under date of the year 1629 Governor Bradford writes: 
"This paying of 50 pr cent. and dificulty of having their goods trasported by y" :fishing ships at ye first of ye year, 
(as was beleeved,) which was ye cheefe season for trade, put them upon another projecte. Mr. Allerton, after y~ 
fishing season was over, light of a bargan of salte, at a good fishing place, and bought it; which came to aboute 
113 ti,; and shortly after he might have had 30 ti. cleare profite for it, without any more trouble aboute it. But Mr. 
Winslow coming that way from Kenebeck, & some other of ther partners with him in ye barke, they mett with Mr. 
Allerton, and falling into discourse with him, they stayed him from selling ye salte; and resolved, if it might please 
ye rest, to keep it for them selves, and to hire a ship in ye west countrie to come on fishing for them, on shares, accord-
ing to ye coustome; and seeing she might have her salte here ready, and a stage ready builte & fitted wher the 
salt lay safely landed & housed. In stead of bringing salte, they might stowe her full of trading goods, as bread, 
pease, cloth, &.c., and so they might have a full supply of goods without paing fraight, ancl in due season, which 
might turne greatly to their advantage. Coming home, this was propounded, and considered on, and aproved by all 
b t1t ye Govr, who had no mind to it, seeing they had all way lost by fishing; but ye rest were so ernest, as thinkeing 
1 Holmes ' American Annals, 1805. Vol. i, p . 131. 
2 P rince, N ew England Chronology. Boston, 1736, p. 227. 
3 Coll. Mass. Hist. Soc., vol. iii, 4th series, p. 157. 
4 l bid., p. 162. 
6 lbid., p. 156. 
6 Ibid., p. 196. 
7 Hazard's "State Papers," vol. i, pp. 300, 301. 
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that they might gaine well by ye :fishing in this way; and if they should but save, yea, or lose something by it, ye 
other bene:fite would be advantage inough; so seeing their ernestness, he gave way, and it was refered to their 
friends in England to alow, or disalow it. Of which more in its place." 1 
TROUBLE ABOUT THE FISHING VESSEL FRIENDSHIP,_:." They looked ernestly for a timely supply this spring," 
[1630] says Governor Bradford, "by the :fishing ship which they expected, and had been at charg to keepe a stage 
for her; but none came, nor any supply heard of for them. At length they heard sume supply was sent to Ashley 
by a :fishing ship, at which they something marvelled, and the more yt they had no letters either from Mr. Allerton 
or Mr Sherley; so they went on in their bussiness as well as ye could. At last they heard of Mr. Peirce; his arivall 
in ye Bay of ye Massachusetts, who brought passengers & goods thither. They presently sent a shallop, conceiving 
they should have something by him. But he tould them he had none; a,nd a ship was sett out on fishing, but 
after 11 weeks beating at sea, she mett with shuch foull weather as she was forcte back againe for England, and, 
ye season being over; gave off ye vioage. * * ..,. . But Mr. Allerton had_ bought another ship, and was to come in 
her, and was to :fish for bass to ye eastward, and to bring goods, &c. * * *. A.boute ye mid.le of sorrier arrives 
Mr. Hatherley in ye Bay of Massachusetts, · (being one of ye partners:) and came over in ye same ship that was set 
out on :fishing (called ye Frendship). 14 * *. Bass fishing was never lookt at by them, but as soone as ever they 
heard on_ it, they looked at it as a vaine thing, that would certainly turne to loss. And for Mr. Allerton to follow 
any trade for them it was never in their thoughts. * 1t * After these things Mr. Allertou wente to ye ship 
aboute his bass :fishing. * * * 
"Now about these ships & their setting forth, the truth, as farr as could be learned, is this. The motion 
aboute setting forth ye fishing ship ( caled ye Friendship) came first from ye plantation, and ye reason of it, as is 
before remembered; but wholy left to them selves to doe or not to doe, as they saw cause. But when it fell into 
consideration, and ye designe was held to be profitable and hopefull, it was propounded by some of them, why might 
not they doe it of them selves, seeing they must disburse all ye money, and what need they have any refferance 
to ye plantation in yt; they might take ye pro:fite them selves, towards other losses, & need not let ye plantation 
share therein ; and if their ends were other wise answered for their supplyes to come too them in time, it would be 
well enough. So they hired her, & set her out, and fra.ighted her as full as she could carry with passengers goods 
yt belonged to ye Massachusetts, which rise to a good sume of money; intending -to send ye plantation supply in ye 
other ship. The effecte of this Mr. Hatherley not only declared afterward upon occasion, but affirmed upon othe, 
taken before ye Govr & Dep: Govr of ye Massachusetts, Mr. Winthrop & Mr. Dudley : That this ship-Friendship was 
not sett out nor intended for ye joynt pfl,rtnership of ye plantation, but for y,e perticuler accounte of Mr.James Sherley, 
Mr. Beachampe, Mr. Andrews, Mr. Allerton, & him selfe. This deposition was taken at Boston ye 29, of Aug: 1639 
as is to be seen under their hantls; besides some other concurente testimonies declared at severall times to sundrie 
of them." 2 
THE ALEWIFE t'ISHERIES REGULATED IN 1633.-The following order concerning the capture of alewives and some 
other fish was passed at a general court held the 28th of October, in t,he ninth year of the reign of King Charles: 
"Whereas God, by his providence, hath cast the :fish called alewives or herrings in the middest of the place 
:i.ppointed for the towne of Plymouth, and tha·t the ground thereabout bath been worne out by the whole, to the 
• damage 9f those that inhabite the same, that therefore the said herring, alewives, or shadde comonly used in the 
setting of corne be appropriated to such as doe or shall inbabite the towne of Plyruoutl1 aforesd, and that no other 
have any right or propriety in the same, oneJy for bait for fishing, & that by such an orderly cowrse as shall be 
thought meet by the Govr &. Cowncell." 3 
FISHERY GRANTS IN 1641 AND 1642.-" In 1641, Mr. John Jenny was allowed certain privileges at Clarke's Island, 
'to make salt, and which h9 was to sell to the inhabitants at 2 s. the bushel.' * * * "Herring wear let for three 
years to three persons, who are to deliver the shares of herrings and to receive 1 s. 6 the thousand for their trouble· 
In 1642, "Thirty acres of land were granted at Clarke's Island (the use of them) to the five partners that make. 
salt for twenty-one years." 4 
PERMISSION TO FISH AT CAPE Coo.-" In the month of October, 1650,. the permission formerly given to John 
Stone, of Hull, to ruake use of lands at Cape Cod for bass :fishing, was withdrawn by the court; and leave was 
granted 'to Mr. Thomas Prince, Capt. Miles Standish, and Mr. William Paddy, with such others of Plymouth> 
Duxbury, and Na,YVsett, as shall join with them,-t,hey to make use of any lands, creeks, timber, &c., upon the Ca1>e 
land, in such convenient places as they shall choose,' for the said :fishing purposes." 5 
SCHOOLS SUPPORTED BY FISHERY. -Deane, in his history of Scituate, says: 
"In 1670, 'the court did freely give and grant all such profits as might or should accrue annually to the colony, 
for :fishing with nets or seines at Cape Cod, for mackerel, bass, or herrings, to be improved for and towards a free 
school in some town of this jurisdiction, for the training np of youth in literature for the good and benefit of 
posterity, provided a beginning be made within one year after sd grant, &c.' This school was immediately established 
at Plymouth, and was supported by the proceeds of the Cape :fishery until 1677, when the following change was 
ordered, viz: 'In whatever Township in this government, consisting of :fifty families or upwards, any meet men 
shall be obtained to teach a grammar school, such township shall alJow at least twelve pounds, to be raised by rate 
on all the inhabitants of sd town: and .those that have the more immE;idiate benefit thereof, with what others shall 
voluntarily give, shall make up the residue necessary to maintain the same, and that the profits arising from the Cape 
1 Coll. Mass. Hist. Soc., vol. iii, 4th series,p. 126. 
2 Ibid., pp. 267 et al. 
3 Plymouth Colony Records, vol. i, 1633-1651, p. l?, 
46 G RF 
4 Coll. Mass. Rist. Soc., vol. iii, 2d series, p. 183. · 
6 Fre_eruan's History of Cape Cod, vol. i, p. 203. 
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n bing, heretofore ordered to maintain a grammar school in this colony, be distributed to such towns as have such 
grammar schools, not exceeding :five pounds per arm. to any town, unless the court treasurer or others appointed to 
manage that a1fair, see good cause to add thereunto. * * * The Cape :fishery was rented annually for from thirty 
to forty pounds. We observe that in 1680, Robert Stetson, of Scituate, and Nathaniel Thomas (probably of Marsh-
field) hired the :fishery. It continued but eleven years; for we observe that in 16 9, the rent was appropriated 
towards the salary of the magistrates; and after the union of Plymouth and Massachusetts in 1692, the :fishery was 
free, as we believe. The towns of Duxbury, Rehoboth, and Taunton received the :five pounds, a part of the term 
when this court order was in force." 
THE FISHERIES IN 1668 AND 1670.-:Freeman records that "in 1668 the colony complained of annoyance and inter-
ruption of the fisherie1:1 on the part of Massachusetts, and an order was passed, remonstrating with the general court 
of the Massachusetts Colony against the intrusion." 
".A. valuation of the town in 1670 states the 'fish boats' of Plymouth thus: 
Four at £25 .....................•......•....................•.•...•...•••... ~ ....................... . ...... £100 
Twoat£18................................................................................................. 36 
One at...................................................................................................... 12 
148 
"These, though called boats, we consider shallops, of some burthen, though probably without decks." 1 
DUTIES OF THE" WATER BAYLEY."-The following order was passed by the general court at Plymouth July 4, 
1672: "It 1s enacted by the Court that if nny pson or psons that shall att any time heernfter: shipp: or load on board 
any: .ffish into any vessell; which shalbe caught att Cape Cod but such as bee or they shall giue an accoumpt off to 
the water Bayley; all such ffishes shalbe forfeite to the Collonies vse; .A.nd that the Water bayley be heerby impowered 
to make seizure of all such ffish as shall att any time become forfeite; and to giue an accoumpt therof vnto the Treas. 
urer; or such as shalbe appointed by the Majestrates or any four of them; to take the said accoumpt." 2 
DIVISION OF PROFITS.-The court at Plymouth, July 5, 1_678, made the following order: "Thomas Clarke, of Ply· 
mouth, late of Boston, complaineth against Mr. Constant Southworth, of Duxberry, in an action on the case, to the 
damage of 4ou, for that the said Southworth doth detaine and withhold from the said Clarke one eight pte of the 
yeerly proffitts of the fishing att Cape Codd, notwithstanding the said Southworth did bargaine and contract, in the 
year seauenty seauen, with the said Clarke, that the said Clarke shoald rec~iue and injoy the eight pte of the said 
pro.ffitts during the time that the said Southworth," &c. 3 
MACKEREL SEINING OR NET'I'ING PROHIBITED IN1684.-His Majesty's court at Plymouth passed the following order 
.July 1, 1684: "This Court takeing into theire serious consideration the great damage that this collonie and our naigh-
l>ours is likely to sustaine by the catching of mackerell with netts and saines att Cape Codd, or else where neare any 
.shore in this collonie, to the great destruction of :fish, and to the discurragement of severall :fishermen,-
" This Court doth therfore enacte, and bo it heerby enacted, by the authoritie therof, that noe pson or psons what-
:soeuer, after the publication heerof, shall catch or draw on shore any mackerell, with nett or netts, sayne or saynes, 
in any pte of this collonie; and if any pson or psons ·shall heerafter presume to catch any mackerell by 1:1etting or. 
shooling any nett or sayne, every such pson or psons soe offending as aforsaid shall forfeite for his or theire said offence 
all such netts or saynes as shalbe soe improned, and all such mackerell as shalbe soe caught by him or them, and shall 
alsoe forfeite every such vessell, and all such vessells, or boates, as shalbe imployed therin, whether iatcb, sloop, or 
boat, as shalbe imployed in taking or carrying away any such fish, if att any time the pson or psons soe offending be 
.taken within the gov'ment, or the vallue therof, the one moiety to the collonie, and the other moyety to the informer, 
that shall procecute the same. And for the better excution of said law, power shalbe giuen by some one or more of 
,the magestrates by warrant to some fitt man to acte as a water bayliff to make sea.sure of any such forfeitures as afor-
said.'' 4 
And on July 4, 1684, the court made this orde;: "Mr Willam Clarke, of Plymouth, came into the Court and 
tendered, that if this Court would make a law to prohibitt the catching of mackerell with saines in any pte of this 
collonie, hee would and did engage to the Court that bee would give and pay vnto the Treasurer thirty-pound pr 
annum, for seauen yeares, in currant New Englandmony, for the basse :fishing at.t Cape Codd; whervpon this Court 
passed an order to prohibit sayning for mackerel!, and ordered the Treasurer to make a lease to the said Clark of 
Cape Codd, onely for basse fishing, seauen yeer, for the said sum of 30 n per annum." 5 
MACKEREL LAW REPEALED.-At the general court in October, 1689, ''it was ordered, that the law in our printed 
booke, page 31, prohibitting saining for mackirill at Cape Cod be henceforth made void and of no force. 
"Ordered, that the magistrates of the county of Barnstable, or any two of them, be a comitteo to dispose and 
manage the Cape fishing as pr order of Court clirected, and to impower such officers as are necessary under them to 
looke after the same. 
"Ordered that the several! acts and orders of Court about fishing at Cape Cod, in our old printed law booke, page 
38 & 39, vizt, so much or so many of them as are noted to be revived in the margent of sd booke, begining at number 
4 & ending at N: 5, are all of them revived and made, and hereby declared to be of full force, untill this Court shall 
otherwise order." 6 
1 Coll Mass. Hist. Soc., vol. iii, 1st series, p.167. 
3 lbid., vol. ,ii, p. 213. 4 Ibid., vol. vi, p. 141. 
2 Plymouth Celony Records-vol. xi. p. 231. 
6 lbid., vol. vi, p. 139. 6 lbid., vol. vi, p. 218. 
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THE CAPE COD FISHERY.-The Plymouth court on the first Wednesday of October, 1689, made the following 
order: 
"Mr William Clarke, having formerly hired the fishing at the Cape, & his lease not yet expired, came personally 
into this Court, and openly quitted his claime thereto for the future, & desired the Court to release him therefrom, 
which was then granted, he sattisfying what is justly due to this colony for the time past. 
"The Court order, that the Treasurer of this colony use such lawfull means as to him shallseeme meet for the 
recovery of what is due from Mr William Clarke to this colony respecting the Cape fishing, and to receive ye same 
for the use of this colony.m 
THE ALEWIVE FISHERIES iN 1730.-" The alewive fishery at the brook in this town had long been considered 
as of considerable importance, and proper regulations were from time to time provided to prevent the destruction of 
the fish. This year it was ordered, that, in order to prevent obstructions to the alewives going up the pond to spawn 
110 person shall take more fish from the town brook, or Agawam River, than are necessary for their families' use, and 
no person to take any for a market, on a penalty of 20 shillings for each barrel. A committee was appointed to see 
that families were reasonably provided for, and the poor supplied."2 
THE FISHERIES FROM 1670 TO 1800.-"From this period [1670] to 1770, the fishe1·ies were doubtless progressive; 
at which time 70 sail may be assumed as the number of fishing vessels, from 30 to 45 tons, navigated by from 7 to 8 
men. 
'' Merchant vessels from 1755 to 1770, say, in the Liverpool trade: 1 brig of 130 tons, 1 brig of 160 tons, and 1 brig 
of 180 tons-total, 3 brigs of 470 tons. 
"Only 1 vessel, Captain Worth, sailed from Boston in this trade, except a schooner owned by S. A. Otis, esq., , 
which made her outfits at Plymouth. Liverpool was then a small place comparatively to what it is now. Outward 
cargoes, liver-oil, lumber, potash, then made at Middleborough, whence also the lumber; return cargoes, salt, crates, 
freight for Boston. Other vessels in the merchant service, say 20. Outward cargoes, fish; destination, Jamaica, . 
chiefly, Spain, and, after the reduction of the French Islands, Martinico, and Guadaloupe. Description. One small 
ship (the Lion), brigs, schooners, sloops. At the peace of 1783, very few of these remained; some few schooners per-
• haps; subsequent to which fishing vessels increased in size and aggregate tonnage; yet it may be less in number."3 
Dwight gives the following account of Plymouth in 1800: "To the inhabitants the fishery is an object of primary 
importance. To some it is a source of wealth and to multitudes of a comfortable, cheerful living. The most valuable 
branch of it is the cod-fishery; the next those of mackerel and herrings. All these are so1d in Spain and Portugal, 
or on the islands belonging to these countries. Formerly they were carried to Boston market. The level margin of 
the ocean for about 2 miles above and below the town is, during the proper season, wholly devoted to this business."4 
. COD-FISHERY AT STRAITS OF BELLE ISLE.-In 1814 it was written : 
"The Straits of Bell isle fishery is of modern date in Plymouth, and was increasing previous to the present war. 
These vessels carry whale-boats, in which the fish are taken, and remain absent through the summer.m 
FRESH-WATER FISHERIES IN 1815.-The ponds of Plymouth were thus described in lf:l15: 
"Of ponds there are perhaps fifty or more that are permanent; · several of magnitude; some containing small 
islands; two admitti11g alewives from Buzzard's Ba.y; and one, Billington Sea, from the Atlantic side. Mr. Hearne, 
in his journey, tells us that 'turbot, pike, and perch, prefer lakes and rivers bounded and shaded by woods.' If this 
be the habit of the alewife, as we suspect it is, perhaps it would be well to leave margins of trees on lakes to which 
they resort. South Pond has expanse and beauty, but no natural outlet. A water course, so called, was cut from it 
about the year 1701, perhaps half a mile or more, uniting it with the headwaters of Eel River, to attract alewives 
into it. It did not succeed, as to its primary object. This water course is always passed in going to this pond; a 
pleasant feature in the landscape, reflecting sands prire and white as the pearls of Ceylon. This is very deep, and 
contains white and red perch of the largest size."6 
THE COD AND MACKEREL FISHERIES FROM 18:30 TO 1835.-The Gloucester Telegraph of March 20, 1830, states 
that "during the past season the fishermen of Plymouth have taken 487,366 fish on the Grand Bank, 295,000 in the 
Straits, and 3,565 barrels of mackerel. The number of barrels of mackerel packed by Hingham vessels the last 
season is 31,826." 
The following statement of the cod and mackerel fishery of Plymouth, for the summer of 1831, is recorded by 
Thacher: 
"Schooners in the cod-fishery 32, averaging 61* tons, employing 8 men -each, ·and landing 19,165 quintals of 
fish. The number of barrels of mackerel inspected this season is 2,183. To the inhabitants of the town the cod-
fishery is an object of primary importance. To some it has been a source of wealth, and to muititudes of a comfor-
table, cheerful living. 
'' The fishermen, in general, are respectable for good morals, correct habits, and civil deportment. 'fhe idea 
prevails with some of them that fishing employment is less honorable than foreign voyages; but let them consider 
that all honest enterprise and industry is honorable, and that fishing voyages are less liable to sickness and less 
exposed to dangers and vicious example; and, moreover, that the employment prepares them for services in the navy, · 
where they may have the honor of fighting the battles of their country. It is much to the credit of our fishermen 
that when on the banks they carefu11y abstain from fishing on Sundays. 
"Those vessels that are employed in the Strait of Belle Isle fishery carry whale-bo;ts, in which the fish are taken 
1 Plymouth,Colony.Records, ,ol. vi, p. 218. 
2 Tbacher's History of Plymouth, p. 173, 
8 Coll. Mass. Hist. Soc., vol. iii, 2d series, p. 167. 
4 Dwigbt's Travels, iii, 1882, pp. 113, 117. 
6 Coll. Mass. Hist. Soc., vol. iii, 2d series, p. 168. 
6 Ibid., p. 181. 
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and kept through the summer. To :fit aves el of 70 tons, carrying 8 men, for a fi bing voyage of four months, it 
requires about 100 hogsheads or 00 bushels of salt (that from th Isle of May is preferred), about 20 barrels of clam 
bait, 35 or 40 barrels of water, 20 poun<ls of candles, 2 gallon of sperm oil; these articles are in the fi herman's 
phrase called great generals, and are paid for from the proceeds before any divi ion of the profits is made. The 
stone ballast, and a suit of clothes for the men who salt the fish, are also included in the great generals. After 
these articles are paid for, and the fish sold, the profits are divided in the proportion of thre·e-eighths to the owners and 
five-eighths to the crew. If the crew furnish their own provisions, each man carries from 30 to 50 pounds of ship-bread, 
from 3 to 6 gallons of molasses, from 14 to 28 pounds of :flour, some butter, lard, and vinegar, formerly 2 to 6 gallons 
of rum. At the present time (1835) some vessels go entirely without ardent spirits. Each man carries six cod lines, 
30 fathoms long, four lead weights of 5 pounds each, two dozen cod hooks, one pair of large boots reaching above the 
knees, and a piece of leather or oil-cloth to defend his breast from the wet. A few other articles, called small gen-
erals, are paid for equally by each man, as two cords of wood, a parrel of beef, 1 bushel of beans, 20 bushels of 
potatoes, 3 bushels of Indian or rye meal. It is cnstomary for the owners to put on board two or more spare a11chors 
and forty fathoms of cable. The fish a:e brought home in the salt, and after being washed are spread on :flakes to 
dry.m 
REVIEW OF THE WHALE-FISHERY FROM PLYMOUTH.-Thacber, in 1835, wrote as follows: "There were a number 
of schooners and sloo'{)s employed in the whale-fishery in this town previous to and immediately succeeding the war 
of the Revolution; · but there are now no vessels of that class so employed. In the year 1821 a number of citizens 
associated tbem8elves together and built a ship of 350 tons for the purpose of fitting her for the Pacific Ocean 
whabng, which they named the "Mayflower" in honor of the ship that brought our forefathers here in 1620. The 
ship s:iiled in September, 1821, ancl after ma.king three successful voyages, and landing rising 6,000 barrels of oil, a 
part of the owners sold to some gentlemen of New Bedford-, where she was transferred in 1831, and repaired, and 
sailed from that place in April, 1831; · a part is still (1835) owned in this place. In 1821 another company was 
formed, consisting principally of the same persons that built the "Mayflower," and built a.nother ship, which they 
called the "Fortune," in memory of the second ship that ca.me into these waters. This ship is of 280 tons burthen, 
and has made three voyages, a.nd landed about 5,700 barrels of oil, and is now on her fourth voyage. In 1830 the 
ship "Arbella," of 404 tons, and navigated by 35 men, was sent out, and in 1831 the ship Levant, of 385 tons, 
navigated also by 35 men, sailed for the Pacific Ocean in pursuit of sperm whales. The two la.st-named ships are of 
the largest class, and fitted out in a thorough manner; and it is hoped that they may meet with success to induce 
others of our fellow citizens to embark in this enterprise, which bas brought wealth and prosperity to other towns, 
and i8 believed can be carried on here to as good advancement as from most other places. The three ships now 
employed in the whale-fishery amount in the aggregate to 1,060 tons, navigated by 92 officers and seamen; the 
produce of this :fishery may be estimated at about 2,000 barrels of sperm oil annually. Connected with this 
establishment are the manufacture of about 3,000 oil caeks, and about 1,f>00 boxes, or of 4,5l 0 pounds of sperm 
candles annually. A fourth ship has this year (1832) been fitted _out."2 
'l'HE FISHERY :FOR EELS IN 1833.-Concerning Eel River it was written in 1833: "This originates in ponds and 
springs back of Eel River village, crosses the post road to Sandwich, and empties into the sea near Warren's farm. It 
is appropriately called Eel River from the abundance of eels which it yields to the support of the industrious poor. 
Perhaps it will not be extravagant to say that about 150 barrels are annually taken there."3 
[For a statistical review of the cod-fisheries of the customs district of Plymouth from 1815 to 1879 see page 216.] 
TRURO. 
DESCRIPTION OF TRURO .A.ND THE FISHERiES IN 1794.-"A traveler from the interior part of the country, where the 
soil is fertile, upon observing the barrenness of Truro, would wonder what could induce auy person to remain in such 
a place. But his wonder would cease when be was informed that the subsistence of the inhabitants is derived princi-
pally from the sea. The shores and marshes 'afford large and small clams, quahaugs, razor-shells, periwinkles, mus-
sels, and cockles. 'fhe bay and ocean abound with excellent fish and with crabs and lobsters. The sturgeon, eel, 
haddock, cod, frost fish, pollock, cusk, flounder, halibut! bass, mackerel> herring, and alewife are most of 1hem caugp.t 
in great plenty and constitute a principal part of the food of the inhabitants. Formerly t,he bluefish was common, 
but some years ago it dt'serted the coast. Beside these fish for the table there is a great variety of other fish, among 
which are the whale, Killer or thrasher, humpback, finback; skrag, grampus, blackfisb, porpoise (gray, bass, and 
streaked), snufler, shark (black, man-eating, and shovel-nosed), skate, dogfish, sunfish, goosefish, catfish, and 
sculpfon, to which may be added the horseshoe and squid. The crampfi.8h has sometimes been seen on the beach. 
This fish, which resembles a stingray in size and form, possesses the properties of the torpedo, being capable of giving 
smart electrical shock. The fishermen suppo ·e, but whether with reason or not the writer will not undertake to de-
termine, that the oil extracted from the Ii ver of this fish is a cure for the rheumatism. 
"Forme1·ly, whales of different pecies were common on the coast, and yielded a great profit to the inhabitants, 
who pursued them in boats from the shore. But they are now rare, and the people, who are some of the most dexterous 
wbalemen in the world, are obUged to follow them into remote parts of the ocean. Two inhabitants of Truro, Capt. 
David Smith and Capt. Gamaliel Collings, were the fir t who ad ventured to the Falkland Islands in pursuit of whales. 
This voyage wa undcrtak n in the year 1744 by the ::_i.dvice of Admiral Montague, of the British Navy, and was crowned 
with ucce . Since that period the whalemen of Truro have chiefly visited the coasts of Guinea and Brazil. A want 
1 Thacber·s History of Plymouth, p. 316. 2 Ibid., p. 317. 3 Ibid., p. 322. 
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of a good market for their oil has, however, of late compelled t,hem to turn their attention to the cod-fishery. In this 
they are employed on board of vessels belonging to other places." 1 
THE FISHERIES IN 1837.-We have another view of the fisheries in 1837, when they were about at the height of 
their prosperity. In Freeman's History of Cape Cod, vol.· ii, p; 540, we find the following statement: 
'' In 1837 there were 63 vessels engaged in the cod and mackerel fisheries, producing 16,950 quintals of codfish and 
15,750 pounds of mackerel, and together employing 512 hands." 
EASTHAM. 
SHELL FISH.-As early as 1644 the clam-fishery in Town Cove, a great inlet which opens on the west side of the 
town, became the subject of regulations by the English settlers. In 'the first series of the Collections of the Massa-
chusetts Historical Society, volume vrn, page 165, we find the following compact: 
" In 1644 H was agreed between the English and Indians that such of them as were natural inhabitants of the 
place should have liberty to get shell fish in the cove; and likewise thatthey should haveapartoftheblubberwhich 
should be driven on shore, the proportion to be determined by the English." 
·when Orleans was allowed to withdraw from Eastham. as a separate to n, the clam-fisher~- was not forgotten. 
-on page 159 of tl1e Collections above quoted it is recorded: 
"By the act of incorporation· which separated Orleans for Eastham the benefits of the shell-fishery are to be mu-
tually shared. About a hundr~d barrels of clams for bait are annually collected in Eastham." 
COXDITION OF :rHE FISHERIES IN 1802.-The vessel fishery at Eastham, now a thing of the past, appears to have 
been commenced at the close of the last century. By referring to the Massachusetts Collections again, in the same 
place, we find the following note: 
"Three fishing vessels only are owned by the inhabitants, and three coasters, which in summer bring lumber from 
the district of Maine, and in winter go to the West Indies. Not so many of the young men are engaged in the cod-fishery 
as in other lower towns of the country, but a number are employed in the merchant service, and sail from Boston." 
THE FISHERIES FROM 1830 TO 1862.-In 1830, according to Mt. Philip Smith, as m~ny as 15 or 20 vessels belonging 
to Eastham lay in the cove above the town. "In 1837," accordi{!g to Freeman, "the cod-fishery gave 1,200 quintals1 
and the mackerel 4,550 barrels." The sarue author, writing in 186~, states: 
'' The fisheries are prominent. The 1chale fishery has become a thing that was; the cod and mackerel fisheries 
are prosecuted. The benefits of the shell-fishery in Town Cove al ways formed an item of no inconsiderable profit." 
ORLEANS. 
THE 1r1sHERIES OF ORLEANS IN Hi02.-The following account of the fisheries of Orleans is quoted from volume 
viii, 1st series, of the Collection.s of the Massachusetts Historical Society: 
"The horse-foot or king-crab was formerly much used for manuring land set with Indfan corn and potatoes; and 
it is still employed in Orleans, in the south part of Dennis, and in other parts of the county. It is chopped into 
small pieces, and not more than one, and sometimes not more than a quarter, put into a hilL As it contains an 
abundance of oil, it affords a strong manure; and with it the light land may be made to yield 20 bushels of corn to 
an acre. It is, however, too bot a manure, and causes the land to exert itself so much that it cannot easily recover 
its strength. Attention of late is paid to the collection of SP-a-weed from the-shore. When corn is to be raised, it is 
spread on t'he land, and it is put into the holes for potatoes. It is a preservative against worms, five sorts of which, 
in this place and in other parts of the county, are very destructive to Indian corn. 
"Fishes are the same as in other towns of the county. A few tautaug are caught fn Town Cove. Bass enter the 
wat,ers within the beach the 1st of June, and are caught with hooks. In the ocean, a few rods from the beach, they 
are taken with seines during the summer. Eels are so plenty that in the winter, when the coves are covered with 
ice, a hundred bushels are somet,imes, by a company of 20 or 30 persons, collected in a day. Though no oysters are 
to be found on the /shores, yet quahaugs and clams are in greater profusion than in any other part of the county. 
'' The quahaug ( Venus me1·cenaria), called by R. Williams the poquan and tha hen, 2 is a round, thick shell-fish, or, 
to speak more properly, worm. It does not bury itself ·but a little way in the sand, is generally found lying on it in 
deep water, and is gathered up with iron rakes made for the purpose. After the tide ebbs away, a few are picked 
up on the shore below high-water mark. The quahaug is not much inferior in relish to the oyster, but is less 
digestible. It is not eaten raw, but is cooked in various modes, being roasted in the shell, or opened :i.nd boiled, 
fried, or made into soups or pies. About half of au inch of the inside of the shell is of a purple color. This the 
Indians. broke off, and converted into beads, named by them suckanhock or black money; which was of twice the 
value of their wampum, or white. money, made of the meteanhock or periwinkle. 
"The razor-shell (solen) is so named from its resemblance in size and sha,pe to the haft of a razor. It is said to 
force itself, not only upwards and downwards, b-t~t diagonally. This motion is affected by means of a round fleshy 
protuberance, as long as the little finger of a man's hand, and composed of rings. There is more irritability in this 
worm than in the clam. Several days after the razor-shell bas been caught, if the protuberance is held between the 
fingers, and is touched with the point of a knife, the worm draws itself up to it with force. This worm is not 
common in the bay of Massachusetts, though it has sometimes been obtaiP.ecl there. The open shells, however, are 
1 Coll. Mass. Hist. Soc., vol. iii, 1st series, p. 199. 
2 
"Poquanhock, corrupted into quahaug, or quauhog, is the word with a plural termination. [See Coll. Hist. Soc., vol. iii, p. 224.]" 
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to be found on Chelsea beach, a :few miles from Boston. The shells, with the living worms in them, can without much 
difficulty be procured at Orleans and other parts of the county of Barnstable; but as they are not taken, except a, 
few at a time, they are not often eaten. 
"The sea clam, which is at present called the hen, the quahaug having lo t tbat appellation, is bivalYe (as are 
also the quahaug and razor-shell) and oval. It is generally found in deep water, and is gathered with rakes, not 
being buried far in the sand. As it has frequently been known to injure the stomach it is not often eaten. Beforo 
the Indians learned of the English use of a more convenient instrument they billed their corn with hoes made of these 
shells, to which purpose they are well adapted by their size. If a handle could be .easily fixed to them they might be 
employed as ladles and spoons. 
"The clam (Mya, arenaria) is of the same shape, but much smaller. This worm is buried in tho sand from 4 to 18 
inches deep. A small perforation, through which, after the tide has ebbed away, it ejects waterperpendicnlarly, marks 
the spot where it lies. The worm bas the power of thrusting upward its black head or snout, and of drawing it 
down again. This snout is frequently bitten off by flounders and other fishes. Whether the shell moves or not tho 
writer is unable to determine, as he has received contradictory accounts. The Indians were very fond of clams, which 
they called sickishuog (this is a word with a plural termination. See Coll. Hist. Soc., vol. iii, p. 224. If the author 
might be allowed to revive an old t he would denominate the common, or small c,lam, the sicki, a word of easy 
pronunciation, and which would distinguish it from the fresh-water clam and the three other testaceous worms above 
mentioneq.). Being unacquainted with salt, the Indians made use of them and of their natural liquor to season 
their nausamp and boiled maize. Many of the descendants of the English consider clams as excellent food. But they 
require strong stomachs to digest them, unless the whole of the snout is rejected. They would be more valued if they 
were less common. But as long as a peek of clams, which are sufficient to afford a small family a dinner, can be 
procured with little more labor than a peck of sand they will not be much prized. The clam continues alive several 
days after it is taken from its bole. This is well known to fishermen, and is proved by the following singular fact. 
A gentleman, not far from Boston, ordered a number of clams to be dug and to be put into his cellar, intending to 
make use of them as bait. They remained there several days, when the shells, as is usual, beginning to open, a rat 
thrust his lJaW into one of them attempting to pull out the worm. The two shells closed together with force and held 
him fast. As the clam was too big to be dragged through his hole the rat was unable to make his escape; and at 
length his cries excited the attention of the family, who came and saw him in the sitt-iation described. 
"Clams are found on many parts of the shores of New England; but now here in greater abundance than at 
Orleans. Formerly 500 barrels were annually dug here for bait; but the present year l_,000 barrels have been col-
lected. Between 100 and 200 of the poorest of the inhabitants are employed in this business, and they receive from 
their employers $3 a barrel for digging the clams, opening, salting them, and filling the casks. From 12 to 18 bushels 
of clams in the shell must be dug to :fill, when opened, a barrel. A man by this labor cun earn 75 cents a day, and 
women and children are also engaged in it. A barrel of clams is worth $6; the employers, therefore, after deduct-
ing the expense of the salt and the casks, which they supply, still obtain ·a handsome profit. A thousand barrels 
of clams are equal in value to 6,000 or 8,000 bushels of Indian corn, and are procured with not more labor and 
expense. ·when, therefore, the :fishes, with which the coves of Orleans abound, are also taken into consideration, 
they may justly be regarded as more beneficial to the inhabitants than if the space which they occupy was covered 
wit.h the most fertile soil. The riches which they yield are inexhaustible, provided they are not too wantonly lav-
ished. For after a portion of the shore has been dng over and almost· all the clams taken up, at the end of two years, 
it is said, they are as plenty there as ever. It is even affirmed by many persons that it is as necessary to stir the clam 
ground frequently as it is to hoe a field of potatoes; because if this labor be omitted the clams will be crowded too 
closely together and will be prevented from increasing in size." 
WELLFLEET 
THE FISHIXG INDUSTRIES OF WELLFLEET IN 1794 AND 1802.-In the Collections of the Massachusetts Historical 
Society for the year 1794 (vol. iii, 1st series, pp. 119-121) is found the following account of the fish and fisheries of 
Wellfleet, written by Levi Whitman: 
"The people in this town are engaged in the sea service. A sailor is looked on as one engaged in the most hon-
orable and benefidal employments. There are but few mechanics. Our vessels commonly fit out from Boston, and 
go thither to dispose of their oil, fish, bone, &c. Perhaps there are but few towns so well supplied with :fish of all 
kinds as Wellfleet; among which are some that are uncommon, such as the swordfish and cramp fish, The latter, 
which when touched with human flesh, give it an electrical shock, has been caught on our shores. The oil of this fish 
i said to be beneficial in certain cases. We also have the billfish in great plenty in the month of October. No part 
of the world has better oysters than the harbor of Wellfleet; time was when they were to be found in the greatest 
plenty, but in 1775 a mortality from an unknown cause carried off the most of them. Since that time the true 
Billingsgate oysters have been scarce; and the greater part that are carried to market ar_e first imported and laid in 
our harbor, where th<"y obtain the proper relish of Billingsgate/' 
Freeman gives the following account of the fi heries in 1802, but does not, state whence he derived his information: 
"The_bu ine s of the town at this elate [1 02] was thus noted: 'Engaged in the whalo fisheries were five vessels. 
They c~rried salt, t~at hould they not load with oil in the straits of Belle Isle or Newfoundland, they might make 
up t~eir voyage with cod:fi h. In the cod and mackerel fisheries four vessels were exclusively engaged; in the 
:fisheries around the cape twelve vessels were employed; and in carrying oysters to Boston, Salem, Newburyport, 
and Portland, four other ves el .' '' 1 
1 ~'reeman's History of Cape Cod. :Boston, 1862, ,ol. ii, p. 678. 
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WELLFLEET IN 1844.-The Rev. Enoch Pratt, writing in 1844, gives the following topographical description and 
historical account of the town : · 
"There are three harbors in the town, all having about the same depth of water, 12 feet at high tide. One is 
called the River Harbor, in the north part of the bay; another, in the center of the town, called Duck Creek Harbor; 
and the third, in the south part., called Blackfish Creek. 
·' These harbors are of great importance to the town, as they are safe, and afford the best facilities for carrying on 
the cod and mackerel fisheries, which have always been very extensively prosecuted. These employ the largest 
portion of the male inhabitants, who derive from them their principal support. 
"In some past years there have been more than one hundred sail of vessels engaged, mostly in the mackerel-fishery, 
and with great success. The vessels are from 20 to 50 tons. For three or four years past they hzi,ve not been .able to 
t.ake that :fish in such quantities as formerly, consequently the number of vesse.ls engaged has been reduced to about 
seventy at the present ti.me. There are three wharfs and packing establishments. Formerly the whaling business 
was carried on here extensively, with large schooners, many of which were buiit here, of timber that grew on the 
shore." 1 
WELLFLEET MACKEREL-FISHERY IN 1860.-The Barnstable Patriot of August 28, 1860, gives the following 
account of the iisheries at vVell:fleet for that year: "Number of vessels, 7!'>; value, including outfit, $375,000; 20,000 
barrels mackerel were sold last year, at $12 a barrel, amounting to $240,000. Not only does the mackerel-fishery 
prosper, but a new source of thrift in the oyster-fishery is open during a portion of the year that mackerel are not 
taken." 
WELLFLEET IN 1862.-Freeman, in his history of Cape Cod, published in 1862, in regard to Wellfleet, says: 
"The employment of the ma.le jnhabitants is almost entirely connected with the ocean. The cod and mackereI 
fisheries have always been extensively prosecuted here. More than one hundred vessels, some years, being engaged 
in the business. For the accommodation of those thus employed are several wha.rves and packing establishments. 
"From the table-lands of Eastham is a range of hills extending through this town, Truro, and Provincetown, to 
Race Point. vVest, and in range of these hills, are several ponds, namely, Duck Pond, in the center of the town, 15, 
fathoms deep, perfectly round, with a beautiful shore of white sand; Hopkins Pond, one-quarter of a mile f.arther-
north, of about the same size, but not so deep ; Great Pond, 1 mile in circumference, having several small ponds: 
flowing into it, abounding with red perch; Long Pond about 20 rods distant from the last named, which also abounds 
with :fish," and has near it the village formerly known as Lewis's Nejghborhood; Turtle Pond, between Long and 
Hopkins; Gull Pond, large and beautiful, l! of t1 mile in circumference, abounds with perch, and being in their season 
the resort of alewives, lying at the eastern extremity of Hunt's Hollow, nea1· the east side of the cape; Newcomb 
Pond, also on the east side, and connecting with Grea~ by :1 small stream: Herring Pond, from which issues Herring 
Brook, yielding large quantities of alewives in their season; and Squier's Pond, situated in Duck Creek village, also 
affording fish. Beside there are others less important." 
Pratt also describes these ponds, and speaks of the species of :fish they contain; He says: 
'' Great Pond is nearly round, 1 mile in circumference, and abounds with red perch. Four small ponds are near 
it, the waters of which sometimes flow into it. Turtle Pond is between Long Pond and Hopkins Pond. 
"Long Pond is on the eastern side of Ureat Pond, about 20 rc,ds distant, is 1 mile in length, and contains 
red perch. Near this pond are four or five dwelling-houses, and the village is called Lewis's Neighborhood. Gull 
Poncl is the largest and most perfect pond in tb,e town. It is perfectly round, 1¾ miles in circumference, and contains 
herring and perch. It is at the eastern extremity of Pearce's hollow, and near the back side of the cape. Near it is 
a small pond, called Newcomb's, which is connect\3d with Great Pond by a stream of water, and another, called 
Herring Brook, from which herring are taken in the spring in considerable quantities. There are three other small 
ponds near the eastern shore. Squire's Pond is small and round; it is situated in Duck Creek village, · and affords 
perch and eels." 2 
BLACKFISH AND WHALE FISHERY.-According to Freeman, "the whaling business was, in ·early times, carriecl 
on extensively here, and in the taking of whales none were more expert than the Indians then inhabiting the 
neighborhood, whose services were always in derqand. This :fishery, once the chief employment, was lucrative; and 
and by it some large properties were acquired. But little has been d_one here in whaling since the Revolutionary 
period, except that occasionally the species of whale called blackfish make their appearance and are taken; or 
peradventure a whale of the larger kind is seen to blow in Barnstable Bay, possibly in Wellfleet Bay, or Provincetown 
Harbor, which is the signal for sport that is generally successful." 3 
THE OLD OYSTER~BEDS.-From the statements of the historians Pratt and Freeeman, it would appear that at 
the time of the settlement of Wellfleet great t!>yster-beds existed in the bay, and that th;) oyster-fishery, which has 
now almost entirely died out, during the early·years was one of the most important fisheries of the .town. In Pratt's 
history we find the following account:• "Oysters and other shell :fish were found in the bay in great abundance, at 
the first settlement, which not only afforded a supply for the inhabitants but in time were taken to Boston and other 
places for sale. · This business has been carried on extensively and profitably to those engaged in it. Shop!,, and 
stands were opened in Boston, Salem, Portland, and other pla'Ces, where the oysters were so.Id in quantities to suit-the 
purchasers. 
"In 1770 all the oysters in the bay died. What caused the destruction is not certainly known, but it is supposed 
1 History of Eastham, Wellfleet, and Orleans: Yarmouth, 1844. 
2 Ibid., p. 112. 
8 Freeman's History of Cape Cod. Boston, 1862, vol. ii, p. 655. 
4 Op. cit., pp. 111, 112. 
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that, as at thi, time a large number of black fish died and came on shore, where their carcas es remained, producing 
a very filthy condition of the water, it caused thi mortality. 
TIIE FIHST OYSTERS BROUGHT FROl\I THE SOUTH.-"The inhabitants of the town tried the experiment of bringing 
oysters from the south, and laying t,bem down on the flats, which succeeded well. In the course of a year they 
doubled their size, and their quality was much improved. This soon became a large business, and a number of vessels 
have been cmploJ·ecl in the spring of every year in bringing them here. The number of bushels which are annually 
brought is about 60,000. Nearly -all the oyster-shops and stands in Boston and in other cities and towns in this 
State are supplied from this place, and are kept by persous belonging to this town. This business affords a living 
for many families." A few pages fnrther on, alluding to the native oyster-beds, he says: 
NATIVE OYSTER-BEDS.-'' Oysters were fou.nd in great abundance on the flats at the :first settlement, but at this 
time (1769) the inhabitants had so increased, ru1d such quantities were taken for consumption 8-nd for Boston market 
that, it became necessary, to prevent their entire destruction, for the district to take measures to preserve and propa-
gate them. · 
LEGISLATIO.i:~ RELATIVE TO THE OYSTER-FISHERY.-1772, "an act bad been passed by the general court, regulat-
ing the taking of oysters in Bilingsgate Bay. It was now voted by the district to ask the court to repeal the act so 
far that in the three summer months they should not be taken for Boston market, nor in July and August for the use 
of the inhabitants. 
"The oyster-fishery at this time (1773) appeared to engage the general attention of the inhabitants. A vote was 
passed to the effect that, whereas the oyster-fishery in this district was the principal support of many of the inhabitants, 
ancl of great advantage to the province in general, and, whereas also, it has been greatly hurt and damaged by persons 
taking the young oysters, and, notwithstanding the law of the province, would be ruined if, not timely prevented, it 
was therefore agreed to inake and adopt by-laws to preserve them." 1 
In 1774 "additional regulat,ions were made for the preservation of the oyster-fishery, in conjunction with doings 
of the towns of East;ham, and approved by the court." 2 
In 1785 the snbject again attracted attention, and among the petitions sent to the general court was one "to 
preveut the people belonging to other towns from taking oysters and other shell fish in our (Wellfleet) Bay" ; 3 
and once more, in 1798, "a petition was presented to the general court for an act to prevent the destruction of 
shell-fish." 4 
DESTRUCTION OF THE OYSTER-BEDS.-'l'he beds did not survive, however, the destruction which took place a 
:few years prior to this time, and the native oyster shortly became practically extinct. Some years later a business 
of very considerable magnitude sprang up in transplanting oysters from southern grounds and replanting in Well-
fleet Harbor. By the year 1846 this business had grown to such an extent that the supply of replanted oysters was 
almost ,mfficient to meet the entire demands of Boston market. The Gloucester Telegraph of January 21, 1846, gives 
the following account of the business, quoted from the Yarmouth Register: 
'' Most o.f the oysters sold in Boston are supplied by inhabitants of the town of Wellfleet. Between thirty and 
forty Wellfleet vessels have gone south for cargoes. On their return the oysters are taken out and laid down on the 
flats in the harbor. Each man has a portion of the flats staked off for his excJusive use, and when wanted in Boston 
be goes to his submarine premises, takes up his oysters and forwards them to the city by the packets. The custom 
of laying them down at Wellfleet enables the :fishermen to keep the market always supplied with fresh oysters. It 
is said their flavor is improved by being laid down a few months in salt water. On some years many of the oysters 
laid dow~ die, but generally the increase in the size compensates for the Joss in number." . 
TRANSPLANTING OYSTERS.-Freeman refers to the destruction of native oysters ( which, according to him, took 
place in 1775) and then alludes to the rise and growth of the business of transplanting Southern oysters in the following 
·words : "The town, however1 is still noted for this delicious bivalve; and immense quantities ~re carried hence to 
Boston ancl other cities. The fish is supplied b·y importations from the South, brought and laid in the harbor where 
they soon acquire the flavor and richness of the old Billinsga.te oyster, and in a single year double their size. The 
business is one of magnitude. In bringing the fish to the planting-grounds, and in the removal of them after probation, 
many vessels are employed. Not less than G0,000 bushels was the average of oysters transplanted here annually many 
year~ since. The present extent of the business ,ve are unable to define statistically." 5 
BREWSTER. 
CONDITION OF TIIE FISHEIUE IN 1862. -:E'reeman, in his History of Cape Cod, commenting on the condition of 
Brewster iu past days, says: '' The fisheri s were never a prominent business here. They are carried on here to 
some extent, less now than formerly. About fourteen or :fifteen years ago two vessels, the Emma C. Lathrop and 
the Miles , tandish, were owned in the town. They belonged to Capt. Natbau Crosby, and were employed in the 
mackerel fish ry . 
. "The extensive salt works, which once formed no uuimportant feature of the no~therly portion of the town, have, 
oflatc year , been fast disappearing. Some remain (1862) but their numbers and importance are greatly diminished. 
"The alewife fi ·hery received it annual share of attention, an agent being appointed to take care of the town's 
right to it. Thi fi hery, in toney Brook, is less productive than formerly. Fish weirs, constructed on the :flats 
1 Pratt, o-p. cit. , p. 12G. 
2 :Freeman's History of Cape Cod. Boston, 1862, Yol. ii, p. 664. 
3 Pratt, op. cit., p. 133. 
4 Freeman, op. eit., ,ol. ii, p. 677. 
5 Ibid., p. 656. 
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making from the shore of this and neighboring towns, now afford large quantities of alewives, bluefish, and in fact 
most of the varieties found in the bay." 
CH.A.THAM. 
JIISTORY OF THE CHATHAM FISHERIES.-The fisheries qf Chatham, which at the time of the Revolutionary war 
had grown to very considerable importance, suffered severely during that conflict. From a description of Chatham in 
the Collections of the Massachusetts Historical Society, vol. viii, 1st series, we learn "that in 1774 Chatham had ~7 
vessels in the cod-fishery. In the year 1783, four or five vessels only were left in the harbors, but the 'town was 
:filled with widows mourning the loss of their husbands and sons.' With the return of peace, however, the fishery 
revived and the tears of the wretched were wiped away." That this recovery from the effects of war was very rapid, wo 
may learn from the fact that "in 1790, 40 vessels, a number of them from other places, cured their fish in Chatham 
Harbor." · 
In 1802, according to the description above quoted, the condition of the fisheries was as follows: "A few. of the 
young and middle aged men are engaged in mercantile voyages, and sail from Boston; but the great body of them are 
:fishermen. Twenty-five schooners, from 25 to 70 tons, are employed in the cod-fishery. Tl;iey are partly owned 
in Boston and other places but principally in Chatham. A.bout one-half of them fish on the banks of New-
foundland, the rest on Nantucket Shoals, the shores of Nova Scotia, and in the Straits of Belle Isle. On board these 
schooners are about 200 men and boys, most of whom are inhabitants of Chatham, and they catch one year with 
another 700 or 800 quintals to a vessel. Besides the fishing vessels there are belonging to the town 5 coasters, 
which sail to Carolina and the West Indies. Fish are plenty on the coast if * if Shell-fish are found in 
great abundance on the shores, particularly quahaugs and clams. Great quantities of bait are dug for the use of the 
:fishermen. There are excellent oysters in Oyster pond, but they are scarce and dear, selling for $1 a bushel. In no 
part of the county can wild fowls be obtained in such plenty and variety. Food can so easily be procured either on 
the shores or in the sea, that with the profit which arises from the voyages, in which it mu t be confessed they labor 
very hard, the people are enabled to cover their tables well with provisions." 
In Freeman's History of Cape Cod, it is stated that "there were, in 1837, when the population was much less 
than at present, 22 vessels ownec here and engaged in the :fisheries, yielding that year 15,500 quintals of codfish, then 
worth $46,500; and 1,200 barrels of mackerel, worth $9,600." 
Prior to 1845 almost or quite all of the Chatham vessels were engaged in the Bank fishery for cod. They 
frequented to a large extent the Grand Banks, Green, and "\Vestern Banks. They would make one long summer trip, 
and then lay up. If a man made $200 in those days he was considered to have done well. 
From this time the bank cod-fishery began to decline and the mackerel :fishery to increase. This was largely 
due to the fact that the harbors of Chatham gradually :fill~d with -sand, and in time precluded the use of the large 
vessels necessary for the bank fishery. · 
As early as 1840 or 1845 the fisheries were carried on at the southern extremity of Monomoy, where at ~hat time 
a good harbor existeu, both by Chatham :fishermen and those of other towns. Fish stores, wharves, and temporary 
dwellings for summer use were built here. A.bout 1850, or perhaps a few years later, more than fifty vessels were 
<rwned here by two Chatham firms. The majority of these vessels were mackerelmen. But this harbor, like the 
others, soon filled with sand, and the vessels one after another were sold and went to other ports, and the business 
lfore gradually died out. Mauy of the vessels, however, still remained until the time of the late war, and many that 
were twelve or fifteen years old were sold at prices which equaled their original cost. 
In 1866 the business of the off-shore :fishery was transferred to Harding's Beach, where at first two firms, and 
later one, have canied it on to a limited extent up to the present time. 
When the vessel :fishery had seriously declined, weirs began to be introduced, and at first were very profitable. 
The fish were sold to smacks which came from Connecticut. 
In 1842, as many as 100 boats fro1:u l\fonomoy employed nets for the capture of &had. At that time shad were 
,commonly salted for market. 
Seines for bluefish and bass were introduced into Chatham about thirty-five years ago. 
"The manufacture of salt," says Freeman, "once prominent, has declined here as in other Cape towns, and 
from similar causes. There were, in 1837, no less than 80 establishments for the manufacture of salt here, yielding 
27,400 bushels, valued at $8,220." 
DENNIS. 
DENNIS FROM 1844 TO 1876.- It is stated 1 that in 1844 the capital invested in the :fisheries in the whole town of 
Dennis was $36,300. 
In 1845 or 1846 tho first wharf was built in Dennis Port. Prior to this time there were curing establishments at 
Herring River in Harwich, and the fish were brought from iilie vessels, anchored at some distance from shore, in 
,scows. The business rapi<lly increased for ten or twelve years after the building of the wharf. Between 50 and 
70 vessels were then owned here, about one-half of which fished for mackerel and one-half for cod. Hand-lines 
{)Xclusively were used in the fisheries. Seiues and trawls were introduced about ten years ago. 
1 A Complete Descriptive and Statistical Gazetteer of tbe United States of America, etn., by Daniel Haskel and J. Calvin Smith. New 
York, 1844, p. 175. 
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In former years the manufacture of salt was carried on in Dennis very extensively. In 1840 no less than 37,315 
bushels were made in the town. 
A number of years prior to 1841 as many as 22 mackerel vessels were sheltered in a little artificial harbor at the 
east of Dennis village, and as many as 10 or 12 vessels wintered there. In 1841 there were 16 or 17 mackerel vessels 
here. Among these were the Theater, the Isabella, and the Greek Bride. The crew of the latter vessel was-lost, tak-
ing 21 men out of a little district. 
In a few years the number of mackerel ve8sels increased to 22. Later, codfishing was taken up to a small eK-
tent. Four vessels were employed at one time. 
About the year 1860 the harbor becam~ choked with sand, and at the present time small cat-boats can hardly go 
in except at high tide. The fishing vessels, of course, were sold. None have been owned here since 1865. The break-
water, which stood at the mouth of the harbor, was demolished about 1876. 
YARMOUTH. 
A note on the condition of Yarmouth in 1802 gives the following facts in regard to the fisheries: "On the Yar-
mouth side of Bass River there are six wharves, three near the mouth of the river, and three a mile north of it. There 
are here 21 vessels. One brig sails immediately to the West Indies. Ten coasters, from 30 to 40 tons burden, sail to 
Boston, Connecticut, or the Southern States, and thence to the West Indies. The other 10 vessels are fishermen; 1 
is of 100 tons; the rest are from 40 to 70 tons. The fishing vessels go to the Stmits of Belle Isle, the shoals of Nova 
Scotia, or Nantucket Shoals. On a medium, a fishing vessel uses 700 bushels of salt a year. One or two vessels are 
annually built on Bass River, chiefly on the western side. 
"In Lewis's Bay, in Yarmouth, there are 4 coasters, of about 45 tons each, and 10 sail of fishermen, from 45 to 50 
tons. They catch fish on the coast from Nantucket Shoals to Nova Scotia." 1 
"lo 1837,'' writes Freeman, "there were in South Yarmouth alone 13 vessels engaged in cod and mackerel fisheries,. 
producing 4,300 q_uintals of codfish and 2,287 barrels of mackerel." 
Twenty years later, however, the fisheries suffered a great decline. Freeman says: "The fishing business had so 
far declined in 1857 that the Yarmouth Register said of it: 'It has well nigh died out. Not more than 2 or 3vessels 
have been sent from this port the present season, where formerly 20 or 30 sail were employed. Our citizens have 
turned their attention to foreign commerce, or the coasting and packeting business, which pays altogether better than 
our facilities for carrying on the :fisheries, compared with Provincetown, Gloucester, Wellfleet, and other places on the 
coast.'" 'rhere was no increase in the offshore fishing business after this time, and its entire extinction followed 
speedily. In 1863 the "Register" announced that the last of the fishing fleet had been sold. 
The manufacture of salt has been carried on for about seventy years. A great many men turned th~ir attention 
to this business at the time of the war of 1812, when the embargo laid upon the shipping made it impossible to carry 
on the :fi.sheries, and from this time it rapidly increased. In 1837 no less than 52 establishments for the manufacture 
of salt existed in Yarmouth. 
SANDWICH. 
The historical documents relating to the fisheries of Sandwich are quite numerous, and furnish a more or less 
connected commentary on their varying condition from the middle of the seventeenth century to the present time. 
TnE ALEWIFE-FISHERY IN 1645.-The alewife-fishery seems to have attracted much attention from the early colo-
nists, and it is to this matter that the oldest documents relate. In 1645 we have a,n act regulating this fishery: 
"Whereas notwthstanding the free liberty granted for fishing and fowleing," begins the preamble, "It manefestly 
appeareing that the Towne of Sandwich hath received prjudice by stopping of the passage of the heareing or al wives to 
their ware by setting of netts to take Basse by private psons to the gen'all prjudice of the whole Towne. It is there-
forn enacted by the Court that if any pson or psons shall prsume to sett any netts in the said River to stopp the passage 
of the said heareings or Alewives or hinder their comeing vp to the said ware during their season wch is from the 
middle of Aprill to the last of May shall forfa.ite tenn pounds as often as hee or they shall so doe, to the Colonies. 
use."~ 
THE WHALE-FISHING FROM 1652 TO 1702.-Seven years later, in 1652, the inshore whale-fishing seems to have 
come into prominence and to have agitated the legislators of that time. "It was ordered," writes Freeman, quoting: 
the old records, "that Edmund Freeman, Edward Perry, George Allen, Daniel Wing, John Ellis, and Thomas Tobey, 
these six men, shall take care of all the fish that Indians shall cut up within the limits of the town, so as to provide· 
afety for it, and shall dispose of the fish for the town's use; also, that if any man that is an inhabitant shall find a. 
whale ancl report it to any of these six men he shall ha-ve a double share; and that these six men shall take care to-
proyid_e laborers and whatever is needful, so that whatever whales either Indian or white man gives notice of, they 
may dispose of the proceeds to the town's use, to be divided equally to every inhabitant." The court subsequently 
appointed" agents to receive the oil for the country." 
"All the larger_fish yielding oil are meant. So numerous were whales in the bay, and such was the activity of 
the whalemen that m tances were frequent of whales escaping wounded from their pursuers and dying subsequently> 
1 Coll. Mnss. Hist. Soc., viii, 1st series, 1802, p. 141. 
2 Plymouth Colony Records, vol. xi, 1683-1682, p. 49. 
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being washed to the shores. Besides these, the grampus and other large fish were often stranded on the flats by 
the action of the tides." 1 • 
In 1653 the town provided'' that the pay of all whales shall belong to every householder and to every young 
man that is his own equally." 
''The contest for the right of whales seems to have been carried on with vigor. It was further ordered, September 
13 [1653], 'that Richard Chadwell, Thomas Dexter, and John Ellis, these three men, shall have all the whales that 
come up within the limits and bounds of Sandwich, they paying to the town for the said fish £16 a whale.' It was 
also 'provided that if any of these three men have notice given them by any person who has seen a whale ashore or 
aground and has placed an oar by the whale, his oath may, if required, be taken for t,he trut,h and certainty of the 
the thing, and the said three persons shall be held liable to pay for the said whale although they neglect to go with 
him that brings them word. And if they do not go with him then said person shall hold the said whale, and l>y 
giving notice to any third man shall have paid him for his care herein £1. And in case there come ashore any pa1·t 
of a whale, these four men, Mr. Dillingham, Mr. Edmund Freeman, Edward Perry, and Michael Blackwell, are to be 
the judges of the whale before it shall be cut off from, to determine the quantity less a whole whale; and then, 
without allowing further word, those three men, viz, Richard Chadwell, Thomiis Dexter, and John Ellis, shall make 
payment for said whale one-third in oil, one-third in corn, and one-third in cattle, all marketable, at current prices, 
&c."'~ . 
In 1659 "the town appointed 'John Ellis" and James Skiff to take care of the whales and all other fish that yield 
oil in quantity;' and, subsequently, sale was made to John Ellis of 'the right of all such fish coming within the 
limits and bounds of the town the next three years.'" 3 
At the beginning of the next century, however, it was thought well to divert the resources of chance into a 
means of supporting the clergy, and the drift-whales became the perquisites of the minister, much as the fees for 
matrimonial services do at the present day. 
"In 1702 the town gave to Rev. Roland Cottou 'all such drift-whales as shall, during the time of his ministry in 
Sandwich, be driven or cast ashore within the limits of the town, being such as shall not be killed with hands.'"°' 
THE ALEWIFE FISHERY FROM 1674 to 1715.-In the mean time the legislation relating to the alewife-fishery became 
unsettled, and on March 4, 1674-
" It is granted by the court, that Richard Bourne, of Sandwich, shall have 12,000 of alewives yearly, belonging 
to that land conferred on him at Pampaspecitt." 5 In 1695 it was ordered '' that 4d. per M. be paid the town's agent 
for catching the town's herrings." And, "for the schoolmaster," £10 was appropriated "the present year." 6 
"Until the year 1718 large quantities of herring had been taken from the river for fertilizing the soil; the 
whole surplus exceeding the quantity required for food; it was now ordered that no herrings shall be taken in future 
to ' fish corn.'" 1 
CONDITION OF THE FISHERIES FROM 1so2· to 1862.-We get a glimpse of the condition of affairs in S~nd wich at 
the opening of the present century from the description by Wendell Davis: 
"The fisheries have been repeatedly attempted," he writes, "but never with general success. This line of busines, 
has always been prosecuted with more advantage in the eastern than in the western part of the country." 8 Freeman, 
who has examined much of the history of the town, confirms this statement of the non-import,ance of the :fisheries, 
exrepting those for shell-fish. He writes: 
"The bays and their inlets still, as formerly, yield their supply of cod, haddock, bass, halibut, sheepsheads 
mackerel, tau tog, scup, bluefisp, flounders, smelts, eels, ana other fish, whenever a challenge is fairly _offered; but 
piscation was, at no period of the history of Sandwich, a prominent employment of its inhabitants; and of late years 
its dependence for supplies of this sort has been chiefly on the toils of the inhabitants of other places; labors of more 
utility taking the precedence here. 
" The cod has certainly made no progress in these waters since the day of Wood in 1654. He says: 'Codfish, in 
these seas, are larger than in Newfoundland, 6 or 7 of them make a quintal.'" 9 
THE OYSTER INDUSTRY, 1634 TO 1862.-We shall have to turn to Freeman's account again in order to learn the 
history of the oyster fishery: 
"Oysters which were once very abundant and of superior quality have not entirely vacated their beds; but, in 
some of the best locations, have become nearly exterminated. They are yet supplied in diminished quantities from 
Manomet River; but, from the constant e-..actions upon them, are of small size. Those in the bays on the south side, 
formerly abundant and very large and finely flavored, have ceased, except as occasionally the once noted 'bay oyster' 
is discovered by some lucky wight in deep water, whither they have withdrawn. Bay oysters in their primitive 
condition, were very aptly described by Wood (1634): 'The oisters be great ones in form of a, shoe-horne, some a 
foot long. The fish without a shell so big it must admit of a division to be got in your mouth.' Clams andquahaugs 
are yet at hand; the latter especially on the south side. Some of the large sea-clams yet remain on the north side, 
and lobsters in great profusion. 
'' Wood says, 'clams, or clamps, lye under the sand, every six in seven of them having a round hole to take air and 
receive water at. When the tide ebbs and flows, a man running ove1·these clam banks will presently be made all wet 
by their spouting of water out of these small holes.' The sea-clams are doubtless the same of which Wood says,' In 
1 Freeman's History of Cape Cod. Boston, 1862, vol. ii, p. 50. 
2 Ibid., pp. 50, 51. 
a Ibid., p. 62. 
'Ibid., p. 85. 
6 Plymouth Colony Records, vol, v, 1668-1678, p. 140. 
6 Freeman, op cit., vol. ii, p. 83. 
7 Ibid., p. 91. 
s Coll. Maas; Hist. Soc., 1802, vol. viii, 1st series, pp. 122, 123. 
9 Freema.n, op. cit., vol. ii, p. 31. 
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some places there be clams as big as a penny white loaf.' But we can indulge no further in Mr. Wood's account of 
the fishes, except to add a few lines from his notice of shell-fish, which we give rather as a specimen: 
"' Tbe luscious lobster, with the crabfish raw, 
The brinish oister, muscle, periwigge, 
And tortoise sought for by the Indian squaw, 
Which to the flats dance many a winter's jigge, 
To dive for cockles, and to digge for .clams, 
Whereby her lazie husband's guts shee cramms.'" 1 
FALMOUTH. 
TEE FISHERIES 01r :FALMOUTH SlNCE 1800.-Freeman thus comments upon the fisheries of Falmouth at the open-
ing of the present century: · 
"The fisheries were never a very prominent business here; and yet, in 1800, of 60 vessels owned here, of about 55 
tons average, 6 were employed in the fisheries; 2 going to the Straits of Belle Isle, and 4 fishing at the shoals." 2 
The whaling business was carried on at Wood's Holi quite extensively forty years ago. There were at one time 
as many as 8 vessels hailing from that port. There was a candle factory here at that time. The whale oil, 
however, was sold in New Bedford largely. As the men died who had carried on the business, the vessels were sold 
one by one, and the business here gradually ceased. 
Freeman's account confirms the facts given above, alluding to the former whale-fishery of the town in the fol-
lowing words: 
" Considerable ship-building was formerly carried on here; and, at one time, 9 ships, averaging about 350 
tons each. were employed in the whale-fishery from this port. The capital invested was about $260,000; tb.e number 
of men e~gaged in the business was about 250; and the aggregate return was, of sperm oilr 4,952 barrels, or 148,560 
gallons; whale oil, 275 barrels, or 8,250 gallons. This place, like others, bas passed thr_ough business vicissitudes, 
but ha.s ever been regarded as in rna1!ly respects an important and interesting locality. 3 
Prior to 35 years ago there were several fishing schooners at Wood's Holl. At one time there were 2 bankers 
and 2 which went to Nantucket shoals. Relics of the old fleet are remembered by the names "Ann," "Isaac Cromwell," 
and "Sea SArpent." The "Sea Serpent" was a sharp-stern pinkie boat. It was finally clecked over and changed to 
the" Wanderer." · 
Salt-works existed here 30 or 40 years ago to a large extent, but no trace of them now remains. Two dollars 
a bushel was often obtained for the salt. 
MARTHA'S VINEY ARD. 
Martha's Vineyard w.as discovered by Gosnold in 1602, though he gave that name to Noman'& Land, rather than 
to what is now the Vineyard. 
In 1642 ''the Vineyard" was settled by Thomas Mayhew, of Southampton, England. In . 1644 jt was placed 
under the jurfadiction of Massachusetts, and in 1664 was transferred to New York, but was restored to Massachu-
setts in 1692. 
HISTORY OF EDGARTOWN AND HOLMES' HOLE.-Edgartown was formerly a whalfog port of considerable impor-
tance. According to Starbuck, the deep-sea whale fishery was begun here in 1738 by one Josei,h Chase, who came 
from Nantucket and established himself on the shore of Eclgartown Harbor, and built a wharf and try-work. He 
carried on the fishery for two or three years with his sloop, the Diamond, a vessel of 40 tons, but finally stopped on 
account of bis want of success. · 
In 1739 James Claghorn purchased the Leopard, a sloop of 40 tons, and commenced the fishery, hut he also 
retired in two or three years. 
In 1742 John Harper commenced the fishery with several vessels, but ran through the same course as the others, 
with_chawing in a few years. 
Regardless of the results accruing to his predecessors, in 1744 John Newman commenced the whale-fishery. 
Unfortunately his vessel was lost about a year later, while temporarily engaged in bringing corn from the South to 
sur ply the lack at home. 
In 1757, an embargo being upon the shipping, John Norton, for Martha's Vineyard, and Abishai Folger, for Nan-
tucket, prayed the geueral court of Massachusetts that they might be allowed to send vessels on whaling voyages as 
u ual, stating that unless they were permitted so to do many of the people must suffer for the necessities of life. 
In 1775 only 12 whaling vessels, with an aggregate of 720 tons, were in use at Martha's Vineyard. This number 
of ves els was fitted out annually from Martha's Vineyard from 1771 to 1775, and employed 156 seamen, and annually 
took 900 barrel of sperm oil and 300 barrels of whale oil. 
The outbreak of the Revolutionary war affected the whale-fishery at Martha's Vineyard, as it did in other localities 
in New England. Vessel were seized and carried to England or destroyed, and the business became precarious and 
lo was almo t certain. 
1 Freeman, op. cit., vol. ii, p. 82. 3 lbid., p. 421. 2 Ibid., p. 421. 
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Mr. Samuel Osborne, jr., the owner or agent of the whaling fleet now hailing from Edgartown, states that this 
place has for many years had vessels in the whale-fishery. In 58 the :fleet numbered 19 sail; in 1879 it was reduced 
to 4 sail, and in 1881 numbered 6 vessels. In early times many of the Nantucket fleet fitted here, and thus bro~ght 
considerable profit to the town. During the late war several vessels were sold away from here, and the death of two 
or three capitalists prior to 1870 caused a withdrawal of vessels to other ports. The business of whaling has made a 
good many people wealthy in the town. Nearly every voyage in the last ten years has yielded a profit. There are 
said to be no poor people in the town, the valuation of $3,000,000 being well distributed among the 1,300 inhabitants. 
A number of retired whaling merchants reside here, and own parts of vessels in other ports. There are also some 
ladies who own shares in vessels. 
In i778 ships of the British navy made forays in the sea-coast towns of New England. At Holmes' Hole 4 vessels, 
with several boats, were destroyed, and in Old Town (E<lgartown) Harbor, Martha's Vineyard, a brig of 150 tons, a 
schooner of 70 tons, and 23 whale-boats were destroyed. . 
In regard to the growth of other :fisheries besides the whale-fishery at Martha's Vineyard we have no information 
until 1H07. In 160:3, however, the shores are said to have abounded with fish and shell-fish of various kinds. 
In 1807 the clam-fisher-y was carried on at Edgartown. Two thomjand dollars' worth of clams, at $9 per barrel, 
were sold in Edgartown in that year. At that time they were also beginning to be taken in Mene msha Pond and 
other places for bait. Oysters also occurred on the south shore in two brackish ponds. Lobsters were scarce, and 
only found about the wharves at Edgartown. 
For a number of years prior to 1848 three banking vessels were owned at Edgartown. 
In 1807 there was one fishing vessel at Holmes' Hole. 
The manufacture of salt was· carried on at Martha-'s Vineyard as on Cape Cod. In 1807 there were three sets of 
salt works at Edg~rtown, covering 2,700 feet, and in Tisbury five sets, covering 81,900 feet. The manufacture was 
then on the increase. 
That oysters ,vere once natives of Martha's · Vineyard is evident from the following paragraph, quoted from a 
description of the island in the Massachusetts Historical Collections, second series, 1807, page 58: 
"The oyster is found in Newtown Pond, and iU: two other ponds on the south shore, one of which is in Edgartown, 
and the other in Tisbury. It is fresh to the taste, but it is improved in its relish and rendered fatter by digging a 
canal through the beach and letting the salt water flow into the fresh-water ponds. As the southerly wind soon fills 
11p the canal, the digging must be renewed four or five times in a year. 
ELIZABE'TH ISLANDS A.ND .W A.UEil.A.U. 
EAltLY HrsTOI:.Y OF THE l<'ISHERIES.-On Nonamass~t Island in 1807 was" one dwelling, containing two families, 
an<l. ~1ilout 9t10 feet of salt works built in the year 18(5. The fishes are the same as those of the vicinity, but 
lobster~, which are scarce at Martha's Vineyard, are caught in great abundance at all the Elizabeth Islands.vi 
Gosnoltl's voyagers, in 1602, found at the Elizabeth Islands '' divers sorts of shell-fish, as scollops, muscles, 
cockle:,,, lobsters, crnbs, 0_11sters, and wilks, exceeding good and very great.">1 
THE FISHERIES OF WAREHAM: IN 1815.-The following description of Wareham in 1815is given in vol. iv, 2dseries, 
Massachusetts Historical Society ·Collections, pp. 286-289: 
"The Wemeantic, the sources of which are in Carver, attains the name of river on the southwestern borders 
of Wareham, where it may be . 3 rods in width. * * * Alewives ascend this stream to two ponds in Carver. 
* * * Agawam Brook, issuing from a pond in Plymouth, may be 8 or 9 miles long. * " * Trout, 
which abound, are very partial to this stream, doubtless loving its cold sources. The general course of this brook is 
southwest, up which the alewives have ever ascended, in vast numbers, to Half Way Pond, Plymouth. * * * The 
whale-fishery in the West India seas, and on the coasts of the United States, has been formerly pursued with that 
precarious success incider..t to the employ, probably before the Revolution, and much more so since. * * * The 
fish, common to this bay, are found at Wareham, such as tataug, sheepshead (now become rare), rock, and streaked 
bass, squitreag, scuppeag, eellf, with . the migratory fish, menhad,·n, and alewives. One. codfish having been caught 
within the Narrows ( say thirty years since), is the only instance of this fish nearer than the open bay, or Gay Head. 
The quahaug clam ,s common, and the oyster is taken in two or more places. The latter, which is of small size, is 
frequently carried for sale overland to Plymouth." 
EAST WAREHAM IN 1870-'71.-The Gloucester Telegraph, of May 7, 1870, stated that Wareham realized $605 
that year from the sale of the right to catch herring in the Agawam River in that town. 
The N1-1w Bedford Evening Standard of April 24, 1871: reported as follows for that year: 
"WAREHAM.-The first catch of alewives for the season in the Agawam River, in Wareham, was on Friday of 
last week. The privilege was purchased the present year for $600 by a party in Plymouth, whose inhabitants have 
equal rights to the iishery wit.h citizens of Wareham; · 
"Mr. George Sanford, of East Wareham, who has bought the right to fish this stream for the past fourteen years, 
informs us that, there has been a gradual decrease of fish for the last six years, and that although during this period 
there has been no perceivable diminuti~n of small alewives in thefr annual passage from the ponds to the sea, the 
number of' adults taken last year was less than one-half caught in 1864. Mr. S. states th"at large quantities of .white 
perch have been caught in the river this season by hook-and-line fishermen-'.' 
1 A description of Dukes County, August 13, 1807, in Coll. Mass. Hist. Soc., vol. iii, 1807, 2d series, pp. 75, 79. 
2 Coll. Mass. Hist. Soc., vol. viii, 2d series; p. 89. 
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MARION. 
HISTORY OF MARION.-The present town of Marion with the adjoining towns of Rochester, Mattapoi ett, aud a 
large part of Wareham were originally known as the Sippican territory, and purchased July 22, 1679, from thelndiau 
chiefs Watuchpoo and Sampson, they receiving permission to sell the territory from King Phillip, the youngest son of 
Massasoit, the good, he being the king or chief ruler of the Wampanoag tribes. Phillip was his succes or. 
Rochester was incorporated as a town on June 4, 1686, receiving its name from the ancient city of Rochester 
England, which was the early home of many of the first settlers. It is recorded in history that the oysters found 0 ~ 
those shores were celebrated by the Romans for their excellence; and the pioneers to the Sippican territory, finding 
an abundance and great variety of excellent fish, gave the name in memory of their old home. For a time Rochester 
embraced the town of Marion. 
In the Collections of the Massachusetts Historical Society, 1815, vol. ii, 2d series, p. 259, is this statement regard-
ing Rochester : 
''The town doubtless takes its name from the ancient city of Rochester in Kent, England, a shire from whence 
many of the first planters of Scituate (and of course Rochester) emigrated. That ancient city had the jurisdiction 
of the oyster fishery, and it appears in history that these oysters were celebrated by the Romans for their excellence." 
And in volume iv, pp. 255,256, is this description of the varieties of fish to be found there: 
".BliBh.-Tataug, scauppaug, eels are the most common fish near the shores, with alewiv-es in their season. At 
several places of resort oysters have become less common; the quahaug and lesser clam are found in the place. 
Without the harbor, the bay affords a greater variety; but not the codfish, nearer than Gay Head." 
In volume x, page 31: is this statement, written in 1823: 
"The principal manufacture of this town is salt. This business is carried on on an extensive scale, and it is 
be~ieved that more salt is manufactured in this town than in any other town in the Common wealth, and it is the 
most productive of any business here practiced." 
And on page 36 of the same special reference is made to the 'fish found in Assawamsett Pond and Mattapoisett 
River and Merry's Pond in these words: 
"A part of Assawamsett Pond lies on the north side of this town, and the line of the town crosses two islands of 
considerable bigness in this pond. Assawamsett ·Pond is the largest collection of water in Massachusetts. • • .,. 
In this pond is a vast quantity of iron ore, which increases nearly as fast as it is dug. In the southerly part of this 
pond are large quantities of fish, such as pickerel, whitefish, perch, roaches, chubs, hornfish, and vast quantities of 
sea or white perch are taken in the fa11 of the year, when the young alewives can be had for bait, which is the only 
bait which can be used with success. * "' .,. On the right hand of the road from Rochester to Plymouth lies Merry's 
Pond, a most beautiful sheet of water, and _is nearly as round as a circle. In this pond are a few fish of the minor 
species. There is no natural inlet or outlet to this pond, but a few years since the town, at the expense of $100, cut 
a canal from it to Sippican River, hoping to induce the alewives into the pond. No success attended the attempt. 
* if if Mattapoisett River, though small, is of some consequence besides what results from the mills, namely, on 
account of the alewife fishery. The privilege of taking said fish in said river the inhabitants are by law authorized 
to sell, which brings into the treasury about $400 annually. It would be much more productive if the taking the fish 
illegally could be effectually prevented." 
On July 22, 1879, the three towns-Marion, Rochester, and Mattapoisett-celebrated their bi-centennial anni-
versary, and among the guests were some of the lineal descendants of the kings Massasoit and Sassacuss. A. small 
band of King Phillip's tribe yet remains in the adjoining town of Lakeville, upon the Indian reserve lands known 
as Betty's Neck. The Indians there are fully civilized citizens, with their sc'hools and churches, and are highly spoken 
of by all who know them fort.heir industry, intelligence, and temperance. 
NEW BEDFORD. 
THE ORIGINAL SETTLERS.-This is a place of much historic interest. It was first discovered by Bartholomew 
Gosnold, who, in company with thirty-one others (eight of them sailors), sailed from Falmouth, Engfand, in the 
small ship Concord, on March 26, 1602, with the intention of settling in Virginia. They discovered the group of 
islands on the east side of Buzzard's Bay, and landed on May 24 at the outer island, now known as Cutty hunk. They 
named the group the Elizabeth Islands, and the one on which they landed and built a fort they called Elizabeth, in 
honor of their queen. The group yet retains the name. The daring explorer and discoverer has not been forgot-
t en, the islands baring the township name of GoBnold. 
On May 31, 1603, while part of the men were building a fort, Captain Gosnold sailed across the bay, first 
anchoring not far from Round Hills on the west and working east until he discovered the mouth of the river and the 
west shore on which New Bedford is now built. The island of Cutty hunk, on which they built a fort, bore the Indian 
name of Poocntohhnnhnnnoh. It contains about 516 acres of land. Finding the Indians friendly, they landed and 
loaded their vessel with sassafrass root-considered of great. value for medicinal purposes-cedar and furs ; this last 
they purchased of the Indians. Part of the company were to return to England with the cargo w bile the remainder 
locate a permanent settlement. These latter became dissatisfied for fear they would never see their share of the 
valuable cargo, so they all embarked, aud on the 15th of June of the same year made sail for England. Captain 
Gosnold afterwards returned to Virginia where he died August 22, 1607. 
Thus the fir t attempt at a settlement here was m!l.rl1.1. ei~hteen years before the landing of the Pilgrims on the 
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celebrated Ply-mouth Rock. It was, however, some thirty or forty years after the above landing before a permanent 
settlement was made by the English. The settlement was called Dartmouth and purchased from the Indian chief 
Massasoit, and his son, Wamsutta, in 1654. This may be seen by a perusal Clf the following deed: • 
'' BRADFORD, G0VERNOUR. 
"NEW PLYMOUTH, :November 29, 1652. 
"Know all men by these presents that I, Wesamequen, and Warusutta, my son, have sold unto Mr. William 
Bradford, Captain Standish, Thomas Southworth, John Winslow, John Cooke, and their associates, the purchasers or 
old comers, all the tract or tracts of land lying eastward from a river called Cushewagg, to a certain harbor called 
Acoaksett, to a flat rock on the west side of the said harbor. And whereas the said harbor divideth itself into several 
branches, the westernmost arme to be the bound, and all the tract or tracts of land from the said ,vestward arme to 
the said river of Cushewagg, 3 miles eastward of the same, with all the profits and benefits within the said tract, with 
all the rivers, creeks,'.mendows, necks, and islands that lye in or near the same, and from the sea u1)ward to go so .high 
that the English may not be annoyed by the hunting of the Indians in any sort of their cattle. And I, Wesamequen, 
and Wamsutta, do promise to remove all the Indians within a year from the date hereof that do live in the said 
tract. And we, the said Wesamequen and Wamsutta, have fully bargained and sold unto the aforesaid Mr. William 
Bradford, Captain Standish, Thomas Southworth, John Winslow, John Cooke, and the rest of their associates, the 
purchasers or old comers, to have and to hold for them and their heirs and assignes forever. And in consideration 
hereof, we the above mentiQned are to pay to the said Wesamequen and Wamsutta as followeth: Thirty yards of 
cloth, 8 morse-skins, 15 axes, 15 hoes, 15 pair of breeches, 8 blankets, 2 kettles, 1 cloak, 2 pounds in wampam, 8 pairs 
stockings, 8 pairs-shoes, 1 iron pot, and 10 shillings in another commoditie, and in witness hereof we have. inter-
changeably set to our hands the day and year above written. 
"In tlie presence of-
" JONATHAN SHAW. 
"SAMUEL EDDY. 
"JOHN WINSLOW. 




Another old record gives the boundary of Dartmouth (this embraced the present towns of Westport, New Bedford, 
Dartmouth, and Fairhaven) as made with the Indian, John Sassamon, agent for Phillip Sagamore, of Pokamockett, &c. 
GIVEN THE NAME NEW BEDFORD.-As the little settlement grew in.to quite a village belonging to Dartmouth, it 
was thought best to give it a name to distinguish it from the other part of the town, and on a public occasion, Mr. 
Joseph Rotch suggesting it should be called" Bedford," in honor of Joseph Russel, an old citizen, who bore the family 
name of the Duke of Bedford, it was adopted, and the old gentleman was after known as the duke, and for many 
years the place was known as Bedford. On ascertaining t,hat there was another town of the same name in the State 
it was called New Bedford, and on Febr:iary i2, 1787, it cast loose from Dartmouth and was duly incorporated as a 
town, embracing the present town of Fairhaven until April 22, 1812, when that town withdrew and was duly 
incorporated. A large number of ships were formerly built at New Bedford, the first having been launched in 1767; 
this was named "Dartmouth" and has become historic from having been one of the vessels which came into Bostori. 
Harbor loaded with tea which was thrown overboard December 16, 1773. 
NEW BEDFORD IN 1792.-A description follows, written in 1792, of New Bedford and its fisheries; "There are also 
several other islands in the river, most of them small, yet yielding some pasturage, and very commodious for several 
purposes, particularly for those who make a business of salting fish. There is good fishing in the river for the smaller 
kind ; and not far distant from the mouth they catch the larger sort. But few markets in any of our sea-ports are 
equally supplied with variety of fish, and such as are very excellent. Here are sold cod, bass, blackfish, sheepshead, 
&c."l 
SALT A...°'ID FRESH WATER FISHES.-In 1858 the varieties to be found in the waters of New Bedford were: 
"FiBh.-Salt water: Smelt, tom-cod, herring, shad, menhaden, flat-fish, lump-sucker, whiting, chogset, bass, tautog 
or blackfish, scup (scuppang, pogies) cod, mackerel, haddock, pollock, bluefish, rock bass, sheepshead, :flounder, perch, 
eel, sculpin, scate, stingray, bellows-fish, rudderfish, squetteague, squid, swellfish, toad-grunter, shark, dogfish, frost-fish, 
skipjack. Shell-fish: Oysters, quahaugs, clams, lobsters, crabs, scallops, winkles, razors, mussels, star-fish or five-
fingres, barnacles. " * * Fresh water: Trout, perch.(white, red,yellow), pickerel, chub, carp, silverfish, minnow, 
hornpout, eel, clam. 2 
THE FISHERIES IN 1870.-Mr. Welcome A. Almy stated to the fishery committee of the Massachusetts legislature 
in 1870: "I should think there were as many as 25 fishing boats which make a regular business of fishing 
from New Bedford. Some carry two men and some carry four. There are probably one 100 men engaged in the 
business. Some go in smacks. There are Beveral hundred who will go fishing more or less. There are some laboring 
men who go fishing to get food for their families. Formerly there were more men who went for that purpose than now." 
THE WHALE-FISHERY.-A brief sketch of the whale-fishery from New Bedford has been given on pages 271, 272, 
and a much fuller history of this industry will be given in Section V of this report. 
1 Coll. Mass. Hist. Soc., vol. iv, 1st series, p. 233. 
2 Ricketson's History of New Bedf<Trd, 1858, p. 403. 
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THE FISHERIES OF RHODE ISLAND. 
RHODE ISL.AND IN THE SEVENTEENTH .AND EIGHTEENTH CENTURIES. 
FISHING BY THE ABORIGINES.-Arnold, in speaking of the food used by the aborigines of Rhode Island in 1622, 
says: "Bnt of all their different sorts of food, none were more highly esteemed than clams. In all seasons of the 
year the women dug for them on the sea-shore. The natural juices of this shell-fish served th~m in place of salt as a 
seasoning for their broth, their na_s;saump,1 and their bread, while the tenderness and delicacy of the flesh have pre-
served its popularity to this day, amid all the culinary devices of an advanced civilization." 2 Whales, sometimes 60 
feet in length, were often cast up on the shores, and, being cut in pieces, were sent far and near as a most palatable 
present. In the early part of the seventeenth century, hunting, fowling, and fishing were the chiefoccupations of the 
Indians. Tlley used nets made of hemp, setting weirs across the rivers, and killing the bass with arrows as the fish 
became entangled in the meshes of the nets. The head of the bass was considered a great luxury. The sturgeon they 
caught with a harpoon of their own invention, going out in their canoes to attack it. This fish was so highly esteemed 
by them that they would rarely sell it to the English. 
THE SE'l'TLEMENTj FISHERY PRIVILEGE.-Rbode Island was first settled in June, 1636, at Providence, by Roger 
Williams, from Massachusetts. Two years later, William Coddington and others, who had, like Williams, been 
persecuted for their religious belief, came from Massachusetts, and purchased of the India_ns the island of Aquidneck. 
They effected a settlement on this h,land, now called Rhode Island, an<f from this sprung the towns of Newport ancl 
Portsm,outh. In 1643 a third settlement was made at Warwick, by John Greene, Samuel Gorton, and others. This 
same year Roger Williams sent to England and obtained a patent for the united government of the settlements. 
The patent was dated March 14, 164:3-'44, but did not go into operation till 1647. It defined the settlements as the 
"Incorporation of Providence Plantations .in the Narraganset Bay in New England." 
This patent continued in force till 1663, when a charter was obtained from King Charles II, of England, incorporat-
ing the colony of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations." In this -charter was the following paragraph relative 
to the fishing industry: · 
·"Provided alsoe, and oure express will and pleasnr~ is and wee doe by these presents, ff or vs, our heirs and suc-
cessours, ordeyne and apoynt, that these presents shall not, in any manner, hinder any · of oure lovinge subjects 
whatsoever, :ffrom useing and exerciseing the trade of ffishing upon the coast of New England, in America; butt, that 
they, and every or any of_ them, shall have :ffull and :ffree power . and liberty to continue and vse the trade of ffishing 
vpon the said coast, in any of the seas thereunto adjoyniuge, or any armes of the seas, or salt water rivers and creeks, 
where they have been accustomed to ffish; and to build and sett upon the waste land, belonginge to the sayd Collony 
and Plantations. such wharfes, stages and workehouses as shall be necessary for the salting, drying and keepeing of 
theire ffisb, 1 o be taken or gotten upon that coast. And :£further, for the encouragement of the inhabitants of our 
sayd Collony of Providence Plantations to sett upon the businesse of takeing whales, itt shall bee lawe:fful ffor them, 
or any of them, having struck whale, dubertus, or other greate ffish, itt or them, to pursue unto any parte of that 
coaste, and into any bay, river, cove, creeke or shoare, belonging thereto, and itt or them vpon the said coaste, or in 
the sayd bay, river, cove, creeke or shoare, belonging thereto, to kill and order for the best advantage, without 
molestation, they makeing noe wilfull waste or spoyle, any thinge in these presents conteyned, or any other matter 
or thing, to the contrary, notwithstanding. 
"And further alsoe, wee are gratiously pleased, and doe hereby declare, that if any of the inhabitants of our sayd 
Collony doe sett upon the pl::mtinge of vineyards (the soyle and clymate both seemeing naturally to concurr to the 
production of wynes), or bee industrious in the discovery of ffishing banks, in or about the sayd Collony, wee will, 
:ffrom tyme to tyme, give and allow all due and fitting encouragement therein, as to others in cases oflyke nature." 
There having been some troubles as to the extent of Rhode Island during the deposition of Charles II, after his 
restoration to the throne, the people of Rhode Island presented a petition to the King, in which they asked that 
Rhode Island might be restored to the state and extent of land which it enjoyed when the :first charter was granted, 
and t1'at thus the people might be encouraged to "goe on propagating plantations * * * , promoting of ff * ff 
ffishinge, &c." 
FISHERY LAWS AND REGULATIONS.-ln May, 1680, in the 24th answer to a set of questions from the lorq.s of the 
privy council, the assembly s.aid : "We answer that a fishing trade might prove very beneficial! provided accordinge 
to tbe former artickle there were men of considerable estates amongst us willing to propagate it." 
The Rochester court of common pleas, on Mai-ch 6, 1687, passed an act to encourage fishing in Pettaquamscot 
Pond. 
On June 19, 1716, Starve Goat Island was granted, upon petition of three :fishermen of Providence, for the purpose 
of curing and drying fi h. 
On October 28, 1719, the Warwick assembly empowered the town council to preserve and improve the fishing in 
their rivers, forbidding the setting of weirs, dams, or nets; also ePtablished vendue masters in their town, to be chosen 
before the annual election, who e fees were to be 2½ per cent. on the amount of the sales, and who were to settle with 
the owner of the goods within five days. 
1 Massaomp is a pottage made of nnparched meal. 
2 Arnold's Hist-Ory of Rhode I land, from which work, in cennection with the colonial records of the State this historical sketch is 
compiled. ' 
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On Augnst 18, 1735, in order "to protect Pawcatuck River fisheries, it was forbidden to erect dams or weirs on any 
stream to hinder the passage of fish or to catch them for three days in the week except by hook and line." 
And on June 13, 1737, so as" to preserve the perch in Easton's Pond, it was forbidden to draw seines either in the 
ponds or creek." 
April 1, 1741: A petition by James Greene and others to place a dam across the south branch of Pawtuxet 
River in the town of Warwick, and to erect works thereon for the refining of iron. This petition was against former 
decisions [as being an obstruction to the fish] but was granted. 
On October 28,.1761, "a lottery was granted to raise £1,500, old te:qor, for making a passage around the Paw-
tucket Falls, so tliat fish of almost every kind-who choose fresh wat,er at certain seasons of the year may pass with 
ease." It was r epresented that the country above the falls would derive much advantage by thus facilitating the 
access of the fish to the upper waters. Twelve years later, in August, 1773, the assembly passed "an act making it 
lawful for any one to break down or blow up the rocks at Pawtucket Falls to Jet fish pass up. * * * And the 
said river was declared a public river." 
September, 1765: An iron-ore bed was discovered on Pawtuxet River, in Cranston, early in the spring of 1765, and 
in September following the petitioners prayed for a dam, and were allowed to build one on condition that they would 
construct a suitable passage for fish round it, and maintain the same from April 10 to May 20 annually, agreeable to a 
law that had been in force thirty years. 
February 23, 1767: "An act to prevent the Pawtuxet and Pawcatuck Rivers from being obstructed by weirs and 
seines, so as to prevent the passage of fish, was enforced by a penalty of £50." 
THE WHALE-FISHERIES, 1731 to 1789.-" June 14, 1731: To encourage the whale and cod fisheries a bounty of 5 
shillings for every barrel of whale-oil, 1 penny a pound for bone, and 5 shillings a quintal for codfish caught by Rhode -
Island vessels and brought into this [Rhode Island] colony was offered." 
June 11, 1733: "The whale-fishery had long been conducted on a small scale within the colony. Whales fre-
quented the quiet waters of Narragansett ·and were often taken with boats. A stimulus had been given to this 
· enterprise by the recent premium placed upon it, so that vessels began to be fitted out for the purpose. The first 
regularly-equipped whaleman from Rhode Island of which we have any knowledge arrived in Newport at this tiu;.e 
with 114 barrels of oil and 200 pounds of bone, upon which bounty was paid. It was the sloop Pelican of Kewport, 
owned by Benjamin Thurston, and about fifteen years before smaller sloops had begun to be used at Nantucket for 
taking whales. At this time some 25 sail, all under 50 tons burden, were there employed, obtaining about 3,700 
barrels of oil annually." This was the commencement of "that victorious career of industry," Jong afterwards 
illustrated in the British House of Commons by the splendid rhetoric of Burke: 
''Look at the manner [said Burke] in which the people of New England have of late carried on the whale fishery. 
Whilst we followed them amongst the tumbling mountains of ice, and beheld them penetrating into the deepest 
frozen recesses of Hudson's Bay and Davis's Straits, whilst we are looking for them beneath the Arctic Circle, we 
hear that they have pierced into the opposite region of polar cold, that they are at the antipodes, and engaged under 
the frozen serpent of the south." 1 * * * 
Had not the war with England occurred, no doubt Rhode Island's fisheries would have grown with very rapid 
strides. Its disastrous effects to the fisheries were acutely felt, as will be seen in the next item: 
'' In consequence of the war the Jews, who had done much for their adopted state, had all left by the fall of 1779'._ 
Aaron and Moses Lupez at one time owned 27 square-rigged vessels, several of wl(ch were whaling-ships, besides. 
many smaller craft." 
The whaling-boats were in this same year (1779) put to a use other than that for whic~ they were built. We. 
next read: 
'' In July, 1779, Colonel Barton's corps of infantry were raised for the special purpose of protecting the sea-boardi 
of Rhode Island from Tory forays. They were furnished with whale-boats built expressly for that service." 
THE PROVIDENCE FLEET IN 1789.-An item in Arnold's history, concerning the Providence fleet, and dated July 
5, 1789, says : . 
~'At this time 101 vessels, exclusive of river craft, were owned in Prnvidence, amounting nearly to 10,000 tons, 
more than three-fourths of which were employed in the foreign trade and on whaling voyages. The ship General 
Washington returned from China after an absence of nineteen months. This was the first anival at Providence 
direct from Canton." 
1 Speech on moving resolutions for conciliation with the colonies, March 22, 1775. 
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Atlantic City, New Jersey .................. 394,395,399 
Atlanticville, New York ..................•... ,... 363 
Atwood, Captain N. E ..............••....•.. 63,227,231 
Atwo1Jd, Elisha, on whale fishery of Wellfleet,_Mass-
achusetts . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 235 
Atwood, J. R., on fisheries of cape Cod............ 223 
Au Sablo.... ..•••• .•••.. ...... ...••. •.•. .... ••.• 659 
Australasia, oxports of fish to ..•..••...•.•.. 205, 206, 207 
Austrian fishermen . • •••..•.••...••••...•...••. 615,627 
A very point, Connecticut .......•••••...•.. ~..... 317 
Azores-
Exports offish to .....•.........•. 205,206,207,217 
Whale fishing at........................... 229 
B. 
Babson's History of Gloucester........ . . . • . . . . • • • . 686 
Babylon, New York.............................. 371 
Backies, fishing for .........•............ : . . . . • . . 309 
Back river, Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 457 
Bailey's Mistake harbor, Maine....... . . • . . . . • • . . 20 
Bairdiella chrysura .....•.. ...•...•.•....•••.•••. 525,529 
Bairdiella punctata. . . . . . . • • • . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 586 
Bait-
Alewives for ..... 119, 154,156,157,163,213,248,261 
Anchovy for ... . .. .... .. . ... . . . ... .... .... 603 
Capelin for.... . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . 135 
Clams for .. •4 •• 22, 25, 36, 37, 38, 41, 42, 47, 54, 59, 67, 
73, 77, 93, 95, 96, 98, 100, 133, 136, 
139, 141, 156,165,179, 225, 244, 255, 
259, 271, 358, 686, 694, 724, 726, 729 
Cod ..............................•....... 231, 707 
Cod spawn for sardine..................... 151 
Conchs for ................................ 85,539 
Crabs for eel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 308 
Craw:fo;h for....... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 539 
Drum..... . • • • • . . . . • . . . . • • • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . 512 
Eel ..............•••.••.•...••...••.. 195, 268, 364 
Bait-Continued. Page. 
Fresh fish for ...... 10, 2:l, 24, 29, 37, 46, 53, 66, 73, 77, 
93,94,95,108,118,119,120,284,314 
Frozen herring for cod..... .. . • .. .. . .. . . . . . 17 
Herringfor .•..•......... 28,42,57,71, 154,156,157, 
161,162,163,164,179 
Horsefeet for.. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 367 
Lobster ....•.........•.•......••... 26, 40, 141, 165 
Lobsters for .............................. 262,269 
Mackerel for ....••....................... 154, 163 
Menhaden for ........•.......... 28, 31, 78, 151, 154, 
159,235,261,362,370 
Mullet for. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 585 
Sa,rdines for . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . • . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . 609 
Sea.gulls for . • . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 156 
Shack ...•••....•.....••....•.............. 156 
Shuckfish for.............. . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 307 
Smelts for....... .• . . . • . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 609 
Sperling for .•••.....••..••.•............. 134, 163 
Squid for ...•...••..........•..•.. 156, 159, 160, 161 
Value of.... . . . . . . . • .• . . . . . . . • •• • . • . . . . . . . 170 
Bait.chopper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 195 
Bait-mill, machiue...... •• . . . • • •. . • • • . • • •• . . . . . . . 68 
Baiting fleet. ,. . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 159 
Baiting Hollow, Ne,w York .••....•.•............ 351, 354 
Baker's island, Massachusetts . • • • • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . 698 
Bald win, New York...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . 372 
Ba,ltimore, Maryland- · 
Market for fresh fish....... . . . . . . •• •• •• • • • . 197 
Oyster packing in . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 443 
Oyster trade of ...............•....... 204,444,445 
Bank cod fishery ............•••............. 28, 129,233, 
315,683,690,693,694,696,707,729 
Banquereau-
Cod fishery •.•.•••.....•••••......... 245, 267,273 
Halibut fishery .........•.. 60, 100,156,157,175,180 
Barataria, Louisiana. . • • . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . • . . . . . . • . . 579 
Barbadoes, fish exports to ......••••••....•...... 167, 704 
Barcelona,New York............................ 670 
Bar Harbor, Maine .•.•....••••.•••••...•.. : . . . . . 34 
Barlowtown, Massachusetts............ . • • • • . . . . . 251 
Barnegat bay, New Jersey .•••••...•..••.....•.. 385, 386 
Barnegat inlet, New Jersey .•••.•..•.•...•..••.. 384, 389 
Barnegat, New Jersey .•.•...................... 394, 396 
Barnstable district-
Cod fishery of...... . . . • . . . . . • . . • . • . . . . . . . . 226 
Fishing fleet of.... . . • • . . • • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . 223 
Mackerel fishery of.... . . . • . • . . • • . . . • . . . . . . 226 
Review of................................. 2'23 
Statistics of fisheries 'of.................... 224 
Whale fishery of........................... 226 
Barnstable, Massachusetts-
. Eel fishery of.... . . • . • . • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 246 
Lobstey fishery of.......................... 246 
Mackerel fleet of, in 1851. • • • • . • . • . • • • . . . • . . 116 
Salt. works at ....•••.• J... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 127 
Scallop fishery of.. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 246 
Weir fishery at...... . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 246 
Barracuda ..............•.......•.. 595,597, 600,605,618 
Barrels-
Fish ......... 166, 167,170,211,212,222,486,643,645 
Mullet ..... : ..••......••..••••....... 546,547,552 
Barren island, New York .. . •.. .. . . .. .. . ... ... . .. 353 
Barrington, Rhode Island ...•...••••...•........ 286, 287 
Barrington river, Rhode Island .• ••••.•. ••. . . . •. . 288 
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Page. 
Barter's island, Maine...... .• • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69 
Ba.rtholomew, Tallon & Co...................... 577 
Bartlett's island, Maine...... . . • • . • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . 33 
Bass-
:Former abundance of .••••...••.. 695, 697, 709, 716, 
, 717,724,725,731,735 
In Boston market ...• .•.•. •.•. ...•.. ..•••• 195 
In California . . . . • • . . . . • • . • • • • • • . . • . • . . . . . . 595 
In eastern Florida ..••.•.•••••••••••...... 525, 529 
In South Carolina and Georgia .•.••..•.... 502, 511 
In the great lakes ..•..•..•...••••......... 648, 662 
Sea .•••••....•....••. 118,119,1~8,193,225,259,263 
Striped ...........•.•••....•. 118, 119, 133, 138, 193, 
196,225,254,259,263,275 
Bass at-
Long Island, New York ............... 345,347,376 · 
Plymouth, Massachusetts.................. 221 
Bass :fishery-
- At Long Island, New York ................ 346, 375 
Early history of ....•..••••..••.•. 710, 711, 7~1, 736 
In Connecticut ....•••.•••••.••.•....••••. 317, 319 
In eastern Florida. . • • . . . • • • • • . . • . • . . . . . • . . 529 
In Massachusetts ..•••••••.••••..•••.. 136,241,246 
In Rhode Island .•...••••. 283, 294, 298, 308, 309, 310 
In South Carolina . . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . . . . . . . 508 
Bass river, Massachusetts ..•.•.•••....•.••.. 242, 244,245 
Bass-traps ....•. ~ •••••......•..•. ~.... •••••. •••• 307 
Bass· weir . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • . • • . • . . • • . . . . . . . 709 
Bastard.snappers ...............•••..•.......... 507,508 
Bath district-
Review of :fisheries of.... . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 72 
Statistics of :fisheries of.................... 72 
Bath, Maine-
Commercial interests of............ . . . . . . . . 75 
Fishery interests of .•.••••••..•.•.•...••••. 72, 75 
Bath, New York................................. 375 
Bay cod :fishery ...••....•......••••....•........ 129, 130 
Bay de N oquette, lake Michigan ......•......... 639, 644 
Bayfield, lake Superior........................... 635 
Bay mackerel................................... 427 
Bay.men of Long Island......................... 369 
Bay of Chaleur-
Cod fishery ..••.. u... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 129 
Mackerel :fishery • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • • • • 43, 65 
Bay of Fundy-
Codfishery •...•...•.•.....•••• . 14, 16, 25, 28, 30, 56 
Fisheries.23, 32, 35, 39, 40, 44, 65, 67,154,174,175,195 
Bay of Islands herring fishery ...•••••••••..•.••• 170, 171 
Bay of Saint Lawrence mackerel :fishery (see also 
· Gulf) ........••.......••. 141, 152,153,172,173,175,214 
Bayonne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 384 
Bayou-
Boulf en . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 579 
Chalons, Louisiana . . • • • • • • . . . . . . • . . . . • • • • . 579 
Cook, Louisiana............. . • . . . • • . . . . . . . 579 
Cyprian, Louisiana...... • • • • • • • • . . • . . . . . . . 579 
Muscle, Louisiana. • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • . . . . • . . . 579 
Bay Point, Florida • • • • • . .• • • •• . . . • • •• . • . . . . . . . . . 549 
Bayport, New York.............................. 368 
Bay Ridge, New York...... • • • • .•• • • . • • . . • • . . ••• . 376 
Bay Shore, New York ••••••••••••.•..•.•.......• 365, 370 
Bay View, Massachusetts ...•.......••••........ 143, 165 
Bayville, New York . . . • . . . • • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 348 
Beach Haven, New Jersey ..•................... 394, 396 
B Page. 
eacon Brothers . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . 542 
Bear inlet, North Carolina ............ : ..... -..... 485 
Bear's neck, Massachusetts . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 141 
Beaufort and Morehead City, North Carolina-
Crab fishery of...... . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 491 
Cured.fish trade of........................ 486 
Description of...... . . . . . ••• . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . 485 
Fresh.fish industry of..................... 486 
Mullet fisheries of............. . . . . . . . . . . . . 487 
Porpoise :fishery of......................... 490 
Pound nets at... . • . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 489 
Quahaug industry of.. . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 491 
Salmon.trout fishery of.................... 488 
Scallop fishery of.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 492 
Turtle fishery of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 491 
Whale fishery of . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 490 
· Beaufort and Port Royal, South Carolina,, fisheries 
of............................................. 510 
Beaufort, North Carolina, ......•..•.... 477,485,486,487, 
488,489,490,491,492 
Beaufort river, South Carolina .... ..••.• .... .... 511 
Beaufort, South Carolina ...•............... 501, 504, 510 
Beaver islands, Lake Michigan . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 656 
Beaver.~kins ....•...• _.. • • • . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . 62 
Belfast district-
Review of fisheries of..................... 45 
Statistics of fisheries of...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 
Belfast, Maine, fisheries of ..•• _ •.....•.........•. 45, 47 
Belgian :fishermen ..........• _ •. . .• • ••. .• . . . . . .. . 643 
Belgium, exports of fish to ..•................... 205, 206 
Belknap's History of New Hampshire .. :........... 678 
Bellmore, New York............................. 372 
Bellport bay, New York .........•......... 362,365,367 
Bellport, New ·York........... . .................. 367 
Bngen ridge, New Jersey....... ...... ...... .... 384 
Berkeley, Massachusetts......................... 278 
Derlin, Maryland .•...........•................. .' 425 
Beverly, Massachusetts-
Cod fishery of ........................... 127,694 
Fisheries of .........•............ 178, 179,180,694 
Mackerel fleet of, in 1851 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116 
Biddeford, Maine ................................ 97, 98 -
Biddeford Pool, Maine ........................... 97, 98 
Big Point Sable, lake Michigan . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 653 
Big Sandy, lake Ontario, fishermen of...... . . . . . . 672 
Bil boa, exports of fish to .•. _ •••....•... 130, 693, 696, 705 
Billingsgate island, Massachusetts............... 238 
Billington sea, Massachusetts . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 221 
Biloxi, Mississippi ..........•................... 571, 575 
Birds, sea, eggs of.... . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 592 
Black bass ......... 354,570,575,578,627,642,664,666,673 
Black.fish ..•...............••.. 284, 502,506,511,525,552 
Fishery .......•.. 235,319,493,502,504,507,524,727 
Oil. ........• _ ....•... , ••••.....••.•.. 121, 151, 713 
Black.fish (or tautog) ...••.•... 314, 316,360,383,390,735 
Blackford, E. G .• - • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 353 
Black Point harbor, Maine....................... 82 
Black Point, Maine...... . . • . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • 81 
Black rocks, Merrimack river . • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • . 134 
Blackwater, Delaware........................... 417 
Blankinship cove...... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 265 
Bloater herring ............... 11, 14, 18, 20, 77, 87, 191, 192 
Block island, Rhode Island-
Cod fishery of ............................ 267, 273 
• 
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Block Isl:md, Rhode Island-Continued. Page. 
Descriptioµ of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . 299 
Fisheries of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . 299 
Fishing·boats of....................... . . . . 301 
History of ............ ".................... 302 
Lobster fishery of.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . 317 
Mackerel fishery of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 175 
Oysters at ............................ 287,292,321 
Pound.net fisheries of...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 301 
Blue-cod . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · 604 
Blue creek, Florida ............................. 553,554 
Bluefish ........................... 268, 303,307,357,361, 
' 502,552,555,561,577, 731, 735 
Abundance of ............ 296, 358,360,361,368, 3i0 
Catch of ..................... 119, 138,225,254,259, 
263,284,314,316,317,344,350,351,354,376, 
382,389,404,411,424:425,452,453,458,459, 
479,480,486, 505., 515,523,524,536,537,595 
Gill.net fishery ........... 227, 228,232,247,309,389 
In Boston market .................... 193, 195, 197 
Pickled .. 121,188,225,248,255,483,487,562,564,568 
Smoked .................................. 121, 255 
Trolling ...•...........................•.. 388, 396 
Bluefish fishery i.n-
Connecticu t .......................... ~ ... 317, 332 
Louisiana . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 576 
Maryland ......................... ~....... 425 
Massachusetts ....•.............. 195, 227,228,238, 
239,241,243,244,245,246,247,248,249~253, 
255,256,257,260,265,267,269,273,274,729 
New Jersey .............................. 390, 397 
New York ...........•..•. 347,351,354,362,372,374 
North Carolina .......... .481, 482,483,485,496,497 
Pensacola, Florida ................ ;........ 567 
Rhode Island ..•.•........ 294, 297,298,301,304,306 
Virginia ............................. 457, 462,463 
Blue Hill, Maine...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38 
Blue pike .........•...........•................ 667,668 
Blue Point, New York .......................... 366, 368 
Blue Point oysters ........•.................... 203, 369 
Boat- and vessel.building at-
Bristol, Maine.. . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61 
Friendship, Maine .••••.... _................ 59 
Boat·building ........••••••..... 57, 59, 60, 61, 63, 69,101, 
132,134,145,241,643 
Boat.fisheries of New England .•.. 21, 34, 41, 42, 46, 48, 49, 
51,52,53,54,57,58,59,60,61,64,68,70,74, 
85, 99,115,134,141,146,162,163,223,240 
Boat-fishermen of New England ......... 18, 21, 29, 36, 57, 
70,13.2,141,215,224 
Boats and vessels, statistics of, for-
Great lakes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 633 
Lake Erie .............. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 659 
Lake Huron . .............................. 657 
Lake Michigan ........................... . 
Lake Ont ario .........•.................... 
Lake Superior ............................ . 
Boats, number and v alue of, in-
Alabama ..... . ........•.•.............•.•. 
Ala ka ............. . ..............•....... 







Connecticut .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 314 
Delaware ................................. 411 
Eastern Florida .......................... 523, 524 
Georgia .................................. 514, 515 
Boats, number and value of, in-Continued. 
Great lakes fisheries ...................... . 




Louisiana ................................ 574, 576 
Maine ...••..... 13,22,37,46,53,66,73,77,93,94,95 
Mary land .....•.......................... 423, 424 
Massachusetts ........... 118, 120, 132, 138, 178, 183, 
187,215,254,258,263,375 
New Hampshire... . . . . • • • • . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . 108 
New Jersey ............................... 381, 383 
New York................................. 34:J 
North Carolina .......................... .47t;, 479 
Oregon ........................ ~.... . . . . . . 624 -
Pacific coast . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. . . fi92 
Pennsylvania ............................ 40:1, 405 
Rhode Island...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 284 
South Carolina ........................... 504, 50G 
Texas ...... ·.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 582 
Virginia ................................. 451, 452 
Washington territory. . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 625 
Westerµ Florida........................... 535 
Boats, oyster, statistics of .. 107, 280,294,436,437,439,441 
Boca Ceiga bay, Florida. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 548 
Boca Grande, Florida.. • • • . • • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 540 
Bogue sound, North Carolina ................... 485, 469 
Boisbubert island, Maine •. . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 
Bolinas, California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 619 
Boneless fish ........ · ........... 119, 120, 145, 146, 148, 188, 
191,192,211,212,222,37'7 
Boxes for ................................ 166, 167 
Refuse ....... : ........................... 211, 220 
Bonito fishery ............. llB,119,259,262,263,268,274, 
301,388,389,576,595,597,600 
Bon Seco1'.r bay, Florida....... . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 570 
Boone island, Maine, herring .fishing at . .......... 98, 99 
Booth Bay, Maine-
Early :fieheries of . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68 
Fisheries of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67 
Menhaden indu!:!try of . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65, 69 
Present condition of :fisheries of . . . . . . . . . • . . 68 
Boot pond, Massachusetts ......... ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 221 
Bordeaux, .fish exports to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 705 
Boston district-
Review of................................. 186 
Statistic_s of :fisheries of, in 1879 . • • • • • . . . . . . 187 
Boston fish bureau .............................. 190, 192 
Boston, Massachusetts-
As a fish market...... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 190 
As a fish producer . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 190 
Capital in fishing industry of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 190 
Clam industry of . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 198 
Early importance of :fisheries of . . . . . . . . . . . . 181 
Exports of fish from, in 1633 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 189 
Exports of :fish products from ......... 122, 204-207 
Fish barrels and boxes at . . •............. 211, 212 
Fisheries of .. : ....................... 115, 116, 119 
Fish fertilizers at.................... .. . . .. 211 
Fish·hook mannfacture at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 212 
Fishing-fleet of, in 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 189 
Fish trade of ......................... 186, 187,189 
Fresh.fish business of. .................... 193-197 
General description of....... . . • •• . . . . . .. . . 189 
Ice industry of ....................•...... 209,210 
Imports of fish products into .............. 207-209 
Isinglass industry of.····· =................ 211 
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Boston, Massachusetts-Continued. Page. 
Lobster industry of .•••••.•••.. ~........... 198 
Mackerel fleet of, in 1851 . • . • • • • • . . . . • • • • • • 116 
Net manufacture at........................ 213 
Oil-clothing manufacture at............... 212 
Oyster industry of. ..........•..•......... 199-204 
Oysters shipped to ...•...•••••.•......•••• 442, 468 
Receipts of dry fish at . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 192 
Receipts of pickled fish at .-. ..........•.•. 191, 192 
Receipts of smoked fish at . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .• . 1!)2 
Salt industry of .........•.............••. 209, 210 
Trade in boneless fish .....•••••... ·.•• . . . . • . 191 
Trade in canned fish. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 197 
Trade in dry fish . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . ..• . . . . . 190 
Trade in fishing-lines . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . 212 · 
Trade in pickled fish . . . • • • . • • • . • . • • • • • . . . . mo· 
Trade in smoked fish . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 191 
Value of fish caught by men of......... . . . . 187 
Whale fishery of..... . . • • . • . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . 189 
WhaJing fleet of. . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 115 
Bounty-
On fish exports ........................... : 127 
On salt ...........•••....•...•.... ~--· .•.. 230 
To cod-fishing vessels .••. 128, 129, 135, 156, 184,216, 
221,230,683,694,702,707 
Bower's beach, Dela.ware .................•..... 412, 413 
Boxes, fish ...........•...... 71, 140,148,166,167,211,212 
Brachyopsis ·verrucosus . . . • • . . . . • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • . • . 612 
Bradford, -Massachusetts .......•........••••.... 132, 134 
Bradford's History of Plymouth Colony . • • • • • . . • • • . 717 
Braintree, Massachusetts ....••...• : . . . . . . . . . . . . • 213 • 
Early history of fisheries of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 712 
Branford, Connecticut, oyster industry of . . . . . . . • 324. 
Brazil, exports of :fish to . . . . .• • • . • . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . 205 
Brazos Santiago, Texas ....................•.... 586,587 
Bream fishery .........••... 507,516,529,570, 57f>, 578, 712 
Bremen, Maine, fisheries of ......•............... 57, 60 
Brenton's cove; Rhode Island .....•............• : 298 
Brenton's point, Rhode Isfand . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 298 
Breslau, New York ...•...•••... ~................ 371 
Brest, lake Erie . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . 662 
Brevoortia tyrannus ....•.•.•..••....••.. 363,493,509, 586 
Br~wster, Ma,ssachusetts .........•...... : . . . . . . . . 2a9 
l!.,isheries of, in 1862.... . • • • • . . . . . . • . . . • • • • • 728 
Mackerel fleet of, in 1851 • • • • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . 116 
Salt-works at . .• • ••• .• • ••• .• . . . . .. . ••. .. . . 728 
Bridgehampton, New York....................... 362 
Bridgeport, Connecticut ....•....•......•.• ~ ..•. 332, 336 
Oyster business of. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 335 
.Bristol county, Rhode Island ................... ro 303 
Bristol Ferry, Rhode Island ....•.............•.. 283, 297 
Bristol harbor, Rhode Island..................... 303 
Bristol, Maine- · 
Boat fisheries of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 61 
Early settlement of ..•.. .'...... . . . . . . . • . . . . 60 
Menhaden industry of . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 61 
Vessel :fisheries of...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • 60 
Bristol, Rhode Island ............ : ..........•••. 286, 303 
British Guiana, exports of fish to ...•......•••••. 205,206 
British Honduras, exports of fish to . ~.... . . . . • . • • 205 
British provinqes, imports from ••••.......... .. • . 117 
British provincial fishermen ..• _... . . . . . . . . . . • • • • 146 
Broad bay, Maine, smelt fishery at . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . 64 
Broadkill creek, Delaware . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 414 
Broad river, South Carolina, drum fishery of . . . . . 511 
Page. 
Broiled mackerel . . . • . . . . . . . • • • • . . • . • • • • • . . • • • • . · 50 
'Brookhaven, New York .................••...... 365, 367 
Brooklin, Maine .........•.••. ~...... . • . • • . . . . . . . 38, 42 
Brooks' _History of Medford, Massachusetts . . . . • . • . . 712 
Brooks, Professor . . ·.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 470 
Brooksville, Maine, fisheries of .........••.....•.. 41, 42 
Brook-trout ....••••...•.................... 193, 370,598 
Brownhelm bay, lake Erie ...............•• ·•.•... 667 
Brown's bank, cod :fishery on ............ 50, 154,175,194 
Brown's cove, Maine . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58 
Brownsville, Texas .... _... . . .. . . . . • . • . . . • . . . • . . . 580 
Brunswick, Georgia, ........................ 501, 504,518 
Fishery interests _of .•... ~ •. • • • . . . . . . . . . . .. . 518 
Whale :fishery of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . 518 
Brunswick, Maine...... . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 79 
Clammi.ng interests of..................... 80 
Flounder fishery of . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 81 
Brush weirs for herring ..... 19, 21, 23, 24, 26, 28, 33, 34, 38 
Bryce, T. T., fish-packer......................... 456 
Bucksport, Maine .•.•..... .- . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 44 
Buffalo, New York .............................. 578, 671 
Bull-head turtles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 66'1 
Bullock's cove, Rhode Island ................... 288, 289 
Bullock's point, Rhode Island.... . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . 318 
Bull's bay. .. . . . . . • . • • . . . . •• •. . . . . . • • • . • . . .. . . . . . . 507 
Bunker City, New York.......................... 353 
Burnham & Morrill, lobster canning by . • . . . . . . . . 88 
Burnt Coat, Maine............................... 39 
Bushy Point beach, Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 317 
Butterfish .. 118,119,249,259,263,268,294,307,359,383,389 · 
Buzzard's bay, Massachusetts ................... 199, 249 
c. 
Cables, manufa.cturers of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . 120 
Cabrilla....... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 597 
Cadiz salt ..............••••...... 36, 44, 168,169,210, 234 
Cain, Captain I...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 496 
Calais, Maine, fisheries of ......................... 12, 14 
Calf-pasture island, Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 337 
California- -
Cod fishery of . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 593 
Commercial fisheries of . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 594 
Fisheries of...... . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . 592 
Salmon :fishery of . • • • .. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . 593 
Salt industry . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 591 
Sea fishery of. . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 593 
Statistics of fisheries of •..•.....•..•...... 592,593 
Whale fishery of........................... 593 
Cambridge, Maryland, oyster industry ..•... 427, 445,467 
Camden, Maine, fisheries of ...•...••••.....•...... 45, 49 
Camp, .fishermen~s ............................. 57, 69, 72 
Canada-
Effect of free trade with................... 17 
Imports from .. ~ ...................... 207, 208,209 
Canadian fish competing with American.......... 658 
Cana islands, fake Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 646 
Canarsie, New York ..••..•............•.••..... 373, 374 
Cancale Bay oyster~ •• • •• • . . • • . . . • . • . . • . . • . . • . . • . 433 
Cancc1· antennariiis .•••••.•...•••••...••. ~ . . . . . . . . 613 
Ganem· magister • • • • • . • • . • . . • • • • • • . • . • • . • • • • • . . . . . 613 
Cancer prod·uctus . • . . . • • . • . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . • 613 
Candles, spermaceti .••••....•.........•........ 119, 131 
Canimicut, Rhode Isfand ..• _.:...... . • • • • • . . . . . . 288 
Cauimicut Point, Rhode Island . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • 289 
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Canned- Page. 
Clam-chowder . _. __ ., .....• __ . _ .... 89, 12l, 188,197 
Clams .. 11,22,25,34,37,47,77,81,89,93,96,370,484 
Crabs __ ......•..........••...•••. 428,429,456,484 
Fish ......... 11,14,30,67,119.121,188,197,198,608 
Fish· balls .....................•.. 121, 188, 197, 196 
Fish-chowder ............ · ............ 121, 188,197 
Halibut .................................. - 629 
Herring_ . _ ........... _ ........••........ 10, 11, 25 
Lobsters .... ll,14,17,22,24,25,30,31,34,36,37,47, 
49,51,54,67,77,78,79,81,88,197 
Mackerel .... 10,ll,14,25,30,34,37,47,49,50,51,54, 
56,67,77,79,81,88,118,ll9, 188,197,198 
Menhaden...... • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 370 
Oysters .................••... 410, 443,467,527, 573 
Quaha ugs . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . . . . . • . • . . . . . 484 
Salmon ••.•.........•.••••....... 591, 592, 625, 629 
Sardines .•.••...••....•..•...•.••..••••. 10, 11, 25 
Shrimp ...... ...... ..•• .... •.... ...... .... 585 
Smelts .•••.....•.....•••....••••.••.. 121, 188, 197 
Spanish mackerel... • • . • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 484 
Turtle .........•••.....•................. 484, 527 
Cannery-
Clam ................•...... .44, 81J 96, 98, 370, 484· 
Crab .....••••....•.•.••..••.......•.. 429,456,484 
Lobster ...•...•......•........ 69,79,81,88,89,197 
Mackerel ...•......•..•••.......•.......... 69,79 
Canning industry-
At Boston, Massa,chusetts ...•.........•••. 197, 198 
Of Castine, Maine . . . .. • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44 
Origin of, at Eastport, Maine.............. 17 
Canoe Place, New York .•.••..•••••........• .,..... 363 
Cape 'Ann, Massachusetts-
Early history of.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 686 
Fisheries of ...... 115, 137, 143, 162, 163, 164, 686, 698 
Cape Breton-
Lobster canneries at................. . . . . . . 197 
Squid :fishery. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 160 
Cape Charles, Virginia ..•....................... 461, 463 
Cape Cod ...............•...... 115, 127, 146,159,230, 723 
Fisheries of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 223 
Cape Elizabeth, Maine ........................ 76, 87, 92 
Ca.pe Fear, North Carolina....................... 496 
Cape Fear river, North Carolina ................ 487, 492 
Cape Hatteras .........•........... __ ............ 496 
Cape Henlopen ........................•.... 403,409, 415 
Capo Lookout, North Carolina .................. : 487 . 
Cape May goodies ..•.. _ ...... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 395 
Cape May, New Jersey ...................... 394, 395,397 
Cape Mendocino, California . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . 621 
Cape Neddock, Maine, :fisheries of................ 101 
Cape Negro, cod fishery off . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • 154 
Cape N ewagen, Maine .... ·. . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . • . . . . . 68, 70 
Cape North coll :fishery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 175 
Cape Porpoise, Maine ......................... 98, 99, 100 
Cape Sable-
Cod fi~hery ............ 61,65,68,70,71,129,175,245 
Fishery .................................. 699, 701 
Cape Sma11 Point, Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76 
Cape Vincent, lake Ontario, fishermen of ........ 672, 673 
Capelin for bait . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 135 
Capeville, Virginia . . . . • . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 462 
Capital in fi heries of-
Alameda county, California ....•••••.•.. _.. 624 
Alaska . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 630 
Capital in fisheries of-Continued. Page. 
Barnstable district . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 224 
Bath district .. _ ........................ _ . . 72 
Belfast district . . . . . . . . . . . • . • .. . . . . . . . • . . . . 46 
Boston district .......................... _. 167 
California ................................ 593, 594 
Castine district............................ 36 
Connecticut ..•••...... _ ...... _.... ... . . . . . 313 
Delaware................................. 411 
Del Norte county, California............... 624 
Eastern Florida........................... 523 
Edgartown district...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 258 
Fall River dfatrict . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 275 
Frenchman's Bay district...... . . • . • . . . . . . . 29 
Georgia . . . . . . • .•............ ". . . . . . . . . . . . 514 
Gloucester district ............. ..•........ 137, 138 
Great fakes ..........•....•.•.......... _.. 633 
Gulf states . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 536 
Humboldt county, California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 624 
Kennebunk district ....•.•.... ~.... . . . . . . . . 94 
Lake Erie. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 659 
Lake Huron............................... 659 
Lake Michigan. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 638 
Lake Ontario ...... ....... .••••. ...•.. .... 672 
Lake Superior...... . . . . . • . • . . . . • ... . . . . . . . . 634 
Los Angeles county, California...... . . • . . . . 599 
Louisiana . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . 576 
Machias district. . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . • . . . • . . 21 
Ma,ine . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Marblehead distr:i.ct ••.•.......•• _ ...•.... 182, 183 
Marin county, California . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . • . . 624 
Mary land . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 423 
Massachusetts ••.....•.••....•....•....... 118, 120 
Mendocino county, California.............. 624 
Monterey county, California............... 607 
Nantucket distri~t .• a... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 254 
New Bedford distri~t . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . 262 
Newburyport district...................... 132 
New Hampshire ........... ,............... 108 
New Jersey . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • • . • . 381 
New York................................. 343 
North Carolina............................ 478 
Northern New Jersey...................... 384 
Oregon .................. .: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 624 
Pacific coast . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . 592 
Passamaquoddy district . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 13 
Pennsylvania . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 403 
Plymouth district ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •... 215 
Portland and Falmouth district...... . . . . . . 77 
Rhode Island ............•.......... : . . . . . . 284 
Saco district . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 93 
Salem and Beverly district ...•.. .•••.. ..•. 178 
San Diego county, California . . . .. . . . . . ••. . 599 
San Francisco county, California........... 618 
San Luis Obispo county, California . . . . . . . . 602 
San Mateo county, California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 607 
Santa Barbara county, California...... . . . • fi02 
Santa Cruz county, California . . . . . . . . . . . . . 607 
Sonoma county, California. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 624 
South Carolina........................ . . . . 504 
Southern New Jersey .......... _. . . . . . . . . . . 393 
Straits of Mackinac ............ _....... .. . 655 
Texas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • 582 
Ventura county, California................ 699 
Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 451 
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Capital in fisheries of-Continued. Page. 
Waldo borough district • . . . . • • . • . . . • • . . . . . . 53 
Washington territory. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 625 
Western Florida.... . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 536 
Wiscasset district . .'.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66 
York district . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 95 
Capital in oyster trade of Mary land.... . . . . . . . . . . 448 
Capital in salt.water :fisheries of-
Alabama... . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 568 
Georgia...... . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 515 
Mary land .....•.................... ~.. . . . . 424 
Capital in sea-fisheries of-
Eastern Florida . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . • . . . . . . • 524 
North Carolina ...••. ···u• ...... ...... .... 479 
South Carolina............................ 505 
Virginia . • • • . . •. . • . . . • • • . •• . . . . . .. . . . . .. • . 453 
Captiva island, Florida .•.•••..••••.•.•...•••••. 540, 541 
Oaranx pisquetus ••••••••••• ! ................... ~ 517 
Cardenas market . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 544 
Carmelo bay, California • • • • . . . . . . . . • • •. . .•. . . . . . 603 
Carmelo, California...... • • • • •• . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . 603 
Carmelo river, California . . . • •• . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . • . . 603 
Carmelo Whaling Company...................... 604 
Carp ......•..•••..•••..••.•••.•••••••.••....... 354, 735 
Carpenteria, California................ •• . • . . . . . . 600 
Carry-away, menhaden .•.....••••. ·-- ~-·........ 79 
Carter & Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 383 
Carter's creek, Virginia .. _ •....••••............ .460, 471 
Cartwright & Co., B. C .• • •. . ••••... ... .. . ... . . . . 353 
Carver's Harbor, Maiine .•.••........••. ~ ......... 50, 51 
Casco bay, Maine .....................•••.. 76, 78, 79, 80 
Clamming interests of..................... 81 
Flounder :fishery of • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81 
Cash e's Bank fishery ............•.•••.....•.. 8, 151:!, 164 
Castine district-
Clam fishery of.................. . . . . . . . . . • 36 
Lobsterindustry .......................... 36 
Review of fisheries of...................... 35 
Castine, Maine-
Canning industry of....................... 44 
Fisheries of ...••.........••............. 35, 36, 43 
Trade with fishing vessels . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 44 
Casting-nets ................•••••...• ~ ......... 5J6, 585 
Cast-net :fishery ........••••....••.. 522,525,543, 550, 562 
Cast-nets, statistics of .......... 423,478,479,504,509,514, 
515, 523, 524, 525 
CastrovilJe, California.... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 604 
Caswell, L.B................................... 111 
Casy point, Rhode Island........................ 307 
Catfish ............. •• .411, 484,485,516,517,530,578,586, 
618,642,643,650,662,664,665 
Cat island, Alabama............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 571 
Cavalli......................................... 556 
Caviare ................... 377,503,505,510,633,639,642, 
651,657,663,665,666 
Cayucos, California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 601 
Cedar Grove, lake Michigan ........... ~... . . . . . . 647 
Cedar Grove, New York......................... 376 
Cedar island, Isles of Shoals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 111 
Cedar Keys, Florida.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 550 
Mullet fishing at . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 551 
Oyster beds at .........•.......... ·.••.•.... 552 
Seine :fishery at . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . • • • 550 
Cedar point ................................ 662, 663,664 
Cedar river, lake Michigan ..••...... _. .. . . . . . • . . 640 
Page. 
Central Wharf Company ....•• ___ . . • • ••• . • . • •• . . 228 
Centre Moriches, New York...................... 365 
Centre port; New York....... . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . 349 
Centreville, Massachusetts ...... :................ 248 
Centropomus undecimalis.... . . • • • . • • • • • • . . . • . • • • • • 5S6 
Chamobryttus gulosus . . . . • . . . . • . • . • . . . • • . . • • • • . . . . 516 
Chmtodipterus Jaber . . • . • . . • . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . •• • • 586 
6hambers's mill, Florida......................... 550 
Chandeleur islands ............•.•.•••• ,570, 575,576, sn, 
ChandleiJs river, Maine.......................... 24 
Cha,nnel bass...... . . . . . . • . . • • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 552 
Charity islands, Jake Huron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 658 
Charles river, l\fa.ssachusetts, oyster beds ........ 199, 201 
Charleston, South Carolina-
As a commercial center.................... 506 
As a distributing center . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 510 
Boat.fisheries of........................... 508 
Fishery interests of. .............. 501, 504, 506-510 
Former importance of :fisheries of...... . . . . . 506 
Menhaden fishery of....................... 509 
Mullet fishery of........................... 508 
Retail fish trade of . • . . . . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 509 
Shrimp fishery of...... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 509 
Vessel fisheries of.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 507 
Cha,rlestown, Massachusetts, mackerel fleet of, in 
1851 . . . . . . . • • • • . . . • • • . . . . • . . . . • . • . . . . • • . . • • • • . 116 
Charlestown, Rhode Island ................. 286, 289,308 
Charlevoix, lake Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 654 
Charlotte harbor, .Florida........................ 540 
Fish curing at.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 542 
Fishing boats of........................... 541 
Fishing stations of ...............•....... 540, 541 
Cba,rlotte, lake Ontario...... • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . e73 
Chase, Owen . . • . • • • • • • • . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 661 
Chatham, Massachusetts-
Claru fishery of. ...... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 241 
• Cod fishery of .......••................... 127, 240 
History of fisheries of...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 729 
Mackerel fishery of. ...................... 116, 240 · 
Present condition of :fisheries of...... . . • • . . 240 
Weir-fishery of . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 240 
Chatham Port, Massachusetts . . . . . . . ... . • . . . . . . . . 240 
Chattahoochee river, Florida ...•........ - ... . . . . 559· 
Chaumont, New York ............... '. ........... 672,673 
Chebacco boats ........•............. 35, 40, 50, 129, 163 
Chebacco river, Massachusetts .....•........ · .... 685,693 
Chebeague island, Maine :. ... . .... .. ... . ... ... .. 80 
Cheever, George F., on Salem :fisheries...... . . . . . . 695 
Chelonia rnyda8 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • 527 
Chequamegon bay, lake Superior ................ 635, 636 
Cherryfield, Maine, fisheries of.... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 27 
Chesapeake bay-
Oyster beds ........ __ •.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 469 
Oyster industry of ...•................... .429-448 
Oyster industry, statistics of........... . . . . 469 
Oyster planting in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 469 
Oysters ................ 180, 182, 204, 272, 290, 294, 
325,410,429,457,469 
Chesapeake Oyster Company.................... 201 
Chessehowiska river, Florida ....... .-.. . . . . . . . . . . . 549 
Chester river . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 442 
Chicago, Illinois .....•.•........................ 197, 649 
'Chili, exports of :fish to .....••.•................ 205, 206 
Chilmark, Massachusetts .. .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . 258 
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Chincoteague bay, Virginia...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 470 
Chincoteague island, Virginia .......... , ....••. 425, 441 
Chinese fishermen ............ 592, 616, 617, 619, 626, 628 
Chinese purse-net fishing ...••.•••••....••••.. - . • 612 
Chippewa bay fishermen • • . • . • • . . . • . • . • . . . . • . . • • 672 
Choctawhatchee inlet, Florida................... 567 
Chogset...... . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . . • • • . . • . . • . . . • 735 
Chond1·us crispu.s . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 219 
Chowan river,North Carolina................... 478 
Chowder-
Canned. ..•.•• .•.•.. .. •••. .••.•. •.•... ••.• 197 
Clam ...... ~ . . . . • • . • . . . . . • • . • • . • . • • • . • • • • . 89 
Christian, Robert................................ 569 
Chub ................................... 480, 618, 734, 735 
Ch um, fish . . • • • • . . . . • . . • • • • • . . • • • . . . • • . . ... . . • . . . 69 
Church & Brother...... . • • . . . . . • • • • . . • . . . . . • . . . . 369 
Church Brothers . • • • . • . . • • • . . • .. • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • 496 
Church, D. T... •• • . • • • • • • . . . • • • . • • • . . . • . • . . • • . . . 297 
Churchill, Charles O •••••••••••••••••••• ·••• . • • • • • 223 
Church's point, Rhode Island . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 295 
Clam-
Cannery ..................... 44, 81, 96, 98,370,484 
Chowder, canned .............. 89, 121,188,197,370 
Diggers ..••...••••.•.•..•....•.•••......•. 24, 198 
Fishery, laws regulating ..••......•.•... 96, 98, 136 
Flats .....•..•.•••.•••••. 14,21,24,25,31,34,36,38, 
43,55,59,98,134, 136,277 
Peddlers .••••.•.•.....•..•.••••••..... 97, 102, 148 
Steamer ...•......•...............•.••..... 44, 305 
Clam fishery in-
Connecticut. • • • • • . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 333 
Delaware ..........••••••.... 412,413,415,417,418 
Maine .•••••.... 25, 26, 36,-38, 41, 48, 49, 59, 60, 67, 70, 
74,79,80,9-2,96,98,99,100,101,l02 
Mary land ..•....•.••.•••••............... 425, 429 
Massachusetts ..... · ...... 134, 136, 165, 198, 215,-220, 
222,232,234,239,240,241,244, 
248,249,255,256,269,270,274 
Massachusetts, early history of ........... 684, 686, 
694,725,733, 
New Hampshire........................... 108 
Now Jersey .......••......... 387, 388,392,398,399 
New York .•...............•.. 344, 345,346,347,348 
North Carolina............................ 487 
Rhode Island .....•............... 284, 296,304,305 
Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 462 
Clarns ............. 109,121,197,216,2~1,223,225,265,267, 
284,285,314,376,412,462,485,495,517, 
594,596,597,599,601,621,109,124,126,n5 
Canned .. 11, 22, 25, 34, 37,47, 77,81, 89, 93, 96, 370,484 
Flushing bay.............................. 346 
For bait .•... 11, 22, 25, 36, 37, 38, 41, 4~, 47, 54, 59, 67, 
73,77,80,93,95,100,121,133, 134,139, 
141,179,255,259,263,686,694,724,729 
For cod.bait .......................... 156, 231,358 
For drum.bait........... .. . • • . . . . . . . . • • . . . 512 
For eel.bait ............................•. 195,271 
For food .... 11, 14, 22, 37, 47, 54, 67, 73, 77, 80, 93, 94, 
95,121,133,134,139,141,188,255,259,263,276 
Hard ....... ..... 344,345,346,347,348,349,350,351, 
353,354,355,356,357,35 ,359,360,361, -
362,363,367,372,374,3 2,3 3,411,424, 
42~,452,453,479,4 0,505,515,523,524 
Little Neck .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 346 
Cln,ms-Continued. Page. 
~azor .......................•........ 367,374,596 
Salted .....•..•..••..............•. 79, 96, 136, 694 
Sea .••••..••••••.•••.•.••••• 199, 367, 374, 726, 730 
Shelled ..••.•••••••••• _ ••••••...••.•••••. 25, 80, 97 
Soft .•.•. 92,344,345,346,347,348,349,350,351,353r 
354,355,356,357,358,359,360,361,362,364,367, 
371,372,374,375,382,383, 385, 392, 393,399,411 
Clapham, Thomas, fish·culturist...... .. .••••• .... 347 
Clark, A. Howard .••••.....•••••.•••••. 113, 281, 311, 675 
Clark's cove.... . • • • • . . • . . • • . • • . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 272 
Clark's island, Maine . . • . . • . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . 109' 
Clark's point, Massachusetts.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • 272 
Clay b:l,nks, lake Mich~gan . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . 646 
Clearwater harbor, Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 549 
Cleveland, Ohio................................. 668 
Clinton, Connecticut ••••••.....•....•..•••.•... 318, 321 
Oy;ster industry of.... . • . • . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . . 321 
Shad :fishery of............................ 321 
Clinton harbor, Connecticut..................... 321 
Club.house, New York........................... 369 
Clupea cestivalis . •••.•••••••••.•. 390,458, 459, 480, 481, 484 
Clupea chrysochloris •..•.• _.... • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • . . 586 
Clupeamediocris •..•..•••••••.••••••••.••••. 458,459,517 
Clupea mirabilis . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • 626-
Clupea sapidissima .••••••.•••••••••. 389, 481,502,517,528 
Clupea vernalis .•••••••••••••••. 390,458,459,480,481, 484 
Cobb's isfand, Virginia . . . . . . •• . • .. • ••. . . . . . . . . . . . 462 
Cobscook bay, Maine .••••••••.............. 15, 18, 19, 20, 
Cobscook river, Maine .•••.•..••...•...•...•... 18, 19, 21 
Cocheco river, New Hampshire, oyster.beds in.... 110 
Cod ..............•.••.••..••••. 176, 186,724,731,734,735 
Blue ........... ·.-........................... 604 
Boneless .•. ~ ......•.......•.••.••.... 148, 188, 377 
Californin....... . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 615 
Cultus ...........•..................•.••. 609, 629' 
Cured for export. . • • • . . . . • • • . • • • • •. . . . . . . . . 9(), 
Desiccated . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 148 
Early abundance of........................ 695 
Evaporated............................... 14S 
Frosh •••. 89, 118,119,133,138,147,172,178,183,187, 
193,194,215,221,225,254,259,263,284,314 
George's. . . . • • . . • . . . . . • • . . . . • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . 176 
Gill-nets.................................. 164 
In Charleston market .. ~... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51(} 
In San Francisco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . . 618 
Method of curing ..•••.... 129, i35, 301,678,681,705 
Oil .......•..•....... 110, 145,150,285,679,692, 70S 
Pickle.cured .............•............... 155, 156 
Pickled ...........•...••.•. 86, 91, 121, 139, 172, 18& 
Presented to Charles the Second . . . . • • . . . . . 123, 
Rock...................................... 615 
Roe .........•..........•....••........... 151, 179-
Salt for cnring ..••••...................... 210 
Seines .. · .•.....•..............••..•...••.. 135, 684 
Shredded • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 377 
Sounds ......•... 142,151,167,179,679,694,702,707 
Tongues .....•....••..... 167, 179,679,694,702,707 
Cod, catch of, in-
Connecticut . . . • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 314 
Maine .... ...• ....•. •••.•. ....•. ...... .... 9' 
Massachusetts............................. 118 
New Hampshire . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 109' 
New Jersey............................... 382 
NewYork ..•••.•...••.••.••.•••..•.••..... 344 
• 
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Cod, catch of, in-Continued. Page. 
Rhode Island...... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . 284 
Cod, dry, in-
Maine .•••.•••••...... 11, 13, 14, 22, 23, 29, 34, 37, 46, 
53,66,69,73,77,93,94,95 





New Hampshire . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . 106 
New York................................. 377 
Rhode Island ...••..........•............. 285, 302 
Coddington's cove, Rhode Island................. 298 
Codfish-
Exports of ....•.......•••• ~ .........•.... 124, 167 
Quantity sold in San Francisco . . . . • . . . . . . . 618 
Cod fishery-
Bounty to vessels in .......•.. 128, 129, 135, 156, 184, 
216,221,694,702,737 
Gulf of Sfl,int Lawrence ................ 25,227,231 




Statistics of catch .. 9, 109,118,127,216,317,344,382 
Cod fishery at-
Biddeford Pool, Maine. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98 
Kennebunk, Maine........................ 99 
Long Island, New ·York ..... . . 358, 361,372,374,376 
Wells, Maine ...... ; ...................... 100, 101 
York, Maine............................... 102 
Cod fishery in-
Barnstable district ...... 223,226,227,231,233, 234, 
239,240,242,243,245,246,247;248,249 
Bath district .......•...•.••............. 72, 74, 76 
Belfast district . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48, 51 
Boston district ... _ ........... 187,189, 193,194,214 
Castine district ............. 35, 39, 40, 41, 42, 44, 45 
Connecticut .......................... 313, 315,316 
Edgartown district ........ : .......... 260,261,262 
:Fall River district. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 276 
Frenchman's Bay distrjct ....... 28, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35 
Gloucester district ... 137, 141, 145, 146, 147, 154, 155, 
· 156,162,163,164,172,173,174,175,176,177 
Machias district ................... 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 
Marblehead district ....•... ~., ........... 184, 186 
Massachusetts ••.•••.. 116,117,124,127,129.130,131 
Nantucket clistrict ............ -........ 255, 256, 258 
New Bedford district ................. 262, 267,273 
Newburyport district ..................... 134, 135 
New Hampshire .......... _ ............ 108, 109, 111 
New Jersey .......... 384, 390,391,392,394,396,397 
Passamaq noddy district .................. 14, 16, 20 
Plymouth district ................ 214,216, 221, 223 
Portland district .... 0 ••••••••••••• 78, 83, 84, 85, 89 
Rhode Island ..................... 294, 299,300,309 
Salem and Beverly district ................ 179, 180 
Waldoboro' district .......... 52, ~6, 58, 60, 61, 63, 64 
Wiscasset district ............•. 65, 68, 60, 70, 71, 72 
Cod fishery of the-
Pacific .....••.....•.............. .,. . . . . . . . 593 
Shumagin islands • •• • • • • . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . 630 
Coggeshall's ledge . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • •. . . . . . . . 300 
Coggshall point, Rhode Island ... : . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 298, 
. . 
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Cohansey creek, New Jersey...................... 392 
Cohausey point, New Jersey.:.. • . • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . 400 
Cohasset, Massachusetts-
Cod .fishery of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . • . . 127 
Fisheries in 1821.. • • • • . • • • • . . . • • • • . . • . • . . . . 715 
Irish-moss industry of . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 214 
l\fackerel fishery in 1860 . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • • • . 715 
Mackerel.fleet of, in 1851. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116 
Cohasset narrows, Massachusetts. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 249 
Cohasset river, Massachusetts ......... : . . . . . . . . . . 249 
Cold -Spring, New York ... ~ .•..........••...•... 348, 349 
· Cole, Augustus, Irish.moss industry by...... . . . . . . 219 
Cole, Charles A., Il:ish·moss industry by.......... 219 
Cole's river, Massachusetts ..••.......... 275, 276,277,280 
College Point, New York......................... :346 
Collin's bay, Massachusetts . . . . • . . . . • • . • . . . . . • . . . 181 
eollins, Frank W . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 48 
Collins, Harvey. . . . • . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . 233 
Collins,J.W ••.•.................. ·····~ ........ 407,425 
Columbia River salmon fishery. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 591 
Combahee river, Georgia......................... 502 
Comstock Brothers . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 369 
Conanicut island, Rhode Island ....•...•........ :l87, 298 
Conception bay, squid at ........ ·................. 160 
Conch for bait ....................•............ ; . 85, 539 
Coney island, New York......................... 374 
Conklin, Captain B. F.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 357 
Conneault, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 669 
Connecticut-
Fisheries of ......................•....... 313, 716 
Mackerel fleet of, in 1851. . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . 116 
Statistics of fisheries of................ . . . . 313 
Sta tis ties of menhaden industry of . . . . . . . . . 313 
Statistics of oyster industry of . . . . . . . . . . . . . 313 
Connecticut river-
Fisheries of .........................•.••. 313,"319 
• Shad fishery of the ........................ 115, 319 
Connetquoit river . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 369 
Conscience bay, New York....................... 350 
Coustal>le hook, New Jersey ..................... 384 
Contoocook river . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 131 
Contra Costa county, California...... . . . • . . . . . . . . 619 
Cook, Captain Benjamin............. . . .. . . . . •. . • 159 
Cook, W. D., & Sons .. ~......................... 332 
Cooper river, South Carolina..................... 506 
Copper-paint factories .. _......................... 145 
Cordage, manufacture of.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75 
Cordell Ba;nks cod .fishery . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 593 
Corfish .• _ ••...... : .........•...• : . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . 62 
Corker, Captain Samuel . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 509 
Cornfield Point, Connecticut..................... 319 
Qorpus Christi, Texas ....•...................... 586, 587 
Corrotoma river, Virginia...... .. . ... .. . •.. . . . . . . 4(i0 
Cos Cob, Connecticut............................ 339 
Cottage City, Massachusetts ...... .:.............. 258 
Cottus gramlandicus . • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • . . . • • • • 40 
Cottus octodecimspinos1is .•••••••••••••• ~ • • • • . • • • • . 40 
Cotuit, Massachusetts ....•...•.••.••••.•..••... 202, 248 
Cove oysters .......••... -....................... 467, 573 
Cove sound, North Carolina .••.•.•.............. 485, 489 
Coxswain's ledge............ . . . . . . . • • •. . . . . . . . . . 300 
Crab fishery at- · 
Long Island,· New York .....••....••.. 345, 348,349 
Wickford, Rhode Island.... • • • • • • . • • . • . . . . • 307 
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California. •••••••......••....•••••••..•... 604, 613 
Dela wa're .•..••..•••. 412, 413, 415, 416, 417, 418, 419 
Gulf of Mexico .•••...•••••.•....•••.. 570, 577, 578 
Mary land • • . . . • • . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . 428 
New Jersey .•••..•.....•.•••••... 387, 391,392,399 
North Carolina .••.............••••....... 487, 491 
Crabs-
Canned .•.•...............•....•..... 428, 456, 484 
Early abundance of ....................... 724,735 
For bait . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • • • . . . . . 604 
For drum.bait........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 512 
For eel.bait ....•......................... · 308 
Hard ....•............... 363,368,370, 371,372,373, . 
374,375,383,399,428,429 
Herseshoe ..............................•.. 725 
King ...•.... ~ ............. · ............... 393, 725 
Soft ....•........ 193, 197, :{o3, 368, 370, 371, 372, 373, 
374,375,383,410,416,417,428,613 
Crabs, catch of, in-
Delaware .•.•...........•••••••.......•.. 410,411 
Georgia...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 515 
Lonisiana . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 576 
Maryland ........................... . 4~4, 425,429 
New Jersey .... ; .•...••.. 381, 382, 383, 384, 385, 393 
New York................................. 344 
North Carolina .•...................••.... 479, 480 
South Carolina.... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 505 
Texas . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . • . . . . •. . . • . 582 
Virginia ............................. 452, 453,462 
Western :Florida . • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 536 
Crabs, catch of, on-
Long Island, New York .. 345,349,351,357,358,359, 
360,36i,362,363,364,365,368,370,375,376 
Pacific coast ........••.•...••..•.•....•... 592, 613 
Crampfish ....................•.•..... · •......... 724, 726 
Cranberry isles, Maine...... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 33 
Crane Neck point, New York ... . .. . . .... ..•..... 350 
Craney Island flats . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 454 
Cranston, Rhode Island...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 286 
Cmwfish .....................•••..••••. 578,594,596,605 
Cannetl. .. . ... .. . .. . .••••. ...... .... .. . ... 601 
Fishery .......... 536, 576,577,597,598,599,601,603 
For bait .................•.......•........ 539, 600 
Crevalie .....................•...••... 517,552,578,586 
Crisfield, Maryland. ..................... .' ... 427, 429,467 
Crisfield oyster-packing industry................. 445 
Croakers .................. 411,425,454,493,502,508,511, 
525,529,570,574,584,586 
Croatan sound ..........................•...... 456, 483 
Crocker, Captain James B . . . . . .. • ••. .. . .. . . . . .. . 244 
Crocker, Daniel B . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 24.5 
Crockett, Captain L . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 463 
Crooked river, Florida..... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 560 
Crowell, Captain Christopher.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 127 
Crow's island, Massachusetts .....•... , . . . . . • • • • . 267 
Crystal River bay, Florida ... ... .••••. .•.. .• ..•. 549 
Crystal river, Florida...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 549 
Cuba, exports offish to ..............•.. ·-~·205,206,207 
Cuban markets ..•.............................. 540, 544 
Culloden point, New York....................... 352 
Cultus cod .............. . ...................... 609,629 
Cumberland Bone Company .. .. . ..... .. . .... .... 69 
Cumberlaed island, Georgia...................... 518 
Cumberland, Maine.............................. 79 
Page. 
Cundy's Harbor, Maine.... . • • • . . • • . • . . . . • • . . . • . . 79 
Cunners .............••.•..•... 118,119,133,138,178,183, 
187,193,196,215,225,268 
Curers, packers, and fitters, number of, in-
Connecticut . . • . . . . • • • • . • • . • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . 313 
Maine .... 10,13,21,29,36,46,53,66,72!76,93,94,95 
Massachusetts .•..•...... 120, 132, 138, 178, 182, 187, 
215,224,254,258,262,275 
New Hampshire........................... 108 
Rhode Island... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 284 
Curing fish- \ 
In Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 564 
Methods of ..........•.....••.•..... 74, 85,123,628 
Currituck sound, North Carolina, fieheries of. .... 456, 480 
Cushing, Maine ............................•.... 55, 57 
Cushing's island, Maine, lobster-grounds......... 87 
Cushing's point, Maine, shell-heaps at............ 81 
Cusk ••........ 118,176,183,186,187,193,194,215,2~5,724 
Dry .... 13,22,29,37,53,66,73,77,93,94,95,120,133, 
139,167,172,183,188,191,192,215,225,699 
Fresh ........................ 119; 133,138,172, 178 
Coskfishery ..... ......•.......•. ... 84,100,109,118,194 
Cusk-skins, leather from . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150 
Cutchogue, New York........................... 356 
Cutler, Maine, fisheries of.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 23 
Cut river, Massachusetts....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 222 
Cutt's island, Maine....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109 
Cutty hunk island, Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 261 
Cyrnatogaste;r aggregatus ••..••....•••...•... ·-·.... 612 
Cynoscion maculatuni .••.•..•.••••.. 462, 486, 487, 493, 502, 
• 511,525,fi28,529,586 
Cynoscionregale ..•.. 363,389,394,410,412,413,483,493,502 
D. 
Dab, flat-fish called ........•........... ~.... . . . . 361 
Dagle, Captain Charles . • • • • • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 159 
Dago :fishermen...... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 585 
Dagsborough, Delaware ........•.••....••••.... .410, 417 
Damariscotta, mills, Maine . . • . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 67 
Alewife fishery of........... • • • • . • . • . . . • . . . 64 
Fisheries of ...................•........... 64, 67 
Damariscotta river, Maine ..•••..........•..••.•. 60, 64 
Damariscove, Maine . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65 
Dana & Co...................................... 90 
Dana, Charles A...... .•...................... .. . 348 
Danish fishermen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . . . . . 566 
Danish fishermen of Gloucester. . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146 
Dansby·, Francis W . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 569 
Darien, Connecticut, oyster industry of..... . . . . . . 339 
Darien, Georgia...... . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 518 
Darling & Smithers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 457 
Dartmouth, Massachusetts • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 267 
Mackerel fleet of, in 1851...... . . . • . . . . . • • . . 116 
Marine salt-works at . . • • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 273 
Whaling fleet in 1880 . . • • • . . • • . . . • • • • . • • • • . 115 
Dartmouth river, Massachusetts . . . .•. . . • . . . . . . . . 273 
Davidson, Captain Thomas...................... 315 
Davis, J. D...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • .. . . . • . . . . . . • . 486 
Davis Straits whale fishery ..................... 316, 317 
Davis, W. B. ...... .... ..•... ...... .... ...... .... 494 
Day & La Salle...... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 369 
Day & Shipman ................. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 383 
Deane's History of Scituate, Massachusetts.... . . . . . . 717 
De Champlain, French explorer ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 13·2 
INDEX TO FISHERY INDUSTRY. 749 
Page. 
Deep creek, Virginia ................ ·----·...... 460 
Deep Hole, New York .... -----·.................. %3 
Deering & Donnell, ship-builders .. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75 
Deer island, Maine-
Boat fisheries of ... _ ... _ ..• _.. • • • • .. • . . . . . . 41 
History of fisheries of ............ ·----·.... 40 
Lobster fishery of.......................... 41 
Vessel fisheries of .••.•.••.••••.. _. _ ...... - . 41 
Delaware ...........•.•••••.••.•.•••..••••..•.. 407-419 
Crab shipments from •••• .. ...... •... ...... 410 
Crab skiff................................. 417 
J<'isheries Qf ........ _ .................. _ • .407-419 
Fishery grounds of........................ 410 
Fishing towns of ....... _.. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. 412 
Importance of fisheries of.................. 410 
Interested in whale :fishery in 1846 .... . .... 115 
Mackerel :fishery off coast of.... . • • . . . . . • . . . 152 
Oyster beds of ....... _. _ ...... _.. .. .. . . .. .. 410 
Physical characteristics of............. . . . . 409 
Statistics of :fisheries of .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . 410 
Delaware bay .......................... 396,398,409,412 
Delaware river ...... ·-·--· ..................... 400, 403 
Del Norte county, California .... _ .. : ___ .......... 623 
Statistics of :fisheries of.................... 624 
Denise, Rush a ...• _. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 465 
Dennis creek, New J ersoy .............. .'. .. .. .. .. 394 
• Dennis,Ma.ssachusetts .................. 116, 238,243, 729 
History of fisheries of ..................... 729, 730 
Mackerel fleet of, in 1851...... .. . . .. . . . .. .. 116 
Salt.works at ....•..•.•• •. . • • • .. • • • . • • .. • • . . 127 
Dennis Port, Massachusetts ..................... 241, 243 
Denn.J'S river, Maine ···- ................. : ·----- lo, 19 
Dennysville, Maine, fisheries of.................. 19 
De Pere, lake.Michigan.......................... 644 
.Desiccated fish.................................. J48 
Detroit, Michigan............................... 660 
Detroit river . . . . .. • ... • . . . . • • •• . • • • • . . . • • • • . .. . . 661 
Devil-fish, d:i;ied .. _ . . . .. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. , 604 
D'Homergue, Louis C...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • • . .. .. - 369 
Diaba3i8 chrysopterus ............................ 493, 507 
Dickerson, H. R. ..... .... .... . .... ...... .... .... 353 
Dickinson bay, Florida ......................... 554, 557 
Dight,on, Massachusetts ......................... 277, 278 
Diplectnmt fasciculare .•. _.. .. .. • . .. .. • . . . . . .. . . . . 507 
Diplodus probatucephus •. 389, ::394, 462,502,511,525,529,586 
Diplodus rhomboides . .. • . . .. • • .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. _.. 586 
Dip-net fishery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64 
Dip-nets ..•....••. .423, 478, 4i9, 504, 505,514,515,523, 524 
Djsasters to-
Fishermen ............................... 649; 652 
Fishing fleet .. .. . . • . . . . .. .. .. .. • . .. .. .. . . 137 
Mackerel fleet .. .. . . . . .. . . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 172 
,Distribution of-
Fishing products ......................... 165, 166 
Fresh fish ................................ : 197 
Ditrarajack1wni.... .... •••••• ...... ...... .... .... 600 
Dividing creek, Virginia......................... 471 
Diving.net fishery . . . .. . .. . • • . • • .. .. .. . • .. • . • .. .. 398 
Dodge, Simeon . .. .. . . .. • . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. 185 
Dogfish . •.. . • . . • . • • . . . . • • . . . . . . • • .-;. .•.. 626, 628, 724, 7:35 
Annoyance to :fishermen.... . . • • • . .• . . . . . . . . 150 , 
Fishery ..•.•. _ ........ Or ________ •••••• 269,627,629 
Oil. -................................. 150, 172,233 
Skins, use of .......•••.•..•...•.••• ~. • . • . • 150 
Page. 
Dog-salmon . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • . • • • • . . . • • • • . . 627 
Donald's cove, Maino............................ 101 
Dorch~ster county, Maryland.................... 437 ~ 
Dorosorna cepediatrum . ........ :. • • .. • • .. .. .. . . .. .. 484 
Dory. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 645 
Building ................................ 59, 60, 61 
Hand.lining............................... 68 
Industry of Salisbury...................... 134 
Origin of . .................••.••.......... 131, 134 
Doten, Samuel H .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . 223 
Douglass, Captaiu Daniel . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 158 
Douglass' History of North America. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . 705 
Dover bay, lake Erie .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . .. .. 668 
Dover, Delaware .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 412 
Dower, Augustus . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . 160 
Doxsee, Frank............. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . 370 
Dragging for mackerel ..................... 58, 61, 63, 64 
Drag-net fishery .................... 487,488,609,610,611 
Drag-seine fishery . .. .. . .. . . . . . .. . • .. . . .. . . . . .. . . 4!:lO 
Drag-seines, statistics of .. ~ 343, 381,383,385,393,403, 411, 
423, 424, 429, 451, 452,478,479, 504, 
505,514,515,523,524. 
Drake's bay, California.. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 620 
Drawbridge, Delaware ......................... 414, 415 
Dried-
Fish·sounds .. . • • • . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 22, 67 
Shark-fins....... • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 598 
Shrimp . .. . . •.. . •. • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . (i18 
Sounds .............•..•....... 73, 78, 93, 94, 95, 109 
Sounds for isinglass .. ~ ........ ,. .. .. . .. .. . 119 
Squid . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 604 
Sturgeon.. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 7!J 
Drift.net :fishery..... .. . . • • .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 37:3 
Drop-net fishery ..• _... .. . . .. .. . • .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . 487 
Drown ville, Rhode Island ....•..•.............. 288, 318 
Drum .............................. 502, 525,529,574,586 
Bait for................................... 512 
Curing of................................. fill 
Fishery ............................. .425, 426, 511 
Salted . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 487 
Drumfish, catch of..... .. .. • .. . •. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . 411 
Drums-
Codfish in ................................. 83, 90 
For packing cod........................... 135 
For packing fish ...................... 167, 211, 21~ 
Dry cod in-
Maine ................ ll,14,22,23,29,34,37,46,53, 
63,69,73,77,83,93,94,95 





New Hampshire .......................... 105, 106 
New York................................. 377 
Rhode Island ............................. 285, 302 
Dry cod, methods of curing ............... ·. .. .. .. ~6!:ll 
Drycusk .•.......... 22,29,37,53,66,73,77,93,94,95,120, 
133, rn9, 167,112,183,188, 191,· 192, 
215, 225, 699. 
Dry fish-
Exports of •..••.............. 167, 204, 205, 2i7, 218 
For export, mode of packing............... 167 
Gloucester's trade in ...................... \46, 148 
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Dry fish-Continued. Page. 
On the Pacific coast ...... 594, 598, G07, 612, 618, 624 
Receipts of, at Boston . • • • • • • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . 192 
Trade of Boston ...•...••••........... 190, i91, 192 
Dry haddock ..••...•.... 11, 14, 22, 29, 34, 37, 46, 53, 66, 73, 
77, 93, 94, 95, 120, 133, 139, 167, 
. 172, 183, 188, 191, 192, 215, 225 
Dry hake ......... 13, 14, 22, 23, 29, 34, 37, 46, 53, 66, 73, 74, 
77, 91, 93, 94, 95, 120, 133, 139, 167, 
172,183, 188, 191, 192, 215, 225, 692 
Dry mullet-roes ................................ 494,526 
Dry pollock ......•.. 14, 22, 29, 37, 46, 53, 66, 73, 77, 91, 93, 
94,95,120,133,139,167,172,183,l88, 
192,215, 225,255, 259, 263, 692. 
Duck island, Isles of Shoals...... . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . • Ill 
Duck porid, Massachusetts....... . . . . . . . . • . . . .• . . 727 
Duluth, fisheries of...... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 634 
Duncan's Mills, California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 619 
Dun fish at Isles of Shoals.... . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 681 
Dunkirk, New York ....... ·.·.....•.•.... .• . . . • . . 670 
Dunstan river, Maine .............•..... - .... - . . . 96 
Durham river, New Hampshire ..•••........••.. 106, 107 
Durrey's island, Connecticut......... . . . . . . . . . . . . 324 
Dutch Guiana, exports of fish to ................ 205, 206 
Dutch island, Rhode Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 307 
Duties- · 
On imported fish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 128 
Vessels exempt from...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122 
Duxbury, Massachusetts ..••...••••. 115, 127,214,220, 717 
Dwyer's river, Virginia............ . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 460 
Dyer's bay, Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . 27 
Dyer's creek, New Jersey ............••••....... 396, 398 
Dymer's creek, Virginia ...... ... . . ..••.. ••.. ...• 371 
E. 
Eagle island, Maine .......••••......... ·... . • . • • . ,10 
Earll, R. E ................... 5, 379, 401,421,475, 499, 519 
East bay, Massachusetts . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 247 
EasL Booth Bay, Maine.~· ...................... 65, 67, 60 
East Brewster, Massachusetts...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 239 
Eastern bay .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 442 
Eastern Florida and its fisheries ........•••.... 519, 521 
Eastern point,, cape Ann, Massachusetts . . . . . . . • . . 143 
East Falmouth, Massachusetts ....... ____ ... ____ . 252 
East Greenwich, Rhode Island .............. 285, 30n, 306 
Eastham, Masi;;acbusetts .................... 116, 238, 725 
East Haven, Connecticut .......... ....•. ....•.. 324, 330 
East Hampton, New York ........•••........... 360, 361 
East Harwich, Massachnsetts ....•. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 241 
East India, exports of fish to................. . . . . 206 
East 1achias, ~faine, fisheries of...... . . . . . . . . . . . 23 
East Marion, New York .•.••.................... 353, 358 
East Moriches, New York .........• __ . . . . . . . . . . . . 364 
East Northport, New York....................... 349 
Easton, Mary land .......................... ___ . . 427 
Ea. t Orleans, Massachusetts ...... ____ .... __ ..... 239 
Eastport, Maine. - - -............... 12, 15, 88, 145, 162, 173 
Boat fisheries of....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 18 
Canning industry of...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
ocl fl hery of.............................. 16 
Effect of free trade with Canada........... 17 
Froz n-herring trade . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .• . . 17 
Raddock ·rooking at . . . ... . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . 17 
:Mackerel fi hers of......... ............... 16 
Magdalen island , fishery of...... . . . • . . . . . . 16 
• 
Eastport, Maine-Continued. P1tge. 
Origin of fisheries of. . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
Sa.reline industry of............ . • . .. . .• • •• . 17 
Trade in fishing products.................. 1 
Vessel fisheries of...... . • . • • . . . . • . . . • . • • . . . 18 
Eastport, New York . . . ... . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . .... 364 
East Providence, Rhode Island ........ _.... . . . . . . 2 6 
East River, Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 322 
East Setauket, New York............ .• . •.. .••••. 350 
East Thomaston, Maine.......................... 54 
East Wareham, Massachusetts................... 264 
Ebenecook harbor, Maine . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 70 
Eden, Maine...... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 
Edgartown district-
Review of................................. 258 
Statistics of :fisheries of............ .. . .• . . . 258 
Edgartown, Massachusetts...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 258 
Boat line.fishery of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 260 
History of...... . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . • . . . 732 
Whaling fleet of .................•.....••. 115, 260 
Edgecomb, Maine, fisheries of.................... 67 
Edisto river, South Carolina .....•......•... 502,504,508 
Edmonds, R. H . , •..................... 423,427, 429, 464 
Edmunds, Maine . . . . .••. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . l!J 




Connecticut ..•••.... , .........••.•.•. 316,317,324 
Delaware................................. 419 
Maine •.... _ ..•... ~... . . • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . 64, 67 
Maryland ................................ 427, 428 
Massachusetts ... 118, 132, 178,195,221,222,245,246, 
252,253,255,260,270,271,274,277,712,724,725 
New Jersey ...............•.............. 388, 396 
Rhode Island.294, 298,303, ~04, 30f>, 306,307,309,310 
Eel-pots ........... 120, 138, 178, 183,195,223,224,254,258, 
263,26~,275,277,284,314,415,417 
Eel river, Califorpia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G:22 
Eel River salmon fishery.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 593 




Salted . . . . . . . . . •.. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 132 
Smoked....... .................... ........ 377 
Egg Haruor, New Jersey .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .•.. 236 
Eggmoggin reach, Maine·...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
Eggs of sea.birds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 614 
Elizabeth City county, Virginia, statistics of :fish-
eries of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 456 
Elizabeth City, North Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 484 
Elizabeth City county, Virginia ............ 453,456,465 
Elizabeth isles, Massachusetts .......... 115, 258, 261, 733 
Elizabeth river, Virginia ....................... 453, 455 
Elliott, William, on drum fishery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 511 
Ellsworth, Maine...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34, 35 
Ellsworth, Tuthill & Co ....•............... ~. •• . 353 
Ell wives ........................... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . 428 
Embargo, effect on :fisheries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 128 
Emery, James . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . •.. . . . .. . . . . ... ... . 210 
Enco:n:fina river, Florida......................... 553 
England-
Imports from ............ _... • • • • . . . . . . . . . . 137 
Exports of fish to .. _ .•. ·-· ..•...••••. 205, 206, 207 
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English :fishermen . . . . . .•••...•........ : . .. 146, 566, 643 
Enterprise, Florida . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 530 
Epinephclus D1·ummond-Hayi •••••• •. . •••••• .••••. 517 
Epinephelus mo'rio . • • • • • . . . • • . • • • . • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • . 517 
Erie, Pennsylvania ......................... :.... 670 
Escambia bay, Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 567 
Escambia county, Florida ..... -• •.. . . ... .... .... 566 
Escanaba, Michigan . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 639 
Esox americanus . . . . . . . • • • • . . • . • • . • . • • . . . . • . • • . . • 516 
Essex county, Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 465 
Essex Institute historical collections . . . . . . . . . . . . . 698 
Essex, Massachusetts ...•..................••.• ., 115 
Clam industry at .......•••.........•..... 140, 694 
Fishing-line factory at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 140 
Growth of :fisheries of. . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 693 
Mackerel fleet of, in 1851 ......... ~.. . • . • . . 116 
Ship.building at........................... 140 
Eulachon ................••.....••............. 626,629 
Eureka; California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . e21 
Evaporated fresh codfish . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 148 
Excelsior Oil and Guano Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 495 
Exeter, New Hampshire, :fisheries of, in 179'2 .•. -. . . 679 
Exeter river, New Hampshire .............. lOu, 107, 111 
Export, mode of packing fish for................. 167 
Exports of-
Dl ied fish, bounty on ........... : . . . . . . . . . . 128 
Fish from Boston in 1633 .• • ••. . • . . . ••• . . . . . 189 
Fish from Plymouth district .•.••......... 217, 218 
Fish products from Boston ................ 204-207 




Factory hands in the fishery industry, number of, 
in-
Delaware ······························ :: ·· 411 
Maine .. ~ .....•.••• 10,13,21,29,36,46,53,66,76,93 
Maryland................................. 423 
MassaQhusetts ..•......•.. 120,138,187,224,262,275 
New Jersey • • . • . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . .• . . . . . . . • . . . 381 
New York................................. 343 
North Carolina............................ 478 
Virginia . . . . • . . . • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 451 
Fair Haven, Connecticut ...•.•........••••. 326, 442, 468 
Fair Haven fishermen........................... 672 
Fair Haven, lake Ontario .••••..••••••••••••.. ·-. 673 
Fairhaven, Massachusetts_; 
Description of. . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • . . • 267 
History of whale fishery of: ..... . • • . . • . . . . . 269 
Weir.fisheries at........................... 267 
Whaling fleet of~ in 1846..... .... ..••.. .... 115 
Fair Haven, New Jersey. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . 387 
F air Haven, New York ....................••••• ·. 673 
F a] con Oil Works . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 353 
Fall River district ....... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . 115 
Review of....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 275 
Statistics of :fisheries of.... . . . . • • . . . . . • • • • . 275 
Statistics of oyster interests of............. 280 
Fall River, Massachusetts, menhaden fishery of... 276 
Falmouth, Maine .............................. 76, 79, 81 
F almouth, Massachusetts ... ' ................... . 252, 732 
F aneuil Hall fish-market, Boston................. 193 
Farralone islands, California .................... 608, 609 
Page. 
Farralone Island crabs ... ~.. . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . • . • • • 613 
Farran, Captain Merritt......................... 325 
Far Rockaway, New York........................ m 
Farrow, J. H.... ...... ...... ...... ...... .... .••• 395 
Fat· backs ...................................... 425, 493 
Felisado & Co...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 577 
Felton, Richard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 484 
Felt's History of Salem ~ .... ..•.•...•••.......••. 695, 702 
Fenwick's island, Delaware...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 418 
Fernald's island, Maine.......................... 109 
Fernandina, Florida-
Boat fisheries of ......•... · ... ·.............. 524 
Extent of fisheries of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 525 
Fertilizer factories ...............•. -•........ 69, 119, 220 
Fertilizer, fish for ..... 10, 2-2, 24, 26, 29, 37, 53, 66, 73, 77, ~3, 
94,95,108,118,119,120,307,314,429,685,695,711 
Fertilizers-
From oil refuse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150 
From seaweeq_. . . . . . . • . . . • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69 
Herring for ........................... 26, 696,731 
King c·rabs for . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 393 
Manufacture of............................ 213 
Marine products for ........•... 11, 14, 22, 37, 47, 67, 
73,78,93,94,95 
Field, .A.. . • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 443 
Field's Point, Rhode Island...................... 289 
Fin back whales................................. 724 
Finhalloway river, Florida ..................... 553,554 
Finnan haddies ..........••••...... 11, 14, 17, 47, 77, 86, 87 
Fire island, New York........................... 352 
-Fire Island inlet, New York ..................... 365, 367 
Fire Island oil-works .. ····--···.................. 369 
Fish· balls-
Canned ...........•.......... 121, 188, 190, 19-7, 198 
Method of canning . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 198 
Fish. box shooks ........ -· . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 71 
Fish chowder, canned ..............••...... 121, 188, 198 
Fish creek, Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . . . . 639 
J:i'ishermen-
Aus trian • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 615 
Belgian . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 643 
Boat ............. 46,53,66,68,72,76,93,94,95, 108, 
117,132,138,178,182,184,215,224 
British provincial . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146 
Danish ................................ , .. 146, 566 
Duties of.................................. 704 
English, of Gloucester.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146 
French .....••.•.... ~··· .............. 146, 642,643 
From Mediterranean ports . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 585 
German .......... 5C6,642,643,646,647,649,665,669 
Greek ..•...•..........................•.. 608, 615 
Irish ............•.•......•..•.... 146, 220,566,642 
Italian .....................•............. 615, 621 
Morals of................................. 146 
Norwegian ............................... 642, 643 
Oyster .... · .............••............... .434, 4:15 
Polish . . . .. . . . . . . . . • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 643 
Portuguese ..••..••.......••••.... 146,214,231,608 
Profits of ......•..••••........ 145, 146,537,543,567, 
571,584,636,690,696 
Public service of . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 135 
Scotch ..............•••••...••........... 146, 566 
Spanish ..........•....•.................. 566, 608 
Swiss . . . . . . • • • . . . ..•.... :. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 643 
• 
• 
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Fishermen-Continued. Page. 
Vessel. •• __ .. _ ... 46, 53, 66, 72, 76, 93, 94, 95, 108, H 7, 
120,132,138,178,182,187,215,224 
Fishermen of-
Boston . _ - - ...... -... - --.. -- · - - . - . - -· · - - - - · 194 
California ..............•• - ... - ... - .. - - . - - . 592 
GalveAton .• __ .......•......... - - ......... 145, 585 
Isles of Shoals ....... ·----·................ 681 
Louisiana .......... -........ - • . . . . . . . . . . . . 576 
~1o bile ... -... - - -......... - - - - .... - -. · · - - - • 569 
Mon began island ..... - •• - . -...•........ - . . 63 
Ocklockonee ba~ .•. -..•...• - - ...... - ... - . - 557 
San Francisco .. -- . - .•. -•.• - - - - ..... - -.. - . . 608 
Swampscott, Massachusetts. - - -....... -· - - - . 186 
Texas .•........•. - -... - - - . - .... - - ....... - . 583 
Fishermen, number of, in-
Connecticut.. . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 313 
Delaware ..............• - - . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . 411 
Eastern Florida . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 523 
Georgia ....................•...•......... 514,515 
Gulf states ........•.......•.. 536,568,574, 575, 582 
Maine .. 9, 10, 13, 21, 29, 36, 46, 53, 66, 72, 76, 93, 94, 95 
Mary land ...............• __ •..•. .423, 424,429,438 
Massachusetts ....... 117, 120, 132,138,178, 182, 187, 
215,224,254,258,263,275 
New Hampshire . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lOH 
New Jersey •......•.......•....•. 381,382,384,393 
New York ..•• _.. • • . • . . . • . . . • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . 343 
North Carolina ....•....... _._ •........... 478, 479 
Pennsylvania •......•......•......••..... 403, 405 
Rhode Island .......•.•••.•• _.. . • . . . . . . . . • . 284 
South Carolina ...• _ ..••.•..•...•.....•••. 504, 505 
Virginia ...••.....•......••••..•••....•.. 451, 452 
Fishermen, number of, on-
Great lakes ..........••.. 633,634, 638,657, 659, 672 
Pacific coast ................. 592, 593, 594, 599, 602, 
607,618,624,625,630 
Fishermen's Widows and Orphans' Aid Society.... 176 
Fisher's Island sound............................ 317 
Fish-glue from fish-skins ..........•........ 119, 142, 149 
Fish-guano ................ 121,139,149,188,226,276,307 
Fish-hea,ds for eel-bait........................... 195 
Fishing bay. .................................... 442 
Fishing island,Maine.... ...... ...••. ..•••. .••••. 109 
Fish island, Massachusetts....................... 267 
Fish-lines .... - ................ _ •............... 140, 212 
Fish-manure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 284 





Fish-skins, utilization of .............•.......... 149, 150 
Fish-sounds ...••. 11, 14, 18, 22, 37, 47, 54, 67, 73, 78,109,110, 
121,133,136,139,151,183,188,216,226 
Fish-spawn ............ 121, 133, 139,151,152, 183,188,226 
Fish-tongues ..........•.....•............•..... 145, 154 
Fish ways at Waldo borough, Maine............... 59 
Fithian, William J ....• . ........................ 353, 357 
Five-Mile river, Connecticut..................... 339 
Flake-yardR for .fish•curing .................... 31, 85, 144 
Flat bay, Maine................................. 26 
Flatfish ........................ 284,294,314,316,361, 735 
Flatfish fishery .... 245, 307, 317,351,355,359,360,361,363 
Page. 
Flatlands, New York ...................•....•... 373,374 
Flemish Cap, fishery on.......................... 158 
Fletche1Js neck, Maine. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . 97 
Flint river, Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 559 
Floating traps ........... .............. 142, 164, 165, 177 
Florida-
Fisheries of...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . fi35 
General characteristics of............ . . . . . . 521 , 
Mullet :fisheries of....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 522 
Sponge :fisheries of ...............••••..... ~22, 535 
Western .... .... .... .. .... .•.... ...... .... 535 
Western, statistics of :fisheries of . . . . . . . . . . . 536 




Florida, eastern ...•...............• - ........... 510, 521 
Principal fishery districts in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 524 
Sea :fisheries of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 523 
Statistics of .fisheries of ...•....... _ ...... . 522, 523 
Turtle fishery of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 522 
Flouuder fyke-nets ...• ...•.. .•.. .. . ... .... ... ... 81 
Flounders ..... 118,183,188,193,215,225,268,294,316,317, 
411,525,529,552,586,595,597,600,724,7~1, 735 
Dried . . . . • . . . • • . . • . • . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 628 
For lobster-bait ....• _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
Fresh ................. _ .119, 133,138,172,178,255, 
259,263,276,284,314,376 
In San Francisco .. - ...•..•......... _ . . . . . . 618 
Flushing bay, New York •..........••••......... 345, 346 
Flushing,New York........................... . . 345 
Flying-fish, catch of ..... _ ...... _ ........... _.... 597 
Fly-tails ...••. .... ..••.. .... .... ...... .... ...... 484 
Fogland point, Rhode Island ............... ."..... 295 
Folly cove, cape Ann .......•...•........••. 143, 162, 163 
Fontenelle, Louisiana .......•..... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 579 
Ford's river, New York.......................... 365 
Foreign trade in fish............................. 167 
Fore river, Maine................................ 82 
Forestville...................................... 659 
Forge river, New York........................... 364 
Forsyth, Dr. J.B ............•.•.•......... - . . . . . . 249 
Fort Hamilton,NewYork .••••• ··••>• •••••• •••••. 375 
Fort Pond bay, New York ...................... 352, ;360 
Fort Ross, California . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 619 
Fortune Bay outrage . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • • • •• . . . . 162 
Foul fish ..........................•••..• _... . . . . 530 
Four Bayous, Louisiana . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 579 
Four Trae island, New Hampshire................ 109 
Fowler, Captain W. M ..... _ •.... _............... 416 
Fox island, Maine ... . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45, 50 
France-
Fish exports to .............•.....•. ...... 7e5, 706 
Oyster culture in...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 472 
Frankford, Delaware ..................•.... 410,417,418 
Frankfort, lake Michigan .... _ ........• : • • . . . . . . . 652 
Franklinville, New York ... _........... . .. . . . . . . . 355 
Fraser's river ...........•..•••......• ~ •• • . . . . . . . . 629 
Fredrica, Delaware............. . ................ 413 
Freeman, Captain J ease .•.•....•. _ ...•..•..•... _ 224 
Freeman'1:1 History of Cape Cod cited ...•......... 242, 719 
Freeport, Maine................................. 79 
Freeport, New York . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • 372 
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Page. 
l1'reetown, Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 278 
Free trade, effect of, with Canada...... . . . . . . ... . 17 
:French fishermen ........•••.................... 642, 643 
French fishermen of Gloucester•...... . . . . . . . . . • • . 146 
]trench Guiana, exports of fish to ...•........... 205, 206 
Frenchman's B~y district--
Review of fis lieries of. . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • • . 28 
Sta tis ti cs of fisheries of. . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . 28, 29 
},renchman's bay-
Lake fishery. . . . • . . • • • . . . . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 28 
Herring fishery. . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . • . . 28 
Lobster fishery • • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . 28 
Menhaden fishery. . . . • . . . . • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . 28 
Freshfish ............ 22,29,138,284,486,607,634,657,660 
Catch of, in lake Ontario . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 672 
Distribution of. •••....................... 147, 166 
Exports of . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • 206 
For bait: ....•...•••. , .......... 37, 46, 53, 66, 73 77, 
93,94,95,108,1~0 
For fertilizer ............•..... 46, 53, 66, 73, 77, 93) 
94,95,108,120 
For food ........ _ ...... 53, 73, 77, 93, 94, 95, 108, 120 
For oil .••....•..•... '. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 120 
Gloucester's trade in ...................... 146, 147 
Imports of ...•........•. .•••••....... 207, 208,209 
Industry at Pensacola, Florida............. 567 
In Gloucester district .•........ ~ .......... 137, 139 
In Newburyport district . . . .•. . .. . . . . .. . .. . 133 
Method of packing ........•.............. 147, 197 
Of California ............•.•.•..•........ ·.• 459 
Of great lakes. . • . • . . . • • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 633 
Of lake Michigan... • • • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 639 
Products in Maine......................... 19 
Statistics for Massachusetts .............•. 118, 110 
Trade of Boston.. . • . . . • • • • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 193 
Trade of Portland . . . • . • . • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 89 
Fresh halibut fishery ..•.............•........... 83, 117 
Fresh livers...... . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 172 
Fresh lobsters in Maine...... . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 11 
1tresh mackerel. .......... __ ... __ .. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 243 
Fresh water-
Fish .•.......... 221,412,413,414,415,417,418,419, 
423,481,485,494,516,570,575,578 
Perch ...............••...•••. _ ....•. ,..... 712 
Trout ...•..•....••••..••••............... 516, 529 
Friendship, Maine, fishery industries of ........ 57, 58, 59 
Frogs ..............•.•..••........•........ _ •.. 376, 613 
Frost.fish ...............•.•..••........ 317, 710,724,735 
Catch of, in Massachusetts................. 118 
Fresh ............................•••. 119,259,263 
Frozen-
Bluefish .................................. 195, 197 
Fish ................. 633,639,654,657,660,666,672 
Herring.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 176 
Herring for bait ...................... 154, 163, 164 
Herring for cod.bait....................... 155 
Herring, receipts of, at Boston............. 194 
Henfog trade ............ 12, 17, 18, 19,145,161,162 
Mackerel .............•. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • 197 
Salmon ........................•..•...... 195, 197 
Shad. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 197 
Smelts.................................... 195 
Funnel.traps for bass............................ 273 
Furber's straits, New Hampshire, oyster fishery... 106 
Page. 
Fur-seal fishery ..................... 18, 120, 271, 314, 315, 
324,591,593,sg6,o83 
Fy ke·net fishery ........... 297, 303, 306, 307,310,315, 316, 
317,320,332,355,359,360,361, 
367, :371, 375, :383, 627,643,658, 
662,663,G64,665, 666,667,673 
Fyke-net fishery for sh'.l.d . . . . . ... .. . .. . . .. . . . .. .. 374 
Fyke·nets-
Flounder.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81 
Statistics of ......... 284, 314,343,381,385,393,403, 
411,423,424,451,452,478,479, 
504,505,514,515,523,524 
Fykes .........•.......... 22, 29, 66, 77, 93, 94, 95,277,419 
Fykes in Maine ............................ 10, 37, 46, 5,3 
G. 
Galeorhin us galeus ..... , .. .. • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • . . • • • • . 598 
Gallup & Kenniston..... . . .. . . . • . • .. . . . . .. . . .. . . 463 
Galveston bay, Texas. • . • . . . . . . . . .. . . . • . • . . . . . . . . 584 
Galveston, Texas-
A ppuratus and methods of .fisheries of...... 585 
Fishermen of . . • • . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 585 
Products of fisheries of . . • . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 585 
Gardiner's bay, New York .................. 351, 354,361 
Gardiner's island, New York .................... 352, 360 
Gardiner, W. S .. . . . . . • .. . . .. . • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . 360 
Gardner place, Connecticut...... . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . 319 
Gar-fish ........ , ..•............................ 484,530 
Gasparilla island, Florida .. . .................... 540, 541 
Gaspe Point oysters.. . .. .. . . .. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 293 
Gaspe Point, Rhode Island. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . 289 
Gay Head, Massachusetts...... . . . . . . . • .. . . . . .. . . 258 
George's bank-
Cod fishery .............. 51, 61, 70, 83,117, 145, 147, 
154,155,170,173,174,175, 
180,194,240,317,601,692 
Cod fishery, vessels in . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. 154 
Cod.fishing ground .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 137 
Fishery . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 172 
Fishery, losses in .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . 176 
Haddock :fishery .. _ ........................ - 194 
Halibut fishery ...••. _ ........ 117, 157, 158, 194, 691 
George's cod fishery, bait for. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 159 
George's jsland, Maine ......................... 55, 56, 63 
George's isfancls, Maine, population in 1630 • . • • • • . 60 
George's men, big fares of...... . . . . . . .. • . . . .. . . . . 155 
George's shoals, geology of...... . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . 8 
Georgetown, Maine ............................ 71, 72, 73 
Georgetown, Massachusetts . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 245 
Georgetown, South Carolina ................ 501, 504,506 
Georgia-
Fisheries of...... . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . • . • • . 499 
River fisheries of.... .. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 514 
Statistics of fisheries of.. . .. . • . . . . • . . . .. .. . 514 
Statistics of salt.water fisheries of.......... 5lfi 
German-
Fishermen ....... 566, 642,643,646,647,649, 66G, 669 
Oystermen ...••. .•.• ..•.•. .•.... ..••.. .... 465 
Germany, imports from . . • . . • . . • . • . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. 137 
Gerrish island, Maine.... • • • • . • . • . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. 109 
Gibraltar, exports of fish to ........... · .......... 217, 218 
Gig harbor, Washington territory................ 627 
Gillett's bay, Connecticut...... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 319 
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Gill-net- Pa.gil. 
Bluefish fishery ....................... 232, 239, 248 






Fishery for mullet . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 551 
Fishery for shad ...................... 37 4, 484, 517 
Fishery for sturgeon. -,, ..................... 502 
Mackerel fishery .•........•.. 134, 135, 232, 234, 463 
Gill-nets-
Cod . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 164 
Herring . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99 
Salmon . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . 195 





In boat :fisheries of Maine ...... 10, 13; 22, 29, 37,461 
53,66,73,77,93,94,95 
In boat ::fisheries of Massachusetts •••..... 120, 1321 
138, 183, 187, 223) 
224,254,258,263 
In boat :fisheries of New Hampshire........ 108 
In vessel fisheries of Maine ..... 10, 13, 22, 29, 37, 46, 
53,66,73,77,93,94,95 
In vessel :fisheries of Massachusetts ... 120, 132, 138, 
178,183,187,215,224 
In vessel fisheries of New Hampshire . . . . • . . 108 
On great lakes ....... 633,634,638,655, 657, 659, 672 
Girella nigricans •..•.• _ . • • . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • • • • • • • . • 596 
Gizzard shad .....................•........ .484, 485,'530 
Glen Cove, New York............................ 347 
Glen Haven, lake Michigan...... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • 652 
Glen Head, New York ..........•.....•.. ~....... 347 
Glenwood, New York .• . .. . . . . . . . ... . . . . .•. .. . ..• 347 
Globiocephalus intermedius • • • • • . • • • • . • . • . • • • • • • • • • 235 
Gloucester county, Virginia .................•••. 457, 465 
Gloucester district-
Fisheries of ...............•.............. 119, 137 
Statistics of :fisheries, 1869 to 1876.......... 139 
Gloucester harbor, Massachusetts . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • 143 
Gloucester, Massachusetts .......... 115, 116, 124,127, 143 
Bank cod fishery of ........... 170, 171,173,174,175 
Banquereau cod fishery of.... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 156 
Boat :fisheries of........................... 162 
Clam industry of ...........•.•...• _ . . . • • . . 165 
Cod :fisheryin _1844 .................•.... ,... 691 
Cod fishery of, from 1765 to 1790...... . . . . . . 127 
Distribution of fishery products from. . • • . • • 165 
Early history of ...• _.. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 686 
Emigrations to Maine from .•••.... _... . . . . 124 
Fish boxes and barrels at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 166 
Fisheries interrupted by war .••••. .... .... -690 
Fisheries, 1821 to 1869 ....•••••. .....•..... 691,692 
Fishermen of...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 145 
Fii.:1hermen's profits at.... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 690 
Fish-glue factory at...... . • • • • • . • . . . . . . . • . . 149 
Fish.oil industry of........................ 150 
Fish-sounds at . • • • • . . • • .. . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . 161 
Fish-spawn for bait...... . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • . . 151 
Fib trade of. . ............................ 146 
Gloucester, Massachusetts-Continued. Page. 
Floating-trap :fishery of............... . .... 164 
Foxeign trade of .••••..................... 167, G92 
Fresh-fish business of...................... 147 
Fresh-halibut :fish~ry of.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 156 
From 1629 to 1663... • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 688 
From 17.00to1779 .••......••..... ····· · ·- · · 689 
Frozen-herring trade of................. . .. 161 
General description of ........ . ........ ~... 143 
George's cod fishery of .... 154, 170,171,173,174,175 
Grand bank cod :fishery of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155 
Greenland halibut :fishery of ...... 158, 170, 172, 173 
Halibut fishery of .• _ ............. 117, 173,174,175 
Herring boat :fishery. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 163 
Herring :fishery of·- .......•.. 170, 171,173,174,175 
Ice industry of............................ 168 
In 1642...... .••••• •... ..••.. . • .•.. .... .... 688 
Inshore :fisheries of, 1792 to 1828........ .. . . 691 
International difficulties. . . . • . . . • • • . • . . . • . . 160 
Lobster industry of........................ 165 
Losses oflife and property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 176 
Mackerel :fishery of ........... 152, 171,173,174,175 
Mackerel fleet of, in 1851 ....•.• _.... . . . . . . 116 
Mackerel inspection of...... . . . • . . . . . • . . • . . 117 
Menhaden bait fishery of...... . . . . . • . . . . . . . 159 
.Mutual insurance at................. . ..... 146 
Products of fisheries in 1875.... . • . . . . • . • • . . 172 
Provisions used on fleets from...... . . . . . . . . 169 
Salt industry of........ . . • • • . . . . • • • . • . • . . . 168 
Shore vessel.fisheries of.................... 164 
Squid.bait fishery of................ . ...... 159 
Statistics of fisheries in 1870, 1871, 1872, 1873, 
1877, 1878, 1879, 1880, and 1881 .......... 170-175 
Trade in boneless fish.... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 143 
Trade in dry :fish .• . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . •• .... 148 
Trade in mackerel.._... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 149 
Trade in pickled fish . . . . . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . • . 148 
Trade in smoked halibut....... . . . . . . • • . . . . 149 
Valuation and population of...... .. ....... 144 
Vessel-fitters of .•. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145 
Western Bank cod fishery of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155 
Winter haddock fishery of ...•..• • .. . . 158, 170,174 
Glover, W. H ...•..................... . .... . .... 353,357 
Glue, fish ...••.•.•............ ··--·· ........ 119, 142,149 
Glue, fish, manufacture of.......... . . . . . . .. . . . • • . 145 
Goat island, New Hampshire ....... ··-· · ·. . ...... 109 
Goleta., California . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 599 
Goode island, Connecticut............ . .. . ........ 337 
Good Ground-, New York.............. . .......... 36::J 
Goodwin, Captain Thomas.··-............ . ...... 159 
Gooseberry island, Rhode Island....... . .. . ....... 298 
Goose creek, Florida . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . 554 
Goose-fish . • • • . • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . ::183 
Gosnold, Massachusetts .•.•..•..••.......... . .. . 258, 261 
Goss, F. B ....... ...... ...... ...... ...... .... .... 226 
Gott's island, Maine . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 
Goold, A. A...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 249 
Gould, William, cited . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81 
,Gouldsboro' bay, Maine . _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 27 
Gouldsborough, Maine-
Hake :fishery of...... . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . • . 31 
Menhaden :fishery of . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 
Whale :fishery of..... . ............... . ..... 30 
Governor's island, New York..................... 376 
Grampus ..••••...........•...•..........••. 235, 724, 731 
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Grand Bank- Page. 
Cod fishery ........ 28, 32, 35, 39, 41 42 43, 45, 50, 60, 
63, 64, 68, 78, 83, 108, 109, 117) 145, 146, 147, 
155,156,170,171,172,175,179,180,184,189, 
214,226,227,245,691,692,706,717,723,729 
Halibut fishery ......................•. 11, 157, 158 
Grand Haven, lake Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 652 
Grand island, lake Superior ......... _.. . . . . . . . . . . 637 
Grand Manan-
Frozen-herring trado . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 162 
Herring fishery ••.•.•.••. 170, 171,172,173,174, 175 
Grand Traverse bay···--····--·· ......•••...••• !' 654 
Grants of land to fishermen . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 697 
Gravelly island, Massachusetts................... 254 
Gravesend bay, New York ...................... 373, 374 
Gra.vesend, New York...... ..................... 374 
Gray, S. H................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 495 
Gray's harbor, Washington territory ....•.. ···-~· 629 
Gray trout· . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 453 
Great Bay, New Hampshire, oyster fishery.... . . . . 106 
Great bay, New Jersey .........•................ 393, 398 
Gre~t Choptank river............................ 442 
Great Deer isle, Maine . · ..• :.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
Great Egg Harbor inlet, New Jersey.............. 398 
Great Egg harbor, New Jersey .................. 393, 398 
Great Egg Harbor river.......................... 398 
Great lakes-
Fisheries of the ....•.............. 344, 404, 631-673 
Statistics of fisheries of the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 633 
Great Neck, New York .••••........ , ............ 346, 347 
Grea,t pond, Massachusetts............. . . . . . . . . . 727 
Great pond, Rhode Island..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 299 
Great Salt pond, Rhode Island................... 289 
Great South bay, New York ............ 357, 362,365,371 
. Great Seu th pond, Massachusetts ..... ~ . .. . . . . . . . 221 
Greek fishermen ................................ GOS, 615 
Green Bank cod :fishery.......................... 729 
Green Bay city, lake Michigan................... 643 
Green bay, lake Michigan.... . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . 639 
Greenlancl bay, New Hampshire ................. 106, 107 
Greenland halibut fishery ........ ,. ..... 146, 147, 158, 170, 
173, 174, 175,176 
Greenport, New York ..••.............. 159, 353, 357, 359 
Green Run inlet, Mary land. . • • • • . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 425 
Green turtle ..•••....... 525, 526,527,536,537,576,582,585 
Greenwich bay, Rhode Island ................... 291, 305 
Greenwich, Connecticut, oyster industry of....... 339 
Greenwich cove, Connecticut .......... ~. • . . . . .. . 339 
Green, William P., & Co...... . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. 353 
Grind Stone City, Michigan.... .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . 659 
Groton, Connecticut............................. 316 
Ground-fish .................... 92, 97, 99, 100, 102, 108, 
111,112,164,186,lg3,197 
Groupers .................. 517,525,535,536,537,539,577 
Grunt fishery ...................... 493,507, 508, 539, 552 
Guadaloupe, California ........ ~... .. . ••. . . ... . . . 600 
Guadeloupe, fish exports to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 167 
Guano-
Factories .......................... _. . . . . . . 353 
Fish ......... 121, 139, 147, 149, 167, 188, 2.26, 276,307 
Menhaden ......• 53,61,65,69,118,276,285,297,314, 
324, 353, 354, 383, 398, 458, 460, 461 
Guard-house, Connecticut........................ 319 
Guilford, Connecticut, oyster industry of. ....... 321, 322 
Guilford river, Connecticut . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 322 
Page. 
Gulf of Mexico, fisheries of .................. 533, 535-587 
Gulf of Mexico Oyster Company . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 573 
Gulf of Saint Lawrence ( see also Bay) 
Cod :fishery ............... 25, 41, 60, 63,226,227, 231 
Mackerel fishery ...... 31, 35, 38, 42, 61, 63, 70, 83, 84, 
134,180,184,241,684,691 
Whale :fishery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 229 
Gulf pond, Connecticut...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 334 
Gulf 1,tates-
Extent of the .fisheries of the............... 535 
Statistics of fisheries of •• • ••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 535 
Gull pond, Massachusetts . • • • .• . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 727 
H. 
Hackensack river, New Jersey................... 384 
Hack-traps............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 514 
Haddock ........................... 176, 186,724,731,735 
Catch of, in Maine....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 9 
Catch of, in Massachusetts................. 118 
Catch of, in New Hampshire............... 109 
Curing.................................... 31 
Dry .•....... ll,13,14,22,29,34,37,46,53,66,73,77, 
93,94,95,120,133,139,l67,172,183 
188,191,192,215,225,255,259,263 
Early method of curing...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 682 
Exports of ... ~ ........ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 167 
Fishery ..... 17, 18, 23, 25, 26, 27, 41, 51, 52, 74, 78, 84, 
89, 98, 99, 100, 101, 111, 115, 141, 
146,158,162,163,164,170,175,186, 
193, 194, 248, 255, 309, 704, 707 
Fishery, method of sharing in ............. ~ 158 
For lobster-bait ........................... · 165 
Fresh ....... 119, 138, 158, 172, 178, 183, 188,190,193, 
194,215,225,255,376 
Fresh, trade in.......... . . . . . . ... . . .. . . . . . 147 
In Charleston market...................... 510 
Inspection of pickled ............... , . .. . . . 86 
LiYeroil .................................. 150 
Pickled, trade in . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 91 
Smoked: ................. 11, 14, 17, 18, 47, 77, 86, 87 
Smoking, method of....... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 87 
Smoking, origin of, in America....... • .. . . . 87 
Trade in fresh............................. 89 
Hair.seal......................................... 601 
Hake-
Catch of, in Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Catch of, in Massachusetts.~..... . . . . . . . .. . 118 
Catch of, in New Hampshire............... 109 
Curing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . • • • • 31 
Dry ......... 11., 13, 14, 22, 23, 29, 34, 37, 46, 53, 66, 73, 
74,77,93,94,95,120,133,139,167, 
172,183,188,191,192,215,225,692 
Dry,tradein .......... 0 -:-.................. 91 
Early method of curing...... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 682 
Exports of • . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • .. . · 167 
Fishery ..... 14, 17, 18, 19, 23,26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 35, 41, 
51, 58, 65, 68, 74, 84, 85, 98, 99, 100, 101, 111, 
162,163,193,194,227,228,294,507,6~1,704 
Fresh .......•... 119, 13;3, 138, 172, 17R, 183, 188, 193, 
194,215,225 
Oil .. . .................................... 150, 172 
Sounds ........................... 151, 162, 163, 172 
'Trade of Portland. . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 91 
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Page. 
Hale, Smith D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• • • . . . . 569 
Haley's island, Isles of Shoals.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 111 
Half-Moon bay, California ....................•. 606, 608 
Halfwa,y pond, Massachusetts.................... 221 
Halfway Pond river, Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 264 
Halibut ........... 615, 621,626,627,628,629,692,724,731 
Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 176 
Bastard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . 595 
Canneu ..............•................ . ···· 629 
Catch of, in Connecticut .................. 316, 317 
Catch of, in Massachusetts ......... ·~··.... 118 
Catch of, in New Hampshire............... 109 
Fins, pickled .....•.............. 121, 139, 172, 188 
Fishery ...... 61, 83, 89,231,316,317,609,629,692,694 
Fishery, :fl.etched . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . 60 
Fishery, George's bank ...•...•............ 176, 691 
Fishery, Greenland ........... 158, 173, 174, 175, 176· 
Fishery, vessels in ......................... 9, 156 
Fletched.................................. 176 
Former abundance of.... .................. 157 
Fresh ....... 115,117,119, 131,138,145,146,154,156, 
157,171,172, 173, 174,175,188, 193, 
194, 197, 225, 231, 259, 263, 314, 376 
Fresh, distribution of.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 166 
Fresh, notable fares of..................... 157 
Fresh, trade in .•••........................ 89, 147 
Head oil ............................. 147, 150,151 
In Charleston market . • . . • . • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . 510 
In San Francisco market....... . . . . . . . . . • . . 618 
Napes ........................•.•.......... 172 
Salt ..•.•........................•... 139, 146, 231 
Smoked ............. 121, 133, 134, 139; 149, 225, 692 
Smoked, exports of .....•......•........... _ 167 
Haliotis splendens . . • • • . . • • • • . . • • • • • . . . • • • . . . • • . . . 596 
Hall & Pearsall . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 494 
Hall & Thatcher................................ 247 
Hallstram, Charles W ....... ...... . .. . ...... .... 210 
Hamburg, Germany, imports from.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137 
Hamilton, Robert . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • •. . . . . . . . . . • . . 81 
Hamlet, California .......••...........••....... 619, 621 
Hamlin, Hannibal, on Massachusetts :fisheries..... 130 
Hammonasset river, Connecticut................. 321 
Hammond's bay, lake Huron ....... , •.... ·...•.••. 657 
Hampton boat....................... . . . . . . . . . . . . 111 
Hampton, New Hampshh-e. ...... ... ... ...... •... 678 
Hampton Roads, Virginia .............•••••.... 454, 457 
Hampton, Virginfa .............................. 429, 467 
Hancock, Maine, fisheries of ......... . .• _ .•..•••. 31, 32 
Hand-lin.e-
Cod :fishery ..•...................... 72, 84, 180, 227 
Fishery ...• - ...••. . .........••••...•. 388, !·190, 395 
Hard herring . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . • • . 20 
Harding, Captain King ...•...........•.•••.•• _.. 186 
Hard.tails, pickled ...........•• _.. . • . • . . . . . . . . . . 568 
Harlow, George .• • • . . . . . . . .. . . . • . • . . .. . . . . . . . • •. 223 
Harper's island, North Carolina.................. 495 
Harpswell, Maine-
Canning industry of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79 
Clam :fishery of.... . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79 
Fisheries of ••...........••• _.. . • . • • . . • . . . . 6, 78 
Lobster :fishery of........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 79 
Menhaden :fishery of...... . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 78 
Harrington, Maine, fisheries of. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 
Ilarrington river, Maine ......................... 26 
Harwich, Massachusetts- Page. 
Condition of :fisheries in 1837... . • • • • • • • • • • • 242 
Mackerel :fishery of .•• - • • • • . • • . • • • . . • • • . • . • 241 
Mackerel fleet of, in 1851. . • • • • . . . • • . . . . • • • • 116 
Weir fishery of .••••••..••.•...••......... 241, 242 
Harwich Port, Massachusetts . . . ••• ••. • . . • • • . . . .• 241 
Hatch ville, Massachusetts .•••.•.•...•........•. 252, 253 
Hatteras inlet, North Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 497 
Haul.seine :fishery ..•.•......•.. 316, 354, 388, 395, 463, 484 
Haul.seines .............. 10,13,22,29,46,53,66,120,132, 
223,224,254,258,263,275,284, 
• 314,413, 414,415, 417,418,460 
Havana market .•......•....•.......... ., ...... 539, 54-i 
Havens, W. S .••••• •••• .. • •••••• •••• ••..•• .••••. 354 
Haverhill, Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . • • •• . . . . . . . . . . 131 
Ship-building at........................... 134 
Ha wailan islands, exports of :fish to . _.... • . . . . . . . 207 
Hawes, Jesse D . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • . . . . 236 
Hawk.!'billed turtle ....•.•.....••••••••.....•••. 491,525 
Hawkins Brothers & Co......................... 353 
Hawley, Wheeler................................ 336 
Haycock's harbor, Maine . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . · 20 
Hay island, Connecticut ..•. : •........•••••••. _.. 337 
Hayti, exports of :fish to ...•...•••...... 205, 206, 207, 218 
Hazard's State Papers............................ 720 
Hedges for alewives............................. 67 
Remilepidotus spinosus ••.• .•••••• .••••• •••••• •••• 612 
Hernirhamphus unif asciatus • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • 586 
Hempstead bay, New York ..............••. 347,362,372 
Hempstead, New York........................... 371 
Heptranchias indicus .......•. _.. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 612 
Hernando county, Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . 548 
Herring-
As anchovies . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
As fertilizer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 14 
As sardines •........•.•.............. 11, 15, 17, 50 
Canned ..••..•.•••..•................ 10, 14, 25, 50 
Catch of, in Maine......................... 9 
Catch of, in Massachusetts. . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . 118 
Catch of, in New Hampshire :.. .... . . . . . . . . 109 
Dried ...•.•......•••..................... 309, 709 
Early abundance at Salem. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 696 
Exports of .......••..• __ . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 167 
Fisheries of the great lakes ..•.•• 635, 636,637,639, 
640,642,643,645,647,655,657, 
658,659,660,663,664,665,668 
For bait ..••.•.............. 28, 57, 154, 156, 163, 179 
]'orhalibutbait ........•........•......... 157 
For lobster bait............................ 40 
Former abundance in Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82 
Fresh .•.............. 89, 119, 133, 138, 139, 183, 188, 
193,196,225,25n,259,263,376,650 
Froien ....... 12,17,18,19,155,161,162,164,176,194 
Gill.nets .........•...•. _ •.......... _.. . . . . 99 
Gut, Maine ..............•••............... 55, 56 
Hard . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
In San Francisco.......................... 618 
Inspection of ........................• _.. . . 86 
Method of packing ..... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99 
Oil •.....•.•..••••....•.•. 18, 21, 26, 27. 90,151,628 
Pickled ...••... 11, 13, 16, 17, 19, 22, 29, 33, 37, 42, 47, 
54,55,67,73,77,93,94,95,106,121,133, 
139,167,172,173,183,187,191,192,225 
Pickled, exports of ....................... 168, 206 
Pickled, imports of ................... 207, 208,209 
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I 
Herring-Continued. Page. 
Pomace .•................................. 18,26 
Salted .•.............•............ 16, 618,640,656 
p 
Holmes' American Annals . • • • • . . . • . . . . • • • • . . . . . • . i' 
Smoked ........ 11, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 9,6, 27, 
28, 29, 32, 33, 34, 37, 38, 42, 47, 50, 
54, 57; 65, 67, 70, 71, 77, 86, 87, 176, 
191, 192, 309,377,615,618, 6~7, 628 
Holmes' Holl, Massachusetts .................... ,GO, 732 
History of...................... . .......... , ... 
Smoked, exports of.. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 167 
Smoke-houses ....•••......•. 15, 26, 33, 34,.56, 65, 71 
Smoking . . • • . . • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . 12, 20 
Trade of Portland . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91 
Weirs ......••.......•...... 18, 20, 21, 25, 26, 33, 716 
Herring fishery in-
Bay of Islands ...•..•••••.....•........... 170, ] 71 
Connecticut river.. . • • . . • . • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . • . 319 
Dela ware ••••••.••••••......••.•••••. 412, 413, 414 
Grand Manan .••....••••.•.••••••••..•••. 170, 171 
Labrador • • • • • • . . • . . • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 684 
Magdalen islands·.......................... 16 
Maine .........••••••. 12, 14, 15, 17, 19, 20, 23, 24, 25, 
26, 27, 28, 31, 32, 33, 34, 38, 39, 
41, 42, 50, 51, 52, 56, 61, 65, 69, 
71, 74, 84, 86, 92, 97,99,101,102 
Massachusetts ... 130,134,136,142,145,161,170,172, 
173,174,175,176,177,186,193,196,214, 
238,240,252,260,268,692,720,724,735 
Newfoundland •....••••••••••............ 170, 171 
New Hampshire ..............••.......... 111, 112 
New Jersey................................ 390 
North Carolina ...••....•........• _ .... 478,480,481 
Pacific coast .•••• 595, 596, 609, 612, 614, 626, 628, 629 
Rhode Island...... . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 309 
Virginia.................................. 456 
Herrino- pond Massachusetts •..•............... 221, 727 0 
' 3 729 Herring river ..•...•....••......•••....•••...... 2 4, 
Herrings, river .••••...••....................... 458, 459 
Hetterick, J. P .•••••••.•.••.•..••.......... - · · · · 481 
Hewlett's, New York............................. 373 
Hickory shad ..••••.• ··.•·•....................... 517 
Hick's island, New York......................... 353 
Higgins & Payne .••••••.•.••.••••..••••..•.... · · 353 
Higgins, R. R ..•..••....••••.•••..••.•........ · · 201 
Higgins, S. R......... •• . .. . • • . . . . • . . . . .. . . .. .. .. 278 
Higginson, John, cited ...•.....•••.•.••••..•.•.. · 123 
Highland Park, New Jersey...................... 383 
Hildreth, Captain George ..••.•..•.....•...•••.. 396, 398 
Hiller, L _ •••.••••• _ ••••..•..••....••. -.•••. -.. -· 30 
• Hillsboro' county, Florida .•...•.•.•..•.••.... · ·· 540 
Hingham Massachusetts .••••• .. .. .... .. .. ...... 214 
' 127 Cod :fishery of, from 1765 to 1790. -··· ·••••· 
History of .fisheries of ..••••••••••.... ••••·· 714 
Mackerel fleet of, in 1851 •••• -•••••• • .. • • • • 116 
Hippoglossoi<les elassodon .•••• •••••••.•• -••. ·• •••· 627 
Hippog lossoides exilis .• - • - • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · • · · · !ii 
Hippoglossoides jordani • - - - - - · · • • - • · • • · • • · • • · · · • · · 
62
6 
Hippoglossus viilgaris. •• • ••• •• • • •• · • • ••· · · · · • · · · · · 137 
Hodgdon Captain Thomas ••••.•.• -··· ······ ···· 





454, 481, 483, 486, Hogfish ..••••.•.•••• - · • • • .. • · · • • · · · 111 
Hog Island, Isles of Shoals.· -• • • • · • · · • · · · · • · · · · · • 
87 
Hog Island, Maine .•••••. ·•••••···•······•······· 462 
Hog Island, Virginia .. • - - · • · • · • · · · · · · · · · · · • • · · · · 351 
Hog Neck, New York ..•• ········---············· 193 
Holbrook, Smith & Co L~~ -- •••• ••·• •··• •··• ···· 
Holsteinbe'rg, halibut fishery off................. 1 
Holyoke, Massachusetts, sbacl fi hery .•..... 115, ~7G, · 1< 
Homosassa river.. . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . r, 
Hooks, fish, trade in............................. 21'> 
Hope island, Rhode Island.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :«>7 
Hopkins' pond, Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • 727 
Horn harbor, Virginia........................... 45 
Horn island, Piscataqua river.................... 109 
Horsefeet ..•••.....•.•......................... :J.·,:;, 3G7 
Horse island, Massachusetts...... . . • • • . .• . . .. . . . . 23 l 
Horse-mackerel................................. G:.?7 
Horse-mackerel, or bluefish . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . ·7 
Horseshoe crab ....••...• _ •.........•...••••.... 72-1, i2.i 
Horseshoe shoal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 
Horton's Point, New York....................... 3.;1 
Housatonic river, Conneciicut ...••.•..•.•.. 3·) , :J3'.l, :'3-1 
Houston, James H. .•.. ...... ...•.. ...... .... .. .. f>l3!) 
Boward Brothers ....................... ·; .. . ... 4:;r, 
Ho·well, D. Y...... . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • Go:l 
Hudson's Bay whale .fishery .......•.......•..... 31,, :;11 
Hueneme, California . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . !i 
Hull, England, imports from..................... 1:11 
Hull, Massachusetts............................. 1' 
Early history of. . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 713 
Lobster fishery at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 213 
Mackerel fishery in 1671 • • . • • .. • • • . • • • • • • • • 71 
Present condition of flsberi s of...... . . . . . . 21:I 
Humboldt county, Californfa ................... . 
Statistics of fisheries of.................... fi:.?-t 
Humpback whales............................... 724 
Hr~:np-sands, Merrimack river .•..•.....•.• -..• •• i: 
kV. · · 41,:1 Hun gar's crec , irg1ma. ••.•••.• • .... • -· · · · · · · · · 
Hunter's point Florida .••. --· ••.•.•..... · · - ··· · 51:.?/>4 
I • !J 
Huntington bay, New York .. ···················· • 
r, 
Huron city ....•...•... ···· ...... ·············•·· 
Huron, lake Erie .. · · · · · • · · · · · • · · · · · • · · · · · · · · • • • · 
Hyannis, Massachu ett -
Bluefish fi hery of· -· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·• ,.t7 
Boat line-fishery of .. ·•··················•· 217 
Present condition of ii b rl of······· .... ii 1217 
Hypomesus pretio~us. · • • • · · • • • • • · • • • • · · · • • .. · • • • • · 
H.'lfpBurus caryi, . •• • • • · · • •• •· •• ••• • • ·• • ·••••· ·• .... 
Hypsypops rubiottndus . • • • • • · • • • • · · • • • • · • • • • · • • • · • 
1. 
Imports-
Offish, duti on············ ..... i -~·· --·;, 
Of fish product! ........... 16, l ' ... , ' • 
Offish product int Uo ton .••.••••••••••. 
India, imports from· · · · · · · · · · • • · · • • · · · • 
Indian-
Fisb rm n - ·· · •·· •· • · •••••· •••• •• ••• • 
Fi hlng ...... ···· ·· · •·· ·••••• •••..••• 
Indian bay, DPI ~-ur • • • • · • · •• • • • .. • • • · • •• · •• •• 
Indian ere k, Virginin. 
Indianola, T . ns ••••••••••••..• • •• 
Indian riv r, Conn fou ...... . . . ............. .. 
Indian river, 1 • • •••••••••••••• •••••• ••• • 
INDEX TO FISHERY INDUSTRY. 
Page. 
Indian river, Florida ..••.....•...... • .:.. •... •.•• 522 
Description of............................. 527 
Extent of :fisheries of . . . . • • • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . 5~7 
Green.turtle :fisheries of .•.•........••. ~.... 527 
Indian river, Maine.... . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • 25 
Indian river, Virginia ................•••...•• : . . 460 
Indian River bay, Delaware..................... 410 
Indian River inlet, Florida .................•... 516, 527 
Indians, :fishermen troubled with................. 123 
Ingersoll, Ernest .......... 106, 110,181,277,281,318,322, 
324,325,333,399,410,442,478 
Inspectfon of-
Mackerel. ................. 68, 117,152,153,154,173. 
Pickled· :fish ............•••...••••. 86, 116, 123, 148 
Insurance Company of Wellfleet...... . . • • . . . . • . . . 235 
Insurance on fishing vessels ..........•.. 146, 176,177,242 
Ipswich Bay :fisheries .........•. 137, 141, 145, 162, rn4, 680 
Ipswich bay, Massachusetts...... . . • • • . . . . . • . . . . . 140 
Ipswich, Massachusetts .•... 115, 127, 131, 134,136,684,686 
Abundance of salm~n at . . . . . .. . . . ••. . . . . . . 685 
Alewife fishery at.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . 686 
Clam industry of .•......••...... ·~·· •.•.. 136, 686 
Cod fishery of, from 1765 to 1790 • . • • • • • • . . • 127 
Cod fishery of, in 1641 . • • • • • • . . • • • • . . • • • . • • 685 
Early :fisheries of .•..••.....•.......•.••.. 685, 686 
Early history of . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . • • . • • • • • • 684 
Fish as fertilizer at...... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 685 
Fishery industries of . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • • 136 
Fish.weirs at.............................. 685 
Isinglass industry at. . • • • . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • • • . 136 
Loss of :fishing vessels of .••.....••..•.• -.... 685 
Salt.works at.............................. 685 
Shad :fishery at .........•.. ; . . . • . . • . . . . • • • • 686 
Sperling fishery of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • •136 
Ipswich river, Massachusetts . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 136 
Irish-
Fishermen .••........•.....•. 146, 194, 220, 566, 642 
Moss industry .......•••• 121, 137,139,142,188,214, 
216,219,220,285,301,302 
Oystermen .. . ... ...• ...• •••• •••• ••.• •••••• 465 
Isinglass ................... 633,639,642,657,663,665,666 · 
From fish.sounds ...........•..... 136, 142,151,685 
Manufacture of .......•... 119,137,141,142,211,213 
Isle au Haut, Maine ............................. 41, 42 
Isle of Wight bay, Delaware ................... .418, 425 
If:!le of Wight county, Virginia . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 465 
Isle Royale, lake Superior . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . 635 
Isles of Shoals ...... · ................ 82, 105,111,677,680 
Condition of, in 1681. .• . ••. . ... . . . . .•.•. .. • 680 
Description of . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • . • . . . 111 
Effects of war at.......................... 681 
Facilities for :fishing at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 680 
Fish.curing at, in 1802... .•.... ...•.. •.••.. 681 
Fisheries of ...••................•........ 111, 680 
Government and religion of................ 680 
Origin of the name . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 680 
Trouble with Indians at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 680 
I lip, New York ............................•... 365, 370 
Italian-
Fishermen ......•.... 604,608,609, 610,615,621,626 
Oystermen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . • • . 580 
Italy, expor ts to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 124 
Ives, George N . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 486 
Ivory, walrus and whale .......•.•... . ...... 259,264,272 
J. 
Page. 
Jack, :fishery for .••••..........•........ 458,459,507,528 
Jacksonport, lake Michigan.~ • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . 646 
Jacksonville, Fio-rida.... . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 528 
Fisheries of • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 529 
Shad fishery of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . 529 
J a.cobs, Captain Solomon ...................•... 152, 155 
Jamaica bay, New York......................... 373 
Jamaica :fish ..•.•...••...•••••..••••••.......•. 105. 701 
Jamesport, New York ...........•.... : ...••••. 351,355 
James River oysters .......•...••........... 291,456,471 
James river, Virginia............................ 457 
Jamestown, Rhode Island...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 286 
Jamestown, Virginia ........... ~ . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 98 
Jarnette, Daniel C. De .•...• •... .. .. .. .. .. ..••.. 569 
Jefferson county, Florida........................ 553 
Jefferson, President, on the :fi15heries . .... ..•• ... . 128 
Jeffries' banks, :fisheries on. • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . 102 
Jenkins' island, New Hampshire ......•• ~........ 109 
Jew-fish .••••........ ~... . ..••............ 548,595,600 
Jiggers-
For carting fish . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • 166 
Style of vessel called ...•....•......... ~... 129 
Jigging for mackerel . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72 
Jimmies .•.••••... ·..•..........••.•...•••....••• 493 
Job's cove, squid at ....••..••..••••••••.....••. 160, 161 
John's bay, Maine ....•.....•..............•.•..• 60, 61 
John's river, Maine .•.••..•....••••..•.......•... 60, 61 
Jones, Captain Barney ..••.•••••••.•••.•••• ~..... 47 l 
Jones, J. Winslow ..•.....•.....•..... _. . . . . . . . . . . 88 
Jonesboro', Maine •...•. ~ .•...•.......•..... ".... 23, 24 
Jones' creek, Delaware ...........•............. 412,413 
Jonesport, Maine, :fisheries of ...........•...... 24, 25, 86 
Jordan, Professor D. S ......................... 585, 589 
Jordan's river, Maine.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 
Judith pond, Rhode Island ••.• •••• •.••.. .•.. .••• 308 
Jurels-
Pickled . • . . • . • • • • . . . • . • • • • . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . 568 
Salted ••••••..••...•.••. _-. . • . • • • • • • . • . . . . . 564 
K. 
Kalmbach, M. F... ••. . .• • ••• • . . . • . . . • • . . . •• • . . . . 644 
Keating, Thomas J . • . • . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . 436 
Kelley's island, lake Erie . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . 664 
Kennebec, early :fisheries at . . • • • • • . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . 720 
Kennebec river, Maine .•••••..••.••••.•.••..••. 72, 73, 75 
Kenne bee salmon .•••.•... , •...•. ~... . • . . . . . . . . • . 194 
Kennebunk district.............................. 92 
Statistics of :fisheries of...... . . . . • • • . . • • • • • 94 
Kennebunk, Maine.............................. 99 
Kennebunk Port, Maine . . . • • • . . . . . • . . • . • . . . • • • • • 99 
Kenosha, lake Michigan . .. . ••. . . . . . . . . . . • . .. . .. . 648 
Kent conn ty, Rhode Island . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 303 
Ketches, :fishing .................... 123, 698,699, 700, 704 
Kettle island, Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . 143 
Keweenaw point, lake l;luperior .... .... .... ....•• 636 
Key West, Florida-
As a fishlng station...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . 537 
Baiting up at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 539 
Boats in market fishery of................. 538 
Fishery for Havana market . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 539 
Fishing vessels of . . . . • . . . . . .. • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 537 
Lay of the fishermen of:... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 637 
• 
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Key West, Florida-Continued. · Page. 
Products of fisheries of.................... 539 
Seines used at . __ ..... _ ..... _. _.. . . . . . . . . . . 538 
Kickamuit river ..................•••....... 277,287,291 
King crabs ..........•.......................... 393,397 
Kingfish ..........•.......... .,. ......... 2G8, 294,369, 411 
Kingston, Massachusetts ....•........... 115, 127, 214, 717 
King William county............................ 465 
Kits for packing fish............................. ~166 
Kittery, Maine ............................. 102, 677, 678 
Kitt's Ha.mmock, Delaware .•..•..........•. 409,412,413 
Kitty Hawk bay, North Carolina................. 48t 
Knight, George .......•.••....................... · 18:i 
Knight, H. V .••.•. ...• .••• •••• •... •••• •.•••. •••• 24 
Knowlton, Moses................................ 140 
Kumlien, Ludwig ...• ~ ..•••.•.•••••..•••..•.•.. 281,631 
Kuppersmith, F............... . • . . . . . . • • • . . . . .• . 571 
L. 
Labrador-
Cod fishery .. 16,20,21,32,33,41,43,61,65,"'68,69,70, 
71, 78,83, 129,130,131,134,683,684 
Cod fishery, methods of .•.•••...•.•... a.... 135 
Exports of :fish to ..•................. 205, 206, 207 
.Fishery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49, 50 
Herring :fishery.... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 134 
Salmon ...... ~............................ 194 
Wha.le :fishery ............................ 229, 235 
Lacosta island, Florida ..................••..... 540,541 
La Fayette county, Florid!), . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . 553 
Mullet fishery of • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . 553 
Lagodon rhomboides •••••••••••..••••...••••• _ • • . • 529 
Laguna Madre, Texas........................... 586 
La Have bank-
Cod :fishery .... ~........................... 194 
Fishery ...•....••••...........•... ~ ... 23, 172, 175 
Haddock:fishery ..•.•...•.......... _.. .. ...• 158 
Lake Borgne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 578 
Lake Erie-
Fisheries of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 659 
Fisheries of southern shore of . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 664 
Fisheries of western end of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 660 
Statistics of :fisheries of . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 659 
Lake George, Florida ....•...................... 528, 530 
Lake Harney, Florida ........ , _ ...........•.... 528, 531 
Lake Huron-
Fisheries of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 657 
Fisheries of the American shore of .. ~. . . . . . . 657 
Statistics of :fisheries· of . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 657 
Lake Michigan-
Fisheries of ...•• . .........•.....•........ 638-656 
Fisheries of eastern shore of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 650 · 
Fisheries of western shore of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6:19 
Statistics of :fisheries of.................... 638 
Lake Monroe, Florida ..••...................... 528, 530 
La,ke Ontario-
Fisheries of ................•............. 672, 673 
Fisheries of the American_ shore of. . . . . . . . . 672 
Statistics of :fisheries of.................... 672 
Lake Pellot, Louisiana. . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 579 
Lake pike, fresh....... . . . . . . . . . • . . . • .• . . . . . . . . . . 193 
Lake Saint Clair . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 659 
Lake Superior-
Fisheries of .•.••......................... 634-638 
Fisheries of northwestern shore of......... 634 
Lake Superior-Continued. Page. 
Fisheries of southern shore of........ . . . . . . 635 
Statistics of :fisheries of...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 634 
Lake's bay, New Jersey ....... ~................. 399 
Lamoine, Maine, :fisheries of ..................... 31, 32 
Lamphier & Haff...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 489 
Lampre7 river, New Hampshire ................. 106, 107 
Lancaster county, Virginia ..................... 460, 465 
Lane, William N . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 363 
Lanesville, Ma.ssachusetts, hake fishery at ....... 143, 162 
L'Anse, lake Superior.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6~6 
La Salle & Day . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 366 
Lavoo & McGraw . . . . .. .. .. . .. • •.. . . . ... •... ... . 667 
Lawrence,John ...................••............ 364 
Lawrence, New York .................... ·........ 373 
Laws-
Lobster .... ...... .•... .... .. •... .... ...•.. 214 
Relating to clam industry.................. 198 
Relating to eel :fishery . . . . . . • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . 222 
Lawyers .........................•..•.......... 637,648 
Lay, fishermen's ...•............•....•.. 235,567,571,584 
Leache's island, New Hampshire................. 109 
Leather from cusk·skins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • 150 
Lebanon, Delaware .......•.•...........•...• ~--- 412 
Leecbford's Plain Dealing cited ....... , ..... ~.. . . . . 122 
Leghorn, exports of fish to ........••.......•.•. 129, 217 
Lennox, W. P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • 71 
Leopard sharks . . . . . . .. . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 547 
Lepidopsetta bilinearis . . • • •• . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . 627 
Lepidopsetta bilineata . • • • • . . . • • • . . . . . • • . . • • • . • • • • 628 
Lepidosteris ossmls .••••. •••••....•.. ·.••••. •••• •••• 484 
Leptocottus armatus • • • • . . . . • • • • • . . . . . • . • • • . • • • • • • 612 
Leslie,C. C ............•................•....... 509 
Lewis & Newhall's History of Lynn............... 709 
Leiwis bay, Massachusetts.. .. • ••. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • 247 
Lewis, Ca.ptain Isaac............................ 484 
Lewis, Captain Joshua .•.. .... ...•.. .... .... •..• 491 
Lewes, Delaware ......•..••.••.........•....•.. 413, 415 
Lexington, Michigan . • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 659 
Libby river, Maine, clam.flats in................. 96 
Liberia, exports of :fish to........................ 205 
~icenses for oystering . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 436 
Linuilus polyphemus •••••..•.....•........••. 355, 367, 397 
Lincoln, Maine . _.... . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • 63 
Lines, fishing, manufacture of.................... 140 
Liostomus xanthurus.395, 410,414,454,462,481,486,493,586 
. Little bay, Massachusetts........................ -250 
Little Bay, New Ham psbire, oyster fishery . . . • • • . 106 
Little bay, Virginia . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. •• .. 460 
Little Choptank river, Ma.ryland ....... ··.···· .... 442 
Little Compton, Rhode Island .............. 286,294, 296 
Little Creek landing, Dela ware . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 410 
Little Deer isle, Maine........... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . • 40 
Little Egg Harbor, New Jersey ................. 393, 398 
Little Horn island, Piscataq ua rin~r.... . . . • . . . . • . 109 
Little Kennebec river, Maine.................... 23 
Little Machias bay, Maine, herring-weirs at...... 23 
Little Neck-
Clams. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 346 
Claµis, canned............................. 370 
Little Neck bay ...••.....•..••.•.... ~........... 346 
Little Neck, New York........................... 346 
Little Point Sable, lake Michigan................ 653 
Little river, Maine, herring fishery at............ 23 
Little Sandy, fishermen of....................... 672 
• 
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Little Snamico, lake Michigan ..........•.•• : . . . . 641 
Live.fl.shears.................................... 317 
Liverpool, England-
Imports from.... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137 
Salt .........•.....•....••••. 44, 168,169,210,234 
Salt for curing mullet .••..............•. , . 559 
Salt, importation of ............•••...• - - . . 36 
Lobster-
Bait ...•......•......•....•....•. , .••.. 26, 40, 141 
Boats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . 58 
Boiling ............•...••••.•.......••.... 198 
Canneries .. 9, 24, 2.t'>, 26, 27, 28, 31, 32, 34, 36, 38, 41, 
42, 43, 44, 49, 51, 52, 69, 78, 79, 81, 197 
Industry of Boston . • . ••. . • • • • • • . . . . . . • . • • . 198 
Laws .......••.............•....•......•.. 79,214 
Market, Portland...... . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . 88 
Nets . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 101 
Peddlers . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 148 
Pots .•••.... 10, 13, 22, 24, 29, 37, 41, 46, 53, 66, 77, 
93, 94, 95, 98, 108,110, 138, 141, 178, 
180, 183, 254, 2G8, 263, 275, 284, 314 
Smacks ..........••......•....••••.••.. 58, 79,88 
Trade ...•....................••.•..•... 18, 58, 87 
Trade, vessels in . . . • . . . . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . 31 
Traps ........................•.. 120, 223, 224, 233 
Lobster fishery-
Summary, statistics of, in Maine........... 9, 10 
Summary, statistics of, in Massachusetts .. 118, 120 
Vessels in .... . ............ 10, 13, 22, 29, 37, 46, 53, 
77, 120, 183, 187, 263, 284, 314 
Lobster fishery at Loug Island, New York ... 351, 357,358 
359, 360, 361,362,376 
Lobster fishery in-
Barnstable district ...... 223, 227, 229, 2:31, 232,239, 
240, 241, 245, 246, 248, 253 
Bath district .............................. 74, 76 
Belfast district ................ 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 51 
Boston district ..........•... 1B7, 189, 213, 214, 712 
Castine district .....••••...... 36, 37, 38, 39, 41, 43 
Connecticut ..................••. 313, ?16, 317,320 
Delaware ....... ~.... . . . . • . . . • . • • . • . . . . • . . 415 . 
:Frenchman's Bay district ......•.. 28, 29, 31, 33, 34 
Gloucester district •......... 137, 141, 143, 165, 177 
Machias district ........... 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 
Marblehead district .•............ o ••• 183, 185, 186 
Martha's Vineyard.... . ........•••.. 260, 261,262 
Nantucket district ....................•.•. 255, 256 
New Bedford district .... 263, 267,269,272,273,733 
New Hampshire ..••..............•... 108, 111,112 
New Jersey ..•••......................•.. 388, 391 
Passamaquoddy district ................. 13, 14, 15 
Plymouth district ...•....... 215, 219, 222, 223, 733 
Portland and Falmouth district ......... 77, 79, 87 
Rhode Island.~.284, 296,298,299,301,303,307,308 
Saco, Kennebunk, and York districts .... 92, 97, 98, 
99, 100, 101, 102 
Salem and Beverly district ............... 180, 181 
Waldoboro' district ......... 52, 53, 56, 57, 58, 60, 61 
Wiscasset district ............•... 67, 68, 69, 70, 71 
Lobstermen, wages of............................ 24 
Lobsters-
Early abundance at Salem......... . . . . . . . . 696 
For bait .......•...••......••.•••.•.••••. 262, 269 
Lobsters-Continued. Pa.ge. 
Fresh, in Maine ..•••..•.. 11, 14, 22, 30, 37, 47, 54, 
67, 73, 77, 93, 94, 95 
In Massachusetts .. 121, 139, 172, 179, 183, 186, 188, 
190, 197, 216, 220, 221, 223, 22G, 
255, 259, 263, 708, 709, 724, 735 
Legal length of marketable . • • . • . . • • • • . . . . • 87 
Live, method of packing................... 88 
Soft.shelled, for canning . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . 88 
Lobsters, canned-
Export of . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89 
_In Maine ....•..... 11, 14, 22, 24, 25, 30, 31, 36, 37, 
47, 49, 51, 54, 67, 77, 79, 81, 88 
In Massachusetts.... . . • • • • • • . . . . • • . . . . • • • . 197 
Origin of, in the United States............. 17 
Lobsters, catch of, in-
Connecticut .••.......•....•••.•.•••. 314, 316,317 
Delaware . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • . . • . • • • . • • • . 411 
Maine . • . • • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . • • . . . • • • • • . 9, 11 
Massachusetts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 121 
New Hampshire . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . •. • 109 
New Jersey ...•............•............. 382, 385 
New York................................. 344 
Rhode Island ...•....•••......•.. 284, 285, 302, 304 
Lobsterville, Massachusetts.... . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . • . . ~61 
Locust Point, Ohio ...•......•....•...••.... 662, 663, 664 
Locust Valley, New York........................ 348 
Loggerhead turtle .......•...•.•................ 491, 525 
Lombard's cove, Massachusetts.................. 260 
Lompoc, California.............................. 600 
Londonners, Isles of Shoals...................... 111 
Long Branch, New Jersey .••••••....•......••.. 387, 388 
Long Island Fish Company . . • • . . . . . • . • • • • . . . . . . . 352 
Long Island, New York-
Description of............................. 344 
Eastern end of • • . . • • • . • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • . . . . . 351 
North shore of............................. 345 
South shore of...... • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . . . . • • • • . 362 
West encl of . . • • • . . . • • . . • . . . . • . • . . • . . . . . . . . 373 
Long island, South Carolina..................... 508 
Long Point beach, New York.................... 353 
Long Pond, Massachusetts .•.•....•.....••. 221, 267, 727 
Loraine . . . • . . . • • • • . . • • • • . . • • • • . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . 667 
Loring, George . . . • • . . • . • • . . • • • . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 244 
Los Angeles county, California .•.•....•........ 595, 596 
Statistics of ·fisheries of.... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 599 
Los Angeles river, California . • • • . • • • . . • . . . . . . • . . 598 
Los Pueblos, California...... . • • • . . • . . • • . . • . • • • . • 600 
Losses of life and property in Gloucester :fisheries. 176 
Loud's island, Maine •••. ..••.• .••••. .•••.• ..•••. 61 
Loud's Island oil-works.......................... 62 
Louisiana-
Crab fishery of . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • • • • • . . • • . . 577 
Craw:fish fishery of........................ 577 
Fisheries.... . . . • . . . . • • • . • . . • • • . . • • • . . • • • • . 575 
Fishing apparatus at...................... 576 
Oyster culture in...... . . • • . • • • • • • • • • . • . • • . 580 
Oyster industry of........................ 578 
Oytermen of . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . • • . • • • • • . • • • • 580 
Shrimp fishery of. . . . • . . . • • • • . • • • • . • • • . • . . • 576 
Statistics of fisheries of.................... 575 
Turtle :fishery of.... . . . . . • . . • • . • . . . . • . • . . • . 577 
Lovell, Captain Benjamin .•••.....••••.....•••. 245, 246 
Lovett, John, & CQ .... -·~· ..•• ····-~ ·~··, . .,~.,·· 87 
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Page. 
Lower New York bay.... • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . . . • • • • • • 383 
Lowery, J ...... .... .... ...... ....... ...... ...... 414 
Lubec1 Maine-
Fisheries of.............. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 
Smoked.herring industry a,t .. . • .. . . . . . . •.. 12 
Luce Brothers................................... 318 
Ludington, lake Michigan....................... 652 
Lutjanus Blaokfordii • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • fi07 
Lyoodopsis pauoidens • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 612 
Lynde's point, Connecticut • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • 319 
Lynn Haven bay, Virginia ...•...•.•.........•. 453,454 
Lynn Haven river, Virginia..................... 454 
Lynn, Massachusetts-
Early history of . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 709 
Fisheries of .••••...•••..•.••. 115, 116,182, 185, 186 
Pearls found at............................ 710 
ltl. 
McDermott, Captain James...................... 359 
McDonald, Captain Jerome...................... 157 
McDonald, Colonel Marshall ...••.......... 427, 44~, 481, 
. 495, 502,506,517 
l\'IcEwan, Thomas .••••• ...• .... ..... ..•••. ..•.•. 87 
l\foMenamin & Co . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 456 
McQuinn, Captain John S ...•.• ,,_.... ...•.. ...... lfi8 
Machias bay, Maine .• ~ ....................... ; . . 23 
Machias district, Maine-
Fisheries of .•••••........................ ·. 21 
Review of .fisheries of.................... . . 21 
Statistics of fisheries of...... . . . • • • . . . . . . . . 21 
Machias, Maine, fisheries of.......... . . . • . . . . . . . . 23 
Machiasport, Maine, fisheries of...... . . . • . . . . . • • . 23 
Machias river, Maine............................ 23 
Mackerel-
Broiled ......... -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
Canned ....• 10,ll,14,25,30,34,37,44,47,49,50,51, 
54,56,67,77,79,81,88,118,188,l97,198 
Cannery~ .......•..•••........•...••••... 69, 79, 81 
Dragging .....•..••••................ 58, 61, 63, 64 
Early abundance of, in Massachusetts .... 708, 724, 
731,735 
Exports of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 167 
Fresh ... 119,138,147,152,172,178,183,l88,193,196, 
197,215,225,243,259,263,284,314,376 
For bait ...••. .-.•••...................... 154, 163 
Frozen...... . • . • • . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 197 
Gill-net fishery ............•. 101, 134, 135,227, 228, 
232,234,239,240,463 
Hand-line fishery.... . . . • • . . . . • . . • • . • . . . • . • 101 
Haul-sAines. ....•. ...... ..•• .... .••••. .... 57 
Inspection of pickled .....••...•••..••.. 68, 86,234 
Jigging . . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . • • . . . . • 72 
Packing at Portland....................... 86 
Pickled ........ ll,17,22,29,37,47,54,67,73,77,93, 
94, 95, 106, 117, 121, 130, 131, 133, 
139, 146, 14_9, 152, 154, 167, 172, 173, 
176,179,183,186,188,192,225,226, 
243, 314, 692, .702, 707, 715, 727, 729 
Pickled, canned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . 198 
Pickled, exports of . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . 206 
Pickled, methods of packing.... . . . . . . . . • • . 149 
Purse-seines.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . 57 
Salt for curing............................ 210 
Seining prohibited . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • • 722 
Mackerel-Continued. Page. 
Smoked . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . . • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 377 
Steamer. . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • • •• . • • • • • . . . . . . . . 54 
Taken in weirs ...••..•••...............• :. 38 
Trade in fresh ............•......... r.. . . . . 89 
Trade of Portland . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . 91 
Mackerel, catch of, in-
Connecticut ........... .•............. 314, 316, 317 
Maine . . . • • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • 9 
Massachusetts...... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 118 
New Hampshire........................... 109 
Rhode Island. . . . • . . . . • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 284 
Mackerel fishery-
Regulated . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • . • . • • . . . . . . . . . 704 
Statistics for 1851 . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • 116 
Vessels in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 152 
Mackerel fishery at-
Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . 260 
Nantucket, Massachusetts................. 256 
Mackerel :fishery in-
Barnstable district ... 226, 227,231,233,234,240,241, 
242,243,245,246,247,249, 
725,726,727,728,729,730 
Belfast district .................... 47, 48, 4£1, 51, 52 
Boston district ....... 193, 195, 1!)6, 214, 713, 714, 715 
Castine district .•.. : ......... 38, 39, 40, 41, 43, 44, 45 
Connecticut .............................. 116, 317 
~ Fall River district.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 276 
Frenchman's Bay district ................ 31,34,3;, 
Gloucester district ........... 141, 142, 145,146,152, 
153,154,16i,163,164, 171, 
172,173,174,175,691,692 
Gulf of Saint Lawrence.................... 38 
Machias district ...................... 24, 25, 26, 27 
Maine in 1851 . . . • • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • • 116 
Marblehead district .............. 184, 185, 186, 707 
Maryfand in 1851.... . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • • 116 
Massachusetts, general review of .. 115, 116, 130, 131 
New Bedford district .....••... ,........... 272 
Newburyport district ..•.......... 134, 135, 683, 684 
New Hampshire .............. 108, 109,111,112,116 
Passamaquoddy district ..... .. . . . .. . .. . . . . 16 
Plymouth district .... 214, 219,223,716,717,721,723 
Portland district ..•..•...•........... 80, 83, 84, 85 
Rhode Islan~ ........•.....•. 116, 294,297, 298, 309 
Saco, Kennebunk, and York districts ....... 97, 99, 
101,102 
Salem and Beverly district ................ 180, 702 
Waldoboro' district .... 54, 55, 56, 58, 60, 61, 63, 64, 65 
Wiscasset district .......•.............•. 68, 70, 71 
Mackerel fishing by moonlight...... . . • • • . . . . . . . . 716 
Mackinaw boats .......•..••.............•.. 635, 650,655 
Maddocks, Luther...... . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 61 
Madeira, exports of fish to .......... 205, 206, 207, 217, 682 
Madison, Connecticut-
Menhaden industry of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 322 
Oyster industry of .. :...................... 322 
Magdalen Islands herring fishery ..... 16, 23, 28, 32, 33, 42, 
43,49,50,69,71,173 
Magnolia, Dela ware . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . 412 
Magnolia, Massachusetts • • . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . 143 
Mahon's ditch, Delaware . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 410 
Maine-
Cod fishery of, from 1765 to 1790 .•• • . . • • .• . 127 
Early history of . . . . • . • . . • • . . • • . • . . • • • • . . . . 678 
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Maine-Continued. Page. 
Extent of coast-line of ......... - . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
JN_sheries of •.•......... ··-·-·.·-···· ...... 7-102 
Fishermen of. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . 8, 9 
Lobster :fisheries of.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Location and early settlement of...... . . . . . 7 
Mackerel fleet of, in 1851 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 116 
Oil & Guano Association ..... : . . . . . . • • • . . . . 61 · 
Origin and growth of the fisheries of. . . . . . . 8 
Physical characterfstics of the coast of . . . . . 7 
Present condition of the sea :fisheries of..... 8 
River :fisheries of............ . . . . . . . •• . . . . . 9, 10 
Sardine industry of... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • 10 
Statistics of fisheries of ............... 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 
Malaga island, Isles of Shoals ................... ~ 111 
Ma.Iden river, Massachusetts, oyster-beds in . . . ... 201 
Maltby & Co., 0. E .....•....................•. .456, 457 
Maltby & Edwards...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 484 
Maltby, C. S....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 443 
Manatee county, Florida............... • . . . . . . . . . 540 
:Manchester, Massachusetts, :fisheries of ......... 115, 116, 
127,164,177 
ManMee, lake Michigan............. . . . . . . . . . . . . 652 
Manitowoc, lake Michigan....................... 646 
Mannasquan, New Jersey . . . •. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... 387 
Manure, faih for ............ -- ............•. 139,695, 718 
Maracaibo, South America, imports from.... . . . • • • 137 
Marblehead district, statistics of :fisheries of...... 182 
Marblehead, lake Erie .............• ;_.... ••• • . . • 664 · 
Marulehead, Massachusetts .............•....... 115, 688 
Cod :fishery of ...••......... ' ........•..•.. 127, 707 
Duties of:fishermen of ............... ···-·· 704 
Emigrations to Maine from . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 124 
Fisheries of, from 1715 to 1790...... ..•• .••. 704 
Fisheries of, from 1815 to 1821.. . • • • • • . . • . • • 706 
Fishery regulations at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 704 
Fishery statistics for 1856...... . . . • • . . . • • • • 707 
From 1860 to 1865 . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • • . 707 
George's cod fishery in 1747 . . . • • . . . . . .. . • . . 705 
History of, 1629 to 1647 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • • • 702 
Mackerel fleet of, in 1851 . . . • • . . . . • • • . • • • • • 116 
Naval protection for :fisheries of.... . . . . . . . . 704 
Present condition of :fisheries of.... . . . . . . . . 184 
Shell.heaps at ................ _............. 707 
Whale :fishery of........................... 705 
Marennes, France, oyster culture ... ·•.. ..•.•. .•.• 472 
Marennes oysters . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . • . . • • . • 278 
Marin county, California. . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . 619 
Statistics of :fisheries of.................. . . 624 
Marine-
Railway .....•.••............••........... 69, 145 
Salt ..•............................... 2fi9, 264,594 
Salt manufacture ..............•..•... 127, 264, :273 
Marion county, Florida . . . ... ... . ... . .. . .. . . . . ... 548 
Marion, Massachusetts- · 
Fisheries of ........... -~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 265 
History of ..... -~--........................ 734 
OyRter industry of......................... 265 
Whaling fleet of ..................•..... _. . 115 
Marquette, lake Superior................. •. . . . • . . 637 
Marseilles, France, fish exports to.. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 129 
Marshall' , California.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 619 
Mars ton's Mills, Massachusetts. . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . 248 
Martha's Vineyard, Maasachusotts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . llfi 
Fisheries of ...••....................•..•. 258, 259 
Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts-Continued. 
History of ....................•....••..•••• 
Mackerel fleet of, in 1851 ..•....••••..•••• ~ 




foundland ............................ . ....•... 161 
Martinique, fish exports to....................... 167 
Maryland-
Alewife :fishery of ....•................... .423, 427 
Boats, oyster dredging in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • 436 
Capital invested in oyster trade of......... 448 
Clam fishery of .• , • • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 429 
Crab fisheries of........................... 428 
Eel fishery of.. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 428 
]fisheries of ••.•.................••.....•. 421-448 
· :Fisheries of bay shore of ..... _. . . . • . . . . . • • • 426 
Fisheries of ocean shore of. . . . • . . . . . • • . . • • • 425 
Mackerel fleet of, in 1851 . • • • • • . . . . . . • • . • . • 116 
Menhaden fishery of....................... 428 
Oyster dredging in . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • • . 431 
Oyster interests of ...•....•..••........... 423,429 
Oyster packing in............. . . . . . . . . • •• • 443 
Oyster runners in.. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • 440 
Oyster scraping and tonging in . . . • • . . . . . . . 437 
Oyster shipments in shell from . . . . . . . . . . . . . 441 
Oyster trade of ...•....•.... _.. . . . . . . . . . • . • 430 
Principal fishing centers of .......• - - .. • . • • 427 
Shad fishery of .............•.•........... 423, 427 
Sheepshead fishery of...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 427 
Spanish mackerel :fishery of. . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 427 
Maryland, statistics of-
Fisheries of . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 423 
Oyster-boats iu ................•...... 437,439,441 
Oyster-packing in......................... 445 
Persons in oyster trade of .............•••. 447,448 
Salt-water :fisheries of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 424 
Tailor :fishery of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 427 
Terrapin fishery of ....... ~.... . . . . . . . • . • • • 429 
Mason's bay, Maine ........•................. _ •. 21, 24 
Massachusetts-
Cod fishery of, from 1765 to ·1790 . .• .•• . . . . • 127 
Cod :fishery of, in 1741 . . . • • . .• • • •. . . . . • . • • • 124 
Districts defined: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115 
Fisheries, general review of .............. 115-121 
Fisheries, history of .. 121, 126,127, 129, 130, 682-735 
Mackerel fleet in 1851 .••••.....•• _.. . . . • . . 116 
Statistics of fisheries of, for 1859....... . . . . 131 
Statistics of :fisheries of, for 1879 .•••••.... 117-121 
Massachusetts bay . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . 115 
Massachusetts Bay Company.................... 102 
Mastic, New York . . . ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . 364 
Matagorda bay, Texas ...••....••..... _.. . . . . . . . . 584 
Matamoros, Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • 586 
Matanzas market................................ 544 
Matanzas river, Florida . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 525 
Ma.ther, Fred ...•........••.............. _ •. 311, 341, 382 
Mathews county, Virginia ...•....••...•.....•.. 457, 465 
Pound-net :fisherie'3 of ....•..........••. __ .• 458 
Maticut . . . • • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . • . . . • • • . . . . . . . 258 
Matinicus, fishery off . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 164 
Matinicus islands, Maine-
Fisheries of . • . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . ... · ........ 52, 55, {i6 
Herring :fishery of . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56 
Vessel and boat .fisheries of •.. . . . . . . . .• . ... 57 
Mattapoisett, Massachusetts ........•........... 266, 734 
Matthews, G. H .••................... :.......... 59 
INDEX TO FISHERY INDUSTRY. 763 
Page. 
Mattinicock point, New York .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . ... 348 
Mattituck, New York .. ~··· ................. 351,355,361 
Maumee river . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 662 
Maurice cove, New Jersey........................ 399 
_ Maybury & Co., J. F....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 571 
Mayfield, California . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 606 
Mayport, Florida, :fisheries of..................... 528 
Medford, Massachusetts-
:Fisheries of ....•.......................... 213, 710 
Fish trade of . . . . • . . . • • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 712 
Media-Inna ............•.•..................... 596, 597 
Medicinal cod-liver oil........................... Ho 
Method of manufacture.................... 150 
Medicine oil. .......................•. ~.. . . . . . . . . 172 
Medomak river, Maine ....••...•...........•.. 58, 59, 60 
Meduncook, Maine . . . . . . . . • • • • . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58 
Melanogmmrnus reglejinus . . • • . • • • . •• . • • • • • . • . • • ••• 15 
Melanson, Captain James........................ 159 
Melon ville, Florida . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 530 
Melton & Tait.... . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 529 
Menanah island, Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 63 
Mendocino county, California, statistics of :fisher-
ies of ..••.....•. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . G24 
Menekaunee, lake Michigan...... . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . 640 
Menemsha bight. . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 260 
Menhaden-
At Ocklockonee bay, Florida............. . . 556 
Bait :fishery ...••..•.•.••••.••.....• _.. . . . . 159 
Canned . . . . . . • • • . . • • • • • • . . . • . . . . • . . • . • . . . . 370 
Carry-away............................... 79 · 
Chum ...••...•• _. . . . • • • • . . • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . 220 
Compost .......•.........•..•.......•.... 343, 381 
For bait ........••. _ •. 78, 118, 119,154,235,261, 370 
For mackerel-bait......................... 152 
Fresh ..•••.............••........ 133,259,263,276 
Guano ...•.......... 53, 61, 65, 69, 118, 276, 324, 353, 
354,383,398,458,460,461 
Manure . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • 345 
Nets ... u.. ...... ...... .•..•. ...... .... .... 357 
Oil ...•... 28,31,35,39,53,61,65,69,90,118,151,276, 
283,285,297,314,315,318,324,343,353, 
354,369,381,383,41B,428,458,460,461 
Oil and guano factories .52, 61, 62, 65, 68, 69, 77,322, 
332,353,368,398,418,428,457,461~463,495 
Purse.seine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . 159 
Salted, for bait.~.... . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . • • • • . 79 
Scrap ................... 285, 297,314,343,353,354, 
, 360,369,381,418,428 
Slivers . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • . . 159 
Steamers ...................•....•.... 52, 61, 69, 99 
'fry-works . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 28 
Vessels .................. 10, 53, 66, 77, 120, 138, 159, 
187,263,275,284,314,451 
Menhaden, catch of, in-
Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 316 
Delaware . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 411 
Mary land . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . 424 
Massachusetts ............ 118,188,225,259,263,268 
New Jersey ...• ,........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 382 
New York ........•....................... a44, 363 
Rhode Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . • • • • 285 
Virginia . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 452 
Menhaden :fishery in-
Cou.nectfout .•••••........ 313, 311\ 316,317,319,324 
Menhaden :fishery in-Continued. Page. 
Delaware •.••.••••••••.•.•............... 417·, 418 
Maine ..... 10,2~,30,31,38,52,53,55,65,78,101,102 
Maryland .•••.. ..•••. .•.. ..... .... .... .... 428 
Massachusetts .. ,. ....•... 115, 117, mo, 135, 138, 141, 
159, 186, 189, 232, 240, 247, 248, 
252, 253, 260, 262, 263, 265, 267, 
270, 271, 272, 273, 27 4, 275, 276 
New Jersey ..•......•................ 381, 383,398 
New York ... 343, 345,346,348,349,351,353,354,355, 
357,358,360,367,370,371 
North Carolina . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 495 
Rhode Island ................. 296, 297,306,307,309 
South Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 509 
Virginia ...•........ .4fil, 454, 456, 458, 460, 461, 46:3 -
Menhaden industry of-
Connecticut, statistics of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 313 
Maine ...............................•... 52, 61, 69 
Sandy Hook bay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 383 
Menominee, Michigan . • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 640 
Menticirrus albu1·n11s .••••.••.•...••. 486, 502, 508, 529, 586 
Menticirrus littoralis .••••••••••...•••.•.••..••.. 585, 586 
Menticirrus nellulosus. • • . • • • • • • • • . . • . . . . • • • • • . . . . • 369 
Merhead :fishery ...•••.........•••. ,.............. 462 
Merluch' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 627 
Merrick, New York.............................. 372 
Merrimack river ........................ 131, 134,677,682 
Merryconeag . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78 
Merwin, William H............ .. • • • •• . . . . • . . •••• 333 
Metedeconk neck, New Jersey................... 390 
Metinic, Maine .................... ·· ... , . . . . . . . . . 63 
Mianus, Connecticut ........................ ~.... 339 
Michigan city, Indiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 650 
Microgadus proximu,s . . • • • • • • • • • . . • . • • . • • • • • . • • • • . 612 
Mic-ropogon undulatus ....•••••...••. 493, 502, 525, 529,586 
Micropterus pallidus • •••••..•••.•..•.•.•••••. 484, 516, 529 
Middle bank, haddock fishery on: . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . • 164 
Middlesex county, Virginia ....•............... .460, 465 
Middle sound, North Carolina.................... 494 
Middletown, Rhode Island....................... 286 
Midgett, William .•..••...•.•........... ~. . . . . . . . . 482 
Miles grove, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 670 
Milford, Connecticut ...........•. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 328 
Menhaden industry of . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 332 
Oyster industry of ...••.................. ~. 333 
Milfor_d, Delaware .•••••............•••......... 413,414 
Milford Haven, Virginia....... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • . . 458 
Milford Point, Connecticut .. ,. . • . . • . . . . . . . . .• • • •. :{33 
Milk island, cape Ann, trap :fishery .......... 142, 164, 165 
Millbridge, Maine, .fisheries of ........••••....... 25, 26 
Mills, W. D . . . . . • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 332 
Millsboro', Delaware .....•.....•........... ~ .... 410,416 
Milner, James................................... 647 
Milton, Delaware ....••....••.....•....••....•.. 413, 414 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, :fisheries of............... 647 
Minced fish...... . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 190 
Miner, N. P ..•.••.....•...................... - . . 323 
Miquelon, exports of fish to.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 206 
Misery island, Massachusetts • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 698 
Misham Point, Massachusetts ...••.. ·..••......... 273 
Mis pillion creek, Dela ware . • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 414 
Mississippi-
Care of fish at. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57G 
l!'ishermen of.. . • • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . 57 4 
Fishing methods of .••.•.••• :.............. 574 
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Mississippi-Continued. Page. 
Oyster fisheries of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 575 
Statistics of fisheries of...... . . . . . . • • • • • . . . 57 4 
Mississippi City, Mississippi ... - . -· ..•...•. - . ---- 575 
Mississippi sound .•.••....••.... ,................. 576 
Mitchell falls, Massachusetts..................... 132 
Moahiggan, Maine. . . . • . . . . • • • . • . . • • . . . • . • • • . . . . . 62 
Mobile, Alabama-
Care of fish at ....•.............. -•... - • . . . 570 
Fisheries of . • • • • . . • • • . . . . . • • . . • . • . . . . . • • • . 569 
Inside-water fisheries of.................... 570 
Oyster business of......................... 571 
Statistics of fisheries of.................... 574 
Mobius, Professor .•••.•••••.•.•...••••• -...... - • • 434 
Mobjack bay, Virginia .••.......•...•... 457, 458,459,571 
Monhegan, Maine •..• .•••.. .... .••••. •..• .••••.• 52 
Early fisheries at.......................... 685 
Monhegan island, Maine......................... 7,58 
Boat fisheries of........................... 64 
Review of fisheries of................ .• • ••• 62 
Monmouth, New Jersey...... . . . • • • • • . . • . • • . • • • • . 388 
l\fonomoy flats, Massachusetts................... 240 
Monomoy island, Massachusetts.................. 240 
Monomoy weir.fishery .• • ••. •• • •• . . . • • . • • •• . . . • . . 243 
Monroe county, Florida............. . • • •.• . . . .. . . 540 
Monroe, lake Erie •....•.•••.•••... : . • • . • • . . • • . . . 662 
Montauk Point, New York .....•••.•••.. 315, 352,354,360 
Monterey county, California .••••..•.••.•• ~...... 603 
Statistics of fisheries of...... . • • • • • • . . • • . . . 607 
Monterey Whaling Company..................... 604 
Monument, Massachusetts....................... 249 
Monument river, Massachusetts ..••••....•..... ~ . · 250 
Monument River oysters ..•••. ····------···· .... 202,252 
Moon:fish ...••...•.••••.•••......•..•••••..•••.• 539, 586 
Moore's island, Maine ............ , ..•• •••• •... ...• 109 
Moore's point, lake Erie .•.••......•.•. _.. . . . . . . . 664 
Moose·a· bec reach, Maine .. • . . • . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . • 24 
Moose island, Maine...... . . . . . . . • . • . . . • • • • • • . . . • 15 
Moratico creek, Virginia......................... 460 
Morehead, North Carolina....................... 477 
Morehead City, North Carolina .......•...••. 485,486,489 
Moriches bay, New York ....•......•...•.... 357, 362,364 
l\foriches station, New York...................... 365 
Mosquito inlet, Florida ..•••..... ____ .••• . • • • • . . . 526 
Mosquito lagoon, Florida........................ 526 
Moss Landing, California........................ 604 
Mount Desert island, Maine-
Boat :fisheries of...... • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • . 34 
General description of ..•. :................ 33 
Jesuit mission at........................... 7 
Lobster industry of........................ 34 
Vessel fisheries of.. • . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . . . . . • . . . 33 
Mount Desert, Maine--
Glaciers at................................ 7 
Herring fishery of...... . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . • • • • . 28 
Mount Hope bay, Massachusetts ..••.• •.•• .•.•... 276 
Mount Hope bay, Rhode Island . . .•. . ..•••. ... . .• 287 
Mount Misery point, New York.................. 350 
Mount Sinai, New York.......................... 351 
Mouse island, fake Erie ..•.........•...•...• _ • • . . 664 
Mnckilteo, Washington territory. . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . 628 
Mud creek, Virgini~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 460 
Mud pike . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 364 
Mugil albula ..•..... .••. 486,493,502,511,525,528,529,586 
Mugil braziliensis . .......•.. 486, 493,502,511,525,528,529 
Mullet- Png. 
Curing ......•••...........••. 542, 544, 545, 546, 561 
For bait . . . • . • • • • • . . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • 68:, 
Fresh ............................ 477, 486,559,562 
Gill.net :fishery............................ 551 
In Savannah market...................... 518 
Packing ..•••. .•.• .••••. •... •..• ..•.•. ...• 547 
Pickled ...••...•.....•.......•••. 545, 546, 562, 568 
Roes ..•.•..•..••.••....••.•.•....•••. 494, 495, 561 
Roes, curing of .•.••...••••.•.... r • • • • • • • • • 544 
Roes, dried ..••••...•••............... 526, 541, 544 
Sea •..••..•. - .•....••... - . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . • 486 
Sa,lted .•..•.••••. 487,526,541,552,553,559,564, 565 
Striped, at Fairhaven, Massachusetts . . . • . • 268 
Mullet, catch of, in-
Alabama .• - ••..••••••..•• --·... •• . .. . • . • • . 569 
Delaware............................... . . 411 
Eastern Florida .••••..•.••.....•..••••... 523, 524 
Georgia • . • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • . . • . • . . • . . • . . • • . . . 515 
Gulf states................................ 536 
Louisiana . • • • • • • . • • • • . . • . • • . . • • • . . . • . • • . . • 576 
Maryland •••••..••••.. ,................... 424 
, Mississippi . • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • . . • . • • . • • . . . • . • 57 4 
North Carolina ••..•••.••••.•..•.••••. 478, 479,480 
San Diego county, California . • • • • . . • . • . • . • 595 
South Carolina............................ 505 
Texas . . • • • • • • • • • . . . . • • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 582 
Virginia ....•..•.••..•••..•.•..........•. 452, 453 
Western Florida... • • • . . . . • • • . . . . . • . . . • • • • • 537 
Mullet :fishery at Long Island, New York......... 360 
Mullet fishery in-
Alabama ..•.•....•..............•. ....... 570,574 
Eastern Florida ...••...•. 522, 525,526,528,529,530 
Gulf of Mexico.... . . • • • • . • • • • . . . . . • . . . • • . . 535 
Maryland................................. 425 
North Carolina ...••. 478, 481,482,483,484,485,486, 
487,488,492,493 
San Diego county, California ..•••••..•••. 595, 596 
South Carolina ..•.••••••••••••.•• 502, 506,508,511 
Texas .••••...••........•••.•...••••...•.. 584, 586 
Virginia • . . • . . • • • . . . • • • • . • . • • . . • • • • . . • • . . • 462 
Western Florida ......•...... 541, 543, 546, 547, 548, 
549,550,553,554,555, 
557,558,559,564,567 
Mullica river, New Jersey....................... 398 
Mullin, Nelson.................................. 51 
Murder kill creek, Delaware.... . • • • • • • . . • . . . . • . . • 413 
Murre eggs...................................... 614 
Muscongus isfand, Maine, fisheries of........... .. 61 
Muscongus sound, Maine................... •• . . . . 60 
Muskeget island, Massachusetts . . • • • . . . . • . . . . . • • . 254 
Musquito creek, Virginia •• .• . • • •• . . • . . . • • ••. . . • . 460 
Mussel .fishery on Long Island, New York ... 351, 362,367, 
371,373 
Mussel ridges, Maine............................ 55 
Mussel Ridges lobster.grounds, Maine............ 56 
Mussels-
Catch of, on Long Island, New York ..... 345, 362, 
367,374 
Early abundance of .•........ _ ... 709, 710, 724, 735 
For food •.•..•. _.. . . • • . • • . . . • • • . • . . • . • . • . . 373 
For manure............................... 371 
In Boston fish market...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 199 
In New Jersey ••••••....•...• , •..••••.•. _... 383 
On Pacific coast ..••••.•••••••••..•••• 594,599,607 
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Mussels-Continued. Pa.ge. 
Pearls found in, at Lynn, Massachusetts.... 710 
Uses of.... . • • . . • . • • . • • • . • • • . . • • • . • • • • • • • • • 386 
Mustelus canis . . • • • • • • . • • • . . • • • . . . . • • • • . . . • . . • • • • 612 
Mya arenaria •••••••••••••••••..•..•...•...... 24, 89, 726 
Myliobatis calijornicus............ . • • • • . • • • • • . . . . . 612 
Mystic, Connecticut-
General fisheries of...... • • • . . . • • . • . . . . • • • . 315 
Menhaden industry of............. . .• • •••• 315 
Mystic river, Connecticut...... • • • •• • . . • . . . . • . . . . 316 
Mystic river, Massachusetts-
Bass fishery in .•••••.••••••................ 
Lobster fishery in .••••..••••.......•.•..... 
Oyster fishery in ••••••.••••......•........ 






Nahant, Massachusetts .•••••............... 115, 198, 709 
N annaquacket pond, Rhode Island . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . 297 
Nannie's island, New Hampshire . . . . • . • • . . • • • • • • • 107 
Nansemond county, Virginia..................... 465 
Nantasket, Massachusetts........................ 213 
Nanticoke river •••• .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. •. .. •. .. .. 442 
Nantucket district-
Review of •••••••..••.•.........••......... 254 
Statistics of fisheries of.................... 254 
Nantucket, Massachusetts-
Fisheries of .•••••.......•.... 127, 131, 254, 255, 256 
Former importance of whale-fishery of..... 257 
Mackerel :fleet of, in 1851. . . . • . . . • • . • . . . . . . . 116 
Whaling :fleet of, in 1846 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 115 
Nantucket Shoal cod fishery • . • • . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . 242 
Napeague bay, New York •••••. •• . .•. .. . . .. .••••• 358 
Napeague beach, New York...................... 352 
Napeague, New York .••••.•.•••..•••••.••.••... 357, 360 
Napes, halibut................................... 172 
Naples, fish exports to........................... 129 
Napoleon, seizure of fish by . • • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 128 
N a1Tagansett bay •••••.••.••••• u ••••••••••••••• 283, 305 
Narragansett Bay oyster-beds . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • . . 199 
Narragansett Indians............................ 302 
N ar:ragansett Pier, Rhode Island....... . . • • • . . . . . 308 
N arra,guagus river, Maine . • • • • • . • • • . . • • • • • • . . . . . . 26 
Nasbawena island, Massachusetts................ 261 
Nashua river.......................... . ......... 131 
N atic{l, clausa . • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • . . . . • . . • • • . • . . 85 
N aushon island, Massachusetts • • . • . . . • • • • • . • . • . . 261 
Neah bay, Washington territory.................. 629 
Needle-fish . • • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . 586 
Negro-
Fishermen ..•••..•...•..........•••.. 504, 566, 627 
Oystermen ..•••.....•...••...•........... 464, 466 
Negro island, Maine . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . • • • . • . . 97 
Net.making .....•..•••....•.....•...•..........• 145 
Nets, manufacture of.... ..•••. .. ..•..• ...... .•.. 213 
Neuse river, North Carolina ....•....•••......... 478, 484 
Neutral island, Maine, colony at.................. 7 
Navassa OiJ & Guano Company.................. 496 
Newark bay, New Jersey ..••..••.•...•..••...... 372, 384 
Newark Bay oysters in Boston . . • • • • . . • • . . . . . . . . • 199 
New Bedford district-
Defined . • • • • • . • • . . • . . . • • . • • • • . • • . . . . . . . . . • 115 
Review of...... • . . • . • • . • • . . • • . • . . . . • • . . • . . 262 
Statistics of :fisheries of.................... 262 
Page. 
New Bedford, Massachusetts..................... 131 
Description of....... • • • • . . . • • • . . • • • • • • . . . . 270 
Eel fishery of • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . . . . . • • . 271 
• Extent of fisheries . . • • . • . • . . • • • • . . . • . • • • . . 119 
Fisheries in 1870 • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . . • • • . • • • • 7:35 
Food.fish :fishery of........................ 271 
In 1792 ........••. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 735 
Menhaden fishery of....................... 270 
Original settlers of • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • . . . . . • • • . 734 
Oyster industry of............ ••• • . .. . ••. . . 272 
Scallop fishery of.......................... 271 
Whale fishery of...... • • • • • • . . • • • • . . . . . • • • . 270 
Whaling fleet of, in 1846 and in 1880.. •.•.•. 115 
New Berlin, Florida, :fisheries of . • • • • . • . • • • • . • • . • 528 
New Berne, North Carolina...................... 477 
Fish trade of.. • • • . • • . • . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . 485 
Shad fishery of.......... .• •••. . • . . .. .. • • . . 484 
New Brunswick, frozen.herring trade with .. 155, 161,162 
New Buffalo, Michigan • • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . 650 
Newbury Massachusetts-
Early history of...... . • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • . • . . 682 
Ship· building at..................... . • • • . • 134 
Newburyport district •• • ••• •• • ••• •••• .••• .•. . • .•• 113 
Review of :fisheries of...... . . • • • . • . . • • . . . . . 131 
Statistics of :fisheries of...... . . • • • . . . . . . . . • 132 
Newburyport, Massachusetts-
Cod.:fishery of .••••••••••••••••....... 127, 134, 135 
Early history of.... • • • • . • • • • • • • . . . . . . • • • . . 682 
Fisheriesof •••••..••.•••. 115,131,133,682,683,684 
Fur·seal fishery of .••...••.••• , . . . • . . . . . . . . 683 
Labrador cod-fishery from .•.......... 135, 683,684 
Mackerel fishery of .••••.......•...... 116, 134, 683 
Ship·building at • • . • . . . . • . . . . . •• . . . . . . . . . • 134 
Whale fishery of...... • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 683 
New Castle, Maine, fisheries of................... 67 
New Castle, New Hampshire, fisheries of ..•• 111, 678, 679 
New Dorp, New York............................ 376 
New Dungeness, Washington territory........... 629 
New England, historical references to fisheries of.675-737 
Newfoundland-
Exports of fish to .•.•••........•...... 205, 206, 207 
Fishery • • • • . . . • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • . . • . • • . . • . . . . 17~ 
E'rozen•herring trade with .••.•....••. 145, 155,161 
Halibut fishery at . • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • . . • • . . 157 
Herring fishery .....•.•.•••••••••• 170, 171,173,174 
Imports from ...•..•.••••••••..••••••. 207, 208, 209 
Squid fishery .•••...•.•.•..•••.•••••.••••. 160, 180 
New Hampshire- , 
Condition of fisheries of, in 1791...... • • • • • . 678 
Early history of :fisheries of .•• w ••••••••••• 677-682 
Fisheries of, from 1867 to 1879 •· ............ 103, 105 
Macker~! :fleet of, in 1851 • . • • • . • • • . • • . • • . . . 116 
Oyster industry of. . . • . . • . • • . • • . • • • • • . • • • • • 106 
Statistics of fisheries of • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • . . . . 10!3 
New Harbor, Maine •••...•.•......•....••••... 58, 59, 62 
New Hitven, Connecticut ....••..•••••••....•.•. 313, 315 
General fisheries of . . . • • . . . • • • • • . • • • . . . • • • • 324 
Oyster industry of ...•••.•••...••.•....... 325-332 
New inlet, New Jersey........................... 398 
New Jersey-
Crabbing interests of ....•... ,............. 301 
Crab :fishery of.... • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . • . • • • 381 
Fisheries of .... · ...••..••••••.•..•...•••••• 379-400 
.. 
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New Jersey-Continued. 
Mackerel fishery off ...........••••......... 
Menhaden industry of : ............... . ... . 
Oyster industry of ........................ . 
Quahaug fishery of .........•.............. 
Review of the fisheries of ................. . 
River fisheries of ......................... . 
Shores of New York bay ........... . ...... . 











As a :fishing district .................... ; ... 386 
Clam :fishery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 392 
Coast :fisheries of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 384 
Cod :fishery of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 390 
Description of fisheries of...... . . . . . . . • . . . • 388 
Geography of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . 385 
Gill-net :fishery of. ... ····-:·.............. .. 389 
Hand·line fishery of....................... 390 
Lobster :fishery of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 391 
Pound-net :fishery of....................... 389 
Quahaug :fishery........................... 392 
Seine :fishery of. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . 390 
Statistics of :fisheries of . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 385 
Still.baiting at............................ 388 
Trolling for bluefish at ......•............. - 388 
New Jersey, southern-
Bluefish fishery of. . . . . . . . . .. • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 397 
Clamming interests of....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 398 
Cod fishermen of . . . . . • • • . . . . . . .. • • • • • . • • • • 396 
Cod.fishing grounds of....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 396 
Crab :fisheries of........................... 399 
Eel fishery of...... .. . •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 396 
Fishery interests of.... . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . • . . . 392 
F,ishing centers of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 394 
Geography of ............................ : . 393 
Gill.net fishery of.......................... 397 
Hand.line fishery of....................... 395 
Menhaden fishery of . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . • . . • 398 
Oyster industry of..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 399 
Pleasure. fishing at. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 395 
Pound·net fishery of........... . . . . . . . . . . . . 397 
Rock fishery of.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 398 
Statistics of fisheries of ............... . ~... 393 
Terrapin fishery of . . . . . . . . . •• . .. . . . . .. . .• . 399 
Winter cod :fishery of . . . . . . . • . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 396 
New London, Connecticut .. . . . . . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . 313 
· Description of..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 316 
Fresh.fish business of...................... 317 
Halibut :fishery of............... .. . . .. . . . . 317 
Lobster fishery of.......................... 317 
Menhaden fishery of....... .. . •.. . . . . . . . .. . 317 
Oyster industry of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 318 
Vessel.fisheries of. ......................... 317 
Whale :fishery of........................... 316 
Whaling fleet of............. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . 115 
New Market, New Hampshire, :fisheries of........ 111 
New Orleans, Louisiana--
Fisheries of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 576 
Fish market of . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 577 
Oyster marts of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 581 
Oyster shipments from........... . . . . . . . . . . E81 
Oyster trade f . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . .. . . . .. 578 
Statistics of :fi heries of............... ..... 582 
New Point, Virginia .................... 456,457, 4;j8, 459 
Newport, California............................. 597 
Page. 
Newport, Rhode Island ......................... 283, 286 
Boat.fisheries of .••••.•••............ ·~- .. . 298 
Trap-fisheries of.... .•• . . . • . • •. . . . .. . . . . . . . 298 
Vessel-fisheries of.......................... 299 
New Shoreham, Rhode I sland .•.•............... 286, 302 
New Suffolk, New York.......................... 356 
New Tacoma, Washington territory.............. 626 
New Utrecht, New York......................... 375 
NewYork-
Oysters shipped to ....................... 442, 468 
Review of :fishery interests of.............. 343 
Statistics of :fisheries of. ........•..•... ·.... 343 
Whale :fishery from........................ 115 
New York and its fisheries .................••.•. 341-377 
New York bay, New Jersey shores of............. 382 
New York bay, New York."....................... 373 
New York city-
Fish.curing at...... . . • • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • • • . 377 
Fishery interests of...... . . • . . . • . . . • . . • . . . . 376 
Market for fresh :fish ..•.••...•.••.•. ~.. . . . . 197 
New York harbor ••.......•.•.........•....••••. 374,375 
Niantic, Connecticut • . . • . • . . . . . • • • • . • • • • • . . . • . . . . 358 
Menhaden industry of..................... 318 
Nia.ntic river, Connecticut . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 318 
Nine.Mile Fishing Company.................. .•• 248 
Nissequague river, New York.................... 350 
Noank, Connecticut •..••................•.. 313,315,316 
Nobleboro', Maine, :fisheries...... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. 65 
Nobscusset Fish Weir Company.................. 243 
No Man's Land, Mass., and its :fisheries ... 115, 258,260,261 
Nonamesset island, Massachusetts .• ••• •. . .• .. . . . . 733 
Nonesuch river, Maine, clam flats in . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96 
Nonguit pond, Rhode Island..................... 296 
Norfolk county, Virginia •..............••. .453,454,465 
Norfolk, Virginia ..........••.................•. 455, 467 
Oyster.packing industry................... 466 
0 ysters . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . • . • • . • • . . . . . . 204 
Oysters at Boston •.••••.•........•....... 201,202 
Oysters at Salem, Massachusetts....... . . . . 180 
Norman's vVoe, Massachusetts .•.•............. • 143, 164 
North American Oil Company. . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 235 
Northampton county, Virginia .....•............ 461,465 
North Booth bay, Maine ...••......•.......... . 66, 68, 69 
North Carolina-
Alewife :fisheries of.... . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • . . 478 
Fisheries of .............................. 475-497 
Geography of the coast of.................. ,477 
History of menhaden :fishery of. . . . . . . . . . . . . 495 
Mullet fisheries of...... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 478 
Oyster industry of....... . • • •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . 478 
Revjew of fisheries of.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 477 
Sllad :fisheries of........................... 478 
Statistics of commercial :fisheries of . . . . . . . . 478 
Statistics of sea :fisheries of................ 479 
Winter bluefish fishery of....... . . . . . . . . . . . 496 
North Chatham, Massachusetts ... . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. 240 
North Dennis, Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 243 
North Eastham, Massachusetts......... . . . . . . . . . . 238 
North Falmouth, Massachusetts ................. 252, 253 
North Harwich, Massachusetts ... . .. . . . . . .. . .... 241 
North Haven, Maine, :fisheries of ............... 45, 50, 51 
North Kingston, Rhode Island................... 286 
North Perry, Maine, :fisheries of.................. 15 
ortbport, lake Mk big an...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 654 
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Northport, Maine, :fisheries of.................... 49 
Northport, New York............................ 349 
North Truro, Massachusetts, fisheries of...... . . . . 232 
Northumberland county, Virginia.~-·· ........ .. 460,465 
Nortl1west, New York........................... . 353 
Norwalk, Connecticut . . . . • • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 332 
Oysters • • • • • . . . . • • . . • • • • • • • . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . • 203 
Oyster vessels . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 335 
Norwalk river, C01mecticut...... ... . . . . . . .. . ... . 337 
Norway, exports of fish to .....•.•.............. 205,206 
Norwegian :fishermen ...••.•................ 640, 642, 643 
Norwich River oysters........................... 318 
Notorhynchus maculatu8 . . . • • • • • . . . . . . • • . • . • . . . . . . 623 
Nova Scotia-
Canneries at •..•• --:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 197 
Exports of fish to .......•....•........... 205, 218 
Transferred to Massachusetts colony . . . . . . . 7 
Nubble light, Maine............................. 101 
o. 
Oak Bluffs, Massachusetts . . . • . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 260 
Oakdale, New York.............................. 369 
Oakfand, California . . . . . . . . . . • . . . •. • . . . . . . . . . . . . 619 
Ocean City, Maryland . . . • • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 425 
Ocean Grove, Maryland.......................... 425 
Ocean Springs, Mississippi. . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 575 
Ocean View, Delaware ...........•............. 417,418 
Ocean ville, New Jersey.......................... 396 
Ocilla river, Florida ..•......................... 553, 554 
Ockla waha river . • • • • . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 529 
Ocklockonee bay, Florida •.••••...............•. 553, 554 
Disposition of catch at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 558 
Fisheries of . . • • • • . . • . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 556 
Fishermen of...... . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 557 
Fishing apparatus at . • . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . • . . . . 558 
Gill.net :fishing at . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 557 
Seine :fishing at............................ 558 
Oconto, lake Michigan.... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 641 
Ocracoke inlet, North Carolina ................ ~ . . 484 
Odiorne's point, New Hampshire ........••...... 110, 677 
Ogeechee river, Georgia ...................... _. 502,514 
Ogunquit harbor, Maine....... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 100 
Oil & Guano Association, Maine .. __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61 
Oil-
Black:fi.sh ..................•••... _ ... 121, 151, 713 
Clothing for fishermen........... . . . . . . . . . . 212 
Cod ...................... 145,150,285,679,692,708 
Dogfish ....•••....................... 150, 172, 233 
Haddock-liver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150 
Hake .................................... 150, 172 
Halibut-head .................••..... 147, 150,151 
Herring ....•.•........... . 18, 21, 26, 27, 901 151, 628 
Medicine...... . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 172 
Pollock-liver . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150 
Porgy...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 172 
Sea-elephant . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 314 
Seal .................•. , ..... 592, 594, 602, 626, 630 
Shark ............ ., ...... 150, 151, 547, [94, 597, 598, 
599,605,607,6~3,624 
Sperm .......... 116, 121,187,189,226,229,259,264, 
269,270,272,315,316,713,724 
Spermaceti ................. _ . _. _ .. _. ___ . _. 130 
Walrus ....••.•.•••............ _ . . . . . . . . . . 121 
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Whale ........... 30, 116, 121, 130,139,151,226,230, 
251,259,264,269,270,~72,314,315, 
316,518,592,593,594,602,607,699 
• Whale, production of, in 1880.. . . • • • . . • • . • • 116 
Oil, :fish'-
Imports of .•.•....•....•••........... 207,208,209 
In Washington territory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 630 
Manufacture of.... •. . • • . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 569 
On Pacific coast . . . . • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~92 
Statistics of, for great fakes .. 633,639, ffi:>7, 663,665 
Statistics of, in Maine ...... 11, 14, 22, 37, 47, 54, 67, 
73,78,90,93,94,95 




Statistics of, in New Hampshire ....... 106, 109, 110 
Statistics of, in Oregon.................... 625 
Statistics of, in Rhode Island ............. 284, 302 
Oil, menhaden, factory ........... : : .. . . . . . . . .. . • 61 
Oil, menhaden, in.-
Connecticut .......• .•••••...•............ 314,324 
Delaware . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .. 418 
Maine ••.• · ...•........ 28, 31, 35, 38, 39, 53, 65, 69, 90 
Maryland................................. 428 
Massachusetts ..........••••.••....... 118, 151, 276 
New Jersey ............•................. 381,383 
New York ..........•.......•..... 343, 353, 354, ~§9 
Rhode Island_ ...............•........ 283, 285, 297 
Virginia ........•••....••............ 458, 460, 461 
Oil-works ....• :................................. 230 
At Loud's island, Maine.................... 62 
Okhotsk Sea, cod fishery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 593 
Old Field point, New York .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .•.. ... . 350 
Old Greenwich, Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 339 
Old Man's pasture, off cape Ann...... . . . . . . • . . . . . 163 
Old Orchard beach, Maine ....................... 96, 97 
Old Point, Virginia............ . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . 457 
0 Id wi v:es • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 428. 
Oliver's island, New Hampshire.................. 109 
Olympia, Washington territory .. . .. . .. ... . ... ... 626 
Olympic club.................................... 370 
·ouancock, Virginia.................. . . • . . . .. . .. . 461 
Oncorhynchus chouicha •••• ...•.•.•••..••••...••.. 626, 627 
Oncorhyrwhus gorbuscha • . . . • • • • • • • . • . • . •• • •• . . . . . 626 
Oncorhynclms keta.... . . • • . . . . • • . • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . • 626 
Oncorhynchus kisutch . • • • • . . • . • • . . • • • • . • • . • . • • • • • . 626 
Oncorhynchus nerka .••..••••••.....•..••••.••••. 626, 629 
Ontonagon, lake Superior .. . . •... .. . ... .. .. . . . .. 636 
. Ontonagon river...... . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 636 
Oostburgh, lake Michigan . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 647 
Ophiodon elongatus .••• _. . • • • . . . . • . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . 612 
Orange, Connecticut . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . 330 
Oregon- · 
Fishery interests of ....................... 624, 625 
General fisheries of coast of ................ · 625 
Statistics of fisheries of...... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 6!4 
Oregon inlet, North Carolina .............. ~.-... 481,482 
Orient bay, New York ..•................... 351, 358,359 
Orient, New York •••........................... 353,359 
Orient point, New York ..•.•....... ·~·· ........ 351, 354 
Orland, Maine, fisheries of.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44 
Orleans, Massachusetts .................. _... . . . • 239 
Clam :fisheries of, in 1802 . . . . • . . • . • • . • . • • . . 725 
• 
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Orleans, Massachusetts-Continued. Page. 
Early history of.... . . • . • • . • . . • . . . • . • • . . • . . 725 
Mackerel fleet of, in 1851 .••••. .•.•.. .•••.. 116 
081/ierus mordax. • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • . . • • • • . 26 
Osmerus thalcichthys...... . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . . 612 
Osterville, Massachusetts.... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 248 
Oswego :fishermen . . . . . . .. . . .. . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 672 
Oswego, New York ...... ...•.. ... ... ... ... .. . ... 673 
Otis, James, defense of the fisheries by.... . . . . . . . 126 
Ottawa, lake Erie . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 664 
Otter, sea .•.....•.......... .... ............ 592,594,602 
Otter.skins ........•.....•......••.•........... ·.. 62 
Overshore island, Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • . . 322 
Owl's head, Maine .... •••••• ... ... ...•.. •... •••. 55 
Oxford, Mary lanil . . . • • . . . . ................ 428, 445, 467 
Oyster-
Bedding, method of........................ 237 
Beds in Boston district . . . . . • • . . . • • • • . . • • • . 199 
Beds of Chesapeake bay . . . . . . . . . • • . • . • • • • . 469 
Cannery ...... .•.••. .•.. ... .•. ••.• •... ..•. 410 
Canning ............•.......••.•.•••. 367,443,444 
Carrying trade ..•••......•••..•..•..•••.. 223, 224 
Culture at New Haven .•.••. .••••. ..•••. .. 330 
Culture in France ....•..•..• ~. • . • • . • . . . . . . 472 
Culture in Taunton river.................. 278 
Dredging ...... ..•••. .••••. .••••. •••.. •..• 431 
Interests of Rhode Island .•....••....••••. 285-294 
Licenses . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . • . . . • • • • . . . • • • . . 436 
Packing .....••••.•.•......••••••••••. 443, 466, 469 
Peddling in Boston .. . ... •••• •••• .•. . . • •••. 199 
Runners .........••..•••••••••...•.••••.. 440, 465 
Scraping.................................. 437 
Steamers-, introduction of.................. 333 
Tonging ...••....• --~--- •••••• •..•.• .••••• 437 
Tonging licenses .••••. .••••• .••••• ••.• •..• 439 
Vessels ...•..••.... 10, 53, 77, 107, 120, 178, 182, 187, 
224, 314, -138, 441,465, 466 
Oyster bay, Florida.: .•••..••••...•...•••••..•• ~. 554 
Oyster bay, New York............. . . . . • . . . .• • • . . 348 
Oyster fishery in-
. Connecticut .......................... 308, 313, 318 
Maine .••• _ . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . • . • • . • • • • • • . • • • • . 10, 53 
Maryland ••••..........•.•.•.........••.. 423,425 
Massachusetts ... 118,120,178,187,223,224,234,248, 
249,253,272,275,712,719,725,727,731,733 
Mississippi . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 575 
New Hampshire........................... 110 
New Jersey .••••..•........•.... 381, 384,386,392 
New York ......•.........•.. 343, 345, 346, 347,348 
North Carolina .......•................... 481, 4~7 
Rp.ode Island . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 285 
Texas . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 584 
Virginia .•.................. 451, 456, 457,460,461 
Washington territory .................•••. 626, 629 
Wes tern Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 552 
Oyster industry-
Statistics for Chesapeake bay ............ .-: 469 
Statistics for Rhode Island . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 294 
Oy ter industry of-
Alabama . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 571 
Connecticut ..........•............... 313, 321, 325 
Delaware................................. 410 
France .••••........•.•....•••..•• _.. . • • • • • 433 
Great Britain.......... . . • • •. .••• .• •• • . . •. . 433 
Oyster industry of-Continued. Page. 
Louisiana................................. 579 
M~1ryland .............••........ .424, 429,447,448 
Massachusetts ................ 117, 181,264, 2G5, 277 
New Hampshire .......................... 106, 110 
Now Jersey.. . . • . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . • . • . . • • • • • • 399 
New London, Connecticut ....•..... _. . . . . . 318 
New York................................. 348 
North Carolina............................ 478 
Pennsylvania ....................••••. _.... 403 
Philadelphia ...... ..•••. .... .... .... ...... 404 
Virginia ...•.....•....................... 464-473 
Western Florida ...................... 555, 56:J, 567 
Oyster plantin·g in-
Chesapeake bay ........ , . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 471 
Connecticut .............••........... 318, 322, 326 
Massachusetts ............•.. 239, 247,248,250,266 
Narragansett bay.. • . • • . . • • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . 287 
Virginia ••••.. .••••. .... ...•.. .•.••. ...... 469 
Oyster Pond point, New York ...•............... 351, 359 
Oyster river, Connecticut ...•.•.......•........ 320, 334 
Oyster-shells, utilization of . . • . . . . • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . 203 
Oyster.shucking...... . . • • . . . . • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . • • . . 468 
Industry.................................. 445 
Method of ...•..••....••...•.....•.....•.. 181, 182 
Oyster trade of-
Boston •••••.....•.••..•••......•......... 199, 204 
New Orleans................................ 578 
W ell:fleet.. • • • . . . • • • . • • • • . • • • • . • • . . • . . . . . . . 236 
Oystermen-
Of Louisiana . • • . • • • . • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . . . . • . . 580 
Of Mary land ....•••..•••••....•...•.. 434, 435, 438 
Of Virginia ..•.•..••••......••....•. .464, 465,466 
Wages of ..•••......•.•..•.••..••••.•..... 440,466 
Oysters, price of, in-
Alabama . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • • . . . • • • • • 571 
Western Florida •..•..•........•.•........ 553,568 
Oysters, production of, in-
Alabama •.•...• ~ . . • • • . . • • • • . . . . . • . • • . . • • • • 569 
Connecticut . • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . 314 
Dela ware . • • • • . . • • • • • . . • • . . • • • • . . . • • . . . . • • 411 
Eastern Florida .•.• . ·••••. . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . 523 
Georgia . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . • • • . . . . . 515 
Gulf states . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . • • • • . . • • • . . . . . . . • 536 
Louisiana . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • . . . • . • . • . . . . . • • • 576 
Maryland ........•.•..•••.••••....••. 424,442,446 
Massachusetts ...••...... 117, 121,133,139,179, 188, 
225,263,265,276,735 
Mississippi................................ 574 
New Hampshire .•.•.•.•••••••........••.. 106,109 
New Jersey................................ 382 
New York ...••. 344, 345,347,349,350,351,354,357, 
360,361,362,366,371,372,373 
North Carolina ....•••.......••...•••.... .479, 485 
On Pacific coast .•.•...••••..•••.. 592, 596, 597, 626 
Pennsylvania.............................. 404 
Rhode Island .••.••..........••..••••. 284,285, 293 
South Carolina . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 505 
Texas . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . • 582 
Virginia .••••...••...•...•..•.••..... 452, 462, 469 
Western Florida ...•......•.•.•....... 537, 551, 566 
Oysters, receipts of, at Boston ........... ........ 190, 193 
Oysters, transplanted ..................... _.. . . . . 11, 78 
Oysters, transportation of........................ 325 
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Pacific coast- Page. 
Fisheries, general statistics of...... . . . . . . . . 591 
Fisheries of the ..• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••• 589-630 
:Fur-seal fishery of the . • • • . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . 591 
Marine salt industry of the • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 591 
Salmon fisheries of the...... • • • • • . . • . • . . . . • 591 
Statistics of fisheries of the ••••••.......... · 592 
• Whale fishery of the ....... " ....• •.. . . . • . • . 591 
Pacific Guano Company . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 253 
Palatka, Florida, :fisheries of..................... 529 
Palmasola, bay, Florida-
Fisheries of... . . . . . • • • . . . . . . • • • • . • • . . . . . . . . 545 
Mullet-curing at................... . . . . . . .. 545 
Palmer, L .... . ..... ...... ..•... ...•.. ...... ..... 361 
Palmer's river, Rhode Island..................... 287 
Palm Key, Florida, fishing and fish-curing at..... 546 
Pamet harbor, Massachusetts . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 232 
Pamlico eound, North Carolina................... 456 
Fisheries of ..................•••..... 482, 483, 484 
Quahaug industry ........•............... 484,485 
Terrapin fishery of . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 484 
Panfish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 662 
Paralichthys dentatus . . . • . . . • . • • . • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 586 
Paralichthys maculosu.s ..•••. ..... .. •••. .•.. .... .. 595 
Paranzella :fishery in California .•••.....••....... 608, 609 
Pa1·ephippus Jaber.... . • . • . . . . . . . . • . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . 462 
Parker's island, Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 74 
ParmlP,o, D. D .... ~:. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..•••. .. .... .. .. 649 
Parophrys 1:etulus r. · ••••••••••••••••• 611, 622,627,628, 629 
Parsons, Captain Theodore . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 159 
Pascagoula, Mississippi . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 575 
Pasque island, Massachusetts . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 261 
Pass a Goille, Florjda ...... ·....•.. •. . . . . . . . . . .. .. 549 
Passaic river, New Jersey.... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 384 
Passamaquoddy dis~rict-
Herring :fisheries in .......•...•...••... ~... 12 
Pollock :fishery in ..........•..• ~ • . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Review of :fisheries of...... . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
Patchogue; New York ...............•...... 350, 366, 368 
Patience island, Rhode Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 305 
Pattee, W. L., H.istory of Braintree and Quincy.... 712 
Patterson, Carlile P . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • • . . • • . . . • . . . . 433 
Patuxent river, Maryland .........••••. ~......... 442 
Pawcatuck river, Rhode Island ............. 290, 309,737 
Pawtuxet, Rhode Island .••.....•••............ ~. 304 
Pawtuxet river, Rhode Island.... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 737 
Peak's Island, Maine, lobster-grounds at.......... 87 
Pearls at Lynn, Massachusetts................... 710 
Pearsall\,, New York .... .••••. ...... ...... .... .. 373 
P ebble's isfand, Maino..... .. • . . . . • . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 109 
Pecho Rancho, California........................ 601 
Peconic bay, New York ..............•.......... 351, 354 
Peconic, New York . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... . .. . .. . .... 356 
Peconic Oil Works ..........• _. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 353 
P eddlers, fish ...... · ...........•....•.••. 89, 147, 148, 564 
Pedee river, South Carolina .......•• __ ........... 508 
Pejepscot Falls, Maine....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79 
P emaquid, Ma.ine...... . • • • . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52 
Pemaquid patent, Maine ........•••••............ 60, 64 
Pemaquid point, Maine .............••........... 62, 69 
P embroke, Maine, fisheries of.................... 18 
P enmaqnan river, Maine......................... 18 
P ennsylvania- · 
:Fisheries of .......................•...... 401-405 
49 GR F 
Pennsylvania-Continued. Page. 
Salt-water fo:iberies of 404 
Statistics of fisheries ~f." · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· 403 
Penobscot bay, Maine ....... .-.-:~.-.-.-_-_-_-_-_-_._._._._-_-_-_- 35,45 
Penobscot, Maine, fisheries of...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35, 44 
, Penobscot river, Maine ........... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
Penobscot salmon ..••.....•..•••.......•••....•... 49, 194 
Pensacola., Florida-
Fisheries of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 566 
Fishing by pilots ......... ·... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 567 
· Fresh-fish trade of....... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 567 
Lay of tbe fishermen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 567 
Oyster industry of. H __ •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 567 
Statistics of fisheries of...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 568 
Pensacola Ice Company.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 567 
Pensaukee, lake Mi-0higau . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 641 
Pen ta.goet, Maine. . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43 
Pent Water, lake Michigan ...... .... ... ... ...... 652 
Pequonock river, Connecticut.................... 318 
Perea americaria ...•...•.•...••......•...••...•. 360, 484 
Perch-
Abundance of, in Currituck sound . . . . . . . . . 480 
At menhaden factory . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 383 
Dried . ·...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 628 
First appearance of...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 268 
Fresh .....••••........... 119, 133, 172, 225, 259, 263 
Red ........................ : ............. 221, 727 
Sea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 196 
White ........................... 221, 360, 364, 733 
Yellow . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 360 
Perch, catch of, in-
Delaware .............. : .... ............... 411 
Massachusetts...... . . . . . . .•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 118 
San Diego county, California . • . • . . . . . . . . . . 595 
Perch :fishery in-
Alabama...... . . . . • . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 570 
California ............•..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 620 
Delaware ..............•.... .' .. ··~··· .... 412,418 
Louisiana................................. 578 
Maryland ............................... .425, 426; 
Mississippi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 575. 
New Jersey .............................. :390,3!>8; 
North Carolina ...................... .480, 481,484 
Rhode Island ............................. 30t-J, 810., 
Perch in-
Jacksonville market....................... 529' 
Lake Erie................................. 664 
Massachusetts ..•............. 118, 712, 717, 734, 735 
San Francisco market . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 618 
Perkins cove, Maine, fishing station. . . . • . . . . . . . . 100 
Perkins, S.S.................................... 100 
Perry, Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . 7, 15. 
Persons employed in fisheries, num her of, in-
Alabama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 568 
Alaska . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 630 
California................................. 593 
Connecticut............................... 313 
Delaware . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 411 
Eastern Florida . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 523 
Georgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . 514 
Greatlakes ..............••••. 633,638,657,659,672 
Gulf states . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 536 
Louisiana........... . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 575 
Maine .... 10,13,21,29,36,46,53,66,72,76,33,94,95-
Marylaucl . • • • . . • . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • . . • . . 423 
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Persons employed in .fisheries, number of, in-Cont'd. 
Mas acbusetts ........... 120,132,138,178,182,187, 
215,224,254,258,262,275 
Mississippi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • . . 574 
New Hampshire...... .. . .. . .. . .• •••.... •. . 108 
New Jersey . . . . . . .. . . .. . . • • • • . . . . . .. . . .. • . 381 
New York................................. 343 
North Carolina............................ 478 
Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . • . . . • • • . . • . . 624 
Pacific coast . . . • . . . . • • . . • • • • • • . . . • • • • • . • • . 592 
Pennsylvania . . . . . . • . . . ••.•..••...••.. .. . . 403 
Rhode Island .......................... - . . . 284 
South Carolina...... . . . . .. . . .. .. • • • . . . . . . . 504 
Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . • . . . . • . . . . . 582 
Virginia . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . 451 
Washington territory...................... 625 
Western Florida........................... 536 
Pescadero, Cdifornia ........................... 603, 606 
Peshtigo point, lake Michigan . . • • • • . . • • . • . . . • • . . 640 
Petoskey, lake Michigan......................... 654 
Pettingell, Captain Moses........................ P4 
Petty, Sylvan us................................. 355 
Pew, Captain Henry . .. . . . .. .. • ••. . • . • . . .. . • . • . . 157 
Philadelphia-
Fisheries... . . . . . • . . • • • • • . . . • • . . • . . • . • • • . . . 404 
Market for fresh fieh.... •• . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . 197 
Oysters shipped • .. • . .•••..••••.•••..•• 442, 468 
Phippsburg, Maine .............................. 74, 76 
Phocamaamericana .... ...... ····-·········· •••••• 490 
Phycis chuss and P. tenuis...... • • • • • • • . . • • • • • . • . . . 14 
Phyci.s Ea1·llii........ •• . . . . .. . . . • • • • • • . • • • •• • • • • • 507 
Pianka tank river, Virginia ...•....•.....•.. 457, 458, 460 
Pickerel ......• ~ ••••........... 221, 354, 360, 648, 734, 735 
Fresh ...•••••••..............•••......... 193, 645 
Salt . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • 656 
Pickled-
Alewives.121,188, 191,192,225,255,263,276,285,314 
Bluefish .•......•.... 121, 188,225,255,483,562,568 
Cod .............................. 121, 139, 172, 188 
Cod, inspection of...... • . • . . . . . . .. .. . . .. • • 86 
Cod-tongues .......... · ............ 121, 139,172,188 
Cod, trade in·. .. . . . . • • • • . . . . • • . . . .. . . . . . . . . 91 
:Eels ................... j ••••••••••••••••• 132, 377 
Haddock, trade in......................... 91 
Halibut-fins .................••••. 121, 139,172,188 
Hard-tails . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 568 
Jurels •. ....... ... . . . .. . ... . .... ...... ... . 568 
Mullet ........................... 545, 546, 562, 568 
Oysters . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .• .... 573 
Pompano ........•....................... 562, 568 
Redfish . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . 568 
Roes.......................... .• • . . . . . . . . . 172 
Salmon ........................... 79,172,191, 192 
Salmon, exports of . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. . . . . . . .. 167 
Sheepshead .............................. 562, 568 
Sounds .......................... 121, 139,172,188 
pani h mackerel. . • . • . . . . • • . .. . . . . • . . . . • .. 568 
'turgcon .................................. 79,682 
wordfish .... 121,13a,139,172,176,183,188,216,225 
worcl:fi.&h, inspection of . • • • . . . . . . . • . • • • . • . 86 
Tr~ t ........•...•....... - .• • • .. . . • •. . ••. . 172 
Pickled :fi h-
Barrels fo r pt.eking ...................... 166, 167 
Bounty on exports of ...... . • .. . . . .. .. . .. . . 1~8 ,1 
Pickled fish-Continued. Page. 
Exports of .......... . .... 167, 204,205,206,217,218 
Foreign trade in.................. .. . .. .... 12f> 
InMaine .. ll,13,18,22,29,37,47,67,77,90,94,95,96 
In Massachusetts ............ 119, 121, 130, 134, 137, 
183,216,255,259 
In New Hampshire . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108 
In North Carolina ..... . .................. 483, 487 
Inspection.of...... .. . . •. . . . . . . . . •• . • . . . . . . 148 
Markets for consumption of...... . . . . . . . . . . 91 
Method of preparing, in Florida . .••••..... 564 
Receipts of, at Boston . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 192 
Trade in, at Boston ........ __ ......... 190, 191, 19~ 
Trade in, at Gloucester ............ _ .•.•. . 146, 148 
Pickled he1Ting-
Exports of .... ...................... _ .... ms, 205 
Imports of .........••................ 207, 208, 209 
In Maine ......... -11, 13,16,17,19,22,29,33,37,42, 
47,54,55,67,73,77,93,94,95 
In Massachusetts ........ 121, 133,139,167,172,173, 
183,187,191,192,225 
In North Carolina .............. _ . . . . . . .. . . 481 
Method of packing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99 
Pickled mackerel-
Exports of . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 206 
In Connecticut.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 314 
In Maine .... ll,22,29,37,47:54,67,73,77,93,94,95 
In Massachusetts ........ 117, 121,130,131,133,139, 
146,149,152,154,167,172,173,176,179,183,186, 
188,192,225,226,243,692,702,707,715,727,729 
Inspection of.... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86 
Method of packing . . . . . . . • • •• . . . . . . . . • • • • • 149 
"Pickpockets", trading vessels called............ 240 
Pidgeon, Captain S.... . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . 361 
Pierce's island, New Hampshire.................. 109 
Pig.eon cove, Massachusetts . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . • • . . 141 
Pig,eon Hill bay, Maine...... . . . . .. • • . . • . . . . . • • . . 27 
Pigfish ............•............................ 493, 586 
Pike .............. 354,360,618,636,638,641,642,643,649, 
655,658,660,661,664, 667,.668, 673 
Mud . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . • • . • ••. • • . . . 364 
Yellow. . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . • • . 659 
Pine island, Connecticut......................... 317 
Pine island, Massachusetts .......•.. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . 267 
Pine point, Maine ...... ,. • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97 
Fisheries of ........•................ ~. . . . . 96 
Pine River, Massachusetts, oyster beds........... 201 
"Pink.sterns", style of boat called............... 129 
Piper, John D. ...•.. ..• ... ... ... .. . . . . ...... .... 24 
Piscataqua, New Hampshire, early fisheries of ... 105, 677 
Piscataqua river ....................•..... 7, 102, 109, 111 
Plaice-
Fish .. _ . . . . . . • . . . . . .. . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 361 
Fishery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 196 
Fresh .................... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 193 
Platt & Mallory. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 448 
Pleasant bay, Maine....... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .• . . 26 
Pleasant river, Maine............................ 25 
Pleuronectes stellatus ~-...••••.•••••. 611,622,623,627,629 
Pleuronichthys camosus...... • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • 628 
Plummer, John G . .• •••. .••••• •••. •... .••. ••• ••. 135 
Plump-nets . . . . . . • . . • • • . • • • • •• • . • • • • . • . . . • . . • • . • 652 
Plymouth Company-
Land in Maine granted to.... . • • • • . . . . . . • . . 7 
Maine territory granted to............. . • . . 101 
INDEX TO FISHERY INDUSTRY. 771 
Plymouth district- Page. 
Defined . . . . • . . . • • • • • • • • . • . . • • • • • • • • • • . . . . • 151 
Exports of fish from ••••••••.•.•..•..•.••. 217, 218 
Review of................................. 214 
Statistics of cod fishery from 1815 to 1879... 216 
Plymouth, Massachusetts-
Alewife fishery of •••••••••••••••••••.•••. 721, 723 
Boneless fish at...... • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . • 222 
Clam.digging at........................... 222 
Cod fishery of ......••• : •.••••••.••..••... 127,723 
Early history of..... • • • . • • . • • • • • • . . . . . • . • . 717 
Eel :fishery at.... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • . • • . . 724 
Fish as manure at......................... 718 
Fisheries of ........•..... 127, 214,221,718,720, 722 
Fishery grants at...... . . • . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 721 
Free liberty to :fish at ..................... 718, 719 
Lobster fishery of ...•.•..•••••... ~ ...•.... 222, 718 
Mackerel :fishery of ...•...•••••••..... 116, 722, 723 
Net.fishing at............................. 719 
Schools supported by :fisheries............... 721 
Shad.spawn at .••.•••••. ~................. 718 
Statistics of :fisheries in 1879 •••••••••••••. 215, 223 
Water bayley at........................... 722 
Whale :fishery of....... . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . 724 
Pocasset, Massachusetts .••••.........••...••••. 249, 251 
Pocomoke sound, Maryland...................... 434 
Pogonias chromis . ......•••••.••...•••••• 502, 525, 529, 586 
Pohegan :fishery . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • • . . . • • •• • • . . 171 
Point a la Hache, Louisiana . • • . • . • . . . . . • • • • • • • . . 578 
Point aux Barques ••. : . . . . . . . . • .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 659 
Point Judith, Rhode Island, the :fisheries of....... 308 
Point Magu, California ..•••.•....•......... 0 .... 598 
Point of Pines, California...... . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 605 
Point Reyes, California ....................•••.. 609, 619 
Point Sable, lake Huron . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 657 
Point Sau Pedro, California...................... 620 
Point Wagoshance .. . . . . . . .. . •. . •. . . •. . . .. . . .. . . 654 
Pole harbor, Block island...... • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . • . 302 
Polish :fishermen...... . . . . . . . . • . • • . . • • • • . • . . • . . . . 643 
Pollachius-cm·bonarius ...• .••••••••••• ····-· .••••. 14 
Pollock-
Exports of ....... .: • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . • . . . . 167 
Roe of, for bait ...•......•....•... _.... . . . . 152 
Pollock, catch of, in-
Massachusetts ............................ ~ 118 
New Hampshire ......... __ ..••.•••........ 109 
Pollock, dry, in-
Maine .ll,13,14,22,29,37,46,53,66,73,77,93,94,95 
Massachusetts ..•••.• 120, 133, 139, 167, 172, 183, 188, 
192,215,225,255,259,263,692 
Trade, at Portland.... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 91 
Pollock :fishery in-
Maine ...•.. 12,14,15,17,18,19,23,24,84,85,98,100 
Massachusetts ..••••. 164, 239, 246, 255, 691, 704, 708 
Rhode Island ..•.•..•.................. _ . . . 294 
Pollock, fresh, in-
Connecticut....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• • •• . 314 
Massachusetts ..•••...... 119,133,138,172,179,183, 
Pollock in-
188,193,215,225,2.55 
Massachusetts .......••••..... : ..•••.. 176, 724, 735 
Washington territory...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 627 
Pollock-liver oil. .......•.•.••...•.....••..... _.. 150 
Poma,ce, herring ......... _. _... . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18, 26 
Page. 
Pomadasys Jiilvomaculatus . .•.••.••.••.•.•.•••••. 493, 586 
Pomatonius saltatrix •••••. ••••.••••. 389, 462, 481, 486, 50.2 
Pomham rocks, Rhode Island . • • . . . • • . . • • • . • • • • . . 289 
Pomolobus vernalis • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • . • . • 14 
Pomoxys nigromaculatus . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . •• • • • . . . Gl6 
Pompano-
Catch of, in western Florida, .•... 536, 537,552,561 
:Fishery .........................•.... 567, 570,576 
In Boston market . . . . . . • • • • •• . .• . ••. •• • •.. 197 
In California .•••••••. _ .• . . . • • . . • . . . . .• • • .. 600 
In Texas . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 586 
Pickled ......................•........... 562, 568 
Salted _ .................................. 564, 565 
Pond Quogue, New York ...... .... .... ...... .... 363 
Pond Village, Massachusetts . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . 232 
Pope's island, Massachusetts..................... 267 
Popham and Gilbert at Pemaquid, Maine . . . . . . . . 60 
Popham, Sir Francis, in Maine................... 62 
Porgee :fishery in Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 462 
Porgies-
In South Carolina • . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 508 
On Long Island, New York ......•.... 359, 360,361 
Porgy-
Fishery ....••..........•............ 390, 463, 507 
Fresh ...••........•.•..•....•..•..... 284, 314, 376 
Oil . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . 172 
Po1·ichthys porosissimus.. • . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • . • . . • . . . . 612 
Porpoise-
Bass .. . ... . . . .• . . . . .. . •••....... ........ .. 724 
l<,ishery .. __ .......•..••.............. 296, 490,547 
Gray . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . •• . . . • . . . 724 
Streaked ......... ~.. . . . . • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . 724 
Porpoise channel, New York .................•... 
Portage entry, lake Superior .....•............... 
Port Blakeley, Washington territory ............ . 
Port Clinton, lake Erie ......................... . 
Port Clyde-
Cannery ....... . ...... , .........•......... 
Lobster cannery .........•.•••....•.•.•••• 
Porte des Mortes, lake Michigan •••.............. 
Port Gamble, Washington territory .•....•....... 
Port Harford, California ........................ . 
Port Hope, Michigan .•.•.............•.......... 
Port Huron, Michigan ......•.....•••• .- ... ' ...... . 
Port Jefferson harbor,· New York .......•••••.•... 
Port Jefferson, New York ....................... . 
Portland and Falmouth district-
Review of :fisheries of .......••.•........•.. 
Statistics of :fisheries of .........••••....... 
Portland, Maine-
Boat :fisheries of ....•••..••••.••.••...••••. 
Cod :fishery of ......•••••...•......••..••.• 
Early :fisheries of .•.•..•....••••...•...••.. 
l<,isb-curing at _ .........•.........•••.••••• 
Fishery interests of ............•. " .•••..••• 
Fresh-fish trade of ... -··· ..•• ·--· .••••.•••• 
Haddock fishery of .............•.•........ 
Haddock.smoking at •••••...•••..••••..... 
Halibut fishery of .•.••..... _ ......•••••... 
Herring :fishery of ...•...•••..............• 
Herring-smoking at ................•...... 
Inspection of :fish at .•..•..•..• _ •.•.•..••.• 
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Portland, Maine-Continued. Page. 
Mackerel fishery of........................ 83 
Oysters shipped to ...••................... 442, 468 
Portland, Maine, trade in-
Dry fish at : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90 
Fish-oil at ••••..•.•... ~... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90 
Pickled :fish at............................. 90 
Pickled mackerel. ..................... _.... 91 
Provisions and outfits...... . . . . • . . . . . . . • .. . 90 
Vessel.fisheries of......................... 83 
Portland Packing Company...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88 
Port Ludlow, Washington territory.............. 628 
Port Madison, Washington territory.... . . . • . . . . . . 628 
Port :Monmouth, New Jersey............. .. . . .. . . 383 
Port Ontario, New York ......................•. 672, 673 
Porto Rico, fish exports to ..•........ : ........... 167, 205 
Port Royal and Beaufort, South Carolina, :fisheries 
of. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 510 
Port Royal sound, South Carolina, drum fishery of. 511 
Port Sanilac, Michigan . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . • .. • 659 
Portsmouth district, statistics of :fisheries of...... 106 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire-
Cod fishery of. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 109 
Early :fisheries of ......................... 679, 688 
Early history of........................... 6i8 
Fisheries of .............................. 109, 679 
Haddock-smoking ........ ., . . .. .. .. . . . .. . . f57 
Mackerei fishery of........................ 109 
Oyster industry of ....................... 106, 110 
Present condition of :fisheries of............ 109 
Portsmouth, Rhode Island ...................... 28.'3, 286 
Menhaden industry of . . . • . . . . . . • . . . .. .. . . . 297 
Port Townsend, Washington territory .....••••. 626,628 
Portugal-
Early trade with . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 679 
Exports of fish to ................... 124, 217, 700 
Portugal coYe, Newfoundland, squid at .. . . • . . .. . 160 
Portuguese-
Fishermen .........•.•.. 146, 214, 231, 604,608,627 
Whal em en .................••• -. . . • . . . • • • • • 601 
Portuguese land, California...................... 597 
Port Washington, lake Michigan .••••• .... ...... 647 
Port Washington, New York..................... 347 
Potomac river... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . • • • . . . . . . 460 
Oysters .................................. 291, 442 
Potowomut river, Rhode Island.................. 291 
Poultneyvi1le, New York .... .... .... .•••.. ...... 673 
Pound·net :fishery in-
Connecticut ........ : ................. 317, 319,321 
Massachusetts................. . .. . . . ... . . 272 
New Jersey .............. 383, 3o7, 388,389,397,398 
New York ....... 345, 351,352,358,359,360,374,375 
North Carolina ........................... 491, 489 
Rhode I land ................ 295, 297, 208,303, 304, 
306, 307, 309, 310 
Texas . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 585 
Virginia .......... .. ..... 454, 457,458,459,460,463 
Western Florida . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 5-18 
Po·und-net fishery of-
Lake Erie ................ 662, 663, 664, GG5, 666, G68 
Lake Huron .............................. 657,658 
Lake Michigan ...... 639, 640,641, 64-Z, 613,644,645, 
646,647,648,649,651,652,653,n55 
Lake Ontario...... . . . ... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 673 
Lake Superior .................... 635, 636,637, 638 
Pound-nets- Page. 
Manufacture of.................. . . . . . . .. . . 320 




.Alewife . . . . • . . . • • • . . . . • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57 
Fish ...••..........•....... · ........... 61, 120,164 
Powaget pond, Rhode Island , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 289 
Pownalboro', Maine . . . . . . . .. ... .. .... ........... 70 
Pratt's History of Eastham, Wellfleet, and Orleans.. 727 
Prawn-
.At Fernandina, Florida...... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 525 
Catch of, on Pacific coast ... ~ ......... 594,618, 624 
Fishery ..... . ............................ 494,526 
For drum-bait ........•.•..•••... :... ...... 512 
In San Francisco market . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 618 
Prawns, English............................... . 197 
Preston Brothers . • . . . • • • • . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • 383 
Price & Co., T. F .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... 353 
Price's Neck, Rhode Islantl .••••. .... .... ... . .. .. 298 
Prince Edward island, imports from.............. 207 
Prince's New England Chronology • . . • • • . . • • • . . • • . . 720 
Princess .Anne county, Virginia ................. 453,465 
Privateers manned by :fishermen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124 
Proctor, George H. ... . . ... .... .. . . ... . . . . ... .... 172 
Products of :fisheries, statistics for-
.Alabama ............. .-••.. ................. 
.Alameda county, California: ...... ~ ....... . 
.Alaska ...............•......•............. 
Ba.rnstab1e district ..........•............. 
Bath district ................•..•.••..••••. 







Boston district . . . . . . .. • . • . . . . . . • . . • . • . . • . • 187 
California.... . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • . • . . . 594 
Castine district.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37 
Connecticut. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 314 
Delaware .....................•........... 411 
Del Norte county, California............... 624 
Eastern Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 523 
Edgartown district...... . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 259 
Fall River district............... .•• ••. . . . . 275 
Frenchman's Bay district . • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . 29 
Georgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 515 
Gloucester district ... : .................... 137, 138 
Great lakes.......................... . ..... 633 
Gulf states ........................ ~. . . . . . . 536 
Humboldt county, California ........... .: . . 624 
Kennebunk district.... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 94 
Lake Erie................................. 660 
Lake Huron............................... 657 
Lake Michigan...... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 639 
Lake Ontario...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 672 
Lake Superior ................... ~... . .. . . . 634 
Louisiana .... .... .... .... ...• .... .... .•.. 576 
Machias district ..................... WO • • • • 22 
11:aine . . . . . . .. . . .. . ... ... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . 10 
Marblehead district . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 183 
Marin county, California.................. 624 
l.1ary land . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 424 
Massachnsetts... ... ... ... .••••. ....... .... 118 
Mendocino c~unty, California.............. 624 
Monterey county, California ............ : . . 607 
Nantucket district........... . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 254 
New Bedford district...................... 262 
IND.EX TO FISHERY INDUSTRY. 773 
Products of fisheries, statistics for-Continued. -
Newburyport district .•••••••••.••••....... 
New Hampshire .•.••••••..•••••.•.•...•..• 
·1-TewJersey: .........•....•••........•••... 
New York .•....•...•..........••...••..... 







Oregon . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 625 
· Pacific coast ..........••.• ·..•.... . • • • •. . . . . 592 
Passamaquoddy district . . • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . 13. 
Pennsylvania............................. 403 
Plymouth district......................... 215 
Portland and Falmouth district...... . . . . . . 77 
Rhode Island........ • . . • . . • • • . . • ••• • . . . . . . 284 
Saco district . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 93 
Salem and Beverly district .. . • ... . ... ... .. 178 
San Francisco county, California...... . . . . . 618 
San Luis Obispo county, California . . . . • . . . 602 
San Mateo county, California.............. 607 
Santa Barbara county, California.......... 602 
Santa Cruz county, California.............. 607 
Sonoma county, California................. 624 
South Carolina...... • • . . . • • • • • • . • • • . . . • . . . 505 
'.fexas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . • . • . . . . . . . 582 
Virginia .........•.•..•••..•••.••.•.. 451, 452, 454 
vValdoboro' district........................ 53 
vVashington territory...................... 626 
Wes tern Florida. . • • • • • • . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 536 
Wiscasset district .....•••••.••...•••.•• : . . 66 
York district.............................. 95 
Products of sea :fisheries, statistics for-
Eastern Florida . . . . • . • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 524 
North Carolina...... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . 480 
South Carolina............................ 505 
Promised Land, New York ....•..•••••...•...... 353, 360 
Prospect harbor, Maine . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . 30 
Protection of :fisheries .••••...•. _. . • • • • . . • . • . . . . . . 126 
Prouts Netik, Maine...... . . . • . . . . . . . ..• ... . ..... 9i 
Providence county, Rhode Island . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . 303 
Providence, Rhode Island ...•...•.•••.. 283, 286,288,442 
Oysters shipped to......................... 468 
Providence 1'iver, Rhode Island ... _ .•....••. 283, 287,305 
Provincetown, Massachusetts.................... 2'26 
Bluefish fishery of......................... 228 
Cod fishery of ...••...................•••• 127, 227 
:Fisheries of .....•..•.....••.•....•......•. 127, 226 
General description of..................... 226 
Hake fishery of.. . • . . . • . • • • • . . . . • • . • . . • • • • • 2'28 
Lobster fishery of.......................... 229 
Mackerel :fishery of ..••.•••••.•••••.•.•••. 116, 227 
Review of fisheries of, 1860 to 1870 • • • • • • • • • 230 
Whale :fishery of .• _ ••...•...•..••••...•••• 115, 229 
Provisions used on vessels ..............••..•... 169, 170 
Prudence island, Rhode Island ..•...••••••...•.. 298, 305 
Psettichthys melanostictus . • • . • • . • • • . . • . • • . • • • • • . . • 611 
Pseudorhombus dentatus. •••••• •••• •••• •••••• ••.••. 525 
Public service of fishermen .•• _.. . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . • 128 
Punta Alones, California......................... 603 
Purchase, Thomas, settlement in Maine . . . • • . • . . . 79 
Purissima, ·california ..••.•• _...... •. . . • . •. . . . . . . 606 
Purity creek, I!'lorida.... •. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. 554 
Purse-seine-
First u~ed by Maine fishermen •...•........ 65 
Fishery for bluefish ........ __ ... . . . . . . . . . . 239 
Fishery for rockfish .............. _.. . . . . . . 482 
Invention of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 355 
Purse.seines-
Mackerel.. .......•...•........•....•• -~.40, :;,g;3 
l!enhaden 159 
Purse-seines, number and value of, in-
Connecticut .••.•.•.•.................. _... 314 
Maine ....•.•............ 10, 13, 29, 37, 46, 53, 66, 77 
Maryland .......••.••••....••.•.......... 423, 429 
Massachusetts .••••••.•.. 120, 132,138,153,178,183, 
187, 215, 224, 263, 275 
New Hampshire........................... 108 
New Jersey................................ 381 
New York ....•...... .,........ . . . . . . .. . •.. 343 
North Carolina ....................•. :..... 479 
Rhode Island.... . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 284 
Virginia ...............•...•..........••. 451,460 
Put-in bay, lake Erie................ . . . . . . . . . . . . 664 
Puyallup river, Washington territory............ 627 
q. 
Quahaug bay, Maine ......•................••... 
Quahaug fishery in-
79 
Maine. ...••. .. . •.. .... ..•••. .... .... ... ... 79 
Massach11setts ... 234, 239,248,256,265,269,270, 725 
New Jersey .•••••.•.••.•..•.••••..... 381, 388,392 
New York................................. 381 
North Carolina ....•.....•............... .481, 491 
Rhode Island .•.•...•••.•••.....•.•....... 296, 30~ 
Virginia . . . . . • • • • . . • . . • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . • • • 462 
Quahaug fishery, northern limit of............... 79 
Quahaugs-
Canned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 484 
In Maryland . . • • •• • • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 420 
In Massachusetts ....•....••. 121, 199, 225, 255, 259, 
263,267,724,734, 7~5 
Ju New Jersey ....•.........•............ 383,393 
In Rhode Island..... . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 284 
Quamquesset harbor, Massachusetts . ..... .. . ... . 253 
Quartermaster's harbor, Washington territory.... C27 
Quereau Bank halibut fishery...... . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 157 
Quereau cod fishery ...............•........... 61, 68, 69 
Quincy, Massachusetts ........•............ 213, 712,713 
Quinepiac river, Connecticut ................... 325, 326 
Quinnault, Washington territory •... .••••. ... ... 629 
'Quisset harbor, Massachusetts................... 253 
QuoO'ue, New York.............................. 363 
· Quo~ochontaug pond, Rhode Island.............. 308 
R. 
Racino, lake Michigan. . . . . . • . . . . • . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . 648 
Rackett, Captain Willard.... . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 359 
Ragged Edge Oil Works......................... 353 
Ragged island, Maine.. . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • . 56 
Rail ways, marine.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . 69 
Rarnea island, halibut fishery at . . • . .. . . . . . . . .... 157 
Ranger Oil Company . . • • • • . . . . • . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . 353 
Rappahannock River oysters..................... 456 
Rappahannock river, Virginia ..•••.••. .457, 458,460,467 
Rathbun, Richard ...•••...•....• -•••..•.•...• - . • 613 
Rawlins, D. L...... •••••• ••••••. •••••• •••• •••••• 448 
Raynor & Co., J.M.............................. 353 
Razor-clams .•••••.••••....•.••••••..••. 367, 37 4, 596, 725 
Razor.fish ...................................... 199, 268 
Razor-shells ......................... :........... 724 
Red Brook harbor, Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2Gl 
Red drum, fresh . . . . •• ... • . . . . • . . . . . . .. ... . . . . . . . 4 6 
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Red.fin .fishery ...........•...........•.. 484, 567,570,596 
Redfish .........••.........••. 552, 555,556,561,574,583, 
584,585,586,595,597,600 
Pickled . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 568 
Salted .........•••.................. ·.. . • . . 564 
Red perch. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 221 
Red snappers .........• 510, 517,518,525,535,536,548,577 
Catch of, in Alabama...................... 569 
Catch of, in gulf of Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 536 
Catch of, in Louisiana . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 576 
Catch of, in western Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 537 
Fishery ........................••........ 507, 566 
In Boston market ........•................ 193, 196 
Redwood City, California........................ 606 
Reed, H. G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 219 
Refrigeration of .fish ........................ 376,654,660 
Refrigerator.cars ................... ~ ........... 567, 640 
Refrigerators...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 197 
Rehoboth bay, Delaware ....................... .409, 416 
Rehoboth bea1., .... _ Delaware . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . 416 
Rhode Island-
Early history of . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 736 
Fjsheries of .............................. 283-310 
General review of......................... 283 
Mackerel fishery of ....................... 116, 716 
Oyster interests of .•.............•..•..... 285-294 
Statistics of :fisheries for 1880 • . . . . . • • . • . . . • 284 
Richmond county, Virginia. • .. ...... ...... .... 465 
Richmond's island, Maine........................ 81 
Ridgewood, New York ........................... . 372 
Riggs, W. K ...• .••••. .... .••••. •.•• .•.• •••. •.•• 74 
Riggs cove, Maine............................... 74 
Ri vor bass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 664 
Riverdale, Massachusetts .. . ... .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 143 
River .fisheries-
Depletion of, in Massachusetts............. 136 
Product of, in New York................... 344 
River fisheries of-
Delaware . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 411 
Eastern Florida . . • • • • . • . • . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . 523 
Georgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . 515 
Maine ................•.. 9, 47, 55, 74, 75,83, 97,102 
Maryland ................................ 423, 424 
North Carolina .••........... ... . . . . . . . . . . . 479 
South Carolina............................ 505 
Virginia ............................. 451,452,457 
Riverhead, New York ...... -.................... 345, 354 
Roach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 734 
Roanoke island, North Carolina--
Fisheries of ......................••...•. _. 481 
Terrapin fishery of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 482 
Roanoke river, North Carolina....... . . • . . . . .. . .. 478 
Robalo... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • ••. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 586 
Robbinston, Maino, :fisheries of.. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • • • 15 
Robert Petti . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 289 
Robin on, Edward. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . • • . .. . . . . 251 
nobin on, J.P. & G. C ...... .... ...... .... ...... 90 
Roccus americanus .•.. ..•.....•..•.•..•.•....•••. ::360, 547 
Roccus lineatu,s .... ................. 360, 386, 390, 395, 4 1 
Roch ter, ~fa. achu ett3 ......... .............. 267, 734 
Rockaway beach, New York........... .......... 373 
Rockaway, Tew York..................... ....... 372 
Rock ba s ........... ....................... 268, 27 4, 735 
R~~- hp 
Catch of................................... GCO 
Fishery .................................. 609, 615 
Rock fishery in- · 
Delaware:................................. 418 
Georgia . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 516 
Mary land ........ ........................ 425, 426 
New Jersey.-~·- .......................... 390, 398 
North Carolina ...••..........•....... 481,482,484 
Rockfish ... · ......•......... 385,480, 596, 597, 604, 605, 618 
Orange .......•.•...............••••..... _. 627 
Salt............. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 627 
Rock:fish fishery, in-
California ................... , ............ 609, 619 
Washington territory .. ··~··· .. ". ........ .. 629 
Rockland, Maine-
Fisheries of. ................................ 54, [;G 
Haddock.smoking .. . • . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87 
Rockport, Maine, :fisheries of.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
Rockport, Massachusetts ..••............... 115, 141, 163 
Isinglass in~dustry at ..•..•• -...... . . • • • • . . . . 142 
Mackerel :fleet of, in 1851...... • . • • • • . .. • • • • 1.16 
Rockport, Texas... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 586 
Rock trout ..........••• :-........................ 604 
Rockville Centre, New York . .. • . . • ••• . . . •• . . . . . . 373 
Rocky Point, New York ..•••...••.....•.......•. 351,358 
Rocky Point, Rliode Island .................. 305, 308, 309 
Roe, fish, for sardine.bait ........•.............. 151, 152 
Roe, sturgeon ...........................••. 503, 510,518 
Roes, mullet .......................... .494, 495,541, 544 
Rogue island, Maine...... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 24 
Rogue River salmon fishery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . G:25 
Roncador .•.••................................. 595, G97 
Roncadore fishery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 596 
Ronco. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 586 
Roosevelt, Robert B . . . •. • .. . . . . . •. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . 368 
Roslyn, New York ......•................... ~.... 347 
Round pond, Maine...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59, 61 
Rowayton, Connecticut.......................... 337 
Oyster industry of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 339 
Rowe, H. C....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 331 
Rowley, Massachusetts, ship-building at . . . • . . . . . 134 
Rowley's point, lake Michigan................... 646 
Roxana, Delaware............................... 418 
Rudder-.fish ..................................... 735 
Rumstick point, Rhode Island... • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 288 
Russian river, California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 619 
Russian sardines ...........•.................. 10, 13, 25 
Rye, New Hampshire ......... ·................... 678 
s. 
Sabine, Lorenzo, cited ............... 62, 122,131,189,677 
Sabine's point, Rhode Island..................... 289 
Sable Island cod fishery...... . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . 70 
Sachem's Head, Connecticut . .. . • . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . 324 
Sachnest beach, Rhode Island ........••••..•.... 297, 298 
Sachnest neck, Rhode Island .................... 296, 298 
Sackett's Harbor, New York ..................... 672, G73 
Saco bay, Maine, :fi.~heries of ................ ·..... !:)7 
aco district-
Fisheries of............................... 92 
Statistics of :fisheries of .................... 92, 93 
Saco river, Maine...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . 97 
Sacramento River salmon :fishery. . . . • • •.• • • • • • . . . . 59~ 
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Saddle-rock oysters------ ••••••.••••..••••.••.. 203,338 
Sagadahoc, Maine ..••..•.••..•....•.•..•••.. ·-·· 52,60 
Sag Harbor, New York .......•••••.•..•..... 353, 354,361 
Saginaw bay, lake Huron .••.•..•.••........... - . 658 
Sagua la, Grande ..............•..•••.. ,. . . . . . . . . 544 
Sail-making._._ ...... _ ........••...... _ ....•... 145, 241 
Sailor's choice ...•••.•..•............. _. 525,529,552, 554 
Sails, quantity of cotton used for................. 170 
Saint Andrew's bay, Florida-
History of fisheries of .............. __ . . . . . . 5G4 
Present fisheries of··--··-··· .... ·-··...... 565 
Saint Andrew's bay, New Brunswick.:........... 15 
Sa.int Ann's, squidding at ..... · ................. - . 159 
Saint Augustine, Florida-
Early settlement of. ____ . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 525 
Extent of :fisheries of . . . • . . . . . . • . . • . . . . • . . . 526 
Green-turtle fisheries of............ . . . . . . . . 526 
Primitive condition of fisheries of.......... 525 
Shrimp fishery of...... . . • . . . . • • • • . . . • . . . . . 526 
Saint Clair river ..........................••. _.. 659 
Saint Croix river, Maine ...........•..••••...• _.. 14, 15 
Saint George, Maine, fisheries of .......••••. 52, 54, 55, 60 
Saint George rfrer, Maine._ ...•.... _ ............• 55, 57 
Saint George's sound, Florida.................... 559 
Saint Helena sound.. . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . • • • . 507 
Saint James, New York.......................... 350 
Saint John's, Newfoundland, captured........... 126 
Saint John's river, Florida-
Description of ... _................. . . . . . . . . 522 
Fisheries of ... __ .. . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . •• . . . . . . . 528 
Saint Jones' creek·--·--···--·· ....•. ···--·...... 412 
Saint Joseph, lake Michigan ....•.... -···........ 651 
Saint Joseph's bay, Florida .....•.............. _. 561 
Saint Louis, market for fresh fish ............ _... 197 
Saint Mark's river, Florida-
Fisheries of ... __ ...... _ .. _ ....... _ ..... _ . . 554 
Methods of fishing at ...•••.••.......... _.. 554 
Mullet-fishing at ....•.....•........ _ .... ~. 555 
Oyster-beds in ....•...... _ ... ~ . _. __ .... __ . 555 
Winter :fishing at_ ... ____ ...••. ····-····-·· G55 
Saint Mary's river, I!'lorida ....•.••.... -··· ...... 525 
Saint Michael's, Maryland ...••••............... _ 467 
Statistics of oyster-packing ............. _.. 445 
Saint Peter's Bank halibut fishery . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 157 
Saint Pierre, sales of squid.at ..•...•............ 159, 160 
· Saint Sebastian river, Florida.................... 525 
Saint Simon's, Georgia.... . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . • . . 518 
Saint Simon's sound, Georgia···-··.............. 518 
Saint Vincent's sound.···-···-····.............. 559 
Sakonnet Point oysters . . . . . . . . • •.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 287 
Sakonnet Point, Rhode Island .........••••. 213,294,295 
Sakonnet river, Rhode Island ...••.......... __ .. 296,298 
Salem and Beverly district-
Fisheries of ..........•... ···-·· ........ -··· 178 
Statistics of fisheries of ...•.•••.... _... . . . . I 78 
Salem, Massachusetts-
Early history of fisheries of .......... _ 123, 127, 695, 
698,701,702 
Fish and oil at, in 1687 .... _·... • • . • • . . • . • . • 699 
Fisheries injured by war ..••.•......•... _.. 699 
Fisheries of ...........•.......... 127, 180,181,699 
Grants of land to fishermen at ............ _ 697 
Mackerel fleet of, in 1851 . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . 116 
Salem, Massachusetts-Continued. Page. 
Oyster industry of ........•.•••........... 181, 182 
Trouble with Indiarn1 a.t .. _ .........••.... 698, 700 
Salina, Louisiana ... - .. __ ................. _ . . • • • . 579 
Salinas ranch, California .... ·- ...... ...... ..•••. 591 
Salisbury, Massachusetts-
Boat-building at .....••.................. 131, 134 
Mackerel fleet of, in 1851. ···-·· ...... ···-·· 116 
Ship-building at ....• -··--···-·............ 134 
Salisbury point, Massachusetts .... _.............. 134 
Salmon-
Canned ···-·· .. ···--· ......... -.. 591,592,G:5,629 
Catch of, in Massachusetts.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 118 
Catch of~ on Pacific coast ..... _ ... 591, 625, 626, 630 
Dog....................................... 627· 
Former abundance of ...•................. 1:)2, 68a 
Frozen, in Boston market.................. 19'l' 
Gill-nets .. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 195i 
Hooped . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • .. . . 629 
Pickled ... _ •.........••••......... 79, 172, 191, 192 
Pickled, exports of ........ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 167 
Salt .......•.•.•. _ .................•.. 618, 6:.26, 627 
Silver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 628' 
Smoked.................. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 377,618, 
Sucheye ....•. ··-···· ···-·· .... .... .... .... 6291 
Weirs ..•••.. _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48, 7G 
Salmon :fishery in-
California. _ .............. 598,603,604,609,614, 619 
Lake Ontario·-····........................ 673 
. Maine ......... 14, 15, 45, 47, 48, 49, 74, 79, 80, 97, 102 
Massachusetts .................... 130, 132,136,273 
Oregon .............•.••................ _.. 625-
Pacific coast ............. ~ ................ 591, 593 
Rhode Island .... -····-··.................. 296 
Washington territory ................ . 626, 627,628 
Salmon, fresh-
In Boston market ...•................. 193, 194,197 
In Massachusetts ......... 119, 138,193,194,197,225 
In Rhode Island .. __ ............ _. . . . . . . . . . 284 
On Pacific coast .... __ ............ 618, 625, 626, 630 
Trade in, at Portland...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · 89 
Salmon river, Labrador ........•...•.•.......... 135, 684 
Salmon.trout ..•••... _ ...... 191, 192, 193, 196, 453,.488, 627 
Fishery ............. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 487 
Sal mo purpumtus . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 627 
Salmo sala1· .•.• .....•. _ .......•..•.... , . . . . . . . . . . 14 
Salt-
Cadiz ·-·············· ______ ........•..... 36,234 
Consumption of, in Massachusetts fisheries.. 120 
Fish .........•.•. 494,633,634,636,638,639,657,660 
Fish trade. ____ ......•................ 24 7, 486, 567 
For curing codfish ..••.. --· ................ 84, 234 
For curing mullet ...•............ ·-··..... 559 
For fish-curing .•••. 75,90,130,144,170,234,695,724 
Halibut :fishery ........................... 146, 147 
Imports of---· .... ·-·· ........... .44, 167,168,169 
Industry .......••................ 209, 210,253,591 
Liverpool···--· ...... ·" ................... 36,234 
Manufacture of marine ....... 127, 258,273,569,597, 
715,717,729,730,734 
Marine .............•............. 121, 226,592,594 
Quantity of, taken on voyages ... -......... 169 
Syracnse ...... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2:34 
Used in the :fisheries .. 129, 210,211,242,694,698, 701 
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Salted- Page. 
.Anchovies __ - - -- -- - - -- .... -- -- -- - .... - -.. -. 603 
Salmon ...... -................•....... -.. - 626 
Saltbr's island, New Hampshire.................. 109 
Salt-works in Alameda county, California •... ··-- 619 
Salt-works, marine, in Massachusetts ... _ 127,685, 728 732 
Salvelinvs malma .......... •o...... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 627 
8amosct, deed of land from Indian . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . 60 
San Buenaventura, California .................. , . 598 
Sand beach .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . .. . . 659 
San Diego county, California ................... 595, 599 
San Domingo, exports of fish to .•............... :.W5, 206 
Sand, sea, gathered at Salisbury point . . . . . . . • . . . 134 
Sand sharks .................................... 268, 547 
· Sandusky, Ohio . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . .. • • . . .. • .. 664 
Sandwich, Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 248 
Alewife fishery of .................... 249, 730, 731 
Early fisheries of . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 730 
Fisheries of, from 1802 to 1862. • . • • • • • . • • • • . 731 
Oyster industry of .................... 249-252, 731 
Oysters . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 202 
Whale fishery of ..... :..................... 730 
Sandy bay, Massachusetts .................. 141, 163, 691 
:Sandy ok bay, New Jersey.................... 392 
Sandy ook, New Jersey ....................... 384,388 
Sandy neck, Massachusetts . • .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. 245 
Sandy point, Rhode Island ...................... 306, 309 
Sanford, Florida...... . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. 530 
San Francisco, California-
Cod fishery of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 593 
J!'isheries in 1875 •. _... .. • • . . .. • • .. .. .. .. • • 614 
Fish market .............................. 608,613 
Pish shipped to ...................... 604, 606,621 
Herring fishery of...... .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. 615 
Prejudice against Chinese at............... 617 
Shri.I?P ;fishery of.......................... 616 
Statistics of fish trade of ........ : .. . . .. . .. . 618 
Sturgeon fishery of_... . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. • . 616 
Whaling fleet in 1880 ............. _ ... . .... 115 
San Francisco county, California-
Chinese fisheries of . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . 612 
Crab fishery of ......... _ .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. 613 
Fishermen of._ . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . 608 
Fishing boats of __ .......... _ --- , .. _ ... __ . _ 608 
Paranzella fishing in _ ..... _____ . ____ .. _ .. _ 609 
Rock.cod fishing in .................... ··-· 609 
Sea-turtle fishery of . _ ..... _. _ ... _. _ ...... _ 613 
Shrimp fishery of.. . _.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. 612 
Statistics of fisheries of .................. _. 618 
Terrapin fishery of . __ ............ _.. .. .. . . 613 
San Gregorio, California. __ .............. . . ... .. . 606 
San Juan, Wahington territory ............ _.... 628 
San Lui Obi po county, California .............. 599, 601 
Statistics of :fisheries of...... .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 602 
San Luis Rey river, California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 598 
an Mateo county, California ............... -... 603,606 
'tati tic offi heries of··-·-- .... ____ ··---· 607 
an r dro, California .......... ---· ...... __ .... 597, 619 
,. au Rafa I, California .... _. - ......... _ ...... _. _. 619 
an Sim ou, California ...... _ ................ _.. 601 
aota Barbara, California -.......... _ .......... 599, 600 
• 'anta Barbara county, California. ............... 599 
tati tic of fi hcrie of .... _. .. .. • . .. .. .. • • 602 
anta <'Jara. con::it~·, California ............ ...... 603 606 
Page . 
Santa Cruz county, California ................ _ .603, 605 
Statistics of fisheries of.................... 607 
Santa Cruz island, California .. __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 599 
Santa Monica, California ..... _ . .. . .. .. .... . .. .. . 597 
Santa Rosa island, California .......... :. . . .. .. .. 599 
Santee river, South Carolina ... __ ............ ___ . GOS 
Sarasota bay, Florida-
Fisheries of ...... __ ................... _... 542 
Method of curing mullet roes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 544 
Mullet-curing at . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. 544 
Sarda mediterranea - .. . . .. .. .. .. • • • • .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 389 
Sardine canneries·in Maine ........... 15, 21, 25, 26, 33, 50 
Sardine industry of Maine· .•. : ........... 10, 12, 17, 18, 20 
Sardines .......•.•.............•......... _ . . . . . • 595 
For bait.................................. 609 
Herring as ..... - ....................... __ . 15 
Quantity canned in Maine .. .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. 18 
Russian ................................ _ 10, 11, 25 
Sa1·gus Holbrookii . . . • . . . • . . . . • • • . . • . • . • • • • . . . . • • . 507 
Satilla River fisheries ........................... _ 502 
"Saturday Night", fishing-ground called .. _...... 163 
Saugatuck river, Connecticut.................... 336 
Saugers ..............••.........•. .. ..... _, .... 663, 664 
Saugertauk, lake Michigan ..................... _ 651 
Saugus river, Massachusetts, clams in_ ...... 198, 709,710 
Sault de Sainte Marie, lake Superior............. 6:37 
Saunderstown, Rhode Island..................... 307 
Savannah, Georgia ............................. 501, 504 
As a commercial center ... ~ . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . 516 
.As a fishing town...... .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . 516 
Coast :fisheries of ........... _ ............. _ fi16 
Fish trade of.............................. 517 
Fresh-water :fisheries of ................... _ 516 
Shad fishery of . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. 516 
Shrimp :fisheries of ...... _ ............ _..... 5W 
Vessel-fisheries of.......................... 516 
Savannah river, Georgia .................. ______ 502,514 
Saw. fisp. .... _ . _ . _ . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 527 
Sawyer's island, Maine ......................... _ 69 
Saybrook, Connecticut ... - ... : ........ ·----~ .... _ :ng 
Sayville, New York ................. _ ........... 366,368 
Scale-fish ................. _ ... _. _ .............. 154, 700 
Scallop :fishery in-
Massachusetts ___ 246,247,265,269,270,271,272,277 
New York __ ..... __ ...... 347, 348,351,353, 354, 355, 
356,357,358,360,362,373 
N ortb Carolina ................... _.. .. • • • . 492 
Rb.ode Island ....... _ .... _ ............ 304, 305, 306 
Scallops-
In Boston markei ... _ ........ _ .. _ .... __ . __ 193, 199 
In California-~-........................... 597 
Statistics of production of .... 121, 225, 259, 263, 265, 
276,284,285,304,305,306,345,347,348,351, 
353_, 354,355,356, 3G7, 358,360,362,373,376 
Scarboro' beach, Maine, clam-digging at ..... _ . . . . 96 
Scarboro' clams .. _ ..... _ ................. _... .. . . 96 
Scarboro', Maine.---· ...... _-----·---· ______ ,_ .. _ 97 
Schools, free, supported by fisheries .. _ .. __ ..... . 222,223 
Schooner, origin of ........... __ .......... _ ... _... 689 
Sciama ocellata _ ........... ___ ..•• _ •. 486, 502, 525, 529, 585 
Scituate, Massachusetts-
Fisheries of .............................. 127, 219 
History of . __ .. _ . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • . 715 
, 
INDEX TO FISHERY INDUSTI{Y. 777 
Scituate, Massachusetts-Continued. Page. 
Irish-moss industry at ..•................. 214, 219 
Mackerel fishery ................. : .... 116, 716, 717 
River fisheries of .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. 716 
Scomberomorus maculatus .••••.•..... 389, 416i 462,484, 486 
Scomber scornbrus . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24, 88 
Sconticut Neck, Massachusetts................... 267 
Scoop-nets .•.•.. ···-·· ...... .... .•.••. .... ...... 577 
Scorprena guttata ........ ............... : .. . . . . . . . 596 
Scotch fishermen ..................... :.......... 566 
Of Glot1cester . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146 
Scotland, exports of fish to...... . • . . .. . • • • . . . . . . . 207 
Scow.banking for mackerel. .••.•.••• ·r· ...... .. 195 
Scranton, Mississippi .•.••.••••••.•••• ~...... . . . • 573 
Scraping oysters...... . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • 437 
Sera w ls . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • 390 
Scudder, N. & W...... ...... ...... ...... ...... .. 246 
Sculpi:r:J.s ...•......•.......•....•.•....•.. , .•.••• 612 
Sculpins for lobster· bait .........•........... 40, 141, 165 
Scnp-
At Fairhaven, Massachusetts............... 268 
In NcwYork·.............................. 363 
Scup, catch of, in-
Connecticut ..........•.........•.•..•.... 314, 316 
Massa.chusetts ...••.......•....••. 118,225,255,263 
Rhode Island ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 284 
Scup fishery in-
Maine ...................•............ -..... 102 
Massachusetts ....... 196, 243,244, 245, 247,248,252, 
253,253,256,260,262,267,269,271,273,731,735 
Rhode Islancl..294, 295,298,299,301,303, :104, 307,309 
Scup, fresh, in-
Connecticut ......................... ; . . . . . 314 
Massachusetts ........• , .. 119, 193,225,255, 259, 2fi3 
New York .......••••....... -............... 376 
Rhode Island...... . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 284 
Sea bass ....................... 118,316, 394, 411, 600, 60fl 
Fishery .. 247,248,253,258, 260,262,307,390,403,404 
Fresh .................... 119, 138, 193,225, 284 314 
In Ran Francisco market . _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 618 
Seabright, New Jersey............................ 387 
Seabrook, New Hampshire, fisheries of........... 111 
Sea clams ......... 121, 199, 225,241,255,259,263,367,374 
Sea.elephant fishery ........................ 313, 314, 316 
Seaford, Delaware ..................... 410,441,442,448 
Seaford, New York ...................... ·-··.... 372 
Sea.gulls for bait .... _ ................ _.. . . . . . . . . 156 
Seal-
Fishery .. _ .... __ ... __ ......•. .41, 2G~, 313, 315, 683 
Flesh ........................ ···-·· ...... 592-, 630 
Oil .........•........... _ .... 592, 594, 602, 626, 630 
Skins, fur ................. _ .. :n4, 592, 599, 626, 630 
Sealing vessels .. _ ....•.•.....••.. _. _ .. __ .. _ 120, 263, 314 
Sea-lion .. ·-·············---········-·····-······ 601 
Seal Island ground . __ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 50 
Cod fishery on .. _ ...... ·- .......... __ ...... 175 
Sea-mullt>t .. __ ........ ·- _ ..... ·-·· .. _....... .. . . 486 
Sen,.ot ter skins .............. __ ......... 592, p94, 602, 630 
Sea-perch . _ . _ ........ .. _ . _ .. ___ ..... _ .. . _ ....... - 196 
Sea.robin· ·········--··----··-······-··-·····--· 268 
:Sears, Captain Edward·-·····-·-····-· .... ··-··· 127 
Sears, Captain John, salt manufacturer ... _ . . . . . . 127 
Sears, Reube a, salt manufacturer ......... _ .. _. _. 127 
Searsport, Maine, fisheries of ........ ___ .. _.. . . . . 47 
:Sra trout ··-··· ... ...... . ···-·· ........ 304, 567,583,584 
Page. 
Seattle, Washington territory .•.......•......... 627, 627 
Seatuck cove, New York_........................ 364 
Sea turtle . - - - - .... - - .•........ _ - . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . 596 
Seavey's island, Maine ....•.............. _...... 10!) 
Seaweed._.·- ...••.. 69, 121,133, 137,142,179,183,188,216 
226,25~, 264,268,383,592,594,603,607 
Sebascodegan island, Maine_ . _ ... ·.........•. _ .. _. 79 
Sebastichthys melano ps . .••..•••..•. _ •.... " .... _ . . 627 
Sebastichthys pinniger ~ .•• .•• -• . . • . . • • . • • • • • • . • • • • . . 627 
Sedgwick, Maine, fisheries of.................... 41 
Seekonk oysters _ ..•...... __ .••....... _.. . . . . . . . . 29.0 
Seekonk river, Rhode Island .•................•. 291, 292 
Seine fishery ...... _ - __ . __ .. 306, 390, 481, 553, 570, 635, 636 
637,638,647,648,656,661,666 
Seines-
Cod .. - ...... - - . - ...... - ... - . - ..... _ .. ·.... . 135 
Haul ...................... 10, 13, 22, 29, 46, 53, 66, 
120,132,223,224,254,258, 263,275, 
284,314, 413, 414, 415, 417, 418, 460 
In fisheries of great lakes .... _ ....... 63J, 634, 638, 
657, 659, 672 
Manufacture of .•.... ·-·-···-·······-··.... 213 
Purse ................•........ 10, 13, 29, 37, 46, 53, 
66, 77, 108, 120, 132, 138, 153, 159, 
178,183,187,215,224,263,275,284, 
314, 343, 381, 423, 429,451,460,479 
Selbyville, Delaware .. ___ ... __ ..... __ .... --· .. . . 410 
Sellman, Henry ....... _......... . . . . .. . . . . . .. . ... 50 
Seres ......... __ . -: .... _ ............. _ ......... _ . . 268 
Serio la carolinensis .. _ .•.. _. _. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 507 
Serrant(,8 atrarius. _ ....• 390, 394, 493, 502,506, 507, 511, 525 
Setauket·barbor, Ne"\\- York .••••..••••. ·-·-...... 350 
Setauket, New York ...... ·-···· .......... ····-·. 350 
Sewell's Point, Virginia~- .... _ ..••••. ·- ....... _.. 453 
Shack.bait for cod .. --··-··-··· .•.. -···........... 156 
Shad-
Drift.nets ...... ··-······-·············-··· 375 
Early abundance in Merrimack river......... 132 
Former abundance of ................ _ ..... 48, 132 
Fresh .•.•.. __ ..... __ ........ 119, 133, 138, 195; 259, 
263,276,284,314,376,477 
Fresh, in Boston market .• _ .... _ ....•.. 193, 195, 197 
From bay of Fundy·-····-·-·............. 195 
From Saint John river .. __ ........... _. . . . . 193 
Frozen . ___ ..... _ ....... _ .............. __ .. 197 
Fykes·----···-····---·· ...• ~.··-··· ,._ ... 374,375 
Gizzard .. _ ...• _ . . ................... .484, 485, 530 
Hick .... . •.. -··.·-·· ........ ·-·· .... ···-.. 517 
In San Francisco market ...... --·-··.: .... · 618 
In Saugus river·-·· .... ·-··............... 710 
Method of packing .. _ •..... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 31!) 
Pickled··-· .•••.. ···-·· ........ -··· ...... l~l, 192 
Spawning of -···· ·----· ···-·· ···--· ····-· 320 
White_. ____ ... , _ ..... _ .......... __ ..... _.. 517 
Shad, catch of, in-
Connecticut. - · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · -- · · · • · · · · · 314 
Delaware ..•••. ·-···-···-·· .. ·-·· . ....... 404, 411 
Eastern Florida .. ___ . _ ........ _'. _ ...... _ . . 523 
Georgia ... - ... __ ...... __ ..•....•. . ......• 515, 518 
Maryland·· · -···---·· ....•........•. . ·-··. 424 
Massachusetts ... _ .. _ .... _ . .. 118, 188, 225, 263, 276 
New Jersey __ .. ___ ...•... _. _ ... _ .. _ .... _. 38J, 389 
New York._ ....... ·-· ............... 344,345,347 
North Carolina ...................... __ .. .479, 495 
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Shad, catch of, in-Continued. Page. 
Rhode Island ....•..•.••.•.......•... -- . . . . 284 
South Carolina .•..•••.•.••••••••..••..... 504, 505 
Virginia .............•••••••.....••.. 452, 458, 459 
Shad fishery in-
California... ••. . .•• •••• ••• • ••• • ••• . •• . . . . . 605 
Connecticut ......•.••••••••••.•.• 317, 319,321,332 
Delaware .•.•.....••.•.•••••••• ,. •••. 412, 413,414 
Eastern. Florida ...••••••••••••.•.•••••••. 528, 530 
Georgia .............•••.••••••••••••. 514, 516,517 
Maine . . . • . . . . • . . . . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • 7 4, 75 
Maryland . . . . .•. . . •. • •• •• •• •• •••. ••• • • •• . • 427 
Massachusetts ..•.... 130, 132, 136, 240, 25~, 258, 265, 
273,275,276,686,710, 
711,712,716, 721, 735 
New Jersey .......•••••...•.•••.•.••. 383, 384, 390 
New York .•.•••.•••. 345, 346,358,373,374,375,376 
North Carolina .••..•.••.•••••••• 478, 481,482,483, 
484,485,487,489,49-2 
Pennsylvania . . . . . .• . • •• • • . • . ••• • • . • • .• . • . 403 
Rhode Island .....•..••.•.••.•••. 283, 294, 303, 308 
South Carolina •..•.•..•...••.•..•.•.. 502, 506, 507 
Virginia .........•.••..•••... 451, 456,457,460, 463 
Shagwong point, New York.... . • . • • . • • • • • . . • • . . • 35~ 
Shaler, Prof. N. S., on geology of George's shoals.. 8 
Shallops in Massachusetts • • . • • • • . • • • • . • . • • • . . . . • 124 
Shapleigh's island, New Hampshire.............. ·109 
Shark-fins ...••...•••.•.••••••.••••. 594,599,607, 614, 618 
Dried . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . • • • . • • • • • • • . • • . . • • . • • . 598 
Shark-
Fishery ......••.••... 269, 54 7, 597, 598, 615, 623, 629 
Oil .. 150,151,547,594,597,598,599,605,607,623,624 
Shark river, New York .••••.••••••••••.••••. 385,391,392 
Sharks ...•.•..•.••.....•...••••••.. 570,578,585,605,735 
Black..................................... 724 
Man.eating . . . . •.• • • • • •• • •• • • •• • • • • • • • . • • . . 724 
Shovel.nosed . • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . • • • • . 724 
Sharp.nose sturgeon....... . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . . . . . 502 
Sheboygan, lake Michigan. . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . . 647 
Shedding-troughs . •• • •• • • . • • • .. • • • . • • • • • . . . . . • . . 428 
Sheepscott bay, Maine........................... 71 
Sheepscott, Maine . . . . • . • • •• . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 60 
Sheepscott river, Maine .•••••••••••••••••.•.••. 68, 69, 70 
Sheepshead-
Catch of, in Delaware • . . . • .. . .. • • . . . . . .. .. 411 
Fresh . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . . • • • . . . • • • . . . • • . . • 193 
Pickled .........•...••••••••••.•••••••••• 562, 568 
Salted •..•••.......•..•••••••.•••...••••. 487, 564 
Sheepshead fishery in-
Alal>ama . . . . • • • • . . . • • . . • . . • . . . .. . • • . • . • • . . 570 
Maryland................................. 427 
New Jersey . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • . . . • • . 395 
NewYork ...••••......•••....••.•.•..•.•.. 347 
North Carolina ...•....•••.•. :............. 485 
Pensacola, Florida......................... 567 
Virginia ...••••••••••••....•••.••.•.. 454, 462, 463 
Sheepshead in-
Alabama ...... .•.•.. .••••• .••... .•.•.. .... 574 
Eastern J!'lorida ......•••...........•..... 525, 529 
Georgia . . . . . . . ..• .•. . . . •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 517 
1.faryland.... .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . •.. . . . . 427 
Massachusett ......•••....... 196, 268, 731, 733, 735 
New York ................................ 389,394 
South Carolina ........................... 502, 511 
Texas ................................ 583, 584,586 
Sheepshead in-Continued. Page. 
Virginia ................................. 458, 459' 
Western Florida •.••••.....•. 548, 552, 554, 555, 561 
Sheffield pond, Rhode Island..................... 307 
Shell lobsters • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . . . . . . 34 
Shells, oyster, utilization of...................... 203 
Shelter island, New York ...•...•...•........... 3f>l, 358 
Shinnecock bay, New York ..................... 352, 362 
Ship· building-
By colonists............................... 122 
InMaine .•••. 26,59,61,65,68,69,71,72,74,75,80,9~ 
In Massachusetts .••••••.•••.. 132, 134, 140, 145, 685 
Shoal water bay,.Washington territory _ .• •••• .•.• 62~ 
Shoremen, statistics of .•. .'.451, 452,479,504,505,514,515, 
523,536,568,574,575,582,592,594,624,625,630 
Shore whale fishery in-
California .................... 596, 597,601,602,604 
Maine ...........• : . • . . • . • . . . • • . . . • . . . • . . . . 30 
Massachusetts............................. 230 
North Carolina............................ 490 
Shredded cod. . . . . . . . • • • • . .. . • . .. • • • . . . . . . . . . . .. . 377 
Shrewsbury, New Jersey, oyster industry of...... 386-
Shrewsbury river, New Jersey ••••••..•. 385, 387,389,391 
Shrimp .........•.....••..••.•. 492,516,518,525,535,624 
Canned ......•...•. ~.. • • • • . • . . . • . • . . . • . . . . 585 
Dried ...........•.••••• ·. . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 618 
In Boston market ........... _ ............ 19:1, 197 
In San Francisco market....... . . . • . . . . . . . . 618-
Method of drying............ .. . . • . .. . . . . . . 612 
Shrimp, catch of, in-
California ................................ 594, G18 
Eastern :Florida .••••..•••......•......... 523, 524 
Georgia . . . • • • • . . • • • • • • • ••• . • • . • . • • • • . . • . • . 515 
Gµlf states . . . • . . . • • • . • • • • • • • • . • . • • • . . . . . . . 536-
Louisiana................................. 576 
North Carolina ....................... 479, 480, 495-
South Carolina............................ 505 
Texas. . . . . • • • . • • . . . • . . • • . • • • . . • • . • • • . • • . . . 582: 
Shrimp fishery in-
California ..••..•......•.••...•••. 608, 612, 616, 620 
Eastern ~'lorida . . . . . . . . . .. . • • • .. .. . . . . . • . . 526 
Georgia..... • • . . . . . • . . . • . . • • . . . . . • . . • • • • • • 516 
Louisiana .•••••......•.•••••.••••..•...... G76 
North Carolina .......................... .484, 494 
South Carolina ....................... 504, 509, Gll 
Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . G87 
Shucked clams . . . . . • . • .. .. • . . . .. . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . 25, 42 
Shuckfish for bait . .. • • • • • • • • • . . .. . . . . .. • . . . . .. . . 307 
Shumagin Islands cod fishery ........ a. .. • • .. • • • . 593 
Siasconsett, Massachusetts. • • • • • • • • . • . • • . • • . . . . . . 255 
Sicilian oystermen.... . . • . • • • • . • • • • • . . . . • . . • . . . . . 580. 
Silver gar....................................... 554 
Simonson & Co., A • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . . • • • . . . . • . . . 376 
Sinclair, Captain Peter.......................... 155. 
Sinnepu:xent bay, Maryland...................... 425. 
Sippican, Massachusetts . .. • • . . . • • . . . . .. • . . . . .. • . 265. 
Sippican river, Massachusetts...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7;34 
Siscoes . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • • • . • . • . . • • . • • • . • . . . . . . 673 
Sisco wet ..............•••...••................. 636, 637 
Skate ...................................... 268, 383,724 
In San Francisco . • • ••. . . . •• . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . 618 
Skinner, Floyd R ............................... 365, 369-
Skins, fish-
For glue ...•....••.••.•.••••..•••.•.•. ~ .. 119, 142 
Utilization of ............................ 149, 150 
INDEX TO FISHERY INDUSTRY. 779 
Po,ge. 
Skipjacks ..••...•.....•.••.••••...••.•• 493,508,586,735 
Skipper creek, Florida........................... 554 
Sladesville, North Carolina • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • 484 
Slaughter beach, Delaware ••••.•.••••••••••.•.. ~ 414 
Smuckmen, lobster . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • 59 
Smacks-
Fishing ...••.•.••••. .•••.....••.••••...... 566 
l{ey West . . . . • . • • • • . • . . • • . . • • • • • • . • • • . • . . . 538 
. Small point, Maine . • • • . • . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • . . . . • • . . . 69 
"Smear", Texas :fish called...................... 586 
Smelt .••••••••••••••••• 188,193,259~263,595,716,731,735 
Canned ......•••••.•.••••••.•••.. 121, 188,197, 198 
Fresh ..••....•••••••• 119, 138,179,195,284,314,376 
Frozen.. . • . • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • . 195 
In San Francisco market................... 618 
Smoked................................... 377 
Smelt, catch of, in- _ 
California ..•...•••••••••.•••••.•••.••.... 597,600 
Connecticut •.•••••••••••••••• J •••• •••• •••• 317 
Massachusetts .••••••••••..•••••.•.•...... 118, 119 
Rhode Island.............................. 284 
Smelt :fishery in-
California .•••...•••••••••••.. 596, 604,609,615,619 
Connecticut .............................. 316,317 
Maine .•••••.••. 26,43,44,45,48,55,59,61,64,67,75 
Massachusetts •••••••••.••.••••..••... 195,246,710 
NewJersey ....••...••••••••..•............ 384 
Rhode Island ...•......••.••••..•..•...... 308, 3P9 
Smith & Co., Jonas........................ ...... 353 
Smith isles, Isles of Shoals . • • . . . • . • . . . • • . . • . . . • . . 111 
Smith River salmon :fishery ..••....••.•.•....... 593, 623 
Smith's point, New York......................... 367 
Smithtown bay, New York....................... 350 
Smithtown, New York........................... 350 
Smithville, North Carolina....................... 493 
Smoked-
Alewives ........ 121,225,248,276,285,296,297,709 
Bluefish .....•....•.......•.••..••••..•••. 121, 255 
Eels . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • • • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . • . 377 
Haddock ..............••. 11,14,17,18,47,77,86,87 
Haddock, origin of, in America .•. ... . . . . . . 87 
Halibut .••. 121, 133, 134, 139, 149, 167, 225, 618, 692 
Herring, exports of...... . . . . • . .. . • • • • . . . . . 167 
Herring, production of, in Maine ........••• 11, 12 
Mackerel ...•.•.............. ·.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 377 
Salmon ....•.•.••...•.....•.............. 377, 618 
Smelt ....•...••••• · . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 377 
Sturgeon ............. 377,650,651,663,666,668,670 
Whi te:fish ................................ 64!), 650 
Smoked:fish-
Exports of . . . • . • . • . • • . • . • • • • . . . . . • . • • . . . . . 205 
In Maine .•.••...•.......... 11, 14, 22, 29, 37, 47, 67 
InMassachusetts.119,121,130,137,139,191,225,276 
In New York .. . .•. •.••... ••• •. . . • .•• .• • •. • 377 
In North Carolina ...••••.. ~... . . . . . . . . . • . . 485 
Production of great lakes :fisheries •.•. 633, 639, 646, 
647,660 
Trade of Boston in~ ..•••..••••........... 190-192 
Trade of Gloucester in .•••••••••...•...•.. 146, 149 
Smoked herring in-
Belfast district.... . • • • • • . • • • • . . . . • • . . . • • • . 47, 50 
Boston district ..•••••••••••••••••••...... 191, 192 
California ..•.•.....••.••••.•..•••.....••• 615, 618 
Smoked herring in-Continued. Page.. 
Castine district ..••••.••.......••..•.... 37, 38, 42 
Frenchman's Bay district ...••..•. 28, 29, 32, 33, 34 
Gloucester district.... • . • • . • • • • .. • . • . . • • • . . 176 
Machias district .••••.••••............ 22, 23, 26, 27 
New York ...•.••.. .-••••••.••••........•... 377 
Pv,ssamaquoddy district ..•.•.. 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 
Portland district ..•......••..•..•..••... 77, 86, 87 
Rhode Island.............................. 309 
Waldoboro' district .................. 54, 55, 57, 65 
Washington territory .•................... G27, 628 
Wiscasset district ....................... 67, 70, 71 
Smoke-houses-
Halibut ...•......•.. ·-.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 149 
Herring .•..•...••• - .19, 20, 21, 33, 34, 56, 65, 70, 71 
Smutty Nose island, Isles of Shoals •... .•.•.. .... 111 
Snapper ba,nks, Florida.......................... 567 
Snow, Franklin.-. •• •• • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 190 
Snow Hill, Maryland............................ 425 
Snows, :fishing .••••...•....•••....•....•.•...... 701, 705 
Snuff Box island, New Hampshire ..... ··~···.... 109 
Sole :fishery.. . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . 622 
Soles in San Francisco . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • 618 
Somerset county, Maryland ...•..............•.. 437, 438 
Somerset, Massachusetts····-· ••.•....•......... 251,278 
Somerset Oyster Company . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 278 
Somerset oysters . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . 277 
Sonoma county, California ....•.........••••.... 619, 624 
Soquel, California . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . (305 
Sounds-
Cod ..•••......•......•.. 142, 179, 679, 694, 702, 707 
Cod, exports of.... . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . 167 
Fish . . . . . . . . . ............. 11, 14, 18, 37, 47, 54, 67 . 
Fish, dried .•.•... 22, 73, 78, D3, 94, 95,119, 121, 133, 
136, 139, 142, 151, 183, 188,211, 216, 226 
Hake ..............•........•........ 142, 162, 163 
Pickled ...•..••••••.•............ 121, 139, 172, 188 
Squeteague .•.. .. .... ....•.. ...... .... .... 285 
Tront .. _ ....• _... • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . . 489 
Weakfish ..•••...... ·........ .... ...... .... 142 
South America, :fish imports from ...•.. ·.... . • • • • • 137 
Southampton, New York .••••••••••............. 351, 362 
South Bristol, Maine, cod fisheries of....... . . • . . . 61 
South Carolina-
Alewife fishery of . . . •• . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . 504 
Fisheries of ...•..........•..•••.......... 499,501 
River :fisheries of.......................... 505 
Sea :fisheries of •....•...•.•........... ~ . . . . 504 
Shad :fishery of .. _. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . · 504 
Statistics of fisheries of.................... 504 
Statistics of sea fisheries of . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 505 
Sturgeon fishery of . • • • • . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 504 
South Carolina and Georgia-
Boat-:fisheries of...... . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 502 
Description of coast of...... . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 501 
Sturgeon :fishery of.... • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 502 
Terrapin :fishery of ....• , .................. 503 
South channel cod :fishery .•...•.••....•.•...... 154, 194 
South channels, fisheries in . • • • • . . . • • • • • . • . . . . . . . 129 
South Chatham, Massachusetts . • • • • . . • • . • . . . . . . . 240 
South Chicago, Illinois . . • • • . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . • • • • • 649 
South Dartmouth, Massachusetts . • . . . . . • • • • . • • • • 273 
Southern mackerel :fishery •••••..•.••••••.....•.. 65, 145 
South Ferry, Rhode Island .... ..•. .•.• .•.. •..••. 307 
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South Freeport, Maine.... • • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . 81 
South Georgia islands ...•.. ..•.......•......• - - . 316 
South Harwich, Massachusetts.... • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . 241 
South Haven, lake Michigan..................... 651 
South Kingston, Rhode Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 286 
South Norwalk, Connecticut..................... 332 
Oyster business of... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 337 
Southold, New York ............................ 351, 357 
South Orleans, Massachusetts.................... 239 
South Oyster bay, New York .....••....•........ 362, 371 
Southport, Maine ...............••.••••.... 65, 68, 70, 71 
South Shetland islands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 316 
South Side Sportsman's Club . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 369 
South Thomaston, Maine, fisheries of ............. fi4, 55 
South Truro, Massachusetts, fisher!es of.......... 232 -
Southwest harbor, Maine ..........•••••••.. ~ . . . . 34 
Southwest pass, Louisiana...... . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . 5i9 
South Yarmouth:, Massachusetts .. .. ... . .. . . .. . .. 245 
Spain, fish exports to ...........•••• 62, 124,130,135,679, 
682,693,696,700,705 
Spanish fishermen .......•..•.............•. 504, 566, 608 
Spanish mackerel-
Canned . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 484 
Fresh .................................... 193, 486 
Pickled . • . . . • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 568 
Salted ..•• .. • ... . ... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 564 
Spanish mackerel in-
Boston market . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . 196 
Delaware . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 416 
Louisiana •••.••••....................•••. 576, 577 
Maryland ........................ __ •. . . . . . 427 
Massachusetts .................... 225,267,268,274 
New Jersey ..•........................... 388, 389 
NewYork ..•......•..••...... 357, 358,359,360,361, 
363,369,371,373 
North Carolina ...................• _... . . . . 487 
Rhode Island ••.••........•.......... 294, 301, 307 
Texas .•••••.......•........•............. 585, 586 
Virginia ......................... 457, 458,459,462 
Wes tern l!,lorida .................•........ 552, 567 
Spwriu, pagruB.. • • • • • • . • . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . • • . . . . • 507 
Spawn, fish ............ 121, 133, 139,-151, 152, 183, 188, 226 
Pickled . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . 172 
Speckled trout . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 586 
Speonk, New York .. . .. . ... ... ...... .. . .. . .. .... 364 
Sperling-
Fishery ........•••................. _ .. 70, 134, l:56 
. Forbait ................................... 163 
Spermaceti ......... _ ....• _ ••............... __ .•. 272 
Candles .... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 119 
Oil 130 
Sperm oil, production of, in- · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Barnstable district .........••............ 226, 229 
Boston district ....•...........•.......... 188, 189 
Connecticut ..••....•..••••............... 315, 316 
Edgartown district . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . 259 
Ma achu etts.~···· .................. 121
1 
713,724 
New Bedford di trict ............. 264, 269,270,272 
1 ~ 4 · · · · • • · • ·••••. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 116 
'perm·wha,le tish ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 229 
, pirwink riv r, Maine, cla.m-:f:lats in.............. 96 
Spit island ..............•....••..............•. : 664 
ponge fishery .................................. 535, 537 
ponge , sta.ti tic. of ........................... 536 537 11 
Spot- Page. 
Catch of, in Delaware . • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 411 
Fresh ........•...•••..••..•...•••••••••••• 486 
Salted .••••...................••••....••. 486, 487 
Spot fishery in-
Dela ware .••..•....••..•••••......... 410, 414, 418 
North Carolina ....••...•...•••••. 481,483,485,487 
Virginia ..... : ...••••.......•..•••.•• 453, 454, 462 
Spotted-
Sea-trout .... 424, 425,452,453,480,505,515,523,524 
Trout ........... -. .......•.••. 502,516,517,552, 567 
Spring creek, Florida .........•.....•... ~.. . . . . . . 55'1 
Springs, New York.............................. 360 
Sprite's island, Connecticut...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 337 
Squalus acanthiaB • • • • • . . • . • • . . . . . • • • • • • . • • • • • . . . • 626 
'Squam river, Massachusetts .. .: ............. 143, 165,689 
Squan river, New Jersey ............ 385,387,388, 391i 39-J 
Sq ueteague-
Fresh .........................•.. 119, 225,284,314 
Sounds.................................... 285 
Squeteague, catch of, in.:_ 
Connecticut ..•.•.•••..••.......... _. . . . . . . 316 
Delaware . ... . .•.. ... . .. •••............ .. . 411 
Maryland .•••••.•.••..•.••...•.•......... 424,425 
Massachusetts ........ 118,259,263,268,733,734,735 
New Jersey............................... 382 
New York................................. 344 
North Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 479 
Pennsylvania.............................. 404 
Rhode Island ....... .....•••.............. 284, 301 
Virginia ..................••••........... 451,453 
Squeteague :fishery in-
Connecticut .............. ~ ....•......... , 316, 319 
Massachusetts .................... 253,267,269,274 
Rhode Island ............... . 294, 296, 298, 303, 304, 
306,307,308,309 
Squid .................. 121, 139, 160,161,179,268, 724, 735 
Bait fishery . . • . • . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1G9 
Dried . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 604 
:Fishery ...................... 118, 120, 137, 174, 178 
Fishery at Cape Breton .......•.•......... 159, 160 
Fishery at Newfoundland ............. 160, 161, 180 
Fishery, vessels in ................ 120, 138,159,178 
For bait ..........••..................... 160, 161 
For cod-bait ...... .•.... .... .... .... ...... 156 
Squidding for bluefish .................. ·......... 156 
Squirrel-fish ............... "'····................ 507 
Stage island, Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97 
Stake.net fishery . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 373 
Stake-nets for shad.............................. 375 
Stamforcl, Connecticut, oyster industry of . ....... 339 
Stamford oysters . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ••.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 203 
Standard Fertilizer Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 220 
Stannard, R. H:..... ....•. .... ...... ...... ...... 3:21 
Staples, G. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39 
Star-fish........................................ 486 
Stargu t island, Rhode Island ...........• _ ...• __ •. 289 
Star island, Isles of Shoals .........•.....•...... 111, 112 
Stark, William, cited .•••••.•••••........... _.... 132 
Starvegoat jsland, Rhode Island.................. 289 
Staten island, New York ........................ 375, 376 
Statistics of-
Commercial :fisheries of North Carolina..... 478 
Fishery exports from Boston .....••..•• _ •. 204-207 
Fi h ry import into Bnston .............. 207-209 
INDEX TO FISHERY INDUSTRY. 781 
Statistics of-Continued. Page. 
Massachusetts fisheries _in 1837 and 1640 . • • • 130 
Oyster interests of Fall River district....... 280 
Oyster trade of Maryland.................. 448 
Persons in oyster trade of Mary land .....• .447, 448 
Statistics of fisheries of-
Alaska . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • 630 
Barnstable district • • • • • . • • • •• • . • • • • . . • • • • • 2'24 
Bath district.............................. 72 
Boston district . • • • • . . . • . • . • • • • . . . • . . . • . • . . 187 
California .....•.•••••••.•.•••••.•••..•••. 593, 594 
Castine district............................ 36 
Connecticut • . . • . • • • • • • . . • • • • • • . . • . . . . . • • • • 313 
Delaware................................. 411 
E astern Florida . . . . • • . • • • • • • . . • . . • . . . . . • . . 523 
Edgartown district~... . . • • • • • • • • . . . . . • • • . . 258 
Elizabeth City county, Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . 456 
Fall River district. . . • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . 275 
Frenchman's Bll,y district . . • • . • . • • • • . . . . • . . 29 
Georgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • • . • . • . • . • 514 
Gloucester district ..••••••....••••.••• 137, 138, 139 
Gloucester from 1870 to 1881 ..•••••••••••. 170-175 
Kennebunk district........................ 94 
L ake Erie.... . . • . • . . . • . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . • • • . . 6..'19 
Lake Huron...... . • . . • • . . • . • • . . . • . . . • . . . . . 657 
Lake Ontario...... . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • . . . . . 672 
Lake Superior............................. 634 
Louisiana................................. 575 
Machias district . . . . . • • • • . • . • • • • . • • . . . . . • • • 21 
Maine .......•••.•..•.•••• ·•••......•.•••••• 10 
Marblehead district...... • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • . • • 182 
Maryland................................. 423 
Massachusetts in 1879 •••••••••••••••••••. 117-121 
Monterey county, California................. 607 
Nantucket district...... • • • • . • • . • • • • • . . • • . • 254 
New Bedford district...................... 262 
Newburyport district...................... 131 
New Hampshire........................... 108 
New Jersey................................ 381 
New York . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • 343 
New York bay .....••••••....•...........• ·• 38'2 
Northern New Jersey...................... 384 
Oregon ... · .............•....•........... _ 624 
Passamaquoddy district . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . 13 
Pennsylvania............................. 403 
Plymouth district . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 215 
Portland and Falmouth district............ 76 
Rhode Island for 1880.... . . . • • . . • • • • . . • • • • . 284 
Saco district . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93 
San Luis Obispo county, California........ 602 
San Mateo county, California ... .:.......... 607 
Santa Barbara county, California . • • . • . . • • • 602 
Santa Cruz county, California.............. 607 
Sout~, Carolina ...... ·····~................ 504 
Southern New J ersey . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . .•. . 393 
Texas ... _ ............ _ . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 582 
The great lakes ......... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 633 
Virginia .....................••.... ..,,. . . . . . 451 
Wa.ldoboro' district........................ 53 
Washington territory ..••.....•...... ·.....• 625 
Wiscasset district . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66 
York district· · --· ~........................ 95 
Statist ics of fish taken in-
Los Angeles county, California............. 597 
San ·Diego county, California . . . • . . . . . . . . • . 595 
Statistics of oyster industry of- Page. 
Boston. . . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . . • • . . • • • • • • • • • 204 
Chesapeake bay . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • • . . . • • • . . . . . 469 
New Hampehire.............. .• • ••• . . . . . . . 107 
Rhode Island...... . . . .• • . . • • . . . • . • . • • • • . • . • 294 
Statistics of oyster.packing in-
1\,fary land • • . • . . . . • • • . • • • • • . . • . • . . . . • . . . • • . 445 
Virginia .••....•.......... .' .••....... 467,468, 469 
Statistics of salt.water fisheries of-
Alabama . . . • . • • . . . • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • • . • . . . 568 
· Georgia . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 515 
Maryland................................. 424 
Pennsylvania . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 405 
Statistics of sea fisheries of-
Ea,stern Florida .•••....•.• u.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 523 
North Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 479 
Virginia . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 4:'>3 
Steamer-
Cannery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49 
For gathering marine products. . • . • •• . . . . . . 44 
ltilackerel...... . . . . • . . • • • • • . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . 54 
Steamers, menhaden .•...................... 52, 61, ()9, 99 
Stearns, Sila.s •.••.••••..........•.......... · ..•. 52-2, 533 
Steilacoom, Washington territory . . . . . . ... • • . . . . . . 626 
Stmwtomus chrysops ..••••••••...••.••••. 359, 390, 502, 507 
Sterling oil.works.... • . • . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • 353 
Steub.en, Maine, fisheries of ..••••.••........•.... 25, 27 
Stevens' Point fishermen......................... 672 
Still.baiting in New Jersey . . • ••• ••••••.... .. . . . . 388 
Stingaree . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . 586 
Stingray point, Virginia . ~ .. . . . . • .• • ••. . . . . . . . . . . 460 
Sting·rays .....•..•.....••.....•.•...••.•..•.... 383 
Stockton, Maine, fisheries of..................... 47 
Stolepho1·us ringens • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . 612 
Stonington, Connecticut- . 
Fur seal fishery of ....•..••............... 313, 315 
Whale fishery of ...•....•........•...•.••. 313, 315 
Stony Brook harbor, New. York . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 350 
Stony brook, New York.......................... 350 
Stony creek, Connecticut ........•........•..... 318, 32:.{ 
Stony Creek Oyster Company.................... 323 
Stony point, Lake Erie .••....... _. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. 662 
Stop-fishing in Florida ..........•....... ·.... . . . . 528 
Straight beach, Virginia.... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 453 
Straight-bont .. _... . . . . . • . . . . . • • .•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111 
Straits of Belle Isle cod-fishery ....•......... 242, 723, 726 
Straits of Mackinac .....•...................... 654, 655 
Stratford, Connecticut .......................... 332, 334 
Streater. G. C., on Salem fisheries................. 695 
Striped bass-
Fishery .................••••. 196, 248,260,265, 307 
Fresh ............ 119,133,193, 196,225,254,284,314 
Striped bass in-
Connectfout ...•...................... 316, 320, 332 
Delaware .... ...... ....•. ...•... .... ...... 411 
Massachusetts ..•••............... 118,138, 268,274 
New York ...••...... 354,360,361,363,364,368,372 
Rhode Island.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 284 
Striped mullet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 268 
Stromateus triacanthus ... ~ ...........••••••.•••. 359, 389 
Studley, Henry T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . • . 63 
Sturgeon-
At Victoria, Washington territory......... 629 
Caviar ...... . ....•...........••....•..... 503, 505 
Dried . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • 70 
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Early exports of........................... 685 
Fishing by Indians.................. . . . . . . 283 
Former abundance of ..........•...... 132, 685, 724 
Fresh .................•..... 119, 133, 138, 193, 196, 
225,259,263,376,650 
In fisheries of the great lakes .. 640, 647,648,649,650, 
. 658,659,662, 666, 670 
In New Berne market .... ....... ..••.. .... 485 
In San Francisco market . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . 618 
In Savannah market ..•.••...... .. . . . • . •. . 517 
Pickled ................................... 79, 682 
Roe .............••••................. 503, 510,518 
Smoked .............. 377, 650, 651, 663, 666, 668, 670 
Trade of Savannah . . . . • . . . •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 518 
Sturgeon, catch of, in-
Delaware . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 411 
Eastern Florida ... . .• . . .. . .•. . ... . . . . . ... . 523 
Georgia .........•....•••..•..........•••. 503, 515 
Maryland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . • •• • • • . 424 
Massachusetts............................. 118 
New Jersey............................... 382 
NewYork •................................ 344 
North Carolina ...........•............... 479, 495 
Pennsylvania . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . •• 404 
South Carolina ..•...........•........ 503, 504,505 
Virginia .......•..•....•............. 452,458,459 
Sturgeon fishery in-
Ca1ifornia ...................•••.. 609, 615, 616, 619 
Connecticut............................... 332 
Delaware................................. 412 
Georgia ........•......................... 502, 514 
Maine .....................•....•.......••. 79,80 
Massachusetts .....••••................... 132, 736 
Pennsylvania . .. ... . ... •• . .. . . ... . .. . . .. . . 403 
Rhode Island... . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . 294 
South Carolina ........................... 502, 506 
Suckers .........................••••........••. 618, 639 
Sugar bluff, lake Erie............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 664 
Sugar Loaf rock, New York...................... 350 
SuJlivan, Maine, fisheries of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31. 
Sullivan's island, South Carolina . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . 508 
Sunfish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 724 
Sun.trout .... ·· - ···............................. 516 
Superior City, fake Superior . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 635 
Surf.fish ...... ... .......................... 597,605,609 
Surf-fishing .................................... 372, 418 
S nrinam, fish ex ports to ...............•........ 167, 693 
Surry, Maine, fisheries of ...................... 28, 34, 35 
n quehanna river . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 403 
uwannee river, Florida .. .. .................... 553, 554 
Swampscott, Massachusetts, fisheries of .. 115, 182,185,708 
Swan, J. G. .. .. . .... .. . ... . ..... .... .. . .•. . .. ... 629 
• wa usea, Ma sachusetts .................... 275, 276, 277 
Oy ter industry of......................... 279 
, 'wan's island, Mainc-
F i beries of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38, 39 
Lob ter fl hery of . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39 
fackerel fishery of.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39 
Ve s l · :fi.sheries of. . . • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3q 
, 'wcclen, export of fish to ...•.....•.....•...... 205, 206 
w di h fl hermen ....................••••. 146, 640,643 
• weep- inc fishery. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 245 
:fib 643 
Pnge. 
Swordfish ...................... 183, 188, 193,194,225, 304 
I<~resh ........ 119,133,138,172,255,259,263,284,314 
Pickled ... 86,121,133,139,172,179,183,188,216,2~5 
Swordfish, catch of, in-
Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 317 
Massachusetts... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
New Hampshire...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 109 
Swordfish fishery in-
Maine .................................... 65, 89 
Massachusetts .................... 193, 194,271,273 
Rhode Island . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . ..... 299, 303 
Sycamore drain rocks, Virginia . . • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . 4 72 
Syngnathus griseolineatus . • • • • . • • . • . . . • • . . . . .. • ••• 612 
Syosset, New York.............................. 349 
Syracuse salt for fish-curing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 234 
T. 
Tabb's river, Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . .• • ••. 460 
Tacoma, Washington territory.... . . • • • . . . . . • . • . . 626 
Tailor fishery .....................•.•..•.•..... 427, 457 · 
Tailors, catch of, in Virginia ...........•...•.... 458, 459 
Talbot county, Maryland ... ~.................... 437 
Talmage, John . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 361 
Tampa bay, Florida-
Fisheries of ............•••........ a... . . . . 546 
Mullet :fishing at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 547 
Pound.fishing at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • .• • ••• 548 
Shark and porpoise fishing at.... . . . . . . . . . . 547 
Tampa bluffs, Florida...... . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . 525 
Tangier island, Chesapeake bay .... . .. .427, 434,442,463 
Tanner's oil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150 
Tarpaulin cove, Massachusetts.... . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • 261 
Tarp um in Texas.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 585 
Tar river, North Carolina........................ 478 
Taunton river, Massachusetts ........... 115, 275,276, 283 
OyAter interests of...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 277 
Shad and alewife fisheries of............... 276 
Taunton River oysters....... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 287 
Tautoga onitis.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 390 
Tautog-
Fresh .................... 119, 138, 259, 263, 2S4, 314 
In Connecticut .....•................. . ... 317, 324 
In Massachusetts ............ 118, 183, 196, 225, 268, 
725,731,733,734,735 
Tautog fishery in-
Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 324 
Massachusetts ....... 102, 196, 243, 244,247, 248, 253, 
260,262,267,269,271,272,273 
New York................................. 347 
Rhode Island .. .......... 284, 294, 299, 301, 303, 304, 
305,306,307,308 
Taxation, vessels exempt from . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122 
Taxes on vessels abated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 704 
Taylor county, },lorida . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • . .. . ... . . . . 553 
Tenant's harbor, Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55 
Ten Pound island, Gloucester harbor . . . . . . . . . . . . . 143 
Terrapin-
.A.bundancc of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4112 
Bucking...... ...... .... ...... ...... ...... 503 
Culture in North Carolina . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 482 
Hunting with <logs . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . 482 
Importation of...... .. . .. . .... ..•. .. . ... . . 196 
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Terrapin-Continued. 
In Boston market ..•• ; ...•. : ..•.•.••.•..... 
In San :Francisco market ...•••••••••.•.... 
In Savannah market ••••••••••..•••••.•..• 
Trade ..••.....•.•.•.•.•.••••.••••••....••. 






Delaware ..•••....•••.••....•.....••..••.. 411 
Eastern Florida ...•.•••••••..•...•....... 523, 524 
Georgia . . .. . . . . . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . • . . . . . 515 
~faryland .•.......••••.••.•.•••••.•.. 424,425,429 
New Jersey . ......••..•••••.••••..... 383, 385,393 
North Carolina ..•••...••••••.••...... 479, 480,495 
South Carolina . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . 505 
Virginia ......•..•..•....••.•••••...••... 452, 453 
Terrapin fishery in-
Delaware ...•...••••. 412, 413, 415,416,417, 418, 419 
Mary lanrl . . • • • . . ••••.•...•.. , . • . . . . . . . . . . . 429 
New Jersey.. . • • . . . . • • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 399 
New York . . .............•............ 347, 348,373 
North Carolina ..•••..•....... 481, 482,485,487,491 
South Carolina and Georgia . .. . . . .. . .. . .. . 503 
Virginia ............................ .456, 457,462 
Terry, Albert.............................. ...... 363 
Terry, J. S .....••••..••••..•••.................. 506, 509 
Terry, Samuel ..•........•...•• ·.• .. • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . 482 
Terry, W. H .... .•.• .•••••. •••••. ••.. .•.• ••.• •..• 368 
Texas-
Fisheries of.... ••. • •.. • . .••••• .... .... .... 582 
~'ishermen of.............................. 583 
Fishing boats a,nd seines in •.••... •. . .. . . . . 583 
General description of fisheries of .•••• ~ . . . . 583 
Lay of the fishermen............. . . . . .. . . . . 584 
Oyster fisheries of . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • • . . . • . . . . . 584 
Oystermen of.... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . 583 
Statistics of fisheries of.................... 582 
Thacher's Histm·y of Plymouth . . . • . • • • • . . . • • • . . . . • 723 
Thaleichthys pacificus .••• ........................ 626, 629 
Thames river, Connecticut ...................... 316, 317 
Thatcher's island, Massachusetts....... . . . . . . . . . . 141 
Thaxter, Celia, on Isles of Shoals.... . . • • • . • . . . . . . 112 
'l'hebadau, Captain Peter • • . • . • • • • . .• • ••. . . . . . .. • 159 
Thomas, Cary G . . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • . • • • . 569 
Thomaston, Maine, fisheries of . . . . . . • • • . . . . • • . . . . 54, 55 
Thoreau's Cape Cod cited........................ . 277 
Thorny.backs .•.••.......• ~ •...•...••••..•..... ; 493 
Three.Mile harbor, New York.................... 360 
Tinker's island, Maine . . . . • . . • . • . . . • • • • . • . . . . . . . . 33 
Tisbury, Massachusetts .••••• -...•••••.••••..••.. 258, 260 
Tiverton Four Corners, Rhode Island............. 297 
Tiverton, Rhode Island-
Menhaden fishery of . . . . • • . . • • . . . • . . • . • • • . • 296 
Shell-fish at . . . • • . •• • • • • • • • • • . •• •• . • • . . • • . • 286 
Toad.grunter.................................... 735 
Toledo, Ohio .........•... ~.. ...• ..•••. ..•• ..••.. 662 
To-Ilman, Capta,in Benjamin . • • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . 296 
Tom ales bay, California.......................... 609 
Tom-cod ............•...... 246, 268,612,615,618,627,712 
Tompkinsville, New York........................ 376 
Tong ues-
Cod .•.........•.......•••... 179, 679,694, 702, 707 
Cod, exports of...... . • • • . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • 167 
Fish .......• · •.•...••••.••.•....••.•...... 145, 154 
Pickled . .......•.....•••••.••.•.. 121, 139, 172, 188 
Too's point, Virginia...... . . • • • • • •• . • . • . • . . . . . . . • 458 
Topping, S. B ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 364 
Torching- Page, 
For sperling ......•.•....•..•....•...••... 134, 136 
Herring .•••••...••..•.•••......... _.. . • • • . • 19 
Torpedo fish • . . . . . • • • . . • • • • • . • . • • . . . . . . . • • • • • • . . 724 
Toussaint, lake Erie . . • • • • . • • • • • • . . . . • • • . . . • • • • . . 664 
Townsend, Maine ....... .......................... 63, 68 
Trade in canned fish at.Boston . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 197 
Trammel·nets .........•...•....•............... 570, 578 
Transportation of oysters . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . • • . 466 
Trapani salt ..••..............•.•..•.... 168, 169, 210, 234 
Trap fish at Elizabeth islands .• ~... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 261 
Trap.net fishery ........................ _ ••. 307, 309,352 
Traps .................•....•• ' ................ : . . 22 
Deep.water .. ..... ..•.•. ...•.. .... .... .... 67 
Floating ..•••..••••..•• ; ................. 164, 165 
Travers, Capt,ain Samuel M...... .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . 442 
Traverse City, lake Michigan . .. • .. . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 654 
Treading clams.... . . . • • . • • • • . . .• . • .• • ••. . . . . .. . . 399 
Treat, U.S., began canning industry in the United 
States .....••••...••••......•....•............. ' 17 
Treaty of Washington .......................... 153, 161 
Treaty, reciprocity ............................. 153, 220 
Treaty rights ............................. .'...... 686 
Trefethen, C. & H...... .. . . . . . . . .. .... .. . . . . . .. . 86 
Tremont, Maine ................................. 33, 34 
Trescott, Maine, :fisheries of.... • • • • • • • • . . • . . . . • . . 20 
Triacis seniif asciatus ......................... ~.. • • 612 
Trichurus lepturus.......... •• • • • • • .. •• • • • . . •• ••• . 586 
Trinidad, fish exports to . • • • • . . • • • • . . . . . .. . . . • • . . 167 
Trinity bay, squid at . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 161 
'£rolling . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . • • •• . . . . . . . . • .. ~es 
Trout-
Brook ........•. :... .••.... .•..•. ...... .... 598 
Culture in New York ••. • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • • •• 347 
Former abundance in Maine •••• ... . .. . . . . . 8'2 
Fresh ...•....••••••••• ••. 477, 486,645,650,656,657 . 
Fresh·water.... •••• .••••• ••.• .•••. .••• ...• !'>16 
Pickled . . • . • • • . • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . 172 
Preserves ...••.•••.• · ••...• , ••............ 369, 370 
Rock . . . • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . • . . • • . . . . . . • 604 
Salmon •••...•••.•..•.••••.....••........ 196, 488 
Salted ..••...•••.•.•••.••••••.... 486, 564, 640, 656 
Sounder . • • . • • • • • • • . • • . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 489 
Sounds . . . • . . . • • • • . . • . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . 489 
Spotted . . . • • • . . . • • • •• . • • • • . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . 516 
Spotted sea ...•.•••••.••••...•••..... 453,523,524 
Sun....................................... 516 
Trout, catch of, in-
Delaware .•.• ••.. .•.••. •••••. •... •... .•... 411 
New York . . • . . • . • . • • • . • • . • • . • . . . • • • • . • . . . . 344 
- Virginia. ............................. 454, 458,459 
Tront fishery in-
Alabama ................................. 570, 57 4 
California ..•..... ~... . • • . • . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . 603 
Delaware ••. ~ •••••.•.••.•..•.•... 410,412,413;415 
Mary land . • • • • . • . . • . • • • • . . . • . • • • . • . . . . • . • . 427 
· North Carolina .•••••..••••.....•••..•••.. 483, 493 
South Carolina ••••••••.•.••.•.•.•••••.... 506, 511 
Virginia .•••.....•..•.•.••••••...••...... 462,463 
Troutin-
Eastern Florida •••••••••••.••...••••. 425, 528, 529 
Lake Erie . • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . . • . . . . . • • . • • • • 660 
Lake Huron................................ 659 
Lake Michigan •••.•••........••. 639,640,643,645, 
646,647,648,649,650,652,653,654,655 
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Lake Ontario.............................. 673 
Lake Superior .................... 635, 636,637,638 
Massachusetts...... . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 735 
San Francisco market . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . 618 
Western Florida.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 555 
Trout-brooks ........•.......... ,. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 106 
'l'rue, Frederick W .......•••••...••. ~ ••••... 113, 236, 631 
Trufailt, A. T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 79 
Truro, Massachusetts, :fisheries of .... 116, 127,232, 724, 725 
Trygon sayi . . . . • . . • . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . 586 
Tuckernuck isfand, Massachusetts........ .. . ••. . . 254 
Tucker's' island, Ma.foe........................... 34 
Tuckerton, New Jersey ........••••..... 394, 396,397,399 
Tu fas island, Connecticut.... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 322 
Turtle .........................••••..••........ 376, 53~ 
Canned .................••....•......... .484, 527 
Catch of . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • • •• . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . 411 
Fishery ...•.... .413, 415,417,418,419,491,577,613 
Green .......... 525, 526,527,536,537,576,582,585 
Hawk-bill................................. · 525 
Imports of . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 196 
Loggerhead ..............•............... 485, 52.'1 
Sea .............•....•• ~.. • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 596 
Turtle Craw 1 point, Florida...... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 549 
Turtle pond, Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 727 
Tuthill & Co., George T. .. • • •• . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 353 
Tuthill & Sons, W. M .•• . .. . • •• . ••• • • . . •• . •• • •. . 353 
Two Ri vcrs, lake Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 646 
Tylosurus longirostris . • • • • • .. • • .. . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . 586 
u. 
Union bay, :Maine . . . . . • . • . . •• .•• ••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 
Union Fishery Company . • . . . . • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . 569 
Union Ice Company .••••..•••.•...•.....•...... 209,210 
Union Oyster Company........ . • • • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 443 
Union river, Maine . . . . .. . . . ... . •• • • . .• • ... . . . . . . 35 
United States of Colombia, exports to .••.•....•. 205, 206 
Uraptera binoculata.. . • . • . • . • • • • • • • • • . . . • • . • . • • . • 612 
U tsaladdy, Washington ten-i tory . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • 628 
v. 
Vale & Griffin .................................. 353, 383 
Ventura county, California ................. 595, 598,599 
Venus mercenaria...... . . • . • . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . 725 
Vermillion, lake Erie. . . . . • • • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 667 
Vessel.building ................................. 59, 679 
Vessel fisheries of-
Bristol, Maine. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
Deer faland, Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41 
Eastport, Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
Portland in 18i9. . . • • • • . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . • . . 83 
Vessel fishermen, number of, in-
Connecticut ....••••......... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . 313 
Maino .... 10, 2 l, 29, 36, 46, 53, 66, 72, 76, 9~, 94, 95 
Ma sachu etts ..... 120, 1:12, 138, 178, 182, H:!7, 215, 
224, 254, 258,262,275 
New Hamp hire........................... 108 
Rhod I land.............................. 284 
V sel fitters of Gloucester. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145 
Ve sels in-
Food·fish fish ries ... 9, 10, 13, 22, 29, 37, 46, 53, 66, 
73, 77, 93, 94, 95, 108, 120, 132, 138, 
178, 18'J, 187,215, :224, 254, 263, 284 
Ves els in-Continued. Page. 
Lobster :fi hery ........ 10, 13, 22, 29, 37, 46, 53, 77, 
120, 1 3, 1 7, 263, 2 4, 314 
Menhaden fi hery ...... 10, 53, 66, 77, 120, 13 , 1r:9, 
187, 263, 275, 284, 314, 4Gl 
Oy ter :fishery ........ 10, 53, 107, 120, 178, 1 2, 1 7, 
224, 314, 438, 441, 465, 466 
Sea,l :fishery .......................... 120, 263, 314 
Squid fishery ..................... 120, 138, 159, 17 
Whale fishery ....... 120, 187, 224, 258, 263, :114, 593 
Vessels, statistics of, in fisheries in-
Alabama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 568 
Bath district . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73 
Belfast district . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 
Boston district . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 187 
California ........... 593,594,599,602,607,618,624 
Castine district . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37 
Connecticut............................... 314 
Delaware . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 411 
Edgartown district.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 258 
Fall River district... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 275 
Georgia ..... ·---~-........................ 514 
Gloucester district................... . . . . . . 138 
Great lakes ............•. 633,634,638,657,659, 672 
Gulf states . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 536 
Kennebunk district.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94 
Louisiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 576 
Machias district . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 
Maine .. . . . . . .. . .••••• . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 10 
Marblehead district .... . •••. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1~3 
Maryland ..•........................ .423, 424,441 
Massachusetts . ................ . • . •. . . . . . . . 120 
Nantucket district • . . . . . • • • . . .. ••. . . . . . . . . 254 
New Bedford district . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ... ... . 263 
Newburyport district...... . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . 132 
New Hampshire............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108 
New Jersey .......................... 381, 385,393 
New York............................. . . . . 343 
North Carolina ........................... 478,489 
Pacific coast . . . • . • . .. .. . • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;,92 
Passa,maquoddy district . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
Pennsylvania .............. ~ ............. 403, 405 
Plymouth district . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 215 
Portland district . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 77 
Rhode Island...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 284 
Saco district ............•••... _.. . . . . . . . . . . 93 
Salem district............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 178 
South Carolina .........•................. 504, 505 
Virginia ...•..................•.......... 451, 452 
Waldoboro' district........................ 53 
Washington territory............ . . . . .. . . . . 625 
Western Florida........................... 536 
Wiscasset district.................... . . . . . . 66 
York district . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95 
Victoria, W ashingtou territory .................. G26, {i29 
Vinal Haven, Ma.ine ............................. 45, 50 
Haddock-smoking at .... ... . . ... ... . .. .. .. 86 
Vines, Captain Richard, early expedition to Maine. 98 
Vineyard Haven, Massachusetts.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 260 
Viney a.rd Sound squid fishery ................... 159, 160 
Virginia-
Alewife fishery of...... . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . 451 
Description of .fisheries of, by counties...... 454 
Fisheries of .......•..•...•...•.•......... 449-473 
Menhaden fishery of. . . . . . • . . • .. . . . . . . . . • . . 451 
INDEX. TO FISHERY INDUSTRY. 
Virginia-Continued. Page. 
Oyster dredging and tonging in.... . . . . . . . . 464 
0 yster interests of. ..•.................... 464-4 73 
Oyster laws................................ 431 
Oystermen of........ . . . . . . . . . •.. .. . . .. . .. . 464 
Oysterrnen, number of...................... 465 
Oyster.packing in ...... .. . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 466 
Oysters .•..••.............•.......... 251, 291,293 
0.ysters at New Haven, Connecticut........ 325 
Oysters at Salem, Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . 181 
Review of the fisheries of.... . . • • . . . . . . . . • . 451 
River fisheries of . . . • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . 451 
S6a fisheries of . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 452 
Shad fishery of ..•.••••••.•.. ~. . . . . • . . . . . . . 451 
Statistics of fisheries of ....•.•.•.....•.... 451, 452 
Virgin Rocks cod fishery .. ~.. . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . 180 
w. 
Waccamaw river, South Carolina................ 502 
Wages of oystermen .•.•...•.•••....•••...•..... 435, 440 
Wagon fishing . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 585 
Wakulla county, Florida ...• .. . ... . . . .•. .... .... 554 
Waldoboro' district-
Fisheries of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 52 
Menhaden industry of . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 52 
Review of :fisheries of . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52 
Statistics of :fisheries of...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53 
Vessel. and boat.fisheries of................ 52 
vValdoboro', Maine-
Fisheries of .......•••.... ~ .•...........•.. 57,59 
Smelt fishery of... • • • . . . . . . . • . . • . . • • • • . . . . . 59 
'\Valker, George................................. 472 
Walker's island, Rhode Island . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . 303 
Walrus oil .•••••.••••....•••.. _. . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 121 
Waquoit bay, Massachusetts ....••......... ~..... 253 
Waquoit, Massachusetts......................... 252 
Ward's pond, Rhode Island . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 308 
vVareha,m, Massachusetts ...••....•..... 115, 249, 262, 733 
Oyster industry of...... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 264 
Oysters at................................. 202 
Wareham river, Massachusetts .........••••... ~.. 264 
Waretown, New Jersey .•..•••••...••........... 387,389 
Warren, Rhode Island ..••.............. 283, 286, 287, 304 
Warrington, D. N . .••••• .. . . • . . . . . .. . . . . .. ...••. 418 
Warwick county, Virginia. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 465 
Warwick cove, Rhode Island..................... 305 
Warwick neck, Rhode Isfand ...••..••••• ;. . . . . . • 305 
Warwick, Rhode Island ......... ".. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 286 
Wash Bowl, Rhode Island ..•................. ~.297,298 
Washington, District of Columbia . . . . • • . .. . . ..•• 468 
Washington, market for fresh fish................ 197 
Washington territory-
Coast :fisheries of . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 626 
Fisheries of . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. • • . . 625 
Statistics of :fisheries of . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 625 
Watch Hill, Connecticut...... ... . .... .... ...... 360 
Watch Hill, Rhode Island . • . . . . . . . . • . • • . . • . . . . . . 309 
Waterhouse, Charles . . . ••. . . . .•. . •• .•. ... . .. .. .. 528 
Water mills, New York .•.• ••. . .•. . . . .• .. . ... .... 362 
Waukegan, lake Michigan....................... 648 
Weakfish .................••...•.... · ... 358, 362, 389, 395 
Fishery ..•....... 309,347,354,370,374,394,412,425 
Sounds for isinglass.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••. . . . . . . 142 
vVebb,Henry.................................... 164 
50 GR F 
Page. 
Webb, William.................................. 40 
Weeweantit river, Massachusetts .........••.... 251,265 
Weir fishery ........... 15, 234,238,239,240,241,242,243, 
246,247,252,260,267,268,352 
vVeir, for bass... • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 709 
Weirs-
Alewife ...... .' .................... 76,111,213, 709 
Alewife and smelt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 61, 67 
At Wellfleet............................... 234 
Brush ........ : ....•... 19, 21, 23, 24, 26, 28, 3:3, 34, 38 
Fish ......... -· .....•...........•........ 102, 164 
Herring ...........•........ 20, 25, 27, 33, 38, 50, 716 
Salmon . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . • . . . 76 
. Salmon and alewife.... . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . • 48 
Weirs in-
Connecticut....... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 314 
Maine .•••••.............. 10, 13, 22, 29, 37, 46, 53, 95 
Mass11,chusetts ....••......... 138, 178, 224, 254, 258, 
263, 685, 710, 736 
New Hampshire........................... 108 
Rhode Island.................. . . .... .. . . . . 284 
Welaka, Florida, fisheries of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 530 
W elchmen .•..•..•••..•.............•.......... 484, 485 
Wellfleet, Massachusetts-
Alewife fishery of ......................... 234, 235 
Black:fish fishery at ....•....••............ 235, 727 
Clam fishery at.... . . . • . . .• • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 234 
Early history of....... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 726 
Fisheries of .......•...... 116, 127, 232, 234, 726, 727 
Mackerel fishery of .........•............. 116, 234 
Oyster industry of ............ 199, 234,236, 727, 728 
Weir.fishery at............................ 234 
Whll.le fj.shery of ...........•............. 235, 727 
Well smacks . • . • • • . . . • • • . . . • . • . . • . • . . . . . • . . • • • • . 168 
Wells & Co., Henry E ......•••.... :... ...... .... 353 
Wells & Sons, D. D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 357 
Wells bay, Maine ..••.•...•••.....•............•. 99, 100 
Wells Beach, Maine, fishing station . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 
Wells, Henry E...... . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 357 
Wells, Maine, fisheries of ....................... 100, 101 
Wepawangriver, Connecticut.................... 334 
Weskeag river, Maine . .•.... .. .... ... . .. . ... ... . 55 
West Brewster, Massachusetts.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 239 
Westbrook, Connecticut, shad fishery of .. ~-··.... 320 
Westbrook, Maine .........•.•. ·····; ...... ···~·· 79 
West Chatham, Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 240 
West Dennis, Massachusetts . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 244 
West de Pere, lake Michigan..................... G44. 
Westerly, Rhode Island.......................... 286 
Western Bank cod fishery .•...... 32, 43, 58, 60, 68, 69, 108, 
109,117,145,146,155,273,729 
Western Bank fishery .............. ...•........ 171, 172 
West Falmouth, Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 252 
West Florida,, statistics of fisheries of ... . . . . . . . . . 536 
West Gloucester, Massachusetts.................. 143 
West Gouldsboro', Maine......................... 30 
Westhampton, New York........................ 364 
West Harwich, Massachusetts.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 241 
West Indies-
Fish exports to ..... • ..... 12!1, 130, 135: 167,205,206, 
207,217,218,682,701,706 
Trade with................................ 124 
Westmoreland county, Virginia.................. 465 
y 
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Page. 
West Pembroke, Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
Westport, Connecticut, oyster business of . . . . . . . . 336 
Westport, .Maiue ...............•....... - .. - . - ... 65, 71 
Westport, Massachusetts ............... 115, 262, 26i, 273 
Westport point, Massachusetts................... 273 
Westport river, Massachusetts .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 272 
West river, Connecticut .......... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 330 
Weymouth, Massachusetts-
Cod fishery of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 127 
Fish-fertilizer factory at . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 213 
Isinglass factory at ......... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 213 
Whalebone-
At Fairhaven, Massachusetts ............. 269, 2i0 
At Nantucket, in 1715 . ... ..• ... . .. .•. . .... 257 
Bounty on, in Rhode Island...... . • . • • . . . . . 283 
In Georgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 518 
Manufacture of............................ 119 
Production of, at New Bedford, 1840 to 1875. 272 
Production of, in Connecticut ........ . 314,315,316 
Production of, hi Massachusetts in 1840 ... 130, 2i6, 
259,264 
Production of, in Massachusetts in 1879 . . . . 121 
Production of, in 1854 . • • • • . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . • 116 
Production of~ on Pacific coast ...•••.. 592, 593, 594 
Wlrn.lc fo,hery-
Capital invested in . . . . .• . • . . . . . . . • . • • . . • . . 119 
Encouraged by bounty ................... 284,737 
Whale fishery at-
Cushing point, Maine ................. .,. . . . 82 
Duxbury, Massa,chusetts....... . . . . . . . . . . . . 717 
Edgartown, Massachusetts ........... 258, 259,733 
Gloucester, Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 139 
Ipswich, Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 685 
Lynn, Massachusetts .............. · ..... ·... 710 
Marblehead, Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 705 
Martha's Vineyard in 1775 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 732 
Monhegan, Maine...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62 
Plymonth, Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 724 
Prospect harbor, Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 30 
Provincetown, Massachusetts ............. 227, 229 
Quincy Point, Massachusetts............... 713 
Salem, Massachusetts ............•........ 696, 699 
Sandwich, Massachusetts ................. 249, 730 
Stonington, Connecticut................... 315 
Truro, Massachusetts ... •.. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 724 
Wellfleet, Massachusetts .............. 235, 726, 727 
Whale fishery in-
Connecticut .......................... 3rn, 315,316 
Georgia .........•........................ 514, 518 
New Bedford district ........ 262, 263,265,267,269, 
271, 273, 276, 735 
New York................................. 357 · 
North Carolina ........................... 487, 4!)0 
'Pacific coast .... 591, 59!J, 596, 5g7, 600, GO!, 604, 621 
Rhode Island ... .......................... 283, 736 
Wbale fl bery, statistics of-
In 1846.. . . • . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • • • . 115 
In 1854.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116 
Products of ..... 115, 116, 120, 188, 226, 257, 259, 263 
Ve el in . .. 115, 118,120,187,223,224,258,263,314 
Whale oil on Pacific coa t ........ . 592, 593, 594, 602, 607 
Whale oil, production of, in-
Connecticut ... ....................... 314, 315, 31G 
Georgia................................... 518 
W1:a]e oil, production o.f, in-Continued. Page. 
Massachusetts ...... 116, 121, 130, 139, 151, 226, 230, 
257,259,264, 269,270,2i2,699 
Whaling fleet of-
Connecticut, statistics of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 314 
New Bedford ........ .-- ................... 272, 276 
United States in 1846 .............. , . . . . • . . 115 
Whaling fleet, statistics .of, in 1880. .. . . . . .. . . .... 115 
Wbaling grounds ..........•....... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115 
Of the Pacific . . . . . . . .. . •. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 593 
Whaling vessels, statistics of ...... 115, 118, 120, 187, 223, 
224,258, 26:3, 314 
Wharves at Gloucester, l\fassachusotts . .. . . . . . . . . 144 
Wheeler's Point, Massachusetts....... . . . . . . . . . . . . 143 
Wheelwright, John, deed of Isles of Shoals to.... 111 
Wherries, fishing . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109 
Whitefish-
At Marion, Massachusetts............. . . . . 734 
Fresh ................... 193, 376,645, 6GO, 656,657 
Salt ............................. 638, 640,644,656 
Smoked .................................. 649, 650 
Whitefish, catch of, in-
Lake fisheries of New York...... . ..... . . . . 344 
Pennsylvania.............................. 404 
Whitefish in-
Connecticut...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 320 
Lake Erie .... 660,661, 662, 663, 664, G65, 666, <367, 671 
Lake Huron ........•••................... 658, 659 
Lake Michigan ...... 639,.640, 641,642,643,645,646, 
647, 648, 649,652,653,654,655 
Lake Superior ................... 635, 636,637,638 
San Diego county, California . . ... . .. .. . ... 595 
White.fish bay, lake Michigan...... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 646 
Whitefish point, lake Superior . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 637 
Whitehall, lake Michigan ...... .. · ............... 652, 659 
White island, Isles of 'Shoals...... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 111 
White island, Piscataqua river ...•....•..... ; . . . . 109 
White Island pond, Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 221 
White perch ................... 221, 284,351,360,364,547 
White rockfish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 659 
White shad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 517 
Whitestone, New York . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . ... . 346 
Whiting ...•............... 502, 504, 508, 511, 5:29, 586, 785 
Whiting, Mabie, fisl1eries of...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
Whitman, Levi, History of 'Wellfleet............... ·235 
Wickford harbor, Rhode Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 289 
Wickford, Rhode I sln.nd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 306 
Wicks, James . . . ••. . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 370 
Wilcox, W. A ..... 92, 96, 97, 99, 100,103,105,113,281,311 
Willard, E. G ...........................•....... 86, !-JO 
Willard's bay, Couuecticut . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ... . 319 
Williamson, W. D., History of Maine ............. 60, 63 
Williamsville, Delaware .........•.............. 409, 418 
Willoughby, lake Erie....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6i0 
Willoughby point, Virginia, ..................... 453, 454 
Wilmington, California.......................... 597 
Wilmington, North Carolina .......... · ...•..... .477, 492 
Fish markets of . . . . . . •. •.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 493 
Line-fishery of .. ·.--. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 493 
Salt-fish trade of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 494 
Statistics of :fisheries of...... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 494 
Trade in fresh fish at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4V3 
Vessel-fishery of............ . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 493 
Wil on, lake Onta.rio ..................... , ..... 672, 673 
Windmill point ...... , ••••...•••. , . . . . • . • • . • • • . . 659 
INDEX TO FISHERY INDUSTRY. 787 
Page. 
Window-pane . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . ... .... .. ..... 361 
Wing's cove, Massachusetts ....•....••.. ·....••••• 265 
Winipiseogee river ..•••....••......•.. .__......... 131 
Winslow, Francis................................ 433 
Winsor's History of Duxbury . . • • • • . . . . • • . . . . • . . . • 717 
Winter cod fishery...... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 388 
Winter haddock fishery .. ~ ........ · ...... 7~145, 158, 170 
Winter harbor, Maine ............................ 30, 31 
Winthrop, Massachusetts, oyster.beds at/ ......... 201 
Winyah bay, South Carolina ....... · ............ 504,G06 
Wiscasset district-
Fisheries of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65 
Hhip·bnilding at ......... ~................. 65 
Statistics of fisheries of...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66 
Wiscasset, Maine, fisheries of . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 70 
Witchcraft at Salem, Massachusetts .. , . . . . . . . . . . . 123 
Wonder- Working Providence cited . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122 
Wonson, Captain J. F ... .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. ... . ..... %7 
Wood island, Maine, herring fishery at ...•.... 31, 39, 58, 
92, 97, 99 
Wood island, New Hampshire.................... 109 
Woodsburg, New York........................... 373 
Wood's Holl, Massachusetts ........ ~ ....... 252, 253, 732 
Vvoolwich, Maine ...............•.. , .......... 71, 73, 75 
Wright, Charles R....... .... .... .... ...... ...... 656 
Wrightsville sound. North Carolina . . . . . . . .. . .. . . 494 
Page. 
Wyatt, James................................... 413 
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